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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20424

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR
VIA E-MAIL
January 12, 2021

The Federal Labor Relations Authority ("FLRA") is an independent administrative federal
agency created by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, also known as the Federal
Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the "Statute"), 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135 (2018). The
Statute allows certain non-postal federal employees to organize, to bargain collectively, and to
participate through labor organizations of their choice in decisions affecting their working lives.
The Solicitor's Office of the FLRA received your request under the Freedom of
Information Act ("FOIA") on January 4, 2021. You requested a digital/electronic copy of the
transition briefing document(s) (late 2020) prepared by FLRA for the incoming Biden
Administration."
II

Pursuant to§ 2411.7 of the FLRA's regulations (5 C.F.R. § 2411.7), your request has been
granted. We disclose all documents responsive to your request.
Pursuant to the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, 5 U.S.C. § 552 (a)(6)(A)(i)(III), the
decision of the undersigned with regards to your request may be appealed to the Chairman of
the FLRA, Colleen Duffy Kiko, within 90 days of the receipt of this response. If you would like
to discuss this response before filing an appeal to attempt to resolve your dispute without going
through the appeals process, you can contact our FOIA Public Liaison for assistance at:

Brandon Bradley
Acting Chief
Case Intake and Publication
Federal Labor Relations Authority FOIA Public Liaison
1400 K Street, NW, 2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20424
Phone: 202-218-7766
Email: bbradley@flra.gov
If you have any questions, please also feel free to contact me at solmail@flra.gov. There
are no charges associated with processing your request pursuant to§ 2411.13(b )(2) of the FLRA's
regulations.

Sincerely,
/s/ Sarah C. Blackadar
Sar ah C. Blackadar
Attorney
Federal Labor Relations Authority
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About the FLRA
https://www.flra.gov/about

The FLRA administers the labor-management relations program for 2.1 million nonPostal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are
represented in 2,200 bargaining units. It is charged with providing leadership in
establishing policies and guidance related to federal sector labor-management
relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the
Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute, 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135.

Introduction to the FLRA
https://www.flra.gov/about/introduction-flra

The FLRA is an independent administrative federal agency created by Title VII of the
Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, also known as the Federal Service LaborManagement Relations Statute (the Statute), 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135. The Statute
allows certain non-postal federal employees to organize, to bargain collectively, and
to participate through labor organizations of their choice in decisions affecting their
working lives.
The Statute defines and lists the rights of employees, labor organizations, and
agencies to reflect the public interest's demand for the highest standards of employee
performance and the efficient accomplishment of government
operations. Id. § 7101(a)(2). Specifically, the Statute requires that its provisions "be
interpreted in a manner consistent with the requirement of an effective and efficient
Government." Id. § 7101(b).

Mission

https://www.flra.gov/about/mission
The FLRA exercises leadership under the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations
Statute (the Statute), 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135, to promote stable, constructive labor
relations that contribute to a more effective and efficient government. The FLRA's
mission is to carry out five primary statutory responsibilities as efficiently as possible,
and in a manner that gives full effect to the rights afforded employees and agencies
under the Statute.

1

Mission: Protecting rights and facilitating stable relationships among federal agencies,
labor organizations, and employees while advancing an effective and efficient government
through the administration of the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.

In striving to fulfill its mission, the FLRA executes the following five primary statutory
responsibilities, as set forth in the Statute:
1. Resolving complaints of unfair labor practices (ULPs).
2. Determining the appropriateness of units for labor organization representation
(REP).
3. Adjudicating exceptions to arbitrators' awards (ARB).
4. Adjudicating legal issues relating to the duty to bargain (NEG).
5. Resolving impasses during negotiations (Impasse).
In order to perform the many and varied functions of administering and enforcing the
Statute, the FLRA is organized into three distinct components: the Authority, the
Office of the General Counsel, and the Federal Service Impasses Panel. All
components support and engage in collaboration and alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) activities as an integral part of their programs.
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The Statute

https://www.flra.gov/about/introduction-flra/statute

Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 is also known as the Federal Service
Labor-Management Relations Statute or the Statute. The Statute allows certain nonpostal federal employees to organize, bargain collectively, and to participate through
labor organizations of their choice in decisions affecting their working lives. [The
Postal Reorganization Act (P.L. 91-375, Aug. 12, 1970) governs labor-management
relations in the Postal Service.] The Statute defines and lists the rights of employees,
labor organizations, and agencies to reflect the public-interest demand for the highest
standards of employee performance and the efficient accomplishment of government
operations. See 5 U.S.C. §7101(a)(2). Specifically, the Statute requires that its
provisions "should be interpreted in a manner consistent with the requirement of an
effective and efficient Government." 5 U.S.C. §7101(b). The Statute defines the
universe of organizations that most directly rely on the FLRA: the federal agencies
that employ workers eligible to be represented by labor organizations, and the labor
organizations that the FLRA has recognized as the exclusive representatives of these
employees. The agencies, labor organizations, and federal employees accorded rights
by the Statute, are the FLRA's “customers.” Agency employers subject to the Statute
include not only the Executive Branch agencies and the Executive Office of the
President, but also various independent agencies and certain legislative-branch
agencies, for instance, the Library of Congress and the Government Publishing Office.

A Short History of the Statute

https://www.flra.gov/resources-training/resources/statute-andregulations/statute/short-history-statute

A well-balanced labor relations
program will increase the efficiency
of the Government by providing for
meaningful participation of
employees in the conduct of
business in general and the
conditions of their employment.
Rep. William Clay (123 Cong. Rec. E333,
January 26, 1977)
Federal employees first obtained the
right to engage in collective

bargaining through labor organizations of their choice in 1962, when President
Kennedy issued Executive Order 10988, which also authorized the use of limited
advisory arbitration of grievances. In 1969, President Nixon expanded those rights
through Executive Order 11491, which established an institutional framework to
govern labor-management relations in the Federal Government, set forth specific
unfair labor practices, and authorized the use of binding arbitration of certain
disputes. Both Orders contained provisions reserving certain rights to agency
management.
Executive Order 11491 also established two new entities. One, the Federal Labor
Relations Council (Council), would oversee the entire program; make definitive
interpretations and rulings on provisions of the Order; decide major policy issues; hear
appeals, at its discretion, from decisions made by the Assistant Secretary of Labor for
Labor-Management Relations on unfair labor practice charges and representation
claims; resolve appeals from negotiability decisions made by agency heads; and
decide exceptions to arbitration awards. The other, the Federal Service Impasses
Panel, would have discretionary authority to assist parties in resolving bargaining
impasses when voluntary arrangements failed.
Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act
By 1977, President Carter had determined that comprehensive reform of the civil
service system – the first since the Pendleton Act of 1883 – was necessary. The
Congress agreed and, after extensive hearings, passed the Civil Service Reform Act of
1978. Title VII of that Act, which specifically addressed labor-management relations
and established the authority of the FLRA, engendered particularly heated
debate. Eventually, a substitute amendment proposed by Rep. Morris K. Udall
replaced that title of the bill before the House of Representatives. Members of
Congress, previously opposed to the initial legislation that contained a broad
management rights provision, supported the amendment, based on an understanding
that the provision would be "narrowly construed" and would, "wherever possible,
encourage both parties to work out their differences in negotiations." (Rep. Ford, 124
Cong. Rec. H9648). The House passed the "Udall Substitute," the Senate agreed to the
conference report embodying that amendment, and President Carter signed Title VII,
the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute, into law as part of the Civil
Service Reform Act on October 13, 1978, effective January 11, 1979.
The Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1978, which took effect on January 1, 1979, 10 days
before the Statute became law, effected the actual establishment of the FLRA. As one
commentator described, the legislative negotiations that resulted in Title VII and

established the FLRA "so muddied the content and intent of the new agency that no
one knew what it was supposed to do or how it was supposed to do it." (Patricia W.
Ingraham and David H. Rosenbloom, eds., The Promise and Paradox of Civil Service
Reform, University of Pittsburgh Press (1992) at 95 (quoting Carolyn Ban,
"Implementing Civil Service Reform" (1984) at 219).) It was clear, however, that the
functions of the Federal Labor Relations Council and the Assistant Secretary of Labor
for Labor-Management Relations were consolidated in an independent agency. As
President Carter explained, the arrangement under the Executive Order was "defective
because the Council members are part-time, they come exclusively from the ranks of
management, and their jurisdiction is fragmented." (Message from President Jimmy
Carter Transmitting Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1978, May 23, 1978.)
While the statutory program was similar in many respects to the system that it
replaced, there were programmatic and structural differences that radically changed
federal-sector labor-management relations. Among the more significant changes
affecting the structure and operation of the new agency were:
•

Establishment of the independent and bipartisan Authority to replace the
Council, whose members had been the heads of three executive agencies, and
given broad powers to remedy unfair labor practices and formal rulemaking
authority;

•

Establishment of the independent Office of the General Counsel to investigate
and prosecute unfair labor practice charges; and

•

The Statute made the Authority's final orders – which it issues in unfair labor
practice and negotiability decisions – subject to judicial review.

In addition, the Statute made significant substantive changes that would alter the
dynamics of labor-management relations, including:
•

Requiring that collective-bargaining agreements contain grievance procedures
terminating in binding arbitration, and broadening the permissible scope of
negotiated grievance procedures;

•

Requiring that agencies grant official time to exclusive representatives for
negotiating collective-bargaining agreements; and

•

Changing the nature and scope of reserved management rights and the
exceptions to those rights.

FLRA Jurisdiction and Responsibilities
The jurisdiction defined for the newly created FLRA extended throughout the world to
wherever federal agencies covered by the Statute are located. Subsequent legislation
further expanded the list of entities within FLRA's jurisdiction. For example, the
Panama Canal Act of 1979 extended the FLRA's jurisdiction to cover employees,
including foreign nationals, of the Panama Canal Commission and U.S. agencies in the
Panama Canal Zone, although this jurisdiction was terminated as of July 1, 1998. More
recently, the Presidential and Executive Office Accountability Act extended coverage
of the Statute to additional categories of employees of the Executive Office of the
President.
Coverage also has been modified over the years by Presidential Orders issued
pursuant to § 7103(b) based on national-security determinations. In November 1979,
President Carter excluded a number of agency subdivisions, principally in the
Department of Defense and Department of the Treasury. Subsequently, President
Reagan suspended the program with respect to certain overseas activities, and
exempted specific divisions of the Drug Enforcement Administration and the
U.S. Marshall's Service from the Statute's coverage. And, in January 2002, President
George W. Bush excluded several agencies and subdivisions within the Department of
Justice.
Through subsequent legislation, Congress expanded the responsibilities of the
FLRA's components. For example, the Foreign Service Act of 1980 established a labormanagement relations program for the members of the U.S. Foreign Service. The
Chair of the FLRA also heads the Foreign Service Labor Relations Board and appoints
its members and the members of the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel; the
FLRA General Counsel serves as General Counsel to the Board; and the Chair of the
Federal Service Impasses Panel serves as a member of the Foreign Service Impasse
Disputes Panel. In 1982, the Federal Service Impasses Panel gained authority to rule
on negotiation impasses regarding alternative work schedules. And, in 1994, Congress
assigned the Authority specific responsibilities concerning the certification of
bargaining units resulting from reorganizations within the Department of Agriculture.
In addition to statutory changes related to the FLRA's program responsibilities,
legislation subsequent to 1978 has affected the administrative operations of the
agency. For example, in 1984 Congress designated the Chair of the FLRA as the
agency's Chief Executive and Administrative Officer, which led to more centralized
management and operations.
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To request to receive FLRAPress Releases, please email Aloysius Hogan.
Date

Title

8/19/20

The FLRA Releases eFiling Training Video
PDF (54 KB)

7/31/20

The FLRA's Updated Operating Status
PDF (62 KB)

7/09/20

The FLRA Adopts an Addition to Its Regulations Concerning Revoking
Written Assignments for the Payment of Union Dues
PDF (37 KB)

6/29/20

The FLRA Releases Updated Organizational Chart
PDF (37 KB)

6/23/20

The FLRA's Updated Operating Status
PDF (61 KB)

6/05/20

FLRA REP Hearings to be Conducted by Videoconference
PDF (36 KB)
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Date

Title

5/14/20

The FLRA Publishes Digests of Authority Decisions, Completing Two-Year
Strategic Initiative
PDF (61 KB)

5/11/20

The FLRA's Updated Operating Status
PDF (91 KB)

4/29/20

The FLRA on YouTube
PDF (211 KB)

4/17/20

Federal Labor Relations Authority Updated Operating Status
PDF (128 KB)

3/31/20

Authority Solicits Comments on a Request for a General Statement of Policy
or Guidance
PDF (36 KB)

3/25/20

Authority Solicits Comments on a Request for a General Statement of Policy
or Guidance
PDF (36 KB)

3/20/20

Federal Labor Relations Authority Operating Status
PDF (126 KB)

3/19/20

The FLRA Proposes an Addition to its Regulations Concerning Revoking
Written Assignments for the Payment of Union Dues
PDF (107 KB)

3/12/20

President Trump Appoints Michael Lucci to the Federal Service Impasses
Panel
PDF (36 KB)

2/14/20

The FLRA Announces New Appointment to the Foreign Service Impasse
Disputes Panel
PDF (100 KB)
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Date

Title

1/28/20

The FLRA Reopens Comment Period on Proposed Regulation Change
PDF (111 KB)

1/23/20

The FLRA Solicits Comments on a Request for a General Statement of Policy
or Guidance
PDF (98 KB)

1/14/20

The FLRA Seeks Comments on Proposed Regulation Change
PDF (106 KB)

1/14/20

President Trump Reappoints Members to the Federal Service Impasses Panel
PDF (111 KB)

12/23/19

The FLRA Proposes Revisions to its Negotiability Regulations to Improve and
Expedite the Review of Negotiability Appeals
PDF (321 KB)

12/09/19

President Trump Appoints Patrick Wright to the Federal Services Impasses
Panel
PDF (109 KB)

12/05/19

Unfair Labor Practice Case Processing in the Absence of a General Counsel
PDF (128 KB)

12/03/19

Federal Service Impasses Panel Ratifies Prior Decisions
PDF (106 KB)

10/08/19

President Trump Appoints Two New Members to the Federal Service
Impasses Panel
PDF (109 KB)
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________________________________________________________________________________
Contact: Richard P. Burkard
www.flra.gov
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-218-7279
October 8, 2019
PRESIDENT TRUMP APPOINTS TWO NEW MEMBERS TO THE
FEDERAL SERVICE IMPASSES PANEL
The FLRA is pleased to announce that President Donald J. Trump has appointed Robert J. Gilson and
Maxford Nelsen to serve as Members of the Federal Service Impasses Panel (Panel), an independent
entity within the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). The Panel Chairman and Members
serve on a part-time basis and assist in resolving negotiation impasses between federal agencies and
labor organizations. FLRA Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko expressed her pleasure at the
appointments.
Robert J. Gilson will serve a five-year term expiring October 2, 2024. Mr. Gilson began his federal
career with the U.S. Civil Service Commission, and has held labor and employee relations,
managerial, and agency advocacy positions with the Office of Personnel Management, the Navy, the
Army, the Department of Treasury, and the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), where he
served as Chief of Labor and Employee Relations. He is proud of his role in helping to establish the
NTSB Training Academy, located on the Loudoun County, Virginia Campus of the George
Washington University. During his federal career, Mr. Gilson served as chief negotiator on
numerous labor agreements and represented agencies before the FLRA, the Panel, the Merit Systems
Protection Board, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and arbitrators.
Since retiring from federal service in 2001, Mr. Gilson continued to represent federal agencies before
the FLRA, the Panel, and the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. In recent years, he
developed and delivered a number of advanced Labor and Employee Relations training courses, and
has spoken at many conferences on labor and employee relations issues. He has trained thousands of
federal negotiators, supervisors, and managers over the course of more than 40 years.
Mr. Gilson is the author or co-author of nine books for federal managers. Since 2004, he has also
written more than 500 articles about labor and employee relations issues for FedSmith.com, a news
website devoted to federal sector employment issues. Mr. Gilson holds a bachelor’s degree from St.
Joseph’s University in Philadelphia.
Maxford Nelsen will also serve a five-year term expiring October 2, 2024. Mr. Nelsen is the
director of labor policy for the Freedom Foundation, where he leads the organization’s research,
advises its strategic litigation program, and advances its government affairs efforts. His research on
labor and economic policy has formed the basis of several briefs submitted to the U.S. Supreme
Court. Mr. Nelsen’s work has been published in local newspapers around the country as well as the
Wall Street Journal, Forbes, The Hill, and the National Review. His commentary on labor policy
issues has been featured in media outlets like the New York Times, Fox News, and the PBS News
Hour. Prior to joining the Freedom Foundation, Mr. Nelsen worked for WashingtonVotes.org and

the Washington Policy Center. He graduated magna cum laude from Whitworth University with a
bachelor’s degree in political science. Mr. Nelsen resides in Olympia, Washington, with his wife and
son.
###
The FLRA administers the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. It is charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to
federal-sector labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute).
The Panel resolves impasses between federal agencies and unions representing federal employees
arising from negotiations over conditions of employment under the Statute and the Federal
Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.
For further information regarding the Panel or these appointments, contact Kimberly Moseley,
Executive Director of the Panel, at (202) 218-7790.

FLRA NEWS
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY - WASHINGTON, DC 20424

________________________________________________________________________________
Contact: Richard P. Burkard
www.flra.gov
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-218-7279
December 3, 2019
FEDERAL SERVICE IMPASSES PANEL RATIFIES PRIOR DECISIONS
Today, the Federal Service Impasses Panel (“FSIP”) announced it has ratified all of the final
decisions and orders that it issued between September 2017 and November 25, 2019.
FSIP took this action in light of President Trump’s November 12, 2019 memorandum
concurrently delegating authority to the Federal Labor Relations Authority (“FLRA”) to remove FSIP
members. The President’s memorandum was designed to facilitate effective supervision of the FSIP
by the FLRA, of which the FSIP is a sub-component, so as to remove any doubt regarding the
constitutionality of its structure and the validity of its decisions.
In announcing the ratification, FSIP Chairman Mark A. Carter stated: “For over 40 years,
FSIP has provided prompt and effective assistance in resolving federal-sector bargaining impasses.
During that time, the FSIP’s Chairman and members have been subject to appointment and removal
by the President alone, while its orders and decisions have been subject to review both by agency
heads and the FLRA via the unfair labor practice procedure.”
“The President’s recent memorandum reaffirms that FSIP is structured as a sub-component of
the FLRA that is subject to its concurrent oversight. We welcome the clarification, and have taken
the step of reaffirming our decisions and orders since September 2017 in order to remove any doubt
about the validity of our orders and the constitutionality of our structure.”
FSIP is a sub-component of the FLRA that resolves bargaining impasses between federal
agencies and unions after mediation efforts have failed. FSIP’s members are Presidential appointees
who serve on a part-time basis as needed to hear cases.
The November 25, 2019 minute of FSIP’s action ratifying its decisions can be viewed here.
###
The FLRA administers the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. It is charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to
federal-sector labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.
FSIP resolves impasses between federal agencies and unions representing federal employees arising
from negotiations over conditions of employment under the Statute and the Federal Employees
Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.

FLRA NEWS
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________________________________________________________________________________
Contact: Richard P. Burkard
www.flra.gov
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-218-7279
December 5, 2019
UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE CASE PROCESSING
IN THE ABSENCE OF A GENERAL COUNSEL
In light of recent media reports, Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) Chairman Colleen
Duffy Kiko and Deputy General Counsel Charlotte A. Dye wish to clarify the FLRA’s process for
making determinations on the merits in unfair labor practice charges (ULPs).
During the period in which there has been no confirmed General Counsel or Acting General
Counsel (since November 17, 2017), some media outlets have stated or implied that the FLRA, or a
component thereof, had determined that various unfair labor practices had occurred, when in fact no
complaint has issued.
When the FLRA lacks a General Counsel, Regional Directors and other employees within the
Office of the General Counsel continue the Office of the General Counsel’s regular practice of
conducting investigations of unfair labor practice charges to make a recommendation as to whether
an unfair labor practice occurred (a determination on the merits of the charge). While Regional
Directors make internal, non-binding recommendations on issuing complaints to the Office of the
General Counsel, it is for the General Counsel alone to determine whether a complaint should issue
based on those recommendations.
No Regional Director, in the absence of a General Counsel or Acting General Counsel, may
issue unfair labor practice complaints. The General Counsel, or someone acting in the place of the
General Counsel, is the only person given the authority under the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute to authorize the issuance of unfair labor practice complaints. 5 U.S.C. §§
7104(f)(2)(B), 7118(a)(1); see also Clark v. FLRA, 782 F.2d 701, 704 (D.C. Cir. 2015); Turgeon v.
FLRA, 677 F.2d 937, 940 (D.C. Cir. 1982).
Even once the General Counsel has issued a complaint, it remains for an Administrative Law
Judge to determine, after the Regional Office and the parties present their evidence at a trial, whether
an unfair labor practice has actually occurred. The Administrative Law Judge’s decision may then be
appealed to the FLRA’s three-member adjudicative body and then to the appropriate Federal court of
appeals.
Communications from a Regional Office, including a Regional Director, do not constitute a
determination that an unfair labor practice has occurred. Any media reports to the contrary are not
accurate.
###

The FLRA administers the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. It is charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to
federal-sector labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.
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________________________________________________________________________________
Contact: Richard P. Burkard
www.flra.gov
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-218-7279
December 9, 2019
PRESIDENT TRUMP APPOINTS PATRICK WRIGHT TO THE
FEDERAL SERVICE IMPASSES PANEL
The FLRA is pleased to announce that President Donald J. Trump has appointed Patrick Wright to
serve as a Member of the Federal Service Impasses Panel (Panel), a component within the Federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). The Panel Chairman and Members serve on a part-time basis
and provide assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between federal agencies and labor
organizations. FLRA Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko expressed her pleasure at the appointment.
Patrick Wright will serve the remainder of a five-year term expiring January 10, 2024. Mr. Wright
is Vice President for Legal Affairs at the Mackinac Center for Public Policy, where he directs the
Mackinac Center Legal Foundation. He joined the Center in 2005 after serving for three years as a
Michigan Supreme Court commissioner, a post in which he made recommendations to the court
concerning which state appeals court cases it should hear. Prior to that, he spent four years as an
assistant attorney general for the State of Michigan, where he gained significant litigation and
appellate advocacy experience. Mr. Wright joined the state Attorney General’s Office after serving
as a policy advisor in the Senate Majority Policy Office of the Michigan Senate. He also spent two
years as a law clerk to the Honorable H. Russell Holland, a United States district court judge in
Alaska.
Aside from directly representing clients, Mr. Wright has filed numerous amicus briefs, including
many to the United States Supreme Court. In addition to being featured in many state publications
and on national media outlets, his work has been published in The Wall Street Journal, The
Washington Post, and The Hill.
Mr. Wright received his law degree, with honors, from George Washington University in 1994. He
received his undergraduate degree in political science from the University of Michigan in 1990.
Mr. Wright lives in Midland, Michigan, with his wife and sons.
###
The FLRA administers the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. It is charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to
federal-sector labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute).
The Panel resolves impasses between federal agencies and unions representing federal employees
arising from negotiations over conditions of employment under the Statute and the Federal

Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.
For further information regarding the Panel or this appointment, contact Kimberly Moseley,
Executive Director of the Panel, at (202) 218-7991.
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Proposed Rules

Federal Register
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Monday, December 23, 2019

This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER
contains notices to the public of the proposed
issuance of rules and regulations. The
purpose of these notices is to give interested
persons an opportunity to participate in the
rule making prior to the adoption of the final
rules.

FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS
AUTHORITY
5 CFR Part 2424
Negotiability Proceedings
Federal Labor Relations
Authority.
ACTION: Proposed rule with request for
comments.
AGENCY:

The Federal Labor Relations
Authority (FLRA) intends to revise the
regulations governing negotiability
appeals to better ‘‘expedite
proceedings,’’ consistent with
Congress’s direction, and with the
FLRA’s goal in its strategic plan to
‘‘ensure quality, timely . . . decisionmaking processes.’’ The proposed rule is
designed to streamline the adjudication
process for negotiability appeals,
resulting in more timely decisions for
the parties.
DATES: Written comments must be
received on or before January 22, 2020.
ADDRESSES: You may send comments,
which must include the caption
‘‘Negotiability Proceedings,’’ by one of
the following methods:
• Email: FedRegComments@flra.gov.
Include ‘‘Negotiability Proceedings’’ in
the subject line of the message.
• Mail or Hand Delivery: Emily
Sloop, Chief, Case Intake and
Publication, Federal Labor Relations
Authority, Docket Room, Suite 200,
1400 K Street NW, Washington, DC
20424–0001.
Instructions: Please do not email
comments if you have mailed or hand
delivered the same comments.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Rebecca Osborne, Deputy Solicitor, at
rosborne@flra.gov or at: (202) 218–7986.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

lotter on DSKBCFDHB2PROD with PROPOSALS

SUMMARY:

Background
The Federal Service LaborManagement Relations Statute (the
Statute) authorizes the FLRA to
adjudicate a number of matters related
to federal sector labor-management
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relations, including negotiability
appeals. Specifically, the Statute
provides that ‘‘if an agency involved in
collective bargaining with an exclusive
representative alleges that the duty to
bargain in good faith does not extend to
any matter, the exclusive representative
may appeal the allegation to the
Authority in accordance with the
provisions of this subsection.’’ 5 U.S.C.
7117(c)(1). The Statute provides further
that ‘‘[t]he Authority shall expedite
proceedings under this subsection to the
extent practicable and shall issue . . . a
written decision on the allegation and
specific reasons therefor at the earliest
practicable date.’’ 5 U.S.C. 7117(c)(6).
The proposed changes are intended to
allow the Authority to expedite
negotiability appeal proceedings to
allow for a written decision at the
earliest practicable date.
Analysis of the Regulations
Section 2424.2 Definitions
Section 2424.2 clarifies the definition
of a ‘‘bargaining obligation dispute’’ and
provides an additional example of such
a dispute. The section also changes the
definition of Alternative Dispute
Resolution to reflect the current
practice. The section adds several
examples of a ‘‘negotiability dispute’’ to
provide a more complete, but not
necessarily exhaustive, list. The section
proposes removing the definition of
‘‘severance’’ because it is unclear
whether providing for severance of a
proposal or provision adds value to the
adjudicatory process. Other changes to
the regulations will allow for FLRA
consideration of particular matters
when those matters are submitted as
distinct proposals or provisions.
However, as discussed in connection
with section 2424.22, the Authority is
also considering a second option that
would limit the opportunities for
severance, rather than eliminating it
completely.
Section 2424.10 is amended to change
the heading to ‘‘Alternative Dispute
Resolution’’ and is clarified to explain
that the use of alternative dispute
resolution is at the discretion of the
FLRA.
Section 2424.11 is amended so
paragraph (a) requires an exclusive
representative to put in writing its
request that an agency provide a written
allegation concerning the duty to
bargain. Paragraph (b) is amended to
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obligate an agency to respond within ten
(10) days to an exclusive
representative’s written request for a
written allegation concerning the duty
to bargain. The section clarifies that if
an exclusive representative chooses to
file a petition based on an unrequested
written allegation concerning the duty
to bargain, then the petition must be
filed within fifteen (15) days after the
date of service of the unrequested
written allegation.
Section 2424.21 is amended to state
that if an agency fails to respond to a
written request for a written allegation
within ten (10) days of the request, then
the exclusive representative may file a
petition within the next sixty (60) days.
If the agency serves a written allegation
on the exclusive representative more
than ten (10) days after receiving a
written request for such allegation, and
a petition has not yet been filed, then
the petition must be filed within fifteen
(15) days of the service of that
allegation. If the exclusive
representative files a petition after the
expiration of the ten (10) day period,
and the agency subsequently serves a
written allegation on the exclusive
representative, then the FLRA will
consider the appeal based upon the
petition filed prior to the allegation but
may allow the exclusive representative
to amend the petition. However, the
exclusive representative may not file an
additional petition. The FLRA is seeking
to prevent negotiability disputes from
lingering unresolved for a potentially
unlimited period of time, to avoid the
inefficiencies of adjudicating stale
disputes, and to reduce the potential
surprise of a negotiability petition being
filed long after a written request for an
allegation of nonnegotiability was
served. The FLRA seeks comments on
whether the proposed language would
meet those objectives, and the FLRA
welcomes comments with alternative
proposals to meet those objectives.
Section 2424.22 adds a new paragraph
to allow for division of matters into
proposals or provisions. Although the
FLRA is proposing the revised
subsection wording in this notice, the
FLRA is also considering another
possible option. It requests comments
on the advantages and disadvantages of
both options:
Option 1. Eliminating severance
altogether and replacing it with the
proposed wording in this notice.
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Option 2. Allowing only one point in
the filing process at which an exclusive
representative may request severance.
Under this option, the FLRA seeks
comments on: (a) When during the filing
process this opportunity to request
severance should occur; and (b) the
advantages and disadvantages of
automatically granting all timely
severance requests in order to reduce
the burden of litigating and resolving
these requests. If the FLRA were to
automatically grant all timely requests,
then: (1) The exclusive representative
would bear the burden of requesting
severance in a manner that allowed each
severed portion to stand alone, and the
burden of explaining the meaning and
operation of each portion; (2) even if the
exclusive representative failed to meet
those burdens, the FLRA would
automatically grant severance as
requested; and (3) where the exclusive
representative failed to meet those
burdens, after automatically granting
severance, the FLRA would find the
severed portions outside the duty to
bargain, based on the failure to provide
an adequate record.
Section 2424.22 also requires greater
specificity in what must be included in
a petition and requires the submission
of relevant documents. The section is
also amended to require that an
exclusive representative respond in a
petition to any specific arguments that
are set forth in an agency’s written
allegation concerning the duty to
bargain or an agency head’s disapproval
of an agreement.
Section 2424.23 is amended to clarify
that the decision to hold a post-petition
conference is at the discretion of the
FLRA and that, regardless of whether
one does occur, the parties must observe
all filing deadlines. The FLRA seeks
comments on the most appropriate
juncture, within the stages of pleading,
for the post-petition conference to
occur, in cases where a conference is
held. The section is also amended to
clarify that the FLRA may take other
appropriate action, in the exercise of its
discretion, to aid in decision making,
regardless of whether a post-petition
conference occurs.
Section 2424.24 clarifies the content
of the agency’s statement of position,
requires greater specificity about certain
matters within the statement of position,
and requires the submission of relevant
documents.
Section 2424.25 clarifies what is to be
included in the exclusive
representative’s response and removes
surplus language. This section is
amended to limit the content of the
response to matters raised for the first
time in the agency’s statement of
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position. Because changes to section
2424.22 would require the exclusive
representative to address, in its petition,
specific arguments in an agency’s
written allegation concerning the duty
to bargain or an agency head’s
disapproval of an agreement, the
exclusive representative could not wait
until filing its response under section
2424.25 to address those matters. Any
facts or arguments that should be
included in the petition in accordance
with the changes to section 2424.22, but
are not included in the petition, would
be barred from consideration in the
exclusive representative’s response
under section 2424.25.
Section 2424.26 is amended to
shorten the time period for the agency’s
submission of a reply to the exclusive
representative’s response to ten (10)
days and specifies the content to be
included. The section also reorganizes
the content requirements.
Section 2424.27 removes the time
period for filing additional submissions
authorized in the discretion of the
FLRA. When authorizing additional
submissions, the FLRA will establish
the deadline for their submission.
Section 2424.30, in paragraph (a),
clarifies when the deadline begins to
run for refiling a petition that was
previously dismissed without prejudice
by the FLRA in the case of a related
grievance that was administratively
resolved. The FLRA requests comments
on whether the proposed clarification
accurately captures all of the scenarios
under which a grievance mentioned in
this subsection could be
administratively resolved. Subsection
(b) of the section clarifies the process by
which the FLRA will resolve matters
under various factual scenarios.
Section 2424.31 is amended to
include a new heading that more
accurately reflects its contents, and to
make other minor wording changes.
Section 2424.32 is amended to
highlight that the parties’ failures to
explain their positions thoroughly could
lead to an adverse ruling, and that
assessing the consequences of such a
failure (e.g., waiver, concession) is
within the discretion of the FLRA.
Section 2424.40 is amended to make
conforming changes to reflect the
proposed removal of severance. The
section also proposes altering the
content of an FLRA order where it finds
a duty to bargain by deleting the
reference to a ‘‘request’’ to bargain
concerning the proposal. The FLRA
seeks comments on whether the
‘‘request’’ wording serves a useful
purpose. The wording may imply that
the burden is on an exclusive
representative to re-start negotiations
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following a negotiability decision, and
that the agency is not obligated to take
any action until the exclusive
representative requests that the agency
do so.
Section 2424.41 proposes altering the
description of noncompliance with an
FLRA order by deleting wording that is
already present in section 2424.40. As
with the proposed change to section
2424.40, the FLRA seeks comments on
whether this wording serves a useful
purpose or whether it is duplicative of
the wording in 2424.40. In addition, this
section proposes adding a deadline of
thirty (30) days for an exclusive
representative to report the failure to
comply with an order, following the
expiration of the 60-day period under 5
U.S.C. 7123(a).
Section 2424.50 is amended to
explain the criteria in the section are
illustrative and there may be other, or
more appropriate, examples of an
agency rule or regulation for which
there is a compelling need. The FLRA
solicits specific examples of an agency
rule or regulation for which there is a
compelling need and appropriate
illustrative criteria that would establish
a compelling need for the rule or
regulation.
Executive Order 12866
The FLRA is an independent
regulatory agency, and as such, is not
subject to the requirements of E.O.
12866.
Executive Order 13132
The FLRA is an independent
regulatory agency, and as such, is not
subject to the requirements of E.O.
13132.
Regulatory Flexibility Act Certification
Pursuant to section 605(b) of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C.
605(b), the Chairman of the FLRA has
determined that this rule, as amended,
will not have a significant impact on a
substantial number of small entities,
because this rule applies only to federal
agencies, federal employees, and labor
organizations representing those
employees.
Executive Order 13771, Reducing
Regulation and Controlling Regulatory
Costs
This proposed rule is not expected to
be subject to the requirements of E.O.
13771 (82 FR 9339, Feb. 3, 2017)
because this proposed rule is expected
to be related to agency organization,
management, or personnel.
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Executive Order 13132, Federalism

PART 2424—[AMENDED]

This regulation will not have
substantial direct effects on the States,
on the relationship between the
National Government and the States, or
on distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government. Therefore, in
accordance with Executive Order 13132,
this proposed rule does not have
sufficient federalism implications to
warrant preparation of a Federalism
assessment.

■

Executive Order 12988, Civil Justice
Reform
This regulation meets the applicable
standard set forth in section 3(a) and
(b)(2) of Executive Order 12988.
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of
1995
This rule change will not result in the
expenditure by state, local, and tribal
governments, in the aggregate, or by the
private sector, of $100,000,000 or more
in any one year, and it will not
significantly or uniquely affect small
governments. Therefore, no actions were
deemed necessary under the provisions
of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act
of 1995.
Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act of 1996
This action is not a major rule as
defined by section 804 of the Small
Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act of 1996. This rule will not
result in an annual effect on the
economy of $100,000,000 or more; a
major increase in costs or prices; or
significant adverse effects on
competition, employment, investment,
productivity, innovation, or on the
ability of United States-based
companies to compete with foreignbased companies in domestic and
export markets.
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
The amended regulations contain no
additional information collection or
record-keeping requirements under the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, 44
U.S.C. 3501, et seq.
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List of Subjects in 5 CFR Part 2424
Negotiability Proceedings.
Federal Labor Relations Authority.
Rebecca Osborne,
Federal Register Liaison.

Accordingly, for the reasons stated in
the preamble, FLRA proposes to amend
5 CFR part 2424 as follows:
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1. The authority citation for part 2424
continues to read as follows:
Authority: 5 U.S.C. 7134.

2. Revise Section 2424.1 to read as
follows:

■

§ 2424.1

Applicability of this part.

This part applies to all petitions for
review filed on or after [DATE 30 DAYS
AFTER DATE OF PUBLICATION OF
THE FINAL RULE IN THE FEDERAL
REGISTER].
■ 3. Amend § 2424.2 by:
■ a. Revising paragraphs (a), (b), (c)(2)
and (c)(3);
■ b. Adding paragraphs (c)(4) through
(8); and
■ c. Revising paragraphs (e) and (f);
■ d. Removing paragraph (h);
■ e. Redesignating paragraph (i) as (h);
and
■ f. Revising newly redesignated
paragraph (h).
The revisions and additions to read as
follows:
§ 2424.2

Definitions.

*

*
*
*
*
(a) Bargaining obligation dispute
means a disagreement between an
exclusive representative and an agency
concerning whether, in the specific
circumstances involved in a particular
case, the parties are obligated by law to
bargain over a proposal that otherwise
may be negotiable. Examples of
bargaining obligation disputes include
disagreements between an exclusive
representative and an agency
concerning agency claims that:
(1) A proposal concerns a matter that
is covered by a collective bargaining
agreement;
(2) Bargaining is not required because
there has not been a change in
bargaining unit employees’ conditions
of employment; and
(3) The exclusive representative is
attempting to bargain at the wrong level
of the agency.
(b) Alternative Dispute Resolution
refers to the Federal Labor Relations
Authority’s efforts to assist parties in
reaching agreements to resolve disputes.
(c) * * *
(2) Directly affects bargaining-unit
employees’ conditions of employment;
(3) Enforces an ‘‘applicable law,’’
within the meaning of 5 U.S.C.
7106(a)(2);
(4) Concerns a matter negotiable at the
election of the agency under 5 U.S.C.
7106(b)(1);
(5) Constitutes a ‘‘procedure’’ or
‘‘appropriate arrangement’’ within the
meaning of 5 U.S.C. 7106(b)(2) and (3),
respectively;
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(6) Is consistent with an Executive
Order;
(7) Is consistent with a Governmentwide rule or regulation; and
(8) Is negotiable notwithstanding
agency rules or regulations because:
(i) The proposal or provision is
consistent with agency rules or
regulations for which a compelling need
exists under 5 U.S.C. 7117(a)(2);
(ii) The agency rules or regulations
violate applicable law, rule, regulation,
or appropriate authority outside the
agency;
(iii) The agency rules or regulations
were not issued by the agency or by any
primary national subdivision of the
agency;
(iv) The exclusive representative
represents an appropriate unit including
not less than a majority of the
employees in the rule- or regulationissuing agency or primary national
subdivision; or
(v) No compelling need exists for the
rules or regulations to bar negotiations.
*
*
*
*
*
(e) Proposal means any matter offered
for bargaining that has not been agreed
to by the parties. If a petition for review
concerns more than one proposal, then
the term ‘‘proposal’’ includes each
proposal concerned.
(f) Provision means any matter that
has been disapproved by the agency
head on review pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
7114(c). If a petition for review concerns
more than one provision, then the term
‘‘provision’’ includes each provision
concerned.
*
*
*
*
*
(h) Written allegation concerning the
duty to bargain means an agency
allegation that the duty to bargain in
good faith does not extend to a proposal.
■ 4. Revise § 2424.10 to read as follows:
§ 2424.10

Alternative Dispute Resolution.

Where an exclusive representative
and an agency are unable to resolve
disputes that arise under this part, they
may request that the Office of Case
Intake and Publication refer them to
alternative dispute resolution. As
resources permit, and in the discretion
of the Authority, the FLRA may attempt
to assist the parties to resolve these
disputes. Parties seeking information or
assistance under this part may call or
write the Office of Case Intake and
Publication at (202) 218–7740, 1400 K
Street NW, Washington, DC 20424–
0001.
■ 5. Revise § 2424.11 to read as follows:
§ 2424.11 Requesting and providing
written allegations concerning the duty to
bargain.

(a) General. An exclusive
representative may file a petition for
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review after receiving a written
allegation concerning the duty to
bargain from the agency. An exclusive
representative also may file a petition
for review if it requests in writing that
the agency provide it with a written
allegation concerning the duty to
bargain and the agency does not
respond to the request within ten (10)
days.
(b) Agency allegation in response to
request. The agency has an obligation to
respond within ten (10) days to a
written request by the exclusive
representative for a written allegation
concerning the duty to bargain. The
agency’s allegation in response to the
exclusive representative’s request
response must be in writing and must be
served in accord with § 2424.2(g).
(c) Unrequested agency allegation. If
an agency provides an exclusive
representative with an unrequested
written allegation concerning the duty
to bargain, then the exclusive
representative may either file a petition
for review under this part, or continue
to bargain and subsequently request in
writing a written allegation concerning
the duty to bargain, if necessary. If the
exclusive representative chooses to file
a petition for review based on an
unrequested written allegation
concerning the duty to bargain, then the
time limit in § 2424.21(a)(1) applies.
■ 6. Amend § 2424.21 by revising
paragraph (b) amending paragraph (b)
introductory text and paragraph (b)(1) to
read as follows:
§ 2424.21 Time limits for filing a petition
for review.
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*

*
*
*
*
(b) If the agency has not served a
written allegation on the exclusive
representative within ten (10) days after
the agency’s principal bargaining
representative has received a written
request for such allegation, as provided
in § 2424.11(a), then:
(1) The petition may be filed within
sixty (60) days after the expiration of the
ten (10) day period, subject to the
following:
(i) If the agency serves a written
allegation on the exclusive
representative more than ten (10) days
after receiving a written request for such
allegation, and the exclusive
representative has not previously filed a
petition under this paragraph, then the
petition must be filed within fifteen (15)
days after the date of service of that
allegation on the exclusive
representative;
(ii) If the agency serves a written
allegation on the exclusive
representative more than ten (10) days
after receiving a written request for such
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allegation, and the exclusive
representative has previously filed a
petition under this paragraph, then the
Authority will consider the appeal filed
on the date of the previous petition. The
exclusive representative may not file an
additional petition, but the Authority
may allow amendments to the previous
petition based on the written allegation.
*
*
*
*
*
■ 7. Revise § 2424.22 to read as follows:
§ 2424.22 Exclusive representative’s
petition for review; purpose; divisions;
content; service.

(a) Purpose. The purpose of a petition
for review is to initiate a negotiability
proceeding and provide the agency with
notice that the exclusive representative
requests a decision from the Authority
that a proposal or provision is within
the duty to bargain or not contrary to
law, respectively.
(b) Divisions. The petition will be
resolved according to how the exclusive
representative divides matters into
proposals or provisions. If the exclusive
representative seeks a negotiability
determination on particular matters
standing alone, then the exclusive
representative must submit those
matters as distinct proposals or
provisions.
(c) Content. You must file a petition
for review on a form that the Authority
has provided for that purpose, or in a
substantially similar format. You meet
this requirement if you file your petition
electronically through use of the eFiling
system on the FLRA’s website at
www.flra.gov. That website also
provides copies of petition forms. You
must date the petition, unless you file
it electronically through use of the
FLRA’s eFiling system. And, regardless
of how you file the petition, you must
ensure that it includes the following:
(1) The exact wording and
explanation of the meaning of the
proposal or provision, including an
explanation of special terms or phrases,
technical language, or other words that
are not in common usage, as well as
how the proposal or provision is
intended to work;
(2) Specific citation to any law, rule,
regulation, section of a collective
bargaining agreement, or other authority
on which you rely in your argument or
that you reference in the proposal or
provision, and a copy of any such
material that the Authority cannot easily
access (which you may upload as
attachments if you file the petition
electronically through use of the FLRA’s
eFiling system);
(3) An explanation of how the cited
law, rule, regulation, section of a
collective bargaining agreement, or
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other authority relates to your argument,
proposal, or provision;
(4) A statement as to whether the
proposal or provision is also involved in
an unfair labor practice charge under
part 2423 of this subchapter, a grievance
pursuant to the parties’ negotiated
grievance procedure, or an impasse
procedure under part 2470 of this
subchapter, and whether any other
petition for review has been filed
concerning a proposal or provision
arising from the same bargaining or the
same agency head review; and
(5) Documents relevant to the
statement, including a copy of any
related unfair labor practice charge,
grievance, request for impasse
assistance, or other petition for review.
(d) Response. Where the agency’s
written allegation concerning the duty
to bargain, or the agency head’s
disapproval, relies on a specific law,
rule, regulation, section of a collective
bargaining agreement, or other authority
to support the agency’s bargainingobligation or negotiability claims, the
exclusive representative must respond
to those specific claims in the petition
for review.
(e) Service. The petition for review,
including all attachments, must be
served in accord with § 2424.2(g).
■ 8. Amend § 2424.23 by:
■ a. Revising paragraphs (a), (b)(4), and
(c); and
■ b. Adding paragraphs (d) and (e).
The additions and revisions to read as
follows:
§ 2424.23 Post-petition conferences;
conduct and record.

(a) Scheduling a post-petition
conference. The FLRA may, in its
discretion, schedule a post-petition
conference to be conducted by an FLRA
representative by telephone, in person,
or through other means. Unless the
Authority or an FLRA representative
directs otherwise, parties must observe
all time limits in this part, regardless of
whether a post-petition conference is
conducted or may be conducted.
(b) * * *
(4) Status of any proposal or provision
that is also involved in an unfair labor
practice charge under part 2423 of this
subchapter, in a grievance under the
parties’ negotiated grievance procedure,
or an impasse procedure under part
2470 of this subchapter.
*
*
*
*
*
(c) Discretionary extension of time
limits. The FLRA representative may, on
determining that it will effectuate the
purposes of the Federal Service Labor—
Management Relations Statute, 5 U.S.C.
7101 et seq., and this part, extend the
time limits for filing the agency’s
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statement of position and any
subsequent filings.
(d) Record of the conference. After the
post-petition conference has been
completed, the representative of the
FLRA will prepare and serve on the
parties a written statement that includes
whether the parties agree on the
meaning of the disputed proposal or
provision, the resolution of any
disputed factual issues, and any other
appropriate matters.
(e) Hearings. Instead of, or in addition
to, conducting a post-petition
conference, the Authority may exercise
its discretion under § 2424.31 to hold a
hearing or take other appropriate action
to aid in decision making.
■ 9. Amend § 2424.24 by:
■ a. Revising the heading of the section;
■ b. Revising paragraphs (a) and (b);
■ c. Revising the introductory text of
paragraph (c)(2);
■ d. Revising paragraphs (c)(3) and
(c)(4);
■ e. Removing paragraph (d); and
■ f. Redesignating paragraph (e) as
paragraph (d).
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§ 2424.24 Agency’s statement of position;
purpose; time limits; content; service.

(a) Purpose. The purpose of the
agency’s statement of position is to
inform the Authority and the exclusive
representative why a proposal or
provision is not within the duty to
bargain or contrary to law, respectively,
and whether the agency disagrees with
any facts or arguments made by the
exclusive representative in the petition.
(b) Time limit for filing. The agency
must file its statement of position
within thirty (30) days after the date the
head of the agency receives a copy of
the petition for review.
(c) * * *
(2) Set forth in full your position on
any matters relevant to the petition that
you want the Authority to consider in
reaching its decision, including: A
statement of the arguments and
authorities supporting any bargaining
obligation or negotiability claims; any
disagreement with claims that the
exclusive representative made in the
petition for review; specific citation to,
and explanation of the relevance of, any
law, rule, regulation, section of a
collective bargaining agreement, or
other authority on which you rely; and
a copy of any such material that the
Authority may not easily access (which
you may upload as attachments if you
file your statement of position
electronically through use of the FLRA’s
eFiling system). Your statement of
position must also include the
following:
*
*
*
*
*
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(3) Status of any proposal or provision
that is also involved in an unfair labor
practice charge under part 2423 of this
subchapter, a grievance pursuant to the
parties’ negotiated grievance procedure,
or an impasse procedure under part
2470 of this subchapter, and whether
any other petition for review has been
filed concerning a proposal or provision
arising from the same bargaining or the
same agency head review; and
(4) If they have not already been
provided with the petition, documents
relevant to the updates, including a
copy of any related unfair labor practice
charge, grievance, request for impasse
assistance, or other petition for review.
(d) Service. A copy of the agency’s
statement of position, including all
attachments, must be served in accord
with § 2424.2(g).
■ 10. Revise § 2424.25 to read as
follows:

other authority on which you rely; and
provide a copy of any such material that
the Authority may not easily access
(which you may upload as attachments
if you file your response electronically
through use of the FLRA’s eFiling
system). You are not required to repeat
arguments that you made in your
petition for review. If not included in
the petition for review, then you must
state the arguments and authorities
supporting your position on all of the
relevant bargaining-obligation and
negotiability matters identified in
§ 2424.2(a) and (c), respectively.
(d) Service. A copy of the response of
the exclusive representative, including
all attachments, must be served in
accord with § 2424.2(g).
■ 11. Revise § 2424.26 to read as
follows:

§ 2424.25 Response of the exclusive
representative; purpose; time limits;
content; service.

(a) Purpose. The purpose of the
agency’s reply is to inform the Authority
and the exclusive representative
whether and why it disagrees with any
facts or arguments made for the first
time in the exclusive representative’s
response.
(b) Time limit for filing. Within ten
(10) days after the date the agency
receives a copy of the exclusive
representative’s response to the agency’s
statement of position, the agency may
file a reply.
(c) Content. You must file your reply
on a form that the Authority has
provided for that purpose, or in a
substantially similar format. You meet
this requirement if you file your reply
electronically through use of the eFiling
system on the FLRA’s website at
www.flra.gov. That website also
provides copies of reply forms. You
must limit your reply to matters that the
exclusive representative raised for the
first time in its response. You must date
your reply, unless you file it
electronically through use of the FLRA’s
eFiling system. And, regardless of how
you file your reply, you must ensure
that it identifies any disagreement with
the exclusive representative’s assertions
in its response, including your
disagreements with assertions about the
bargaining-obligation and negotiability
matters identified in § 2424.2(a) and (c).
You must: State the arguments and
authorities supporting your position;
include specific citation to, and
explanation of the relevance of, any law,
rule, regulation, section of a collective
bargaining agreement, or other authority
on which you rely; and provide a copy
of any such material that the Authority
may not easily access (which you may
upload as attachments if you file your

(a) Purpose. The purpose of the
exclusive representative’s response is to
inform the Authority and the agency
why, despite the agency’s arguments in
its statement of position, the proposal or
provision is within the duty to bargain
or not contrary to law, respectively, and
whether the union disagrees with any
facts or arguments made for the first
time in the agency’s statement of
position.
(b) Time limit for filing. Within fifteen
(15) days after the date the exclusive
representative receives a copy of an
agency’s statement of position, the
exclusive representative must file a
response.
(c) Content. You must file your
response on a form that the Authority
has provided for that purpose, or in a
substantially similar format. You meet
this requirement if you file your
response electronically through use of
the eFiling system on the FLRA’s
website at www.flra.gov. That website
also provides copies of response forms.
You must limit your response to the
matters that the agency raised in its
statement of position. You must date
your response, unless you file it
electronically through use of the FLRA’s
eFiling system. And, regardless of how
you file your response, you must ensure
that it identifies any disagreement with
the agency’s bargaining-obligation or
negotiability claims. You must: State the
arguments and authorities supporting
your opposition to any agency
argument; include specific citation to,
and explanation of the relevance of, any
law, rule, regulation, section of a
collective bargaining agreement, or
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§ 2424.26 Agency’s reply; purpose; time
limits; content; service.
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reply electronically through use of the
FLRA’s eFiling system). You are not
required to repeat arguments that you
made in your statement of position.
(d) Service. A copy of the agency’s
reply, including all attachments, must
be served in accord with § 2424.2(g).
■ 12. Revise § 2424.27 to read as
follows:
§ 2424.27 Additional submissions to the
Authority.

The Authority will not consider any
submission filed by any party other than
those authorized under this part,
provided however that the Authority
may, in its discretion, grant permission
to file an additional submission based
on a written request showing
extraordinary circumstances by any
party. All documents filed under this
section must be served in accord with
§ 2424.2(g).
■ 13. Revise § 2424.30 to read as
follows:

lotter on DSKBCFDHB2PROD with PROPOSALS

§ 2424.30 Procedure through which the
petition for review will be resolved.

(a) Exclusive representative has filed
related unfair labor practice charge or
grievance alleging an unfair labor
practice. Except for proposals or
provisions that are the subject of an
agency’s compelling need claim under 5
U.S.C. 7117(a)(2), the Authority will
dismiss a petition for review when an
exclusive representative files an unfair
labor practice charge pursuant to part
2423 of this subchapter or a grievance
alleging an unfair labor practice under
the parties’ negotiated grievance
procedure, and the charge or grievance
concerns issues directly related to the
petition for review filed pursuant to this
part. The dismissal will be without
prejudice to the right of the exclusive
representative to refile the petition for
review after the unfair labor practice
charge or grievance has been resolved
administratively, including resolution
pursuant to an arbitration award that
has become final and binding. No later
than thirty (30) days after the date on
which the unfair labor practice charge
or grievance is resolved
administratively, the exclusive
representative may refile the petition for
review, and the Authority will
determine whether resolution of the
petition is still required. For purposes of
this subsection, a grievance is resolved
administratively when:
(1) The exclusive representative
withdraws the grievance;
(2) The parties mutually resolve the
grievance;
(3) An arbitrator has issued an award
resolving the grievance, and the 30-day
period under 5 U.S.C. 7122(b) has
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passed without an exception being filed;
or
(4) An arbitrator has issued an award
resolving the grievance, a party has filed
an exception to that award, and the
Authority has issued a decision
resolving that exception.
(b) Exclusive representative has not
filed related unfair labor practice charge
or grievance alleging an unfair labor
practice. The petition will be processed
as follows:
(1) No bargaining obligation dispute
exists. The Authority will resolve the
petition for review under the procedures
of this part.
(2) A bargaining obligation dispute
exists. The exclusive representative may
file an unfair labor practice charge
pursuant to part 2423 of this subchapter
or a grievance under the parties’
negotiated grievance procedure
concerning the bargaining obligation
dispute, and, where the exclusive
representative pursues either of these
courses, the Authority will proceed in
accord with paragraph (a) of this
section. If the exclusive representative
does not file an unfair labor practice
charge or grievance concerning the
bargaining obligation dispute, then the
Authority will proceed to resolve all
disputes necessary for disposition of the
petition unless, in its discretion, the
Authority determines that resolving all
disputes is not appropriate because, for
example, resolution of the bargaining
obligation dispute under this part would
unduly delay resolution of the
negotiability dispute, or the procedures
in another, available administrative
forum are better suited to resolve the
bargaining obligation dispute.
■ 14. Amend § 2424.31 by revising the
introductory text and paragraph (c) to
read as follows:
§ 2424.31
action.

Hearings and other appropriate

When necessary to resolve disputed
issues of material fact in a negotiability
or bargaining obligation dispute, or
when it would otherwise aid in decision
making, the Authority, or its designated
representative, may, in its discretion:
*
*
*
*
*
(c) Refer the matter to a hearing
pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 7117(b)(3) or (c)(5);
or
*
*
*
*
*
■ 15. Revise § 2424.32 to read as
follows:
§ 2424.32 Parties’ responsibilities; failure
to raise, support, or respond to arguments;
failure to participate in conferences or
respond to Authority orders.

(a) Responsibilities of the exclusive
representative. The exclusive
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representative has the burden of
explaining the meaning, operation, and
effects of the proposal or provision; and
raising and supporting arguments that
the proposal or provision is within the
duty to bargain, within the duty to
bargain at the agency’s election, or not
contrary to law, respectively.
(b) Responsibilities of the agency. The
agency has the burden of explaining the
meaning, operation, and effects of the
proposal or provision, if the agency
disagrees with the exclusive
representative’s explanations; and
raising and supporting arguments that
the proposal or provision is outside the
duty to bargain or contrary to law,
respectively.
(c) Responsibilities to sufficiently
explain. Each party has the burden to
give sufficiently detailed explanations
to enable the Authority to understand
the party’s position regarding the
meaning, operation, and effects of a
proposal or provision. A party’s failure
to provide such explanations may affect
the Authority’s decision in a manner
that is adverse to the party.
(d) Failure to raise, support, and
respond to arguments. (1) Failure to
raise and support an argument may, in
the Authority’s discretion, be deemed a
waiver of such argument. Absent good
cause:
(i) Arguments that could have been
but were not raised by an exclusive
representative in the petition for review,
or made in its response to the agency’s
statement of position, may not be made
in this or any other proceeding; and
(ii) Arguments that could have been
but were not raised by an agency in the
statement of position, or made in its
reply to the exclusive representative’s
response, may not be raised in this or
any other proceeding.
(2) Failure to respond to an argument
or assertion raised by the other party
may, in the Authority’s discretion, be
treated as conceding such argument or
assertion.
(e) Failure to participate in
conferences; failure to respond to
Authority orders. Where a party fails to
participate in a post-petition conference
pursuant to § 2424.23, a direction or
proceeding under § 2424.31, or
otherwise fails to provide timely or
responsive information pursuant to an
Authority order, including an Authority
procedural order directing the
correction of technical deficiencies in
filing, the Authority may, in addition to
those actions set forth in paragraph (d)
of this section, take any other action
that, in the Authority’s discretion, it
deems appropriate, including dismissal
of the petition for review (with or
without prejudice to the exclusive
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representative’s refiling of the petition
for review), and granting the petition for
review and directing bargaining and/or
rescission of an agency head
disapproval under 5 U.S.C. 7114(c)
(with or without conditions).
■ 16. Amend § 2424.40 by revising
paragraphs (b) and (c) to read as follows:
§ 2424.40

Authority decision and order.

*

*
*
*
*
(b) Cases involving proposals. If the
Authority finds that the duty to bargain
extends to the proposal, then the
Authority will order the agency to
bargain concerning the proposal. If the
Authority finds that the duty to bargain
does not extend to the proposal, then
the Authority will dismiss the petition
for review. If the Authority finds that
the proposal is bargainable only at the
election of the agency, then the
Authority will so state. If the Authority
resolves a negotiability dispute by
finding that a proposal is within the
duty to bargain, but there are unresolved
bargaining obligation dispute claims,
then the Authority will order the agency
to bargain in the event its bargaining
obligation claims are resolved in a
manner that requires bargaining.
(c) Cases involving provisions. If the
Authority finds that a provision is not
contrary to law, rule, or regulation, or is
bargainable at the election of the agency,
then the Authority will direct the
agency to rescind its disapproval of
such provision in whole or in part as
appropriate. If the Authority finds that
a provision is contrary to law, rule, or
regulation, the Authority will dismiss
the petition for review as to that
provision.
■ 17. Revise § 2424.41 to read as
follows:

lotter on DSKBCFDHB2PROD with PROPOSALS

§ 2424.41

Compliance.

The exclusive representative may
report to the appropriate Regional
Director an agency’s failure to comply
with an order issued in accordance with
§ 2424.40. The exclusive representative
must report such failure within thirty
(30) days following expiration of the 60–
day period under 5 U.S.C. 7123(a),
which begins on the date of issuance of
the Authority order. If, on referral from
the Regional Director, the Authority
finds such a failure to comply with its
order, the Authority will take whatever
action it deems necessary to secure
compliance with its order, including
enforcement under 5 U.S.C. 7123(b).
■ 18. Amend § 2424.50 by revising the
introductory text to read as follows:
§ 2424.50

Illustrative criteria.

A compelling need exists for an
agency rule or regulation concerning
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any condition of employment when the
rule or regulation was issued by the
agency or any primary national
subdivision of the agency, and the
agency demonstrates that either the rule
or regulation meets one or more of the
following illustrative criteria, or the
Authority determines that other
circumstances establish a compelling
need for the rule or regulation:
*
*
*
*
*
Approved: December 12, 2019.
Colleen Duffy Kiko,
Chairman, Federal Labor Relations Authority.
[FR Doc. 2019–27193 Filed 12–20–19; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
15 CFR Part 7
[Docket No. 191217–0118]
RIN 0605–AA51

Securing the Information and
Communications Technology and
Services Supply Chain
U.S. Department of Commerce.
Proposed rule; extension of
comment period.

AGENCY:
ACTION:

On November 27, 2019, the
U.S. Department of Commerce (the
Department) published a proposed rule
to implement regulations pursuant to
the Executive order of of May 15, 2019,
entitled ‘‘Securing the Information and
Communications Technology and
Services Supply Chain,’’ that would
govern the process and procedures that
the Secretary of Commerce (Secretary)
will use to identify, assess, and address
certain information and
communications technology and
services transactions that pose an undue
risk to critical infrastructure or the
digital economy in the United States, or
an unacceptable risk to U.S. national
security or the safety of United States
persons. The Department opened a
public comment period through
December 27, 2019. Through this
document, the Department is extending
the period for public comment until
January 10, 2020.
DATES: The comment period for the
proposed rule published on November
27, 2019 (84 FR 65316), is extended.
Comments and information regarding
this proposed rule must be received by
close of business on January 10, 2020.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments
on the proposed rule by any of the
following methods:
SUMMARY:
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• By the Federal eRulemaking Portal:
http://www.regulations.gov at docket
number DOC–2019–0005.
• By email directly to:
ICTsupplychain@doc.gov. Include ‘‘RIN
0605–AA51’’ in the subject line.
• By mail or hand delivery to: Henry
Young, U.S. Department of Commerce,
ATTN: RIN 0605–AA51, 1401
Constitution Avenue NW, Washington,
DC 20230.
• Instructions: Comments sent by any
other method, to any other address or
individual, or received after the end of
the comment period, may not be
considered. For those seeking to submit
confidential business information (CBI),
please submit such information by
email or mail or hand delivery as
instructed above. Each CBI submission
must also contain a summary of the CBI
in sufficient detail to permit a
reasonable understanding of the
substance of the information for public
consumption. Such summary
information will be posted on
regulations.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Henry Young, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1401 Constitution Avenue
NW, Washington, DC 20230; telephone:
202–482–0224. For media inquiries:
Rebecca Glover, Director, Office of
Public Affairs, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1401 Constitution Avenue
NW, Washington, DC 20230; telephone:
(202) 482–4883.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Background
On November 27, 2019, the
Department published a proposed rule
to implement regulations pursuant to
Executive Order 13873, ‘‘Securing the
Information and Communications
Technology and Services Supply Chain’’
(84 FR 22689) that would govern the
process and procedures that the
Secretary of Commerce (Secretary) will
use to identify, assess, and address
certain information and
communications technology and
services transactions that pose an undue
risk to critical infrastructure or the
digital economy in the United States, or
an unacceptable risk to U.S. national
security or the safety of United States
persons. The document requested
comments on or before December 27,
2019. Through this document, the
Department is extending the period for
public comment until January 10, 2020,
to give interested members of the public
additional time to submit comments. All
other information and instructions to
commenters provided in the original
document remain unchanged.
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________________________________________________________________________________
Contact: Richard P. Burkard
www.flra.gov
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-218-7927
January 14, 2020
PRESIDENT TRUMP REAPPOINTS MEMBERS TO THE
FEDERAL SERVICE IMPASSES PANEL
The FLRA is pleased to announce that President Donald J. Trump has reappointed Karen Czarnecki
and David Osborne as Members of the Federal Service Impasses Panel (Panel), a component within
the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). The Panel Chairman and Members serve on a parttime basis and provide assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between federal agencies and
labor organizations. FLRA Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko expressed her pleasure at the Members’
reappointments to a second term.
Karen Czarnecki will serve a five-year term expiring January 10, 2025. She previously served as a
Member of the Panel from July 27, 2017 through January 10, 2020. Ms. Czarnecki is the Vice
President of Outreach for the Mercatus Center at George Mason University. She previously served as
the Director of Education at the Law & Economics Center (LEC) at George Mason University School
of Law, where she oversaw three divisions responsible for legal education programs for federal and
state court judges, state attorneys general, and Congressional staff. Prior to her work at the LEC, she
was a Congressional Chief of Staff and a communications advisor. From 2001 to 2009, Ms.
Czarnecki was a senior executive at the U.S. Department of Labor where she served as Director of
the Office of the 21st Century Workforce, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Intergovernmental Affairs,
and Acting Assistant Secretary in the Office of Disability Employment Policy. Earlier in her career,
Ms. Czarnecki worked at the American Legislative Exchange Council, the Heritage Foundation, and
in the White House’s Office of the Vice President. She is currently an adjunct professor at George
Mason University, where she teaches a public policy seminar as part of the Institute on Comparative
Political and Economic Systems for The Fund for American Studies. She is also a member and
former co-chair of the Board of Regents for The Fund for American Studies. Ms. Czarnecki earned
her B.A. and J.D. from The Catholic University of America.
David Osborne will also serve a five-year term expiring January 10, 2025. He previously served as
a Member of the Panel from July 27, 2017 through January 10, 2020. Mr. Osborne is President and
General Counsel of the Fairness Center, a nonprofit public-interest law firm offering free legal
services to those hurt by public employee union officials. He helped to launch the Center in 2014,
and he provides advice and counsel to clients and directs and manages the firm. Before joining the
Center, Mr. Osborne practiced law in Florida, where he had previously served as a judicial clerk to a
Florida Supreme Court justice. He received his J.D. degree from the Florida State University College
of Law, graduating magna cum laude. He enrolled in law school after working as official staff for a
Member of Congress from Orlando, Florida. Mr. Osborne is a member of the Pennsylvania,
Connecticut, and Florida state bars, and he has been admitted to the United States Supreme Court,
Third Circuit Court of Appeals, and all three Pennsylvania district courts. He is based in central
Pennsylvania, where he is also president of the Harrisburg Chapter of the Federalist Society and a
State Advisory Committee Member for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

###
The FLRA administers the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. It is charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to
federal-sector labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute).
The Panel resolves impasses between federal agencies and unions representing federal employees
arising from negotiations over conditions of employment under the Statute and the Federal
Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.
For further information regarding the Panel or these appointments, contact Kimberly Moseley,
Executive Director of the Panel, at (202) 218-7790.
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Contact: Richard P. Burkard
www.flra.gov
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-218-7279
January 14, 2020
THE FLRA SEEKS COMMENTS ON PROPOSED REGULATION CHANGE
On December 23, 2019, the Federal Labor Relations Authority (the FLRA) published a Notice
in the Federal Register announcing intended revisions to the regulations governing negotiability
appeals to better “expedite proceedings,” consistent with Congress’s direction, and with the FLRA’s
goal in its strategic plan to “ensure quality, timely . . . decision-making processes.” The proposed
revisions in the Federal Register are designed to streamline the adjudication process for negotiability
appeals, resulting in more timely decisions for the parties. Written comments on the proposed
revisions must be received on or before January 22, 2020, which is only eight days away. The FLRA
encourages all interested persons to submit comments on the proposed revisions. Instructions for
submitting comments are included in the Notice:
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2019-12-23/pdf/2019-27193.pdf.
###
The FLRA administers the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. It is charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to
federal-sector labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.
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Contact: Richard P. Burkard
202-218-7927

www.flra.gov

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 23, 2020

AUTHORITY SOLICITS COMMENTS ON A REQUEST FOR
A GENERAL STATEMENT OF POLICY OR GUIDANCE
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (Authority) solicits written comments on a request
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) for a general statement of policy or
guidance (general statement) concerning expiring collective bargaining agreements that state
that they will remain in force until the parties reach new agreements. USDA has requested,
under Section 2427.2(a) of the Authority’s rules and regulations (5 C.F.R. § 2427.2(a)), that
the Authority issue a general statement of policy or guidance addressing when an agency
head may, under Section 7114(c) of the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations
Statute (the Statute), review the legality of an expiring collective-bargaining agreement that
continues in force during renegotiations.
In its request, USDA asks the Authority to issue a general statement holding that:
1. When a party requests to renegotiate an expiring agreement that contains a provision
stating that the agreement remains in force until a new agreement is reached, an
agency head may review the legality of the expiring agreement as early as
Section 7114(c) of the Statute would allow the agency head to do so if the expiring
agreement were automatically renewed; and
2. An expiring agreement that remains in force until the parties reach a new agreement
is effectively renewed automatically every day, so, for as long as the expiring
agreement continues in force during renegotiations, a new agency-head-review period
begins each day.
Interested persons are asked to address the following questions, which are set forth in a
“Notice of Opportunity to Comment on a Request for a General Statement of Policy or
Guidance on Expiring Collective Bargaining Agreements,” appearing in today’s Federal
Register:
Is the issuance of a general statement of policy or guidance in this case
warranted, under the standards set forth in § 2427.5 of the Authority’s
Regulations (5 C.F.R. § 2427.5)?
If a general statement is warranted, what should the Authority’s policy or
guidance be?
The Federal Register notice can be found here. The Authority will consider written
comments that are received on or before February 24, 2020, by email, courier or postal mail,
or hand delivery. Further filing instructions may be found in the Federal Register notice.
For additional information, contact Emily Sloop, Chief, Case Intake and Publication, at
(202) 218-7740.

###
The FLRA administers the labor-management relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal
federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200
bargaining units. The FLRA is charged with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.
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Contact: Richard P. Burkard
www.flra.gov
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-218-7927
January 28, 2020
THE FLRA REOPENS COMMENT PERIOD ON PROPOSED REGULATION CHANGE
On December 23, 2019, the Federal Labor Relations Authority (the FLRA or the Authority)
published a Notice in the Federal Register announcing intended revisions to the regulations governing
negotiability appeals to better “expedite proceedings,” consistent with Congress’s direction, and with
the FLRA’s goal in its strategic plan to “ensure quality, timely . . . decision-making processes.” The
proposed revisions in the Federal Register are designed to streamline the adjudication process for
negotiability appeals, resulting in more timely decisions for the parties.
One of the proposed changes to the regulations involved the definition of “compelling need”
as set forth in section 2424.50 of title 5 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The Federal Register
Notice pointed out that the criteria in the section are illustrative and there may be other, or more
appropriate, examples of an agency rule or regulation for which there is a compelling need. The
FLRA solicited specific examples of an agency rule or regulation for which there is a compelling
need and appropriate illustrative criteria that would establish a compelling need for the rule or
regulation.
Written comments on the proposed revisions were initially due on or before January 22, 2020.
On June 4, 2019, in accordance with § 2427.2 of the Authority’s Regulations, the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) requested a general statement of policy or guidance clarifying what
circumstances meet the criteria in 5 C.F.R. § 2424.50 for determining when a “compelling need”
exists for an agency rule or regulation. In its request, OPM asked that the Authority issue a general
statement of policy or guidance that would clarify, through the use of examples, what circumstances
meet the illustrative criteria under § 2424.50. In the alternative, OPM requested that the Authority
supplement its regulations to include such guidance after providing notice and the opportunity for
public comment.
On January 22, 2020, in Case No. 0-PS-35, the Authority denied OPM’s request, stating that
the question raised in the request is more appropriately resolved by other means – namely, through
the forthcoming issuance of revised Authority Regulations following notice and the opportunity for
public comment.
However, to ensure that interested parties have sufficient time to comment on that matter, as
well as all of the matters addressed in the proposed regulation changes, the FLRA is reopening the
period for submission of comments on all of the proposed regulations until February 11, 2020.

The FLRA encourages all interested persons to submit comments on the proposed revisions.
Instructions for submitting comments are included here.
The Federal Register Notice extending the comment period is here.
###
The FLRA administers the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. It is charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to
federal-sector labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.
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Contact: Eric Prag
202-218-7927

www.flra.gov

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 14, 2020

FLRA ANNOUNCES NEW APPOINTMENT
TO THE
FOREIGN SERVICE IMPASSE DISPUTES PANEL
Colleen Duffy Kiko, Chairman of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA), in her capacity as
Chairperson of the Foreign Service Labor Relations Board (FSLRB), announces the appointment of
Ambassador Richard Terrell Miller to serve as a Member on the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes
Panel (FSIDP). Ambassador Miller will serve on a part-time basis, as complaints or disputes
involving the Foreign Service arise. His appointment is effective for a three-year term expiring on
February 12, 2023.
Ambassador Miller is currently Director of the Center for International Trade and Economics at The
Heritage Foundation where he manages the preparation of the organization’s flagship publication, the
Index of Economic Freedom. He has also served as Director of the Center for Data Analysis and the
Center for Free Markets and Regulatory Reform.
Prior to joining The Heritage Foundation, Ambassador Miller served in the U.S. Foreign Service for
over 30 years with overseas assignments in Italy, France, Barbados, and New Zealand. He served
twice at the U.S. Mission to the United Nations in New York, most recently as U.S. Ambassador on
the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council, where he managed negotiations relating to
development, human rights, women’s issues, trade, refugees, health, labor, and corruption, among
others. From 1986 to 1990, Ambassador Miller headed the U.S. Observer Mission at the United
Nations’ Organization for Education, Science and Culture. In Washington, he has served as Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Economic and Global Issues in the Bureau of International Organizations,
with responsibilities that included oversight of the International Labor Organization and as Executive
Assistant to the Under Secretary for Arms Control and Disarmament. He was Director or Deputy
Director of State Department offices dealing with international economics, human rights and
women’s issues, agricultural and textile trade, and maritime and land transport. A native of San
Antonio, Texas, Ambassador Miller is married with three children.
###
The Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel was created by the Foreign Service Act of 1980, 22
U.S.C. §§ 4101-4118 to assist in resolving impasses arising in the course of collective bargaining
under the Act over conditions of employment affecting Foreign Service personnel working for the
U.S. Agency for Global Media (formerly the Broadcasting Board of Governors), the U.S. Agency for
International Development, and the Departments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce.
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations program for 2.1
million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented
in 2,200 bargaining units. It is charged with resolving disputes under, and ensuring compliance with,
the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (Statute).

The Federal Service Impasses Panel (Panel) resolves impasses between federal agencies and unions
representing federal employees arising from negotiations over conditions of employment under the
Statute and the Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.
For further information regarding the Panel or this appointment, contact Kimberly Moseley,
Executive Director of the Panel, at (202) 218-7790.
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Contact: Eric Prag
www.flra.gov
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-218-7922
March 12, 2020

PRESIDENT TRUMP APPOINTS MICHAEL LUCCI
TO THE
FEDERAL SERVICE IMPASSES PANEL
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) is pleased to announce that President Donald J.
Trump has appointed Michael Lucci as a Member of the Federal Service Impasses Panel (Panel), an
independent entity within the FLRA. The Panel Chairman and Members serve on a part-time basis
and provide assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between federal agencies and labor
organizations. FLRA Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko expressed her pleasure with Mr. Lucci’s
appointment.
Michael Lucci will serve a five-year term on the Panel. He is currently a labor, tax, and economic
policy expert working with an array of state and national policy organizations. Previously, Mr. Lucci
served as Illinois Governor Bruce Rauner’s Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy from 2017-2019. He led
Governor Rauner’s policy team and advised the Governor on more than 1,000 bill actions. Prior to
that appointment, he was Vice President of Policy at the Illinois Policy Institute where he focused on
labor and economic reforms. Mr. Lucci’s career has involved work in finance, as an options trader,
and education, as a math instructor. He received his B.A. from the University of Notre Dame where
he was a varsity oarsman on the crew team and he later completed self-directed coursework in
economics at the University of Chicago and at Northwestern University. Mr. Lucci lives in
Alexandria, Virginia.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations program for 2.1
million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented
in 2,200 bargaining units. It is charged with resolving disputes under, and ensuring compliance
with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (Statute).
The Federal Service Impasses Panel (Panel) resolves impasses between federal agencies and unions
representing federal employees arising from negotiations over conditions of employment under the
Statute and the Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.
For further information regarding the Panel or this appointment, contact Kimberly Moseley,
Executive Director of the Panel, at (202) 218-7790.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-218-7927
March 19, 2020

THE FLRA PROPOSES AN ADDITION TO ITS REGULATIONS CONCERNING
REVOKING WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE PAYMENT OF UNION DUES
Today, the Federal Labor Relations Authority (the Authority) published a Notice in the
Federal Register announcing a proposed addition to its regulations to govern the process for federal
employees to revoke written assignments for the payment of union dues under 5 U.S.C. § 7115(a).
The Authority first signaled its intention to promulgate such a regulation in its decision in OPM, Case
No. 0-PS-34, which issued on February 14, 2020.
The proposed addition set forth in the Federal Register is designed to provide employees the
fullest freedom in the exercise of their rights under the Federal Service Labor Management Relations
Statute, including their rights under 5 U.S.C. §§ 7102 and 7115, in matters directly affecting their
pay. As explained in the Federal Register Notice, the Authority’s proposed additional regulation
states that, after the expiration of the one-year period during which an assignment may not be
revoked under 5 U.S.C. § 7115(a), an employee may initiate the revocation of a previously authorized
assignment at any time that the employee chooses.
Written comments on the proposed addition must be received on or before April 9, 2020.
The FLRA encourages all interested persons to submit comments on the proposed addition.
Instructions for submitting comments are included in the Notice.
###
The FLRA administers the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. It is charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to
federal-sector labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.
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Contact: Aloysius Hogan
202-218-7927

www.flra.gov

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 25, 2020

AUTHORITY SOLICITS COMMENTS ON A REQUEST FOR
A GENERAL STATEMENT OF POLICY OR GUIDANCE
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (Authority) solicits written comments on a request
from the National Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation (the Foundation) for a general
statement of policy or guidance (general statement) concerning official time for certain
lobbying activities. The Foundation has requested, under Section 2427.2(a) of the
Authority’s rules and regulations (5 C.F.R. § 2427.2(a)), that the Authority issue a general
statement of policy or guidance concerning whether Section 7131 of the Federal Service
Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute) permits parties to bargain over, or union
representatives to use, official time for lobbying activities that are subject to Federal law.
In its request, the Foundation asks the Authority to issue a general statement holding that
Congress did not expressly authorize the use of appropriated funds for union lobbying
activities through the Statute, and, therefore, the Statute does not permit parties to bargain
over, or union representatives to use, official time for lobbying activities that are subject to
18 U.S.C. 1913.
Interested persons are asked to address the following questions, which are set forth in a
“Notice of Opportunity to Comment on a Request for a General Statement of Policy or
Guidance on Official Time for Certain Lobbying Activities,” appearing in today’s Federal
Register:
Is the issuance of a general statement of policy or guidance in this case
warranted, under the standards set forth in § 2427.5 of the Authority’s
Regulations (5 C.F.R. § 2427.5)?
If a general statement is warranted, what should the Authority’s policy or
guidance be?
The Federal Register notice can be found here. The Authority will consider written
comments that are received on or before April 24, 2020, by email or postal mail. Further
filing instructions may be found in the Federal Register notice. For additional information,
contact Emily Sloop, Chief, Case Intake and Publication, at (202) 218-7740.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations
program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million
of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving
disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute.
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Contact: Aloysius Hogan
202-218-7927

https://www.flra.gov

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 31, 2020

AUTHORITY SOLICITS COMMENTS ON A REQUEST FOR
A GENERAL STATEMENT OF POLICY OR GUIDANCE
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (Authority) solicits written comments on a request
from the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) for a general statement of policy or
guidance (general statement) concerning “zipper clauses” as a subject of bargaining. OPM
has requested, under Section 2427.2(a) of the Authority’s Regulations (5 C.F.R. § 2427.2(a)),
that the Authority issue a general statement of policy or guidance holding that “zipper
clauses”—which are provisions that would foreclose or limit mid-term bargaining during the
term of a collective-bargaining agreement—are a mandatory subject of bargaining.
In its request, OPM asks the Authority to issue a general statement holding that zipper
clauses are a mandatory topic of bargaining and, therefore, parties may bargain to impasse
regarding both reopener and zipper clauses.
Interested persons are asked to address the following questions, which are set forth in a
“Notice of Opportunity To Comment on a Request for a General Statement of Policy or
Guidance on Whether ‘Zipper Clauses’ Are Mandatory Subjects of Bargaining,” appearing in
today’s Federal Register:
1. Whether issuance of a general statement of policy or guidance is warranted, under
the standards set forth in Section 2427.5 of the Authority’s Regulations (5 C.F.R.
§ 2427.5)?
2. If so, what the Authority’s policy or guidance should be?
The Federal Register notice can be found here. The Authority will consider written
comments that are received on or before April 30, 2020, by email or postal mail. Further
filing instructions may be found in the Federal Register notice. For additional information,
contact Emily Sloop, Chief, Case Intake and Publication, at (202) 218-7740.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations
program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million
of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving
disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute. The Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing
an effective and efficient government through the administration of the statute.”
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202-218-7927

https://www.flra.gov

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 17, 2020

FLRA’s UPDATED OPERATING STATUS
At this time, the FLRA remains fully operational.
To ensure the health and safety of agency employees and the parties who practice before us,
the vast majority of FLRA employees are teleworking during the COVID-19 pandemic. In
order to maximize telework flexibilities, each office continues to receive filings by mail,
facsimile, and the e-Filing system. The agency previously announced that it would not
accept in-person filings as of 5:00 p.m. Friday, March 20, 2020 through April 30, 2020.
The agency now extends the prohibition on in-person filings through May 31, 2020. If
that period of time needs to be further extended, another announcement will be
made. At this time, all statutory and regulatory requirements for filing and service continue
in full effect and all parties and customers are encouraged to utilize the FLRA’s eFiling
system accessible at https://efile.flra.gov/. Parties are also encouraged to subscribe to the
FLRA’s free Really Simple Syndication (“RSS”) feeds, which provide an easy way for
keeping up with news and information from the FLRA. Information on how to subscribe
may be located at https://www.flra.gov/feeds.
Case Processing in the Authority
Consistent with applicable regulations, and during this specific period of time, parties may
receive acknowledgement of case filings (“acknowledgement notices”) from the Authority’s
Office of Case Intake and Publication (CIP) via electronic mail (“email”), rather than via
certified mail. See 5 C.F.R. § 2429.24(k). Additionally, other outgoing CIP orders and
Authority decisions may be served on parties via facsimile, rather than via certified mail. A
courtesy copy of said orders and decisions may also be sent to parties via email, at the email
address already provided by parties using eFiling per 5 C.F.R. § 2429.24(j). Authority
decisions are also posted online at https://www.flra.gov/decisions/authority-decisions.
Please provide updated contact information for filed cases, including facsimile numbers and
email addresses, directly to CIP. Pursuant to Authority Regulations, you may not file
documents with the Authority via email.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations
program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million
of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving
disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute. The Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing
an effective and efficient government through the administration of the statute.”
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 29, 2020

The FLRA on YouTube
Today, the Federal Labor Relations Authority unveiled the FLRA YouTube channel,
consisting currently of five training videos covering unfair labor practice topics referenced in
the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute). These videos
supplement the FLRA’s external training events.
The new channel serves to modernize the Agency’s customer interactions and delivers on the
Agency’s second strategic goal from the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan promising to “develop
and provide tools and resources to enable the parties to prevent or more effectively and
efficiently resolve their labor-relations disputes and improve their labor management
relations.”
The five training videos cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Unlawful Interference – Section 7116(a)(1) of the Statute
Violations by Unions – Duty of Fair Representation and To Bargain in Good Faith
Discrimination – Section 7116(a)(2) and (4) of the Statute
Meetings and Bypasses – Formal Meetings, Investigatory Examinations, and Bypasses
Information Requests – Section 7114(b)(4) of the Statute

The channel can be found here. Once on the channel, please click on the button as pictured
here to subscribe to the FLRA channel.

D

Subscribe

The Agency plans to continue producing new videos (several are in progress) to adapt to its
customers’ evolving needs.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations
program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million
of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving
disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute. The Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing
an effective and efficient government through the administration of the statute.”
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Contact: Aloysius Hogan
202-218-7927

https://www.flra.gov

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 11, 2020

FLRA’s UPDATED OPERATING STATUS
At this time, the FLRA remains fully operational.
To ensure the health and safety of agency employees and the parties who practice before us,
the vast majority of FLRA employees are teleworking during the COVID-19 pandemic. In
order to maximize telework flexibilities, each office continues to receive filings by mail,
facsimile, and the e-Filing system. The agency previously announced that it would not
accept in-person filings as of 5:00 p.m. Friday, March 20, 2020 through May 31, 2020.
The agency now extends the prohibition on in-person filings through June 30, 2020. If
that period of time needs to be further extended, another announcement will be
made. At this time, all statutory and regulatory requirements for filing and service continue
in full effect and all parties and customers are encouraged to utilize the FLRA’s eFiling
system accessible at https://efile.flra.gov/. Parties are also encouraged to subscribe to the
FLRA’s free Really Simple Syndication (“RSS”) feeds, which provide an easy way for
keeping up with news and information from the FLRA. Information on how to subscribe
may be located at https://www.flra.gov/feeds.
Case Processing in the Authority
Consistent with applicable regulations, and during this specific period of time, parties may
receive acknowledgement of case filings (“acknowledgement notices”) from the Authority’s
Office of Case Intake and Publication (CIP) via electronic mail (“email”), rather than via
certified mail. See 5 C.F.R. § 2429.24(k). Additionally, other outgoing CIP orders and
Authority decisions may be served on parties via facsimile, rather than via certified mail. A
courtesy copy of said orders and decisions may also be sent to parties via email, at the email
address already provided by parties using eFiling per 5 C.F.R. § 2429.24(j). Authority
decisions are also posted online at https://www.flra.gov/decisions/authority-decisions.
Please provide updated contact information for filed cases, including facsimile numbers and
email addresses, directly to CIP. Pursuant to Authority Regulations, you may not file
documents with the Authority via email.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations
program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million
of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving
disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute. The Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing
an effective and efficient government through the administration of the statute.”
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 14, 2020

FLRA PUBLISHES DIGESTS OF AUTHORITY DECISIONS,
COMPLETING TWO-YEAR STRATEGIC INITIATIVE
Today, the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) announces the culmination of a twoyear initiative. As of 2020, the FLRA now posts each new decision with an accompanying
digest. FLRA case digests that summarize each of the full-length, merits decisions can be
viewed online.
While the digests are not part of the official decisions, Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko
explained, “We hope these summaries will be a valuable tool for researchers and members of
the Federal labor-management community to identify more quickly and efficiently the
decisions that interest them.” The FLRA expects that case-summary digests will provide
customers with additional, easy-to-understand guidance and information regarding precedent.
Further, the Authority has compiled these digests on the Quarterly Digest Reports page.
The Authority pursues this digest initiative as part of its commitment in its Strategic Plan for
Fiscal Years 2018 through 2022 “to develop tools and resources” to assist the parties. The
Quarterly Digest Reports are online for the last calendar year and through the current first
quarter of calendar year 2020.
The FLRA’s Strategic Plan also includes a renewed emphasis on clearly articulated written
work products. As part of this effort, the FLRA has particularly focused in the first few
paragraphs of each Authority decision as a place to provide a brief synopsis of the most
pertinent principles in the decision. This uniform structure should help customers understand
a decision’s significance or relevance to them without needing to read the entire decision.
Parties are reminded, however, that the descriptions contained in the digests are for
informational purposes only, do not constitute legal precedent, and are not intended to be a
substitute for the opinion of the Authority.
For updates on other FLRA-related news and to receive notifications when new Authority
decisions are posted, the FLRA encourages subscription to its Really Simple Syndication
(RSS) Feeds.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations
program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million
of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving
disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute. The Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing
an effective and efficient government through the administration of the statute.”
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 5, 2020

FLRA REP HEARINGS TO BE CONDUCTED BY VIDEOCONFERENCE
The Office of the General Counsel (OGC), Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA),
announces an interim policy on conducting representational hearings by videoconference.
In order to be responsive to the parties during the time Federal agencies are maximizing
telework due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the OGC has issued interim guidance to its
Regional Directors on conducting representation hearings by videoconference. The OGC is
taking this extraordinary step to ensure, during the COVID-19 pandemic, that critical
representational work continues.
The guidance applies to the time period during which Federal employees continue to
maintain social distance and should be considered a limited supplement to, rather than a
replacement of, a Region’s normal representation case processing methods, including inperson hearings.
All procedural and substantive rights apply to videoconference hearings, as to hearings
conducted in-person, subject only to the limitations of the physical arrangement.
Some representation cases will not be appropriate for hearing by videoconference and
Regional Directors retain discretion to determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether hearings
by videoconference are necessary to effectuate the purposes and policies of the Federal
Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.
This step advances FLRA Strategic Goal #1, “We will ensure quality, timely, impartial, and
consistent investigative and decision-making processes with determinations that are clearly
articulated,” and Strategic Goal #2, “We will develop and provide tools and resources to
enable the parties to prevent or more effectively and efficiently resolve their labor-relations
disputes and improve their labor-management relationships.”

###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations
program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million
of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving
disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute. The Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing
an effective and efficient government through the administration of the statute.”
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 23, 2020

FLRA’s UPDATED OPERATING STATUS

At this time, the FLRA remains fully operational.
To ensure the health and safety of agency employees and the parties who practice before us,
the vast majority of FLRA employees are teleworking during the COVID-19 pandemic. In
order to maximize telework flexibilities, each office continues to receive filings by mail,
facsimile, and the e-Filing system. The agency previously announced that it would not
accept in-person filings as of 5:00 p.m. Friday, March 20, 2020 through June 30, 2020. The
agency now extends the prohibition on in-person filings through July 31, 2020. If that
period of time needs to be extended further, another announcement will be made. At this
time, all statutory and regulatory requirements for filing and service continue in full effect
and all parties and customers are encouraged to utilize the FLRA’s eFiling system accessible
at https://efile.flra.gov/. Parties are also encouraged to subscribe to the FLRA’s free Really
Simple Syndication (“RSS”) feeds, which provide an easy way for keeping up with news and
information from the FLRA. Information on how to subscribe may be located at
https://www.flra.gov/feeds.
Case Processing in the Authority
Consistent with applicable regulations, and during this specific period of time, parties may
receive acknowledgement of case filings (“acknowledgement notices”) from the Authority’s
Office of Case Intake and Publication (CIP) via electronic mail (“email”), rather than via
certified mail. See 5 C.F.R. § 2429.24(k). Additionally, other outgoing CIP orders and
Authority decisions may be served on parties via facsimile, rather than via certified mail. A
courtesy copy of said orders and decisions may also be sent to parties via email, at the email
address already provided by parties using eFiling per 5 C.F.R. § 2429.24(j). Authority
decisions are also posted online at https://www.flra.gov/decisions/authority-decisions.
Please provide updated contact information for filed cases, including facsimile numbers and
email addresses, directly to CIP. Pursuant to Authority Regulations, you may not file
documents with the Authority via email.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations
program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million
of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving
disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute. The Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing
an effective and efficient government through the administration of the statute.”
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 29, 2020

FLRA RELEASES UPDATED ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (Authority) has updated its organizational chart to
reflect more accurately the Authority’s structure under the Federal Service LaborManagement Relations Statute (Statute) that it administers.
Under the Statute, the Authority is composed of three Presidentially-appointed and Senateconfirmed members, no more than two of whom can be from the same political party.
5 U.S.C. § 7104(a). The President designates one member to serve as the Authority’s
Chairman and “chief executive and administrative officer” (CEO/CAO). 5 U.S.C.
§ 7104(b).
The new chart accurately reflects that under the Statute, agency support functions are the
responsibility of the Chairman as the Authority’s CEO/CAO. In designating the Chairman
as CEO/CAO, Congress sought to ensure that a single person had responsibility for the
management of the Authority’s internal administrative matters, including personnel
management, fiscal management, and general administrative support services.
In addition, the new chart accurately reflects that the Federal Service Impasses Panel (Panel)
“is an entity within the Authority” that “provide[s] assistance in resolving negotiation
impasses.” 5 U.S.C. § 7119(c)(1). Consistent with the Panel’s placement within the
Authority, the Statute confers upon the Authority broad supervisory powers over the Panel
and its work. See 5 U.S.C. § 7105(a). Under the Statute, the Authority’s supervisory powers
include issuing Policy Statements that are binding on the Panel; reviewing Panel decisions in
negotiability, unfair labor practice, and arbitration proceedings; and staying Panel rulings
where necessary. Accordingly, the updated Authority organizational chart correctly reflects
the Panel’s role under the Authority’s leadership and supervision.
Finally, the new organizational chart includes the recently-created Office of Legislative
Affairs and Program Planning and properly places the Foreign Service Labor Relations
Board and the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel within the jurisdiction of the
Authority’s Chairman, as required under the Foreign Service Act of 1980, 22 U.S.C.
§§ 4101-4118.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations
program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million
of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving
disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute. The Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing
an effective and efficient government through the administration of the statute.”
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202-218-7927
July 9, 2020
The FLRA Adopts an Addition to Its Regulations Concerning
Revoking Written Assignments for the Payment of Union Dues
Today, the Federal Labor Relations Authority (the Authority) published a Final Rule to
govern the process for federal employees to revoke written assignments for the payment of union
dues under 5 U.S.C. § 7115(a). The new rule will appear as § 2429.19 of the Authority’s Regulations
and will apply to all written assignments that are authorized on or after the Final Rule’s effective
date.
The new rule states that “after the expiration of the one-year period during which an
assignment may not be revoked under 5 U.S.C. § 7115(a), an employee may initiate the revocation of
a previously authorized assignment at any time that the employee chooses.” The employing agency
must process the employee’s dues-revocation made after the first year “as soon as administratively
feasible.”
The Authority’s reasons for adopting the rule are set forth in the Supplementary Information
section that accompanies the Final Rule in today’s Federal Register. Previously, in the March 19,
2020, issue of the Federal Register, the Authority solicited comments on a proposed version of the
new rule. The Authority also solicited public comments on the issue in July 12, 2019 Federal
Register.
In announcing the new rule, FLRA Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko stated, “In many of the
public comments we received, federal employees and agencies expressed frustration at how difficult
and time-consuming the dues-revocation process had become. Because of the new rule, employees
will no longer need to make their revocation decisions during confusingly defined and narrow
window periods abutting their anniversary dates. The plain language of 5 U.S.C. § 7115(a) never
required this state of affairs, and hard-working federal employees deserved more clarity. This
regulation does not prevent any employee from voluntarily continuing their dues withholding should
they so desire.”

###
The FLRA administers the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. It is charged with providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance related to
federal-sector labor-management relations and with resolving disputes under, and ensuring
compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
July 31, 2020

FLRA’s UPDATED OPERATING STATUS

At this time, the FLRA remains fully operational.
To ensure the health and safety of agency employees and the parties who practice before us, most FLRA
employees are teleworking during the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to maximize telework flexibility, our
office continues to receive filings by mail, facsimile, and the e-Filing system. The agency previously
announced it would not accept in-person filings as of 5:00 p.m. Friday, March 20, 2020 through July 31,
2020. The agency now extends the prohibition on in-person filings indefinitely. Should this change, an
announcement will be made.
In addition, the Federal Service Impasses Panel (FSIP) indefinitely suspends the requirement in its
regulations [5 C.F.R. §§ 2471.5(a)(2) & (b)(2) and 2472.6(a)(2) & (b)(2)] that a party must obtain the
permission of the other party before serving documents electronically on that person. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, electronic transmission shall be considered equivalent service to “registered mail, certified mail,
regular mail, or commercial delivery” for purposes of these subsections.
At this time, all other statutory and regulatory requirements for filing and service continue in full effect and
all parties and customers are encouraged to utilize the FLRA’s eFiling system at https://efile.flra.gov/.
Parties are also encouraged to subscribe to the FLRA’s free Really Simple Syndication (“RSS”) feeds, which
provide an easy way for keeping up with news and information from the FLRA. Information on how to
subscribe is located at https://www.flra.gov/feeds.
Case Processing in the Authority
Consistent with applicable regulations, and during this time, parties may receive acknowledgement of case
filings (“acknowledgement notices”) from the Authority’s Office of Case Intake and Publication (CIP) via
electronic mail (“email”), rather than via certified mail. See 5 C.F.R. § 2429.24(k). Additionally, other
outgoing CIP orders and Authority decisions may be served on parties via facsimile, rather than via certified
mail. A courtesy copy of said orders and decisions may also be sent to parties via email, at the email address
provided by parties using eFiling per 5 C.F.R. § 2429.24(j). Authority decisions are also posted online at
https://www.flra.gov/decisions/authority-decisions. Please provide updated contact information for filed
cases, including facsimile numbers and email addresses, directly to CIP. Pursuant to Authority Regulations,
you may not file documents with the Authority via email.
###
The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations program for 2.1 million
non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200
bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving disputes under, and ensuring compliance with, the
Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute. The Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and
facilitating stable relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while
advancing an effective and efficient government through the administration of the statute.”
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Contact: Aloysius Hogan
202-218-7927

https://www.flra.gov

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August 19, 2020

The FLRA Releases eFiling Training Video
Today, the Federal Labor Relations Authority released an animated training video explaining the
Agency’s eFiling process. To file a case, please go to the FLRA eFiling page.
This release is the first in a series of animated videos serving to further educate our customers on
the many different aspects of federal-sector labor law.
The eFiling video covers:
• How to file a case
• Where to file
• Who is eligible to file
• Case Types – Arbitration, Negotiability, Representation, Unfair Labor Practice,
Negotiation Impasse
• How to check case status.
FLRA’s YouTube channel serves to modernize the Agency’s customer interactions and delivers
on the Agency’s second strategic goal from the 2018-2022 strategic plan promising to “develop
and provide tools and resources to enable the parties to prevent or more effectively and efficiently
resolve their labor-relations disputes and improve their labor-management relations.”
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The Federal Labor Relations Authority administers the labor-management relations program for
2.1 million non-Postal federal employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are
represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The Authority is charged with resolving disputes under,
and ensuring compliance with, the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute. The
Authority’s mission is “Protecting rights and facilitating stable relationships among federal
agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing an effective and efficient
government through the administration of the statute.”
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Message from the Chairman

This is the 40th anniversary of enactment of the Federal Service
Labor-Management Relations Statute. What we refer to simply as
"the Statute" was passed in 1978 and implemented the following
year. It evolved from President Richard M. Nixon's 1969 Executive
Order on Labor-Ma nagement Relations in the federal sector (E.0.
No. 11491), and had its genesis in President John F . Kennedy's 1962
Executive Order on Employee-Management Cooperation in the
Federal Service (E.0. 10988).
Anniversaries are important. They present opportunities to
appreciate and reflect on what led up to this day. Of equal importance is that anniversaries
can remind us to reconnect, recommit, and refocus on what really matters. They help us
build on the past and set out a path for the future.
Congress envisioned t h e Statute as the primary means by which the Federal Labor
Relations Auth ority would protect the rights of, and facilitate the collective-bargaining
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees. This remains
the source of the FLRA's mission, which is as relevant today as it was on the day that
Congress enacted the Statute. More than ever, the FLRA should chart the course of
fed eral-sector labor-managem en t relations through impartial, clear, and timely actions

based on the Statute. We can do so by utilizing our unique expertise in federal-sector labor
law to effectively resolve labor-management disputes, and doing so in a transparent
manner that r espects the legitimate interest s of key stak eholders.
So, on this 40th anniversary of the Statute, let us reflect and be inspired by that which
came before us. Let us also renew our focus on th e legislative foundation that enables the
FLRA to serve as a responsible leader in this arena. And let us rely on the Statute as the
beacon to guide u s towards a bright future in which we reconnect, recommit , and refocus on
the important mission of this agency. To this, I am firmly committed.

Colleen Duffy Kiko, Chairman
Federal Labor Relations Authority
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Executive Summary
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (the FLRA) is an independent administrative
agency created by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978. The FLRA has three
independent statutory components-the Authority, the Office of the General Counsel, and
the Federal Service Impasses Panel-each with unique adjudicative or prosecutorial roles.
The FLRA's mission statement is: Protecting rights and facilitating stable relationships
among federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing an effective
and efficient government through the administration of the Statute. The FLRA does so by
carrying out five primary statutory functions: We resolve complaints of unfair labor
practices (ULPs); determine the appropriateness of bargaining units, and supervise or
conduct secret-ballot elections for labor-organization representation; adjudicate exceptions
to grievance-arbitration awards; adjudicate legal issues relating to the duty to bargain; and
resolve impasses during negotiations.
The FLRA's vision, which dTives achievement of its mission, is: Charting the course of
federal-sector labor-nianagement relations through impartial, clear, and timely actions by
dedicated and accountable employees.
Three strategic goals, each supported by several strategic objectives, guide t he FLRA's
pursuit of its vision and achievement of its mission.
The FLRA developed this strategic plan against a canvas of strengths and challenges that
can affect overall mission delivery. The source of the FLRA's internal strengths is its
skilled workforce guided by the Agency's values of transparency and accountability, along
with its increasing focus on the innovative use of information technology (IT) and datadriven analysis. Challenges arise from budget uncertainty and Presidential-appointee
vacancies. The goals and objectives in this plan support the FLRA's mission in light of
these strengths and challenges.
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FLRA Strategic Goals
Strategic Goal #1

Strategic Goal #2

Strategic Goal #3

We will ensure quality,
timely, impartial, and
consistent investigative
and decision-making
processes with
determinations that are
clearly articulated.

We wil1 develop and
provide tools and resources
to enable the parties to
prevent or more effectively
and efficiently resolve their
labor-relations disputes
and improve their labormanagement relationships.

We will manage our
resources effectively and
efficiently, and recognize
that our dedicated
workforce is critical to the
prevention and resolution
of labor-relations disputes.

Strategic Objectives
a. Establish and attempt
to surpass (1) caseprocessing productivity
goals, and (2) timeliness
measures that are
meaningful to the
parties.

a. Maintain and expand
educational resources on
www.flra.gov.

a. Ensure that the FLRA's
performance-management
systems are synclu.·onized
with and support the
Agency's strategic goals.

b. Ensure excellence in
investigations and
clearly articulated
written work products
by establishing and
surpassing caseprocessing quality goals
that build upon the
Agency's longstanding
traditions of impartiality
and consistent
determinations that are
effectively enforced.

b. Identify and offer
targeted assistance to
parties with significant
labor-management
challenges.

b. Continue to expand the
FLRA's technological
capabilities to enable
employees to deliver
mission results more
effectively and efficiently.

c. Maintain and expand our
external training programs
to enable the parties to
better understand their
rights and obligations
under the Statute.

c. Recruit, retain, and
develop a diverse,
respected workforce in an
environment that fosters
employee input and
satisfaction and makes the
best use of FLRA
resources.
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Mission and Responsibilities
The FLRA is an independent administrative federal agency created by Title VII of the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978, also known as the Federal Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute (the Statute), 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135. The purpose of the Statute is to
prescribe certain rights and obligations of the employees of the Federal Government and to
establish procedures that are designed to meet the special requirements and needs of the
Government. The provisions of t he Statute are to be interpreted in a manner consistent
with the requirement of an effective and efficient Government. Id. § 7101(b).

FLRA MISSION: "Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies, labor organizations,
and employees while advancing an effective and efficient
government through the administration of the Federal
Service Labor-Management Relations Statute."

The FLRA applies its federal-sector expertise to execute its mission primarily by carrying
out the following statutory responsibilities:
1. Conduct hearings and resolve complaints of ULPs under § 7118 of the Statute.

Id. § 7105(a)(2)(G). The FLRA is responsible for investigating, prosecuting, and
adjudicating claims that an agency or a la bor organization has failed to uphold its legal
obligations under the Statute.
2. Determine the appropriateness of units for labor organization representation under the
Statute, and supervise or conduct elections to determine whether a labor organization has
been selected as an exclusive representative by a majority of employees in an appropriate
unit. Id.§ 7105(a)(2)(A). The FLRA also resolves disputes about which employees may be
included in bargaining units under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(B).
3. Resolve exceptions to grievance-arbitration awards under§ 7122 of the Statu te.
Id.§ 7105(a)(2)(H). The FLRA adjudicates appeals - known as exceptions - to arbitration
awards that result from grievances filed by employees, labor organizations, or agencies
under parties' negotiated grievance procedures. The FLRA reviews those awards to assess
whether they are contrary to any law, rule, or regulation, or are deficient on other grounds
similar to those applied by federal courts in private-sector labor-management disputes.
4. Resolve issues relating to the duty to bargain in good faith under§ 7117(c) of the
Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(E). The FLRA resolves negotiability disputes tha t arise during
4
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bargaining under two circumstances - when an agency claims that a contract proposal is
outside the duty to bargain and when an agency head disapproves a negotiated agreement
claiming that it contains provisions that are contrary to law, rule, or regulation.
5. Provide assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between federal agencies a nd
exclusive representatives. Id. § 7119.

In addition, Congress directed the FLRA to prescribe criteria and resolve issues relating to
the granting of national consultation rights under § 7113 of the Statute; prescribe criteria
and resolve issues relating to determining compelling need for agency rules or regulations
under§ 7117(b) of the Statute; prescribe criteria relating to the granting of consultation
rights with respect to conditions of employment under§ 71 17(d) of the Statute; and take
such other actions as are necessary and appropriate to effectively administer the provisions
of the Statute.
The FLRA is to "pr ovide leadership in establishing policies and guidance" related to
matters under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(l). The FLRA satisfies t his directive primarily
through its written determinations, but also by offering training and other services.
Together, this is how the FLRA plans to achieve its mission.
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Organizational Structure
Office of the
General Counsel
Vacant. General Counsel

Regional
Offices
Atlanta
Boston*
Chicago
Dallas'"
Denver
San Francisco
Washington, DC
• Tobe closed by
FY 201901

Federal Service
Impasses Panel

Authority

Mark A Carter. Chairman
Andrea Fischer Newman, I.Iember
David R. Osborne. Member
Karen M. Czarnecki, Member
Donald Todd, Member
Jonathan Riches, Member
F. Vincent Vernuccio, Member

Colleen Duffy Kiko. FLRA Chairman&Member/
Chief Executive & Administrawe Officer
Ernest DuBester, Member
James T. Abbott, Member

Office of
Administrative
Law Judges

'

'' - -

Office of the
Inspector
General

Alternativ e
Dispute
Resolution
Program

Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Program

Office of Case
Intake and
Publication

Office of the
Solicitor

Foreign
Service
Labor
Relations
Board

Foreign
Service
Impasse
Disputes
Panel

Office of the
Executive Director

Administrative
Services Division
Authority

Budget and
Finance Division
General Counsel

Information Resources
Management Division

Other
Organizations

Human Resources
Div ision

Federal Service
Impasses Panel

Presidential
Appointees

Headquartered in Washington, D.C., the FLRA has three statutory components - the
Authority, the Office of the General Counsel, and the Federal Service Impasses Panel (the
FSIP) - each with unique adjudicative or prosecutorial roles.
The Aut hority - the FLRA's adjudicatory body - is led by three presidentially nominated
and Senate-confirmed Members. The Authority is responsible for adjudicating ULP
complaints heard by t he Office of Administrative Law Judges, 1 exceptions to arbitrators'
grievance-arbitration awards, disputes over the negotiability of collective-bargaining

1 The

Authority has delegated to the Office of Administrative Law Judges its authority under§ 7 118
of the Statute to determine whether any person has engaged in or is engaging in a ULP .
5 U.S.C. § 7105(e)(2).
6
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language, and disputes concerning bargaining-unit determinations. 2 Pursuant to§ 7104(b)
of the Statute, the President designates one Member to serve as Chairman of the FLRA.
The Chairman is the Agency's chief executive and administrative officer.
Other programs and offices under the jurisdiction of the Chairman include t he Office of the
Solicitor, the Office of Case Intake and Publication, and the Alternative Dispute Resolution
and Equal Employment Opportunity Programs. Standing as an independent entity within
the Authority is the Office of Inspector General.

Office of the
General Counsel
Vacan~ General Counsel

Regional
Offices
Atlanta
Boston*
Chicago
Dallas*
Denver
San Francisco
Washington, DC

The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) is led by a presidentially
appointed and Senate-confirmed General Counsel. Id. § 7104(£)(1),
(2), and (3). The General Counsel has direct authority over, and
responsibility for, all employees in the OGC, including the FLRA's
Regional Offices. The OGC investigates ULP charges, files and
prosecutes ULP complaints, deter mines representation matters, 3 and
provides training, as appropriate.

The FSIP provides assistance in resolving
negotiation impasses between federal
agencies and exclusive representatives
under§ 7119 of the Statute )and under
t h e Federal Employees Flexible and
Compressed Work Schedules Act,
• Tobe closed by
5 U.S.C. § 6131(c)(2)(A), (c)(3)(B) and (C).
FY2019 01
Th e FSIP is composed of a Chairman and
at least six other members, who are appointed by the
President. Id. § 7119(c)(2).

Federal Service
Impasses Panel
Uark A Carter, Chairman
Andrea Fischer Newman, Merroer
David R. Osborne, Member
Karen 1,1. Czarnecki, Member
Donald Todd, Member

Jonathan Riches, Member

F. V11oen!Vernuccio, Merroer

Pursuant to t he Foreign Service Act of 1980, 22 U.S.C.
Foreign
Foreign
§§ 4101-4118, the FLRA also provides full program and staff
Service
Service
Labor
Impasse
support to two additional bodies. The Foreign Service Labor
Relations
Disputes
Relations Board oversees the labor-management relations
Board
Panel
program for Foreign Service e mployees of the Broadcasting
Board of Governors, t he U.S. Agency for International Development, and the Departments
of State, Agriculture, a nd Commerce. The Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel assists
in resolving bargaining impasses arising in the course of collective bargaining between the
exclusive representative and those same For eign Service agencies.
The Authority has delegated to the regional directors its authority to determine whether a group of
employees is an appropriate unit; to conduct investigations and to provide for hearings; to determine
whether a question of representation exists and to direct an election; and to supervise or conduct
secret-ballot elections and certify t he results thereof. 5 U.S.C. § 7105(e)(l).
3 The Authority has delegated these duties to the regional di.rectors. See n .2.
2
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Stakeholder Engagement
The FLRA enlisted the ideas, expertise, and assistance of both internal and external
stakeholders when developing this strategic plan.
FLRA staff from every Agency component, every region of the country, and every level,
actively participated in developing all substantive elements of this strategic plan. As a
result, more than one-third of the FLRA workforce played an active role in developing and
drnfting the new mission statement, vision and value statements, strategic goals and
objectives, strategies, and performance goals. When the new FLRA mission statement was
unveiled to Agency staff, ninety percent (90%) responded in a survey saying, "Yes, the work
I do on a daily basis helps achieve this mission." Strategic plan reviewers and editors were
careful to preserve stakeholder input to the maximum extent possible.
The FLRA obtained input from more than 450 external stakeholders during the
development of this strategic plan. A draft of the entire Strategic Goals section of this
document was posted online for external stakeholders to review and assess. About threequarters of the participating external stakeholders self-identified as federal employees and
offered input th at could be tabulated. J ust over half of the federal-employee respon dents
were labor-organization representatives and about one-third were management
representatives. Other stakeholder respondents included those who filed cases with the
FLRA, former federal employees, former union representatives, and attorneys.
The FLRA also polled internal stakeholders concerning substantive portions of this
document. Eight-three percent (83%) of internal-stakeholder respondents affirmed that the
strategic goals in this strategic plan are important or "essential" to the Agency's mission.
An even higher percentage of internal-stakeholder respondents opined that the strategic
objectives and strategies in this document will help to achieve those goals. More than
ninety percent (90%) of external federal-employee respondents agreed.

In addition to tabulated input, internal and external stakeholders offered more than 500
narrative comments aft er reviewing substantive portions of this document. In light of the
entirety of stakeholder inptlt, FLRA leadership conchlded that this strategic plan will
appropriately guide the Agency for the next several years. The broad range of stakeholder
input also will help Agency staff to implement this plan in a way that helps stakeholders
perceive that the FLRA is successfully achieving its mission.
Reviewers from the Office of Management and Budget suggested refinement in one area,
which was adopted. The 0MB reviewers otherwise favorably reviewed the FLRA's new
strategic plan. The strategic plan document was finalized after submitting it to
congressional reviewers for input and recommendations.
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Vision and Values

Vision
Charting the course of federal-sector labormanagement relations through impartial,
clear, and timely actions by dedicated and
accountable employees.

Mission
Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies,
labor organizations, and employees while
advancing an effective and efficient
government through the administration
of the Federal Service LaborManagemen t Relations Statute.
We

EFFECTIVELY
resoke Jabormanagementrelations disputes.

The FLRA's vision sta tement expresses our aspirations, our hopes, and what we believe we
can do in ways that no other agency can. This vision drives u s and guides us to achieve the
goals and objectives designed to accomplish our mission.

Charting the course of federal-sector labor-management relations ...
The FLRA's vision statement begins with the unique characteristic that distinguishes the
FLRA from all other entities. Congress established the FLRA to administer the Statute
and provide leadership in establishing policies and guidance relating to federal-sector laborma nagement relations. In this role, we strive to offer the very best leadership for all
stakeholders in the outcome of our work.

9
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... through impartial, clear, and timely actions ...
The FLRA primarily offers such leadership
and guidance through impartial, clear, and
timely actions that are necessary and
appropriate to effectively administer the
provisions of the Statute. In federal-sector
labor-management relations, this includes
determining appropriate units for labororganization representation, determining
exclusive recognition of labor
organizations, and resolving ULP
allegations, exceptions to grievancearbitration awards, issues relating to the
duty to bargain in good faith, and
negotiation impasses.

. . . by dedicated and accountable
employees.
FLRA Chairman
Colleen Duffy Kiko

We are proud to be a committed and
responsible workforce that consistently

acts in a manner that reflects the public interest's demand for the highest standards of

employee performance and the efficient accomplishment of government operations.
The FLRA's core values contain lasting beliefs and shared ideals that help guide our
actions. As public servants,
l.

We are IMPARTIAL.

2.

We are COMMITTED to fulfilling our statutory mandate.

3. We are TRANSPARENT in our processes.
4.

We have unique EXPERTISE in federal-sector labor law.

5. We EFFECTIVELY resolve labor-management-relations disputes.
These values help enable the FLRA vision statement and give deeper meaning to our goals
and objectives.
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Strategic Goals
FLRA Strategic Goals
Strategic Goal #1

Strategic Goal #2

Strategic Goal #3

We will ensure quality,
timely, impartial, and
consistent investigative
and decision-making
processes with
determinations that are
clearly articulated.

We will develop and
provide tools and resources
to enable the parties to
prevent or morn effectively
and efficiently resolve their
labor-relations disputes
and improve their labormanagement relationships.

We will manage our
resources effectively and
efficiently, and recognize
that our dedicated
workforce is critical to the
prevention and resolution
of labor-relations disputes.

Strategic Objectives
a . Establish and attempt
to surpass (1) caseprocessing productivity
goals, a nd (2) timeliness
measures that are
meaningful to the
parties.

a. Maintain and expand
educational resources on
www.flra.gov.

a. Ensure that the FLRA's
performance-management
systems are synchronized
with and support the
Agency's strategic goals.

b . Ensure excellence in
investigations and
clearly articulated
written work products
by establishing and
surpassing caseprocessing quality goals
that build upon the
Agency's longstanding
traditions of impartiality
and consistent
determinations that are
effectively enforced.

b. Identify and offer
targeted assistance to
parties with significant
labor-management
challenges.

b. Continue to expand the
FLRA's technological
capabilities to enable
employees to deliver
mission results more
effectively a nd efficiently.

c. Maintain and expand our
external training programs
to enable the parties to
better under·stand their
rights and obligations
under the Statute.

c. Recruit, retain, and
develop a diverse,
respected workforce in an
environment that fosters
employee input and
satisfaction and makes the
best use of FLRA
resources.
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1: WE WILL ENSURE QUALITY, TIMELY, IMPARTIAL,
AND CONSISTENT INVESTIGATIVE AND DECISION- MAKING PROCESSES
WITH DETERMINATIONS THAT ARE CLEARLY ARTICULATED.
This strategic goal concerns the core statutory activities of the FLRA. The Statute charges
the FLRA with responsibility for protecting rights and facilitating stable labor-management
relationships in the federal sector. To achieve that mandate, the FLRA must provide the
federal labor-management community with quality, timely, impartial, and consistent
investigations and determinations. Further, the FLRA must convey those determinations
clearly and enforce them effectively. This goal must be achieved throughout all FLRA
components to attain the level of success that should be expected of the Agency.

Strategic Objectives
a.

Establish and attempt to surpass (1) case-processing produc tivity goals,
and (2) timeliness measures that are meaningful to the parties.

Parties often have time-sensitive interests at stake in matters pending before the FLRA.
Delays in the resolution of those matters can impede the ability of the parties to fulfill their
missions effectively a nd efficiently. So, to properly serve the federal labor-management
community and accomplish the FLRA's own mission, the Agency must satisfy internal caseprocessing productivity goals
that enable it to investigate
and resolve cases in a timely
fashion.
Parties are best served when
they have a clear
understanding of how long it
might take the FLRA to process
cases. The FLRA therefore will
set its standards for timeliness
in a way that gives parties a
reasonable expectation as to
the duration of the FLRA
determination process. This
requires the u se of simple,
straightforward metrics for
understanding how long it
might take to r esolve a given
matter before the Agency.

12
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Strategies
The FLRA will use the following strategies to achieve this objective:
1) Update the methods to measure productivity and the metrics to measure overall
timeliness of matters pending before the FLRA.
2) Regularly measure productivity and the overall status of case-processing timeliness
in each FLRA component, and update strategies as necessary to address unforeseen
or unplanned events.
3) Update realistic metrics and methods that the Agency uses to track the internal
progress of matters before the FLRA to make them clear, relevant, meaningful, and
widely known to the federal labor-management community.

Contributing Compone nts
•

All FLRA components.

Performance Goals
1) Use updated metrics to measure
product.ivi t.y and overall t.imeliness

of matters pending before the
FLRA.
2) Regularly measure productivity
and overall case-processing
timeliness in each FLRA
component; modify strategies as
necessary to address unforeseen or
unplanned events.
3) Track and publically report
progress of mat.ters before the
FLRA that the federal labormanagement community considers
clerus, relevant, widely known, and
meaningful.
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b. Ensure excellence in investigations and clearly articulated written work

products by establishing a.nd attempting to surpass ca.se-processing
quality goals that build upon the Agency's longstanding traditions of
impartiality and consistent determinations that are clearly articulated.
Excelling at the FLRA's core functions requires the Agency to perform thorough
investigations and produce clearly articulated written products. From informal
communications, to FLRA determinations, to information on the FLRA website, the FLRA's
written work is one of the primary means by which the Agency communicates with parties
and the federal labor-management community.
The FLRA's ability to achieve its mission depends on its ability to issue impartial and
consistent determinations that are clearly articulated. Even the appearance of partiality
can cause parties to lose trust in the FLRA's determinations, and ultimately, in the FLRA
as an institution.

Strategies
The FLRA will use the following strategies to achieve this objective:
1) Periodically update the metrics that the FLRA uses to assess quality of
investigations and written work products.
2) Periodically update methods that the FLRA uses to maintain and improve the
quality of FLRA investigations and written work products, including FLRA staff
training and internal educational resources.
3) Periodically assess external perceptions of the FLRA's impartiality and factors that
affect those perceptions; take action, if deemed appropriate, to ensure external
perceptions of FLRA impartiality.

Contributing Components
•

All FLRA components.

Performance Goals
1) Conduct high-quality investigations and produce high-quality written work
products.
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2) Implement effective methods to maintain and improve the quality of FLRA
investigations and written work products, includin g FLRA staff training and
internal educational resources.
3) Ensure external stakeholder confidence in the FLRA's impartiality.

STRATEGIC GOAL 2: WE WILL DEVELOP AND PROVIDE TOOLS AND
RESOURCES TO ENABLE THE PARTIES TO PREVENT OR MORE
EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY RESOLVE THEIR LABOR-RELATIONS
DISPUTES AND IMPROVE THEIR LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONSHIPS.
The FLRA is specifically empowered and obligated to "provide leadership in establishing
policies and guidance" related to matters arising under the Statute. 5 U.S.C. § 7105(a)(l).
Educating parties regarding statutory obligations promotes the FLRA's mission of
protecting rights
.,,,
co a s.a...._.,_...._
and facilitating
stable labora.
management
~ eFiling
relationships while
,t
El
advancing an
eFiling
effective and
TheflRA'S
provides the
efficient
federal -sector labor-management c.ommumly With a
government. The
cofflll"Ncnt, us<>r hlffldly way to ckctronecaHy submit case
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and by providing
Getting scarred
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!J FILEACASE
9 REGIONAL OFFICES
J:!:° LEARNMORE
quality educational
resources through
the FLRA's website; by identifying, and offering targeted assistance to, parties with
significant labor-management challenges; and by offering external training to federal
agencies and labor organizations regarding their rights and obligations under the Statute.
EFILING
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Strategic Objectives
a. Maintain and expand educational resources on www.flra.gov.
Offering high-quality educational resources through the FLRA website is a key component
of promoting stability in the federal labor-management community. P arties who are better
informed about rights and obligations under the Statute are less likely to pursue frivolous
matters or defenses, and they are more likely to approach their labor-management
relations in a manner that is consistent with the Statute.
In April 2016, the FLRA launched a totally redesigned website featuring all-new
substantive content, a convenient training-registration tool, a visually engaging design,
simplified global navigation, and improved u sability and search functions. The Agency will
continue to build on this achievement by exploring ways to supplement and enhance the
educational resources on its website, such as expanding parties' access to statutory and
other training, including the development of online training modules that replicate the inperson trainings that the FLRA currently provides. It will also include opportunities for
parties to access live statutory training sessions on the FLRA website by utilizing
technology a nd techniques that encourage interaction with remote participants.

Strategies
•rhe FLRA will use the following strategies to achieve this
objective:
1) Review and regulal'ly update the educational
resources currently posted on the FLRA website to
ensure that they accurately reflect governing case
law and procedures.
2) Develop online training modules that the parties can
utilize in addition to live, in-person training,
FLRAMember
including resources that educate the parties on the
Ernest DuBester
labor-management aspects of situations commonly
arising in government operations (e.g., agency reorganizations, office moves,
furloughs).
3) Develop, post, and maintain current case digests on the FLRA website that briefly
summarize recent Authority decisions.
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Contributing Components
•

All FLRA components.

Performance Goals
1) Routinely review and update educational resources on the FLRA website.
2) Develop a growing library of online training modules on the FLRA website.
3) Develop and maintain case digests of new Authority decisions on the FLRA website.

b. Identify and offer targeted assistance to parties with significant labormanagement challenges.
In situations where parties experience labor-management challenges, targeted assistance
can promote stable labor-management relationships by educating the parties regarding
their statutory rights and obligations. It can also promote effective and efficient
government by assisting parties in addressing their disputes without necessarily resorting
to formal filings.
Targeted assistance can take
many forms, in cluding offering
training to parties on
particular topics that have
given rise to frequent ULP
charges, negotiability disputes,
or arbitration exceptions.
Other types of assistance
might be most appropriate for
parties experiencing broader
labor-management challenges.
For parties involved in
complex representational
matters, targeted assist an ce
can include conducting
conferences with the parties to
assist them in identifying and,
if feasible, resolving relevant issues.
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Strategies
The FLRA will use the following strategies to achieve this objective:
1) Develop, implement, and assess methods to identify and evaluate parties with
significant labor-management challenges that could benefit most from an offer of
targeted assistance.
2) Identify other agencies, such as the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, to
which the FLRA may refer the parties for assistance, when appropriate.
3) On a cross-component basis, and resources permitting, develop targeted-assistance
programs and related materials; offer them to parties experiencing significant labormanagement challenges to help protect rights and facilitate stable labormanagement relationships; and assess the effectiveness of these programs.

Contributing Components
•

All FLRA components.

Performance Goals

GROUP!
Mrdl.)cl

1) Tdent.ify and evaluate
parties with significant
labor-management
challenges .

Why Is Missionlmpc,nont>

Chad
Jul,r,

2

Wha•G
oes ,nto a Great MISSIOn
Statement'

GROUP2
Melrs.sa

John
Brent & Pa,gr.

GROUP 3 - - - t 1

3

How Should a M1sS10n
Statement Be Used'
4

2) Refer appropriate parties
to suitable resources.

HowOoYou KnowYou
Have a Great M1sS10n,

3) Implement highly effective
targeted assistance programs and associated materials.

c. Maintain and expand our external training programs to enable the

parties to better understand their rights and obligations under the
Statute.
Agency components have traditionally provided training on statutory principles governing
ULPs, representational issues, negotiability disputes, and arbitration exceptions.
Providing such external training to federal agencies and labor organizations regarding their
rights and obligations under the Statute directly promotes t he FLRA's mission of protecting
rights and facilitating stable labor-management relationships while advancing an effective
18
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and efficient government. For this reason, it is essential t hat the FLRA maintain and,
where possible, expan d these external training progra ms.

Strategies
The FLRA will use the following strategies to achieve this objective:
1) Continu e to develop and deliver high-quality in-person tr a ining opportunities,

including basic and advanced statutory training, and training on unit determination
and representational matters, negotiation impasses, federal-sector grievancearbitration appeals, and negotiability matters.
2) Develop, maintain , and improve additional ways to offer external training, including
real-time participation from remote locations, recorded modules available through
the FLRA website, videos hosted on remote sites like YouTube, podcasts that users
can download, recordings of segments of in-person training, audio recordings, and
other participant-friendly best practices as they become available.
3) Develop, deliver , a nd assess t he effectiveness of training regarding procedures for
filing and processing FLRA cases.

Contributing Components
•

All FLRA components.

Performance Goals
1) Exceed an annual target
number of highly rated
in-person trainin g
programs for a target
number of participants
concerning the full range
of statutory matters.
2) Find a dditional ways to
deliver real-time and pre-recorded external t rainings that have been successfully
developed a nd implemented utilizing appropriate technology and participantfriendly best practices.
3) Exceed an annual target number of highly rated training programs for a target
number of participants r egarding procedures for filing and processing FLRA cases.
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STRATEGIC GOAL 3: WE WILL MANAGE OUR RESOURCES EFFECTIVELY
AND EFFICIENTLY, AND RECOGNIZE THAT OUR DEDICATED WORKFORCE
IS CRITICAL TO THE RESOLUTION OF LABOR-RELATIONS DISPUTES.
We honor the trust that the public has placed in us to use Agency resources wisely on
behalf of the American taxpayer. Recognizing that trust, the FLRA has always focused its
resources on carrying out its mission. We will continue to do so.
The core of the FLRA's
mission is to resolve
labor-relations
disputes. The FLRA
will continue to achieve
that goal by employing
committed, experienced
professionals.
The FLRA developed a
cross-component
working group to meet
the goals articulated in
Executive Order No.
13781 (March 13,
2017), Comprehensive Plan for Reorganizing the Executive Branch, and Office of
Management and Budget (0MB) Memorandum M-17-22 (April 12, 2017), Comprehensive
Plan for Reforming the Federal Government and Reducing the Federal Civilian Workforce.
Guided by internal and external input, this working group offered FLRA leadership a set of
recommendations to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability of Agency
operations. The FLRA expects to maximize its resources by reducing travel, training, and
mail costs through the increased use of teleconferencing, utilization of in-house and
interagency training, and implementation of fully electronic case files.
The FLRA will continue to explote ways to manage its wotkfotce effectively and
efficiently. A key component of that commitment is to continue developing our IT systems,
with the goal of enabling FLRA employees to spend more time on mission-critical,
substantive work. The FLRA will also reexamine its performance-management systems to
ensure that they align with the goals in this plan, that individual employee standards
reflect organizational goals, and that the Agency appropriately recognizes employee
achievements in support of these goals. Finally, the FLRA will continue to encourage
employee growth, development, and innovation.
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Strategic Objectives
a. Ensure that the FLRA's performance-management systems a re
synchronized with and support the Agency's strategic goals.
At the foundation of this strategic plan is the FLRA's renewed commitment to developing
the most effective ways to evaluate Agency performance, as well as the contributions of the
Agency's components and individual employees. To do this, employee performancemanagement targets will be adapted to support Agency goals. This will help ensure that
the evaluation of FLRA employees will include consideration of how well they assist the
Agency to achieve its strategic and performance goals.

Strategies
The FLRA will use the following strategies to achieve
this objective:
1) Continually evaluate FLRA performance-

management systems to achieve, and recognize
contributions towards, the Agency's strategic
goals.
2) Provide in-house training to help the FLRA
workforce gain a better understanding of the
connections between individual employee
performance goals and the Agency's strategic
goals and objectives.
3) Encourage and solicit employee innovation to achieve the Agency's strategic goals.

Contributing Compone nts
•

All FLRA components.

Performance Goals
1) FLRA employees perceive that the Agency's performance-management systems, and
their individual performance plans, directly a lign with achieving t his strategic plan.
2) FLRA employees have a clear underst anding of how their individual achievement
conti·ibutes to achievement of Agency priorities and successful implementation of
FLRA strategic goals.
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3) FLRA employees perceive that their performance recognition and rewards are also
directly linked to their contribution to the successful achievement of the FLRA's
strategic goals.

b. Continue to expand the FLRA's technological capabilities to enable
employees to deliver mission results more effectively and efficiently.
The FLRA's IT systems have provided, and will continue to provide, a key means by which
the FLRA will more effectively and efficiently deliver quality services and increase internal
efficiencies. F or example, the Agency has connected
all FLRA offices in ways that improve internal
communication, and FLRA staff works more
efficiently by using a cloud-based document
management system that allows for simplified
document management and internal collaboration.
The Agency also recently launched a new and
improved version of its eFiling system that provides a
more intuitive, user-friendly customer experience.
This improved eFiling experience allows the parties
to submit ULP, representation, arbitration, and
negotiability filings in an electronic format and easily
access FLRA services, which enables FLRA
employees to take timely and quality actions. The
FSIP Chairman
Mark A. Carter
Agency is currently using the same software and agile
methodology to develop a more user-friendly
electronic case-management system. The FLRA will integrate these tlu·ee systemsdocument management, eFiling, and case management-to fully implement electronic case
file capability throughout the Agency.
Thereafter , as resources permit, the FLRA will continue to enhance and leverage these
technological capabilities. For example, the logical next step after fully implementing
electronic case files is to encourage the widest uses of eFiling and to serve FLRA-generated
case documents on the parties electronically- saving ti me, human-capital resources, and
postage costs.

Strategies
The FLRA will use the following strategies to achieve this objective:
1) Improve and enh ance the FLRA electronic case-management system and integrate it
with the electronic document management system and eFiling system in order to
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fully implement electronic case file capability throughout the Agency. Thereafter,
encourage the widest use of eFiling and electronically serve FLRA-generated case
documents on the parties.

2) Continue to effectively implement and manage other IT systems to help the FLRA
more effectively and efficiently deliver services.
3) Implement methodologies to determine how to improve the usefulness of
technological enhancements and their positive impact on the internal and external
customer experience.

Contributing Components
•

All FLRA components.

Performance Goals
1) Implement a new and
improved FLRA
electronic casemanagement system.
Integrate the casemanagement system

with the FLRA
document management
and eFiling systems in
order to fully implement
electronic case file
capability throughout
the Agency.
2) FLRA employees and parties understand how to make the most effective use of the
FLRA's electronic systems.
3) Enhance the positive impact of technological advancements on the customer
experience.
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c. Recruit, retain, and develop a diverse, respected workforce in an

environment tha.t fosters employ ee input a.nd satisfaction a.nd makes the
best use of FLRA resources.
The FLRA's charge to uphold and administer the Statute
relies on its employees. Accordingly, the FLRA's success
relies on the expertise and engagement of its workforce. A
key component of attracting and retaining an effective
workforce is creating a positive work environment in which
employees see themselves as stakeholders and innovators.
The FLRA will continue to assess the skills and training
needs of its workforce, and it will seek new, cost-effective
ways to cultivate employee development and commitment.
The FLRA will provide opportunities for experienced
employees to share their institutional knowledge by providing
internal training and through other means. The FLRA's
continued focus on human-capital development will h elp
ensure continued mission accomplishment and leadership of
the federal-sector labor-management relations program.

Strategies
The FLRA will use the following strategies to achieve this objective:
1) Recruit and retain a diverse and respected work force with federal-sector labor-

management expertise; periodically review succession planning initiatives; develop
nontraditional resources and other appropriate means for employee education and
development.
2) Conduct internal employee surveys to monitor and address employee morale and
engagement issues to continue the FLRA's culture of respectful problem-solving with
its workforce.
3) Use technology and telework options where appropriate to promote employee
efficiency and a healthy work-life balance, which in turn enables our workforce to
better serve the public.

Contributing Components
•

All FLRA components.
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Performance Goals
1) Internal and external survey respondents perceive that diverse and respected FLRA
employees demonstrate expertise in federal-sector labor-management relations;
minimal gaps exist in succession plans; and the Agency develops nontraditional
resources for employee education and development.
2) The FLRA workforce expresses a stable and improving level of overall job
satisfaction, as well as satisfaction with the manner in which internal problemsolving occurs.
3) FLRA managers and employees perceive that the Agency appropriately uses
telework and technology to promote employee efficiency and a healthy work-life
balance.
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Major Management Priorities and Challenges
This strategic plan sets forth a long-term vision for modernizing the FLRA in key areas
that will improve the Agency's ability to deliver mission outcomes, provide excellent service
to the federal labor-management community, and effectively steward taxpayer dollars on
behalf of the American people.
The FLRA will continue to focus on improving the Agency's effectiveness, efficiency, and
accountability. The Agency also will continue to focus on transparency and the innovative
use of IT and data-driven analysis, to maintain high levels of mission performance and
employee engagement.
While the FLRA is committed to increasing government-wide
effectiveness and efficiency, and improving service to the
federal workforce, there are challenges outside of the Agency's
control that could pose a risk to overall mission delivery.
These challenges include budget uncertainty and Presidential
appointee vacancies.

FLRAMember
James T. Abbott

For the past several years, there has been budget uncertainty
throughout the Federal Government. This uncertain fiscal
environment reduces the FLRA's flexibility in making
resource decisions, such as hiring staff to fill vacancies, or
investing in modernization of IT capabilities that will allow
for more efficient case processing.

For quite some time, the FLRA has not had a full complement of Presidential appointees.
This decreases the Agency's ability to process cases, to issue decisions, and to achieve its
goals and measures.
The FLRA continues to make substantial progress in addressing and resolving challenges
identified by its Office of the Inspector General (OIG). Specifically, over the last two fiscal
years, the Agency has received clean at1dits for both its Privacy Program and Federal
Information Security Management Act (FISMA) compliance, while reducing existing open
recommendations in both from thirteen down to one. The FLRA has also been successful in
closing longstanding management challenges identified by the Inspector General. Detailed
information about progress towards addressing OIG findings is reported annually in the
Agency's Performance and Accountability Report (PAR).
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Evidence Building
To develop this strategic plan, the FLRA used information from a wide range of sources,
including a traditional environmental scan, Agency performance data, and OPM's
Employee Viewpoint Survey. The FLRA obtains valuable information about the
effectiveness of its program through its mission activities, such as trainings, stakeholder
engagement, and responses to public inquiries.
The FLRA routinely collects evidence-based performance data to s upport decision making
and to drive innovative approaches within t he Agency. Using real-time data, the FLRA
measures its performance against the FLRA strategic plan and develops strategies for
effectively achieving the FLRA's mission and goals . Throughout the year, Agency
leadership shares performance metrics and holds data-driven management meetings where
meaningful discussions occur around program performance, areas for impr ovement, and
best practices across components. Also, to continuously improve internal service delivery,
the FLRA frequently evaluates its administrative services (IT, human resources, and
financial management), using internal survey tools, where appropriate.
To the extent possible, the agency will embed data collection, analysis, and utilization
within the design, management, and implementation of Agency programs and services so as
to minimize new burdens on limited Agency resources.
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Appendix (Abbreviations)
ADR

Alternative Dispute Resolution

ARB

Arbitration*

eFiling

Electronic-case-filing system

FLRA

Federal Labor Relations Authority

FSIP

Federal Service Impasses Panel, a component of the FLRA comprising
seven part-time, presidentially appointed Members

Impasse

Negotiation Impasse*

IT

Information Technology

NEG

Negotiability*

OALJ

Office of Administrative Law Judges

OGC

Office of the General Counsel, a component of the FLRA led by a
presidentially appointed, Senate-confirmed General Counsel

OIG

Office of the Inspector General

0MB

Office of Management and Budget

OPM

Office of Personnel Ma nagement

PAR

Performance and Accountability Report

REP

Representation*

The Agency

Federal Labor Relations Authority

The Authority A component of the FLRA comprising three presidentially appointed,
Senate-confirmed Members
The Statute

Federal Service Labor-Ma nagement Relations Statute

ULP

Unfair Labor Practice*

*A specific type of case filed with the FLRA.
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FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
2020 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

SMART REPORT

Score

Percent

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(C
t FY)
Number of
Cases

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(Historical)

Case Processing Performance – Status as of 09-30-2020

The AUTHORITY will resolve arbitration exceptions, negotiability petitions, ULP complaints, and representation
petitions in a productive and timely manner.
1a-1 The Authority will reduce by 5% the average age of arbitration exceptions that it
decides or otherwise resolves. [FY20 goal of 248 days].

261 days

317
days

FAIL

1a-2 The Authority will decide or otherwise resolve 75% of arbitration cases within 210 days
of the filing of exceptions.

34

32%

FAIL

1a-3 The Authority will decide or otherwise resolve 90% of arbitration cases within 365 days
of the filing of exceptions.

65

61%

FAIL

Total ARB Cases Closed:

107

1a-4 The Authority will reduce by 5% the average age of negotiability cases that it decides or
otherwise resolves. [FY20 goal of 161 days].

169 days

176
days

FAIL

1a-5 The Authority will decide or otherwise resolve 75% of negotiability petitions within 300
days of the filing of a petition for review.

25

78.13%

PASS

1a-6 The Authority will decide or otherwise resolve 75% of negotiability petitions within 365
days of the filing of a petition for review.

27

84.38%

PASS

Total NEG Cases Closed

32

1a-7 The OALJ will reduce by 5% the average age of ULP complaints that it decides or
otherwise resolves. [FY20 goal of 124 days].

130 days

days

1a-8 The OALJ will decide or otherwise resolve 80% of ULP complaints within 180 days
after the General Counsel issues a complaint.

0

1a-9 The OALJ will decide or otherwise resolve 95% of ULP complaints within 365 days
after the General Counsel issues a complaint.

0

Total OALJ Cases Closed:

0

1

Score

Percent

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(C
t FY)
Number of
Cases

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(Historical)

Case Processing Performance – Status as of 09-30-2020

The AUTHORITY will resolve arbitration exceptions, negotiability petitions, ULP complaints, and representation
petitions in a productive and timely manner.
1a-10 The Authority will reduce by 5% the average age of ULP cases that it decides or
otherwise resolves. [FY20 goal of 226 days].

238 days

422
days

FAIL

1a-11 The Authority will decide or otherwise resolve 75% of ULP cases within 300 days of
issuance of an OALJ decision.

1

25%

FAIL

1a-12 The Authority will decide or otherwise resolve 90% of ULP cases within 365 days of
issuance of an OALJ decision.

1

25%

FAIL

Total ULP Cases Closed

4

1a-13 The Authority will reduce by 5% the average age of representation cases that it decides
or otherwise resolves. [FY20 goal of 184 days].

194 days

210
days

FAIL

1a-14 The Authority will decide whether to grant review in 100% of representation cases
within 60 days of the filing of an application for review.

16

100%

PASS

1a-15 The Authority will decide or otherwise resolve 75% of representation cases within 210
days of the filing of an application for review.

14

88%

PASS

1a-16 The Authority will decide or otherwise resolve 100% of representation cases within
365 days of the filing of an application for review.

14

88%

FAIL

Total REP Cases Closed

16

2

Score

Percent

Number of
Cases

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(Current FY)

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(Historical)

Case Processing Performance – Status as of 09-30-2020

The OGC will resolve unfair labor practice charges and representation cases in a productive and timely manner.
1a-17 The OGC will reduce by 5% the average age of ULP charges that it resolves.
[FY20 goal of 99 days].

104

PASS

61 days

1a-18 The OGC will resolve 70% of ULP charges within 120 days of filing of the charge.

1,692

93.58%

PASS

1a-19 The OGC will resolve 95% of ULP charges within 240 days of filing of the charge.

1,806

99.89%

PASS

Total ULP Cases Closed:

1,808

1a-20 The General Counsel will reduce by 5% the average age of ULP appeals that it
decides or otherwise resolves. [FY20 goal of 45 days].

47

N/A

days

1a-21 The General Counsel will resolve 95% of appeals of Regional Directors’ dismissals
of ULP charges within 60 days of the date filed.

0

1a-22 The General Counsel will resolve 100% of appeals of Regional Directors’
dismissals of ULP charges within 120 days of the date filed.

0

Total Appeals Resolved:

0

1a-23 The OGC will reduce by 5% the average age of representation cases resolved
through withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order.
[FY20 goal of 114 days].

120

PASS

91 days

1a-24 The OGC will resolve 70% of representation cases through withdrawal, election,
or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of filing a petition.

140

80.00%

PASS

1a-25 The OGC will resolve 95% of representation cases through withdrawal, election,
or issuance of a Decision and Order within 365 days of filing a petition.

175

100%

PASS

Total REP Cases Closed

175

3

Score

Percent

Number of
Cases

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(Current FY)

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(Historical)

Case Processing Performance – Status as of 09-30-2020

The FSIP will resolve bargaining-impasse cases in a productive and timely manner.
1a-26 The FSIP will maintain the average age of bargaining-impasse cases in which it
declines jurisdiction.

89

70 days

PASS

23

1a-27 When the FSIP decline jurisdiction in bargaining-impasse cases, 90% of the time
it will do so within 140 days of the date are filed.

23

100%

PASS

1a-28 When the FSIP resolves bargaining-impasse cases through settlement, 80% of the
time it will do so within 160 days of the date filed

11

84.62%

PASS

1a-29 The FSIP will maintain the average age of bargaining-impasse cases that it
resolves through final action.
1a-30 When the FSIP resolves bargaining-impasse cases through final action, 80% of
the time it will do so within 200 days of the date filed.

4

154

162 days

FAIL

40
35

87.5%

PASS

Score

Percent

Number of
Cases

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(Current FY)

Avg. Age of
Cases
Closed
(Historical)

FSIP Internal – Status as of 09-30-2020

The FSIP will resolve bargaining-impasse cases in a productive and timely manner.
1a-26 The FSIP will maintain the average age of bargaining-impasse cases in which it
declines jurisdiction.

89

70 days

1a-27 When the FSIP decline jurisdiction in bargaining-impasse cases, 90% of the time
it will do so within 140 days of the date are filed.
1a-29 The FSIP will maintain the average age of bargaining-impasse cases that it
resolves through final action.

23
154

162 days

35

Total FSIP Cases Closed by Panel Action:

63
120

72 days

11

1a-32 Cases that are voluntarily withdrawn by the parties.

20

Total FSIP Cases Closed by Party Action:

33

Total FSIP Cases Closed:

96

PASS
FAIL

87.5%

PASS

PASS

13

1a-28 When the FSIP resolves bargaining-impasse cases through settlement, 80% of the
time it will do so within 160 days of the date filed

5

100%

40

1a-30 When the FSIP resolves bargaining-impasse cases through final action, 80% of the
time it will do so within 200 days of the date filed.

1a-31 The FSIP will maintain the average age of bargaining-impasse cases that are
resolved through settlement. [FY20 goal of 120 days]

PASS

23

84.62%

PASS

Strategic Goal 2: We will develop and provide tools and resources to enable the parties
to prevent or more effectively and efficiently resolve their labor relations disputes and
improve their labor management relationships.
Maintain and expand our external training programs to enable the parties to better understand their rights
and obligations under the Statute.
Status as
of 09-302020

External statutory training
2c-1 The FLRA will conduct 50 in-person statutory training programs.

20

2c-2 The FLRA will conduct in-person statutory training for 2500 participants.

548

2c-3 80% of participant responses will rate the statutory training as effective or highly
effective.

97%

Strategic Goal 3: We will manage our resources effectively and efficiently, and
recognize that our dedicated workforce is critical to the resolution of labor relations
disputes.
Continue to expand the FLRA’s technological capabilities to enable employees to deliver mission results more
effectively and efficiently.

Expand the FLRA’s technological
capabilities
3b-1a 50% of cases are eFiled Agency-wide.

Current
FY%

3b-1b 10% increase in eFiling in each component – the
OGC, the Authority, and the FSIP.

Previous
FY%
%
Increase

6

Authority

OGC

FSIP

OALJ

Overall

88.79%

52.01%

75.56%

56.30%

79.46%

42.75%

77.92%

46.21%

9.33%

9.26%

-2.36%

10.09%

Authority Case Status
A
R
B
N
E
G
U
L
P
R
E
P

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

Pending

122

133

131

138

137

146

145

143

142

147

150

148

FY20

FY19

Received

16

8

12

9

16

11

13

10

19

9

3

5

131

136

Closed

5

10

5

10

7

12

15

11

14

6

5

7

107

87

Pending (EOM)

133

131

138

137

146

145

143

142

147

150

148

146

Pending

17

18

22

29

32

35

36

39

41

39

62

62

Received

3

7

8

6

7

2

5

5

2

26

4

5

80

30

Closed

2

3

1

3

4

1

2

3

4

3

4

2

32

36

Pending (EOM)

18

22

29

32

35

36

39

41

39

62

62

65

Pending

6

6

5

5

4

4

4

4

5

4

3

3

Received

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

4

Closed

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

4

8

Pending (EOM)

6

5

5

4

4

4

4

5

4

3

3

3

Pending

2

15

14

3

3

4

3

3

3

4

4

4

Received

13

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

17

5

Closed

0

1

11

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

16

8

Pending (EOM)

15

14

3

3

4

3

3

3

4

4

4

3

7

Authority Cases Closed By Type

OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP FY20 FY19
ARB
NEG
ULP
REP
MISC
Total:

Procedural
Merits
Total
Procedural
Merits
Total
Procedural
Merits
Total
Procedural
Merits
Total
Procedural
Merits
Total
Procedural
Merits
Total

Projected
EOY

0

2

2

2

1

6

0

2

1

1

0

0

17

15

5

8

3

8

6

6

15

9

13

5

5

7

90

72

17
90

5

10

5

10

7

12

15

11

14

6

5

7

107

87

107

2

1

0

3

2

1

1

3

2

1

3

0

19

30

19

0

2

1

0

2

0

1

0

2

2

1

2

13

6

13

2

3

1

3

4

1

2

3

4

3

4

2

32

36

32

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

3

7

3

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

4

8

4

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

11

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

15

7

15

0

1

11

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

16

8

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

5

3

1

0

0

1

0

0

3

1

15

0

15

0

1

5

3

1

0

0

1

0

0

3

1

15

0

15

2

4

2

5

3

7

1

5

3

3

3

0

38

47

38

5

12

20

12

9

8

16

10

16

7

9

12

136

92

136

7

16

22

17

12

15

17

15

19

10

12

12

174

139

174

8

Authority Pending Case Inventory
By Age & Type
Type/Age(Days)

0-90

91-180

181-270

271-360

360+

Total

Average
Age

ARB

16

38

22

21

45

142

295

NEG

11

26

5

17

4

63

188

ULP

0

0

0

0

3

3

699

REP

1

1

0

1

0

3

168

MISC

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total:

28

65

27

39

52

211

267

Percentage %

13%

31%

13%

18%

25%

100%

9

Office of the General Counsel
ULP Case Statistics
OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

783

781

735

738

754

758

770

760

782

787

820

860

Received 147

122

143

184

155

156

142

168

189

178

157

Closed

149

168

140

168

151

144

152

146

184

145

Pending
(EOM)

781

735

738

754

758

770

760

782

787

820

Pending

FY2020

FY2019

187

1,928

2,235

117

144

1,808

2134

860

903

FY2020

FY2019

REP Case Statistics
OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

49

50

45

48

39

40

44

38

34

36

35

38

Received 16

12

17

11

14

20

24

7

13

11

9

10

164

249

Closed

15

17

14

20

13

16

30

11

11

12

6

10

175

266

Pending
(EOM)

50

45

48

39

40

44

38

34

36

35

38

38

Pending

10

Regional ULP Case Processing (Month Ending 9/30/2020)
Agent

Pending

Intake

Atlanta

8

181

Chicago

4

Denver

Transfers

Closed

Total
Pending
Cases

In
(+)

Out
(-)

55

2

0

41

197

134

22

1

0

16

141

6

194

33

0

0

29

198

San
Francisco

5

163

46

0

1

24

184

Washington

5

188

31

0

2

34

183

Totals:

28

860

187

3

3

144

903

Regional REP Case Processing (Month Ending 9/30/2020)
Agent

Pending

Intake

Atlanta

8

10

Chicago

4

Denver

Transfers

Closed

Total
Pending
Cases

In
(+)

Out
(-)

0

0

0

4

6

7

2

1

0

1

9

6

8

0

0

0

2

6

San
Francisco

5

4

1

0

0

0

5

Washington

5

9

7

0

1

3

12

Totals:

28

38

10

1

1

10

38

11

Appeals Cases
Filings By Region
OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

Pending

302

311

318

324

331

337

355

365

375

387

393

402

Received

9

9

6

8

6

18

10

10

12

6

9

4

107

122

Denied

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

Withdrawn

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

Remand

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pending
(EOM)

311

318

324

331

337

355

365

375

387

393

402

406

12

FY2020 FY2019

Federal Services Impasses Panel
Case Statistics
OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

Pending

28

30

21

26

21

23

25

20

21

21

22

23

Received

9

8

7

3

8

6

5

9

9

9

6

Closed

7

17

2

8

6

4

10

8

9

8

Pending
(EOM)

30

21

26

21

23

25

20

21

21

22

13

FY2019

FY2020

11

88

79

5

11

83

84

23

23

Office of the Administrative Law Judges
Case Load and Performance Goals

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

FY20

Carryover

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cases Received

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Resolved

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Decisions

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pending (EOM)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hearings Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dispositions

14

15

FLRA Case Flow Chart By Case Type
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FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
2019 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey
Interpretation of Results

November 4, 2019
Organizational Response Rate
The Office of Personnel Management’s (OPM’s) Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) provides
employees an opportunity to share their opinions about what matters most to them and to influence
leadership. Employee feedback provides managers insights into where improvements have been made
and are needed.
FLRA’s 2019 overall response rate was 63% - 22 points higher than the Governmentwide average of 41%.
That rate is also in line with the small agency (100-999 employees) response rate of 67%. A split between
the FLRA’s two distinct working groups is presented here:
1) The Authority and Administrative Headquarters (FLRA HQ) - 23 respondents and a 70% response
rate
2) The Office of General Counsel (OGC) Headquarters and Regional Offices (OGC/Regions staff) 29 respondents and a 59% response rate
Agency Strengths
The FLRA as a whole has 32 items identified as strengths (defined as 65 percent or greater positive
responses). The top six strengths:
• 98% positive - How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit
• 97% positive - My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues
• 97% positive - When needed, I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done (increase
from 93% in 2018)
• 96% positive - My work unit has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish
organizational goals (increase from 92% in 2018)
• 96% positive - Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other (increase from
88% in 2018)
• 96% positive - Physical conditions allow employees to perform their jobs well (increase from
82% in 2018)
Positive Increases in 2019 (since 2018)
There were marked increases in job satisfaction and overall well-being reported as compared to 2018.
• 14% Increase - How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?
• 14% Increase - Physical conditions allow employees to perform their jobs well
• 14% Increase - Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?
• 13% Increase - Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job
• 13% Increase - Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds

Areas for Improvement
Employees identified areas for improvement involving training, the mission of the agency,
communication, innovation, management, and leadership. On key questions, there was a substantial
difference in negative scores reported by the FLRA HQ and the OGC/Regions staff.
Questions with the highest percentage of negative scores (broken down by the FLRA HQ, and the
OGC/Regions):
• 72% - In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in
the workforce. (39% negative FLRA HQ, 94% negative OGC/Regions)
• 71% - My organization’s senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity. (41%
negative FLRA HQ, 90% negative OGC/Regions)
• 65% - I have a high level of respect for my organization’s senior leaders. (27% negative FLRA
HQ, 90% negative OGC/Regions)
• 64% - How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders? (31%
negative FLRA HQ, 90% negative OGC/Regions)
The Strategic Plan Implementation Teams (with representation from every component, including
OGC/Regions) will continue to address these and other challenges raised by the FEVS results. In
particular, in the coming weeks, the Employee Engagement Team will be analyzing the results of the
recently-conducted focus groups to better understand employee concerns.
Government Shutdown
The 2019 FEVS included a special section related to effects of the government shutdown on employees.
Staff reported impacts such as interrupted deadlines or delayed pay. However, there were generally
positive reviews of how the FLRA leadership responded.
• 97% of the FLRA staff were impacted by the shutdown by not receiving pay until after the lapse
ended. Additionally, employees reported a high rate of missed deadlines (70%), reduced customer
service (76%), delayed work (94%), and time lost in restarting work (71%).
• 37% said their everyday work was impacted in a moderately negative way by the shutdown, while
45% of staff reported a very negative to extremely negative impact on their work. 19% reported
slightly negative to no impact on their work.
• On a positive note: 72% of the overall workforce (88% Authority, 63% Regions) believed the
agency provided the support (communication, assistance, and guidance) needed during the partial
shutdown.
Work-Life Balance and Teleworking Access
FLRA staff almost universally reported better than governmentwide positive averages in satisfaction
with work-life programs offered and teleworking opportunities:
• 87% Positive - How satisfied are you with the following Work-Life programs in your agency?
Alternative Work Schedules (for example, compressed work schedule, flexible work schedule)
• Greater than 50% telework: more than 50% of FLRA employees telework 1-2 days per week in
contrast with only 16% governmentwide and 39% at small agencies

Off1Ce of Pe,sof'lnel Maf'lagernent

~

(<1>)

Federal Employee V ewpoint Survey

Federal Labor Relations Authority

Annual Employee Survey (AES) Report

Highest % Positive Items

Select:

FIELD PERIOD

May 23 - July 5, 2019

SAMPLE OR CENSUS

CENSUS

NUMBER OF SURVEYS

53

Q42 My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life

NUMBER OF SURVEYS

85

Q7 When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job

RESPONSE RATE

62.4%

Q26 Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.

32

items identified
as strengths
(65% positive or

19

items identified
as challenges
(35% negative or
higher)

84%

98%

work unit?

97%
97%
96%

Q14 Physical conditions allow employees to perform their jobs well.

Highest % Negative Items

96%

Select:

IHighest % Negative

Q53 In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of

72%

motivation and commitment in the workforce.

Q54 My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of

71%

honesty and integrity.

64%

40%

Q28 How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your

done.

2019 ENGAGEMENT INDEX

SUPERVISORS

IHighest % Positive

issues.

Engagement Index Score

LEADERS LEAD

~

Empowering Employees. Inspiring Change.

Q61 I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.

INTRINSIC
WORK
EXPERIENCE

67%

65%

Q66 How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your
senior leaders?

Q62 Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life programs.

-

64%
52%

2019

Office of Personnel Management

(<1>)

Federal Employee V ewpoint Survey

Empowering Employees. Inspiring Change.

Federal Labor Relations Authority

Annual Employee Survey (AES) Report
GENDER

47%

HISPANIC, LATINO, OR SPANISH

--

Female

56%

Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish

Headquarters

PLAN TO LEAVE

RETIREMENT

MILITARY SERVICE

16%

LOCATION

16%

Served

48%

within next five years

Age Group

within the next year

Agency Tenure
Agency Tenu re _ _ ___.
Federal Tenure
Supervisory Status
Pay Category/Grade

[ Age Group
Racial Category
Education

I

I

18%
--

--

--

--

--

0%

29 years
and under

30-39
years old

40-49
years old

50-59
years old

60 years
or older

Less than 1
year

24%

22%
8%

1 to 3
years

4 to 5
years

6 to 10
years

11 to 14
years

12%

15 to 20
years

18%

More than 20
years

2019

Office of Personnel Management

(<1>)

Federal Employee V ewpoint Survey

Empowering Employees. Inspiring Change.

Federal Labor Relations Authority

Annual Employee Survey (AES) Report
Select:

ILargest Increases since 2018

Largest Increases in
Percent Positive
since 2018
39

items increased
since 2018

Q67 How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in
your organization?

2016

2017

2018

2019

55%

47%

24%

38%

94%

87%

82%

96%

77%

70%

76%

90%

94%

88%

77%

90%

87%

73%

56%

69%

Percentage Point Change

I
I
I
I
I

Q14 Physical conditions allow employees to perform their jobs well.

Q70 Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?

Q35 Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.

Q55 Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.

+14

+14

+14

+13

+13

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
,

Select:

ILargest Decreases since 2018

Largest Decreases in
Percent Positive
since 2018
30

items
decreased
since 2018

Q34 Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace.

Q22 Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

Q38 Prohibited Personnel Practices are not tolerated.

Q40 I recommend my organization as a good place to work.

Q36 My organization has prepared employees for potential security
threats.

2016

2017

2018 2019

76%

69%

42%

31%

-11

69%

61%

55%

45%

-10

89%

78%

62%

52%

-10

83%

74%

45%

36%

-9

81%

85%

71%

62%

-9

Percentage Point Change

I
I
I
I
I

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Item
Item Text
1 *I am given a real opportunity to improve my
skills in my organization.

Agree-disagree

2

I have enough information to do my job well.

Agree-disagree

3

I feel encouraged to come up with new and better
ways of doing things.

Agree-disagree

4

My work gives me a feeling of personal
accomplishment.

Agree-disagree

5

I like the kind of work I do.

Agree-disagree

6

I know what is expected of me on the job.

Agree-disagree

7

When needed I am willing to put in the extra
effort to get a job done.

Agree-disagree

8

I am constantly looking for ways to do my job
better.

Agree-disagree

9

I have sufficient resources (for example, people,
materials, budget) to get my job done.

Agree-disagree

10

*My workload is reasonable.

Agree-disagree

11

*My talents are used well in the workplace.

Agree-disagree

12

*I know how my work relates to the agency's
goals.

Agree-disagree

13

The work I do is important.

Percent
Positive
%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
%

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

47.9%

20.0%

27.9%

72.3%

26.4%

44.5%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
N

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/
Neither
Satisfied
nor
Dissatisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
%

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

19.1%

25.3%

7.7%

33.0%

12

15

10

12

4

53

N/A

45.9%

12.4%

11.3%

4.1%

15.3%

14

21

7

6

2

50

N/A

26.0%

18.4%

27.4%

20.8%

7.3%

28.1%

15

10

13

10

4

52

N/A

59.3%

32.1%

27.2%

17.6%

11.0%

12.1%

23.1%

17

15

9

5

6

52

N/A

82.3%

37.7%

44.6%

9.8%

7.9%

0.0%

7.9%

20

23

6

4

0

53

N/A

90.1%

37.9%

52.2%

4.9%

5.0%

0.0%

5.0%

20

26

3

3

0

52

N/A

96.6%

71.7%

24.8%

3.4%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

38

13

2

0

0

53

N/A

87.4%

55.4%

32.0%

12.6%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

29

17

7

0

0

53

N/A

40.2%

9.7%

30.6%

10.3%

26.5%

23.0%

49.5%

5

17

5

15

11

53

0

63.4%

14.9%

48.5%

20.0%

14.6%

1.9%

16.5%

8

26

11

7

1

53

0

59.9%

23.2%

36.8%

12.8%

23.6%

3.7%

27.3%

14

19

6

12

2

53

0

79.2%

32.6%

46.5%

4.1%

16.8%

0.0%

16.8%

17

24

2

9

0

52

0

91.2%

48.8%

42.4%

8.8%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

26

22

5

0

0

53

0

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
N

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
N

Do Not
Know/
Item
No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Agree-disagree

Item
Item Text
14 Physical conditions (for example, noise level,
temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the
workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs
well.
15

My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of
my performance.

Agree-disagree

16

I am held accountable for achieving results.

Agree-disagree

17

*I can disclose a suspected violation of any law,
rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.

Agree-disagree

18

My training needs are assessed.

Agree-disagree

19

Percent
Positive
%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
%

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

95.8%

36.2%

59.6%

79.3%

35.9%

94.7%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
N

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/
Neither
Satisfied
nor
Dissatisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
%

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

4.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20

31

2

0

0

53

0

43.4%

11.9%

6.9%

1.9%

8.8%

20

22

7

3

1

53

0

45.0%

49.7%

5.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

24

26

3

0

0

53

0

46.8%

26.1%

20.6%

19.3%

20.8%

13.1%

33.9%

15

11

9

11

7

53

0

32.2%

12.6%

19.6%

26.5%

28.4%

12.8%

41.3%

8

11

14

13

7

53

0

75.9%

37.3%

38.6%

14.9%

3.4%

5.9%

9.3%

20

18

8

2

2

50

3

94.9%

47.6%

47.2%

1.8%

1.6%

1.7%

3.3%

25

24

1

1

1

52

N/A

51.2%

14.9%

36.4%

26.3%

8.6%

13.9%

22.5%

9

18

12

5

7

51

1

44.6%

22.6%

22.1%

35.6%

7.2%

12.5%

19.7%

12

12

18

3

5

50

2

52.5%

20.1%

32.4%

31.2%

10.2%

6.1%

16.3%

10

18

15

4

2

49

3

55.0%

30.2%

24.8%

20.4%

18.2%

6.4%

24.6%

15

13

10

8

2

48

4

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
N

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
N

Do Not
Know/
Item
No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

In my most recent performance appraisal, I
understood what I had to do to be rated at
different performance levels (for example, Fully
Successful, Outstanding).

Agree-disagree

20

*The people I work with cooperate to get the job
done.

Agree-disagree

21

My work unit is able to recruit people with the
right skills.

Agree-disagree

22

Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

Agree-disagree

23

In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a
poor performer who cannot or will not improve.

Agree-disagree

24

*In my work unit, differences in performance are
recognized in a meaningful way.

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Item
Item Text
25 Awards in my work unit depend on how well
employees perform their jobs.

Agree-disagree

26

Employees in my work unit share job knowledge
with each other.

Agree-disagree

27

The skill level in my work unit has improved in the
past year.

Good-poor

28

How would you rate the overall quality of work
done by your work unit?

Agree-disagree

29

*My work unit has the job-relevant knowledge
and skills necessary to accomplish organizational
goals.

Agree-disagree

30

Employees have a feeling of personal
empowerment with respect to work processes.

Agree-disagree

31

Employees are recognized for providing high
quality products and services.

Agree-disagree

32

Creativity and innovation are rewarded.

Agree-disagree

33

Pay raises depend on how well employees
perform their jobs.

Agree-disagree

34

Policies and programs promote diversity in the
workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and
women, training in awareness of diversity issues,
mentoring).

Agree-disagree

35

Employees are protected from health and safety
hazards on the job.

Agree-disagree

36

My organization has prepared employees for
potential security threats.

Percent
Positive
%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
%

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

69.5%

28.0%

41.5%

96.2%

50.4%

56.6%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
N

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/
Neither
Satisfied
nor
Dissatisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
%

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

17.2%

11.2%

2.2%

13.3%

15

23

8

5

1

52

0

45.8%

3.8%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

27

23

2

0

0

52

0

30.1%

26.5%

28.2%

11.1%

4.1%

15.2%

16

14

14

5

2

51

1

98.1%

73.5%

24.6%

1.9%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

38

13

1

0

0

52

N/A

87.4%

56.1%

31.3%

8.7%

3.9%

0.0%

3.9%

30

16

4

2

0

52

0

31.9%

15.9%

16.0%

18.0%

18.9%

31.3%

50.2%

9

8

9

10

16

52

0

42.7%

19.5%

23.2%

24.9%

19.5%

12.9%

32.4%

11

12

12

10

7

52

0

34.4%

18.0%

16.4%

21.3%

27.4%

17.0%

44.3%

10

8

11

14

9

52

0

39.4%

10.1%

29.4%

30.9%

20.4%

9.3%

29.7%

6

14

15

9

5

49

3

31.1%

11.0%

20.1%

32.3%

20.5%

16.1%

36.6%

7

9

16

11

8

51

1

90.2%

29.9%

60.2%

9.8%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

15

29

5

0

0

49

3

62.5%

22.5%

40.0%

21.6%

12.1%

3.8%

15.9%

13

20

11

6

2

52

0

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
N

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
N

Do Not
Know/
Item
No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Item
Item Text
37 Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion
for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.

Agree-disagree

38

Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example,
illegally discriminating for or against any
employee/applicant, obstructing a person's right
to compete for employment, knowingly violating
veterans' preference requirements) are not
tolerated.

Agree-disagree

39

My agency is successful at accomplishing its
mission.

Agree-disagree

40

*I recommend my organization as a good place to
work.

Agree-disagree

41

*I believe the results of this survey will be used to
make my agency a better place to work.

Agree-disagree

42

My supervisor supports my need to balance work
and other life issues.

Agree-disagree

43

My supervisor provides me with opportunities to
demonstrate my leadership skills.

Agree-disagree

44

Discussions with my supervisor about my
performance are worthwhile.

Agree-disagree

45

My supervisor is committed to a workforce
representative of all segments of society.

Agree-disagree

46

My supervisor provides me with constructive
suggestions to improve my job performance.

Percent
Positive
%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
%

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

32.2%

11.6%

20.6%

52.2%

18.3%

45.2%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
N

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/
Neither
Satisfied
nor
Dissatisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
%

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

31.6%

17.8%

18.4%

36.2%

6

12

14

10

9

51

1

33.9%

38.8%

7.3%

1.7%

9.0%

9

15

16

4

1

45

6

14.4%

30.8%

8.7%

19.0%

27.1%

46.1%

8

15

5

10

14

52

0

36.4%

18.9%

17.5%

22.6%

15.8%

25.2%

41.0%

11

9

11

8

13

52

N/A

31.0%

19.3%

11.8%

19.6%

16.2%

33.1%

49.3%

11

6

10

8

16

51

1

96.8%

62.3%

34.5%

0.0%

1.5%

1.6%

3.2%

33

16

0

1

1

51

1

81.8%

44.9%

36.8%

12.7%

1.9%

3.6%

5.6%

24

18

6

1

2

51

1

73.4%

41.3%

32.2%

17.0%

6.0%

3.6%

9.6%

23

16

7

3

2

51

1

72.4%

43.5%

28.9%

23.9%

2.1%

1.6%

3.6%

22

14

11

1

1

49

3

75.7%

39.5%

36.2%

14.8%

5.9%

3.6%

9.5%

21

19

7

3

2

52

0

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
N

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
N

Do Not
Know/
Item
No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Item
Item Text
47 Supervisors in my work unit support employee
development.

Agree-disagree

48

My supervisor listens to what I have to say.

Agree-disagree

49

My supervisor treats me with respect.

Agree-disagree

50

In the last six months, my supervisor has talked
with me about my performance.

Agree-disagree

51

I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.

Good-poor

52

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done
by your immediate supervisor?

Agree-disagree

53

In my organization, senior leaders generate high
levels of motivation and commitment in the
workforce.

Agree-disagree

54

My organization's senior leaders maintain high
standards of honesty and integrity.

Agree-disagree

55

Supervisors work well with employees of different
backgrounds.

Agree-disagree

56

*Managers communicate the goals of the
organization.

Agree-disagree

57

Managers review and evaluate the organization's
progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.

Percent
Positive
%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
%

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

81.2%

46.1%

35.1%

87.1%

54.8%

90.8%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
N

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/
Neither
Satisfied
nor
Dissatisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
%

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

11.3%

5.9%

1.6%

7.5%

26

17

5

3

1

52

0

32.2%

3.3%

8.1%

1.6%

9.7%

29

16

2

4

1

52

N/A

56.6%

34.2%

1.4%

3.7%

4.1%

7.8%

30

17

1

2

2

52

N/A

87.8%

49.5%

38.4%

5.4%

6.8%

0.0%

6.8%

27

19

2

4

0

52

N/A

82.2%

48.8%

33.3%

4.7%

7.4%

5.7%

13.1%

27

15

3

4

3

52

N/A

80.8%

51.1%

29.7%

9.5%

4.0%

5.7%

9.7%

28

14

5

2

3

52

N/A

18.9%

10.7%

8.2%

9.1%

17.2%

54.8%

72.0%

7

4

4

10

27

52

0

18.9%

10.7%

8.2%

10.5%

30.8%

39.9%

70.6%

7

4

6

15

20

52

0

69.5%

32.6%

36.9%

18.1%

8.7%

3.7%

12.4%

16

17

9

4

2

48

4

65.3%

27.6%

37.8%

19.9%

5.4%

9.4%

14.8%

15

18

10

3

5

51

1

58.7%

27.2%

31.5%

29.5%

5.6%

6.2%

11.8%

14

15

12

3

3

47

3

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
N

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
N

Do Not
Know/
Item
No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Item
Item Text
58 Managers promote communication among
different work units (for example, about projects,
goals, needed resources).

Agree-disagree

59

Managers support collaboration across work units
to accomplish work objectives.

Good-poor

60

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done
by the manager directly above your immediate
supervisor?

Agree-disagree

61

I have a high level of respect for my organization's
senior leaders.

Agree-disagree

62

Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life
programs.

Satisfieddissatisfied

63

*How satisfied are you with your involvement in
decisions that affect your work?

Satisfieddissatisfied

64

*How satisfied are you with the information you
receive from management on what's going on in
your organization?

Satisfieddissatisfied

65

*How satisfied are you with the recognition you
receive for doing a good job?

Satisfieddissatisfied

66

How satisfied are you with the policies and
practices of your senior leaders?

Satisfieddissatisfied

67

How satisfied are you with your opportunity to
get a better job in your organization?

Percent
Positive
%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
%

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

57.2%

22.6%

34.6%

56.1%

24.3%

73.2%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
N

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/
Neither
Satisfied
nor
Dissatisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
%

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

17.8%

15.8%

9.2%

25.0%

13

16

8

7

5

49

3

31.8%

26.0%

10.9%

7.0%

17.9%

14

15

11

6

4

50

2

48.2%

25.0%

10.6%

12.4%

3.7%

16.1%

24

12

5

6

2

49

3

24.3%

16.1%

8.3%

10.5%

18.4%

46.8%

65.2%

9

4

6

10

23

52

0

34.8%

13.5%

21.3%

12.7%

32.3%

20.2%

52.5%

7

11

6

15

10

49

3

37.2%

20.6%

16.6%

21.1%

26.6%

15.1%

41.8%

12

9

10

13

8

52

N/A

39.7%

24.7%

15.0%

13.5%

23.4%

23.4%

46.8%

14

8

6

12

12

52

N/A

58.3%

26.2%

32.1%

13.8%

22.0%

6.0%

27.9%

15

15

8

11

3

52

N/A

18.9%

10.7%

8.2%

16.8%

21.0%

43.3%

64.3%

7

4

8

11

22

52

N/A

38.3%

19.3%

19.0%

21.8%

20.9%

19.0%

39.9%

12

10

11

11

8

52

N/A

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
N

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
N

Do Not
Know/
Item
No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Satisfieddissatisfied
Satisfieddissatisfied

Item
Item Text
68 How satisfied are you with the training you
receive for your present job?
69

Percent
Positive
%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
%

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

33.3%

10.7%

22.6%

56.7%

25.8%

89.6%

37.7%

Strongly
Agree/
Very
Good/
Very
Satisfied
N

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/
Neither
Satisfied
nor
Dissatisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
%

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

26.3%

25.1%

15.3%

40.4%

7

12

13

13

7

52

N/A

30.9%

13.4%

22.2%

7.7%

29.9%

14

15

7

12

4

52

N/A

36.7%

52.9%

2.9%

2.0%

5.6%

7.5%

20

26

2

1

3

52

N/A

16.9%

20.8%

19.5%

19.8%

23.0%

42.8%

9

12

9

10

12

52

N/A

Agree/
Good/
Satisfied
N

Disagree/
Poor/
Dissatisfied
N

Strongly
Disagree/
Very Poor/
Very
Dissatisfied
N

Do Not
Know/
Item
No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you
with your job?

Satisfieddissatisfied

70

Considering everything, how satisfied are you with
your pay?

Satisfieddissatisfied

71

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you
with your organization?

* AES prescribed items as of 2017 (5 CFR Part 250, Subpart C)
** Unweighted count of responses excluding 'Do Not Know' and 'No Basis to Judge'
The Dashboard only includes items 1-71.
Percentages are weighted to represent the Agency's population.

72. Currently, in my work unit poor performers usually:
Remain in the work unit and improve their performance over time
Remain in the work unit and continue to underperform
Leave the work unit - removed or transferred
Leave the work unit - quit
There are no poor performers in my work unit
Item Response Total
Do not know
Total
Percentages are weighted to represent the Agency's population.

N
%
8 16.9%
5 15.2%
5
9.1%
2
5.1%
22 53.7%
42 100.0%
10
-52 100.0%

73. Which of the following best describes the impact of the partial government shutdown (December 22, 2018 - January 25, 2019) on your working/pay status?
The shutdown had no impact on my working/pay status
I did not work and did not receive pay until after the lapse ended
I worked some of the shutdown but did not receive pay until after the lapse ended
I worked for the entirety of the shutdown but did not receive pay until after the lapse ended
Other, not listed above
Total

N
%
2
2.9%
40 77.1%
8 14.3%
0
0.0%
2
5.6%
52 100.0%

74. How was your everyday work impacted during (if you worked) or after the partial government shutdown?
It had no impact
A slightly negative impact
A moderately negative impact
A very negative impact
An extremely negative impact
Total

N
%
3
5.8%
8 13.1%
18 36.6%
15 27.7%
8 16.7%
52 100.0%

If the response to item 74 was "It had no impact", item 75 was skipped.
75. In what ways did the partial government shutdown negatively affect your work? (Check all that apply)
Unmanageable workload
Missed deadlines
Unrecoverable loss of work
Reduced customer service
Delayed work
Reduced work quality
Cutback of critical work
Time lost in restarting work
Unmet statutory requirements
Other
Total (percents will add to more than 100% because respondents could choose more than one response option)

N
12
33
13
35
45
12
4
34
7
8
48

%
27.8%
70.3%
30.0%
75.8%
94.3%
28.2%
11.2%
71.4%
13.8%
16.0%
--

76. Are you looking for another job because of the partial government shutdown?
I am looking for another job specifically because of the shutdown
I am looking for another job, but the shutdown is only one of the reasons
I am looking for another job, but the shutdown had no influence on that decision
I am not looking for another job currently
Total

N
%
1
2.2%
9 16.6%
11 19.5%
31 61.8%
52 100.0%

77. My agency provided the support (e.g., communication, assistance, guidance) I needed during the partial government shutdown.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Item Response Total
No support required
Total

N
%
14 26.1%
12 23.6%
11 21.7%
7 15.7%
7 12.8%
51 100.0%
1
-52 100.0%

Percentages are weighted to represent the Agency's population.

78. Please select the response below that BEST describes your current teleworking schedule.
I telework very infrequently, on an unscheduled or short-term basis
I telework, but only about 1 or 2 days per month
I telework 1 or 2 days per week
I telework 3 or 4 days per week
I telework every work day
I do not telework because I have to be physically present on the job
I do not telework because of technical issues that prevent me from teleworking
I do not telework because I did not receive approval to do so, even though I have the kind of job where I can telework
I do not telework because I choose not to telework
Total

L

2019
N
9
4
28
1
0
0
0
2
8
52

%
16.8%
6.5%
56.7%
1.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
3.6%
14.5%
100.0%

2019
Satisfaction %
31.0%
37.7%
23.7%
7.6%
0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%

79. How satisfied are you with the Telework program in your agency?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Item Response Total
I choose not to participate in this program
This program is not available to me
I am unaware of this program
Total

N
15
19
12
3
0
49
3
0
0
52

80. Which of the following Work-Life programs have you participated in or used at your agency within the last 12 months? (Mark
all that apply):
Alternative Work Schedules
Health and Wellness Programs
Employee Assistance Program – EAP
Child Care Programs
Elder Care Programs
None listed above
Total (percents will add to more than 100% because respondents could choose more than one response option)

2019
N
33
7
2
1
0
17
52

2018

N
18
9
38
2
0
0
0
2
10
79

%
23.4%
11.4%
46.6%
2.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.6%
13.1%
100.0%

All Response Options %
29.3%
35.7%
22.5%
7.2%
0.0%
94.8%
5.2%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

N
20
37
12
3
2
74
4
2
0
80

2018
Satisfaction %
25.9%
51.3%
15.1%
4.9%
2.8%
100.0%
---100.0%

All Response Options %
23.7%
47.0%
13.8%
4.5%
2.5%
91.6%
5.8%
2.6%
0.0%
100.0%

All Response Options %
42.7%
36.0%

N
27
27

2018
Satisfaction %
43.5%
43.1%

All Response Options %
35.1%
34.8%

%
65.6%
16.2%
3.4%
1.5%
0.0%
29.3%
--

Note: This item was not in the 2018 OPM FEVS.

81. How satisfied are you with the following Work-Life programs in your agency? Alternative Work Schedules
Very Satisfied
Satisfied

N
22
18

2019
Satisfaction %
47.0%
39.7%

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Item Response Total
I choose not to participate in these programs
These programs are not available to me
I am unaware of these programs
Total

L

82. How satisfied are you with the following Work-Life programs in your agency? Health and Wellness Programs
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Item Response Total
I choose not to participate in these programs
These programs are not available to me
I am unaware of these programs
Total

L

83. How satisfied are you with the following Work-Life programs in your agency? Employee Assistance Program - EAP
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Item Response Total
I choose not to participate in these programs
These programs are not available to me
I am unaware of these programs
Total

84. How satisfied are you with the following Work-Life programs in your agency? Child Care Programs
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied

5
1
0
46
2
4
0
52

9.1%
4.1%
0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%

8.3%
3.8%
0.0%
90.7%
3.4%
5.9%
0.0%
100.0%

8
1
0
63
10
5
1
79

11.9%
1.6%
0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%

9.6%
1.3%
0.0%
80.9%
11.9%
5.9%
1.3%
100.0%

N
3
9
9
3
0
24
8
12
7
51

2019
Satisfaction %
10.3%
35.7%
40.5%
13.5%
0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%

All Response Options %
4.9%
17.1%
19.3%
6.4%
0.0%
47.8%
14.3%
23.3%
14.7%
100.0%

N
13
26
13
3
1
56
7
7
10
80

2018
Satisfaction %
22.8%
44.6%
24.3%
6.0%
2.4%
100.0%
---100.0%

All Response Options %
15.1%
29.7%
16.2%
4.0%
1.6%
66.5%
9.0%
10.2%
14.3%
100.0%

N
1
4
13
2
0
20
21
2
9
52

2019
Satisfaction %
3.6%
21.6%
65.6%
9.2%
0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%

All Response Options %
1.5%
9.1%
27.7%
3.9%
0.0%
42.2%
38.3%
3.2%
16.3%
100.0%

N
4
11
27
0
0
42
25
3
10
80

2018
Satisfaction %
9.1%
27.2%
63.7%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%

All Response Options %
4.8%
14.3%
33.5%
0.0%
0.0%
52.6%
32.0%
3.4%
12.1%
100.0%

N
0
2
6
1

2019
Satisfaction %
0.0%
27.7%
60.9%
11.4%

N
1
3
15
1

2018
Satisfaction %
4.5%
18.1%
71.9%
5.5%

All Response Options %
1.1%
4.5%
17.6%
1.3%

All Response Options %
0.0%
5.2%
11.3%
2.1%

Very Dissatisfied
Item Response Total
I choose not to participate in these programs
These programs are not available to me
I am unaware of these programs
Total

L

85. How satisfied are you with the following Work-Life programs in your agency? Elder Care Programs
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Item Response Total
I choose not to participate in these programs
These programs are not available to me
I am unaware of these programs
Total
Percentages are weighted to represent the Agency's population.
The rows above do not include results for any item or year when there were fewer than 4 completed surveys.

0
9
15
21
7
52

N
0
1
5
1
0
7
13
23
9
52

0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%
2019
Satisfaction %
0.0%
23.1%
63.3%
13.5%
0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%

0.0%
18.6%
27.3%
39.3%
14.7%
100.0%

0
20
13
28
19
80

All Response Options %
0.0%
3.6%
10.0%
2.1%
0.0%
15.8%
23.5%
43.0%
17.7%
100.0%

N
1
2
14
0
0
17
11
29
23
80

0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%
2018
Satisfaction %
5.5%
14.4%
80.1%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
---100.0%

0.0%
24.5%
16.3%
35.3%
23.8%
100.0%

All Response Options %
1.1%
2.9%
16.4%
0.0%
0.0%
20.4%
14.2%
36.4%
28.9%
100.0%
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My Employment Demographics
Where do you work?

%

Headquarters

56.0%

Field

44.0%

Total

100.0%

What is your supervisory status?
Senior Leader

%
5.9%

Manager

11.8%

Supervisor

15.7%

Team Leader
Non-Supervisor
Total
What is your pay category/grade?

3.9%
62.7%
100.0%
%

Federal Wage System

0.0%

GS 1-6

0.0%

GS 7-12

8.0%

GS 13-15

74.0%

Senior Executive Service

10.0%

Senior Level (SL) or Scientific or Professional (ST)
Other
Total
What is your US military service status?
No Prior Military Service

2.0%
6.0%
100.0%
%
84.3%

Currently in National Guard or Reserves

2.0%

Retired

7.8%

Separated or Discharged

5.9%

Total
How long have you been with the Federal Government (excluding military service)?
Less than 1 year

100.0%
%
0.0%

1 to 3 years

11.8%

4 to 5 years

17.6%

6 to 10 years

17.6%

11 to 14 years

9.8%

15 to 20 years

17.6%

More than 20 years
Total
How long have you been with your current agency (for example, Department of Justice, Environmental Protection Agency)?
Less than 1 year

25.5%
100.0%
%
0.0%

1 to 3 years

17.6%

4 to 5 years

23.5%

6 to 10 years

21.6%

11 to 14 years

7.8%

15 to 20 years

11.8%

More than 20 years

17.6%

Trend Core Survey

My Employment Demographics
Total
Are you considering leaving your organization within the next year, and if so, why?
No
Yes, to retire

100.0%
%
52.0%
2.0%

Yes, to take another job within the Federal Government

28.0%

Yes, to take another job outside the Federal Government

10.0%

Yes, other
Total
I am planning to retire:

8.0%
100.0%
%

Within one year

0.0%

Between one and three years

8.0%

Between three and five years

8.0%

Five or more years
Total

84.0%
100.0%

My Personal Demographics
Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin?

%

Yes

--

No

--

Total

--

Note: All results are suppressed when any single demographic category has fewer than 4 responses.

Please select the racial category or categories with which you most closely identify.

%

White

--

Black or African American

--

All other races

--

Total

--

Note: All results are suppressed when any single demographic category has fewer than 4 responses.

What is your age group?

%

29 years and under

--

30-39 years old

--

40-49 years old

--

50-59 years old

--

60 years or older

--

Total

--

Note: All results are suppressed when any single demographic category has fewer than 4 responses.

What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed?
Less than High School/ High School Diploma/ GED
Certification/ Some College/ Associate's Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Advanced Degrees (Post Bachelor's Degree)
Total
Note: Results are suppressed for each demographic category with fewer than 4 responses.

%
--9.8%
84.3%
100.0%

Trend Core Survey

My Employment Demographics
Are you an individual with a disability?

%

Yes

8.2%

No

91.8%

Total

100.0%

Are you:

%

Male

53.1%

Female

46.9%

Total
Are you transgender?

100.0%
%

Yes

0.0%

No

100.0%

Total

100.0%

Which one of the following do you consider yourself to be?
Straight, that is not gay or lesbian

%
95.8%

Gay or Lesbian

--

Bisexual

--

Something else
Total
Note: Results are suppressed for each demographic category with fewer than 4 responses.

Percentages for demographic questions are unweighted.
No suppression was applied to My Employment Demographics.

0.0%
100.0%

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

47.9%

19.1%

33.0%

53

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2019
1 *I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.

Agree-disagree

2019

2

I have enough information to do my job well.

72.3%

12.4%

15.3%

50

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

3

I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.

44.5%

27.4%

28.1%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

4

My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.

59.3%

17.6%

23.1%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

5

I like the kind of work I do.

82.3%

9.8%

7.9%

53

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

6

I know what is expected of me on the job.

90.1%

4.9%

5.0%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

7

When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.

96.6%

3.4%

0.0%

53

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

8

I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.

87.4%

12.6%

0.0%

53

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

9

I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.

40.2%

10.3%

49.5%

53

0

Agree-disagree

2019

10

*My workload is reasonable.

63.4%

20.0%

16.5%

53

0

Agree-disagree

2019

11

*My talents are used well in the workplace.

59.9%

12.8%

27.3%

53

0

Agree-disagree

2019

12

*I know how my work relates to the agency's goals.

79.2%

4.1%

16.8%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

13

The work I do is important.

91.2%

8.8%

0.0%

53

0

Agree-disagree

2019

14

Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform
their jobs well.

95.8%

4.2%

0.0%

53

0

Agree-disagree

2019

15

My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.

79.3%

11.9%

8.8%

53

0

Agree-disagree

2019

16

I am held accountable for achieving results.

94.7%

5.3%

0.0%

53

0

Agree-disagree

2019

17

*I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.

46.8%

19.3%

33.9%

53

0

Agree-disagree

2019

18

My training needs are assessed.

32.2%

26.5%

41.3%

53

0

Agree-disagree

2019

19

In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for
example, Fully Successful, Outstanding).

75.9%

14.9%

9.3%

50

3

94.9%

1.8%

3.3%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

20

*The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

51.2%

26.3%

22.5%

51

1

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2019 21 My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.

Agree-disagree

2019

22

Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

44.6%

35.6%

19.7%

50

2

Agree-disagree

2019

23

In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.

52.5%

31.2%

16.3%

49

3

Agree-disagree

2019

24

*In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.

55.0%

20.4%

24.6%

48

4

Agree-disagree

2019

25

Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

69.5%

17.2%

13.3%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

26

Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.

96.2%

3.8%

0.0%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

27

The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.

56.6%

28.2%

15.2%

51

1

Good-poor

2019

28

How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?

98.1%

1.9%

0.0%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

29

*My work unit has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.
87.4%

8.7%

3.9%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

30

Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.

31.9%

18.0%

50.2%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

31

Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.

42.7%

24.9%

32.4%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

32

Creativity and innovation are rewarded.

34.4%

21.3%

44.3%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

33

Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

39.4%

30.9%

29.7%

49

3

Agree-disagree

2019

34

Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in
awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).

31.1%

32.3%

36.6%

51

1

Agree-disagree

2019

35

Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.

90.2%

9.8%

0.0%

49

3

Agree-disagree

2019

36

My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.

62.5%

21.6%

15.9%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

37

Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.
32.2%

31.6%

36.2%

51

1

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2019 38 Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a
person's right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

52.2%

38.8%

9.0%

45

6

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Agree-disagree

2019

39

My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.

45.2%

8.7%

46.1%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

40

*I recommend my organization as a good place to work.

36.4%

22.6%

41.0%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

41

*I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.

31.0%

19.6%

49.3%

51

1

Agree-disagree

2019

42

My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.

96.8%

0.0%

3.2%

51

1

Agree-disagree

2019

43

My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.

81.8%

12.7%

5.6%

51

1

Agree-disagree

2019

44

Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.

73.4%

17.0%

9.6%

51

1

Agree-disagree

2019

45

My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.

72.4%

23.9%

3.6%

49

3

Agree-disagree

2019

46

My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.

75.7%

14.8%

9.5%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

47

Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.

81.2%

11.3%

7.5%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

48

My supervisor listens to what I have to say.

87.1%

3.3%

9.7%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

49

My supervisor treats me with respect.

90.8%

1.4%

7.8%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

50

In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.

87.8%

5.4%

6.8%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

51

I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.

82.2%

4.7%

13.1%

52

N/A

Good-poor

2019

52

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?

80.8%

9.5%

9.7%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2019

53

In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.
18.9%

9.1%

72.0%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

54

My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.

18.9%

10.5%

70.6%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

55

Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.

69.5%

18.1%

12.4%

48

4

Agree-disagree

2019

56

*Managers communicate the goals of the organization.

65.3%

19.9%

14.8%

51

1

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2019 57 Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.

Agree-disagree

2019

58

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

58.7%

29.5%

11.8%

47

3

57.2%

17.8%

25.0%

49

3

56.1%

26.0%

17.9%

50

2

73.2%

10.6%

16.1%

49

3

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).

Agree-disagree

2019

59

Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.

Good-poor

2019

60

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?

Agree-disagree

2019

61

I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.

24.3%

10.5%

65.2%

52

0

Agree-disagree

2019

62

Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life programs.

34.8%

12.7%

52.5%

49

3

Satisfieddissatisfied

2019

63

*How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?
37.2%

21.1%

41.8%

52

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2019

64

*How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?
39.7%

13.5%

46.8%

52

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2019

58.3%

13.8%

27.9%

52

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2019

66

How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?
18.9%

16.8%

64.3%

52

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2019

67

How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?
38.3%

21.8%

39.9%

52

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2019

33.3%

26.3%

40.4%

52

N/A

65

68

*How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?

How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Satisfieddissatisfied

Year Item
Item Text
2019 69 *Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?

Percent
Negative
%

56.7%

13.4%

29.9%

52

N/A

89.6%

2.9%

7.5%

52

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Satisfieddissatisfied

2019

Satisfieddissatisfied

2019

71

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?
37.7%

19.5%

42.8%

52

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

1

*I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.

54.5%

16.0%

29.5%

81

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

2

I have enough information to do my job well.

69.4%

18.1%

12.5%

81

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

3

I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.

43.9%

21.3%

34.7%

82

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

4

My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.

60.8%

9.6%

29.6%

82

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

5

I like the kind of work I do.

75.9%

10.7%

13.5%

82

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

6

I know what is expected of me on the job.

81.8%

10.5%

7.7%

82

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

7

When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.

93.3%

2.2%

4.4%

82

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

8

I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.

86.4%

6.5%

7.1%

82

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

9

I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.

43.7%

17.3%

39.0%

82

0

Agree-disagree

2018

10

*My workload is reasonable.

69.9%

18.1%

12.1%

81

0

Agree-disagree

2018

11

*My talents are used well in the workplace.

56.4%

11.5%

32.1%

82

0

Agree-disagree

2018

12

*I know how my work relates to the agency's goals.

69.4%

9.3%

21.3%

81

0

Agree-disagree

2018

13

The work I do is important.

78.4%

12.3%

9.3%

82

0

Agree-disagree

2018

14

Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform
their jobs well.

82.3%

13.3%

4.4%

82

0

66.9%

20.0%

13.1%

80

1

Agree-disagree

2018

70

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

15

Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?

My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

85.2%

11.9%

2.9%

82

0

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
2018 16 I am held accountable for achieving results.

Agree-disagree

2018

17

*I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.

44.7%

29.9%

25.4%

78

4

Agree-disagree

2018

18

My training needs are assessed.

21.5%

29.8%

48.7%

81

1

Agree-disagree

2018

19

In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for
example, Fully Successful, Outstanding).

78.8%

5.7%

15.5%

79

3

Item Text

Agree-disagree

2018

20

*The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.

84.8%

6.1%

9.1%

82

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

21

My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.

53.1%

21.2%

25.7%

79

3

Agree-disagree

2018

22

Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

55.1%

20.1%

24.8%

74

7

Agree-disagree

2018

23

In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.

61.5%

28.3%

10.3%

75

7

Agree-disagree

2018

24

*In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.

45.8%

30.3%

23.9%

79

3

Agree-disagree

2018

25

Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

59.1%

23.3%

17.6%

76

4

Agree-disagree

2018

26

Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.

88.2%

8.5%

3.3%

82

0

Agree-disagree

2018

27

The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.

54.6%

24.4%

21.0%

79

3

Good-poor

2018

28

How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?

89.4%

8.4%

2.2%

82

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

29

*My work unit has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.
91.6%

3.4%

5.0%

82

0

Agree-disagree

2018

30

Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.

36.7%

17.9%

45.4%

80

1

Agree-disagree

2018

31

Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.

49.5%

21.2%

29.3%

80

1

Agree-disagree

2018

32

Creativity and innovation are rewarded.

36.1%

26.8%

37.1%

80

1

Agree-disagree

2018

33

Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

40.6%

38.2%

21.2%

73

6

Agree-disagree

2018

34

Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in
awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).

41.7%

28.8%

29.5%

75

6

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2018 35 Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.

Agree-disagree

2018

36

My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.

Agree-disagree

2018

37

Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.

Agree-disagree

2018

38

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

76.5%

21.9%

1.6%

76

5

71.0%

21.5%

7.5%

80

1

37.7%

29.9%

32.4%

76

4

62.0%

28.8%

9.2%

70

11

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a
person's right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.

Agree-disagree

2018

39

My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.

48.9%

13.6%

37.5%

79

2

Agree-disagree

2018

40

*I recommend my organization as a good place to work.

45.3%

21.8%

32.9%

80

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

41

*I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.

32.4%

12.9%

54.7%

75

6

Agree-disagree

2018

42

My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.

85.5%

7.2%

7.3%

80

1

Agree-disagree

2018

43

My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.

73.0%

11.1%

16.0%

80

1

Agree-disagree

2018

44

Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.

72.8%

11.8%

15.4%

80

1

Agree-disagree

2018

45

My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.

76.0%

16.0%

7.9%

73

8

Agree-disagree

2018

46

My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.

73.6%

10.1%

16.2%

80

1

Agree-disagree

2018

47

Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.

71.5%

21.8%

6.7%

80

1

Agree-disagree

2018

48

My supervisor listens to what I have to say.

84.0%

5.1%

11.0%

81

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

49

My supervisor treats me with respect.

84.6%

8.6%

6.8%

81

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

50

In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.

85.9%

6.5%

7.6%

81

N/A

Agree-disagree

2018

51

I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.

76.6%

9.1%

14.3%

81

N/A

Good-poor

2018

52

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?

72.1%

18.3%

9.6%

80

N/A

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2018 53 In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.

24.1%

8.1%

67.7%

79

1

Agree-disagree

2018

54

My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.

27.0%

23.7%

49.3%

75

5

Agree-disagree

2018

55

Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.

55.9%

26.9%

17.2%

71

8

Agree-disagree

2018

56

*Managers communicate the goals of the organization.

56.3%

14.4%

29.2%

79

1

Agree-disagree

2018

57

Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.
61.6%

19.1%

19.3%

73

7

Agree-disagree

2018

58

Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).
48.2%

10.1%

41.7%

75

4

49.6%

14.5%

35.9%

73

4

70.5%

17.9%

11.6%

70

10

Agree-disagree

2018

59

Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.

Good-poor

2018

60

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?

Agree-disagree

2018

61

I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.

26.2%

10.1%

63.7%

78

2

Agree-disagree

2018

62

Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life programs.

40.3%

22.3%

37.4%

73

7

Satisfieddissatisfied

2018

63

*How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?
38.6%

21.9%

39.5%

80

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2018

32.7%

14.3%

53.1%

80

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2018

59.7%

20.2%

20.1%

80

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2018

24.6%

11.2%

64.2%

79

N/A

64
65
66

*How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?
*How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?
How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Satisfieddissatisfied

Year Item
Item Text
2018 67 How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?
68

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

24.1%

38.7%

37.2%

80

N/A

37.3%

23.4%

39.3%

80

N/A

55.7%

15.2%

29.0%

79

N/A

76.2%

17.2%

6.6%

80

N/A

31.4%

25.6%

43.0%

80

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Satisfieddissatisfied

2018

Satisfieddissatisfied

2018

69

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2018

70

Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2018

Agree-disagree

2017

1

*I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.

74.5%

11.4%

14.2%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

2

I have enough information to do my job well.

91.3%

4.4%

4.3%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

3

I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.

58.6%

22.9%

18.5%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

4

My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.

75.7%

17.7%

6.6%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

5

I like the kind of work I do.

87.4%

11.6%

1.0%

75

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

6

I know what is expected of me on the job.

91.1%

5.0%

4.0%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

7

When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.

98.9%

1.1%

0.0%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

8

I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.

92.1%

7.9%

0.0%

75

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

9

I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.

57.6%

18.5%

23.9%

75

0

Agree-disagree

2017

10

*My workload is reasonable.

78.5%

9.9%

11.6%

76

0

Agree-disagree

2017

11

*My talents are used well in the workplace.

72.8%

12.7%

14.5%

76

0

Agree-disagree

2017

12

*I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.

94.5%

5.5%

0.0%

76

0

71

How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

85.6%

12.8%

1.6%

75

0

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
2017 13 The work I do is important.

Agree-disagree

2017

14

Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform
their jobs well.

87.4%

6.7%

5.9%

76

0

Agree-disagree

2017

15

My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.

79.6%

8.6%

11.8%

72

4

Agree-disagree

2017

16

I am held accountable for achieving results.

96.9%

3.1%

0.0%

76

0

Agree-disagree

2017

17

*I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.

76.6%

13.1%

10.3%

72

4

Agree-disagree

2017

18

My training needs are assessed.

59.0%

25.2%

15.8%

75

0

Agree-disagree

2017

19

In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for
example, Fully Successful, Outstanding).

84.7%

11.6%

3.7%

69

7

Item Text

Agree-disagree

2017

20

*The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.

86.2%

9.9%

3.9%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

21

My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.

78.7%

7.6%

13.7%

74

2

Agree-disagree

2017

22

Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

60.8%

19.9%

19.2%

69

7

Agree-disagree

2017

23

In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.

60.8%

28.4%

10.8%

66

10

Agree-disagree

2017

24

*In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.

61.1%

23.5%

15.4%

70

5

Agree-disagree

2017

25

Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

75.2%

18.2%

6.5%

72

4

Agree-disagree

2017

26

Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.

89.6%

7.2%

3.2%

76

0

Agree-disagree

2017

27

The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.

74.3%

20.8%

4.9%

73

2

Good-poor

2017

28

How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?

98.0%

2.0%

0.0%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

29

*The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.
91.7%

7.2%

1.0%

74

1

Agree-disagree

2017

30

Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.

61.2%

19.5%

19.3%

74

1

Agree-disagree

2017

31

Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.

65.0%

22.8%

12.2%

73

1

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
2017 32 Creativity and innovation are rewarded.

Agree-disagree

2017

33

Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

Agree-disagree

2017

34

Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in
awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).

Item Text

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

52.1%

23.7%

24.2%

74

2

47.5%

27.3%

25.2%

71

4

69.5%

18.2%

12.3%

70

6

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Agree-disagree

2017

35

Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.

88.2%

9.0%

2.8%

75

1

Agree-disagree

2017

36

My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.

84.6%

8.6%

6.8%

71

4

Agree-disagree

2017

37

Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.
67.7%

19.1%

13.2%

73

3

Agree-disagree

2017

38

Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a
person's right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.
77.7%

16.3%

5.9%

72

3

Agree-disagree

2017

39

My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.

88.7%

6.7%

4.6%

76

0

Agree-disagree

2017

40

*I recommend my organization as a good place to work.

74.1%

18.6%

7.3%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

41

*I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.

62.0%

19.1%

18.9%

72

4

Agree-disagree

2017

42

My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.

85.3%

10.1%

4.6%

76

0

Agree-disagree

2017

43

My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.

82.5%

6.7%

10.8%

76

0

Agree-disagree

2017

44

Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.

78.2%

13.5%

8.3%

75

1

Agree-disagree

2017

45

My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.

82.5%

15.5%

2.1%

69

7

Agree-disagree

2017

46

My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.

75.6%

16.1%

8.3%

75

0

Agree-disagree

2017

47

Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.

78.3%

13.3%

8.4%

75

1

Agree-disagree

2017

48

My supervisor listens to what I have to say.

84.3%

9.6%

6.1%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

49

My supervisor treats me with respect.

84.8%

6.8%

8.4%

76

N/A

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

91.9%

6.0%

2.1%

75

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2017 50 In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.

Agree-disagree

2017

51

I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.

80.6%

10.9%

8.5%

75

N/A

Good-poor

2017

52

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?

84.3%

9.6%

6.0%

76

N/A

Agree-disagree

2017

53

In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.
62.2%

18.2%

19.6%

75

1

Agree-disagree

2017

54

My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.

68.7%

22.9%

8.4%

73

3

Agree-disagree

2017

55

Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.

73.3%

17.5%

9.2%

72

3

Agree-disagree

2017

56

*Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.

77.8%

15.2%

7.0%

75

1

Agree-disagree

2017

57

Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.
87.2%

9.7%

3.1%

73

3

66.7%

12.3%

21.0%

75

1

57.9%

27.9%

14.1%

73

2

77.7%

13.9%

8.3%

72

4

Agree-disagree

2017

58

Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).

Agree-disagree

2017

59

Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.

Good-poor

2017

60

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?

Agree-disagree

2017

61

I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.

62.2%

25.8%

12.0%

76

0

Agree-disagree

2017

62

Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life programs.

73.2%

21.5%

5.4%

74

2

Satisfieddissatisfied

2017

63

*How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?
66.7%

12.6%

20.6%

76

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2017

63.6%

14.0%

22.4%

76

N/A

64

*How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Satisfieddissatisfied

Year Item
Item Text
2017 65 *How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?
66

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

65.0%

25.8%

9.2%

75

N/A

60.6%

25.6%

13.9%

76

N/A

46.8%

25.3%

27.9%

76

N/A

67.9%

20.3%

11.9%

76

N/A

75.9%

17.0%

7.1%

76

N/A

70.3%

17.2%

12.5%

76

N/A

69.0%

16.7%

14.3%

75

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Satisfieddissatisfied

2017

Satisfieddissatisfied

2017

67

How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2017

68

How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2017

Satisfieddissatisfied

2017

Satisfieddissatisfied

2017

Agree-disagree

2016

1

*I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.

83.8%

4.1%

12.1%

98

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

2

I have enough information to do my job well.

88.4%

6.3%

5.3%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

3

I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.

71.5%

12.1%

16.4%

97

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

4

My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.

79.7%

10.1%

10.2%

98

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

5

I like the kind of work I do.

84.6%

7.1%

8.3%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

6

I know what is expected of me on the job.

93.8%

1.9%

4.3%

98

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

7

When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.

95.8%

3.1%

1.2%

98

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

8

I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.

88.7%

8.4%

3.0%

98

N/A

69
70
71

How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?
Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?
*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

78.5%

9.2%

12.3%

98

0

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2016
9 I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.

Agree-disagree

2016

10

*My workload is reasonable.

79.4%

7.4%

13.2%

98

0

Agree-disagree

2016

11

*My talents are used well in the workplace.

75.7%

13.4%

10.9%

97

0

Agree-disagree

2016

12

*I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.

93.9%

2.0%

4.1%

97

0

Agree-disagree

2016

13

The work I do is important.

87.6%

8.3%

4.1%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2016

14

Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform
their jobs well.

94.1%

1.9%

3.9%

98

0

Agree-disagree

2016

15

My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.

83.4%

7.9%

8.7%

91

5

Agree-disagree

2016

16

I am held accountable for achieving results.

97.0%

2.0%

1.0%

98

0

Agree-disagree

2016

17

*I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.

75.8%

16.7%

7.5%

92

6

Agree-disagree

2016

18

My training needs are assessed.

68.0%

18.8%

13.2%

97

1

Agree-disagree

2016

19

In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for
example, Fully Successful, Outstanding).

83.6%

6.7%

9.8%

91

7

Agree-disagree

2016

20

*The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.

93.8%

5.2%

1.0%

98

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

21

My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.

84.2%

14.5%

1.2%

91

6

Agree-disagree

2016

22

Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

69.4%

21.6%

9.0%

89

9

Agree-disagree

2016

23

In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.

62.3%

30.5%

7.2%

82

16

Agree-disagree

2016

24

*In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.

60.1%

20.5%

19.4%

87

11

Agree-disagree

2016

25

Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

72.0%

11.9%

16.1%

91

7

Agree-disagree

2016

26

Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.

90.5%

6.4%

3.1%

98

0

Agree-disagree

2016

27

The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.

81.7%

14.1%

4.2%

93

3

Good-poor

2016

28

How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?

95.8%

2.2%

2.0%

98

N/A

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2016 29 *The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.

92.6%

4.4%

3.0%

94

2

Agree-disagree

2016

30

Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.

70.8%

8.3%

20.9%

96

1

Agree-disagree

2016

31

Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.

80.5%

11.1%

8.4%

96

1

Agree-disagree

2016

32

Creativity and innovation are rewarded.

59.9%

18.4%

21.7%

95

1

Agree-disagree

2016

33

Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

58.3%

26.8%

14.9%

86

10

Agree-disagree

2016

34

Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in
awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).

76.2%

13.7%

10.2%

89

7

Agree-disagree

2016

35

Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.

93.6%

5.3%

1.1%

90

6

Agree-disagree

2016

36

My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.

80.9%

13.9%

5.2%

94

3

Agree-disagree

2016

37

Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.
76.6%

14.2%

9.3%

88

8

Agree-disagree

2016

38

Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a
person's right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.
89.1%

9.8%

1.1%

88

8

Agree-disagree

2016

39

My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.

93.8%

3.1%

3.1%

94

3

Agree-disagree

2016

40

*I recommend my organization as a good place to work.

83.4%

7.4%

9.2%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

41

*I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.

81.8%

9.8%

8.5%

93

4

Agree-disagree

2016

42

My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.

88.5%

4.1%

7.4%

96

1

Agree-disagree

2016

43

My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.

79.4%

7.6%

13.0%

96

1

Agree-disagree

2016

44

Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.

77.0%

12.4%

10.6%

94

1

Agree-disagree

2016

45

My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.

75.8%

16.3%

8.0%

88

9

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

79.2%

11.8%

9.0%

95

1

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2016 46 My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.

Agree-disagree

2016

47

Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.

84.4%

10.5%

5.1%

96

1

Agree-disagree

2016

48

My supervisor listens to what I have to say.

87.8%

4.1%

8.1%

97

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

49

My supervisor treats me with respect.

86.7%

6.4%

6.9%

97

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

50

In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.

91.6%

3.4%

5.0%

95

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

51

I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.

79.1%

9.6%

11.3%

97

N/A

Good-poor

2016

52

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?

84.1%

8.9%

7.0%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2016

53

In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.
79.3%

14.6%

6.1%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2016

54

My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.

83.3%

14.6%

2.1%

93

4

Agree-disagree

2016

55

Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.

86.8%

6.9%

6.3%

92

4

Agree-disagree

2016

56

*Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.

88.3%

8.7%

3.1%

93

1

Agree-disagree

2016

57

Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.
90.0%

7.9%

2.1%

93

3

76.2%

13.1%

10.6%

94

2

77.2%

12.3%

10.5%

94

3

85.1%

9.6%

5.3%

95

1

Agree-disagree

2016

58

Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).

Agree-disagree

2016

59

Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.

Good-poor

2016

60

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?

Agree-disagree

2016

61

I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.

87.8%

10.0%

2.2%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2016

62

Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life programs.

89.1%

5.3%

5.6%

93

4

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Satisfieddissatisfied

Year Item
Item Text
2016 63 *How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?
64

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

72.8%

9.2%

18.0%

95

N/A

77.6%

12.4%

10.0%

97

N/A

77.4%

12.3%

10.2%

97

N/A

71.4%

19.9%

8.7%

94

N/A

55.1%

26.0%

18.9%

96

N/A

68.6%

20.2%

11.2%

95

N/A

83.6%

6.0%

10.4%

96

N/A

76.9%

15.5%

7.7%

96

N/A

81.2%

9.3%

9.5%

95

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Satisfieddissatisfied

2016

Satisfieddissatisfied

2016

65

*How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2016

66

How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2016

Satisfieddissatisfied

2016

Satisfieddissatisfied

2016

Satisfieddissatisfied

2016

70

Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2016

71

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?

Agree-disagree

2015

1

*I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.

86.8%

6.0%

7.2%

98

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

2

I have enough information to do my job well.

91.6%

5.2%

3.2%

97

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

3

I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.

67.5%

10.7%

21.8%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

4

My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.

86.1%

7.5%

6.4%

94

N/A

67
68
69

*How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?

How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?
How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?
*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

90.7%

4.1%

5.2%

96

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
2015
5 I like the kind of work I do.

Agree-disagree

2015

6

I know what is expected of me on the job.

88.7%

5.1%

6.2%

97

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

7

When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.

99.0%

1.0%

0.0%

98

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

8

I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.

92.8%

6.1%

1.0%

97

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

9

I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.

71.4%

8.1%

20.5%

98

0

Agree-disagree

2015

10

*My workload is reasonable.

76.4%

7.4%

16.2%

98

0

Agree-disagree

2015

11

*My talents are used well in the workplace.

80.4%

10.4%

9.2%

97

0

Agree-disagree

2015

12

*I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.

93.9%

3.0%

3.1%

98

0

Agree-disagree

2015

13

The work I do is important.

91.7%

4.1%

4.2%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2015

14

Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform
their jobs well.

93.6%

2.2%

4.2%

97

0

Item Text

Agree-disagree

2015

15

My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.

79.3%

8.8%

11.9%

92

6

Agree-disagree

2015

16

I am held accountable for achieving results.

98.0%

2.0%

0.0%

97

0

Agree-disagree

2015

17

*I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.

82.9%

12.5%

4.6%

89

9

Agree-disagree

2015

18

My training needs are assessed.

74.9%

18.9%

6.2%

96

2

Agree-disagree

2015

19

In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for
example, Fully Successful, Outstanding).

77.7%

6.6%

15.8%

89

9

Agree-disagree

2015

20

*The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.

90.7%

3.2%

6.1%

98

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

21

My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.

82.6%

10.1%

7.4%

94

4

Agree-disagree

2015

22

Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

77.8%

17.6%

4.6%

87

10

Agree-disagree

2015

23

In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.

65.0%

21.8%

13.2%

84

14

Agree-disagree

2015

24

*In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.

75.8%

12.8%

11.4%

88

10

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

79.0%

14.1%

6.9%

87

11

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2015 25 Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

Agree-disagree

2015

26

Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.

95.8%

3.1%

1.1%

97

0

Agree-disagree

2015

27

The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.

83.0%

13.8%

3.2%

94

3

Good-poor

2015

28

How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?

98.0%

2.0%

0.0%

98

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

29

*The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.
94.7%

2.2%

3.1%

97

0

Agree-disagree

2015

30

Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.

70.8%

13.1%

16.1%

92

4

Agree-disagree

2015

31

Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.

81.6%

7.7%

10.7%

93

3

Agree-disagree

2015

32

Creativity and innovation are rewarded.

61.7%

19.3%

19.0%

94

3

Agree-disagree

2015

33

Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

53.1%

27.7%

19.1%

84

13

Agree-disagree

2015

34

Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in
awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).

81.0%

11.3%

7.7%

90

6

Agree-disagree

2015

35

Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.

93.6%

6.4%

0.0%

96

1

Agree-disagree

2015

36

My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.

84.8%

9.9%

5.3%

94

3

Agree-disagree

2015

37

Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.
79.5%

11.5%

8.9%

91

6

91.1%

6.7%

2.2%

92

5

Agree-disagree

2015

38

Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a
person's right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.

Agree-disagree

2015

39

My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.

93.7%

4.2%

2.1%

96

1

Agree-disagree

2015

40

*I recommend my organization as a good place to work.

85.4%

10.5%

4.1%

97

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

41

*I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.

86.0%

9.8%

4.3%

94

3

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

90.5%

5.3%

4.2%

97

0

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2015 42 My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.

Agree-disagree

2015

43

My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.

83.2%

10.5%

6.3%

96

1

Agree-disagree

2015

44

Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.

82.3%

7.4%

10.3%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2015

45

My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.

81.5%

16.2%

2.3%

88

9

Agree-disagree

2015

46

My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.

80.6%

7.2%

12.2%

97

0

Agree-disagree

2015

47

Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.

93.9%

4.0%

2.1%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2015

48

My supervisor listens to what I have to say.

85.3%

9.5%

5.2%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

49

My supervisor treats me with respect.

86.2%

7.4%

6.4%

95

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

50

In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.

92.8%

3.1%

4.1%

95

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

51

I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.

83.2%

9.6%

7.2%

95

N/A

Good-poor

2015

52

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?

85.5%

10.5%

4.0%

97

N/A

Agree-disagree

2015

53

In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.
85.9%

6.5%

7.5%

94

3

Agree-disagree

2015

54

My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.

85.1%

11.7%

3.2%

95

2

Agree-disagree

2015

55

Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.

83.3%

13.4%

3.3%

92

5

Agree-disagree

2015

56

*Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.

92.5%

5.4%

2.1%

95

1

Agree-disagree

2015

57

Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.
94.4%

4.5%

1.1%

93

3

77.5%

15.1%

7.4%

94

2

77.7%

15.0%

7.3%

94

3

Agree-disagree
Agree-disagree

2015
2015

58
59

Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).
Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Good-poor

Year Item
Item Text
2015 60 Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?

83.7%

11.0%

5.3%

95

2

Agree-disagree

2015

61

I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.

85.4%

9.5%

5.1%

97

0

Agree-disagree

2015

62

Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life programs.

93.8%

5.1%

1.0%

97

0

Satisfieddissatisfied

2015

63

*How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?
73.7%

13.9%

12.3%

97

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2015

84.4%

9.5%

6.1%

97

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2015

65

*How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?
78.4%

10.4%

11.2%

97

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2015

66

How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?
77.9%

16.9%

5.2%

96

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2015

67

How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?
61.7%

21.4%

16.9%

96

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2015

68

How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?
82.3%

12.5%

5.2%

96

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2015

88.5%

3.1%

8.4%

96

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2015

70

Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?
80.2%

7.3%

12.5%

97

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2015

71

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?
85.4%

8.2%

6.3%

97

N/A

64

69

*How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

81.8%

8.7%

9.5%

90

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2014
1 *I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.

Agree-disagree

2014

2

I have enough information to do my job well.

88.8%

8.0%

3.2%

90

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

3

I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.

69.2%

13.3%

17.5%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

4

My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.

81.1%

10.0%

8.9%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

5

I like the kind of work I do.

81.6%

14.2%

4.2%

90

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

6

I know what is expected of me on the job.

94.2%

3.6%

2.2%

88

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

7

When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

8

I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.

93.6%

6.4%

0.0%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

9

I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.

68.9%

4.3%

26.8%

90

0

Agree-disagree

2014

10

*My workload is reasonable.

53.3%

13.0%

33.7%

90

0

Agree-disagree

2014

11

*My talents are used well in the workplace.

70.0%

15.2%

14.8%

85

0

Agree-disagree

2014

12

*I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.

95.8%

2.1%

2.1%

90

0

Agree-disagree

2014

13

The work I do is important.

92.4%

6.5%

1.1%

89

0

Agree-disagree

2014

14

Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform
their jobs well.

91.5%

2.2%

6.4%

89

0

Agree-disagree

2014

15

My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.

76.1%

10.5%

13.4%

85

4

Agree-disagree

2014

16

I am held accountable for achieving results.

96.9%

2.1%

1.0%

90

0

Agree-disagree

2014

17

*I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.

69.2%

24.6%

6.2%

86

4

Agree-disagree

2014

18

My training needs are assessed.

74.6%

13.3%

12.1%

89

1

Agree-disagree

2014

19

In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for
example, Fully Successful, Outstanding).

83.2%

7.4%

9.4%

84

6

86.9%

7.8%

5.3%

90

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

20

*The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

80.4%

12.9%

6.6%

88

2

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2014 21 My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.

Agree-disagree

2014

22

Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

64.4%

22.0%

13.5%

81

9

Agree-disagree

2014

23

In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.

61.1%

21.3%

17.6%

78

11

Agree-disagree

2014

24

*In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.

64.3%

19.4%

16.3%

85

5

Agree-disagree

2014

25

Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

64.3%

22.3%

13.4%

83

6

Agree-disagree

2014

26

Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.

90.0%

5.6%

4.4%

89

1

Agree-disagree

2014

27

The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.

82.2%

15.7%

2.1%

88

2

Good-poor

2014

28

How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?

91.2%

8.8%

0.0%

90

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

29

*The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.
90.7%

6.0%

3.3%

88

2

Agree-disagree

2014

30

Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.

61.1%

16.6%

22.3%

86

4

Agree-disagree

2014

31

Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.

74.4%

10.5%

15.1%

86

3

Agree-disagree

2014

32

Creativity and innovation are rewarded.

52.1%

16.7%

31.2%

88

2

Agree-disagree

2014

33

Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

45.5%

21.2%

33.3%

85

5

Agree-disagree

2014

34

Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in
awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).

72.7%

14.1%

13.2%

81

9

Agree-disagree

2014

35

Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.

90.2%

3.8%

5.9%

85

4

Agree-disagree

2014

36

My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.

77.9%

12.7%

9.4%

85

2

Agree-disagree

2014

37

Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.
71.8%

17.0%

11.2%

80

8

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2014 38 Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a
person's right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

80.8%

15.5%

3.7%

79

11

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Agree-disagree

2014

39

My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.

89.0%

9.9%

1.0%

89

0

Agree-disagree

2014

40

*I recommend my organization as a good place to work.

80.6%

11.5%

8.0%

90

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

41

*I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.

73.3%

19.6%

7.1%

84

6

Agree-disagree

2014

42

My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.

86.1%

6.6%

7.4%

89

0

Agree-disagree

2014

43

My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.

74.7%

12.8%

12.5%

90

0

Agree-disagree

2014

44

Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.

75.1%

14.6%

10.3%

88

0

Agree-disagree

2014

45

My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.

78.1%

14.9%

7.1%

78

11

Agree-disagree

2014

46

My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.

73.8%

14.1%

12.1%

90

0

Agree-disagree

2014

47

Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.

78.1%

13.7%

8.2%

88

1

Agree-disagree

2014

48

My supervisor listens to what I have to say.

85.1%

6.0%

8.9%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

49

My supervisor treats me with respect.

84.9%

4.5%

10.6%

88

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

50

In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.

95.6%

2.3%

2.2%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

51

I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.

74.8%

12.4%

12.8%

89

N/A

Good-poor

2014

52

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?

81.9%

13.3%

4.8%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2014

53

In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.
77.3%

10.5%

12.3%

89

0

Agree-disagree

2014

54

My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.

82.7%

8.2%

9.1%

89

0

Agree-disagree

2014

55

Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.

80.8%

14.2%

5.0%

82

7

Agree-disagree

2014

56

*Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.

89.5%

7.2%

3.3%

87

0

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2014 57 Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.

Agree-disagree

2014

58

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

88.1%

9.5%

2.4%

86

2

69.6%

14.5%

15.9%

86

3

73.5%

15.8%

10.7%

83

5

81.6%

11.6%

6.8%

88

1

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).

Agree-disagree

2014

59

Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.

Good-poor

2014

60

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?

Agree-disagree

2014

61

I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.

85.1%

7.9%

7.0%

88

0

Agree-disagree

2014

62

Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life programs.

82.6%

8.0%

9.4%

87

2

Satisfieddissatisfied

2014

63

*How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?
62.1%

15.0%

22.9%

89

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2014

64

*How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?
73.9%

14.2%

11.9%

89

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2014

64.5%

13.8%

21.6%

88

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2014

66

How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?
67.5%

19.8%

12.6%

87

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2014

67

How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?
50.7%

23.2%

26.0%

89

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2014

76.9%

13.4%

9.7%

89

N/A

65

68

*How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?

How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Satisfieddissatisfied

Year Item
Item Text
2014 69 *Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?

Percent
Negative
%

80.4%

6.7%

13.0%

87

N/A

73.6%

15.1%

11.3%

89

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Satisfieddissatisfied

2014

Satisfieddissatisfied

2014

71

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?
79.5%

9.0%

11.5%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

1

*I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.

76.6%

8.2%

15.2%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

2

I have enough information to do my job well.

88.9%

4.3%

6.8%

95

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

3

I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.

62.4%

19.8%

17.8%

95

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

4

My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.

76.5%

10.0%

13.5%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

5

I like the kind of work I do.

84.0%

6.3%

9.7%

93

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

6

I know what is expected of me on the job.

85.5%

7.6%

6.8%

95

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

7

When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.

98.0%

1.1%

0.9%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

8

I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.

91.2%

7.0%

1.8%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

9

I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.

53.0%

13.7%

33.2%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2013

10

*My workload is reasonable.

59.6%

11.2%

29.1%

94

0

Agree-disagree

2013

11

*My talents are used well in the workplace.

68.4%

9.6%

22.0%

95

0

Agree-disagree

2013

12

*I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.

92.5%

4.3%

3.2%

94

1

Agree-disagree

2013

13

The work I do is important.

91.8%

6.3%

1.9%

93

1

Agree-disagree

2013

14

Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform
their jobs well.

87.3%

7.7%

5.1%

96

0

68.1%

10.1%

21.8%

93

2

Agree-disagree

2013

70

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

15

Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?

My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

92.5%

7.5%

0.0%

95

0

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
2013 16 I am held accountable for achieving results.

Agree-disagree

2013

17

*I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.

69.2%

16.7%

14.1%

89

7

Agree-disagree

2013

18

My training needs are assessed.

63.2%

14.6%

22.2%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2013

19

In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for
example, Fully Successful, Outstanding).

76.1%

9.8%

14.1%

89

7

Item Text

Agree-disagree

2013

20

*The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.

83.4%

12.7%

3.9%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

21

My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.

62.8%

21.5%

15.7%

90

5

Agree-disagree

2013

22

Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

58.4%

20.2%

21.5%

90

4

Agree-disagree

2013

23

In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.

63.8%

18.6%

17.6%

84

11

Agree-disagree

2013

24

*In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.

59.1%

18.2%

22.6%

87

8

Agree-disagree

2013

25

Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

63.3%

23.5%

13.2%

84

9

Agree-disagree

2013

26

Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.

86.7%

8.9%

4.3%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2013

27

The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.

65.5%

27.0%

7.5%

93

1

Good-poor

2013

28

How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?

92.0%

6.1%

2.0%

95

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

29

*The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.
88.0%

6.6%

5.3%

94

2

Agree-disagree

2013

30

Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.

50.9%

24.9%

24.2%

93

3

Agree-disagree

2013

31

Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.

61.5%

22.3%

16.2%

92

4

Agree-disagree

2013

32

Creativity and innovation are rewarded.

45.7%

23.6%

30.6%

93

3

Agree-disagree

2013

33

Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

44.7%

24.8%

30.5%

86

9

Agree-disagree

2013

34

Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in
awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).

60.1%

19.4%

20.5%

88

7

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2013 35 Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.

Agree-disagree

2013

36

My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.

Agree-disagree

2013

37

Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.

Agree-disagree

2013

38

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

88.2%

7.3%

4.5%

94

2

75.2%

17.2%

7.6%

93

3

63.3%

23.3%

13.4%

86

7

75.5%

13.1%

11.4%

84

12

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a
person's right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.

Agree-disagree

2013

39

My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.

82.6%

7.5%

9.9%

95

1

Agree-disagree

2013

40

*I recommend my organization as a good place to work.

68.0%

18.6%

13.4%

95

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

41

*I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.

70.8%

14.7%

14.4%

86

10

Agree-disagree

2013

42

My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.

81.8%

11.0%

7.2%

95

1

Agree-disagree

2013

43

My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.

69.1%

17.2%

13.7%

94

1

Agree-disagree

2013

44

Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.

70.0%

15.0%

15.0%

91

1

Agree-disagree

2013

45

My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.

68.7%

23.4%

8.0%

87

8

Agree-disagree

2013

46

My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.

68.9%

18.5%

12.6%

94

1

Agree-disagree

2013

47

Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.

77.4%

14.4%

8.2%

94

2

Agree-disagree

2013

48

My supervisor listens to what I have to say.

76.7%

17.2%

6.0%

96

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

49

My supervisor treats me with respect.

82.7%

10.8%

6.4%

95

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

50

In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.

84.4%

6.6%

9.1%

94

N/A

Agree-disagree

2013

51

I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.

63.0%

20.6%

16.5%

96

N/A

Good-poor

2013

52

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?

74.6%

17.2%

8.2%

96

N/A

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2013 53 In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.

65.7%

12.9%

21.4%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2013

54

My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.

70.1%

13.6%

16.3%

94

2

Agree-disagree

2013

55

Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.

72.7%

15.3%

12.0%

89

7

Agree-disagree

2013

56

*Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.

80.0%

11.8%

8.2%

94

1

Agree-disagree

2013

57

Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.
86.2%

9.2%

4.6%

94

2

Agree-disagree

2013

58

Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).
68.7%

14.8%

16.4%

93

2

69.7%

13.4%

16.9%

93

3

76.5%

12.6%

10.9%

93

3

Agree-disagree

2013

59

Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.

Good-poor

2013

60

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?

Agree-disagree

2013

61

I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.

73.2%

12.4%

14.4%

96

0

Agree-disagree

2013

62

Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life programs.

85.1%

5.2%

9.7%

94

2

Satisfieddissatisfied

2013

63

*How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?
60.3%

17.6%

22.0%

94

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2013

75.7%

11.1%

13.2%

95

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2013

58.6%

18.1%

23.3%

95

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2013

64.4%

17.1%

18.5%

95

N/A

64
65
66

*How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?
*How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?
How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Satisfieddissatisfied

Year Item
Item Text
2013 67 How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?
68

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

40.7%

28.1%

31.1%

94

N/A

65.3%

14.4%

20.3%

96

N/A

71.7%

13.3%

15.0%

96

N/A

68.8%

10.3%

20.9%

96

N/A

70.6%

14.0%

15.4%

96

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Satisfieddissatisfied

2013

Satisfieddissatisfied

2013

69

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2013

70

Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2013

Agree-disagree

2012

1

*I am given a real opportunity to improve my skills in my organization.

72.2%

10.6%

17.2%

92

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

2

I have enough information to do my job well.

85.9%

5.9%

8.2%

92

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

3

I feel encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things.

66.1%

20.0%

13.9%

90

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

4

My work gives me a feeling of personal accomplishment.

74.3%

13.3%

12.3%

92

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

5

I like the kind of work I do.

87.9%

6.7%

5.3%

92

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

6

I know what is expected of me on the job.

87.5%

7.6%

4.9%

92

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

7

When needed I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.

94.0%

3.8%

2.2%

92

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

8

I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.

88.3%

4.9%

6.8%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

9

I have sufficient resources (for example, people, materials, budget) to get my job done.

53.6%

13.0%

33.4%

92

0

Agree-disagree

2012

10

*My workload is reasonable.

71.0%

6.4%

22.6%

90

0

Agree-disagree

2012

11

*My talents are used well in the workplace.

66.5%

20.1%

13.4%

91

1

Agree-disagree

2012

12

*I know how my work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.

92.1%

6.6%

1.3%

92

0

71

How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

88.6%

9.0%

2.4%

91

0

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
2012 13 The work I do is important.

Agree-disagree

2012

14

Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the workplace) allow employees to perform
their jobs well.

89.7%

5.8%

4.5%

92

0

Agree-disagree

2012

15

My performance appraisal is a fair reflection of my performance.

81.8%

12.3%

6.0%

88

3

Agree-disagree

2012

16

I am held accountable for achieving results.

97.8%

2.2%

0.0%

91

1

Agree-disagree

2012

17

*I can disclose a suspected violation of any law, rule or regulation without fear of reprisal.

72.4%

19.1%

8.4%

81

11

Agree-disagree

2012

18

My training needs are assessed.

62.7%

16.5%

20.7%

91

1

Agree-disagree

2012

19

In my most recent performance appraisal, I understood what I had to do to be rated at different performance levels (for
example, Fully Successful, Outstanding).

71.6%

12.0%

16.3%

85

7

Item Text

Agree-disagree

2012

20

*The people I work with cooperate to get the job done.

87.0%

9.4%

3.5%

92

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

21

My work unit is able to recruit people with the right skills.

49.4%

28.4%

22.2%

84

8

Agree-disagree

2012

22

Promotions in my work unit are based on merit.

52.5%

29.1%

18.3%

80

10

Agree-disagree

2012

23

In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.

53.5%

30.2%

16.3%

79

13

Agree-disagree

2012

24

*In my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a meaningful way.

57.0%

26.8%

16.2%

82

10

Agree-disagree

2012

25

Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

65.5%

19.5%

15.0%

84

8

Agree-disagree

2012

26

Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.

90.0%

3.8%

6.2%

90

1

Agree-disagree

2012

27

The skill level in my work unit has improved in the past year.

64.0%

27.5%

8.4%

88

4

Good-poor

2012

28

How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?

90.8%

6.8%

2.4%

91

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

29

*The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.
93.5%

4.3%

2.2%

90

1

Agree-disagree

2012

30

Employees have a feeling of personal empowerment with respect to work processes.

61.5%

22.2%

16.3%

85

6

Agree-disagree

2012

31

Employees are recognized for providing high quality products and services.

66.7%

18.1%

15.2%

88

3

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
2012 32 Creativity and innovation are rewarded.

Agree-disagree

2012

33

Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs.

Agree-disagree

2012

34

Policies and programs promote diversity in the workplace (for example, recruiting minorities and women, training in
awareness of diversity issues, mentoring).

Item Text

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

53.8%

25.7%

20.6%

87

4

35.8%

35.1%

29.1%

83

8

58.1%

25.4%

16.5%

86

5

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Agree-disagree

2012

35

Employees are protected from health and safety hazards on the job.

90.8%

5.6%

3.6%

86

3

Agree-disagree

2012

36

My organization has prepared employees for potential security threats.

74.3%

15.6%

10.1%

85

5

Agree-disagree

2012

37

Arbitrary action, personal favoritism and coercion for partisan political purposes are not tolerated.
62.9%

17.3%

19.8%

83

8

Agree-disagree

2012

38

Prohibited Personnel Practices (for example, illegally discriminating for or against any employee/applicant, obstructing a
person's right to compete for employment, knowingly violating veterans' preference requirements) are not tolerated.
75.4%

16.4%

8.3%

79

10

Agree-disagree

2012

39

My agency is successful at accomplishing its mission.

92.3%

5.5%

2.3%

88

2

Agree-disagree

2012

40

*I recommend my organization as a good place to work.

73.1%

17.2%

9.7%

91

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

41

*I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better place to work.

72.8%

15.6%

11.6%

81

9

Agree-disagree

2012

42

My supervisor supports my need to balance work and other life issues.

89.1%

3.4%

7.5%

90

1

Agree-disagree

2012

43

My supervisor provides me with opportunities to demonstrate my leadership skills.

77.6%

10.7%

11.7%

88

2

Agree-disagree

2012

44

Discussions with my supervisor about my performance are worthwhile.

78.9%

8.6%

12.6%

88

2

Agree-disagree

2012

45

My supervisor is committed to a workforce representative of all segments of society.

79.0%

13.5%

7.5%

85

6

Agree-disagree

2012

46

My supervisor provides me with constructive suggestions to improve my job performance.

78.6%

8.7%

12.7%

88

3

Agree-disagree

2012

47

Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.

84.3%

6.8%

8.8%

87

4

Agree-disagree

2012

48

My supervisor listens to what I have to say.

86.2%

6.8%

7.0%

90

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

49

My supervisor treats me with respect.

89.0%

4.9%

6.1%

90

N/A

Trend Core Survey

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

93.8%

3.2%

3.0%

90

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

Response
Type
Agree-disagree

Year Item
Item Text
2012 50 In the last six months, my supervisor has talked with me about my performance.

Agree-disagree

2012

51

I have trust and confidence in my supervisor.

78.0%

10.5%

11.4%

89

N/A

Good-poor

2012

52

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by your immediate supervisor?

80.3%

12.4%

7.4%

89

N/A

Agree-disagree

2012

53

In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and commitment in the workforce.
70.9%

15.3%

13.8%

88

2

Agree-disagree

2012

54

My organization's senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.

76.7%

12.1%

11.2%

87

3

Agree-disagree

2012

55

Supervisors work well with employees of different backgrounds.

79.4%

10.7%

9.9%

87

2

Agree-disagree

2012

56

*Managers communicate the goals and priorities of the organization.

80.1%

13.9%

6.0%

89

1

Agree-disagree

2012

57

Managers review and evaluate the organization's progress toward meeting its goals and objectives.
87.8%

11.0%

1.1%

87

2

69.0%

18.6%

12.4%

85

4

72.8%

20.4%

6.9%

86

3

75.0%

19.7%

5.3%

84

6

Agree-disagree

2012

58

Managers promote communication among different work units (for example, about projects, goals, needed resources).

Agree-disagree

2012

59

Managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish work objectives.

Good-poor

2012

60

Overall, how good a job do you feel is being done by the manager directly above your immediate supervisor?

Agree-disagree

2012

61

I have a high level of respect for my organization's senior leaders.

76.5%

13.9%

9.6%

89

1

Agree-disagree

2012

62

Senior leaders demonstrate support for Work-Life programs.

85.4%

10.6%

3.9%

88

2

Satisfieddissatisfied

2012

63

*How satisfied are you with your involvement in decisions that affect your work?
65.4%

16.6%

18.0%

90

N/A

Satisfieddissatisfied

2012

78.5%

13.1%

8.4%

90

N/A

64

*How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management on what's going on in your organization?

Trend Core Survey

Response
Type
Satisfieddissatisfied

Year Item
Item Text
2012 65 *How satisfied are you with the recognition you receive for doing a good job?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2012

66

Satisfieddissatisfied

2012

67

How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in your organization?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2012

68

How satisfied are you with the training you receive for your present job?

Satisfieddissatisfied

2012

Satisfieddissatisfied

2012

Satisfieddissatisfied

2012

69
70
71

Percent
Positive
%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree/
Fair/ Neither
Satisfied nor
Dissatisfied
%

Percent
Negative
%

71.4%

13.8%

14.8%

89

N/A

69.4%

18.4%

12.2%

89

N/A

40.8%

32.0%

27.1%

88

N/A

61.8%

16.7%

21.6%

90

N/A

78.2%

9.9%

11.9%

89

N/A

68.8%

14.9%

16.3%

89

N/A

78.1%

11.9%

10.0%

90

N/A

Do Not
Item
Know/ No
Response Basis to
Total**
Judge
N
N

How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior leaders?

*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?
Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your pay?
*Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your organization?

* AES prescribed items as of 2017 (5 CFR Part 250, Subpart C)
** Unweighted count of responses excluding 'Do Not Know' and 'No Basis to Judge'
The Dashboard only includes items 1-71.
Percentages are weighted to represent the Agency's population.
The rows above do not include results for any item or year when there were fewer than 4 completed surveys.

Agency-Specific Questions

1. I know how to contact an ethics official at my agency for assistance in applying the government ethics rules.
# of
Respondents

Percent

2019

2019

Yes

48

92.2%

No

4

7.8%

52

100.0%

Total
For all tables on this worksheet:
Percentages are weighted to represent the Agency’s population.
Source: 2019 OPM Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey

Office of Personnel Management Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey
2019 Item Change Summary

2019 Item Text and Response Options
(72) Currently, in my work unit poor performers usually:
• Remain in the work unit and improve their performance over time
• Remain in the work unit and continue to underperform
• Leave the work unit - removed or transferred
• Leave the work unit - quit
• There are no poor performers in my work unit
• Do not know
(73) Which of the following best describes the impact of the partial government shutdown
(December 22, 2018 – January 25, 2019) on your working/pay status?
• The shutdown had no impact on my working/pay status
• I did not work and did not receive pay until after the lapse ended
• I worked some of the shutdown but did not receive pay until after the lapse ended
• I worked for the entirety of the shutdown but did not receive pay until after the lapse
ended
• Other, not listed above
(74) How was your everyday work impacted during (if you worked) or after the partial
government shutdown?
• It had no impact
• A slightly negative impact
• A moderately negative impact
• A very negative impact
• An extremely negative impact
(75) In what ways did the partial government shutdown negatively affect your work? (Check
all that apply)
• Unmanageable workload
• Missed deadlines
• Unrecoverable loss of work
• Reduced customer service
• Delayed work
• Reduced work quality
• Cutback of critical work
• Time lost in restarting work
• Unmet statutory requirements
• Other

2018 Item Text and Response Options

Not in 2018 OPM FEVS

Not in 2018 OPM FEVS

Not in 2018 OPM FEVS

Not in 2018 OPM FEVS

(76) Are you looking for another job because of the partial government shutdown?
• I am looking for another job specifically because of the shutdown
• I am looking for another job, but the shutdown is only one of the reasons
• I am looking for another job, but the shutdown had no influence on that decision
• I am not looking for another job currently

Not in 2018 OPM FEVS

(77) My agency provided the support (e.g., communication, assistance, guidance) I needed
during the partial government shutdown.
• Strongly Agree
• Agree
• Neither Agree nor Disagree
• Disagree
• Strongly Disagree
• No support required

Not in 2018 OPM FEVS

(79) How satisfied are you with the Telework program in your agency?
• Very satisfied
• Satisfied
• Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
• Dissatisfied
• Very Dissatisfied
• I choose not to participate in this program
• This program is not available to me
• I am unaware of this program

(73) How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency? Telework
• Very satisfied
• Satisfied
• Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
• Dissatisfied
• Very Dissatisfied
• I choose not to participate in these programs
• These programs are not available to me
• I am unaware of these programs

Office of Personnel Management Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey
2019 Item Change Summary

2019 Item Text and Response Options

2018 Item Text and Response Options

(80) Which of the following Work-Life programs have you participated in or used at your
agency within the last 12 months? (Mark all that apply):
• Alternative Work Schedules (for example, compressed work schedule, flexible work
schedule)
• Health and Wellness Programs (for example, onsite exercise, flu vaccination, medical
screening, CPR training, Health and wellness fair)
Not in 2018 OPM FEVS
• Employee Assistance Program – EAP (for example, short-term counseling, referral services,
legal services, information services)
• Child Care Programs (for example, child care center, parenting classes and support groups,
back-up care, subsidy, flexible spending account)
• Elder Care Programs (for example, elder/adult care, support groups, resources)
• None listed above
(81-85) How satisfied are you with the following Work-Life programs in your agency?
(81) Alternative Work Schedules (for example, compressed work schedule, flexible work
schedule)
(83) Employee Assistance Program - EAP (for example, short-term counseling, referral
services, legal services, information services)
(84) Child Care Programs (for example, child care center, parenting classes and support
groups, back-up care, subsidy, flexible spending account)
(85) Elder Care Programs (for example, elder/adult care, support groups, resources)
• Very satisfied
• Satisfied
• Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
• Dissatisfied
• Very Dissatisfied
• I choose not to participate in these programs
• These programs are not available to me
• I am unaware of these programs
(87) What is your supervisory status?
• Senior Leader: You are the head of a department/agency or a member of the immediate
leadership team responsible for directing the policies and priorities of the
department/agency. May hold either a political or career appointment, and typically is a
member of the Senior Executive Service or equivalent.
• Manager: You are in a management position and supervise one or more supervisors.
• Supervisor: You are a first-line supervisor who is responsible for employees' performance
appraisals and leave approval.
• Team Leader: You are not an official supervisor; you provide employees with day-to-day
guidance in work projects, but do not have supervisory responsibilities or conduct
performance appraisals.
• Non-Supervisor : You do not supervise other employees.
(91) How long have you been with your current agency (for example, Department of Justice,
Environmental Protection Agency)?
• Less than 1 year
• 1 to 3 years
• 4 to 5 years
• 6 to 10 years
• 11 to 14 years
• 15 to 20 years
• More than 20 years
(94) Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin?
• Yes
• No

(73-78) How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency?
(74) Alternative Work Schedules (AWS, for example, compressed work schedule or
flexible work schedule)
(76) Employee Assistance Program (EAP, for example, short-term counseling, referral
services, legal services, information services)
(77) Child Care Programs (for example, child care center, parenting classes and support
groups, back-up care, flexible spending account)
(78) Elder Care Programs (for example, elder/adult care, support groups, speakers)
• Very satisfied
• Satisfied
• Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
• Dissatisfied
• Very Dissatisfied
• I choose not to participate in these programs
• These programs are not available to me
• I am unaware of these programs
(80) What is your supervisory status?
• Non-Supervisor : You do not supervise other employees.
• Team Leader: You are not an official supervisor; you provide employees with day-to-day
guidance in work projects, but do not have supervisory responsibilities or conduct
performance appraisals.
• Supervisor: You are a first-line supervisor who is responsible for employees' performance
appraisals and leave approval.
• Manager: You are in a management position and supervise one or more supervisors.
• Senior Leader: You are the head of a department/agency or a member of the immediate
leadership team responsible for directing the policies and priorities of the
department/agency. May hold either a political or career appointment, and typically is a
member of the Senior Executive Service or equivalent.
(87) How long have you been with your current agency (for example, Department of Justice,
Environmental Protection Agency)?
• Less than 1 year
• 1 to 3 years
• 4 to 5 years
• 6 to 10 years
• 11 to 20 years
• More than 20 years
(82) Are you Hispanic or Latino?
• Yes
• No
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NOMINATIONS OF COLLEEN D. KIKO, MARY
M. ROSE, JULIET J. McKENNA, AND JOHN R.
FISHER
.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2005

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL .AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. George Voinovich presiding.
Present: Senators Voinovich, Akaka, Carper, and Lautenberg.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR VOINOVICH

Senator VOINOVICH. Good morning. Today, the Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs meets to consider
four nominations: Colleen Kiko to be General Counsel of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA); Mary Rose to be a member
of the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB); Judge Juliet JoAnn
McKenna to be an Associate Judge for the Superior Court of the
District of Columbia; and John Fisher to be an Associate Judge of
the District of Columbia Court of Appeals.
I commend all of these nominees for ·answering the President's
call to serve our Nation, and I trust that you will fulfill your responsibilities with honor, courage, and character befitting the office
to which you have been nominated.
We will begin by considering the nominations of Ms. Kiko and
Ms. Rose. You have been nominated during a period of extraordinary change in the Federal workforce. Over the past few years,
Congress has enacted numerous pieces of legislation that altogether constitute the most significant reforms of the Federal civil
service since the enactment of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978.
Senator Akaka, who I am pleased has joined us here today, has
been a steadfast partner in worlcing to raise awareness of the importance of strategic human capital management and finding the
solutions to the government's personnel challenges. As Federal departments and -agencies continue to understand and take steps to
implement these reforms, whether the groundbreaking efforts of
developing a new personnel system at the Department of Homeland Security or the more targeted reforms of implementing direct
hire, the FLRA and.the MSPB will continue to play vital roles in
ensuring the success and integrity of the Federal civil service.
(1)
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I welcome this morning to the Committee Congressman James
Sensenbrenner, Chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciary. We are very honored to have you here with us, Congressman
Sensenbrenner, and I understand that you are going to introduce
Ms. Kiko to us this morning, if you would proceed.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Mr. Chairman, are we going to have opening statements?
Senator VOIN0VICH. Well, I think we ought to let the Congressman introduce Ms. Kiko.
Senator LAUTENBERG. It raises the question for me. All of us
have our individual rights and opportunities, and there is work
that goes into laying out what we think are the parameters for the
discussion. However, I will back down for Congressman Sensenbrenner, but I would hope that after his statement and respect for
his time that we can hear from each of us, please.
STATEMENT OF HON. F. JAMES SENSENBRENNER, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the
opportunity to come before this Committee and endorse the qualifications of my good friend, Colleen Duffy Kiko, for the position of
General Counsel for the Federal Labor Relations Authority. She is
eminently qualified for this position and let me tell you why.
I have known Colleen for 24 years, since 1981. She graduated
from George Mason University School of Law in 1986 and was
hired right out of law school by the Department of Justice in the
Honors Program, Office of Legal Policy, and later the Civil Rights
Division. While there, she spent her time investigating and prosecuting housing and credit discrimination complaints and was detailed to the Eastern District of Virginia to serve as a Special Assistant to the U.S. Attorney prosecuting criminal cases.
At that time, I was the ranking minority member on the Civil
and Constitutional Rights Subcommittee of the House Judiciary
Committee, and a vacancy occurred on my subcommittee for associate counsel. I knew that there were three upcoming Federal judicial impeachments coming before the committee for which I would
need someone on my staff with prosecutorial skills. Colleen fit the
bill with her background.
I hired Colleen, who served as my counsel for the several impeachments, and primarily the successful impeachment of Judge
Walter Nixon, for which I served as one of the House managers
during the Senate trial. During that time, she also served as the
principal negotiator for the Judiciary Republicans on the Americans with Disabilities Act, which as we know just celebrated its
15th anniversary.
Colleen left my employ in 1989 due to her ever-expanding family
commitments, or at least that is what she used as an excuse to get
away from me.
In 1996, she hung out her shingle and opened up her own law
practice, focusing primarily on criminal defense and domestic relations. Colleen has excellent legal skills, exercises independent judgment, and is steadfast in purpose. She is good with people and is
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a good negotiator. She has shown excellent capabilities of juggling
both a serious legal career and her important family commitments.
I would highly recommend her to serve in the position for which
she has been nominated. First, she was doing the work of the
FLRA for 2 years even before the agency even existed and worked
at the FLRA from its inception for 5 more years. She knows the
agency and its mission. FLRA whetted her appetite for a law degree, and she returns with not only a law degree, but with much
legal and prosecutorial experience from which to draw to be the
chief prosecutor for all unfair labor practices in the Federal labor
relations area. This is a role especially suited to her background
and experience.
In short, I am really happy to be able to present to you a public
servant with a distinguished background who really deserves early
confirmation by this Committee, and I appreciate your courtesy.
Senator VOIN0VICH. Thank you, Congressman. We really appreciate your being here and appreciate your introduction of Ms. Kiko.
It means a great deal to me because of the high respect that I have
for you.
I know you are a very busy person as chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, and I suspect you have other things to do. Thanks very
much.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. We are preparing a few more bills to send
over here. [Laughter.]
Senator V0IN0VICH. Thanks.
The Federal Labor Relations Authority provides leadership within the Federal Government in developing and maintaining positive
labor relations. If confirmed, Ms. Kiko's responsibilities as General
Counsel will include processing unfair labor practice allegations,
encouraging the use of alternative dispute resolution techniques,
and promoting stable and productive labor-management relations
in the Federal sector.
As a former mayor and governor, I understand the importance of
establishing a positive labor-management relationship based on
open communication and trust. I encourage Ms. Kiko to be active
in improving labor-management relations in the Federal sector
during times of such dramatic reform.
Mary Rose currently serves as the Chair of the Federal Prevailing Rate Advisory Committee of the Office of Personnel Management. Prior to this position, she served as the Deputy Associate
Director for Presidential Personnel and was the Director of Personnel for President Reagan. Additionally, Ms. Rose was elected as
the Clerk for Anne Arundel County Circuit. Prior to her elected office, Ms. Rose was the Deputy Under Secretary for Management of
the Department of Education. Furthermore, Ms. Rose's professional
career included working at the Office of Personnel Management,
where her responsibilities included acting as the agency liaison to
the White House on personnel policy.
Her nomination is to the Merit Systems Protection Board, an
independent agency that protects Federal employees from abuses
by agency management, including prohibited personnel practices. It
is an impartial arbiter and is essential to ensuring that agencies
make employment decisions in accordance with the merit systems
principles.
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I can say to you, Ms. Rose, that the Ranking Member of the Subcommittee, Senator Akaka, is someone who pays a lot of attention
to that particular Board.
With the changes underway at the Department of Homeland Security and the Department of Defense, the role of the MSPB continues to evolve. Ms. Rose, if confirmed, you would join the Board
at a time when it faces new and complex challenges, and everyone
will be watching how cases that come before the Board are disposed of. There is much uncertainty today with the new personnel
systems that Congress authorized, and it is going to require the attention of the Board.
Ms. Kiko and Ms. Rose, we look forward to your testimony so
that we may learn how you plan to apply your experiences to your
new positions and what steps you have taken to prepare for them.
I will now yield to Senator Akaka for his opening statement and
the other Members of this Committee who are interested in making
opening statements. Senator Akaka.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR AKAKA

Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I again
want to say I enjoy working with you on this Committee. I also
want to join you in welcoming our nominees and their families and
friends who are here today. Of course, it was good to see Chairman
Jim Sensenbrenner. We served together when I was in the House.
President Bush has nominated John Fisher to be an Associate
Judge on the D.C. Court of Appeals, and it is good to see you here,
John, and your family, and Juliet McKenna to be an Associate
Judge on the D.C. Superior Court. Both Mr. Fisher, with his background at the U.S. Attorney's Office, and Ms. McKenna, with her
background in family law, have impressive resumes. I look forward
to their testimony and hearing their thoughts on the D.C. Court
System.
The positions to which Ms. Kiko and Ms. Rose have been nominated are among the most important for Federal employees. If confirmed, I would expect them to be strong voices for employee rights
and fair employment principles.
Ms. Kiko has been nominated to be the General Counsel of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority. This nomination comes at a
critical juncture for the FLRA and the Federal workforce, given the
shifting nature of the Federal labor relations system. As such, the
position to which she has been nominated will face new challenges
and take on renewed importance.
Changes to Federal labor law at the Departments of Homeland
Security and Defense will impact the workload of the FLRA and its
General Counsel. I fear that employees at those agencies may be
unable t o have the benefit of an independent prosecutor to bring
cases of unfair labor practices and will lack the assurance of having
an impartial and independent adjudicator. In addition, the issues
that are currently considered unfair labor practices may likely be
reduced, further eroding employee rights and impacting the workload of the General Counsel.
In addition, the administration is proposing additional changes
to the Federal Labor Management System through the Working for
America Act. Because some of t h ese changes are similar to those
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proposed by DHS and DOD, the Federal labor-management construct is facing major changes.
Ms. Kiko, I look forward to discussing with you your thoughts on
these proposals and how they will impact the job of the General
Counsel.
Ms. Rose has been nominated to be a member on the Merit Systems Protection Board. The MSPB is charged with protecting the
merit principles and ensuring that Federal employees are free from
political and other prohibited personnel practices and management
abuses.
I have serious concerns with the proposed changes to the appeals
systems at DHS and DOD, which, in my opinion, undermine longheld merit principles. The MSPB plays a critical role in ensuring
the right balance between civil service reform and protecting the
rights of employees, and that is why I look to the members of
MSPB to ensure that the rights and protections of Federal employees, whether in substance or through procedures, are not eroded.
I am particularly interested in discussing with Ms. Rose whistleblower protections for Federal workers. Reporting government mismanagement is a basic obligation of the Federal workforce. To foster confidence in these protections, Federal employees, especially
those disclosing information vital to our national security, should
feel secure by a strong and functioning Whistleblower Protection
Act (WPA). Unfortunately, the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals,
with sole jurisdiction over the WPA, has created inconsistencies
with Congressional intent through Court decisions. These loopholes
pose challenges for the MSPB in interpreting the law as envisioned
by Congress. I am pleased that the Committee, and you in particular, Chairman Voinovich, as well as Senators Lautenberg and
Carper, have been strong supporters of my legislation, the Federal
Employee Protection of Disclosures Act, which would restore Congressional intent to the WPA. I hope the Senate will act on this
soon.
Ms. Kiko, Ms. Rose, Mr. Fisher, and Ms. McKenna, I want to
welcome you and congratulate you on your nomination.
Mr. Chairman, I also want to mention that I had a good meeting
with Mary Rose and want to mention that her husband, a doctor
in North Carolina, is teaching and unable to join her. Her son, who
is serving with the Coast Guard, and her two daughters; who live
in Los Angeles and Pennsylvania, could not be here either. I know
the whole family is here today with _her in spirit.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator VOIN0VICH. Senator Lautenberg.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LAUTENBERG

Senator LAUTENBERG. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. We rarely have
any disagreement about decisions that come from your desk. Everyone knows very well of your public service career and has great respect for you and the accomplishments of that career, so while we
differed on the process, I thank you for permitting the opening
statements to be read, .to learn more about the people who are
nominated for these important positions.
I am particularly interested in the Merit System s Protection
function . We have recently been given a vivid reminder of how im-
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portant it is to scrutinize nominees for these important jobs. We
have a situation at FEMA where the person named to the top position lacked the right experience, and the outcome was almost predictable, and then we learned that some of the claims on his resume or in his biography might have been exaggerated. But this
underscores the nee,ti to take a closer look at nominees before they
are allowed to assume positions of public trust.
Ms. Rose, one of 1/he individuals before us today, is nominated for
one of the three seats on the Merit Systems Protection Board and
that Board is responsible for enforcing the Federal Government's
merit-based ~mployment practices. It was established to protect
Federal employees, including whistleblowers, from political and
other prohibited personnel practices and abuses by agency management. Now, I believe that this Board requires members to be capable of looking at the facts of a case in a nonpartisan manner, and
I am concerned with ensuring that this agency abandon any partisanship and any partisan leanings as they review the cases that
come before them.
I would like fo learn more about Ms. Rose's view on the importance of whistleblowers that expose waste, fraud, and mismanagement in government bureaucracies and agencies. Many times, the
only people aware of such wrongdoings are those who work inside
the agency, and if we fail to protect those who would come forward
and do the ri'ght thing, we do a disservice to the individual and the
taxpayers in·our country.
Recently, we learned that a whistleblower who exposed irregularities in a billion-dollar no-bid contract between the Department of
Defense and Halliburton has been demoted from her job at the
Army Corps of Engineers. Now, this was only the latest example
of people who were punished after they revealed information that
the Administration wanted to hide from the American people.
In my view, the current whistleblower protection system is not
working. It doesn't protect those who would come forward, and I
am working on legislation to strengthen those protections by making it a criminal offense for an individual to retaliate against whistleblowers. I am pleased to be on an amendment that Senator
Akaka has produced to make sure that we are dealing fairly with
these people.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for the opportunity to
make my statement and look forward to hearing from our witnesses.
Senator VOINOVICH. Senator Carper.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CARPER

Senator CARPER. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. I will be brief. To our
nominees, welcome, and to those that are on, I think, our second
panel, the judicial nominees, we welcome you, too. I am not going
to be able to stay for that second panel, but I wanted to be here
for at least the beginning of this one.
.
Both Senator Lautenberg and Senator Akaka have spoken of the
need for whistleblower protection. We need it. There are too many
instances where people of good faith, good intent, are stepping forward and blowing the whistle, telling the truth, and they are being
punished for it rather than rewarded for it. It is just unacceptable,
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and it is unacceptable to me, and I am sure it is unacceptable to
our Republican colleagues, as well.
We are reminded on the heels of Katrina that the folks whose
names come to us for positions-we have an obligation, we have an
oversight responsibility to make sure that we fully vet those nominees and better ascertain whether they are well qualified to do the
jobs for which they have been nominated. With respect to FEMA,
we have seen in recent weeks that sometimes that is not the case.
That is the responsibility of the Executive Branch, but we bear ,responsibility, too.
Again, we thank you. We welcome you and your families and
friends today and thank you for your willingness to serve.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator VOINOVICH. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. Kiko and Ms. Rose, you have filed responses to a biographical and financial questionnaire and answered pre-hearing questions
submitted by the Committee. You have had your financial statements reviewed by the Office of Government Ethics. Without objection, this information will be made a part of the hearing record,
with the exception of the financial data, which are on file and
available for public inspection in the Committee offices.
Our Committee rules require that witnesses before this Committee take an oath, and if you will stand, I will administer the
oath.
·
Do you swear that the testimony that you are about to give this
Committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you, God?
Ms. KIKO. I do.
Ms. ROSE. I do.
Senator VOINOVICH. Ms. Kiko, I understand you have some family members here with you, and I would like to give you an opportunity to introduce them before you make your statement to the
Committee.
Ms. KIKO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have my husband,
Phil Kiko, and my daughter, who is representing my four children,
Sarah Kiko, and my sister, Tama, is behind my daughter. Thank
you.
Senator VOINOVICH. Would you like to share your statement with
the Committee?
TESTIMONY OF COLLEEN D. KIK0,1 TO BE GENERAL COUNSEL,
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Ms. KIKO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Chairman Voinovich, Senator Akaka, Senator Lautenberg, Senator Carper, Members of the
Committee, I would like to thank you and your staff for all the
courtesies that have been shown to me as I have prepared for this
hearing. I also deeply appreciate Chairman Sensenbrenner taking
time away from his boat time to introduce me today.
It is indeed a very special and honored occasion for me to be sitting here after being nominated by the President to serve as the
1

The prepared statement of Ms. Kiko appears in the Appendix on page 27.
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Responses to post-hearing questions appear in the Appendix on page 63.
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General Counsel of the Federal Labor Relations Authority having
started in the Federal Government in 1972 as a GS-3 clerk-typist.
The Federal civil service was considered an honored profession in
my family. My father, Lawrence Duffy, had almost a half-century,
49 years, of proudly serving as a civil servant, first as a railway
mail carrier for the U .S. Postal Service, and then for the U.S. Customs Service as a customs inspector. He believed in the opportunities the Federal Government offered and advised me as I was determining what career path to follow to look to the Feder al Government as an honorable, rewarding, and fulfilling experience.
My father always said that you spend almost.half of your life at
whatever job you choose-make sure you are happy in it. He provided a daily example of hard work, commitment, and impeccable
character. I hope to follow in those shoes.
I would like to point out several areas of my background and employment experience that I believe affirmatively qualify me for this
position. From 1976 to 1979, I worked in the Department of Labor,
Labor Management Services Administration. This same entity was
transferred to the newly created Federal Labor Relations Authority
on January 1, .1979, where I worked until I resigned to pursue a
legal career in 1983.
I worked in almost all of the professional roles of the Authority.
In the regional office, I investigated unfair labor practice charges,
chaired hearings on representational disputes, monitored Federal
union elections, and conducted training for both management and
unions. In the headquarters, I reviewed Administrative Law Judge
decisions and the exceptions filed by the parties and prepared draft
decisions for the Authority members. I also handled the procedural
motions practice before the Authority.
I left the Authority as a supervisory labor relations specialist. My
experience working at the Authority in increasingly responsible positions throughout the Authority gives me, I believe, a great understanding of the agency as a whole.
My work at the FLRA spearheaded my decision to pursue a legal
career. My experience since then has also prepared me well for this
position. After obtaining my law degree in 1986, my service with
the Department of Justice in the Civil Rights Division and in the
U.S. Attorney's Office, litigating both criminal and civil matters,·
has particularly prepared me for the prosecutorial role of the General Counsel position.
Further, in my role as an Associate Counsel in the Judiciary
Committee, I was very involved with the historic impeachment of
a U.S. District Court judge. The House managers, one of whom was
Chairman Sensenbrenner, prosecuted the Articles of Impeachment
before the Senate.
My years in the private practice of law in a small firm representing clients has given me perspectivti on advocacy and on the
need to respond effectively to client needs.
Finally, in my current position as an Employees' Compensation
Appeals Judge, I have had· the benefit of independent decisionmaking, listening to both sides objectively, and rendering a fair decision. Exercising such judicial temperament prepares me well for
the neutral role that the Federal Labor Relations Authority plays
in the Federal sector labor relations .
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I believe I have been well prepared for this position. Neither
when I left North Dakota to come to Washington, D.C. in 1972, nor
when I left the FLRA to pursue a legal career, did I ever expect
to be sitting in this chair right now. It is amazing how full-circle
this journey has become.
I see as the goal of the Office of the General Counsel as helping
agencies effectively and efficiently fulfill their statutory mission
through healthy labor-management relations. I hope to faithfully
pursue that objective.
I greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee today and will be happy to answer any questions.
Senator VOIN0VICH. Thank you very much, Ms. Kiko.
Ms. Rose, you have an opportunity to introduce your family to
the Committee.
Ms. ROSE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My daughter and my sonin-law and my grandchild are sitting over here, Kaitlyn, the little
r edhead. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to introduce
them.
Senator V0IN0VICH. Would you like to share your statement with
the Committee?
TESTIMONY OF MARY M. ROSE, 1 TO BE MEMBER, MERIT
SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
.

Ms. ROSE. Good morning, Chairman Voinovich, Ranking Member
Akaka, and Members of the Committee. I am Mary M. Rose, and
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you as you consider
my nomination to be a member of the Merit Systems Protection
Board. Given the seriousness of the issues that surround you today,
I am especially appreciative of the time you have t aken to ensure
the MSPB operates at full strength.
I am honored by the President's confidence in me, as demonstrated by his decision t o nominate me to a position of such importance. If confirmed, I will dedicate myself to discharging the responsibilities of this office in accordance with the laws,. rules, and
regulations applicable to the Board to the best of my ability.
In this time of change, the mission of the Merit Systems Protection Board is more important than ever. I will work to fully preserve the merit systems principles and t o protect Federal employees from prohibited personnel practices , the core of the MSPB's
mission. The assurance of fair adjudication of employment disputes
and the timely issuance of decisions will enhance the confidence of
Federal employees and managers in the civil service system as well
as their effectiveness in fulfilling the missions of th eir respective
agencies.
The Board's role in regulat ory, studies , and oversight functions,
in addition to its adjudicatory responsibilities, will be part of the
cutting edge of transformation in human resources management . If
confirmed, I welcome the opportunity to work in cooperation with
MSPB's Chairman McPhie in fulfilling the responsibilities and missions of the Board during this period of transition and beyond. I
1
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hope to use my past experiences in the Federal civil service as well
as the expertise I have developed to assist the Board in fulfilling
its missions.
I began my tenure in Federal service during the early 1980's
when the reforms mandated by the Civil Service Reform Act of
1978 were first being implemented. I saw firsthand how difficult
change can be, but witnessed the improvements in governmentwide personnel management as a result of that change. During this
time, a major shift in management practices required managers
and employees to communicate on an annual basis regarding goals
of their employing agency and the standards and the expected levels of performance. Should I be confirmed, it will be a great honor
to be part of this historical time in the continued evolution of Federal human resources management.
I wish to thank you for consideration for my nomination, and
again, I express my appreciation for your time. I would be happy
to answer any questions you may have.
Senator VOINOVICH. Thank you, Ms. Rose.
There are standard questions that this Committee asks all of the
nominees. I will begin with those questions, and I would appreciate
your answering them yes or no.
ls there anything you are aware of in your background that
might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?
Ms. KIKO. No.
Ms. ROSE. No, sir.
Senator VOINOVICH. Do you know of anything personal or otherwise that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably
discharging your responsibilities of the office to which you have
been nominated?
Ms. KIKO. No, I do not.
Ms. ROSE. No, sir.
Senator VOINOVICH. Do you agree without reservation to respond
to any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any dulyconstituted committee of Congress if you are confirmed?
Ms. KIKO. Of course, yes.
Ms. RosE. Yes, sir.
Senator V OINOVICH. I mentioned that you are both coming to
your responsibilities at a time that is very critical, as far as I am
concerned. We have, as I mentioned, made significant changes to
the Civil Service Code at the Department of Homeland Security,
Department of Defense, and also government-wide. I value Federal
employees. For too many years they have been neglected, but as we
have seen with Hurricane Katrina, people do make a difference.
I would like each one of you to comment about your awareness
of the situation that you are going to find yourself in. Ms .. Kiko.
Ms. KIKO. I will go first, Mr. Chairman. The Department of
Homeland Security and the Department of Defense regulations
that are currently under consideration are examples where the legislative process made changes allowing the agency to appropriately
craft labor relations and employee relations policies that would best
effectively take into account its mission. I certainly find that to be
an appropriate situation. These agencies certainly are going
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through a difficult time right now trying to find out how to properly craft those particular regulations.
Right now, as it is pending litigation in the D.C. Court, certainly
the merits of the regulations are not something that I would want
to comment on particularly. I do see the government is going
through a process of attempting to craft the personnel policies in
a time now that is a little different from years past, where homeland security is a particularly important area right now. It is a
challenge and the government is going through a process right now
which I think is working. The process is doing what it is supposed
to be doing.
That is my comment, essentially. I believe that your question
was directed mostly to the Homeland Security regulations. If I
have missed the point, I would be happy to redirect the answer.
Senator VOINOVICH. I think that one of the concerns that our
unions particularly have is this: What kind of people are we going
to have in responsible positions and how sensitive are they going
to be to the rights of Federal employees.
Ms. Rose.
Ms. ROSE . Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With the new regulations
and reforms coming our way, there are going to be major changes,
and we will have to be ever vigilant as a member of the MSPB.
When adjudicating cases and writing studies the MSPB must find
an independent and open way to describe agency performance with
respect to personnel practices. Additionally, preventing prohibited
personnel practices against employees is vital. As a board we must
watch the agency trends t o ensure these laws are enacted and the
intent of Congress is followed. The new laws may be more complicated and more cumbersome, but I believe we should look at this
enthusiastically as a time of change. I look forward to helping in
any way I can in the service of my country 'to protect Federal civil
servants and to be more vigilant than ever on their behalf. As well,
I hope to help managers through their difficult times.
Senator VOINOVICH. You come t o the table with individuals who
obviously feel that they have been discriminated against because
they have come forward. Do you believe that the parties come to
the table and it is an even situation, or do you believe the emphasis should be on trying to make sure that the individual who claims
to have been aggrieved perhaps gets more emphasis than the agency that fired or demoted him?
Ms. ROSE. I think every case needs to be judged on its merits.
I can't answer, without a case in front of me, if one side is being
favored. This is a difficult question. With the changes and reforms,
one will have to use extra scrutiny reviewing employee and managers claims because-this is all going to be new to both sides. Everything will have to be looked at very carefully and weighed very
openly and impartially. That is how I would look at each case.
Senator VOINOVICH. We have spent a great deal of time on this
issue. I would recommend that you cearly communicate that the individuals that come before you are going to .receive fair consideration. I know we had testimony here about the backlog of cases before the Office of Special Copunsel, and it has been argued that
maybe each case wasn't getting the attention that it ought to receive.
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I think there is a feeling among Federal employees that perhaps
individuals aren't getting the kind of treatment that they should
get, and it becomes an issue of perception. This will affect whether
or not people are going to be willing to stand up and report wrongdoing. If they just see co-workers blow the whistle and then get
shut out, the word 1
. will go around that, hey, you had better keep
your mouth shut, Of leave, or whatever the case may be.
Federal employees really have to have a feeling that they are
being treated fairl)/ and that they are listened to and that this isn't
just some perfunctory process where they come before the Board
and then end up out on the street. You need to take that into consideration.
Ms. ROSE : I believe my management and HR experience will be
a benefit because I have experienced situations where employees
need help, and I know that communications between manager and
employee is very important. I have seen this through many years
of my professional life. I think I will be more open to reviewing
these cases and, seeing them from a different perspective and a dynamic than an llttomey would. While I know I am not an attorney,
I believe I add a valuable dynamic that will be beneficial to the
Board as well as the employees who come before the Board.
Senator VOINOVICH. Thank you. Senator Akaka.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I. thank you, Ms. Kiko and Ms. Rose, for your testimony. I appreciate your comments as both the FLRA and MSPB are very important agencies for protecting employee rights.
Ms. Kiko, DRS and DOD claim that their agencies need flexibility in the area of labor-management relations based on their national security needs. In response to Chairman Voinovich's question, you said that employee rights and collective bargaining rights
at DRS and DOD are being balanced against the missions of the
. agency. Could you elaborate on this and tell me if this applies to
all agencies and all missions or only those pertaining to national
security?
Ms. KIKO. Thank you, Senator Akaka. Labor-management relations, healthy labor-management relations, is important in every
government agency. When the statute was created in 1979, it was
stated in one of the findings that one of the law's purposes was to
help agencies more efficiently and effectively accomplish their statutory mission. Each government agency has been created with a
particular mission. The best way that mission can be accomplished
is through employees working well with management to accomplish
the mission. The best way to do that is with good labor-management relations.
Does it always work? No. Do I have some magic wand that can
make it all work? No. But I certainly believe you start there; you
want to develop and work on healthy labor-management relations
in each agency. The mission is simply where everybody wants to
go at the end of the day. What does the agency want to accomplish?
It doesn't matter necessarily . which mission. Good labor-management relations is good in every agency.
Senator AKAKA. Ms. Kiko, the FLRA has been without a General
Counsel for almost a year, and I understand there are over 100 unfair labor practice charges awaiting issuance of a complaint. If you
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are confirmed, do you intend to immediately issue complaints on
these backlogged charges?
Ms. KIKO. Well, I would probably want to review the complaints
first, but certainly, I expect there may be some things sitting on
the desk waiting for my action upon my arrival. I do not certainly
expect to jump in and start acting immediately. I do intend to communicate with the regional directors, with the staff of the agency,
to find out where we are, where we need to go. At that time, I
would evaluate each of the complaints waiting to be filed as an unfair labor practice complaint, and determine whether the qualifications are met or the requirements that have been established to
date on what would make an unfair labor practice charge into an
unfair labor practice complaint. At that point, I would make a determination. But certainly, I don't think I am going to walk in with
my pen open and ready to sign.
Senator AKA.KA. Ms. Kiko, the General Counsel is responsible for
· the seven regional offices at FLRA. There has been no hiring in the
regional offices in over a year. Under General Counsel policy, a full
staffing level of attorneys and labor relations specialists would be
11 agents. The Atlanta Region currently only has four agents and
the DiJlas Region only has five agents. Do you intend to begin hir. ing new employees in the regional offices to address these staffing
shortages?
Ms. KIKO. I certainly believe one of my first orders of business
· will be to evaluate the staffing needs of the agency and the staff
that is existing to accomplish the mission. There are many factors
that affect the staffing in the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
Workload is one. Geographical location is another. All of those factors, I would like to study and do staffing reviews and management
reviews to determine what the personnel levels should be.
There are other situations facing our agency as to whether the
Homeland Security regulations and the Department of Defense regulations will have an effect on the caseload of the agency. That
would be certainly something that I would want to investigate prior
to making any decisions, but certainly that is an area that would
be getting a lot of my attention.
Senator AKA.KA. Ms. Rose, a number of Federal Circuit Court interpretations of the Whistleblower Protection Act are inconsistent
with Congressional intent. A primary example •is the meaning of
the term, "any disclosure." In 1994 and again this year, this Committee reaffirmed language from the 1988 Senate Committee report
and explicitly stated that the Office of Special Counsel, the Board,
and the courts should not erect barriers to disclosure of government wrongdoing, including limiting protection for disclosures
made for certain purposes, limiting protection for disclosures made
to certain employees, or limiting protection to the employee who is
t he first to raise the issue. Nonetheless, the Federal Court erected
nearly every barrier listed in the Committee report.
As a member of the MSPB deciding whistleblower cases, how
would you reconcile this contradiction between Federal Circuit ·
Court case law and clear Congressional intent?
Ms. ROSE. As a member of the Merit Systems Protection Board,
I will be obligated to apply the laws that are in place at this time.
When Congress enacts legislation that strengthens the Whistle-
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blower Act, I assure you if this issue comes before me, I will adjudicate cases, and I will apply the applicable laws as fairly and as
openly and as credibly as I can.
Senator AKAKA. Mr. Chairman, my time has expired. Thank you
very much.
Senator VOIN0VICH. Thank you. Senator Lautenberg.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank
the witnesses for their testimony.
One thing I think that is quite apparent in the Senate is that
we rely on sources of information that are not necessarily those
that are routine, those that are brought to a committee hearing. So
when we have an opportunity to learn from someone who is inside
the system, I think we have an obligation to listen.
I ran a pretty good-sized company before I came to this Senate,
and I encouraged employee suggestions or even criticism. I didn't
want a list of whiners standing at my door in the morning because
I would make sure that if someone had a complaint, that they had
to have some record of the incident that was verifiable. But I think
it particularly important in government, when we have the system
of protection in place that we have, that violations not be ignor ed.
Ms. Rose, you worked under Republican administrations, including this White House, where you helped prepare nominees for political appointments. One of the primary systems of the Merit Systems Protection Board is to ensure that politics is not a factor in
civil service personnel action. Now, what will you do to ensure that
those individuals who put their consciences above orders that they
think are inappropriately functioning, to come up with their criticism or complaint and to guarantee that there is no recrimination
for speaking out?
Ms. RosE. Senator, should I be confirmed, as a member of the
Merit Systems Protection Board, I will not allow partisan politics
to interfere with any of my decisions. I will not allow partisan politics to exist.
Yes, I worked in the White House, but I also have worked in
other jobs. I have worn hats in many fields. My background is varied. I have been a nurse. I did not allow the background of the patients I treated to interfere with my decisions regarding their care.
As a manager, employee backgrounds were never part of a decision.
I made strong and sound decisions.
I know your concern about looking at candidates very carefully
because I, too, have had that responsibility as a Deputy Assistant
at the White House. I had to interview people. I had to look them
in the eye and see if they were actually telling the truth, if their
backgrounds were correct and verifiable. So it is an awesome responsibility to put the right person in the right job.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Ms. Rose, I am sure that you employ your
best instincts, but don't we have to look to something beyond one's
instincts or one's feeling about the individual to get to the substance of the issue? Are there not systems applications that can be
used to say, OK, here is what we do if someone comes up with a
complaint? Where do we go? Do we then call in the supervisor? Do
we call in fellow employees, rather than rely on some good feeling
or bad feeling about an individual? I think that gets us into a prob-
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lem that we ought not to be trying to employ in making important
decisions like this.
We have, for instance-are you familiar with the Bunny Greenhouse situation? Bunny Greenhouse was an employee of the Corps
of Engineers, and she was the top civilian contracting official with
the Army Corps since 1997. She was demoted, and it appears to
be retaliation for her June 27-just this past year-testimony before a Senate Committee, albeit it was a Democratic Committee because we couldn't get her on the agenda of the standard Committee
structure. She talked about inappropriate actions taken by the
Army Corps in granting a no-bid contract to Halliburton.
Now; how do you take an action like this and listen to someone
carefully who feels that the government is acting improperly in this
action and how do you say to that person, well, understand if you
tell us, you may be putting your head on the chopping block. What
would you do to ensure that these complaints are valid, that they
are heard? Would you take the responsibility solely on yourself for
making this decision about whether or not this person has fabricated this idea or whether or not punishment is in order?
Ms. ROSE. I think it is the role of the member to seek the truth
in whatever way is possible and make decisions based on what you
believe is the truth and the facts that are laid out in the case.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Ms. Rose, in 2001, you had a responsibility
for recruiting, interviewing, and preparing candidates for appointment at executive levels in the Administration. In 2001, a man
named Mike Brown was nominated to be Deputy Director of
FEMA. Do you recall working on his nomination?
Ms. ROSE. No, sir.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Well-Ms. ROSE. I did not have FEMA in my portfolio.
Senator LAUTENBERG. But weren't you responsible for vetting
people who were being appointed to high-ranking positions in the
government?
Ms. RosE. Yes, sir. I did domestic agencies, but not FEMA.
Senator LAUTENBERG. So did you not look at Mr. Brown's background? You know what happened there. He had a fabricated biography, as exposed by Time magazine and other sources. But that
should have been an important look at a candidate for such an important job, and you don't recall having-Ms. ROSE. No, sir. I had nothing to do with his appointment.
Senator LAUTENBERG. With the vetting? You weren't responsible
for the vetting?
Ms. ROSE. No, sir.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Thank you. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. I am
done, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Senator VOINOVICH. Thank you. Senator Akaka indicated that he
would like a second round of questioning, and I will start it off.
Ms. Kiko, how would you approach your responsibility to work
with the unions and Federal managers to foster effective labor relations in the Federal Government? I will never forget when I was
mayor of Cleveland I had my directors come to me, and they were
complaining that it j ust was impossible to fire a bad employee. I
talked to the woman that headed up our Civil Service Board, and
she said, "Mayor, the bottom line is they don't know what they are
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doing." In other words, there are certain procedures that you follow, and they are not following them. At that time, we began a
very aggressive effort to educate them about how the system
worked, and it is amazing how the situation improved.
Have you thought about how you might communicate to the various agencies on human capital management? If you conclude that
there are agencies that don't know what they are doing or the people in human resources don't have the training they should have,
do you feel it is your responsibility to call someone and maybe encourage training sessions?
Ms. KIKO. Thank you for that question. I think it is a very important one in the labor-management area. I think you hit it on the
head because of your background. Education is very important in
attempting to help parties get along. I think you can certainly understand that managers deal with their employees. Some employees are good workers and some have challenges. There are problems of communication between parties. Sometimes management
feels it absolutely can't stand working with the union, and sometimes the union feels it cannot possibly stand to work with management. Then there are other agencies kind of on middle ground.
Hopefully, in the role as the General Counsel of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority, you have an opportunity to do two
things. Certainly, we have the opportunity to prosecute cases
against management or against the union if there are violations of
the law. But prior to that, and I think it is probably the most important role, is attempting to get parties to work together, and the
most important way to do that is to help them understand their parameters: What are the management rights? What are the union
rights? What are the employee rights? And help the agencies understand that.
Certainly, if there are areas where it appears that unfair labor
practice charges are coming from the same area over and over and
over again, that should suggest a problem. It would be my role to
attempt to educate them as to the role of the Federal Labor Relations statute as to the roles of the parties, whether it means picking up the phone and calling someone or whether I set up training
classes and offer such opportunities to various agencies that may
need assistance.
Senator VOINOVICH. You probably haven't had a chance, but do
you intend, if confirmed, to examine the performance of various
agencies to get a feel for-Ms. KIKO. Absolutely. I mean, this is what we are trying to do,
is to promote healthy labor relations. If there are unhealthy labor
relations going on, is there an opportunity to educate in the ways
of the Authority decisions to help them understand? If they understand their parameters, they may be fighting over less. If we can
help them understand their particular rights, this is what you need
to work within.
I think the Authority in recent years has done an incredibly wonderful job of attempting to do just that, to set out in their decisions,
more predictability, more understandable decisions on how do I
take this and then follow a roadmap. Oftentimes , legal opinions can
be good for this particular case, but not particularly good for the
n ext one because no one really understands what it is all about.
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But I think the decisions are starting to become much clearer
and helping to educate the parties in what direction people need
to go. The FLRA is now telling you: This is what we are finding
to be right; this is what we are finding to be wrong, Now go out
and play with those rules. And that helps healthy labor-management relations. Certainly, that is one area that I feel that is very
important in educating the parties in what their roles are.
Senator VOINOVICH. Do you know Colleen Kelley?
Ms. KIKO. I do not know Colleen Kelley. I certainly know who
she is, but I have not met her yet.
Senator VOINOVICH. Do you know John Gage?
Ms. KIKO. Not yet. I do intend to meet with them.
Senator VOINOVICH. That is good. It would be wise for you to
spend some time with them and let them share their feelings. I
think it is important you all get to know each other so that they
understand that you take your job very seriously and that you understand that there has been some misunderstanding between this
administration and the unions. I am glad to hear that you are
going to do that.
Ms. KIKO. Thank you.
Senator V0INOVICH. Senator Akak.a.
Senator AKA.KA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Rose, at a November 2004 forum hosted by GAO and the
National Commission on Public Service, participants questioned
whether the merit systems principles should be updated in light of
the new personnel flexibilities granted to Federal agencies as well
as an increased focus on missions, goals, and results as envisioned
by the Government Performance and Results Act. Do you believe
that any changes should be made to the Federal merit systems
principles, and if so, what changes and why?
Ms. ROSE. That is a very interesting theory. I think it is very important that we constantly improve, and give introspective thought
and consideration to all the laws because when laws are enacted,
government changes. These laws should be changed based on policy
changes that take place in government.
I know of the Congress's intent to look at these merit principles,
and I welcome that. As I said, we can always look to improve ourselves in any way possible. In doing so, when the Congress enacts
those changes, I will apply those laws to my cases as I see them
should I be confirmed.
Did you want a specific-any specific changes? At this time, I am
not ready to answer that. As I see cases and identify the need for
these changes I will say so in my reports and studies.
Senator AKA.KA. Thank you for that . Ms. Kiko, you were a labor
relations specialist at the FLRA for 7 years. What problems, if any,
did you see with the system at the time you worked there, and in
your opinion, do these same problems persist today?
Ms. KIKO. Well, it has been 23 years ago, so I have to go back
into the mind a little bit further than I am used to. When I worked
in the Federal Labor Relations Authority, it was a brand new agency. I think everyone,,was excited about the process. It is exciting to
have your role t aken out of an agency and put into an independent
agency, and it gave a much heightened awareness to what we were
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doing at the time inLthe Department of Labor. It was a very exciting time. I recall a !birthday cake for it on its first year in 1980.
So at the time, it seemed a process that was working very well.
We were attempting to train people. We were attempting to help
understand the new law, where it was going, how it was going to
be interpreted, that sort of thing. It was a new and exciting time.
Were there probilems with the system? I suspect there might
have been. Certainly, whenever you are dealing with people trying
to get along, you a:de always going to run into some problems.
As for how the agency works now, that is one of the things that
I would like ,t o look at in depth, is how is the agency working, and
I don't intend to go in there with a preordained slate of what I remember from 23 years ago. I want to go in there with an open
slate, and I want to go in and say, what is wrong with this agency
and how does it work well? What is good?, What is bad? Let us t alk
about it, and in my role of the Office of the General Counsel,
should I be confirmed, what can I do to make it better?
So I really am looking forward to listening and finding out where
t hose issues are from the unions, from management, from my own
staff in the agency, should I be confirmed,• and from there determine where the problems are and find ways to correct them if it
is possible within my authority.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you.
Ms. Rose,/DHS and DOD have been granted flexibility to waive
Chapter 77 of Title 5 relating to Federal employee appeals. As you
know, the Federal Aviation Administration was granted similar authority in 1996. However, after finding that the internal process
was unfair and biased, Congress reinstated MSPB appeal rights for
FAA employees in the year 2000. What do you believe are some
best practices that should be included in any appeals system?
Ms. ROSE. Best practices would be making it as easy as possible
for employees to appeal. By whatever means. For example, printing
brochures or assisting them by making sure their phone calls are
answered when they have questions. These simple administrative
procedures can make it easier for an employee to appeal. Administratively, there are a lot of things I will do to help make the appeal
process easier for the employee. It should be approachable and understandable. If they can't understand the language, it doesn't do
them much good, and not all of them can afford attorneys or have
the access to the help some other employees may have. Plain language is important. Communication and openess to employees who
wish to make appeals are imperative.
As far as the DHS and DOD regulations, I will just have to wait
and see how they play out. I will carefully look at how difficult or
easy it is for these employees to make appeals. The appeals process
to the agencies and the Board must also be closely watched for difficulties or barriers that might interfere.
Senator .A!w(A, What about the independence of t he appeals
boards?
Ms. RosE. Independence is primary. I mean, there can be no interference or no obstruction to that independence. We talk about
the issue of timeliness and the quality of the decisions of those appeals. I said in my question and answers that timeliness is impor~
tant because people are suffering and you need to address their
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case as soon as possible and give them relief as soon as possible.
At the same time, I do not believe that the independence or the integrity of the decision process should be endangered.
Senator AK.AKA. I thank you both for your responses. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.
Senator VOINOVICH. I have one other question. Ms. Kiko, who do
you go to for your budget?
Ms. KIKO. The Chairman of the Authority manages the budget
for the Authority.
Senator VOINOVICH. OK. One of the things that I have observed
around here is that we often ask people to do a job and then we
don't give them the resources to do it. I would hope that you would
do an initial evaluation of the capacity of the Board to do its job
and make sure that is communicated to 0MB.
I think that as we go back and examine preparation for Hurricane Katrina we are going to learn that some agencies should have
had more resources. They have been asking for more resources but
were ignored by the Administration and Congress. So I would urge
you to do that. I know it is not easy, but you have to have the resources to get the job done. .
You may also need to hire more people. You are going to have
people recommended to you, I am sure. I hope that you have the
wherewithal to be able to reject bad candidates. One of the things
that I did when I was governor and as mayor, I asked somebody
to do a job and I said, you are the one that hires and fires and you
are responsible. If you get someone that is recommended and you
don't think they have got it, you need to have the courage to say,
they are not qualified or I don't want them. Those two things are
tough, but standing up for your budget and making sure that you
get the people that you need to get the job done are important.
Thank you both for being here today. We are going to leave the
record open in the event that some of my colleagues have questions
for the r ecord. It will be open for 48 hours. Thank you.
Ms. KIKO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. ROSE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator VOINOVICH. You are more than welcome.
Now, I ask Judge Juliet McKenna and John Fisher to come forward.
Eleanor, I don't know how long you have been in the wings, but
if we kept you there a long time, I apologize.
Ms. NORTON. It is all right. I was watching the hearing.
Senator VOIN0VICH. I welcome Eleanor Holmes Norton of the
District of Columbia, who is here to introduce Mr. Fisher and
Judge McKenna: I would like to thank Delegate Norton for her conscientiousness. She does a good job of making sure that she familiarizes herself with the individuals being nominated and makes it
her business to come and appear before the Committee.
Thank you for being here.
STATEMENT OF HON. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON, A
DELAGATE IN CONG~SS FROM THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Ms. NORTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and may I
thank you once again for your very exceptional work for the residents of the · District of Columbia on the authorizing Committee
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STATEMENT
OF
COLLEEN DUFFY KIKO
NOMfNEE TO BE GENERAL COUNSEL
OF THE
FEDERAL LABOR RELATJONS AUTHORirt
BEFORE
THECOMMITTEEONHOMELANDSECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
UNJTEDSTATESSENATE
I would like to thank the Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs and its staff for all the courtesies they have shown me
as I have prepared for this hearing. I also deeply appreciate Congressman F.
James Sensenbrenner, Jr., Chairman of the House.Judiciary Committee, for
taking the time to introduce me today.

It is indeed a very special and honored occasion for me to be sl.lting here
after being nominated by the President to serve as General Counsel of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority after having started out in the Federal
Government in 1972 as a GS-3 clerk typist.

Federal civil service was considered an honored profession in my family.
My father, Lawrence Duffy, had almost ½ century - 49 years .. of proudly
serving as a civil servant - first as a railway mail carrier for the U. S. Postal
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Service and later a U.S. Customs Inspector. He believed in the opportunities
the federal government offered and advised me, as I was detemrining what
career path to follow, to look to the Federal government as an honorable,
rewarding and fulfilling experience. Dad always said that you spend almost
· half of your life at whatever job you choose • make sure you are happy in it.
He provided a daily example of hard work, commitment and impeccable
character.

I would like to point out several areas ofmy background and employment
experience that affirmatively qualify me for this position. From 1976 to
1979 I worked in the Department of Labor, Labor Management Services
Administration. This same entity was transferred to the newly created
Federal Labor Relations Authority on January 1, 1979, where I worked until
I resigned to pursue a legal career in 1983. I worked in almost all of the
professional roles of the Authority. In the regional office, I investigated
unfair labor practice charges, chaired hearings on representational disputes,
monitored federal union elections, and conducted training for both
management and unions. In the headquarters, I reviewed Administrative
Law Judge decisions and the exceptions filed by the parties and prepared
draft decisions for the Authority Members. I also handled the procedural
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motions practice before the Authority. I left the FLRA as a Supervisory
Labor Relations Specialist. My experience working at the FLRA in
increasingly responsible positions throughout the Authority gives me a great
understanding of the agency as a whole.

My work at the FLRA spearheaded my decision to pursue a legal career.
My experience since then has also prepared me well for this position. After
obtaining my law degree in 1986, my service with the Department of Justice
in the Civil Rights Division and in the U.S. Attorney's Office litigating both
civil and criminal matters has particularly prepared me for the prosecutorial
role of the General Counsel position. Further, in my role as an Associ::•e
Counsel in the Judiciary Committee, I was very involved with the historic
impeachment of a U.S. District Court judge. The House Managers, one of
whom was Chairman Sensenbrenner, prosecuted the articles of impeachment
before the Senate.

My years in the private practice of law in a small firm, representing clients,
has given me perspective on advocacy and the need to respond effectively to
client needs. Finally, as an Employees' Compensation Appeals Judge, I have
had the benefit of independent decision making, listening to both sides
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objectively and rendering a fair decision. Exercising such judicial
temperament prepares me well for the role the FLRA plays in federal sector
labor relations.

I believe I have been well prepared for this position. Neither when I left
North Dakota to come to Washington, D.C. in 1972, nor when I left the
FLRA to pursue a legal career, did I ever expect to be in this chair right now.

It is amazing how full-circle this journey has become.

I see as the goal of the Office of the General Counsel as helping agencies
effectively and efficiently fulfill their statutory mission through healthy
labor management relations. I would faithfully pursue that objective. I
appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Committee.
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U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affaln
Pre-heslring Qneatlonnalre for Colleen Duffy Kiko
to be General Coua• el
. Federal Labor Relatloas Authority

J.
!)

I

Nomlnatlop Process and Conflicts of Jpterest

I

Why do you believe the President nominated you to serve as General Counsel for the
Federal Labor Relalions Authority (FLRA)?

I do not speclflcally know why I w., chosen for dais aom.laation by the President but
I would usume that It wu bued on my edacaU011, my experience and my qualifications
that are appropriate to this position.
2)

Wrsre any conditions, expressed or implied, attached to your nomination? If so, please
explain.
No.

3)

I

I
What specific background and experience affinnatively f!Ualify you to be General
CoWIBel for the FLRA?

I believe ~at my experience working at the FLRA early In my career Is a
tremendous adv,.antage to my role u General Counsel In terms of nndentanding the agency
as a whole. My'yean in the private practice of law in a small firm, representing clients,
bas ~vat me penpective on advocating 011 behalf of my clients and the need to rellpoud
effectively to their needs. Lastly, as an Employees' Compen• atlon Appeab Judge, I have
bad the benefit of independent dec:islon making, listening to both sides objectively and
renderiag a fair decision. Exercising such judicial temperament, I believe, prepares me well
for the job of General Co11nseL
4)

Have you made any commitments with respect to the policies and principles you will
attempt to implement as General Counsel? If so; what are they and to whom have the
commitments been made?
No.
Il. Role and Responslbllltles of the General Counsel for the FLRA

5)

What is your view of the role of the Office of the General CoW1Bel?

The principal role of the General Counsel, as spelled out In S U.S.C. § 7104(f), ls to
investigate and, where warranted, prosecute charges of unfair labor practices. In so doing,
the General Counsel ii to ensure that the rights and obligations of employees, unions, and
aeencles are fairly enforced.
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6)

In your view, what an, the major challenges facing the Office oftbe General Counsel?
How will you as General Counsel address these challenges and what will be your top
priorities?

Tile major challeoee raclne the Office or the General Couasel is to efflcleatly utilize
Its resource, to apJ1ly and eaforce Chapter 71 In a baluced and neutral muner. ~
Geaer• l Cou• sel, I wW fulftll my statutory duties to ensure that thb cha1Jea11e It met.
7)

Do you think that any organizational changes should be made in the General Counsel's
Office? Do you think any changes should be made in the manner in which cases are
handled? If ,io, what are they?

It would be premature at thb point for me to comment on whether there should be
orgulzatioaal or c• 1e-budllne cbuges utll I have had the opportnalty to 1S1CU the
operatl0DI of the Office of General Conasel flnt band. If collflrmed, l would examine all
pbues of operatio11s and, where appropriate, punue organizational or case-haadllnt:
changes.
8)

Do you believe that any changes should be made in any substantive guidance, policies, or
procedures of the General Counsel's Office, or do you believe that any new guidance,
policies, or procedures should be issued? If so, please describe them.

AealD, it w~,aJd be premature to suggest changes at thb time. I intend to examine all
guidance pabU.hed on the agency's website, u well u the cue-hudHng manuals pablisbed
by the Office of the General Counsel, to ensure that It Is current and consistent with
present statutes, cuurt decisions, etc.
9)

How do you plllll to communicate to the Office of the General Counsel staff on matters of
relevance to them?

l will communicate with stall tbroupout the Office or General Counsel In penoo
and/or through el~troalc mens, sach as telephone, e-mail and, If available,
teleconfereaclng,
I0)

Describe your philosophy regarding enforcement of the labor provisions contained in
Chapter 71 c1f title 5, United States Code.

My philosophy wlll be to enforce the provisions or the Chapter 71 u Coneress has
provided, respectil!lg the rlghta of employees, agencies, and anions.
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Office of Government Ethics
Washington, DC 20005-3917

June 28, 2005

The Honorable Susan M. Collins
Chair
Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Waehington , DC 20510-6250
Dear Madam Chair:
In accordance with the Ethics i n Government Act of 1978, r
enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report filed by
Col leen D. Kiko, who has been nominated by President Bueh for the
position of General Counsel, Federal Labor Relations Authority .
We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from
the Federal Labor Relations Authority concerning any possible
conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's proposed
duties.
Based thereon, we believe that Ms . Kiko is in compliance with
applicable laws and regulations governing conflicts of interest .
Sincerely,

tY1 ~1- Jy
Marilyn L. Glynn
Acting Director
Enclosure
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11)

FI.RA' s fiscal year 2004 Performance and Accolllltability Report outlines a number of
performance goals, including ensuring that no more than 15 percent of Unfair Labor
Practice (ULP) cases pending are more than 90 days old without the issuance of a
complaint, or without the dismissal, withdrawal, or settlement of the charge. What is
your assessment of how well FLRA is meeting each of these goals? How would you
ensure that cases arc investigated and re80lvcd in a timely manner?

I wu • ot Involved in establishing the.e goal, ud for that reuoa do aot believe It
would be • pproprllte, at this point, to reader an opl• lon on bow well the Offlee or the
Geaer• JCounsel ls performiD& with respect to Its goals. I will make timely processing and
resolwtlon of cases a top priority.
12)

The Office of General Counsel provides training for union and management
representatives on their rights and responsibilities and how to avoid litigation What is
yow-opinion of the cum:ntprogram, and, if confirmed, what changes, if any, would you
make?

I support training initiatives; however, l have no lint-bud experience with the
current training poUcles In use withlll the Office of General Counsel If confirmed, l wUJ
assess tile cnrrent training policies and practices aad determhle whether changes need to
be made.
13)

The General Counsel of the FLRA has prosecutorial discretion in detc:nnining whether 10
prosecute charges of unfair labor practices and operates, to a large extent, without
supervision. Toe decision not to pursue a charge ofan unfair labor practice may leave the
possible injured party without legal recoune. Given this great responsibility, what factors
would you consider in deciding whether to punue charges of unfair labor practices?

The Office of Gener• JCoaasel has pabUshed criteria Ill Its ULP Cuehaadllng
Manual, Part 4, Chapter F (avallable on the FLRA website), for the exerclle of
prosecatorial dl,cretlon. These criteria include, bat are not limited to, the serioames, or
the violation, whether the violation ls an Isolated one, whether die violation bas bem cared,
or whether circumstances • re sadl as to predade an effective remedy. As • n oatJlder, I
view these criteria u a reasonable basil £or the exercise of pl"Olecatorill dl,creUon.
However, as with aD policies or the Office of the General Counsel, apo• usamptton of the
position, I wUI evaluate this policy to ensure that it continues lo be appropriate and

effective.
14)

In the biographical information that you provided to this Committee, you stated that your
private law practice and your time at the U.S. Attorney's Office prepared you for the
prosecutorial role that the General Co1U1Scl has in the federal labor relations arena. Please
elaborate on this. Among other things, did any of your legal work involve issues relating
to the Federal Sector Labor.Management Relations statute, the National Labor Relations
Act, or other aspects of employment law? Did you repl'Cllcnt unio11B or employees; did
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you reprci;ent employm; did you represent plaintiffs? Please describe the nature and
extent of your experience as a prosecutor.
My work 11 • private attorney, • s weD u my lime at tbe U.S. Attorney's Office,
afforded me opportunitiea to bone my ability to evahaate evidence, prepare wttneues, and
prepare and present arguments before a tribunal. ID the prosecution of • nfalr labor
practic:ea, tbe 11me lqial slcilb are required. My work la tb01e capacltie, did aot Involve
•the Federal Sector Labor Muagement Relatiout atatate aor tbe National Labor Relations
Act. In my private pnctice of law, I represeated aevenl clients who had been terinln• ted
from employment. My experience u • Special Alllltant U.S. Attorney involved tbe
prosecution of mlademe• non • ad tnfflc violations occurrtoc on Federal property u well
as I felony pro11e1:utloa for drug ponessloa.

l 5)

In the biographical infonnation that you provided to this Committee, you also stated that
your current position as an Employee's Compensation Appeals Judge has provided you
with an opponunity to assist with the management of a staffof approximately SO
attomeys, paralegals, and legal clerics. Please elaborate on this. Among other things,
bow many employees are under your supervision? What is your role in the management

of employees who arc not under your supervision?
As an Employees' Compensation Appeals Judge, I do not personally 1upervise any
employees. I am, however, Involved lu an advisory capacity to the Chief Judge of the
Board as be manages the staff of approximately SO employees.

m. Policy Ogestlous
Labor-Management Relations
16)

Arc there any statutory or regulatory standards, policies, or procedures related to the
FLRA and its responsibilities which you feel should be modified? Please explain.

At tbls polut, I am not prepared to Identify 1pedfic standards, procedures, or
pollclea ID need or revision; however, all aach matten are appropriate for contlDalDg
review ud., where appropriate, modification.

17)

What is your assessment oftbe current state oflabor-managcment relations in the federal
government?

I view the current state of Federal sector labor-management relations ID connection
with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and tbe Department ofDefeuse (DoD) as
one of trauritloa, as a result of legislation regarding tbose 11:eacles. The effect of tbls
transition on the state of labor-management relatlous _g overnment-wide, remains to be
seen. To the extent that the traosltion ID DHS and DOD Is eucouragiog communication
between parties, I believe that Is positive.
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18)

In certain labor-management relationships, there is a perception that some may abUBe
their rights by filing frivolous ULP complaints. Do you share this perception? If so, do
you have a scnsc of the oxtc:ot to which this may be occumng and how such situations
and complaints should be dealt with?

I have no cnrrent basis upon which to render a Judgment on this matter. I will,
however, en• ure that all ULP chal'ies are taken •erlou• ly and lllvesti1ated to the e:i:teat
D -•ary to ueertain their merits, Where lnveat.11aUoa1 reveal charges to be clearly
without merit, snch charges 1bould lie promptly dilmis•ed.
19)

Toe Federal Sector Labor-Management Relations statute states a Congressional finding
that statutory protection of the right of employees to organize and bargain collectively
contnbutes to the effective conduct of public busineas. (S U.S.C. § 710l(a)).
a.

To what exlGlt, and under what circumstances, do you believe that collective
bargaining at federal agencies contributes to the effective conduct of public
business?

Congress bu found that collective bargalnJni: over certain matten affecting
employees contributes to the effective conduct of public business and facilitates the
amicable reaoluUon of workplace disputes. I believe that ls an appropriate guide to follow
In carrying out statutory responsibilities.

b.

To what extent, and under what circumstances, do you believe that the right of
federal employees to bargain collectively is, or could be, detrimental to the ability
of agencies to fulfill their missions?

In my view, the coll«Uve barplnina: rights of federal employees should not
Interfere with an aa:ency's abUlty to fuUlll Its statutory mlsdoa. Chapter 71 recognizes this
prlDclple, aotlaa: la § 7101(b) that the provlsiom or the chapter "should be Interpreted In a
muner consistent with the requirement of an efrc:cttve and effldeat Government." I
believe that It ls Important that u appropriate balaace ubt between the beaeflu of
· collecttve bargaining and the need for •ervlng the taxpayer through an effective and
efficient govem1DCDt.
20)

After the General Counsel issues a complaint alleging that an agency or labor
organization engaged in an unfair labor practice, the FLRA may seek injunctive relief,
under 5 U.S.C. § 7123(d).

a.

Under what circumstances do you believe it is appropriate to seek such injunctive
relief/

Under the current policy or the Office of General Coume). see Cue Handling
Manual Part 2, Chapter E (available on the Fl.RA website), IDJuncUve relief Is appropriate
only In extraordinary drcumstancea, where the $""1U quo must be maintained. I view this
to be a reasonable basis for the exercise oflnjamcUve relier. For example, the Office of the
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General Couuel bu previou1ly 1ucceu(ully petitioned for IDJanctive relief ID cues
lavolvt.nc • n Weill strike by a labor orsa1llzation, United Surtu v. PATCO, 524 F.Swpp. 160
(D.D,C, 1981); ud In a cue lnvolvm1 the aullateral termillatlon of on-bue boaslag where
other suitable booing wq not available, Petrucct v. United St/Ila Soutltem Command,
Department ofDefense, RjubUc ofPanama, No. 94-3786 (E.D. La. Nov. 29, 1994).

b.

Do you agrt with the factors CIIIfflltly act forth in the Office of General Counsel
Case Handling Manual (e.g., Part 2, Chapter E, lnjunctiona)? Do you believe
changes aMuld be made to these stated factors?
I

These facton, including tbe sertou1uess of tbe vtolatioa, the likelihood of success oa
the merlu, and the abaeuce of• DJeaniucful poat-lltigatton remedy appear to be reasonable.
Al noted earlier; however, I wlll evaluate tills ud other policies, in order to useu their
continued efficacy.

c.

Do you believe it is appropriate for the FLRA to seek injunctive relief under the
same criteria as, or different criteria from, tboae under which the NLRB has
traditionally sought injunctive relief in the contoxt of the private sector under 29
U.S.C.1§ 160(j}?
I

The general requirements noted ID the NLRB's C~handllng Manual, Part 1, §
10310.2, that IDjUDctlve relief Is appropriate oaly where there ii a 1uffldent 1bowine that a
ULP bu occurred and that tile effects of the ULP cannot be remedied without Interim
relief, appear si,utar to the federal studard bat without farther researeb into bow the
studard bas been applied over the put decades, It ii difficult to determille wbetber it
wo11ld be aa •pproprlate ltlllldU'd for the federal sector. Chapter 71 recoplzes the
difference between the private ,ector and government operations. Title 5, section 7123(d}
speclficalJy provides that a court shall not grant temporary relief If It would Interfere with
the ability or the ag~cy to carry out its es.tential functioua. ·I believe that to be au
appropriate standard for the federal sector.
21)

The Office of Management and Budget recently released a draft bill entitled the
"Working for America Act,:' which, if enacted, would make several changes to the
Federal Service Labor-Mauagcment Relations statute, including the following:

a. Section 40l(l)(A) of the draft bill would change the definition ofa "grievance," by
amending 5 U.S.C. § 7103(aX9)(C)(ii} to read: "any claimed violation,
·
misinterpretation, or misapplication of any law, rule, or regulation issuedfor the
purpose ofaffecting conditions of employment, including de1erminatio113 regarding
an employee's pay, except the exercise ofmanagerial discretion ofjudgment in such
determinations." (New language shown in italics.)
b.

Section 401(2)(A) of the draft bill would change the current process for resolving
bargaining disputes by requiring the Cbainnan of the, FLRA to". . . establish a
single, integrated process to resolve all matters associated with a bargaining
dispute." Among other things, the Chainnan would be granted the power "to
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direct the General CotIDSel, the Federal Services Imp1188C8 Panel, or both, to
submit a matter before them to the Authority for appropriate action or to take
whatever action is appropriate pursusnt to the procedures the Chairman
establishes under this paragraph."

c.

Scctio~ 401(2)(A) of the draft bill'would allow the Chairman of the FL.RA, "in his
or her sole discretion," to call a meeting of the Authority without regard to 5
U.S.C. § SS2b (the Government in the Sunshine Act).

d.

Section 401 (2)(B) of the draft bill would allow the Chairman of the FLRA to
appoint an Executive Director, regional directors, administrative law judges, and
other individuals as he or she may find necessary, and to delegate authority to
them. Current law authorizes the Authority collectively to appoint those officers
and to delegate authority to them.

·e.

Section 401(2)(E) of the draft bill would prohibit the FLRA from imposing ;status
quo allle remedies, "where such remedies would adversely impact the agmcy's or
activity's mission or budget, or the public intc:rest."

f.

Sections 40l(l)(B) and 401(3) of the draft bill would change management rights
with respect to emergencies. In addition to having the right to take wbalC'ver
actions may be necessary to carry out the agency mission during emergencies, the
bill would authorize management to take whatever actions may be uc:cessary "to
prq>are for, practice for, or prevent any emergency." Moreover, the term
"emergency" is defined to mean "an actual or potential situation requiring
. immediate action to carry out critical or essential agency functions, including, but
not limited to, any situation involving or potentially involving - (A) in adverse
effect on agency resources; (B) an increase in agency workload due to
unforeseeable events; (C) changed mission requirements imposed on the agency
by external authorities; or (D) any budgetary exigency caused in whole or in part
by authorities external to the agency."

g.

Section 401(5) ofthe draft bill would alter the duty to bargain by adding the
following limitation: "The obligation of any agency or any labor organization to
bargain or consult extends to any otherwise negotiable subject only if the effect of
the change on the bargaining unit, or that portion of the bargaining unit affected
by the change, is foreseeable, substantial, and significant in terms ofimpact and
duration."
·

For each of the bill provisions identified above - ( 1) What would be the effect, if any, on
the operations, authority, and independence of the Office of General Co1D1sel? (2) What
do you-believe would be the effect on agencies and their ability to fulfill their missions,
on employees and their ability to assert their interests, on the FLRA and its operations,
and on the nature of labor relations within the government? (3) Generally, what is your
opinion of the proposed provision, and do you believe it is necessary and desirable? (4)
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With respect to the bill provision identified in paragraph h. of this question, how would
you interpret the meaning of the terms "foreseeable," "substantial," and "sigiillicant"?
At this staae, It ii dlOlcult to 1pecuhrte what the overall effect or the lilted provblom wW be
o• acencles, employea, the FI.RA and tbe a.ature or labor relation, wltllJD. tbe
Govenment. 'Ibe potential Impact wW likely become clearer u the bill b coa.1fid ered and
the views or the various atakeholden are expreued. Nonetheleas, I wW attempt to reapond
to the queatiom to the beat of my ablUty.
a.)

Section 401(l)(A)
(1)
Tile provision a, presented in thla conten does a.ot appear to hav,: an Impact
on the operations, authority, and Independence or die Office of General Coanel
(2)
To the extent-that tbls provision may or may aot dl• age substantive upec:tJ
of Federal labor law, my role u General Counsel would be to apply • ad enforce the
substantive provisions of Cllapter 71 u establilbed or revised by the Concras.
(3)
This provision. restrlcttac artevuca to violation, of law rule, or regulation
bsned for the purpose or lffecUog conditions oremployment, • ppean to be a
codification of a cue decided by the United States Court of Appeab for the Dbtrtcl
or Columbia Circuit. United Stain Dq,'t ofthe Treasury, United St/Ila Customs
Suv. 11. FLR.A, 43 F.3d 682 (D.C. Cir. 1994). I have no bub Cor determirtlnc
whether this provision Is neces•IJ'Y or desirable. At Geuenl Counsel, it would be
my duty to uphold and enforce the law ea• cud by Congress ID a balanctd and
neutral manner and to emure the Office or General Connael, u an organization,
carrie• out Its duties consistent with the provision, of Chapter 71.

b.)

Section 401(:Z)(A)
(1)
Tile provision u presented In this context may Impact the operatJ.ons of the
Office of General Counsel In terms of providing opportunities for evaluating and
perhaps atreamlbalng the processing of cases agency-wide. The Office of General
Counsel ii but oa.e component o(the Fl.RA, whlcla ll1so Includes the Office of
Admhllstratlve Law Judges, the Authority, and the Federal Service lmpusea Panel
Although ULP cues do arlle In the Office or Genenl CounlCI, a partlcullar cue
doet not necessarily end there. Tbe 1 • me cue may route through one or more or the
other FLRA components during the life of the cue. Thill provision, u presented,
appean to be geared to Improving customer service government-wide by 1eeldnc to
address efficiencies In cue-pl'OCesllDC, I do not 'riew this provblon a, slr,nificantly
Impacting the rapon,lbWty that I, u General Counsel, would have to apply and
ea.force the substandve provblous of Chapter 71.
(2)
To the extent that thll provulon may or may not chance substantive upects
of Federal labor law, my role u General Counsel would be to apply and enforce the
substantive provisions of Chapter 71 as eatablbhed or reviled by Concrm,
(3)
At Genenl Counsel, It would be my duty to uphold and enforce tbe law
enacted by Concresa In a balanced and neutral manner and to emare th,e Office of
General Counsel, u an organization, carries oat Its duties consistent wltb the
provisions or Chapter 71.
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c./d.) Section 401(l)(A)
Section 401(l)(B)
The provlllo111 u presented In tbla context, reiuding meetillp of tbe Aatborlty and
tile Chairman'• appointing authority, do not directly affect the respon1lb1Uty of the
Office of the General Coan1el to apply and enforce the sab1taatfve provlltons of
Cbapter71.
e.)

Sectioa 401(2)(E)
Thll provlllon, u I andentlllld It, woald prohibit tile FLRA from Imposing stlltUs
'I"" ante remedies If 1ach remedies would advenely Impact the pabllc laterest or an
qency't minion or badget. I do • ot at thil time have aay baail upon which to state
whether tbll provillon Is necenary or dalr• ble.

f.)

Section 401(1)(B) and 401(3)
Al I uadentand these provillons, la the contezt preseuted, Section 40l(l)(B) defines
the term emeraency and § 401(3) extends manqemeet'• right at • eceuary "to
prepare for, prai:tke for or preve• t" any emergeeey.
(1) & (2) Tile Impact of these two prowlona 11 unclear at this point Currently
"emergency" ii andellned In Chapter 71.
(3) I am not In a j,oaltlon at this tbne to state whether this prevision b necessary or
dealrable. Al General Coan1el, It woald be my duty to apbold and enforce the law
enacted by Congren In a balanced and neutral 11W111er aad to ensue the Office or
General Counsel, u an organization, carries oat Its duties consistent wtth the
provtllons of Chapter 71.

g.)

· Section 401(5)
(1) & (2) Al I understand this provision, In the context presented, the effect of
§401(5), which limits the bargaining obligation to matters that an "foreseeable,
1nb1tantlal, and algnlllcant," Is ancleu, Under current law, the obligation to
bargain oxlsts whenever a change bu "mon thu a l"1 mlnbnb effect on conditions
or employane• t." Soc. Sec. Admuc., Office ofHearlnp tutd A.ppals, Charlaton, S.C,

59 F.L.R.A. 646 (2004).
(3) I am not In a poaltlon to 1tate whether tbls.provlllou Is necessary or dalnble.
A6 General Coaasel, It wonld be my duty to uphold and eaforce the law e11acted by
Congress In • balanced and neutral IIWlDer and to enmn tbe Office of General
Coumel, u an organization, carriea out Its daita consistent with the provision, of
Chapter 71.
4) As General Counsel, I woald attempt to Interpret the terms "foreseeable,"
"substantial," and " • igalficant" in a anaaner consistent with Cou.grenlonal latent
and IDamluatlng decblous rendered by the Authority and the Court&. In the
absence of Congreaslooal debate and co• 1lderatlon or this propoaed legislation, as
well u decisions or tbe Authority Interpreting tbb provilloa, It would be pnanature
for me to speculate on bow these terms 1boald or would be laterpnted and applied.
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Alternative Dispute Resolution
22)

Then: bas been increased llSe of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) to deal with
disputca in the federal workplace, including thOlle arising under the Federal Service
Labor-Management Relations StalUte. Some have pointed to the succcsa of ADR in
bringing about int=t-based resolutions while reducing the adversarial nature of the
process and improving relations between labor and managcmr:nt Others have said that
although ADR is a useful tool, an emphasis on the use of ADR could create undue
pressures on the parties to reach settlements. What are your vic:we on the use of ADR to
resolve fedetal worlcplacc disputes? Is there a role for the Office oflhe General Counsel
in this regard and, ifso, what should that role be?

I be.lleve that Alternative Dispute Resolatlou (ADR) aervices ca.a be a mefal tool or
lechulque for dispute resolution a1 the parties are able to crart their Offll resolution of a
dispute rather than bavillg oue Imposed upon tllem. Slace Congress created the Federal
Mediatiou ud Couclliatiou Service (FMCS) • early 60 yean ago, I believe it hu beeu the
perspective of Coagnss that techniques 1111cb u mediation and other meth1111t abort of
litigation are ueful for promoting productive labor-muqement relations. In the early
1990's, Coagreas paned the A.llernllttve Dispute Reso/uttqn A.ct whtcb requires Federal
agencies to Incorporate ADR wbea appropriate. I believe that ADR tecbnlquea cu be used
succeufully in resolvin1 federal workplace di.spates. In terms of the role for the Office of
the General Couasel, I believe that ADR Is a tool to facllltate dilpute resolution, aloni: with
other tools ud techniques ud IJi relation to the 1ervices provided by other acencia (1uch
as FMCS). Reviewing and monitoring the effective u1e of ADR would be Included In my
ovenlgllt role as General Counsel, to ensure timely resol11tio11 of cases for our cu• tomers,
both labor ud management.
23)

While ADR techniques can be helpful, in &ome situations, to resolving conflicts, what, in
your view, can be done to help prevent disputes from arising in tbc, first place and
promote collaborative labor-management working relationships? Is there a role for the
Office oftbe General Counsel in this regard and, ifso, what should that role be?

The ultimate respoaslbWiy for a productive ud collaborative labor-management
relatlonuip rests wltb the parties. It Is my uudentudlag tbat the FLRA provides training
to the partie, to emure they undentaud their rights and obllgatiom and tbat OIDce of
General Counsel staff do participate In providing tralalag, u do attorneys from other
FLRA components. Al tbe General Counsel, I would support tralnlag Initiatives.

Personnel Systems at the Departments ofHomeland Security and Defense
24)

The Departmc:nts ofHomeland Security (DHS) and Defense (DOD) are in th~ midst of
developing and implementing changes to their personnel systcms. What are your views
about the changes as they affect labor-management relations? What are the implications
for the Office of General Counsel in terms of workload and its leadership role in federal
labor-management re\ations?
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It remains to be • - predaely .bow the DBS ud DOD nplatlon• may • fleet l• bor
relations In thole agencia until tbe repl1tlon1 are In effect and tbe parties are operating
• nder tbe new •y•tem. Al General Coun•el, I would erpec:t to monitor work.load once the
DBS and DoD replatlom • re la effect and to offer my laput • lo• plde o~er FLRA
procram component• In con• ection with meeting tbe agency'• ltlltlltory minion ud
strategic plan goab.
25)

Both the final DHS and the proposed DOD persouuel regulations create labor relation&
panels appointed by the respective Secretary. The regulations provide that Fl.RA lllllY
review the decisions of theae inte:mal boards, but must defer to the intcmal labor relations
11anels' findings of fact and law unless the requesting party shows the panel's dccilrion
was: (1) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse ofdiscretion, or otherwise not in accordance with
law; (2) based·on enor in applying the board's procedures; or (3) unsupported by
substantial evidence.

a)

Do you view these changes as an impediment to FLRA's anthority to
independently review these labor relations disputes? Please explain,

Al the FLRA General Cousel, I would b• ve no direct role In the FLRA'• review of
the decl• lons of the DBS or DOD labor bo•nb, It b my uderstudbag that review of the
DBS or DOD labor board ded• lous would be nuder tbe j11rlldlctlo11 of the three-Member
Autborlly. ID accordance wltb Chapter 71, l wollld defer to the A11tbortty'1 decllloll(•)
concer• lng whether tbese or other regulations create impediments to the FLRA'• .natatory
re1pon11bllltlcs.

b)

What role would you anticipate playing with respect to the new systems for labor
management at DHS and DOD?

Al l undentand the final DBS regulations (70 Fed, Reg. 5,272) and·tbe proposed
DOD regalatlons (70 Fed. Reg. 7,552), there are some pO'Wen ud duties ucrlbed to the
FLRA Authority (the tbree members, 5 U.S,C. § 7104(•)). The regalatioas, u I udentand
them, are silent with respect to the General Counsel

c)

Do you support the DHS and DOD labor relations regulatory provisions, and do
you beli~e that model should be extended government-wide, despite the
diminished role, for FLRA?

I have great respect for the legillatlve process and tbe 1eparatlou ofpowen. The
Congress bu detennlned that DHS and DOD DUiy establbb their own agency-speclftc labor
relations systems. Once these sy• tems have been Implemented, I will, consistent wltll my
Chapter 71 responsibilities, execute the provblons or the DBS and DOD nguJ• tlou, as
appropriate. Should Congress choose to extend the DBS and DOD authority to other
Federal agencies, I will, consistent with my Chapter 71 respomlbWties, execute the
provblona of those regulatory schemes.
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26)

Under the final DHS and the proposed DOD personnel regulations, the new internal
labor-relations boards 'would be assigned many of the responsibilities of the FLRA,
including the handling of unfair labor practice charges related to bargaining. However,
these regulations do not appear to provide for the eatabliahmc:nt of a neutral and
independent investigative and prosecuting authority mch as the FLRA General Counsel.
Would you rccommdnd creating such an entity at DHS and DOD? Please explain.

Coniren bu madJ the determination to permit the Secretaries ofDHS and DOD, In
conjunction witll the Dlrqittor or OPM, to eatablllb their Offll labor•nlatlon1 systems. It
will be up to the particular entitles to determine tbe procedaret for laandllni: their

program.
27)

The final DHS and the proposed DOD personnel regulations provide that, wllcn
management issues directives, mattm addressed in those directives III'C no longer allowed
to be the subject of collective bargaining. At OHS auch directives m\181 be department-

widc, and at DOD such directives may extend to the entire department or to any
component-ofthe depll1'ttllcnt. The OHS and DOD regulations also expand the scope of
"management rights" that managers can exercise without being required to bargain.
I

a.

What do you believe would be the effect of these regulations on the natun, and
extent of employees' right to bargain collectivel9 and to participate through labor
organizations in decisions that affect them?

The actaaJ effect of these proviaions can only be ucertained with certainty after the
respective systen\.a have gone on-line and the parties have operated under the systems for a
period of time. The admln.istratloa of labor-DUlllaeement relations is, at the end of the day,
a function of the relatiomhlp amone the parties.
b.

If one party to a negotiation can take any subject off the table at will, to what
extent do you believe collective bargaining can achieve its intended purpose Qf
encouraging and facilitating the amicable and productive resolution of workplace
issues?

As I understand Chapter 71, which bas been In effect now for more than 25 years,
tbe Statute has long llmlted the • cope of barpllling and bas ucluded some aeencics from
tbe provbtons aJtocether. For example, an ageacy may ckooae to bargain or not on
various .matten set out In 5 U.S.C. § 7106 (b). Therefore, as I read the authorities granted
with respect to the scope o{ collective bargainhle hi the DHS and DOD systems, they are
cbanecs of deeree rather than sometbmg totally new and previomly unknown to Federal
sector collec:tlve bargaining. The.actual effect that these regulatory provblon• will have on
collective bargaining rti:hu remaills to be seen.

c.

Do you believe that the DHS and DOD regulations on collective bargaining arc
desirable? Are there any changes to those regulations that you believe would be
preferable?
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Congreas bu iutructed DBS and DOD to develop a labor relation, proeram
appropriate for each aaency'• nspective and 1pedllc ml11lon. As •ncb, tbeae aaencies are
la tbe beat po1ltlon to make tb.e necea,ary determination, 'toncernlns nplatlou on
collective bargalnhl1 and tbe lmpleme11tatlon of 111cb replatiom. All tbe FLRA General
Couuel, my role would be to execute whatever, If any, provulon1 that are comlltent with
law, 1111d my daties under Chapter 71.

28)

In January 2003, the Adroinistralor of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
issued an order prohibiting federal baggage and passenger screenera from engaging in
collective bargaining. 11u: Administrator iBSUcd a &talemcnt explaining that "mandatory
collective bargaining is ~ot compatible with the flexibility required to wage the war
· against terrorism. H The Administrator's statement further explained: "Fighting terrorism
demands a flexible woricforco that can rapidly respond to threats," md: "That can mean
changes in worlc assignments and other conditions ofemployment that are not companl>le
with the duty to bargain with labor uniODS." This January 2003 order remains in effect.
Do you believe that the need for a·flexible worlcforcc that can rapidly n,spond to threats
can be compatible with the duty to bargain with labor unions? Please explain.

All FLRA General CoD11sel, I woald be respon11ble for eafon:ing the law under
Chapter 71, The Aatbority bu recopized that Congrea conferred upon the bead ofTSA
the authority to determlue whether collective bargainblg Is appropriate for the agency's
employees. United SUZIQ Dep •, ofHomeland Sec., Border and Tran:,portlltiqn Sttc.
Dlr«:111rt11e, Tran:sporuztlqn Sec. Admtn., 511 F.L.R.A. 423 (2003). It remains tbe role or
Congra1 to determillc wbctbrc, and to what meat, federal employees shouJd have the
right to orgU1ize for collective blllJalning.

Collaboration with other agcnci~
29)

Describe your vision of what the relationship should be between FI.RA and.other
agencies with govcmmcut-wide civil service responsibilities, including the Office of
Personnel Mmagemcnit, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commissiou, the Merit
Systems Protection Board, and the Office of Special CoUDSel. In your view, do the
current relationships betwc,cn the FLRA and thcac agencies reflect your vision? lfnot,
what would you seek to do to change the Currell! relationships?

As the FLRA General ICoanse~ I would endeavor to establish or to maintain
effective, profenioaal relatio• 1bips with tbeac agencies, recog• lzlng, however, that then
agencies may appear as parties In cuea before the Authority.

IV,

30.

Relations ,tlth Co11gress

Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable summons to appear and
testify before any duly constituted committee of the Congress if you are confirmed?
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Yes.
31)

Do you agree without reservation to rq,ly to any reasonable request for infonnation from
any duly coOBlitutcd committoo of the Congresa if you are confirmed?

Yes.

32)

Ale these answers your own? Have you consulted with the FLRA or any intm=sted
parties? If so, please indicate which entities.

Eacla a111Wer b my offll; hwever, I liave consulted wltla FLRA staff to obtain
helpfal lnlormatloa of a bacqroand nature.

AFFIDAVIT
I, Colleen Duffy Kiko, being duly sworn, hereby state that I have read and signed the foregoing
Statement oa Pre-bearing Questions and that the information provided therein is, to the best of
my knowledge, current, accurate, and complete.

Colleen Duffy Kiko
Subscribed and sworn before me this .Lf_t>faay of

-----------14
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Post-Hearing Questions for the Record
Submitted to Colleen D. Kiko
From Senator Daniel K. Akaka
September 13, 2005

1.

Both the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Department qfHomeland Security
(DHS) have been granted flexibility with their human resources management systems,
including the authority to make changes to their labor-management system. Such
authority could have major implications on how labor-management relations arc handled
and what issues may come before your office.
A.

What should the role of the General Counsel be with regard to the new personnel
systems at DOD and DHS?

The principal role of the General Counsel of the Authority, as spelled out iu S U.S.C.
§ 7104((), is to investigate and, where warranted, prosecute chaTges of unfair labor
practices. As I undentand the fioal DHS regulations (70 Fed. Reg. 5,272) and the proposed
DoD regulations (70 Fed. Reg 7,552), they are silent with respect to the General Counsel.
Therefore, the role of the General Counsel would be to apply and enforce the substantive
provisions of Chapter 71, as established or revised by the Congress.

B.

Do you believe the final DHS regulations and the proposed DOD regulations will
foster positive labor-management relations and communication between labor and
management?

I believethat communication between and among parties is an important part of a
positive labor-management relations program. The ultimate responsibility for a productive
and collaborative labor-management relationship, however, rests directly wilh the parties.
It remains to be seell precisely bow the OHS and DoD regulations may affect labor
relations io those agencies until the regulations are in effect and the·parties are operating
under the new system.
2.

Earlier this year, the FLRA Chairman commissioned a study that concluded that 81
percent of all FLRA employees were too highly graded. This conclusion applied to all of
the employees in the Regional Offices, who would be under your authority if you were
confirmed as General Counsel. Do you believe that anorneys and labor relations
specialists who work for the FLRA are over-graded, and if so, do you believe that those
positions that operate under the authority of the General Counsel should be downgraded?

I was not involved io and have no experience with this .study and for that reason
woo Id not he able to render an opinion on tbe study or the cooclqsloos of the study. I do
know that classification of Federal positions is governed by Title 5 of the U.S. C ode. The
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are out of balance with agency missions? Do you believe the cwrent labor-management
construct inhibits agencies from carrying out their missions?

I have no current basis upon which to render a Judgment regarding the status of
collective bargaining rights within DHS and DoD and whether such rights are out of
balance with each of these respective agency's missions, nor do I have first-band knowledge
of the current status within other agencies. Section 7101(b) of Chapter 71 recognizes that
the provisions of Chapter 71 "should be interpreted in a manner consistent with the
requirement of an effective and efficient Government." I accept this provision as enacted
by Congress. The General Counsel would be responsible for enforcing the law under
Chapter 71 and, with respect to regulations of DBS, DoD, or other agencies, for executing
whatever provisions are consistent with law and my duties under Chapter 71.
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NOMINATIONS OF WAYNE C. BEYER AND
STEPHEN T. CONBOY
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2006

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:33 p.m., in room
342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. George V. Voinovich,
presiding.
Present: Senator Voinovich.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR VOINOVICH

Senator VorNOVICH. The Committee will come to order. Today,
the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
meets to consider the nominations of Wayne Beyer to be a Member
of the Federal Labor Relations Authority and Stephen Conboy to
be U.S. Marshal for the Superior Court of the District of Columbia.
I would like to extend my warm regards to both Mr. Beyer and
Mr. Conboy. I would like to say how pleased I am that both of you
continue to use your talents to serve your Nation. I would also like
to thank your families, who make significant sacrifices in order for
you to pursue professions in public service.
Mr. Beyer, the Federal Labor Relations Authority has the responsibility to adjudicate disputes arising out of the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978, including determining what is negotiable
through collective bargaining agreements, appeals over unfair labor
practices, and hearing petitions for union representation of Federal
employees.
While governor of Ohio, I spent a significant amount of my time
working to improve labor-management partnerships in Ohio State
agencies. Mr. Beyer, I look forward to discussing with you the status of labor-management relations within the Federal Government.
I welcome my friend and Senator and colleague, Senator Judd
Gregg, who is here to introduce Mr. Beyer. Senator Gregg, we are
very happy that you are here today with us, and we look forward
to hearing from you.
TEST™ONY OF HON. JUDD GREGG, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHffiE

Senator GREGG. Than~ you, Senator Voinovich, and it is a pleasure to be here befor.e your Committee to introduce and strongly
support the nomination of Wayne Beyer.
(1 )
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Mr. Beyer and I go back a long way, over 20 years, actually, as
his career started out in New Hampshire. He went to Dartmouth
College and then got a graduate degree, I believe, at Harvard. He
practiced law in New Hampshire for a significant amount of time.
I have known him as a friend and as someone who always represented a commitment to public service. Back when I was governor, I tried to sign him up to come into the State government,
but at that time, he was a young lawyer just trying to get started,
and it is a little bit expensive to come into the State service, but
he has requited himself extraordinarily well.
As a member of this Administration, as an Administrative Appeals Judge, he understands the issues which will be before him
on the Federal Labor Relations Authority. He will bring integrity,
intelligence, and capability to this, and he is fair-minded and that
is what you want from someone in this position.
I hope this Committee will act favorably on his nomination, and
I appreciate the chance to have the opportunity to come here and
testify on his behalf.
Senator VOINOVICH. Thank you very much. I know that you have
a busy schedule today, so I thank you very much for corning today.
Senator GREGG. Thank you.
Senator VOINOVICH. Mr. Beyer, Senator Gregg must think a
great deal of you.
Mr. BEYER. Thank you.
Senator VOINOVICH. Mr. Conboy, as you are well aware, the U.S.
Marshals Service is our oldest Federal law enforcement agency. In
the District of Columbia, the Marshals Service has the significant
responsibility of providing law enforcement for the Federal courts.
With 23 years of experience with the U.S. Marshals Service, Mr.
Conboy has served in numerous positions throughout the agency,
including Deputy U.S. Marshal, Senior Inspector, Supervisory U.S.
Marshal, Chief Deputy, and his current position as Acting U.S.
Marshal for the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. Prior
to joining the Marshals Service, Mr. Conboy served in the U.S. Marine Corps.
I believe that both of the nominees today are well qualified for
the positions for which they have been nominated, and I look forward to hearing from them about their qualifications and other
reasons for pursuing public service.
It is the custom of this Committee to swear in witnesses, and if
you will both stand up, I will swear you in. Do you swear that the
testimony you are about to give is the truth and nothing but the
truth, so help you, God?
Mr. BEYER. I do.
Mr. CONBOY. I do.
Senator VOINOVICH. Thank you. I understand that both of you
have friends and relatives here today, and supportive colleagues,
and I thought that I might give you an opportunity to introduce
them. Mr. Beyer, we will start with you.
Mr. BEYER. Thank you, Senator. I am here with Dale Cabaniss,
the Chair of the FLRA; .Colleen Kiko, who is the General Counsel
of the FLRA. I note that Carol Waller Pope, who is the other member of the FLRA, is also here, and I don't see anyone else. Thank
you, Senator.
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Senator VOINOVICH. Thank you. Mr. Conboy.
Mr. CONBOY. Thank you, Senator. I would like to first recognize
my biggest supporter, my wife of 30 years, Elizabeth. She is a
teacher with Fairfax County Public Schools and has spent the past
2 years earning a second Master's degree in education with Virginia Tech and the immediate past year as an assistant principal
intern at Lorton Station. I am most proud of her. Our two daughters, Anna and Sarah, could not be here today.
I would like to introduce, as well, the Hon. Chief Judge Rufus
G. King III, the Hon.Senator VOINOVICH. It is nice to have you here with us. Thank
you for being here.
Mr. CONBOY [continuing]. Judge Gregory Jackson; the Hon. Pete
Elliott, U.S. Marshal for the Northern District of Ohio; the Hon.
George Walsh, U.S. Marshal for the District of Columbia. I may
mention that there are actually two districts within the District of
Columbia, U.S. District and the Superior Court, as well. There are
a number of other friends and supporters here.
Senator VOINOVICH. We are glad to have all of you here, and
Mrs. Conboy, I thank you. for the sacrifice that you have made so
that your husband can serve. I am sure you thank him for the sacrifice he makes so you can serve our public schools.
Mrs. CONBOY. Absolutely.
Senator VOINOVICH. We have questions that we ask all of the
nominees here before this Committee. I will ask these questions of
both of you. First, is there anything that you are aware of in your
background that might present a conflict of interest with the duties
of the office to which you have been nominated?
Mr. BEYER. No, Senator.
Mr. CONBOY. No, sir.
.
Senator VOINOVICH. Do you know of any reason, personal or otherwise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have
been nominated?
Mr. BEYER. No, Senator.
Mr. CONBOY. No, Senator.
Senator VOINOVICH. Do you have any reason, personal or otherwise, that would in any way prevent you from serving the full term
for the office to which you have been nominated?
Mr. BEYER. No, Senator.
Mr. CONBOY. No, Senator.
Senator VOJNOVICH. I would welcome comments from you, Mr.
Beyer, about why you are interested in being appointed. I will then
call on you, Mr. Conboy.
TESTIMONY OF WAYNE C. BEYER,1 TO BE A MEMBER,
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Mr. BEYER. Thank you, Senator. I do have a brief statement.
Chairman Voinovich and distinguished Members of the Committee, I am honored to appear before you today as the President's
nominee to be a Member· of the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
My career is about evenly divided between private practice in New
' The prepared sta tement of Mr. Beyer a ppea rs in the Appendi x on page 9.
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Hampshire and public service here in Washington. The submissions provide the details.
My strengths include an ability to understand the facts and analyze and apply the law, write well analytically, work productively,
and work collegially,. Four-and-a-half years as an Administrative
Appeals Judge adjudicating cases arising under worker protection
laws will be good /preparation for the FLRA if I am fortunate
enough to serve in tp.at capacity.
I want to recognize and thank those who have contributed to the
nomination process, Katja Bullock of the White House, Dale
Cabaniss, Chair ofthe FLRA, the Senate staff, especially Jennifer
Hemingway, my friend, Judd Gregg, the senior Senator from New
Hampshire, for his kind remarks, the Committee for its time and
attention, and, of course, the President for the confidence placed in
me. The only way I can prove my gratitude is to perform to the
best of my ability if I am confirmed for this important position.
I will answer any questions that you have, Senator.
Senator VOINcivJCH. Thank you. Mr. Conboy.
TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN T. CONBOY, 1 TO BE U.S. MARSHALL,
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Mr. CONBOY. Thank you, Chairman Voinovich. I would like to
thank our Pvesident and Commander in Chief for nominating me
to this position and to the Attorney General for appointing me to
be the Acting U.S. Marshal, a position that I have held since January 2004, and for his confidence in me for this nomination. I would
like to recognize and express my sincere appreciation to Mayor Anthony Williams for recommending me to the White House for this
position.
As a career Deputy U.S. Marshal with 23 years of experience
with the U.S. Marshals Service, I am most proud of being associated with such a fine cadre of brave and dedicated men and women
that I have the privilege of working with at Superior Court. The
District of Columbia can be proud of the tremendous service that
they provide to both this community and to their Nation each day.
I look forward to responding to whatever questions the Committee may have.
Senator V OINOVICH. Thank you.
Mr. Beyer, while the statute divides the Board membership between the two political parties, I believe its judicial function demands members of the Federal Labor Relations Authority to not
hold political biases. Do you agree with that?
Mr. BEYER. Yes, I do, Senator.
Senator VOINOVICH. What is your philosophy in approaching this
position?
Mr. BEYER. I look at this position as a quasi-judicial position. It
is not a policy-making or management position. I would approach
each case on its merits, scrupulously applying the law to the facts
of each individual case without any predisposition, without any
bias. As I think the Senator knows, I have had a similar role for
the last 4½ years in the Department of Labor, and I think this
would be a good opportunity for me to continue in that kind of role.
1

The prepared statement of Mr. Conboy appears in the Appendix on page 32.
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Senator VOINOVICH. Do you have any comments about the current state of labor relations in the Federal Government?
Mr. BEYER. I think, Senator, they are good at the Department of
Labor under the guidance of Secretary of Labor Elaine Chao. Outside of the Department of Labor, my knowledge is a little bit more
secondhand and more anecdotal. I realize that th.ere is some fluctuation with regard to the Department of Defense and Homeland
Security. By and large, I think labor relations are quite stable
within the Federal Government, with perhaps those exceptions. I
look forward, hopefully, to making my own contribution through
the decisions of the cases that arise before me as a member of the
FLRA.
Senator VOINOVICH. Mr. Conboy, having served as Acting U.S.
Marshal for a while, you have had an insight into some of the challenges inherent in the job. Could you share with me what you
think is the biggest challenge facing the U.S. Marshals Service Superior Court Office?
Mr. CONBOY. Senator, I believe the biggest challenge would be in
the formulation as to how we approach the resources that are allocated at Superior Court. The functions at Superior Court are very
unique to the Marshals Service in that I really serve as the de
facto sheriff, if you would. It is a very challenging ~nvironment. We
perform functions that are not performed anywhere else in the
country by the Marshals Service. It is a challenge to ensure
these-Senator VOIN0VICH. Could you give me some examples of that?
Mr. CONBOY. Well, one would be performing evictions for the District of Columbia. That is a function that is primarily executed by
a county sheriff. We perform upwards of 60 of those a day within
the District of Columbia. It is a very challenging job-the security
aspect of it, the accountability of performing that on a day-to-day
basis.
Senator VOINOVICH. Do you have the resources you need to get
the job done? This Committee heard testimony from Secretary
Chertoff yesterday and questioned him about whether or not he
had the resources to do the job we have asked him to do.
Mr. CONBOY. I believe that we are using the resources that you
have provided to us to the very best of our ability. Of course, we
could always do more, and we are certainly always performing
analysis for what we need to get the job done.
Senator VOIN0VICH. What steps have you taken to ensure that
all of your employees, including the detention enforcement officers
and the Deputy U.S. Marshals, are provided equality of opportunity
in terms of training?
Mr. CONBOY. We have a very vigorous program that ensures that
deputies at Superior Court are provided the training and the detention officers are provided the training that is required to get the
job done. We have mandatory basic and refresher training that is
put on at FLETC in Brunswick, Georgia.
Senator VOIN0VICH. Do you have a tough time recruiting employees?
Mr. CONBOY. Of course, that is performed on a national level,
Senator, so I know that it is an ongoing process. It is a very difficult and cumbersome process, and I would commend our Human
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Resources Division for the work that they do in getting those men
and women into the ranks.
Senator VOINOVICH. ln effect, they scour the country for people
that might be interested and provide you with a pool of available
applicants?
Mr. CONBOY. Yes, they do, Senator.
Senator VoINOVICH. I understand that, in 2004, the U.S. Marshals Service entered into an intergovernmental agreement with
the District of Columbia Department of Corrections for the transportation of prisoners. How is this agreement working?
Mr. CONBOY. I believe that agreement is working absolutely fantastic. It has been an absolute win-win for the Federal Government
and for our partners in the District of Columbia. It ensures the
timely and safe delivery of prisoners to the courthouse, and, of
course, that is something that allows us to free up deputies to perform other functions , such as pursuing fugitives.
Senator VOINOVICH. Once someone is convicted, what is the status of the jail facilities?
Mr. CONBOY. I am sorry, Senator, the status of the jail facilities?
Senator VOINOVICH. I remember the conditions of the Federal facilities in Ohio when I was governor. So I am curious what is the
condition of the jail facilities today? Once these folks are convicted,
I suspect that you are the ones that have to take them wherever
they are going to end up in jail.
Mr. CONBOY. That is correct, Senator.
Senator VOINOVICH. What about the capacity? Do you have
enough jail space out there today or are the facilities crowded?
Mr. CONBOY. I believe we do , Senator. That population fluctuates
daily. It is something that we in the criminal justice community
keep an eye on very closely. Certainly, there has been mandates
and caps over there. Presently, we do not have a concern.
One of the differences is that the prisoners coming from Superior
Court are not remanded to the U.S. Marshals Service until such
time as they are sentenced, unlike U.S. District Court, where they
are remanded as soon as they are taken into custody and ordered
so by the court. So we really-the population issue, and it is a
shared issue, it is not just the Department of Corrections, it is Superior Court and U.S. District Court, and it is something that, as
partners, we have to keep our eye on all the time. Parolee issues,
prisoners that are being arrested on a daily basis because of new
crime initiatives, those all have impacts on the population.
But I will say that we, as partners, have d<;me an absolutely fantastic job in formulating a Memorandum of Understanding that expedites the process so that as soon as they receive a judgment and
commitment, we have a time frame in place where we are removing them from the District to their designated facilities within 21
days. So it is a very timely process, and it is one that is being used
as a template across the country.
Senator VOINOVICH. So you believe you have adequate facilities
to hold convicted individuals during the interim period, and, within
21 days, you transport them to wherever they have been sentenced
to? The reason I am,.,asking is that in my State , we are seeing a
tremendous overcrowding of our prisons. There has been, for some
reason, an uptake in crime. I remember while I was governor,
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things started to subside a bit, but now it appears they are again
overcrowded. You are telling me that you are not having that problem on the Federal level?
Mr. CONBOY. Presently , no, not within the District of Columbia.
Senator VOINOVICH. Do either one of you have anything else you
would like to say, other than your desire for the Committee to
move quickly?
Mr. BEYER. No, but thank you, Senator, very much for the opportunity to appear before this Committee.
Senator VOINOVICH. Great. I am pleased that both of you are
here, and again, as I mentioned in my earlier remarks, thank you
for your willingness to serve your country in the capacity that the
President has nominated you. I wish you good luck, and we will do
what we can t o move your nominations along.
Mr. BEYER. Thank you.
Mr. CONBOY. Thank you.
Senator V OINOVICH. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:55 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]

APPENDIX

Statement of Wayne C. Beyer
Nominee 10 be a Member of lbe
Federal Labor Relations Authority
September 13, 2006

Chainnan Voinovich, Ranking Member Akaka and distinguished members of the
committee, I am honored to appear before you today as the President 's nominee 10 be a
member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority.

My career is about evenly divided between private practice in New Hampshire
and government service in Washington. The submissions provide the detai)s. My
strengths include an ability to: understand the facts and analyze and apply the law; write
well analytically; work productively; and work collegially. Four and a half years as an
administratlve appeals judge enforcing worker protection laws will be good preparation
for the FLRA, if 1 am fortunate enough 10' serve in that capacity.

I want to recognize and thank those who have contributed to the nomination
process: Katja Bullock of the White House; Dale Cabaniss, Chair of the FLRA; the
Senate stalT, especially Jennifer Hemingway; my friend, lhe senior Senator from New
Hampshire, Judd Gregg, for his kind remarks; the Committee for its time and attention;
and of course the President, for the confidence placed in me. The only way I can prove
my gratitude is to perfonn to the best of my ability if I am confinned for this important
position.
1 will answ~r any questions you may have.

(9)
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U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affain
Pre-Hearing Questionnaire for the Nomination of Wayne C. Beyer to be a Member or the
, Federal Labor Relations Authority

I. Nom ina1ion Process and Qonflicts of Interest
/

I.
Why do you believ~ the President nominated you t~ serve as a Mem~r of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority (fLRA)?

i

I do nol know speclOcally why lhe President nominated me to srrve as a Member or the FLRA
Authorlly decisional component. I assume my selection wa, based upon my background, training,
and experieJce a, a lawyer; my successful service as an appellate judge with lhe U.S. Department of
Labor 1 haodllng matters arisine under worker protection slatutes; and my temperament and
philmophy, whlch ls to decide each case on lts merits, scrupulously applying the law as It b written
and established to tbe facu u found.

2.
Were any conditions, expressed or implied, anached to your nomination? If so, please
explain.
No.

/

i
3.
What specific background and experience affirmatively ~ualify you to be n Member of
the FLRA?
I have had a succus£ul • nd varied career as a lawyer, fairly evenly divided bttween private pncticc
and the gove'mmut, wilh indivlduab and govcrament11I entities: 1s cUents. My strengths include my
abillty lo: fl) undersland the facts and -analyze and apply the law; (2) write well analytically; (3)
work productl,iely; and (4) and work coUcgially. My more than £our years or service as an
adminbtndn • pJ>H1s judge at the AdminU:tralive Review Board (ARB) .are eicellent trainin2 for
the FLRA. Both :ire quHl-judidaf boards; involve appeals and a rtview of the re<=ord; demand
appUcatlon of the law to tht fact.I of lndJvldual casts; require board mcmben to work collegialty whh

each other, staff lawyen and support staff: and have jurisdiction over enforcement or laboremployment laws. And the mission or both the ARB and the FLRA Is the leiolly cornet, Hpeditiow
and just resolutlOJl or casts.

4.
Have you made any commitments with respect to the policies ·and principles you will
anempt to implement as a Member of the FLRA? If so, what are they and to whom have
commitrnentS been made?
No. Howc"er, I ex11ect to support lhe goalJ tnd objec1iYes of1he FLRA and wUI decide eath case on
its merits.

5.
If confirmed, are there any issues from which you may have to recuse or disqualify
yourself because of a conflict of intereS1 or the appearance of a conflict of interest? If so, please
explain what procedure:; you will use to carry out such a recusal or d isqualification.
None expcttt<i. U ony such situation arises, I will follow FLRA procedures for recusal.
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6.
Have you ever been asked by an employer to leave a job or otherwise left a job on a nonvoluntary basis? If so, please explain.
No.

II . Role of a Member, FLRA
7.

What is your view of the role of the FLRA?
Tbe role oftbe FLRA I.! to admlnl.!ter the Fedtral Labor Management Relations S,at11te (!he.Statute)
11 set forth in Chapter 71 of Title S. United Stales Code. The Statuce ,allow, certain non-postal
ledct11I employee, to organiu, bargain collectlvdy, and participate through labor organization, of
their cboice In dcculons arrectlnt tbeir workine lives. As spelled out in S USC §710l(a)(Z), the
Statute defines and lists tht rigbts of employees, labor organizations, and agent'iei 10 a, to renect the
public jnterest demand for the highest 1taad1rds of employee performance and the efficienl
accomplbhment of the operations or the Gol'ernment.

8.

Whal is your view of the role of a Member of the FLRA?
The role of • Member of the FLRA is I statutory role, set forth in section 7105 of the Statute. In
fuinlllng those sbltutory obligations, I view tbe role of a Member of the FLRA to be an adjudianory
one •• de<iding issues that come before tbe tbre..member quasi-Judicial Authority based upon a
careful interpn,bltlon of the language of the Statute. An important pan of accomplisbmg this role
requires thouptrul consideration of rhe ease presaued, existing adminis1rative and or judicial

precedent, and Congrasional intent •• cxprused in tbc Statute.

9.

1n your view, what are the major challenges currently facing the FLRA and lhe
Authority? What do you plan to do, specifically, to address these challenges?
The major challenge facing the FLRA Authority decisional component of the FLRA b ultimately to
administer (he Statute by adjudicatlne cases tbat come belorc lt lalrly, impartlally, and expedltlously
in • manner tbat the parties can undcntand as they seek to apply FLRA decisions in tbc workplace.

Challenges for the FLRA, as an agency, arc llktiy similar to those facing other ageacles throughout
the Federal government, such as engaging in succession planning to address aoticlpaled retirements,

promoting electronic Oling, responding to changes In bow work Is accomplisbed, aad continually
promoOne: professionalism and ethics lhroae:hout the workforce .u ,n Independent, neutr1I agency.

10.

A January 20. 2006 Washington Post article entitled, "Plan for More Labor Boards
Prompts Independent Agency to Regroup," cited two unnamed employees who
characterized FLRA staff morale as low. How do you believe the FLRA could improve
employee morale?
If conlirmed, I would promote rmployee moral, by instilling and encouraging a sense or minion in
my cbter counsel a nd through my own adions by a {ocus on serving the parttes wbo come before tht
Authority and establlshlne • positive work eavironment focused on accomplishing lbt Aeency
miuiou for the customer.
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11.

What will be your long-tenn priorities as a Member of the FLRA?
If confirmed, I ~ill have two primary long•term priorities. Flr.s11 I will work ensure that cases that
tome before the Authoriry are decided timely. From my reading of the Statute and the agency •.,
regulations, currently, only Reprenntation appeals are processed under a specific timetine. It ls my
understanding lhac such cases always are decided within rhis timellne. Should I be c-onfirmed as •
Member, I would setk to work in • collegial manner with the FLRA Chairman and the other
Authority Member to institule addJtional •&ency tlmeline• (or process.tog tbe other typu o( ans tbal
come to the Authority, including exceptions to Arbiti-ation declJions, Negotiablllty cases, and Unfair
Labor Practice cases.
My second long--term priority will be to ensure tbe quality or the Authority 11 decisions. As I quasi•
judicial entity, I wlll work 10 in.ttlll In my staff, and, throurh my deaUnp ,vlth olher Authorily
Member staffs, th• Importance or sound analysis and clear writing, Aulhori1y decisions are th•
means by which the Authority "provides leadership In establishing policies and guidanct in matters
under the Statutt" (§7105(a)(t)) throughout tbt Federal llbor-managemtnt community. Tben:fore,
I believe the nnal work product must not only bt timely, bul al<o must be undentandable to the
ultimate customer• - agency and labor orgaoization practitioncn.

I 2.

Describe your vision of what the relationship should be between the FLRA, the Merit
Systems Protection Board, and the Equal Employment Oppommity Commission. In your
view, do the current relationships between the FLRA and these agencies reflect your
vision? If not, what would you seek to do to change the current relationships?
Congress established each or these three agencies with distinct statutory missions and function!, As I
undentand each agcnc-y's jurisdlctions, there ls presently only ltmited jurisdlcdonal o'VerJap among
these three agencies. The FLRA, unlike either the EEOC or MSPB, is primarily involved with cases
involving labor-management relations whereas EEOC and MSPB arc involved with administrative
adjudicatioa. of cases within tbc employment law area. Althouch I am aware that the Subcommittee
on the Federal Workforce and Agency Organiz.atJon of the House Commltttt OR Govenament
Reform recently held • hearint to coruider formation or a -commlssion to study the various roles of
these agencies, along with the Office of Special Counnl and !he Fedtral MedlaUon and Conciliation
Service, I do nol at this time h• n • ny basiJ upon which 10 state whether changes in the current
missions and fancttons of the aeencics arc needed.

13.

What do you believe is the appropriate role of a Member of the FLRA, and how does that
differ from the role of the Chairman? Do you believe Members of the FLRA should have
access to all information pertaining to the organization and administration of the FLRA
as well as any changes to the FLRA that are under consideration?
Section 7104(b) of the Statute, which spells out the role or lht Chairman of the FLRA, provides that
..lt)he Chairman i, the cbief eucutJve and adminlstratlvc officer of the Authority." ln this regard,
Congress bes cstabli!lbed that the activities related to running the orgaoiutlon, are the ultirna1c
responslblllty and obllgallon of the Chairman. This would Include the budi:et, personnel matun,
and the like. Therefore, the extent to which the CEO of the ori;anization decides 10 provide all
information or any information pcnaining to the ori::anizatlon and administration of the FLRA or
any chan,es under conslderallon, ;., to me, a right solely reserved to the Cb • irman. Although I
would be willing to provide input oo administrative or operational matters to tbe extent I believed I
was qualified, I wouJd·not expect th d to be 'an integral part of my roJe as a Member, iivcn the role
the Statute elllrlfies for Authority Members.
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5.

lf confinned, do you expect to serve out your full term or until the next Presidential c:lcction, whichesvcr is
applicable?

Yes.
C. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

I.

Describe any business relationship, dealing, or financial transaction which you have had during the last I 0
years, whether for yourself, on behalf of a clien~ or acting as an agen~ that could in any way constirute or
~sult in a possible conflict of interest in the position to which you have been nominated.
None.

2.

Describe any activicy during the past 10 years in which you have engaged for the purpose of directly or
indirectly influencing the passage, <lefeal or modification of any legislation or affecting the administntion
and execution of \aw or public policy other than while in a federal government capacity.
None.

3.

Do you agree to have written opinions provided to the Committee by the designated agency ethics office r
of the agency to which you are nominated and by the Office of Government Ethics concerning potential
conflictS of interest or any legal impediments to your serving in this position'?

Yes.
D. LEGAL MATIERS

l.

Have you ever been disciplined or cited for a breach of ethics for unprofessional conduct by, or been lhe
subject of a complaint 10 any cou.n, administrative agency, profcs,Jonal association, disciplinary
committee, or other professional group? If so, provide details.
No, except for two bar complaints th8l were dismissed. See anached.

2.

To your knowledge, have you ever been investigated, arresrcd, charged or convicted (incJuding pleas o f
guilty or nolo contendere) by any fcd~I. Slate, or other law enforcement authoriry for violation of any
federal, State, county or municipal law, other than a minor traffic offense? If so, provide details.

Sec nnached.
J.

Have you or any business of which you are or were an officer, director·or owner ever been involved as a
party in interest in 11ny administrative agency proceeding or civil litiga1ion? 1~ so, provide details.
No, except that I recall that Cleveland, Waters, & Ban brough1 e collection action again5t a client who
owed us for fees.

4.

Please advise the Committee of any additional inforrmition, favorable or unfavorable. which you fee l
should be considered m connecrion with your nomination.

E. FINANCIAL DATA

All infurmation requested under this heading mus1 be provided for yourself, your spouse. and your
dependents. (This information will no! be published in the record of 1hc hearing on your nornina1ion, but it will be
retained in the Committee's files and will be available for public inspection.)
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The statutory role or Memben Involves actlvlOes related expressly to adminlstertog the Statute UsclC.
A•tbortty Members have a role in actions relating to deciding various types of·cases, sucb • 1
exceplloD• to arbitrator's award• (§7122); raolvlng issues relat1n1 10 the duty to bar&aln in good
faith (§7117(c)); and resolving compl1inU of unfair labor practices (§7118), IS eumples. In addition,
punuant to §7105{d), the Aalborlty Members become Involved In matters relating to appointment of
the executh-e director, .admiabtrative Jaw judges. and reeional directon; and also the deJegaCion of
various authorities to regional dincton • od administrative law jud1u in carrying out variou.s
functions of procenlng cases under Che Statute. As a Member, in addiUon to my primary role of
deciding cases, II is In these areas that I would expect my Input would be soueht.

Ill. Policy Questions
14.

The FLRA revised its strategic plan for FY 2004-09 and in doing so reduced the number
of strategic goals from four 10 one. The single goal is to resolve disputes impartially and
promptly. Please explain your understanding of this goal, in particular, that part of the
goal relating to prompt resolution. What role do you see for yourself in helping achieve
this goal? Do you believe FLRA should have any additional goals? If so, please specify
what those goals would be and briefly what you believe FLRA should do to achieve
them.
I have read the FLRA1 s current Strateiic Plan, which is avaUablc on the web.site. As l understand
the current plan, the goal expresses the purpose for which Congrets establbhed the Agency • • 10
resolve dispuces impartially and timtly. In this case, FLRA "'disputes" Include frve types:

•
•
•
•

Dctermloinc the appropriateness of unit! for labor organtz.atlon representation
Adjudicatlng eiceptious to arbitrator's awards
Resotving complaints of unfair labor practicc.s
Resolving Impasses, and
.
Resolving bsues related to the duty to bargain

Arcordlne to the Statute and • e:eacy reeulatlon1, the FLRA c:onslsu of (our distinct program areas
thiit may have a role In processing one or more of these types of dlsputcs (Office of the General
Counsel, Office of Administrative Law Judges, Authority decisional component, and Federal Scrvlcc
lmp1ucs Pane(). Cans may cross more tbao ont program area from tbe time the case ls filed ontU
finally usolvtd. For example, unfair labor pr• ctlce cues begin in the Office of the Genera) Counsel
11 • charet, If tbc ch• ree matures to a complaint, the caie uu1y move to the Offlt'e or Admlnt.strattve
Law Judges for • bearing and dtdslon. Ir a party lhtn oppeois an AW decision, Che case would
a:aove to the Authority for raoluttou; aher which, it may or may ultimately be appealed 10 the
Federal court system. With rnpect to that part of the goal relatbag to prompt resolutlon, I btHne
the sknglc. • eency-widc goal is recoeni-zing the fact that there are different component, through
which I case may be processed and U.at all compon•nu must be coenlzant of the facl tba1 lh•re are
parties at the other end awa iting resolution. Regardless of whkh component the CHC is in ~t any
point, the component beads and managers withtn each component must understand tbat although
the FLRA componenU have different and sep• r • te role, wilh respect to v• riou, dispute resolution
proceedings, the agency '2!,! must be to condnuously Improve service to the customer (agencies and
labor organizations) and not l'itlt' the case as belonging to any one component.

In terms or other goal!, as I have no fint-hand experlenre with the Internal workings of th• Agency,
II would be premature to comment on whether there should be additional goals. II confirmed, I
would examine all case-processing activities related to the Authority dectslonal component and1
where appropriate, pursue changes through the FLRA Chatrman.
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15.

The FLRA's strategic and performance plans give much attention to the timely
processing of cases. However, these plans are silent with regard· to the quality of case
processing and decisions. [n your view, must the goal of timely case processing be
balanced against the goal of high quality case processing, and, if not, how should the
need for timelines be weighted against the need for quality? Do you believe that the
quality of case processing and decisions can and should be measured? If so, what should
the measures be? Should there be performance goals related to case processing and
decision quality? If so, what goals would you recommend? If not, please explain why
not.
I do not consider quality wnd timeliness u independent or eacb other or Inconsistent with each other.
For eumplt, lhe Authority's regulations IOI a clear tlmellne or 60 days for Representation cases. To
my knowled&e, the Aulbority has never failed to mee1 thls goal and ba, never been faulted a,,
sacrlficlni: quality to meet this goal, As a result, it seem, likely to me lhal the managen (chief
cou-ls to Ike Member>) have made prOCH1ine or Repraentatlon cases within the required ttmellne
an Internal priority among theauelves aud for their rapectln staffs. In this reaard, J believe It Is
Indeed possible to establish Internal employee performance standards related to case proceulng and
decision quality. Al thii time, bowe..r, It would be premature for me to 1uecest spectnc goals. If
confirmed, I would e·umtnc all phase! of the Authority's case-processing operation, and, where

1ppropri• te, punue ch• n&e, related to timeliness and or quality,

16.

One way to reduce case processing time is to reduce the nwnber of adjudicated cases.
Are there opportunities to reduce case filings or to resolve without the need for a decision
maners brought to the Authority? What would be the advantages and disadvantages of
pursuing those oppommities? Please explain.
It would be prema,un at thls point for me to comment on whether and bow to reduce case Olings or
to resolve withoat the aced for a decision matters brought to the Authority. rr confirmed, I would
examine all phases or Authority operatloas and. where appropriate, punue case.handling chan1e.s.

17.

There has been increased use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) to deal with
disputes in the federal workplace, including those arising under the Federal Service
Labor-Management Relations statute, 5 U.S.C. Chapter 71. Some have pointed to the
success of ADR in bringing about interest-based . resolutions while reducing the
adversarial nature of the process and improving relations between labor and management.
Others have said that, although ADR is a useful tool, an emphasis on the use of ADR
could create undue pressures to reach settlements. What are your views on the use of
ADR to resolve federal workplace disputes?
Congress ha, recoenized the usdulne,s or ADR as • tool or technique ror re,olullon or workplace
disputes for more than 60 years, when it created tht Federal Mediation and Conctll• tlon Service
(FMCS). More recently, th< passage of the Altunatlvt.Dlsput, Resou,tlon Act, during the 1990s,
requires l'ederal agencies to incorporato ADR wben appropriate. I believe ADR b a tool thal can be
useful In helping the parties reacb I resolution or tbcir lmmediak dispute and also assist them In
developing a betkr undcntandlng or ouc another. Because the foundation or cfTectlve ADR is the
fact that It is a voluntary process, bowtver, I don't believe tt ls a tool that should be forced on parties.
I believe ADR should be an option, but not a requirement.
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18.

What is your assessmbnt of the current state of Federal labor-management relations? If
you believe that improvements can be made, in what areas should there be improvement
and how can this be ~ccomplished?
I view the current state.or Federal labor-management relations as being stable in some areas, such as
non-DoDIDHS aaenc:tu' and \n a state of transition, wllhin DoDIDHS az:encie'- For the latter, the
errecl of recent lqisl• lion and resulting: court action evidence thls transition. Whether c.Jther side
bas achieved lts objectives remains to be setDi bowever, the very fact that the issue has encouraged
dbcua.sion, commuaiaitlon, and a healthy debate, among all nakeholden, Ii, I believe p01ltivc.

l 9.

i

The Federal Service Labor-Management Relations statute states a Congressional finding
that statutory protection of the right of employees to organize and bargain collectively
contribute:; to the effective conduct.of public business (5 U.S.C. § 710l(a)). To what
extent, and under what circumstances, do you believe that collective bargaining al federal
agencies contributes to the effective conduct of public business? To what extent, and
under what circumstances, do you believe that the right of federal employees to bargain
collectively is, or could be, detrimental to the ability of agencies to fulfill their missions?
Regarding collecti¥c bareainine at Cederal acenc:les contribuUne: to tbe effective coaduct of public
business, J • cccpl this as the finding of the Conires.s in enacting the Statute. Thus, I consider this to
be an approprtaie guide to follow io carrying out statutory rupoostbilllles. Section 7101(b) or the
Statute provides that Its provision, "1bould be lnterprete4 In a manner conslslent with the
requirement of • n effecOve and efficient Gove-rnment." J belteve tbe Authority Membcn need to
gi\le careful con.sidrratton to the language of the Statute in its entirety. Because disputes arbiag from
or relatiae to then matters may come before the Author1ty in the future, as a nominee for a position
as an Autb/ ty Member, It woald not be appropriate for me to comraent on this bsue speclfiCJ1lly.

20.

Do you ·believe that improvements can be made to the Federal Service LaborManagement Relations statute? If so, what improvements can and should be made?
At tbis point, I am not prepared lo identify specific Improvement that could or should be made to the
Statate. Should I be confirmed, I would e11mine the Interpretations civcn to lhc language or thf:
Statute as set forth in current precedent and also court lncerpretatlons and, where appropriate,
punue clarification.

21 .

What kinds of effects, if any, do you believe a blended workforce of federal employee
and federal contract personnel is having on federal labor-management relations?
1 am aware th• t some Federal labor organizations are opposed to the lncreased use or contract
employees and that ,ome of tbe issues nised hn:e included such topks as sizt or the federal
work1orcc1 work schedules, benefits, etc. As a potential Member, I would have no comment on the
propriety or such Issues or arirumeats. Addltionally, b~use disputes reilting to con1ract1ne out
have come before the Authority and m•y conic before lhe Authority decisional compont:nl in the
ruture, as a nominee Jor a position H an Authority Member, it would not be appropriate for me to
comment on these issues.

22.

The Department of Homeland Security (MAX"!\) personnel regulations and the
Depanment of Defense National Security Personnel System regulations propose changes
to how labor relations are conducted at those agencies. What are your views on labor
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relations changes as proposed? Do you suppon the DHS and DOD labor relations
regulatory provisions as proposed, and do you believe that the model should be extended
government-wide?
liow or whether the DHS (MAX"•) personnel regulations and the DoD(NSPS) regulation, affect
labor ret• ttons In thote aaencies or 1overnment-wlde remains to be seen u•dl the • cencte.s are
operat111g undor lbe re,pectlve S)'1tems. Clearly many stakeholders and ovenijhl r.roap., (such as
GAO) are • nalyzlnc and ev• luatl11g the models and proc,,sses Involved. As a potential Member, !
would have no comment on the propriety or such issVff or 1rcuments. Addltlonally, because dlsputes
arising from or relating lo these matters may come before the Aalhortty decisional component In t h•
future, as a nominee for a position as an Authortty Member, .It would not be appropriate for me to

comQ'lent on these issues.

23.

On June 27, 2006, the U.S. Coun of Appeals for the District of Columbia issued a ruling

in NTEU v. Chertoff. The Court of Appeals ruled that the Depanment of Homeland
Security was not permitted to use the Federal Labor Relations Authority as an element of
its proposed personnel system, MAXHR_ Absent this ruling, what do you believe would
have been the implications of the ruling on the FLRA in terms of workload and
leadership in labor-management relations?
In terms or workload, my understanding is th• t the FLRA hu u :perlenced • downward tremd in case
submissions In • II catqories or cases ror seven! yean lndepen<ltnl or the DHS and DoD proposed
pem>nnel systems and this declin• bas continued. Tberelorc, aotwlthstandlne lbc DHS and DoD
ruling,, I belicn FLRA lesdenblp and admlnlstnton would be monltorlns and adiusli11g agency
resources accordingly. Regan1less of lb• OHS aad DoD rulings, however, II is also my ~odentandloe
that passag• of 111• BRAC leglslallon may also bave an Impact on the continuing decline of caK
filings with the FLRA, as well as bavlnt an Impact on tht locatlon of FLRA customers, as bases
relocate aad reaUgn. Should I be c.ooOnPed, I would expect to continue monttorln&workload and to
offer my Input, as appropriate, as it rdatc, to addrcsstng the Agency's mission and stnteiic plan.

24.

In its June 2i, 2006 opinion referenced above, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia found that the new personnel system proposed by the Department of
Homeland Security failed to ensure collective bargaining by: (I) reserving to itself the
right to supersede existing collective bargaining agreements; and (2) excessively limiting
the scope of bargaining to employee-specific personnel matters, thereby eliminating all
meaningful bargaining over fundamental working conditions. What are your views on
these findings?
ne Appellate Court considered the arzumenu presented tn light of the DHS proposed regalalloo,,
applied th• tanauage of the Statute and readered an opinion. bsues relatln& to this matter may come
before the Authority In the future, therefore., as I nominee for a postuon
woatd oot be appropriate for rne to comment on these issues.

25.

H

an AutborUy Member. It

In January 2003, the Administrator of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
issued an order prohibiting federal baggage and passenger screeners from engaging in
collective bargaining. The Administrator issued a statement explaining that "mandatory
collective bargaining is not compatible with the flexibility required to wage the war
against terrorism." The Administrator's statement further explained: "Fighting terrorism
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demands a flexible workforce that can rapidly respond to threats," and: "That can mean
changes in work assignments and other conditions of employment that are not compatible
with the duty to bargain with labor unions." This JanllllI)' 2003 order remains in effect
Do you believe that the need for a flexible workforce that can rapidly respond to threats
can be compatible with the duty to bargain with labor unions? Please explain.
In 2003, tbe YLRA Authortty recoenlud thac Concress conltrred upon th• head of TSA the
authority to determine whelhtr collectlvt barcaining is appropriate !or the ogency', employtts.
Un/Jed Slate, Dcp 't of Homeland Ste., Bordn and Traruportotlon Sec. Admln., 59 l'LRA 423. H
confirmed, I would continue to recoi:nlze tht l<2lslatlve process and th• stparalion of powtn and
would apply the law as enocted.

26.

Last year the Office of Management and Budget released a draft bill entitled the
"Working for America Act," which, if enacted, would make several changes to the
Federal Service Labor-Management Relations statute. For each of the following changes:
(I) what would be the effect of the provision on the Authority; (2) what would be the
effect of the provision on federal employees; and (3) do you believe the provision is
desirable?
a.

Section 401(2)(B) of the draft bill would empower the Chairman of the FLRA,"to
direct the General Cowisel...to submit a maner before... [the General Counsel] to
the Authority for appropriate action or to talce whatever action is appropriate
pursuant to the procedures the Chairman establishes under this paragraph
[establishing a process to resolve all maners associated with a bargaining
dispute)."
The provlstou as presented la tbi5 context, •ppcars to be focused on efficiencies in case-

processing !rom an agtncy-wlde perspective, rathtr than changing substanllvt aspects or
Federal labor law. Tbe Office of tbe Gtntral Counul of tbc Authority i, ooc of lour
proeram components within the FLRA, wblch also Includes the Office or Administrative
Law Judges, the Federat Service l111p1sscs Panel, and the Authority decbion• I componenL

Suth a provision would appear to provide an opportnnity for Component Htads to cvalua1e
current processing or cases and explore opportunlOes ror streamlining case-processing.

b.

Section 40l(l)(A) of the draft bill would change the definition of a grievance to
"any claimed violation, misinlerpretation, or misapplication of any law, rule, or
regulation issued for the purpose of affecting conditions of employment,
including determinations regarding on employee's pay, except the exercise oi
managerial discretion ofjudgment in such determinations"
TbUi provision, rutrktlng grievances to vlot.aUons or law, rule, or regulation , issued for the
purpmc or arrectlng conditions of employment, appe• n to be a codiflcation af • cue det:ided

more than ten yurs ago by the U.S. Court of Appeals for lhe District or Columbia Clrcul~
Un/Jtd Stotts Dtp't of the Treasury, Unlltd Slatts Customs Sm,. V. F,LRA, 43 F.3d 682
(D.C.Clr.1994).

c.

Section 40 l (2){A) of the draft bill would change the current process for resolving
bargaining disputes by requiring the Chairman of the FLRA to " ... establish a
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single, integrated process to resolve all matters associated with a bargaining
dispute."
The pro,islon as prts•nt<d In 1h11 contnt, appun to be focused on •fficlenclts lo ca5eprocesslne from an 1111ency-wlde per,pective, rather than changing subslantive Hpects of
Federal labor law. Th• Office or th• General Counsel or the -'uthorlty is on• or lour
prognm component> within tbe l'LRA, wbieb also Includes the Olll<e or Adminlrtratt>e
La w Judges, tbe Fedenl Service lmpaaes Panel, Hd tbe Authority docisional component.
Sucb a pro•islon would appear to pro•lde an opportunity [or Compon•nt Keads to enlua te
current processine of cans • nd exp~on opportunities for streamlining cut•proeesslag.

d.

Section 401(2)(A) of the draft bill would allow the Chainnan of the FLRA to
"...in his or her sole discretion call a meeting of the members of the Authority
without regard to section 552b," referring to open meetings.
I do nol have at this lim• have any basis upon which 10 state whelher this provision is
oecesnry or desirable.

e.

Section 401(2)(8) of the draft bill would allow the Chairman of the FLRA, rather
than the Authority collectively, to "appoint an Executive Director, regional
directors, administrative law judges... , and other individuals as he or she
may ... find necessary."
The provision as pruent<d In this contul, app..rs to be rocusod on ct..ninc-up ••lstin~
statutory ambiguities, rather !ban chaaeiog ••bstantive aspects of Fedenol labor law. Ir I
were conrirmed as a Member of the Autbortty, such a pro\'tSion would not negattvc)y impact

my role as

I

Member with re.spec:t to ca.se-processini. The provbion appears to support

existing $latutory language and Congressional intent of the FLRA Chairman', role as CEO
• ad c:hief adminiscraUve offker or the 1gency.

f.

Section 401(2)(E) of the draft bill would prohibit the FLRA from "[imposing]
starus quo ante remedies in cases in which there bas been a finding of violation...
where such remedies would adversely impact the agency's or activity's mission or
budget, or the public interest."
This provislnn, as pre.seated in this conte1t, appean to pro.lbit the FLRA from imposine;

:taru, q110 ,,,.,. (SQA) remedies where an SQA would advenely Impact lhe public Interest or
an 1gency1 s 111Wlon or budget. At tbh time, I do not have any basis upon which to state

whether tbls pro,islon is desirable.

g.

Section 401(3) of the draft bill would change the definition of management rights
to "take whatever actions may be necessary to prepare for, practice for, or prevent
any emergency; and carry oul the agency mission during emergencies."
This provision, as presented In tbis con1nt, appears to extend man1gemen1's rig ht ••
ncceraary ~to prepare for, practice for or prevent" any emergency. Currently, there is no
••press d•finltion or "•mergency" within Chapter 71. Sbould this provision be enacted,
disputes arulng from o r relating lo II may come before thr Authority In th• future. As a
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nominee for a position as an Authority Member, ii would not be appropriate for me t o
comment oo whether ·thls provi1ion is desinb)t.

h.

Section 401(5) of the draft bill would change the duty to bargain as follows "the
obligation of any agency or any labor organization to bargain or consul! extends
to any otherwise negotiable subject only if the effect of the change on the
bargaining unit, or that portion of the bargaining unit affected by the change, is
foreseeable, substantial, and significant in terms of impact and duration."
With respect to this quoted provision, how would you interpret the term
"foreseeable, substantial, and significant"?
Under current law, the olillgaHon to bargain exists whenever I change has kmorc than a de

minimis •ffcct on conditions of employmenL" Soc. Sec. Admin., Off/ct of Hearings and
Appeals, Char/,ston, S.C., 59 FLRA 646 (l004). Should this provision be enacltd, dispute.!
arising from or relating to it may come bdore the Authority in the future. Al a aominee for
position as an Authority Member, ii would not be appropriate for me to comment on
whether this provision Is desl111blc.

1

27.

Since 2002, you've been an Administrative Appeals Judge for the Administrative Review
Board in the Department of Labor. Please give the details of your service at the Board
and provide the Comminee copies of every opinion you wrote or co-wrote. Please also
provide a list of dissents you have made while serving as an Administrative Appeals
Judge.
I am servlne my lhlrd lwo-yu r term appointment by U. S. S..,reiary or Labor Elaine Chao, with
White House approval. The Administrative Review Board has a chid judge/chair and thrre
judg:Dlboard rnemben, a :enenl counsel, currently seven senior staff ln ryers1 20<! two staff
assistants. The ARB renders final derisions on appeals from recommended dtdsions of
administrative law judges under about 40 privat~sector worker-protection statutes, involving:
whlstleblowen h:1 securillcs, air, atomic energy, environmental, and motor carrier safety; ftdcn l
rr• nu to states: for job training; cbtld labori and prevaiUng waees for federal constnu:tlon and
service contncts, and temporary foreign worken. Following • review of tbt record from tht AW
and lhe briefs, tbe lead panel member ind It least one other meet with an assigned 111rr lawyer ind
occuloo1lly the 1ene111I rounse~ 10d decide tbe ca,re. Appeab from ARB are i:caerally lo tbc U.S.
Court or Appeals in Circuit in whkb case aroK. I have authored or co-autb.ored 3 IO opialoos
(available at OAU.dol.c-ov). I have written two concurrtnz opinions, but no diJscnu:. Followlag
dlscu.ulon with Senate staff, l have selected thirty-two op,nious for review based upon their
sig:nfficaocc, rtpre.sen1atJve nature, and/or my high degree of Involvement.

27.

Under section 7116(a)(4) of title 5, it is an unfair labor practice to discipline an employee
for filing a complaint or giving testimony on maners under chapter 71 of title S. This
provision is used, among other things, to protect employees against retaliation for
whistleblowing.
During your tenure at the Department of Labor, it appears that many of the cases you
worked on were whistleblower case adjudications. Your decisions at the Department of
Labor may suggest how you would handle unfair labor practice charges relating to
whistleblowers under section 7 I I6(a)(4).
10
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a.

In the last few years, what percentage of cases did the Board reverse ALJ
decisions that found for whistleblowers? In how many of those cases did you join
in and in how many of those cases did you dissent from the decisions?
I consider each cue on Us merits and we do nor maintain those kinds of statistics. I hne no1
written • dissent ln aoy of our cases.

b.

In the last few years, what percentage of whistleblower cases did the Board
reverse AU decisions that found for employers? In how many of those cases did
you join in and in how many of those cases did you dissent from the decisions?
I comwier each case o• its merits and we do 11ot malata\n those kinds of statistKS. I h• ve not
written a dlaent In any o( our cases.

c.

What do you believe is the purpose of whistleblower protection statutes?
Whistleblower statutes are designed to protect workers and nrn tbe pabtic interest by
provldinr rcmtdles for "orl<en who an n,taUated • ploat for raising m• n.n of pablic
concera, c.1., safety, waste, fraud and abu.sc. The ledcr•I whistle.blower :1tatula whlcb fall
under our juriscUcOoa were enacted bcc:aase Coagras found U1at state law, were inadeqa• t,
or not uullorm, •ad lbat worken ea1•ced ia private-sector Jobs involving, for ct.ample,
Interstate commerce in air u£cty 111d trucking. should have a federal remedy If they art
retaliated apinsl for'whistleblowlog.

d.

Generally, please explain your views of employee disclosure rights and any
comments you would like to make regarding your record on whistleblower
adjudications at the Board.
I decide eath cue on II• meriu, JcniputouJly applying th• law H it is wrtttea and established
to the facts a, fouad. I notr thtt some of the wbistlcblower laws we have Jurisdiction over
provide crnter protection for work.en than some other federal or 1tatc laws or Pint
Amendraent decisions In tbe £ollowina: ways: (1) The whlstleblower doct not h• •e to be the
common law cmp\oyee of tbe nspondeat. but an cmpLoyec: over whom tbe rupoedent
c1Dployer nercbes control (2) The whil11eblower does not necesarHy b1vc to make •
..dbclosare" outside the chain of command. but. for Hample, may be protected for makiag a
safety complaint to • cupervtsor. (3) The wblstlebtower need not prove iauctbl• Job
consequences; under some of the ira:plementing reiulations, a threat, inUmidatloo, or
harassment Is cnoa1h to atabllsh rttallatloo. (4) Tb• whlstleblo•cr need only prove !hat
hls/bcr protected • ctlvlty .,., • factor In th• advene tmployment decision. And (5) th•
employer mast then prove by clear and c.oovtndn& evkleace that It would have made the
same employment dttiJlon without the whi:sUeblowing activity,

28 .

What effons did you undertake to improve case review processes at the Administrative
Review Board, and to what extent might those effons be applicable at the FLRA?
Our chleJ Judge/chair b re.spoas,blc for manaiemeot, but I have asst.sled to ttie extent requested. For
eumpt~ I rewrote tbe performance 1tandanb Jot allff la'IY)'en to renect cue review aod analysis,
quaUty, productivity, and collegiality. An Increased emphasis on productlon hu redueed the backlog
and reduced the avenge time Cor disposing of castt, thenby benenting the parties who appear
11
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before us,

Ir conran/ied, l wiH bring this experience to my p<>slUon

a Membtr of the Authority

H

d«is•onal coatponcnt.

IV .
29.

Relations with Congress
Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable request or summons to
appear and testifyt efon: any duly constiluted committee of the Congress, if confirmed?
Yes.

30.

1

I

Do you,agree wiihout reservation to reply to any reasonable request for information from
any dull' constit~ted committee of the Congress, if confirmed?
Yes.

31.

How do you plan
responsibilities?

10

communicate and work with Congress in carrying out the FLRA's

If conflrmed, J will respond timely to any reasonable _request ror lnform2tlon from any dulyconstituted committee ofCongres., • nd will respond lo • ny reason• blc rtqaest or summons to appear
and testlty before any duly constltultd commluee of the Coni:ress.

I
V.

Assistance

answers your own? Have you consulted with the FLRA or any other interested panics?
If so, please indicate whicb entities.
I
Each answer rl ,u· awn, however, I h• Yc cons ulted wilh FLRA surr 10· obtain helpfu l information of •

Pue these

technical or backg,;,und nature.

AFFIDAVIT

'W1

I, \A:)1'(1,f tJ,g'" C....
Gi~ing duly sworn, hereby state that I have read and signed the
foregoing Statement on Pre-hearing Questions and that the information provided therein is, 10 the
bes1 of my knowledge, current, accurate, and complete.

ci.JM¼ll-lM'Sm before m,: this

f)t{ day of

fd.t-•

2006.

JOHN W, l'!ENEV
Notory Public District of Columbia
My Commlsolon Exp~es

February 14, 2009
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Office of Government Ethics

/7 1201 New York Avenue, NW., Suicc 500
.,:•' W~hington, DC 20005-3917

,i,,AfEtff .

June 15, 2006

The Honorable Susan M. Collins
Chair
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-6250
Dear Madam Chair;
In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I
enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report f iled by Wayne c.
Beyer, who has been nominated by President Bush for the position of
Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from
the Federal Labor Relations Authority concerning any possible
conflict 1n light of i ts funct i ons and the nominee's proposed
duties.
Based thereon, we believe that Mr. Beyer is in compliance with
applicable laws and regulations governing conflicts of interest.

Director
Enclosure

31
(!fongres.s of tqe l!lnii:£..Cl states
J!ilaslfington, lilQ! 20515

September 11, 2006

Senator Susan CoQins

Chairwoman
Senate Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
340 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510

Senator George Volnovlch
Chairman
Subcommittee on Oversight of Government
Management. the Feoeral Wori<force,
and the District ol Columbia
442 Senate Hart Building
Washington. DC 20510

Senator Joseph Lieberman
Ranking Member
Sanale Commlttea on Homeland Security

and Governmental Affairs
340 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washing10n, DC 20510

Senator Daniel Akaka
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Oversight of Government
Management, the Federal Workforce.
and the District of Columbia
442 Senate Hart Building
Washington. DC 2051 0

Dear Senators Collins, Lieberman, Voinovich and Al<aka:
Wa ere writing lo offer our support for the nomination of Wayne Beyer to the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
Wayne's common sense work ethic was shaped b y his New Hampshire roots, his extensive educahon and
longstanding public service end legal career. In addition to fifteen years of private practice in New Hampshire, he
has worl<ed for two Members of Congress, as Chief of Staff and later Principal Deputy General Counsel of lhe
U.S. General Services Administration, and Senior Litigation Counsel for the District of Columbia Government. His
present position as Administrative Appeals Judge with the Depanment of Labor is another example of the
excellence Wayne has achieved in his won< and valuable preparation for the FLRA.
Because his time was spent working In New Hampshire and Washington, Wayne will bring to the FLRA a unique
perspective, and we believe that this parspecttve will ably guide him. In his career end his personal endeavors,
Wayne has demonstrated that he commands the expertise necessary,to be of a greal benefit to those with whom
he works. We are contioent lhal he will afford this same benefil to the FLRA.
Judge Wayne Beyer Is accomplished. knowloogeable and, most importantty, respected. We stroogly urge you to
join us in supporting his nomlnatlon to the FLAA

Member of Congress

cc: Members of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
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NOMINATIONS OF HON. CAROL W. POPE AND
THOMAS M. BECK
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2008
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON H OMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington , DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:35 p.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Akaka,
presiding.
Present: Senator Akaka.
OPENING STATEME:r-.TT OF SENATOR AKAKA

Senator AKAKA. This hearing will come to order.
Today the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs meets to consider the nominations of Carol Waller Pope and
Thomas Beck to be members of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). Both Ms. Pope and Mr. Beck have had long careers
dealing with labor-management relations- Ms. Pope working for
the Federal Government at the FLRA and Mr. Beck working in the
private sector at Jones Day. I want to welcome our nominees along
with their families and friends to the Committee today.
Congress acted to allow Federal workers the right to bargain collectively because labor organizations and collective bargaining are
in the public interest. The right of employees to unionize and bargain contributes to the effective conduct of public business and facilitates the amicable settlemen t of workplace disputes.
Because the FLRA is responsible for resolving disputes between
labor unions and the government, the .positions to which Ms. Pope
and Mr. Beck have been nominated are among the most important
to Federal employees and the ability of the Federal agencies to
m eet their missions. A well-managed organization understands the
n eed to invest in its workforce. To be an employer of choice and
promote high employee morale, employees must have input in management decisions.
When managers vet proposed changes to working conditions with
affected employees, they better understand their practical impact
on an employee's ability to do his or her job, and on workforce morale as well.
When managers restrict the ability of the employees to bring
their concerns to the table and try to eliminate collective bargaining, they undermine their agencies' missions , lower employee
morale, and make the organization an employer of last resort.
(1)

2

The FLRA is at a critical juncture given the shifting nature of
the Federal labor relations system. As such, the positions to which
Ms. Pope and Mr. Beck have been nominated will face new challenges and take on r enewed importance.
Over the past 8 years, we have seen proposed changes to Federal
labor law at the Departments of Homeland Security and Defense
which would have significantly impacted the FLRA and Federal
workers. If implemented, I believe that employees at those agencies
will not be able to have their cases decided by an impartial adjudicator. In addition, the Administration proposed additional changes
to the Federal labor-management system government-wide through
the Working for America Act in 2005. These changes would have
further eroded workers' rights. I am pleased that the Administration's proposals have not been enacted. However, these proposals
sent the wrong message to Federal employees. It has diminished
labor-management relations in the Federal Government and employee morale.
In my opinion, workplace changes are now viewed with more
suspicion. Workplace disputes have taken on a more adversarial
nature. The reinstatement of labor-management partnerships is essential, and I hope the next Administration will work with the
FLRA to improve labor relations and alternative means to resolving disputes.
· The challenges facing the Federal labor-management system
have taken a toll on the FLRA. Like other Federal agencies, FLRA
is facing a human capital crisis. The prospect of legislative changes
significantly altering the functions and workload of the agency
have left the FLRA with a high number of vacancies and low employee morale. In fact, the FLRA placed last among small agencies
in the Partnership for Public Service 2007 Best Places to Work
rankings. The new leadership at the FLRA must take action to address the agency's human capital crisis and make the FLRA an employer of choice.
I look forward to discussing these issues with the nominees to
get their views on how to improve operations at FLRA and the
state of labor-management relations in the Federal Government.
Ms. Pope and Mr. Beck, again, I welcome you and congratulate
each of you on your nomination.
Now I would like to recognize Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton.
We are happy to have you with us today. Welcome to the Committee. I know you have a tight schedule, so please proceed with
your introduction of Ms. Pope.
'TESTIMONY OF HON. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON, DELEGATE
OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Ms. NORTON. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I
know about your schedule, and I am very appreciative that you
have made time to get to this business before recess.
I am here to introduce Carol Pope, a Washingtonian, and a
present member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority. You
have spoken, I think, very well about the importance of this agency
to hundreds of thousands of Federal employees and to the Federal
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Government itself, so this is a n omination of some importance to
the country.
Ms. Pope has been nominated by two Presidents-President Clinton and President Bush. You are familiar with her extensive qualifications. · Suffice it for me to say that she is an attorney, admitted
to the U.S. Supreme Court, and Federal Courts of Appeals. She
began her career in the Office of the Solicitor, Department of
Labor, in 1979, moving almost immediately in 1980 to the FLRA,
and has spent most of her career there, indeed, including as Assistant General Counsel.
Mr. Chairman, it is always gratifying to see a career Federal employee rise through the ranks to become a member of the commission or of the governing authority itself. And that is what the
record of Carol Pope has allowed her to do in the opinion of the
t wo Presidents who have nominated her, and now she is being renominated for another term. I am very pleased and very proud of
her and very pleased to offer her to you as an exceptionally well
qualified candidate to be a member of the FLRA.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. ·
Senator AKAKA.. Well, thank you very much, Delegate Norton. I
really appreciate your remarks and your support of Ms. Pope.
Ms. NORTON. Thank you.
Senator AKAKA.. Thank you.
Ms. Pope and Mr. Beck have filed responses to a biographical
and fin ancial questionnaire, answered pre-hearing questions submitted by the Committee, and had· their financial statements reviewed by the Office of Government Ethics. Without objection, this
information will be made part of the hearing record, with the exception of the financial data, which are on file and available for
public inspection in the Committee offices.
Our Committee rules require that all witnesses at nomination
hearings give their testimony under oath. Therefore, Ms. Pope and
Mr. Beck, I ask you to both please stand and raise your right hand.
Do you solemnly swear that the information you are about to submit to the Committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help .you, God?
·
Ms. POPE. I do.
Mr. BECK. I do.
Senator AKA.KA. Thank you very much. · Let it be noted in the
record that the witnesses answered in the affirmative.
Ms. Pope and Mr. Beck, I know that y our families and friends
are here at this time, and I am glad I had the opportunity to say
hello to them. I want to give you the opportunity to present them
formally to the Committee. So, Ms. Pope , will you please introduce
your family to the Committee?
Ms. POPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to introduce
my brother-in-law, Wallace White; my sister, Lynda White, from
Philadelphia; my niece, Evin Jethroe; and friend, Fred Grigsby.
Thank you.
Senator AKAKA.. Thank you. Thank you very much.
Mr. Beck, will you please introduce your family?
Mr. BECK. Chairman Akaka, my wife, Amanda Beck, is here with
us today. And her parents, Colonel and Mrs. Bruce J. Host, are
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here from Tallahassee, Florida, and I want to thank them for corning here to be with me today.
Senator AKA.KA. Thank you. Thank you very much and welcome
to all of you. We are h appy to have you here today. I can see that
both of you have a lot of strong support, not only from family but
friends as well here.
So, Ms. Pope, will you please proceed with your statement?
TESTIMONY OF HON. CAROL W. POPE TO BE A MEMBER,
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Ms. POPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Akaka, I am honored to appear before you today as
the President's nomin ee to be a member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority. I would like to thank Congresswoman Norton for
her support and her kind words on my behalf. Finally, I would like
to thank the staff members of the Committee for their work and
for their assistance in scheduling this hearing.
I appeared before this Committee over 8 years ago when I was
first nominated and confirmed as a member of the Federal Labor
Relations Authority. At my swearing-in, the youngest member of
my family-my niece, Evin J ethroe-who was 10 years old at the
. time, held our family Bible. Today I am proud .to say that Evin is
here in Washington and here at this hearing because she is a
freshman at George Washington University. I thank Evin and all
of my family and extended family and friends for their support.
I also want to acknowledge my colleagues and friends from the
Federal Labor Relations Authority who are here. There are those
in the hearing room today and many more who are watching this
proceeding through the live video feed. I commend all of the FLRA
employees for their interest in this process and for their commitment to the mission of the agency.
In the 8 years that I have served as a member, the Federal sector labor relations landscape has changed. I note with sadness that
today is the anniversary of one of the most horrific acts of domestic
terrorism experienced in my lifetime. Federal employees, both personally and professionally, have, like the entire country, suffered
from the impact of those tragic acts. In addition, during the last
8 years, the Department of Homeland Security was created, which
consolidated functions from ·22 separate agencies with separate
bargaining units and collective bargaining agreements.
Legal issues regarding proposed personnel and labor relations
systems at DHS as well as the Department of Defense dominated
labor-management discussions at all levels over these years. Also
during this time, numerous other pay and personnel reforms were
contemplated, and some were instituted. Agency reorganizations,
employee turnover due to the retirement bubble, and pay and personnel changes have tested and oftentimes strained the relationships between labor and management.
I pledged at my first hearing before this Committee and I pledge
now, if I am confirmed; to ensure that the FLRA fulfills its important mission by adjudicating disputes fairly, impartially, and expeditiously, and by producing quality decisions that enhance the stability of labor-management relations in the Federal Government.
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I also pledge my support to work with my colleagues, including
presidential appointees and others, to assist the FLRA in discharging its statutory leadership role in establishing labor-management policies and guidance throughout the Federal sector. I greatly
appreciate the opportunity to appear with Thomas Beck and look
forward to welcoming him as chairman to the FLRA, which has
been my professional home for the last 28 years.
Thank you very much. I am happy to answer any questions you
might have.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much for your statement, Ms.
Pope.
Now, Mr. Beck, your statement, please.
TESTIMONY OF THOMAS M. BECK TO BE A MEMBER, FEDERAL
LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Mr. BECK. Chairman Akaka, thank you.
First of all, I want to say it is an honor to be here before you
today, and I want to thank you for holding this hearing and per mitting Ms. Pope and myself to appear here, and for your warm reception today as well. Thank you very much for that.
As you know, t he FLRA has lacked a quorum since Chairman
Cabaniss stepped down roughly 2 months ago, and I know that
your prompt efforts since then t o consider my nomination and that
of Ms. Pope are appreciated by the people at the agency and by the
parties that the agency serves. So thank you again for moving to
hold this hearing.
I also want to join Ms. Pope in thanking the Committee staff who
did help us work through this process quite quickly, and they were
very kind and generous with their time and helpful to me, to whom
this process is new, in understanding the process. And I also want
to thank the folks from the FLRA who are interested and are here
with us today to observe what we talk about t oday.
Senator Akaka, a working and productive FLRA is integral to the
proper functioning of our Federal agencies. The FLRA's ult imate
mission is to foster constructive labor relations in the Federal sector. It does so when it resolves impartially and expeditiously the
disputes that are presented t o it by Federal agencies and by the
labor organizations that represent the employees of those agencies.
Currently, the FLRA has a backlog of close to 400 cases. If I am
confirmed and designated chairman, my most p ressing priority will
be to address and to reduce this backlog of cases t o the greatest
extent possible, given, of course, t hat it seems, for the near term
a t least, the Authority will have two members rather than the full
complement of three, most likely. And I suppose sometimes Ms.
Pope and I will agree and sometimes we will disagree when it
comes to t h e disposition of particular cases. But I believe that we
will both work t o try to do something about that backlog, which is
larger than it should be.
If I am confirmed and designated chairman, another priority will
be to assess the human capital nee ds at the FLRA. You referred
to this, Senator Akaka, in your own statement a few moments ago,
and I know that t his is a pressing issue at the agency. And I understand it is a pressing issue for the parties that the agency
serves as well.
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The agency staff overall is substantially reduced from where it
was 5 years ago, and in particular, the case-writing staff, which is
so directly involved in the agency's core function of processing
cases, as I understand it, is just slightly over half of what it was
5 years ago. Now, these very significant reductions in personnel do
not correlate, so far as I know, to any concomitant reduction in the
agency's statutory mission or its responsibilities. And so this raises
the question, at least, as to whether the FLRA is adequately
staffed. And as I sit here today, I do not know the magic number
in terms of what the proper number of employees at the agency
might be, but it is certainly a matter that I think warrants the immediate and serious attention of the FLRA's next chairman.
And I also just want to note with Ms. Pope here that I really
very much look forward to working with her in a collaborative way
to address these and the other challenges that face this agency. Ms.
Pope generously reached out to me roughly a year ago when I was
nominated and congratulated me on my nomination, and since then
we have had several friendly, and I think productive, discussions.
And what I have learned about Ms. Pope is that she is not just a
bright and gracious individual, but she is also someone who really
knows the ins and outs of this particular agency because she has
served there in many positions over the years. And so if I am confirmed and am permitted to take on the role of chairman, I know
that she will be an invaluable resource that I will look to to help
me get acquainted with and understand the inner workings of this
agency.
With that, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you again for holding
the hearing today, and I will be pleased to answer any questions
you may have.
Senator AKAKA. Well, thank you very much for your statement,
and I look forward to you working together.
I will begin with the standard questions this Committee asks of
all nominees, and so I ask for your responses to these questions.
Is there anything you are aware of in your background that
might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?
Ms. POPE. No.
Mr. BECK. No.
Senator AKAKA. Do you know of-anything, personal or otherwise,
that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been
nominated?
·Ms. POPE. No.
Mr. BECK. No.
Senator AKAKA. Do you agree without reservation to respond to
any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any duly constituted -Committee of Congress if you are confirmed?
.Ms. POPE. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BECK. Yes.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much for your responses.
My first policy question is to both of you. A.13 I mentioned in my
opening statement, I believe that the state of labor relations in the
Federal Government is at an all-time low. Several years ago, President Clinton established labor-management partnerships through-
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out the Federal Government to improve cooperation between labor
and management. In my view, these partnerships were a great success, but shortly after taking office, President Bush abolished them.
Last year, I introduced legislation to reinstate the partnerships.
What are your views on the use of labor-management partnerships? And what role do you believe the FLRA should play in improving labor-management relations? Ms. Pope.
Ms. POPE. Thank you. As you stated previously, the FLRA had
a leadership role in facilitating and assisting parties in developing
productive labor-management partnerships after the Executive
Order was enacted. We enjoyed a lot of success in collaboration
with agency leadership and union leadership to facilitate the institution of partnerships as well as to facilitate the ongoing management of those partnerships. It certainly benefited the FLRA in that
a lot of issues were resolved before cases were filed . In instances
where the parties had filed numerous charges, we were able to employ the partnership principles to resolve some of those cases amicably without the need for additional resources of the FLRA or
time away from the workplace for the employees engaged in those
labor-management disputes.
So, in my view, there has been a lot of success in the past.
Anecdotally, I understand that some labor-management partnerships continue today voluntarily in the absence of an Executive
Order, and I certainly would welcome any legislation that would require agencies to take another look and engage in labor-management partnerships.
Senator AKA.KA. Thank you. Mr. Beck.
Mr. BECK. Senator Akaka, I know that President Bush rescinded
President Clinton's Executive Order. I do not think, however , that
really affirmatively prohibits informal labor-management partnerships or discussions that may, and I think sometimes do, take place
in agencies. And as a general proposition, I think more talking is
probably good between parties who potentially could come into dispute with one another. I think it is better to talk and try not to
let that dispute reach a head, if at all possible. And to the extent
the management of agencies wants to talk informally and feels that
it is a good idea to talk informally with labor organizations and
that the labor organizations feel the same way, I think talking is
a good thing. .
And if they can avoid even having a dispute that they bring to
the Federal Labor Relations Authority, I think that is great for all
concerned. Then if they have a dispute that they cannot resolve before they bring it to the Authority, there are different aspects and
avenues for alternative dispute resolution that the Authority can
make available. Perhaps if and when I am there, I suppose I might
make an assessment as to whether we ought to have a little more
of that. Perhaps we should. But with my experience in the private
sector, more talking between the parties is, generally speaking, a
good thing. And even if they do develop a dispute, sometimes it
makes a lot of sense to still talk informally and see if the dispute
can be resolved, either through bilateral negotiations or through
mediated settlement discussions, before full-blown litigation ensues.
As a general proposition, I am in favor of talking.
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Senator AKAKA. Well, as I mentioned I have introduced legislation, S. 2197, to reinstate labor-management partnerships in the
Federal Government. And I believe that bill would certainly help
what you just mentioned in providing a process for talking to continue on these problems.
Mr. Beck, you have had extensive experience in the private sector representing corporations in disputes with labor unions. Will
you please explain how you will make the shift from representing
management in such disputes to being a neutral adjudicator?
Mr. BECK. Yes, Senator. Not an unexpected question given my
background. It is true that I have spent t he greater bulk of my
legal career advocating for employers in the private sector when
they have had disputes with their employees or with labor unions ,
and sometimes with the government as well. I was hired to do a
job as an advocate, and I did it, hopefully fairly well most of the
time. and had a little bit of success at that. But I under stand full
well ·that the job that I am nominated for is a different job, and
it is a job where I am not being paid to be an advocate. I am being
paid to try to be, as best I can, an impartial decider of cases in my
role as a member of the Authority looking at cases that are presented to the Authority.
I am not ideological on this, Senator. My law firm made a policy
decision many years ago· before I arrived that we would r epresent
management, and as far as I know, we have never represented
labor unions. I certainly have not personally. But it is also true
that I have never represented Federal agencies either, and so as
I look at the job of member and chairman of the Federal Labor Relations Authority-I h ave never represented a labor union as an
advocate. I have never represented a Federal agency as an advocate. And I suppose one might analogize in some w ays the management of Federal agencies to the management of private sector employers that I have represented. But to me, Senator, a Federal
agency is really a different animal from a private sector employer.
I don't equate the two or really view them philosophically as
equivalents.
And so this really will be a n ew milieu for me, getting into the
Federal sector with Federal agencies and Federal sector labor
unions. And so I am really quite con fident I will be able to be impartial and look at these cases that are presented to -me.
One more comment about my work in the private sector. I must
say, although I have been doing it for several years, I am far from
coming to a conclusion that all management is made up of good
guys or all unions and union members are good guys, or the r everse. I have seen management be good guys and bad guys sometimes in different circumstances, and I have seen labor unions be
good guys and, frankly , bad guys sometimes, too. And so I just do
not really have a view that one is always right or one is always
wrong.
Senator AKAKA. Mr. Beck, no organization can succeed without
investing in its human capital. As you know, the FLRA placed
last-and I mentioned that in my opening statement-in the most
recent Best Places to Work rankings by the Partnership for P ublic
Service, and it has a high number of vacancies. Since President
Bush has indicated that h e would designate you as chairman of t h e
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FLRA if you are confirmed, please explain your strategy for addressing the FLRA's human capital challenges and improving employee morale.
Mr. BECK. Well, Senator, I do know that is one of the most important challenges that is facing this agency, and I think I noted
in my opening remarks that there has been a substantial reduction
in the personnel at this agency over the last few years, and you
noted that as well. And I am very well aware of the study of small
agencies in which the Autho,rity, the FLRA, ranked dead last . It
will absolutely be my mission to do something about that.
Obviously, I am not there yet, and so I do not think I can lay
out in great detail exactly how I would do it step by step, but I
must tell you that what I want to do, if and when I arrive at the
Authority, is to go on a listening tour, if you will, and that is kind
of a trite way to put it, perhaps, but I really want to talk to Ms.
Pope in great detail about what she thinks is going on at this agency and what needs to be done in terms of human capital and other
challenges. And I want to talk to the staff at all levels at the FLRA
and find out what they think is going right and what they think
is going wrong right now and what can we do about that.
In my experience, one way to improve employee morale and to
get employees and staff on your side is to just really communicate
in an open and fair way with them and let them know that you
care about what they have to say and that you respect what they
have to say. And I don't suppose I would always agree with what
everyone on the staff says. I am sure there would be a great many
different views and opinions about priorities and about what is
working and what is not. But I intend to collect as much information as I can from the people who have been there much longer
than I have been- because I have not been there at all, franklyand try to find out what is going on and what we can do to improve
morale. If morale is so poor, why is it so poor? And what is within
our power to do to improve that? And I do not really know the answer in detail right now as I sit here, but I do know I am going
to figure it out when I get over there. And I am going to look to
the people, the person right n ext to me and the other people who
are there , who know about what is going on in that agency and let
them know I want to know what they think. We will do whatever
we can within our power and within our budget to try to increase
morale and make this, as you said in your opening remarks, an employer of choice, an employer that people want to go to, rather than
an employer that people realize is last on the bottom of the employee morale list and so maybe they are not really eager to work
there.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you.
Ms. Pope, you have been working at the FLRA since 1980. What
do you believe are the biggest human capital challenges facing the
FLRA? And what steps do you believe need to be taken to address
these challenges and improve employee morale?
Ms. POPE. The biggest challenge in my view is the human capital
issue. I believe what has happened over the years is the extensive
vacancies and extended vacancies over a number of years at all levels have impacted morale. There is a real crisis, if you will, with
regard to whether we have the appropriate level of staff and in
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what positions to get our job done, to accomplish our mission effectively. and efficiently.
What I have done over the years is to work with my staff to try
to produce timely, quality decisions to meet the performance goals
of the agency. I look forward to working with Mr. Beck, should h e
become chairman and we are both confirmed, to engage collaboratively to address the issues. One of the things that the survey
talked about in terms of improving morale is the need for employee
engagement. So I am very happy to hear his views with regard to
how to address morale because I do believe and share the view that
getting the stakeholders into the room and hearing their views and
sharing information regarding budget constraints-getting employee engagement, developing strategic plans and performance
goals, and creating the understanding that management is interested in giving them the tools to accomplish those goals-will go a
long way in terms of improving employee morale at the agency and
employee satisfaction.
I have been at the agency for 28 years, and it is disheartening
to know that w e rank last. It is disheartening to know that we are
possibly an agency that cannot retain or recruit the best and the
brightest to come to work with us. But I do know the FLRA has
an important mission and one that is more critical as we move forward with potential pay reform and personnel changes.
So I look forward to working with Mr. Beck to address the issues
and the challenges facing the agency.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you for that.
Other than issues relating to human capital, what do each of you
believe are the biggest challenges facing the FLRA? And what
steps do you plan to take t o address th:em?
Ms. POPE . Mr. Beck referred to the issue that we have a significant backlog of cases in the agency, so the biggest challenge, in my
view, is the fact that currently, because of staffing issues and other
issues, we are not meeting our own performance goals. We are not
providing our customers timely, quality resolution of their disputes.
So I would like to work together with the chairman to address
those challenges, to develop strategies to b:ring the case writers and
the senior management in the room to talk about how best to d evelop and look at our work processes , to see where we can improve
our productivity .and address the quality and timeliness of our decis10ns.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you. Mr. Beck.
Mr . BECK. Senator, I did mention that backlog, and I think it is
something that we need to take a very immediate and very serious
look at. Let me put it this way: One of the questions I want to consider, if I am confirmed and go to the agency, is whether we can
do a little more a t the agency to help the development of the kind
of disputes that they are bringing t o us. One way t o permit u s to
work on the existing backlog is to see if we can reduce the number
of cases that are being filed. I don't know, but within the parameters of the statute, we may be able to do a little bit more to try
to help agencies and their labor organizations to get along a little
bit better, to play a little bit more nicely, to come to agreement on
more issues that otherwise might become cases that come to the
Authority for decision.
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And as I understand it, the agency has several methods of alternative dispute resolution that can be brought to bear once a case
is filed . I wonder if the statute permits u s to reach out just a little
bit further, to the point even before cases are filed. I honestly don't
know the answer t o that, perhaps the answer is no. But in a sense,
the Authority seems to me under the statute to have some residual
authority that might go beyond simply deciding the cases that are
presented t o it, and we may be able to provide some training or
some education and information to managers, employees, and labor
organizations that are out there in the Federal sector so that we
can maybe avoid having some of the disputes arise in the first
place.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you. Over the past 8 years, there have
been numerous proposals to change the structure of the FLRA and
its role and responsibilities. Both the Departments of Defense and
Homeland Security proposed having internal agency panels decide
labor cases instead of the FLRA. There was also a proposal by the
Senior Executives Association to merge the FLRA, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), and the Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB) into a single Federal employee appeals
agency.
What are your views on these proposals and do you believe that
there are any structural changes that need to be made t o the FLRA
or the process for adjudicating unfair labor practices? Ms. Pope.
Ms. POPE. In my experience, it is the FLRA that is uniquely
poised and trained to be the neutral arbiter of Federal workplace
disputes. So I was concerned, obviously, about the legislation you
mentioned that would have narrowed our jurisdiction in a lot of
cases and eliminated our jurisdiction in many others .
I continue to believe that it is the FLRA in its current structure
that should continue to have the jurisdiction over Federal workplace disputes. I believe with budget constraints-certainly internally the FLRA has an ongoing obligation to look to ensure that
its structure is the most efficient, the most productive. Internally
we may need to assess whether we have the right people in the
right jobs, in the right positions , and the right work processes to
get the job done effectively. There should be an ongoing strategic
assessment which includes employees and their r epresentatives
and career and presidential management at all levels.
Senator AKAKA. Well, what about the process for adjudicating
unfair labor practices?
Ms. POPE. I h ave not taken a personal position on the merger of
the agencies, but I have been a part of the agency in the past when
that has been presented as an issue to the FLRA by Congress. We
worked with those other agencies to address and identify the areas
where we have separate and distinct jurisdiction and separate and
distinct expertise to address those issues. So, in my view, the work
process that is currently a part of our regulatory structure is sufficient.
Now, one of the things we h ave done over the years is to look
to see where our regulations could be revised t o better serve the
parties. And we have made changes, introducing formal Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR) principles and policies, as well as pro-
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viding opportunities for training, education, and facilitation in the
area of representation cases and petitions before they are filed.
So, our own regulatory process could be reviewed and should be
reviewed to address how charges are filed and where they are filed.
And moving further to electronic filing and managing technology to
more effectively handle our caseload and more effectively · enable
the parties to know how to file charges and what their rights are
is something that I would endorse for internal review·.
Senator AKAKA. Mr. Beck.
Mr. BECK. Senator, the proposals and the possibilities that you
referred to-of course it is not in vogue to use this phrase, but I
will anyway-would really be above my pay grade. If I become a
member and chairman of the Authority, it will not be up to me to
say whether such a merger should take place. Of course, that will
be between the Congress and the next President.
As I look at that proposal that you mentioned of really merging
the agencies and creating sort of a monolithic agency to deal with
Federal sector employment issues, in m y own mind I immediately
think about the situation I am very familiar with in the private
sector. And as you know, the FLRA is modeled on the National
Labor Relations Board (NLRB), and in most ways structurally it
functions like the National Labor Relations Board. And the EEOC
also exists to be available to private sector employers and employees, and it deals with their disputes as well.
And so we really have an analogous system of divided responsibilities between the agencies in the private sector that I am very
familiar with, and I am not aware of anyone who is seriously suggesting that the NLRB and the EEOC should be merged to deal
with private sector employment issues. And based on my experience, it would not be a good idea. And so that is really the best
viewpoint I think I could bring to bear my own self on the suggestion of merging the agencies in terms of Federal sector employment
matters.
I suppose that as a matter of policy, of course, it would be for
the Congress to make the policy decisions, but I suppose merging
t he agencies into a monolithic agency to deal with all issues migh t
have the apparent virt ue of simplicity. But I suppose the virtue of
expertise might be lost as well, .because _q.S Ms. Pope said,. the .
FLRA has particular ·expertise;· and we all know that the MSPB
has certain particular expertise as well, and it has a certain portfolio of responsibilities which is distinct. And the same is true for
the EEOC.
And so, as I think this through while I am sitting here, it strikes
me that quite a bit of beneficial expertise might be lost.
Senator AKAKA. In addition to proposing changes to the process
for adjudicating unfair labor practices, the Administration has proposed changes to the substance of Federal labor law: The rights of
labor unions, the rights of management, what matters can be negotiated, and what remedies are available.
What are your thoughts on these proposed changes? And what
changes, . if any, do you believe need to be made to the rights and
protections afforded to employees and management under the Federal labor management statute?
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Mr. BECK. I have made Ms. Pope answer every question first, so
I guess I will take this one. My answer, unfortunately, has to be
very brief to that, Senator, and I am certainly not one to duck
questions. But I must say t hat I have given a lot more thought in
recent years to private sector labor relations than I have to the
somewhat different nuances of Federal sector relations. As I sit
here, I just do not really feel like I am capable of opining on whether certain substantive changes to rights and responsibilit ies of
management and labor would be a good idea or a bad idea.
If I go to the agency and I learn something more than I do know
about Federal sector labor law in particular, I will be more than
happy to come speak with you. I would love to testify again, Senator, if you think I might have anything of value to say on this subject, or meet with you and other Members of the Committee informally. Once I have developed a little more expertise on these questions, I certainly am quite willing to be a resource to you if that
would ever be of benefit.
Senator A.KARA. Any comment, Ms. Pope?
Ms. POPE. I do not have any statutory changes and amendments
that I would identify . I note that the statute has served us well for
almost 30 years, and we have a significant body of case law elucidating the statute and the rights and responsibilities of the parties.
To the extent there may be pay and personnel changes that may
test the statute that certainly were not contemplated when the
statute was enacted, it will be up to the FLRA and their interpretation of the law to apply it to any current situations that were not
contemplated a t the time the statute was enacted. And with respect to other changes, the FLRA, at the direction of the chairman,
at the direction of the Administration, would address and look to
speak to any possible amendments that may be proposed by Congress or the Administration.
Senator A.KARA. Well, as you know, the chairman of the FLRA
is to oe the chief executive and administrative officer of the Authority. The Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel has issued
opinions stating that under such a designation the chairs of boards
and commissions, like the FLRA, are responsible for the day-to-day
administration of the policies of t h e boards. Substantive policymaking and regulatory authority is vested in the boards as a
whole. However, these opinions recognize that any number of the
day-to-day business practices may affect the board's policies and
regulatory authority.
Could each of you comment on whether you draw the line between the responsi_b ilities of a member of the FLRA and the chairman of the FLRA? Ms. Pope.
Ms. POPE. As a sitting member, I feel like I should go first in
that answer. My response is I begin with the statute, which clearly
delineates the role of a chairman and the role of a member. I believe and have benefited from Administrations that looked to be
collaborative with members in addressing our statutory responsibility to provide leadership with respect to Federal sector labormanagement relations. Also, there is a clearly defined role as the
budget officer, having fiduciary responsibility, that rests with the
chairman.
Senator A.KARA. Mr. Beck.
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Mr. BECK. Yes, Senator. There are some clear distinctions, and
I look forward, if I am confirmed, to learning more about the precise contours of those distinctions. But it is clear that Congress intended a distinction in some respects between the member who
serves as chairman and the other non-chairman members of the
FLRA. The statute was passed in the late 1970s originally and
then was amended 4 or 5 years later because, as originally passed,
it had not designated the chairman as the CEO and administrative
officer.
And I think that certain Members of Congress, based on my review of the legislative history, such as Senator Stevens, for example, and Congresswoman Schroeder, came to the floor and said that
we think that there is a lack of accountability and there is a certain amount of inefficiency going on at this relatively new agency
because there .i s no individual who is clearly and unequivocally
tasked with, say, budgetary responsibilities, human resources responsibilities, and purchasing responsibilities. So they did at that
time add in that language that the chairman is the CEO and administrative officer. So, . clearly, the chairman is supposed to have
some duties and some responsibilities that are distinct from and
greater than what the members do in terms of just managing the
agency.
With that said, though, while one person needs to be accountable, one person does not need to make all decisions from on high
unilaterally without any input from anyone else. And that is not
my management style, and I do not think, generally speaking, it
is an effective management style. And so I don't know what others
who have gone before me may have done, but what I would_like
to try to do, if I become the chairman of this agency, is t o work
with Ms. Pope, and if we get another member at the agency, to
work with that member as well, and to · work with the staff and
others in a very kind of open-door, communicative, collaborative
way so that as much as possible we can get some kind of consensus, or near consensus, on what needs to be done, at least on
the big picture items.
And if somebody has t o decide how many paper clips are we
going t o buy this year, I will be happy to decide that, and probably
other folks don't need to be bothered with that sort of question. But
when it comes t o major questions about managing. this agency, I
think that doing so in as collaborative a way as possible is obviously the way to go, and that is particularly true for me, frankly,
because I have not spent the time at this agency that some other
people have, that Ms. Pope has, for example.
Senator AKAKA. Well, I want to thank both of you for your responses. Before we close I would like to ask if either of you have
any further remarks you would like to make about FLRA or your
position in it, and what you would like to see come about at the
FLRA. Ms. Pope.
Ms. POPE. I have always held in high regard the FLRA and its
mission and the responsibilities of the presidential appointees at
the agency. I look forward to continuing in that role, if confirmed,
and would be extremely excited and proud to be a part of turning
around the agency, so that if I ever had the fortune of coming before you again, we are not ranked 31st of 31 small agencies, but
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we are ranked No. 1. So I am excited about the future of the agency and look forward to being a part of it, if confirmed.
Senator AKAKA. Mr. Beck.
Mr. BECK. I want t o associate m yself with Ms. Pope's remarks
and say essentially the same thing, Mr. Chairman. I think some
things need to be done at this agency, clearly, and I look forward,
if confirmed, to figuring out in short order what they are and doing
the best that all of u s can to make whatever changes -are going to
bring this agency up in terms of not just employee satisfaction and
engagement, but in terms of processing cases, carrying out our core
function of processing cases and resolving impartially and promptly
the disputes that the parties bring to the agency. And I would like
to also ask that maybe if you don't mind too much, I will come
knock on your door at some point, and maybe some of the other
Members of this Committee who are interested in what is going on
at the FLRA because you have been looking at this agen cy longer
than I have. And I would really value, not only collaborating and
hearing from the people who are at the agency, like Ms. Pope and
other folks, folks who are on the staff over there, but I would like
to maybe be able to sit down, formally or informally, with you, or
any other Members who might be interested, to get your views as
well.
Senator AKAKA. Well, let me respond to you and tell you my door
is open.
Mr. BECK. Thank you, Senator.
Senator AKAKA. And I want to thank you both for your responses, and I feel your mission is a very important one. It is important because, as you succeed, there will be more productivity,
people will be working better, and that is why we are all here. And
so I want to thank each of you for being here today and congratulate you again on your nominations. I have no further questions at
this time.
The hearing record will remain open until the close of business
tomorrow for Members of this Committee to submit additional
statements or questions they may have. I know you both are anxious for you r nominations to move forward. It is my hope that the
Committee and the Senate will take action in the near future.
Again, I want to thank you for bringing your families and supporters here today, and than k you again for your responses. This
will be helpful to u s in dealing with your nominations. And I will
talk to the Committee and try to make every effort to move them
as quickly as we can.
Ms. POPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BECK. Thank you, Senator.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much. This hearing is adjourned.
["Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]

APPENDIX

BIOGRAJ'IDCAL AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION REQUESTED OF NOMl1''EES
A. BIOGRAJ'IDCAL INFORMATION

1.

Name: (hx:lude any former oamcs used.)
Pope; Carol A. Walkr

Carol Waller Pope: Carol W. Pope; Carol

2.
3.

4.

6.
7.
&.

Ed...tioa: List ~ lllld bi@b,:,-<duc:auon imtitulioos. dates atteod<d, dqir-oc
m,eiv,,d aud dale dope 8J'Ullal.
Nortbcatm, Uuiv=ity School ofl.aw, Boston. MA - atlalllod 9/1-975 to 5/ 1978. luri,
Doctor llegr<e owardal 5/1978
SimmJmCollegc,'Boaon, MA-llltadod 9/1970- 5/1974. B.A.. Psychology and
Educatioo 11WBr1b1 S/1974

W ~ Junior lllld Senior High ScbooL P ~ PA. 1964 - 1970. Diploma

,.

i..,..,._, , - , t : List all jobo held mco coll,:go, IDd m,y n:io,ma or sigaifiamt jobs
hold prior to that Im::, iocludmg 1l,c tillc or ~lion ofjo1,, DIIDJO of ~ioyg-,
location of
DC<>CSSar)'.)

won:. and dalco of employment. (Plea>e ase seponue anachmenl, if

S<eAttaelimc:nt#I.
10.

Government uperieaa:: Lat any advisory. comultativc:, honorary or other pan-tinx:
service or position, with laferal, Stale, or local go=-,, olher than thos< liste<I
abo>e.

None

(17)
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11.

-Busiacss retatioubips: List all positions cllJTClltly or formerly held as an officer,
director, -uustec, -partoet, proprietor, agent, -rcpresemativc, or consultant ofany
corporalion, wmpany. firm, partncrshjp, or other business enterprise. eaucatiooal or other
institutioJL

See Attachment #2.
12.

M-benbips: List all membcnhips, affiliations, or aod offices CIIITClllly or furmcrly
held in probsional. busins, fraternal, scholarly, civic, public, charitable or other
organizations.

Mc:mbcr, Bar ofthe Commonwealth ofMassachusetts; Umtcd States Court of Appeals
fur the First and Fifth Cin:uits; lllld the U.S. Supreme Coun. American Bar Association;
Society ofFedeml Labor Relations Probsiooals
13.

Political iilliliatiou • ad amities:

(a)
(b)

List all offices with a politic:al-party which you have held or any public office for
which you have been a amdidale.
None
List all memberships and offices held in and services rendered to 8IIY political
pany or election committee during 1hc last IO years.
Volunteer, 1996 Cliotoo/Gore Cmipaign.
Volunteer, 2004 Kctiy For President Campaign

(c)

Itemize all political comributions to any.individual, campaignorpnization,
political party, political actmn committee, or similar eotity of$50 or imre dwing
the past 5 years.
See Attachment #3

14.

Boaon:ad --• nts: List all s:holarabips, iellowsbips, honorary degrees, honorary
,ocictymc:mbcrsbips, miliwy mcduland any other~ recognition iir outstanding
'IICf\'icc or achievements.

See Attacbmcnt #4
15.

Published wrifuigs: Provide the Committee with two copies of any books, articles,
reports, or other published materials which you have written.
Article in Journal entitled, Careers and the Minority Lawyer, Spring 1999. A copy of the

Article isutacbed as Attachment #5.
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16.

Speeches:
{a)

Provide the Col!llllittee with two copies of any fonnal spcccbes you have
delivered during the: wt 5 years which you ba\le copies ofand are on topics
relevant to the position for which you have been nominated. Provide copies of Bil)'
testimony to Cougrcss, or to any other legislative or administrative body.

Sec Attachmcnt #6(a)
(b)

Provide a list of all speeches and testimony you have delivered in the past I 0
years, except for those the text of which you are providing 10 the Committee.
Pleme provide a short description of the: speech or testimony, its date ofdelivery,
and the: audience to whom you delivered it.

See Attachment #6(b)

17.

Selection:

(a)

Do you know why you were chosen for this nomination by the President?

It is my beliefthat Pmsidem Bush selected me for this nomination becaus:ofmy
prior c:xpcricnce and e,q,ertise as a Member and career cmplo~ at the Federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). I possess keen knowledge oftbe law and its
application; litigation and Illllllllg;ement experience; proven decision-writing
expertise atria cnmmilJnc:ut to public service.
(b)

What do you believe in your background or employment experience affirmatively
·qualm:s you fur this particular appointment1

Sec Attacbmc:nt #7

B. EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS
l.

Will you sever all comicctions with your present employera, bll1iness firms, business
associations or business organimtions ifyou are confirmed by the Senate'!

Yes
2.

Do you have any plans, commitments or agreements to pursue outside employment, with
or without compensation, during your service with the government? Ifso, explain.

No
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3.

Do you~ 1IDY plaM, commitments or agreements after completing government service
to resume employment, affiliation or pnicticc with your previous employer, business
firm. 1ISSOciation or organimtion, or to stan cmpk>ymcnl with any other entity?
No

4.

Has anybody made a comminmot to employ your services in any capacity after you leave
govcmnent service?
•
No.

5.

Ifconfirmed, do you expect to scm: out your full term or umil the next Prcsideotial
election, wbicbeYcr is applicable?

Yes.
6.

Have you ever been med by 1111 ~loycr to ~ a job or otherwise left a job OD a nonvoluntary basis? If so, please explain.
.
No.

C. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTERFSI'

1.

Describe any busines.s TCiationsbip, dcaliog or financial tnmsuction which you have bad
during the .last IO years, whetbcr fur yourself; OD behalf ofa cli=nt, or acting as an ageot,
that could in any way c:onstimte or result .i n a possa'blc conflict ofimcrest in thc position

to which you ~ been nominated.

None.
2.

Describeany actmty during the past 10 years in which you liavc engaged fur thc
l'll!JIOIIC ofdirectly or iDdircctly in1lucncing thc passage, defeat or modification of my
lcgislation or afi'ecting the adminis1Iation or execution of law or public policy, other than

wbilc .in a fcdcraJ. govemmcm capacity.
None.

3.

Do you agree to have written opinions provided to the Committee by the designated
agency ethics officer of the agency to which you arc nominated and by the Office of
Government Ethics concerning potential conflicts ofinterest or any legal impediments to
your serving in this position?

· Yes.
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D. LEGAL MATI'ERS

1.

Ha\'e you ever been disciplined or cited for a breach ofethics for unprofessional conduct
by, or been the subject ofa complaint to any court, administrative agency, professional
association, disciplinary committee, or other professional group? If so, provide details.

No.
2.

Have you ever been investigated, arrested, charged or convicted (including pleas of guilty
or nolo colllelldere) by any federal, State, or other law enforcement authority for violation
of any fcdaal, Slate, collllty or IIIIIIJicipal law, other than a minor traffic offi:me? If so,
provide details.

No.
3.

Have you or m:ry busine,s of which you are or were anoflicer, dim:toror owner ever
been iovo.lvc:d as a party in im«cst in any administrative agency proceeding or civil
litigation? If so, provide details,

No.
4.

For responses to question 3, please identify and provide details for any proc=dings or
civil litigation that involve actions-tak.c:n or omitted by you, or alleged to have been taken
or omitted by you, while ~ in your official capacity.

5.

Please advise the Committee: of any additional information, favorable or unfavorable,
which you ftcl should be comidered in comiection with your oomimltion.

Nooe
E. FINANCIAL DATA
All iofurmation rt:qllC$lcd lllldcr Um bc:adio,g must be provided for yomxu; your spouse,
and your depc:udc:nts. (This .information will not be publisbed in the record of the bearing on your
nomination, but it will be .retained in the Committee's files and will be available for public

inspec:tion.)
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AFFIDAVIT

Carol Waller Pope • being duly sworn, hereby states that ~she has read and signed the
furegoing Stalcmcnt on Biographical and Financial Information and that the mformuion ·
provided therein is, to the best ofhislhc:r biowledgc, current, accurat~, and coiq>lete.

Su~bcd and sworn before me this _ _
~.....:
-()
~ _ _ _day of

20.li_

/JJ;;g/
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Biographical and Finaocial lnforma1ioo

INDEX OF ATTACHMENTS
Attachment #1

Response to Question #9, Part A, Biographical lnfonnation

Attachment #2

Response to Question #11, Part A, Biographical Information

Attachment #3

Response to Question #!3(c), Part A, Biographical Information

Attachment #4

Response to Question #14, Part A, Biographical Information

Attachment #5

Response to Question #15, Part A, Biographical Information

Attachment #6<.a)

Response to Question #16(a), Part A, Biographical Information

Attachment #6(b)

Response to Question #J6(b), Part A, Biographical Information

Attachm-nt #7

Response to Question #17(b). Part A, Biographical Information

Attachment #8

Response to Question# 1, Part E, Fioancial Data

Attachment #9

Response to Question#7, Part E, FinaDcial Data
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Biographical aid Financial lnbmalion

. ATTACHMENT-#!

- Employment Record

Member, Federal Labor Relations Authority
Nominated by President William B. Clinton. confirmed by 1he Senate.
Fcdcml Labor hlations Authority, Washington, DC
October 2000 to Dccembcr 2006
Assistant GeDeral COWISel for. Appeals, Office of the General CoUDSel
Federal Labor Relations Authority, Washington, DC .
October 1998 to October 2000

Director ofAppeals and Special Programs, Office ofthe General Counsel
Federal Labor Relations Authority, Washington, DC
June 19% to October 1998
Executive Assistant to th: General Counsel, Office ofthe General Counsel
Federal Labor Relations Authority, Washington; DC
July 1994 to Juoe 1996
Attorney, Boston Regional Office, Federal Labor Relations Authority
Boston, MA
February 1910 to July 1994
Attorney, U.S. Department ofLabor, Office of1he Solicitor, Employee Benefits Division
Washington, DC
Janumy 1979 to February 1980

Job Developer;New Careers mMental Health Program, Boston University School of
Medicine
Boston.MA
June 1974to August 1975
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Carol WallCf Pope
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AITACHMENT #2 --Business relationships
Trustee, Simmons College, Boston, MA
Corporator, Simmons College, Boston, MA
Director, DC Employment Justice Center, Washington, DC (non-profit)

Director, Madison Park Development Corporation, Boston, MA (oon-profit community
homing)

Director, Lower Roxburty Community Corporation, Boston, MA (non-profit community
housing)

Director, Madison Park Housing Corporation, Boston, MA (mn-profit community
housing)
Director, Madison Parle Economic Development Corporation, Boston, MA (non-profit
community housing)
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Biographical and Financial Information

ATIACHMENT #3

-- Political Affiliations and Activities

Tony Towmfor DC City CoWICil

50.00

21• Century Democrats

25.00

Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee

50.00
50.00 .
35.00
50.00

21 • Century Democrats

Democratic Leadership Campaign

Allyson Schwartz for Congress

:2005 .
. Tom Reilly Committee
250.00
(Massachusetts Democratic Gubernatorial Primary Candidate)
Democratic National Committee
Allyson Schwartz for Congress
Kerry for President
Kmy for President Vohsnteer
Gore2000

.50.00
25.00

2,000.00

250.00
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AITACHMENT #4 ••

Hooors and Awards

American Bar Association - Federal Service Lc:adersbip Award, 2005
Carol Walicr Pope Leadership Scholarship Award (for students - created by
Simmons Collcgc in honor ofmy vohmtc:cr leadership), 2005
NationalPartDcrship for Reinventing Govermrent Hmnmcr Award, 1999
Office of PcrsoDDel Management, Federal Executive Institute, Commcnccmc:nt
Speaker, 1997
Special Achievement Award, Federal Labor Relations Authority, 1981
Superior Accomplishment Award. Federal Labor Relations Authority, 1991,

1992,1999
Sustained Superior Performance Award, Federal Labor Relations Authority, 1988,
1989, 1999
Sustamed High Quality Perfourm~, Federal Labor Relations Authority, I997
Special Act Award, Federal Labor Relations Authority, 1997, 1998

Ccrtfficate ofAppreciation, Federal Labor Relations Authoritr, 1999
Simmom College Alumnae Service Award, 1998
CoD11Mnwealth ofMassachusetts State Senate Citation, 1993

Big Sister AssociarionofGreater Boston, 1993
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ATIACHMENT #5 Published Writings
Article on my career published .in Journal entitled, ""Careers and the Minority Lawyer,

Spring 1999 (copy-provided)

AITACMENT #6(b}-Speecbes - No copy provided
1985 -1999

Numerous training presentations and speeches to federal agencies
and fcdcral umom OD lbeir statutory obligations, rights and
responsibilities under the Federal Service Labor-Management
Rclatiom Statute.

June 1998

Luncheon speech delivered to ·audience including Simmons
College President and Alumme upon receipt of Alumnae Service
Award. Speech topic: my professional career and volunteer

sc:rncc.
Jane2003

FPMI, Annual Confercoce, Speech entitied, CuncDt ismJCS in
Fc:denll Sector Labor Law aod Labor Relations
Phoenix, AZ

February 2006

Speech to Simmons College students delivcml at ceremonial
dinner conferring Carol Waller Pope Leadership Award
scholarship to studeut TCCipient. Speech topic: leadership.

October 2006

Luncheon speech to Administrative Law Judges Association.
Luncheon topic was cum:ut issues in Federal sector Labor Law
.and the operation ofFLRA
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ATIACHMENT #7 BackgroUDd and Employment Experieoce

MAJOR CAREER ACCOMPLISHMENTS

J>rcsidentiad appointment and Senate confirmation to fcdcral govmuncnt lcadersbip
position (first Federal Labor Relations Authority career employee to receive appointment
to Member position); Development and implementation of innovative peer review/quality
review process to Blljudicate .ammal caseload ofover 400 appeals cases; led 1cgal team to
rcvi3e fi:dcral rcgullltEns to incorporate improved case fitiog/proccssing procedures and
ahemativc dispute resolution; Awarded Vice-President Al Gore's Hammer AWIIJ'd for
govcrnmeot innovation; Led design and implementation of strategic plm:, a plan
recognized as a model plan by the federal govcrmIICllt small agency council;
Deveiopm:nt of etbical conduct fi>r employees policy; Public speaker and trainer in areas
offederal sector labor law, employee relatiom and dispute resolution.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
MEMBER, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY. OCTOBER 2000 -

PRESENT
Appointed by President William J. Clinton and confirmed by the Senate in October 2000,
to a five-year term.
Respomibilities: One ofthree Members ofthe Fc:dc:ral Labor Relamns Authority
responsible for administtarion oftbe Federal ServklC Labor-Management Relations
Statute which regulates labor-management relations fur over 1.2 million federal, nonPostal service employees worldwide.

Issue final administnlli.,. decision w: resolve negotiability disputes; rcsolvt: appeals of
arbitration awards; rc.,olve appeals ofadmioistrative law judge decisions involving unfair
labor practice complaints; and determine the appropriateness of units for labor
organimtion rcprescmation. Authority decisions are subject to judi::ial review in the
United States courts of appeals and the United States Supreme Court. Key d ~
cue decisions I authored have been upheld by the DC Court of Appeals.

Manage and supervise the work and probional development of a staff of seven
employees, including six attorneys. Twenty-five years ofexperience in labor and
employment law and policy aod labor relmions; rule-making, senior management
experience in strategic planning and assessment, policy and program development and
impicmentation, ahcmativc dispute resolution, mcifuation and training.
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ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL, OJl'FICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL,

Federal Labor Relations Authority, Washington. DC, August 1996 to October 2000.
Managed caseload of om-400appcals of UDfiur .labor Jl(llCti:e charge dismissals
• Managed design. implementalio11 m:l asscSSDY'nt Qffive year strategic plmi
• ~ speaking ttainil!gadfacilitation toTCSOlvc disputes and to ilq,ro"YC Jabormanagcmcut relationships

•

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO THE GENERAL COUNSEL, Fcdcra.l Labor
Relations Authority, Wasbiogton,DC, July 1994 - August 1996
•
•

•

Policy devclopmemll[l(I aw:ssoeot
Led team ofAdministrative Law Judges, Regional Counsels and Attorneys in
revisionofFLRA 'Rules-and Rcgu1atiom
R.ecipic:nt ofVice-Pn5ideut Al Gore's Hammer Award

ATI'ORNEY, Fcdcral Labor Rcllitioos Authority, "Boston, MA,
Febnmy 1980 - July 1994
•

•

lnvestigated and prosecuted unmir labor practice charges
Designated Hearing Officer i n ~ n case bearin8s

ATl'ORNEY, U.S. Dq,artm=ut ofLabor, Office of tbe Solicitor, Employee Benefits
Division, Washington, 0C. January 1979 - Februmy 1980
•
•

Represented Deputy Solicitor in employee compensation claims before
Administrative Law Judges and in U.S. courts ofappeal
Litipted Federal Tort CJains
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U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Pre-Hearing Qneationnaire for the Nomination of
,
Caro! Waller Pope to be a Member of lhe Federal Labor Relations Authority

I. Nomination Process and Conflicts of Interest
1.

Why do you beiieve the President nominated you to serve as a Member of tbe Federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA)?
I currently serve as a Member. I have held this position since my nomination b)'
President William J. Clinton and confirmation by the Senate in October 2000,
e:i;cept during a brief period just prior to my 2007 nomination by President George
W. Bush, when I was retired from the FLRA. I believe that my nearly 30 years'
experience working in various capacities in the Federal Labor Relations Authority
makes me uniquely qualified to be a Member of the FLRA.
I began my professional career, and spent nearly 20 years, in the FLRA's Office of
the General Counsel. There, 1 was responsible for investigating and prosecuting
alleged unfair labor practices as well as processing petitions for elections ud other
representation matters. I also worked in the Office of the General Counsel
Headquarten Office, culminating in my position as AJBistant General Counsel for
Appeals. Throughout my tenure in the FLRA Office of the General Counsel, I
witnCSBed the benefits that result when labor and management undentand their
rights and responsibilities under the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations
Statute, S U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135 (Statute}, and form productive relationships.
As Member, I have been responsible for resolving labor-management disputes filed
with the Authority under the Statute, including arbitration, negotiability,
representation, and unfair labor practice cases. I have endeavored to interpret and
apply the Statute fairly and impartially in each cue. This has resulted in several
decisions where I disagreed with a majority of the Authority Members and wrote in
dissent. Of the 15 Authority decisions that, according to the FLRA Office of the
Solicitor, received "unfavorable" review in Federal Courts of Appeals during the
past S years, I dissented in 11 of the decisions. I have also been responsible for
managing my office consistent with the FLRA's strategic plan and performance
goals and objectives. I am pleased to report that from 2000 until 2007, during which
time the Authority was organized in a way that required each Member to manage
an office responsible for processing one-third of the Authority's caseload, my office
met or exceeded relevant performance goals, thereby contributing to agency-wide
perfonnance. As an example, during the most recent f1Scal year (FY06) when I
managed a separate Member staff, my staff was responsible for closing 46 percent of
all the cases closed on the merits by the Authority.
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.2.

Were any conditions, expressed or implied, attached to your nomination? If so, p lease
explain.

No.
3.

What specific background and experience affirmatively qualify you to be a Member of
tbeFLRA?
The role of a Member, comiltent with § 71 OS of the Statute, is to aerve JIS a pan of a
quaai-judicial body known JIS the "Authority." 1 A Member must adjudicate cases
that .come before the Authority fairly, impartiaUy:and cxpeditiousty,.and provide
leaderahip in establilhing policies and guidance to Federal agencies, unions and
employees, to enbance:their understanding of their rights and responsibilities under
the StJltute.
As an employee of the FLRA in both a career and political capacity for J1lmost 30

yean, I have developed an undentanding·of the law and have contributed to the
4evelopment of.a significant body of .case law interpreting tbe Statute. My
knowledge oftbe law coupled with a practical undentanding oftbe.important roles
both labor law and labor relations have in JIU effective and-efficient government
qualify me-to serve•s a Member.
4.

Have you made any commitments with respect to the policies and principles you will
attempt to implement as a Member of the FLRA? If so, what arc they and to whom have
commitments been made?

No.

5.

If confirmed, arc there any issues from which you may have to ICCuse or disqualify
yourself because of a conflict ofinterest or the appearance of a conflict of interest? If so,
please explain what procedures you will use to carry out such a recusal or
disqualification.
No.

ll. Role of a Member. FLRA
6.

What is your view of the role of the FLRA?

I Tho- -AU!l!orily"men lO!ho-- oflhe Fl.RA llwc:ansuuoflhollnc Mtmllfflwho-adjudicamry...,..,.;bllity. Thetmn
"Ft.RA"n,/m IO
""'i<h t s ~ orlh< AUlhonty, 111c Officeorlhe Offlcnl Counsclandlhc Fcdc!ol S.,,,1« lmp,we,
Panel.

lhc-•-cy.
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The FLRA is an independent, admini!trative Federal agency that was created by the
Statute, The Statute .allows certain non-postal Federal employees to organize,
bargain collectively, and participate through labor organizations of theiF choice in
decisions affecting their work Jives.
Section 7105 of the Statute, 5 U.S.C. § 7105, Powers and duties ofthe Authority,
states in part:
The Authority shall provide leadership in establishing policies and guidance
relating to matters u nder this chapter, and, except as otherwise provided,
shall be responsible for carrying out the purpose of this chapter.
The primary statutory raponsibilities of the FLRA include: (1) resolving
complaints of unfair labor practices, (2) determining the appropriateness of units
for labor organization representation, (3) adjudicating exceptions to arbitrator's
awards, (4) adjudicating legal issues relating to duty to bargaininegotiability, and
(5) resolving impasses during negotiations.

7.

Wnat is your view of the role of a Member of the FLRA?
The role of a Member, consistent with § 7105 of the Statute, is to serve as a part of
the quasi-jndicial body known as the Authority. A Member must adjudicate cases
that come before the Authority fairly, impartially and expeditiously, and provide
leadership in establishing policies and guidance to Federal agencies, unions and
employees, to enhance their understanding of their rights and responsibilities under
the Statute. Members, pursuant to the Statute, also appoint an executive director
and aucb regional directors, administrative law judges and other individuals
necessary for the proper performance of a gency functions.
Under the leadership and direction of the Chairman, as CEO of the FLRA, a
Member may .also provide inpnt regarding policy and guidance affecting the
operation of the FLRA and government-wide labor-management relations.

8.

In your view, what are the major challenges c111TCT1tiy facing the FLRA and the
Authority? What did you do as a Member, and w hat do you plan to do, if confirmed, to
address these challenges?
In my view, the major challenges currently facing the FLRA and the Authority are:
(1) improving the productivity, quality and timeliness of case decisions; {2) assessing
whether, when and how to fill vacant positions; (3) addressing the effects of
ju.risdictioD.81/organizational uncertainties; and (4) improving employee morale
overall These challenges are, to some degree, interrelated.
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Since becoming .a Member in 2000, my focus has been to mana~ my staff and office
resources to issue qu.all1y, 1imely decisions consistent with the Statute, Authority
precedent and the Authority's performance goals. From 2000 until 2007, during
which time the Authority was organized such :that each Member was required to
manage an office responsible for processing one.third of the Authority's caseload,
my office ·met or exceeded relevant performance goals, ihereby contributing to
.agency-wide -performallce. As .an example, during the most recent fiscal year
(FY2806) when I managed a separate Member staff, my staff was responsible for
closing 46 pettent of all the cases closed on the merits by the Authority. If
confirmed, I will continue to work with the other Members to issue quality, timely
decisions that operate to inform and .assist Federal employees, unions and managers
in understanding and exercising :their rights and responsibilities .under the Statue.
As a Member, I do uot have.independent hiring.authority. Instead, with the limited
exceptions noted below in connection·witb Question 12, decisions to fill vacancies
and the classification and grade level of those-positions, iff'tlled,.are.made solely by
the Chairman, as CEO of the agency. I did and wiU continue, in coo1ultation with
my Chief Counsel, routinely.assess whether and when to request authorization to fill
vacant positions within my authorized staffing levels in order to maintain case
productivity to meet the Authority's performance goals. Previowly, when
additional staff was justified, I -requested .authority to recruit and select in
accordance with the hiring protocol designated by the Chairman. When my office
caseload did not support additional staff, I did not request authorization to increase
my office staff. If confirmed, I will continue to manage my caseload and human
resources responsibly .and I-will work with the Chairman and other Member, as
directed by the Chairman, to provide input to determine.staffing levels needed to
fulf'lll the FLRA mission.

Careervacancies .and vacancies .at the leadership level throughout the FLRA have
advenely ·affected employee morale, in my vil!'II'. In addition, morale has been
.affected by ·the uncertainty of possible legislative :and regulatory cbanges at agencies
such as the Department ·of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of
Defense (DoD)ihatwonld operate to reduce FLRA's statutory jurisdiction and
caseload. H confirmed, I will work.at the .direction of the Chairman to successfully
address these challenges.
In my viffl', ihe FLRA should undertake efforts to develop strategies to: (1) assess
and improve work processes to maximize technology, minimize costs and improve
timeliness aud quality consistent with the Statute and the President's Management
Agenda; (2) enhance.alternative dispute resolution techniques and ·services for
timely .and meaningful case disposition; (3) review existing regulations for. possible
revision; (4) develop recruinnent and internal 1raining tools; (5) DWl• ge attrition
through leadership development and succession planning; and (6) improve
employee morale.
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9.

What will be your long-tenn priorities a Member of the FLRA?
If confirmed, my long-term priorities will include working with the other Member
and Chairman io issue timely, quality decisions in accordance with the Authority' s
annual performance goals and providing input, upon request by the Chairman, to
develop strategies to address the challenges set forth in tbe previous question.

I 0.

Describe your vision of what the relationship should be between the FLRA, the Merit
Systems Protection Board, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. In your
view, do the current relationships betw~n the FLRA and these agencies reflect your
vision? If not, what would you seek to do to change the current relationships?

Congress has established each of the listed agencies with .a distinct statutory mission
in the area of Federal sector employee and labor relations. I have no ha.sis to
consider any changes in the respective missions of the agencies or their relationship.
11.

What do you believe is the appropriate role of a Member of the FLRA, and how does that
differ from the role of the Chairman?
The role of a Member, coosisteot with § 7105 of the Statute, is to serve as a part of
the quasi-judicial body known as the Authority. A Member must adjudicate cases
that come before the Authority fairly, impartially and expeditiously, and provide
leadership in establishing policies and guidance to Federal agencies, unions and
employees, to enhance their understanding of their rights and responsibilities under
the Statute.

In addition to performing the adjudicatory responsibilities of a Member, the
Chairman has additional administrative and fiduciary duties as the FLRA's Chief
Executive and Administrative Officer. The Chairman bas ultimate budget

responsibility and accountability.
12.

The federal sector labor management relations statute provides that the Chairman is the
"chief executive and administrative officer of the Authority." To what extent and in what
respects do you believe a Chainnan should fulfill this role in collaboration with the other
Members ofFLRA? For example, in what circumstances do you believe the Chairman
should make hiring and other management decisions by consensus, under what
circumstances after consultation, and under what circumstances unilaterally and without
consultation? Do you believe Members of the FL!tA. should have access to all
information pertaining to the organization and administration of the FLRA?

A Chairman, as the Chief Executive and Administrative Orficer of the FLRA, bas
ultimate decision making authority-in virtually all administrative aod fiduciary
matters. · The manner in which those decisions are reached and implemented will
U.S. &nalt Commil11e on Homeland Secwriry and Governme,ua/ Affairs /"naHeoring Que$liOnnairt
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-vary, depending upon the nature of the issue and the needs of the Chairman. With
respect to the development ofFLRA policies and guidance, collaboration among the
Presidential and career management of1he FLRA may be meful. In addition,
depending on the issue, ·c ollaboration with other stakeholders, sacb as ~mployees
.and their representative may prove useful. I note that collaboration, in this regard,
appropriately can be limited to information gathering and sharing and docs not
necessarily require consensus decision-making. In that regard, a Chairman retains
-ultimate dccision-making<&utbority. Although hiring decisions involving regional
directors, the executive director.and administrative law judges require, by Statute,
involvement ofall of the Members, other hiring decisions can be made unilaterally,
with .i nput from other Members.at the election of the Chairman.
Memben, along with the other PresidentialJeadmhip of the FLRA, should be
informed of matters affecting the performance of dieir statutory responsibilities. It
is up to the Chairman .to determine when and how such information should be
provided. Historically, prior Chairmen have found collaboration iii the gathering
and sharing of information as well as consensus decision• making effective in the
development, management and assessment of strategic plans and performance goals
for the Agency. However, not all information-related to the operation of the
Agency can or should be shared -w ith the Members. For example, confidential
matters involving the Inspector General, the Administration, and/or pending
litigation involving the agency or agency employees cannot always be 1hared with
·the Members. It is iacumbent upon"the Chairman to determine when:and how to
collaborate with the Members and others and when the dissemination of
information will prove useful in the development and/or implementation of a policy
or decision.

m.
13.

Policv Questions

In a study of federal-employment satisfaction, the Partnership for Public Service
determined that the FLRA ranks last-31st out of3 1 small agencies. Why do you
believe employee satisfaction is so low at the Authority, and what would you do, as a
Member, .to address this situation?
The.2007 Federal Human Capital Survey Report revealed that'FLRA's overall
index score was 18.1, resulting in a rankmg of31 out of31 smaliagencies that
participated in the survey. This ranking was based on low rankings in eight ont of
ten key indicators: (1) Employee Skills/Mission Matcll; (2) Strategic Management;
(3) Teamwork; (4) Effective Leadership; (5) Performance Based Rewards and
Advancement; 6) Trainingand Development; (7) Support for Diversity; aad (8)
Work/Life Balance.

lt is my beliefthat employee satisfaction bas been adversely affected by extended
vacancies at all levels of the agency and by employee uncertainty regarding possible
U.S. S.Mtt Cooimitu< on Honu,u,nd S.curily<md 01JWmmert1al Affa ir, m-Hearing Q,,,,tionnair,
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office closures • ad a projected reduction in cue filings if the DHS and the DoD
personnel system changes were to be illlplemeuted.
If confirmed, I will work at the direction and under the leadership of the Chairman
to improve employee morale and satisfaction by developing and implementing
strategies to address 1be areas recommended by the survey analysis: employee
engagement; effective leadership; increased employee participation; increued
feedback on work; and employee involvement in decisions affectiog1be work.

14.

One way to reduce case processing iime is to reduce the nwnber of adjudicated cases.
Are there opportunities to reduce case fiiings or to resolve without the need for a decision
matters brought to the Authority? What would be the advantages and disadvantages of
pursuing those opportunities? Please explain.
I believe that there are opportunities to reduce filings and/or to resolve cases
without the need for a decision. F'or example, FLRA regulations provide that a
post-petition conference will be conducted by the FLRA to narrow and possibly
resolve the issues raised in a petition for review of negotiability issues. The postpetition conference has beeu used successfully to resolve some issues prnented by
the petition and iu some instances, to resolve the entire case without the need for a
decision by the FLRA.
In addition, I believe that training provided by the FLRA to customers can, by
facilitating parties' ·understanding of their rights and responsibilities under the
Statute, reduce tbe number of case filings and/or reduce the issues presented in the
filing,. Historically, 1he FLRA routinely offered such training, iucludiag traiuiug
for arbitrators who resolve disputes in the Federal sector, and such training was
uniformly well received.
Finally, the advautages of pursuing ADR, to resolve or, in some instances, prevent
disputes, are many. In most cases a vol11Dtary settlement reached by the parties
operates to settle. the immediate dispute in a more timely fashion than a decision,
thereby preserving resources of the Authority to address other cases through
issuance of more timely decisions. ln addition, ADR processes often operate to
improve communications between the parties and enhance the labor-management
relationship, which can, in turn, reduce future case filings.

15.

There has been increased use of.alternative dispute resolution (ADR) to deal with
disputes in the federal workplace, including those arising under federal service iabormanagement law. Some have pointed to the success of ADR in bringing about interestbased resolutions while reducing .the adversarial nature of the process and improving
relations between labor and management. Others have said that, although ADR is a
useful tool, an emphasis on the use of ADR could create undue pressures to reach
settlements. Wnat are your views on the use of ADR to resolve federal workplace
disputes?
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Tbe FLRA has successfully.employed ADR to .assist tbe parties in voluntarily
Teaol:ving·tbeir disputes for many years. The Fl.RA bas formally integrated ADR
processes in its npreseutation, unfair labor practice and negotiability regulations.
In addition, the FLRA introduced an ADR mechanism known as the "settlement
judge program" ro facilitate the resolution of cues pending before the Office of
Administration Law Judges. As a result, the FLRA provides voluntary settlement
opportanities•at various phases in tbe processing of a cue. ADR usistance can also
be requested prior to the filing of a representation petition.
Participation in .all of the FLRA's ADR processes is completely voluntary. No
undue pressure is applied to the parties to enter into a settlement .agreement.

In ·my experience ADR is a useful tool Although not all issues can be TeSOtved
voluntarily, where ADR is successfully employed, the full cost of litigation, including
employee time away from their jobs, is spared.
16.

What is your assessment of the current state o fFcderal labor-management relations? If
you believe that improvements can be made, in what areas should there be improvement
.and how can this be accomplished?

I am unable to .assess the current state of Federal labor-mauagementTelatioos. lo
moving forward, it may be appropriate for the FLRA ro conduct a survey, similar to
ones conducted in the put, to attempt to assess "this .and develop strategies to make
improvements.
·

17.

The Committeehas1eccivcd complaints that an extraordinary-percentage ofFLRA cases
in recent years have been overturned on appeal, and that almost all of the appeals have
come not from agencies but from unions. Do you believe this description of the situation
is correct, and, if so,-what do you believe are the reasons for this situation?

According to .t he FLRA Office of the Solicitor, daring the most Teceut S fiscal years
(beginning in FY2004 and to date in FY2008), there have been 35 decisions issued by
Federal Courtsiuvolviug Authority decisions. Of this total, 15 decisions (43
percent) were unfavorable to the Authority. Looking at the statistics on a fucal year
basis, '84 percent of the.judicial decilJioos issued during FY2004 were unfavorable to
the Authority. During FYlOOS, 42 percent of the decisions were unfavorable and
during FY2006, 28 percent were unfavorable. During FY2007, 67 percent of the
judicial decisions were unfavorable to the Authority; so far ·this fiscal year, only two
judicial decisions have been issued and both were favorable to the Authority. Of the
1 S unfavorable judicial decisions issued during the most recent 5 fiscal yean, all but
one l'CIUlted from 11 union appeal I note that in 11 of the 15 ·cues·that resulted in
unfavorable judicial decisions, I dissented to the underlying Authority decision.
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The reasons for unfavorable treatment of Authority decision in tbe eouns vary. A
few common threads emerge from 1be court decisions, however. In particular, in

several cases, the Authority decision was not upheld because the Authority majority
bad 'failed in its decision to adequately address precedent that conflicted with the
decision. See NFFE, FD-1 , IAMAH', Local 951 v. FLRA, 412 F.3d 119, 1:24 (2005)
("ln sum, though the FLRA ·must either follow its own precedent or 'provide a
reasoned explanation for' its decision to depart from that precedent ... here it bas
done neither."); NTEU v. FLRA, 404 F.3d454, 457-58 (D.C. Cir. 2005) ("The
Authority's failure to follow its own well-estitblished precedent without explanation
is the very essence of arbitrariness."); NTEU v. FLRA,'399 F.3d 334,340 (D. C. Cir.
2005) ("The Authority's decision fails to address tbis precedent."); NFFE, FD-I,
JAMA W, LoCJZI J,'42 v. FLRA, 369 F.3d 548,552 (D.C. Cir. 2004) ("We are unable to
reconcile the Authority's reasoning with its own case iaw.). ln two other decisions,
the courts found that the Authority majority baud its decision on fmdings that were
not aupported in the record. See NTEU v. FLRA, 437 F.3d 1248, 1255 (D.C. Cir.
2006) ("Because the Authority's determination ..• is based on findings that are not
supported by the record and, in fact, appears to be contradicted by it ... we
reverse[.]"); NA GE Local RS-136 v. FLRA , 363 F .3d 468, 477 (D.C. Cir. ·2004) (Court
stated that Authority majority "fmding is not supported by substantial evidence(]"
and "looks like an ill-conceived afterthought."). Finally, in two of the foregoing
cases, the courts found that the Authority majority's decisions were inconsistent
with basic principles of collective bargaining embodied in the Statute. See NFFE,
FD-1, IAMAJJ', LoCJZf 951 ~•. FLRA, 412 F.3d 119,125 (2005) ("the Fl.RA bas
produced a result precisely opposite to the one Congress intended; it bas restricted
collective bargaining and converted the management rights provisions froDI
·narrow exceptions' into majority obstacles to collective bargaining."); NFFE, FD1, JAMA Jf~ LoCJ1I U42 v. FLRA, 369 F.3d 548, SS4 (D. C. Cir. 2004) ("We believe the
Authority's reasoning in this case reflects an inappropriate willingness to erect
barrien to collective bargaining that are inconsistent with the text and purposes of
the [S]tatute. Thwarting Congress's intent ro promote collective bargaining, such
barriers are not 'in the public interest' because they hamper realization of the
benefits that such bargaining produces.").

18.

Do you believe that improvements can be made to the Federal Service Labor•
Management Relations statute? If so, what improvements can and should be made?
It is the purview of the Administration and Congress to determine what, if any,
changes should be made to the Statute.

19.

What kinds of effects, if any, do you believe a blended workforce of federal employee
and federal contract personnel is having on federaJ labor-management relations?
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I am not aware of1he effeclS of a blended workforce on labor-management relations
in the Federal-sector. I-note that, under the Statute, 5 U.S.C. § 7106(a)(2)(b),
management has -the right to "make determinations·with respect to contracting
out," and-that, occasionally, cues arise requiring the Authority to interprct:and
apply this &ection oftbe Statute. See, e.g., NAGE Local Rl-203, 55 FLRA 1081,
1086-88 (1999) (Authority held that -a gency-was not required to bargain over a
proposal prohibiting the agency, in ·certain circumstances, .f rom contracting out
work within 1 year·of the date of a ·reduction-in-force).
IV.

20.

_Relations with Congress

Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable request or summons to
appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Congress, if confirmed?

Yes
21.

How do you plan to communicate and work with Congress in carrying out the FLRA's
responsibilities?

If confumed, I -wiU communicate and work with Congress in response to any
nqaest by Congress, It is 1be responsibilliy of the Chairman, ·as Chief
Administrative and Execative Officer to·timely me -reports with Congress 1bat are
required by government-wide rules 110d regulation,.
V.

22.

Assistance

A:re these answers your own? Have you consulted with the FLRA or any other interested
parties? If so, please indicate which entities.

Yes. I have consulted with FLRA managerial employees in 1be Authority
component, the Office of1be Eucntive Director and the Office oftbe Solicitor.
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AFFIDAVIT
1, Carol Waller Pope. being duly sworn, hereby state that I have read and signed the foregoing
Statement on Pre-hearing Questions and that the information provided therein is, to the best of
my knowledge, current, accurate, and complete.

Subscribed and sworn before me this K_day of

Notarv P ublic
•

../4pknki..2008.

Oekire V9ronlea HII
Nolary Publlc. Dlllrlc:tol Cmallla.
My Commission Expn, 4/3M01l.
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Office of Government Ethics

1201 New York Avenue, NW., Suire 500
Washingron, DC 20005-3917

Jolarch 21, 2007

The Honorable Joseph I. Lieberman
Chairman
Conmitcee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-6250
Dear Mr. Chairman:
ln accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978 ,
I enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report filed by
Carol W. Pope , who has been nominated by President Bush for the
position . of Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice
from the Federal Labor Relations Authority concerning any
possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee 's
proposed
duties.
Also
enclosed·
is
a
letter
dated
January 22, 2007, from Ms. Pope to the agency's ethics official ,
outlining the steps Ms . Pope will t:.ake t o avoid conflicts o:
interest. Unless a specific date has been agreed to , the nominee
must fully comply within three 1t10nths of her confirmation date
with any action she agreed to take in her ethics agreement.

with

Based thereon, we believe that Ms. Pope is ir. compliance
applicable laws and regulations governing conflicts of

interest.

P,Aa
Robert l. Cusick
Director

Enclosures
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BIOGRAPlllCAL AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION REQUESTED OF NOMINEES

A. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

l.

Name: (Include any former names used.) Thomas Martin Beck

2.

Position to which nominated: Member, Federal Labor Relations Authority

3

Date of nomination: June 28, 2007

4.

Address: (List current place of residence and office addresses.)
Home:

Office:

Jones Day

51 louisiana Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 2000!

5.

Date and place of birth: April 25, 1966; Louisville, Kentucky

6.

Marital status: (Include maiden name of wife or husband's name.)

Wife: Amanda H. Beck (fonnerly Amanda T. Host)

7.

Names and ages of children: rJa

8.

Education: List secondary and higher education institutions, dates attended, degree
received and date degree granted.

Universil)' of Virginia School of Law; attended 1990-92;
JD received May 1992

George Mason University School of Law; attended 1989-90
University of Virginia; attended 1984-88; BA received May 1988

Kentucky Country Day High School; attended 1980-84;
diploma received June 1984
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9.

Employment record: List all jobs held since college, and any relevant or significant jobs
held prior to that time, including the title or description ofjob, name of employer,
location of work, and dates of employment. (Please use separate attachment, if
necessary.)

Partner, Jones Day, Washington, DC, January 2003 to present
Associate, Jones Day, Washington, DC, August 1992 through December
2002
Summer Associate, Jones Day, Washington, DC, summer 1990
Law Clerk to the Chairman, Occupational Safety and Health Review
Commission, Washington, DC, summer 1990
Legal Assistant, Spriggs and Hollingsworth, Washington, DC, August
1988 to August I989

I 0.

Government experience: List any advisory, consultative, honorary or other-part-time
service or positions with federal, State, or local governments, other than those listed
above.
n/a

11 .

Business relationships: List all positions currently or formerly held as an officer,
director, trustee, panner, proprietor, agent, rep=entative, or consultant of any
corporation, company, firm, partnership, or other business enterprise, educational or other
institution.
Partner, Jones Day
Director, Kentucky Metal Products, Inc. (now dissolved)

12.

Memberships: List all memberships, affiliations, or and offices currently or formerly
held in professional, business, fraternal, scholarly, civic, public, charitable or other
organizations.

Member, American Bar Association
Member, Fairfax Bar Association
Member, Republican National Lawyers Association
Member, Federalist Society
WAl,2U ll07vl
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Member, National Rifle Association
Member, Kappa Alpha Order
Co-Founder and Outside General Counsel,
Wave of Courage Foundation, Inc.
Volunteer and outside legal counsel, Fairfax Court Appointed
Special Advocates
Supervising Attorney, George Mason University School of Law
Clinic for Legal Assistance to Servicernembers

J3.

Political affiliations and activities:
(a)

List all offices with a political party which you have held or any public office for
which you have been a candidate.
n/a

(b)

List all memberships and offices held in and services rendered t o any political
party or election committee during the last IO years.
Currently working for the McCain 2008 presidential campaign as a
founder and organizer of the Lawyers for McCain network.

(c)

Itemize all political contributions to any individual, campaign organization,
political pany, political action committee, or similar entity of$50 or more during
the past 5 years.
$500 to C itiz.ens for Arlen Specter
$250 to Friends of George A llen
$2,300 to John McCain 2008

14.

Honors and awards: List all scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, honorary
society memberships, military medals and any other special recognitions for outstanding
service or achievements.

n/a
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15.

Published writings: Provide the Committee with two copies of any books, articles,
reports, or other-published materials which you have written.

Provided separately.
16.

Speeches:
(a)

Provide the Committee with two copies of any formal speeches you have
delivered during the: last 5 years which you have copies of and are on topics
relevant to the position for which you have been nominated. Provide copies of any
testimony to Congress, or.to.any other legislative or.administrative body.

(b)

Provide a list of all speeches and testimony you have delivered in the past I 0
years, except for those the text of which you are providing to the Committee.
Please provide a short description of the speech or testimony, its date of delivery,
and the audience to whom you delivered it.
•

Confidentiality: Sharing and Accessing Case Information, presentation sponsored
by the Virginia Court lmprovement Program, June 1, 2007

•

Assisting Students With Disabilities in the 21st Century, panel discussion,
sponsored by American University's Washington College of Law, March 8, 2007

•

Employment Law Developments in the Health Care Industry, presentation,
Symposium on Labor and Employment Law for Health Care Providers, February
5, 2007

•

How to Prepare for Labor's New Initiatives-Corporate Campaigns and Traditional
Organizing, American Society for Healthcare Hwnan Resoun:es Administration
seminar, October 14, 2006

•

Medical Records Confidentiality, presentation to Fairfax Court Appointed Special
Advocates, September 28, 2006

•

Occupational Safety and Health Law in the United Slates, presentation to officials
from Zhejiang Province, China, September l 2, 2006

•

How to Succeed in Settlement Negotiations, live presentation and webcast to the
Washington Metro Area Corporate Counsel Association, June 14, 2006

•

Legal Ethics for the Litigator: A Case Study, Lecture at the Syracuse University
College of Law, April 3, 2006
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•

Overview of U.S. Labor Law, presentation to representatives from the Chinese
Ministry of Labor and Social Security, sponsored by the National Committee on
U.S.-China Relations, October 10, 2005

•

Employment Law Developments in the Health Care lndustry, presentation,
Symposium on Labor and Employment Law for Health Care Providers, February
24,2005

17.

•

Retaliation Claims in Employment Law, presentation, American Conference
Institute Seminar for Employment Practices Insurers, January 31, 2005

•

Emergency Preparedness and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), presentation, Environmental Law
lnstitute's Annual Boot Camp, November 13, 2002

Selection:
(a)

Do you know why you were chosen for this nomination by the President?

(b)

What do you believe in your background or employment experience affirmatively
qualifies you for this particular appointment?

I believe that I was selected for, and am qualified for, this position principally
because of my extensive experience in maners of labor law and labor relations.
Since 'graduating from the University of Virginia School of Law 15 years ago, I
have been involved in the private practice of law with the global law firm Jones
Day. The vast majority of that time has been spent in the area oflabor and
employment law. During this time, I have had the good fortune to work with and against - some highly capable labor lawyers, and I have been called upon by
large, sophisticated clients to help them solve some of their thorniest labor
problems. I have extensive experience in dealing with grievances, arbitrations,
and other disputes between unions and management; unfair labor practices; and
collective bargaining and related questions of negotiability and impasse - many of
the same issues that are presented to the Authority.
B. EMPLOYMENT RELA TIONSIDPS
1.

Will you sever all connections with your present employers, business firms, business
associations or business organizations if you are confinned by the Senate?
Yes.
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2.

Do you have any plans, commitments or agreements to pursue outside employment, with
or without compensation, during your service with the government? If so, explain.
No, aside from possibly continuing ta teach one class per year at the George
Mason University School of Law as an adjunct professor on an unpaid basis.

3.

Do you have any plans, commitments or agreemems after completing government service
to resume employment, affiliation or-practice with yo·ur previous employer, business
finn, association or organization, or to start employment with any other entity?
No.

4.

Has anybody made a commitment to employ your services in any capacity after you leave
government service?
No.

5.

.If confirmed, do you expect to serve out your.full tenn or until the next Presidential
election, whichever is applicable?

Yes.
6.

Have you ever been asked by an employer to leave a job or otherwise left a job on a nonvoluntary basis? Ifso, please explain.
No.

C_-POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
I.

Describe any business relationship, dealing or financial transaction which you have bad
during the last IO years, whether for yoUl'Self, on behalf of a client, or acting as an agent,
that could in any way constitute or result in a possible conflict of interest in the position
to which you have been nominated.
None of which I am aware.
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2.

Describe any activity during the past IO years in which you have engaged for the purpose
of directly or indirectly influencing the passage, defeat or modification of any legislation
or affecting the administration or execution of law or public policy, other than while in a
federal government capacity.
ln my capacity as a private citizen, l have occasionally written to my
Congressman and Senators to express my views on pending legislation and
maners of public policy.

3.

Do you agree lo have wriuen opinions provided to the Commince by the designated
agency ethics officer of the agency to which you are nominated and by the Office of
Government Ethics concerning poteniial conflicts of interest or any legal impediments to
your serving in this position?
Yes.
D. LEGAL MATIERS

I.

Have you ever been disciplined or cited for a breach of ethics for unprofessional conduct
by, or been the subject of a complaint to any court, administn1tive agency, professional
association, disciplinary comminee, or other professional group? If so, provide details.
No.

2.

Have you ever been investigated, arrested, charged or convicted (including pleas of guilty
or nolo contendere) by any federal, State, or other law enforcement authority for violation
of any federal, State, county or municipal law, other than a minor traffic offense? If so,
provide details.
ln 1985, when I was a 19-year-old college student at the University of Virginia, I
was arrested by the University Police and charged with disorderly conduct. I was

acquined in the Circuit.Court.
3.

Have you or any business of which you are or were an officer, director or owner ever
been involved as a party in interest in any administrative agency proceeding or civil
litigation? If sc, provide details.
In l 997, l was the petitioner in my uncontested divorce proceeding in the Circuit
Court for Fairfax County, Virginia. The divorce was granted in August 1997.
In 1995, in response to the Secret Service's unannounced closure of Pennsylvania
Avenue near the White House, I filed a complaint in the United States District
Court for the District of Columbia challenging the Government's authority to
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implement such a street closure in such a fashion. · Very shortly after filing this
complaint - that is, within two or three days, as I recall - l reconsidered my
action, concluded that it was impetuous and probably pointless, and voluntarily
dismissed the complaint before the Government responded.
4.

For responses to question 3, please identify and provide details for any proceedings or
civil litigation that involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to have been taken
or omitted by you, while serving in your official capacity.
n/a

5.

Please advise the Committee of any additional information, favorable or unfavorable,
which you feel should be considered in connection with your nomination.
n/a

E. FINANCIAL DATA
All information requested under this heading must be provided for yourself, your spouse,
and your dependents. (lbis infonnation will not be published in the record of the hearing on your
nomination, but it will be retained in the Committee's files and will be available for public
inspection.)
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being duly sworn, hereby states ihat he/she has read

and signed the foregoing Statement on Biographical and Financial Information and that the

information provided therein is, to the best of his/her knowledge, current, accurate, and
complete.

_ _ _ _day of ~
Subscribed and sworn before me this _ _ ...,,,.{0,c:...
20.12.L_

·

Notary Public

0'1't ~!YY'm-4,v..A,

fr~
'7/3( / !Y'f
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U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Pre-Hearillr; QuestioDDaire for tbe Nomiaation of
Thomas M. Beck to be a Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority

I. Nomination Process and Conflicts of Interest
1.

Why do you believe the President nominated you to serve as a Member of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA)?
I believe the President nominated me for this position principally because of my
experience in matters of labor law and labor relations. Since graduating from the
University of Virginia School of Law 16 years ago, I have been involved in the
private practice of law with the global law finn Jones Day. Most of my work
over those 16 years has been in the area oflabor and employment law. During
this time, I have had the good fonune to work with and against some highly
capable labor lawyers. and I have been called upon by sophisticated institutional
clients to help them resolve some of their thorniest labor problems. I have
extensive experience in dealing with the grievance and arbitration process; unfair
labor practices; and collective bargaining end related questions of negotiability
and impasse - many of the same issues that are presented to the FLRA.
It's possible that .t he President also took into account certain other aspects of my
background, sucb as my volunteer work as a Court Appointed Special Advocate
for abused and neglected children, and my teaching on legislation and public
policy at George Mason University School of Law. While these sons of activities
do not increase my knowledge oflabor law , they widen my perspective and
enhance my ability to deal with a wide variety o f challenges and individuals.

2.

Were any conditions, expressed or implied, attached to yow-nomination? If so, please
explain.

No.
3.

What specific background and experience affinnativcly qualify you to be a Member of
the FLRA?
As I stated in response to Question l , I have spent the last decade and half dealing
directly with the very types of labor relations disputes that come before the
FLRA. I have handled dozens oflabor arbitrations; have represented clients in
nwnerous tmfair labor practice proceedings; and have advised clients about
countless issues relating to collective bargaining and the interpretation and
enforcement of collective bargaining agreements.

1n my many years of representing clients in labor and employment matters, I have
WAl-2S90895vl
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never represented a federal agency and have never represented a labor wiion.
am confident that I will be able to decide cases in an Wlbiased manner.
4.

The President has indicated his intention to appoint you as Chairman of the FLRA if you
are confirmed as a Member. What specific background and e)(perience affirmatively
qualify you to serve as Chairman?

In addition to deciding cases impartially and expeditiously as a Member of the
Authority decisional component of the FLRA, the Chairman is also, by law, the
agency's chief executive and administrative officer. As CEO, the Chairman bears
overall administrative responsibility (e.g., budget, human resources, purchasing,
Congressional relations) for all components of the FLRA, including the Authority
decisional component, the Office of the General Counsel, and the Federal
Services Impasse Panel. The Chairman should empower and lead the FLRA's
staffinBCcomplishing the mission of the agency effectively and efficiently. My
experience in private practice has taught me how to lead a team of professionals
toward a common goal, most typicaliy in situations where I have managed teams
oflawyers (often in diffemn cities) working on complex litigation.
5.

Have you made any commitments with respect to the policies and principles you will
attempt to implement as a Member of the FLRA? If so, what are they and to whom have
commitments been made?

I am committed to increasing both the morale and the productivity of the agency
and to the principle that the FLRA should issue fair and impartial decisions
promptly. However, I have not made commitments to anyone about specific
policies or principles that I would implement as Chairman.
6.

If confinned, are there any issues from which you may have to recuse or disqualify
yourself because of a conflict of interest or the appearance of a conflict of interest? If.so,
please explain what procedures you will use to carry out such a recusal or
disqualification.
I do not anticipate that the need will arise for me to recuse myself on any issue
due to an actual or perceived conflict ofinterest. That said, if any possible
conflict were to present itself, I would seek advice from ethics coW1Sel and err
toward recusing myself if there appeared to be a real or perceived conflict of
interest.

Il. Role ud Responsibilities oftbe Chairman ofFLRA
7.

What is youTView of the role of the FLRA?
Ultimately, the role of the FLRA is to promote labor relations in the federal sector
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by irnpanially and expeditiously resolving disputes between federal agencies and
the labor unions that represent the employees of those agencies.
8.

Wnat is your view of the role of the Chairman ofthe FLRA?
As noted above in response to Question 4, in addition to being a Member of the
quasi-judicial Authority component of the agency, the Chairman is the agency's
chief executive and administrative officer, tasked with oversight of the
administrative operations of all components of the FLRA. As the CEO, the
Chairman must ensure that the agency has the resources and processes in place -and that the staffis properly guided, trained and motivated in the use of those
resources and processes - to accomplish its mission.

9.

In your view, what are the major challenges currently facing the FLRA and the
Authority? What do you plan to do, specifically, to address these challenges?
I do not yet have an insider's perspective on the operations, effectiveness or
current challenges of the FLRA. However, there seems to be a prevailing view
that the single greates1 challenge facing the agency is the backlog of undecided
cases. Presently, there is a backlog of close to 400 cases, the great majority of
which have been pending for more than I 20 days. The core of the FLRA's
mission is to decide disputes that ere brought to it, and it appears not to be as
productive as it could or should be in that regard.
It has been suggested to me that two other challenges that11llly be factors in the
backlog have to do with human capital needs and agency morale. The number of
employees currently at the FLRA is down by roughly one third compared to five
years ago. More specitically, the number of Senior Attorneys and Case Writers
that are integral to the process of rendering decisions has decreased from 16 to
nine over the same period. In the 2007 "Best Places To Work" survey conducted
by the Partnership for Public Service, the FLRA ranked 3 J" out of 31 small
federal agencies. If the results of this survey are to be credited, they suggest that
more can be done to engage the agency's employees. •
Because I have not yet joined the FLRA, it is difficult to specify in detail the steps
that I would take to address the current challenges. I would certainly seek to
create an atmosphere of open communication and collaboration among the
Members, between Members and staff, and among the various agency
components. I would also immediately assess human capital needs, fill critical
gaps in staffing, and consider whether any restructuring of the staffing functions
might enable the agency to become more productive. Further, I would set
measurable perfonnance goals and put into place the methods and procedures that
would enable to agency to meet those goals.
·

WAl-2K90195• I
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If confirmed, I will seek the views of those -within the FLRA who, by virtue of
their tenure and position, are familiar with the current challenges and are likely to
have useful insight about how best to meet those challenges. l will also invite
constructive criticism from the Congress and from the FLRA's constituencies -the federal agencies and unions that come before the agency.
At every step, my ultimate aim would be to create 1111 environment conducive to
the impartial and expeditious resolution of disputes that are presented to the
agency.
10.

Whal will be your long-term priorities as Chairman of the FLRA?
My long term goals are generally outlined in my response to Question 9,.above.
If confirmed, l hope to enhance the productivity of the FLRA and the morale of
its employees so that it can better accomplish its .ultimate goal of promoting
federal sector labor relations.

11.

Describe your vision of what the relationship should be between the FLRA, .t he Merit
Systems Protection Board, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. In your
view, do the cUITCnt relationships between the FLRA and these agencies reflect your
vision? If not, what would you seek to do to change the current relationships?
The FLRA, MSPB and EEOC have distinct Illlllldates and missions under law.
They address different problems. For example, the FLRA adjudicates disputes
between federal agencies and labor unions, while the MSPB resolves disputes
about prohibited personnel practices that affect individual employees. Yct each of
these agencies is involved in matters affecting the federal workplace and whether
it operates in a fair and positive manner.
·
Because l have not yet joined the FLRA, I am not in a position to opine in detail
about the relationship between it.and the MSPB and/or EEOC. In general, I
suspect that a certain degree of cooperation and information sharing among these
agencies would be beneficial and appropriate, so-Jong as such cooperation does
not overstep samnory boundaries between the agencies. Collabonuion with
regard to providing infonnation and training about workplace practices and about
lhe respective missions of the agencies may also be useful lo the federal
workforce that these agencies serve.

12.

What do you believe is the appropriate role of a Member of the FLRA, and bow does that
differ from the role of the Chairman?
As noted above in the response to Questions 4 and &, the Chairman is, by law, the
chief executive and administrative officer of the FLRA. Members are not given
that role. A Member's principal role is to bring his or her independent judgment
to bear in considering and deciding cases. Nevertheless, my own belief is that the
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Chainnan should consult regularly with his Member colleagues about the
administration of the FLRA. In my case, in particular, .as someone new to the
FLRA, I would expect to consult often with the other Member or Members, who
may have more experience and familiarity with the history and functioning of the
agency.
13.

The federal sector labor management relations stallltc provides that the Chairman is the
"chief executive and administrative officer of the Authority." If confirmed and appointed
as Chainnan, to what extent, and in what respectS, would you fulfill this role in
collaboration with the other Members ofFLRA? For example, would you tty to make
key hiring and management decisions by consensus with the other Members, would you
make such decisions after consultation with them, or would you make such decisions
unilaterally and without consultation?
When the Statute was originally passed in 1978, it made no distinction between
the Chairman and the other Members in tenns of their authority or role in
managing the agency. The Statute was amended in I 984 to specify that the
Chairman is the chief executive and administrative officer because Congress
perceived that the lack of a single CEO had resulted in inefficiency and a Jack of
accountability. It is clear that final authority for the management of the agency
rests with the Chairman; this is what Congress intended. Nonetheless, I view
collaboration and consultation as useful tools, not as burdens to be avoided. I
believe that collegiality and open communication among all three Members is of
great benefit to the agency and its constituents. I anticipate that, if confirmed, I
would actively seek the views of the other Members on significant management
decisions.

14.

Do you believe Members of the FLRA should have access to all information pertaining to
the organiz.ation and administration of the FLRA, and would you, as Chairman, ensure
that they are provided such information?

Yes.

III. Policy Questions

15.

The FLRA revised its strategic plan for Fiscal Year 2004-09 and in doing so reduced the
number of strategic goals from four to one. The single goal is to resolve disputes
impartially and promptly. Please explain your understanding of this goal, in particular,
that pan of the goal relating to prompt resolution.
a. What role do you see for yourself in helping achieve this goal?
As stated above in response to Questions 8 and 9, the Chairman must ensure that
the FLRA has in place the resources and processes, in conjunction with a
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motivated and well-trained staff, to decide cases fairly and promptly. The cum:nt
backlog of cases indicates that there is room for improvement in terms of
promptly resolving cases. If confirmed, my role will be to see that this happens.
b. Do you believe FLRA should have any additional goals? If so, please specify what
those goals would be and briefly what you believe FLRA should do to achieve them.
Because I have not yet joined the FLRA, I am not currently in a position to fonn
clear opinions as to whether the FLRA should have additional goals. Further, ·any
significant e,ctension of the the FLRA's authority or mission must come from
Congress.

Perhaps, working within its current statutory authority, the FLRA may seek to
play a greater role in the resolution of labor disputes through alternative dispute
resolution or labor relations training offered to unions and federal agencies. If
confirmed, I would explore this possibility and determine whether it would be
helpful to the FLRA's constituencies.
l 6.

One way to reduce case processing time is to reduce the number of adjudicated cases.
Aie there opportunities to reduce case filings or to resolve without the need for a decision
maners brought to the Authority? What would be the.advantages and disadvantages of
pursuing those opportunities? Please explain.
As noted above in response to Question 15, perhaps case filings might be reduced

if ADR or improved labor relations training were provided to the management of
federal agencies and federal sector labor unions. ·Through these modalities, the
parties might be better able to resolve incipient disputes short of fonnal case
filings. If confirmed, I will be in a position to better assess the relative
advantages and disadvantages of this approach.
17.

There has been increased use of.alternative dispute resolution (ADR) to deal with
disputes in the federal workplace, including those arising under federal service labormanagement law. Some have pointed to the success of ADR in bringing about interestbased resolutions while reducing the adversarial nature of the process and improving
relations between labor and management. Others have said that, although ADR is a
useful tool, an emphasis on the use of ADR could create undue pressures to reach
settlements. What are your views on the use of ADR to resolve federal workplace
disputes?

In my 16 years of private practice, I have often seen ADR used to good effecL
Other things being equal, litigation is expensive and tends to e>eacerbate labormanagement tensions rather than-relieve them. On the other hand, I have also
observed that, when parties are not fully engaged in or committed to ADR, it can
be a waste of time and resources. It's difficult to know beforehand whether ADR
will be beneficial.
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I personally have not observed that ADR creates undue pressure to reach
settlement. In my experience, if the parties negotiate tcnns that they find
agreeable, they settle. If not, they do not settle and they proceed with litigation.
Whether in the private or federal sector, settlement should be voluntary. If
confinned, I will assess the effectiveness of existing ADR programs and explore
whether there are opponunities to implement different or additional ADR
programs.
18.

What is your assessment of the current state ofFederal labor-management relations? If
you believe that improvements can be made, in what areas should there be improvement
and how can this be accomplished?
Because my own experience thus far is in private sector labor-management
relations, I am not in a position to opine about the state of federal labormanagement relations. l suspect it is relatively healthy and constructive at some
agencies, relatively poor at others, and susceptible of improvement everywhere.
Whatever the current state of federal labor-management relations, if l am
confirmed, I will do everything within my power and within the legal mandate of
the FLRA to improve the current state of affairs.

19.

Do you believe that improvements can be made to the Federal Service LaborManagement Relations statute? If so, what improvements can and should be made?
Because l have not yet joined the FLRA and have not operated within the
confines of the Statute, I am not in a position to opine about whether it can be
improved. Further, changes to the Statute are within the purview of the Congress,
not the FLRA or its Chairman. If I am confirmed and gain experience working
with and under the Statute, I will be pleased to offer to the Congress my views on
the Statute if invited to do so.

20.

What kinds of effects, if any, do you believe a blended workforce of federal employee
and federal contract personnel is having on federal labor-management relations?
l Wlderstand that, as a general proposition, some federal sector labor unions object
to the increasing use of federal contract personnel. As a lawyer currently
practicing in the private sector, this is not an issue about which I have formed
clear opinions. If I am confirmed to the FLRA and this question comes before me
in some fashion, I will consider it carefully and impartially.

WAJ-219019M
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IV.

21 .

Relations with Coagress

Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable request or smnmons to
appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Congress, if confirmed?
Yes.

22.

How do you plan to communicate and work with Congress in cmying out the FLRA's
responsibilities?

If confinned, I would hope to have open and regular communications with the
Congressional committees and Members who have interest in and oversight
·responsibilities for the FLRA. 1 will ·make myself.available to testify or to confer
on a less fonnal basis as requestcd,.and will welcome the views ofinterested
Members who wish to comment on the management and operations of the agency.

V.

Assistapce

Aretbese answers your own? Have you consulted with the FLRA or any other interested
parties? If so, please indicate which entities.
The foregoing answers arc my own. I obtained some information about the
historical and clllTent situation at the FLRA from its staff.

AFFIDAVIT
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I,
t'.)- ~~Cl( , being duly sworn, hereby state that I have read and signed the
foregoing Statement on Pre-hearing Questions and that the infonnation provided therein is, to the
best of my knowledge, current, accurate, and complete.

Subscribed and sworn before me this ::fl.L_day

MARY E. WAA"EN

of~~~------~· 2008.
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July 9, 2007

The Honorable Joseph I. Lieberman
Chairman
Committee on Homela nd Secu~icy and
Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510-6250
Dear

Mr,

Chairman:

In accordance with the Et:hics in Government Act of 1978,
l enclose a

copy

of

the

financial

disclosure r eport filed by

Thomas M. Beck, who has been nominated by President Bush for the
position of Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority .
We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice
from the Federal Labor Relations Authority concerning any
possible con flict in light of its fun::tions and the. nominee's
proposed duties . Also enclosed is a letter dated June 2i , 2007 ,
from Mr. Beck t o the agency's ethics o! ficial , outlining the
steps Mr . Beck will take to avoid conflicts of interest. Onless
a specific date has been agreed to, the nominee must fully comply
wit:.hin three months o~ his con!'i rma:.ion dace with any action he
agreed to cake in his ethics agreement.
Based thereon, we believe that M:. Beck is in compliance
with applicable laws and regulations governing confliccs of
inc.erest.

~~
Robert 1, Cusick
Director
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NOMINATIONS OF HON. ERNEST W. DUBESTER, JULIA AKINS CLARK, AND RAFAEL
BORRAS
WEDNESDAY, JULY 29, 2009

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITrEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL ~FAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 3:07 p.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K Akaka,
presiding.
Present: Senators Akaka, Collins, and Voinovich.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR AKAKA

Senator AKAKA. The hearing of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs will come to order.
Good afternoon and welcome to all of you here today.
Today, the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs meets to consider the nominations of Ernest Dubester to be
a Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA), Julia
Clark to be General Counsel of the Federal Labor Relations Authority, and Rafael Borras to be Under Secretary for Management,
U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS), whom we will introduce later in the hearing.
Mr. Dubester attended Boston College and received his law degree at Catholic University. Mr. Dubester has been involved in
public service since 197,5. After graduating from law school, he
worked as legal counsel to the National Labor Relations Board.
In 1993, President Clinton nominated Mr. Dubester to serve on
the National Mediation Board (NMB), and the Senate unanimously
confirmed him. He became the chairman of the NMB in 1993. Mr.
Dubester also bas taught law at the George Mason University
School of Law and the Catholic University School of Law.
Ms. Clark graduated from Oklahoma Baptist University and r eceived her law degree from the Washington College of Law at
American University. For the past 14 years, she has served as general counsel to the International Federation of Professional and
Technical Engineers, a union that represents dedicated Federal
employees t hroughout the country , including many in my home
state of Hawaii.
The positions for which Mr. Dubester and Ms. Clark have been
nominated are among the most important to Federal employees. If
(1)
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confirmed; I expect these nominees to be strong advocates for fair
employment practices in the Federal Government .
I want to congratulate you both on your nominations to these important positions and welcome your families. I understand that you
both have some family and friends in the audience, and I want to
give you the opportunity to introduce them to the Committee.
Mr. Dubester, will you begin with your introduction?
Mr. DUBESTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The most important
member of my family is here, my wife, Karen Kremer. When I met
her for the first time, about 22 years ago, she was working for Senator Howell Heflin. on the Senate Judiciary Committee. Now she
works for the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts; and she recently r eached the milestone of 25 years of Federal Government
service.
.
Sitting directly behind her are two of our friends , George
Honyara, who also happened to work for the Federal Government
almost 25 years, and Jim Pope.
Senator AKAK.A. Thank you. I want to welcome your wife, Karen,
and your friends who are here. And I would also like to welcome
all of your supporters who are here .
Mr. DUBESTER. Thank you.
Senator AKAK.A. Will you please introduce your family and
friends, Ms. Clark?
Ms. CLARK. Yes. Thank you, Chairman Akaka, for giving me that
opportunity. My mother and father are here, Jack and Loreen
Akins from Denton, Texas. My brother and sister-in-law, Tim and
Debbie Akins, are here from Highland Village, Texas. My brotherin-law, Chris Clark, is her e from St. Louis, Missouri. In addition,
my step-daughter, Lisa Nichole Clark, is here, and my grandson,
her son, Drake Clark, is here. And behind me is my husband, Nick
Clark. Thank you.
Senator AKAK.A. Welcome to all of you here today. I want to say
aloha and welcome. We are happy to have all of you here today.
Mr. Dubester and Ms. Clark, your nominations come at a critical
juncture for the FLRA. The FLRA i s responsible for providing leadership in establishing policies and guidance relating to Federal sector labor relations. It also resolves complaints of unfair labor practices and decides issues involving Federal union representation.
These are very important responsibilities. For far too long, however, the FLRA has failed to carry out its mission. The FLRA has
been without a general counsel since February 2008. Moreover,
prior to October 2008, the FLRA had only one member. Last year,
I am glad we were able t o fill two of the seats; however, it is better
to have a full complement. Personnel shortages have led to a serious backlog of cases at the FLRA, and I trust you will work to reinvigorate the FLRA.
I am also concerned about low employee morale at the FLRA. In
the Partnership for Public Service's 2009 Best Places to Work
rankings, the FLRA ranked last among small Federal agencies.
The FLRA received the lowest score in several categories, including
effective leadership, strategic managemen t, and employee t raining
and development. Clearly, big changes are needed to address these
serious issues. I look forward to hearing the nominees' thoughts on
these issues.
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During the past Administration, Federal employees and their
representatives at times believed their views were not adequately
considered when changes to Federal programs and workplace policies were made. In your roles, if confirmed, you can help rebuild
strong partnerships between unions and management throughout
the Federal Government, which I believe is necessary to help agencies best carry out their missions.
I am happy to have my good friend and partner, Senator
Voinovich, here with m e today, and h e can speak from experience
on some of these concerns. For many years, Senator Voinovich and
I have sat on this Committee together and worked to address problems in the Federal workforce. Senator Voinovich has proven himself to be a champion of these issues
Senator Voinovich, would you please make your opening statement at this time?
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR VOINOVICH

Senator V0IN0VJCH. Thank you, Senator Akaka. You have done
a pretty good job of laying out the challenges here. I wonder if the
same staff member who wrote your statement wrote mine. [Laughter.]
I am pleased to be here to review the qualifications of two individuals nominated by the President of the United States to fill important positions at the Federal Labor Relations Authority. From
what I can see, the President has nominated two very qualified individuals for those positions.
I commend both of you for your willingness to serve your country
at this important time in the FLRA's history. As you well know,
the Authority faces significant challen,ges in its attempt to fulfill it.;;
statutory mandate to encourage "efficient operations of the Government" through positive labor-management relationships.
Senator Akaka and I have talked about this, but you are only as
good as your team, and it is really too bad that the FLRA has fallen so far down that the Partnership for Public Service has said it
is ranked last in overall employee satisfaction among small agencies. So you both are going to have a challenge t o change that poor
ranking, and I would be interested to get your insights into how
you think you can get that done.
.
The FLRA's case backlog is intolerable. I ran into a couple of my
good friends from the trade unions yesterday, and I said that I just
wish, Senator Akak.a, that somebody had called to tell us how far
behind the FLRA had fallen in processing cases because maybe we
could have done something earlier to get some needed folks over
there. So that is anotber challenge that you have.
I understand that the FLRA has crafted some performance goals
t o try to eliminate the case backlog, and I think it is going to take
that plan plus some innovative strategies for disposing of these
pending complaints and appeals in a timely and conscientious manner while continuing to process the normal in.flux of complaints and
appeals. It is not going t o be an easy job.
So I commend you for·your willingness to answer this newest call
to service, and I thank you for your past sacrifices. And I want to
thank your families for the sacrifices they have made over the
years so that you can serve in the capacities that you have.
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Senator .AKAKA. Thank you very much, Senator Voinovich.
The nominees have filed responses to biographical and financial
questionnaires, answered prehearing questions submitted by the
Committee, and had their financial statements reviewed by the Office of Government Ethics.
Without objection, this information will be made a part of the
hearing record, with the exception of the financial data.
It is on file and available for public inspection in the Committee
offices.
Our Committee rules require that all witnesses at nomination
hearings give their testimony under oath. Therefore, I ask the
nominees to please stand and raise your right hands.
Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give this Committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you, God?
Mr. DUBESTER. I do .
.Ms. CLARK. I do.
Senator .AKAKA. Thank you.
Let it be noted for the record that the witnesses answered in the
affirmative.
___ lv.lr. Dubes_t_!!r.,__please.. pi::oc:~e..d.....Yiitb yow: stat.ement_ _ _ _
TESTIMONY OF HON. ERNEST W. DUBESTER 1 TO BE A
MEMBER, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORlTY

Mr. DUBESTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Senator Voino:vich.
I appreciate the opportunity to come before the Committee for its
consideration of my nomination to be a Member of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority. I also would like to thank all of the
Committee's staff for their work and assistance in reviewing my
.nomination and for scheduling this hearing.
I think it is also important to recognize the presence here this
afternoon of several people from the Federal Labor Relations Authority, including the current chair, Carol Waller Pope. And I know
several key staff members from the FLRA are here as well, and I
appreciate their attendance. I also want to add that it is my personal pleasure to appear this afternoon alongside of Julia Clark,
the President's nominee to be the general counsel of the FLRA.
It is particularly an honor to appear before you as President
Obama's nominee to be a member of the FLRA because I am
strongly committed to the FLRA's mission and to the importance
of stable, constructive labor-managem.ent relations in the Federal
sector. In my 35 years of experience in labor-management relations, working as a public servant, advocate, mediator, arbitrator,
and academic, nearly 20 of those years were in the Federal sector.
When I was still in law school and considering my first professional opportunity, I decided to join the staff of a Member of the
National Labor Relations Board, as you pointed out, Mr. Chairman.
In fact, it was during my tenure at the NLRB that Congress enacted the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute, a
law that, as the Committee knows, is generally modeled after the
1
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National Labor Relations Act. And, indeed, this year marks the
30th anniversary of the FLRA.
AB you also pointed out, Mr. Chairman, during President Clinton's Administration, I was privileged to serve as the Chairman
and a Member of the National Mediation Board, the independent
agency that oversees labor relations in the airline and railroad industries. There I was responsible for harmonizing the goals of another collective bargaining statute with the public demand for the
highest standards of employee performance and the efficient accomplishment of the operations of government.
If confirmed, I will dedicate myself to working to ensure that the
FLRA fulfills its mission by adjudicating disputes fairly, impartially, and expeditiously and by providing quality decisions that enhance the stability of Federal sector labor relations.
An important part of this effort will be to make sure that the Authority bas the resources to fulfill its responsibilities. Indeed, if
confirmed, I look forward to working with each and every person
on the FLRA staff, including my colleagues on the Authority, as
well as the Federal sector's labor and management representatives
to help establish the FLRA as one of the stellar independent agencies within the Federal Government.
Again, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you, and I
will be pleased to answer. any questions that you may have.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Dubester, for your
statement.
Ms. Clark, will you please proceed with your statement?
TESTIMONY OF JULIA AKINS CLARK 1 TO BE GENERAL
COUNSEL, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Ms. CLARK. Thank you, Chairman Akaka, Senator Voinovich,
and all of your gracious staff who have treated us with such courtesy and respect in this process. I truly appreciate everything you
have done to bring this day about.
It is the greatest honor to be asked to serve one's country as a
public official. If confirmed, I promise to do my utmost to fulfill my
statutory responsibilities "in the public interest. I understand the
role of the General Counsel. The role is to investigate unfair labor
practices and, where merited, to issue and prosecute complaints.
The General Counsel is also responsible for managing the employees of the Office of General Counsel, including all of the regional offices. In that capacity, that means also supervising the
conduct of representation proceedings. The General Counsel is also
part of the management team of the Authority and must work in
a collaborative way with the chair and the other members. I feel
that my background and experience has prepared me well for this
role.
I was honored during the period of time between the election and
the inauguration to be asked to serve as a part of the President's
transition team that reviewed the FLRA. As I did that, I became
very much aware and gained significant insights into the challenges that you described and the capacity of that agency to meet
those challenges.
1 The
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Since 1995, 1 have been the general counsel of a national labor
organization, and I am a part of that management team. In that
role, I have had to supervise and provide leadership to management regarding employee relations and relations with our staff
unions. And before that, I was also a prosecutor at the U.S. Department of Justice, and I understand very well the important role that
the government plays in enforcing and carrying out public responsibilities.
I understand that the FLRA is facing an enormous challenge
right now, and I look forward to the opportunity of bringing what
talents I have to this job to make sure that this agency is, once
again, a model agency and provides the services that the statute
requires. Thank you.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Ms. Clark, for your statement.
I will begin with the standard questions this Committee asks of
all nominees and ask for your responses.
First, is there anything you are aware of in your background t hat
might pre!=Jent a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?
Mr. DUBESTER. No, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. CLARK. No.
Senator AK.AKA. Second. Do you know of anything, personal or
otherwise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you
have been nominated?
Mr. DUBESTER. No.
Ms. CLARK. No.
Senator AKAKA. Third. Do you agree, without reservation, t o respond to any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any
duly constituted committee of Congress if you are confirmed?
Mr. DUBESTER. Yes, I do.
Ms. CLARK. Yes.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much.
Mr. Dubester, one of the most significant challenges facing the
FLRA is the need to process cases in a more timely manner and
reduce the large backlog of cases that currently exist s . If confirmed,
what role do you believe you can · play in reducing this backlog of
cases and restoring public confidence in the FLRA?
Mr. DUBESTER. Well, Mr. Chairman, the first point I think I
would make, which is good news at least, is that my understanding
is that already this year a meaningful effort has been made in that
regard and that within the Authority, more decisions have been
issued already this fiscal year than were issued in the previous two
fiscal years.
I think part of the explanation for that, as I understand it, is
there was already a plan in place to reduce that backlog, which,
if I am confirmed t o be a m ember, I would certainly join in. And
it starts with collaborative working relationships among the members of the Authority as well as the st aff. It includes addressing
some of the oldest cases, and most of the cases in the backlog, I
believe three-quarters of them, are what I think would be fairly
characterized as older cases, and perhaps directly interacting with
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the labor-management parties to see whether there was a way of
dealing with those cases other than through actual decisions.
Consistent ~th the statute, the statute imposes a directive on
the Authority to provide leadership and guidance to tbe labor-management participants. So I think another part of that effort would
be to provide training to the labor-management parties about their
statutory rights and responsibilities to give them better understanding. And I think one of the hopeful consequences of that
would be perhaps it could lead to a reduced number of frivolous or
less significant kinds of cases.
I think · another program that needs to be mentioned ·is the
FLRA's Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) program. And each
component, as the Committee knows, has an ADR program. That
program is voluntary for the labor-management participants to
choose to participate in. I have a strong background in the use of
ADR myself. I think that is a very effective way of helping to reduce constructively the number of future case filings, which will
help the Authority to deal with the existing backlog.
Senator AKA.KA. Thank you, Mr. Dubester.
As you probably know , there is a backlog of approximately 300
unfair labor practice complaint cases and approximately 700 unfair
labor practice appeals at the FLRA. That is an issue that we look
forward to addressing. After you are confirmed, I hope we can meet
with you to determine how you are progressing on reducing this
backlog.
Ms. Clark, I would like to hear from you on this issue as well.
If confirmed as FLRA general counsel, what specific steps will you
take to reduce the backlog of unfair labor practice complaint cases
and appeals at FLRA?
Ms. CLARK. Yes, Mr. Chairman. The backlog of cases that you
just described, the 300 pending unfair labor practice complaints,
those are recommendations from the regional offices that have been
fully investigated and recommended for prosecution, and they have
been pending for some time. And it is the statutory responsibility
of the general counsel to act on those complaints.
The 700 cases are aD appeals from regional director decisions not
to issue complaints. And, again, that case backlog of 700 cases has
simply been pending with no action. And no action can be taken
until a genera] counsel is confirmed.
I consider it one of the greatest challenges facing whoever takes
this position, and if confirmed, my initial step will be to speak to
senior staff about grouping those cases in ways that make sense
and would allow us to triage, do the best we can to get those cases
resolved and into litigation, perhaps settled, as quickly as possible.
Parties are not going to stop and have not stopped filing unfair
labor practice charges, so that backlog is continuing to mount. But
until we deal with it, we cannot possibly restore the confidence of
management and union representatives and employees that an
agency is there to impartially resolve their disputes. So 1 intend
that backlog to be the very first focus of my attention, if I am confirmed.
Senator AKA.KA. Thank you.
Mr. Dubester , as 1 stated in my opening statement, the FLRA
finished last in the 2009 Best Places to Work rankings by the Part-
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nership for Public Service for all small Federal agencies that submitted data, and this, of course, is of great concern.
What steps do you plan to take to improve working conditions at
the FLRA and make it a more attractive agency to young people
seeking Federal employment?
Mr. DUBESTER. Well, the observation that you point out is very
disturbing to me because I think in any workplace, including Federal sector workplaces, the employees are the workplace's greatest
asset. And so, that certainly is among the highest priorities that I
see for the agency.
I think one of the first points that I am making here at this hearing is to let each and every member of the agency staff know of
my strong commitment to the agency's mission, which, of course,
requires an appreciation of the work and dedicated service that
they are going to provide.
I think another important necessity within the workplace is to
provide meaningful and effective communication among all staff
members and, in my case, if confirmed, people within the Authority. I know that for fiscal year 2010, it is my understanding that
the FLRA has established a performance goal involving human
capital management. And one of the goals of that is to establish
collaborative internal work groups so that employees have an opportunity to provide meaningful input.
I think another point, if confirmed, for me as a member of the
Authority would be to foster and support the professional development of each and every member of the agency, and that would rnclude providing meaningful opportunities for training so they could
do their jobs even better.
So those would be some of the goals that I would ·have if confirmed.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much. Senator Voinovich.
Senator V OINOVICH. Ms. Clark, you were on the presidential
transition team and bad a chance to observe the state of Federal
labor relations. At this stage of the game, you are coming on board.
When you went through this review as part of the transition process, did the problems seem to be the result of a lack of people? Is
the FLRA's budget adequate?
What are your observations? You are going to have a big job
here, and I would like you to share with us just what your observations are and how you intend to take advantage of the opportunity
you have had to review Federal labor relations during the transition process.
Ms. CLARK. Thank you for the opportunity to respond to that
question. I wanted to say first that I do intend, as a first step, if
confirmed, to work closely with the chair, the other members, and
senior staff to make sure I really do understand the problems and
collaboratively develop a plan. But my observations initially aresome , of them fairly obvious-that these are civil servants we are
talking about who really are there to do an important mission. And
the long-term vacancies in the key positions of the other FLRA
member:, the general counsel, and the deputy general counsel, I believe, have contributed tremendously to the slide in morale.
I do note that staff has been decreased 50 percent from 2001 to
the present time and the budget has also dropped significantly
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from 2001 to the present time. I would note that the staffing does
appear to be inadequate. The budget does appear to be inadequate.
But as a first step, by filling these key positions, we are going to
allow the hard work of all of the agents who have investigated
these complaints and made recommendations to come to fruition.
That should improve morale.
I think that communication is important and can be greatly improved and that as a leadership team, together with the chair and
the other members, taking a hard look at how we can use our exist ing resources to provide training opportunit ies and staff resources
should make a positive contribution.
But like Mr. Dubester, I truly do look forward and hope I have
the opportunity to comment with greater facts and data about what
we need to do in terms of staffing and budget. But my initial impression is that it is truly inadequate.
Senator VOINOVJCH. Who compiles the FLRA's budget request?
Ms. CLARK. The chief executive of the agency is the chair.
Senator VOINOVICH. So in other words, you would have to work
with the chair after making your observations to ascertain whether
or not you have an appropriate budget to do the job that you have
been asked to do and then try to make sure that the information
gets to the Administration so that they can properly give you the
resources to get the job done.
Ms. CLARK. That is correct. There is a high premium on working
cooperatively, open communication, and I am committed to that.
Senator V OINOVJCH. Did you have a chance to look at the salary
schedule at the FLRA to find out whether or not you think it is
adequate to attract the right people?
Ms. CLARK. There were some issues with respect to the salary
schedule, a couple of key issues that had occurred in terms of people working side by side, in terms of the rank and file employees
in the general counsel's office, doing the same jobs and being graded differently. A similar situation exists with respect to the top
level management in the regions. The first step, really, is to make
sure there is fairness in the existing pay scale, and I understand
that great strides have been made .i n that direction already.
Having worked for the Federal Government and the Justice Department and being familiar with the salary schedules for GS employees, particularly litigation attorneys, I think that there probably is a need for some closer examination about whether the salary schedules for certain employees are at the appropriate level.
Senator VOINOVJCH. One of the things that Senator Akaka and
I have tried to do over the last 8 or 9 years is to give flexibilities
to the departments in terms of hiring people. I would be interested,
after you have had a chance to observe the FLRA's hiring operations, whether or not you think that you have the hiring flexibilities to get the job done and whether Mr. Berry at OPM is able to
respond to your hiring needs.
It is interesting that the agencies that in terms of employee satisfaction are the top performers are the ones that were granted hiring flexibilities. Hopefully, this new hiring system that we are trying to establish by S. 736 will make a difference.
You both have advocated on behalf of labor unions. I ran into a
couple of my union friends on the street, and they are really de-
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lighted to have some people with union backgrounds nominated for
positions at the FLRA.
How do you intend to maintain your impartiality and not have
your former relationships with union folks influence your decisionmaking because I am sure there are going to be cases where you
are going to make your former colleagues very unhappy. So tell me
about that.
Mr. Dubester, do you want to start?
Mr. DUBESTER. Yes, Senator Voinovich.
Well, first I want to say I am proud of my former associations
with some of those folks from labor organizations and look forward
to working with them as well as the management representatives
and Federal agencies in my new job. I am certainly mindful that,
if confirmed, as a member of the Authority, 1 will be sitting in a
quasi-judicial role, and I will have the responsibility of adjudicating
disputes in a fair and impartial manner.
I think in my particular background, I would also point out to
you that for the last 16 years I have been working as a neutral or
as an academic, including working as a mediator and an arbitrator
and, of course, teaching. And during the time I was working as an
arbitrator, I was selected by labor-management parties and sometimes put on permanent panels. And I was on two permanent panels as an arbitrator selected by parties that I previously worked
with during my tenure as chairman and member of the National
Mediation Board for 8 years.
So those people that worked closely with me, both the labor as
well as the management parties, selected me to work in that neutral capacity. I would like to think that the reason for that selection was because they had confidence that I could fulfill my duties
in a professional, fair, and impartial manner.
So, again, I am appreciative of my former associations with labor
organizations. Of course, the Federal statute has one of its primary
purposes to be collective bargaining, which Congress bas found is
in the public interest. But I am also completely confident that I
can, if confirmed, fulfill my responsibilities in a fair and impartial
manner.
Senator VOINOVICH. Ms. Clark.
Ms. CLARK. Thank you, Senator V oinovich. I was very fortunate
that my first job out of law school was to work as a prosecutor at
the U .S. Department of Justice, and through that experience, I
learned about the importance of the public trust and the enormous
authority and responsibility of the Federal Government, and I
came to understand that what all citizens rely on is that we fulfill
our responsibilities as public officials in ways that maintain the
public trust. Whether they are pleased or disappointed with the result, the importance is that our work is transparent, is fair and
consistent and impartial. That is my guide, and it always has been
throughout my career no matter where I have been employed.
As a part of the transition team, I was required to execute an
ethics agreement that since that time has limited m y ability to appear before the Authority and also to maintain confidences with respect to the work that was performed there.
I feel comfortable that we have been through the ethics process,
and we have a highly qualified and cautious and careful ethics offi-
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cer at the Federal Labor Relations Authority. So I feel very comfortable that I have all the support I need, the background I need,
and the experience I need to fulfill the public responsibility in the
way that it should be. And I believe that all of my colleagues and
co-workers-management and labor-understand that and are only
asking that I fulfill my public responsibilities with fairness and im. partiality.
Senator YOINOVJCH. Thank you.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Senator Voinovich.
The FLRA plays a key role in Federal sector labor relations. Due
to recent personnel shortages, it has been difficult for the FLRA to
serve as a neutral party to resolve disputes between labor and
management.
If confirmed, what will you do to address that personnel shortage
and ensure that the FLRA is able to carry out that important function?
Ms. CLARK. I understand the question to be that given the shortness of staff at the FLRA and the backlog, what is expected to be
an increasing workload, how are we going to manage. And I think
that it will require great cooperation on the part of the political appointees and senior staff to fairly assess the situation, share resources, and come up with creative strategies.
It is going to require open .dialogue and a partnership with the
staff union at t.he FLRA and also, I think, application, wherever we
can, of technology improvements to improve our case processing in
ways that allow us to do more with less and then provide you with
the kind of information you need to give us, in the medium and
longer term, the kind of budget resources we need to staff up.
Senator AKAKA. Mr. Dubester, some have said that the current
state of labor-management relations in the Federal sector is as poor
as it has ever been. I believe that the new Administration is committed to addressing that problem.
What do you believe should be done to improve the relations between employees and the unions that represent them and the Federal agencies?
Mr. DUBESTER. Well, Mr. Chairman, l think that the lack of confidence by the stakeholders, the labor and management representatives, is in many ways related to what you have previously referenced as the low employee morale within the agency. And I think
it comes from the lack of confidence in recent years as to whether
or not the FLRA has the adequate resources, both in terms of
budget authority as well as in terms of human manpower, if you
will, t o fulfill its mission.
So the previous question addresses that. And I think, as you
know, the chair is the chief executive and administrative officer of
the agency. So if confirmed as a member of the Authority, I will
certainly assist her in any way possible to, again, ensure that we
have adequate resources , both budgetarily as well as increased
staffing. And I think by doing that, that would be a big first step,
both in improving employee morale as well as in improving the
confidence that labor-management representatives have in the
FLRA's ability to fulfill its responsibilities.
Senator .AKAKA. You mentioned the need for adequate resources
in your opening statement.
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Mr. DUBESTER. Yes, I did, Mr. Chairman.
Senator AKAKA. And this is true. Without the personnel to do the
work, there is a problem. And, hopefully, that problem can be
eliminated.
Ms. Clark, the FLRA general counsel may prescribe regulations
providing for informal methods to resolve alleged unfair labor practice-charges prior to issuing a complaint.
What informal methods of resolution do you believe are most effective in resolving these disputes prior to the issuance of an unfair
labor practice complaint?
Ms. CLARK. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I am aware that in the past such
authority has been used. It was the decision of a subsequent general cowisel to not use that authority and change those regulations
through the appropriate mechanisms.
It is my professional opinion, though, that particularly in labor
relations, where the parties work together everyday to attempt to
achieve a common .mission, which is in the public interest, that
anything we can do to assist those parties in clearly understanding
their legal responsibilities and resolving disputes through means
other than litigation is in the pu blic interest.
So I would welcome the opportunity, if I get the chance, to take
a hard look at what was done in the past, how successful it was,
what changes occurred when those pre-complaint resolution procedures were not available, and consider establishing the opportunity
for parties to resolve disputes pre-complaint. I am very open to that
and would like to look at it more closely.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you. This is my final question, and it is
addressed to both of you.
We have discussed the many challenges facing the FLRA. If confirmed, what will be your long-term priorities while at the FLRA?
Mr. Dubester.
·Mr. DUBESTER. Well, as I said in my opening statement, Mr.
Chairman, I look forward to working with every member of the
FLRA staff and my colleagues, as well as the labor-management
representatives. And my long-term goal, after tackling the challenges that we have discussed in ou r questions and answers here
today, is to help to make the FLRA one of the stellar independent
agencies within the Federal Government.I happen to be a big sports fan. And if you are a sports fan, a
lot of times you watch situations where tea.ms in various sports finish last one year, and then amazingly the next year they finish
first, and they go on to win perhaps the world championship.
I am a big one in that last-to-first kind of a metaphor. You have
made reference to the human capital survey where, for a variety
of reasons, apparently the FLRA employees made the FLRA last in
that survey. Well, I am going to make that conversion from last to
first within the FLRA. And that would be my long-term goal,
maybe even my short-term goal.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you. Ms. Cl ark.'
Ms. CLARK. I share Mr. Dubester's goal. And from preliminary
conversations with Chairman Carol Waller Pope and Member
Thomas Beck, I think that this is a team that shares this goal, and
that it really is incumbent upon us to make the Federal Labor Relations Authority a model for other labor relations systems, one
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that we can all be proud of and that fulfills the statutory purpose
that has been enacted that finds collective bargaining in the Federal sector to be in the public interest. And the place to start is to
restore confidence in this agency as an impartial, timely dispute
resolution agency.
So in the short-term and long-term, I look forward and hopefully
get to participate in this team effort to make the FLRA a model
again.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much. Senator Voinovich.
Senator V0IN0VICH. Ms. Clark, I think you have talked about the
importance of consultation and cooperation. And, of course, you
have a chairman responsible for FLRA administrative matters. But
I would suggest that it might be good for you and Chairman Carol
Waller Pope to maybe walk around the agency for a while talking
to people about how they feel about their work environment and
get their thoughts and recommendations on how they could do a
better job.
I found in my experience when I was mayor and governor that
I had a team of individuals who were quite smart and knew management. They went in and talked to agency employees to get their
thoughts on how the agency could be improved or their environment could be improved. And so, as a result of that, some of the
recommendations that came through for agency reforms were actually recommendations from employees who had been at an agency
for years but nobody had ever sat down to talk to them to find out
how they felt about their agency. And I think that approach would
be really helpful to you, particularly if you are going to start trying
to reestablish some employee morale at the FLRA.
The other issue, Mr. Dubester, you talked about was alternative
dispute resolution, and I think that is terrific. Where does ADR
come in? Do you encourage the agencies when they have a problem
to engage in ADR or does ADR occur when they come up to the
board?
Mr. DUBESTER. Well, each component of the agency has an alternative dispute resolution program, including the Office of the General Counsel, the Authority, and the Federal Service Impasse
Panel. So it could arise at various stages, before either charges or
petitions are filed with the Office of General Counsel or even after
cases have come to the Authority in efforts to resolve matters without having formal decisions issued.
Senator V0IN0VICH. The question I have-and I should be more
familiar with it, and I am not-Mr. DUBESTER. Sure.
Senator V0IN0VICH [continuing]. Is that you have various Federal agencies. Are you telling me that Federal agencies have alternative dispute resolution functions where the management would
say to somebody, you are unhappy about your work environment
and we have something available, namely ADR, that can resolve
your concerns before you file yo.u r complaint?
Mr. DUBESTER. Well, they do. As a matter of fact, what you are
referring to, Senator Voinovich, does not involve the FLRA directly.
That involves particular agencies.
Senator .VOINOVICH. It is t he agency before they get- -
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Mr. DUBESTER. Under law, every agency has some kind of an
ADR program to deal with their internal workings , at least, usually
employment matters, so they can resolve them in a more informal
manner where the disputing parties have the ability to make decisions themselves without resorting to a more formal adjudicative
process.
In the case of matters that would come before the FLRA, we are
dealing with situations where the parties involved have a collective
bargaining relationship, so they have mechanisms in place there.
The alternative would be whether informally-though, as you suggest, communication, just dialogue, informal dialogue, processes
that do not require formal processing, in the case of the Authority,
formal decision-making- they can voluntarily work together collaboratively to try to craft solutions without resorting to either formal decisions or formal processing.
·
Again, in the appropriate situations, I think that could be very
useful. It is a very good mechanism for improving communication
and a very good mechanism for improving the relationships between labor representatives and management representatives from
various agencies.
Senator VOINOVICH. I would be interested to see a survey of
where complaints originate in the Federal Government and any
patterns that exist.
Is part of your responsibility to survey agencies to see whether
or not the vehicles they have within the agency are doing the job
that they are supposed to be doing or could be improved so that
you could cut back on the number of cases that get filed with the
FLRA?
Mr. DUBESTER. Sure. Well, if confirmed, as a member of the Authority, because of my strong interest in ADR, as we said, I would
try to get a better understanding of what we currently are doing.
Part of this goes to external outreach, if you will, to the parties.
And I think that is, again, consistent with the statutory directive
to provide leadership to the labor-management representatives,
which I think can help to provide stable and constructive labor relations.
I know that the use of ADR, based on information that I reviewed, has gone up and the percentage of voluntary resolutions
has been quite successful. But I think that goes to outreach. It is
analogous to your suggestion, Senator, about going around to staff
within the agency, from people within the FLRA, including members of the Authority, the general counsel.
I think it is also part of external outreach and showing that you
are receptive and open-minded to hearing from the labor-management parties as to what is going on in their lives and business,
sharing with them, to the extent they are unfamiliar with it, the
availability of ADR as a tool to resolve their problems; providing
them training in ADR to help them with more effective communication and interpersonal relations, which I think; even if they do not
use the ADR processes, will reap great benefits just in terms of
their day-to-day working labor-management relations.
So I think those are ways, I believe, that the FLRA is already
working_with the parties, but I hope would continue and maybe
even increase in use.
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Senator VoINOVICH. Good.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Senator Voinovich.
I want to thank you all. At this time, there are no further questions for Mr. Dubester and Ms. Clark. There may be additional
questions for the record, which we will submit to you in writing.
The hearing record will remain open until the close of business Friday for Members of this Committee to submit additional statements or questions.
I want to thank you, Mr. Dubester and Ms. Clark, for being here
and for bringing your families, friends, and supporters. I am
pleased to be able to hold a hearing for such well-qualified nominees.
It is my hope that the Committee will take up your nominations
very soon and your nominations will be considered by the full Senate very shortly. Thank you very much.
Mr. DUBESTER. Thank you very much.
Ms. CLARK. Thank you.
Senator AKAKA. I would like to call on our ne:,d; witness, Mr.
Borras. Will you please come forward?
Welcome to this part of today's hearing as the Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs meets to consider
the nomination of Rafael Borras to be Under Secretary for Management at the Department of Homeland Security.
Mr. Borras has been nominated to this important position with
over 20 years of Federal, local, and private sector management experience. It is my hope that this diverse experience will guide the
nominee well, should he be confirmed.
As you know, I, along with my friend Senator Voinovich, feel that
the Under Secretary for Management is an important position because he or she oversees the Department's budget, finances, procurement, human capital, information technology (IT), facilities, as
well as performance measures. The role is so important t hat I cosponsored Senator Voinovicb's bill, the Effective Homeland Security
Management Act, which would elevate this position to a term-appointed deputy secretary with a fixed 5-year term.
This legislation, which was considered by this Committee this
morning, would promote more focused and robust management at
DHS, which is critical to improving the cohesiveness, efficiency,
and effectiveness of the Department's action. Even if our bill is not
enacted this year, I trust that Mr. Borras will use his position to
implement sound management practices.
The Department of Homeland Security has been on the Government Accountability Office (GAO) high-risk list since 2003 because
of the challenges it faces through its continued transition from over
20 distinct entities into the third largest department in the Federal
Government. Since its creation, DHS has been one of the biggest
management challenges in the Federal Government.
Mr. Borras, you will be coming to an agency that continues a
long struggle to integrate and become one DHS. You will have been
left several management reform projects to take over. I have no
doubt from our discussions with you that you have your own enthusiastic ideas as well, and I look forward to hearing more about
those ideas today.
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As you know, one of my primary concerns at DHS has been that
of accountability. But today, there are far too many contractors at
DRS and not enough Federal employees to oversee them. It is essential that we fix the contractor/federal employee mix to ensure
that there are enough career professionals to carry out the critical
missions of this department. It is also important that agencies look
to innovative methods to leverage the diverse talent of the Federal
workforce to fulfill critical mission gaps.
In particular; a problem throughout the Federal Government, but
especially important at DHS, is the acquisition workforce. These
are the professionals who are responsible for th e development and
execution of billions of dollars worth of contracts every year. Unfortunately, as this Committee has heard in several hearings, the government is losing acquisition professionals to retirement or other
employers, and it is not recruiting and training new ones quickly
enough. This is an issue that m y Oversight of Government Management Subcommittee will continue to address in the near future.
More broadly, DHS, with the rest of the Federal Government,
faces looming workforce challenges as baby boomers retire. DRS
must attract the next generation of employees, proud of Federal
service and committed to the Department's mission. This will require seeking out talent with unique skills from both outside and
within the government. These efforts can best be achieved by ensuring the use of veterans' preference, a diverse workforce, and a
commitment to working with employee unions and groups.
Again, Mr. Borras, I want to thank you for your willingness to
take on the challenges that you will surely face in this position. It
is my hope that you will work closely with this Committee as we
move forward in addressing the strategic management challenges
facing DHS.
At this time, I would like to call on Senator Voinovich for his
opening statement.
Senator VoINOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I want to
also welcome you, Mr. Borras, and thank you for being here today.
We look forward to hearing about your qualifications and your desire to serve.
Senator Akaka, since DHS was established in 2002, management
issues have existed and persisted, and we have been concerned
about these issues ever since. In 2003, the Government Accountability Office included implementing and transforming DHS on its
list of areas at high risk to fraud, waste, abuse, and mismanagement because when DHS was created, it became responsible for
transforming 22 agencies into one department with over 200,000
workers. Failure to effectively address management challenges at
DHS could have serious consequences for our national security.
The truth of the matter is that the creation of DHS is probably
the most formidable management challenge ever undertaken by the
Federal Government, even beyond the management changes that
were made in the· Department of Defense.
In December 2005, the DHS Inspector . General issued a report
warning of major management challenges facing DHS. The Hom.eland Security Department's own Performance and Accountability
Report, released in November 2006, states that the Department did
rrot meet its strategic goal of "providing comprehensive leadership
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and management to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Department." In 2007, the Homeland Security Advisory Council
Culture Task Force Report also detailed persisting organizational
challenges within DRS.
This year, GAO retained implementing and transforming DRS
on its high-risk list because the Department has not yet developed
a comprehensive plan to address the transformation, integration,
management, and mission challenges it faces. And I mentioned this
to you during our earlier meeting, Mr. Borras. I have been trying
to get GAO and the Department to agree on some metrics to determine whether DRS, in fact, is moving forward with this transformation.
Because of such issues, Senator Akaka and I have spent much
of our time on the Oversight of Government Management Subcommittee examining DRS management issues, and last year we
included a provision in the Implementing Recommendations of the
9/11 Commission Act of 2007 that requires the DRS Under Secretary for Management to have extensive executive level leadership
and management experience, strong leadership skills, a demonstrated ability to manage large and complex organizations, and
a proved record in achieving positive operational results.
As Senator Akaka mentioned, we did vote a bill out of Committee
today that would provide for a 5-year tenure for this individual because we feel that kind of tenure will help us make the management transformation that needs to be made at DRS.
Mr. Borras, I look forward to hearing specific examples about
how you think you meet each of these statutory requirements because, again, ensuring the effective management of DRS remains
one of my top priorities and will stay at the top of my list until I
tip my hat at the end of next year.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you, Senator Voinovich. Senator Collins.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COLLINS

Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am here because I, too, view this position as being absolutely
critical to the success of the Department of Homeland Security. As
both the Chairman and the Ranking Member have pointed out, this
is an enormously complex department. It has more than 200,000
employees. It is comprised of approximately 23 agencies that were
brought together from a host of other departments and agencies
when we passed the legislation creating the Department of Homeland Security.
It has not been a smooth process to integrate all of these agencies and bring them together toward the common goal of protecting
our Nation. So this position and having an individual with strong
management experience is absolutely critical to the success of the
Department.
I do have some concerns and questions that I want to ask, and
I appreciate the opportunity to be here today.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Senator Collins.
Mr. Borras has filed responses to a biographical and financial
questionnaire, answered prehearing questions submitted by the
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Committee, and had his financial statements reviewed by the Office of Government Ethics.
Without objection, this information will be made a part of the
hearing record with the exception of the financial data, which are
on file and available for public inspection in the Committee offices.
Our Conmrittee rules require that all witnesses at nomination
hearings give their testimony under oath. Therefore, Mr. Borras, I
ask you to please stand and raise your right hand.
Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give this Committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you, God?
Mr. BORRAS. I do.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you.
Let the record note that the witness answered in the affirmative.
Mr. Borras, will you please proceed with your statement?
TESTIMONY OF RAFAEL BORRAS 1 TO BE UNDER SECRETARY
FOR MANAGEMENT, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Mr. BORRAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Voinovich, Senator Collins, and other distinguished Members in this room. I am
humbled and honored to appear today before you as you consider
my nomination by President Obama to serve as the next Under
Secretary for Management at the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security.
Thank you for your consideration of my nomination. I also thank
the President for the opportunity to once again serve this great
country and Secretary Napolitano for her confidence in me and her
support throughout this confirmation process.
I also thank this Committee and its Members for being guardians of the Department of Homeland Security. While I have only
been an observer of this Department, your efforts obviously have
safeguarded the institution and its mission, provided intelligent
and thoughtful oversight, and legislatively ensured that the Department's management functions are properly considered in the
context of government-wide policies.
Not only were you responsible for the creation of the Department, you have led the fight in finding DHS a home at St. Elizabeths. You have ensured the Department grew more resilient as a
result of your investigation into Hurricanes Katrina and Rita and
your subsequent legislative and oversight work reforming the Department. And I have learned from listening . to those in the Department that you have instilled an understanding of the need to
set goals and measure progress so the Department can be accountable to you and the American taxpayer.
As an observer, I have also noticed that the Department's inter actions with the Committee, both the Members and the staff, have
fostered a climate of bipartisan collaboration devoid of partisan
rancor. If confirmed, I look forward to working with you to ensure
that this Department fulfills the vision of the Secretary and this
Committee: One DRS that is integrated, efficient, and a Department that understands and executes its mission.
1
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There is no professional challenge or reward greater than ensuring that the Department of Homeland Security achieves its mission. If confirmed, I know that I will have tbe immense responsibility of providing management support to the mission of protecting
America.
As you consider my nomination, 1 ask that you consider the totality of my 27 years in public, private, and nonprofit sectors as a
leader and a manager. I also have an intimate understanding of
the challenges that the Department's State and local partners face
each and everyday due to my work for the cities of Hartford, Connecticut, and New Rochelle, New York. I have held a wide variety
of management positions that have allowed me to lead such diverse
organizations as administration and finance, human resources, information technology, acquisition, and security, each of which is
represented by the lines of authority that report to the Under Secretary for Management.
If confirmed, I have three principal areas of focus for the Department of Homeland Security: Financial management, acquisition
management, and human capital management. My approach to
these areas of focus would be to provide an integrated solu tion that
would link an emphasis on financial management, acquisition review and transformation, and a holistic approach to human capital
management that would help drive DRS toward improved management, accountability, and performance.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, and
I look forward to answering your questions.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Borras. I will begin
with the standard questions this Committee asks of all nominees.
Is there anything . you are aware of in your background that
might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?
Mr. BORRAS. No, sir.
Senator AKA.KA. Do you know of anything, personal or otherwise,
that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been
nominated?
Mr. BORRAS. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator AKAKA. Do you agree, without reservation, to respond to
any reasonable summon s to appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of Congress if you are confirmed?
Mr. BORRAS. I do.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much. And before I begin my
questions, I would like to give you the opportunity to introduce
your family and others who are here.
Mr. BORRAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I would like to make the Committee aware that I am
joined this afternoon by my wonderful wife who is seated behind
me, Ivelisse; my daughter, Nicole, who represents our five children,
and that is a management feat in itself.
I am also joined by my new friend, Elaine Duke, who is the current Under Secretary for Management at the Department and who
has ably provided stewardship during this time of transition and
has been of great benefit to me as I h ave come t o learn DRS. I also
have here a colleague of mine who serves with me on the Mont-
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gomery County Ethics Commission, Gilles Burger, and I am
pleased that he is here today with me.
Also, I would like to say that I am definitely in the presence of
my mother and father, who passed away in the last couple of years
but are with me each and every day. And it was their hard work,
their dedication, and their encouragement that led me to public
service. And I could not let this moment go without recognizing
them today.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator AK.AKA. Thank you very much. Because she has worked
for a while with us, and we have worked well with her, I just want
to welcome Elaine Duke to the Committee.
Mr. Borras, as you may know, the Government Accountability ·
Office has faulted the Department of Homeland Security for its
overreliance on contract personnel. DRS has said that it plans to
in-source more positions in the future.
What would you do to right size the mix of contract personnel
and Federal employees?
Mr. BORRAS. Mr. Chairman, I would say that, if confirmed, I
would apply the same techniques and the judgment I have used
throughout my long career, beginning in the city of Hartford, where
we undertook a very comprehensive right-sizing strategy to realign
the government.
I do not think inherently there is anything wrong with having a
blended workforce. What is problematic is having a workforce that
is made u p of contractors that may not have the proper manage. ment controls and oversight in place. The utilization of contractors,
like any other form of acquisition, requires strong requirements, a
strong indication of the expected outcome, and I also believe a sunset feature.
If we hire contract workers. we should have a clear understanding of what they are going to d o to contribute to the mission,
specifically how we will manage and oversee them, and what is the
end date. I believe that it is very important to ensure that we do
not have contract workers who are performing either inherently
governmental or nearly governmental functions. I also believe that
addressing this issue would be among one of my highest priorities,
again, if confirmed.
Senator AK.AKA. Thank you.
Let me follow up with one issue. that has consistently come up
in talking about contractors at DRS, and that is the lack of clear
statistics regarding the numbers and types of contractors in use by
the Department.
If confirmed, would you be willing to assess the current number
of contractors and provide this Committee transparent accounting
of how many and what kind of service contractors are at DRS?
Mr. BORRAS. If confirmed, Mr. Chairman, I believe that the identifi.cation of those contractor resources is essential to understand
precisely our workforce needs. I do not believe at this time that the
Department can adequately represent a number that identifies the
exact number of contract workers that are performing work at the
Department of Homeland Security.
All of these issues are related to our workforce, whether it be acquisition workforce, IT workforce, where we have so many contrac-
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tors currently performing support functions . There is a great need
to enhance and build the Department's acquisition workforce, IT
workforce, and hum.an capital management workforce.
Until we have a proper accounting of the number of contract employees we have, what role and functions they are performing, and
begin to assess how we can migrate back to government employees,
we would be unable to make that proper assessment. And I would
be, if confirmed, unable to provide a clear direction to this Committee as to what the course of action would be without that information and that data.
Senator AK.AKA. Mr. Borras, one issue that the Oversight of Government Management Subcommittee has focused on for many
years is the issue of recruiting. a new generation of Federal workers. As I am sure you are aware, the baby boomers are aging and
the Federal Government faces a great retirement wave.
Just this morning, this Committee passed favorably a bill that I
sponsored with Senator Voinovich to streamline and make more
manageable the Federal hiring process. Some of the issues we have
tried to address are the length and complexity of the process, workforce planning at agencies, and the use of technology in the process.
Can you share your assessment of the current hiring process and
what steps DRS could take to improve it?
Mr. BORRAS. Mr. Chairman, I have spoken with the chief hum.an
capital officer and other individuals in the Department to understand what is the perception of impediments to the hiring process
and what steps are currently being taken.
I understand that there is a system that was put in place, Talent
Link, when complete, to be able to provide cradle-to-grave management of the hiring process. The hiring process certainly begins with
the outreach and the networking to new and potential employees.
It also extends into the on-boarding process, when we bring new
employees on.
In my experience, I have found that one of the ways to build an
effective workforce is through the introduction of that employee to
the new agency. So how we manage bringing on employees, what
I call the care and feeding of employees, during that hiring process,
ensuring that it goes smoothly and efficiently, goes a long way toward establishing a good relationship with a brand new employee.
So I believe these systems have to be evaluated. And if confirmed, I would certainly take a very hard look at what programs
are in place and assess what needs to be done t o improve that hiring process.
'Senator AK.AKA. Thank you very much. I will now ask Senator
Voinovich for his questions.
Senator VoIN0VICH. Senator, if it is all right, it would be all right
if Senator Collins could ask the questions before I do.
Senator AKAKA. Certainly. Senator Collins.
Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you,
Senator Voinovich.
Mr. Borras, I have a number of concerns about your failure to
pay taxes on ti.me and in full, in light of the responsibilities of the
position for which you have been nominated. So I want to ask you
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a number of questions to get the facts out and also, I hope, to ease
the concerns that I have.
Let me start by asking, do you personally take responsibility for
filing the tax returns for you and your wife?
Mr. BORRAS. Yes, I do, Senator.
Senator COLLINS. Do you file a joint return?
Mr. BORRAS. A joint return; yes, ma'am.
Senator COLLINS. It is my understanding that on your 2005 income tax return, you failed to include $9,301 in income for your
wife's part-time work.
Did you receive a W- 2 form for this income?
Mr. BORRAS. Senator. I believe I did.
Senator COLLINS. Can you explain to the Committee why you did
not report more than $9,300 of your wife's income?
Mr. BORRAS. Senator, the issue you have raised is one which I
certainly regret having had occur. I have disclosed that informat ion
and made all the details available to the Committee. I am happy
to continue to answer those questions.
The responsibility for the omission, including that document , in
my tax return that year is solely mine and one which certainly I
regret. And the oversight was clearly one that is certainly regrettable. Not only did it happen for my 2005 filing; in my 2006 filing,
I committed the same error, both of which I provided details.
Senator COLLINS. Well, we will get to 2006 in a moment. I want
to first establish the facts for the 2005 income t ax return.
It is my understanding that on your return for 2005, you listed
$270 for expenses associated with your wife's attempt to establish
a beauty business.
Is that correct?
Mr. BORRAS. I did put that there; however, that expense was not
allowable due to the amount of income, so it was not a part of my
filing.
Senator COLLINS. What I am trying to better understand is why
you would look to take a deduction and yet miss reporting more
than $9,000 of income.
Mr. BORRAS. Senator, once again, I would say that my error was
in an oversight of one W-2 that was in the total of $9,000 or so.
And I simply cannot provide you a better response other than I
failed to include that on my filing.
Senator COLLINS. And it is my understanding that you also failed
to report $50, granted not a huge amount like t he $9,000, in income from an annuity in 2005.
Is that correct?
Mr. BORRAS. There was one 1099- INT, an interest annuity of
$50. That is correct.
Senator COLLINS. So that year, you did not report income from
an annuity for which you had a 1099 form and more than $9,000
for which you had a W-2 form.
·
Is that an accurate summary of 2005?
Mr. BORRAS. That is an accurate s ummary.
Senator COLLINS. And then in March 2008, you paid $3,184 plus
$405 in interest t o settle the problems with your 2005 return.
Is that correct?
Mr. BORRAS. That is correct.
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Senator COLLINS. Now let us turn to 2006.
In 2006, did you receive a form indicating a withdrawal of $5,884
in taxable income from your wife's IRA?
Mr. BORRAS. I have stated that I do not specifically recall receiving that 1099-R.
Senator COLLINS. But you did fail to report that income; is that
correct?
Mr. BORRAS. That is correct.
Senator COLLINS. And in addition, in 2006, did you fail to include
some interest income for which you had a 1099 form?
Mr. BORRAS. That is correct.
Senator COLLINS. And how much was that?
Mr. BORRAS. The total was about $980.
Senator COLLINS. Finally, on your 2006 taxes, you were late in
paying about $14,000 in taxes owed. Could you explain how that
delinquency came about?
Mr. BORRAS. It was my understanding that when I filed my taxes
in 2007 for 2006, ·the full amount of tax owed, which was ~14,286,
would be deducted from my taxes. Shortly after filing, I noticed
that there had not been a large deduction taken from my checking
account, and I followed up with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
to inquire why that had not been deducted.
So as a result of my following up with the IRS and my conversations with them, I made an electronic payment for t hat $14,000 online as I was speaking with the IRS agent on the phone.
Senator COLLINS. Well, the Turbo Tax form shows that you only
paid $286 rather than $14,286. That is a huge difference.
When was this cleaned up? When were the taxes and penalties
and interest paid on the 2006 return?
Mr. BORRAS. In the beginning of June. I do not have the exact
date, Senator.
Senator COLLINS. What concerns me is a pattern of carelessness
here. You have been nominated for a job that is enormously complex and that is going to require great managerial experience and
great attention to detail. We could spend hours talking to you
about the management challenges .
If there had been just one incident or one form overlooked, I
would certainly understand that. Anyone can make a mistake. But
I am concerned about a pattern of significant lapses with regard to
your taxes.
I realize roy time has expired, but if you have any explanation,
if there are extenuating circumstances that the Committee should
be aware of-for example, we have had a nominee who was deployed in Iraq at the time that he missed some tax payments. That
is an extenuating circumstance.
If there are extenuating circumstances or some justification for
this pattern, I need to know it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Senator Collins.
Senator COLLINS. Thank you.
Senator AKAKA. Senator Voinovich.
Senator VoINOVJCH. Yes. I would like to follow up on that line
of questioning by Senator Collins.
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The job for which you have been nominated requires an individual with broad vision and attention to detail. In conversations
with Committee staff, it became clear you did not review your tax
return before filing it.
In written questions before the hearing, I asked "In what ways
will your attention to detail at DHS be different and improved from
your attention to detail regarding your personal matters." And
since your response failed to address mistakes with your Federal
tax returns, I will ask it again.
For the record, in what ways will your attention to detail at the
Department be different and improved from your attention to detail
regarding personal matters?
All of us have responsibilities. I just cannot understand this pattern, and it gives me pause. If you are not paying attention to details regarding your personal matters, are you going to pay attention to the duties of this position, read financial audits and surveys
on employee morale and so forth?
Mr. BORRAS. Senator, my response to you would be that I certainly have acknowledged making mistakes 2 years in a row. Certainly, I have filed my taxes in both of those years, regrettably,
with errors. But recognizing those mistakes, I did take corrective
action; certainly have had no problem with 2007 and 2008 filings.
And I filed taxes for over 30 years, and I have no pattern of mak. ing those kinds of mistakes.
In addition, I would certainly want to say that in my 27 years
of professional work, progressive responsibility at local government,
in the Federal Government, and in the private sector, there has
never been any issue related to attention to detail, anything about
my performance that has indicated any level of concern.
I have managed successfully very difficult financial situations, at
the local, the Federal, and even the private sector level, I believe
with distinction. I have been commended for that. I have never had
an investigation that has challenged or questioned my financial
management, and I stand behind my professional record and believe that it speaks for itself.
Again, I recognize and I regret the errors I made in 2006 and
2007.
Senator VOINOVICH. In my opening statement, I referenced our
efforts to ensure that the DRS Under Secretary for Management
is qualified to manage the complicated portfolio, including by setting statutory requirements for the DRS Under Secretary for Management.
You referenced your positions at the Department of Commerce
and the General Services Administration as "significant management responsibilities."
'What specific management responsibilities did you personally
have in each of those jobs?
Mr. BORRAS. Well, Senator, my position at the Department of
Commerce was as a Deputy Assistant Secretary for Administration,
which is the one that I referenced in my response to these questions.
Deputy i\ssistant Secretary for Administration oversees the departments of finance, budget, at that time, we called it personnel,
information technology, security, and acquisitions. That is depart-
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ment-wide management responsibility for a budget of approximately $4.5 billion in a department of about 35,000 employees.
Clearly, I saw that position and I would view that position as
being one of consider-able responsibility for the charge of affairs for
the Department of Commerce, and I believe I served in that role
with great distinction.
When I was privileged to serve as regional administrator for the
General Services Administration, the Mid-Atlantic region, my position had responsibility for the Public Building Service, the Federal
Technology Service, and the Federal Supply Service for the Mid-Atlantic region, for Europe, Africa, and the Middle East.
I had approximately 1,500 employees and an annual budget for
my region of about $1.1 billion. We served aU of the Federal agencies in the Mid-Atlantic region, in Europe, Africa, and Middle East,
providing services that you, Senator, would be very well aware of
with the General Services Administration. And, once again, I would
categorize those responsibilities as certainly being significant in
carrying out the affairs and supporting the affairs of the Federal
Government.
Senator VOINOVICH. Can you give me an example of how you
have achieved positive operational results in a difficult climate,
such as the climate you are going to face at DRS, in both human
capital and procurement challenges?
Mr. BORRAS. Senator, throughout my career in public service,
much of my work has required the management of very difficult financial circumstances. When I joined the city of Hartford as a deputy city manager-and a deputy city manager is, in effect, a chief
operating officer of the municipal government-we were facing extremely difficult financial situations where we were having budget
deficits on an annual basis projected at about 15 to 20 percent of
our total budget.
This was due in part to declining tax revenues. The city of Hartford was in a state of decline, both financially and-Senator VOINOVICH. Excuse me. What time is that again? Refresh my memory. I forgot.
Mr. BORRAS. From the years of 1991 to 1993; those 3 years, 1991,
1992, and 1993.
Those challenges required a fundamental change in the way that
we managed and functioned in local government. We undertook a
very comprehensive, what we called, right-sizing approach where
we had to evaluate each and every program that the city of Hartford managed, to evaluate its effectiveness, to be able to make
some judgment as to whether or not we could continue to fund and
fund at the same level or whether there were new ways to accomplish some of th e things that we were doing.
Additionally, we bad incredible public safety needs as crime was
increasing, drug use and selling, and drug-related crime was increasing in the city of Hartford. So we also had to fund additional
initiatives in public safety. So we had a very difficult time of balancing the typical guns and butter ratio, having to increase funding for public safety and find ways t o reduce the size of government. And we were able to do that very effectively and balance our
budgets and not raise taxes.
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So I am very proud of my work during that period of time of
working very hard to evaluate the performance of the programs.
We eliminated programs; we restructured others. And we were
commended by the business community for developing the first responsible budget, which had not been done to that extent prior in
Hartford's history.
Upon coming to the Federal Government and joining the Department of Commerce, my first assignment, Senator, was the Secretary specifically asked me to go serve at the Minority Business
Development Agency to "clean up the agency," to review its operations, to make recommendations for changing the way the operation worked, and to evaluate what constituted performance. I am
very proud to say that after my first year there, we got a clean fi.
nancial statement from the Inspector General, and we made radical
changes to the way the Minority Business Development Agency operated.
The Secretary also asked me to take the agency through the
budget process because there was no director at that time. So be
asked me to serve as the acting director. AU of these were prior to
my coming over and becoming the deputy assistant secretary.
So I had to effectively review the operations of the Minority Business Development Agency, work on a plan for new performance
measurements; once again, right size. We eliminated some positions from the agency. And then I was re-asked to join the Secretary's staff as deputy assistant secretary.
There in particular, my focus was on standardization and processes, where I worked very hard to find holistic solutions to improving the efficiency and management of the department. And I
am very proud that during that time, we developed a process called
Concept of Operations, which integrated the work of the finance department, the budget department, and acquisition to work with
each and every one of our 11 bureaus and agencies to better manage the acquisition process to improve efficiencies, improve the
time that it takes to complete the acquisition and the overall program effectiveness.
Senator VoIN0VlCH. Thank you.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Senator Voinovich.
Mr. Borras, we have held several hearings on pandemic influenza
preparedness, including one last month focused on the Federal
workforce. During the early stage of HlNl outbreak, Customs and
Border Protection and Transportation Security Administration employees, who interact ·w ith hundreds of travelers daily, received
conflicting guidance on whether they were permitted to use personal protective equipment such as face masks. I asked the Department to clarify their ·guidance for employees, and I have not yet received a response.
·w hat steps will you .take to ensure that the Department's employees receive clear and consistent guidance on their rights and
responsibilities if HlNl resurges this fall as expected?
Mr. BORRAS. Mr. Chairman, the issue of the Department's response to a potential pandemic outbreak and the use of protective
gear certainly would be a very strong priority for the Under Secretary of Management. And if I am confirmed, I would work very
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closely with the Office of Health Affairs (OHA) to ascertain the
level of threat to our workforce employees.
We would work closely with the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) to detennine what level of protection is required. And, again, if confirmed, I would follow the advice of ORA
and the folks at OSHA to implement a uniform and consistent policy that would provide clear guidance to the employees on how they
should provide for their personal protection during a potential pandemic outbreak.
Senator AKAKA.. Mr. Borras, the Oversight of Government Management Subcommittee has been very involved in the oversight of
the acquisition management structure at DRS. When Mr. Schneider was Under Secretary, he was the Chief Acquisition Officer,
which is separate from the Department's Chief Procurement Officer. However, there historically has been only a dotted line of authority between the Chief Procurement Officer, the Chief Acquisition Officer, and the component acquisition officers.
Can you tell me what you believe the relationship between the
Under Secretary for Management, the Chief Procurement Officer,
and the component acquisition officers should be?
Mr. BORRAS. Mr. Chairman, my understanding of the roles and
responsibility of the Under Secretary for Management is that inclividual serves in the capacity as the chief acquisition officer for the
Department. Furthermore, that position has a direct reporting relationship to the Chief Procurement Officer for the Department.
Currently, the way the Department is organized is that there is
a dotted line relationship between the Chief Procurement Officer
and the Chief Procurement Officers of each one of the inclividual
component agencies. I believe that, if confirmed, I would certainly
want to review t he extent to which adequate controls and oversight
are in place to effectively manage the Department's acquisition, to
effectively identify risks, and that the proper controls are in place
to ensure that the Department manages its acquisition process as
efficiently as it can.
I do know that the Department has an acquisition review board,
which is a very useful tool in managing and identifying risks in the
acquisition process. I have stated prior that I believe the most important phase of the acquisition process is the requirements phase ,
so I believe it is very important that in the acquisition life cycle,
management put considerable attention on working with the component agencies to understand and make sure that the requirements are clear and the outcomes are also equally clear so that we
have an effective acquisition process.
So if confirmed, that would be among my highest priorities, to
evaluate the existing working relationship and make recommendations, if required, to improve that process.
Senator AKAKA.. I mentioned in my opening statement that DRS
has been on the high-risk list ever since its establishment. Because
of this, Senator Voinovich and I requested that GAO look deeper
into management integration efforts at DRS. Work done to date
has shown that the Department still faces significant challenges in
integrating over 20 separate agencies into what Secretary
Napolitano has referred to as one DHS.
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What experience h ave you had in your career, in the public and
private sectors, that you believe has prepared you t o take on this
particular integration challenge?
Mr. BORRAS. Thank you. I appreciate the question, Mr. Chairman, because it is fundamentally how I see my career and the evolution of my career, one of progressive responsibility, beginning
with my work with integration activities at the city of Hartford,
continuing through my work at the Department of Commerce and
the General Services Administration. My priority as an executive
and as a manager has always been to look for operational efficiencies and integration strategies that will bring the operation
into closer alignment.
At the outset, you mentioned the concern of GAO. I take GAO's
concern very seriously. In fact, I reached out and spoke with the
Acting Comptroller General, Gene Dodaro, recently to better understand GAO's position and concerns relative to inadequacies in management at the Department of Homeland Security. And he reaffirmed for me what I believe to be the principal areas of concern
in rectifying the management deficiencies at DRS.
First of all, we spoke at great length about the need for standardization .and process. There needs to be a uniform •process. As
you h ave so aptly described, the Department was put together with
the combination of 22 different agencies, Mr. Chairman, each of
which brought its own legacy systems for management.
So right now there is a lack of standardization within the Department. That hampers the Department's ability to function effectively and also to draw statistical information, data, from the agency in a very efficient manner because there is a lack of standardization.
Not only do we have to have standardization, if confirmed, I
would focus on repeatability, which is a term that Gene Dodaro
used and I certainly agree with. Not only do we have to have
standard practices, we have to be able to do them over and over
again. So we have to make sure we have consistency in those practices. So I believe those are very important elements.
The GAO and Gene Dodaro in particular has mentioned his concern, the GAO's concern, about the workforce issues, specifically
the acquisition workforce and the IT workforce. My initial assessment is that both of those indicate to me a severe challenge in
meeting the objectives of the Department, of strengthening management due to perhaps a lack of inadequate resources.
So if confirmed, I would_certainly want to evaluate the number
of personnel that are available to support those very functions in
'the Office of the Chief Financial Officer, information technology,
and acquisition management to ascertain whether we have the effective resources to be able to do that; review the current processes
that are in place to determine whether they are adequate enough;
and,· quite frankly, also to establish a very good and open relationship with GAO.
Senator AKAKA. Mr. Borras, this will be my final question.
As you are aware, DRS has faced challenges with poor employee
morale and has scored generally low on the best places to work in
the Federal Government.
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What do you believe are the reasons DRS faces such challenges,
and if confirmed, what specific steps do you believe are necessary
to improve DRS as a Federal workplace?
Mr. BORRAS. Mr. Chairman, I have looked at the Federal Human
Capital Survey, and much like this Committee has expressed concern, it certainly is of concern to me that the employees of DRS,
in their response to that survey, rate near the bottom of all of Federal Government. So that is of great concern, and I understand certainly the concern of this Committee.
J chose to look at it also, though, for where the positives are and
where can we build for the future. One of the most powerful signals
of the r esult of that survey of the extent to which the employees
support the mission of the Department. So I believe they scored
very high. Probably 90 percent or greater are in alignment with the
mission. So it is very important, if confirmed, to be able to capitalize on that stron g mission identification that employees have
and begin to address some of their other critical issues.
I believe in my experience in looking at workforce morale issues,
Mr. Chairman, they tend to fall in a couple of categories. One is
a general sense of equity. Do employees feel they are adequately
and equitably being compensated for the work they perform? That
is something that has to be looked at very carefully.
Supervision is another very important component. Frontline supervision has a tremendous impact on the morale of employees. I
think it is critically important that we look at how we train our supervisors, what levels of support are provided to the supervisors.
They have such an important role in determining the job satisfaction of employees. Also, we have organized employee groups that
we need to communicate with, we have to align with, and we have
to have good relationships with.
So communication, relationship building, looking at issues of fairness and equity, and responding to the great mission identification
of the employee base are all powerful tools, Mr. Chairman, that
will enable us to work hand in hand to be able to improve the employee morale in the Department.
J am heartened by the enthusiasm and the commitment that Secretary Napolitano brings to that-issue. She has conveyed to me on
numerous occasions that is among her most important priorities for
creating a unified one DHS.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much for your responses. I want
to thank you for bringing your family, friends, and supporters here
today. I want you to know that there may be additional questions
for the record, which we will submit to you in writing. The hearing
record ·will remain open until close of business Friday for Members
of the Committee to submit additional statements or questions.
Again, I thank you for your responses to this Committee, and we
will be considering your nomination as soon as we can here in the
Senate.
Thank you very much. This hearing is adjourned.
Mr. BORRAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 5:01 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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APPEND I X

Ne>mina1ion Hearing ror Che Honon1ble ErntSt W . Du~ler io ~ Mtml>cr. aad MJ.. Ju Ila
Akins C lark to be- General Cou111t1 1 Fedenl Labor Relations Aatbori~•
&
Mr. Rarael Borns to be Under Sec-reta":'' for Ma naicmenC. Dcpanmcnt oflfomel• nd
StCt1rin•

Statement of Sen11or Dan;cl K. Aklka
Comrnince on Homeland Sccarirv a.nd Govrrameatal Affain
JUI) 29, i009

Today, the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental AfTa,rs meets to
consider the nominations of Ernesl Du Bester lo be a member on the Fede.rat Labor RclaltOns
Authomy (FLM) and Julia Clark to be General Counsel of the FLRA.
Mr. DuBcster ancndcd Bos10n Collcg:e and received his lt\Y degree al Calholic
Universny. Mr. DuBestcr has been involved in public .scrv,ce sine~ 197.5. After p-radua1ing from
law school. he worked as tc~al counsel 10 the National L..abor RclJtions Board.

In 1993. President Clinron nominated Mr. DuBcner to serve on lhe National Mediauon
Board (NMB), and 1he Senate unanimously confirmed him. He became lhe Chairman of tht'
NMB in 1993. Mr. DuBes1er also has tought law at the Georg: Mason University School of La~
and the Catholic Unive-rsity School of La"' .
Ms. Clark graduated from Oklahoma Baptist Univcrsny and received her laY.•degre%
from the 'washmg1on College of L11w at Amrrtcan Univcrsir, . For the past founeen )'CUS. she
has served as GenCT'Bl Counsel to the International Fcdcra1ton of Professional and Technical
Engineers. a union that represents dedicated federal emplo yees throughout the countr)-.
including many in my home .state of Howai"i.
The positions 10 which Mr. DuBestcr and Ms. Ctark have been nominated arc among the
most 1mpon ant to Fcdenil employees. If confirmed, I cxpcc1 these nomiriee~ 10 be srrong
advocates for fair employmcnl practices in the f ederal p:ovemmcnt

The nom inations of Mr. DuBcstcr and Ms. Clark come at a cri1ic.alJuncrure for the
FLRA. Tot FLRA is rcspon$iblc for providing lc:adcrsh1p in establishing policies and guidencc
reJating to Fedcrisl scc1or lnbor rtlations. It 11\so resolves complaints of unfair labor practices and
decides issues involving federal union rcprcsc:nui11o n. These arc very 1mponant responsibilities
For far too long. however. the FLRA h• s failed 10 carry out h~ mission. The FLRA has been
without a ~cneral counsel smce Fe0ruary of 2008. Moreover, prior 1o·October 200~. 1hc FLRA
had only one member, Lest year. I am JIBd wt were able to fill two of the scats. however. n 1s
bruer to have a full complcmenl. Personnel shon• gcs have ,ed 10 a scnous backlog of cases at
lhe FLRA. I 1rusl borh nomin~s, if confirmed. will work 10 reinv1gonm: the FLRA.
I am also concmied about low ernplo)ltt morale II the FLRA. In the Pannership for
Public Service's 2009 BeSI Places 10 Worl: Rllnkings. 1hc FLRA ranked last among small Federal
agencies . The FLR.A received the lowest score m several ca1cgorits. inc.ludmg cffcc1ivc
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leadership, strategic management. and employee training and development. Clearly. big changes
are needed 10 address these serious issues. ! look forward to hearing the nominees' thoughts on
these issues.
During the past Administration. Federal employees and their representatives at times
believed their views were not adequately considered when changes to federal programs and
workplace policies were made. ln your roles. if confirmed, you can help rebuild strong
partnerships between unions and management throughout the Federal Government, which I
believe is necessary 10 help agencies best carry o ut their missions.
Welcome to the second part of today's hearing, as the Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs meeL~ to consider the nomination of Mr. Rafael Borras 10 be Under
Secretary for Manage ment at the Department of Homeland Security {DHS) .
Mr. Borras has been nominated 10 th is important position with over twenty years of
federal, local, and private sccmr management e)(perience. It is my hope that this diverse
experience will guide the nominee well, should he be confirmed.
As you know. I. along with my friend Senator Voinovich. feel that the Under Secretary
for Management is such an important position because he or she oversees the Department's
budget, finances. procuremcnL human capital. infonnation technology, facilities. as well as
performance measurements.
The role is so important that I cosponsored Senator Voinovich's bill, the Effective
Homeland Security Management Act, which would elevate this position to a term appointed
Deputy Secretary with a fixed five year term. This legislation, which was approved by this
Comminee this morning, would promote more focused and robust management at DHS, which is
critical to improving the cohesiveness, efficiency, and effectiveness of the Department's action.
Even if our bill is not enacted this year, I trust that Mr. Borras will use his position to implement
sound management practices.
The Department of Homeland Security has been on the Government Accountability
Office's "high risk list" since 2003 because of the challenges it faces through its continued
transition from over twenty-distinct entities into the third-largest Department in the federa l
government. Since iLS creation, OHS has been one of the biggest management challenges in the
federal government.
Mr. Borras, you will be comi ng roan agency rha1 continues a long struggle to integ rate
and become one-OHS. You will have been left several management reform projects to take
over. I have no doubt from our discussions that you have your own enthusiastic ideas as well,
and I look forward to hearing more about those ideas today.
As you know, one of my primary concerns at DHS has been that of accoun1ability.
Today, there are far too many contractors a l OHS, and not enough federa l employees to oversee
them. It is essential that we fix the contractor - federal employee mix to ensure thar-there a re
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enough career professionals to carry out the critiClll missions of this Department. h is also
important that agencies look to innovative methods to leverage the diverse talent of the federal
workforce 10 fulfill critical mission gaps.
In panicular. a problem throughout the federal government. but especially important at
DHS, is the acquisition workforce. These are the professionals who are responsible for the
development and execution of billions of dollars worth of contracts every year. Unfortunately,
as this Committee has heard in several hearings. the government is losing acquisition
professionals to retirement or other employers. and it is not recruiting and training new ones
quickly enough. This is an issue that my Oversight of Government Management Subcommittee.
will continue to address in the near future.
More broadly, DHS. with the res, of the federa l government. faces looming work force
challenges as baby boomers retire. DHS must anrac1 the next generation of employees. proud of
federal service, and committed to the Depanmenl's mission. This will require se_eking ou1talent
with unique ski lls from both outside and within the government. These efforts can best be
achieved by ensuring the use of veterans' preference, a diverse workforce. and a commitment 10
working with employee unions and groups.
Again, Mr- Borras, I wan e to thank you for your willingness 10 take on the challenges tha1
you will surely face in this position. It is my hope that you will work closely with this
Comminee as we move forward in addressing the srrategic managcmem challenges facing DHS.
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OPENING STATEMENT Of SENATOR GEORGE V. V oINOVI CH
NOMINATIONS Of ERNEST D UB ESTER TO 8E MEMBER, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS
AUTHORITY, J ULIE ADKINS CLARK TO BE GENERAL COUNSEL, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS
A UTIIORtn' , AND RAfAEL BORRAS TO BE UNDER SECRETARY f0R MANAGEM ENT,

U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

JULY29, 2009

Good afternoon, and thank you, Chairman Akaka. l am pleased 10 be here today to
review the qualifications of two individuals nominated by the President to fill imponant
positions at the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA): Emesl DuBester, who has been
nominated to serve as a Member of the FLRA. and Julie Adkins Clark, who has been nominated
to serve as the Authority' s G eneral Counsel.
Mr. DuBester and M s. Clark. I commend you for your "~llingness to serve your country
at this important time in the FLRA' s history. As you well know. the Authority faces significant
challenges in its anempt t o fulfill its statutory mandate to encourage "efficient operations of the
Government" through positive labor-management relaiionships.
In the 2009 Desi Places to Work rankings compiled by the Partnership for Public Service
(PPS). the FLRA ranked last in overall employee job satisfaction among small agencies by a
significant margin. As a former Mayor and Governor, I know firsihand that a motivated
workforce is an effective workforce. and I hope to hear from the nominees today about how they
~ll address employee morale issues at the FLRA.

The FLRA also faces a significant case backlog. Approximately 300 Unfair Labor
Practice Complaints and 700 Unfair Labor Practice Appeals await disposition. I unders1and tha1
the FLRA has crafted performance goals that aim to eliminate this backlog by fiscal year 2012.
While I applaud the FLRA' s initiative in this area, I e ncourage the nominees . if
confirmed, to pursue innovative strategies for 'dispos ing of pending complaints in timely and
conscientious manner whi le continuing to process the FLRA ' s normal influx of complaints and
appeals. In light of this significant case backlog, I am a lso interested to hear whether the
nominees feel the FLRA ha s the human capita! and budgetary resources necessary to fulfill its
statutory obhgation. l commend you for ~ llingness to answer this newest cell to service , and I
look forward to your testimony. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wan1 to also welcome Mt. Borras and 1hank him for
appearing before us today • we look forward to hearing aboul your qualifications and desire to
serve.
Sena1or Akaka, you know that since DHS was es1ablished in 2002, management issues
have existed and persisted. For example:
•

•
•

•
•

In 2003, the Government Accountability Office included implernen1ing and transforming
OHS on i1s list of areas at high risk 10 fraud, waste, abuse and mismanagemen1 because
when DHS was created. 1t became responsible for transforming 22 agencies imo one
depanmem and failure 10 effoctively address managemem challenges could have serious
consequences for our national security.
In December 2005, the DHS lnspeclor General issued a report warning of major
managemenl challenges facing OHS.
OHS' own Performance and Accoun1abili1y Report. released m November 2006, states
lhat it did not meet its strategic goal of '·providing comprehensive leadership and
management 10 improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the Department."
In 2007. the Homeland Security Advisory Council Culture Task Force Report also
detailed persisting orgamzational challenges within DHS.
This year, GAO retained implementing and transforming DHS on its Higb Risk Lisi
because the Deparunent has not yet developed a comprehensive plan to address the
uansformation. integration, management and mission challenges rt faces.

Because of such issues, Senator Akaka and I have spent much of our time on the Oversight of
Government Management subcommittee examining OHS management issues. and lasl year we
included a provision in the Jmp/ememing Recommendations <J(the 911 I Commission Act of200i
that requires DHS ' Under Secreiary for Management 10 have:
•
•
•

Extensive executive level leadership and management experience:
Srrong leadership skills;
A demonstrated ability to manage large and complex organizations; and
A proved record in achieving positive operational results.

1 look forward to hearing specific examples from Mr. Borras today about how he meets
each of these statutory requirements because ensuring the effective managemenl of OHS remains
one of my top pnoriries. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF ERNIE DUBESTER OF VIRGINIA TO BE A MEMBER
OF THE FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY AND
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

UNITED STATES SENATE
JULY 29, 2009

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to come before the Committee for its consideration of my
nomination to be a Member of the Federal Labor Relations Autnority (FLRA). I also would like to thank
the Committee's staff for their work and assistance in reviewing my nomination and scheduling this
hearing.
Before making a brief opening statement, I would like to introduce my wife, Karen Kremer.
When I first met Karen 22 years ago, she was working for Senator Howell Heflin on t he Senate Judiciary
Committee. She now works for the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts and recently observed a
milestone of 25 years of federal government service. Sitting with Karen is our friend George Honyara, a
ret ired federal government employee.
M r. Chairman, it is an honor t o appear before you as President Obama's nominee to be a
Member of the FLRA. It is also a great pleasure t o appear alongside Julie Clark, the President' s nominee
to be the FLRA's General Counsel.
I am strongly committed to the FLRA's mission and to the importance of stable, constructive
labor-management relations in the federal sector. In m y 35 years of experience In labor-management
relations, working as a public servant, advocate, mediator, arbitrator, and academic, nearly 20 of those
years we re in the federal sector.

When I was still in law school and considering my first professional opportunity, I decided t o join
the staff of a Member of the National Labor Relatrons Board (NLRB). In fact, it was during my tenure at
the NLRB that Congress enacted the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute, a law
generally modeled after the National Labor Relations Act. Indeed, this year marks the 30"' anniversary
of the FLRA.
During President Clinton's Administration, I was also privileged to serve as the Chairman and
Member of the National Mediation Board, the independent agency that oversees labor relations in the
airline and railroad industries. There, I was responsible f or harmonizing the goals of another collective
bargaining statute with the public demand for tne highest standard of employee performance and the
efficient accomplishment of the operations of government.
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lf confirmed, I will dedicate myself to working to ensure that the flRA fulfills It s mission by
adjudicating disputes fairly, impartially, and expeditiously and by providing quality decisions t hat
enhance the stability of federal sector labor reiations. An important part of this effort w\11 be to make
sure that the Authority has the resources to fulfill Its responsibilities.
Indeed, if confirmed, I look forward to working with each and every person on the flRA staff,
including my colleagues on the Authority, as well as the federal sector's labor and management
representatives. t o help establish t he FLRA as one of the steliar indepenoent agencies within the Federal
Government.
Again, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and I w ould be pleased to answer any
questions that you may have.
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BIOGRAPHICAL AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION REQUESTED OF NOMINEES

A. BIOGRAPWCAL INFORMATION

l.

Name: (Include any fonner names used.)

Ernest (Ernie) William DuBester
2.

Position to wbieb nominated:

Member. Federal Labor Relations Authority
3.

Date of nomination:

June 4, 2009
4.

Address: (List cu1TCnt place of residence and office addresses.)

Residence: -REDACTEDOffice: Nlliional Mediation Board, 1301 K St, NW, Ste 250E, Washington,
DC20005.
5.

Date·aud place ofb.inh:

914/50; Passaic, NJ
6.

Marital sllltus: (Include maiden name of wife or husband's aame.)

Miifried to Karen Marie Kremer
7.

Names and ages of children:

No children.
8.

Eduation: List secondary and hig-her education instiwticms, dales attended, degree
received and date degree granted.

Boston College, 1968-72. A.B. May 1972;
Columbus School of Law, Catholic Univei.ily of America. 1972-75, J.D.
Received' May 1975;

Georgetown University Law Genter, 1979-80, LL.M. (Labor Lsw) received May
1980.

8
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9,

Employment record: List all jobs held sin~ college, and BllYrelevant or significant jobs
held prior 10 the.1 time. including the title or description ofjob, name of employer,

location of work. and .dates of employment. (Please use separate attachment. if
_necess.iry.)
July 2005-Present:

Mediator, National Mediation Board. Permanent duty stationWashington, .DC. Primary responsibilities involve mediation of
collective bmgaining disputes in the airline & railroad industries.
Work also includes grievance mediation, helping par1ies to resolve
gri=ces without having 10 use the arbitral process. Also o-ain
parti~ in facilitated problem-solving and bargaining, grievance
medilllion, and specia lized 8T'CaS of negotiation requested by
panics;

August 200 I •
July 2005:

Distinguished Professor of Law (and Chair of Dispute Resolution
Program), George Mason University School of Lew (GMUSL).
Arlington, VA. Developed curriculum. taught co=cs, and
supervised ~curricula activities in the dispute resolution 11rca.
Taught II variety of councs including Negotiaiion, Mediation, and
Alternative Disp111e lu:solution (ADR);

Augtm2001July 2005:

While at GMUSL, worked as an ariittrator & mediator of labor md
employm:nt manei.;
·

November 1993August 200 l :

'Chainnan (and Member) of the National Mediation Board (NMB).
Fint nominBted to the NMB by President Clmton on Sept. 24,
1993 and unenimo11Sly cenftrmcd by U1e U.S. Senate twice.
·Responsibilities included participation in issua.noe of
representation decisions- that•dctcnnine and cenify the employees'
choice of rcprescntlltive, that cktermine the appropriate craft or
class (bargaining unit), and thai ensure thllt the process occurs
wjthout interference, influence, or coercion. Tois responsibility is
srmilnr to the! perfonned by Members of the Federal Labor
Relations Authority.
Responsihilities also included mediation of many national
collective bargaining disputes in the airline & railroad industries.
Also, worked individually 11Dd jointly with fellow Board Membrn
to introduce and promote innovative·approaches to collective
bargaining, including the creation of l!Il ADR program that
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includes bargaining training, faciliuuion, grievance mediation, and
intcrcsl,ba=:I bar~ning;
1997-2001 :

Adjunct Faculty Member, Catholic Univet:5ity School of Law,
Washington, DC. Taught Graduate-courses in Collective
Bargaining & Arbitration;

1984-1993:

Legislative Counsel, AFl.-Cl0, Wa!:bingtoo, DC. Primary
rcsponsib.ilities included core labor law & mmsponation issues.
This encompassed most matters arisiqg under federal employment
laws ·such as the National Labor Relations Act, Railway Labor Act,
OSHA., Federal Service Labor-Management Starute, and Civil
Rights Laws;
·

1981-1984:

Associa~. Washington, DC law firm of Highsaw & Mahoney,
Rcpresellted labor unions in-labor relations, legislative,
administrative, and civil rights-JTl8tters. Handled many arbitrations
and argued cases before numerous federal appellate and district
couns;

1975-1981:

Coun~el, National Labor Relations Board. Served mosrof period
as coU1U1el to Chairman John Fanning..Analyzed and recommended
disposition of cases; usually in the most difficult categories;
performed.special projecis which served as a basis for the
Chairman's or-the Board's decisions in cases of significant
precedent-Ur procedures. Analysis of cases a.o.d preparation of
opinions rypically mvolved .study of the tTial record. assessmcn1 of
statutes, prior opinioos and legislative hisaory. and making
J:!TCliminary oral briefings to the Chairman and the full Board.
Also worked as a field anomey in•the NLRB 's Regional Office,
Los Angeles. Duties .included lrial work., brief writing, and case
investigations (1978);

Summer, 1974
&.part.!ime fall
of 1974-spricg
of 1975:
J 0.

Government experience: List any advisory, consultative, honorary or other pan-time
service or positions with federal, Stale, or local governments, other than those listed
above.

Representing the U.S. Government, Chaired the International
Labor Organization's Tripartite Confereuce on the "Consequences

1994:
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for Management & Personnel of the Restrueturing of RailWllys"
held io Geneva, Switzcrll!lld. Labor, management and the
governments of fifteen couatries were represented.

ll

Business r.elalionslups: List a11positions-cum:ntly or fonnd"ly neld 11S en .officer,
drrcctor, truste:, partner, proprietor, agent, representative, or cocsultant of any
corporation, company, firm, parmership, or o1her business enterprise, educational or other
institution.
2005-2008:

2003-2008:

Board of Directors, Virginia Mediation Network (non-profit). Richmond,
VA. No oompenslllion:
Board ofDirecton;, Northern Vi~ginin Mediation Services (non-profit).
Fairfax, VA. No compcisatian.

12.

Melllbenhip1: List all memberships, affiliations, or and offices currently or formerly
held in professionnl, business, fnuemal, schalarly, civic, public, charitable or other
organizations.

Since 1976:

New Jersey State Bar Association;

Since 1976:

Florida Stat~ Bar Association;

Since l 980:

Districr of Columbia Bar Association;

Off & on
Since 1976:

American Biir Association (currenUy a Member);

Since J976:

Boston College Alumni Club of Metropolitan Washington, DC.
President· I 984-1992;

2002-2009:

Association of Conflict Resolutior~

!994-2001 :

University Club, Washington, DC;

•since 2003:

Society of Federal Labor & Employee Relations ProfeSSJonals (SFLERP):

Off & or,

Labor & Employment Relations Association

Since 1994:

13.

Political affiliations and activities:
(a)

List all offices i•ith n political party whicli you have held or any public office fur
which you have been a cnndidatc.
None.
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(b)

Lisrall memberships and offices held in Bild.services rendered to any political
party or election comminec during the last IO years.
2008- Worked es a volunteer in Virginia for the Presidential campaign of Barai:k
Obama. ·Services rendered include phone banks, canvassing, and limrature
distribution.

(c)

Itemize all -political ooutributions to any individual. campaign organization,
political pllrt)', political action comminec, or similar entity of$50 or more during
the past 5 years,

2008 • SSOO tQ Presidential campaign ofB8l'llck Obama.

f 4.
Honors and awards: List all scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees. honorary
society membel'Ships. military medals and eny oth::r special =gnitions for outstanding service
or achievements.

Mu1:: ar the National Labor Relations Board, received Sustained Superior
Performance -Awards in l979 and 1980 and a Commendation for Distinguished
Service to the Chairman in 1980.
15.
Publi1hed ·writings: Provide the Co11:11nin= with two copies of any books, wcles,
reports, or other published maierials which you have wrinen.

None.

I 6.

Speeches:

(e)

Provide the Comnuttee'Witb two copies of any formal speeches you have
-delivered dwinjphc 11151 5 year.; which you have copies of and are on topics
TCieYnnl to the position for which you have been nominated. Provide copies of any
testimony to CongTCSS, or to any other legislative or administrative bod)'.
None.

(b)

Provide a lis1 of all speeches11Dd testimony you baYe delivered in the past 10
years. excepl' for those the text of which you are providing to the Committee.
Plcnse provide a short description ofthe speech or testimony, its date of delivery,
and the audience to whom you dei'ivercd it.
None.
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17.

Selection:
(a)

Do you know why yoll were chosen for this nomination by the Presidem?
In announcing· Iris intent 10 nommate me for this position, the President
expressed apprcoiaiioo fonny willingness to •~oin [the) administration io fighting
for woi:kmg fmniHes and puttiJlg America ona path to prosperity." As set fonb
more fully in m)' response to question I 7(b), l have 35 years of experience in
labor-management relations, working as e pnbiic servant, advocate, mediator,
arbitrator,'2!ld academic, with nearly 20 years ofexperience in the fed:ral sector.

(b)

What do you believe in your background or employment experience affinnatively
qwilifies you for this particular appointment?

As reflected by my responsi:10 question nine, I have 35 years of
experience in labor-m.anagcrnCIJt !clati01!$, working as a public: servant, advOc."lte.
mediator, arbitrator. and as an academic. Moreovi:i;. l have experience witb all of
the basic federal labor lav.;, including several Y= with the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB), several year,; working with the Railway Labor Act,
including almost eight years as Chainnan (and Member) of the National
Mediation Board (NMB), and experience with. the Fcocral Labor-Management
Statute (Federal Statute) as a mediator and arbitrator. lt is:also noteworthy that my
prae1ical e,cpc,-icnce is complr:mcnted by my Masters ofLaw ·in Labor Law from
Georgeiowo,.Uruvernry Law Center.
For.oearly.20 -year.;, I hzve worked for the-federal govcmmcnt. During the
Clinton Administration, I managed another independent federal agency when l
served as Chairman (a:nd Mcmber).ofthe·NMB. At that time, I was responsible
for implementing the spirit of one ofthc°fedcral st8lllte·s primary purpose:s,
· namely, to promote thc·"efficienl accomplishment of the operations of
government."
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA), as the Committee know~.
adjudicates disputes arising under the federal StaMc:, deoiding = s regarding the
negotiability of collective bl!Igaining l!grecmcnt proposllb, 11ppeais Cl'.lnccming
unfair labor practices and representation petitions, mid exceptions to grievance
lll'bitration·awnrcis. I have considerable experience in each ofthese areas.

l began my career at the NLRB. Tbc:rc, one of my responsibilities was to
draft unfair labor pl'actice decisions thet applied 1111d interpreted the National
Labor Relations Acl- the Jaw oo which the federal statutds modeled. During both
my time the NLRB, as well as during my tenure at theNMB, I drafic:d and
issued (at the NMB) represc:nuition decisions, similw to the r.:sponsibiliries of the

a,

FLRA.
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Regarding negotiability and impasse, I have 20 years of direct collective
bargaining experience working as a mediator -end advocate. In addition, J have
ta~t collective bargainmg. and negotiation for man)' years at two uea law
schools.
With z,:spect to aroiiration ewards, I worked several years as an arbitrator.
Moreover, I taught arbitration for several years·in law school.

Finally, the high-level nature,ofmy prior expmence with the federal
government would b:: of llSsistance if I were to ~Wile the responsibilities of a
Member of the FLRA. l havt worlced with the Leadership, Commlttee Chairs,
and Members - on a bipartisan·basis ·- of both bodies of Congress. While Chair
(and Member) of the NMB, moreover, r worked closely with the Wnite House at
the highest levels, as well as working collegialiy with ceruiin Cnbinet-level
Agencies.

B. EMPLOYMENT.RELATIONSHtPS
l.

Will you sever all connections with your present employers, business firms. business
associations or business organizations if you are confumcil by the Senate?
Yes.

2.

Do you:have any·plans, commitmCDts,or agreements to pursue·-outside employment, with
or without compensation, during yaur service with the government? If so, explain.
No.

3.

Do you have any plans, commitments or agreements after completing govc:mment service
to rcswnc employment, afftliation or pl'8l:tice with your pmvious employee, business
firm, association or organization, or to start employment with any other entity?

No.
4.

Hns '811ybody made a commitment to employ your services in any ca.pacity after you leave
government service?
No.

5.

If confirmed. do you expect to serve out your foll leDTl or until the next Presidential
election, whichever is J!pplicable?
Yes.
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6.

Have you ever been 11sked by an employer to leave a job or otherwise left a job on a non·
vohmtary basis? lf so, please explain.

No.

C. POTENTIAL CONFLICI'S OF INTEREST

l.

Describe any business relationship, dealing or ftn!lll::ial transaction which you have had
during the lasl 10 -years, whether for yournelf, on behalfof a clilml. or acting as an agent.
that could in.any way·constinrte or r.csalt iD a J)Ossilile conflict ofinl:erest in the position
to·whicli you have been nominated.

In connection with the nomination -process, !.have consulted with the Office oi
Govemmcn1 Ethics and the F edcral Labor Relations Authority' s··designatcd agency ethics
official to identify potential conflicts ofi.aierest. Any potential conflicts of interest will
be resolved in accordance with the terms of an ethics agreement thl!r I haye entered inro
with the FLRA 's ciesignatcd agency ethlcs official and that has been pfovided to thls
Committee. I am not aware of any other potential conflict,; ofintercst.
2.

Describe i!Dy. activity during the pas! l Oyear,; in which you have engaged for the.
purpose of directly or indi~y lnflueocing the passage, defe.at or modification of an~
legislation or affcctinirtln:-administr!tion or execution oflsw or public policy, othcr1han
·while in a federal .government capacity.

None.
3.

Do you a~cto have written opinions provided to the Commit!~ by the designated
agency ethlcs officer of th: agency to which you are nominated md by the Office of
Government Ethics concerning potential conflicts of interest or any legal impediments to
yonr serving in this_position?
Yes.

D, LEGAL MATIE.RS

J.
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No, though I became an additional focus ofen ongoingdhlcs inquiry·from November
200110 April 2002. ln May of2001, l left the NatiocaJ"Mediation Boarrl (NMB) 1md was
hired by .George Meson UniversiU, School of.l.aw{GMUSL). An.interdisciplinary
academic Center for Dispute Rtsohnioc had recently been established between the
GMUSL anci -another GMU school, the Institute for Conflict Analysis and R-esolution.
Apparently, questions were raised about the solicitation offunding for the Center which
led to Ul Ethics inquiry by the NMB. As to me, apparently, lhe question was wherher J
had·solicited funding for the Center wbile I WllS still a Member ofihe NMB. I did not
solicit funds for the Cenll::r 11nd, as to me, the matter was dropped (not rcl'erred for further
investigation or prosecution). le fact, 1 continued ID t=h ut OMUSL the next four years.
ln 2005, I was rehired by the NMB, the iovestjgalive entity, where 1 currently work.
2

Have you ever been investigatec,.mrested,chafged or convicted (inclu"tling pleas of guilty
or nalo comendertj) py any fcdcnil, Stare, or other law enfor=ern ~uthority for violation
of any fcdi:ral, State, county or municipal law, either than a minor traffic o:ffcnse? If so,
provide details.

No.
3.

Have you or any business of which you are or were an officer, director or owner ever
been iDvolvl:'li as a party in interest in any administIBtive agency proceeding or civil
litigation? lf so, ·provide deiails.
Yes. I was a plaintiffin a civil suit after I was injured in a car accident in 2002 l sued
lhe pason responsibic for =ing the accident. 'The case settlerl_prior ID trial in 2005.

In addition, in I 999, while l was a board member on the National Mediation Board
(NMB), rwo female mediators brought e suit in U.S. District Court for 1he District of
Columbia alleging that they had been discriminated against by certain .senior level
CJ!lployees at the NMB. As a member.of the Board, I was named:as a defendant.
However, the -case involved no persOMl allegations related to me. The NMB eventually
settled v.ith the plaintiffs in 2001 .
4.

For respo=s to question 3, please identify and provide details for 1111y proceedings or
civil litigation that involve-actions takc:u or omined by you, or alleged to have been takCTl
or omined by you. while serving in your official capacity. NIA

5.

Please advise the Committee of any additional infonnation, favorable or unfavorable,
which you feel should be considered in connection with your nomination.
No additionnl information.

E. FINANCIAL DATA
All information requested .under this heading must'be provided foryourself, your spouse,
and your dependents. (This information will not be published in tbe recorti of ihe hearing oc your
nomination, but it·will.be retained in 1be Committee's files and will be available for public
inspection,)
-REDACTED-
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AFFIDAVIT

ERNES--r

W • Dv€t5Tfl2_ being duly sworn. hereby states that he/she bas read
and signed the fo~g.oing S1lUel!len1 OD Biographical and Financial Information and Iha! the
information provided th=in is, to tile ·t,cst ofhiSlher knowledge, current, accuralc, and
complete.

Subscribed ·Md swom before me this

Notary

-

lie

,

~ef~1___day o f ~

.,,.t,f'{, ~ - s , µ -

C~ ·
I

,20..QJ_

AJ

'/•Sl · v

l
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~ Unin:d Sca<es

~ Office of Government Ethics

-,,{J 1201 New York Avaiue. Nw., Suite 500

,.,...,.M"t 'I,~

'"

Washington, DC 20005-3917
Juno 26, 2009

The Honorable Joseph I. Licbcnnan
Chairman
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chainnan:

In acconlance with the Ethics in Govermncnt Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the
financial disclosure TCport filed by Ernest W. DuBester who bas been nomillated by President
Ohmna for the position of Member, Federal Labor Relations Authority.
We bavc reviewed the rcpon and have also obtained advice from ihe egcncy conceming

any po$Sible conflict in light of its functions and the nouii.='s proposed duties. Also enclosed
is an ethics agreement outlining the actions that the nominee will lllldertakc to avoid oonflicts of
io=st Unless a date fur compliance is indicated in the ethics a@?'Ctmtnl, the nominee must
fully comply within three momhs of confinoation wilh any action specified in the ethics
agreement
Based tbcteon, we believe thal this nominee iB in compli= wilh applicable law:; 11nd
regulations governing conflicts ofinle,est.

;r:_·1-r
Don W.Fox

General Counsel

Enclosures
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U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Pre-Hearing Questionnaire for the Nomination of
Ernest W. DuBester to be a Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority

I. Nomination Process and Conflicts nf lnteresf
1.

Why do you believe the President nominated you to serve as a member of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA)?

I have 35 years of experience in labor-management relations, working as a public
servant, advocate, mediator, arbitrator, and aGademic, with nearly 20 years of experience
in the federal sector. In announcing his intent to nominate me for this position, the
President expressed appreciation for my willingness to "join [the] administration in
fig.bii.og for working families and putting America on a path to prosperity."
2.

Were any conditions, expressed or implied, attached co your nomination? If so, pleas~
explain.

No.

3.

What specific background and experience affirmatively qualify you to be a member of
theFLRA?

As noted above, l have 35 years of c-xperience in labor-management relations,
working as a pubiic servant, advocale, mediator, arbitrator, and as an academic.
Moreover, I have experience with all of the basic federal labor laws, including several
years with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), several years working with the
Railway Labor Act, including almost eight years as Chainnan (and Member) of the
National Mediation Board (NMB}, and cxperi=e with the Federal Labor-Management
Starutc (Federal Statute) es a mediator and arbitrator. I have also earned a Masters of
Law in Labor Law fr:im Georgetown University Law Center.
For nearly 20 years, I have worked for the federal govemmenl During the Clinton
Administration, I managed another independent federal agency when I served as
Chairman (11J1d Member) of the NMB. At that time, I was responsible for implementing 11
goal shared by the Federal Staiute, namely, to promote the "efficient accomplishment of
the operations ofgovemment."
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA), as the Committee knows,
adjudicates disp= arising under the Federal Stamte, deciding cases regurding the
negotiability of collective bargaining agreement proposals, appeals concerning unfair
labor practices and represeatation petitions, and 'exceptions to grievance arbitration
awards. I have experience in each of these areas.
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I began my career at the NLRB. There, one of my responsibilities WllS to draft
unfair labor practice decisions thai applied and inierpreted the National Labor Relations
Act - the law on which the federal statute is modeled. During both my time at the
NLRB, as well as during my tenure at the NMB, I dnftcd and'issued ~=ntation
decisions, similar to the responsibilities of the FLRA.
Regarding negotiability and impasse, I have 20 years of direct collective
bargaining experience working as a mediator and advocate. In addition, I have taught
collective bargaining and negotiation for many years nt two area law schools.

With respect to arbitration awards, I worl<ed for several years as an arbitrator.
Moreover, I taught arbitration for several years at a le:w school.
Finally, I have worked with the Leadership, Committee Chairs, and Members on a bipartisan basis -of both bodies of Congress. While Chair (and Member) of the
NMB, moreover, 1 worked closely with the White House as well as working collegially
with certain Cabinet-level agencies.
4.

Have you made 1111y commitments with respect to the policies and principles you will
atll:mpt to implement as a member of tb_e FLRA? If so, what are they and to whom have
commitrnents been made?

No.
5,

If confirmed, are there any issues from which you may have to recuse or disqualify
yourself\iQcause of a conflict of interest or the appearance of a conflict of interest? If so,
please explain what procedun:s you will use to CllIT)' out such a rccusal or
disqualification.
No ,

n.
6.

Role ofa Member of the FLRA

What in your opinion is the role ofthe FLRA, oftb.e three-member Authority within the
FLRA, and of a member of the Authority?
When Congress enacted Title VII of the _Civil Service Refonn Act of 1978, it
established a permanent, full-time, independent and neutral agency to resolve disputes
involving rights of Federal employees, labor organizations, and agencies so as to reflect
the public demand for the highest standards of employee perfonnance and the efficient
accomplishment of the operations of Government. The FLRA' s role is to execute five
primary statutory responsibilities that include: resolving represcntaiion questions and,
whae appropriate, certifying unions as exclusive rcpresc:ntlltives based on the results of
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secret ballot elections; resolving unfair labor practice complaints; resolving negotiability
disputes; resolving exceptions to arbitration awards; and resolving impasses during
negotiations.
The three-member Authority is a quasi-j udicial body tbal adjudicates cases
regarding the negotiability of collective bargaining agreement proposals, appeals
concerning unfair labor practices and representlllion petitions, and exceptions to
grievance arbitration awards. Each Member of the Authority has this adjudicative
responsibility.
Moreover, consistent with its statutory directive to provide leadership in
establishing policies and guidance to participants in the Federal labor-management
prognim (S U.S.C. Sec. 7105(a)(l )), each Member of the Authority also assists Federal
agencies and unions in understanding their rights and responsibilities 1111der the Statute
through statutory training of parties.

In addition, each.Member of the Authority is responsible for appointment of an
Executive Director, regional directors, and administrative law judges as deemed
neassary (5 U.S.C. Sec. 7105 (d)).
As noted below, however, only the Cbainnan serves as ~e chief executive and
administrative officer of the Alllhorityn (5 U .S.C. Sec. 7 l D4 (b)).
7.

The Federal Sector Labor Management Relations statute provides that the Chairman of
the Authority is the "chief executive and administrative officer of the Authority." 'What,
in your opinion, should be the respective role~ and prerogative of the Chairman and the
member:; in management of the FLRA and in the ndmi.nistratiOll of the Authority and of
its decision-making processes?
As set forth above, all three Members of the Authority share cqwuly in certain
responsibilities. In other management or administrative matters, I envision the Member
providing the Chairman with support and assistance in whatever way requested or
deemed appropriate.

8.

What do you believe are the biggest cbnllenges facing tile FLRA and the Authority?
What Steps do you plan to lake, if coofumcd, to address these challenges?
In my view, the biggest current challenges are meeting performance goals,
especially to address the existing case backlog; ensuring that there are adequate resources
to meet those goals; ensuring that employee morale within the Agency is high; and
ensuring that th.ere is confidence among all Agency stakeholders that the FLRA is
performing its mission effective]y.
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I understand that the Authority already has an initiative to reduce, and climinat:e,
the backlog. lf confirmed, I plan to work hard and to work collaboratively with my
colleagues to ensure that perfomumce goals are met.
If confinncd, I will support the Chair in any effort to ensure that there ere
adequate resources to meet performance goals. This includes working to ensure tha1 the
most modern and effective tools, including in the IT arena, are available to all Agency
employees.
Regarding employee morale and stakeholder conficience, if confirmed, J will
convey quickly my strong commitment to the mission of the FLRA. With employees, I
will also convey my appreciation for their work and my support for the utilization of their
talents 10 the greatest extent possible. This includes support for their professional
development through appropriate training oppommitics.
If confirmed, I will convey to stakeholders my receptivity to their ideas and
suggestions regarding how the Agency can better serve their needs. I recognize that
stakeholders have an enduring interest in the Agency's effective opc:T11tions while those
holding leadcrshlp positions Ill the Agency may change.
9.

What will be your long-term priorities as member of the Authority?

ir confirmed, J hope to address the challenges discussed in my response to
questioo eight. In addition, my priority will be 10 cnsw-e that accomplishments are
enduring. In addition, hopefully, I will make a contribution in some small way to
improving the quality oflebor•m11D11gcmcnt relations in the federal sector. Overall, my
long-term priority is to \.York with my colleag1Jcs to establish the FLRA as one of the
stellar independent agencies within the Federal govemmenL
I 0.

Toe federal labor-management and employment programs are administered by a number

ofdifferent agencies and offices. Please describe what you believe the relative roles and
TC!ati11DShips should be between the FLRA and (a) the Office ofPcrsomiel Management,
(b) the Merit Systems Protection Board, (c) the Equal Employment.Opportunity
Commission, and (d) the Office of Special Counsel. Also, what do you believe the
relative roles and relationships should be between the Authority and (i) the Federal
Service lmpasses Panel and (ii) the FLRA Gcru:ral Counsel?

Each of these other agencies md offices has a unique statutory mandate or charge.
To the extent that the FLRA has related interests to these agencies and offices, I think
that a collegial relationship with key leadership personnel from those agencies and
offices, that includes the sharing ofpcrtineot information ofimcrest, can help us all to do
our jobs more effectively.
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The Fcdc:ral Service Impasses Panel (FSIP), the FLRA General Counsel (GC),
and the three-Member Authority, are distinct components within the FRLA. The FSIP
resolves impasses between Federal agencies and unions representing Federal employees
arising from negotiations over conditions of employmenL The GC is responsible for tbe
general management of the Office of General Counsel (OOC), including the management
of the FLRA 's seven Regional Offices. The OOC is the FLRA 's independent investigator
and prosecutor of unfair labor practice allegations and representation maners filed with
the FI.RA. The Authority's primary role is adjudicative. J believe that a collegial
relationship among the people comprising the Authority, the FSIP, and the OGC, can
conttibutc to the effectiveness of the Agency's operations. Such collegiality can also have
a positive effect on employee morale and stakeholder confidence as discussed in my
response to question eight.

11.

You have elClensive experience working with the National Mediation Board, both as a
Member and Chairman. How will your experience with the Board assist you in serving
as a Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority and addressing federal sector labor
relations issues?
As Chairman and Member of the NMB. I gained an appreciation of the
importance of employee morale and stakeholder confidence and their relationship to the
effectiveness of an agency's operations. When I began my tenurc as Chairman of the
NMB, both employee morale and stakeholder confideocc were at a low point During my
first few weeks, I reached out to every Agency employee in order ta get to know them
and invite their input. Throughout my tenure, J tried to maintain an emphasis on the
importance of individual professional development.

Similarly, with respect to the NMB's stakeholders, all the labor and management
parties of interest, early in my NMB tenure we convened a series of focus groups
facilitated by professionalli to seek the parties' input as to how the NMB could bc1tcr
serve th:ir needs. Throughout my ten\ll'C, l tried to maintain this receptivity to appropriate
stakeholder input_
In addition, as Cha.innan and Member of the NMB, r had responsibilities for the
management and administration of the Agency that included suchmaners as budget
authority, staffing levels, and performance goals. I will suppon and assist the FLRA
Cbainnan in any way requested or deemed appropriate.
I ali;o worked collegially with other Agencies that had an interest in matters
coming before the NMB. Finally, one of my NMB responsibilities was adjudicative,
similar to that of an Authority Member.

m. Pe11icv Questions
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Fedual Service Labor-M<m4gement Relations

12.

What is your assessment of the current state of Federal labor-manllgemen\ relations? If
you believe that improvements can be made, in what areas should there be improvement
and how can this be accomplished?

It is my sense that the relationships among various agencies and federal sector
lDlions vmies. I hope that. a unified message from the three-Member Authority of its
commitment to the Agency's mission and to addressing the challenges discussed in
question eight will have a positive effect on Fe<leral labor-management relations. It is
also my hope that the Agency's sllltlltory training of parties is beneficial.
The key word in this question is relations. ram a strong advocate for any
mechanisms that place an emphasis on the importance of the relationship, particularly
through more effective-communication and dialogue. This would include use of the
FLRA's ADR program, as discussed in question 23. lt might also include a mechanism
such as partnersliips, as discussed in question l 5.

13. Do you believe tha:t improvemcots can be made to the Federal Service LaborManagement Relations statute? If so, what improvements can and should be made?

I intend to work 1D the best of my ability given the existing stannory framework.
If confirmed, I woulci srudy this issue and, if desired, consult with Members of Congress
about any potential changes contemplated by Congress.
14. ln many situations, federal employees work side-by-side with contract worker.;. Do you
belicve a blended workforce of federal employee and federal contract personnel is having
an effect on federal labor-management relations, and, if so, what? Do you believe that
changes are needed in labor-management policy, mid. if so, what do yon believe would
be appropriate?
1n gcm::ral, the liighc:st standards of employee performance an: often achieved
when employees wbo work side-by-side have the same smtus. A key consideration is the
effect on employee morale.

15.

•
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My only experience with labor-managemem partnerships occurred during my
tenure as Chairman and Member of the NMB. Based on that experience, I believe that, as
e companion to the collective bargaining process, such partnerships can help 10 improve
the working relationships between labor unions and fede:-al agencies.
The key, in my view, is the mindset that federal agency officials and employee
representatives bring to the process, If those participants are willing 10 work
collaboratively to learn new skills and techniques in intex,:,ersonal relations and more
effective communication, then partnerships can assist in avoiding problems or resolving
existing problems. Such an approach could also lead to a decline in some of the cases
filed with the FLRA.

Manngemenr ofthe FLRA and case processing
16.

FLRA revised its strategic plan for FY2004-2009 and in doing so reduced the number of
strategic goals from four to one. The single goal is to resolve disputes impartially and
promptly. Please explain your undemanding ofthis goal, in panicular that part of the
goal relating to prompt resolution.

It is my undemanding that simplification of its S1m1egic goals was designed to
reflect the FLRA's pwpose or mission namely, to process cases efficiently. Striving to
establish meaningful measures for the various FLRA components in case processing
(Authority, OGC, FSIP and cenaio executives within each component), the FLRA
structured objectives based upon type of case (representation, unfair labor practice,
arbitration, negotiability, and burgaining impasse). It is my understanding that structuring
its case processing goals in this manner will enable the FLRA to track and align costs to
specific categories of cases, and thereby better plan for future staffing and training needs.
a.

What role do you sec for yourself as an Authority member in helping achieve this
goal?

I would have a direct role in each of the Authority case processing pe:rform.ance
goals for cases involving tmfair labor practices, representation matters, negotiability
issues, or exceptions to arbitrator awards.
b. Do you believe additional goals should be articulated within the strategic plan? If so,
please briefly state what those goals would be and wha.t FLRA should do to achieve
them.
The FLRA' s Performance Plan for fiscal year 20 IO includes a new goal of
developing, managing, and utilizing the Agency's human resources to meet program
needs. It is my understanding that this goal will seek to establish collaborative
internal workgroups to address agency human capital needs, to improve employee
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morale, to issue updated internal policy instructions, and to increase stafling levels. If
confirmed, I will work collaboratively with my colleagues in suppon of this goal.
17.

According to the FY2010 Performance Budget Submission to Congress, thcie has been a
growing backlog of cases that are decided by the Authority. What is necessary to ensure
that cases are investigated and resolved in a timely and fair fashion?
It is my understanding that the Authority has a backlog Teduction strategy that
includes a collaborative approach among Authority Members to mWJage the backlog, an
initiative to contact the parties in the oldest cases, innovative decisional formats to
stn:amiine the process by which Members review decisions, training stakeholders in their
statutory rights and responsibilities to reduce frivolous filings and to improve the quality
of the parties' presentations, use of ADR to resolve disputes without formal decision•
making thereby reducing litigation resources and costs, and smfftraining and
development.
It is my further understanding that the Authority has a corrective action plan to
address the bacl<log. Related to perfo1Jl1311ce goals, this plan seeks to eliminate the
backlog by fiscal year 2012.

18.

The strategic and performance plans give much attention to lhe timely processing of
cases. However, these plans are silent with regard to the quality of case processing and
iiecisions,

a. In your view, what is the relationship betw1:en ·the timeliness of case resolution and
the quality of decisions?

In my view, timeline,s is one objective measure of quality that is directly
responsive to the Congressional finding within the Fcdml Statute that the pnblic
interest demands "the efficient accomplishment of the operations of Oovemment."
b. Do you believe that the quality of case processing and decisions should be measured?
Jfl!O, how'/
As an Authority Member, I would be interested in any appropriate
measure of the quality of case processing and decisions. Based on my experiences at
the NLRB and NMB, J believe that one assessment of quality is achieved through the
performance appraisals of employees involved in decision Miting and case
processing.

c. Should there be perfonnance goals related to case processing and decision quality? If
so, what goals would you recommend? 1f not, please explain why.
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Noteworthy in this regard is that the FLRA 's Performance Pl.an for fiscal
year 2009 identifies for the first time the responsible Senior Executives for each goal ,
thereby providing-a direct link between SES performance and achievement of the
Agency's strategic goals. This is one illustration of effons to include checks cm
quality within performance goals.

19.

One measure of quality not included in the mategic and performance plans is the
outcome of court reviews of Authority decisions. Do you believe that such a quality
measure might be of value? Why or why not?
If confirmed, I will be open to consideration of any appropriate measure of
quality, including the outcome of coun reviews. However, there may be reasons why
courts may affirm or ovenum Authority decisions that may have nothing to do with
quality.

20.

What is your undemanding of, and opinion about, the FLRA's track record with regard
to timeliness ofdecision making'? What actions, if any, do you believe the FLRA should
take to help process cases more expeditiously?

My understanding and opinion is that the FLRA's recent record needs
improvement To help process cases more expeditiously, two keys are ensuring an
adequate budget authority, including for IT investments such as a case management and
tracking system with performance accountability and analysis as =11 as increasing
staffing levels so more FTE's could be assigned to decision writing and case processing.
\Vhilc clire;;red primarily to the backlog, many of the clements that are part of

what I undemand to be the Authoriiy's Backlog Reduction Slnl.tegy and the Corrective
Action Plan, discussed in my response to question 17, should also assist in more
expeditious decision-making. Also, the Authority' s new goal ofManaging Human
Capital should be of assistance.
21.

Do you believe that reducing the number of adjudicated cases would help the FLRA to
reduce case processing time? AA there opportunities to reduce case filings or to resolve
without the need for a decision matters brought to the Authority? What would be the
advantages and disadvantages of pursuing those opportunities?

Yes, reducing the number of adjudicated cases should help the FLRA to reduce
lt is my understanding that the Authority, consistent
with its statutory charge to provide leadership in establishing policic~ and guidance to
participants in the FLRA' s labor-management relations program, has a plan to train
customers aggressively on their statutory rights and responsibilities with one consequence
hopefully being the reduction of frivolous or unnecessary filings.

cuse processing time somewhat
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In addition, continued use of the FLRA 's Collaboration and Alternative Dispute
Resolution Program, as discussed below, will also resolve disputes without fonnal
decision-making.

22.

There has been increasing use of altmlative dispute resolution (ADR) techniques to deal
with disputes in the fedc:ral workplace, including those arising under the Federal Service
Labor-Management Relations law. lo this labor-management context, what do you
believe are the advantages and disadvantages of ADR. from the point of view of the
employee, of the employing agency, and of the public interest? What are your views on
the use of ADR to resolve federal workplace disputes, and what changes, if any, do you
believe should be made in ADR policies and practices in the federal workplace?

I have trained hundreds of labor-management representatives on the use of ADR
techniques as well as teaching ADR and related processes in law school. Accordingly, 1
am a strong advocate for the use of ADR in appropriate situations.
In my view, there are mainly two situations in which ADR may not be advisable.
First, to be effective, all parties of interest should be willing (voluntarily) to use ADR and
to take Ullioing in problem-solving approaches that will include training on more
effective communication and more effective interpersonal relations. If employees,
employee representatives or agency officials are not open to changes in behavior and new
approaches to resolving differences, then they may become disillusioned by ADR. In
addition, there are some issues in disagreement that .require a decision by a third party if
the disputing parties are going to move forward in their relalionship.
As the Committee knows, the FLRA's Collaboration and Alternative Dispute
Resolution Program (CADR) is voluntary and is provided by all FLRA components. If
confirmed, I will be a strong supporter of CADR within the Agency and I will be a strong
advocate for its use whenever I speak to the labor-management representatives in the
fedc:ral sector\

23.

ln the 2009 Best Places to Work rankings by the Partnership for Public Service, based on
~ data collected in the Federal HWIWl Capital Survey, the FLRA ranked last for all
small federal agencies that submitted data. In your view, what can be done to help
improve the situation at FLRA, and, if you are confinned, what steps would yoil
recommend to address these human capital challel!ges and improve employeemorale?
1f confirmed, I will express both within the Agency and in my contacts with
stakeholders my strong commitment to the FLRA's mission and my appreciation for the
work perlormed by all FLRA employees. I will also support the new performance goul
for Human Capital Management and its emphasis on employee mo111le, employee training
aud development, and improved communication throughout the Agency.
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rv. Rel•tions with Congress
24.

Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable request or summons to
appear and testify before any duly constituted comminee of the Congress, if confirmed?

Yes.
25 ,

How do you plan to communicate and work with Congress in carrying out the FLRA' s
responsibilities?
If confirmed, I will communicate and work with Congress by responding to
Congressional requests,

V.

26.

Assiriance

AIC these answers your own? Have you consulted with the FLRA or any other interested
parties? If so, please in<iicate which entities.

Yes. I have consulted with the FLRA.
AFFIDAVIT

¼~ J ,

W'
being duly sworn, -hereby Slllte that fhave read and signed the
foregoing Statement on Pre-hearing Questions and that the infol1Jlarion provided therein is, 10 the
best of my knowledge, current, accurate, and complete.

I,~
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O.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs

Opening Statement of Julia Akins Clark
Nominee for General Counsel of the Fedenil Labor Relations Authority

l would like to express my appreciation for the opportunity to appear before the
Committee for the purpose of being considered for confirmation as the General Counsel
of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). It is a great honor to be asked to serve
one's country as a public official. If confirmed, I will do my utmost to fulfill my
statutory responsibilities in a manner that will serve the public interest, by providing
federal employees, unions and agencies with high qualiry labor relations services.
The FLRA General Counsel is primarily responsible for the protection and
enforcement of employee, union and agency rights under the Federal Service LaborManagement Relations Statute (Statute) through the investigation of alleged unfair labor
practices (ULP) and prosecution of VLP_complaints. Further. the General Counse l has
"direct authority over, and responsibiliry for" all employees in the office of General
Counsel including the FLRA regional offices, which handle representation matters. In
furtherance of these responsibilities the General Counsel may also provide training,
guidance and leadership in the area of federal sector labor relations. The General
Counsel is pan of the FLRA management team, together with the FLRA C hair, Members
and senior staff.

My professional experience has prepared me well for this role. I served on the
Presidential Transition Project, Agency Review Team responsible for reviewing the
FLRA during the time berween the Presidential election and inauguration. This
experience provided me with significant insights inio sbon and long term challenges
facing the FLRA and the capacity of the FLRA to meet those challenges. During my over
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twenty years as a labor relations anomey, I gained significant practical experience in all
aspects of labor relations practice relevant to the FLRA General Counsel ' s statutory
responsibilities, including representation elections and unfair labor practice case
processing. In addition. I have significant labor relations experience under other statutory
systems including the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act. wh.ich
may provide models for solutions to challenges facing the FLRA. As the General
Counsel of the International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers (IFPTE),
I have been part of the organization·s management team. I am accustomed not only to
providing leadership, but working collaboratively with a leadership team to accomplish
difficult goals. In addition, I advise elected and senior union officials at both the national
and local level on management and employmen1 matlers. including management ' s
responsibilities with regard to the organization's employment relationship with staff and
labor relationship with staff unions. I have lead collective bargaining teams in complex
negotiations in both private and public sector contexts. As a result of this experience. l
have gained relevant experience with alternative dispute resolution methods. Finally. l
have significant federal prosecutorial experience. From 1980-1985, I served as a Trial
Attorney at the United States Depanment of JuStice.
I have the deepest respect and admiration for federal govemmenl employees. h is
my opinion that civil servants, be they rank-in-file employees, supervisors. mid-level
managers, or high ranking career employees and political appointees, seek to serve ihe
public interest, which includes compliance with the federal labor relations statute. I
believe that it is incumbent upon the FLRA Gen eral Counsel to provide them with clear,
up-to-date and accessible information about their labor relations rights and

•
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responsibilities and assist them in resolving disputes regarding those rights and
responsibilities in a fair, consistent and timely maimer. If confirmed, I look forward to
the opponunity to contribute to the overall mission of the federal civil service, by. serving

as the FLRA General Counsel.
1 wish to express my appreciation to the Committee and staff for making this
hearing possible and look forward to answering any questions.
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BIOGRAPIDCAL AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION REQUF.STED OF NOMINEES
A. BIOGRAPIDCAL INFORMATION

1.

Name: (Include any fomu:r names used.)
Julia Akins Ciark. My maiden name is Julia LoR.ene Akins. I am known to my family,
mends and cowori.:ers as Julie.

2.

Position to which • ominated:

General CollllSCl. Federal Labor Relations Authority
3.

Date of DOIDDlation:
J1D1e4, 2009

4.

Address: (List cum:nt place of residence and office addresses.)
Home: -Rl':DACTEDOffice: 501 3rd Street, NW, Suite 701, Wuhington, D.C. 20001

5.

Date • 11d place of binh:
.ADgllSl29,1956
Shawnee, Oklahoma

6.

Mario! statm: (Include maiden name of wife or husband's name.)

Mmicd to Nicholas W. Clark
7.

Names and aps of cllildrea:
Lisa Nichole Clerk (stepdaughrer) 37
-REDACTED-

8.

Education: List sccoodazy and higher education institut.ious, dates attended, deg=:
received and date degree granted.

McLoud High School, McLoud. Oklahoma
Attended 1970-1974,HighSchool Diploma May 1974
Oklahoma Baptist Univemty, Shawnee, Oklahoma
Attended summer 1973, and l974-l97i
BA Political Science, summa cum Laude, August 1977
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American Uuiv~t)'. Washington College oflaw, WashmgtOD.D.C.
Attended 1977•1980, J.D. May 1980

9.

Employment reconi: Li&t all jobs held since college, 81111 any-relevmrt or significant johs
beld prior ID that time, inoluding the lltle or dcscriplion ofjob, name ofemployer,
location of worl.:, lltld dates ofemploymeol. (Pleare use separate attaclune.at, if
necessary.)

Spring-Summer 197&, Investigator, D.C. Superior Court PilotPrognao (provided pre•
indictmeat investiglltive services 10 indigent defendants charged with felony crimes),
Washiugton, D.C.

Fall 1978 - Spring 1980 (except SUDUller 1979), Law Cl1:rk, Arnold and Porter,
Washingt0n, D.C.
Summer J979, Law Clerk. Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C.

1980-85, Honors Progmm Trial Attorney, Antitrust Division, Dcpmtmcnl of Justice,

WashiDgttm, D.C.
J9g5-87, Associate, Blumenfeld and Cohen, Washington, D.C.
1987-8&, ~ l . National Coalitioo for the Homeless, Washington., D.C.
1988-1995, (:.oumel, Federal and Legislative Affain, ~matioaal Federation of
Professional and Technical E.ngiDecis, Silver Spring, MD
1995-Pn:scnt, Oencn.l Counsel, lntc:matiooal Federation of ProfessiODII! and Teclmical
Engineers, Washington, D.C.
10.

Gonrnm1111t aperimce: List any advisory, consaltat.ive, hooorary or other part-time
service or positions with fi:dcnil, Slate, or local govemmems, od=r than those listed
above.
None.

J I.

-Business relatiouhips: List all positions cwmJtly or formerly held as an officer,
director, ttustee, pmmer, proprietor, agent, represmnalive, or consu.hBDt of any
corponition, COIIIJ>llllY, fum, partner1hip, or othc:r busiueas einerpri,e, educ8riooal or other
institution.

1985-87, Associan:, Blmnenfcld mid Cohen, washingion, D.C.
19&7-88, ColJllScl, National Coalition for the Homeless, Wa:ihiDgton. D.C.
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1988- 1995, Counsel, Federal and Lcgisla1ive Affairs, International Federation of
Professional and Technical Engineers, Silver Spring, MD
1995-Prescnt, Gen~ Counsel, International Federation of Professional and Technical
Engineers, Washington, D.C.

12.
Membenhips: List all memberships, affiliations, or BDd offices cUirCDtly or formerly
held in professional, business, fralmlAl, scholarly, civic, public, charitable or other
organmllions.

Current Memberships:
Edgemoor Citizens Association
Bethesda Chevy Chase High School PTSA
lmcmational Fedemiou of Professional and Teclmical Eogineers, Lc:ical 4
NAACP
Lawyers Coordinating Committee- ~ O
District of Columbia Bar Association

Fonner Memberships:
Westland Middle School PTA
Bethesda Elementary School PTA
Cbcsapc:ake BIIY Fowidatioo
Oklahoma Baptist University Y01111g Democrats
Oklahoma Baptist University Athenians

13.

Polltieal affiliations md ac:tiritia:

(a)

List all offices with a political party which you have ileio or BDY public office for
which you have been a candidate.
None.

(b)

List all memberships and offices held ill mid services ICDdered to any political
party or election commitiee during the last IO years.
None.

(c)

Itemize all political contributions to any individual, campaign organization,
political party, political action comminee, or similar entity of $50 or mote during
the past 5 yems.

2009 Hillnry Clinton Committee $50
2008 Obama for America $1000
2008 Hillary Cliutoo for P=ideot $490
2008 Democratic National Committee $50
2008 Al Franken for Senate $100
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2007 Hillary CliDton for President SI 00
2006 Brad Hcury fur Govemor S250
2006 Valerie Ervin for MOlllgomery County CollllCil SIOO
2004-09 Imrnational Federation ofProfessional aud Tcclmioal Engi=r.;
LEAPPACS7SO
.
14.

Hooon .ad -uda: List ell :diolarsbips. fellowships, ·honorary degrees, honorary
society memberships, m.t1itary medals and any other special remgnitions for outstanding
service or achievements.
Robert S. Ken ScbolBr in Public Affairs, Olchiboma Baptist Unlvemty, 1974-77

15.

P'ubidaed wmiap: Provide the Committee wi1b two oopies of BDY books, articles,
report&, or o1hcr published materials which you bave wri11en.

Copies of1he followiog arocles are provided:
White Collar Exemptkms, Presented to1he ABA Section on Labor mid Employment Law.
September 12, 2008
Detielopments in NLRB Representation Cases: April 2005 through March 2006.
PI=Dlcd to the Annual Coofm:occ of the AFL-CJO Lawyers Coordinating Commlncc,
Ma)•2006

NLRA Pr0tected Co~d .ActMJy in Cyberspace: Union and F..mpJoyee Use of
Employer-Owned Technology for Organizing, Grievances, etc. ABA, Technology
Committee, Section of Labor and Employment Law, April 21, 2004
NLRA Protected Concerted.Activity in Cyberspace, Labor Law Exchange Volume 21,
Nmocmber2003
Use ofEkctronic.Maii in Union Organizing Campaigns, Presented to the Annual
Confcn::oce of1he AFL-CJO Lawyers Coon:tioating Commina:, May 2002

Legal Developments under Chicago Tsachers ,,. Hudson and Comrmmications Workers v.
Becc, Presented to 1he Annual Conf=ce of1be AFL-CIO Lawyers CoordinatiDg
Committee, May 1999
Pending Amendme'/IIJ 10 the Fair Labar Standards A.ct, Pn:scmed to the ABA, Federal
Labor Standards Commi~. February 1996.
16.

Speeches:

(a)
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rclCYIIJlt to the position for which you have been DOD'lllUlt.Cd. Provide copies of1111y
testimony to Congress, or to any other legislstive or administtalivc body.
None of the speeches delive.red in the last 5 yean; included writlell tens.

{b)

Provide a list of all speeches and ~ony you have delivered in the past I0
years, except for those the text of which you an, providing to the Committee.
Please provide a short description of the speech or testimony, illl dale of delivery,
t111d the audience to whom you delivered it
The Role ofCollective Bargaining ill Protecting ALJ Qualified Judicial

independence, Fcdcral Adm.inistrarive Law Judges Conf=ncc, April 17, 2009
(no written ti:xt)

Urnon Perspectives on Current lmles in Federal Labor Relations, lnteragcncy
Labor Relations Forum, approximately March 2007 (no written teXI)
Role ofProfessional Am,ciations in Infl111mcing Public Policy, Department for
Professional Employees, AFL-CIO, March 15, 2005 (no written text)
Knowledge Worlc.ers in the New .&unomy: from Cliche to Contract, Chicag~Kent
College ofLaw, April 20, 2004
Use ofElectronic Mail in Union Orgrmmng Campaigns, ABA, Technology
Committee, Section of Labor and Employment Law; May 15, 2002
17.

Selcdio•:
(a)

Do you know why yo\l were chosen for this nomination by the President?
I believe I was selected bl.!Cd on my bac.kgrotmd and cxpc:rie.nce in fedaal se=r
labor rclalions. For additioDBl information, please sec my rcsponsc to question

l 7(b) bc}ow,
(b)

'Whal do you believe in yoor backgrmmd or emplo)'JDCDI experience affinnativcly
quelifics you for this particular appointmcot?

For the last twmty years, I hllVe been a practicing attorney specializing in labor
reletioos. 1 have significant practical experience in all aspects of labor :relations
practice relCV'Bllt to the FLRA General Counsel's Slatlllory responsibilities,
including union elections and unmir labor practice case processing. 1n addition, I
bavc significmrt labor telatioos experience 11Ddcr other statutory ~ includillg
'the Natiooal Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Al:t.
Since 1995, I have served as the General Counsel oftbe IntcmatillDll.l Federation
ofProfessional and Tccbnical Engineers. I am part of the management team of
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this labor organization. Further, in addition to my legal and management
responsibilities., J have had signifiCBD1 expe:ric:nce leading collective bargaining
teams in complex negotiations with a number of large federal government and
pri~ scc:tor employers. In this capacity, I have been inst:rumen1al in the
mutUally beneficial resolution of many labor disputes.

From 1980-1985, I served in a prosecutorial capacity as an ADti1rust Division
Trial Attorney at the United States Dcpa:rtmcnt of Justice.
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B. EMPWYMENT RELATIONSHIPS
I.

WiU you sever all connections wi1h your present employers, business fums, business
associations or business organizations if you ere COllfirmed by the Senate?
Yes

2.

Do you have any plans, commitments or agreements to pursue outside c:mploymeot, with
or without compensation, daring yow- s~cc with the govcmmcnt? If so, explain.
No

3.

Do you have any plans, commitments or agreemmts after completing govemmmt ~ a :
to resume employment, affiliation or pnicticc with your previous employer, business
.firm, association or organization, or to swt employment w:ilh any otbc:r cnmy?
No

4.

Has anybody made a coll1D1itment to employ your services in any capacity after you leave
government service?
No

5.

If confutned, do you expect to serve out your full term or until the m:tt P=idcntial
election, whichever is applicable?
Yes

6.

Have you ever been asked by an employer to leave a job or otherwise left a job on a aoirvoluntary basis? If so, please c:xplain.
No

C POTENTIAL-CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
1.

Describe any .business n:lationship, d.eeliDg or finaucial tramaction which you have had
during the last IO yeaIS, whether for yo=lf, on bcbaif of a client, or acting as an agent,
thal could in any way constitute or n:sult in a possible conflict of inten:st in the position
to which you have been nominated.
ln COllllCCtion with the nomination process, I have comulted with the Office of
Oovcmmcnt Ethics and the Federal Labor Relations Authority's desigoaled agency ethics
official to identify polCDtial eonflicts ofintcTest. Any poreotial conflicts ofint=st will
be ffllOlved in accordance with lbe tc!D1$ of an ethics agn:cmcnt that J have Clltered illto
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with the FLRA's designated agency ethics official 811d 1hat bas been provided to this
Committee. I 8IIl not aware of any other polCDtial coofliCD of interest

2.

Describe any activity during the past IO years in wbic:b you have engaged for the
purpose of directly or indirectly influencing the passage, dcfcllt or modification of any
lcgislation or affi,cting the administt11tion or cxccutioo of law or poblic policy, other 1han
while in a federal govcmmmt capacity.
Consulted with House Commitiec on Oversight and OovcmmCDI Refonn stllff
~garding a udmical aspect of proposed amc:odmcnts to the GAO Personnel Act
• Briefed 8lllff of the House Commincc on Oversight and Govemmcnt Re:funn, the
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental A1fairs Conmiitlcc, and the House
and Senate Legislalive Bnmch Appropriations Commitlccs on llllion election 1111d
collec1ivc bargaining at GAO.
• Consulted with staff of the Holl!e Coinmittee on Oversight and GovcmmCDI

•

•

•
•

Reform, 1he Sco8le Homelalld Security and Oavcmmcmal Affairs Committee,
regarding the GAO Comptroller Gci=al selection process.
Assisted u n i o n ~ and individual c::mployees in meetings with
Seoatms regmdmgthe Employee Free Cboice Ac:t by answering questions
regarding lldmical aspeclS of the legislatilDI.
Briefed SCIIIIUn about bow proposr,d Department of Labor regulatory chmiges
would impllct white collar employees' Fair~ Sbmdards AD. cov~.
Assisted union repn:scntativcs in briefings with White Ho=, FAA officials md
Members of Congress rcgmdiDg 1he impact of the Boeing Company cmginccr.;'

strike on the certification of commercial ainnft.
3.

Do yoo agree to have written opinions provided to the Committee by the dcsignmcd
agency ethics officer ofthe agc:ocy ro whicli you arc nominatm and by the Office of
Govemmcnl Ethics conccming poll:lliial ooofiic::ts ofinleicst or aoy legal impcdimcnls to
your ,crving iD Ibis position?

Yes
D. LEGAL MA'JTERS

I.

Have you ever been disciplined or cited for a breach of othics for unprofessi01181 conduct
by, or beell the subject of a CQIDJ)laint to any ooun, adm.inisttative 9ocy, pw.fcssional
association, disciplioary committee, or other prof-essiOD111 group? Ifso, provide details.
No

2.
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No
3.

Have you or nny business of which you are or were an officer, dim:tor or oWDCr ever
been involved as a party in in1crest in any administrative agency proceeding or civil
litignti.on? If 50, provide details.
[ was a party in a divorce proec:eding in D.C. Superior Court in 1981.

in 1995, 1 was a witoeSs in 1111 arbitration in which llll IFPlE--affilirned local union, sought
to recover overtime wages for its members. I testified an the question of whether unionrqm:senled workers were entitled to bring ovmime claims under the arbitmtion clause of
their collective bargaining agn:cmcnt.

in addition, IFPTE was involved in routine litigation, arbitration, and agency
administrative proceedings duriog my twc:uty year tenure. IFPTE and its affiliated labor
orgmuzations have been parties to litigation, arbitrations a:od,agency administnitive
proceedings in comiection with constitutional, !WU1ory, collc:ctive bargaining aod
n;presentation matt=, us well as imlividnal employmellt mancrs ~ pay, discipline,
discrimination, promotions etc,). None of these proceedings involved actions laken or
omitted by me, nor did J testify in llll)' of1hcse matters.
4.

For responses tc question 3, pleme identify and provide details for IIIIY proceedings or
civil litigation that involve actions blkc:n or omitted by you, or alleg=I to have been taken
or omitled by you. while serving in your official capacity.
Non::

5.

Please advise th: Committee of 1111)' additional information. favonible or mlilvorable,
which you reel should be comidcred iD comiec:tion with your nomination.
None
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E. FINANCIAL DATA

All infunnlltion n:qUCSllld undet- this beading must be provided for yourself, your spouse,
and your dcpcndcllts. (This information will not be publishod in the record of the hearing oo your
nomination, but it will be retained in the Committee's files and will be available for JJUblic:
inspection.)

-REDACTED-

A.nmAVIT

J u...lra A

Clade

t:'o 5
being duly sworn, hereby s1ates that he/she bas n:ad
and signed tbc foregoing Stau:mcmt cm Biographical and Financial Information and that the
information provided tbemin is, to the best ofhislhc:r knowledge, cummt, ll0CUr1l1C, and
complete.

8-~ ~t) coJ(_
~~bed and sworn hem me: this

__d 'ft

1
~

NOTARY PUBUC
DlSTRICT OF COLUMBIA

_day

of_J.arx:___ _,

No111ry Public

llt00NMfS8l0HEXPII& 0aTOBER14.l!Dl8
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i.

Office of Government Ethics

,J; 120 l N.,.,, York Avenue, NW., Suire 500

';._.0

-vr,.,"w"t

~,_4,·

Wa,hingron, DC 20005-3917

June 24 , 2009

The Honorable Joseph !. Lieberman
Chainnan

Comminee on Homeland Security
and Govmunental Affairs
United States Senate
Washingion, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:
In accordB11ce with lhe. Ethics in Government Act of l978, I c:nclosc a copy of the
financial disclosure repon filed by Julie Akins Clark, who bes been nominated by President
Obama for the position of General Counsel, Federal Labor Relations Authority.

We have reviewed tbe report md have also obtained advice from the agency concerning
any possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's proposod·duties. Also enclosed
is an ethics agreement outliniDg the actions that the nominee
lD!dertake to avoid conflicts of
interest. Unless a dau, for compliance is indicalcd in the ethics agreement, the nominee must
fully comply within three months of confirmation wilh any action specified in the ethics

will

ogreemem.
Based thereon. we believe that !his notnincc is in complionce with appliceble laws and
regulalions governing conflicts of interest

~Ir

DonW.Fox
General Cotl!ISel

Enclosures -
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U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affain
Pre-Bearing Questionnaire for1hc Nomination of
.Julia Akins Clark to be General Coomel of1he Federal Labor R.elatioos Authority

L Nomination Process and Conflicts of Interr.st
1. Why do you believe tb.e President nominllled ·you to serve as General Coumel for
the Federal Labor Relations Authority (Fl.RA)?
I believe 1 was selected based on my backgroUDd and experience in federal sector
labor relations. For further information, see responses to questions 3 nnd l I
below.

2. Were any conditions, expressed or implied, attacbetl to your nomination? If so,
please explain.

No
3. What specific background and experience effinnatively qualify you to be General
Counsel for the Fl.RA?

For the last twenty years, I have been a practicing attorney specializing in labor
relations. I have significant pnictical experience in all aspects of labor relations
practice relevant to the FLRA General Counsel's statutory responsibilities,
including union elections and unfair labor practice case processing. In addition, l
have significant labor .relations experience under other statutory systems
-including the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act.

Since 1995,-I have served as1he General Counsel oftbe Imemational Federation
of P~fessional and Tcchnic:aJ Engineers. I am part of the mmagement team of
this labor mpnization. Further, in addi1ion to my 1cga1 and management
TCsponsibilities, I ba.ve had significant cx:pcrience leading collective bargaining
teams in complex negotiations with a

number of large federal goveromcmt and

private sector employers. In this capacity, I have been insirumental in 1he
mutually beneficial resol~on ofmany labor disputes.
From 1980-1985, l served in a prosecutorial capacity as an Antitrust Division
Trial Attorney at the United St.st.es Department ofJustice.
4. Have you made any commitments with respect to 1be policies and principles you
will attempt to implement as General Counsel for the FLRA? If so, what are they
1111d to whom have commitments been made?

No
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5. If confirmed, are there any issues from which you may have to recuse or
disqualify yourself because of a conflict of interest or the appeanmce ofa
conflict of interest? If so, please explain what procedures you will use to carry
out such a recusal or disquaWication.

In counection with the nomination process, I have consulted with the Office of
Government Ethics and the Federal Labor Relations Allthority's designated
agency ethics official to identify potential conflicts of interest. Any potential
conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of an ethics
agreement that l have entered iDto with the FLRA's designated agency ethics
official and that has been provided to this Committee. I am not aware of any
other potential conflicts of interest.

Il. Role of the General Counsel for the FLRA
6. What in your opinion is the role of the General Counsel and the Office of General
Counsel?
Toe essential statutory role of the General Counsel is specified in S U.S.C. §
7104 (f) (2) (a) and (b) of the Federal Scrvfoe Labor-Management Relations
Statute (Statute). It is the responsibility of the General Counsel to protect and
enforce employee, union and agency rights under the Statute through the
investigation of alleged unfair labor practices (ULP) and prosecution of ULP
complaints. The General Counsel has "direct authority over, and responsibility
for" all employees in the office of Geneia1 Counsel, including the seven regional
offices of the FLRA. 5 U.S.C. § 7104 (f) (3). Finally, the FLRA Chair has
delegated to the General Counsel responsibility under 5 U.S.C. § 7104 (f) (2) (c)
for fulfilling the FLRA' s responsibility to handle repremitation matters, i:.k,
detcmrine appropriate units, investjgate and hold representation hearings, dm:ct
elections, and conduct an4 certify secret ballot elections. These responsibilities
are carried out primarily by FLRA regional office staff under the direction of the
General Counsel.

In addition to these statutory and delegated responsibilities, I believe the General
Counsel should provide training, guidance and leadership in the area of federal
sector labor relations to employees, unions and agencies, lt is my opinion that
civil servants, be they nmk-in-:file employees, supervisors, mid-level managers,
or high ranking career employees and political appointees, seek to serve the
public interest, which includes compliance with the Statute. h is incumbent upon
the General CoUDSel to provide them with clear, up-to-date and accessible
information about their rights and responsibilities under the Statute and assist
them in resolving disputes regarding those rights and responsibilities in a fair,
consistent and timely manner. I believe this purpose is served by providing
tmining, published guidance, alternative dispute resolution services, 8lld where
necessary, timely furmal investigations, hearings and decisions.
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7. Wbat do you believe arc the biggest challenges facing the Office of General
Counsel? What steps do you plan to take, if confirmed, to address these
challenges?
The greatest challenges facing the General Counsel are: (1) addressing the
backlog of approximately 300 ULP complaint cases (ULP charges that have beeD
investigated and recommended fur prosecution) and the backlog of
approximately 700 ULP appeals (ULP charges that have been dismissed by
Regional Offices and appealed to the General Counsel); (2) coping with the
cum:ot and likely increasing workload and in light·of attrition and budget
constraints; and (3) improving Fl.RA employee morale.
Backlog: If confirmed, I will make elimination ofthe pending backlog the
highest priority. l would ask first that career staff group·the pending cases in
ways that would expedit'e the General Counsel's review.oftheir
recommendations for disposition. It is my expectation that by collaborating with
career staffwe can triage and manage the backlog in a manner that will TCaSSUre
the parties that the FLRA will, with in a :reasonable period of time, be back in the
business of providing timely ULP processing services.
Workload Managgntent: The FLRA staff bas d~ed by 50% since FY 2001.
The Office of General Counsel's (OGC) FI'E number has declined over this
period from 125 to 64. This reduction occurred primarily through attrition and
the failure to fill vacancies. Similarly, the FI.RA budget authority declined from
25.l million in 2001 to 22.7 in 2009. Worl:: load increases are mticipatcd as a
result of a number of factors, including the return of customers who chose not to
seek FLRA assistance given the Jack of a fully functioning OGC. Jn addition,
Presidential or Congressional actions under consideration (!..g. the grant of
bargaining rights to Transportation Security Agency employees, restoration of
labor management partnerships, and 'the Public Employee's Cooperation Act)
would dramatically increase 1hc demand for OGC services.
It will be very difficult to address the above-describea backlog, newly filed cases
and expected workload increases under these circumstances. A first priority will
be filling vacant OGC positions to the extent permitted by1be current budgel
Consistent with budgetary limiurtions, existing staff must be provided with the
tools (training, technology, and case handling support) to maximize their
effectiveness and efficiency. If confirmed, I would collaborate with FLRA
Presidential appointees, senior staff and OGC employees to utfiiz.c existing
resources to improve performance and productivity.
fimployee Morale: The pressing need to improve Fl.RA employee work
satisfaction is, in my view, among the biggest cha]lcnges facing the next FLRA
General Counsel. While I am oot prepan:d without further investigation to
.identify or comment on all important contributing facton;, I believe 1hat the lack
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of effective management caused by extended vacancies in key positions,
including the General Counsel position, has severely diminished stHff morale. If
confumed, I would work collaboratively with Toe FLRA Chair, Members, senior
~ and FLRA employee representatives to develop a plan to address the areas
of dissatisfaction. Funhermore, it is my general view that the General Counsel
can contribute positively to OGC employee morale by working diligently to
fulfill the statutory mandate, providing leadership and guidance to staff,
communicating effectively with staff, ensuring that staff vacancies ere filled in a
timely manner, providing st.affwith adequate i:csources, technology, training and
advancement opportunities, dealing openly and in good faith with employee
representatives, and implementing family friendly work policies.
8. What will be your long-.t.crm priorities as General Counsel?

If confirmed, my long tmn goal will be to restore customer confidence in the
OGC as a responsive, fii.ir, and impartial protector ofemployee, union and
agency rights and responsibilities wider the Statute. In this regard, I believe all
undertakings of the General Counsel's office should be evaluated based upon
their likely contribution to the promotion of stable, constructive labor
relationships between employees and unions and imions and agencies. I believe
that publishing clear, precise, up-to-date guidance and training materials, fully
staffing the OGC (mcluding Regional Offices), providing targeted training and
critical resources to career staff, making effective use of aln:mative dispute
resolution services, and taking full advantage ofinformation technology will
further this goal. h will be essential to maintain a dialogue with customers as
weU as monitor performance to measure progress toward this goal. Jf
confirmed, it is my hope .that by the end ofmy term, the FLRA will .be
considered a leader in labor rdations and a model to which others can look to for
ideas and innovation.
9. Toe position ofFLRA Gcneral·Counsel bas been vacant since February 2008.
Have there been effects of this office being vacant for well over a year? How
would you plan to address these matters?

Toe obvious con=te consequence is an ever increasing backlog ofULP
complaints and appeals·aweiting disposition by the General Counsel. In
addition, this extended vacancy has contributed to a dramatic slide in confidence
in the agency and morale among agency employees. Furthermore, absent a
Oenem1 Counsel there is no OGC official authorized to provide policy leadership
with regard to the protection of employee, union and agency rights and
respons1oilities UDder the Statute.

Among the most meaningful first steps I would take as General Counsel would
be to adopt a plan to address the bacldog within a reasonable period of time. My
preliminary thoughts are described above. In addition, I would ensure that the
position of Deputy General Counsel is filled as quickly as possible, and remains
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occupied. An essential function of the Deputy is to fulfill the General CoUDSCl's
stanltory and delegated responsibilities in the abseoce of the Gc:ncral Counsel. lt
would be a principal goal to make sure that the OGC is always staffed with an
iDdividual who can act in the absence ofthe General Counsel.
10. J>lease describe your vision of what the relative roles and relationships should be
bet\ffl:n the Office of General Counsel and other agencies with governmentwide civil service responsibilities, including the Office of Persrumel
Management, the Merit Systems Protection Board, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, and the Office of Special CoUDSCl. Also, what do you
believe the relative roles and relationships should be between the Office of
Gc:ocraJ Counsel and the Chamnan and members oftbe Federal Labor Relations
Authority?
Other Amicics: ~ of the identified agencies - Office of Personnel
Management, the Merit Systems Protection Board, the Equal Employment
Oppornmity Commission, and the Office of Special Counsel - has a distinct role
and responsibility. .Each is authorized to -play a vital role md make a significant
contribution to the functioning ofthe federal government by managing federal
personnel or ensuring compliance with federal employment Jaws. These
ugencies may collaborate an the effective use of resources, and developments in
alternative dispute-resolution techniques. As General Coumel, I would be open
to opportmrlties to work collaboratively, where appropriate, with these agencies
recognizing that these agencies may appear as parties in cases before the FLRA.

Chainnan and Members: The FLRA Cbainnan is the Chief Executive of the
ugency and is responsible for llll administrative and staff functions of the agency
such as budget, personnel, fiDance and cemral services including information
technology. The staff perfoaning all ofthese functions report ultimately to the
Cba.imian, along with the FLRA Solicitor. Further the Chairman, together with
the Members make up the "decisional component" of the FLRA, which
adjudicates negotiability appeals, exceptions to arbitration awards, petitions for
review of Regional Duector decisions in 1epicseutaiion matters, end review of
Administrative Law Judge decision in e ULP cases.
Th.e Oeucral Counsel is a part of the FLRA management team together with the
Chairman. end Members, but also bas a distinct and indepeodent s1atutOry
function. As described above, the General Counsel bas statutory authority for
the investigation aDd prosc:cution of ULP allegations and direction of Regional
Office operations, and delegated authority to direct 1he processing of
repre3CDtation matters. As the Chairman and Members are responsible for
adjudication of appeals from OGC decisions, it is critical that the OGC safeguard
its decisional independence thereby preserving the integrity and independence of
both the OGC and 1he Authority decision-making processes.
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At the same time, I would be committed to developing a collaborative
relationship with the Chairman and Mcrnbers regarding all oth~ aspects of
agency operations, ~ budget, technology improvements, training, public
relatiOllS, staffing, alternative dispute resolution programs, i.ntcragency
cooperation and information sharing.

l 1. How does your prior experience prepare you to s~e as General Counsel and to
deal with the issues and challenges of this office?

Transition Team: I served on the Presidential Transition Project, Agency Review
Team respC>llSlOle for reviewing the FLRA during the ti.me between the
Presidential election and inauguration. This experience provided me with
significant insights into short and long term challenges facing the Fl.RA and the
capacity of the Fl.RA to meet those challenges.
Labor Relations Expertise: During my over twenty years as a labor relations

attorney, I gained significant practical experience in all aspects of labor relations
practice relevant to the FLRA General Counsel's statutory responsibilities,
including representation elections and unfair labor practice case processing. In
addition, I have significant labor-relations experience under other statutory
systems including the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act,
which may provide mod~ for solutions to cliallenges facing the FLRA.

Leadership/ManegPIDent Experience: As the General Counsel of the
International Federation ofProfessional and Technical Engineers (IFPTE), I have
been pert ofthe organiutlon' s management team. I am accustomed not only to
providing leadership, but working collaboratively with a leadership team to
accomplish difficult goals. In addition, I advise elected end senior union
officials at both the national and local level on management end employment
matters, including management's responsibilities with regard to the
organization's relationship with its staff unions.
Dispute Resolution: I have lead collective bargaining teams in complex
negotiations in both private and public sector contexts. As a result ofthis
experience, as well as other significant settlement negotiations, r have gained
relevant experience with altemati.ve dispute resolution methods.

Prosecutorial Experience: Finally, I have significant prosecutorial experience.
From 1980-1985, l served as a Trial Attorney at the lhrited States Department of
Justice.

m

Policv Questions

12. What is your assessment ofthe cwtent state of Federal labor-management
relations? If you believe that improvements can be made, in what areas should
there be improvement and how can this be accomplished?
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Toe FLRA plays a crocial role in Federal sector labor relations. Toe FLRA has
been weakened by attrition and budget rcductioos and paralyzed by vacancies in
key positions. Consequently, employees, unions end agencies have been left
without the bc:uefit of this neutral third party t.o assist in the resolution of
disputes. This void bas adversely effected good labor relationships and
aggravated difficult relationships.
·
Tbelieve that a fully staffed mid functioning FI.RA can malce a meaningful
improvement in Federal sector labor management relations. In my responses to
the questions above and those that follow, I further describe my views about
FLRA priorities 800 goals.
13. Do you believe that improvements should be made to the Federal Service LaborMaruigement Relations statute? If so, what improvements CIUI aud should be
made?
I am not currently prepared to TCCOtnmend amendments to the Federal Service
Labor-Management Statute. Should I be confirmed, I am willing to engage in an
open and collaborative approach to the evaluation of possible improvcmc:nts and
offer my views as appropriate.
14. ln many situations, federal employees work side-by-side with contract worlcc:rs
Do you believe a blended workforce offcdcral employee and federal contract
petSonnel is having an effect on federal labor-management TClations, and, if so,
what? Do you believe that changes arc needed in labor-management policy, and,
if so, what do you believe would be appropriate?

Toe FI.RA does not cummtly play a role in determining .the appropriate balauce
between federal civil service employees-and cootnu:t wmkm. The FLRA's role
is to assist fcdmll agencies 800 unions in their efforts to constructively address
their intcrcs1s through col1ective bargaining. I am committed to ensuring that the
parties fulfill their bargaining obligations under the Statute.
15. If confirmed as Genr:ral Counsel, yon will have wide prosccutorial discretion in
detenniuing whether to pursue allegations of unfair Jabot practices and will
operate, to a large extent, without review b y the members of the Authority or any
court. Federal courts have held that a decision by the General Counsel not to
issue 1111 unmir labor practice complaint is not judicially reviewable. Given this
great responsibility, what factors will you consider in deciding whether or not to
pursue unfair labor practice allegations?
Toe OGChas published criteria in its lJLP Case Handling Manual for the
exercise of prosecutorial discretion. These criteria include, but are not limited to,
the seriousness of the violation, degree ofhmm to the bargaining relationship
between the agency and the union, hmm to employees, whether the violation is
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an isolated one or part of a pattc:m, whether the violation has been cured, or
whether the circumstances preclude an dfective remedy, and whether the alleged
violation presents a novel issue, the litigation of which may contribute important
legal precedent While these factors seem reasonable, I will evaluate the criteria
and update it as needed with the assistance of senior staff. I believe that clear,
published guidance based upon input from experienced senior staff regarding the
exercise of prosecutorial discretion and tnmspercnt, consistent decision making
will ensure that this important statutory responsibility is carried out in the public
interest
16. When Regional Directors determine, on behalf of the General Counsel, to issue
an unfair labor practice complaint, they are required to make decisions on the
remedy tba1 will be sought in litigation. What kinds of remedies do you believe
should be available to an aggrieved party and what type of evidence would be
necessary to establish the appropriateness of = h remedy?
The essential pwposes of a remedy in a ULP proceeding are to recreate the
conditions and relationships that would have existed had there been no unfair
labor practice; and to deter future violative conduct, while not being punitive. It
is important to note that OGC guidance in this area bas been lacking for many
years. If-confirmed, 1 will consult with staff and issue updated guidance to
Regional Offices llDd parties regar<fir:lg OGC policy on remedies as quickly as
possible. That guidance will be consistent with the Statute and Authority
precedent in all respects.
The broad outline of an appropriate OGC remedies policy is prescribed by Statute
and the Authority's interpretive decisions. If confirmed, my policy would be
consistent with both. The Statute (5 U.S.C. § 7118 (a) (7)) provides the following
specific remedies: £CaSe and desist orders; orders JCqUiring parties to negotiate a
contract and to give it Jetroactive effect; and orders reinstating an employee with
backpay. T.ne Statute-and Authority precedent Jl!so pemut further innovative
remedies, as long as the Statute is effecmated, the evidence establishes the need
for such a remedy, and the remedy is not otherwise inconsistent with the Statute
or other external law.
17. Do you have a sense for the issues and other fact.ors that give rise to Wlfair labor
practice (ULP) complaints? If so, what are the issues and other factors that
underlie ULPs and what can be done to help Teduce the number of ULP
complaints?
Issues that frequently give rise to unfair labor practice allegations include: a
party's refusal to respond to a request for infonnBti.on; unilateral implementation
of changes to working conditions; bad faith bargaining; infiingement on self
organizational rights; discrimination/retaliation for engaging in protected
activity; breach of the duty of fair representation; bypass of the ex.elusive
bargaining representative; failure to provide the uni.on with the opportunity to be
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present at a formal discussion with represented employees; and :milure to provide
union reprcsenution at investigatory meetings.
Among the factors that contribute to the commission ofULPs by agencies and
unions is the lack of a fully functioning OGC. Many ULP disputes are the result
of miSUllderstandings about the applicable law and procedures. The General
Couoscl can contribute to a reduction iD the number ofULP allegations, and
consequently ULP camplaiDts by educating FLRA customers about their rights
and responsibilities under the StBtllte and Fl.RA processes. The OGC should
publish clear, precise, up-to-date guidance and training materials, and provide
outreach to customers (emp)oyees., unions and agencies) urging them to
familiarize themselves with this information. It is reasonable to expect 1hat as a
result ofthese efforts, parties will be better equipped to avoid committing ULPs
and file only meritorious claims. 1n addition, the General Counsel can provide
leadeiship and guidance in alternarlve dispute resolution techniques that will
serve to strengthen labor management relationships and support the parties'
efforts to resolve disputes short of formal litigation.
18. The backlog of cases and difficulties meeting performance goals have been
persistent problems for the Office ofGeneral Counsel. What is necessary to
ensure that cases are investigated and resolved in a timely and fair fashion?

a. In your view, what is the relationship between the timeliness of case
investigation and disposition by1he Office of General Counsel and the
quality of decisions and actions taken?

I believe there is a strong correlation between timely case investigation and
disposition and the quality of decision making. It is critical that OOC staff be
allowed adequate time to investigate and dispose ofallegations ifwe are to
expecthigh quality :results. However, ULP allegations do not arise in a static
environment. Instead, facts and circumstances related to the allegations coutinue
to change. Consequently. to have a meaningful and positive impact on labor
relations, the OGC must carry out these fimctions in a timely manner. The
General Counsel is responsible for providing guidance and monitoring and
improving perfo:rmmice in this regard.
b.

Do you believe that the quality of case processing and disposition should
be measured? If so, how'?

l believe that the General Counsel, in consultation with staff, should endeavor to
deveJop measures for quality of case processing and disposition. I undcrstmul
the importance of developing quality measures and am committed to doing so
should I be confirmed.
c. Should there be perfonnance goals related to case processing and decision
quality? If so, what goals would you rccommeod? If not, please explain
wb.y.
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I believe that the OGC should develop penormance goals related to case
processing and decision quality. While I am not prepared to recommend specific
goals at this time, I believe they should be developed in consultation with staff.
19. President Bush revoked President Clinton's Executive Order on federal labormanagement partnerships.; ; ) What are your views on labor-management
partnerships? Generally, do you believe it is desirable to promote collaborative,
as opposed to IIIIIIS-lcngth. labor-lllllilagemcnt relationships in the federal
government?
Whether mandated by Executive Order, statute, or based upon bi-lateral
agreement, labor-management partnerships can mutually benefit employees,
unions and agencies and further the public interest. It is my view that
collaborative labor management relationships are desirable and can result in
mutually beneficial solutions to complex problems. Often collaborative decision
making not only yields better outcomes, but also requires fewer resources than
more formal rights oriented decision making.
20. Under 5 U.S.C. § 7l I 8(a)(5), the General Counsel may prescribe regulations
providing for informal methods by which an alleged unfair labor practice may be
:resolved prior to lhe issuance of a complaint What kind of methods do you feel
would be most effective iD eaahliDg the parties to resolve dispt.ttes prior to the
issuance of a complaint?
It is premature for me to comment on specific regulatory proposals in this
regard. However, as stated in response to other questions, OGC efforts to avoid
the occurrence .o f factors that result in lJLP allogations and resolve ULP disputes
short oflitigations are in the public interest. I would evaluate potential
regulatory changes in light of their potential to achieve these goals.

21. There bas been .increasing use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) techniques
to de.al with disputes in the federal workplace, including those arising under the
Federal Service Labor-Management Relations law.

a. What do you believe are tbe advantages and disadvantages ofADR. from
the point of view of the employee, oftbe employing agency, and of the
public interest?

In my view the advantages and disadvantages of ADR apply in largely the
same way regardless of the stakeholder' s point of view. Among the
advantages are the preservation end improvement of labor management
relationships by reaching mutually agreed, rather than imposed solutions and
a reduction in litigation, which is a resource-intensive activity. On the other
band. each litigated ULP complaint provides an opportunity to clarify the
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Jaw, create precedent, and thereby provide parties with guidance on
compliance with the Statute and/or det:enencc from violating the Statute.
b. What ere your views on the use of ADR to resolve federal workplace
disputes, and what changes, if a.oy, do you believe should be made in
ADR policies and practices in the ~ workplace?

It is my view that the use of ADR to resolve work.place disputes contributes
positively to labor management relationships and, therefore is in the public
interest. Before making specific recommendations about chmgcs to these
policies and practices, I would collaborate with the Chairman, Members and
FLRA staff, look to guidance from other succc:ssful ADR -programs and make
such recommendations at the appropriate time.
22. The Office of the General Counsel offers tmining on rights and obligations under
the labor-management relations statute, relevant case law, and regulatory filing
requirements. 1n addition, the Office ofthe General Counsel provides training in
such areas as labor-management partnerships, relationship building, interest•
based negotiations and problem solving, altemaiive dispute resolution design,
labor relaiions strategic planning, and pre-decisional involvement. What do you
think are the principal results that such a program should achieve? Do you have
any views on the current training program, and have you considered what
changes, if any, you would make'?
1 am awme of an extensive training program offered by the OGC prior to 200 I.
That program assist.ea parties in understanding thc:irrespective rights and
n:sponsibilities, building productive labor management relationships, ADR, and
more. In my view the principal goal of such training is to promote stable,
constructive labor relationships between employees and unions and unions and
agencies. I do not have sufficient information to evaluate the current training
program or recommend changes at ibis time. If confirmed, I would make it a
-priority to evaluate this program and. in consultation with staff, make appropriate
changes and implement 1he best possible training program.
23. In the 2009 Best Places to Wotk rankings by 1he Partnership for Public SeTvice,
based on the dam collected iD the Federal Human Capital Survey, the FLRA
ranked last for all smell federal agencies that submitted. data. In your view, what
can be done to help improve the situation at FLRA, and, if you are confumed,
what steps would you recommend to address these human capital challenges end

improve employee morale?
While 1 am not prepared wjthout further investigation to identify or comment OD
all important coottibuting factors, I believe that the lack of effective management
caused by extended vacancies in key positions, including-the General Counsel

position, has severely diminished staff morale. If con.firmed, I would work
collaboratively with The FLRA Chair, Members, senior staff, mid FLRA
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employee representatives to develop a plan to address the areas of
dissatisfaction. Furthermore, it is my general view that the General Counsel can
contribute positively to OGC employee morale by working diligently to fulfill
the statutory mandate, providing leadership and guidance to staff:
communicating effectively with staff, ensuring that stuff vacancies are filled in a
timely IIIIIDilCT, providing staff with adcqUlll:e resources, technology, training and
arlvencement opponunities, dealing openly and in good faith with employee
represenlatives, and implementing family friendly work policies.
24. Much has been said about the graying of the federal workforce and the
proportion ofthe workforce at or near retirement eligibility. Given the current
situlltion within the Office of General Counsel, what role should succession
planning play and what approach would you take to dealing with this challenge?
I am aware of the importance of succession plmming to ensure that the OGC is
staffed with appropriately trained and experienced employees at every level. I
believe the General Counsel should consult with appropriate FLRA staff, obtain
necessary factual data, and develop a succession plan in consultation with the
FLRA Chairman, Mcmbers, senior staff, and FL.RA employee representatives.
IV.

Relations with Congress

25. Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable request or
summons to .appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the
Congress, if confirmed?

Yes
26. How do you plan to co=unicate and worl:: with Congress in carrying out the
FLRA's responsibilities?
I am committed to communicating and working with Congress in carrying out
my responsibilities at FLRA.
V.

Assisance

27. Are th= answers your own? Have you consulted with the FLRA or any other
interested parties? If so, please indicate which entities.
These answers are my own. I also consulted with current FLRA personnel
designated by the FLRA Cbainnao for this purpose.

AFFIDAVIT
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1, Ju \ i I). ~ \<.,..,s C \ av-k.
being duly sworn, hereby state that I have read and
signed the .foregoing Statement on Pre-bearing Questions 8Dd that the information
provided therein is, to the best of my knowledge, cum:nt, accunue, and complete.

,
Exeallive Order 13203 ofFebmary l7, 2001 (rcprintod at 66 Fed. Reg. 11227, Feb. 22,
2001), revoking Eucutive Onler t2S7l of October I, 1993, a.s lllllClldcd by Executive onlers 12983
and 13156, mid revoking the Prcaidential Memorandum of October 2a, 1999, entitled "Reaffirmation
ofE'Xecutive Order 12871-Labor-Manag,,ment Pannenmips.ft
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NOMINATIONS OF HON. CAROL W. POPE,
HON. ERNEST W. DUBESTER, AND PATRICK
PIZZELLA TO BE MEMBERS, FEDERAL LABOR
RELATIONS AUTHORITY
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 2013

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:35 p.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Jon Tester, presiding.
Present: Senators Tester, Portman, and Johnson.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR TESTER
Senator TESTER. I will call to order this hearing of the Senate

Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs. There
will be at least one other person showing up today but I just want
to thank, first of all, thank the nominees for being here.
We convened this afternoon's hearing to consider the nominations of Carol Waller Pope, Ernest DuBester , and Patrick Pizzella
to serve as Members of the Federal Labor Relations Authority
(FLRA).
Carol Waller Pope, Ernest DuBester, and Patrick Pizzella have
all filed responses to a biographical and financial questionnaire,
answered prehearing questions submitted by the Committee and
have had their financial statements reviewed by the Office of Government Ethics (OGE).
Without objection, this information will be a part of the hearing
record with the exception of the financial data which are on file
and available for public inspection in the Committee offices.
Carol Waller Pope has over 30 years of experience at the FLRA
and is the first and only FLRA career employee to serve as a member. Most recently, Ms. Pope served as the FLRA's Chairman from
2009 through January of this year.
Under her leadership as Chairman, the FLRA eliminated its case
backlog, reduced the average age of pending cases by 57 percent
and vastly improved employee satisfaction and morale.
Ernie DuBester has 35 years of experience in labor-management
relations with nearly 20 years of experience in the Federal sector.
He has worked as a public servant, advocate, mediator, arbitrator,
and academic. Mr. DuBester currently serves as the Chairman of
the FLRA and has been a member since 2009.
(1)

2

Patrick Pizzella has 21 years of experience in the Executive
Branch and has held positions in management and administration
at six different agencies including the Department of Labor (DOL),
Office of Personnel Management (OPM), and the General Services
Administration (GSA). Most recently, Mr. Pizzella served as the Assistant Secretary of Labor from 2001 to 2009. Additionally, Mr.
Pizzella was an original member of the Chief Human Capital Officers (CHCO) Council.
I want to thank Ms. Pope, Mr. DuBester, and Mr. Pizzella for
joining us here today.
When Senator Portman gets here, we will allow him to do his
opening statement but I think I will just proceed with the oath.
Our Committee rules require all witnesses at nomination hearings to give their testimony under oath. Will the three nominees
please stand, raise their right hands.
Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give to this
Committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth so help you, God?
Ms. POPE. I do.
Mr. DuBESTER. I do.
Mr. PIZZELLA. I do.
Senator TESTER. Let the record reflect that the witnesses answered in the affirmative.
We are going to go with your testimony. Each of you have 5 minutes for your oral testimonies. Your complete written testimony
will be made a part of the record.
Ms. Pope, we will have you get started but first we have the
honor to have Congresswoman Norton here today and so I will turn
the floor over to you, Congresswoman.
TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON,
A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Ms. NORTON. Thank you very much, Senator Tester. I want to
say how much we appreciate this hearing. I am here to speak, of
course, for Carol Waller Pope and my appreciation for the hearing
comes from a fairly unusual circumstance.
Although I think it has been clear to the Administration that Ms.
Pope was to be appointed, this career employee, for technical reasons, actually retired after 34 years of service because her holdover
period expired and has to come back to Federal service.
We are particularly proud of Ms. Pope for what she has done in
the agency and I am going to dispense with the usual credentials
that one offers when you are presenting a nominee for the first
time. I mean this is a nominee with a record, appointed by two
Presidents for membership on the Authority, then as chair and now
as chair.
She has been reappointed as chair it seems to me for reasons
that the President could not ignore. She has taken an agency that
had real management difficulties and turned it around. You mentioned one of the indications.
But here is an agency that Ms. Pope found in last place among
small agencies in 2009 among best places to work in the Federal

3

Government. Then by 2010 she had already brought it up to 20th
from 38th and an award for the most improved small agency.
Now, it has risen to 7th best and it ranks in the top five small
agencies in teamwork and effective leadership.
Mr. Chairman, I think that summarizes why the President has
nominated Ms. Pope; and if I may say so, Mr. Chairman, I think
it is a good reason for this Committee to offer her to the Senate
floor.
Thank you very much.
Senator TESTER. Well, thank you, Eleanor, for your very kind remarks and I would agree with your testimony.
Before we get you, Carol, I would ask as we hear from Ranking
Member Portman and Senator Johnson if he has any opening comments.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PORTMAN

Senator PORTMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate you
holding the hearing; and to Congresswoman Holmes Norton, good
to have you over here on our side of the Capitol; and that is meaningful that you would come all the way over here on behalf of Ms.
Pope.
I am looking forward to the nominees telling us a little more
about their background and also what they would like to do at the
FLRA. I have been on the other side of that table as a nominee a
couple of times. I know it is always interesting in the confirmation
process.
But in this particular case, this comes at a very critical time obviously for the Federal Labor Relations Authority because it lacks
a quorum and is unable to do its work which is to adjudicate disputes arising under the Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA) and to decide cases concerning the negotiability of collective bargaining
agreement or proposals, also to hear appeals concerning unfair
labor practices and representation petitions and all important
work.
I am told that over the course of nearly 9 months the authority
has lacked a quorum, it has developed a backlog of well over 100
cases that have yet to be considered and decided.
So, are you sure you want to do this? Because if you are confirmed, one of your most pressing priorities, obviously, is going to
be to address that backlog and do it in an efficient and timely manner but also with high quality decisions.
It also is going to be essential to attend to some of the other statutory responsibilities, to establish policies and guidance regarding
labor-management relations of the nearly 1.6 million non-postal
Federal employees. So, it is a big job. I am glad the Administration
and Congress are now taking the necessary steps to provide the
quorum and to get FLRA back to work.
Even with a full complement of members, as Eleanor has just
noted, there have been some challenges. We are all aware the authority came in dead last on the Partnership for Public Services
best places to work in the Federal Government surveys in 2005,
2007, and 2009.
I am pleased to note that the FLRA has made significant strides
in terms of its internal management. It now ranks, as I understand
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it, 8 out of 29 small agencies for employee satisfaction. But I am
sure we can all agree that there is a lot more to be done to be sure
the agency works efficiently and it is a good place to work so you
can attract the best and that we can be sure that we are helping
foster lawful and productive relations between government managers and Federal employees.
So, thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to speak briefly.
I look forward to the testimony from the nominees.
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Senator Portman, we appreciate
your statement.
Eleanor, thank you for coming over. We appreciate your glowing
remarks of Ms. Pope also.
And, you can proceed, Ms. Pope.
TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE CAROL W. POPE1 TO BE A
MEMBER, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Ms. POPE. Thank you. Good afternoon. I want to thank the Committee and in particular Senators Tester, Portman, and Johnson for
conducting this hearing. I also want to thank the Committee staff
for their work and meaningful assistance, and finally I want to
thank Congresswoman Norton for being here today as she has been
on two prior occasions that I appeared before this Committee.
I admire her illustrious career in the law, civil rights, human
rights, and public service as the first female Chairman of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) appointed by President Carter in 1977.
While she found her place as an elected representative, I found
mine as a member and Chairman of the Federal Labor Relations
Authority. I am honored today and delighted to have been nominated by President Obama to serve for a third term as member and
again serve as Chairman of the' FLRA upon confirmation.
As you have noted, I have worked for the last 33 of my 34 years
of public service at the FLRA; and I would be remiss if I did notbecause the FLRA has been a home for me for so long-acknowledge all of the FLRA staff here in attendance. It is a testament to
their interest in the mission of the agency and the process that engages and confirms their leaders.
In particular, I want to acknowledge General Counsel Julia
Clark, who was appointed by President Obama and confirmed by
the Senate in 2009; and I appreciate her being here today.
I also want to acknowledge my family, my sister, Linda White,
who is representing all of my family, from Philadelphia. I am a
Pittsburgher but she is from Philadelphia. And, my fiance, Fred
Grigsby, Jr., who is here from St. Maarten.
As I said, the mission of the FLRA is an important one. We have
been described as a small but mighty agency because of the breath
of our jurisdiction, 1.9 million non-postal employees.
We do a number of things primarily through our regional offices,
training, investigations, prosecution of the statute, the Federal
Service Labor-Management Relations Statute; and one of the mission matters that we take seriously is alternative dispute resolution to try to resolve disputes without costly litigation.
1
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We do that through a lot of effort that is put into education and
training. It is our belief that if the parties understand their statutory rights and obligations, needless litigation will not occur. And
so, we do a lot of work regarding education and training of the statute.
When I last appeared before this Committee on September 11,
2008, the FLRA was plagued with poor mission performance, hundreds of unresolved cases, and a dispirited workforce noted primarily for low morale. It was not a fun place to be because we got
notoriety for being the last in the Federal employee viewpoint surveys.
Upon becoming Chairman in February 2009, I instituted an internal and external campaign known as the 3Rs-revitalization, reinvention, and re-engagement. This multi-pronged, multi-year initiative was geared toward revitalizing mission performance as the
No. 1 goal and customer service, reinventing work processes and
service delivery models and re-engaging our customers to better
meet their needs for training and timely and quality dispute resolution.
While the 3Rs initiative helped focus our actions and our resources, the FLRA's success over the last 4 years would not have
been realized without the hard work of all of its employees, including those that are mostly unseen and often underappreciated.
Our case intake and publications, human resources, administration, and budget offices-all FLRA employees here in Washington
and Atlanta and Boston and Chicago, and Dallas, Denver, and San
Francisco-are the agency's greatest assets. Together we were successful in eliminating the backlog of cases, revising regulations,
and renewing a commitment to training, education, and alternative
dispute resolution.
I would like to share one other perspective with you. Given the
fact at the end of my holdover period in January 2013, the FLRA
was a relatively young agency, 34 years old, and the fact that I
joined in the agency as a relatively young attorney-age omitted
from this presentation- I had then served the agency in increasingly responsible positions during 97 percent of its history.
So, my careers spans 97 percent of the history of the agency.
Therefore, I own a unique perspective of both the good and the notso-good of our history and there has been dramatic improvement.
The employees of the FLRA achieved these remarkable results
but as Chairman I worked together with all of the Presidential appointees to provide the leadership and the resources for them to
unleash their collective energy, skills, and talents.
Going forward, if confirmed, no matter what the challenge is, internal or external, financial, technological, or perhaps skill-based,
as Chairman I will again work with my Presidentially appointed
colleagues and employees to implement a shared vision that
prioritizes our resources in order to deliver even better customer
service.
I am honored to appear today with my fellow member nominees,
Ernest DuBester and Patrick Pizzella. Chairman DuBester deserves praise for his management of the agency and the Authority
for the last 8 months. Without a quorum of members issuance of
decisions in pending cases before the Authority, approximately a
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third of which are now exceeding our internal time targets for
issuance of a decision, have been stalled.
Upon conformation, I am eager to join Member DuBester and to
welcome nominee Pizzella to the FLRA family and get busy resolving this backlog of cases.
The FLRA must also continue to recruit, train, and r etain a diverse workforce. With the looming possibility of governmentwide
reorganizations and larger budget reductions, the FLRA must continually revise and enhance its work processes to ensure that workplace disputes are resolved in a manner that promotes effective and
efficient government.
In closing, with respect to the FLRA's statutory mission and the
role and responsibilities of the position to which I have been nominated, I would like to quote President Teddy Roosevelt who once
stated, "far and away the best prize that life offers is the chance
to work hard at work worth doing."
I welcome any questions that you may have.
Senator TESTER. Thank you for your statement, Ms. Pope.
Mr. DuBester, it is your turn.
TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE ERNEST W. DUBESTER1 TO
BE A MEMBER, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
Mr. DuBESTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Portman,

Senator Johnson. I greatly appreciate the opportunity to come before this Committee again for its consideration of my nomination.
I also would like to thank the Committee's staff for their work and
assistance in reviewing my nomination and scheduling this hearing.
Before making a brief opening statement, I would also like to introduce my wife, Karen Kremer , who is here. This is the year of
our 25th anniversary. When I first met Karen, she was working for
Senator Howell Heflin on the Senate Judiciary Committee. So, this
body will always have a special meaning for me in my personal life.
It is also a great pleasure to appear alongside my friend and colleague, Carol Waller Pope and my new friend and hopefully soon
to be colleague, Pat Pizzella.
I also want to recognize the presence here this afternoon, in addition to our general counsel, Julie Clark, of quite a few people here
from the FLRA. As Carol suggested, these dedicated public servants, as well as many FLRA staff who are not present, are the key
to the FLRA's many accomplishments of the last 4 years.
It is an honor to appear before this Committee after being nominated again by President Obama. As you noted, I have served as
a member of the FLRA for the last 4 years and have been privileged to serve as its Chairman since January.
When I last appeared before this Committee, then-Senator
Akaka noted that big changes were needed because for far too long
the FLRA had failed to carry out its mission.
With a serious backlog of cases existing then and low employee
morale that has been referred to by Carol and Representative Norton, and I think by you, Mr. Chairman, I would say too that, indeed, big changes have occurred.
1 The
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The last 4 years reflect many accomplishments at the FLRA
based on an energetic period, as Carol put it, of the 3Rs-revitalization, reinvention, and re-engagement.
At the end of the last calendar year, not only had we completely
eliminated our case backlog but we had eliminated all over-age
cases. In addition, exercising our statutory responsibility to provide
leadership in labor-management relations, we delivered a variety of
training sessions to thousands of labor and management representatives in the Federal sector community; and with the a,gency focused on human capital initiatives such as training and development, performance management, and work life balance, as has already been suggested, employee morale I believe has improved dramatically.
And, for the last 2 years, we have ranked in the top 10 and we
have received No. 3 rankings in the specific categories of teamwork
and effective leadership. So, I know that is gratifying to many and
certainly to Carol and myself.
So, Mr. Chairman, in my nearly 40 years of experience in labormanagement relations, working as you noted in a variety of capacities with more than a majority of my professional life now in the
Federal sector, I remain strongly committed to the FLRA's mission
and to the importance of stable, constructive labor-management relations in the Federal sector.
If reconfirmed, I will continue to work tirelessly so the FLRA is
recognized as one of the stellar agencies in the Federal Government. And again, I appreciate the opportunity to be with you today
and I would also be pleased to answer any questions that you have.
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Mr. DuBester. Mr. Pizzella.
TESTIMONY OF PATRICK PIZZELLA1 TO BE A MEMBER,
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Mr. PIZZELLA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before I begin I would like to recognize my wife, Mary Joy, who
previously served at the Department of Energy (DOE), the State
Department, and the General Services Administration. So there is
no shortage of Federal service in our family.
Chairman Tester, Senator Portman, and Senator Johnson, and
other Members of the Committee, I want to thank you and your
staff for all the courtesies you may have shown me as I prepared
for this hearing.
Given the seriousness of the issues that surround you on the eve
of the new fiscal year, I am especially appreciative of the time that
you are taking to ensure that the Federal Labor Relations Authority operates at full strength.
This is the third time I have had the privilege of being nominated by a President for a position of public trust. I am honored
the President nominated me to be a member of the Federal Labor
Relations Authority; and if confirmed, I will dedicate myself to discharging of the responsibilities of the FLRA in accordance with
laws, rules, and regulations.
1 The
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I began my tenure in Federal service in the early 1980s, and I
believe my 21 years of experience in the Executive Branch will be
an asset to the FLRA.
I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Mr. Pizzella.
I appreciate all of your testimonies. We are going to start with
standard questions that we ask all nominees.
Is there anything you are aware of in your background that
might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?
Ms. POPE. No.
Mr. DuBESTER. No.
Mr. PIZZELLA. No.
Senator TESTER. Do you know of anything personal or otherwise
that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been
nominated?
Ms. POPE. No.
Mr. DuBESTER. No.
Mr. PIZZELLA. No.
Senator TESTER. Do you agree with our reservation to respond to
any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of Congress if you are confirmed?
Ms. POPE. Yes.
Mr. DuBESTER. Yes.
Mr. PIZZELLA. Yes, sir.
Senator TESTER. I want to thank you. And, would the clerk to
put 7 minutes on the clock, and we will have as many rounds as
necessary.
I am going to start with you, Ms. Pope. I am pleased we are able
to hold this hearing today for all of you and I hope to get you all
moving through the pipeline very quickly. As you all know too well,
this lack of quorum on the authority has really prevented many
cases from coming to an ultimate decision, and we owe Federal employees, we owe them to have a fully functioning FLRA.
So with that as a background, Ms. Pope, what is the biggest
issue facing the FLRA today?
Ms. POPE. I would say for the authority side of the house it is
our backlog of cases.
Senator TESTER. Uh-huh.
Ms. POPE. It was tremendous that we worked together pursuant
to a corrective action plan that was approved by the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) to erase our backlog before; and I certainly want to make that our priority because it was demoralizing
to our employees that we had a case backlog and that we were not
performing our mission effectively and efficiently; and I know we
can do it again because we have done it before.
We certainly have fewer cases now than we did before. In addition to issuing case, decisions that are currently backlogged, one of
the important issues for the FLRA is to continue to maintain a
staff that is nimble and trained because we do know that, as there
are issues in government with regard to organizations, furloughs,
closures that we see an increase in cases; and those are the most
important cases for us to be able to address in a timely manner.
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So, to eradicate our backlog, positions us to be able to handle the
inventory as it comes in a timely way. Our internal time targets
are 180 days; and when we were successful in erasing our backlog,
we had reduced our average age to 50 days and we can do it again.
Senator TESTER. I would assume that the lack of quorum has
contributed to that backlog and maybe contributed to the fact that
the staff is not as nimble, I do not want to put words in anybody's
mouth, but does not have the flexibility that you want. A fair statement, if you agree that is fine. Are there other things that the lack
of quorum has done to impact the FLRA's ability?
Ms. POPE. I know that some of the senior leadership positions,
particularly those reporting to a Member, staff attorneys on a
Member's staff, out of respect for the Members opportunity to select their senior staff, in some regard those positions have been
kept open.
I also believe that from my experience as chairman, I benefited
from having a full complement of Presidential appointees to collaborate with on administrative matters, on budget matters. And
so, it is important to the overall administration of the agency that
we have a quorum of all Presidential appointees, particularly Members.
Senator TESTER. I would agree.
Mr. DuBester, I will ask you a question here. After spending a
career working in various capacities which you have referenced and
so did I , including the National Labor Relations Board, the National Mediations Board, and the FLRA, what experiences have you
found most helpful to your role as a member on the FLRA?
Mr. DuBESTER. Well, there are so many of them; but if I had to
single one out that I think has the broadest and deepest rippling
effects, it would be serving for many years as a mediator and also
acquiring, related to that, the special skills as a teacher and a
trainer in the art of collaborative problem-solving.
And, I think we have put an emphasis for the last 4 years and
will continue to do so to complement what I would call our traditionally regarded mission, if you will, with working with the agency
and union reps that we serve to get them to think of us in nontraditional ways and to consider using our collaborative alternative
dispute resolution skills, because by doing so we accomplish a lot.
We certainly help parties with their relationships but it is more
than just about the personal human side of the relationship. We
help them to solve a lot of their disagreements internally on their
own without getting involved in protracted litigation proceedings,
if you will, which are very costly.
So, we help them to conserve some of their scarce resources at
a time when everyone feels the need to do more with less.
And so, we also have integrated the Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) into our own culture internally. Virtually every office,
and certainly every component, starting with our impasse panel,
which by definition is an alternative dispute resolution operation,
our office of General Counsel, and even within the authority side
we have an Office of Alternative Dispute Resolution and we work
with the parties even involving some of the cases that we have jurisdiction over.
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For example, with negotiability decisions we will put our alternative dispute resolution office staff in contact with the parties before we engage in formal decisionmaking, and often we are able to
help them in a negotiability dispute either to resolve the case completely, to narrow the disagreements over a number of proposals or
at least to narrow their differences within proposals.
And, I think that all, of this has a valuable effect not just for our
mission performance but, if you will, throughout the Federal Government, because that is another piece about our mission that I
think is sometimes overlooked.
And, if I could just add to the answer to the question that you
asked previously about the greatest problem facing the FLRA, it is
making sure that we have the adequate resources to perform our
mission; and again why I think that is so important is it is not just
about what I would call the seeming self-interest of the FLRA per
se but we have responsibilities throughout the Federal Government
to help provide for stable, constructive labor-management relations.
And if we are unable to do that, then there are consequences
throughout the Federal Government. People at agencies with disputes are less able to perform their mission because they are either
distracted by the costs of litigation or the time necessary to deal
with those disputes.
So, I think that is an important recognition about the importance
of our work too.
Senator TESTER. I appreciate your answer and I appreciate you
delving into other areas too.
Mr. Pizzella, I was going to get to you but my time is about out.
We are going to have another round so the next time around we
will do it. Senator Portman.
Senator PORTMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We talked earlier about this backlog and the Chairman just
asked some questions about it. I was interested, Mr. DuBester, in
your focus on adjudicating disputes, as you say in your testimony,
fairly, impartially, and expeditiously; and you mentioned in your
response to the question of collaborative dispute resolution.
I know through your career you have emphasized the importance
of ADR in addressing conflicts that might otherwise go to litigation.
Can you talk just a little about what hurdles remain, what role can
it play in reducing the backlog at FLRA and what hurdles there
are to having that happen. What, might be done to expand its use,
for instance, more training to labor and management representatives to try to reduce frivolous filings and facilitate avenues for
those parties to resolve disagreements even on their own? Is that
part of what you would recommend or not?
And then if I might, Ms. Pope, you talked a little about what you
did last time, which I think resulted in an 87 percent reduction in
case inventory. You said it was an even larger inventory backlog.
What did you learn and what is your view on ADR? And do you
share the perspective Mr. DuBester talked about earlier?
So, starting with you, Mr. DuBester.
Mr. DuBESTER. Thank you, Senator. Well, first on the current
backlog, again just to provide context, as we recognized, the first
phase I would say is to go back to 2009. We were facing a backlog
then of approximately 450 cases within the authority component;
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and I think, as Carol mentioned in her opening statement, a critical action plan had been put into effect to deal with that; and as
I mentioned in my statement, by the end of last calendar year not
only had we eliminated that backlog but we had completely eliminated any over-age cases.
So, the backlog that you are referring to now, of course, is the
one created by the absence of a quorum this year. Any over-age
case in my mind is a serious matter even if it is one.
We have a number of cases now that have started to constitute
a backlog. It is less than 100 in my opinion. I think you should
know, though, we have been operating- but for the very serious
matter of not being able to issue decisions absent a quorum- we
have been operating in all other respects in a normal fashion; and
within the authority component, that means within our three respective staffs, they have been considering cases, moving them
along, moving them to me for consideration.
And, every time I get a case on my desk, I vote on it, the point
being that hopefully there is an efficiency in that so that with
Carol and Pat, hopefully to be confirmed by the Senate, their work
will be reduced or the authority's work will be reduced because it
will have progressed to the next stage.
With respect to training, again two things about that. Training
is very much an important part of what Carol and I have referred
to as one of the 3Rs which is re-engagement although part of the
training also involves our own people and our own staff.
But with respect to training and what I would call the collaborative problem-solving kind of skills, we have done that in a variety
of ways. We have done that just from our own ADR office based
on contacts and communications we have directly with management reps and union reps in the Federal sector.
We have also done that in concert with the National Council on
Labor-Management Forums, which were created by the President's
Executive Order (EO) to create those and the idea of creating, as
a complement to collective bargaining if you will, more effective
and efficient government operations hopefully doing so in a way
that provides for a more cooperative and collaborative relationship.
So, a lot of training has been done as part of that initiative, and
I think it is a very important part of our outreach, and we have
done some of that on our own, as I said, and we have done some
of that in concert with our sister agency the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service.
And, we have a lot of anecdotal but real stories within various
agencies where their relationships have improved dramatically
even in the last 4 years which creates for a more effective and efficient day-to-day operation of their missions.
So, yes, that remains a very important part- Senator PORTMAN. Let me just interject just for a second because
I want to get to Ms. Pope and get to Mr. Pizzella. But do you have
any hurdles right now to getting more ADR in place to doing the
training, to try to avoid some of these frivolous lawsuits, to doing
more administratively? What are the challenges you face?
And then getting to Ms. Pope, are you supportive of this way to
get more efficiency through ADR and administrative avenues rather than full adjudication where appropriate?
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Mr. DuBESTER. Sure. Very quickly, two parts. I would say, as I
mentioned, I think if there is a hurdle for us, it is making sure that
we have adequate resources and that includes budgetary resources
that we can continue to do, if you will, the outreach and external
communications that we have done, and we are hopeful that we
can continue to do that.
The barriers we have are the barriers you have with any relationship. Again, we have participated with the National Council on
Labor-Management Forums. Part of that Council has a problem
resolution committee. Our General Counsel who has been introduced here, Julia Clark, has been kind of heading that along with
a large group of management and union representatives.
And, the barriers that you have, well, we have a lot of improvements in relationships and a lot of stories to show that. But we still
have difficulties with issues of trust or communication which are
key to any relationship, not just labor-management relations.
But it takes time. It takes work making parties aware of the
services that we have to provide training and working with them
is a valued task but it takes work and we are prepared to continue
that work.
Senator PORTMAN. Thank you. Ms. Pope.
Ms. POPE. I want to speak first to the backlog of cases and we
have the experience of reducing and eliminating the backlog. Before, by way of contrast, there were 300 backlogged cases and we
have a little over 100, 140 or so now.
Part of the tools and processes that we implemented to address
that will help serve us well with regard to the current backlog. So,
we are ahead of the game, so to speak, with regard to revisions in
our regulations that we implemented over the last 4 years that encourage, in the arbitration area, expedited decisions, also opportunities throughout for ADR.
We have had the successful experience of using ADR in our negotiability cases and success in that area is not just resolving the entire case. In the negotiability area where the parties are bogged
down in their contract negotiations, and sometimes it is a sad story
to tell but in the Federal sector, negotiations for a collective bargaining agreement can go on for years.
And, they come to us with a case where there are 30, 40 proposals where there are issues as to whether the parties have to negotiate at all, not whether they should agree but whether it is negotiable. And, we have been successful in implementing ADR and
aggressive in going to the parties.
I am wholeheartedly supportive of ADR. But one of the hurdles
is it is voluntary, and we have been successful in employing a team
of not just our ADR experts from our collaborative alternative dispute resolution office but teaming them with attorneys from each
of the members' staff who, dividing the proposals, the pending proposals in a case and each member office does research on a third
of the pending proposals to work with the ADR official to provide
the legal background and context to help the parties understand
and agree during the ADR process where there is case precedent
that their proposal has already been deemed negotiable or nonnegotiable.
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That has really been a great team effort and that is the kind of
work-Senator PORTMAN. It helps expedite the process.
Ms. POPE. Exactly.
Senator PORTMAN. My time has expired. Mr. Pizzella, this means
that Mr. Johnson is going to be really tough on you because you
avoided both of us.
But just to put emphasis on one point you made which was you
changed the administrative rules regarding arbitration to have
them work more flexibly, as I understand it, and speaking as one
member and I think I probably speak for the other members, this
is something we would want to be able to encourage you to do but
also to assist you if there are any legislative hurdles or anything
else we can do from our point of view.
And, thank you Mr. Chairman.
Ms. POPE. Thank you.
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Senator Portman. Senator Johnson.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHNSON

Senator JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pizzella, you can breathe a sigh of relief here.
Mr. DuBester, I believe I heard Ms. Pope say that the backlog
is a hundred, maybe 140. Is it as high as 114? What is the backlog
right now?
Mr. DuBESTER. I am not exactly sure. It depends on how you
count but 140 might be just cases that are in our inventory.
Senator JOHNSON. OK
Mr. DuBESTER. I would not consider all of those cases to be part
of the backlog because they have not processed through in terms
of our time lines, if you will, that make them even approaching
over-age yet.
So, I think the number is less than that but I think 140 is what
is in our inventory but those cases still are not what I would call
in the problem or danger zone.
Senator JOHNSON. You mentioned as you have been the only
member you still have been basically working the process of reviewing these cases and voting on them. How many are really in
a state that is going to be ready when the authority is completed
or you have a full membership can very quickly be adjudicated or
settled?
Mr. DuBESTER. Well, of course, part of that depends upon how
quickly this body confirms my colleagues up here.
Senator JOHNSON. I understand.
Mr. DuBESTER. But right now I would say the number is approaching 50 and quite frankly I have a few cases on my desk to
vote on so I am hoping it could be certainly in the 60- 65 range.
Senator JOHNSON. So, almost half could be really settled quite
quickly, dispose of, and then you have a pretty reasonable backlog
then.
Mr. DuBESTER. I believe that is a fair characterization. Yes.
Senator JOHNSON. I would kind of like to understand the process.
I am new to really understanding what the FLRA is. So, can you
talk about the priority of reviewing these cases? Is it just a first-
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come-first-served basis? Are there particular issues that potentially
rank a little higher in terms of your review, Ms. Pope.
Ms. POPE. One of the things that we did when we had a backlog
of 300 cases was to not just address it as first-in first-out, because
as we attack the backlog, newer cases also became over-aged if we
just work on over-aged cases.
So, the process is such that when an appeal is filed with the Authority, it is assigned in rotation to one of the three members. Each
of the three members has a legal staff that reviews the case, develops the legal issues, the research, and makes recommendations for
their members vote and circulates that written information to all
of the members for their votes.
Sometimes cases are easily resolved; and when we were addressing a backlog, we tried to, in essence, look at the whole body of
cases and not just wait until they came to a member but to assign
a group of staff to look over all.
Can we group cases with regard to legal issues? Can some, notwithstanding the fact that they are younger, go out so we can clear
the decks for older cases?
We really triaged cases and will continue to do so hopefully if I
am confirmed, because it is important to look at the issues and not
just the date it was filed.
Senator JOHNSON. Obviously, working together as colleagues on
the Authority, do you know each other pretty well? I would think,
Ms. Pope, Mr. DuBester, each other pretty well.
Ms. POPE. Over the course of the last 4 years we have gotten to
know each other very well.
Senator JOHNSON. What about Mr. Pizzella?
Mr. PIZZELLA. I just met them in the last month.
Senator JOHNSON. Brand-new. Could you just tell me what areas
all three of you will basically agree on? Are there any areas where
you may be in greater disagreement on? Let me start with Mr.
Pizzella.
Mr. PIZZELLA. Thank you, Senator.
I certainly think the obvious thing which is to address the backlog. As long as there is a backlog, sort of an overhang on the
Authority's work, there will be continual questions from the customer community, from Members of Congress, as to why things are
not being addressed.
So, that would certainly be my immediate focus; and unlike my
two potential colleagues here, they have had some years of experience at r eviewing cases; and Ernie himself has had, I guess, 8 or
9 months here where he has had the cases to himself.
So, I am probably going to have to take a little time to get up
to speed but I intend to make that the focus of my job there.
Senator JOHNSON. Do you anticipate any philosophical differences? Are we going to see a lot of 2- 1 decisions or is it going
to be a lot of 3-0 decisions?
Mr. PIZZELLA. If I can convince them to come with me, there will
be a lot of 3-0 decisions. [Laughter.]
But I do not really have a general answer to that. I will exercise
my authorities and give my opinion, which is the charge I would
have if being confirmed, and understanding that I can count and
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sometimes it will be 2-1 one way and sometimes it will be 3- 0 but
I will have to live with whatever the decisions are.
Mr. DuBESTER. But for context if I could just say this, in the 4years or little less than 4 years that I served to the end of the last
calendar year when we had a quorum, I think I participated in
something like 700 decisions. And while I do not have the precise
math, and while recognizing that we are all individuals and certainly that would apply to Pat, Pat is an individual, but I would
say with the prior full complement of members that we had, we
probably agreed on somewhere between 80 and 85 percent of the
decisions that we issued. They were unanimous 3-0.
I have talked to Pat enough to know that we root for the same
sports teams. We have a lot of other things in common. I am confident that percentage is not going to change dramatically and I
predict that is probably what it would be. So, the overwhelming
majority would be unanimous decisions but there will be some 21 decisions.
Senator JOHNSON. Is that because there is a fair amount of clarity in the law or is it because there is really a meeting of the minds
in terms of the philosophy of the decisionmaking, Ms. Pope?
Ms. POPE. I certainly have been guided by the 67 volumes of case
law that have been developed by the Authority over the 34 years
of implementing the statute; and if you start with the case law and
applying the facts, then that is where there may or may not be a
point of demarcation but there is a lot of clarity in the law after
34 years.
There are newer issues, legal issues that are unprecedented and
that is where we look to private sector law and also develop newer
case law for the Authority.
So, it is not so much my philosophical bias, if you will, it is the
case law that guides the decisionmaking.
Senator JOHNSON. I am glad to hear that. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Senator. I very much appreciate the
questions.
Mr. Pizzella, you spent a number of years at the Department of
Labor as Assistant Secretary. Can you relate how those experiences
at Labor may help you as a member of this Committee of the
FLRA?
Mr. PIZZELLA. In a couple of fashions. So to speak, I was a customer of the FLRA from time to time because some of the disputes
at the department if we could not resolve them at the department,
they might work their way to the FLRA.
The objective of an Assistant Secretary was always trying to
solve any issues whether it is EEOC or labor-management ones in
the department and address them early before they fester and then
work their way up the food chain and then they need to leave the
department to be decided by a body like the FLRA.
In my time at the department, one of the things that I was engaged in was the three collective bargaining agreements that the
department entered into with its employees; and I learned a great
deal from that. I was administering those as an Assistant Secretary. I was not in all the negotiations but I was in constant con-
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tact with certainly the management team and I met with the labor
team also.
So, I had a little bit of a first hand experience from that side of
the equation as to what really goes on in some of these disputes
and negotiations; and I think that may help me have a little understanding of when an appeal comes to the FLRA as to what might
have went on before it got there.
Senator TESTER. I appreciate that. This is a question for all three
of you. It deals with transparency. I want to know: Is it an essential part of leadership? If it is, how does transparency play within
the FLRA?
Ms. POPE. I think transparency is an essential part of leadership
and we cannot be effective as the leaders of the agency without
transparency.
For us during the years that I was Chairman, we basically invited all of the career leadership in to collaborate on policy matters,
pay and performance matters as well as representatives of the employees.
We instituted new ways to communicate and we published our
budget in a newly implemented weekly electronic newsletter that
went out nationwide. We improved technology so that employees
could also communicate with us.
We set up an internal Web site for employees to ask questions
anonymously. We also had a Web site where they could post questions. Transparency was also achieved through the first-ever town
hall meeting where we met with employees and told them everything they wanted to know and we were responsive to questions
that they posted on the message board anonymously.
So, we have employed a number of tools. One of the things I
learned is to be transparent you cannot communicate enough and
also you have to listen.
Senator TESTER. Mr. DuBester.
Mr. DuBESTER. Well, I agree completely. Again as people who
know me in any hat I am wearing, the key to successful labor-management relations whether you are a leader or not is communication; and a big part of communication is sharing information and
that applies to the business internally within the agency of trying
to share with managers as well as employees through whatever
mechanism, what is going on, what the problems are, what your
tough decisions are, and where you are going.
But it is a two-way street. I mean, the other part of transparency
is being open to receiving information from those groups as well.
And, I think if they feel like you are transparent one-way, you are
going to be receiving the input of your employees whether they are
managers or employees. So that is important.
For our stakeholders externally, it is very important and it is a
big part of what the business is all about as a leader, as a mediator, to respect the rights of labor and management reps to choose
and decide what information they want to share with the other
side. I always encourage them to share information. To me that is
the key to a successful relationship.
That does not mean soliciting agreement, and people always get
confused about the difference between what" I would call an envi-
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ronment that fosters transparency and the sharing of information
as opposed to sometimes you just cannot agree but that is OK.
Senator TESTER. That is right. Mr. Pizzella.
Mr. PIZZELLA. I am a strong believer in transparency; but in addition to our stakeholders, sometimes I know this from my experience in the Department of Labor and elsewhere, when agencies
tend to talk about their stakeholders, sometimes they omit the biggest stakeholder of all which is the taxpayer.
So, I would like to see us bring some transparency to there to
make sure taxpayers are aware of what we are doing. It is very
easy to be confined here inside the Beltway, especially with the Authority which jurisdiction is Federal employees and Federal agencies, but there is a taxpayer involvement.
Senator TESTER. Thank you.
Mr. Pizzella, you are an original member of the CHCO Council?
Mr. PIZZELLA. Yes, sir.
Senator TESTER. What did you learn about the similarities and
differences facing Federal agencies in the realm of labor relations?
Mr. PIZZELLA. I learned that some have absolutely no interest or
problem or concern. They are usually the smaller agencies.
Senator TESTER. Yes.
Mr. PIZZELLA. And then, I learned that most of the agencies that
I thought were complaining about the labor relations were ones
who sort of avoided making, what I thought would be considered
tough decisions. They did not want to spend a lot of time on labor
relations.
Their agencies had missions and directions from the Secretary or
Administrator of an agency and sometimes labor relations would
take a backseat, often it would take a backseat.
The only time they would really get raised up the flagpole is
when it impacts a decision that is trying to be implemented. So,
outreach to agencies to make them understand the importance of
resolving issues perhaps before they get too far down the pipeline
I think would help agencies rather than have them frustrated.
Senator TESTER. Thank you. Senator Portman.
Senator PORTMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pizzella, you got short shrift earlier but you got more air
time recently. Just focusing on what you said a moment ago which
is one of your stakeholders is the taxpayer and that leads me to
question about your budget because, even though you are a small
agency, in today's budget environment, we looked everywhere,
under every rock, for ways to find efficiencies and find ways to save
money.
I understand your direct obligations for fiscal year 2013 were almost $25 million, $24.9 million and your request for next fiscal
year is for $25.9 million. And, this is directed to all three of you
because, Mr. DuBester, particularly you were very involved in that
budget I am sure.
So, first of all, I would like to get your insights on the personnel
side. I assume that accounts for 80, 85 percent of your budget. A
lot of agencies are going through some tough times right now freezing employee numbers, some reducing employees. You have asked
for a 4-percent increase in personnel from 2013 to 2014 and you
have talked about that today, the need for adequate resources.
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This would be about a 15 percent growth in your staffing levels
since 2009, as I look at it. So, my question for you, starting with
you, Mr. Pizzella, since you talked about the taxpayer. Again, I understand you have not been through the budget process probably,
at least you have not been in a position to have to go through it
in the way your colleagues have. But do you think that increase is
necessary given the budget climate that we are in?
Mr. PIZZELLA. Senator, having served as Assistant Secretary
while you were director of 0MB I glad to see you have not changed
a bit.
Senator PORTMAN. Exactly.
Mr. PIZZELLA. It really would be unfair of me to, I think, comment on the budget simply because having put together budgets
before, I do not know what went into the formulation of the budget.
Saying this, I am very proud of the time at the Department of
Labor where, under Secretary Elaine Chao's leadership we had, for
8 years, we ended up with a smaller discretionary budget in our
eighth year than the first year.
And so, I am a bit of a skinflint and I will certainly try to conserve the taxpayer's money as best I can. I would think that 0MB
probably has a mark as far as the rate of growth that they would
allow agencies to pursue, if I remember the process well; and I
would hope we live within that mark. I guess I would leave it at
that.
Senator PORTMAN. Yes. I was happy to see your background at
Labor both because you were on the management side in some of
these disputes that you are now going to be working on and so you
have had some experience in disputes at least from the management side. But second, Secretary Chao was my favorite Secretary
when I was at 0MB.
Mr. PIZZELLA. Mine too.
Senator PORTMAN. Not just because she is a great lady but because the meetings were much more conducive to a negotiated settlement. You guys did a really good job of going through your individual departments and trying to figure out how you could find
savings, particularly on the administrative side.
So, you kept to your mission but you were able to find savings.
Some other Secretaries who will remain unnamed because they are
still very active in town and in politics, who were not quite as easy
because they would come in at 10 or 20 percent above and we
would have to spend a lot of time whittling it down.
And frankly, you are in a better position to know where you can
find those savings than 0MB. So, my question I guess is at a time
when we are looking at another year of flat domestic spending and
you guys, and again, Mr. DuBester and Ms. Pope, are asking for
an increase, is it absolutely necessary- is this something that you
have spent time figuring out how you could avoid and just what are
your thoughts on the budget?
Mr. DuBESTER. Let me make three points, if I can.
The first thing I want to say is the interest of the taxpayer, if
you will, and not only because of the realities of the current environment we are in but at any moment in time I think our statutory
directive to help produce more efficient, effective government oper-
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ations requires us to consider the interest of the taxpayer, if you
would.
I would say to you respectfully, and my guess is you probably
could check it out, but I think not only hopefully up here on Capitol
Hill but within the Office of Management and Budget, I think we
have developed a reputation over the last few years of recognizing
what it means to do more with less and doing a lot of creative
things to accomplish our mission objectives while conserving money
and I will just say that as just kind of a foundation question.
The second point I would like to make, though, is just one of context because obviously the last couple of years have created a
unique environment. But I think it is fair to say particularly because as you accurately suggested, Senator Portman, the human
element, our staffing if you will, is not only the greatest expense
but it is also the key to our mission performance.
Only 10 years ago we had a third larger-sized workforce than we
have today. I guess the point I am making just for context is that
even before we hit the more severe budgetary environment of, say,
the last couple of years, we had already downsized by about a third
which I think is a meaningful context from recent years. And, that
is a position where we lost some key people.
And third, to make it more immediate, during this last year in
particular where we have been facing, as everyone in the Federal
Government has, the severe challenges of budgetary constraints,
we left open a lot of critical positions. I want to say about 13 that
we have just started to fill .
And, you asked about barriers and my answer to the question
about barriers going forward in terms of achieving what I hope you
would agree are a lot of these successes externally with the labormanagement community in the Federal sector and my response
was, having the adequate resources to continue to perform our mission related responsibilities.
So, we had 13 vacancies in key areas and we only had, I want
to say four, maybe even three, additional positions created for the
fiscal year 2014 budget. And, I will tell you one of them is within
our Office on Collaboration Alternative Dispute Resolution just because of the increased demands on that service.
We are not sure, as I sit here with you today, that we are going
to be able to fill that but that is part of the ask that we have that
you are referring to which to me is very important and I think
again has rippling, positive rippling effects throughout the Federal
Government, not just for the FLRA internally.
So, those are some of the tough issues and the choices that we
are balancing. That is what I wanted to share.
Senator PORTMAN. My time has expired but if the Chairman will
indulge me just 1 second for Ms. Pope on the budget issue, any
final comments.
Ms. POPE. Just to add-Senator PORTMAN. You can just say I agree or disagree.
Ms. POPE. I agree with everything that has been said but I would
like to add one or two additional points, and that is, during my tenure as Chairman, we started out in an effort to rebuild the agency
and we had been decimated not only from a prior recission, but because we were not managed effectively to use our resources wisely.
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But one of the things we did starting out was with the Presidential appointees in the room and representatives of the career
employees to say we are not just going to go 0MB to ask for the
same amount of resources that we had before.
We are going to look at what we can do differently with respect
to our work processes and we developed a very good relationship
with 0MB to negotiate and get their understanding that we needed
funds to rebuild, that our requests were not unreasonable because
we had been decimated in our staffing. Performance was poor, and
we needed additional monies.
With the budget amount that we would receive every year; we
would internally look to manage our resources in the most effective
way. We have shared staff. We have detailed employees internally
because we made a decision that our budget would not support filling all of the positions that were in our budget.
We also look to use technology to better improve our customer
delivery without the cost of travel, and we have also shared services other agencies whereas an agency budgeted at the 22, 23, 24
million dollar level of the FLRA, we could not afford to keep up
with technology in an environment where 80 percent of our budget
is staff driven.
We have partnered with the Veterans Administration, the Department of Defense to use their technology resources to build webbased manuals, webinars hosted by OPM on their dime to also save
our resources so we would not impact adversely the delivery of our
services.
So, we continued to look for ways to use resources in an effective
way and to not just come to the Senate and ask for more money.
Senator PORTMAN. Thank you. I appreciate that response and I
look forward to the FLRA having a full complement to be able to
do its work and I thank the Chairman for giving me a little extra
time here. I wish you all the best of luck.
Mr. DuBESTER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Senator Portman.
For the record, for Ms. Pope or Mr. DuBester, what was the peak
number of employees that you guys employed? What was the highest member?
Mr. DuBESTER. In history?
Senator TESTER. FLRA, yes. And when was it?
Ms. POPE. I would say almost in 2003 maybe was a peak year.
We had about 200 employees if not more.
Senator TESTER. And you have today how many?
Ms. POPE. On board, 114. Well, we are funded at the 123 level.
I think there are around 113 or 114.
Senator TESTER. That 110, 113 level does not include the 10 or
13 people that you are looking to fill positions right now.
Mr. DuBESTER. Yes. I think our number is just a little bit higher
than that but, no, I think at the end I think it is right. I think at
our peak we actually were closer to, a s Carol said, a little more
than 200, probably about 220.
What we are seeking authorization for in our fiscal year 2014
budget is to get to 134. So, that would be still obviously almost a
45 percent lower full-time equivalent authorization than we had.
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Senator TESTER. I understand that. And you have a ton of really
good employees obviously and some of them are here in the room
today. I guess the question is when you drop that number of employees and assuming you would have had a quorum to work with
and your numbers are in good shape, I mean, I think it says a lot
about you and it says a lot about the employees that work in the
agency.
But the question is really how do you determine that sweet spot,
because Senator Portman is right. We are looking under every rock
for dollars. Anybody want to answer that? It is not an easy question to answer. How do you determine when enough is enough and
you do not need anymore?
Ms. POPE. The staffing levels certainly are part of the equation
with regard to how we define timeliness of a case.
Senator TESTER. OK
Ms. POPE. And what we set our time targets for.
Senator TESTER. So, what are the parameters that you use to determine that.
Ms. POPE. One hundred eighty days for cases before the Authority, certain cases by statute less, 120 days before the Office of the
General Counsel, and various time targets in the other components
and offices.
Senator TESTER. In the days when you had a quorum, did you
meet those standards?
Ms. POPE. We did in the last 2 years.
Senator TESTER. Good. That is good. That is a very good thing.
First of all, I want to thank you guys for your testimony. I very
much appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to
be here. I want to thank you for your willingness to serve.
As I said in my opening statement, I hope that we can get you
guys through the process as quickly as possible. I can tell you that
I think all three of you will work together. I hope there are times
when you disagree and I hope there are times you are going to
agree and hopefully it is not a cantankerous environment and I do
not think it will. I do not think your personalities indicate that at
all.
So, thank you for being here today and thank you for your testimony.
Without objection, the hearing record will be kept open for 24
hours for any additional comments and for any questions that
might be submitted for the record.
With that, this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:41 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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Opeehlg Statem..1 of Senator Joa Tester
Nomiutioas or Honorable Carol W. Pope, H011orable E111at W. D•bester, and Patrick
Pizzella to be Memben, Fedenl Labor ~lations Authority
September 25, 2813
A.s prepar,dfor deliwry:

I call to order this bearing of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs.

We convene this afternoon's hearing to consider the nominations of CAROL WALLER POPE,
ERNEST DUBESTER. and PATRICK PIZZELLA, to serve as Members of the Federal Labor
Relations Authority.
Carol Waller Pope, Ernest DuBester, and Patrick Pizzella have all filed responses to a
biographical and financial questionnaire, answered pre-hearing questions submitted by the
Committee, and have had their financial statements reviewed by the Office of Government
Ethics. Without objc<:tion, this information will be made a pan of the hearing record, with the
exception ofthe finan<ial data which are on file and available for public inspection in the
committee off>ces.

Carol Waller Pope has over 30 years of experience at the FLRA and is the fint and only FLRA
career employee to serve as a Member. Most recently, Ms. Pope served as the FLRA Chainnan
from 2009 through January of this year. Under her leadership as Chairman, the FLRA
eliminated its case backlog, reduced the average age of pending cases by 57%, and vastly
improved employee satisfaction and morale.
Ernie Dullester has 35 years o f experience in labor-management relations, with nearly 20 years
of experience in the fed<:ral sector. Mr. DuBestcr has worked as a public servant, advocate,
mediator, arbitrator, and academic. Mr. DuBestcr currently serves as the Chairman of the FLRA
and has been a Member since 2009.

Patrick Pizzella bas 21 years of experience working in the Executive Branch and has held
positions in management and administration at 6 different agencies, including the Depanment of
Labor, Office of PCTSOnncl Management. and the General Services Administration. Most
recently, Mr. Pizzella served as the Assistant Secretary of Labor from 2001 through
2009. Additionally, Mr. Pizzella was an original member of the Chief Human Capital Officers,
or CHICO, Council.
Thank you. Ms. Pope, Mr. DuBcstcr, and Mr. Pizzella, for joining us today.

Our committee rules require all witnesses at nomination hearings: to give their testimony under
oath. Would the three nominees please stand and raise their right hands?

(23)
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Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give to the committee will be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you, God?

[Nominees: "/ do. ")
Let the record reflect that the witnesses answered in the atflilllative.
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"Nominations Hearing: Federal Labor Relations Authority"
Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Government Affairs
September 18, 2013

OPENING STATEMENT - SENATOR PORTMAN

I want to thank Chairman Carper and Ranking Member Coburn for scheduling
this hearing, and Senator Tester for taking on the responsibility for chairing today's
proceedings. I'd also like to thank the nominees for being here to answer the
Committee' s questions and for their commitment to public service. As a former
nominee myself, I have sat on that side of the table on various occasions and know
something of the experience. I believe each of you has been through prior
confirmations hearings. But if you're at all like me, it's the sort of experience that
seems unique on each occasion.
This nominations hearing comes at a critical time for the Federal Labor
Relations Authority. The FLRA currently lacks a quorum and is largely unable to
perform its statutory duties to adjudicate disputes arising under the Civil Service
Reform Act, to decide cases concerning the negotiability of collective bargaining
agreement proposals, to hear appeals concerning unfair labor practices and
representation petitions, and to consider exceptions to grievance arbitration awards.
I'm told that over the course of the nearly nine months that the Authority has
lacked a quorum, it has developed a backlog of well over I 00 cases that have yet to
be considered and decided. If you are confirmed, one of your most pressing
priorities must be to address this backlog of cases in a timely and efficient manner.
It will also be essential to attend to the FLRA's statutory responsibly to establish
policies and guidance regarding the labor-management relations of the I .6 million
non-postal federal employees. I'm glad the administration and the Congress are
taking the necessary steps get the FLRA back to work.
Even with a full complement of Members, the recent history ofthe FLRA has
not been without its challenges. As we are all well aware, the Authority came in
dead-last on the Partnership for Public Service's "Best Places to Work in the
Federal Government" survey in 2005, 2007, and 2009. I'm pleased to note that the
FLRA has made significant strides in terms of its internal management and now
ranks number 8 out of29 smalJ agencies for employee satisfaction.
But I'm sure we can all agree that more must be done to ensure that the
agency operates efficiently and effectively in fulfilling its responsibilities and in
helping to foster lawful and productive relations between federal employees and
government managers. I look forward to discussing these and other policy issues
this afternoon.
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Opening Statement of carol Waller Pope

Good Afternoon. l want to thank the Committee and, in particular, Senators Tester and Portman for
conducting this hearing. I also thank the Committee staff for their work and meaningful assistance.
Finally. I want to thank Congresswoman Norton for being here today as she has been on the twoprior occasions that I appeared before this Committee. I admire her illustrious career in the law,
civil rights, human rights, and public service as the first female Chairman of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, appointed by President Carter in 1977. Since 1991, she has served as the
distinguished and effective Congresswoman representing the District of Columbia.
While she has found her place as an elected representative, I found mine as Member and Chairman
of the Federal Labor Relations Authority. I am here today honored and delighted to have been
nominated by President Obama to serve for a third term as Member and, lf confirmed, to again
serve as Chairman of the Federal Labor Relations Authority. The FLRA. where I have worked as a
career attorney and political appointee for the last 33 of my 34 years in public service, has an
important statutory mission •· a mission that has been the cornerstone of my professional career.
That mission is to exercise leadership in promoting stable, constructive labor-management
relationships and resolving disputes in a manner that contributes to a more effective and efficient
government That mission extends to over 2.1 million non-Postal, federal employees,
approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining units. The FLRA
accomplishes its mission through the work of our seven regional offices, where investigations,
training and education, alternative dispute resolution, and prosecution of violations of the law take
place; and in the Office of Administrative l..aw Judges, where dispute resolution efforts continue and
if unsuccessful, formal adjudication begins. Also, the FLRA component known as the Federal Service
Impasses Panel works to resolve bargaining impasses. Finally. and most relevant to the hearing
today, the three-Member body known as "the Authority" has responsibility to: 1) render quality,
timely decisions to resolve unfair labor practice charges on appeal from the Office of Administrative
l..aw Judges; 2) resolve exceptions to grievance arbitration awards; 3) make determinations
regarding representation petitions; and, 4) resolve negotiability disputes.
When I last appeared before this Committee on September 11, 2008, the FLRA was plagued with
poor mission performance, hundreds of unresolved cases, and a dispirited workforce noted
primarily for its low morale. Today, the FLRA Is functioning at a high level of productivity, with
customer and FLAA-employee engagement. and with full consultation and collaboration among
Presidential and career employees. Upon becoming Chairman in February 2009, I instituted an
internal and external campaign known as the "Three R's - Revitalization. Reinvention and Reengagement• This multi-pronged, multi-year initiative was geared toward revitalizing mission
performance and customer service; re-inventing work processes and service delivery models; and
re-engaging our customer to better meet their needs for training and timely and quality dispute
resolution.
While the "three-R" initiative helped focus our actions and our resources, the FLRA's success over
the last four years would not have been reall2ed Without the hard work of all of its employees,
including those that are mostly unseen and often under-appreciated In our Case Intake and
Publication, Human Resources, Administration, and Budget offices. All FLRA employees •· here in
Washington and Atlanta and Boston and Chicago and Dallas and Denver and San Francisco ·• are Its
greatest asset! Together we were successful in eliminating the backlog of cases, revising
regulations, and renewing a commitment to training. education, and alternative dispute resolution
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to avoid costly litigation. Internally, a strategic plan was developed; long-vacated senior and entry•
level positions were filled; technology was enhanced; and the agency-wide perfonnance
management system was revised.
With increased communication, collaboration, and transparency, employees' commitment to the
mission and confidence in leadership was revitalized. Our mission success improved morale and
job satisfaction. In 2010, the first Employee Viewpoint Survey conducted after I became Chairman,
the FLRA was recognized as the "Most Improved Small Agency" in the federal government with a
250% increase in employee morale and satisfaction. In that Survey, the FLRA rose from 34"' (last
place) to 20"'. The FLRA continued its rise in employee satisfaction in the 2011 Survey, ranking 7"'.
Most recently, in the 2012 Survey the FLRA ranked 8"'. The FLRA currently ranks in the top live
small agencies in Teamwork (3"') and Effective Leadership (3"').
I would like to share one other perspective with you. Given the fact that at the end of my holdover
period in January 2013, the FLRA was a relatively young agency (34 years old) and the fact that I
joined the agency as a relatively young attorney, I had then served the agency in increasing
responsible positions during 97% of its history. Therefore, I own a unique perspective of both the
"good" and the "not-so-good" of our hlstory. Never has there been such a dramatic improvement of
the FLRA's performance matrix as during my tenure as Chairman. The employees of the FLRA
achieved these remarkable results. As Chairman, I worked together with all of the Presidential
appointees to provide the leadership and the resources for them to unleash their collective energy,
skills, and talents. Going forward, if confirmed, no matter what the challenges·· internal or
external, financiaL technological, or perhaps skill-based •· as Chairman, I will again work with my
Presidential colleagues and all employees to implement a shared vision that prioritizes our
resources in order to deliver even better customer service. Our ability to achieve this will be
greatly enhanced by the·contiibutions of the full panel of nominees sitting before you today.
I am honored to appear today with my fellow Member-nominees Ernest DuBester and Patrick
Pizzella. Chairman DuBester deserves praise for his management of the agency and the Authority
for the last eight months, without a quorum of Members. Issuing decisions in pending cases before
the Authority, approximately a third of which now exceed internal time-targets for Issuance ofa
decision, has been stalled. Upon confirmation, I am eager to Join Member DuBester and to welcome
nominee Pizzella to the FLRA family and get busy resolving this backlog of cases. The FLRA also
must continue to recruit, train, and retain a diverse workforce. With the looming possibility of
government-wide reorganizations and larger budget reductions, the FLRA must continually revise
and enhance its work processes to ensure that workplace disputes are resolved in a manner that
promotes the effective and efficient operation of governmenL
In closing, with respect to the FLRA's statutory mission and the role and responsibilities of the
position to which I have been nominated, I would like to quote President Teddy Roosevelt, who
once stated - •Farand away the best prize that life offers is the chance to work hard at work worth
doing"!
I will be happy to answer any questions.

2
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HSGAC BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS FOR
EXECUTIVE NOMINEES
J. Basic Biographical Information
Please provide the following Information.

Street:
None
Cfty:

.E!!l!.l!l!.m.t
carol

Middle /'l'•!!•
w.

c.,o1
Carol

A.

.wl.lwnt

~

Slalc:

~

fumt.l.!w!
f!:!!m

(Month/Yoor)

(Cll<ck box if
c.stimatc .

Zip:

t!IM IJ!~I2
(Month/Year)
(Otecl< bax if
es1irnate)

Pope

OS/1910

Pr•se"t

,.,,.

0 S/1980

~rtHflt

08/1952

OS/ 1980

w.n.,

X
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v.., or 8ir1h

Place of Birth

oot lncllHk mo111h and da
Plttsburch, PA

19S2

Nntr Married

Married

Scp11111cd

0

0

C

Annulled
0

Divor«d

Widowed

X

0

NIA

Middle Nome

NlA

~

lj

t!!1m• !.!ltl!

t:wn ,

(Month/Year)
(Clleck box if

est'

.,.

i:.,
0

!At
Q

ti1mllK51I9
(Monlh/Year)
(Chc<k box if

e51lmate)
ul
0

ul
0
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2, Education
Lisi all post•sCC<Jndary schools attended.

I•vt or snoot

&D!uI
~

l!llltl!mn

(•O<atiONl!k<hniOlllitnidt !(:hool,
col~iv«si1yimilitary college,
connpondorlctidlstancei._'1enslonlonlinc
,diool)

~

(monlh/year)
< ~•boxir

!hilt Eallti!

Schlllli

(mont!if)'tal) (chock

Nol'tMatt.,n
Unlvtr~r,

$dloeloluw

09/1975

box.1f es1ima1e)
(cl>c<k ~Pfcxn<" 1>ox
; ifstlll Ill' .........-..
05/1971

Simmons
Coli<g•

UndorJrod>,•t• C011t10

09/1970

05/1974

Com11U

Und.lJraduoto COU.11 -Sdlool of
11\dultrlat •"d l.abor RetMlon,.
Professional ttllnln& on 11 Mutual Galn1
11ars1lnln&/Ne&otlotton 51<~1• 1nd
Z)FacAltator Trolo,tns for Mutual Gatr,,

Unhle-rslty

atlmtde)

-.!l!ls
l!wtt, 4iu.w
i1·
'

..,...,.,

Eaaa.,tlY~

11 5/199! fsl,)t

115( 1993 Est. X

C.rUfk••

?) 5/19t4 fft.X

?/ 5/199<1 fst. X

.

l<t,

Offlct of hnonnel Manacemtnt
Ex,cuttv. Leadership Traln1nc

of

S<hool

X
Han,ard Ne-totlaUon tnstitute, Pro,r1m

Z/l9MI

on N11otl1tion

6/1997

...

•

Z/1998

1993and
1!194

.........lio

lSI

6/1997

k-.stitutt'
H.,,,.nluw

OS/1974

olA"'

Nttadaati°"
ftdof•I

OS/1971

Juris
l>o<tor

e.rttnc..-.

1997

cert1ncata

19'1

a

X

...
•

3. Employment
(A) Lisi all or your employment activities, Including unemployment and self-employment.
Ir the employment activity was military duty, list sepantc employment activity periods to
show each change or military duty station. Do not list employment before your 18th
birthday unless to provide a minimum two ycan of employment history.

or

11'.m: g{ El!lD!QX!J!S"'

IAclivt Military Duty Station,
N.utO~f Gu..ud/R.csc,vc,

USPl-tS Commissio.ntd Cocps,
(\lhcr fcdrr•t emplDY111ent.

N•mo or Your

MRUBtml

&JllJgn

folll.!!!n
;!l1!t.!Bm

E.mRlmLl
6i!il!Wll!Ylx

3

J.wll2n

(C~yand

State
only)

Em=m•m
.bu

(montlllycar)
(!_heck box if

IEm!.:11r••

I'

£wig!

lJ!lOlllhl)'cart
lchcd box ii'
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Slate Govcm.rncnl (~an-

C:ii.limalC)

Cllim:.1c)

Fcdcnl Effiplo)mcn). Self.
nnp)oyment. Uncmpl~yrnent.
Federal Conmat1"'. Non-

(ch«k
"prucnt•· bo~

Oo,cm"""'l.f:.mploymcnl

cmplo)~d)

if still

(txcludini 1<fl=>tiloymcn1).
Otl><r
Federal GO'Wf'fltnent

FK e ral Ltbor RNtlons
Authorlty

WHh., DC

Chalrrn1n and

M.,...,.,

Chairmen•
03/2009;

01/toU

A<tinc
Chak'men

2/20093/2001;

Membtr•
10/JOOI
(conflNnedl:
O,./U,07-

119/200,-

(reces, 1 ppt.);
10/ZOIJO-

Federal Gowttnme-nt

,ed.,.. Labor tt.r1tlon1
Allthorlty

Assistant

Wash.. DC

12/2006
lconflrrnedl
10/1998

10/2000

Wash.,OC

06/1996

10/1998

Wash.,OC

07/1994

06/1996

8oston,

02/1910

07/1994

GtMl'II Counsel
,.,.. Appffls

Fedtr.l Government

Fe<h~ labor Retatlon,
Autllollty

Director of
Appuls1nd
Spotw1I
Pro1.r1rns

feder, 1Gowrnment

hder,t labor Ralatlons

hewtin

AuthOflty

A11htant 10 the

Gerter•l CounH.1
Federal Govtrnment

fefflal Llbor 1tel1tlons

Attorney

MA

lwlhonty

Fl'dttll Govtirnmen\

U.5. O.partment of
ubor

Attorney

Wash.,DC

01/1979

02/1980

Fedcr.tlly,,funded Proeram

New Clrttrs ln Menhf

lob ~vetoper

Boston~
MA

06/1974

08/1975

Heatth. loston
Unlwflfly Sd'K>ol of
Medicine

-
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(B) List any ad\'isory, consultative, honornry or other part-time scn·ice or positions with
federal, stutc, or local governments, not listed cl,cwhcrc.

Ible StrYier
Namt of(';o,·trnmt-nl

o~•r Sen·icr tRdtrl
(mon1h/year) (chcc" bol\
if cstim.-itc) (chtd:
-prc~nc bt.,x if still

l!w.n.

Name or p9~i1lon

(m01nh/yc:i.r)

Entity

(~hc.-ck. box if

- - - - - - - -·-<-------- - - - - - -- ~- -'~'i~i1~~!.£1_·~---"'-'"-'in
,_, ~~•:),___.

I

Ncn t

I

l •:11

"

I
:

E.,1

f'tt.)Coll

C

<

4. Potential Conflict oflntcrest
(A) Ucscribe ,my business relationship, dt,aling or financial transaction which you have bad
during the Inst 10 years, whether for yoursdf, on behalf of a client, or a cling as an agent,
that could in any woy constitute or result in a possible conflict of interc,t in the position to
which you have bct'n nominated.
In connection with the nomination process, I consulted with the Office of Government Ethics
and the Federal Labor Relations Authority's designated agency ethics official to identify
potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance
with the terms of an ethics agreement that I entered into with FLRA's designated agency·ethics
ofOclal and that has been provided to this Committee. I am not aware of any other potential
con flict s of interest.
(fl} Describe Mny ncth·ity during the past 10 years in which you h~ve cngngcd for the

purpose of directly or indirectly innucncing the pusage, defeat or modifiC'lltion of any
legislation or affecting the administration or execution of law or public policy, other than
while in a fcdcrnl gu\'emment eupucity.
I have not engaged in any such activity.
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S. Honors and Awards
List all scholarships, fellowships, honorary dei:rees, civilian service cilations, military
medals, academic or professional honors, honorary society memberships and any other
spedal recognition for outstanding service or achievement,
letter of Congratulations from Senator Daniel Akaka, Chairman Subcommlnee on Oversight of
Government Management, the Federal Workforce, and the Oistrlet of Columbia, September 2010, on
· dramatic Improvement In the 2010 Best Places to Work Rankings."
Most Improved Small Agency in 2010 Best Places to Work in the Federal Government Annual Survey
American Bar Association - federal Service leadership Award, 200S
Carol Waller Pope leadership Scholarship Award (for students •· created by Simmons College in honor of
my volunteer leadership), 2005
National Partnership for Reinventing Government Hammer Award, 1999
Office of Personnel Management, Federal Executive Inst itute, Commencement Speaker, 1997
Special Achievement Award, Federal Labor Relations Authority, 1981
Superior Accomp~shment Award, Federal labor Relations Authority, 1991, 1992, 1999
Sustained Superior Performance Award, Federal labor Relations Authority, 1988, 1989, 1999
Sustained High Quality Performance, Federal labor Relations Authority, 1997
Special Act Award, federal labor Relations Authority, 1997, 1998
Certificate of Appreciation, Federal Labor Relations Authority, 1999
Simmons College Alumnae Service Award, 1998
Commonwealth of Massachusetts State Senate Citation, 1993
Big Sister Association of Greater Boston, 1993

6. Memberships
List all memberships that you have held in professional, social, business, fraternal,
scholarly, civic, or charitable organizations In the 111st 10 years. Unless relevant to your
nomination, you do NOT need to include memberships in charitable organl7.ations
available lo the public as a result or a tax deductible donation of Sl,000 or less, ParentTeacher Associations or other organizations connected to· schools attended by your
6
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children, athletic clubs or teams, automobile support organizations (such as AAA},
dbcounts clubs (such os Groupon or Sam's Club), or affinity mcmbenhips/consumer clubs
(~uch as frequent Oyer membcnbips).

N1!!!! R[Qa:!Dlutlo•

Dates t[ V 5>gr Mtm'OablP
(Yo1

~112llillol1l u,111

••Y appro1illi_-tt.)

1975 - _ ,

Pruident and Vke-Presideftit
(111. 199H99J)

Simmons Cotle,e Africln•American
~l,ffflftH Assoc:l1tlon,
Bocto,,, MA

1995-- present

Pn,ldont
(Ht. 2000-2004)

SlmmoM Colltlt l.ffdtrthlp Co<lndl

2004-present

Mtl'hbe,

Simmon, COlle11 lk>ard of TtustHS,

2004..prl'sent

Trustee

2000 • p,-escnt

Corpor.lor

Empk,ym.,,t Justi~ C1nt1r,
\Nashl,igton, DC,

2006 • P,Htnt

Secrebry

MadlM>n , art Dtwt:k>pffll nt

1180', • ~'Hint

Otrector

Unhtd Stam COutt d Appeals, Flnt
Clrcult 9u

U79 .. PNHnt

M 1mb1r

S..,,,eme C..,rt ~ lt.e United Sutes Bar

19'0 .. p,t1111t

Membn

Unhtd St1ite1 Court of Appt'al,, Flftti
Clrc:ult Bir

1979•pment

Member

American lw Auodiltton

2004·2011

Mttn.,.,.

Massachu1etts Bar Anoctat>on

1978 • preMn t

Member

Soc.Inv of FMleral labor 1teta1iom

1999 • p,e,et11

Mefl"IIMr

2010

Mlfflber

Slmmons Colloc• Alum nu Ano<lotlon,
8oston, MA

aost<>fl,MA

s1.,,,,ons Coll•c• COrpomlon,
Boston, MA

Corporitlon, eou'd of Ol~ctors,
&otton, MA

,,,.ole$51oNI,
I

C.ntraf Stitt IJnlwrsJty Geaeral
A.furnnae Assoda\Jon

I
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7. Political Activity
(A) Have you ever been a candidate for or been elected or appointed to a politicnl office?

F.tut£dlAf!POi•l•di
Candjdtte Qnlv

Nam,ocomcs

Ym:<a>tlttll9B
litlll..2!

Trtrn gf §rot«

APDOIRlfflSDl

(If applifablt)

.

Mo·d•

No.

(B) List any offices held In or services rendered to a political party or election committee
during the last ten yean that you have nol listed elsewhere.
N•!IS ofPartx{Eksllon

.QfflcsJSe"icg Rendtrs,1

Wll!!lUU

&O'.ltt

PotlWatchu

November 1996

Vokmlfff' Attorney Voter

Le11tSetvlots Team Member to

Nowmffr 2004

Protection, PA

•ddren voter p«Kcdkm l,wes.

Yoluflt- Attom,y Voter
Protectk>n, VA

addrnt voter prote,tlon lnuc1 .

Clinton•Go~ Cffllpa'&n

Poll Witcher, VA

Oemou1tk hnv

O.tno«atlc Party

2mt.2I'

Bt1112ailbill11£i

Ltcal servk.es Team Mef'lber to

N0110mber2008

(C) Itemize all individual political contribullons of $200 OI' more that you have made in lhe

past five ycean to any Individual, campaign organization, political party, political action
cummittec, or Jimilar entity. Please list ead,.individual contribution and not the total
umeunt conlributcd to the person or entily during the year.
~

t!1mE Q[ Bss:lukol

l'.tii 2( c~1dru1&1sm

Ob1rn1 VlctOtY Fund

500.00

2008

Obam• Victory f\lnd

1,000.00

2008
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8. Publications and Speeches
(A) List the litle1, publlshcn and dates of books, Articles, reports or other published

materials that you have written, lncludini: articles published on the Internet. Please provide
the Committee with copies of all listed publications. In lieu of hard copies, electronic copies
can be provided via e-mail or other digital formMI,

nit
taffen and tht Mlnortty Uwyer -

Coru,aio.

II

flllllwr

Crimson and 8,awn Assodatn

P1~1l-2[ fll~!l~li!fg
Sprfn11999

See A.ltachrMnt n.

(B) List any formal spceche3 you have delivered during the last five year, and provide the
Committee with copies of those speeches relevant to the position for which you have been
nominated. Include any testimony to Congress or any other legislative or administrative
body, These Items can be provided electronically via e-mail or other digital format.

I

See Alhthment • z.

·(C) List all speeches ,md testimony you have delivered in the past ten years, except for
those the text of which you are providing to the Committee.

P•lfl•)ots__ .

I
9. Criminal History
Since (and including} your 18'" birthday, bu any of the following happened?
•

•

Have you been issued I summons, citation, or ticket to appear in court in a criminal proceeding ag,iinst you?
(Exc lude cillltions involving truffic Infractions where the fine was 1.., lhan SJOO and did not include alcohol or
drug,.) No.
Have you hun arrested by any police officer, sheriff, marshal or any other type of law enforcement officio!?
No.

•

Have you been charged, convicted. or sentenced of a crime in any court? No.

•

Have you been or art you currenlly on probation or parole? No.

9
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Art you cumnlly on trial or awaiting a trial on criminal charges? No.

To your knowledge, have you ever been the subject or target
No.

ora rederal, state or local criminal investigation?

If the answer lo any or Che questions above byes, please answer the questions below for
each criminal event (citation, arrest, lnve$tlgatlon, etc.), Ir the event was an investigation,
where lhe question below asks for information about the offense, please offer information
about the offense under investigation (if known).
A)

Date of offense:
a.

Is this an estimate (Yes/No):

8) Description o(thc specific nature of the offi:nse:

C) Did the offense involve any of the following?

I) Domestic violence or a crime of violence <=has battery or assault) against your child, dependent,
cohabitant, spouse, former ,pouse, or sorneonc with whom you sluire a child in common: Yes/ No
2) Firearms or explosives: V es / No
3) Alcohol or dNgs: Yes./ No
U) Location where the offense occurred (city, county, stAte, zip code, country):

E) Were you arrested, summoned, cited or did you receive• licl.el lo appear as a result of this offense by any
police officer, sheriff, marshal or any other type of l•w enforcement official: Yes/ No
I) Name of the law enforce111ent agency that arrested/cited/summoned you·
2) Loc•tion oflhe law onforccmwt agoncy (city, county• .tau:, zip c1>dc, country):
F) As a result of this offense were you charged, convicled, currently aw11i1ing trial, and/or ordered
coun in a criminal proceeding •&ainst you: Yet/ No

10

appear in

I J If yes, provide the name of the court and the location of the court (city, county, state, zip code,
COUnll')'):

2) If yes, provide all the charces brought against you for this offense, and the omcome of each charged
offense (such as found guilty, found not-guilty, charge dropped or "nollc pros," etc). If you were found
guilty of or pleaded guilty to a lesser offense, list separately both the original charge and the lesser
offense:
3) lfno, provide explanation:
G) Were you sentenced as a result orthls offense: Yes I No
HJ Provide a description of die sentence:

10
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I)

Wore you sentenced to imprisonment for a term exceeding one y..r: Yes/ No

JJ Were you incarecrntcd llS a result ofthal sentc= for nO! less than one year: Yes/ No
K) If the conviction resulted In imprisonment, provide the dates that you actu•lly were incan:cratcd:

L) If conviction resulted in probation or parole, provi<k the dates of probation or parole:

M) Are you currently on trla~ awaiting a trial, or awaiting sentencing on criminal charges for this offense: Ye, I
No

N) Provide explanation:

11
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JO. Civil Litigation and Administrative or Legislative Proceedings
(A)Slnce (and including) your 18th birthday, have you been a party to any public record
clvll teourt action or administrative or le&lslative proceedlni: of any kind that resulted In (l)
" findiuc of wrongdoing against you, or (2) a settlement agreement for you, or some other
person or entity, lo make o payment io settle allegatlona against you, ur for you to take, or
rerrain from taking, some action. Do NOT include small dalms proceedings.

D11s s;111111G.t1!!

~11Ei"'•gr

~

l.uWellE

Name

ttm~iTI&!

J!Wl!

!!al!w4i!

Pdos:11111 flelict
~

Actiop!ProettcJlne ·

'

Naturc or 4:st101/Prosetdin'

Ba.i/l1W

6s:liol!lf!!:2mdioE

..

No

(B) In addition to those listed above, have you or any business of which you were an officer,
director or owner ever been involved as a party of interest in any administrative •&:ency
proceeding or civil litigation? Please identify and provide details for any proceedings or
civil litigation that involve actions taken or omitted by you, or allei:ed to have been taken or
omitted by you, while serving in your official capacity.
~

Qi!i!!

DateCialm/Suir

t!J.!!u:· ·

~

J!rl1sll!II t!!:llt!
~
ArfiopfProcmfinc

Nftur, or A<lionll'rocudlnt

BmllW
Adien/Procttding

:

Deomb<r U , 2011

July 7, 2010

U.S. Dl$trl<1

Nlcho!u Hawtdn,, Jr.
v. Cat of Waler P.ope,

which c:ornpf:,Jnant •tfccu

noc Apptoal Docket
No. 01-2013-0659

""'· Ind dls1bITTty, Ind reprisal.

Court,

SMrTY Teylor v. Carol
Woller Pope, [[OC

Westem

Appeal Oocktt No. 01·

Division of

2010-1284

Admfnbtrat\ve P'~ecHnc In

Pendina.

discrimination based on 111,

Tht p&aJntfff alle1u thil an fUtA
Rqlonll OlrT<1or's dismal cf her
unf•ir l•bor prectlee d'IN'lfl wa1
dbcrlmlnatory and rt1oll1tor,,.

Dls.mluedon

NOi/ember 8, 2012.

i

I
I

Tt-MIUH

I

i
qust 17, 2010

to-

The platnrllf steks review of the

U.S. District
Court,
District of

2791 and ttu1S1ln v.

flRA Gener.I Counsel Julie Aldn

Popo and Clart, No,

Columbia

1:10-01012

Cfn's ,.,fusat
I
complaint ln an unf1i, l1bcw

AGFf, ML-CIO, Local

prKtict au and the GenHal

Counser, d1dsk>r. to deny
plalntlff, ftquest fo,

12

Ohmb,edon
S1ptember I, 2011.

I
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l

reconsideration of lhe denial.

i

Ayo Giant°" v, Carol
Walhtt Jope, EEOC
At,ptal Dod«t No.

July 21, 2008

-l
Nttltment on May 11.

AdmkdstnidYe ptoceedh,c In

Reso-by

whkh tht compJ,inant MHrted
an·t~I hy Act ctalm.

2009,

.U0•200IHI0104X

-noth Woodbury•·
Carol Waller"-•
ffOC APs>tal Docl<ot

Jufy 21, 2008

Re501wtf by
se1t1emen1 on May 8,

Admlolstratwe P'O<eedinl In
which the complalnant anerte<I
,n fqU111 Pty Act dalm.

2009.

No. .UO-ZQW,401.0GX

o....,bo,im

DCSUperlor

Carol Woflu , _ aod

Coun. ramlly

Cllaoncoy A. , _

DIYOfte prooeedin1,

; Granted.

i

I

Dlvlilco

i

(C) For re,ponscs to the previous question, please identify and provide details for uy
proceedings or civil litlgRtion that involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to
have been taken or omitted by you, ~bile serving in your official capacity. None,

I). Breach of Professional Etbjes
(A) Have you ever been dilcipllned or cited for• breach of ethics or unprofessional conduct
by, or been the subject of a complaint to, any court, administrative agency, professional
association, disciplinary committee, or other professional group? Exclude cases and
proceeding& already listed. No,

(B} Have you ever been fired from a job, quit a job after being told you would be fired, left
a job by mutual agreement following charges or allegntions or misconduct, left a job by
mutual agreement following notice of unsatisfactory performance, or reteind a written
warning, been officially repnm1ndcd, suspended, or disciplined for mbconduct in the
workplace, such as violation of a security policy? No.

12. Tax Compliance

41

13. Lobbying
In the past ten yean, have you registered as a lobbyist? Ir so, please indicate the state,
federal, or local bodies with which you have registered (e.g., House, Senate, Califomla
Secretary of State). No.

14. Outside Positions
x See OGE Form ;ns. (If, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Fonn 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
. complete this section and then proceed to the next section.)
·1

For the preceding ten calendar years and the current calendar year, report any positions
held, whether compensated or not. Positions Include but are not limited to those of an_
officer, director, trustee, general partner, proprietor, representative, employee, or
consultant of any corporation, firm, partnership, or other business enterprise or any nonprofit organiz.aCion or educational lostltudon. wh!.!!! position~ with religious, social,
fraternal, or politkal entitles and those solely of an honorary nature.
..

_Ins..2[

2tl1Di:e!loil
~

Ot:1•P!Ption

~

oq,.&n

(<Orpmtion;firm,
parlnctil,,p, other

txuin<ss,:n<ctJJri1<,
oth!!r non·.pror.l
organization,
educational
ln>li•u<ion\

15

Potlt'9n HrJd

£Q1!Si21 Htlsl

b2m

(month/year)

bllllml
fulll..!2

(month/year)
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IS. Agreements

or Arrangements

x Sec OGE Fonn 278. (If, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Form 278
Executive Brllllch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check. the box here to
complete this section and then proceed to the next section.)
As of the date of filing your OGE Form 178, report your agreements or arningements for:
() ) continuing participation in an employee benefit ph,n (e.g. pension, 401k, deferred
compensation); (2) continuation of payment by II fonDer employer (including severance
payments); (3) leaves of absence; and (4) future employment.

Provide information regarding any agreement., or arrangements you have concerning (I)
future employment; (2) • le• Vi: of absence durin& your period of Government service; (3)
continuation of payments by a former .employer other than the United SC.tes Government;
and (4) continuing participation In an employee welfare or b.enefit plan maintained by a
former employer other than United States Government retirement benefits..

· Si•t•i •ad Term, or Any
h•rumclil ~ Amu•mwl

I

I

16. Additional Financial Data

\ya{g@&~@
,p.

w
SIGNATURE AND PATE
I laereby state that I have read the foregoing Statement on Biocnpblcal and Financial lafonnatio11 and tlaat the information
provided therein It, to the best of my knowledge, current, accurate, and complete.

~~
This 29111 day of May, 2013
23
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Carol Waller Pope
HSGA Biogrophicol Quc.<tion, for E><c-wtivc Nominees
May 2013
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I d id my best to Identify all books, articles, reports, speeches, testimony and other materials
including a thorough review of my personal flies and searches of publlcly available electronic
databases. Despite my searches, there may be other materials that I have been unable to
identify, find or remembe r. I identified the foilowins:
Attachment #Z

Question 8(8) - List of Formal Speeches w/text provided

1. June 2008

FPMI SOiutions, Inc., 19'" Annual labor and Employee
Relations Conference, New Orleans, LA
Audience - Federal sector management and labor officials

2. June 2008

National Energy technology Center- Federal sector Labor Law and
Labor Relations Conference, Pittsburgh, PA.
Audience-National Energy Technology Center management employees
and union representatives.

3. September 2008

Confirmation Hearing Testimony- corrected draft transcript· U.S.
Senate Committee on Go~rnmental Affairs and Homeland Security,
Washington, DC. (corrected draft testimony provided-final -version
unavailable.)

4. Aprll2009

The Society of Federal Labor & Employee Relations Professionals 36"
Annual Symposium on Labor, Employee, Management Relations.
Luncheon Keynote Speaker, Arlington, VA ·
Audience - Federal sector labor, management and neutrals.

S. June 2009

FPMI Solutions, Inc., 20'" Annual Labor and Employee
Relatlons conference, Miami, FLA
Audience - Federal sector management and labor officials

6. June 2009

labor and Employment Relations Association, g•h National Policy Forum,
Panel Presentation, Washington, DC
Audience -- academia, management, labor and "neutrals" (arbitrators
and mediators) employee relations and neutral labor law professionals.

7. June 2009

National Energy Technology Laboratory, Annual Labor and Employee
Relations Training Forum, Speech and presentation entitled, Labor
Relations in the New Administration, Pittsburgh, PA
Audience - National Energy Technology Center management
employees.
·

8. September 2009

Federal Sector Labor Relations and Labor Law Conference, Chicago-Kent
College of Law., Chicago, IL.
Audience - law students, faculty and staff; union and management
representatives.

9. September 2009

Government Executive magazine i nterview, Washington, DC
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10. August 2009

Federal Dispute Resolution Conference, Phoenix, AZ
Audience- Federal sector Human Resource and EEO management
officials.

11. November 2009

American Bar Association, 3•• Annual Continuing Legal Education
Conference., Washington, DC.
Audience -- ABA Labor & Employment Law Section Members.

12. February 2010

Federal Employer Lawyers Group, Washington, DC
Audience - Federal sector labor lawyers.

13. May 2010

Defense Employees and tabor Relations Symposium
Department of Defense Employee and labor Relations Conference,
Tampa, FLA
Audience - Department of Defense employees.

14. June 2010

AFL-CIO LCC Union Lawyers Conference, Washington, DC
Audience - AFL-CIO legal staff,

15. June 2010

FPMI Solutions, Inc., Labor & Employee Relations Conference
Audience - Federal sector EEO, Human Resources and Labor Relations
professionals.

16. July 2010

EEOC EXCEL- Passion for Equality Conference, Orlando. FL
Audience -- Federal EEO, Human Resources and Labor Relations
professionals.

17. July 2010

Social Security Administration Annual Labor Relations/Employee
Relations Training conference. Baltimore, MO.
Audience - Social Security Administration management employees.

18. July 2010

Federal Executive Board, Washington, DC
Audience - Federal executives

19. September 2010

Federal Administrative law Judges 47 Annual Seminar, Ocean City,
MO. Audience - Federal sector Administrative Law Judges

20. September 2010

Federal Sector labor Relations and Labor Law Conference, Chicago-Kent
School of Law, Chicago, IL
Audience - law students, faculty and staff; union and management
representatives.

21 . September 2010

Telephone interview published In Washington Post- The Federal Cooch
column

th
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22. June 2011

FPMI Solutions, Inc., Lllbor & Employee .Relations Conference, Tuscon,

AZ. Audience - Federal sector EEO, Human Resources and labor
Relations professionals
23. Spring/Summer
2011

Radio Interview published in Business in Government Journal

24. November 2011

Metal Trades Department, AFL·CIO 69th Annual Convention
las Vegas. NV. Audience -MTC National and local officers and
conference attendees.

25. March 2012

Federal Managers Association Trainins Seminar
Washington, DC. Audience FMA members/training attendees.

26. April 2012

FLAA All-Employee Town Hall
Washington, DC. Audience - FLRA employees

27. June 2012

FPMI Solutions Inc., Washington, DC. Audience • Federal sector EEO,
Human Resources and Labor Relations professlonals

28. July 2012

Uni_ted States Department of Agriculture Human Resources
Management Conference
Washington, DC. Audience - USDA Human Resources professionals

29. October 2012

National Federation of Federal Employees 49"' National Convention,
Portland, OR. Audience - NFFE National and Local officers and
conference attendees.

30. December 2012

FLRA Alf-Employee Town Hall
Washington, DC. Audience - FLRA employees

3 l. December 2012

Excellence in Government Fellows Training Seminar, Partnership for
Public Service, Washington, DC. Audience - Government Employees
selected as E~cellence In Government Fellows.
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Attachment #3

Question 8 (Cl - list of all speeches (w/o teKt)

June 2003

FPMI, Solutions. Inc., Annual Conference, Speech entitled, Current
Issues in Federal Sector Labor Law and labor Relations
Phoenix, AZ

February 2006

Speech to Simmons College students delivered at ceremonial dinner
conferring Carol Waller Pope Leadership Award scholarship to student
recipient. Boston, MA., Audience Simmons College alumnae. Speech
topic: leadership.

October 2006

Luncheon speech to Administrative law Judges Association.
Washington, DC. luncheon topic was current issues in Federal sector
Labor Law and the operation of FLRA.

June 2009

Federal News•· Federal Drive Program Radio Interview
1500 AM, Washington, DC
Topic: FLRA Agency update

October 2009

Federal News ·· Federal Drive Program Radio Interview
1500 AM, Washington, DC
Topic: FLRA Agency update

August 2010

Federal Dispute Resolution Conference
Agency Head (with offK:ials from Merit Systems Protection Board, Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service and Office of Personnel Management)
Update Panel

September 2010

FLRA Offke of the General Counsel Chicago Town Hall Meeting (labor
and management representatives),
Topic: Update on FLRA initiatives.

Aprll 2011

Federal Workers Alliance (association of Federal Unions)
Topic: Update on FlRA initiatives

May 2011

BNA, Washington, DC
Interview on FLRA's new Arbitration Regulations
Interview posted on BNA's Labor and Employment Resource website.

August 2011

Federal Dispute Resolution Conference
Agency Update Panel (with officials from Merit Systems Protection
Board, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service, Office of Special Counsel and Office of
Personnel Management)
and Best Places to Work Panel
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September 2011

FLRA Offlce of the General Counsel New York Town Hall Meeting (labor
and management representatives), New York, NY
Audience - Federal labor and management representatives.

August 2012

Federal D~pute Resolution Conference, San Antonio, TX
Agency Head Update with Chairman, Merit Systems Protection Board,)
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'1;;. Unircd SL11c~
~ Office of

Government Ethics

12(H New York l'wcnuc, NW, Suite 5rMl
\VQ~hini:ton, DC 20(t05-3~1 i

FEB 2 t 2813

The Honorable Thomas R. Cmper
Cbainnan
Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs

United States Senate
Washington, DC 205 I0

Dear Mr. Chainnan:
In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of I 978, I enclose a copy of the
financial disclosure report filed by Carol W. Pope, who bas been nominated by President Obama
for the position ofMcmber, Federal Labor Relations Authority.
We have reviewed the report and have obtained advice from the agency concerning any
possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duties. Also enclosed is an
ethics agreement outlining the actiom that the nominee will undertake to avoid conflicts of
intere5l. Unless a date for complwice is Indicated in the ethics agreement, the nominee must
fully comply within three months of confirmation with any action specified in the ethics
agreement.
Based thereon. we believe that this nominee is in compliance with applicable laws and
regulations governing conflicts of interest.
Sincerely,

lik~~,J(f,{.~
Walter M. Stumb, Jr.
Director
Enclosures
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November 13, 2012

Rosa M, Koppel
Solicitor
Federal Labor Relations Authority
1400 i<. Street, NW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20424
Dear Ms. Koppel:
The purpose of this letter is to describe the steps that I will take to avoid any
11ctual or apparent conflict of in1CI'C$l in the event that l am confinned for lhe position of
Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a), 1 will not participate personally and
substantially in any particular matter that has a direct and predictable effect on .my
financial interests or those of any person whose interests are imputed to me. unless I first
obtain a written waiver, pursllllnt 18 u.s.c. § 208(b){.1), or qualify foi a regulatory
exemption, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. ·§ 208(b){2). I undcmend that the interests of the
followil".g·peisons ore imputed to me: any spouse or minor child of mine; any general
partner of a partnenihip in which I am a limited or .general partner; any organi2atioo in
which I serve as officer, director, trustee, general partner or employee; and any ~rson or
organization with which I am negotiating or have an arrangement concerning-prospective
employment

to

Upon confirmation, I will resign from my·uncom~d .positions with the
following entities: the D.C. Employment Justice Center, the Madison Park Development
Corporation, and Simmons College. For a period of one year after my resignation from
each of these entities, I will' not participate personally and substantially in any particular
matter involving specific parties in which that entity is a party or represents a party,
unless I am first authorized to participate, pursuant to S C.P.R. § 2635.S02(d),

I have been advised that this ethics agreement will be posted publicly, consistent
with 5 U.S.C, § S52, on the website oftlie U.S. Office of Government Ethics with other
ethics 11greements of Presidential nominees who file public financial disclosure reports,
I understand that as an appointee I am required to sign the Ethics P~ge (Bxec.
Order No. 13490) and that I will be bound by the requirement:; and, n,strictions therein in
addition to the commitments I have m~e in this and any other ethics agreement. .
Sincerely

+.f--w~~

O-~~-~_£,..
caro1
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ERNIE DUBESTER OF VIRGINIA TO BE A MEMBER
OF THE FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
BEFORE THE COMMlmE ON HOMELAND SECURITY AND
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES SENATE
SEPTEMBER 25, 2013

Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee:

I greatly appreciate the opportunity to come ~ore this Committee again for Its consideration
of my nomination to be a Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLAA). I also would like to
thank the Committee's staff for their wort. and assistance in reviewing my nomination and scheduling
this hearing.
Before making a brief opening statement, I would like to introduce my wife, Karen Kremer. This
year we celebrated our 2s"' Anniversary. When I first met Karen, she was working for Senator Howell
Heflin on the Senate Judiciary Committee. So this Body will always hold a special, personal meaning in
my life.

It Is also a great pleasure to appear alongside my friend and colleague, Carol Waller Pope, and
my new friend and, hopefully, soon to be colleague, Pat Pizzella.
I also want to recognize the presence here this afternoon of quite a few people from the FLRA.
These dedicated public servants, as well as many FLAA staff who are not present, are the key to the
FLAA's many successes ofthe last four years.
Mr. Chairman, it Is an honor to appear before you after being nominated again by President
Obama to be a Member of the FLRA. I have served as a Member for the last four years. And, I am
privileged to have served as Chairman since January of this year.
When I last appeared before this Committee, Senator Akaka noted that "big changes• were
needed because for "far too long" the FLRA had "failed to carry out its mission", with a serious backlog
of cases and low employee morale. I respectfully submit that, indeed, big changes have occurred.
The last four years reflect many accomplishments at the FLRA based on an energetic period of
revitalization, reinvention, and re-engagement. At the end of the last calendar year, not only had we
eliminated our case backlog, but we had eliminated all overage cases. Exercising our statutory
responsibility to provide leadership in labor-management relations, we have delivered a variety of
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training sessions to tens of thousands of labor and management representatives In the federal Sector
community. And with an agency focus on human capital initiatives, such as training and development,
performance management, and work-life balance, employee morale has Improved dramatically. For the
last two years, we have ranked in the top 10 in the Partnership for Public Service rankings for "Best
Places to Work in the federal Government•, receiving #3 rankings in the specific categories of
teamwork and effective lei!ldership.
Mr. Chairman, in my nearly 40 years of experience in tabor-management relations, working as a
public servant, advocate, mediator, arbitrator, and academic, over 20 of those years are in the federal
sector. I remain strongly committed to the FLRA's mission and to the importance of stable, constructive
labor-management relations in the Federal sector. And, if reconfirmed, I will continue to work tirelessly
so that the FLRA is recognized as one of the stellar agencies in the federal government.
Again, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and I would be pleased to answer any
questions that you have.
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REDACTED

HSGAC BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS FOR
EXECUTIVE NOMINEES

1. Basic Biographical Information
Please provide the following information.
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2. Education
List all post-secondary schools attended.
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3. Employmcnl
{A) List all of you r employment activities, including unemployment and self-employment.
If the employment activity was military duty, list sepuate employment activity period• to
show each change of military duty station. Do not 11st employment before your 18th
birthdRy unless to provide a minimum of two years of employment history.
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Non-Federal
employment

Non••ederal
employment

I
I

National Me~ia1ion

Boa~

l

Ca(holk Univ.
School of Law

I

AFl.•CIO

!

Pro,.,..ml
Arbhr11or &
Mcdialor

I

Chairman (and
Member)

i-'rl. VA

I Wash.
DC

t:,r
1 .... ,..,

0

E><
J1ty JOO~

"

""~· 19'J

Aug. 2001

2001

Adjunct
facuhy

Wash.
DC

'"'

Legislative
counsel

Wash.
DC

t...

'
1993

I
i

!
4
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Non-Federal
employment

Other Federal
employment

L-aw finn of Highsaw
&: Mahoney

Associate

National ubor
Rela1ions Board

CounS¢1 to

Wash.

ftlJ

198•

DC

Wuh.

oc

19'$

1981

Chainna.ri (and
Member)

Field attorney

Los

Jt,t

1978

s.... " ., 191• , .
pn-NMe PIM .r

Spring of
1975

Ani:elcs
Regional
Office
Legal
Wash.
DC

Assistant to

Board Member

'

.,,.,

(B) List any advisory, consultative, honorary or other part-time service or position~ with
federal, state, or local governments, not lt•tcd elsewhere.
l!ate ~CA'ke
Nam~ 9fQov~rn1nsnt

' ( f f i ~b

£.Q.111!:

..
lntemotional Labor Org.

,l!!,1c Sirv!s! E~

·,tm<>111ivyeu J \chcck,'t,o,< .•

. Nbtt or f'o,ltlon
Choirmon, Tripanite Conference on
"Consequences l'ot Mgmt. & Personnel or
~lructUring of Railways"

(cbc4 lx».cir
· csiimilre)
A,ril,.,,_.

....

·~
C

t:ti
0

'·-......

,_,

....

·-

,fesfi~e)(chcol<
"'prescnt"•l,ox if !io'till
)

A,ril1"4

0

\

a

D

.. ·-•

,

0

4. Potential Conflict of Interest
(A) J>cscribe any business relatiomhip, dealing or financial transaction which you have had
during the 111st 10 years, whether for yourself, on behalr of a client, or acting a~ an agent,

that could In any way constitute or result in a possible conflict of interest in the position to
which you have been nominated.

·
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In connection with the nomination process, I consulted with the Office of Government
Ethics and the Federal Labor Relations Authority's designated agency ethics officer to
identi£y potential conflicts of io~ercst. Any potential conflicts of interest wiU be resolved in
accordantt with the term, of an ethics agreement that I entered into with the FLRA 's
designated agency ethics officer and that has been provided lo Ibis Comminee. I am not
aware of any other potential conflicts of inter~t.
(B) Describe any activity during the past 10 years in which you have engaged for the
purpose of directly or indirectly lnnuencing the passage, defeat or modification or any
legislation or affecting the administration or exec.ution of law or public policy, other than
while in • federal government capacity.

I have engaged in no such activity.

5. Honors and Awards
Lisi all scbolanhlps, fellowships, honorary degrees, civilian service citations, military
medals, academic or professional honors, honorary society m emherships and any other
special recognition fpr outstanding service or achievement.
While at the NLRB, received Distinguished Service and Sustained Superior Performance
Awards in 1978, 1979, & 1980.

6. Memberships
List all memberships lhal you have held in professional, social, business, fraternal,
scholarly, civic, or charitable organi:z.atlons In lhc last 10 yean.
Unless relevant to your nomination, you do NOT need to include memberships in
charitable organizfttions available ro the public as a result of a tax deductible donation of
Sl,000 or less, Puent-Teacher Associations or other organiutions connected to schools
attended by your children, athletic clubs or teams, auromoblle ~upport organl7,ations (roch
as AAA), discounts clubs (1uch as Groupon or Sam's Club), or affinity
mcmbcnhips/consumcr clubs (such as frequent nyer memberships).

N!lff'lt of Qr1anlzation

.n • i«a2r~:!!~r.-Men1!!!ahil!.
.{,You•fflAY••PJ>Ntliimate..)·

Pgjiiion(sH-leld'

New Jersey State Bor Ass'n

Si~• 1976

'

florid::i State Bar Ass·11

Since 1976

i Member

Member

'

l

I

I
6

I

I
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Ois1rk.t of Columbia Bar Ass 'n

Since 1980

Member

American Bar Ass·n

Off & On since 1976
(c:vrrently a member)

Member

Au 'n ofConma Resolution

2002-2009

Member

Sociol~ of Federal ubor &
Employee Relations Professionals

2003-Presont

Member

Labor & Er.,ploymem Relarions

Off & On since 1994 (currenlly a
Membor)

Mcmt>er & on Boord of Directors
since January 2013

Since 1976

Member (and President 1984 -92)

2002-0cl. 2008

Certified Mediator

Au'n

Boston College Alumni Club of
Metropollllln Washington, DC

I Virginia Supreme Court, Richmond,
VA

7. Political Activity
(A) Have you ever been a candidate for or been elected or appointed to a political
office?
NO

I

!
7
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(B} List any offices held in or services rendtted to a p-0litical party or election commiuee
during the last ten years that you have not listed elsewhere.
...

Namc- or P• rtyfEltttion
CommillOe
Pre,;idaitial Campaign or
Barack Oboma

Of!ke/S!d·kt_f Rc~d.erctl,

Oatnof
:Service

'Rmnsibl)i{lu

Worked as e volunlccr m
Virginia. Services rendered
included phone banks.
canvauinK, & literature
disrribution.

2008

.

(C} Itemize all individual politie2I contributions ofS200 or more that you have made in the
pa~t five years to any individual, campaign oreaniz• tion, political party, political action
committee, or similar entity. Please list each individual contribution and not the total
amount contributed to the person or entity during the year.

r~&lW!ll1 ..

t!•mt!iI Ru1i!it!l!
Presidenti:u Campaign or Barack Obama

$500

Prosidential Camp•ign of Battck Obama

S600 (S300

'l'.a[•!l1~oia!!!!ll!!ti
' 2008

II

2012

twice)

;

'
!I'
I

;
8
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I

II

i
!

I

!

:

!

I

I

I

I

i
8, Publications and Speeches
(Al List the titles, publi,hers and dates of books, articles, reports or other published
materials that you have written, including articles published on the lnicmct. Please provide
the Committee with copies of all listed publications. ln lieu of hard copies, electronic copies
can be provided via e-mail or other digital format.

,.

'Ell!·

In the magazine "PC1"$pectivcs on
Work", publilh<d article entitled:
"Colle<'.tive Bargaining: I. Critical

i

',llli~11Jttor

• Labor & Employment Relations
1
As.s'n

·.

~

.

i2!~).,l!!:!!!11/J~•tlon

1

Summer 20 I l/Winter 2012 issue

I

Vah>< ora Ocmocr11cv."

i

i
i

!

I
9
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(B) List !lny formal speeches you have delivered during the last five years and provide the
Committee wilh copies of those speeches relevant to the position for which you have been

nominated. Include any testimony lo Congress or any olhcr legislative or administralive
body. These item£ CMD be provided electronically via e-moil or other digital format.
Titl•/.Topic

,PJact1Aulllence

Keyl'lote addrc1s-Article cited in my
rtsponsc to 8 (A) was od~tcd from
this speeoh
Ktyr>01< addrc..s•Rcprist<l thtmc
from abovt speeth & cited aniolc

Dallas, TX, to lite National
Acodc:,ny of Art,itrators, SW rci:ion

Marth 4, 2011

Arlington, VA, lO 40~ AMual
Symposium of the Society of
Federal Labor & Employment
Relatioru Professiona.li

April 18,20IJ

10

f>atfilt.g(~h

66

I

:

I
I

'

i

7

(C) List all speeches and testimony you have delivered in the past ten years, except for
those the Int of which you a re prcwiding to the Committee.

I

:Ptact/ttua1~,ce ·

-~ /

Peopit>Rclation,h;j,~.EITcctivC
Communic:uion. Consistent wirh
' Conference's Theme "Back to tho
Basics.., Fundamental
Considerations Can Help Make You
I! Beucr Pnctitioncr in all Aspects of
Labor•Mana~menl relations
FLRA Update

: Why Use of Alternative Oispot<
So Effective 11 the

IResolution
Is
fl.RA

! Use of ITEV (lnternct,Telephonic&
; Electronic Voting) jn Represenlaion

Matters

5/21/IJ

American Bar Ass·n. Washington
: DC.Federal Scctor Commillee or
I Labor & Employment Law Section
DC Chap1er of Labor&.

4110113

1;"22113

Einploymcnt Relations Ass'n

NYU School of Law. Tcclulol0j1,y in
Practice & Worl<pl•ce Committee of
Labor & Employmont Law Sec. of

!

ABA

. FLRA Update

Federal Scclor Comminec, ABA
Labor & Employment I.aw Sec.,
Chicago, 111.

I

PlleOO :of'Somb

Ofliee of Personnel Management,
Washington, DC. Employee
Relations Policy Series.

11

4125/12

11/4/1 0
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FLRA Upda1c

Federal Seeior Comniincc, ASA
ubor & ErnplO)'menl Law See,
Washington, DC

4/15110

--

!

----,
I
I

9. Criminal History
Since (and including) your 18'h birthday, hns any of the following happened?
J-h1ve,you be~n issued a summons., citation, or ticket ,o appear in coun in a criminal proceeding against you!
(E)cludc citations involving traffic infractions where the fine was less th,m $300 and did not include elcoho1or
drucs,)

Na

Have you bten arrcsled by any police officer, sheriff. ll\arshal or any other type of law enforcement official?
No

Have you be-en charged, convicted, or .sentenced or a crime in any court?

No

Have you been or arc you currently on probation Or parole?
No

Are you currcntly on trial or awaiting a trial on crimim\l c.harecs?
No

•

To your knowledge, havt you cvor been the subject or tArget of a federal, state or l~ol criminal jnvestig.uion?
No'

If the answer to ony of the questions above is yes, please answer the que!ltions below for
cftch criminal event (citation, arrest, Investigation, etc.). If the event ,.,as an Investigation,
where the question below asks for information about the offense, please offer information
about the offense under investigation (if kno,-·n). ·
A) Date of offense:

12
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•·

Is this an estimote (Y~'No):

B) Dcscriptinn of the specific nature of the offense:

C) Did the offense involve any of the following?
I) Domestic violence or a crime of violence (such as battery or assault) against your child, dependent,
cohabilant, spouse, fonner spowe. or someone with whom you share• child in common: Yes I No
2) Fircarmsoroxplosives: Ve,/No
3) Alcohol ur drugs: Yes/ No
D) Location wJ,erc the offense occurred (cit)', county. state, z.ip code, co,umy):

E) Were you anC$\cd, summoned. cited or did you receive a ticket to appear as a result of this offense by any
police officer. sheriff. marshal or any other type of law cnfor.,.,menl official: Yts I No

I) Name of the law enforcement agency that arrestedlciled/summoncd you:
2) Location of the law enforcement •&ency (city, county, st•~. zip code, couniry):
F) As a result of this offense were you charged, convicted, currently •woiling trial and/or ordered to appear in
coun in a criminal proceeding against you: Yes/ No
I)

If yes, provide the name of the coun and the location of the coon (city. county, state, zip code,
country):

2)

If yes, provide all the charges brought against you for this offense, and the outcome of cocll char,ed
otlense (such as found suilty, found not-guilty, charge dropped or ..nolle pros; etc). If you were four,
guilly of or pleaded guilt)' 10 • lesser offense, list separately both the original ch11rgc and the lesser
offense:

3) lfno. provide explanation:
G) Were you sentenced as• result of this offense; Ve,/ No
H) Providt a description of the sentence:

I)

Were you sentenced to imprisonment for a tenn exceeding one year: Yes I No

J)

Wer, y0t1 incarcerated as a result ofth>t sentence fot not le~ than one yea:: Yet I No

K) If the conviClion resulted in imprisonment, provide the dates that you actuRlly were incarcerated:

L) If conviclion resulted in probation or parole, provide the dates of probation or parole:

13
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M) Art you currently un trial, aw11iting a trial. or aww i1ing sentencing on crimin~I charge~ for lhis offense: Yes I
No

1\') Provide explanation:

14
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10. Civil Litigation and Administrative or Legislative Proceedings
(A)Since (and includi11g) your 18th birthday, have you been a party to any public record
civil court action or administrative or leglBlatlve proceeding of any kind that raulted lo (1)
a finding of wrongdoing against you, OT (2) a settlement agreement for you, or some other
penon or entity, to make a payment to settle allegations apinsc you, or for you to take, or
refrain from taking, some action, Do NOT include small claims proceedings. N/A

P.I• Claim/Suit

Wu fjltd or

~

.wllll1lrt

-

Acfiq11/Pr0£eedinc

ProceedJnc•
!ml!

(B) In addition to those listed above, have you or any business of which you were dn officer,
director or owner ever been involved as a party of interest In any administrative agency
proceed.Ing or civil litigation? Please idenµfy and provide details for any proceedings or
civil litigation that in\/olvc actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to have been taken or
·
omitted by you, while serving In your official capacity.

~IS s;:121m~u11

wu Filed

Sept. 2004

I

'i

!iitm.t!1l.l!f

I

Ii

~

&!!!.t

'

ff~i!!&iD!I Pi a£~

Naial't PJMUP•IP\'9steJl(Jjg . ·.

lnw2lv~ in

.~

.

Aglo!l:'froc•raia&

A£t12n/Pr2E!!!!ing

i

j
'

Myself (Plaintiff)

In January 2002, I was

M atter was settled

County

and Nicole An;han

involved in a serious

p re- trial in Feb. of

Circuit

(Defendant). My

aut omobile accident. I sued

2005.

Court (VA)

attorney was

the person respon sible for

Arlington

.1

Patrick Regan,

causing t he accident to

w ith the firm

compensate for injuries

Regan Zambri &

sustained and related

l ong, 1919 M St.,

consequences.

15
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I

NW,Ste. 350,

wash., DC 20036;

I'
l

202-463-3030,
Ext. 222.

:

wash.

oc

Matter Pending.

[ Appeal to EEOC of Final

Robin Davis and

EEOC,

5/3/13

Agency Action.

Ernie Ou8ester,
Chairman, Federal

I am named only in my

Labor Relations
Agency (FLRA) and

FLRA

capacity as Chairman of the

FLRA.

(C) For responses to the 1>revlous que.~tioo, please identify and provide detllils for any
proceedings or civil litigation that involve nctions taken or omitted by you, or
alleged to have been taken or omitted by you, while serving in your official capacity.
None

11. Breach of Professional Ethics
(A) Have you ever been disciplined or cited for a breach of ethics or unprofessional conduct
by, or been the subject of a complaint to, uy court, administrative agency, profcnional
association, disciplinary eommittee, or other professional group? Exclude cases and

proceedings a Iready listed.
No

Name of
Agencv/APodation/
Cott11nittet/G[OUP

NaCJonal Mediation
Do•rd (NMn)

·fusJills-of D\s<ipliHry .

Asflon/C•rnnlll•1

In May orlODI, when I Jen th•
NMD and was bired by Ceore•
Muon University {GMU) Law

School, there was 1n
Interdisciplinary Academl<
Center !or Dispute Resolution
b<tw~n th< Law School &
CMU's Institute (or Conni<:!
Analysis & Resolution (ICAR),
Arrarcntly, questions were
raised • hout the ~olicitation of
ruudioi for the Center which
led to Rn ,thits in ulr ·.

16

I w• s found not to have
been Involved and, "' to
me, the m1tter was
dropped (not referred). I
wntinued lo teach Rf

CMU for the nut four
years. And, In 2005, I was
rehired by the !'(MB, the
invellicati~t: e.nllty,wbere
11,..r~cd until AupSI

I
I

2009.
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(D) Hove you ever been fired from a job, quit • job after being told you would be fired,
left a job by mutual agreement following charges or aUegatton, of nmconduct, left a
job by mutual agreement following notice of unsatisfactory performance, or
received a written warning, bee11 officially reprimanded, suspended, or disciplined
for misconduct in the workplace, such as wolation of a security policy?

No

12. Tax Compliance

73

13. Lobbyine,

18

74
In the past ten yean, have you registered 11s a lobbyist? If so, please indicate the state,
federal, or local bodies with which you have registered (e.g., House, Senate, California
Secretary of State). NO

14. Outside Positions
x Sec OGE Form 178. (If, for your nomination. you have completed an OGE Form 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then proceed to the next section.)
For the preceding ten calendar years and the current calendar year, report any positions
held, whether compensated or not. Positions include but are not limited to those of an
officer, director, trustee, general partner, proprietor, representative, employee, o~
consultant of any corporation, fi_rm, pannenhip, or other. business enterprise or any nonprofit organization or educational institution. Exd\lde positions with religious, social,
fratemnl, or political entities- and those solely of an honorary nature.

I

OrJ&11lzii!jon;

educa!lO(>II •
in51iti>Ui>nl
Non-profit

'

Richmond, VA

Fairfax. VA

; Non-profit

l
i

Her~
I ;r,2illli,n
.1tr!m! .
_-{monthl_y~J

offitr1!'1'):pn>fit

.. .... ,

.....

'

-·:·

I

' Po,iOon·Htld

bu,t_l\es, fflteq,rise,

Oraeniu_~iJm

Virgin.a
Mediation
NctWork
Northern Virginia
Mediation
Services

..

(corporal! on. fom.
paru,cnfiip, Olhac

Allll.r.uU!

!1l!tt.2[
Orc•niutkn1

I-

~

Qi;11ei!l!!l2n

~

:(mondi/year)

-·

'.

·... -

Boord of
Director.a

2005

200&

Board of
Directors

2003

2008

!
;

I

I

I
I

:

I

I

I

15. Agreements or Arrangements
x Sec OGE Form 278. (If, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Form 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then proceed to the next section.)
19

-

-lhlt.n,

I-
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As of the date of filing your OGE Form 278, report your agreements or arningements for:
(1) continuing participation in an employee benefit plan (e.g. pension, 401k, deferred
compensation); (2) continuation of payment by a former employer (including severance
payments); (3) leaves of absence; and (4) future employment.
Not applicable
Provide information regarding any agreements or arrangements you have. concerning (l)
future employment; (2) a leave of absence during your period of Government service; (3)
continuation of payments by a former employer other than the United States Government;
and (4) continuing participation in an employee welfare or benefit pbn maintained by a
former employer other than United States Government retirement benefits. Not applicable

Si!sus and Tsl"ms oJ AnV .
A.ltmPSl!f'Or A,,..rp91sme11t

,::_ .

.l !!!ia
.

'"",.

Dalt

.• ''i

(mon1hiy-..at)· .. \

I
16. Additional Financial Data

OO!i@~©Tiffi@
-J

m
SIGNATURE AND DATE
I hereby state lbal I have read the foregoing Statement on. Biographknl and Fin•n~iRI Inform,uion and ttiat the information
provided therein is, lo lhe best or my knowledge, .:11rrent, accurale, and complete.

~ W,

This

/Cr#-

°J)v&,µ

day or.::fUl1e , 20 13
27
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Unicc:d States

.

; Office of Government Ethics
120 I Nc:w York Avenue, NW., Suire: 500
Washington, DC 20005-3917

MAR 2 6 Z813

The Honorable Thomas R. Carper
Chaim1an
Commincc on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chainnan:
In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the
financial disclosure report filed by Ernest W. DuBestcr, who has been nominated by President
Obmna for the position ofMember of the Federal Labor Relations Authorily.
We have reviewed the report and have obtained advice from the agency concerning any
possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's propolJCd duties. Also enclosed is an
ethics agreement outlining the actions that the nominee wiil undertake to avoid conflicts of
interest. Unless a date for compliance: is indicated in the ethics agreement, the nominee must
fully comply within three months of confirmation with any action specified in the ethics
agreement.
Based thereon, we believe that this nominee is in compliance with applicable laws and
regulations governing conflicts of interest.
Sincerely,

~~
Director

Enclosures

RBDACTBD

()(i f-'· 10<,
hnitu"' IY-'2
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March 11. 2013
Rosa M. Koppel
Designated Agency Ethics Offieial
Federal Labor Relations Authority
1400 K Street, NW.
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20424
Dear Ms. Koppel:
The purpose of this letter is to deseribe the steps that I will takt to avoid any actual or
apparent conflict of interest in the event that I am confirmed for the position of Member of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority.
As required by I 8 U.S.C, § 208(a), I will oot participate personally and substantially in
any particular matter that has a d~ and predictable effect on iny financial interests or those of
any person whose interests are imputed to me, unless I fust obtain a written waiver, pursuant to
18 U.S.C. § 208(bXI); or qualify for a regulatory exemption, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2).
I understand that the interests of the following penons me imputed to me: any spouse or minor
children of mine; any general partner of a partnership in which I am a limited or·general partner;
any organization in which I serve as officer, d~or. trustee, general partner.or employee; and
any person or organization with which I am negotiating or have an 111Tangemcnt con.oerning
prospective employment.
I have been advised that this ethics agreement will be posted publicly, consistent with
5 U.S.C. § 552, on the web~ite of the u:s. Office of Government Ethics with other ethics
agreements ofPresidential nominees who file public financial disclosure reports.
I understand that as an appoimee I must continue to abide by the Ethics Pledge (Exec.
Order No. 13490) that I previously.signed and that I will be bound by the requirements and
restrictions therein in addition to the commilmenl$ l have made in this and any other ethics·
agreement.

Sincerely,

~ W,.0-JQ._I,..
· Ernest W. DuBester~
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Prepared Statement of Patrick Pizzella
SeptemberZS,2013
Senate Homeland Security & Government Affairs Committee
Thank you Mr. CNlrman.

Before I beafn I would Hice to recognize my wife-Mary Joy-who previously serwd ;it the Department
of Energy, the State Department and the General Services Administration.
Olalrman Carper, Senator Portman, Senator Tester Mid Members of the Committee, I want to thank
you and your suff for all the courtesies they Nve shown to me as I have prepared for thb hearins,
Given the seriousness of the Issues th;it surrow,d you on the eve of a new fiscal year I am especiaNy
appreciative of the tlrne you Nve taken to ensure the Federal Labor Relations Authority operates at
full strenstfl.
This Is the third time I have had the privilege of belllC nomlnllted by a President for a position of
public trust. I am honored the President nomlna~ me to be a Mamber of the Fedanl Labor Ralatlons
Authority and, If confirmed, I will dedicate myself to discharsinc the responslbllities of the Fl.RA In
aa:orclance with laws, rules and regulations.

I bq1n my tenure in federal service In the early 1980's and I believe my 21 years of experience In the
Exacutiw Branch will be an asset to tha FLRA.
I would be Nppy to answer any questions you may Nve.

Thank you.
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HSGAC BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS FOR
EXECUTIVE NOMINEES
1. Basic Biographical Information
Please provide the following ioformadoa.

I~ l

I .......

Sbotc:

..

fJt!,,r.'Nqif,.s·UHd. ·.

t!m•Ysed
f!ml!!!!!

ht

Middle Nam•

J.u!1!ult
tlm!ll

~

-1:L

ii

Zip:

~

(Moalh/VNT)
(Clieckbox ir

estimm\
~

Ell
D

E«
D

t!IIIIS 1/51 l2
(Monlh/Year)
(Oteck box if
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Nace of Birth

Yarollllrc.h
!Do IIOt i1tel• de

-•Iii ..d da•.\

Check All Tllat Describe Yoar Clarmit Sltuatlo11:

Ncnr Married

Married

Separated

0

X

a

An• uUtd

Dlvorttd

Widowed

0

0

a

Spcpye'• MNdk N••c

Sppffl's first Nfmc

Spoyse'1 Latt.Nam•

. ~'l~~Uuil

.

Elol.bmt

Mtddk N•m•

:(i:if;rrOIJ~Mlf),

..

.

:

1.utl'ilm
il!!!!!J2!!
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:
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t:iallS!lHll
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2. Education
Lisi aH post-secondary 1chools attended.
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3. Employment
(A) List all of your employment activities, illduding DDtmploymeat alld self-employment.
Ir the employmc.ut acffvily was military duty, list nparatc employment activity periods to
sbow each change of mllltary duty statlou. Do not list employment before your 18th
birtllday unless to provide a minimum of two ycan of employment •111tory.
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(B) Listany advi,ory, consultative, honol'llry or odier part-time service or positions with
fedenl, ahlte, or local govemmeau, not listed elsewhere,
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4, Potential Conflict of Interest
(A) DacriM aay business relationship, dealinc or financial transaction which you have had
during the last 10 yean, whether for younelf, OJI bellalf of a client, or •ctin& as an agent,
that could In any way eonstltute or result In a possible conflkt-o f Interest in the poaition to
wbicb you have been nominated.

In connection with the nomination process, I consulted with the Office of Government Ethics
and the Federal Labor Relations Authority's designated agency ethics official to identify
potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts ofinterest will be resolved in accordance
with the tenns of an ethics agreement that I emered into with FI.RA•s designated agency ethics
official and that has been provided to this Committee. l am not aware of any othi:r potential
conflicts of interest.
(B) Describe any activity during the past 10 yean In which you have engaged for the
plUJlOSe of dlNctly or iadlrectly lnftuencmg the pu,~ defeat or modification of any
legislation or affectin& Che adm.illbtntion or exeeution or law or public policy, other than
wbUe In• tedenal guvenament eapadty.

Over the years, I have attended a variety ofseminars and meetings hosted by public policy and
educational organizations oo issues such as healthcare refonn, employee free-choice act,
financial regulatory reform, and religious liberty where the possible impact of pending
legislation or enacted law was debated and/or analyzed and information by subject matter experts
6
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was shared. My purpose was to provide my clients with timely and authoritative information and
to be able to discuas current issues with potential clients.

5. Hopon and Awar.ds
List an scholanldps, fellowslalps, ho11orary devea, civilian 9Cn'ke citations, military
medab, academic or professional honen, hononry •oclety memberships and any otlaer
special recopltion for outstaading service or achievement
Top Doers, Dreamer.1 and Drivers award by Government Technology (GD magazine and Center
for Digital Government (March 2005)
Outstanding Leadership Award in Support of Federal Oovcmmcnt Managcmc:nt Excellence from
President's Council on Management Improvement (September 1988)
OPM Director Constance Homer appointed to OPM Senior Executive Service Advisory Board
(March 1987)
America's Top Forty Performers in Public Service- 40 years ofage and younger-by
Management Magazine a publication of the U.S. Office of Persoimel Management {March 1987)
GSA Administrator's Public Service Award (February 1984)

6. Memberships
List all membenhlps th• tyou have held la profeuioaaJ,.1ocial, b111iness, fn1teraal,
1cholarly, civic, or charitable organizations ba the last 10 years.

Unlesa relevant to your nomiaatioo, you do NOT need to lndude membenblpa lo
charitable orcan~tloas available to the public as a result or a tu dechletlble doutlon.of
$1,000 or Jen, Parent-Teacher Aasodations or other orianizatioo1 coanectcd to tebooll
attended by your chlldRo, athletic clubs or teams, atltomobile lllpport organiutiona (sacb
u AAA), discounts dubs (such u Gronpoo or Sam's Clab), or aflbaity
mcmbenblps/consnmer clubs (such 11s freqaent ftyor mcmbenblps).

&• 2c2mP~ident's Council on
Managemeni Improvement
(PCMI) (former)

Dates oCYoprMtmbmhlp
(Y111 aa7 ippo'ollioat..l

1987-1989

tl!Jldoafs) U!!!I

Member

87

Federal Administrative
Managers Association
(former)

1986-1988

Member

Reagan Deputy Assistant
Secretaries organization
(fonner)

1987-1989

President

~an Alumni Association
Boord of Directors

1990--present

Executive Committee Member

Army-Navy Country Club.
Arlington, VA

2005-2007

Member

Pinehurst Country Club,
Pinehurst, NC

2012-present

Member

7. Political Activity
(A) Have you ever been a c1ndld11te for or been elected or appointed to a political office?
No.
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(B) List any offices held in or 1ervlca rendered to a polllical party or election committee
durine the la1t ten yean that you liave not Hsted elsewhere.

None.
N11!• 21 f!rtv/F.leclioD
~

2trice1Se!:Xlm Balm!!

.QJ!n.2C

Bn111m1lbllltlet

~

(q Itemize all Individual political coutributions 0($200 or more that you have made in the
past five yean to any illdivldul, eampalp orpnlzation, poHtic:al p11rty, political action
committee, or 1imllar euffly. Pleue-liat cacb indivldul coatribution ud not the total
UJount contributed to the person or entity during the year.

!illl!S R[Rlsll!aal

4mual.

Isat a! Qmldhlliln

Americans fot Murny

$250

2012

George Allen for U.S. Senate

S,00

2012

9
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Romney for Praidcnr

S2500

2012

Tim SeOlf for CongRss

$250

2012

Romney for President

S2SOO

2012

Wilson for Senate

S1000

2012

Club for Growth Acrion

S2SO

2012

The fn,edom Project

$1000

2012

Friends orScon Walka-

$250

2012

Madison PAC for Constitutional Limited Government

$1000

2012

Gary Glem, for U.S. Smote

ssoo

2011

Repulilic:an National Committee

s.so

2011

The President's Club (RNC)

$250

2011

Madisoa PAC for Constitutional Limiled Oove111mcnt

$1000

2011

Friends of John Boehner

$250

20ll

TcdCniz for Senate

ssoo

2011

Frleod.! ofS<:ott Walker

$250

2011

Republican National Comminee

$:250

2011

The Pmidcn1's Club (RNC)

S2SO

2011

10
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Rcpublic:an National Comml-

ruo

2011

Club fur Growth

$2j0

2011

The l'l'esidenh Club (RNC)

nso

2011

Senate Conservativ.. Fund

$250

2011

Marco Rubio fur Senate

$'200

2010

Americans for Mumoy

$'250

2010

Republican Pony cf VirJlnia

$250

2010

Club for Growth Acrioo

$250

2010

Lollar for Congress

$2S0

2010

Findley for Iowa (AO)

S2SO

2010

Senate Coosen1ti>er Fund

$2S0

2010

Findley fur Iowa (AG)

S2SO

2010

Republican National Committee

$2$0

2003

John McCain 2001

ssoo

2008

John McCam 2008

$500

2008

John McCain 2008

ssoo

2008

John McCain 2008

$l000

2008

11
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I

200,

McCain Victory 2008

1

8. Publications and Speecbes
{A) List the titles, pablishen and dates of boob, articles, nports or other publbhed
materials that yoa have writtta, indadmg articles publlahed on the lntenaet. P l - provide
the Committee with copies or all listed pllhlicatlona. In lieu or hard copies, electronic copies
can be provided via e-mail or otlter digital format.
I have done my best to identify titles, publishers and dates of books, articles, reports or other
published materials, including a thorough review of my personal files and SC8lclles of publicly
available electronic dlllllbases. Despite my searches, there may be.other materials I have been
wiable to identify, find, or remember. 1 have located the following:

Dk

taldilbst

R!ls{il g[ l:l!lillsllilll

How To Cut The Budget, For
Real

Washington Examiner.com

Sepiembcr l, 2011

'Card Check.'--A Time to
Reflect, .But Not Rest

The American Spectator

April 7. 201 I

It's Still Ronald Reagan's
World

WashingtonExaminer.com

February 5, 201 I

GovBcncfits.gov: Egovernment vision realized

GCN.com

February I I, 2009

Commenwy: Staying Power:
Continuity led to successes at
Labor

Federal Times

February I, 2009

Good Management, Good
Policy

American Society for Public
Administtation, PA Times

December 2008

12
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DOL cro Tallcs Federal E-

www.Govte<;b.com

December29, 2008

Government

ADVICE & DISSENT: A
GovcmmcntExecutivc
Magazine
Beneficial Union - Betw
Technology Combined with
Open Labor Relations Can Cut
the Cost of Official Time

October 2008

TiiE HR .EXECUTIVE'S
Federal Times
VlEWPOINT: Employees Aid
One Anolhcr- Leave Bank
Programs Benefit Labor
Employees in Need

August HI, 2008

PROVIDING THE LATEST
WORKERS'
COMPENSATION NEWS
AND TRENDS MONTHLY:
Controlling Federal Workers'
Comp Costs: A Case Study

Wodcers' Compensation
Educational Conference
eNewsletter

MayS, 2008

THE HR EXECUTIVE'S
VIEWPOINT: Bringing New
Skills to Labor - MBA
Fellows Program Bolsten
WodcForce

Federal Times

July 30, 2007

THE HR EXECUTIVE'S
VIEWPOINT: Managing
Leave - Monitoring.
Counsoling Reduce AWOL at
Labor

Federal Times

April 23, 2007

13
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TENDING TO E-OOV: How
Labor Got to ~ n on the
PMA

FedTech magazine

November 2005, Vol. 2,
Number4

Labor's Successes Prove
Value of Political Appointees

Fede?Bl Tunes

November 28, 2005

VIEWPOINT: Shedding Light Government Executive
- AMual Reports MUSl
Magazine
Include the Bad with the Good
to be Effective

October I, 2005

Pizzella: Labor Models
Getting ' Green'

Federal Computer Week

December l3, 2004

TI-IE HR EXEClITIVE'S
VIEWPOINT: Cutting Costs
on Workers' Comp-Labor
Reduces Injuries, Illnesses,
Returns Employees to Work

Federal Times

October 11, 2004

TI-IE HR EXECUTIVE' S
VlEWPOINT: Top Score for
Human Capital - Planning,
Coordination Brought Labor
to Green

Federal Times

Jwie 7, 2004

COMMENTARY: Senior
Executive Pay: Raise,
However Small is Critical
Now

Federal Times

January 19, 2004

14
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SPOTLIGITT: Making the
Best Use of Government's
Best Resource

Federal Times

November 24, 2003

The CIO VIEWPOINT: The
Digital Dcpertment: Labor
Creates a Focused EGovernment Plan

Federal Times

April 21, 2003

(B) List any formal speeches you have delivered dw:in& the Jut fwe yean and provide the
Committee with copies of those 11peech• relevant to tbe plllidon for which you have bee
nominated. Include uy testhnony to Congnu or any other legulatlve or administrative
body. These items can be provided electronlcaUy via e-mail or other digital format.
1:IMe!Alldlll!st

IillrllR.Rk
REDUCING THE
PAPERWORK BURDEN
ON nm PUBLIC: ARE
AGENCIES DOING ALL
TIIEYCAN?

HEARING before the
SUBCOMMJTTEE ON
REGULATORY AFFAIRS
of the
COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT REFORM

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Serial No. I09-42

Available via the World Wide
Web:

15

Datol1)!1LS.-b

JUNE I 4, 2005

95
bttp;//www.£!P011ccess.gov/congress/

index.bbnl
http://www.house.gov/refomi

(C) List aU speeches ud testimony yon bave delivered in the past tea yean, except for
those the text of which you • ft pn,vlding to tbe Committee..

fllnfAM41CPSt

9.

Crimjnal History

Siacc (and includia&) your 18" birthday, bas any oftbe following happened'?
•

Havt you been Issued a summons, ciWion, or lld<et to appear in coun ill a criminal proccedin& apinst you7
(ll><cludo citation, lnvolvinG traffic inhcriO<I$ whtre lhe fine was Jess lllan S300 ond did not inchJClc alcohol or
drugs.)
No.

•

Have you been amsted by any police officer, sheriff, marsbat or any other type of law onforcemcnt·official?
No.

•

Have you been charged, convicted. or sentenced ofa crime in any eourt?
No.

•

Have you been or are you currencly on probation or parole?

•

Are you currently on trial or aw11itin1 a trial on criminal clwaes?

No.

No.

•

To your knowledge, have you ever been lhesubject or llll'get of a federal, slate ot local criminal invC$1ipuon?

16
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No .

If the aa,wer to any of the questions above is yes, please aamer the questions beww for
each criminal event (citation, anat, iovadption, etc.). If the event wu an Investigation,
where the question beJow uks for information about tile offense, please offer IDformation
about the offense under investigation (if lmown).
A) Datcofoffense:

a. Is this ao estimale (YevNo):
B) O..criplion of the specific nature oflhe offense:

C) Did du, offense iAvolvc 8IQ' of the followia!g?

I) Oomaric violence or a crime of violence (such u battcyor assault) agaln.!t )'OW' child. clependeal,
<X>hallilllllf, spousc. tbrmerspouse, orsomeooe with whom youshmeac:hild in common: Ya/No
2)

rnarms or elCploslves: Ya/ No

3) Al¢ohol or drugs: Yes/ No
D) Locatioa where the offense occurml (city, county, state, ?.ip code, counlry):

or

E) Were you anestcd. summoned, cited did you receive a ticlcct to appear- as a i:esult, of this o ~ by aoy
police officer, shuilf, marshal or aoy other type of hiw cnfmtcment official: Ya/ No

I) Name of the law enforcement agency that lffl!Sled/clted/summoned you:
2) Location of the law enforcemem "llenc)' (ciry, county, state, zip code, COWIII)•):
F) A• a result oftbls offense were you charged, convk:lcd, c111Tently awaiting trial, and/or ordered lo appear in
court in a cnm!nal proceeding qalnst you: Ya/ No

I) lfye,, provide the name orthe colllt and the location oftbe court (city, county, stale, zip code,
c:oun!Jy):
2) lf yos, provide all the diargea brougbt aaainst you lo< this offense. and lbe outcome ofocb charged
offense, (such as found gwlty, found nOl-flUilty, charge clropped or "nolle p,ost elc). If you were found
guilty of or pleaded guilty to I lesser offense, lia sqiwatcly both the CJriaina) charge and the lesser

o!fen.se:
3) If no, provide explanation:
G) Were)'OUM1ntenceda11multofthisoffense: Yes/No
H) Provi~ a

description of1he sentence:

I)

Were you sentc~ed to !mprisanment for a tenn exceeding o'ne ycv: Yea I No

J)

Were you inoarcenred as a RSUII oflhatsentence for not less than one year: Yes/ No

17
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Kl lflhc conviction resuhcd in imprisonment, provide the dales Iha! you acrually were incarcerated:
L) If conviction resulted in probetion or parole, provide Ibo dates ofp,ot,etion or parole:
M) Are you CUITCl'IUy on trial, awailin& a trial, or awaiting SC11tenclng on criminal c~s for thb offense: Yet I

No
N) Provide explanation:

18
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1o. Civil LitiHtion and A-dmlnistmive•or J,sislatiye Proceedings
(A)Since (and ladndlng) yoar 18th birthday, have you been • party Co all)' public record
civil court actioa or adminbtntive or legislative proceeding of auy kiad t hat resulted la (1)
• findin& of wr,,ngd11iag apiast you, or (l) a aettkmeat agnement for you, or some other
petson or entity, IO make a payment to settle-aUepliou
you, or for you to take, or
refrain from taking, some action. Do NOT Include 1maD clabaa proceediaga.

•but

Yes.

~!s IJl!!l/&11

WuFBed-or
~

Prpgdlpa

&III00.2{
~

l!IIRl

J!mll
August 1993

PrMa,l'brliP
~

County

Palriclt Palla &
FoxSelto

Cleneral

Con:slruclion

f'Airfu

f;iltPB p[ A,ctkzq/PIJNiUCltDI

~~•t
Paymenr/'oiUing dispute

Ballllul

A ~ l•e
Juclgement for FoxScko on Fob. 5, 1999
for$1 .762.93

Dlstmt
Coll<I

(B) 111 addition IO those lilted above, have you or uy bustaess ofwllich you were an officer,
director or o,vner ever been involved u a party of illterest in any admiobtrative •seacy
proceedIn& or dvll litl&atton? Pleue Identify and provide detalJs for any proceecllngl or
civil litlgation that ln,,olve acdons taba or-omitted by you, or •Jle&ed to have been taken or
omitted by yoa, while servtn& la your official Cllplltlty.

None.
lilllml.RI

1211t IJllml.5YII
~

'21.r:t
~

friaehial Pmla

!l.!llmUI
A~lnl

19
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(C) For responaea to tile prcvio111 qoeatioa, plea,e Identity and pnmde details for any
proeeedillgs or dvll litlptlon that bavolve actions Uken or omitted by you, or alleged to
luive been takn or onrltted by yell, 1fllile semng in your offldal capacity.

11. Breach of Profenioul Ethics
(A) Have yoo ever been dbdpliaed or dted for a bread, or ethics or • nprofeulonal conduct
by, or been the subject of a co111plaint to, any court, admbaiatrative agency, professional
uaodation, disclpliaary committee, or other prof'taional group? Exclude eua and
proceedlnp already listed•
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Office of Special
Counsel (OSC)

1993 OSC ffle No.
MA-92-1647

ADeption oh prohibited
personnel pnaice brought by Ill
employee oflbe federal Ho11$ing
Finance Board (FHFB) who
worted for me

OSC Associate Special
Counocl for ProMCUtioo
sated in luly 8. 1993 letter
to F'HFB Chaim>an that file
was closed due to
insufficient evidence

FHFB ln,pec:101

April, 1992 Grie-vaace
Procec!IJl'el/Reprisal
allqotion

Alleption !hat I perii,nNmce
rating review lacked impanialily

10 advised oompliant IO
avail himself or

o-..i

admillislrllive nmedieo

(B) Have you ever been fired from a job, quit a job after being teld you would be fired, left
a job by a,iut11al qrecmeat follcrwin& charges or alleptions ot miscoadoet, left a job by
motoal agreement followina notice of.unutbfactory perfonuui«, or received a written
warning, been officially reprimanded, sospeuded, or cfudpllnecl for mhcoadod la the
workplace, such •• violation of • • eeurijy policy?

No.

12. Tax Compliance
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13. Lobbying
In the put ten yean, -! lave you nclrterecl u a lobbyiat? lf so, pleae hldicak tlae 1tate,
federal. or local bodies wltll which you bave ncinered (e.c-, Hou,ie, Seaate, Callfornl•
Secretary of State).
No.

14.

ou1side Positiou
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See 00E Form 278. {If, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Fonn 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial DisclOSIIIC Report. you may check the box here to
complete this secdon and then proceed to the next section.)
For the precedlug ten calendar yean and the current caltndat year, nport uy poaltions
held, whetller compensated or not. Positions lach1de bul are not limited to those of an
officer, director, trustee, general partner, proprietor, representative, employee, or
comaltant of any corporatio•, firm, partnenltip, or other b • 11Deu entwprile or any nonprofit organl:zaeion or educational illltitation. ~ positions wldl rellgloas, toel•~
fraternal, or political entitles and tbo.te solely of an honorary nature.
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15. Agreements or Arrangements

X. See OGE Fonn 278. (If, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Form 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then proceed to the next section.)
As of tbe date of filing your OGE Form 278, report your agreements or 1m111gemeats for:
(I) coatlnlling participation la an employee benefit plu (e.g. pension, 401k, deferred
compeasatlon); (2) continuation or payment by a former employer (lndndlag severance
paymenb); (3) leaves of abseuce; and (4) future employmeat.

Provide information repnliag any agreement, or arrangements you ban concerain& (1)
future employment; (2)·a leave of • bseace dnrlllg yoa.r period or Goverument aenlce; (3)
continuation or paymenu by a former employer other than tbe United States Government;
and (4) contlna.lng participation in an employff welfare or benefit plu maintained by a
former employer other than United States Government retirement benefits.
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16. Additjonal Financial Data

ra)~f'M f.'. ~~ln\D
lnll.Si.!;)~~ il Ls~

....
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c,.,

SIGNATURE AND DATE

I hereby state that I have read the foNgolng Statement on Biograpblcal and Finan.cial haformation and that the information
pnmded t!!!_reln is, t~ the ~_y,f~knowledg_e, enrrent, accurate, and complete.

This

'A

dayof"f.,20/J>
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Office of Government Ethics

120 I N~w York A"enue, NW, Suite 500
Wa~hingtnn, DC 20005-391 7

The Honorable Thomas R. Carper
Chaimian
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
In nccordnnce with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, l enclose a copy of the
financial disclosure report filed by Patrick Pi=lla, who has been nominated by President
Obama for the position of Member, Federal Labor Relations Authority.
We have reviewed the reporl and have obtained advice from the agency conceming any
possible conflict in light of its functions and the nomim:c's proposed duties. Also enclosed is an
ethics agreement outlining the actions that the nominee will Wldcrtakc to avoid conflicts of
interest. Unless a date for compliance is indicated in the ethics ~rcement, the nominee must
fully comply within three mouths of confirmation with any action specified in the ethics
agreement.
Based thereon, we believe that this nominee is in compliance with applicahle laws and
regulations governing conflicts of interest.

~~~ly, . ✓;

~ -- .frc
DonW. Fox,
Principal Deputy Direct01·
Enclosures

REDACTBD
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R-ooal.·Ckop~c;I

Dilsigim~ ~cncr-&hi~ Qfficial
FC(]etliM:,abo'tRelations Authority
1400 X ~et; NW.
Su'ite)00
W,asl!mgton; ~ 29.~~~

DearMs~'. K'Of>pel:

. 1Jie,i ,~!6:t ilntletter";ii·to:l~c't1~ihe.,s1t~1h:,.f.i\"ii1.iake to ,v•id ,aJlr;a~UJat
:pt~niirest
.

or appir~t,t ontl~
1n;-tli~1~t:9i:¥;!~fii-,~fiitnhti'.~r•1fJe' ~s.(tfon.cof'
Member Ofthe fcijeral 'L:abor.lltiiatl'ofj~t\,\hoi<'lfyi; \. .
'·
.
··

.§'.~OB(~/1 :~~ii~~w)t.¢@~~1Jy:artd

As ti.quired by.' l ti'i{s~~:
substantiallr in {llly:p,articul_iii·ma.ttct t!}l\fh,as,il. li'.i
finiu:icial·inter;es.ts or: i111>Si:'<if'a"'t~~9-Whos ·

.·.

:ifi;itlj~i~bJ-~-C?tlei:t-oi\ llll' , .:

;'·~~P.'¥itrttlo:tne, um~~~!.fust

olita:ln a,wittcn\vai~'CI', p\l_rsµarjtt9~l-81U::S'.~,: .
_t4iililiJrJ9ra t~!il~r:y ·.
extrriP,1101};,pui'lluant to 18 ms,c. §.-~~8lb).{itl
. ·tlial;tfic~tmstii·ofth'e,- .
followiog··per.;ons 11ie iinputed'U:, 'rpei W ~~p\:>ii~li'bt·Ji\iilor-:diildri-,n ofm;m~;-aiiy general
partner of a partnership 'ii\ wliich 'l·ain l'!ii"(titea.' br~fal parti\ek_
:any br:git)iia\ioh in
which I serve os 'Offi~r. director, ·ti11$le, geiie.t'ljf)~-o r{cmp}oy~~:ani.t,any-per~ or
organizmion with wltioh I om n~otilidng Qr,baY.t;aii"iiitangtmennionceniing prospective
employmenl
· ·
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AMERICA' >

CONGRESSIONAL BLA C K CAUCUS
f ~IAH l5HF.11 19il

~ cptl"TnblT ~4. 20 I J

Th\.· Hun(trabk Tom Carper. Chninn:m
U.S. Scnatl· Commiucc on Homcl.in<l S1:1.:urity find Government Afforts
340 Dirksen S1.•n:ne Ofli:cc Building
\\'n.'-hillgl("IO. f>(' 205 10

The H,)m-,,,.nhlc Tom COOunL Rankinl? Ml'tnhcr
U.S. SC'OOlc Commmcc 1,.,n f lomt'land.. S<.~uri1y :md Gflv('rrun~nl Affairs
340 Dirl,:.,c-n Senate Otlirc Ouilding
Washington, OC 20510

Dear S\.•natOti-C31'()t'f ,1nd Cohurn :

On hchalfof 1hc Coogrl!.s~ional Black Caucus \C'BC ). I am writing in ~ur,por-1 of the oominiuion
11f1hi: Hon<,rahlc l'arr,I W.ilk:r Pfl!lC. 10 hl· a Memller r\fthl.' Federal lahr,r Relations A.uth(lri1 y.

Ms. Pope i:- uniquely qu3Jilit'd h1 ,-cn'1.' as a :\kmhcr, Sh-: SU\.'.l:1.."Ssfolly held this J'H."lSil itm from
2000 • 2013. a~ ;1 nominee ofhc.lth Pr~idcnts \Villmm J. C'lintnn and Ciet'lfg<' W. Bu., h. In 2009.
upon d(,,-:signa1ion by P'rcsidC"nl 8.v-ack Obanrn. M.'; P(tpl· lM."Camc Ch;,irman ofdu: fc<kral l.ahllt

Relations Au1hori1y ffLRA) She i!- thl' first and only Fl.RA career employee 10 ser\'c as n
M,.-mhcr and thi.· lin-t ond ltnly FLRA career l·mployct t~ sC'f"'\·e a,; C'hainnan. In addition t l'I h,..-r
public sen K'c as 11 Pn.:siJcnti.11 nppi)imet-. ~h. Pl~k: worked in ~ltioo.., or incrc-..is i~
n .'Spllrts:ihility at the Fl.RA. ltcgtnning as a ~1.iff ~ttomcy in 1he Bost<m Re~ional Offic1.• in 1980
and ending .lS :m Assist3nt (i1..'tlcral Cmut.~cl at fLRr\ 1-.·odqunrtcrs in W.-shing101i. DC in 2000.
Ul)On her c11ntirm11tion a." it M~ml:>cr. She hn.." a krcn kn,w,:kdgc of the FnltT.tl StTvicc L1brirManagrme-n1 Rdn1ions Stalutc that •~ admini!ltcrcd hy the t L RA.
M:-. P1•rx: i!i ;i pnwi.:n lcad1,:r. Jn 200<). \\h,~n six- h1..-c:unr Chainnan. 1hc a~enc:y suffCrcd wi1h a
bad.log ofhundn."lls ,1funre11oh~'C.I dispute-s :., rKI th.: l.l\\ est <.•mpl,1yec s.;1ti!, foct1<•n and n11vafo l°'r
nil sm;;ill :l~H:nc ic:~ in 1hl· Fror:ral GovcrnmC'nt Durin~ her ncArly four year 11.·nuft' a..; Ch:iinnan.
M~. Pope. worh-d \\ ith politkal ,md cafl..'Cf lcad\.."11,hip anct i:mployc.."1..--s. I<' rum !he ;'\gcncy ,1n)UfW.!
Mis:skm p1.•rtorm;'lncc ;md ,:mpk1y1..•1.• moral1.• h.t\·i: dr.imatic.illy ,md histnrll:ally improved.
lmplcmcr\iing a mult i-yem·. multi-rrong,:d plan o f ..Ht',,iwli:aliu,r. H.t.•im·,,1111ou a1ki f((••
t.'lt~d~,~m,•m:· th<" Fl .RA f'C\'i!ietl agcn.:y rq;ul;n1on:r.. fi,;_;u,.cd l lO t'mrlllyt'.: !raining :md
dc\"dopmcnt and timely .i1'"l qu:thty d~c1~io11-makmg. and rc- L'ngag1.i.l ii~ cm•hmtt,1"S with
incrc;L~t.'.tl altcrn;iti\ l' dispulc resolution scn·icl..':\. ~k~tn1uii.: 1rai11i11g rnanuals.. ;.md "i:b-basetl
rraining modult..~. Gtuojng recogni1ton as the ·· Mm, fol(m,1·t'1/ Snw/1 Agt'JJc/' in 1hc 20 10 Bcs1
Pixes to Work in the Fcdi.:r.il Government rankings and thi.: ··,\.to,\( /111111nitin· S11111II :f1;,·11<:t •• in
201 l Th-c- FLR-\ n<1w rank:- N1h :imong sm;ill :tgi:-l'k.'i1..•;\ in 1h1.• 2011 r.mJ.:ings. from a low (if l,1,t
place. .,4th in 20HI.

t • 3l lon9wo1tll NouH Ollu;t !lulh:h1J9 • W• •hlnQil o,., CC fff;18
W W\111 flft:CO IIII Gftli!SS10M .. l at-'CkCAU(US .COIII
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115 a highly-qualified and well-n,opc,;l<ld kma-<cnn official at the fl.RA. Ms. Pope"s
ooof...-ion ia extmDely imponanl to the-•• OOOlinuod aucc.... Cumnlly the
Membm of the FLRA •• wable to issue decision, due to the: lack of a qllONl1l that will be
raolvod uponMs. Pope"scoa.firmauon. TheCBC S-lyappn,ciates yourthoughtli,I
consiclcnrion ofba nomination.

Mm-cioLFadae
Chair, Congreseiooal Black Caucus
Manb<rofC~
cc: The H - l e Jon T<SIOI'
1llc Hononble Rob Pottman
Congre:gswmaan Elcmor Hobnes Norton

14H ......o,th " -. . Office . .,~,. . · WHfllfllgtoft, 0C 2111•
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NOMINATIONS OF
HON. CAROL WALLER POPE, ROBERT A
SALERNO AND DARLENE M. SOLTYS
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 2015
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 342,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. James Lankford, presiding.
Present: Senators Lankford, Portman, Ernst, Sasse, and Carper.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LANKFORD

Senator LANKFORD. I am going to go ahead and begin our hearing today. Good morning to you. And then we will have others that
will join us in due time.
Today, we are going to consider the nominations of Mr. Robert
Salerno and Ms. Darlene Soltys for the position of Associate Judge
in the Superior Court for the District of Columbia, as well as the
nomination of Ms. Carol Waller Pope for the position of Chair of
the Federal Labor Relations Aut hority (FLRA).
The Committee takes these nominations very seriously. We are
pleased to have strong nominees before us.
Mr. Salerno is a native of New Jersey, received a Bachelor of
Arts degree from Brown University and a law degree from the University of Virginia School of Law. After graduation, Mr. Salerno
practiced law with several D.C. area law firms, honing skills in
civil litigation and white collar criminal defense. This year, he became Special Counsel of Schulte Roth and Zabel.
Ms. Soltys is a native of Washington State, the other Washington. She received a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University
of Maryland (UMD) and a law degree from Georgetown University.
After graduation, Ms. Soltys clerked for the Honorable Gregory
Mize on the Superior Court for the District of Columbia. Following
her clerkship, she embarked on a 23-year career in prosecution,
working for the D.C. Attorney General (AG), the Maryland State
Attorney, and the U.S. Attorney's Office.
In addition to t hese impressive resumes, Mr. Salerno and Ms.
Soltys possess the necessary skills and judgment to serve the District of Columbia. The Committee staff reached out to a variety of
these nominees' colleagues and affiliates, who actually spoke very
highly of them.
Ms. Pope is a native of Pittsburgh. She received her Bachelor of
Arts degree from Simmons College and a law degree from Northeastern University School of Law. After law school, she worked at
(1)

2

Boston University and the Department of Labor (DOL) before joining the Federal Labor Relations Authority in 1980.
The Committee staff also had the opportunity to be able to interview Mr. Salerno , Ms. Soltys, and Ms. Pope on an array of issues
ranging from notable cases to their community service and pro
bono work. They have thoughtfully and competently answered each
question to our satisfaction.
To date, the Committee has found you to be qualified for the positions you have been nominated. I look forward to speaking with
you a bit more today on your experience and accomplishments and
how you intend to bring them to bear in a fair and impartial manner for the FLRA and the District of Columbia.
And with that, I recognize the Ranking Member of the full Committee, Senator Carper, for any opening statement he would like to
make.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CARPER

Senator CARPER. Mr. Chairman, good morning.
Senator LANKFORD. Good morning.
Senator CARPER. This man has been with us for about a year and
he is already chairing the full Committee. That is pretty good.
Eleanor, nice to see you. Welcome. Congresswoman, nice to see
you.
Ms. Pope, Mr. Salerno, Ms. Soltys, we are honored to have you
here and welcome you, your family, and your friends.
I think before I make any opening remarks, a lot of us are thinking about-when I was in the Navy, I was stationed in California
and did not live in San Bernadino, but traveled through there from
time to time, and I continue to follow the developments there as
the law enforcement folks conduct their investigations. We feel and
pray for the folks whose lives have been taken, whose lives are in
jeopardy, and the families that are mourning their loss. It is a
tough time for them, a tough time for our country. We are keeping
them in our prayers.
I again want to thank you for coming. I want to thank you for
your willingness to serve. For 8 years of my life, I was privileged
to be Governor of Delaware, and one of the jobs of Governors is to
actually nominate people to serve on the bench. And, frankly, when
I ran for office for Governor in 1992, I had 35 joint appearances
with my Republican opponent, a good guy, and in those 35 joint appearances and debates, nobody ever asked what criteria I would
use to nominate people to serve as State judges, Supreme Court,
Court of Chancery, Superior Court, Family Court, Court of Common Pleas, Magistrate Courts, all of those, and no one ever asked.
It turned out it was one of the most important parts of my job.
So, I learned quickly to figure out what to look for in men and
women that I might nominate, and I decided that one of the things
I wanted to make sure that we did, that we had a judiciary-just
like I wanted to build an administration that was diverse, a cabinet
that was diverse, a leadership team that was diverse, I wanted to
have a judiciary that was diverse and looked like my State in
terms of gender, race, and so forth, and it would also have in just
two or three people. We had a Judicial Nominating Committee just
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kind of like the commission that you all have that brings at least
two of the three of you here to us today.
I just want to say-and I interviewed them all. I interviewed everyone that came to me nominated by our commission. And, I want
to say the qualities in the education, job experience of our two judicial nominees stacks up well with, I think, any group of nominees
submitted to me as Governor by our Judicial Nominating Commission-people who are bright, people who know the law, people that
have unquestionable integrity. What did Alan Simpson used to
say? Former Senator Alan Simpson used to say about integrity, if
you have it, nothing else matters . If you do not have it, nothing
else matters.
And, the folks that we have talked to who know you, who know
of your work, know of your background, know, really, of your character, have said just wonderful things. I would be delighted-I
know they say stuff like this about our Chairman, but I would be
delighted to know if people said those kinds of things about me.
Maybe some day, they will.
But, I think the folks in Washington, DC, are lucky that you are
willing to serve on the bench and pleased that we finally moved
through the Senate with help from our Chairman and others. We
had people who had been nominated 2 years ago, waited 2 years
to get people confirmed. That is awful and we have to do a whole
lot better than that. My hope is that we will do a lot better than
that with these two nominations before us today.
I want to say to Ms. Pope, thank you for your willingness to continue to serve, and my hope is, I think we have another person
with whom you serve on the Authority, a Republican whose term
is coming up, I think maybe later this year, maybe early next-and
there might be an opportunity for us to hopefully reconfirm you to
serve and maybe the other person, your other colleague, as well.
That would be, I think, a good outcome. So, hopefully, we can do
that expeditiously.
I want to thank the Chairman of the Committee for the way he
approaches his work, and he is a golden rule guy. He treats people
the way he wants to be treated and we are lucky to have him here
and we are lucky to have you all here. Thank you for joining us
today.
And, I have a statement for the record,1 Mr. Chairman.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you, Senator Carper, very much.
I would like to recognize the Delegate from Washington, DC, Eleanor Holmes Norton, who I had the privilege to be able to serve
with in the House of Representatives. We even served on Committees together. So, pleased that you are here. This is obviously a
very important issue to you and your respon sibilities, as well, and
we would like to be able to receive any opening statement you
would like to make.

1

The prepared statement of Senator Carper appears in the Appendix on page 24.
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TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON,
A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Ms. NORTON. Thank you very much, Senator Lankford. It is a
pleasure to appear before you as Chairman of this Committee, and
my good friend and Ranking Member, Senator Carper.
I realize that brevity is the coin of the realm. I will have very
little to say. I will let these nominees speak for themselves.
As for Carol Waller Pope, this is the fourth time I have been before you for her. That says everything about, I think, her distinguished record. She is being renominated to Chair the Federal
Labor Relations Authority. She is the first civil servant to serve
both as a Member and as the Chair of the Authority and we are
very proud of her.
We have two nominees to serve on our trial court, the Superior
Court. You have summarized well, Mr. Chairman, their distinguished qualifications. Both have extensive litigation experience,
which is very important for our Superior, our trial court.
If I may, in closing, say to you, or bring to your urgent attention,
what the Superior Court has asked me to indicate to you. First, we
in the District of Columbia very much appreciate that last month,
the Senate confirmed William Nooter and Steven Wellner to the
Superior Court. These were the first local D.C. judges confirmed
since May 2013. And I bring to the attention of the Committee that
they are beginning to write articles in the District of Columbia
about the slowness of trials in the District of Columbia because of
pending nominations, perhaps other reasons, as well.
I urge this Committee to move Todd Kim, who was nominated
in February 2014 for the D.C. Court of Appeals and is awaiting a
hearing, and Julie Becker, who was first nominated in April 2015
for the Superior Court and is also awaiting a hearing.
We hate to burden you with these local courts, but they are Article I courts, which is why we have to be here at all. There may be
other candidates coming up in turn. I understand the busy schedule of the Senate and very much appreciate the time and effort you
have taken with these nominees.
Thank you very much.
Senator LANKFORD. No, thank you very much.
It is the custom of the Committee to swear in all witnesses that
appear before us, so if you do not mind, I · would like to ask you
to stand and raise your right hand.
Do you swear the testimony that you are about to give before
this Committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you, God?
Ms. POPE. I do.
Mr. SALERNO. I do.
Ms. SOLTYS. I do.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. You may be seated. Let the
record reflect the witnesses have all answered in the affirmative.
I would like to take a moment of personal privilege before we actually move t o opening statements here. Do you all have family
members or friends that are here that you would like to introduce?
And if you would like to do that, when you make an opening statement, would you please introduce them and then step into your
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statement, because there are a few folks that are behind you that
probably are well deserving of some recognition in this process, as
well.
So, I would like to recognize Ms. Pope. You have been through
this before. You will be the one with all the experience here at the
table, so you can go first. If you have any individuals to recognize,
and then receive your opening statement, we would be glad to do
that.
TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE CAROL WALLER POPE, 1
NOMINATED TO BE A MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Ms. POPE. Good morning. I want to thank you, Senator Lankford
and Senator Carper, for conducting this hearing. I also thank the
Committee staff for their work and meaningful assistance.
I also want to thank Congresswoman Norton for being here
today. As she said, she has been here on all three prior occasions
that I have been before this Committee. I admire her illustrious career, and as a D.C. resident, appreciate her 25 years of service as
our Representative in Congress.
It is my honor and privilege to be here today as President
Obama's nominee to serve for a fourth term as Member, and if confirmed, to again serve as Chairman of the FLRA. I thank President
Obama for the confidence and trust he has placed in me to serve
in this leadership capacity at the FLRA.
I also want to thank and introduce my family for their unwavering support and trusted guidance. With me here today are Lynda
White and Fred Grigsby, Jr., who are here representing those of
my family members who could not be here, along with many members of my extended family who are in attendance.
I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the collegiality and
support of my fellow Presidential leadership at the FLRA, Member
Patrick Pizzella, who Senator Carper referenced will also be appearing before you, his nomination is pending renomination; Member Ernest DuBester; General Counsel Julie Clark; and Federal
Service Impasses Panel Chairman Mary J acksteit; and Panel Member and former FLRA Chairman Donald Wasserman. I want to acknowledge and give thanks to Member DuBester and Member
Wasserman who are here today in attendance representing our colleagues.
I am here today standing on the shoulders of my parents, my fa.
ther, a Pittsburgh steelworker, my mother, a domestic worker, both
of whom embodied the principle of hard work. They worked hard
to ensure that their four daughters had a foundation of love and
education as well as their shared commitment to public service and
to helping others.
I have devoted my entire professional career to public service,
first at the U.S. Department of Labor, and for 21 years as a career
employee at the FLRA. If confirmed, I will be the longest serving
Member, a Presidential appointee, at the FLRA, and I have the distinct honor of having been nominated by three Presidents, President Clinton, President Bush, and President Obama, and it is my
1
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honor to have been confirmed on three prior occasions by this august body, the U.S. Senate.
The FLRA encompasses in one small agency the investigator,
prosecutor, adjudicator, and interest arbitrator for labor-management disputes involving 1.2 million Federal employees. Since its
creation as part of the Civil Service Reform Act, the FLRA has
been committed to providing leadership and establishing policies
and guidance related to Federal sector labor-management relations.
For over 36 years, the FLRA has promoted labor-management relations for an effective and efficient government. Simply stated, the
FLRA must meet the needs of the Federal workforce with highquality legal decisions and alternative dispute resolution services
to ensure that workplace disputes do not unduly impede the performance of Federal agencies in their missions to serve the American people.
With respect to mission performance, the FLRA had a great year
in 2015. I am proud to say that mission performance is No. 1 for
us, as•was eliminating our case backlog. We know that protracted
legal disputes are in no one's interest. They create problems in the
workplace and certainly morale problems for the FLRA. So, we
have worked hard and accomplished eliminating the backlog on the
Member side of the house, which was due to a lack of a quorum
of Members for over 10 months in 2013.
Alternative dispute resolution (ADR), activities throughout the
agency are very important. Over 80 percent of the FLRA's cases
are resolved voluntarily by the parties with our servicers and facilitation through alternative dispute resolution. ADR is deeply embedded in the mission of the FLRA. We make it work. Offering it
and making it work are two different things. During my tenure as
Chairman, we formally integrated mediation and ADR into all aspects of case processing, in every component.
In real terms, as just 011e example of our ADR efforts, the parties
amicably resolved a dispute in 2 days of mediation, a dispute involving 44 contract provisions that would have taken a lot of resources of the FLRA if we had to render a legal decision on the negotiability of those 44 provisions.
I proudly note on behalf of the FLRA that when I began my tenure as Chairman in 2009, employee morale at the FLRA was at an
all-time low. In fact, the FLRA was ranked last among small agencies in the Partnership for Public Service's Best Places to Work in
the Federal Government rankings. Our mission performance, which
in my view goes hand-in-hand with employee morale and engagement, was also well below our annual performance targets.
I am happy to note today that in fiscal year (FY) 2015, the FLRA
captured the rank of No. 2 on three important indexes in the Office
of Personnel Management's (OPM) Federal Employee Viewpoint
Survey (FEVS): employee engagement, global satisfaction, and
inclusivity of the work environment. We also achieved an all-time
high· employee response rate of 84 percent.
Equally important to our mission success is that 99 percent of
the FLRA's respondents, our employees, reported that they are
willing to put in the extra effort to get the job done. Ninety-four
percent believed that the agency is successful at accomplishing its
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mission. And 94 percent know how their work relates to the agency's goals and priorities.
This year, the FLRA expects to improve upon its No. 5 ranking
in 2014. Obviously, No. 5 reflects an impressive and unprecedented
improvement of over 300 percent since I became Chairman. This
sustained progress from nearly 7 years ago reflects the commitment of all of the agency leadership, and of all levels of management, to operate with transparency and accountability, and to truly
engage our employees. It reflects the hard work and dedication and
commitment of all of our employees.
If I am con.firmed, I will continue to work hard every day with
my FLRA colleagues throughout the country, some of whom-many
of whom- are at this hearing today, and I appreciate their being
here and countless others who are following the live stream of this
proceeding. I pledge to them to build on a culture of excellence, this
record of success in our mission performance, and employee engagement for effective and efficient government.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity to be here today
and I would be pleased to respond to any questions.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
Mr. Salerno, could you introduce any family or guests that you
may have here, and we will be proud to receive your opening statement, as well.
.

.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT A. SALERN0, 1 NOMINATED TO BE AN
ASSOCIATE JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Mr. SALERNO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Committee. I am honored to appear before you today as a nominee
for Associate Judge of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia.
I would like to thank the District of Columbia Judicial Nomination Commission, including its Chair, District Judge Emmet Sullivan, who is here today, for recommending me to the White House,
President Obama for nominating me, and Congresswoman Eleanor
Holmes Norton for introducing me to the Committee.
I would not be here today without the support and encouragement of family, friends, and colleagues. Family members who are
with me today are my wife, Juanita, my son, Evan, and Michael
and Robert Guberman.
Senator CARPER. I think we see your wife over your right shoulder. Where is your son? Would you raise your hand?
Senator LANKFORD. Right there.
.
Senator CARPER. OK, thanks. Thanks so much. The young guy.
Mr. SALERNO . Yes. My daughter, Alex, is finishing up her fall semester at Skidmore College in New York, but she and other family
members, including my sisters and nieces, are watching on the
Committee's streaming video.
My parents are no longer with us, but they would have been
proud today if they were, especially my father, who always encouraged me to go to law school.
1
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And I also want to acknowledge the colleagues and friends who
have come here today to show their support.
I am excited by the opportunity to serve on the Superior Court.
I would bring to the position more than two decades of experience
as a litigator in the District of Columbia, recent quasi-judicial experience, and a deep commitment to the city.
I have been a resident of the District of Columbia for 25 years
and raised two children here. During that time, I have had a very
varied and rewarding career in private practice. I have litigated
civil and criminal matters in Federal and State courts across the
country, handling everything from high-stakes commercial litigation, to alleged criminal conduct by individual clients, to pro bono
matters on behalf of our most vulnerable residents. I have been fortunate to work on sophisticated matters with extremely talented
colleagues.
At the same time, I have always had a strong interest in public
service. Prior to becoming a lawyer, I was a Peace Corps volunteer
in Ecuador, which is where I met my wife, Juanita. I also volunteered to serve as a Hearing Committee Chair for the Board of Professional Responsibility, and in that capacity, I conducted evidentiary hearings on formal charges of professional misconduct by
members of the District of Columbia Bar.
But, I am now at a point in my life where I am ready and able
to focus one hundred percent of my energy on public service. It
would be a privilege for me to do so as an Associate Judge on the
Superior Court. Judges have a unique ability to make a difference
in the community on a daily basis, and for many of our citizens,
judges are the personification of the judicial system. I can think of
no greater honor for a lawyer than to be entrusted with the responsibility that comes along with being a judge. My broad and diverse
experience in private practice, together with my experience as a
Hearing Committee Chair, make me confident that I would be a
good judge and that I would enjoy serving in that role.
If confirmed, I would work hard every day to achieve fair outcomes in accordance with the law for all persons who come to the
District of Columbia Superior Court seeking justice and due process and to do so as efficiently as possible.
Thank you for considering my nomination, and I look forward to
answering your questions.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
Ms. Soltys, glad you are here. We would be glad to be able to receive the introduction of any family members or friends that are
here and then your opening statement.
TESTIMONY OF DARLENE M. SOLTYS, 1 NOMINATED TO BE AN
ASSOCIATE JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Ms. SOLTYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for an opportunity to appear before you as a nominee for the position as an Associate Judge in the
District of Columbia's Superior Court.
1
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I thank the Judicial Nomination Commission and its Chairman,
the ·Honorable Emmet G. Sullivan, for recommending me to the
White House, and, of course, to the President for nominating me.
Also, thank you to Congresswoman Norton for her kind words in
introducing me today.
I am honored by the presence of those who are here today to support me, including my law enforcement partners from the Federal
Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and the Metropolitan Police Department and my colleagues from the United States Attorney's Office,
including U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia Channing
Phillips and the Principal Assistant United States Attorney, Jim
Dinan, who for many years was my chief supervisor.
I would also like to acknowledge and thank my parents, who I
expect to be here today, Al and Emily Soltys. I am who I am because of them.
I am also grateful for the love and the support of my spouse,
Pilar Suescum, and our two daughters, Gabriela and Lilian, who
are seven and nine, who are home in bed sick.
I was raised in Anne Arundel County, Maryland. My father's 32
years at the National Security Agency (NSA) taught me the value
of hard work and the importance of public service.
I came to Washington, DC, in 1987 to attend law school at
Georgetown University. Since then, I have lived on Capitol Hill.
Serving the community and the public interest i s one of the most
satisfying aspects of my profession.
My legal career began as a judicial law clerk to the Honorable
Gregory E. Mize of the Superior Court, who I am honored to report
is here today at this hearing. Thereafter, I have served as a prosecutor, handling diverse criminal offenses in Washington, DC, in
both the Superior Court and the Federal District Court for the District of Columbia, where I have had the privilege of serving in front
of Judge Emmet G. Sullivan.
I have also served as a prosecutor in the Circuit Court for Prince
George's County, Maryland, and this career path has exposed me
to the myriad of issues plaguing our community and has impressed
upon me the importance of the government's responsibility to ensure justice in our society. I have had the privilege to appear before
many fine jurists who care deeply about the fair administration of
justice and due process for all, and these inspiring role models are
essential to the effective functioning of our legal system.
I would be honored to put my experience to work to ensure that
the people of this city receive impartial and thoughtful consideration of their matters and that justice is served with fairness and
respect for all.
Thank you for considering my nomination, and I look forward to
answering any questions that you may have.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you all.
I have three questions that are not fun , but they are mandatory
questions that I am going to ask of each of you. I will say it-out
loud and then I will ask each of you to a nswer verbally for these,
and then we will have questions from the dais after t hat.
The first question for all three of you , is there anything that you
are aware of in your background that might present a conflict of
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interest with the duties of the office to which you have been nominated? Ms. Pope.
Ms. POPE. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Salerno.
Mr. SALERNO. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Soltys.
Ms. SOLTYS. No.
Senator LANKFORD. OK. Second question. Do you know of anything, personal or otherwise, that would in any way prevent you
from fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been nominated? Ms. Pope.
Ms. POPE. No, Senator Lankford.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Salerno.
Mr. SALERNO. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Soltys.
Ms. SOLTYS. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. Third, do you agree, without reservation, to comply with any request or summons to appear and
testify before any duly constituted Committee of Congress if you
are confirmed?
Ms. POPE. Yes.
Mr. SALERNO. Yes.
Ms. SOLTYS. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
I defer to Senator Carper for his questions.
Senator CARPER. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
Several of you have mentioned the name, I think it was Judge
Emmet Sullivan, who is not only a judge, but also the Chairman,
apparently, of the Nominating Commission who sent your names
forward to the President and then on to us. I understand he is here
today, and I would just ask him to raise his hand. Good. Judge Sullivan, nice to see you.
Senator LANKFORD. Maybe we should swear him in and bring
him to the table, as well. [Laughter.)
Senator CARPER. That is not an easy job and thank you for taking it on.
I would like to start off, if I could, with a question of Ms. Pope.
Every year, we rec~ive, like the world gets it to take a look at it,
but a report on morale, employee morale within the Federal Government. We are the authorizing Committee for the Department of
Homeland Security (DRS) and have a special interest in the importance of the work that they do. We were reminded of it just again
yesterday with the tragedy in San Bernadina. But, we are also concerned that the people who work there not just enjoy their work,
but they feel fulfilled by their work.
One of the things that I found of interest was that the folks who
work at the FLRA did not always have very good morale and it
seems to have continued to improve over time, a t ime that sort of
coincides with the time that you have been a Member of the Authority and most recently chairing it. What is going on? I have a
friend of mine, Alan Blinder, who used to say, when asked about
getting good results in something, he said, find out what works, do
more of that. And, so, we would like to find out what is working
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and maybe we can throughout the rest of our Federal Government
do more of that. Go ahead.
Ms. POPE. Thank you for that question, Senator. I have said that
employee engagement begins on the first day of an employee's work
life, and in some instances, it goes downhill from there. We were
certainly disappointed to be last in the survey results in 20092010. When I became Chairman in 2009, it was important for me
to hear from employees and to respect their views and concerns,
and I started on a listening tour within the offices of the FLRA.
I also went to the agencies. To the point of your question, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) at the time was No. 1, and
I went out there and talked to the Chairman and said, how do you
do it? What do you do?
Senator CARPER. You know, ever since you had that conversation, they have been going down-Ms. POPE. I have noticed that. [Laughter.]
Senator CARPER. And you guys are going up.
Ms. POPE. I also have to say for the record, he is no longer there.
Senator CARPER. They will be coming to you pretty soon. [Laughter.]
Ms. POPE. Leadership is important. I think one of the important
factors is to establish some core values- transparency, accountability of leadership, communication, and I think those are values
that should be embedded in an agency, regardless of the leadership. I have been fortunate to be a part of a leadership team that
shares those values.
So, one of the other things that we did, when we looked at the
first survey and we zeroed in on the areas where we scored the
lowest, we went behind the survey results and the questions and
conducted our own internal surveys and asked to find out more.
And then we asked employees to sit with us and develop initiatives
to address some of the problems, and we do that every day, and
that is the part of sustaining and improving employee engagement
and satisfaction. It never ends.
I started with saying the first year I was going to revitalize, reengage, and reinvent the agency, and I also said it was the year
of the employee. Well, after 6 years as Chairman, I realize every
year is the year of the employee.
Senator CARPER. That is good. I like that.
I have another question of you, but before I do, I want to ask a
quick question of Ms. Soltys. There is a young couple that just
came into the hearing room and they took two seats right behind
you, kind of over your left shoulder, and you sort of look like them.
[Laughter.]
Do you know these people?
Ms. SOLTYS. I would be honored to introduce my parents, Al and
Emily Soltys. I would like to just repeat the remarks that I made
earlier, which is that I am who I am because of them and I am
proud that they are here.
Senator CARPER. I think it is great that you came. People sometimes say to me, I am sure they say this to Senator Portman and
Senator Lankford, what are we proudest of in our lives, and I always say my sons. We know you are proud. Thank you very much
for raising this kid and presenting her to us today to serve.
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Mrs. EMILY SOLTYS. I am sorry. We could not find a parking
spot. [Laughter.]
Senator CARPER. Sometimes I cannot find parking spots, either,
Ms. Soltys. It happens to all of us, but we are glad you found one
and you made it in. Welcome.
Another question, if I could, for Ms. Pope. Chairman Pope-do
people call you Chairman? What do they call you?
Ms. POPE. Yes. Chairman.
Senator CARPER. OK When you look at backlog-you talked a little bit about this in your statement, but could you just come back
and tell us again what did you and the Authority and the folks who
work with you, for you, with you, do to achieve these results and
what plans do you have going forward to continue to improve efficiencies and keep things on track? We face big backlogs in a lot of
other areas. Veterans Affairs 01A) is certainly one of them. But,
just talk about what some other agencies might learn from what
you all have done.
Ms. POPE. We started with setting ambitious goals. We communicated to employees what our goals would be. We recognized that
it would be a multi-year effort. When I became a Member in 2000
and Chairman in 2009, we had a backlog of over 300 cases, and it
was. a multi-year effort and we celebrated every step of achievement, and I think that was part of what kept us on target to move
forward.
I was proud to say that we eliminated-a backlog for us is a case
that is pending before the Authority members for over 180 days,
and we again developed a backlog when we were without a
quorum. There are three of us, and if there are fewer than two, we
cannot issue decisions.
The other factor that we paid attention to is the recruitment, retention, and training of our staff. One of the factors that contributed to the backlog was that we had some 22 vacancies when I became Chairman and we aggressively looked to build a human resources staff. Part of what is important is the infrastructure of the
agency, to give support to the attorneys, the case writers that do
the work. I am remiss every time I speak when I do not acknowledge the importance of human resources (HR) and administrative
services and our information technology (IT) department.
But we all came together as a team and we continue to do that.
We continue to publish our goals in our weekly newsletter. On a
monthly basis, we say what we have achieved, and then we celebrate success.
The other aspect of it is the reallocation of resources. For the
first time ever, we have looked at- we have reemployed annuitants. We had an HR department to advise us to use every hiring
flexibility possible to bring people on board quickly, to find qualified, diverse staff. And all of that contributed to our eliminating
our backlog. Now that we have done that, we want to pay attention
to technology developments , use resources for IT as well as to empower employees to reinvent our case process, where we can have
time savings and cost savings in how we do the work. Those have
all contributed to that.
Senator CARPER. Thank you for all of that.
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I would say, I have one other question. I am not going to ask it.
I will ask it for the record. I will mention what it is. I always want
to treat, and my colleagues are the same way, we want to treat
other people the way we would want to be treated, and we feel like
there is an obligation with respect to judicial nominations. If we
are going to be involved in the confirmation process- and we are,
clearly- then we need to be responsible and to act, really, in a
more timely way. And I am pleased that the Chairman feels that
way. I feel it very strongly.
I am going to ask you for the record. Here is the question. To
what extent does the fact that we have delayed, in some cases, the
two people who were just confirmed last month for these judgeships, to what extent does it reduce the likelihood that somebody
is going to be interested in putting their career on hold, being sort
of, like, held out there for a year or two waiting for the opportunity
to serve? To what extent does that reduce the interest in good people wanting to serve? That is the question I will ask you to answer
for the record, but my gut tells me that cannot be very helpful.
That cannot be very helpful, certainly not very fair.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for letting me go first. We have an unscheduled caucus meeting today. It starts in about 20 minutes, and
I will be in and out after this. And I, just again, want to thank you
all. Thank you for your courtesy, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. POPE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you, and I hope that caucus meeting
goes extremely well. Senator Portman.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PORTMAN

Senator PORTMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you all
for stepping up to serve. Trust in Government is not at a high
water mark right now, and so able people willing to step forward
with good character is really important to try to regain some of
that trust.
Mrs. Soltys, you will be disappointed to know that your daughter
will not have any jurisdiction over parking. [Laughter.]
I looked at what the Superior Court has responsibility for. I do
not think it fits under her new responsibilities, but otherwise, it is
a really important job.
Interestingly, we were talking about what the successes have
been on workplace improvements under your leadership, Chairman
Pope, and here is a letter of congratulations from Senator Danny
Akaka, Chairman of the Subcommittee of Oversight of Government
Management and the Federal Workforce, a Subcommittee I have
served on, in September 2010, congratulating you for the dramatic
improvement in the 2010 Best Places to Work rankings, s o Ms. POPE. I framed a copy of that letter.
Senator PORTMAN. There you go.
Ms. POPE. I was very honored to receive it. [Laughter.]
Senator PORTMAN. This Committee has already weighed m , it
sounds like.
I have a few questions, if I could, for the judges. To Judge
Salerno, you have an extensive litigation career-both of you. As
you said, Ms. Soltys, you have appeared before a lot of different
judges and worked for judges. My question to you would be, what
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do you think constitutes judicial temperament? I mean, what are
the elements of judicial temperament that are most important for
a trial judge, which is what you are hoping to be?
Mr. SALERNO. Shall I go first?
Senator PORTMAN. Go ahead, Judge Salerno.
Mr. SALERNO. The best characteristics of a judge include someone
who treats all litigants with respect, is patient, thoughtful, deliberate, and a good list ener, is always well prepared and hard working, and issues reasoned decisions.
I think disputes come to court and not everyone is going to be
happy with the way disputes are resolved, but hopefully, all litigants in my courtroom would feel happy with the process, that they
have been treated properly, that their issues have been dealt with
in a respectful way, in a deliberate way, and even if they do not
agree with the result, feel that they have had their day in court
and had a fair shake. And, if I could achieve those things as a
judge, I think I would be very satisfied.
Senator PORTMAN. Ms. Soltys.
Ms. SOLTYS. Thank you, Senator. Senator, I echo my colleague's
answer to you. I have appeared before many judges and I have
seen different types of judicial temperament. What I think is most
important is that the person who is serving as a judge is impartial,
is fair, is respectful toward all litigants in the courtroom, and who
treats people the way that they want to be treated. A judge has to
be prepared. And a judge also has to have a healthy dose of humility, because a judge should recognize that he or she may not know
the facts of the case better than the parties that are in the courtroom.
And as has been my honor as an Assistant United States Attorney to represent the United States in court, what I love about my
job and what excites me about that job, my current job, is the role
that I play in ensuring that there is a. fair and just criminal justice
system, and that is the same thing that would excite me to serve
as a Superior Court judge, that is, the role that I would play in ensuring that there is a . fair and just legal system.
As Mr. Salerno said, what matters at the end of the day is not
whether the litigants are pleased with the ruling, because half of
them will not be, but rather that they left the courtroom recognizing that they had a fair -hearing, that I was thoughtful, that I
was deliberative, and that I made my ruling with impartiality.
Senator PORTMAN. Thank you. Very good answers, Mr. Chairman.
By the way, the Chief Judge, as I understand it, determines
which division, criminal or civil. Has that decision been made? It
cannot be made until you are confirmed, I take it.
Ms. SOLTYS. That is correct. There is also a family division, so
there are three different divisions.
Senator PORTMAN. Let me ask you a more specific question, and
this is, again, sort of getting at this issue of your approach to determining tough calls. Let us s ay there is a summary judgment motion before you and it is a tough decision. It is a ve ry close call.
In deciding whether to grant that motion for summary judgment,
would you consider as a tie-breaker that granting the motion would
prevent the case from reaching a fact finder? Mr. Salerno.
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Mr. SALERNO. I do not think that consideration should play a
part in which way to rule on a summary judgment motion. A summary judgment motion, as in any other motion, should be decided
based on determination of the record, the determination of what is
the applicable law, finding the facts, and applying the law to those
facts in an unbiased way. And if it comes out in favor of summary
judgment, so be it, and if it does not, that is what trials are for.
Senator PORTMAN. Ms. Soltys.
Ms. SOLTYS. Senator, about 15 years ago, I had an opportunity
to serve on a jury, and I learned from that experience that jurors
are inclined t o base their ·verdicts on their feelings and their emotions. Ever since that time, in my opening statements to juries and
in my closing arguments, I remind them of the oath that they have
taken to decide this case based on the facts and the evidence and
not based upon their feelings or their emotions or sympathy or
prejudice to one side or another.
I understand that if I were confirmed, my role would be t o make
a factual record for possible appellate review, and I would do that
by making findings of fact that are based upon logical determinations of the evidence, and then I would make conclusions of law
that are based upon the governing precedent. I do not believe that
it is appropriate for a judge's personal views to influence in any
way the outcome of a decision.
Senator PORTMAN. So, in this case, the reasonable juror standard
that you use when you are deciding whether to grant a summary
judgment would be what you would use, but you would use it based
on the facts of the case. I like your answers. I do not know if there
is a right answer or a wrong answer. I think those are the correct
answers for a judge, and I appreciate, again, your willingness to
serve and thank all three of you for being here today. I wish you ·
good luck.
Mr. SALERNO. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. SOLTYS. Thank you.
Senator LANKFORD. Let me just say, I will have questions for all
three of you, as well, but for the judges, I have a longtime friend
of mine who is an attorney. Folks u sed to say to him all the time,
ybu should consider being a judge, and his answer was always the
same every time. "I am not arrogant enough to be a judge." [Laughter.]
And he would just say it over and over again. But guess what
he is doing now. [Laughter.]
H e is a: judge, and a very good one. So, there is a certain sense
of humility walking into it, but a certain sense of very thick skin,
because you have very difficult issues that the United States has
said to you, make this decision. You represent all of us. And we
have an expectation that you are going to make the hard call.
And, so, I understand the depth of that decision for you and the
difficulty of that at times, but you have gone through a difficult
process to get to here, and then we are finishing out this conversation today with that. But, that responsibility is large on you.
Ms. Soltys, let me ask you a little bit, you have a pretty remarkable background in dealing with drugs and narcotics. Given your
past record of dealing with high-profile drug cases, how will that
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fight continue and how will that affect you as a judge in the issues
that we face here in the District dealing with drug issues?
Ms. SOLTYS. Senator, I would say this. My experience as a prosecutor over the years has involved participating in prosecuting
homicide cases, rape cases, and narcotics conspiracy, racketeering
conspiracy cases. I recognize the problems that are plaguing our
community, and when I was a law clerk to Judge Mize, one of the
very first assignments that we had was sitting on the child abuse
and neglect calendar, in which many of the children that were
brought into that courtroom were the children of parents who had
addictions. Throughout my entire career, I have seen the harm that
drug addiction causes to families and to communities.
I have said, as a judge, I have an obligation to set aside my personal views and to make findings of facts and conclusions of law
based upon the evidence that is presented to me and that is a job
that I assume willingly. I cannot emphasize any more than my
record has demonstrated, that the harm that is caused by the sale
of drugs, the violence that is attendant to that, is deeply troubling
to our society and has a direct negative impact on the quality of
life that our citizens hope to enjoy.
Senator LANKFORD. It is a national issue for us. It is not a D.C.
issue. It is a border-to-border issue, that we are dealing with a
rapid rise in addiction and the consequences that come with that
and the destruction on families and communities that are around
it.
You have been able to use_your prosecutorial discretion on bringing some cases up and some cases not. Now, you do not have that
same ability. You have a full calendar at that point. How will you
balance that out between, I am taking every case that is sitting in
front of me, knowing full well there will be some cases that will
land on your desk that you would think, if I was on the other side
of this desk, I would not have brought this. But, how will you balance that out?
Ms. SOLTYS. As you know, the law, there is always a balancing
that takes place. As a prosecutor, I have a heavy caseload and I
recognize the need to move my caseload, and I recognize that justice delayed is often justice denied. On the other hand, I also recognize that behind every docket number, there is a human face.
There is at least one person, one human life .that will be affected
by the decisions that I make.
One of the things that Judge Mize told me very early on wasand that has stuck with me all these years-is that whatever case
you are working on at the time is the most important case that you
have. So , I recognize that it is important to move cases along efficiently, but also correctly, and that determining the balance is obviously a challenge that judges face, but it is a challenge for which
I am up to the task.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Salerno, let me ask you, you have had
a long career in private practice. How does that affect you walking
onto the bench as far as shaping how you think about all of these
issues? What should be an expectation, I guess, of t he other ,attorneys that are then coming to the bench, based on your prior record?
Mr. SALERNO. Sure. I have had a very varied career in private
practice, and as a result, I have developed, I think, an ability to
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get up to speed quickly on new areas of the law, and I think that
is a skill that would serve a judge on the Superior Court well. Also,
I believe over years of private practice, I have developed an ability
to get to the heart of a dispute and to figure out what is material
and what is important and what we should spend our time and energy on. I also think that that is something that I would bring to
the bench.
I have been representing clients as an advocate, and when you
represent clients as an advocate, you are 100 percent in their corner as an advocate. However, you would be doing a client a disservice by not stepping back, taking an objective and unbiased look
at your client's case and explaining to your client how you think
the case is going to come out if it were litigated. So, that, in a
sense, even though I have been in private practice all the years,
I have been, hopefully, honing an ability to do that.
And I have had some recent, as I mentioned in my opening statement, some recent quasi-judicial experience as a hearing committee
chair, where I have had a taste of what it would be like to be a
judge, and to, again, to put aside any preconceptions and biases
and make rulings, findings of fact, conclusions of law based on the
evidence. I hope I have done so in a way that the board would be
pleased with, and those are qualities that I think I would bring to
the bench.
•
I hope that was responsive to your question.
Senator LANKFORD. Sure. Yes, it is.
Ms. Pope, let me ask you a question. Government funds the
FLRA, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC),
and the Merit System Protection Board (MSPB), all to adjudicate
disputes between Federal agencies and unions and employees. Is
there overlap? Is there a need to be able to combine some of these
for efficiencies? You have seen this from a long view now and you
have experienced some things and you bring some things to the
table here that others do not. How do those three work together,
and where can the taxpayer be best served, and where is it that
the Federal employees and agencies can be best served with the
interaction of those three?
Ms. POPE. Thank you for that question. I have learned over the
years that there is a very small part of Title 5, the Civil Service
Reform Act, where there is overlap with respect to the agencies
that you mentioned. We have some 5,800 cases filed a year among
the components of the FLRA. We may have an unfair labor practice
charge or an arbitration case that comes up through the appeals
process to the Authority that may address some aspect of an equal
employment opportunity violation or some aspect of some other jurisdiction, some other legal statute.
We have very little overlap that would impact in any way the resources of the FLRA, the EEOC, and any consideration of overlap
that would result in any combination of those agencies. It has not
happened with any degree of regularity. I do not know that there
has been any case where we have worked together on- Senator LANKFORD. Is there any confusion for individuals, that
as they are going through the process of filing and choosing wher e
they are going to go, or through the agencies to say, no, we got this
phone call that should really go to here, or where does that land?
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Ms. POPE. Well, every Federal agency has carved out through the
law created by Congress, the legislative body, their area of jurisdiction. So, it is not unusual for the FLRA to get a call that is a matter of an employee that is under the jurisdiction of the National
Labor Relations Board (NLRB). It is not unusual that we would
deny a case, dismiss a case, because of a lack of jurisdiction over
the issue. There are contractual issues that are not within the purview of the statute under which we review arbitration decisions
that interpret the party's contract. So, the overlap is one that, in
some regard, the bureaucracy of government contributes to, but it
has not been a barrier to the FLRA's performance.
Senator LANKFORD. OK Let me ask you about some perspective
things, as well. There is a case that I know you are familiar with,
U.S. Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP), National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU),
2012, that dealt with the role of the Inspector General's (IG) Office.
How do we integrate the Inspector General and their work and
their unique responsibilities, as well as collective bargaining and
negotiation and all of those things? What is the view now of your
agency on how the Inspector General fits into collective bargaining
and what happens now?
Ms. POPE. Well, one thing that we do not do is set policy, and
with respect to the role of Inspectors General or the role of collective bargaining with respect to investigatory interviews conducted
by an Inspector General in an agency. What we do review when the
issue is presented before us in an individual case, and in that case
you mentioned with respect to the negotiability of a provision regarding the union's opportunity under the statute to be a part of
an investigatory interview conducted by an Inspector General.
With respect to the FLRA, we look to apply in that case the
precedent of the Supreme Court, a National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) decision that touched on a similar issue
with respect to the role of the Inspector General that affirmed an
FLRA position with respect to that. We were overturned by the
courts in our application of the NASA decision, but in every case
we make a decision on the facts of that case. We do not set policy
with respect to how the Inspector General may interact in investigatory interviews in the workplace.
Senator LANKFORD. OK Let me ask a little bjt .on the. pacltlog
issue, as well. If I am reading the numbers correctly, about a third
of the cases in the past, let us say, 4 or 5 years have been dismissed based on procedural grounds, and I think it is part of just
this trying to move things. How does that fit, and help m e understand, if I am coming through and it gets dismissed on procedural
grounds how it actually still gets heard, the meat of the argument.
Is that a matter of refiling? What happens at that point? If it is
dismissed for procedural grounds, how does the core of their argument still get heard? Is it a start over process? What happens
there?
Ms.' POPE. There are different types of cases that come before the
FLRA, so a response to your question in some part, in large measure, depends on the type of case that is before us. A procedural
matter that would result in the dismissal or the FLRA not addressing the merits of an argument in the review of an arbitration case,
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for example, is based on the fact that the parties did not make the
argument below and they cannot make it for the first time before
the Authority. So, we have very limited grounds for review, and the
Authority decision with respect to arbitration .cases, which the parties have that process in their contract, they choose an arbitrator,
they litigate before the arbitrator, and when the Authority reviews
arbitration decisions, it is finality. There is no other opportunity.
So, if they fail to make an argument before the arbitrator-we
do a lot of training and education, because we feel as though the
parties, in our view, are managers, employees, and union representatives-if they understand t heir rights and responsibilities,
then they know to file a grievance versus an unfair labor practice
charge so it does not result in a procedural dismissal.
Senator LANKFORD. What is the speed, typically, that they can
get an answer to that? Do they typically go through several months
waiting and then find out, no, this is a procedural issue, or is it
fairly rapid once they start the process, they will understand there
is a procedural process here?
Ms. POPE. The 180 days before the Members does not start
counting until we go through the procedural review, our Case Intake and Publication (CIP) office. And, so, we move those cases
pretty quickly. It is not in anybody's interest to maintain an inventory in our docket office. So, some of the procedural · delay is the
time it takes for responses to filings, and so the time period that
cases sit in the CIP office are not just because we have not processed them quickly. You have to allow the process to evolve for the
responsive filings. But, if there is a procedural deficiency , those
cases move forward, move through to decision in 30 to 60 days.
Senator LANKFORD . Good. So, you have a tremendous amount of
experience you walk into this with. If confirmed for this next
round, and I am impressed you want to take another round in the
ring here, if confirmed, what changes do you see immediately that
you would say, you have moved the agency in many ways. You
have improved the relationships among the body of the staff and
the individuals that work there, trying to deal with backlog issues.
What is the next mountain you are going to climb?
Ms. P OPE. We have a shifting workforce-I think it is true
throughout the Federal Government- with the retirement bubble,
and, so, one of the challenges, I think, that I would face moving
forward, if I am confirmed, is to continue the high quality work,
to ensure that we devote enough resources to train and retain a
quality workforce. It is also an issue of succession planning, as the
senior leadership, the managerial leadership, retires.
We have been very successful in making a commitment to leadership training, to supervisory training. I have learned in this business that a first-line supervisor has the hardest job in the workplace. They often do not get enough information from upper management and they have to deal and resolve with workplace disputes, workplace conflict in an instant without, oftentimes, the
ability to consult with labor relations professionals .
So, for me, the challenges moving forward are to ret ain a highly
engaged and qualified staff. Diversity is an important priority moving forward, if I am to be confirmed, as well as continuing to evolve
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alternative dispute resolution in areas that we have not done as
much work in in the arbitration field.
And, of course, continuing innovation in the workplace is very
important. It takes a lot of resources and commitment. The day we
publish a new webpage, it is almost obsolete and it is hard to keep
up with technology. You have to give technology to every employee
in the workplace to retain newer employees as well as to give the
services to our customers. So, we devote a lot to that and that is
a priority of mine moving forward.
Senator LANKFORD. Great.
Senator Ernst, did you have additional questions?
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ERNST

Senator ERNST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate it. Yes.
For Mr. Salerno and Ms. Soltys, please describe your current
thoughts on what it means to be an independent judge as well as
the importance of judicial independence, just in your own words.
Ms. SOLTYS. Should I go first?
Mr. SALERNO. Sure.
Ms. SOLTYS. Thank you, Senator. Senator, I gave an answer earlier which I would like to repeat for your benefit-Senator ERNST. OK Thank you.
Ms. SOLTYS [continuing]. Which is that I served on a jury and I
saw that jurors are inclined to decide cases based on their feelings
and their emotions, and not on the facts and not on the evidence.
And since that time, in every opening statement and in every closing argument that I have made to a jury, I have reminded them
of the oath that they took to decide this case based on the facts
that they have heard and not based on sympathy or prejudice to
one side or the other. And that same oath that I ask the jurors to
uphold is the same oath that I would uphold every day as a judge.
Senator ERNST. Very good. Thank you very much.
Certainly, Mr. Salerno.
Mr. SALERNO. Yes. The most important thing for a judge is the
unbiased application of the law to the facts, and as a judge, it is
our job, and I would believe I can do so, to put aside any personal
·
beliefs, prejudices, and decide in an unbiased, fair manner.
Senator ERNST. Very good. I appreciate it very much. Thank you
both for stepping up and accepting this challenge.
And, Chairman Pope, what is your assessment of the current
state of Federal labor-management relations, and you have touched
a little on this, but if you could just expound a little bit further,
please.
Ms. POPE. Thank you for that question. It is an evolution, as any
relationship is an evolution. We are in a period where we have
worked very hard to encourage collaboration and cooperation in the
resolution of workplace disputes. We know that to the extent that
we can give the parties the tools that they need, our innovation has
contributed to that with respect to web-based, for the first time,
web-based training, where supervisors can sit at their desks. We
have encouraged in every managerial leadership discussion we
have been invited into that labor~management relations should also
be taught to a supervisor and it should not be trial by fire.
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And, so, in that regard, labor-management relations throughout
the government is a factor that we take seriously because it con.tributes to an effective and efficient government. If there are workplace disputes, it impacts mission performance.
Senator ERNST. Yes, it does.
Well, thank you all. I do not have any further questions, but I
want to thank all three of you for, again, stepping up to the challenge and your exceptional service for all of our constituents.
Thank you.
Ms. SOLTYS. Thank you.
Mr. SALERNO. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. POPE. Thank you.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
Senator ERNST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you all for being here. Let m e read a
final statement, and then we will close all this fun out and let you
all get a chance to connect with family and friends for the conversation, and then we will move this on to the full Senate in the
days ahead.
Mr. Salerno, Ms. Soltys, and Ms. Pope have filed responses to biographical and financial questionnaires, answered prehearing questions submitted by the Committee, and had financial statements
reviewed by the Office of Government Ethics. Without objection,
this information will be made part of the hearing record, with the
exception of the financial data, which are on file and available for
public inspection in the Committee offices.
The hearing record will remain open until noon tomorrow, December 4, 2015, for the submission of statements and questions for
the record.
With that, this hearing is adjourned. Thank you all for being
here.
Ms. POPE. Thank you.
Mr. SALERNO. Thank you.
Ms. SOLTYS. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:10 a .m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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Statement of Ranking Member Tom Carper:
"Nomination of Carol Waller Pope to be a Member, Federal Labor Relations Authority,
and Robert A. Salemo and Darlene M. Soll)•s lo be Associate Judges, D.C. Superior Co~rt~
Thursday, December 03, 2015
As prepared for delivery:
Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Before l read my opening remarks, I'd like to offer my condolences to the loved ones of the
victims of yesterday's tragic shooting in San Bernardino, California. I continue to closely
monitor the developments as law enforcement conducts its investigation.
I want to thank all of our nominees and their families for being here today. My thanks as well to
Senator Lankford for chairing this hearing and for his work in helping us move fol'\,;ard in
considering these nominees.
First, I want to welcome Carol Waller Pope, who is no stranger to this committee nor to the
position to which she is nominated. Chainnan Pope has over 30 years of experience at 1hc
Federal Labor Rela1ions Authority. or FLRA. She began as a career employee in 1980, was
con finned as a Member in 2000, and has served as its Chairman since 2009. Under Chairman
Pope' s leadership, the FLRA has eliminated its case backlog, significantly reduced the average
amount of time cases are pending, and vastly improved employee satisfaction and morale.
In addition. the agency has increased the success of alternative dispute resolution to encourage
parties to resolve differences without the need for costly and time-consuming litiga1ion. I look
forward to hearing more about the work Chairman Pope has done and also her vision for the
FLRA going forward . Thank you again for being with u.s today.
I am very pleased that we are also considering two nominees for the Superior Court of the
District of Columbia. Robert A. Salemo has had a long career in private law practice, where he
has worked on issues ranging from criminal investigations to commercial litigation 10
whistiebiowcr protections. Darlene M. Soltys, currently an Assistant U.S. Anomey for the
District of Columbia, has many years of experience a s a prosecutor. I believe that the
background and experience both of these nominees bring makes them extremely well-qualified
to serve as judges on the Superior Court. Thank you both for joining us.
Before I close so we can hear from our nominees, I want to note that I am also pleased that. on
November 19. the Senate confirmed nominees to fill two other vacancies on the D.C. Superior
Court, William Nooter and Steven Wellner.
That said, the length of time that it took to get Judges Nooter and Wellner confirmed is simply
shameful. These qualified individuals wai1ed 1wo years for confirmalion. We rnus1 do bener.
And I hope we can do better with these two nominees as well as four others that are currently
pending in our committee.
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Most people - including some of our colleagues who an:- not on this commiltee - likely don' t
know that local judges in the District of Columbia must be confirmed by the Senate. The D.C.
Superior Court and Court of Appeals are operated by the federal government. Their judges arc
. appointed by the President from a slate of candidates thoroughly vened and recommended by a
non-partisan nomination commission. They must then be confirmed by the Senate for 15 year
terms. But these courts don't handle federal maners. Thev are the local courts for the District of
Columbia and deal with mancrs such as local crimes anidomestic and civil disputes between the
people who live here.
Just this past September, Pope Francis addressed a joint session of the Congress. His remarks
that day d rew great accolades and standing ovations especially when he invoked the Golden
Rule, which calls on us to treat others the way we·d want to be treated.
The way that this body has been treating the nominees for court positions in the District of
Columbia. a s well as the residents of the District who rely on the court system. is a clear
violation ofthc Golden Rule. h ' s got to stop, and it needs to stop now. No other jurisd iction in
our country must have its local judges approved by Congress. And no other state or locality is
denied representation in the Senate that might help it pursue its priorities here. including
nominal ions.
Some ha,•e suggested that local D.C. judges should not have to go through Senate confirmation. I
think we should seriously consider that idea. But at a minimum, we should develop an e xpedited
process for the confirmation of these local judges .
ln the meantime. I hope that the Senate will move forward quick ly on the nominaiions of Mr.
Salerno and Ms. Soltys and I thank you both for being here and for your responses to pur
questions.
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Opening Statement of Carol Wall~, Pope

Good Morning. I want to thank the Committee for conducting this hearing. I also thank the Committee
staff for their work and meaningful assistance.
It is my honor and privilege to be here today as President Oba ma's nominee to serve for a fourth term as
Member and, if confirmed, to again serve as Chairman of the Federal Labor Relations Authority. I thank
President Obama for the trust that he has placed in me to serve in this leadership capacity at the FLR/\. I
also want to thank my family for their unwavering support and trusted guidance - Lynda White and Fred
Grigsby, Jr., who are here today represent ing those of my family members who could not be here, along
with many members of my extended family who are in attendance. I also want to acknowledge the
collegiality and support of my fellow Presidential leadership at t he FLRA: Members Patrick Pizzella and
Ernest DuBester, G~neral Counsel Julie Clark, and Federal Service Impasses Panel Chairman Mary
Jacksteit and Panel Member and former FLRA Chairman and Member Donald Wasserman.
I am here today standing on the shoulders of my parents - my father a Pittsburgh steelworker and my
mother, a domestic worker, both of whom embodied the principle of hard work. They worked hard to
ensure that their four daughters had a foundation of love and education as w ell as t heir shared
commitment to service and to helping others. I have devoted my entire professional career to public
service-first at the U.S. Department of Labor and for twenty-one years as a career employee at the
FLRA. I have the distinct honor of being the first career employee t o serve as a Member and Chairman
of the FLRA; and as t he first Member to be nominated by three Presidents: Presidents Clinton, Bush,
and Obama, and to be confirmed on three prior occasions by this august body, the United States Senate.
The FLRA encompasses in one small agency the investigator, prosecutor, adjudicator, and interest
arbitrator for labor-management disputes involving 1.2 million federal employees. Since its creation as
part of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, the FLRA has been committed to providing leadership in
establishing policies and guidance related to federal-sector labor-management relations, and ensuring
compliance with the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute. For over thirty-six years the
FLRA has been promoting and protecting labor-management relat ions for an effective and efficient
government. Simply stated, the FLRA must meet the needs of the federal workforce with high-quality
legal decisions and alternative--dispute-resolution services to ensure that workplace disputes do not

unduly impede the performance of the miss.ions of agencies in service t o the American peo·p le. I have
the honor and privilege to speak to you about the hard work and dedication of the FLRA's nationwide
workforce of employees who perform our important mission.
With respect to mission performance, fiscal year 2015 was a strong year for the FLRA. I am proud to
report that the Authority completely eliminated its backlog of overage cases, despite a 22 percent
increase in case filings, and it also issued 24 percent more merits decisions t han it did in the prior fiscal
vear. The Office of the General Counsel again exceeded all of its strategic and performance goals for the
t imely resolution of both unfair-labor-practice and representation cases, and it co nt inued to close more
cases than it did in previous years. The Federal Service Impasses Panel also exceeded all of its strategic
and performance goals. And the FLRA delivered over 300 training, outreach, and faci litation sessions to
over 8,000 customers in furt herance of its commitment to train our customers regarding their rights and
responsibilities under the Statute. Innovation and technology, includi ng modernization of our IT
equipment and infrastructure; a r evitalized website, eFiling, and enhanced legal-research capabilities for
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2. Education
List all post-secondary schools attended.
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3. Employnient
(A) List all of your employment activities, including unemployment and self-employment.
Ir the employment activity was military duty, li8t separate employment activity periods to
show each chance of military duty station. Do not list employment before your 18th
birthday unless to provide a minimum of hvo years of employment history.
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our customers; and video conferencing to expedite case processing and reduce t ravel costs are j ust
some of the improvements during my tenure that have been key to our increased mission performance.
Alternative-dispute resolution, or "ADR," activities throughout the agency also continued to be
extremely successful in fisca l year 2015. ADR is deeply embedded in the way that all cases are
processed throughout t he agency. Of course, making voluntary ADR available and making it work are
two different things. Over 80 percent of the FLRA's cases agency-wide are resolved through mediation
and ADR. During my tenure as Chairman, we have formally integrated mediation and AOR into all case
processing in every component of the FLRA. Successful ADR means voluntary settlements that are more
effective in building productive labor-management relationships, the development of panies'
e,perience and expertise to resolve future disputes, and the reduction - and In most cases avoidance of costly, protracted litigation. In real terms, as just one example, our AOR efforts resulted in parties
amicably resolving in only two days of mediation a dispute over 44 contract provisions. As a direct result

of our AOR work, the panles' dispute ended without the need for formal adjudication by the Authority,
which would have required an enormous amount of staff resources, and the parties were able t o quickly
return to the business of government.
It is proven in both the private and public sector that mission performance and high levels of employee
engagement and morale go hand-in-hand. And the FLRA is no exception. When I began my tenure as
Chairman in 2009, employee morale at the FLRA was at an all-time low. In fact. the FLAA was ranked
last among all small agencies in the Pannership for Public Service's Best Places t o Work in the Federal
Government rankings. Our mission performance was also well below our annual performance targets.
I proudly note - on behalf of all us at the FLRA -that in FY 2015 the FLRA captured t he rank of #2 on
three important indexes in the Office of Personnel Management's Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey
(FEVS) - Employee Engagement, Global Satisfaction, and New IQ, which measures the inclusivity of the
work environment. We also achieved an all-time-high employee-response rate of 84 percent,
demonstrating that employees value the survey process and use the FEVS as a tool to communicate
their interests and concerns to agency leadership and managers. Equally important to our mission
success, 99% of the FLRA's respondents reported that they are willing to put in extra effon to get a job
done; 94% believe that the agency is successful at accomplishing Its mission; and 94% know how their
work relates to the agency's goals and priorities. Of course our mission-performance outcomes are a
direct corollary to these impressive survey results.
This year, the FlRA expects to improve upon its #5 ranking i n t he 2014 Best Places t o Work in the
Federal Government rankings, whlch r~flects an impressive and unprecedented improvement of over

300 percent in the FLRA's overall engagement score since 2009. This sustained progress since I first
became Chairman nearly seven years ago reflects the commitment of agency leadership at all levels to
manage the agency with transparency and accountabil ity, and to truly and meaningfully engage our
employees. It also reflects the hard work, dedication, and commitment of our employees at all levels.
If I am confirmed, I will continue to work hard every day with my FLRA colleagues throughout the
country- some of whom are here at this hearing, and countless others of whom are following the live
stream of this proceeding - to build upon this record of success in our mission performance and
employee engagement for an effective and efficient government in service to the American people.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to be here today and I would be pleased to respond to
any questions.
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(B) List any advisory, consultative, honorary or other part-time service or positions with

federal, state, or local governments, not listed elsewhere.
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··rcbt~k'
c~~~f
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4. Potential Conflict of Interest
(A) Describe any business relationship, dealing or financial transaction which you have had
during the last 10 years, whether for yourself, on behalf of a client, or acting as an agent,
that could In any way constitute or result in a possible conflict ofintcrcst in the position to
which you have been nominated,
In connection with the nomination process, I consulted with the Office of Government Ethics
and the Federal Labor Relations Authority's designated agency ethics official to ident ify
potential conflicts of Interest. Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance
with the tenns of an ethics agreement that I entered into with FLRA's designated agency ethics
official and that has been provided to this Committee. I am not aware of any other potential
conflicts of interest.
(B) Describe any activity daring the past 10 years in which you have engaged for the

purpose of directly or indirectly influencing the passage, defeat or modification of any
legislation or affecting the administration or execution of lnw or public policy, other than
while in a federal government capacity.
I have not engaged in any such activity.
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S. Honors and Awards
List all scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, c~ilian service citations, military
academic or professional honors, honorary society memberships.and any other
special recognition for outstanding service or achievement.
medals,

Top Five Best Places To Won< in t he Federal Government. Recognized as #S among Small Agencies in
the 2014 Partnership fo r Public Service Best Places to Work rankings.
Lener of Congratulations from Senator Daniel Akaka, Chairman Subcomminee on Oversight of
Government Management, the Federal Workforce, and the District of Columbia, September 2010, on
"dramatic Improvement In the 2010 Best Places to Work Rankings.·
Recognized as the Most Improved Small Agency In the 2010 Partnership for Public Service Best Places to
Work rankings.
American Bar Association - Federal Service Leadership Award, 2005
Carol Waller Pope Leadership Scholarship Award (for students•· created by Simmons College in honor of
my volunteer leadership), 2005
National Partnership for Reinvent ing Government Hammer Award, 1999
Office of Personnel Management, Federal Execut ive Institute, Commencement Speaker, 1997
Special Achievement Award, Federal Labor Relations Authority, 1981
Superior Accomplishment Award, Federal Labor Relations Authority, 1991, 1992, 1999
Sustai ned Superior Performance Award, Federal Labor Relations Authorit y, 1988, 1989, 1999
Su5tained High Quality Performance, Federal Labor Relations Authority, 1997
Special Act Award, Federal labor Relation5 Authority, 1997, 1998
Certificate of Appreciation, Federal Labor Relat ions Aut hority, 1999
Simmons Col lege Alumnae Service Award, 1998
Commonwealth of Massachusetts State Senate Citation, 1993
Big Sist er Association of Greater Boston, 1993
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6. Membersh ips
List all memberships that you have held in professional, social, business, fraternal,
scholarly, civic, or charitable organizations in the last 10 years. Unless relevant to your
nomination, you do NOT need to include memberships in charitable organizations
available to the public as a result of a tax deductible donation of Sl,000 or less, ParentTeacher Associations or other organizations connected to schools attended by your
children, at hletic clubs or teams, automobile support org11nizations (such as AAA),
discounts clubs (such as Groupon or Sam's Club}, or affinity memberships/consumer clubs
(such as frcquent_flyer memberships).
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MauachuHtu ear Auocb.tlon
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7. Political Activity
(A) Have you ever been a candidate for or been elected or appointed to a political office?

&lecte~ll•~~ointcd/
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(B) List any offices held in or services rendered to a political party or election committee

during the lltst ten years that you have not listed elsewhere.

t!unc Q(facttLE~on
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~
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R~ioon1il2illtle~

w:ld.u

CIJnton-Gore Campaign

Poll Watcher, VA

PoU W•teher

Novembe r 1996

Dernocratk Party

Volunteer Attomcy Votu
Protection. PA

legal service, lum Mtmber to
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Le11IServic.cs Team Mt mbtr to
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Democratic Party

Protectton, VA

~ddress: \'oter protection l.ssuM.
Novembe-r 2008

(C) Itemize all individual political contributions of $200 or more that you have made in the

past five years to any individual, campaign organization, political party, political action
committee, or similar entity. Please list each Individual contrihution and not the total
amount contributed to the person or entity during the year.
Name of Recinient

Amount

Year of Contribution
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Obama Victory Fund

500.00

2008

Obama Victory fund

1.000.00

2008

8. Publications and Speeches
(A) Lisi the titles, publishers and dates of books, articles, reports or other published
materials that you lulve written, including articles publi.~hed on the Internet. Please provide
the Committee with copies o.r all listed publications.Jn lieu of hard copies, electronic copies
can be provided ,ia e-mail or other digital format.
TIiie

Ppbli•hcr
Ctimsor,, and erown Assoclate.s

Careers and the Minority LawyerCareer lfos
SH Attadlment u.

Q•t~•} or Publication
Spring 1999

(B) List any form:il speeches you have delivered during the last five years and provide the
Committee with copies of those speeches relevant to the position for which you have bun
uomiuated. Include any testimony lo Congress or any other legislative or administrative
body. These items can he provided electronically via e-mail or other digit:,J format.

I

St• Attachmtnt n.

(C) Lisi all speeches and testimony you have delivered.in the past ten years, except for

those the text of which you are pro\idlng to the Committee.
· - Title

Plat~udience

Da!e(,) ·ofJ:i~ettl1

Sn Attachment#!,

9. Criminal History
th

Since (and including) your 18 birthday, has any of the following happened?
Have you been issued a summons, citation, or ticket to appear in court in a criminal proceeding against you?
(Exclude citations involving traffic inmctions where the tine was less than $JOO and did not include alcohol or
dn,g,s.) No.
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Have you been arrested by any pollce officer, .sheriff, marshal or any other type ofl.iw enforcement official?
No.

Have you been charged, conv,cted,.or sentenced of a CTimc in any court? No.

Have you been or are you currently on probation or parole? No.
Are you currently on n-ial or awaiting a trial on crimina l charges? No.
To your knowledge, have you ever been the subject or tlll'get of a federal, state or local criminal investigation?
No.

If the answer to any of the qnestions above is yes, please answer the question.< below for
each criminal event (citation, arrest, investiga tion, etc.). If the event was an investigation,
where the question below asks for information about the offense, please offer information
about the offense under investigation (if known).
A) Date of offense:

a. Is this an estimate (Yes/No):
B) Description of the specific nature of the offense:

C) Did the offense involve any of the following?
I} Domestic violence or a crime of violence (such as battery or assault) against your child, dcpende11t,
cohabitant, spouse, former spouse, or someone with whom you share a child in common: v.. , No
2) Firearms or exolosives: y., / No
3) Alcohol or drugs: y., I No

D) Location where the offense occurred (city, county, state, zip code, country):

6) Were you , rrested, summoned, c ited or did you receive a ticket to appear !IS a result of this offense by any
police officer, sheriff, marshal or any other type oflaw enforcement official: Yes I No
I) Name of the law enforcement agency that arrested/cited/summoned you:
2) Location of the law enforcement agency (city, county, state, zip code. country):
F) As a result of this offense were you charged, convicted, currently awaiting trial, and/or ordered to appear ,n
court in a criminal proceeding against you: Ye, I No

I)

(fyes, provide the name of the court and th e location of the court (city, county, state, zip code,
country):

2)

lfycs, provide all the charges brought against you for thi• offense, and the outcome o f each charged
offense (such ns found guilty, found not-guilty, charge dropped or "nollo pros," etc). tfyou were foun:
guilty of or pleaded guilty to a lesser o ffonse, list separately both the original char~e and the lesser
offense:

10
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J)

If no, provide explanation:

G) Were you sentenced as a result of this offe,se: Yes I No
H) Provide a description of the sentence:

I)

Were you sentenced to imprisonment for a tenn exceeding one year: Yes / No

J)

Were you incarcerated as a result of that sentence for not less than one year: Yes I No

K) If the conviction resulted in imprisonment, provide the dates that you actually were incarcerated:
L) If conviction resulted in probation or parole, provide the dates of probation or parole:

M) Are you currently on trial, awaiting a trial, or awaiting sentencing on criminal charges for this offense: Yes I

No
N) Provide explanation:

11
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10. Civil Litigation and Administrative or Legislative Proceedings
(A)Since (and including) your 18th birthday, have you been a party to any public record
civil court action or administrative or legislative proceeding of any kind that resulted in (I)
a finding of wrongdoing against you, or (2) a settlement a greement for you, or some other
person or entity, to make a payment to settle allegations again.st you, or for you to take, or
refrain from taking, ~nme actinn. Do NOT include small claims proceedings.
i;!!te l:;lalm/Soll

~••Illed or

-~

Pro~e-dings

N•·me

LegiSlatfvt

~
,PrinCil!l!I P2rtics
h,volveo' ln

N•tu·rc of Action!Procttdlne

~ £lj[!nlP[2Stsjjino

J!Wn

Rtrults of
A,c1ion1Prcx~edino

Ne

an officer,
director or owner ever been involved as a party of interest in any administrative agency
proceeding or civil litigation? Please identify and provide details for any proceedings or
civil litigation that involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to have been taken or
omitted by you, while serving in your official capacity.

(B) In addition to those listed above, have you or any business of which you were

Namr{s) ·o(
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Wu Ffled

12/1/2014

!&!i.!l
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Supreme
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-~
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S~ryl Taylor 'II,

Petltl0t1er see U review of Sixth
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Colleen M. Kflley, _

Clreutt ruling affirming District
Court's disminal of an dalms

denied • 2/23/2105.

Pruldent of the
Na11oMI Treasury

and denial of wuns:el.

EmpJoyees Unk>n;
Timothy F. either,
former Sea-etary of
the Department of

the Treasury; ;and
t.=irol Waller Pope,
Chairman of th,
Ft!deral Labo,
Relations Authority
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11/4/2014

MSPB

Probationary supervisor
appealed Ag'eney declslon to

Ad.alls Mo,ales v.
FLAA. DC-315~15-

Settled,

remove from supervisory
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because of employee's marital
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James T, Abbott V,
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Agency no Dl~c:tor
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teaal sufficiency
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premlums back to date of ume-
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S/3'l/201l

EEOC
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seic marriage In 2008,- •nd
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6•" Circuit
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COileen M, Keffey,
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Affirmed.
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National Treasury

lnd~ed a challense t o the FLAA
General Counsel' s deddon to
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Timothy;.. either.
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the Department of
the Trenurv; and
Carol Waller Pope,
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to appoint
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Pro

F•d•ral Labor

Rei.tionl Authority

l/lS/2013

EEOC

Carmen F. Halt v.
Carof W1Aet Pope,

AUqation of dtscri minaitlon

arblo1 out Dr perfonnance
appralnl.

Chalrma~ FLRA
1/4/2013

12/14/2012

EEOC

EEOC

Settled,

Renee. H. Thomas v.
Carol Waller Pope,
Chairman, FLRA

Pamela P. Johnsonv.
caret Watler Pope,
Chairman, FLRA. S10·
2013-00959X
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Allegation of race, 11e1 1ender
dk:crlmlnatlon against agency
cornplalnln, that compCainant
performed same dutie, as
slmflat'ly~ltuated male
empklyus, but at a lower rrade
level.

Docketed with

Adminlstratlvt. Judce
• t E£0C on 6.27/2014.

Wlthdniwn at
Complainant's
requnt.

AUeptlon of discrimination
arlslng out of performance

Docketed with
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at EEOC, 6/11/14.
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performance, plan.

Judgment pending.

Administrative Judge

Motion for Summary
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Oeurnber 12. 2011

EEOC

EEOC Appeal Oodcet
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and AWOL dtatlon, Appeal
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v. carol Waller Pope,

Final Agenr;y Decision
found no
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reprisal. EEOC appeal
settled .

June28.2011

U.S.Oi1trltt
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Among numerous Issues raised

FLRA's Motion t o

Court.

Colleen M, kelley,
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(C) For responses to the previous question, please identify and provide details for any
proceedings or civil litigation that involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to

have been talcen or omitted by yon, while serving in your official capacity. None.-

11. Breach of Professional Ethics
(A) Have you ever been disciplined or cited for• bre2ch of ethics or unprofessional conduct
by, or been the subject of a complaint to, any court, administrative agency, professional
association, disciplinary committee, or other professional group? Exclude cases and
proceedings already listed. No.
~
Agtneyl'Anocblllon/

Committet/Gn\W,

ll!.1£

Cltat[on/Dlsclpllnary

Act1onYco·mpta;wr

Dmrlbr Qtationr'Pi:5c:iolin1n·
Aclion!Cgniplatnt

Resu•ts o(Disctnlinan·
Actjop/Coniplalnt

t.ni<i!JJnltlar'ed• ·

(B) Have you ever been fired from a job, quit a Job after being told you would be fired, left
a job by mutual agreement following charges or allegations of misconduct, left a job by
mutual agreement following notice of unsatisfactory performance, or received a written
warning, been officially reprimanded, suspended, or disciplined for misconduct in the
workplace, such as violation of a security poliey? No.

12. Tax Compliance
(This Information will not be published in the record of the hearing on your nomination,
but it will be retained in the Committee's flies and will be available for public Inspection.)

REDACTED
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13. Lobbying

In the past ten years, have you registered as a lobbyist? lf so, please indicate the state,
federal, or local bodies with which you have registered (e.g., House, Senate, California
Secretary of State). No.

16
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14. Outside Positions
X See OGE Fann 278. (If, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Form 278
Ex~utive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then proceed to the ne,ct section.)

For the preceding ten calendar yean; and the current calendar year, report any positions
held, whether compensated or not. Positions include but arc not limited to those of en
oCliccr, director, trwtec, general partner, proprietor, representative, employee, or
consultant of any corporation, firm, partnership, or other business enterprise or any nonprofit organization or educational institution. Exclude positions with religious, social,
fraternal, or political entities and those solely of an honon1ry nature.
I1l!S.9.!
Oa:anti.w1ton
(cOfl)Oration, firm,

~

~

Organization

OaaniT.ation

.

pannership. other
business enterprise,
othe-r•DOnwprofit

Position Held

Posi!i2D Hcl~
From
(monthlyeor)

fgjj!i2!!
Held T o
(month/year)

organization.
· · edueationai

instlnition\

15. Agreements or Arram::ements
x See OGE Form 278. (If, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Fonn 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Repon, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then proceed to the next section.)
As of the date of filing your OGE Form 278, report your agrccmcnt5 or arrangements for:
(1) continuing participation in an employee benefit plan (e.g.·pension, 401k, deferred
compensation); (2) contlnuntion of payment by a former employer (including severance
payments); (3) leaves of absence; and (4) future employmcnL
Provide information regarding any agreements or arrangements you have concerning (I)
future employment; (2) a leave of absence during your period of Government service; (3)
continuation of payments by a former employer other than the United States Government;
and (4) continuing participation in an employee welfare or benefit plan maintained by a
former employer other than United Smtc.s Government retirement benefits.
17
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S-i.tos'10nd Ttrms ot·~n,,

!!!i£

A·g~•~fof;(rninwilml

(monthiyear)

16. Additional Financial Data
All information requested under this heading must be provided for yourself, your spouse,
and your dependents. (This Information wlU not be published in the record of the hearing
on your nomination, but it will be retained in tbe Committee's files and will be available for
public inspection.)

REDACTED

,p..

m
SIGNATURE AND DATE

I hereby state that I have read the foregoing Statement on Biographical and Financial Information and that the information
pro,;ided therein is, to the be$t of my knowledge, curren~ acciu-ate, and complete.

~g_
This 281b day of May, 2015
25
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UNITED STATES OFF ICE OF

GOVERN M ENT ETHI CS
--

±1-.:J.d

*

l!DIMlllll!mll!!IIBEI

APR 2 8 2015

The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman
Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:

In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose a copy of the
financial disclosure report filed by Carol Waller Pope, who has been nominated by President
Obama for the position of Member, Federal Labor Relations Authority.
We have reviewed the report and have obtained advice from the agency concerning any
possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duties. Also enclosed is w1
ethics agreement outlining the actions that the nominee will undertake to avoid conflicts of
interest. Unless a date for compliance is indicated in the ethics agreement, the nominee must
fully comply within three months of coofumation with any action specified in the ethics
agreement.
Based thereon, we believe that th.is nominee is in compliance with applicable laws and
regulations governing conflicts of interest.
Sincerely,

--=

,a;;!;
-·
,µ:_.,.---??,
.. C#.(--=_,,.~ / .r,::.'-:,·
?

,,.

David j. A pol
General Counsel
Enclosures

REDACTED

1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500 I Washington, DC 20005

www.oge.gov
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.December W, 2014

F.red .B. Jacob ·
.S1>lic;ltQr
lie~efBl l,'llbor ~l41ions Autbor!l)I
I >I.OD K S.\Teet, NW SJ.Jiu 300

Washlngton, DC 104':!4
Dear Mr. JpcOb

The purpose Qf this letter is 10 describe the ~ps lhl!t l will take to avqid nny

actual or nppa~t .confliet ofinle~t in the .evelit that I am .confimred for the position of
Mc111~er ofthe Federal Labo.t Rtlaiions Aut)iority.
A~ req~d ~y lS U,'S.C. § 2ll8(a), I will noq:iat.ticipa(e per..QIIB.lly./!.'ld
substantialiy in nny:patticlllar wat1er in Which I know tl)~t I have a finlln~ial interest
.ifaec(ly nnd pr.-edict~bly affected .py the melter, flr .in which r know :tll:a,t ·a p!:ZSQn wh9se
interests ilr~ ·Jmpllted to ·me lias a financial interest direolly•and Jl~.ict!\bly affe~i;I PY the
matter, unless 1 f;m .c;ihtain il written wa!'l".cr, pursuant .to 18 U.S,C. § Z0S'(l,)(1), or qualify
for a regula!Qey excmp!).Ol), Plll:Sllltll.l to 18 U..S.C. § W8(b}~). I Ul)dersta:od tlmttbe
inletests ·oftbe following persons are impuie'd to me: my spouse or •minor child.of min~;
any general partner.pfa ~orah\p in whi'oh l .am a.llmi~ er generl!l partnc.r; any
oq;~tion in which I strve•as officer, dlre.ctnr, ttusl!:e, g~n.ml partner or em'p!Qyee;
and any person .or orgllllieation with which I lllll negotiating .or have an arrangement
::oncerning prospectlYe ~rqpl9)'lll~nt.
I b,alle been adv.is~(! tba,t this ethics agreemepi w\1.1 be posted .Publicly, consistent
with 5 U.S.C. § 552, ou lbe website·ofthe lJ.S. Of/l(:e ofOovernm~~t Etlircs with other
ctiucs a~ements of Presid.e)ltial nominees who file µubJ,ic financial d.isclosure reports.
I upderstand that-as.an a~poiut:ec I mus! 11Qn\in11e to libide by the Ethics Pledge
(Exec. Order No. 1349.0) !hat I ]li~ously signcil and 'Iha! I will be boUll'd by ihe

requirement'l and test<:icfit>l)l> iherein 'in addition to the oontmitments I have Il)ade in this
ethics agreement.
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U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Pre-Hearing Questionnaire
For the Nomination of Carol Waller Pope to he a Member of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority
I. Nomination Process and Conflicts oflnterest
I.

Why do you believe the President nominated you to serve as a Member of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA)?

I believe that I wa.~ selected for nomination as a Member because of my experience,
ex.pcnise, and record of achievements as a Member (2000 - January 2013; November
2013 - present), a Chairman and CEO (2009 - January 2013; November 20 I 3 - present),
and a career employee (1979 - 2000) of the FLRA. J possess the requisite knowledge of
the law and its application; litigation experience; dispute-resolution and facilitation
experience; managerial C)(perience; and decision-writing expenisc to lead the FLRA in
fulfilling its st.itutory mission and successfully achieving its performance goals. In sum,
my 35 years of experience working in various capacities at the FLRA make me uniquely
qualified to continue m y public service as a Member of the FLRA.
During my tenure as a Member and Chairman, I have worked collaborative ly with the
Presidential leadership and career employees to achieve the following outcomes:
(a) Developed and successfully implemented a multi-year mategy of
"Revitalization, Reinvention, and Re-engagement;' of internal and external
stakeholders to improve mission performance, customer service, and
employee engagement;
(b) Established and met D multi-year Authority Corrective Action Plan and Case
Issuance Strategy "~th perfonnance goals and pro1,-ress indicators to eliminate
the Authority' s case backlog. Eliminated the case backlog and issued
decisions in 2 4% more Authority cases (165) in fiscal year (FY) 2015 than in
FY 2014 (133);

(c) Reallocated resources to hire temporary attorneys, paralegals, and reemployed annuitants to improve performance in the Office of Administrative
Law Judges, resulting in 160% more decisions issued (78) in FY 2015 than in
FY 2014 (30);
(d) Revised the Authority' s arbitration regulations to clarify legal standards,
specify pnrtics' burdens, and provide for optional forms, expedited decisions,
and voluntary alternative-dispute-resolution (ADR) services, along with
developing an on line Guide to Arbitration and related training materials;
Senate Homeland Security and Govemmcntal Affairs Committee
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(e) Provided over 300 training, outreach, and facilitation sessions to over 8,000
FLRA customers in FY 2015;

(f) Developed and implemented a legal-writing, quality-review, and training
initiative, including the development of a Drafting Guide, to enhance
employee skills and improve the quality ofdecisions ;
(g) Developed and implemented succession-planning initiatives to develop future
leaders and supervisors;

(h) Developed and implemented a multi-year, agency-wide informationtechnology modernization plan to implement e-filing; improve website and
online legal-research capabilities; provide video conferencing to improve
efficiencies and reduce travel costs; automate outdated and inefficient manual
case-handling processes and integrate with a new electronic case-management
system; and ensure compliance with government-wide Federal Information
Security Management Act (FISMA) and Continuity of Operations (COOP)
requirements.
Throughout my tenure at the FLRA, as both a career employee and political appointee, I
have built relationships of trust with my colleagues at the F LRA, as well as with the
agency's external stakeholders - federal agencies, unions, employees, and Congress.
With that trust-and my knowledge of the FLRA's mission, its administrative operations,
and the Jaw, I am uniquely poised to continue to adjudicate federal-sector labormanagement disputes as a Member of the FLRA.
2.

Were any conditions, expressed or implied, attached to your nomination? If so, please
explain.

No.
3.

Have you made any commitments with respect to the policies and principles you will
attempt to implement as Member of the FLRA? .Ifso, what are they and to whom have
commitments been made?

No.
4.

If confirmed, are there any issues that would cause you to recuse or disquali fy yourself
due to a conflict of interest or the appearance of a conflict ofinterest? If so, plea.sc
explain what procedures you will use to carry out a recusal or disqualification.

No.

Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee
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11. Background of the Nominee

5.

ln general, do you think it is appropriate for an FLRA member to have preconceived.
notions either for or against unions?
No. The FLRA is a neutral, adjudicative body.

6.

In matters before the FLRA do you believe that it is important for Members to be
perceived by the interested parties as impartial?
Yes.

7.

If confirmed, is there anything in your background which would preclude you from being
a fair and objective Member of the FLRA?

No.

Ill. Role of Member, FLRA
8.

In your opinion, what is the role ofa Member of the FLRA?
The role of a Member is to work collaboratively and decisively to administer the
provisions of the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (Stutute) to:
(1) resolve complaints of unfair labor practices (ULPs); (2) determine the appropriateness
ofunits for labor-organization representation; (3) adjudicate exceptions to arbitrators'
awards; and (4) adjudicate legal issues relating to the duty to bargain. The FLRA's three
Members must fulfill these adjudicative responsibilities through the issuance of timely,
well-reasoned decisions that give full effect to the rights afforded to employees. labor
organizations, and age~cies under the Statute.

9.

What do you believe are the top challenges facing Members of the FLRA today? What
steps do you plan to take, if reconfirmed, to address these challenges?
The top challenges facing the Members are: (I) recruitment and retention of a diverse
workforce; (2) skills development for new employees; (3) budget-conscious innovation in
case-adjudication processes to ensure timely and quality case processing; (4) expansion
of the delivery of effective ADR services; and (5) sustaining and increasing high levels of
employee engagement and job satisfaction.
l have collaborated, and will continue to collaborate, with career employees and
Presidential leadership to manage resources to address these challenges. Many initiatives
arc currently underway and will continue. The FLRA achieved greater diversity in its
workforce in FY 2015 by increasing strategic and tm·geted recruitment and posting job

Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee
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opportunities with career-planning and placement sen~ces, local colleges and
universities, and professional affinity-group organizations. Consistent with the Office of
Personnel Mwiagement's Recruitment, Engagement, Diversity, wid Inclusion (RED!)
Roadmap, the FLR.A is using data to help identify and eliminate barriers to recruiting and
hiring the diverse talent that it needs. The FLRA also continued to utilize both Student
Pathways and summer-internship programs to accomplish mission-related initiatives
throughout the agency. Serving as one of three Small-Agency Representatives on the
Diversity wid lnclusion in Government Council, the FLRA is participating in
government-wide discussions concerning the implementation of President Obama' s
Executive Order 13,583, Establishing a Coordinwed Government-Wide Initiative tn
Promote Diversity and l11c/usion in the Federal Workforce, to develop a path forward for
federal agencies lo create and foster a workforce that includes and engages federal
employees and reflects all segments of society.
Further, I have collaborated with career employees and Presidential leadership to develop
and provide high-level, mission-based training for its attorneys - nearly 20 percent of
whom were new to the FLRA in FY 2014 and FY 2015 - that built upon their existing
legal, technical, and ADR skills to improve and maximize performance. For example, we
have provided employees with external and internal legal-writing and conflict-resolution
classes. Additionally, we have provided employees with case-law-update. "Lunch and
Learn" sessions and cross-office and cross-component details to develop and enhance
employee legal-Tesearch-nnd-writing and ADR skills. Additionally, we have conducted
employee-led workgroups and Tcgular meetings of employees in the Member offices (the
Decisional Component) to develop ca.~e-process innovations and to address workload
balance, technology needs, and other issues that relate to job satisfaction and increased
employee empowerment.
Moreover, to strengthen and support the FLRA's new cadre of first-time managers and
supervisors, the agency identified a series of trainings geared towards developing
strategic thinking and other critical skills in preparation for leadership at the FLRA.
These training initiatives crossed components, bringing together future agency leaders
from all offices to enhance their skills and encourage collaboration among peers.
10.

When you served as Chairman of the FLRA during your previous term, to what extent
and in what respects did you fulfill your responsibilities in collaboration with the other
Members oftbeFLRA? If reconfirmed, are there any ways in which you intend to fulfill
the responsibilities as Chainnan differently that you did in the past?
I have learned from my successful and rewarding experience as Chairman that
communication, collaboration, accountability, and transparency nre the core values of
successful leadership and effective mission perfonnance. In all policy and operational
matters - human resources; budget development and eKecution; information technology;
strategic planning; case management; and outreach, facilitation, and training - 1 have
collaborated, and will continue to collaborate, fully with the other Members, the FLRA' s
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General Counsel, and the Chaim1an and Members of the Federal Service Impasses Panel.
I lead Member and Presidential meetings, at least monthly, to consult with senior
management and Presidential leadership on all of these operational and policy matters. If
confirmed, I will continue to employ these principles and values.
All Decisional Component annual performance goals, as well as performancemanagement and budget policies and initiatives, are developed collaboratively by the
Members with input from career employees. Throughout each performance year, the
Memhers and their staffs work together to re,~cw case-tracking data to assess mission
performance vis avis the performance goals. Most recently, I worked collaboratively
with Members Patrick Pi7.zella and Ernest Du Bester and their staffs in the development
and successful implementation of a Case Issuance Strategy, which allowed us to
adjudicate, by the end of FY 20 J 5, all of the cases that had been pending in our inventory
for over 180 days. This initiative required ongoing collaboration to manage the
assignment - and, in some instances, the reassignment - of cases and staff to ensure a
successful outcome.

11.

What do you consider to be your main accomplishments during your service at the FLRA
so far? What lessons have you learned from that experience and how would your
experience inform and guide your actions and decisions if confirmed for another tcm1?
I am most proud of my leadership, in collaboration with my Presidential and careeremployee colleagues, to successfully rebuild the FLRA to improve mission performance, .
employee engagement, and job satisfaction. This multi-year effort began in 2009 with
the agency-wide launch of the "Revitalization, Reinvention. and Re-engagement''
initiative. These efforts have produced results. The FLRA hns restored its credibility
with external and internal stakeholders. Agency-wide case backlogs have been
eliminated or substantially reduced. Key vacancies have been filled, and robust training
and development initiatives are underway. Annual agency-wide and component-level
performance goals are substantially met and, ia some cases, exceeded.
Significant improvements in the FLRA 's use of technology have also been accomplished.
Internal network, software, hardware, and wireless capabilities were enhanced. We have
made technological improvements to assist FLRA customers, including electronic voting

in representation cases, electronic case filing, and, for the first time ever, web-based
training modules. These improvements - and our involvement of employees et all levels
in development and implementation - contributed to the FLRA's recognition as "Most
Improved Small Agency on Innovation" in 201 I.
Employee engagement, confidence in leadership, and commitment to the FLRA's
mission is 01 an aU-tirne high. Tremendous improvements have been reflected in our
movement from last place in the 2009 Best Places to Work in the Federal Government
rankings to our most recent ranking of 5 in the 2014 Best Places rankings. In the first
Federal Employees Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) that was conducted after l became
Senate Homeland Security and Government.al Affairs Committee
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Chairman, the FLRA was recognized as the ..Most Improved Small Agency" in the Best
Places rankings in the Federal Government with a 250 percent increase in employee
morale and satisfaction. Most importantly, the increases in employee engagement and
satisfaction have resulted in significant increases in mission performance. Further, in the
2015 ·FEVS, the FLRA is ranked #2 in employee engagement, global satisfaction, and
~new IQ," which measures the agency's inclusiveness and diversity.
As stated previously, l have learned from my prior successful experience as Chairman
and Member that communication, collaboration, accountability, and transparency are
essential to successful leadership and effective mission performance. If confirmed, l will
continue to employ these principles.

IV. Policy Questions
12.

What is your assessment of the current state of Federal labor-management relations? If
you believe that improvements can be made, in what areas should there be improvement
and how can this be accomplished?
Federal labor-management relations are always evolving and can always be improved.
Effective labor-management relations operate to improve the efficiency of government
services.
The FLRA continually works to resolve disputes without costly litigation through
education, training, and facilitation, with the goal of improving federal lahormnnagement relations. Over the past several years, the FLRA has redoubled its effons 10
improve federal labor-management relations without costly litigation. Working with
agency and union leadership and the National Council on Federal Labor-Management
Relations, which was created by President Obama 's Executive Order 13522 (a~ extended
by Executive Order 13591 ), "Creating labor-Management Foroms to improve Delivery
ofGovernment Services," the FLRA has successfully implemented a number of initiatives
and delivered services that have improved collaborative federal-sec1or labor-management
relations. These efforts should continue.

13.

Do you believe that improvements should be made to the Federal Service LaborManagement Relations statute? If so, what improvements can and should be made?

It is the purview of Congress and the Administration to deterrnine what, if any, changes
should be made to the Statute.
14.

How has national security affected the nature ofFLRA and the decision-making process?
How should this area be dealt with when it comes to labor-management relations?

Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Alfuirs Committee
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The S tatute addresses national security in 5 U.S.C. § 71 12(b)(6), which states that '·any
employee engaged in intelligence, counterintelligence, investigative, or security work
which directly affects national security" may not be included in a unit of employees
deemed appropriat e for representation by a labor organization. The FLRA Members
have the statutory responsibility to resolve representation cases that present the issue of
whether an employee is excluded from a bargaining unit because the employee' s work
falls within the exclusions set forth in§ 71 12(b)(6).

15.

In many situations, federal employees work closely with contract workc:rs. Do you
believe a blended workforce of federal employee, and federal contract personnel has an
impact on federal labor-management relations, and, ifso, what sort of impact? Do yciu
believe that c hanges are needed in labor-management policy, and, if so, what changes do
you believe would be appropriate?
l am not aware of the effects of a blended workforce on labor-management relations in
the federal sector. I note that, under the Statute, 5 U.S.C. § 7 106(a)(2)(B), management
has the right to "make determinations with respect to contracting out," and that,
occasionally, cases arise requiring the Authority to interpret and apply this section of the
Statute. Sec, e.g., NAG£ local RJ-203, 55 FLRA 1081 , 1086-88 (1999) (Authority held
that agency was not required to bargain ovc:r a proposal prohibiting the agency, in c.:nain
circumstances, from contracting out work within 1 year of the date of a reduction in
force).

16.

When Regional Directors determine, on behalf of the General Counsel, to issue an unfair
labor practice complaint. they must decide what remedy will be sought in litigation.
What types ofremedies do you believe should be available to an aggrieved party and
what kind of evidence would be necessary to establish the appropriateness of each
remedy?

The Authority has developed certain "traditional" remedies in ULP cases, the most
common of which is an order that the violating party post a notice to employees stating
that the party violated the Statute. Some othc:r remedies include retroactive bargaining
orders, awards of back pay, and orders to provide information that has been improperly
withheld. When the General Counsel requests a remedy that would be considered
"nontraditional," the Authority assesses whether there are legal or public-policy
objections to the requested remedy, and, if not, whether the requested remedy is
reason~bly necessary and would b e effective to recreate the conditions and relationships
with which the ULP interfered, as well as to effectuate the policies of the Statute,
including the deterrence of future ,~olations . The Authority cannot issue punitive
remedies or remedies that require the expendirure of government money unless there is a
law that waives the Federal Government's $OVereign immunity for the type ofremedy at
issue. I believe that these remedial principles have served the Authority well for decades
and continue to provide a useful framework for assessing the appropriateness of
requested remedies.
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affuirs Committee
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17.

What issues and factors do you believe most frequently give rise to unfair labor practice
complaints? What should be done to reduce the number of unfair labor practice
complaints?
The Statute sets forth the rights and responsibilities offederal employees, managers,
exclusive representatives, and agencies. The interpretation and application of the
Statute' s provisions in the workplace give rise to ULP charges that are filed with the
FLRA. Training on the Jaw, communication techniques, ADR skills, and how to develop
collaborative labor-management relationships are factors that can influence and often
reduce the filing ofULP charges. The FLRA provides ihe parties with in-person and
web-based training and conflict-resolution tools. lo FY 2015, the FLRA, as a whole,
provided over 300 training, outreach, and facilitation sessions to over 8,000 participants.
Over the last 5 years, the FLRA has provided nearly 1,400 such sessions to over 40,000
participants worldwide.

I 8.

There has been an increase in the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) techniques
to deal with disputes in the federal workplace, including those arising under the Federal
Seivice Labor-Management Relations law.
a. \\'hat do you believe arc the advantages and disadvantages of ADR. fi:om the
perspective of the employee, of the employing agency, and of the public interest?
There are many advantages to ADR, which the FLRA has integrated into all phases of
its case processing. ADR often is foster and less expensive than litigation, which
enables parties and the Fl.RA tu focus their resources in other areas. ADR also
enables parties to collaboratively develop solutions to their disputes, which can often
result in outcomes that are more satisfying than those that would result from litigation.
and can also enable parties 10 develop more constructive workplace relationships which, in tum, can promote better mission performance, as well as quality of work life
for employees and managers.

ln every component nnd program office of the FLRA, ADR has proven successful. In
FY 2015, the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) resolved over 96 percent of the
ULP cases in which merit was found and 95 percent of the representation cases iii
which the parties agreed to use the OGC's ADR services. These successful, voluntary
ADR efforts resulted in significant savings of governmental staff and budgetary
resources. In the Office of Administrative Law Judges, ADR services are offered as
part of the Settlement Judge program by the FLRA's Collaboration and Alternative
Dispute Resolution Office (CADRO). In FY 20 l 5. in over 87 percent of cases in
which the parties participated in the Settlement Judge Program, they reached
agreement and fully resolved their disputes. This is real evidence that the delivery of
ADR services at all stages of case processing results io more effective and costefficient program performance for the FLRA, as well as the timely resolution of
Senate Homeland Security and Govemmental Affairs Commi rtee
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disputes for its customers. Further, 100 percent of CADRO negotiability cases
resulted in full resolution of the underlying dispute and closure of the pending case.
And J00 percent of CADRO arbitration cases resulted in at least partial resolution of
the underlying dispute. In the Federal Service Impasses Panel (FSIP) of the FLRA,
voluntary resolution is sought using mediation-aroitration proceedings and infonnal
conferences. For FY 2015, in cases where the FSIP used mcdiation-arbitraiion or
infonnal conference.~ to resolve federal-sector impasses, it obtained complete,
voluntary settlements over 78 percent of the time, surpassing the 60-pcrcent settlement
rate that it achieved in FY 2014. As a result of this high percentage of voluntary
settlements, in FY 2015, FSIP Members issued only 6 arbitration opinions and
decisions imposing contract terms on the panics. I see few if any disadvantages to the
use of ADR.
b. What are your views on the use of ADR to resolve federal workplace disputes, and
what changes, if any, do you believe should be made in ADR policies and practices in
the federal workplace?

I continue to believe that ADR is an important tool to resolve federal workplace
disputes. Evidence shows that it gets results, and its use should be maximized
whenever possible and appropriate. 1 do not recommend any changes regarding how
it should be used in the future.
19.

In the 2009 Best Places to Work rankings by the Partnership for Public Service, based on
the data collected in the Federal Hwnan Capital Survey, the FLRA ranked last out of all
the small federal agencies that submitted data. In 2013, the FLRA showed improvement,
ranking 8 out of30 agencies. In 2014, the FLRA showed even more improvement and is
ranke<l 5 out of 30 as a top place to work in the federal government (small agencies).
a. What were the steps taken to effectively improve employee morale and the agency's
overall ranking? What measures are in place to ensure the FLRA 's ranking remains
high?

V.'hen I became FLRA Chairman in 2009. one of my top priorities was to increase
employee morale because I knew that once we did that, it would also lead to
increased mission performance. My agenda included communicating with and
providing infonnation·to employees - at all levels; restoring confidence in the agency
- both internally and externally; providing leadership for employees to work together
to successfully accomplish the FLRA 's mission; building infrastructure and
increasing staffing, which was at an all-time low; and building capacity to deliver
services - both internally and externally. The initial steps towards tackling those
challenges and increasing employee morale included: sitting together with managers
and employee representatives to collaboratively identify and develop a plan to
perform the mission; establishing agency values (transparency, open dialogue, and
collaboration) and priorities (staffing, mission perfonnance); increasing
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communication among and between leadership and employees throughout the agency

by introducing a weekly employee newsletter, and holding monthly manager,
Member, and Presidential meetings; benchmarking with other agencies that had high
employee engagement; filling vacancies and increasing staffing - and bringing the
human-resources department back in house in order to fill those vacancies; restoring
case-law and case-processing guidance to our website; and updating the entire
www.FLRA.gov website. We also implemented a multi-year strolegy of
"Revitalization, Reinvention, and Re-engagement" of internal and external
stakeholders to improve mission performance, customer service, and employee
engagement. Centro! to this strategy was communication and collaboration - with
employees, with the employee representative, with agency customers, and with our
Congressional and Office of Management and Budget (0MB) stakeholders. We also
empowered employees to do their jobs again, and gave them the resources,
infrastructure, and technology to do so. This included investing in training and
development for front-line managers and employees.
This commitment, which began in 2009, resulted first in the FLRA being named the
Most Improved Small Agency in the Partnership for Public Service's 2010 Best
Places to Work in the Federal Government rankings. Building on that success in
201 1, the agency once again placed among the top of the most improved small
agencies, and in 2012 and 2013, it captured the #7 and #8 small-agency Best Places to
Work rankings, respectively. In 2014, the FLRA captured the rank of#5 in the Best
Places to Work rankings with a remarkable I 0-point increase in it~ index ,core. With
an-overall employee-satisfaction scorcof79.2 percent, the FLRA exceeded a key
objective of the Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) Goal on People and Culture in the
President's Management Agenda (PMA) to improve employee engagement
government-wide to 67 percent by 2016. This extraordinary accomplishment reflects
a dramatic and unprecedented improvement of over 300 percent since 2009 - the year
in which the FLRA placed last in the survey. And it reflects the ongoing and
sustained commitment of agency leadership at all levels to improving employee
satisfaction and morale - as measured by OPM's FEVS - on an ongoing basis by
comprehensively analyzing FEVS data and using additional internal surveys to target
selected challenges, develop and implement solutions, and review progress. Most
notable for 2014 were the FLRA's rankings for certain Best ill Class categories: #1 in
"Effective Leadership - Leaders, Pay," and "Strategic Management"; #2 in "Overall
Effective Leadership and Training & Development"; and #3 in "Effective Leadership
- Supervisors"; "Teamwork"; and "Performance-Based Rewards & Advancement."
In FY 2015, the FLRA continued iL~ overall success and improvement as measured by
the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS). ll not only captured the rank of #2
on three important indexes -Employee Engagement, Global Satisfaction, and New IQ
(which relates to tbe inclusivity oftlie work environment) - but it also achieved an
all-time high employee response n1te of 84 percent (which is significantly higher than
the government-wide average of 50 percent), realized positive-ratings increases from
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2014 in 66 items, and had no identified challenges. In addition, the FLRA ' s Human
Capital Assessment and Accountability Framework index scores again increased in
every category for the third straight year - by as much as 8 percent over 2014.
Specifically, the agency scored 86 percent in "Leadership and Knowledge
Management," 78 percent in "Results-Oriented Perfonnance Culture," 85 percent in
"Talent Management,'' and 82 percent in "Job Satisfaction" - exceeding the
government-wide average in each.
These responses reflect the FLRA 's progress toward meeting government-wide
human-capital objectives and demonstrating the relationship to improved
organizational performance. And, consistent with an agency-wide focus on targeting
challenges identified in the suivey, the PLRA addresses areas of weakness or concern
in full collaboration with employees at all levels through its own Labor-Management
Forum. As an example, the FLRA placed special emphasis in FY 2015 on
strengthening supervisory skills and improving the supeivisor-employee relationship,
especially as it relates to giving and receiving feedback on performance. The agency
also sought to improve scores relating to the r easonableness of workloads. In this
connection, the agency gathered information to identify the source of the issue through use of pulse suiveys, analysis of caseload data, and constant communication.
And then it used that information to make data-driven decisions about where to
allocate additional, permanent, temporary, or detail staffing. As a result of these
efforts, in FY 20 15, the agency increased its positive responses to that question by
over 23% increase from FY 2014

Best Places to Work Score

- --------------•-·-· --------·- --- -
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The FLRA 's dramatic and sustained improvement with respect to employee
engagement and satisfaction over the last si>. and a half years reflects the commitment
of leadership - ai all levels and throughout the agency - to manage the agency with
transparency and accountability and to engage employees. II also demonstrates the
commitment and dedication of FLRA employees -employees at all levels understand
the mission of the FLRA, understand their role in achie ving the mission, and see
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themselves as an integral part of achieving agency-wide success. Concurrent with the
agency' s significant increase in employee morale and satisfaction since 2009, there
has been a marked improvement in the FLRA ' s mission pcrfonnance and the delivery
of services to its customers. Moreover, the agency's values of transparency, open
dialogue, and pre-decisional involvement allow for effective collaboration,
communication, and continuous feedback around mission performance and agency
operations.
Although the FLRA already has a highly engaged workforce, the agency continued to
look for ways to improve upon its successes in this area in FY 201 5. In this
connection, a small, diverse, cross-component group of managers participated in an
Employee Engagement Sprint Initiative . The team is in the process of developing an
agency-wide action plan - in conjunction with the 2015-2018 Strategic Plan - that
will serve as the framework for sustaining, embedding, and continuing to improve
upon the FLRA's impressive employee-engagement scores and the associated
mission results.
b. "Innovation" and "empowerment" were the FLRA's lowest subcategory rankings in
2014. How can these areas be improved?

ln 2014, the FLRA ranked #8 for Innovation and #6 for Effoctive Leadership:
Empowerment out of 28 small agencies in the Best Places to Work rankings. Although
these were our lowest scores, we were in the upper quartile for Empowerment and above
the median government-wide score for Innovation. In addition, we increased our
Empowerment score by nearly 6% and our Innovation score by 4.5% over 2013.
Although empowerment and innovation are tl1e areas where we rank lowest, our scores
arc still impressive, and we arc making significant progress on improving them. Through
increased communication around work processes, such as through component-specific bi•
monthly meetings of all staff ("all case writer meetings"), we hope to further empower
employees around their work processes and collaboratively look for opportunities to be
more innovative. In addition, we are constantly looking for ways to leverage new,
innovative technology to further streamline work processes. For example, in the last
year, we have introduced video-teleconferencing (VTC) technology agency-wide that
allows us to communicate with our Regional Offices and our customers throughout the
country. We've also made broadband improvements that not only accelerated processing
times but also resulted in cost savings. Further, through a quarterly Tech Council,
employees from all levels across the agency come together 10 discuss technological
developments, needs, and suggestions. Moreover, by involving employees at all levels
throughout the agency in information-technology initiatives regarding eFiling, a website
refresh, and the electronic case-tracking system, we are ompowering employees to
provide input around decisions that affect their working conditions as we explore,
implement, and embrucc technological innovations.
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20.

In 2009 President Obama issued Executive Order 13522 to establish labor-management
forums. What are your views 011 labor-management parmerships? Generally, do you
believe it is desirable to promote collaborative labor-management relationships in the
federal government?
Effective labor-management relations operate to improve the efficiency of the
government' s delivery of its services. Collaborative and cooperative labor-management
relationships lead to more effective labor-management relations. The FLRA continuully
works to resolve disputes without costly litigation through education, training. and
facilitation, with the goal of improving federal labor-management relations and
relationships. Over the past six years, the FLRA has redoubled its efforts to improve
federal labor-management relations without costly litigation by promoting the use of
collaborative techniques, including pre-decisional involvement (PDI) and labormanagement partnm;hips, as well as ADR. Working with agency and union leadership,
and the National Council on Federal Labor-Management Relations, the FLRA has
successfully implemented a .number of initiatives and delivered services that have
improved collaborative federal-sector labor-management relations. These efforts have
redu~ the number of cases that requtre formal adjudication and costly litigation, and
they shou ld continue.

21 .

What has been your role in establishing and conducting the training under E.O. 13522?
How have you encouraged participation in the training program, and how effective do
you believe it has been?
The FLRA has established and conducted a number of training programs under E.0.
13522. In partnership with the Department of Veterans Affairs, the FLRA developed a
weh-ba.sed, interactive training that is posted on OPM' s HR University website for use by
all federal employees. The FLRA also partnered with the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service (FMCS) to develop and present joint training on E.O. 13522.
Most recently, through its work with the National Council on Federal Labor-Management
Relations, and in support ofOMB's Reduce the Footprint (RTF) Memorandum, the
FLRA led a cross-component and inter-agency (with the FMCS and the General Scrvicc,-s
Administration (GSA)) effort to develop and deliver a spccinlized, two-day workshop on

office moves, space allocations, the labor-relations and cullcctive-bargaining implications
of such moves and allocations, and pre-decisional involvenicnt. The workshop focused
on resolving labor-relations issues associated with the RTF policy in a cooperative and
collaborative manner, and it featured presentations by nil components of the FLRA (the
Authority, the OGC, and the Federal Service Impasses Panel); the FMCS, and the GSA.
As a follow-up to that training, the FLRA - along with the FMCS, the GSA, und the
National Federation of Federal Employees - also reccmly presented a webinar that
addressed the requirement in the RTF memorandum that all Chief Financial Officer Act
agencic:s adopt un Office Space Design Standard Policy by March 25, 2016, specif}~ng
how requirements to reduce square foolJlge for agency office space will be met, and
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including a design standard for maximum useahle square feet by workstation for use in
the design of owned and leased domestic office space. The webinar covered how this
requirement presents opportunities for union pre-decisional involvement, employee
engagement. and traditional labor-management relations, which can improve employee
satisfaction and mission performance.
The FLRA is listed as a training resource on the National Council's website, and the
FLRA promotes all of the trainings described above in its daily interactions with
customers, on its own website, and through its work with the National Council. These
types of efforts are effective because they help to reduce the number of cases that require
formal adjudication and costly litigation, and they lead to more effective and productive
labor-management relationships.
·
22.

The purpose of E.O. 13522 is to establish a cooperative and productive form of labormanagement relations throughout the executive branch, and to improve delivery of
government services to the American people. To what extent do you believe the
initiatives under E.0. 13522 have been successful at meeting those two goals? What
have been the greatest challenges to meeting these goals?
Effective labor-management relations operate to improve the efficiency of the
government's delivery of its services. Government agencies are able to more efficiently
and effectively deliver their services to the American people when they can resolve labormanagement issues collaboratively and quickly, without the need for costly litigation.
E.O 13522 and pre-decisional involvement facilitate more cooperative and collaborative
labor-management relationships across government, which, in tum, increases the
likelihood of collaborative resolution of disputes, and reduces the need for costly and
sometimes protracted litigation.
The greatest challenges to accomplishing the goals of E.O. 13522 seem to arise when
workplace cultures are steeped in traditional forms of fonns of dispute resolution and
case adjudication, and are resistant to even attempting to utilize more collaborative and
cooperative approaches. That situation is often the result of fractured labor-management
relationships, so providing outreach and assistance to help develop and repair those
relationships is key.

23.

E.O. 13522 also called for the development of metrics to monitor improvements in labormanagement satisfaction, productivity gains, and cost savings. Please describe the
metrics that have been developed and applied. What does data show about what has been
accomplished and about what more remains to be done?
As sci forth on the Metrics page of the website for lhe National Council on Federal
Labor-Management Relations, the three metrics categories include: (I) mission
accomplishment and service quality; (2) employee satisfaction and engagement; and
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(3) labor-management relationship. In FY 2014, the National Council advised that labormanagement forums sho uld be placing more emphasis on missio n accomplishment and
service delivery as their primary metrics category. It further a dvised that agency
perfonnance-improvement officers are ideal resources to assist forums regarding this
category of metrics.
Representatives from both labor and management have jointly developed a "Quick Tips•·
series of videos on m etrics development for labor-m anagement forums, which g uide
users through the process of developing metrics to measure their forum 's perfonnance
and progress. The Council' s Metrics workin g group is going to oontinue to analyze the
data that it bas. identify forum s to interview for further assessment of accomplishments
and areas in need of improvement, and develop additional d ata-collection points.

24.

Does pre-decisional involvement (PD!) as promoted by the National Council for LaborManagement Forums (NC) weaken the chain of accountability by which agency
management is held responsible for the administration of government? Why or why not?
In m y view, PDI as promoted by the National Council for Labor-Management Relations
does not weaken the chain of accountability by which agency m anagement is held
responsible for administration of the government. Management continues to be
ultimately responsible for its actions - PD! simply envisions employees and their union
representatives as stakeholders whose viewpoints and input should be obtained in a
collaborat ive labor-management engagement process before agency leaders malce
decisions. PDI also allows for increased transparency around agency de<.-ision-making.
and it often results in eliminating the need for costly fonnal adjudication around those
decisions, while preserving all r ights guaranteed under the Statute.

25.

Would you agree that ·po1, as advanced by the NC, presents inherent conflicts of interest
for the member unions? If not, please c,cplain.
I do not agree that PDI, as advanced by the N ational Council, presents inherent conflicts
of interest for member unions. PD! presents unions with a unique opportunity to provide
input into decisions affecting represented employees' conditions of employment - before
their statutory right to do so is triggered. This not only leads to better, more thorough
agency decision-malcing, but it also increases employee engagement and overall agency
efficiency because it allows the agency I<> secure uniou - and thereby employee - buy-in
about workplace changes, leadin g to m ore efficient, timely, and successful changes in the
workplace.

2 6.

According to 5 USC §7131 , federal employees con be gran ted official time, or time to
perfonn representative functio ns, in "any amount the agency and the exclusive
representative involved a gree to be reasonable, necessary, and in the public
interest." What kind of a ctivities do you consider to be "reasonable, necessary, and in the
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public interest?" What kind of representative functions should not be considered
Kreasonable, necessary, and in the public interest?"
Section 7131 establishes the authority for the granting of official time under the Statute,
and expressly addresses under subsections (a), (b) and (c) the authorization of official
time for contract negotiations, impasse proceedings, and proceedings before the
Authority, re.~ectively. While subsection (d) authorizes the granting of official time to
·
employee representatives in "any amount" that the parties agree to be "reasonable,
nece ssary, and in the public interest," such authorization is expressly limited to those
matters that are not already provided for in the other portions of§ 7131.
FLRA case law provides that subsection (d) clearly can be read to authorize only the
negotiation of official time for other labor-management-related representational matters
such as contract administration, participation in grievance arbitration, and the like. The
Statute does not define the terms "reasonable and necessary" as used in§ 713l(d).
However, "Congress has provided that the agency and the union together should
determine the amount of official time 'reasonable, necessary, and in the public interest.•·•
Am. Fed'n ofGov'/ Emps.. Cou,icil oflocals No. 214 v. FLRA, 798 F.2d 1525, 1530
(D.C. Cir. 1986) (emphasis deleted). In determimng what activities are - or are not "reasonable, necessary, and in the public interest," 1 would be guided by the wording of
the Statute, Congressional intent, and FLRA case law.
27.

According to an October 2014 GAO report, OPM does not accurately compute official
time, and should require agencies to better track official time costs. What is the most
effective way for federal agencies to track the use of official time to ensure that it helps
them meet their goals? How could federal agencies, federal employee unions, and the
American public all benefit from a more accurate accounting of official time?

It is the purview of Congress and the Administration to detennine what, if any, is the
most effective way for federal agencies to track the use of official time to ensure that it
helps them meet their goals, as well as how the American public and federal agencies,
employees, and umons could benefit from a more accurate accounting of official time.
28.

How do the FLRA and Federal Courts compare as venues for resolving federal
employment disputes?

In the Statute, Conb'Tess vested the FLRA with broad authority to resolve Executivebranch labor disputes. 5 U.S.C. §§ 7103 , 7105. Under that statutory scheme, the FLRA
brings its institutional knowledge to expeditiously decide negotiability, representation,
and ULP disputes, and to review federal-sector arbitrators' decisions. 5 U.S.C.
§ 7105(2)(A)-(D. The Supreme Court has obser\'ed that Congress intended the FLRA "to
develop specialized expertise in its field of labor relations and to use that expertise to
give content to the principles and goals set forth in the (Statute].'' Bureau ofAlcohol,
Tobacco & Firearms v. FLRA , 464 U.S. 89, 97 (1983).
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Congress, in turn, envisioned a more limited role for the federal courts in resolving
federal-sector labor disputes. Section 7123 of the Statute gives the federal courts of
appeals jurisdiction to review Authority orders in ULP and negotiability cases. 5 U.S.C.
§ 7123(a). But Congress denied the courts of appeals the power to review most
arbitration cases and certain representation decisions. 5 U.S.C. § 7123(a)(l ), (2). It is
also settled that the federal d istrict courts have no jurisdiction to consider FLRA
decisions. Griffith v. FLRA, 842 F.2d 487, 491 (D.C. Cir. 1988).
Consequently, the role of the Federal Courts in resolving federal labor disputes is similar
to their role in resolving other administrative-law disputes . . The well-settled principles of
judicial review of administrative agency action apply. which requires the courts to give
the FLRA "considerable deference when it exercises its 'special function of applying the
general provisions of the Act to the complexities' of federal labor relations. '" Nat'/ Fed'n
ofFed. Employees, Local 1309 v. Dep'I ofInterior, 526 U.S. 86, 99 (1999) (internal
quotations omitted).

29.

What is your view of the level of timeliness and quality of case processing and decisionmaking within the FLRA at present? How do you believe the FLRA can best achieve
timeliness and high quality in the future?
In FY 2015, the FLRA ' s Decisional Component eliminated its backlog of " overage"
cases - cases that had been pending with the Member offices for more than 180 days.
And the average age of pending cases dropped from I 82 days at the beginning of the
fiscal year to 40 days at the end of the fiscal year. However, due to the backlog of cases
that resulted from the extended period in FY 2013 when the Decisional Component
lacked a quorum of Members to issue decisions (January to November 2013) - as well as
the Component's focus in FY 2015 on issuing the oldest cases - the Component did not
meet several of its performance goals for the timely issuance of cases. Nevertheless. the
Component performed better in all timeliness categories than it did in FY 2014. And as a
result of successful elimination of our backlog, the Decisional Component, with a full
complement of Members and staffing at the budgeted level, is well-positioned to issue
timely decisions at or above our targeted level of performance moving forward. As to
quality, beginning in 2009, the Decisional Component has engaged in initiatives to
review and improve upon how our decisions are written, such as the development of a
Drafting Guide, the implementation of a "decision-writing initiative" that changed the
way that Authority decisions are written, and the provision of continual training and
education such a s legal-writing training and "Lunch and Learn" case-law updates. These
initiatives have resulted in higher quality Authority decisions.
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Additionally, the OGC exceeded its strategic-perfonnance goals for the timely resolution
of both ULP and representation cases, and it continued closing cases at increased rates closing over 4,600 ULP cases and 220 representation cases, and conducting over 70
secret-ballot representation elections, in FY 2015. Similarly, in FY 2015, the FSIP
exceeded all of its strategic-performance goals, including timeliness goals. And, in both
of those components, exceeding timeliness goals has not come at the expense of quality.

In sum, I believe that the FLRA currently in a good position with respect to the timeliness
and quality of its case processing and decision-making. Looking to the future, I believe
·that, by continuing cas<,-processing efficiencies that we have devclupc:.d in the _past, and
looking for new efficiencies as well, we can meet or exceed our timeliness goals.
Further, with regard to quality, I believe that a continuation of previous quality initiatives
and planned FY 2016 initiatives - such as revising the Drafting Guide and implementing
additional employee-driven training activities, which were developed as a pan of an
agency-wide strategic-planning initiative - will ensure and enhance high-quality caseprocessing and decision-making in the future.
V. Relations with Congress
30.

Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable request or summons to
appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Congress, if confirmed?

Yes.
31.

Do you agree without reservatiou to reply to any reasonable request for information from
any duly constituted committee of the Congress if you are confinned?
Yes.

VI. Assistance
32.

Are these answers your own? Have you consulted with FLRA or any other interested
parties? If so, please indicate which entities.
Yes. I have consulted with FLRA and Administration staff.
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Chairman Ron Johnson
Supplemental Pre-hearing Questionnaire For the Nomination of
Carol Waller Pope to be a Member of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority
I.

Private sector unions pay for the activity of their union leaders and representatives out of
union dues. Do you tliink that public sector unions should pay for union activity in a
similar manner? Why or why not?
Financial matters oflabor organizations are not within the jurisdiction of the FLRA.
have no views regarding the manner in which public-sector unions should pay for union
activity.

2.

OPM reported that 77 percent of official time was used on "General Labor-Management
Relations," or activities otl1er lhan negotiated collective bargaining agreements or
resolving disputes between bargaining unit employees and agencies, for an estimated cost
of over $120 million in salaries and benefits. Do you believe that this is an appropriate
use of federal resources? If so, please explain.
Section 713 1 establishes the authority for the granting of official time under the Federal
Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (Statute), and expressly addresses under
subsections (a), (b) and (c). the authorization of official time for contract negotiations,
impasse proceedings, and proceedings before the Authority, respectively. While
subsection (d) authorizes the granting of official time to employee representatives in "any
amount" that the parties agree to be "reasonable, necessary, and in the public interest."
such authorization is expressly limited to those matters that are not already provided for
in the other portions of§ 7131.
lt is the purview of Congress and the Administration to det.ermine what, if any, is the
most appropriate use of federal resources as it relates to official time under the Statute.

3.

Do you agree without reservation to comply with any request or summons to appear nnd
testify before any duly constituted committee of Congress if you are confim1ed?

Yes.
4.

Do you agree without reservation to make any subordinate official or employee available
to appear and testify before, or provide infom1ation to, any duly constituted committee of
Congress if you are confirmed?

Yes.
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5.

Do you agree without reservation to comply fully, completely, and promptly to any
request for documents, communications, or any other agency material or information
from any duly constituted committee oftbe Congress if you are confim1ed?

Yes.
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Ranking Member Tom Carper
Supplemental Pre-hearing Questionnaire For the Nomination of
Carol Waller Pope to be a Member of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority
1.

Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable request or summons to
appear and testify before any duly constituted comminec of Congress if you are
confirmed?

Yes.
2.

Do you agree without reservation to reply to any reasonable request for information from
any duly constituted committee of the Congress if you arc confirmed?
Yes.

I, Carol Waller Pope. hereby state that I have read the foregoing Pre-Hearing_Questionnaire and
that the infonnation provided therein is, to the best of my knowledge, current, accurate. and
complete.

I ~
th

This 18 day of November. 2015
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Opening Statement of Robert A. Salerno
Nominee to be an Associate Judge of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia
December 3, 2015
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am honored to appear before you today
as a nominee for Associate Judge of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. I would like
to thank the District of Columbia Judicial Nomination Commission and its chair, District Judge
Emmet Sullivan, for recommending me to the White House. President Barack Obama for
nominating me. and Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton for introducing me to the
Committee.
With me today arc my wife, Juani1a. and my son, Evan. My daughter, Alex, is fi nishing
up her Fall semester at Skidmore College in New York. She and other family members are
watching the streaming video on the Committee's website. My parents are no longer with us. but
they would have been proud today if they were - especially my father, who always encouraged
me to become a lawyer. Finally, I want to recognize friends and colleagues in attendance. I
wou Id not be here today without their support and encouragement.
I am excited by the opportunity to serve on the Superior Court. I would bring 10 the
position more than two decades of experience as a litigator in the District ofColumbia, recent
"quasi-judicial" experience, and a deep commitment to this City.
I have been a resident of the District of Columbia for 25 years and raised two children
here, During that time. I have had a varied and rewarding career in private practice. I have
litigated'civil and criminal matters in federal and stat.: courts across the country, as well as
administrative proceedings and arbitrations. · 1have handled everything from high-stakes
commercial litigation, to alleged criminal conduct by individual clients. to pro bono matters on
behalf of our most vulnerable residents. I have been fortunate to work on sophistica1ed matters
with extremely talented colleagues. At the same time, I have also always had a strong interest in
public service. Prior to becoming a lawyer, I was a Peace Corps Volunteer in Ecuador, where I
met my wife. I also volunteered to serve as a Hearing Committee C hair for the Board on
Professional Responsibility. In that capacily, I conducted evidentiary hearings on formal charges
of professional misconducl by members of the District ofColumbia Bar.
I am at a point in my life where I am ready and able to focus 100% of my energy on
public service. It would be a privilege for me to do so as an Associate Judge of the Superior
Court. Judges have a unique ability to make a difference in the community on a daily basis. and
for many citizens, judges are the personification of the judicial system. I can think of no greater
honor for a lawyer than to be entrusted with the responsibility that comes with being a judge.
My broad and diverse experience in private practice and my experience as a Hearing Committee
Chair make me confident that I would be a good judge and 1hat I would enjoy serving in that
role. If! am confirmed. I would work hard every day to achieve fair outcomes, in accordance
with the law, for all persons who come to the Superior Court seeking justice and due process.
and to do so as efficiently as possible.
Thank you for considering my nomination. I look forward to answering your questions.
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NOMINATIONS HEARING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2, 2016
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:01 a.m., in room
SD- 342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. James Lankford,
presiding.
Present: Senators Lankford, Ayotte, Ernst, Carper, Heitkamp,
and Peters.
OPENING STATEMENI' OF SENATOR LANKFORD

Senator LANKFORD. Good morning. Today we will consider the
nominations of Ms. Julie Becker, Mr. Steven Berk, and Ms. Elizabeth Wingo for the position of Associate Judge on the Superior
Court of the District of Columbia, as well as the nomination of Mr.
Patrick Pizzella to be a member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). The Committee takes these nominations extremely
seriously, so we are pleased to have strong nominees before us
today.
The Superior Court for the District of Columbia is a busy place,
with more than 100,000 cases heard each year. I am proud to say
that these three superior court nominees will mark the 5th, 6th,
and 7th that the Committee has considered in just the past year.
This is more than triple the number of nominees who received
hearings during the entire 113th Congress.
Julie Becker is a native of Detroit, Michigan. She received her
Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Michigan and her
law degree from Yale Law School. After graduation, Ms. Becker
clerked for then-Judge Sonia Sotomayor on the Second Circuit
Court of Appeals. Currently, Ms. Becker is a supervising attorney
at Legal Aid where she has spent the past 14 years.
Steven Berk is originally from Chicago, Illinois. He received his
undergraduate degree from Washington University in St. Louis. He
has a Master's degree from the London School of Economics and a
law degree from Boston College Law School. Mr. Berk has worked
at the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), as an Assistant
U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia, and practiced at several
prestigious law firms.
Elizabeth Wingo is a native of Washington, D.C. She received her
Bachelor of Arts from Dartmouth College and her law degree from
Yale Law School. Following law school, she clerked for Judge T.S.
Ellis in the Eastern District of Virginia. Ms. Wingo worked as a
prosecutor at the U.S. Attorney's Office in the District of Columbia
(1)
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and for the District of Columbia's Attorney General's (AG) office before being appointed as a magistrate for the superior court in 2006.
In addition to these impressive resumes, Ms. Becker, Mr. Berk,
and Ms. Wingo possess the necessary legal skills and judgment to
serve the District of Columbia.
Mr. Pizzella is a native of Rochelle, New York. Rochelle?
Mr. PIZZELLA. Rochelle.
Senator LANKFORD. Rochelle. Thank you. Sorry, an Oklahoman
trying to pronounce a New York name. I will just take it under advisement.
He received his Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of
South Carolina. After graduation, he served in a variety of government entities, including the General Services Administration
(GSA), the Small Business Administration (SBA), the Department
of Education, and the Department of Labor (DOL). In 2013, he was
appointed to the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
Committee staff has reached out to a variety of these nominees'
colleagues and affiliates, who all spoke highly of them. You would
be very impressed at the kind of things many people that were
interviewed said about each of you.
Committee staff has also had the opportunity to be able to interview Ms. Becker, Mr. Berk, Ms. Wingo, and Mr. Pizzella on an
array of issues, ranging from notable cases to community service
and pro bono work. They h ave thoughtfully and competently answered each of the questions to our satisfaction.
To date, the Committee has found you to be qualified for the positions you have been nominated to, and I look forward to speaking
with you a bit more today on your experience and accomplishments
and how you intend to bring them to bear in a fair and impartial
manner for the FLRA and the District of Columbia.
With that, I would recognize the Ranking Member of the Committee, Senator Carper, for any opening statement he would like to
make.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CARPER

Senator CARPER. Thanks, Senator Lankford. I want to thank you
and I want to thank your staff for moving these nominations forward. We are, I think, fortunate-the people of the District of Columbia are fortunate to have men and women with the kind of credentials as the three of you bring, and they would probably be
pleased about the other credentials for the fourth person, too.
So thank you for moving these along. I like to say justice delayed
is justice denied, and I am happy to see us moving these forward.
I want to welcome not only the nominees but certainly members of
their families that are here, including some very young ones. And
we are happy that you have joined us, and we appreciate the parents who have raised at least one of these young people, and the
children and the spouses that are willing to share your loved ones
with the folks of this town.
I want to start by welcome Patrick-is it Pizzella?
Mr. PIZZELLA. Correct, sir.
Senator CARPER. Pizzella, OK. Who has been renominated to be
a member, as we heard, of the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
That is an Authority that plays an important role, as we know, in
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promoting constructive relationships between management and
unions and, in turn, helps improve the effectiveness and the efficiency of the Federal Government.
Mr. Pizzella has had a long career in public service, including the
past few years serving in the position to which he has been now
renominated, and we are grateful for his service and his willingness to continue to serve in this very important role.
I am also pleased today that we are considering three nominees
for the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. Julie Becker,
Steven Berk, and Elizabeth Wingo all have very impressive backgrounds and legal careers that I believe make them extremely well
qualified to serve as judges on the Superior Court. And we thank
you all for joining us and for your willingness to serve.
Before I close so we can hear from our nominees, I just want to
note again how pleased I am that, in the last months of last year,
the Senate finally moved to confirm nominees to fill four other vacancies on the D.C. Superior Court.
That said, I thought it was shameful that it took us 2 years to
get two of those judges confirmed. But I am delighted that we have
started to move nominees more quickly now, and I hope we can
continue that momentum with these three nominees and others to
the Superior Court as we go forward.
Most Americans probably do not know that local judges in the
District of Columbia must be confirmed by the U.S. Senate. I will
have to admit I did not know that a number of years ago. But
while these judgeships are comparable to the State courts that
each of us is familiar with in our respective States, the D.C. Superior Court and Court of Appeals are operated by the Federal Government, not by the local government here. Their judges are appointed by the President from a slate of candidates thoroughly vetted and recommended by a nonpartisan nomination commission.
They must then be confirmed by the Senate in order to serve 15year terms.
But these courts do not handle Federal matters. They are the
local courts for the District of Columbia and hear cases related to
local crimes and domestic and civil disputes between the people
who live here in the District.
I know of no other jurisdiction in our country that must have its
local judges approved by the Congress. And no other State or locality is denied the representation here in the Senate that might help
it pursue its priorities here, including nominations.
Some have suggested that local D.C. judges should not have to
go through Senate confirmation. I continue to believe that we ought
to seriously consider that idea. But at a minimum, we should develop an expedited process for the confirmation of these local
judges, as we have for some other positions that also have required
Senate confirmation in the past but do not anymore.
In the meantime, I hope that the Senate will move forward
quickly on the nominees we are considering today. I believe that
the people of the District of Columbia are fortunate that men and
women as impressive as you are willing to go through a protracted
nominating process, a great deal of scrutiny, and a full measure of
uncertainty- which can stretch out in some cases for years-all for
the possibility that they may one day serve on the bench in the
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District of Columbia. In this case, it has not taken that long. Mr.
Chairman, to you and your staff and others who worked hard, and
my staff, we thank you all.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
It is the custom of this Committee to swear in all witnesses that
appear before us, so if you do not mind, if you would please stand,
raise your right hand. Do you swear that the testimony you are
about to give before this Committee will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you, God?
Mr. PIZZELLA. I do.
Ms. BECKER. I do.
Mr. BERK. I do.
Ms. WINGO. I do.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. You may be seated, and let the
record reflect all the witnesses answered in the affirmative.
We will all do opening statements on this. I would ask you a
favor, that when you do your oral opening statements you all introduce your family. I have had the opportunity to be able to meet
your family, but many people in this room have not. So if you
could, when you make your opening statements, also introduce
your family, that would be a great honor for everyone here in the
room as well.
Mr. Pizzella, since you are the experienced one on this, if you
want to be able to make any opening statement- you have been
through this rigor before- we would receive your oral testimony if
you have any at this point.
TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE PATRICK PIZZELLA, 1 NOMINEE TO BE A MEMBER, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Mr. PIZZELLA. Thank you. Unfortunately, I am unable to introduce my family because my wife is taking care of a family matterbut thank you, Mr. Chairman and Chairman Lankford and Senator
Carper and Members of the Committee. I want to thank you and
your staff for all the courtesies shown to me as I have prepared for
this hearing. Given the seriousness of the issues that presently
confront you, I am especially appreciative of the time you have
taken to ensure that the Federal Labor Relations Authority operates at full strength.
This is the fourth time I have had the privilege of being nominated by a President for a position of public trust. I am honored
that the President nominated me once again to be a member of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority, and, if confirmed, I will continue to dedicate myself to discharging the responsibilities of the
FLRA in accordance with laws, rules, and regulations.
I began my t enure in Federal service in the early 1980s, and I
believe my 23 years of experience in the Executive Branch will continue to be an asset t o the FLRA.
I enjoyed the past 2 years as a member of the FLRA and with
your support hope to continue in that role.
I am looking forward to answering any questions you may have.
Thank you.
1 The

pre pared statement of Hon. Pizzella appears in the Appendix on page 33.
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Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. Ms. Becker.
TESTIMONY OF JULIE H. BECKER,1 NOMINEE TO BE AN ASSOCIATE JUDGE, SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Ms. BECKER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you
today as a nominee to be an Associate Judge of the District of Columbia Superior Court. It is a great honor to be nominated and
considered for this position. I would like to thank the Judicial
Nomination Commission and its Chair, the Honorable Emmet Sullivan, for recommending me to the White House, and I thank the
President for nominating me.
I am here today with my parents, sitting behind me, Allan and
Patricia Becker, and my husband, Alan Silverleib. I am immeasurably grateful for their love and support and for the joy I receive
every day from my 3-year-old daughters, Anna and Rebecca, who
are at school today. I am also fortunate to be joined by a number
of friends, mentors, and colleagues who have encouraged me not
only during this process, but throughout my career as· an attorney.
I would not be here today without them.
I have spent the past 15 years at the Legal Aid Society of the
District of Columbia. I have been privileged to work with hundreds
of individuals and families to secure and maintain decent, safe, and
affordable housing. I have represented clients in every ward of the
city, and I have dedicated my career to the goal of ensuring that
all members of our community have meaningful access to the legal
system.
The vast majority of my work as an attorney has taken place in
D.C. Superior Court. I have tried cases in its courtrooms, spent
time in the clerks' offices, and negotiated settlements in the hallways. I have served on two of the court's Rules Committees, helping to write and revise rules of procedure for the Landlord and
Tenant Branch and the Housing Conditions Calendar. These experiences have given me the opportunity to think critically about
every aspect of court proceedings and to help create a better, more
efficient process for all parties.
Over the years, I have learned a great deal from judges on the
Superior Court bench about the skill, patience, and dedication that
the job requires. I look forward to the challenge of living up to their
example. If I am confirmed, I will work every day to ensure that
the law is applied fairly in every case, and that all parties appearing in court are treated with the dignity and respect they deserve.
Thank you again for the honor of considering my nomination. I
look forward to answering any questions you may have.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. Mr. Berk.

1

The prepared st atement of Ms. Becke r a ppears in the Appendix on page 73.
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TESTIMONY OF STEVEN N. BERK,1 NOMINEE TO BE AN ASSOCIATE JUDGE, SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Mr. BERK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am honored and
truly humbled to appear before you today as a nominee for the position of Associate Judge of the Superior Court for the District of
Columbia. I would like to thank the D.C. Judicial Nomination Commission, and in particular its Chairman, Federal District Court
Judge Emmet Sullivan, who was nice enough to come here today.
Senator CARPER. Would you raise your hand, please? Higher?
Welcome. Good to see you.
Judge SULLIVAN. Thank you.
Mr. BERK. I would like to thank the White House and I would
like to thank the President for nominating me. And I would like
to acknowledge my colleagues, friends, and family who are here
today and have been with me throughout this journey.
I would like to recognize first my two sons, Corey and Jacob, who
are actually twins- it may not seem like that, but you can try to
guess who is older. And I would like to recognize my mother, who
is here from Chicago, sitting right behind me. She raised me to always strive for excellence in whatever I did and whatever I chose
to pursue.
And, finally, to my wife, Jenny, who is also behind me, who has
never wavered in her support of me, picking me up when my spirits lagged, and believing in me sometimes more than I believed in
myself.
Someone who I wish were here today is my father, who died last
year after a long and valiant battle with cancer. At the close of
World War II, American soldiers liberated my dad from the Dachau
concentration camp in Germany. He was days from death, suffering
from profound malnutrition and typhus. He eventually regained his
health and came to the United States as an orphan in 1948. Two
years later, he was a member of the United States Army serving
two tours of duty on the front lines in Korea before returning to
Chicago, marrying my mom, and eventually becoming a successful
entrepreneur. He loved this country, and I miss him very much
today.
I attended law school because I was interested in public service.
That interest brought me to Washington in 1989 where I worked
as a prosecutor at the Securities and Exchange Commission and
the United States Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia.
After leaving the U.S. Attorney's Office, I went on to become a
partner at the law firm of Jenner & Block. In more recent days,
I have been representing individuals such as defrauded investors,
consumers, small business owners, and whistleblowers. I have had
a 30-year career in the law, and in those 30 years, I have appeared
in courtrooms throughout the country in administrative proceedings, Federal court, State courts, and legislative bodies.
Over the past 5 years, I have continued to demonstrate a commitment to public service by volunteering for and being elected to
leadership positions at the D.C. Bar. I served as a member of and
1 Thc

prepared statement of Mr. Berk appears in the Appendix on page 111.
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later chair of the Judicial Evaluations Committee. I have also been
elected treasurer and currently sit as a member of the Board of
Governors.
If I am fortunate enough to be confirmed, I will commit to having
everyone in my courtroom treated with dignity and respect. I will
be decisive and make timely and thoughtful decisions. And I will
be prepared each day to dispense with justice.
Thank you for your consideration of my nomination, and I will
be pleased to answer any of your questions.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. Ms. Wingo.
TESTIMONY OF ELIZABETH C. WINGO,1 NOMINEE TO BE AN ASSOCIATE JUDGE, SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Ms. WINGO. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,
thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today as you
consider my nomination to be an Associate Judge of the Superior
Court of the District of Columbia. I would like to thank the Judicial Nomination Commission and its chair, the Honorable Emmet
Sullivan, for recommending me to the White House, and I would
like to thank President Obama for nominating me. In addition, I
would like to express my thanks and appreciation to the Committee Members and the Committee staff for their hard work and
for considering my nomination so expeditiously.
I would also like to acknowledge and thank Chief Judge Lee
Satterfield for his leadership, his support, and his presence here
today.
Senator CARPER. Would he raise his hand- Lee Satterfield?
Thank you, sir. Welcome.
Judge SATIERFIELD. Thank you.
Ms. WINGO. I am also very fortunate to have a number of members of my family, who have been very supportive, here with me
to today, and I would like to introduce and thank them: my husband, Harry Wingo; my children, Alexandra and Natalie WingoSenator LANKFORD. Which, by the way, I discussed with them
possibly them doing testimony later as well. [Laughter.]
And they declined that.
Ms. WINGO. I also have here my parents, Tony and Judy Carroll;
my brother and sister-in-law, Tom and Katherine Carroll; my sister
and brother-in-law, Michaela and Ted Lizas, and their children, my
nieces Amy and CC Lizas.
Senator CARPER. Is that all? [Laughter.]
Ms. WINGO. I would also like to acknowledge and thank my stepdaughter, Hailey, who is a junior in high school and was unable to
be here today.
Finally, I would also like to thank the many friends and current
and former colleagues who have supported me over the years, some
of whom are also present here today.
I was born and raised in the District of Columbia and have spent
most of my legal career serving the citizens of the District. After
clerking for the Honorable T.S. Ellis in the Eastern District of Virginia, I spent 4 years at the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District
1 The

prepared statement of Ms. Wingo appears in the Appendjx on page 132.
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of Columbia, prosecuting a wide variety of crimes, from misdemeanor simple assaults to homicides. Following my time at the
U.S. Attorney's Office, I continued to work on behalf of the people
of the District at the Office of the Attorney General for the District
of Columbia, where I served as the Chief of the Criminal Section
and then as the Assistant Deputy Attorney General for Public Safety.
Since 2006, I have had the honor of serving as a magistrate
judge in the Superior Court, where I have had the opportunity to
preside over calendars in the Criminal and Civil Divisions, as well
as in the Family Court and Domestic Violence Unit. It would be a
privilege and an honor for me to continue my public service as an
associate judge in the Superior Court.
Thank you for your consideration, and I look forward to answering your questions.
Senator LANKFORD. I thank all of you.
There are three questions that I am going to ask for this entire
group, and I am going to need an oral yes or no on this. What I
will do is I will ask the question and then we will just go down the
row. It will be very informal. Sorry about that. These are questions
that we find extremely important to be able to ask every candidate
as they come through.
First-and I will ask all four of you to answer this question yes
or no-is there anything that you are aware of in your background
that might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office
to which you have been nominated? Mr. Pizzella.
Mr. PIZZELLA. No, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Becker.
Ms. BECKER. No.
.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Berk.
Mr. BERK. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Wingo.
Ms. WINGO. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Second question: Do you know of anything,
personal or otherwise, that would in any way prevent you from
fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to
which you have been nominated? Mr. Pizzella
Mr. PIZZELLA. No, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Becker.
Ms. BECKER. No, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Berk.
Mr. BERK. No, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Wingo.
Ms. WINGO. No, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
Third, do you agree without reservation to comply with any request or summons to appear and to testify before any duly constituted committee of Congress if you are confirmed? Mr. Pizzella.
Mr. PIZZELLA. Yes, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Becker.
Ms. BECKER. I do.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Berk.
Mr. BERK. Yes, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Wingo.
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Ms. WINGO. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. I recognize Ranking Member
Carper for any questions.
Senator CARPER. Mr. Chairman, thank you. Thank you so much.
Those were wonderful testimonies. I was especially touched, Mr.
Berk, by the story you told us about your dad and shared that with
us. What a guy. What a life he lived. And I appreciated the lovely
comments that you have made about your mom and about your
wife. Those are lovely- and all of you for introducing your family
and friends. It is one of my very favorite parts of these hearings,
so we are glad that you are all here.
I just want to start with a quick question, if I can, for you, Ms.
Wingo. The role of a magistrate judge is a bit different, as you
know better than anybody else, the role of an associate judge. Just
take 30 seconds and describe some of the differences.
Ms. WINGO. One of the primary differences is that an associate
judge has a broader range of responsibilities. There are calendars
that associate judges are assigned to that magistrate judges do not
handle. There is also a broader range of types of things that an associate judge can do, the biggest one being jury trials. A magistrate
judge does not handle jury trials, so we, generally speaking are
limited to misdemeanors; whereas, an associate judge can handle
the jury trials and, therefore, can handle anything in the court.
Senator CARPER. Take another 30 seconds and just give these
two people closest to you, Mr. Berk and Ms. Becker, just give them
some friendly advice. [Laughter.]
Ms. WINGO. Well- Senator CARPER. Unfriendly advice. [Laughter.]
Ms. WINGO. Truly, the friendly advice that I would give is to rely
on your colleagues, because I have found at the court that there is
no greater resource and that there is no greater willingness anywhere in any employment for your colleagues to help you out. The
other judges, the staff, the clerks-everyone is very supportive of
each other, and everybody is working toward the same•goal, which
is to ensure that there is equal justice for all. And so you should
feel free to rely on those folks if you need them.
Senator CARPER. All right. Thanks. Thanks for that advice.
I would note that our judicial nominees come from very different
legal backgrounds and have focused on certain areas of the law
throughout your career. That is not uncommon. However, if confirmed, I understand that you will preside over time over cases
arising under many different areas of the law. And we have a similar situation with the Federal district court judges in Delaware.
But how has your career prepared each of you to handle the wide
range of legal issues that you will confront as an associate judge?
And how will you ensure that you are prepared to preside over
cases in areas of law which you may be not as familiar with? Ms.
Becker, do you want to lead off on that one? Then Mr. Berk.
Ms. BECKER. Thank you, Senator. I certainly would have a lot to
learn, particularly in divisions in which I have not frequently appeared, and I will say I look forward to the challenge of learning
new areas of the law.
I think what I would come in with is that the folks that I have
been representing during my career are, by and large, the litigants
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who appear in D.C. Superior Court. And I have had quite a lot of
experience working with individuals of all education levels and, by
and large, people who are not familiar with and not comfortable
with the legal system.
And so what I have gained from those experiences is I think primarily communication skills. I can listen to the story that a person
tells and be able to extract from that story what are the legally relevant facts for deciding the case. And I have also become good at
communicating sometimes complex legal concepts in a way that is
accessible to people who are not lawyers.
Senator CARPER. OK, good.
Mr. Berk, same question. How will you ensure that you are prepared to preside over cases in areas that you are not as familiar
with?
Mr. BERK. If I may, Senator, let me just say that Ms. Wingo has
been terrifically generous with both of us in terms of giving us the
insights for today's hearing.
Senator CARPER. No kidding.
Mr. BERK. She has been great.
Senator CARPER. Isn't that against the rules? [Laughter.]
Senator LANKFORD. No. But that does mean the harder questions
will gear toward her then the rest of the day.
Senator CARPER. OK. [Laughter.]
Mr. BERK. I am sorry if I got you in trouble.
Senator CARPER. You are OK.
Mr. BERK. I have been practicing law 30 years. It goes quickly.
And I have been fortunate, very lucky to be able to practice in jurisdictions all over the country and to do different types of cases.
It has been heartening. I will get phone calls from people, and they
will say, "Have you done something like this?" And I will be, like,
"No, but I am willing to try." And I think on the Superior Court
there will be things that I have not seen before, certain areas of
the law that I am not as familiar with.
But I am very familiar with getting up to speed quickly on matters, and I am confident that those skills can be used by me if I
am lucky enough to be confirmed.
There are areas where there is probate and there is tax and
there is property and landlord-tenant. I have not done those areas.
But I have applied facts to law, and at the end of the day, that is
what lawyers do and judges do, is apply facts to the law and respect the rule of law. And so regardless of the type of case it is,
I think those basic sort of tenets are with you, and I am confident
I can provide good judging on a wide array of cases.
Senator CARPER. The situation you face as a new associate judge
will be not unlike what we face in coming here as a new Senator.
We end up with assignments to committees. Some of us come as
attorney generals. Some of us come as leaders in our State. Senator
Lankford has an incredible background, a military background and
other things. But I ended up on this Committee, and I could barely
spell "cybersecurity," and I ended up as the Chairman of the Committee a couple of years ago. And there was a profile done of the
new Chairman of the Committee, and they noted that I was the
Senate expert on cybersecurity at the time. And I showed this to
my staff, and I said, "Look at this. Now I am the expert on
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cybersecurity." And they said, "In the land of the blind, the oneeyed man is king." [Laughter.]
So do not get too puffed up.
A question for you, Mr. Pizzella.
Mr. PIZZELLA. Yes.
Senator CARPER. Could you just discuss with our colleagues here
how you and your fellow members of the FLRA achieved the goal
of significantly reducing the backlog-you had a huge backlog, and
I think you now have reduced the amount of time that it takes to
issue a timely decision. Just briefly, how did you do it? How did
you guys do it?
Mr. PIZZELLA. Well, the backlog was acquired because for a period of about a year there was a lack of a quorum. That was primarily what did it. And the Senate, when we had nominations
made by the President, moved rather quickly to get a quorum in
place. Both my colleagues, each had served as Chairman of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority at one time or another before,
and so they had much more experience than I did. And it took me
a little while to get up to speed, but once we got going, we got
going. And in the first year, for instance, 70 percent of the cases
that we issued decisions on were unanimous. And that pattern has
continued because the law is the law.
So we worked cooperatively and collegially and shared resources
when necessary among offices, and we were able to put the backlog
behind us.
Senator CARPER. Oh, good. My time has expired. I have to go to
another meeting. I will stay here for a while and hear some of the
questions, but I have to leave. But I want to thank you again for
being here and for all who have joined you. Thank you.
Senator LANKFORD. Senator Ernst.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ERNST

Senator ERNST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks to all of
you for your great service. You all have many years of valuable experience that you will take into these positions, so thank you for
that. And thanks for the lovely introduction of all of your family
and friends. And, Mr. Berk, to you, that was a great introduction
of your family and many blessings to your family in the absence
of your father. He sounds like an extraordinary man, so thank you
for that. I appreciate that very much.
To Ms. Wingo, Ms. Becker, and Mr. Berk, a very easy question,
actually. Please describe your current thoughts on what it means
to be an independent judge as well as the importance of judicial
independence. Ms. Wingo, if we could start with you, please.
Ms. WINGO. Judicial independence means that a judge is able to
make decisions based on the evidence in the case before it and the
law as applied to that evidence free from outside pressures, free
from outside considerations. I think that it is essential to achieving
the goal of equal access to justice for all, and that is one of the fundamental goals of the judicial system, and in the Superior Court
in particular.
Senator ERNST. Very good. Thank you. Mr. Berk.
Mr. BERK. Yes, I think about the time that I spent being the
chair of the Judicial Evaluations Committee here at the D.C. Bar
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and looking at what lawyers would say about judges. And, by and
large, judges are rated quite highly, but there are some that are
not. And it is because of some-not so much a flaw but a perception
that they are not being independent, that they are flawed by preconceived ideas or notions or where they came from. And I hope to
think that because my perspective is broad, because I have been on
all sides of the table-I have been on the government side of the
table, the defense side of the table, the plaintiff side of the tablethat I can be independent because I understand everyone's perspective.
Senator ERNST. Very good.
Mr. BERK. And I think that will be helpful.
Senator ERNST. Thank you very much. Ms. Becker.
Ms. BECKER. Thank you. I think that independence is really inherent, possibly central to the role of the judge. A judge has to be
able to make decisions based on the facts that are presented in
that individual case and applying the law that is governing to
those facts, free from any outside pressures of any kind. And if a
judge cannot do that, then we have a problem.
Senator ERNST. Exactly. Thank you. Very good.
And, Mr. Pizzella, a little tougher one for you. You dissented in
a July 2014 opinion regarding a union grievance about U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement's (ICE) decision to block access
to personal email on government computers without first offering
an opportunity for collective bargaining. And to paraphrase your
dissent, you suggested that Federal agencies should not be required
to bargain with the union before they can act to secure the integrity of the Federal information technology (IT) systems. This became an issue again last year when, following the devastating
breach at the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), the agency
attempted to block access from government computers to certain
websites that they deemed security risks. But the union threatened
a lawsuit, and, ironically, then the union also sued OPM for failing
to protect Federal Government employees' information. And just a
note. My husband and I were also included in those that had information that was leaked.
I have great · concerns about how the 2014 FLRA decision could
be used to inhibit Federal agencies' efforts to enhance their cyber
defenses. As OPM Acting Director Beth Cobert acknowledged during her recent confirmation hearing before this Committee, personal email accounts are the way a lot of threats come in.
So, accordingly, for the Committee's benefit, could you elaborate
on your dissent from that 2014 case? And if you can provide us
with any update on that situation as well.
Mr. PIZZELLA. Yes, thank you, Senator. I did feel strongly about
that at the time. The dissent pre-dated the now well acknowledged
security breach at OPM. In my capacity as Assistant Secretary of
Labor for almost 8 years, from 2001 to 2009, I also had the role
of the Chief Information Officer (CIO), so I had some knowledgefar from an expert, not a technology guru, but I had some knowledge about the sensitivity of protecting data, particularly from outside sources getting in. And I felt that the head of an agency, if
determining after consultation with the technology experts at his
or her department, felt the need to shut down access to personal
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websites and email, then that should be a decision that the head
of that agency should be able to make without wasting time on
anything, but to get to the core of the matter, which was obviously
preventing and protecting us from cybersecurity attacks.
·
I still believe strongly about that. As a matter of fact-you mentioned the OPM instance-I, too, was notified of my exposure in
that.
Senator ERNST. Many of us were.
Mr. PIZZELLA. About a month after the OPM incident, Acting Director Cobert unilaterally shut down access to web email and
Gmail without even informing the employees. And I know of no action that the union took in response to that, because I think common sense has caught up with perhaps this deference to needing
to consult when there is something that could be called sort of an
emergency or sensitive situation.
So I do think it is important for agency heads to have that authority to act quickly and to do so without having to consult with
unions or other third parties.
.
Senator ERNST. Well, thank you. I appreciate that. Whenever
there is an active threat out there, I think it is very important that
those department heads are able to respond to those threats. But
I appreciate it. Thank you all very much for being here today. I
truly do appreciate it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LANKFORD. I recognize Senator Carper.
Senator CARPER. I am not going to ask any more questions. I
would like to note-and thanks for giving me this chance- that
Congr.esswoman Norton wanted to be here, expected to be here to
introduce you, Ms. Becker, Mr. Berk, and Ms. Wingo. She is in a
markup over in the House of Representatives offering an amendment or amendments at the markup, so that is her day job. That
is her job. And she wishes she could be here, be in two places at
once, but she sends her best.
Senator LANKFORD. Senator Heitkamp.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HEITKAMP
Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am always struck by how remarkably well qualified folks are
who come in front of us and by the fact that all of you really in
the prime of your careers could be making, six, probably seven figures doing something else, and you are willing to step up and serve
the public and serve this community, which has unique challenges,
being in the District, and use your enormous talents and your remarkable academic credentials for the betterment of the community. And so I think I start out by just saying thank you, thank
you, thank you, thank you for everything that you do and for being
willing to go through this process, which not a lot of what I would
say State courts judges are required to do, but still willing to serve.
And so I do not have a lot of questions, but I was struck, Ms.
Becker, by your comments about the skills that you have learned
serving the public the way you do right now. I recently had an encounter with somebody who was looking for the court, the D.C.
court, and they were mistaken and ended up here looking at the
Supreme Court and looking quite confused. I think this man was
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probably homeless. He had a roller board with him. And I
thought- I did not ask him why-I was trying to help him find the
court he was going to, and I did not ask him why he was seeking
out the court, but I thought when he left- and I offered to get him
a ride on Uber, and he said, no, he would walk, he still had an
hour. And I was struck with I hope when he gets there-and I do
not care what his crime is- that he is treated with respect and that
he is given an opportunity to really understand why he is there,
because he seemed quite confused to me.
And I want to really applaud your answer and say how difficult
it is. You are not dealing at the Supreme Court level with very sophisticated jurists and lawyers who, are at the peak, the pinnacle.
You are dealing with people who are homeless, who may have done
something that, as a result of mental illness or extreme poverty,
seemed like the only choice at the time.
So I guess when you look at that- and my question is to you, Ms.
Wingo. You look at the kind of folks who come into the court- because you have seen them- and you realize that if we are going to
have a judicial system, it has to be accessible to people at all levels,
as you have said.
So what changes would you make or recommend once you get
into this next step on making the court more accessible, making
the court function better to better serve all the people of the district? I know there are some real judges out there, so do not worry
about them. They will never know what you said. [Laughter.]
Ms. WINGO. Well, I do not know that I can count on that, but
I think that I would answer on two levels.
One, I think- and this is not precisely a change, but on an individual level, I think individual judges have an obligation to make
sure that they are treating every individual with respect, making
sure that they do understand the process, that they are taking the
time to explain it, and that they are explaining it in language that
anybody can understand.
Senator HEITKAMP. What percentage of people who appear in the
court appear pro bono- without counsel?
Ms. WINGO. That depends on what courtroom you are in. So, for
example, when I was in a small claims courtroom, it was everybody.
Senator HEITKAMP. Sure.
Ms. WINGO. Pretty much everybody. In the criminal courtrooms,
they have a right to counsel, and so the court a ppoints counsel for
almost everybody. In the traffic courtroom, there are some cases
that are immediately diverted where they are trying to seek a resolution that is not heading toward trial and conviction but, for example, doing community service and getting your case dismissed.
Those folks are not necessarily assigned counsel. There are counsel
for the courtroom who can assist everybody in that kind of category. So it really depends on what kind of courtroom you are in,
I think, what the percentage would be.
Senator HEITKAMP. So I did not mean to interrupt, but how can
we m ake the court more accessible, more understandable to everybody who comes there, whether you are in small claims or whether
you are in, some kind of diver sion program?
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Ms. WINGO. So for the second part, once you are out of the individual level, when you look at it from an institutional level, this
is something that the Superior Court has focused on a lot. And so
continuing some of the things that they are already doing and expanding them, for example, we have resource centers or self-help
centers in many divisions- the family court self-help center, there
is a consumer law resource center, there is a small claims resource
center. All of those programs could always be expanded because
there is more that you could do for folks. But they are places where
people can go when what folks need is more than what a judge can
do without stepping outside their role as a neutral arbiter.
Senator HEITKAMP. I think that is an excellent answer, and as
we look at criminal justice reform, whether we are able to do it or
not, that is going to involves courts at all levels kind of reexamining the kinds of people who are entering the criminal justice system who also-if you ask many people in my State do we do a pretty good job giving people access to the courts on the criminal side,
yes, because we have Gideon v. Wainwright. But, if they come in
and they have a spouse who is able to afford a lawyer in a family
matter, they are really disadvantaged.
And so I am curious about all of your opinions about mediation,
whether you think that is a diversion that we should use more,
about restitution and other kinds of new judicial tools that could,
in fact, make the court more accessible, reform the court in ways
that it is not, a judge sitting on a dais and looking down at the
pitizens who are seeking justice. Ms. Becker.
Ms. BECKER. I am a supporter of mediation. Over the years that
I have been practicing-my area is primarily landlord-tenant law,
and the court has shifted to requiring mediation at some point in
all landlord-tenant cases. And I have found that to be a very useful
process because most cases do settle. Probably most cases should
settle. And mediation is a chance for the parties to reach a settlement that is in their own control. That is sort of the mantra of the
mediation center, that "The power is in your hands" in a way that
it is not if the case goes to trial.
I think that mediation can pose problems if one side is represented and the other is not, because obviously there is an imbalance in information, there is an imbalance in bargaining power.
And so I think one of the ways that the court can address that is
to make the mediators aware of that and sensitive to it, and also
make it easier, as they have done in recent years, for unrepresented individuals going into mediation to connect with counsel on
some level to advise them about their rights.
Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you. Mr. Berk.
Mr. BERK. It is a difficult question, because I think that the
judge has to be- it is a balancing act, if you will. On the one hand,
you do not want the judge being too active in the litigants' dispute.
The judge has to be a referee. The judge has to be calling balls and
strikes, so to speak.
On the other hand, for efficiency purposes, you cannot give everyone-there is just not enough time in the day nor is there the need
for everyone to have a trial. A lot of things can be resolved through
people of good faith coming together and realizing what the issues
are and making a decision based on that.
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So I think in my practice I would say 75 percent of the cases
start with mediation, and it is a good vehicle, but it is not a perfect
vehicle. I can only tell you that on an individual basis in a courtroom, if I was confirmed, that I would want to set the tone for respect for everybody, not just the litigants but the court -clerk and
the police officers that come in and every individual so that there
is a tone of respect. And I think once people have that, they are
more willing to consider options and consider settlements and consider resolutions, whereas if they feel they are in an adversarial
proceeding or an adversarial room or an adversarial forum.
I am not yet familiar with the larger policy issues. I have not
been in the court to that extent. But I know on an individual issue
or in individual cases you can set the tone in your courtroom for
a place that is welcoming, if you will, to resolution of cases and not
the adversarial system. And what I have seen too much in my career- and I am sorry to go-is, lawyers that get angry at each
other and there is a lot of vitriol that does not accomplish anything.
Senator HEITKAMP. My apologies. My time is up, so thank you
so much.
Senator LANKFORD. Senator Peters.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETERS

Senator PETERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you to the
nominees for your statements and for appearing here today this
morning.
I certainly know that your families and friends are all very proud
of you, as they should be with your distinguished career and accomplishments. And, Ms. Becker, I am particularly pleased to see
you as a native Michigander. I know that you will definitely represent the State of Michigan with great distinction should you be
confirmed. You do already, but should you be confirmed, that track
record will continue.
There are certainly a number of qualities that I believe and I
think most of the folks on this panel believe every judicial nominee
should have, and that would include a strong legal background, experience handling a variety of cases, as well as a fair approach to
legal issues.
So maybe if I could ask each of the judicial candidates to give
me a little sense of what is your view of the appropriate temperament of a judge, what elements of temperament do you believe are
essential to fairly considering cases? And take a moment to describe how your experience working with diverse roles has helped
you develop what you consider to be this appropriate judicial temperament. We will start down here. Ms. Becker.
Ms. BECKER. Thank you, Senator. I think that in order to be a
good judge, a judge has to possess the qualities of patience, of integrity, and a true interest in what I would characterize as the intellectual and human challenges of the law. Sitting as a trial court
judge, you really see the gamut of human experience coming in
through the courthouse doors every day. And some of the cases
present challenging, difficult factual issues. Some of the cases
present challenging legal issues. And I think · a judge really has to
want to delve into those issues and be excited about trying to fig-
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ure out what the answers are. And I believe that I would be suited
to that role.
Senator PETERS. Mr. Berk.
Mr. BERK. Thank you, Senator. I think the first quality of a good
judicial temperament is somebody who listens. And that may seem
really basic, but I always will tell folks that you learn more from
listening, and so you really need to listen to your witnesses, you
need to listen to the litigants. If a defense attorney or an attorney
comes in and wants their third extension and comes up with some
excuse, you want to listen to that and really determine whether
they are telling you the truth or not. So listening is key.
I think that you have to be decisive. The worst thing that can
happen to you as a litigant is that the judge does not decide, that
you are asked to come back in 6 weeks, 8 weeks, or 9 weeks. You
have to have the courage to be decisive, and I think that that is
part of the temperament.
And I guess the last one-and I do not mean to sound trite at
all, but you need to be fair. And when I talk about fairness, I talk
about fairness in a procedural way so that I know when I have argued an appeal or argued a motion or argued something, you want
to know why the judge is going to rule against you. "Mr. Berk, you
have not made the fourth element," or something to that effect, so
that the judge is fair to you and you respect that decision more
afterwards because you have gotten that opportunity to know what
you were missing.
So it is decisiveness, it is fairness, and it is listening, I think, for
me that would be the three.
Senator PETERS. Thank you.
Ms. WINGO. I think that I would echo the comments of Ms. Becker and Mr. Berk to some degree. I definitely agree that fairness is
the first and foremost quality, and by that, you have to be calm,
you have to be able to treat everyone in front of you with a dignity
and respect so that you can hear what they are saying, so that you
actually get the information from all sides, so that you can make
an appropriate decision.
I think you need to add to that a substantive knowledge of the
law that you are deciding and a willingness to do the work to get
the answer if you do not already know it.
I think also, as Mr. Berk said, you need to be decisive because
as the saying goes, justice delayed in justice denied. And it is not
enough to come to the correct decision. You need to do it efficiently
so that you can handle the high volume of cases that our court has.
And then , finally, I think you really need to be someone who is
articulate in a way that you can talk to everyone who comes before
you, whether they have a law school background or no background
at all, so that everyone who walks in the door walks out feeling
like they have had an opportunity to be heard, they understand
what happened, and they know why it happened.
Senator PETERS. Great. Well, thank you.
A followup question to Ms. Becker. First off, I want to say I have
had an opportunity to talk with you prior to this hearing, and I appreciated that opportunity. And I am certainly impressed by your
background, first and foremost, of course, from the University of
Michigan, which is a great educational background, but then going
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off to Yale University. You were an individual who was on a fast
track that could have gone any way with your legal career but
chose to help those who often do not have a voice, which I commend you for your career. And given that, and given your previous
work focusing on helping and representing low-income District of
Columbia residents at Legal Aid Society, you helped clients challenge the termination of housing subsidies, assisted tenant associations in preserving affordable housing, and a variety of other areas
that you worked on.
Could you describe the importance of your work and your experience working with low-income populations and how that makes you
particularly well qualified to serve on the D.C. Superior Court?
Ms. BECKER. Thank you, Senator. Let me answer that in two
ways.
First, I want to talk a little bit about housing because that has
been my primary focus. I think that although I have been focusing
on that area, I think the reality is that housing is really critical
to every aspect of an individual's life, and particularly a low-income
individual's life. Housing is critical to maintaining family stability,
which is critical to retaining custody. Housing is critical to allowing
children to get a good education. Housing is critical to giving citizens returning from incarceration the stability that they need to
avoid recidivism and become productive members of society. And so
through my housing work, I have really come to understand all of
the other factors that impact the litigants who are appearing in Superior Court.
And then more generally, I think that because I have spent such
a long time in Superior Court, because I have appeared in so many
of the courtrooms and had a chance to observe so many of the
things that happen there, I think that I would be well prepared to
join the bench there. I am excited by the prospect of doing that,
and I think that my experience has prepared me to communicate
with individuals at all levels, with attorneys, with individuals who
are not represented by counsel, with individuals who know something about the law and individuals who do not, because I have
had practice in doing all of those things throughout my career.
Senator PETERS. All right. Thank you. My time has expired, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
We blocked off about an hour an a half for this, which means the
last round of questions I get 35 minutes, and we will go from there.
[Laughter.]
I will quick run through a series of questions, but I do have quite
a few questions, and we will go through several of these.
Mr. Pizzella, you previously indicated you would bring the taxpayer viewpoint to your responsibility as well. Can you help me understand a little bit about that, what you have done a lrea dy as you
think about the taxpayer in your decisions? How does that affect
you? And how do you use that as a filter?
Mr. PIZZELLA. Two items come to mind. One deals with the subject of union official time and the need, at least I believe, to have
a lot of transparency in that, current data about its usage, because
union official time is paid for by the taxpayer. So I have pointed
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that out in a variety of decisions, and I think it will be a recurring
issue.
Senator LANKFORD. In your view, how should official time be
used in the transparency you describe?
Mr. PIZZELLA. Well, No. 1, I think it should be limited to collective bargaining activities. But, No. 2, I think that there should be
timely information provided to Members of Congress and to the
public as to how much is being utilized. The most recent information available is from, I believe, fiscal year (FY) 2012, and my
recollection as a former Assistant Secretary at the Department of
Labor is that we collected information on official time in the payroll
system. So it was done every other week. A person who was in official time status, that would be recognized in the payroll system. So
I do not think it is a rather cumbersome thing to accumulate. But
since there is no requirement on OPM or any other agency to provide that information to Members of Congress or the public in general, it is only obtained through a persistent Member of Congress
or a congressional hearing sometimes. So I think that would be
much more helpful in the area of transparency so we really know
what is being spent. The last time they released information on
this, I think it was $159 million, but that is now at least 3-yearold information.
Senator LANKFORD. OK. So tell me about an example when an
agency action or instruction is non-negotiable, so when some agency or some action that they have taken you would say that is nonnegotiable, that is going to be outside of the relationship and bargaining.
. Mr. PIZZELLA. Well, there are certain things that are statutorily
non-negotiable: wages and benefits of Federal employees, any type
of agency shop type of recognition. Then there are other things that
the collective bargaining agreement itself may not specify as negotiable, which then can be subject to debate between the parties,
which often ends up in arbitration and sometimes comes to the
FLRA.
Some things could be rather serious; some things could be rather
trivial. We have had cases where employees felt aggrieved because
the temperature in their worksite was 3 degrees below what the
contract required and it did not get fixed until later in the day. But
a case like that reached all the way to the Federal Labor Relations
Authority. So that is an example, I guess.
Senator LANKFORD. Yes, kind of a tough example on that.
Let me ask a question that is a process question for us. It is very
difficult for Members of the Senate or Members of the House to get
information from agencies about recommendations for statutory
changes that are needed. You and the folks that are around you
understand more than anyone else the needed changes in things
like the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute. You
get it because you experience it and you see the problems.
The problem is you see the problems but are often not permitted
to tell us what the problems are. We cannot fix a problem that we
cannot see when you are dealing with it day to day. How do we
get information and clarity on those issues so we do not have problems persist because we did not know about it and you are not allowed to tell us?
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Mr. PIZZELLA. Well, I guess I would use two examples. One
would be this very issue that we discussed earlier regarding
cybersecurity. Certainly through any dissent or opinion of the Federal Labor Relations Authority, you can glean from that what
might be wrong and needs corrective action. And I believe I read
just the other day, I think it might have been the House has moved
some legislation that deals with this issue of cybersecurity and the
responsibility in the head of the agency to make the final decision
rather than have it subject to collective bargaining. So that is one.
And the other thing that, again, is recently in the news was on
the issue of recording official time, and once again I thought I just
read just the other day that your counterparts in the House, at
least at the committee level, have adopted a proposal to require
more transparency in that.
So I guess the best answer is our decisions speak for themselves.
Senator LANKFORD. OK. That is good to note. There is a lot more
mediation that is happening now, which is a good thing. But that
also reduces the caseload obviously since you are caught up at that
point. There are other entities that also deal with relationship
issues. Are there any recommendations or ideas that you would
have to be able to combine any functions of what currently happens
with any other agency?
Mr. PIZZELLA. Well, I have often commented to my colleagues in
jest that, if labor peace breaks out, we are no longer necessary.
Senator LANKFORD. And so Lord come.
Mr. PIZZELLA. Yes. But I do not know if there is anything in particular-Senator LANKFORD. Not fishing for a particular answer, by the
way, so-Mr. PIZZELLA. Right. I would say from a generic standpoint that
the statute that governs the Federal workforce and labor-management disputes and all is about 38 years· old now. It has had very
little in the way of changes or tweaking in that time period, and
like many pieces of legislation that old, it is probably useful for a
thorough review. The world has changed. Just in the example of
cybersecurity, the legislation was passed before we had cell phones
and the Internet and all that. So it probably could be updated into
the 21st Century, and I would encourage Congress to maybe consider that.
Senator LANKFORD. All right. Good word.
Ms. Becker, let me ask you, you and I have had this conversation
before about civil versus criminal, that the preponderance of your
background is civil in nature, and that the criminal side of it is a
learning curve for you that you can jump into. I have no doubt
based on your own mental aptitude that you can get up to speed
on that quickly.
How does that happen for you as you are facing your earliest
days of criminal cases that you do not get so overwhelmed with the
number of cases coming at you, you do not have time to be able
to study and be well prepared for the issues at hand?
Ms. BECKER. Thank you, Senator. I think the best way that I can
answer that is that I would work as hard as I possibly could on
my own to understand the governing law and the rules of procedure in the courtroom, and I would seek out guidance and
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mentorship from more senior judges on the Superior Court. I think
that any person not coming from a criminal background has had
the same challenge, has had to get up to speed on the law and the
procedure without sort of taking that learning curve out on the litigants, so to speak.
And so I would look forward to getting their advice and making
sure that I was as prepared as I possibly could be walking into the
courtroom to know the law and to apply it to what is before me.
Senator LANKFORD. OK I am going to ask this of all three of the
judicial nominees as well, and we will just kind of walk through
this. And since, Ms. Wingo, you have given advice to the other two,
we will start with you and go from there since they will base their
comments off yours, anyway, so we will go from there.
The challenge every judge has, regardless of their role, is setting
aside your own biases, which all of us have our own biases from
our own background and everything else, and applying the law
equally and fairly. In Washington, D.C., that gets ramped up to a .
different volume because in front of your bench at any given point,
you may have any ethnicity, you may have elected officials and
unelected officials, you may have powerful folks downtown, and you
may have folks that cannot find downtown. At any given time, you
have this wide variety of individuals that are in front of you from
multiple classes and backgrounds. To equally apply the law to all
individuals is a tremendous challenge for you on a day-to-day basis.
So my question is not, yes or no, will you do it, because I assume
you are going to say yes, you will. It is how do you manage that
personally and how do you manage that from your own background
of making sure that the person in front of you now versus the person in front of you at 3 o'clock this afternoon, regardless of background, gets an equal application of the law. How do you manage
that?
Ms. WINGO. I think the place you start is by treating each case
individually. You really have to look at each case, listen to the person who is before you, and then respond to that case. You really
cannot be looking out over your courtroom and seeing who else is
there. And when you are dealing with people as individuals,- I think
it is a much easier prospect to treat them without bringing any of
your own experiences:
And I do think as a judge, and particularly as a trial judge, you
get used to doing that. There are things that you have to do as a
trial judge when, for example, you are excluding evidence. You
know that the evidence is out there. You ignore it because you have
excluded it. So you really get used to looking and limiting yourself
very carefully to what is on the record, what is the evidence before
you, and what is the law.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Berk.
Mr. BERK. I have talked about my father, but I think I would
like to bring him up again because he has informed so much of who
I am. We used to go to lunch together a lot, and when we would
go to lunch, he knew the guy who parked the car, and he knew the
busboy, and he knew the server, and he knew the owner of the restaurant, always loved to know the owner of the restaurant. And he
treated them all the same way. He asked them how they were
doing. In some ways he treated the guy who parked the car better
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than the restaurant owner. And I guess I just learned at an early
age that, folks are the same and you treat everybody the same way.
I am the son of immigrants. I am not very far away from the experience of some of the people that will appear .before me in court.
And so those are sort of core values that I think I would bring to
the bench and will always sort of be at my heart.
Senator LANKFORD. How do you fight your own biases on that,
not to defer to that immigrant- because you have walked that experience-or defer to that individual that you so closely relate to?
Because, again, that is our natural bias. If a redhead comes in
front of me, they are always treated-- [Laughter.]
But how do you process that?
Mr. BERK. I think, Senator, you acknowledge it. I think you acknowledge it to yourself, and then, to come back to it, I mean, we
are governed by the rule of law, and we can always fall back on
that. And in my mind, yes, sure, an immigrant, their story has to
make sense. It has to have the ring of truth to it.
So while in some instances it could be difficult, I do think that
when you are governed by the rule of law and you are governed
by your good judgment, you can get over those kinds of things?
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Becker.
Ms. BECKER. Thank you, Senator. I think the way to ensure that
people are treated equally primarily is to apply the law to the facts
presented in each individual case, because although the facts are
different in each case, the law is not. And so the best way to ensure
that people with similar facts are given similar treatment is to
apply the law to those facts.
I think as attorneys one of the things we are best at is making
analogies and making distinctions. Every time we argue in court,
we are trying to persuade the judge that our case is like this other
case in relevant ways or is not like this other case in relevant
ways. And I think that is just as important a skill for a judge, if
I am making a decision that is different from one I made in another case with similar facts, I have to be able to justify, first to
myself and then to the litigants in front of me, the reasoning for
that different judgment and why I am ruling differently in this
case than the one that came before. And I think that that has to
be sort of a constant thread running through the work that you do
as a judge.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Berk, let me ask a question of you as
well on this. What do you see are the largest or most significant
criminal issues currently in D.C.? And as a judge, what can you do
to be able to help in that area? I know there are lots of civil issues
and everything else, but just focusing on the criminal issues, some
of the most significant criminal issues we face in D.C., and as a
judge, what is your best use of being able to help in that area?
Mr. BERK. Well, I think the best thing you can do is move cases
and not delay. There unfortunately are too many crimes committed,
and if all these cases go to trial, they back up the system.
I know Judge Sullivan is here, and I remember back in the day
when Judge Sullivan was on the Superior Court-that was before
he was on the Federal bench-and I know he moved his cases. And
I think that is the best you can do as an individual judge.
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Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Becker, same question for that. Crime
within the D.C. area, what you can do as a judge, the best thing
to be able to help?
Ms. BECKER. So I will echo some of what Mr. Berk said. I think
that one of the greatest challenges facing the Criminal Division is
just that there is a high volume of cases moving through the system because, unfortunately, there is a lot of crime of various kinds
here in the District of Columbia. And so I think the greatest challenge for a judge in that situation is not only moving the cases
through, but while doing so making sure that he or she is trying
to strike the right balance between a system that is fair to defendants but also accounts for the experiences of victims and, of course,
the predominant need for community safety, because that is overall
what is going to benefit all the residents of the District.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Wingo, you have a unique perspective on
this, already serving as a magistrate judge. What do you see as one
of the most significant crime issues we are currently facing in D.C.?
And as a judge, what is the best thing you can do to be able to help
in that role?
Ms. WINGO. Well, I do think that, as a judge, your role is to handle the cases that come before you, and so that is r eally what you
do in order to address the criminal issues.
I also think that as a judge, we have a fair number of resources,
and one of the things that I think is quite clear leads to criminal
activity is drug use. And utilizing those resources in order to help
people address their problems so that they are not going to
recidivate is one of the things that you can do as a judge.
Senator LANKFORD. Any other tools for recidivism that you can
use or express as a judge or ideas of things that you would like to
bring at some point to say that this is an issue for this individual,
this is the third time I have seen him, things that you can do from
the bench?
Ms. WINGO. Well, that is one of the things that you do. When you
are trying to sentence someone, you are trying to come up with a
sentence that will make it the least likely that they will appear before you again. And so it depends a little bit on what the kind of
crime is. For example, in a traffic court, you are going to order traffic alcohol programs and victim impact panels so people understand
the impact of what they did, even if they did not cause any harm
this time, that they really could have killed somebody.
When you structure your probations, that is what you try to do.
Senator LANKFORD. I appreciate all of your answers and the conversation today. The only comment that I would make for a nyone's
responses is for you, Mr. Berk, on a previous question that was
spoken to you when you mentioned when that attorney comes to
you with the third extension ~nd to treat him fairly, I would say
do not. If it is a third extension- - [Laughter.]
They just need to get their work done and bring it to you.
Other than that, I appreciate very much what you all have said
today and what you bring to it and the experience. I know this is
a difficult process to go through. I am fully aware. You all are
much more aware of the length of the process. Mr. Pizzella, you
have been through this several times now, so I appreciate what
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this means to you and your families· and such. So, with that, I
would like to be able to move things along. Give me just a moment.
[Pause.]
Ms. Becker, Mr. Berk, Ms. Wingo, and Mr. Pizzella have filed responses to a biographical and financial questionnaires, answered
prehearing questions submitted by the Committee, and have had financial statements reviewed by the Office of Government Ethics.
Without objection, this information will be made a part of the hearing record, with the exception of the financial data, which is on file
and available for public inspection in the Committee offices.
The hearing record will remain open until 12 p.m. tomorrow,
March 3, 2016, for the submission of statements and questions for
the record.
With that, unless there are any other comments, this hearing is
adjourned. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:12 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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heard c.ich year. 1 :im proud to MY that lMs(- lhrtt Sup«ior Coun nt1minecs will marl.: the
S... 6"". n.nd , .. that chc- commintt h!\S c.onsWm:d in just the p:sst year. This ls more 1han triple the
number of nominees 1o1.'ho ~Ct"hed tw1uings during the n11ire 11311 Coogrcs,.

c.i.o;es.

Julie Becker is a n.ativc ofl>etroil Mi<:hi~an. She rcicci\'~ her O.,chelot of Ans dcpcc
from the lJni\-ersity of Michigan. and her 13.wdcgrcc from Yak Lew School. Aficr gradua1ion.
M!o. Rttler clerked for 1hcn-JOOge Sonia Sotomayor on the 2• Circuit Court of Ap;:,eals
CurTC11tly, Ms. Scckt..'I' is a supervising Bltome-y iu l..tlJ'al Aid ""-here ~he has srcnt the pasi
foimttn ye11rs.

Stt\'er, Der!.: ii origin.ally from Chicago. Ulinois. He rt"cci,·cd his Wld('fl,tnlduste degtccfrom \\'~ing1on Univasily in St. Louis, he 00.S 8 mastcr·s de@ret from tht U'lndon School of
Economic~. ;md a la~ de-:ree from Bo~,on College Law School . Mr. Berk has worked it the
SEC, as an Auislanl U.S. Allomcy fo, the Di~rict of Columbia a.nd pr.tcticcd at ,even.I
prc~igious law firms

Elizabeth Wingo is• n:tti\'C or Washin11on. O.C. She r«eivt\i her &chclor of Ans from
L>anmontl1 College. lllld her low <k~,ee fmm Yale Law School. FoUowint law ~hool, ~
clc-rkt'd for Jud~c T.S. f~llis in the F.a~tcm District ofViriinia. Ms. Wi~ o worked as •
prosecutor at the U.S. Anorncy's Office in 1hc Districl ofColwnbia IIJld for the District of
Coh1mb1a·s Attorney Grnc-r-al's offit.~ before being appoin1td as II mti;isira1e for 1he Sup..-rior
Coun in 20t16.
In addition t () t ~ imprcssi~ ~ ~urncs.. Ms. Becker. Mr. lkrk. 11nd Ms. Wi1410 possess
the n«t.s~ry legal skills ~nd judgement to scr.~ 1hc Dislrit1 o f Columbia.

Mr. Pl1:zclla is D na1ivc of Rochelle, New York lie 1ecco·cd hi., Bachcl-x o f Ans degree
from the University of Sooth Carolina. Aflcr gJ11du,:11ion, he: ser.·cd in a n riety of govmuncnl
cntili~. incll)ding: GSA, the ~ni.,lt Busiocss Administration. 1hc Dc:piinmcnt ofEduca1ion. and
the- Dcpa.rtmcn1 of Labor. ln 2013. he Wl..~ appointed to the Fed.ml l..3.bor Rc1:11ions Aulhoriiy.
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Committee staff reached out tn a variety of these nominc<!<i' colleagues and affiliates,
who spoke highly of them. Committee staff also had the opportunity to interview Ms. Becker,

Mr. Berk., Ms. Wingo, and Mr. Pizzella on an array of issues, ranging from notable cases to
community service and pro bono work. They have thoughtfully and competently answered each
question 10 ow satisfaction.
To date, the Committee has fowid you to he qualified for the positions you have been
nominated. I look forward to speaking with you a bit more today on ) 'OW experience and
accomplishments and how you intend to bring them to bear in a fair and impartial manner for 1he
FLRA and the District of Columbia.
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Slaltmenl of Ranking Member Tom Carper
.. Nomination or the Honorable Patrick Pizzella to be• Member. Federal Labor Relation5
Authority, and Julia: H . Brckcr, Steven N. Btrk, and Elizabeth C. Wingo to be A11ociate
Judges, Superior Court or Che DUtrid of Columbia."
Wednesday, March 2, 2016
As prepared for delivery:

I wan, to thank all of our nominees and their families for being here today. My thanks as well to
Senator Lankford for chairing this hearing and for lhc good work that he and his staff hove done
in enabling us move forn1\Td in considering these nominees.
First, lei me welcome Patrick Pizzella, who has been rc-nomina1ed to be a Member of the
Federal Labor Relations Aulhoril)', or FLRA. The FLRA plays an important role in p,-omoting
e-0nsrructi\1e relationships berv.·een management and un ions and, in tum, helps improve the
dfcctiveness and efficiency of the federal government.

Mr. Pizzella has had a long career in public ,er.ice. including the past few years serving in the
position to which he has been re•nominated. We arc grateful for his seC\licc and his willingness
to contiriuc to serve in this very important role.
I'm also plc.'lsed that we are nls.1 considering three nominees fo, the Superior Court oflhe
Oistric1 ofColwnhia today. Julie Bc<:ker. StcYen Berk, and Eli,..beth Winso all have very
imprc>sive backgrounds and legal careers that J believe make them extremely weH•qu.alified to ·

serve as j udges on the Superior Court. Thank you all for joining us and for your \.\illingness to
serve.
Before I close so 'A'e can hear from our nominees, I want to note that I am also pleased that, in
the la.st month:, of last year, the Senate finally moved to confinn nominees to fill four other
vacancies on the D.C. Superior Coun.
That satd, it is shameful that 1t took us two years to get two of those judges confirmed. I am
delighted that we have started to move these nominees more quickly, and l hope we can continue
that momentum w ith these three nominees and other nominees to the Superior C:ourt going
forward.

Mos1 Americans probably don' t know thot local judges in the OiS1ric1 of Columbia must be
confinned by the U.S. Senate. While they arc comp~r.tblc tu the ~late:: courts lhat each ofus is
familiar with in our respective states, the D.C. Superior Court and Court of Appeals are operated
by the federal govemmeal. Their jud~cs are appointed by the President from a slate of candidates
thoroughly vetted and recommended by a non•partisan nomination commission. They mu.sl then
he confirmc<l hy the Senate in order m serve 15 year terms.
But the.e courts don't handle federal matlers. They arc the local courts for the Distric1 of
Columbia ::snd hear cases related to local crimes and domestic and civil disputes between the
people who live here in 1he District.
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No other jurisdiction in our country must have its local judges approved by Congress. And, no
other state is denied the representation here in tlic Senate that might help it pursue its priorittCS
he re, including n ominations.

Some:: have suggested that local O.C. judges should not have to go through Senate confinnation. I
continue to believe that we should seriously consider that idea. But at a minimum. we should
develop an expedited process for the confirmation of these local judges.

In the meantime, f hope that the Senate "ill move forw.ird quickly on the nominees we are
considering today. I believe that the people of the District of Columbia arc fortunate that men
and '-''Omen as impressive as these nominees are willing to go through a protrac:te.d nominating
process. a great deal of scrutiny and a full measure of uncertainty, all for the possibility thst they
might ont- day serve on the bench in the District of Columbia.
Again. I thank you all for being here. for 'your testimony and for your responses to our questions.
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Senator Lankford, Ranking Member Carper, and other Members of the United States
Senate Committee on Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs, I am Paul Strauss, a U.S.
Senator elected by the voters of the District of Columbia, a position sometimes referred to as the
Shadow Senator. I am also an attorney practicing in our local courts. In each of these capacities,
I appreciate the opportunity to provide this statement on behalf of my constituents in the Distric-t
of Columbia. I wish to express my enthusiastic and wholehearted support of the three candidates
nominated by President Barack Obama to be Associate Judges of the Superior Court of the
District of Columbia. The nominees - Ms. Julie H. Becker, Esq.; Mr. Steven N. Berk, Esq.; and
Judge Elizabeth C. Wingo, Esq. - are all distinguished members of the legal profession and longtime practitioners in the District of Columbia. I have taken the time over the last several weeks
to study their career records, and 1 have spent time to get to know them on an individual and
personal basis. As a result of these efforts, I am confident that these three distinguished lawyers
possess excellent qualifications to be judges and that they all would be exceptional additions to
the District of Columbia Superior Court bench.
I would like to take this opportunity to address the specific qualifications of each nominee.
Ms. Julie H. Becker, Esq.

I begin with Ms. Julie H. Becker, a supervising attorney at the Housing Law Unit of the
Legal Aid Society of the District of Columbia. Ms. Becker's practice includes representing
tenants in D.C. Superior Court and the D.C. Court of Appeals; helping clients challenge the
termination or reduction of housing subsidies; and representing tenant associations in cases
involving the preservation of secure and affordable rental housing. Ms. Becker also supervises
staff attorneys, loaned associates, and fellows in the Housing Law Unit. In addition, she serves
on the D.C. Superior Court Advisory Subcommittee on Landlord-Tenant Rules and is active in
policy advocacy at the Council of the District of Columbia and the D.C. Housing Authority,
including drafting and commenting on legislation and administrative rulemak.ing.

In 2006, Ms. Becker received the National Housing Law Project's Housing Justice Award,
given nationally to an advocate for success in "tackling the systemic and often hostile obstacles
that stand in the way of safe, decent, and affordable housing for low-income and marginalized
people." In 2009, the National Law Journal named Ms. Becker as one of Washington's "Rising
Stars" in its anicle captioned "40 Under 40."
Ms. Becker received her A.B. with highest distinction, from the University of Michigan
and her J.D. from Yale Law School. While in law school, she served as an editor on the Yale
Law Journal and won the Cardozo Prize for Best Brief in the Morris Tyler Moot Court of
Appeals competition. The President has clearly chosen \visely in nominating Ms. Julie H.
Becker to the bench.
Mr. Steven N. Berk, Esq.

Mr. Steven N. Berk is a veteran trial lawyer and litigator whose experience includes work
in both the public and private sectors. He began his government service with the Securities and
Exchange Commission in the Office of the General Counsel. At the Commission, Mr. Berk
prosecuted cases against professionals (accountants and attorneys) and represented the SEC in
federal court on a number of administrative matters. ln 1994, Mr. Berk was appointed an
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assistant U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia. As a federal prosecutor, he served as lead
trial counsel in more than 25 jury trials in the Federal District Court and Superior Court for the
District of Columbia.
After his tenure in the government, Mr. Berk became a partner in the Washington, D.C.,
office of Jenner & Block, a top 100 firm. At the firm, he was lead trial counsel in a number of
commercial cases in both federal and state courts. His substantive expertise includes federal and
state regulatory issues, antitrust litigation and counseling; internal corporate investigations; and
white-collar criminal defense.
Over the past IO years, Mr. Berk has developed a considerable expertise in class action
litigation. He has been named lead counsel or has had a substantial leadership position in several
nationwide cases seeking to protect the rights of consumers and investors.
In May 2009, Mr. Berk opened his own firm, Berk Law PLLC. In addition to prosecuting
class action cases, the firm has been retained in an array of litigation and counseling matters in
state and federal courts throughout the country. The firm has counseled nominees in connection
with Senate confirmation hearings, represented investors and corporations in arbitration
proceedings and filed claims on behalf of whistleblowcrs in connection with the False Claims
Act, Sarbancs-Oxley, Dodd-Frank, and the Internal Revenue Service's Whistleblower program.
In September 201 1, Mr. Berk became an adjunct professor of law at Boston College Law
School where he teaches a seminar in Federal Court Litigation. He was also recently elected and
serves as treasurer and as a member of the Board of Governors of the District of Columbia Bar
Association. In October 2013, he was selected by the District
Columbia's Judicial
Nomination Commission and recommended to the White House for a vacancy on the District of
Columbia Superior Court.

of

Mr. Berk holds an A.B. with honors from Washington University and a Master's degree in
international relations from the London School of Economics. He received his law degree from
the Boston College Law School, where he served as managing editor of the Law Review.
In addition, Mr. Berk launched a unique youth hockey program serving the needs of
children with autism and other special needs. He served as the Chairman of the Board of
Directors and Founder of the Montgomery Cheetahs from 2006 until 2012. The program has
grown to include 6,075 special needs families and more than I 00 student mentors who
participate in a nine-month season. The Cheetahs have received numerous awards including
recognition from the Governor of Maryland in 20 IO and the City of Rockville, Maryland, in

2008.
Thus, I most sincerely recommend that the Committee confirm Mr. Steven N. Berk's
nomination.
Magistrate Judge Elizabeth C. Wingo, Esq.
It is with great enthusiasm that I endorse the nomination of Judge Elizabeth C. Wingo,
who was appointed by Chief Judge Rufus G. King, Ill and installed as Magistrate Judge on
August 18, 2006.
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Judge Elizabeth Wingo was born and raised in Washington, D.C. Judge Wingo received
her Bachelor's degree from Dartmouth College magna cum /aude and her law degree from Yale
Law School, where she served as Notes Editor of the Yale Law Journal and Co-Director of the
Temporary Restraining Order Project. As Co-Director, Judge Wingo coordinated law student
volunteers who assisted victims of domestic violence in obtaining temporary restraining orders.
by explaining the process. assisting in filling out paperwork, and providing support while waiting
for, and during, the TRO hearing.
Prior to law school, Judge Wingo worked as a paralegal at Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering
prior to joining the Jesuit Volunteers Corps. During her JVC year, Judge Wingo served as
volunteer coordinator for the Pediatric AIDS Program in New Orleans, Louisiana, supervising
work with children infected by HIV and their siblings. After Jaw school graduation, she worked
as an associate in the Washington office of the law firm of Sullivan and Cromwell, and then
clerked for the Honorable T.S. Ellis, Ill in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Virginia. Judge Wingo then joined the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia.
As an Assistant U.S. Attorney, Judge Wingo served in the Appellate, General Felony, Sex
Offense/Domestic Violence and Homicide/Major Crimes Sections. She tried more than 50
bench and jury trials and argued several cases before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit and the D.C. Court of Appeals. Judge Wingo received a number of Special Achievement
awards while working in different sections of the U.S. Attorney's Office. She then joined the
Office of the Attorney General for the District of Columbia and served for two years as Chief of
the Criminal Section, and then briefly as Deputy of the Public Safety Division of the Office,
prior to joining the Courts.
Judge Wingo has volunteered since 2005 with the D.C. Rape Crisis Center Hotline,
helping to counsel survivors of sexual assault. Judge Elizabeth C. Wingo greatly deserves to be
elevated to the position of Associate Judge at this time.
In conclusion, I would like to state again for the record that upon exarmmng the
information made available to my office and having the opportunity to meet each candidate
personally, I am confident that each will uphold the honor of our justice system. I look forward
to their prompt investiture on the Coun.
There is no doubt that if anyone is deserving of the prestige that comes from a Presidential
appointment and Senate confirmation, it is these three nominees. Yet, I am obligated by the very
nature of the proceedings here today to point out that despite all the honor that comes with the
ceremony of federal oversight, the fact that these nominees and all residents of the District of
Columbia lack autonomy over our judiciary diminishes our collective dignity. As I am not
seated with the full rights and privileges of a U.S. Senator, I am not able to cast a vote in favor of
these nominations. Today I ask that you extend to me a degree of Senatorial courtesy and cast
your vote in support of these nominees for the residents of the District of Columbia who do not
have anyone in this body who may cast a vote on their behalf.
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Statement - Patrick Pizzella - 3/2/2016
Senate Homeland Security & Government Affairs Committee
Thank You Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Johnson, Senator Carper and Members of the Committee, I want to
thank you and your staff for all the courtesies shown to me as I have prepared for
this hearing. Given the seriousness of the issues that presently confront you, I am
especially appreciative of the time you have taken to ensure the Federal Labor
Relations Authority operates at full strength.
This is the fourth time I have had the privilege of being nominated by a President
for a position of public trust. I am honored the President nominated me once
again to be a member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority and, if confirmed, I
will continue to dedicate myself to discharging the responsibilities of the FLRA in
accordance with laws, rules and regulations.
I began my tenure in federal service in the early -1980's and I believe my 23 years
of experience in the executive branch will continue to be an asset to the FLRA.
I enjoyed the past 2 years as a member of the FLRA and with your support hope
to continue in that role.
I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Thank you.
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sam,
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Middle Name
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2. Education
List all post-secondary schools attended.
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3. Employment
(A) Li.st all of your employment activitia, includip.g unemployment and self-employment.
If the employment activity was mUUary duty, list 1epar1de employment activity periods to
show eaeb change of military duty station. Do not list employment before your 18th
birthday unless to provide a minimum of two years or employment history.
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(B) Lbt any advisory, consultative, hoooruy or otlaer part-ti.roe service or positions with
federal. state, or local governmcot1, not luted elsewhere.
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4, Potential Conflict oflntercst
(A) Describe any business relationship, dealing or financial tranaaction which yon have bad
during the last 10 yean, whether for yourself, on behalf of a cllent,or acting as an agent,
that could in any way conatltute or result in a po·asible conflict of interest in the position to
whkh you have been nominated.

In connection with the 2013 nomination process, I consulted with the Office of Government
Ethics and the Federal Labor Relations Authority's dcsigaatcd agency ethics official to identify
potential conflicts of interest, Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance
with the terms of an ethics agreement that I entered into with FLRA's designated agency ethics
official and that has been provided to this Committee. I am not aware of any other potential
conflicts of interest.
(B) »-rlbe any activity during the past 10 yean In which you have engaged for the

purpose of directly or indirectly infi11encing the passage, defeat or modification of any
legi,lation or affecting the administration or execution of law or public policy, other than
while in• federal eovemmeot capacity.
Over the years, I have attended a variety of seminars and meetings hosted by public policy and
educational organi1Ations on issues such as healthcare reform, employee free-choice act,
financial regulatory reform, and religious liberty wheie the possible impact of pending
legislation or enacted law was debated and/or analyzed and information by subject matter experts
was shared. My purpose was to provide my clients with timely and authoritative infonnation and
to be able to discuss current issues with potential clients.

5. Honors and Awards
List all scholanblps, fellowshlpt, honorary dearee,, civilian service citations, mlUtary
medals, academic or professional honon, honorary society 111embenbl1>3 and any other
,peclal recognition for outstanding service or achievement.

Top Doers, Dreamers and Drivers awmd by Government Technoll)gy (GT) magazine and Center
for Digital Government (March 2005)
Outstanding Leadership Award in Support of Federal Government Management Exccllcoce from
President's Council on Management Improvement (September l 988)
OPM Director Constance Homer appointed to OPM Senior Executive Service Advisory Board
(March 1987)

40
America's Top Forty Performers in Public Service•· 40 years of age and younger--by
Management Magazine a publication of the U.S. Office ofPer,onncl Management (March 1987)
GSA Administrator's Public Service Award (February 1984)

6. Memberships
LIit 1111 mcmbcnhlp, that yoo have held In profesalonal, social, businea, fraternal,
scholarty, civic, or charitable ori:anlzatioas in the last 10 yean.
Unless relevant to yovr nomlnatloa, you do NOT need to include membcnhlps In
charitable orian17.ationa available to the public II a ~ult or a tax deductible donation of
$1,000 or lcsa, Parent-Teacher Auoclations or other organlzaltons connected to schools
attended by yoar children, athletic club1 or tu1111, automobile 1upport organizations (such
u AAA), discount, clubs (1uch as Groupon or Sam'• Club), or affinity
membonhipa/consumer dubs (such as frequent flyer membenblps).

t:fam, 2[ Qm1aia!JQ!!

15111 2[ }'.gg cMSIII l!!!Jhlg
(V•u 11tay appro1imat~.)

1'.!!1!tll2!1Cil Us!~

President's Council on
Management Improvement
(PCMl) (former)

1987-1989

Member

Federal Administrative
Managers Association
(fonncr)

1986-1988

Member

Reagan Deputy As.,istant
Secretaries organization
(former)

1987-1989

President

Anny-Navy Country Club.
Arlington, VA

2005-2007

Member

Pinehurst Country Club,
Pinehurst, NC

20 I2-prcscnt

Member

7
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7. Political Activity
(A) Have you ever been a candidate for or beea elected or appointed to a political office?
No.

Nu•s or Ofllc•

&l«wllARl!!!intm!
Candidate Opty

I! X""d•l ~lion
lli!!!..9!

......

Appotptment

J•rm or S•ni«
(if applltablt)

(B) List any offlcCll held i n or services rendered to a political party or election·committee
during the lut ten years that you have aot lilted elsewhere.
None.

N••• or Party/Election

Offls:eJSerylcg Rend•«<!

.Q!IJIIJ!.!ll

Bsl!!!n•lbl!IIIU

.IWw!!
Ss.a1tt

(C) Itemlu all Individual political contributions ofS200 or Rtorc that you have made In the
past five years to any individual, campaign orpaization, political party, political action
committee, or similar mtity. Please list each individual contribution and not the total
amount contributed to the person or entity during the year.

8
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6Jl!il!ll!

N1me 2t R«ieient

rsic 2( ~gtrj!zu!i2!!

Friends or John Boehner

$250

2015

Friends of John Boehner

$250

2015

Mhch McConnell Senate Committee

$250

2015

The Pnlsident's Club (RNC)

$250

2014

Barbara Com.cock fer Congress

$500

2014

Friends orSoon Walker

Sl50

2014

Mitch McConnell Senate Committee 2014

$2600

2014

Ed Oillcopie for Senate

$1000

2014

The PreJiderll'1 Club (RNC)

$250

2014

Friends ofScott Walker

S250

2014

McConnell Senato Committee 2014

$500

2014

Ed Gillespie for Senate

$1000

2014

Adam Laxalt for Attorney Oenersl (Nevada)

s,oo

2014

AmeriClll!s for Murny

$250

2012

George A lien fo~ U.S. Sen~

$500

2012

Romney for President

$2500

2012

Tim Scott for Ccagress

$250

2012

9
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Romney l'or Presidenl

S2SOO

2012

Wibon for Senate

$1000

2012

Club for Growth Action

$250

2012

The Freedom Project

$1000

2012

Friends ofScott Walker

$250

2012

Madison PAC for COIUli1utionaJ Limi1ed Go~mmcnt

$1000

2012

Gary Glenn for U.S. Senate

$500

201 I

Republican National Committee

$250

2011

The President's Club (RNC)

$250

2011

Madison PAC for Con11i1utlonal Limited Go~mmenl

SIOOO

2011

Friends of John Boehner

$250

2011

Ted Cruz for Seaate

$500

2011

Friends of Scotl Walker

$250

2011

Republican National Committe,:

$2SO

2011

The rrcsidenrs Club (RNC)

$250

2011

Republican National Committ.ee

$2SO

2011

Club for Growth

$250

2011

10
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The President's Club (RNC)

$250

2011

Senate ConservBtives Fund

$250

2011

Marco Rubio for Senate

t.200

2010

American, for Murny

$250

2010

Republican Party of Virginia

$250

2010

. Club for Growth Action

$250

2010

Lollar for Congress

$250

2010

Findley for Iowa (AO)

$250

2010

Senate Conservatives Fund

$250

2010

Findley for IOWll (AO)

$250

2010

8, Publications and Speeches
(A) List the title's, publishers and dJ1tes of books, articles, reporta or other published
material! that you have written, Including articles publl.,bed on the Internet. Pleue provide
the Committee with copies of all listed publlcatioru. In lieu of bard copies, electronic copies
can be provided via e-mail or other digital format.

I have done my best to identify titles, publishers and dates of books, articles, reports or other
published materials, including a thorough review ofmy personal files and searches of publicly
available electronic databases. Despite my searches, there may be other materials I have been
unable to identify, find, or remember. I have located the following:
1l!l£

Ruling on 10 Investigations is

fllJiliwJ:

Government Executive

a Victpry for Good

Government

11

l21lli!1) ~[ Pu!!li••l!2n

September29,2014

45
How To Cut The Budget, For
Real

Washington Examiner.com

September l, 2011

'Card Checlc'-·A Time to
Renect, But Not Rest

The American Spectator

April 7, 2011

It's Still Ronald Reagan's
World

WashingtonExaminer.com

February 5, 2011

OovBenefits.gov: Egovernment vision realized

GCN.com

February 11, 2009

Commentary: Staying Power:
Continuity led to successes at
Labor

Fcderal Times

February I, 2009

Good Management, Good
Policy

American Society for Public
Administration, PA Times

December 2008

OOL CIO Talks Federal EGovernment

www.Govtech.com

Deccmber29,2008

Government Executive
ADVICE & DISSENT: A
Beneficial Union - Better
Magazine
Technology Combined with
Open Labor Relations Can Cut
the Cost of Official Time

October 2008

THE HR EXECUTIVE'S
Federal Times
VIEWPOINT: Employees Aid
One Another - Leave Bank
Programs Benefit Labor
Employees in Need

August l 8, 2008

12

I
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PROVIDING THE LATEST
WORKERS'
COMPENSATION NEWS
AND TRENDS MONTI-IL Y:
Controlling Federal Workers'
Comp Costs: A Case Study

Workers' Compensation
Educational Conference
eNewsletter

May 5,2008

THE HR EXECUTIVE'S
V!EWPOINT: Bringing New
SkiUs to Labor - MBA
Fellows Program Bolsters
Work Force

Federal Times

July 30, 2007

THE HR EXECUTIVE'S
VIEWPOINT: Managing
Leave - Monitoring,
Counseling Reduce AWOL at
Labor

Federal Times

April 23, 2007

TENDING TOE-GOV: How
Labor Oot to Green on the
PMA

FedTecb magazine

November 2005, Vol. 2,
Number4

Labor's Successes Prove
Value ofPolitical Appointees

Federal Times

November 28, 2005

VIEWP0INT: Sheddlng Light Government Executive
- Annual Reports Must
Magazine

October 1, 2005

Include the Bad with the Good

to be Effective

Pi=lla: Labor Models
Getting 'Green'

Federal Computer Week

13

Deoember 13, 2004
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THE HR EXECUTIVE'S
VIEWPOINT: Cutting Costs
on Workers' Comp - Labor
Reduces Injuries, Illnesses,
Returns Employees to Work

Federal Times

October I 1, 2004

THE HR EXECUTIVE'S
VIEWPOINT: Top Score for
Human Capital - Planning,
Coordination Brought Labor
toOrecn

Federal Times

June 7, 2004

COMMENTARY: Senior
Executive Pay: Raise,
However Small, is Critical
Now

Federal Times

January I9, 2004

SPOTLIGHT: Making the
Best Use of Government's
Best Resource

Federal Times

November 24, 2003

The CIO VIEWPOINT: The
Digital Department: Labor
Crea~ a Focused E·
Government Plan

Federal Times

April 21 , 2003

(B) List any formal 1peecbes you have delivered during the lut five years and provide the
Committee with copies of tboae speeehes releva11t to the position for which you have been

nominated. Include any teltimony to Congress or any other legislative or admlnbtrative
body. The1c items can be provided electronically via &-mail or other digital format.
~
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NOMINAT£0NS OF HON. HEARING before the
CAROL W. POPE., HON.
ERNEST E. DUBESTER.
COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND
14

1211ct1l2[~b
SEPTEMBER 25, 2013

48
AND PATRICK
PIZZELLA

REDUCING THE
PAPERWORK BURDEN
ON TilE PUBLIC: ARE
AGENCIES DOING ALL
THEY CAN?

SECURITY AND
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES SENTATB
One Hundred Thirteenth Con"""'•
HEARING before the

JUNE 14, 2005

SUBCOMMITTEE ON
REGULATORY AFFAIRS
of the
COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT REFORM

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATJVES
Serial No. 109-42

Available via the World Wide
Web;

http://www.gpoaccess.gov/congrcss/
index.html
http://www.house.gov/reform
(C) List all 1peeches and testimony you have debvered In the past ten years, except for
those the tut of which you an providing to the Committee.

Plog/Audleoec

P•tels} of Speech

9. Criminal History
Since (and including) yow- 18th birthday, bas any or the following happened?
15
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•

Have you been issued a summons, citation, or ticJcet to appear In court in a criminal p=edlng against you?
(Ex.elude citations involving traffic inftactions where the flne was less than S300 and did not include alcohol or
drup.)
Yes.

•

Have you been arrested by any police officer, sheriff, manhal or any other type of law enforcement of'tlcial?
No.

•

Have you been charged, convicted, or &entenced of a crime in any court?

No.
•

Have you betll or ere you currently on probation or parole?

•

Are you cu1Tently on trial or awaiting a trial on crimina) charges_?

No.

No.

•

To your knowledge, have you ever been the subject or taJiet ofa federal, st,te or local criminal investigation?
No.

lf the anawer to any of the quations above is yea, please answer the questions below for
each criminal event (citation, arrest, investigation, etc.). lfthe event was an investigation,
where the question below asks for Information about the offense, please offer information
about the offense under investigation (if kooffll),
A) Oats of o!fense:
a.

Is this an estimate (Yes/I:!J!): April 11, 2014.

B) Description of the specific nature of the offense:

R.edcless driving excess 20 mph over posted (81)
C) Did the offense involve any oflho following?

1) Domcsde.violenco or a crime of violence (M!Ch u battery or a=ult) against your child, dependent,
cohabitant, spouse, fo1T11er spowe, or someone with whom you share a child in common: Ycs I~
2) Fireamu or explo,ives: Yes/ r:!J!
·
3) Alcohol or drugs: Yes/ r:!J!
D) Location where the offense OCCWTcd (city, county, Slate, zip code, country):

Petersburg. VA, 23803, USA
E) Were you arrested, summoned, cited or did you receive a ticket to appear as a result of this offense by any
police officer, sheriff, mmhal or any other type oflaw enfon:cmont official: ~ No

16
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1) Name of the law enforcement agency that arrcstedlcltcd/summoned you:
Depwtment of State J>oliGe (summons)
2) Location of the law enforcement agency (city, county, state, zip code, counlr)I):
Petersburg, VA 23803, USA
F) A, a NIIDlt ofthi• otfensc were you chqed, convicted, currently awaiting trial, and/or ordered to appear in

court in a criminal procudlng against you: XS!./ No
l) If yes, provide the name of the oourt and the location of the court (city, county, alffl, zip code,
country): General District Court, Petersburg, VA 23803, USA
2) lfyes, provide all the charges brought against you for this o.ffi,nse, and the outcon,e of each charpd
offense (such as found guilty, found not-guilty, charge dropped or "nolle pros," etc). If you were found
guilty of or pleaded guilty to a lesser offense, list separately both the original charge and the leaser offense:
Original Charge: Reckless driving excess 20 mph over posted (81 ).

Plead guilty to lesser offense: traffic infraction, Improper driving.
J) lfno, provide explanation:

G) Wen you sentenced as a result of this offe!15<1: Yes/~
H) Provide a description of the sentence:
I)

Were you aentcnced to lmpri$0nmcnt for a tern, exceeding ono year: Yes/ t!2

J)

Were you incarceruted as a result of that sentence for oat less than one year: \'a/~

K) If the conviction resulted in imprisonm•n~ provide the dato.s 11,at you actually were incarcerated:
NIA

L) If conviction resulted in probation or parole, provide the dates of probalion or parole:
NIA

M) Are you currently on trial, awaiting a trial, or awaiting sentencing on criminal charges for !his offense: \'es/

!il!
N) Provide OXp)anation:

10. Civil Litigation and Administrative or Legislative Proceediggs
(A) Since (and including) your 18th birthday, have you been a party to any pablic record
civil court action or administrative or legislative proceeding of any kind that resulted in (I)
a fmdlng of wrongdoing against you, or (2) a settlement agreement for you, or some other
person or entity, to make a payment to settle allegations against you, or for you to tllke, or
refniln from taking, some action. Do NOT Include small claims proceedings,
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Yes.
Q•I~ !J!i!J~ull
W11F1~2r
~

PCPSmtlncs

tl!.!!!rul..Qf
~
~

.!!m.!!

August 1998

Fairfax

Prjpcip1l Parties
~
Action/P~tdln1

MIiia i[ A<=twotft~l!l&

Patrick Pizzella &

PaymenVbilling dispute

County

Fox Selco

General
DiJtrict
Court

Construction

.lm.!!1!Uf

Action/Procotdlng

Judgement for fox,
Seko on Feb. 5, 1999
for $1,762.93

(B) In •ddition to those lbtcd above, have you or any business of which you were an officer,
director or owner ever been involved as a party of interest in any administrative agency
proceedine or civil Ho.cation? Please identify and provide details for any proceedings or
civil lltieation that Involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to have been taken or
omit~ by you, while serving in your official capacity.

None.
~
Oat• s;;lai!!lSuU

Was Fikd

!:21.C!
&m

Prlns:IDfl P1rtjg
~

N1tuu or AcUon/Protetdlnc

A~ll!!!lllrocttdjnz

Hm!!Uf
6~11on!Proceedlnc

(C) For responses to the previous question, please identify and provide details for any
prOCffdings or civil Utlgatlon that Involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to
have been taken or omitted by you, while serving In your official capacity.

11. Breach of Professional Ethics

18
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(A) Have you ever been dildpllned or dted for a breach of ethlc:a or unprof-lonal co1tdnd
by, or been the aubject of a complaint to, any C)Ollrt, admlnlstrative a1ency,-profa,ional
usodation, dilclpllnary committee, or othi!r profa1lonal group? Exdude cue, and
proeeedmp already lieted.
bJIIIS):IAllomdmll'

.Q!l!
!;;l11llon/Dls~IRB!!c:

Q!mm!ll~•2111

As~om11llllll

&lluf

PLRAh,spector

Jmu:llll g1111!!a/I!!!$!1!ll!!!O
Actio•/Compbtpt

June,20JS

Allcgation of Improper ase of
Government resources

1993 OSC file No.

Allegation of I prohibited
per,onnel practice brought by an
cmplo~ of the Federal Housing
Finance Board (FHFB) who
woriced for me

Oenml

Bnulla or DjglpHury
as:,t~Oll!P!!!l!I

ro advised, no •ylolaliffl
ofstandanls of conduct for
cmployea oftlle Bx«:utive
Bmich, nor~ It

otberwilc:--."
Office of Special
Counoel (OSC)

MA-92-1647

OSC Associate Special
Counsel for ~ o n
ll8lod in July I, I 993 lcU«
to FHFB Cbairman that file
was cloled duo lo
inauffident evidence

JO adviaed c:omplilllt to
Apr!~ 1992 OrioVIIH:O Allegaliou lhlt a pmonnance
Procedu,ulReprial
rating review l•cked hnplrtiallly
• van b.lmlelf or
admlniJ(ntlve remedies
elloptlon
(B) Have you ever been fired from a Job, quit a Job after being told you would be ftred, left
a job by 1Butual agreement follo1rlng .charpa or allegation, of mlaconduct, left a Job by

FHFB lnspeclor
Gencrt.J

mutual agreement following noti« of unaati• factory performance, or received a wrltml
warning, been officially reprimanded, suspended, or disciplined for 111lsconduct In the
worlcplace, •uch u vlolatfon of a tecurliy policy?

No.

ll. Tax Compliance
(This Information will not be published in the record of the hearing on your nomination,
but It will be retlllned In the.Committee's flla and will be anUable for public lupeetton.)

REDACTED

53

~r2DACTED

13. Lobbying
In the put ten years, have you rep,tered as a lobbyllt? If so, pleue Indicate the atate,
federal, or local bodies with wlilch you have ngistered (e.g., Howe, Senate, California
Secretary of State).
·

No.
14. Outside Positions

X See OGE form 278. (If. for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Form 278
Executive Branch PersoMei Public Fillllllcial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then proceed to the next section.)
21
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For the preceding ten calendar yean and the current calendar year, nport any positions
held, whether compcmated or not. Positions Include but are not limited to those of an
officer, director, trustee, general partller, proprietor, representative, employee, or
consultant of any corporation, firm, partnenhlp, or other business enterprise Ol" any nonprofit orianlzatton or educational Institution. E.ll!l!ll.! positions wltb religious, 1ocbl1
fraternal, or political entities and those solely of • JI honorary nature.

Il'..llul
Qa•!i!!Y21!
(corpo111ion,

~

On:anlJation

M!lmUl
Oa•nizat)on

firm.

parthership. other

busl11<oS enro,prisc.
o1hcT no<>-p,cfit
orpnl,atlon,

Pj)sltjon Htld

l'.eli1IR! l!et~
Ewa
(monthly..,)

~

lkl!ID.
(month/)'Cllr)

educational

institution I

Reagan Alumni

Association

904 Vicar Lane,
Alexandria, VA

l!xec:utive

Non-Profit

10/IS

10/90

Committu,

Board of
DirectorS

22302

15. Agreements or Arrangements
;[_See OGE Form 278. (If, for your nomination, you have completed an OOE Form 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then proceed to tile next section.)
As of the date of filing your OGE Form 278, report your agreements or arrangements for:
(1) continuing participation In an employee benefit plan (e.g. pension, 401k, deferred
compensation); (l) continuation of payment by a former employer (Including eeveraoce

paymenu); (3) leaves of absence; and (4) future employment
Provide information regarding any agreement• or arrangements you have concerning (1)
future employment; (2) a Jean of absence during your period of Government service; (3)
contlnua~n of paymenlll by a former employer other than the United States Government;
and {4) continuing participation In an employee welfare or benef'rt plan maintained by a
former employer other than United States Government mirement benefits.
Statld !Id Tgrptf or Afly
Acree111mt or Amnscmeot

Dm

(month/year)
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16. Additional Financial Data
All Information req•ested under this heading must be provided for younelf, your 1pouse1
••d your dependents. (This information will not be published ill the recvrd of the bearing
OD your nomination, but It will be retained In the Committee'•
and will be available for
public Inspection.)

mes

C.11

(j)

SIGNATURE AND DATE

i!,.,
n;. .d__dayof

/kc,20/5"
30
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UNITED STATES OFFICE OF

GOVERNMENT ETHICS

DEC - t 2015
The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, 1 enclose a copy of the
financial disclosure report filed by Pall'ick Pizzella, who has been nominated by President
Obama for the position of Member, Federal Labor Relations Authority.
We have reviewed the report and have obtained advice from the agency concerning any
possible conflict in light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duties. Also enclosed is an
ethics agreement outlining the actions that the nominee will undertake to avoid conflicts of
interest. Unless a date for compliance is indicated in the ethics agreement, the nominee mus(
fully comply within three months of confirmation with any action specified in the ethics
agreement.
811l;ed thereon, we believe that this nominee is in compliance with applicable laws and
regulations governing conflicts of interest.

~r

Sincerely,

David J. Apo!
General Counsel
Enclosures

REDACTED

1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite SOD I Washington, DC 2000S
www.oge.gov
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Novcm:ber 30, 201 S
Fred B. Jacob
Solicilor
Federal Labor Relntions Authority
1400 K Street, NW Suite JOO
Washington, DC 20424

De11r Mr. Jacob:
111e purpos.e of this letter is to describe the steps that I will take to avoid any actual or
apparent conflict of interest in the event that I om coil lirmed for the position of Member of the
federal Labor Relations Authority.
As l'e{)Ulrcd by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a), I ·\viii not partlcipute personally nnd substnnlinlly in
any pm1icular matter in which I know that I have II tirumcial interest directly and predictably
affectod by the mnner, or in which I know that n person whose inte~s arc. imputed to me ha, n
financial interest directly and predictably affected by the mnncr, onlcss I first obtain n written
waiver, purs111111t to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(I), or qualify for a rcEulnlory exemption, pur.;uant lo
18 U.S,C. § 208(bX2). I undmtand that the interests of the following persons arc -imputed to rue:
any spouse or minor child of mine; any general pat1ner ofa partnership in which I am a limited
or general partner; MY organ~aJion in which I.serve e~ officer, director, trustec,.general partner
or employee; nnd nny person or orgonizntion with whicll I ain negotiating or have an
ariani:cmcnt concerning·prospective employmC11L
I.run the sole pro.prictot· of Patrick Pizzella, LLC, 11 management consulting finn. This
firm ceased cng11ging in business ill 2013 1111d remains inactive. Ourjng my appointment to the
position of Member of the federal Labor Relations Authority, Patric\ Pi1,zcl111, LLC will remain
do1T11ant and wi II not advertise, I will not perform nny selViccs for the firm, except that ·1 wlll
comply with any requirements involvin& legal filings, taxes nnd fees th«t are necessary to
maintain the firm while it is in un inacti~ status. I will not participate personally and
subslantially in nny particular molter that to my knowledge has a direct and prediclable effect on
the: tina1\cial interests of Patrick Pizzella, LLC, unless I first obtain 11 written wniver, pufS\lant to
18 t),S.C, § 208(b)(I), or qunlify forn regulatory exemption, p11rsu11nt to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2).
I hove been advi~d that this ethics ugreement will be posted publicly, consistent with S
U.S.C. § SS2, on the website of the U.S. Office of Oovenunent Ethics with ethics agreements of
other Presidentit1I nominees who file public fiiumclal disclosure ~ports.
Jundcrsh}nd that as en 11ppointee I must continue to abide by the Ethics Pledgl) (~ec.
Order No. 13490) thal I pl'eviously signed and thnt I wlU be bound ~y the requirements und
restrictions therein in ndditio11 tq the commitmcn.ts I have mode in this ethics ngreement.
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Post-Hearing Questions for the Record
Submitted to Patrick Pizzella
From Senator Claire McCasldU
Nomination Hearing to Consider
The Honorable Patrick Pizzella to be a Member, Federal Labor Relations Authority, and
Julie H. Becker, Steven N. Berk, and Elizabeth C. Wingo to be Associate Judges, Superior
Court of the District of Columbia
March 2, 2016

Pursuant to 41 U.S.C. 1710 and 10 U.S.C. 2461, agencies are precluded from converting, in
whole or in part, functions performed by federal employees to contract performance absent
public-private competition. I am concerned that this practice, also known as "direct conversion,"
is occurring on a regular basis without the necessary cost comparison analysis.

Q.

Do you believe that the laws, guidance and regulations are sufficiently clear on direct
conversion?
Based on my experience as the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Administration and
Management at the U.S. Department of Labor from 2001 to 2009, wherein I served as the
Department's "competitive sourcing official," I believe that the rules concerning "direct
conversion" as they are set forth in 41 U.S.C. § 1710 and 10 U.S.C. § 2461 are
sufficiently clear.

Q.

Do you believe that there is sufficient awareness among managers and contracting
officers to effectively enforce the prohibition against direct conversions?
Based on my experience as the Department of Labor's "competitive sourcing official"
(detailed in the preceding answer), the federal managers and contracting officers from
within the Department of Labor and from other federal agencies with whom I engaged on
these matters, I believe that federal managers and contracting officers are sufficiently
aware of their responsibilities and the prohibitions and restrictions enumerated in
41 U.S.C. § 1710 and 10 U.S.C. § 2461

Q.

Does the FLRA have the authority to adjudicate disputes over direct conversions, and, if
not, should it?
As a general rule, the Authority does not have the authority to adjudicate disputes
concerning direct conversions. The United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit has determined that specific wording in Circular A-76 "[n]oncompliance with [A-76) shall not be interpreted to create a substantive or
procedural ba~is to challenge agency action or inaction" - "prccludc[s) bargaining over a
union proposal to subject alleged violations of A-76 to the negotiated grievance
procedure.'' U.S. Dep't ofthe Treasury, JRSv. FLRA, 996 F.2d 1246, 1250 (D.C. Cir.
1993).
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Nonetheless, in several instances, federal unions have raised through negotiated
grievance procedures and the negotiability procedures of the Federal Service LaborManagement Relations Statute various matters concerning agency determinations on
contracting out.
For example, in a 2006 grievance and arbitration, a federal union argued that the agency
did not comply with "applicable laws" - e.g. 10 U.S.C. § 2461 and Circular A-76 - when
the agency made its contracting-out decision. In resolving exceptions filed by the union,
the Authority determined that "even assuming that the legal and regulatory provisions
relied on by the (u]nion constitute enforceable 'applicable laws' ... the (u]nion failed to
demonstrate that the [a]gency violated those laws and regulations." NFFE Local 1442
and U.S. Dep 't ofthe Army, Leuerkenny Army Depot, Chambersburg, Pa., 61 FLRA 857,
858-59 (2006).
In a 2011 negotiability dispute (which predated my appointment as a Member of the
Authority in 2013), the union asked to bargain over a proposal which would give to
bargaining-unit employees, who would be "potentially adversely affected by a decision to
contract out work," a "right of first refusal." NTEU and U.S. Dep't ofthe Treasury,
Bureau ofthe Public Debt, Washing/on, D.C., 65 FLRA 509,518 (2011). The Authority
determined, in that case, that neither "the plain wording of A-76[,] [/RS v. FLRA], [nor]
Authority decisions support a conclusion that the parties are precluded from agreeing to,
and enforcing in arbitration, contract provisions that independently impose on agencies
obligations that are the same as, or similar to, the requirements set forth in A-76." Id. at
519.
Thank you.
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NOMINATIONS OF
HONORABLE ERNEST W. DUBESTER,
HONORABLE COLLEEN D. KIKO, AND
JAMES T. ABBOTT TO BE MEMBERS,
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2017

U.S. SENATE,
ON HOMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

COMMITTEE

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:29 a.m., in room
SD–342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. James Lankford,
presiding.
Present: Senators Lankford, Daines, McCaskill, Tester,
Heitkamp, Peters, Hassan, and Harris.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LANKFORD

Senator LANKFORD. Good morning, everyone. Today we will consider of Colleen Kiko, James Abbott, Ernest DuBester as to be
members of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). The
Committee takes these nominations very seriously, so we are
pleased to have three very strong candidates before us. All three
nominees are highly experienced in Federal Labor Relations and
have largely dedicated their careers to public service in the Federal
Government. We thank you for your work.
The Honorable Colleen Duffy Kiko, originally of North Dakota—
earned a B.S. from North Dakota State University and her law degree from George Mason School of Law. Ms. Kiko began her career
at the Federal Labor Relations Board in 1976 as a supervisory
labor relations specialist while it was still a division of the Department of Labor (DOL). She has been associated with FLRA longer
than it has been in its current capacity as an independent agency.
After her initial job at FLRA, Ms. Kiko went to law school, then
returned to Federal service, working first at the Department of
Justice (DOJ), then the House Judiciary Committee. In 2002, Ms.
Kiko became a judge in the Department of Labor’s Employees’
Compensation Appeals Board. Then in 2005, she was appointed by
President Bush to serve as General Counsel (GC) at the Federal
labor Relations Board, a post she held until 2008 when she returned to the Department of Labor Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board.
Ms. Kiko, you began your career at the FLRA as a worker bee,
and now you are sitting here before us nominated to be the Chair
(1)
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of FLRA. I believe you would call that a real Washington, D.C.,
success story in many ways.
Mr. James Thomas Abbott of Virginia earned his B.A. from Malone University of Canton, Ohio, in 1980 and his J.D. from Temple
University in 1983. Mr. Abbott spent almost two decades working
as an Army civilian as counsel who focused on labor, personnel,
and ethics issues. During this time, he was awarded the Commander’s Award for Civilian Service, Department of the Army, in
1996, and in 2002, he was awarded the Meritorious Civilian Service Award from the U.S. Defense Contract Management Agency.
After a career with the Army, Mr. Abbott came to Capitol Hill
and served as the Deputy General Counsel in the Congressional Office of Compliance. Since 2007, Mr. Abbott has served as the Chief
Counsel to the Chairman of the Federal Labor Relations Authority.
Thank you, by the way, for your service as well.
Finally, the Honorable Ernest William DuBester, who currently
serves as the Member of the FLRA. Mr. DuBester, welcome back.
Glad to be able to see you again here. Certainly, you are familiar
with this process, as the third time you have been nominated to be
a Member of the FLRA.
Mr. DuBester received his B.A. from Boston College in 1972, his
law degree from Catholic University in 1975, and his master of law
from Georgetown in 1980. Mr. DuBester has 40 years of experience
in labor-management relations. He began his career at the National Labor Relations Board. He has been a counsel to the AFL–
CIO and a professor at both Catholic University School of Law and
the George Mason School of Law where he was named the Distinguished Professor of Law and Chair of the Dispute Resolution Program. Mr. DuBester has also been a mediator and Chairman of the
National Mediation Board. Mr. DuBester was first appointed to be
a Member of the FLRA by President Obama in 2009 and reappointed in 2013.
Clearly, we have three very qualified nominees before us who are
all experienced and have extensive previous experience at FLRA.
Committee staff reached out to all these nominees and colleagues
and affiliates who all spoke very highly of them. Committee staff
also had the opportunity to interview all three nominees on an
array of Federal labor relations issues. They thoughtfully and competently answered each question to the staff’s satisfaction.
To date, the Committee has found you to be qualified for the positions you have been nominated. I look forward to speaking with
you a bit more on your experience and accomplishments, how you
intend to be able to bring those to be fair and impartial in your
leadership in the FLRA.
I now recognize Ranking Member Heitkamp for her opening
statement.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR HEITKAMP

Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you, Chairman Lankford. I do not
want to give an extensive opening statement. He took most of the
material already, anyway.
Senator LANKFORD. That is what Chairmen do.
Senator HEITKAMP. Yes. Mr. Chairman did.
Senator LANKFORD. That is what Chairmen do.
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Senator HEITKAMP. Oh, that is what Chairmen do, I guess.
But unlike the Chairman, I would like to welcome our Congressman from Wisconsin, Congressman Sensenbrenner. Thank you so
much for coming, and thank you so much for being involved to the
point where you will introduce one of our witnesses today. It is an
honor, and it is also an honor to welcome a fellow North Dakotan
to the table.
That is how you say it, ‘‘North Dakotan.’’
Senator LANKFORD. That is how you say it.
Senator HEITKAMP. Yes.
But I will acknowledge that your father also had a very distinguished career in Federal service, and so you come from good stock
and hardy stock since she comes from the very far reaches of our
Northern Border, Pembina. I really appreciate all of your willingness to serve and look forward to your testimony.
Thank you.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
It is the custom of this Committee to swear in all witnesses that
appear before us. If you do not mind, if the three nominees would
please stand. Raise your right hand. Do you swear the testimony
you will give before this Committee will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you, God?
Thank you. You may be seated.
Let the record reflect all three answered in the affirmative.
We are going to recognize our witnesses for their opening statements. We will begin with Ms. Kiko, who has a special guest introducing her. Is that correct?
Jim Sensenbrenner, who is a friend and who has served faithfully in the U.S. Congress for a very long time, it is very good to
be able to see you, to be able to do a formal introduction there.
I recognize Congressman Sensenbrenner.
TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE JIM SENSENBRENNER, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you very much, Chairman
Lankford, Ranking Member Heitkamp, and Members of the Committee.
I want to thank you for the opportunity to come before this Committee and endorse the qualifications of Ms. Colleen Duffy Kiko for
the position of Chairman of the FLRA. She is a great friend and
is superbly qualified for this position through her years of experience as well as her personal character.
I have known Colleen Kiko for more than 35 years. In that time,
I have seen her commitment to public service, dedication to the
rule of law, and the devotion to her family.
Colleen began her career as a newly hired attorney at the Department of Justice, where she worked in the Office of Legal Policy
in the Civil Rights Division. She spent her time investigating and
prosecuting housing and credit discrimination complaints. She also
served as a detailee to the Eastern District of Virginia in prosecuting criminal cases.
I hired Colleen as my committee counsel, where she worked on
the successful impeachment of Judge Walter Nixon for which I
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served as one of the House Managers during the Senate trial. She
served as the principal negotiator for both me and Judiciary Republicans on the Americans with Disability Act, one of the hallmark Civil Rights laws of our Nation. As my counsel, Colleen provided me with sound advice, and I trusted her judgment, discretion, and intuition.
This is not the first time Colleen and I have sat in these seats.
I introduced Colleen before this Committee when she was previously confirmed as General Counsel of the FLRA. During her tenure, she demonstrated her excellent legal skills, independent judgment, and commitment to the rule of law. With open lines of communication, she helped revamp the FLRA training programs and
also prosecuted unfair labor practices while serving as a respectable negotiator.
Finally, she serves as a judge on the Employees’ Compensation
Appeals Board. During her time there, Ms. Kiko worked with her
colleagues on the board to make appropriate determinations with
respect to Federal employees injured during the course of their employment. Each of her experiences has helped prepare her as a
nominee as chairman of the FLRA. She undoubtedly possesses the
knowledge, temperament, and commitment required for this position.
I am fortunate to be able to present such a qualified public servant with such a distinguished background who deserves swift confirmation by this Committee and the Senate as a whole, and I appreciate your courtesy.
Senator LANKFORD. Congressman Sensenbrenner, thank you
again for all your service over the years, and thank you for being
here as well.
For each of you, as we begin and as you begin your opening
statement, I would ask you to also introduce family, guests, and
friends that are here. We understand full well that this is not only
bringing you into the Federal service in this role, but you bring
friends and family in your community with you as well. Please recognize those folks as you go.
Ms. Kiko, you will go first.
TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE COLLEEN DUFFY KIKO1 TO
BE A MEMBER, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Ms. KIKO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Senator
Heitkamp, Members of the Committee. I would like to thank you
and your staff for all the kindnesses that have been shown to me
as I have prepared for this hearing.
I also deeply appreciate Congressman Sensenbrenner for taking
the time away from his very booked schedule to introduce me
today. I respect his dedicated service to the U.S. House of Representatives and am deeply honored to call him a friend.
I am here today with some of my family members who represent
the others. Our son Philip Kiko Jr. and his wife, Molly, who are
expecting our fifth grandchild; our son Michael Kiko; my sister,
Tama; and of course, my best friend and husband, who currently
serves as the Chief Administrative Officer of the House of Rep1 The
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resentatives, Phil Kiko. I appreciate their love and support and the
love and support from those who have not been able to be here
today.
I would also like to thank Member DuBester and Nominee James
Abbott for the welcoming attitude that they have shown me during
this confirmation process. I look forward to working with both of
them as we journey forward, should I be confirmed.
I would also like to personally thank Pat Pizzella, Acting Chairman; Fred Jacob, Solicitor; and Gina Grippando, Counsel for Regulatory and Public Affairs at the FLRA, for helping me get to this
point in the confirmation process.
It is indeed an honor to have been nominated to serve as a Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority and, if confirmed, to
be designated as Chairman of that agency.
My first job was a GS–3 clerk typist in the Department of Treasury, Office of Personnel. My father, Lawrence Duffy, proudly spent
over 49 years, almost a half a century, in the Federal service before
he retired. He was a railway mail carrier for the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) and later became a customs inspector at the North Dakota-Canadian border. He always considered Federal service to be
an honorable profession. His work ethic, extreme pride in his job,
and impeccable character were examples for me, and I hope I live
up to his standards.
My mother, Angie Duffy, was also an example to me as someone
who always wanted to learn new things, have different and varied
experiences—she began oil painting in her 50s—and to broaden her
horizons. In her quiet, loving way, she pushed all four of her children to be strong and independent.
Congressman Sensenbrenner and, of course, Chairman Lankford
have spoken about my background, but I would like to point out
a few areas of my career that I believe affirmatively qualify me for
this position.
Before the agency became an agency, I was working in a part of
the Department of Labor that was transferred into this new agency
in 1979. I was there when it opened its doors, and I was there celebrating with a cake on its first birthday. It was a very important
part of shaping me as a professional employee, and it was and continues to be a very great place to work.
I have worked in almost every component of the agency. In the
regional office, I investigated unfair labor practices, chaired hearings on representational disputes, monitored Federal union elections, and conducted training for both agencies and unions. At the
Authority level, I reviewed representational disputes, administrative law judge (ALJ) decisions, and drafted decisions for Authority
members. My last position was a supervisory labor relations specialist handling procedural motions before I decided to attend law
school.
I graduated from George Mason University, now Antonin Scalia
Law School, in 1986, and just 19 years later, I would find myself
back at the FLRA serving as the Senate-confirmed position of General Counsel in 2005. And now, another 12 years later, I have
again been nominated to serve as a Member of the agency. My career keeps taking me back to my roots.
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In my current position as a judge of the Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board (ECAB), where I have served for 12 years and
rendered over 10,000 decisions, I have polished the attributes necessary to render decisions in an impartial manner, such as reviewing the facts presented, considering arguments provided by the parties, and applying the existing law to the particular facts of the
case.
I also have experience in management. While serving as General
Counsel, I was responsible for managing the seven regions of the
FLRA, which would include budgeting and performance management, leading change, policy development, staff and customer
training, in addition to the mission requirements of the office.
Further, as part of the management team under a former Chairman of ECAB, we managed a staff at that time of approximately
50 employees, which included updating performance standards, initiating programs to increase the quality, quantity, and timeliness
of the work, and developed an updated case tracking system, to
name a few. I believe this experience has prepared me while to
serve as a leader in the FLRA.
I believe my 29 years of service in the Federal Government
should serve me well in this agency, where we are commissioned
to provide leadership and establish policy and guidance relating to
matters under the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations
Statute, and to effectively administer the nine specific mandates of
this statute.
I greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and am
willing to answer any questions.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. Mr. DuBester.
TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE ERNEST W. DUBESTER1 TO
BE A MEMBER, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Mr. DUBESTER. Thank you, Chairman Lankford, Senator
Heitkamp, Senator McCaskill, and Senator Peters. I greatly appreciate the opportunity to come before this Committee again for its
consideration of my nomination to be a Member of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority.
I also would like to thank the Committee’s staff for their hard
work and assistance in reviewing my nomination and scheduling
this hearing.
Before making a brief opening statement, I would like to introduce my wife, Karen Kremer, who is sitting in the first row behind
me. In a few months, we will celebrate our 30th Anniversary.
When I first met Karen, she was working for Senator Howell Heflin on the Senate Judiciary Committee. So the Senate will always
hold a special, personal meaning in my life.
I also want to recognize the presence here this morning of quite
a few people from the FLRA, including my personal staff. These
dedicated public servants, as well as many FLRA staff who are not
present, are the key to the FLRA’s many successes in recent years.
I am also pleased to appear here today with Colleen and James
who, hopefully, if confirmed by the Senate, will be my colleagues.
1 The
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Mr. Chairman, as you mentioned, this is the fifth time I have
had the privilege to come before the Senate after being nominated
by a President for a position of public trust. During the 1990s, I
was nominated twice to serve as Chairman and Member the National Mediation Board, another independent agency. This is the
third time that I have had the honor to come before this Committee
after being re-nominated by President Trump to continue serving
as a Member of the FLRA. I have now served as a Member for over
8 years.
The last 8 years reflect many accomplishments at the FLRA. Exercising our statutory responsibility to provide leadership in labormanagement relations, we have engaged in a variety of outreach,
facilitation, and training activities, which include the delivery of a
variety of training sessions to tens of thousands of labor and management representatives in the Federal community, and during
this period, we have also made timely issuance of decisions a major
priority.
In addition, with an agency focus on human capital initiatives,
such as training and development, performance management, and
work-life balance, employee morale has improved dramatically. For
the last 2 years, we have ranked in the top five overall in the Partnership for Public Service (PPS) rankings for ‘‘Best Places to Work
in the Federal Government,’’ and in 2015 and 2016, we received
No. 1 rankings in the specific categories of teamwork and effective
leadership.
Mr. Chairman, as you mentioned, I am not a kid anymore, with
over 40 years of experience in labor-management relations, working as a public servant, as an advocate, a mediator, an arbitrator,
and an academic, over 25 of those years are in the Federal sector.
I remain strongly committed to the FLRA’s mission and to the importance of stable, constructive labor-management relations in the
Federal sector, and if re-confirmed, I will continue to work tirelessly so that the FLRA is recognized by the Federal sector’s labormanagement community as one of the most effective and efficient
agencies in the Federal Government.
Again, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you, and I
am pleased to answer any questions that you have.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you, Mr. DuBester. Mr. Abbott.
TESTIMONY OF JAMES T. ABBOTT1 TO BE A MEMBER,
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Mr. ABBOTT. Good morning. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member
McCaskill, Senator Heitkamp, and Members of the Committee, I
want to thank you for conducting this hearing at a time when so
many other pressing issues are competing for your time and attention. I would also like to thank your Committee staff for the outstanding support which they provided to me as I prepared for this
hearing. I appreciate your warm reception.
I am honored and humbled to have been nominated by President
Trump to become a Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authority. If confirmed, it will be, for me, the highest privilege of my professional life.
1 The
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With me today are my husband of 21 years, Daniel Gri, and our
sons, Caleb and Alfred, who are the pride of my life. That Daniel
is able to join me today is nothing short of a miracle. Just 4 months
ago, he was on life support following a serious automobile accident.
This is his first public outing since that accident and is testament
to his indomitable spirit. I rely upon that spirit every day.
My sister and brother-in-law, Linda and Don Walde, and my
niece, Heather Legore, as well as my cousin, Gayle Abbott, and her
daughter, Elizabeth, are here as well.
My professional career has spanned 34 years, 33 devoted to public service. I learned about service and hard work from my parents
and grandparents. Grandfather Whipple worked as a farmhand in
Kansas in the 1910s until he saved enough money to buy his own
land. His farm survived the Great Depression through his hard
work and determination.
Grandfather Abbott singlehandedly operated a grist mill in
Painesville, Ohio. He hired helpers only when, in his words, ‘‘I
could pay a fair wage for a fair day of work.’’
My mother, a nurse, and my father, a minister, served as missionaries in Congo where they built churches to serve not just as
centers of worship but also to serve as local medical clinics and
schools.
But for me, the ultimate example of public service was my brother, Denis Abbott, who gave his life in service to his country in
Pleiku, Vietnam.
Before joining the FLRA as Chief Counsel, I sat at dozens of bargaining tables negotiating local and nationwide collective-bargaining agreements. Through those experiences, I learned firsthand
how differences can be constructively resolved but also how they
can end up in dispute. I have witnessed the dynamics of labor relations at work between first-line supervisors and hardworking union
stewards in a variety of settings, such as work floors where artillery equipment and attack helicopters are serviced and repaired.
I have met with employees and union stewards at sites where
the working conditions were difficult, even dangerous. I have had
to tell first-line supervisors and generals that they were wrong and
what they must do to comply with the statute. Therefore, I understand why the protections of our statute are so important to Federal employees.
I believe that we can all agree that the Federal workforce in
2017 looks very different than it did in 1978 when our statute was
enacted. In this changed environment, the Authority must clearly
define what matters affect working conditions and those which constitute negotiable conditions of employment. To that end, I pledge
that if I am confirmed, I will adjudicate all matters fairly and impartially, enforce the statute as it is written, but above all respect
judicial precedent.
I look forward to working with my colleagues to ensure that the
FLRA remains relevant and to drafting decisions that can be understood by laypersons as well as attorneys.
It is my privilege to appear before you today, and as my colleagues, I am happy to answer any questions.
Thank you.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you, Mr. Abbott.
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I am going to ask three mandatory questions of all three of you,
and then I am going to defer to Ranking Member Heitkamp. She
has another hearing that is happening simultaneous to this. I want
to make sure that we get to her questions immediately.
The three questions I am going to ask of all three of you—and
I will need a verbal response—and I will just kind of come down
the road, starting with Mr. DuBester, Ms. Kiko, and Mr. Abbott.
Is there anything that you are aware of in your background that
might present a conflict of interest with the duties of your office to
which you have been nominated? Mr. Dubester.
Mr. DUBESTER. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Kiko.
Ms. KIKO. No, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Abbott.
Mr. ABBOTT. No, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Second question. Do you know of anything,
personal or otherwise, that would in any way prevent you from
fully and honorable discharging the responsibility of the office of
which you have been nominated? Mr. DuBester.
Mr. DUBESTER. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Kiko.
Ms. KIKO. No, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Abbott.
Mr. ABBOTT. No, sir.
Senator LANKFORD. Third question. Do you agree, without reservation, to comply with any request or summons to appear and
testify before any duly constituted committee of Congress if you are
confirmed? Mr. DuBester.
Mr. DUBESTER. I do.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Kiko.
Ms. KIKO. I do.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. Abbott.
Mr. ABBOTT. Yes, I will.
Senator LANKFORD. I recognize Ranking Member Heitkamp.
Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
These are incredible years of service to this organization and to
this agency sitting before us, and I cannot imagine a panel more
qualified to do this work. But you also have the wisdom of time.
You have had a chance to see this agency grow and change.
The question that I have is, What do you believe today is a challenge that will come to you that you did not anticipate all those
very many years that you have been serving and been associated?
We will start with Mr. DuBester.
Mr. DUBESTER. Well, the world, of course, is always rapidly
changing, and that certainly applies to the field of labor-management relations.
I think that probably one of the changes that is a fairly recent
change that will remain a challenge in the years ahead is the approach our agency brings to the resolution of disputes. On the one
hand, of course, we have a very direct statutory responsibility for
resolving particular cases, and that remains fairly constant over
time. But we also have responsibility under our statute that was
referred to earlier to provide leadership and guidance to help agen-
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cies throughout the Federal Government develop successful labormanagement relations programs.
I think among other things, the kind of outreach that we have
done over the last few years in terms of training them and developing their skills and abilities to improve their own relationships,
so agency representatives and labor representatives can learn how
to resolve more of their disputes, even voluntarily, so that a lot of
the disputes that come to us now will not necessarily come to us
anymore. Day in and day out throughout the Federal Government,
it is those agency reps and those labor reps who have to work together, who have to address the problems that are unique to their
agency. By giving them the problem-solving skills, learning how to
treat with certain situations through the use of alternative dispute
resolution services, I think is and has been a recent challenge but
will remain a challenge in the future, in my view.
Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you. Ms. Kiko.
Ms. KIKO. Thank you, Senator Heitkamp.
I would say that the immediate challenge is, not disagreeing at
all with Mr. DuBester, I would certainly agree with those, but I
would also say that cybersecurity is an issue that is facing all the
agencies right now. I would take that as a very serious concern for
every agency.
But also, I believe that the backlog that is sitting there at the
moment, we would like to get those moved.
Senator HEITKAMP. How does that compare to your recollection
back when you were previously with the agency?
Ms. KIKO. When I was with the General Counsel, there was a
backlog waiting for me when I got there, and I am sure there is
a backlog waiting for a full complement of the Authority when we
get there, so——
Senator HEITKAMP. Is it worse today than it was 10 years ago?
Ms. KIKO. Right now, there is a General Counsel. When I came
in as the General Counsel, there had not been a General Counsel
for several months, and so there had been an inability to file any
kind of unfair labor practice complaints or issue decisions on appeals. Those decisions were waiting for me to be issued.
At the current moment, we have a General Counsel. So from that
perspective, I do not think there is anything waiting there to be decided.
On the Authority side, I do not have anything to compare it to
since I was not on the Authority side.
Senator HEITKAMP. We always say justice delayed is justice denied, and I agree that that we need to make decisions in a timely
fashion. Mr. Abbott.
Mr. ABBOTT. Well, Senator, just as when Congress enacted our
statute in 1978 and the original Members of the Authority, when
the statute was created, just as they could not have anticipated a
workforce that had computers at every desk, the availability of
email, and the ability of enemies of the country to have access to
our security and cyber systems and to wipe out swaths of information in a moment, I think we cannot, sitting here, anticipate all of
the changes that will be coming during our terms. I believe that
requires that the Authority be certain to maintain its relevancy to
the labor-management community by looking at our statute and
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being clear in our decisions to give a road map to our customers,
which is the labor relations community.
Senator HEITKAMP. In response to a question regarding political
difficult choices in your policy questionnaire, each of you stated you
do not make political choices, which I think is great, but could you
describe a time when you made a difficult or unpopular decision or
choice that you thought was in the best interest of the country or
your agency? Probably just give me one of the most difficult decisions that you have had to make. Mr. DuBester.
Mr. DUBESTER. Senator Heitkamp, I think as I mentioned in my
questionnaire, I probably refer back to my service as Chairman of
the National Mediation Board. That agency has jurisdiction in the
transportation sector over airlines and railroads. Not all, but many
of the disputes that arise are high-profile disputes, often with a national impact. Given the nature of that statute, it also allows for
the intervention of the White House, if you will, the President, to
take certain actions that will have a bearing on the dispute.
It was my responsibility, of course, to make recommendations to
the White House, and I had to bring my sense of the situation as
well as my experience in labor-management relations to bear and
often—sensitivities, if you will, of a political nature. My decisions
were not political, but I was serving a White House, and obviously,
all of you as public servants and elected officials understand considerations of your constituencies.
I think those were challenging situations, where I often knew
they were tough decisions and I had to give the best decision I
could.
Senator HEITKAMP. Ms. Kiko.
Ms. KIKO. Well, I have certainly made difficult decisions in my
life. Probably the most difficult decision that I ever made was when
I chose to stay home and quit my career and stay home with my
four children and raise them. I do believe I think that might have
been of service to this country, I am hoping. [Laughter.]
Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you. Mr. Abbott.
Mr. ABBOTT. Yes. One of the most difficult decisions that I had
to make as a Federal manager was in January of this year when
Acting Chairman Pizzella transitioned to our new Acting Chairman. We had to assess the needs of the agency that were the resources that we had.
We had an office, by way of example, that had increased its staffing by 200 percent in a matter of 1 year with the plan and hope
that the new program developed would create workload. That
workload did not develop, and there was a decrease in caseload.
The Acting Chairman and myself, we had to make the difficult
choice in recognizing that the Office of General Counsel (OGC) did
not have resources, and as difficult as it always is to change priorities such as that, we had to make that difficult decision for the
good of the agency and so the labor-management community, would
be served in processing unfair labor practices.
Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you so much.
Senator LANKFORD. I would like to recognize the Ranking Member of the full Committee, Claire McCaskill.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MCCASKILL

Senator MCCASKILL. Thank you very much.
I just have a simple question for the three of you, and it probably
will not take you long to answer, at least I hope not. I would ask
each of you to respond to this question. Do you fully support the
right of government employees to organize and bargain collectively?
Ms. KIKO. I can answer that absolutely, positively. I am there to
provide leadership and establish guidance under the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute and effectively administering all of these mandatory mandates under the statute, and I
absolutely would agree with that.
Senator MCCASKILL. Mr. Abbott.
Mr. ABBOTT. I do as well. I believe that our statute serves a very
important part of the construct of Title 5 and Title 7 to provide an
avenue of recourse for employees who are aggrieved, and I have
witnessed and seen myself how constructive positive labor-management relations are.
Yes, I believe that the statute, as written, establishing collective
bargaining is a positive force in the Federal Government.
Senator MCCASKILL. You would support it even if the statute
were not there. Your support is because you believe in the concept,
not because you are following the statute?
Mr. ABBOTT. I believe in the concept and the statute. Yes, ma’am.
Senator MCCASKILL. OK. I know you have to follow the law. I am
not asking about whether or not—I am asking whether you agree
with the law that that should be something that is allowed in the
United States of America for government employees to organize
and collectively bargain.
Mr. ABBOTT. Without a doubt.
Senator MCCASKILL. OK.
I probably know your answer, Mr. DuBester.
Mr. DUBESTER. The answer is yes, Senator. I very strongly believe in the institution of collective bargaining. And beyond that, I
often say one reason is because I am a great believer in mechanisms that afford the opportunity for interaction and dialogue between employer representatives and their employees through exclusive representatives. I think that is the best way to address problems in any workplace, in any jurisdiction, whether it is the private
sector, the public sector, or the Federal sector.
But beyond that, of course, I saw that Ms. Kiko was holding up
our statute, and while I know you were not asking for a statutory
commitment, but in the very first section of the statute, Findings
and Purpose, it talks about collective bargaining and the findings
of Congress that it is in the public interest. I believe in the statute
and the agency’s mission.
Senator MCCASKILL. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LANKFORD. Senator Hassan.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HASSAN

Senator HASSAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and good
morning to you all. Congratulations on your nominations and being
here.
I wanted to follow up a little bit. I had a similar question to Senator McCaskill, and I thank you for your answers to that.
I also come from an employment law background. I represented
management for years, and I, too, believed that collective bargaining has proved to be not only an excellent mechanism for workers to protect themselves and each other and have the benefit of
concerted action, but also it has been a very good tool for communication between labor and management and resolving issues.
Toward that end—and this is for each of you—do you all believe,
as I do, that official time can be used to resolve important matters
and, in turn, save time and resources?
We will start with you, Mr. Abbott.
Mr. ABBOTT. Official time is defined by our statute, and it provides that reasonable official time is what is agreed to by management and the union together.
I believe that official time is a necessary part of most of the areas
that are covered by our statute particularly in the traditional labor
relations setting where the management and the union are sitting
down at the bargaining table negotiating a contract.
Beyond that, I do believe it is for Congress to make that decision.
Senator HASSAN. I thank you for that answer. I think one of our
concerns is that if you believe in collective bargaining, then if you
do not have the mechanism of official time, you are really making
it very difficult for workers to enjoy the benefit of collective bargaining because they do not have anybody who is in the position
to really work with the management side in an effective way. I
would ask you to think about that.
Is it Kiko—‘‘Kiko.’’ Yes. Thank you.
Ms. KIKO. Good morning, Senator.
Senator HASSAN. Good morning.
Ms. KIKO. As Mr. Abbott has explained, the statute does require
that there is official time for collective bargaining negotiations and
also for presenting before the Authority, and all other official time
is to be negotiated between the agency and the union. I certainly
would support that that it is a very a specific part and an important part of the collective bargaining experience.
Yes, I do believe in the collective bargaining experience, if I suggested differently in my earlier answer.
Senator HASSAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. DuBester.
Mr. DUBESTER. Well, Senator, I think the answer to your question very much relates to the question of Senator McCaskill about
your commitment to collective bargaining.
I have heard a lot of questions raised about official time over the
last few years within the halls of Congress, and in my view, among
other things, often the discussions are taken out of context because
under our Federal statute at least, we have a carefully crafted statute which, of course, Congress always reserves the right to consider
and perhaps amend. But it is a carefully crafted statute, which has
a lot of different dimensions to it, including a very explicit statu-
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tory management rights provision, obviously the concept of no use
of economic weapons, in the employees’ case, the right to strike.
But it does have the—and in the union’s instance, no right to support itself through union security as unions do in other sectors.
Again, my view on official time, beyond what is already contained in the statute, is if you believe in the institution of collective
bargaining—and as I said in my prior answer, I believe in it among
other things because I believe in any mechanism that affords or
promotes the ability for employer reps—in our case, agency reps—
and employee reps—in this case, exclusive representatives, their
unions—to sit down and talk, to engage in dialogue, hopefully to
problem solve.
Senator HASSAN. Yes.
Mr. DUBESTER. The application of official time were to exist in
the Federal sector to me is not just a matter which I think is often,
in my view, mischaracterized, as for the union, it is in the agency
and employer’s interest as well when used appropriately because it
affords that kind of a mechanism that promotes dialogue and communication.
Senator HASSAN. Thank you, and I thank you all for your answers.
One of the privileges of being from New Hampshire is that I
have the good fortune of representing the men and women at the
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, who have a terrific labor-management
model going, and I would recommend it to you. They work together
incredibly well in part because there is a strong acknowledgement
of the value of collective bargaining and official time.
With that, thank you very much again for your willingness to
serve, and I yield the remainder of my time, Mr. Chair.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. Kiko, you have seen a lot change over the years since the
birth of the agency and the first birthday and the cake to now. I
have an odd question for you: What has changed in the operation
of the agency over that time period, and how did it change? Was
it statutory? Is it drift? Are we still on mission? Are we getting better at what we are doing? I am looking for somewhat of a historical
look.
Mr. DuBester, I am going to come right back to you on this as
well.
Give me a feel for what you have seen, and are we still on track?
Ms. KIKO. Thank you, Senator.
I think the biggest change in the FLRA since I was there is the
technology change. We were writing decisions on yellow legal pads
and handing them off to a clerk typist to type in a big, giant Wang
that was about the size of this table. That has changed, where everyone clearly has all of their technology in their pockets anymore.
So that has changed.
The mission of the agency has not changed. The direction of the
agency has not changed. We are still doing the best to manage the
cooperation of labor-management relations in the Federal Government, and I think that continues to be our mission.
That would be it. If you have any further questions. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. Mr. DuBester.
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Mr. DUBESTER. Well, I certainly agree with Ms. Kiko that the
rapid changes in technology cannot be ignored, and among other
things, like many agencies, we have gotten in recent years—in
terms of providing better customer service gotten into e-filing, if
you will, which facilitates the parties’ abilities to process cases with
us.
Again, I think beyond just the specific case responsibilities we
have, certainly over time, we have developed as an agency like ours
is designed to do, with certain expertise in the specific areas of case
handling that certainly evolves over time, and I think it is helpful
to the labor-management community.
As I said before, we are a small agency but with a large mission
because we are not just the FLRA, which is a rather small, modest
agency, but we have a responsibility for the labor-management relations programs throughout the Federal Government.
If we are doing effective outreach activities, which in recent
years we have trained tens of thousands of agency reps and union
reps in a variety of activities that are designed to help them do
their jobs better. We are helping if you will, labor-management relations through the Federal Government. I think that perspective
and appreciation about just how large the impact can be on our
mission is——
Senator LANKFORD. Well, that is part of my question, actually.
Are we still on track with the mission, or is the mission continuing
to be able to grow and the task beginning to grow? When it is one
thing to be able to make decisions, the other thing to think we
have expertise, how do we actually proactively get this out to agencies?
When we talk about things like guidance, for instance, getting
help to entities, somewhat that has been the role of Office of Personnel Management (OPM) to be able to do. Are we drifting into
the role of someone else, or are we providing advice to them, or are
we finding instructions to them? Where do you draw that line?
Mr. DUBESTER. In the areas that fall within, again, specifically
labor-management relations, in the areas mentioned in our statute,
then I think, at least in recent years, we have been on the mark
and hopefully will continue to be on the mark by doing a variety
of things; first, providing information, making available information on our website in the areas that our parties have to handle,
like in arbitration cases, negotiability cases, basic statutory rights.
We have been actually doing training with our parties in those
areas, that kind of outreach.
As I mentioned, I believe, consistent with our statutory responsibility to provide leadership and guidance—and when we are talking about labor-management relations, as I often say, the word
that is often overlooked in that phrase is the word ‘‘relations.’’
Senator LANKFORD. Right.
Mr. DUBESTER. Providing training in problem solving and relationship building is very much part of the statute and——
Senator LANKFORD. Sure.
Mr. DUBESTER [continuing]. Part of the service that we can provide to them.
Senator LANKFORD. I think what I am trying to get the boundary
here is between OPM and their statutory responsibility and the re-
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sponsibility of your agency as well, to be able to say where do you
draw the line in things like guidance, between what is helping and
providing resources or what is instructing.
Mr. DUBESTER. Again, this is not a pure answer, but to me,
OPM, of course, provides information, which to my way of thinking
involve the employment relationship and personnel kinds of matters that would apply to any employee in the Federal Government,
whereas we have a specific mission involving labor-management relations, which is something that OPM would not get into, if you
will, elsewhere in the Federal Government, per se. That is where
I think the line pretty much is. It is kind of uniform personnel matters that apply throughout the Federal Government. We would not
be providing guidance in that area, I do not think, not appropriately, and I know during my tenure, we certainly have not.
We have complied with OPM directives for our employees, but in
the labor-management arena, that is where I think we have an obligation to provide information.
Senator LANKFORD. Same question for Mr. Abbott. Where do you
draw that line on what is the difference between guidance and instructions or actually telling someone what to do, or how do you
draw that line in the relationship with different agencies?
Mr. ABBOTT. Thank you, Senator.
Yes, I think the Authority has been very effective over the years
of its existence when the Authority does what it was created to do,
and that is to determine matters under our statute.
In respect to training and outreach, I believe that when the Authority is doing what is basically required under our statute—and
that is to provide statutory training and how our statute works and
explaining Authority precedent—I think we have been very effective.
When we engage in training on basic interest-based bargaining
and problem solving, we are being very effective.
However, I am concerned that when our training outreach goes
into areas such as relationship repair, dealing with difficult people,
decisionmaking and communication skills, I am not sure that we
are the best agency or the best provider of that. There are many
qualified, trained individuals in the private sector to provide that.
I think when we go astray of the statutory limits is the time
when we are not being effective. I think that we lose an ability—
I think the best training that the Authority can give to the labormanagement community is when we write decisions that are clear
and understandable to laypersons as well as attorneys, and I think
that the Authority does best when it answers the questions that
the parties bring to it.
But over the last 2 years, 52 percent of the decisions of the Authority have dismissed cases Either in part or in whole on procedural technicalities. Every time we dismiss an argument on a technicality, we are not providing guidance to our customers who have
had a dispute, an honest dispute, and they are looking to us for an
answer.
Senator LANKFORD. Yes. That should be helpful.
Mr. DuBester, I do want to clarify one issue as well. There was
a difference of opinion between you and the Appeals Court on the
Inspectors General and whether the interviews of the Inspector
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General can fall under collective bargaining and negotiations as
well. Obviously, that decision was done in 2012, then was later
overturned on it. Where are you on that now and your perspective
on the relationship between interviews from the Inspectors General
and collective bargaining negotiation?
Mr. DUBESTER. I do not have a detailed specific recollection of
the case you are talking about, but I am aware, I think, of what
you are referring to.
In that particular situation, of course——
Senator LANKFORD. It has been a few years, so I would give you
some mercy on that one as well. So yes.
Mr. DUBESTER. The majority decision was overturned by the—I
believe the D.C. Circuit, and of course, in that particular instance,
the D.C. Circuit ruling becomes the law of the case. It was remanded to us, and of course, that was implemented, and that has
now become the law.
These kinds of situations are not necessarily uniform. Number
one, they are going to be driven and determined by perhaps unique
facts that may arise, and moreover, while the D.C. Circuit—because we are the seat of the Federal Government and that is our
jurisdiction, probably matters that are appealed to the circuit
courts go to the D.C. Circuit more often than not. But the parties
have a right to go to any circuit.
Right now, what I would say is the matter that you referred to
became the law of the case in that instance based on the D.C. Circuit ruling, but I am not sure that it is necessarily the law either
within the FLRA, depending on what might come back to us in
terms of the facts, or what other circuit courts might say about the
case.
Senator LANKFORD. In that case, you would not considered that
settled?
Mr. DUBESTER. Again, I do not want to make a judgment without seeing the particular facts, but I think in the spirit of what you
are asking, I would say that is right in my mind. Yes, Senator.
Senator LANKFORD. What was right in your mind?
Mr. DUBESTER. It is not settled.
Senator LANKFORD. It is not settled?
Mr. DUBESTER. No.
Senator LANKFORD. OK. Senator Harris.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HARRIS

Senator HARRIS. This question is for Ms. Kiko.
The FLRA is an important mechanism, obviously, for more than
a million Federal employees, and it has a history, unfortunately,
however, of backlogs, including a backlog of nearly 400 cases in
2009. Are you familiar with that?
Ms. KIKO. I am not familiar with the backlog in 2009.
Senator HARRIS. Are you aware of the backlog as it currently exists?
Ms. KIKO. I am aware that there is a backlog with some cases
waiting to be decided because at this point there is not a full membership of the Authority, and so I would say that that is a backlog
sitting there for those decisions. Several of the decisions with just
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the two members have been going out, though, in addition to the
ones that are pending.
Senator HARRIS. If confirmed, what would your plan be for addressing the backlog and eliminating it?
Ms. KIKO. Well, I think my purpose there is to efficiently and effectively promote the statute, and one of the major jobs is to decide
the cases that are before us. I would think of that as a very high
priority to get the cases out that are before us.
Senator HARRIS. Have you had any conversations with anyone
there about what is going to be most efficient in terms of moving
the cases along?
Ms. KIKO. I have had discussions with both Member DuBester
and Mr. Abbott on what the situation is at the agency and how the
cases are processes, and I would like to work with both of them as
we move forward to find out the best way to move the cases and
so that we have a good, effective way to get them out efficiently.
We have shareholders, I believe, that are looking for us to spend
the money wisely that has been appropriated to us, and one of our
jobs is to issue those decisions. I would think of that as a very high
priority.
Senator HARRIS. Thank you. Mr. Abbott.
Mr. ABBOTT. I think the most effective way to deal with the backlog that we have when we have not had a full complement is simply we have established internal guidelines for moving cases forward. Upon the three of us being confirmed, we will need to establish and see if those timelines and internal processes are effective.
I would say in my experience, there is no right or wrong way of
addressing the matters, but I believe it does require each of us to
address as expeditiously as possible holding our own staffs accountable for performance and effective service.
Senator HARRIS. Thank you.
I yield back my time.
Thank you. Thank you both.
Senator LANKFORD. Senator Heitkamp.
Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you for that line of questioning. I
think, again, in our oversight capacity, we are going to be very concerned about cleaning out the backlog and making sure, and if you
do not have the resources, we need to know that because it is only
going to get worse if systemic changes are not made.
Ms. Kiko, in your questionnaire, you talked about your leadership style and how you like to energize and motivate people. One
thing that will be inevitable in your position as Chairman, if confirmed, is you are leading an organization through periods of disagreement. The three of you will not always see things the same
way, and it is important that the Chairman have the ability to lead
and manage the organization through that disagreement.
How would you change your leadership and management style
when it comes to leading the Authority through periods of disagreement and challenges?
Ms. KIKO. Thank you, Senator, for that question.
I do not know that I would change my management style necessarily. I do believe that my management style is very collegial,
and I would want to work with both Mr. DuBester and Mr. Abbott
in trying very hard to find the best way to lead this organization.
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Open communication is one of my primary requirements on a
management style. I would want to hear what people have to say,
find out the best way to lead this agency, but to me, open communication is the key to all of that. I believe that working together
with Mr. Abbott and Mr. DuBester is the best way to find the best
solutions—by working together and hearing different ideas, if that
answers your question.
Senator HEITKAMP. I think it does. I think one of the great challenges that you might have is trying to figure out how you are
going to work through this backlog and how you are going to challenge an entire organization to make decisions in a way that is
very attentive to the facts and not shortchanging anything but also
clearing this docket because those challenges will continue, and it
will get bigger and bigger. The problem will be bigger, and it is
going to take a lot of communication, and it is going to take a lot
of leadership.
As I said in my opening statement, you are three incredibly
qualified candidates, but you are coming in at a time when we need
to know that it is not business as usual, that things will get done
in a timely fashion.
Thank you for that answer, and good luck to all over you.
Ms. KIKO. Thank you, Senator.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
Any final comments from anyone?
[No response.]
I see an overwhelming shaking of the heads here.
Senator HEITKAMP. Quit while you are ahead.
Senator LANKFORD. Yes. I can see that as well.
I do want to be able to say to all of our witnesses, there is an
expectation here that the backlog will be taken care of, individuals
will be heard, that we are working, as Mr. DuBester said—working
on the relations side of things. That the focus continues to be a
healthy working environment not only in that entity, but in the entities where we get a chance to serve across the Federal Government.
You have an incredibly important role that hardly anyone knows
exists, unless you are in conflict, and then everyone is looking for
you. We do count on you to be able to help on those very difficult
days.
Mr. DuBester, at some point, you and I can visit at greater
length on this other case with the Inspectors General. The one
thing that I would say on it is, there is a great challenge of opinion
at times that once it goes up to an appeals course, does that resolve
the issue, or does that not resolve the issue? I would only say if
it goes up to an appeals court, we are under that until the Supreme
Court says something different. But in the meantime, we are under
that court.
There have been plenty of appeals court decisions across the
country that I have not liked, but we live as a nation under law,
and that is the way we balance that out. When the facts may
change or circumstances may come up differently on that, we can
push back and forth on it. That is the fun of our system on it, but
I would encourage us to be able to do that.
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I would assume you are in that same boat, but based on your
previous answer, I was trying to think through the possibilities of
what that would mean to have a situation where someone in that
position would say an appeals court has spoken on it, but I am not
sure I like it. We are all going to try to apply it as well.
I will give you an opportunity to be able to say anything, if you
want to, on that as well. I am not trying to shut you out.
Mr. DUBESTER. I certainly agree with your representation about
the importance of precedent and stare decisis and the rule of law,
and as I mentioned, without any question, in that particular case
that you asked about, that became——
Senator LANKFORD. Right.
Mr. DUBESTER [continuing]. The law of the case. That is how we
acted, including myself, upon remand.
The only point I was making is that, as you know, there are
many circuit courts out there, and they do not always agree either.
Senator LANKFORD. Right.
Mr. DUBESTER. Sometimes there is a split among the circuits,
and that raises questions about what the state of the law is too.
Senator LANKFORD. That, we have seen as well, as recently as
the last couple of weeks, even, in different well-popularized cases,
so——
Mr. DUBESTER. But I would certainly be happy, though, as you
suggested in your lead-in to follow up with you and/or your staff
about it.
Senator LANKFORD. Yes. I would be glad to, and again, we want
you to be able to work independently. It is of great value to the Nation to have independent voices that do not all have to nod their
heads the same way, to be able to have disagreement, have open
argument, though at this dais, we all agree with every issue all the
time. [Laughter.]
That is not an issue for us.
The nominees have made financial disclosures and provided responses to biographical and prehearing questions submitted by the
Committee.1 Without objection, this information will be made a
part of the hearing record,2 with the exception of the financial
data, which are on file and available for public inspection at the
Committee offices.3
The hearing record will remain open until 12 p.m. tomorrow, November 8, 2017, for the submission of statements and questions for
the record. We would encourage Members to hurry to be able to get
that in so that we can walk through this process if there are any
pending questions that are there.
However, if Members wish to receive responses to questions prior
to the Committee vote on Thursday, which we hope to do, they
must submit questions for the record by 5 p.m. today.
Again, thank you for your service already to the Nation and for
being willing to be able to go through this process, for Mr.
DuBester to go through this process again and again and again and
again and again actually for you. Thank you very much for engaging with that.
1 The
2 The
3 The

information of Ms. Kiko appears in the Appendix on page 29.
information of Mr. Dubester appears in the Appendix on page 77.
information of Mr. Abbott appears in the Appendix on page 131.
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With this, this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:29 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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Statement of Colleen Duffy l{iko
Before The Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
November 7, 2017
Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
Chairman Lankford, Senator Heitkamp, Members of the Committee, l would like to thank
you and your staff for all the kindnesses that have been shown to me as I have prepared for
this hearing,
I also deeply appreciate Congressman Sensenbrenner for taking the time away from his
very booked schedule to introduce me today. 1 respect his dedicated service to the U.S.
House of Reprcse11tatives and am deeply honored to call him a friend.
I am here today with some of my family members -who represent the others. My son
Philip and his wife Molly, who are expecting our 5'• grandchild, my son Michael, my sister,
1'ama, and of course my best friend and husband, who currently serves as the Chie.f
Administrative Officer of the House ofRepresentatives- Phil Kiko. I appreciate their
support and the support of all of thbse who are not here,
I would like to thank Mr. DuBester and Mr. Abbott for the genuine kindnesses that they
have shown me. I look forward to working with both of them as we journey forward,
should I be confirmed. I would also like to personally thank Fred Jacob, the Solicitor at the
FLRA for helping me get through the ethics clearance process and Gina Grippalido, Counsel
for Regulatory and Public Affairs at FLRA, whrJ has truly gone above and beyond to offer me
any assistance I needed- even respondlngto my emails at midnight or early, early
morning. She has been of invaluable assistance.
Itis indeed an honor to have been nominated by President Trump to sctve as a Member of
the Pedcral Labor Relations Aulhority and, if confirmed. to be designated as Chairman of
that agency.
My career with thi; Federal government bcgait after I moved here from North Oakor-.i in
1972. My first fob was a GS-3 clerk typist in the Dep;1rrrncnt of Treasury, Office of
Personnel. My father, J.awrenoe Duffy. proudly spent over 49 years (almost½ century) in
the Federal service before he retired. He was a railway mail carder for the U.S. Postal
Service on the Soo Li11e Railroad that ran from Enderlin. North Dakota to Portal, Notth
Dakota. He later became an inspector for the U.S. Customs Service at the North
Dakota/Canada border. He always considered Federal service to be an honorable
profession. His work ethic, extrenic pride in his job, and impeccable character were
examples for me and l hope I live up co his standards. My mother. Angie Duffy, was also an
example to me as someone who always wanted to learn 11ew things, to have different and
varied experiences (she began oil painting in her S0s), and to broaden her horizons. In her
quiet, lovlng way, she pushed all four of her children to be strong and independent.
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Congressman Sensenbrenner was very kind to speak about my background. But I would
like to point out a few areas of my career that I believe affirmatively qualify me for this
position. Before PLRA became an agency. I was working in the Department of Labor, Labor
Management Servkes Adm.fnistration. The duties of that organization were transferred
into the new agency in 1979 when it was created- so I was there when FLRA opened its
doors. I was there celebrating with a cake on its first birthday party. It was a very
important part of shaping me into a professional employee. It was a great place to work.
I have worked in almost every component of the FLRA. In the Regional office, I investig;,ited
unfair labor practlce charges, chaired hearings on representational disputes, monitored
federal un1on elections, and conducted training for both agencies and unions. In the
Authority level. I reviewed representation disputes, Administratlve Law Judge decisions
and dl"l\fted decisions for the Authority Members. My last position was a supervisory labor
relations speciatist h.:indling procedural motions before the Authority when I decided that I
needed to broaden my career perspectives by attending law school.
l graduated with my law degree from George Mason Antonin Scalia Law School in 1986
and, who knew, that just 19 years later I would find myself back at the agency serving in the
Senate-confirmed position of General Counsel in 2005. And now -another 10 years later
and J have again been nominated to serve as a Member of the Agency; My career keeps
taking me back to my roots,
Most recently, having servecl as the General Counsel of the PLRA provided me more specific
experience in managing a diverse and geographically dispersed staff. J managed the seve11
regions of the FLRA which included all aspects of m,1nagement from budgeting and budget
management, instiniting performance standards and evaluating performance, leading
change, policy development, staff and customer training, etc.
In my current position as a Judge of the Employees' Compensation Appeals Board, where l
have served for 12 years, I have polished the attributes ne.c essary to render decisions on
issues that would come before the FLRA, Those attributes include reviewing the facts
presented, considering arguments provided by the parties, and applying the existing law to
the particular facts of each case. Fur·lhet, as n part of the management team, we managed a
staffat that time of approximately 50 employees, which included updating performance
standards, initiating mentor programs to assist staff in increasing the quality, quantity. and
timeliness of the work, and developed an updated case tracking system to more readily
track the time it takes for cases to work their· way to issuance, to name a few of our
initiatives. l believe this experience has prepared me well to become a Member of the FLRA.
I believe my 29 years in the Federal government should serve me well it1 this agency where
we are commissioned to provide leadership In establishing policies and gllidance relating
to matters of Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute and by effectively
administering the nine specific mandates of the Stattlte. I greatly appreciate the
op11orti.111ity to appear before you and am willing to answer any questions.
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REDACTED
UNITED STATE.S OFFICE OF

GOVERNMENT ETHICS

*- - --- - --- -------- - - ---Soptomher I0, ZO I7

The Hono,..dble Ro11 Jnlmsot1

Chninmm
Cotnmhtec 011 Homeland Security
,nd Oovernfilcrltal Affairs
Uniu:<I Slates Sen~tc

Washington. DC20SI0
Dear Mr. Chainn.sff:
In accordance with the Uthics in Government Act of 1978, I enclose- a cor,y <,r1he
financial di!iclosure re:pon filed by Colleen Kiko, who, ha.-:-been 11or11imued by l'te.sidonl irtuop
for the position of Member. 'Pedcral Labor Relations A,1thority.
We have reviewed the report and have obft1ined ildviOC' fro,n the ag~ncy oooternln_g any
1)0ssible conOicl io light ofilS functions •t>d !he non,incc' s propo.e<l duties. Alw enclosed is an
ethics agreement outliniug iheac1ioos lhnt Lhc, n0tninec wllJ un<ltn,11kc, to ~void cnnllfol$ of
interest. Unle..~ a dato- for con1plia:nce is inditnfl.:d tn the cthias agreement, lhe nominee must
ll1lly c01nply within .three months orwnfirmution with ~11y-ocliCtfl -1,peGified in the tthi0$
ugfttment.

Based tl1crcon. we believe that this nominee. is- in complifmcc with applicable laws and
regulolions _governing oonlliCl!i ofinu:rcsL

Enclosures

Rf,OA.CTED

Davi~ J. Apol
Acting D1rcctor;,nd Oe11t::rAI C'onnst:t

* * * *
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Septcmbor6, 2017

Fred B. Jacob
Solicitor and Designated Agency Ethics Official

Federal !4bor Relations Authority
1400K St., NW
.
Washlngtoo, DC 20424
~Mr.Jacob:

The plll'l)Oso ofthls letter is 1o d!scrlbc the steps that r will take to avoid any actual or
apparent ccnfi!ct ofintarm in t!le avcnt tbatr am confirmed for 1hc posldon of Member, Federal
Labor Re!etion1 Authority.
A! required by 18 U.S.C. § 20~(a), 1will not participate, personally and substa.ntlally ln
l!!!y partlcular matter In which I know that I have a tloaoclal Interest di.redly and prodict,ably
affected by the matter, or In which l know th8t a person whose interests are imputed to me has a
financial !ntmst directly and prodletab)y ~ by the matter, unless l Mil obtain a written
waiver, pUBll81lt to 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l), or qualify for a regulatory exemptlo~ punuant to
!8 U.S.C. § 208{b)(2). r understand that tb.e intemts ofitio following persona are lmputlld to
me: any spouse or minor child ofmlnc; any general partner of a partnmhlp 1n which I am a
limited or gcnoral p"artner, any organization in wltlch l .st!tVc as offlclll', dlm:tor, trusu,e, general
partoer or employee: and any person or organization with whioh I am ncgotlatlng or have an
arrangement conccmlng prospoctlvc cmplo:rment.

Upon confirmation. I wlll resign m>m my position with the CM Group. Far II period of
one )'lllll' after my roalgnatloa, I will not participate personaUy l!.lld substantially In any particular
matter lnvolvfng specific partles In which I know the CM Oroup is a party orrcpresentl! a party,
unless I am first authorized to participate, plll'SU8Jlt to S C.F.R. § 263S.502(d).
Upon conflmu1tlon, l wlll.rcslga my position as a Mcrnber/OWner ofPutun, Wlth Hope
Women, LLC and Jt will refund my cap!W, lfaoy. For a pariod of one year aftermy roslgaation,
1 will not participate pcl1Jonally and substantially In aey particular mancr involving specific
parties In which I know Future With Hopo Women. LLC is a pllrty or represents a party, unlees I
am fim a\lthorlud to participate, pursuant to S C.F,R. § 263S.S02(d),
I will meet ln person with you during the first week of my aervfoe In the posltiOQ of
Member la order to complcto the Initial ethics bric.tlng regulred under S C.F.R. § 2638.305.
Witb.io 90 days of my coofirmatlon, I will also doc11ment my compliance with this ethics
agreement by notifying you in writing when I have completed the s1eps described In this ethics
agreement.
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If I havo a managed account or otborwlse use tho services ofan lnveSi'Jt'tettt professio~I
dwing my appointment, I will ensuro that th11 account manager or investment professional

obllllos my prior approval on a case-by.case basis for the purchase of any 11.91iCls othor than 08!1h,
ciash equivalon13, Invcstment1unds that qualify for the exemption at S C.F.R. § 2640.20l(a), or
obligations ofthe United S ~.
I underalalld that 8.!I an appointee I will be requited t_'O ijlgn tho Etblca Pledge (Exec. Order
no. 13n0) and 1hat J will be bound by the n:qulrcmcots and restrictions therein In addition to the
commitmoots I have mado in thls ethics agreement,

I havo been advised that 1hls ethics agreement wlll be posted publicly, oonsistont wlth
S U.S.C, § SS2, 011 the websltll ofthe U.S. Office of Government Ethics with ethics agreemimts
of other Presldentla! nominees who file public f111ancial disclosure reports.
Slnce«ily,

Colleen Kiko
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REDACTED
HSGAC BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS FOR
EXECUTIVE NOMINEES
1. Basic Biographical Information
P lease provide the following information.

Member, Fe.de.rat l...nhor Rel9tion$ Authoritv

Street:
200 Constilulion Avenue, N.W.,
City:
State:
Woshin to n
DC

FirstNnmU-

Colleen

Middle Nnme

Margaret

Lus_tName

Duffy

Fl"Om ·.
(Month/Year)
(Check box if
estimate

·suffix·

Ell

X

l0f19SO

Colleen

Duffy

Raap

Zip:
20210

n

Ett

1111912

Est
S/t972

Esl
1/19$'2

1

30

Fargo, North Dakoto

19SO

l\14rried
X

.First Name

Midd°leNami

Separated
(J

Annulled

Divor<:ed

Widowed

0

X

0

i•stName

NONE
:,

E,1
C

2

E,1
0
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Jnmic

Lynn

Raar

Sarah

Kiko

Leiby

Philip

George

Kiko

Mlcb:iel

Ryan

Kiko

,Jr,

2. Education
List all post-secondary schools attended.

·. _'J;ype ·o r School • , ,
(vooa1ionai/technicall!radc school,'
~ol1eg.e1~niVCrsi(yJmilttafy·coJlege.
' corresj)6ndcnccldistancelex1e~fon/onlii1e
school)
.-

Name of ,
·School

North
Dakota St,te
University
George
Mason
Antonin
Scalia Lnw
School

State University

Law School

Date'Be·gan
School
(mo'rillilr.ear),
(chc_cl( box if
· cstinu,te)
SJ19,a

'"'

Dote Ended
. ·school ·
Jmonth/ycar)_(checl< Degree
1

•

box ·i(esti.inatej

• ifslill-in·schooll

C

,:,.
0

..,
D

3

.
.

Ell Pratn.t
51l91l

0

Ut Pmtnt

£,1

81191.l

ri•te
Awarded

(check nprescnt'1 box-

$119~,

...
C

0

rr~"'
D

E,t Pre,('111
n
0

B.S.

5/1972

J.D.

5/1986
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3. E mployment
(A) l..ist all of your employment activities, including unemployment and self-employment.
[f the employment activity was military duty, list separate employment activity periods to
show each cha nge of milita ry du ty station. Do not list employment before your 18th
birthday unless to provide a minimum of hVo years of employment history.
fiRc of.Em(!lovlTlcnt
('Active, Military Duty s,adon,

. N•tionaM:iuard/Rcserve,
USPH~ Commissioned ·corps,
,<)tlicr Pederol.cmploymen~
State 'Go!c:mment (N1on-

Federal Employmeot), Self•
omploymen(. 1Jnemp.loyment,
-··, .F.cdcral'Cootra·ctor, ~onGovernment Emp!oylllenr

Name of Your

Empfover/ ·
Assii:;ned Dutt
Station

D•tc
Employment
B<gan .,
(mo~tb/yeer)
.(check box if

. Loca11on
(Cicy'and
Position
State
.T'.tle/Jfoik. ,
only) ·

Most Recent

estimate)

' Oiher

Federal Employment

Federal Employment

Federal Employment

estimate)

(chock
"P~eilt"bo~

if still

(excluding~l~-•mployment),

-.

Dato
Em12l•"ment
.Ended
(month/year)
(cJieckllox if

Dcpanment of Labor,
Employees'
Compensotion
Appeals Board Washimrton O.C.
Federal Labor
Relations Authority,
Office of General
Counsel,
Woshin~ton, D.C.
Department of Labor
Employee.,'

Judge

General
Counsel

Judge

Wash.,
D.C.

1noos.

Wash.,
D.C.

1onoos

Wash.,

D.C.

l/200:

...,
....

...,

employed)'

...

Prc1ei1t

0

.

""

J/201!3

''".

rnnot•.s

Compensation

Appeals BoardWashineton. D.C.
Ronald M. Cohen
and Associates, P.C.
Arlihglon, VH
Non•Govemmental
LawOfticesof
Law Finn
Colleen Duffy Kiko,
P.C.
(C~nhnued 011 /\tft1chmcnf I),
Non-Govemmenlal
Law firm

Associate
Attorney

Arlington,

Sole
Practitioner

McLean,

VA

.

.

,_,,
ll/l9t!1

VA

9119!>&

.

""

E,1

Ul001

,.,
JI/lit'/

'

(B) l..ist any advisory, consultative, honorary or other part-time service or positions with

federal, state, or local governments, not listed elsewhere.
Date.Service ,
Nanie of Government

Name of Position '

.F,.ntity

ifestimate) (cheek·
"piwmt" box ifstili

(month/year)

(cheek box i (
-

estimate)

NONE

4

'l:lat'e Service Ended (inon~,tyeir) (check box

Bn:an .

E,,

..,,

Prt!!tnC

Q

0

Q

scrvin•)
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...,
4. Potential Conflict of Interest
(A) Describe an)' business relatiooship, dealing o r financial transaction which you have had
during the last JO years, whether for your~elf, on behalf of a client, or acting as an agent,
that could in any wny constitute or result in a possible conflict of interest iu the position to
which you han been nominated. NONE
(B) Describe any activity during the past 10 years in which you have engaged for the
purpose of d irectly or ind irectly i11nuencing the passage, defeat or modification of any
legislation or affecting the ad ministration or execution of lnw Qr public policy, other lbnn
wbile in a federal government capacity. NONE

5. Honors and Awards
List all scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, civil ion service citations, milita ry
medals, academic or professional honors, honorary society memberships and 11ny other
special recognitio_n for outstanding service or achievement. NONE

6. Memberships
List all memberships that yon have held iu professional, socia l, business, fraternal,
scl\olarly, civic, or charitable organu;ations in the. last 10 years.
Unless relevont to your nomination, you do NOT need to include memberships in
charitable organizations available to the public ns u result of a tax dcdnctiblc d onation of
Sl,000 or Jess, Parent-Teacher Associations or other organizations connected to schools
attended by your children, athletic clubs or teams, a utomobile support organizations (such
as AAA), d iscounts clubs (such as Groupon or Snm's Club), or affin ity
membersh ips/consumer clubs (such as frequent flyer memberships).

Virgfnia Stale Bar
Pisuict of Columbia Bar

Dntes gf Your Member5biR
(V'Ou may #pJU1)itm11ie.)
I986 • Present
1986 • Present

Member
Member

Arlington Cursillo
Arlington Cursillo

1979 - Present
2008-2012

Memb.er
Weeke11d Committee Chairman

Nnme•o·r·Organinatinn

5

· Position(•i·. Held
·.
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Future With Hope Women, LLC

2015 - Present

Partner

The CM Group (Scrapbooking

201• -Present

Scrapbook Sales Consultant

Pederalisl Society

Various years

Member

Reagan/Bush Al1unni Association

1990 -Present
1994 - Present

Meniber

Bush/Quayle Alumni Association
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic

I979 - Present

Parishioner

1996-2002
1996-2002

Member

Compon)')

Member

Church
Arlington County Bar Association
Fairfax County Bar Association

Member

7. Political Activity
(A) Have you ever been a candidate for or been elected or appointed to a political office?
NO
-,..
l
r,
:,!_:
Elected/Appointed/."

, ' Na;,,eof Offioe'

· G'ondidate Only •

_,

'

NIA

Vear{s) El_ection '
, . liet'd dt
Ap-polntriient
Made ·

Titm of Service
(ir'opplioable) :

(B) List any offices held in or services rendered to a political party or election committee

during the last ten years that you have not listed elsewhere. None
Name °nf,;Pfirty/Ele·ctiou

1
~

OfficcisJrvkes 'Render~cl

, · C'o'nnriiute

6

- RespoUs~biliijt.S

of

Oates
s~~ce
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(C) Itemize all individual political contributions of $200 or more that you have made in the
past five years to any individual, campaign organization, political party, political action
committee, or similar entity. Please list each individual contribution and not the total
amount contributed to the person or entity during the year.

-

N•me,ofR!ll\lnilmt

.

7

Amount

Ycnr ·2 fC~ntributlon
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8. Publications and Speeches
(A) List the titles, publishers and dates of books, articles, reports or other published
materials that you have written, including articles published on the Internet. Please provide
the Committee with copies of all listed publications. In lieu of hard copies, electronic copies
can be provided via e-mail or other digital format.
· Title

NONE

Publisher
"

8

Date{~) o[ Publication
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(B) List any formal speeches you have delivered during the last five years and provide the
Committee with copies of those speeches relevant to the position for which you have been
nominated . Include any testimony to Congress or any other legislative or administrative
bod)•. These items cnn be provided electronically via e-mail or other digital format.
Titletro~ic

Ph1r.e/Audlence

NONE

9

D,tc(s} of Suecch
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(C) List nil speeches and test.imony you have delivered in the past ten years, except for

those the text of which you arc providing to the Co!llmittee.
·Title

Place/Audience .

.Dot~s) of
S~ee,:h.
_,

NON£

9. Criminal Histo1y
Since (and including) your 18th birthday, has any of the following happened?

10
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Ha.vo you been issued a summons, citallon, or ticket to appear in COUft in a crimiual proceeding against you?
(Exclude citations [n\lolving traffic infractions where tile fine was less tban $300 and did not include alcohol or
drugs,) NO
Hnve you btcn arre,stcd by any police officer, sheriff, marshal or any other type of low enfon:ement oftioial1
NO
Hove you beon charged, convioted, Qr sentenced of a crin:,c in any court? NO
Have you been or are you cnrrenlly on probation or parole? NO
Are you currently on trial or DWaitlng a trial on criminal c:llarges? NO
To your knowledge, have you ever been lhc subject or ra,·ge1 ofo federal, state or local criminal invesrigutio11?
NO

If the answer to a ny of the questions above is yes, please answer the question~ below for
each criminal event (citation, arrest, Investigation, etc.), Ir the event was an investigation,
where the question below asks for information about the offense, please offer information
about the offense under investigation (ifknQwn).
A) Date of offense:
11.

l s this an estimate(Yes/No):

D) Description of the $pecific nature oftheoffenso:

C)

Did the offense Involve any or tho followins?
1) Domestic violence or a crime oi violence (such as bllttery or assault) against your child, dependent,
cohab,t~nt, spouse, former spouse, or son1eo11e with whom you share a child in common; Yes/ No
2) Firearms or explosives: Ve!/ No
3) Alcohol or drugs: Yes I No

D) Loc:ition \1111cre the Qff~nse oocurred (oity, oounty, stntc, :tip cod~ conotry)!

6) Were yoJJ arrested., summoned, cited or did you receive o ticket to appear es• result ofthil offense by any
poUoe officer, sheriff, marshal or any other type ortaw enforcement official: Ye.,; I No
1) N;m1e of the law enforcement agency that am:sted/citcdlsummoncd you;,
2) Loca!.i.on ofthe Jaw enforcement ,igeney (city, county, state. zip code, country):
F) As • resuli of this offense were you charged, co11vio1ed, curremly awaitrng Irial, and/or ordered to appeur in

court i~ a criminal proceeding against you: Yes/ No
I) lf yes, provide the numeof the oourt Bnd the location or (he c1>urt (oity, county, state, zip code,
country):

11
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2) Ifyes, p.rovide all the charges brought against y<>u fbr Ibis offeose, aud the <i\ltcornc of each charged
offense {such as-found guilty, fo11nd not-guilty, charge dropped or "nollc pto5," cte). If you wue found
guilty of or pleaded _guilty to a lesser offe1is~, list seplll'tltcly both the original charge and the lesser

offense:
3) lfno, provide explanation:
0) Were you se111e11ced uS a re.~ult ofthls offense:

Y~ I No

H) Provld.c. a d.escriplion of the sentence:

l)

Were you sentenced to !mprisonment for a tem, c)(cccdingone year: Yes /Nn

1) Were you incan:era(Od ns a result of that sentence fbr 11<:1t lc.5 than one year, Yes/ N~
K)

Tr lhe conviction resulted in imprisonmenl, pml·ido the dales that you ,otually were incarcerated:

L) [fconv1ctton resulted In probation or parole. provide 1hc dates of probation or parole:
M) Art You currently on trial, awaiting D1rial, or awaltlng «ntencing on criminal cl1nrgos forth'!~ offense: Yu I
Nu
N} Provide explanation;
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10. Civil Litigation and Administrative or Legislative Proceedings
(A)Since (and including) your 18th birthday, have you been a party to any public record
civil court action or administrative or legislative proceeding of any kind that rcs1tlted in (1)
a finding of wrongdoing against you, or (2) a settlement agreement for you, or some other
person or entity, to make a payment to settle allegations against you, or for you to take, or
refrain from taking, some action. Do NOT include small claims proceedings.
Date Claitri/~11it•

'Win Filed on

tcgisfative
I

PNfci~dil!E:S-

'
~

N:1n1e ,

Began ,

Nnme(s)·of Principal Part"lcs
Involved i!!
-AcfioQ/Proree'dlng

Nature.·or Action/Proceeding
,.

Results of
ACUon/Procced~in~

'

NONE

(8) In addition to those li~ted above, have you or any business of which you were an officer,

director or owner ever been involved as a party of interest in any administrative agency
proceeding or civil litigation? Please identify and provide details for any proceedings or
civil litigation that involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to have been taken or
omitted by you, while serving in your official capacity.
Name(s) of .
.Qim:!
Dote Cl•im/Sujt
~

2/8/1980

~

.· PrinciBal P11 rties

Involved In

Nat.'urc orAction/Pro·ceedine;

Aeriont.P-..rocecdi.n.:;

Alexandria,

Loren D. Raap

Uncontested Divorce

VA Circuit
Court

Colleen Duffy
f\aap

13

or

Results
Actton/Pr2£££1!ini:,

Divorce
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I

I

(C) For responses to the previou.s question, please identify and provide details for any

proceedings or civil litigation that involve actions tuken or omitted by you, or alleged to
have been taJtcn or omitted by you, while serving in your official capacity.

11. Breach of Professional Ethics
(A) J:Jave you ever been disciplined or cited for a breach of ethics or unprofessional conduct
by, or been the subject of a complaint to, any court, administrative agency, professional
association, disciplinary committee, or other profes.sional )?roup? Exclude cases and
proceedings already listed. NO
Nsmeo[

Da1e

A1::encrLASs2ciation/

Citatign/Di,;cinlin•rv
Actlon/Comploint

Committee/Group

Describe Cltalion/Disd!!lin•~
Aclion/Complalnt

R••ults or Disciplinary
Action/Q!mntalnt

lssued/TniUotcd

(B) Have you ever been fired from a job, quit a job after being told you would be fired, left
a job by mutual agreement following charges or allegations of misconduct, left a job by
mnb111l agreement following notice of unsatisfactory performance, or received a written
warning, been officially reprirnanded, suspended, or discipli»ed for misconduct in the
workplace, sue~ as-violation of a security policy? NO

12. Tax Compliance
(This information will not be published in the record of the he-.iring on your nomination,
but it will be retained in the Committee's files and will be available for public inspection,)
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Statement of Colleen Duffy Kiko
Before The Committee on
Homeland Security and Govemmcrw11 Affuirs
United States Senate
November 7. 2017
Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
Chairman Lankford, Senator Heitkamp, Members of the Committee, l would like to thank
you and your staff for all the kindnesses that have boen shown to me as l have prepared for
this hearing.
I also deeply appreciate Congressman Sensenbrenner for taking the time away from his
very booked schedule to introduce me today. 1 respect his dedicated service to the U.S.
HouseofRepreser1tatfves and am deeply honored to call him a frie nd.
lam here today with some of my family members -who represent the others. My son
Philip and his wife Molly, who are expecting out S1h grandchild.. my son Michael, my sister1
Tama, and of course my best friend and husband, who currently serves as the Chief
Administrative Officer of the House orRepresentatives - Phil Kiko. I appreciate their
support and the support of all of those who are not here,
I would like to thank Mr. Du Bester and Mr. Abbott for the genuine kindnesses tl1<1t they
have shown me. I look forward to working with both of them as we journey forward,
should I be confirmed. I would also like to personally thank Fred Jacob, the Solicitor at the
FLRA for helping me get through the ethics clearance process and Gina Grippando, Counsel
for Regulatory and Public Affairs at F'LRA, who has truly gone above and beyond to offer me
any ass istance I needed - even responding to my emails at midnight or early, early
morning. She has been ofinvaluable assistance.
ltis indeed an honor to have been nominated by President Trump to serve as a Member of
the Pederal LabOJ· Re lations Authority <1nd, H confirmed, to be designated as Chairman of
that agency.
My career with the Federal government begm1 after I moved here from North Oakota in
1972. My first fob was a GS-3 clerk typist in the Dep;irtrnel'lt ofTreasury, Office of
Personnel. My father, Lawrence Duffy, proi1dly spent over 49 years (almost½ century) in
the Federal service before he retired. He was a railway mail carrier for the U.S. Postal
Service on the Soo Line Railroad that ran from Enderlin, North Dakota to Portal, Nol"th
Dakota. He later became an inspector for the U.S. Customs Service at the North
Dakota/Canada border. He always considered Federal service to be an honor.able
proression. His work ethic, extreme pride in his job, and impeccable character were
examples for me and I hope I live up co his standards. My mother, Angie Ouffy, was also an
example to me as someone who always wanted to le,\rn new things, to have different and
varied experiences (she began oil painting ln her S0s}, and to broaden her horizons. In her
quiet, loving way. she pushed all four of her chih.lren to be stro'.l'lg and independent.
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Congressman Sensenbrenner was very kind to speak about my background. But l would
like to point out a few areas of my career that I believe affinnativoly qualify me for tbis
position. Before PLRA became an agency, I was working in the Department of Labor, l,abor
Management Services Adm!nistratio11. The duties of that organization were transferred
into the new agency ln 1979 when it was created - so I was there when FLRA opened its
doors. I was there celebrating with a cake on its first birthday party. It was a very
important part of shaping me into a professional employee. It was a great place to work.
I have worked in almost every component of the FLRA. In the Regional office, I investig,:1ted
unfair labor practice charges, chaired hearings on representationa I disputes, monitored
federa l union elections, and conducted training for both agencies and unions. In the
Authority level, I reviewed representation disputes, Administrative Law Judge decisions
and drafted decisions for the Authority Members. My last position was a supervisory labor
relations specialist handling procedural motions before the Authority when I decided that I
needed to broaden my career perspectives by attending law school.
I graduated with my law degree from George Mason Antonin Scalia Law School in 1986
and, who knew, that just 19 years later I would find myself back at the agency serving in the
Senate-confirmed position of General Counsel in 2005. And now -another 10 years later
and J have again been nominated to serve as a Member of the Agency. My career keeps
taking me back to my roots,
Most reccndy, having served as the General Counsel of the FLRA provided me more specific
experience in managing a diverse and geograpblcally dispersed staff. I managed the seven
regions of the FLRA which included all aspects of management from budgeting and budget
management, instituting performance srandardsand ev,1\uatingperformance, leading
change, policy development, staff and customer training, ett.
In my current position as a Judge of the Employees' Compensation Appeals Board, where I
have served for 12 years, I have polished the attributes necessary to render decisions on
issues that would come before the FLRA, Those attributes include reviewing the facts
presented, considering arguments provided by the parties, and applying the existing law to
the partlcular facts of each case. Funher, as a part oft11e management team, we managed a
staffat that time of approximately 50 employees, which included upda~ing performance
standards, initiating mentor programs to assist staff in increasing the quality, quantity, and
timeliness of the work, and developed an updated case tracking system to more readily
track the ttme it takes for cases to work their way to issua nee, to name a few of our
initiatives. I believe this experience has prepared me well to become a Member of the FLRA.
I believe my 29 years in the Federal government should serve me well in tbis ~ency where
we are commissioned to provide leadership In establishing policies and guidance relating
to matters ofFederal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute and by effectively
admi11isteringthe nine specific mandates of the statute.. I greatly appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you and am willing to answer any questions.
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REDACTED
UNITED STATE.S OFFICE OF

GOVERNMENT ETHICS

*--------------------optember I0, 20 I7

The Honord.ble Ron Jnhnsou

Chninnnn
Com,nlttec 011 Homeland Security
and Oovtr~iner\t;,I Affairs
Uniled Srute.s-SCnatc

Washington. DC 20S 10
Dear Mr. Chainru,n :

In acwrdnnce with die llthics in Govcmme11tAc1of 1978, I enclose• copy 1r(1he
[[n~ncTal disclosure report liled by Colle-en Kiko, who ha.< been no111inored t,y President Tn11op
for the position of Member. Pedcral l.Abor Relations A,llhority.
We have reviewed lhe n:port and have obtained advice from tire agency coocerningany
pos;ible conlliel in li!ihl ofit func1ionn11d 1he-nominec·s propo,cd duties. Also enclosed is •n
ethic.<agreement outlining the actions !hn! Ute nominee will un<ltr1i;k..-10 ~void con~fc~ of
illletesl. Unless a d IC· for oompliance is indiear<.sJ fn lhe ethics agi-ccmenl, lhe nominee must
11,lly comply w1lliin lhree,montlts ofconfirmatlon: will! ~n:y acli n $peGified in rile erhio;
•g<ttmCnl.
BMed tlicrc6n. we believe lhot this nominee i• in compliance with applic•ble l•ws •nd
n,;gufalions- iioveming cun:llici,; ofin,erasL

Enclos\lres

REDACTED

David J. Apol
Acting Dircc1orand Oeneral C'o11nsol

** * *
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Scptembor6, 2017

FRdB.Jacob
Solicitor and Designated Agency Bthlos Official
Federal L,bor Relations Authority
1400K St., NW
.
Wasltlngto11, DC .20424

Dear Mr. Jacob~

The purpose ofthb li:tter is to dlscribe tbe steps that I wlll 1ake to 11\fold l!AY il:tlial or
eppll!el\t ccn1lfct1>f lntamt ill tflo- avont t!uit ram confirmed for '!he posldon of Member, Fcdeml
Labor Relatlona Authorit)'.
As rcquin:d by 18 U.S,C. § 208(a), 1 will not participate, personalty and subatantlalty In
II!!.)' particular, matter In wblch I know that I have a finauclal

Interest din:otly and prodietably
affected by the matter, or 1n which I fmow that a person whose iatm~ are lmpllted to me hu i
:6nanetal lntmst directly and predlc1ahly ~ by the 111attc:r, UD!cs:s I first oblaln a written
wafvcr, plimllllt to 18 U.S.C, § :Z08(b)(J), orqua.Uty fur a regulatory oxcmptiotl. punuant to
18 U.S.<;. § 208(b)(2). [unders1aDd that lbc lntcres15 ofdio. follow~ persons an: Jmpu~ to
me: any spouso or minor child of mlne; any genc,ral partner ofa partnmhlp .In which I am a
Jlmttid or general partner. any organ.lzatlon in whlob I !lerve as officer, dlnlctor, trustee, genetll
partner or employee: and any person or orpnlzatloo witb which I am ncgotlatlng or have an
llffllllSemont com:crnlng prospoctivc employment.
U,P0!1 confirmatiQD, I wlJI resign froIQ my poslti~ with the CM Group, Far a _pellod of
one year after my realgnatiou, I will not participate personally and tubsw,t!IIJy 1n llllY partlculer
matter lnvolvfng speoifie pmtlca Ill which J know the CM Orovp ls a parly or.represents a party,
111\less I am t1rst author.ized to participate. pUmwtt 1o 5 C.F.R. § 263S.502(d).
Upon conflnnstlrui, 1 wlll nsign my pcsltlon as a Mcrnber/OWncr ofFutuni W1th Hope
'Women, LLC 1111d Jt wm mund my capnaJ, lf111y. For a, period of one year aAor..my resignation,
1 will not participate pc)lOnally and ll\lbstantlally In any ptu1iculnr mancr involving specific
p~cs in wblch I know Future W~ Hope Women. Ltc ill a part)' or represents a party, un!CIS I
am fim11uthorlzed tQ partic[patc, pursuant to S C.F,R. § 263S,502(d).
J will meet tn penion with you during the fint week of my aeni'lce ill the positlOQ of
Member In order to complete the Initial ethics btieflng requlRd under 5 C.F.R. § 2638,305.
Wittlin 90 days of my confirmatlon, Jwill also doc11ment my oomplianco with this ethlca
agreement by notifying you In writing when I have completed tho steps described In th1s cthles
agreement.

28
lfl have a managed account or otherwise use the service! of an illvw.m~t professional
dwing my appointment, I will eJISUnl that th11 acoount mllli11ger or.inveslment protcsslonal
1lbtalm my prior approval on II case-by-case basis for Ille purchase of any
0th.e r~ CA!lb,
cll$h equivalents, fnv~eot1bnds that qualify for the eXbmption at 5 C.F.R. f 2640.20 I(a). or
obligations of the United StJms.

ll!lli•

'°

I underatand that es an appointee I will be requinicl 11ign tho Edde• Plel!Jle (E,a!c, Order
no. l3nO) and 1b.i-I will be bound by then:qulremcnlS and restrictions therein In additlon to tho
commitmOllts I have mado in thls cthlcs agreement,

l have been. advised that thls ethics agreement will be posted publicly, conslstcat wlth
S U.S.C, § SS2, on the webslta ofthe U.S. Office,of Govemmcllt Ethics with ethics agn,em1111ls
of othct PJC1idcntlal nominees who ftlo,publlc :(lnanclal disclosure repom.

SlnceroJy,

Colleen Ki.lco
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REDACTED
HSGAC BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS FO~
EXECUTIVE NOMINEES
1. Basic Biographical Information
Please provide the following information.

Member, Federal Lnhor Relations Authnritv

Street:
200 Constit111ion Avenue, N.W.
Sta le:
City:
Washln ton
DC

FirstNnm" ·
Colleen

Colleen

MiddleNnme

Margaret
Duffy

Zip.
10210

1'."•,rN~m_e
Duffy

1011950

Raap

n

&11912

Est
8/1972

1

.

r::11

EU

)(

ESI
1/19$1

1

30

Fargo, North Dakota

1950

Never Mmrrlcd

1\1.<lrried

Separated

0

X

0

_Ji'jt$t t-ame

Annulled

Divorced

Widowed

•

X

0

Middle.Name

£st
::,

e"
D

1:,1

En

C

0
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Sar:th

Kiko

Leiby

Philip

George

Kiko

M1ehael

Ryan

Kiko

Jc,

2. Education
List aU post,secondary schools attended.
Dote E-ndcd
I,
-- Dalc'Beian
,Tyii" 'o f SchooJ " ,
School ·
(o~tiQiialltrc_hnieall6"dc-sclloo~ '
Schoof
' Jmo~lh/ycar)'_ (check'
Name of ,
liat6
"college/universi/y/,nili~college.'
jll_!Oiitli/~ar):
!>•gre_e, ,Awnded
· School
' co/rcspondcnec/distaii'ce/exte~fonlonlinc.
{che_1:li;box if , , , • box -!Cls1ima1c)
.
'
1 box(check
"prcsenl~
school)
- estimate)

,-

'

No.rth

St~te University

Dakota State

University
George
Mason
Antonin
Scalia Law
School

Law School

.

. ;r s1Tt1, ii,-'1cooon

£SI

S/1.9'8

111,n

ts,
a

~"'*'

.

Eat Prata.I
a

B.S.

5/1972

. ......,

LD.

5/1986

....,

C

E,1

E.c

D

0

.,
D

3

511972

eu
C

"""'"'
a
Prc:K11I
0
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3. Employment
(A) List all of your employment activities, including unemployment and self-employment.
If the employment activity was military duty, list separate employment activity periods to
show each change o( mi.litary duty station. Do not list employment beforeyqur 18th
birthday unless to provide a minimum of two years of employment history.
-

·l:YJ1• nr-Em!!lovmeni-

:7

(~cti"". Milllmy Duey S1atlon,

..

- National.Guard/R.........
USPJ-is· CQinmi$$ioned ·coq,s,

Date

- Name of.Your
Em!!lover[ Assizmed Dutl!_
Stlltion

Otl!etPederulemploymon~
.. Stare·Go-vernment (N;on-.
l'etle!lll E.tploymeoi). Selfomployme,~f..Pnem11-toymenr,

Federal Employm•nt

Federal Employment

Non-Governmental
Law Finn
Non-Govemmcnial
Law Finn
(Conhnucd

Ott

PO.silion

Tit1o/Rank

---

- · ,Fe'acrulJ:;onlnioto,, NonG'ovcmment Employmeol

(exclu~lng-~ f:oini>loyme\it),
-, ' O!her -·
Feder;il Elnploymcnt

Most Recent

'

-

(City'and
State

only) ·

·Em!!lo}:ment

Began .

•~imaie)

estimate)

''p'~nt• boK

Judge

Wash.,

General
Counsel

Wash.,

Judg•

Wash.,
D.C.

Sole

Practitioner

(clieck - 1f st1ll

.',

-

Associate
Attorney

.En.dcd - (ll!(>nlhlfc'ai)
(cheokllox ·if

(moptb/yeqr)
_(check 6uK if

-

- -

Dcpartme1tt of Labor,
Employees'
Compensation
Appeals Board Washinl!!on D.C.
Federal Labor
Relations Authorily,
Office of Oe11cral
Counsel,
Wo.shini,.ton, D.C.
Department ofLabor
Employee.,'
Compensation
Appeals Board Washin•ton. D.C.
Ronald M . Cohen
and Associates, P.C.
Arlinglon, Va
Law Offices of
Colleen Duffy Kiko,
P.C.

. Localion

Date ·
Emiilovment

o.c.

D.C.

Arlinglon,

VA

McLean,

VA

Jn.!H)s.

' employed)· -

""
a

ff'C.ftllt

"''.

.. t

10/lOOl"

"

.

l/1008

. .t

lnOD?

.
"''.

E,t

IOnlM'&:S

X

t,t

11114)9-9'

9/1991

bt

l/200?

'
t,i

•

1111"'1

Attnchmcnl 1).

(B) List any advisory, consultative, honorary or other part-time sci:vice or positions with
federal, state, or local governments, not listed elsewhere.

1.

~ame !l_f Gon,[nmcnt
·_

F~!'tity

'

-I·

NamC of._Position '

Date Service ,
. .lm:!!!l .•
(morilh/year),
(cheek box i(
estim•tcl-

I

.-.

NONE

'

Est
0

4

·Dafe 1:!crvlce En~ed ,
{.inonlh/yeit) (checlobox
if cstiinate),(cheek"
"pres<ml"..box ifslili
servin2)
En
a

Prit,tnt

a
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Eu

.

rnunt

4. Potential Conni ct of Interest
(A) Describe lln)' busmess relationship, dealing or financial transaction which you have bad
during the last JO yean, whether for yourself, on behalf of a client, or acting as an agent,
that could in any way constitute or resu~t in a possible conflict of interest iu the position to
which you have been nominated. NONE
(B) Describe any activity during the past 10-years in which you have enllaged for the
purpose of directly or indirectly inOueoci11g the pas- age, defe.at or modificalion of any
legislation or affcctillg the administration or execution of Jaw or public policy, other lhnn
while in a federal _government capacity. NONE

5. Honors a.nd Awards
Li ·tall scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, civllion service citations, military
medals, academic or professional honors, honorary society memberships and 11ny other
special recognitio.n for outstanding service or achievement ONE

6. Memberships
List all memberships that you have held in professional, social, business, frntcmal,
scf\olarly, civic, or cllaritable organizntions in the last 10 years.
Unless relevant to your nomination, you do NOT need to include memberships in
charitable organizations available to the public as u result of a tax deductible donation of
Sl,000 or Jess, Parent-Teacher Associations or other organizations connected to schools
attended by your children, ;itbletic clubs or teams, automobile support organizations (such
as AM), discounts clubs (such as Gronpon or Sam's Club), or affinity
memberships/consumer clubs (such as frequent nyer memberships).

Nam;;_·of'.0 !:J!•nlnlin!l

Uotes ~r•Your Mtmb~nhi11•

to•ltion(•i .Held
._

(You mly 1ppn>Jlm1te.)

Virginia State Bar
Pisuicl of Cofumbla Bar

1986 - Present
1986 - Prcsehl

Mem!,c,r

Arlington Cursillo
.Arlington Cursillo

1979 -Prcscnt

2008-2012

Member
Weekend Committee Chairman

Member

5
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Futun: With Hope Women. LLC

2015-Prcsent

Partner

The CM Group (Scrapbooking
Compony)

2014 -Present

Scr.pbook Sales Coosul!ant

Pedcralist Society

Various years

Member

Reagan/Bush Alumni Association

Bush/Quay[e Alumni Association

I990 - Present
1994 - Present

Member
Member

St. Charles 801TOmco Catholic

1979 -Present

Parishioner

1996-2002
1996-2002

Member
Member

Church

Artingion County Bar AssociMion
Fairfax County Bar Association

7. Pol.itical Activity
(A) Have you ever been a candidate for or been elected or appointed to a political office?
NO

•·1:r

)

' orm,c
- ·
, ,Name,of

A

.

,

I

h

.·.

Y•ar{§) Electioi] I
.
c.j
, f.lect~dTA]!l!Ointod/, • ,,• · u.1iui,
Qondiwate Onlx
A1i1JDU1trilent
~

•

Torin orServitll
(if;opplleab)e) '

Malle'·

:.

NIA

(B) List any offices held in or services rendered to o polilical party or election committee
during the last ten years that you have not listed elsewhere. None

Name.:~f.-PortyiEl~~~On
, , · Co'mniittee

Dales of

1

,Sci.vice

6
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(C) Itemize all individual political contributions of $200 or more that you have made in the
past five years to any individual, campaign organization, political party, political action
committee, or similar entity. Please list each individual contribution and not the total
amount c-Ootributed to the person or entity during the year.
-

,-

Amount ' __

. 'Na me,of Recl'nijmt

7

Year-of€ontrib-ulioo
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8. Publications and Speeches
(A) List the titles, publishers and dates of books, articles, reports or other published
materials that you have written, including articles published on the Internet. Please provide
the Committee with copies of all listed publications. In lieu of hard copies, electronic copies
can be provided via e-mail or other digital format.

,.

Putilisher

NONE

8
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(B) List any formal speeches you have delivered during the last five years and provide the
Committee with copies of those speeches relevant to the position for which you have been
nominated. Include any testimony to Congress or any other legis~ative or administrative
body. These items can be provided electronically via e-mail or other digital format
Tltletropic

P.l•ee/Audiente

NONE

9

Datc£SJ-or-Speccb

38
(C) List nll speeches and testimony you have delivered in the past ten years, except for

those the text of which you are providing to the Committee.
--- .:...
- .....
· Place/Audience .

-Diite<s);,,f,Speecb.

. NON€

9. Criminal History
Since (and including) your 18th birthday, h11s any or the following happened?

10

·'' :
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Ha.ve you been issued a summons. cflallon, or ticket lo appea. in OOUft in 11 crimiua! proceeding agninst you?
(!;,<elude citations Involving traffic infroetfons where lhe fine was less than $300 \llld dtd not include alcohol or
dnlgs.H(O

Have )'011 been arnsted by any potlce officer. sheriff, marshal or any other type of law•nforcement offioi,,11
NO

liave you been charged, oonvicted, t)r sentenced of a crirnc in •I))' court? NO

Have you been or are you currently on probation oq,ar:olc? NO

Are you currently ort trial or nwaidng a tna.l on criminal chargos7 NO
To your knowledge, have you ever been fhc subject or ra,-get of s federal, state or local criminal fovestigutioo?
NO

If the answer to any of the questions above is yes, please answer the questions below for
each criminal event (cimtion, arrest, iJi\lestigatton, etc.), If tlie event was an investigation,
where the questiol) below asks for information al;>ouf the offense, please offer information
obout the offense under investigation (if knmvn).
A) Date of offcmse:

-a. Js this an cstimnte (Yes/No):

D)

Descripti<,n oflt,e specific nQturc of the oifenso:

Q Did the offonsclnvolvc any of the follMting,7
l) Domestic \'lolcnec or a crime ot' violence (such u b111tery or assaul!) against your child, dependent ,
cohabilllnt. 5poose, former spouse, or someone with whom you share a child in common ; Yes/ No
2) Fircanns or explosives: Yes/ o
3) Alcohol or drug$: Yes/ No
D) Loc.1tion whel'$ the offense occurred (oily, county, state, zip code. couotry):

6) Were yoJI 11rres1ed, summoned, cited or did you receive o ticket to appear as• result ofthis offense by ,my
pollce officer, sheriff, marshal ot any other type of law enforcement official: Yes I No
1) N.uneofthc law enforcement ngcrtcy thn1mes1ed/citcd/summoncd yoUJ.
2) Location of the law enforcement agency (c-ity, county, st~te, zip codc,•counrry):
F) As a l'l!Suli of thi-s offense were you clrMgcd, corivicred, currently awaitfng trial, and/or ordered 10 appeur io

court in a criminal proceeding against you: Yes/ No

I) !(yes, prov1dethe numeofthecourt and the location oftbee11urt (city, county, stare, J:ip code,
country):

11
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2) Jr yes, provide all the charge, broughr 11gaiost you fbr this offense, aud the ourcome of t11ch charged
ofrense {such as-found guihy, found not-guilty, chorge dropped o, "nollc: pros," etc). If you were found
guilty ofor ple2dcd _guilty to a lesser offense, list seplll'llfely both the original charge and the lesser
offense:

3)

rr110, provide explanation:

0) Were you scn1enced OS a rcsult of this offense: Yes I o
H) Provlde a description of the sentem:e;

J)

Were you sentenced to imprisonment for a te1111 Qeecding one year: Yes/ Nn

J) Were you incan:er11ted 115 s result ofU,at sentence lbr not less than one year. Yes/ No
K) I( the conviction resulted in imprisonmenl, prol•idc lhc dales Ihat you 11otually were incnrceratecc

L) lfconvlctlon resulted 111 prob:uion or parole. proville the dales ofprobadon or parole:
M) Arc you currently .011 rria~ awaiting 111rlal, or awaiflng senlencing on criminal charges for th1s offense; Vu I
Nu
N) Provide cxplnn•tfon ;

12
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IO. Civil Litigation and Administrative or Legislative Proceedings
(A)Since (and including) your 18th birthday, have you been a party to any public record
civil court action or administr.ttive or legislative proceeding of any kind that resulted in (l)
a finding of wrongdoing against you, or (2) a settlement agreement for you, or some other
person or entity, to make a payment to settle allegations against you, or for you to take, or
refrain from taking, some action. Do NOT include small claims proceedings.
Date c:laim/Snjj,
" W a• Filcd 'o"'
Cegislatlve - • Pi-oce:e.dfjigs- _Iiej:an·,

NamefID-of.
PriiiclQ&.l Parties -:.·

1

lnvOlyi cUI] ' ., .

i foture:nf AdioniRroceed.i ng .
1

-;

~Aclion/P.roceedlng

Results

of.

Aclion/Procee<!_ii•Jr

I

tiON E

(B) In addition to those listed above, have you or any business of which you were an officer,
director or owner ever been involved as a party of interest in any administrative agency
proceeding or civil litigation? Please identify and provide details for any proceedings or
civil litigation that involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to have been taken or
omitted by you, while serving in your official capacity.

-

Name(s1of ,

Co_u rt
Dote Claim/Sujt
~

~

: P,rincij,ol Pttrties
_ 1nvolved In

Nature of Actlon/P?:o'teeding

-

-Rc,olt.s

Actfontrroceeding

Arti~~/Pfocecding

--

2/8/1980

Alexandria,
VA Circuit
Court

Loren D. Raap

Uncontested Divorce

Colleen Duffy
~aap

13

or

Divorce

42

I

I

(C) For responses to the previous question, pfemse identify and provide details for any
proceedings or civil litigation tbat Involve 11ctions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to
have been talcen or omitted by you, while semng in your official capacity.

11. Breach of Professional Ethics
(A) Have yon ever been disciplined or cited for a breach of ethics or unprofe.'k~ional conduct
by, or been the subject of a complaint to, any court, administrative agency, professionul
11.$SOCiation, disciplinary committee, or other professional group? Exclude cases and
proceedings already listed. NO
~

Awtc;y/Assocj•tionl
i:;ommiii'eelGrgull

I!!1!l

j;;italion/Dj$,il!lin•rv

Actlon/Complolnl

Des.:rlb~ Cltallon/Dbclplfn•ry
Action/Complaint

R.. ults o(Di!ciplin•n:
Action/Complalnt

lssucdlf,.itinttd

(B) Have you ever been fired from a job, quit a job after being told you would be fired , left

a job by mutual agreement following charges or allegations of misconduct, left a job by
mutual agreement following notice of u.nsatisfactory performance, or received a written.
warning, been officially reprimanded, suspended, or disciplined for misconduct in the
workplace, such as violation of a security policy? NO

12. Tax Compliance
(This information will not be publi bed in the record of the bearing on your nomination,
but it will be retained in tbe Committee's files and will be available for publ~c inspection,)

REDACTED
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REDACTED

13. Lobbying
In the past t2JJ years, have you registered as a lobbyist? If so, plea!le indicate the state,
federlll. or local bodi!lll with which you have reg.istcred (e.g., House, Senate, California
Secretary of State). NO

14. Outside Positions
X See OGE Form 278. (Jf, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE-Fo~ 278
Executive Btanch Personnel Public Fin;inclal Disclosure. Report, yoil may check the box here to
complete this section and then pi:oceed to the next section.)

For the preceding ten calendar year.sand the cur.rent calendar year, report any positions
held, whether compensated or not Positions include but ue not limited to those of an
officer, director, trustee, general partner, proprietor, repteiientative, employee, or
consultant of any corporation, firm, ·p artnership, or other business enterprise or any non•
profit organization or educational institution. Exclude positions with religious, social,
frntern1d, or political entitle.~ and those solely of an honorary nature.

DliU!

O'r,anwiliort

·teo,poration.-firm.
N•meof
Qraaflizali2!J

Address-a[
Q!l:,!nlz:ation

pertnenh1p, other
bnsiness trilefJ)ri;<;
other n<>n-pront

organlutloa,
educational
instilvtion)

16

PosillonHrl!!

P.o,ltic,n field

Position

:E!:2!!1

KeJdto

(montli/year)

~-

(mQnlhlyear)
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15. Agreements or Arrangements
X See OGE Fonn 278. (If, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Fonn 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then proceed lo the next section.)

As of the date of filing your OGE Form 278, report your agreements or arrangements for~
(1) continuing participation in an employee benefit plan (e.g. pension, 401k, deferred
compensation); (2) continuation of payment by n former employer (including severance
payments); (3) leaves of absence; and (4) future employment.
l'rovide information regarding any agreements or arrangements you have concerning (l}
future employment; (2} a leave of absence during your period of Government service; (3)
continuation of payments by a former employer other than the United States Government:
and (4) continuing participution in an employee welfare or benefit plan maintained by a
former employer other than United St11te5 Government retirement benefits.
·Statu,.,anil,Term• 2f Any
A&'l"iement-or..-Aciau2erne~t"

~
I

16. Additional Financial Data
1.7

'Date,,
(111onth(year)

'
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Ali information ?'Cqnested under this beading must be provided for yourself, your spouse,
and your dependents. (I'bis informotion will not be publi,slied in the record of the hearing
on your nomination, but it will be retained in the Committee's files and will be available for
public j:nspection.)
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SIGNATURE AND DATR
l hc,;cby mle lb/al f b••e , .. d tlrefl>rc;olng s,-1e111epton Diognphlcal anll Financial lnfurmilioa and Iha! U.o lo.forJD•ll.olJ
provided lhon!ln 111 to theh..,I ormy
...,m,nl, • ..,u,.1,1 aud complAte.
'
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Attachment 1
Colleen Duffy Kiko
HSGAC Biographical Questions for Executive Nomlnees
Name of
Employer/Duty
Station
St.Ctial'les
Non-Govttnmenlal
Catholic School,
Arlinll!on, VA
Not working
Slay at Home
Mom
FcdcrilVCongtesslonal Committee on
lhe Judiciary,
Civil and
Col\Slitutional
Rights

Type or Employment

Most Recent
Position/Title

Location

Fin1111,cc Officer

Arlington,

(pnrttime)

VA

81199\ - esL

Date
Emplo}'1llent
ended
2/2002- est

11/1989 - est

I stt 991 - est

Date
Employment
Bel!3n

Arlingion,

VA
Minority Counsel

Wash.,
D.C.

3/1989 - est

11/19&9 • est

Special Assistant
United States
Altomcy
{This position
was a detail from
my position in
the Dcpamnent
of Justice)
Attorney/Advisor

Alexandria,
VA

9/1988-est

3/1989 - est

Wash.,
D.C.

1211986'--est

311989- est

Fairfax,
VA

111198S - est

211986 - est

Arlington,
VA

811983-est

12/1986-m

Subeommtttte

Federal Employment

Department of
Justice, U.S.
Attomey·s
Off"icc,
Alexa.ndria, VA

Federal Employment

Department of
Justice, Civil
Rights Division,
Washington,
D.C.
fairfax County
Attorney's
Office, Fairfax,
VA
Attended Law
School/Had
another child
Federal Labor
Re lotions
Autliority, Office
of Executive
Director,
\Vashin{\ton,
D.C.
Federal Labor
Relations
Authority. Office
of Chief
Counsel,
W11Shington,
D.C.
Federal Labor
Relations
Authoril)',
Washington
Regional Office,
\VnshinRton DC

State Government

Not working
Federal Employment

Federal Employme11t

Federal £mplo)llllent

LawClork
(part time)

SUP"IVisory

Labor Relations

Wash.,
D.C.

14/1981-est

8/1983 ..isl

Specialist

J,abor Relations
Specialist

W85h.,
D.C,

12/1979

Labor Relations
Specialist

o.c.

Wash~

111979

--t.

4/(981- est.

12/1979- est
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2 Continued - Colleen Duffy Kiko
federal Employment

Federal Emp!O"ymeot

Fedenil Employment

Wash.,
D.C.

8/1976-est

111979

Wash.,

8/1975-est

8/1976-est

Labor and
Employee:
Relations
Specialist

Wash.,
D.C.

12/1974 - est

8/197S - est

Employee
Relations
Specialist

Wash.,
D.C.

12/1973- est

12/1974-esL

Clerk

Wash.,
D.C.

3/1973-est

12/1973 - est

2/1973 - est

'.1/1973. est

8/l 97l--est

211973- est

Department of

Compliance

Labor, Labor

omcer

Mgmt Services
Administrndon,
Washington Afea
Office, Wash .•
D.C.
Depanment of
TreasJny,, U.S.
Customs Service,
Office of
Personnel,
Wash., D.C.
Department of
Treaslll)', U.S.
Customs Service,
omeeof

Employee
Relations
Speclallst

o.c.

PersoMel,

Federal Employment

Federal Employment

Notworklng
Non-Federal
Employmeiit

Washinl!tlln. DC_
Department of
Treasury, U.S.
C11stoms Service,
Office of
Personnel
Department of
T-reasury, Offioe
of the Secrelllly,
Washington,
Q-.C.
Moved from
Nor1h Dakola to
Wuhinaton, DC
Souris R.ilfer
School Oistri\:4

T~otier

Wewanesa.
Manitoba,
Canada

W11wanesa,
Maniroba.,
Canada

Non-Federal
Employment
Non-Federal
Employment

Non-Federal
Employment
Non-Federal
Employment

Dawson H;ill
tnsurance_. Fargo,

N.O.
North Dakota
State University

Westhope
Swimming Pool_,
Westliope, ND
Hell Al.len
Shoes,
Moorhead. MN

Polley Examiner
(summer job)

Fargo, ND

Sll9n-est

8/1972 - est

Re,idcnt

FargQ,ND

ll/1969-ts!

8/1971 - est

511970 -esi
5/1972 • est

Assistant
(Working on
campu, during
school yen,)

Lifeguard

Westhope,
ND

5/1971-cst

8/1971-est

(summer job)
Shoe Sillesperson
(summer job)

Moorhead,
MN

S/1969-est

8/1969 -est
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U.S. Senate Committee on, Homeland Security and Guyernmeo.-tal Aff:iin
Pre-FJe11ring Questionnaire
for the Nomination of Colleen Duffy Kiko to be a Member nf the
Ftlderal LabOI· RelaiionsAuthorijy

I. Nomination Proccs,, and Conflicts of Inter·est
l . Did the President give you sped.fie reasons why he nominated you to be a member of tile
Federal Labor Relations Au\hotity {FLRA)? No.
2. Were any conditions, e~ssed or implied, attached to your nomination? If so, please
C;\p)ain.

Nr>.

3. I lave you made !IUY commitments with respect to the policies and principles you will
attempt to implement asamembe1· oflhe FLRA? lfso, what are !hey, 11nd to whom were
the commitments made? No,
4. Are you aware of any business 1'Cl11tionship, dealing, 01· financial trausaction that could
result in n possible conflict of inte!'est for you or the appearance of a conflict of interest?
If so, please explain what prooooures you will use to recuse youiself or otherwise address
the c,onflict. And ifyo11 Will recuse yourself, explain how you will ensure your
res_po11Sibilities nre not affected by your recusnt

/11 connection with rhe nominntivnpracess, I consu/Jed with the Office ofGovernment Ethics and
/he FLRA 's designated agency ethic11 official to identify porential corrflicts of Interest, Aey
potential conflicts ofinterest will be resolved in a0<.eordance with the /emu ofthe ethics

ogreemel'll I signed ~vith FLRA 's designalei ogenc)I ethics official and that hos bee11 provided/(>
this Commillee. lam unaware ofany other potentiol 1:r,mjlil-ts efinteresr at rhis time,
U. Bacl,gro.und of fbc Nominee

S. What 5pecific background, experienc.e, and attributes qualify you to be a member oftbe
fLRA'?

The specific background and experience ofmy prior positions in the FLRA are most significonl
in q11alifjlin.g me to become a Member of the FI.JU, I um:lerstand and have wo1•kedin /he
organizatio11; 1 tmderstand and have worked on effectuating the mi~io11 of the agency; a11d I
have studied and understand the variol)s issul!s 1ha/ come b~fore 1he FlRA. Most r11cer,tly,
havir,g served as the General Co11mrel ofthe FLRA provided me more specific experience in
managing a diverse anrJ'geographically dlspet·sed s1ajf My ctwrenl posilion as a .fudge. ofthe
Employees 'Compensation Appeals Board, where I have servedfor 12 years, has polished /he
at1rlb11tes necessa,y to render decisions 011 issues that would come before the FLRA , Those
@tributes includl! reviewing rhefects presetued, considering arg1m1ents provided by the parties,
Sennte Hon1eJond Security and Governmental Affnirs Committee
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m1d applying the cxisling law to th!! particular JacllS of each case. In ddditiott, my pl'ior service
as a Spec1al A.sistanl United States Attorney, as a pracllc/ng al/orney, and as a cmmsel for the
S11bc:ot,imitree on Civil and Consli/11/ional R(ghts in the U.S. House of Representatives provided
111e hands-rm experience as a practitioner before vC1rio11s tribunals, I belie11e this specific
background, lh1'.r experience, and the.~e attfib111es J1ave prepared ma we/J II>become a member qJ
the FlRA,

6. Please describe:

a. Your Jeadel'ship and managt:mer\t style-

My leadership and managemenl .style is one of open c:011wwnicotion, adherence to established
policies, and enga~mem v.1/1h-s1ajf. ! like 10 see the big picture andfind ways to energiz1umd
motivate people to lend their best selves lo the mission. l.like fo recognize people for //reir
successes. hold rhem accountable. for shortcomings or failures while offering suggeSt{Oltf for
improvement, and recorrfigi./1'1! '.i>h8fl shonMmings or fall11re1, became a pattern,
b. Your experience managing personnel.

While .wti'lling as General Counsel of the FLRA, I managed approximately 60-70 emplayees In
se11en regions geographically dispersed t;Jll over the country. This fnc/udcd all aspects of
management from budgeting and budget management, instiluling performance standards and
evaluating performance, leading change, policy developme,1/, staffand c11sromer training, etc. l
further have e:,;peri.ence in managing person11el while serving/or marry years with the prior
Chairman ofthe Employees' Compensation Appeals Board. As a par/ ofthe mcmagement team,
we managed a staffat the lime ofapproximately 50 employees. The prlmcny focus was lo deliver
u quality legal decision wiihin a reasonable and efficient time fi'ame, which included 1,/pdafing
/30Q(d-wide performance standards, Initialing men/01• programs ta assist staffin increasing the
q11alfty, quantity, and tlme/ine~·s of the work. and developfng a state-of-the-art case tracking
system to more readily track the time it takes/or cases to work their way to issuance, u1 name a
Jew ofour initiatives. But my most important personnel management role was raising four
children s11ccesef11l/y ta adulthood.
o. Whut is the largest number of people that have worked under you?

In my role a.r General Cozm.\'el of /he Fl/I.A l .n,pen•ised approximately 60 to 70 employees.
7.

Please list nny positions when: you served as a political appointee (i.e. 1111y federal
-employmont position where you were appointed by the President, the Vice President, ()r
agency head) induding a position description wid the appointing official.

I was previously appointed by President George W. Bush and conflmied by the Senate to serve
as General Cmmsel ofJhe FI.RA. 'Il11n:f111ie.r of that posi(ian are outlined in the Federal Labol'
Managcmenl Relations Statute. 5 U.S.C. §7014(/)(/), (2), and (.i).
Senate Homeland Secmityand Governmental Affairs Committee
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I was appointed by Secretary Elafnc L. Chao lo serve in the Department qfLabor as a Judge of
tlw Employee$ ' Compensation AppeQls 8om-d. /J posilion description i~· aflar:hed

Ill. Role of Member, FLRA
8. Please describe your view of the agency's core mission and a member' s role in

11chievi11g_ (hilt mission.

The core mission of the FLRA is to "provide /e.adership in establishing policies and guidance.
reloling lo matters under [the Federal Ser!lica Labol'-Management Relations Statute (the
Stature)]. and. except as otherwise provided, [to] be responsible fol' carrying out the purposes of
flheStatute]." 5 V.S.C § 7105(a)(J). "It is the.purpose of[the Statute] to prescribe certain
rights and obllga1ion~· of fht: employees of the Federal Gowrnment and to e.rtabltsh procedures
which are designed to meet the special requirements and needs of the Government. The
provisions of{the Statute] should be interpretl!d in a manner consistent with the requirement of
(Di effective and efficient Govetnment. "id. § 7JOJ(b).
The FLRA shall: (I) determine the appropriata1w~w of unit..rfor labor organization
1·eprese11tarfon under section 7112 ofthe Star,.tte; (2) supervise or conduct elections to determine
whether a labor org®(zation has been selec/ed as an e.icclusive 1'epresentati11e by a majori1JI of
the empToyees in. an appropriate unit and othenvisB adminisJer the provisions of.section 71 fl of
the Statute relating to the according of exdt1sive recognition fo la/Jar o,-ga;rizaJions; (3)
pre~·cribe critel'ia and resolve issue~· relating to fhe granting ofnational cons!lltafion rights
under .section 7I 13 ofthe Statute: (4) prescribe crireria and resolve iss11e~· re/aling to
dut11m1ining compelling needfor agency /'ltles or regulations ,mder section 7117(b) of the
Sta/lite; (S) resolve f.ssues relating la the d11ty lo bargai11 in good faith under section 7ll7(c) of
the Statute; (6) presc;ribe criteri.tf relating lo thB grcmting ofconsultation rigl1ts with respect to
conditions of employmenl under section 7J l 7(d) ofthe SlaMe; (7) conduct hearings and re~·olve
complaints ofunfair labor practices under section 7118 of the Statu.te; (8) resolve exceptions lo
arbitrators ' awards under sec/ion 7I 22' of/he Statute; and (9) take such other actions os are
necessary and qppropriote ro effectively administer the pravi.o;ions ofthe Statute. Sae id.§
7102(a)(2).

A A,fembe.1· ofthe F1..RA must render decision~• and talw actions aomil·te111 with the statutory nnd
regulnrory requirements ofthe FLRA..
9.

Please describe h<>w you anticipate, if confirmed, worki.ug with other FLRA n\embcrs to
promote the agency's core mission.

lam looking forward lo working with Iha ofher FLRA Membef.t to B/Jiclenf/y and expedilio115fy

rule on matters that come before the A rlthQrity. Justice delayed 1
sJustice denied. Tin/end /o

work collegially with the other two Member/I in an effort to most effectively fulfill the mission of
the agency.

Sena~ Homeland: Security and Governmental Affairs Comrnlttee
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11.

Please describe prior work e.xpeiience that demonstrates your capacity to work. wi1h
FLRA wembers of a diffeJent party affiliation.

My current position as a Judge ofthe Employees' Compensation Appeals Board has provided me
significant experience demonstrating my capacity to work with individuals of a different party
affiliation. Secretaries ofLabor under George W. Bush and Barack JI. Obama have variously
appointed clJTl'ent Judges/Alternate .flldges lo 1he Board. My de,rionstrated ability to work wi/h
all of these appointees Is reflected in the fact that, 111 panels ofthree, 1 have rendered over
I 0,000 decisions and orders, fl is imper:ative to me to respect othei·s' opinions, carefully weigh
fhefacl.r of the rose -against the law, and work together on a resolution. l intend to bring that
samB collegial method ofdoing business to lhe Fl,RA.
lO. Protecting whistlehlower confidentiality is of the utniost importance to thi~ Committee,
a. During your career. how have you addressed whistle blower complaints?
I have not, lo my reco/lec1ion, been ri!sponsiblti for handling any type ofwhistleblower
complaint.
b. How do you plan to implement policies within the FLRA to encourage employees to
bring constructive suggesli.ons forward without the fear of reprisal?
I thi'nk that will come from Iha top. Should I am confirmed and designated Chairman I would
enS11re thel'e was an open aven11e of1;omm11n/catfonfor suggesllonslcommentslcomplaints and
that policies would comJni,e to be publishea l'egularly regarding the prohibitfr;m ofretaliation
for wh/stleblowers. Bui if i were approached by a whistleblower, I would en.mre that lhe matter
were Jnvcsligated thor011ghly i,1 accordarice with law and reg11lotio11, that the confidenliallty of
the complainant would be ofparamount importam:e, and that there wauld be no retaliation
against the complaintJnt.
1,;.

Do you commit wi1hout reservation to work to ensure that ll11Y whistle blower within

fL.RA does not face retaliation? Yes
Do you commit witl1out reservation t-0 take oil appl'opriate action if notified about
potential whistleblower retaliation? Ye
I l. 'Whal nre the most signi{icam challenges facingFLRA 115 an institution? If con finned,
what steps will you take to address these challenges?

It I.~ difficult to answer this question as 1 have not been as.vocialed with the agencyfor a few
years, Howtn1er, agencies in general will be facing budgetary res-tralflls while still being
expected to handle cases e,:pedilio11sly. If confirmed and designated Chairman, J would
chal/e11gt: the agency leadership and agency stafflo lookfar wqys to rcumgineer our business
model lo create efficiencies at a/1 /e:vels. In my early days ofworking in the Federal govemme.nt,
Senate Homeland SL'Cllrity and Governmental Affairs Committee
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the Suggestion Program was well known and well used and some of the best ideas oomejrom
that program. I believe this type ofprogram currently exists in the FLRA and I wo11ld endeavor
to expand that program to encourage recommendatfons from the leadership and staff to find
nove~ innovative ways to conti1we to meet 011r mission deliverables while conserying resource$
and wor/(i11g more efficiently_ ft is my bel~fthat employees are irager ro be part qf the solution
a11d are often not heard.

rv. Policy Questions
l2, What is your assessment of the current state of federal labor-management relations? If
you believe that jmprovements can be made, in what. areas should the:rc be improvement
and bow can this be accomplished?

I believe labor-managemenr relations in the fedora/ sector are relatively stable at thfs time, with
the c:;cceplion ofsit11aJions Where new m=gers or newly elected employee representativ11:s ar~
rmfami//ar wllh the rules. With a ao1111istent offering of training for newcomers to the field and
for experlencedpracf/tioners, PLJU i,v contrib111ing to that stability by helplngparlfcs
imderstond their rights and respo11sibi/i1ies, ihe1eby reducing needless unfair labor practice
charges.

13, Given your previous expeJience as FLRA counsel, do you believe that improvements
should be made to the Federal Service [..abor-Management Relations statute? [f su, what
improvements can and should be made?
I have been away from thisfield for nine yew's. As such I would defer any 1,pecific
recommendations on how the currenl stahJte is working. However, l respect the legislative
process and would be happy ro di.rcuss with Congress any ideas or suggestions 1hey may hm,e to
amend the statute. As a statute that is nearing-ifs 4d~ anniversary, it would be prudent lo review
language to determine if it ts consistent with how the federal gavernmenL does busine s in the

21" century.
l 4. The FLRA 's 2017 Congressional Budget Justification states that the FLRA "had to
overcome significant obst-acles in meetiI\g its mission requirements." The JusUficatioJ1
notes thal in addition to increased case filings in cei1ain agency components, the FLRA
experienced a wave ofkeyemp1oyee l'etiremcnts and departures starting in FY 2013 and
continwng into FY 2015,
a. Given your past experience as a counsel to the fi'LRA, wha\ do you believe is dtiving
the increased case filings at certain components?

Without having been al the FLRA.Jor the las/ nine years, I can only rely on statfstlcs provided to
me by the FLRA.
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I have reviewed numbers ofcase intakefor the last 5 years and, although ths intake gre,v ;,;lighlly
ifl.2015 on the AuthQri/y side 4ndgrew s(ightly in 2016 in the OGC side, the tritake has gone
iteadily down in all components ofthe FLRA. From 2013 to 2017:
intcikefor the APJthor/ty hqsgone dow11fi-om 192 to 179 casl!s;
intake.for the OALJ hasgone-downji·om 271 to 197 cases;
irttakefor the OGC (ULP CQ/ffiii) has gone ,;kiwnfrar,t4659 to 3655 care!i;
intake for the OGC (Rep case3) has gonedownfi•om 240 to 208 cases, and
intake for the FSIP has gone down from J94 lo 98 c:aseli.
Th1r m1mbers as stated do not seem Jo reflect an fncrease in case filings fn any component. This

is a sood problem to hove when evaluating the state of labor-management relations in tire
federal worlrforu; bul it will have to be realistically evaluated in terms offuture staffing needy,,
As for s1ajji11g,

- In September of 2013, the onboard Sta.ffwas I 15 et,rp/Oyees,
- As ofSep/ember of 2017, the onboard staff is 119 employee!,
There has been a jl11cluation ofonboard stfljJji·om the highest of132 in December of2014 to the
lowe11t of J15 in 2013 but the 11tq/Ji11g irwreases do fl.DI seem to correlate with the steady declin8
ofcase inlake.

b. What issues ahd factors do you believe most frequently give rise to unfair Jabor
practice comph1ints?
I beliin,e rhat new Sl!pervisorslmanagers or naw employee repnisenratives, changes in the
methodology ofwor,t practices, shift changes, l(ick ofadequate communication, etc., are same
factors that can give rise to labor--mcmagemen/ issues. B111 I believe major factors that can
elevate those t,sues lo unfair labor practice charges or comp/aims are mis11nderstand/ngs,
tempers, challcrlging personalities, i11sen:rilivitius, lack of commzmictilion, and hard jcelings. A
key campanemtfor resolving these issues is training, not only on labor-management is511es, but
on mOJ'laging, communicating, and interacting with othel's, as well.
c. As unfair labor practices are considered at the Oflice of General Counsel (OOC)
level, do you believe agencies are afforded sufficient information concerning the
complaint? Are agencies provided a. sufficient opportunity to weigh-in with OGC
concerning a given complaint'?

I believe both sides should have arz opportunity to understand the ch,rrge ar,d be provided an
opportunlry to respond. Only efter a charge ts found lo be meriforiour and the GC is willin~ to
file a complain/, should se/flemenl negotfalimis begin.
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d. Are Lhere other obstacles besides incn:ased caseloads and staff departures that h!llJlpe1•
\heFLRA's ability to fulfill its mission? Ifso, what are they,and what do-you
beJieve should be done to address them?

Please see my answer to Question # Na rego1·d1)ig increased caseloads and staff depm·/ures.
I know that wit>,-only two Members ofr11e three-member Authority, there is a growing ,wmber of
cases awaiting action. That is a l'l!(Jl obstacle arid damaging to the parties. Once the fall
Authority',~ member.ship has been con.finned, these obstacles will be alleviated, As towhal 01!,er
current obstacles may exist which could hamper FLRA 's ability to fi1ljill its mission, if confn-med
and designated Chairman, I would hope to assess thrt agiincy and, together with the orher
Members, leadership, and staff, identify whether and what obstqcle,s might exist and/ind
collaborallve methods to overcome thenL
IS. Are there improvements to lhe FLRA 's internal review process that y011 believe C/lll be.
improved upon to ensure fewer cases ultimately are ovci1umed by the cou1ts, and that all
evidCl)ce ts-properly considered inn given ca$e?

It will be Important to carefully review the higher level cour1 decisions Oller the lasf 10-15 yea I'.~
to see what trends are appearing. ff the cow-ts are overturning a sigriificant n1,11nber ofcases, w~
will need to consider whether FLRA 's approach ha,y been ihe appropriate one, The courts
generally defer ta an agency'.r /nferprelatlon ofits <1w111iegulations; so if we are beJng
overturned we need to consider whether FLRA is overreaching o,- whether the facts and law m·e
nor befng adequately conveyed That is cc.rtain/y something thal I will evalua/e should 1 be
confirmed and designated Chainnatt.
16. In the 20 16 Best Places to Work rankings compJled by the Partnership for Public
Service, and based on the data collected in the Fedel'll] Human Capital Survey, the FLRA
tanked 51h out of29 small federal agencies that submitted data. This 1s a significant
improvemen~ over 2009 whc;n it ninked 111st. The FLRA' ~ '2016 Index Score is down
five points compared to 2015, however.

a. Wliat steps will you rnk.c. if confirmed, to maintain progl'ess made by U1e FLRA in
recent years, and to further improve upon employee morale?
It is good to note that FLRA is still ql{ile high in 1017, Having betfl an employee c;it almost Ql/
the levels ofthe FLRA. I have expericnceddisappoil'/1ment andfhistralio11 when changes would
be made without adeq11ate expfanatio11 qs to why The changes were taking place. I will do all in

my power to maintain anil Jropejully improve the progress made by the FLRA in maintaining
employee morale. All ofFlRA leadership sfaflneeds to find methods to engage employees and.
con,tect on o perso11-to-person basis to best carl'y out thtt miss1'on ofthe agency. As previously
stated, I befie11e employees are eage1· to make a d/flerencel
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V. Relations with Co11gress
I 7. Do you agree without reservation to comply with any request or summon,.~ to appear and
testify before any duly constituted committee ofCongtes$ if you are con.fn'med? Yes
I 8. Do you agree without reservation to make any subordinate official or employee available
to appear aod testify before, 01• provide information to, any duly constituted committee of
Congress if you ore. confirmed? Yes
Do you agree without reservation to comply fully, completely, and p,mm_ptly to any
request for documents, communications, or any other agency material or infonnation
.from Qny duly constituted committee of the Congress if you are confirmed? Yes
V[. .A3sis1:mce

19. Are these answers your own? Have you consulted with the FLRA or any other intcrosted
parties? If so, please indicate v,rhjch entities.
Each answer is my own: howeve,·, I have consulted with FLRA staffto obtain he/pfol background
informotiOII"
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U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security And Governmental Affair~
Pn,He11ring Questionnaire
For the Nomination of CoDcen l)~ITy Kiko to be a Member oftlte
Federnl Labor Relations Authority
Minority

I.

Nomination Process and Co,nflicts oflnterest

L Has the Pl'esident or 11is ~taff asked you to sign a confidentiality or non-disclosure
agreement? No
.2. fhls lhe President of his staffeskedyou to pledge loyalty to the PtesideototOie

Administration? No
3. During your tenure have you asked any federal employee or poteoti!ll hire to pledge Joyelty
lo (he President, Administration or any 0U1e. government official? No
11.

Backgron.nt! of Nominee

4. Do you seek out dissenting viewB and how do ym.i encourage constructive critical dialogue
with subordinates? Ye~·-see a" beluw.
a. Please give examples of times in your career when a subordinate disat?;reed with yo11
lllld aggressively advocated tlleir position,

This happens mra fair(v regular basis in my current positio•i 1fa a Judge of !he Employee~·•
Compensation Appeals Boani, we receive drafl decisions from a staff auomey. After rei1iewing
the c:ase, I may disagree with the.findings ofthe draft. If all of/he threeJ11dges (each decision Is
assigned to a three.J14dge [l(lJlf!.l) determine that the draft needs work, we either send a rewrite
memo to Jhe Supervisory Allorney and the staff aflorney la advise ofour decision, and/or at/ow
//ie sta/Jc11/or1rey lo req11es1 a confere11ce where we can more fully discuss the c.J$e. 77:ro11gh thi,i
pMcess, we may learn that the facrual presentation ,~as somewhat m/tleadfrrlf'CJlld. when
clarijied, agree with the original finding in the draft. Other time.v, despite input from the staff
o/torney. we may sllll determine the draft should be 1•11vised to reflect the panel's direction. At
all times, the staff attorney is trea(ed respectfully, is provided the opporlunity lo make /tis or her
argument, and the mailer is handled .strictly on a legal - rtol personal - ba~is. Thl~ is a healthy
exchange ofideas and legal theories that can 011/y ensure a more thoughtjiil and well-reasoned
decision.

5, Please give eX!lmples of times in rour career wli.en you disagreed with your superiors and
aggte$$lvely advocated your position. Were you ever successful?
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I have afairly strong personality and it would not be rmusual for me to forcefa/Jy arJvocate my
position on 1/IOl(e:rs about which 1felt strongly. No specific ins1a11ces come immediately to mind.
6, Please list- and describe examples of when you made politicnlly di fficull choices-that you
though! were in the bc:st interest of the country,

Spending mos/ ofmy cweer as o federal civil serv<ml, Thave not found my:.·elffaced wit/, hir,>ing
to make politically dij)1cult choices. Pl 1ny current position and in my previous posilian WI FLRA
G,meral Counse~ my decfslmts were focused solely on the law and its Interpretation compared lo
the facts presented
7. What would you consider your greatest succes~-es as a leader?

1am 11e1y proud oftlie performance metrics rhat were created at rhe Employees· Compensations
Appeals Board to evaluate the quality, qua11til)I, and timeliness of legal decisions. They were
vety fair, easily understood a11cf, if utilized properly, provided the staffattorney with lmmediale
feedback on each and every decision submltle(f.
I a111 al.so very pro11d of the i11slltt11ion of/he OJ/lee ()jtf,e Gonero/ Counsel training progrwm1.
These were devised to conserve resources and ensure predlctabiliry. Prior to these offerings,
training was ad hoc and provided lo agencies and labor unions as reques/ed It demanded a lot
oftime, prepatalion, and 11,qwilfor our .slajf, The new courses 011 the Federal Service LaborManagement Relatio11.1· Sta/11/e (begtnner and advanced) were provided by OGC staffonsite ai
the FLRA regional Offices or nearby agency space and were offered at each of the seven regional
locations a1 various times throug/1011( the year, We thought: '' fjwe build it - they will come. "
And ii has been well received for nearly a decade now. The training was currenr, managed
without additional rravet, and at no cost lo a/tendces. 1 notfce that /hose programs are still from
and center on the FLRA website and l take great pride in that program.

Andfinctlly, I consider one ofmy greatest s11caesses as a leader l, to haw: successjidly raised
four wonderful children lo adulthood.
8. Whal wo uld ynu coosider your greatest failure as a Icade,•?' What lessons did you take awar
from that experience?
Very early in my career when Jjirst became a supervisor, I occasionally made decisions by
relying on the advice ofothers witho111 doing my own personal research to verify the accuracy of
the ddvice. in one Instance, Jjinmd out that the advice (which was a/1/'ibuled to me) was
inacc1rrate. I was terrib{v embarrassed to hmre bee.n responsible for providing an incorrect
answer. Whether that was my greatest failure., 1 am not sure. Bui since then J ltav.e always..been
cmllious about ta/ring advice witho11t doi11g my own research first. 'J'rust b1,1t verify. Along Iha/
same line, It also ca14ed lhe to dig deeper lo find out reasanr for things be/ore l'endering a
judgment and to more folly 1·ecognize 11,e implications and ramijic.C1tlons ofdecisions. Things
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are not a/1vays as they se(lm, This has made me more rho~htful in qssessi,,g q/1 ci.rc14111.s1ances
and jam befm·e rendering a j11dgrmmt.
n.1,'

Policy Questions

9. During your tenure as PLRA General Counsel, you removed frorn the age.ncy website HII of
lhe guides that that your predecessor created (C!lse Law, 7114 reCJ1lesls, ULPs etc.) that were
designed tQ 'help agencies and unions 11nderstand their respective rights and obligl!l.ions under
the Fedeml Service Labor Management Relations Statute. Why were these records
Tenioved?

a, If1hose items wcTe removed, wus that decision consistent with federal recol'ds
retentiou laws 11nd other authorities? Please e.,c:plain.

These reaor.ds-ivere removed/ram 1he web..,il11 because /hey were ouldaled, were 1101 consislenr
wfth the policies ofthe Office ofthe Genen:tl Counsel at the time, and-wel'e not necessarily
oonsistent with FLRA case law at the time. Jr was misleading to our constituency and 1 believed
Jhe customers should have been steereato ow· published FLRA decisions for curnmt law and
guida,,ce.
b. If these Items were not removed, please indicate where they can be found on FLRA's
public website.

These items were remuvedji·om the websi1e. To the best of my 1mderstanding, all of l/r(l.5C!
documents should still be retafnec/ in the Office ofthe General CGl.lnsel's historical records. It ts
als.o my understanding that the..ve docwncmts have since been updated and now appear 011 the
agency website.
c. lfconfi1111ed, what do yoll plan lo do to ensure litat the FLRA provides helpful
guidance to its customers?

The training courses were Implemented to ens11re th'1t agencies and tmlons alike would have
acaesJ to vp-to-date training on current case law. Ifconfirmed and designated as Chaltma11, ,
would ensure that these programs are maintained. The best guidance the FLRA can offer to it.r
cus1omen, however, i's well roosnned, clear, 11ndersta11dabTe dec/siom. This will be nry highest
priority.

10. During your tenure as the FLRA General Collnse!, the f'LRA was rated at or near tl1e bottom
in employee satisfaction and best places to work, based on the Fedetal Employee Viewpoint
Survey (FBVS) !Wd 1he Partnersbi~ for Public Service rankings, Now, lhe FLRA is rated as
one of the top places to work amo,ng the si:nalJ agencies. If confirmed, how do you plan to
continue the excellent work done oVCl' the post decade to improve nnd preserve the FLRA 11s
a leader in good personnel wnagetnent?
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Open communit:alion is one o.fthe best methods ofhe{ping employees feel like they are part of
the agency a11d as ifthey have a voice. if confirmed af')d designated Chairman, I will strive w
maifll((in that posture and will work to1vard aontlm1ing the progress in maintaining FLJU a~ a
great place to work.
11 . In October 2017, PI.RA. summarized what they consider to be the most serious managemenl
and perfonnance-cballenge!l facing the FLRA in FY 2018. 1l1ese llillnagement cballengw
include: (l) Info1mation Techi.\QJQgy Security; and (2) Pro_per Handling of'Records.
a. If confirmed, how will you ensure that FLRA is vigilant in establishing an
environo;ienl to monitor potential 1nformation Teoboology (IT) risks, threats, and

vulnerabilities?
his rs a crili'cQl, cop priority concern. IfJ a,n conftrnred cmd designated Ch1;1irman, 1 wo!(ld
immedioiely assess potential IT risks, threats, and vulnerabilities and. iffound, devise and
implement mitigation strategies. in FLRA dor.-uments frevie.wed in. re:;pon!fe to thi8 question, 1
noted Ihm just recen([y the FLM closed recommendations dating back lo 2009, 2011, and 2014
relating to IT and privacy. I am co11cemed that ii has taken so long to close ow these
recom111e11datlo11s.made by the IG. I am aware there are old recommmdatlo11s that a/Iii still
pend/~

b. 1f confirmed, how will you promote and ensure proper handling of records (hard copy
and electronic) by staff: and verify fhac various authorities and eapobililies aJ'e

properly assig11ed, documented, managed and monitored?
Agency documents indicate that there are open recommendations from the Inspector Ge11eml on
the pl'oper handling ofand ac:cess lo agency records. FLRA has a mulli•year plan for
cmnpliancc wffh 0MB requirements that ls to be completed 111. 20/!J. ifco,ifirmed ,md
de.rig11ated as Chairm4n, I will review and assess agency efforts to de-termirie whether this
compliance can be e,;pedited I would ensure that FLRA mai11tains and manages all records n
accordance with Federal law a,1d regulations.
12, Former FLRA member Pizzella, in his dissents 1illd concurrences, frequently cri1icized IJJUOll
parties to II dispute for pursuing positi011s or remedies that he viewed as wasting government
1-esources, costing too muclt, being ill-motivated, or at odds with common sense-factors no{
gro\lnded in the law.

a. What is your view on deciding cases based on !he focts as established in the record,
and the law (the statute and precedent)-----as opposed to i.ndepimdenf views of 1ight
and wrong; how the govemmcnl ought to work, and/or the role of unions?

In my review ofeach case before me, I will do as I alway,vhnve done - consider the facts, apply
the law, (md rende1· a decision co11sistent with the statutory and rtgulc,lory pruvisionsfor which J
am heuJ responsible. The Fedei-al Service Lahor-Managemen( Relations Statute does provide,
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however, that: "The provis;ons of{the Statute) should be i11terpreted In a mal'lller consistent with
the requirement ofan effective and efficient government'' .5 U.S.C. § 7J0l(b).
h, 1f government efficiency and effectiveness nre legitimate considerations in assessing,
the merits of a d.ispute, what role do you believe conduct plays in an agency's
collective bargaining, grievance procedllJ'e, and efficiency?
As I have saidprevio11sly, I belir?Ve many disputes begin with co1Tduct -hurl feelings. insensitive

comn,ems, lack ofcommunication, etc., and can be the genesis oflal'ger issues between the
parties (labor and management).
13. The Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution Office (CARDO) at FLRA provides
intervention and dispute resolution services, which frequently help~ pnrties resolve dispute.'!
shon of a fbrmal decision, ll1ereby saving the parties' and FLRA 's resources (government
resow-ces) that would oll1erwise be devoted to litigating and deciding the dispute. Do you
plan to continue supporting CA.ORO tmd offering the pat'ties assistance in establish.inr,I
maintaining constructive relationships?

I believe disputa resolution services have been an integral component of the work of/he
AuJhority, and f support It. However, if f am confirmed and destgna1ed Chairman, 1 will be in a
bouer position to understand how the program works at FL/U and assess the advancagu.9 and
disadvanlages how rhc se11•ices are offered
14, Please describe what impact p1:oposed federal l?udget cuts, if implemented, WJll l1aye to
FLRA 's abilicy to provide tra.ining to federal agencies and unions in understanding their
rigbts and responsibilities under the Civil Service Rclbrm Act and other relevant 11uthorlties?

As I mentioned earlier, I was very proud ofthe.free training courses that J i11slil11ted in the Office
ofthe General Counsel for federal agencies and unions to better w1dersland /heir rights and
respons(bilities under tM Statu/e, I 4111 pleased to sec /hey are sli/l very active. If confirmed as
a Member and deslgnaled Chatrman I would work lo ensure thal online training courses, both in
the OGC and in the FLRA headquarters, be maintained, regularly updatecl, and refaifled onli11e
lo reduce lrm•el coses and any other costs associated wilh providing this training live, while sill/
making them equally ovoi/abla to both union · cmd/ederal agencies, /would also look/or ways
to lei1erage video-teleconferencing copabilllie,t fn order lo convey /raining In a wider audienC(J
wilh less expense to the Governmcn!.
15. Please describe what impact proposed budgetfeder11l b1Jdget cuts, if implemented, will have
to foderal agencies' ability to train manugers and employees regarding their right~and
responsibilities under the Civil Service Reform Ac! and other relevant autl1orities'l

I would refer you to answe1· #14 abo11e. Our courses, if available online, should be equally
ae.aes,rible to unions and federal agencies for 1rai11l11g managers and employees oftheir rights
and reJponsibilities under the Statute and other re{e1'Q/1t aulhorltles.
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16. Please describe any previous experience-in the public or private sector-with haru;lling
whistleblower complaints and what steps you took to ensw-e those individuals did not face
l'etaliatlon and th;it tbetr cluiJTl.'I were Utorougbly investig11ted?

I do not re.call any circumstances where I had to handle any type ofwhis//eblower comp/a,nf.
would ens11J<e that the mailer would be investigated thorou,::hly, in accordance wfth law and
reg"!ation, that the confldet1tiality ofthe complainant would be ofp1:1ramoimr importance, and
thaf there would be no retaliation for the complainant.
17, If confirmed, how will you. ensu1-e that whislleblower complaints are properly investigated'/
See my answer to lt16 abuve.
IV.

Accountability

18. Dudng your eareer as a federal employee, have you ever ui,ed a pcrnon~I etnail account or
device lo conduct official government business? No.
u. lf so, please describe your general practice fen•doing so, ;ind what specific steps you
have taken to ensure that federal recotds created usjng personal devices and accounts
were preserved.
19. During your career, has your conduct as a feder11l employee L-vcr been subject lo an
Investigation or Audit by an Inspector General'/ If so, please descl'ibe.

w,

I am g11ite sure that I have never been the subject ofan investigation or audit by inspector
General focused on my c-.nnducl as a Federal employee. However, miring my short tenure
as General Counsel ofthe FLRA, there were i11spector General malfers not related lo my
conduct that wo"fd come to my artenlirm. I always rreutcd the ;nrwers with priori{)! and
responded spaciflcally to each and every one.
20. During your career, has your conduct as a federal employee ever been subject to an
ihvcstigation by the Of,:ice of Special Counsel? lf so, please describe. No,

21 . During your can:er as a federal employee, have you ever declined to implement
recommemlotions miidc by the Oftice of 1118peclor Genera.I, the Office of Government Ethics,
the Office of Special Couos¢l or the Government l\ccountabl1ity Office? If so, please
describ~

1 alway.r roa/i; 011)1 recommendations seriously and, Jo the best ofmy khawledge, implemented Qfl)J

1•ecammend"tlons.
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22. If confioned, do you pledge to implement recommendations made by the Office oflnspccta1•
General, the Office of Government Ethics, Uie Office of Special Counsel 11nd the
Oovemment Accou1;1tabiJity Office?

Yes. I will take seriously ar,d moire every effort to implement e1Jery .wch recommenclatio1J
provided they are ·within the p11rview ofmy authority, within the budgetary authori,:Y of the
agency, and are not i,u;onsistrmt wit!, Sta(ufory, 1·eg11latory or other agency policy which would
W/J/'l'f/111

()fh(!nvise,

V.

Relations with Congress nnd the Public

23, lf confil1lled, how will you make certain that you will 1-espond in a timely manner to Member
l'eq\lests for information?

l will make it my priority.
24. If confirmed, do you agree without reservation to reply to any reasm,able request for
information from the Ranking Membel' of any duly consti1utM cominlttee of the Congress'(
Yl'ls

25. rr c.,mfirmed, do you agree without reservation to reply to any reasonable request for
information from memberS of Congress? Yes
26. ff confirmed, do you commit to take all reasonable steps to ehsure 1hat you. a11d yout agency
comply with deadlim:!l e$tablished for requested infmmatiou? Yes
27.

[f confirmed, do you commit to protect subordinate officials or employees from reprisal or
retaliation for any testimony bdefings or communiClltions with membe.rs of Congress? Yl'!S

.28.

[f confil'med, will you ensure that your staff will fully and promptly provide information and
access to appropriate documents and officials in response to requests made by the Office of
laspector Generill, Office of Gowrnment I;thJC{l, the Office of Speoi!l,! Counsel, the
Goverrune111 Accountability Office (GAO) and the Congl'essional Research Service? Yes

29. lfconfil'med, will ynu agree to work with reprm:entative.<i from this Committee and the GAO
to pi:omptly impleme111 recommendations for im:provil,g [agency's] opemttons and
effectiveness? Yes
30, If confirmed, will you direct your staff lo fully -and promptly respond to Freedom of
lllfom1ation Act re~uests submitted by the.American people?

Yes, /'n accordance with theparametets ofthe Preedom nf lnformafionAct.
31. If confirmed, will you ensure th&t political appointees are not inappropriately involvc:tl in lhll1-eview-and release of Freedom of Infomialion Act requests?
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YI!.~, I will ensure /he agency fiJllows the parameters of the Freedom Qj Jnfo,.mation Act,
VI.

l\~sislancc

32. Are these answers·yot1r own? Have yo\J consulted with GSA or any other interested pait!es?
Jfso, please indicate which entities.

Each answc,• is my own: however, I have consulted wilh FLRA stqff lo obluin helpji1/ background
information.

I, &,11,e,i "'Z>itffi, K,; I<.,, , hereby ste.te that lhave 1·ea.d Lhe foregoing Pre-HC!ll'ing
Questionnaire and Supplemental Questionnaires and that the information _provided therein is. la
the best of my knowledge, curr-eni, accurate, and complete.

(Signatw·e)
This ~'.?~yof

f!/chb,.,

,2017
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Member
Employ ees Compensation

ppeal · Board

I. , a\llrc a11d Purpo~e of Work
. Introduction:
Incumbent servei: us a lcmb r of the Employees· Compensation Appeab Board (the
Board). The Board was cceated IO dedde appeals from final deci~ions of1he Director,
Office of Workers' Cornpcnsation Programs (the Offict!\ ii\ cases. ari~ino undet· the
I cdcT!ll Emp loyees· Compensation Act, The Chairn1M and the 1,vo Member!> ;.1re
appointed by the Secretary of l.abor, pursuam to ection 814{) of the {'cderaJ Emplo)ccs·
Compensation Act. which provide.s that ·t1]he rules and rcg,1Jation. ~hall pro\'id for an
L::mpl(lyecs· Compensation Appeals Board of three indh·iduals de:. ignated or appointed
by the . ecretary with authorit~ to hear and. SUQjoct 10 applicable law and the rules and
regulations or the ecrctar~ , make tin11l dctisiom on appe Is taken li\1m det(.'l'mininions
and awards with respe l o claims of emplo~'ces." This ct coYcrs alf Fe1.kral cmplo) CL'S
and t:crtain ther categories of employees. such as local la\\ enfort·emem Officers who
arc injured or killed while enforcing Federal 1aw. ppeal. mar be taken t the Board on
all questlons of law and fact and on the ex ... n:i~c or railurc 10 exercise discretion.
The Boat·d pcrfom1s a qltasi-judiei:1.I l'unctton in deciding appealed c:.1ses. Decisinns-of
the Board arc contuim:d in dccisilmS and order~ affirming or mod ifyirig the: ac ti on ol'thc
Offi ce. remanding cases for further dc~.::lopment or n:'versing the Off,ce action. The:
Board dncs not receive or re ic\\ nc,, c1·idt·ncc. hut decid.:-s the CMt' on the basis of the
r<:cord as it e:xi tccf " hen the Office rendcre li ts 1.kcision. Decision
the Board are final
and not subject to citht'r adrnioistrarivc or cou11 re icw In this resp ct. 1.ht 1:3< ard is
unique among al j urisdiction. in the t :nitcd State .

or

8 . Duti ~:
..\ a Member ol"thc Board, incumbent srrvcs as
istant to the Chaim1an ill <.111 nmtlCl"nfthe Roa.rd as i\Ssigne<l, incluJl11g poH r decisions. technology pmposol~. persmmel ;.u,d
disciplinary matters, union matters and all other managc111e111 duties or the Chai rman .
Incumbent participate$ in renJering decisions or the Roar-d . Each decii-ion t f the Board is
·ct forth in -a 1Hil1cn opinion which se1s fo11h the basi-, for tbc decision. I he appcals are
assigned by 1he hairrnan to -a thr.ee-Ylembl'J' panul con. i ting ofno less limn one
.\kmber (who serves as Chairman ohhe Pa.m:1) an d up to two .-\11emHte 1\-kmbers.
The Board is 11 ·siste by lcgnl sinff. In ·very ca ·e a signed b. - the Chairman, tl,e
incumbent r views the c:i c re ord. the plcadfngs of the parties and ,he drall dcci. ion and
order submitted by the staffattomey, Th incumbent anal. z~ un<l evaluate lhc legal
and fac tual aspect~ of each case ancl condu ·ts or has ronuuctcd nt!cc ·~ary reset1rch.
1h:scarch include exa,mnari()n of the km. regulations and procedure~. pri<'r f'3oarcl
de isicm. aud \ orkcrs' compensation case~ d cid d under othtr jurisdictions r ge11('rn]
statutory or cQmmon law.
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lncumbcnt pa11icipates \vith thl' Chairmun. Yktnbe1'll and ,-\flcrnatc vlcmbcrs at i>raJ
argument prc~cntcJ by counsel fur the Office and appellants ur theirau1hori1..ed
rcprcseniatives. The Chaimian dt:signme. "hich Board i\.1cmber \\ill preside o,,cr lhe
01111 argument , lncutnbenl may interrogate tho c ~ppearing for the p11rpos or ch1ri(,·i11g
aspects orthc case which need illrthcr cxph,natioo.

Incumbent pal'ticipatcs with 1hc .hairman, l\lmbers and Altcnuite Memhers in reaching.
a decision on cases before the 13oard. Each opi nion sets forth salient isS1lt>s. flilCl ·.
_jurisdiction. legal precedent and analy is.
Board 1.lcci.·ion · arc comprehcnsiye and c-o11.sti1Utc el(clusivc precedent lo guide the Officc
in a<ljudication of c laims and sc \ 'C s rclcrcncc In injmc<l workers· rcpn:sentative .
,vorkers' compcn~ation specialist~. and ther im.iividuals. Opinions tire publishcJ in
y,u lumc form. Volume ~ets are m.iintilined by th<"\ orkers· Compensation Corl11T1ission
or each State. by uni,e-1sity and law libraries. by various go\'emmcnt agencies, bi
cmpk>yce urgani:.r.lrtions and by anomcys and other interested in w rkers· c<1111pensatinn
interpretations .
.'\ lly pecition, for reconsidcrmion are return~J 10 the origimil panel for re vie,, anJ
determma1ion as lo whether the urigimil deci ·1011 should be reopene d.

Al l i'e.:~ fur legal services perfonnc(I in co1111cc1ion I ith the appeals require (l.ppro,ul 0 1'
the 13oard. The Chaimmn aml the Soard :Vkmbers apprm-c such fees based upon \•,hal i.
regarded a~ fair anJ reasonahle under the cirtumstan.ces. fncumbentjoins \<\ ith th.:
Chainnan and the other Board Member in ruling on all procedural motion,. such asmotions to dismiss appeals due co latk ofjuri$di tion. m11tioni; to rttnand for funner
development by the Office.

Incumbent is instrumental in working 1xith the Chaim'lan and the other !vlcmber of the
0oard in cs1ablishi1w poli..:ics Iii be adopted bJ' the Board. Incumbent aJ.ise~ the
Chai rman n :tdrnini. 1rath1e or pmccdural rules and method.~.
ll

cope and l.:ffect of Work

TI1cjuristlic1ion ofthc Board ,nclud s all civilian employee~ of the r ,Jcral Ciovcrnmcnl.
Federa l Curporztlfon:. such as 1he Tcnnc;;sec Valley Authority ~nd the 1-'cdcral Dept1si1
lnsuram:e Corporation. U.S. Postal er, ke us well .is lvcal law enforcement oniccrs
injured ur killed in the t!nl'or emcni of Fedcrnl t.,,\·. Board Jecisions represeni the
majority opi"nion or the Panel.

The v.--ork ol'thc Board is crucial because of the number ol\ :mploycc cnvercd. the
amount urcompensation io,olv&?d and ihc complc.'\lly ;md <lifiicult:,, of tl11: issues
inrnlvcd. Jfoanl decisions. "hich are final <111d nut ubiect u, re~ ie,\' either
admi11i:str,1tivcly or judicially. ha,·e grem impact upon~ program which fo\·olves C\ery
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Federal agency. millions ol' emplt1yecs and scvc1'll, hilli ns c,( doll.ar~ i11 bcndits. Th.:)
s ·rvc «s pre-cedcnt settin!!. dccis1or1s ir1 the tic Id of Federal Emr lo> i.:l· • Compcru.auon ju.,1
as decision of the Couns serve as legal precedents under State workers· c ,m1 en ation
program . Because of1he numbers ofl!mplO) c. covered by 1he fetkra! Cion:mmem.
decision: of the Roard haw an imp,>mmt prccc<lent eflect upon th admini$tration of
• tatt· workers' compcn. at.i 11 law .

rn.

uperyi:ion and Guidance Reccin~d :

As..i member of a quasi-judicial bod~ , i11cu111bcnt Buard Mernbcr exercises ,;;c,mplete-ly
indcpt;mdent ju<.lgmcnt in dlscliargh1g dutit.'S and rc~pon~ihilit1cs. subject I(, tlw applicable
law and the- rule.~ and regulations of the Secrctar) of Labor. iocludint• filly disscnling
opinioo dt.:cmed ncces~ary or dc.sirahlc. The Chairman of the Bomd is the admini.stmth· ·
supt-r,·isor fur alt other mutter . such :is leave approval. !Im and attcndancc. as~ignmem
of,\•t 'k, payn,11 und all uthcr management i ues.
J\.

Mental DemanJs

The position n.:quircsability ro .ipprai.sc, c aluate. and adjui;lgc exceptionally di!Ticull
is:.7le~ prCS1,;llled for judgment, abilit:-, w grasp the tundamentals ol' rnlllplcx technical
Sttbject 1na tcr, and toe ercise !;,Oud juc.lgment. judicial temperament. nnd humane
approach. lkml)nstr:.ited ability and cx pe1·ieucc in the lidd ofw\lr c1-:-;· c:,>mp n.~o.tion
and in-dcp1h professional legal background ,m.· rcquircd.
V_

Personal \V, rk Co11u1ct,

It is es ·ent.ial. at Hoard oral arguments and in arr,,·ing. at decisioru; with the Chairman.
8oanl Members and other Alternate Board \lembers. rhnt the hic:hl.:.a s1andru-d~ of
juJi ·iousncs~. ,,1b1ccti\'ity and e411animi ty be exerci ed.
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So'n:\lor Heidi Heitkamp
Post-Hearin~ Qul'stion fo1· the Record
ubmittcd to Hon. Colleen D. Kiko
omiuations of llon. Ernest W. Ou Bester, Hon. ollecn D. Kiko, and James T. Abbott lo
be Members, Federa l Labor Rclarioo$" Aulhor'ity
Tue day, November 7,2017
I. In your q uestionnai r· you sem1ed ro focns on communication chaUenges as one ofthe
chief challenges that canse unfair l:1bor pract1ce cumplaints.
• \l hal rule can the F"LRi\ play in improving communication between labor and
management'?
I believe that U1e best rnle lhc FLRA can play in improving cmnmunication between the
is io speak directly frnm ~1ur decisions and present clear. consistent legal precedt:n\,

panies

We c:;iu also pltl)' ~ ~igniticanr role In impl'Qving cornmuni1:11tion between the parties by offoring
patties up-lo-date, cun-ent tl"ilining presenting the precedent in the FLRA decisions.

•

.:-\lso. improving cornrnuulcution is a tricky goal since every pers011 has a different
definition of what improved communicati on means. What do you think helps
improve communicati m the most?

f believe thal comn1uriic11tion can best be improved through respecting ench other, appreciating
and tmdcrstanding eac h other's opinions, wid listening to different viewpoints.

2 . There 1s an cnorrnous backlog of cases at fLRA. Please explafn what steps. ou will t~e
to addres · this and wh,,lt \1,ill ~·ou ilo 10 fo tctcollaborntion nmo11g all components of the
t1gcncy?
Personally, I am unaware of :my enomious b~c.klog. at the Fl RA. FLRA staff has recently
advi~cd me that the Authority has a back.log of less th.in 50 cases. I am also una\var~ of any
backlog pending. with the General Counsel, !Jowever. when I arrive ai the FLRA, I wiU m;scss
that situation. r.:view current case processing procedures aud, together with lhe otlu:r Me111ber
and the General Counsel, aS approprill!t:, ollabora tc. on the best practice$ necessary to move
.:fl ·es and eliminate any backlog. Jn my current agency. 1,·e ins1itu1ed performance standl!Ids that
measured quality. quantily. and timeliness of outpuc. That is a diflicul1 feat with legal decisions,
but we were successfiLI in impro ing aU three µ:iris oftl1m equmion. I will piake it a priorit to
raise the issue or pt:rfonnance tandards and metrics for all agency positions with both
management and employees to elicit lheir comment on how lo deal ·with any case back logs
and/or lo increase general cftic.iencies.
•

What do you consider lhe role or the FLRA CG Regions Lo be in the process?

The Office of the General Court el I a separate entiry from the Authority, with
respect to case processing. However, any back.log that exist"S :it th G ltvel could
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ultimately affect the Au1hori1y ompone:nl - as runny of their a tions continue lhrough
the pipeline lo lhc ulhority for decision. l would include the General Counsel 1n the
performance-/etliciency discussions. to determine the best method IO ensure that
quality, quantity, nnd timeliness were aspects of!he performance plans.
•

Ho

important is h to use tl1e e offices 10 interact with 1he public?

I will presume that the tcm1 ·1.hesc offices·' refers to the Regional Omcc:; of !he GC.
1n that regard. t believe that the staff members in the Regional O1liceS represent 1he

face of the-GC. They have more interaction with our constituents than the Authority
iind I would consider the in1erac1ion of the c offices as crucial in interfacing wi th the
public.
•

Is it your opinion that the number of regional offices should increase or decrease?
Please reel free 10 explain your an ·~ er.

I have been away from the General Counsel s office for nine years, so it would be
presumptive or me to haw an opinion on whether the number of regional offices
$hould increa. e or decre:Lc. As the Chainnan of the agency, however. it would be
my responsibility to manage the ft.mds approprlated to !he agenc_. With that in mind.
1he General Counsel would be the poi111 person to provide the info1mation necessary
to dcteimine wl1cU1cr the number of regional oilices was right-size.ct based on the
workload am.I Slal1ing patterns and !he costs of maintaining se en regional offices.
These discussions are on m_ priority list.

3.

ould you .iek appropriate funding for lhe FLR to perform its dttlies as required under
the law and lo igorously enforce federal labor law'~

Ye as Chairman of the agency, 1will vigilanlly monitor the funding levels of1hc FLRA in
t:onjunclion with the mis ioJl that we have been provided in ru1 effort to ensure that the FLRA
can vig_orou ly enforce the F~eral Labor• lallllgement Reladons tatute.

4. Will you please dcscnbe the sittlation that lead to your prior departure from the PLRA in
March 2008?

r, as offered an opponunity 10 return lo the Employees· Compensation

ppeais Board,

W3S there a succe ·i n pla1, crca1ed prior to your departure·.
Yes. 1 discu sed my employment opportunity with the While House and. shortly at er we set
my departure date of March 2008 , on April 2, 2008 President George W. Bush nominated
Brandon Chad Bungard !Qr the FLRA Gcnernl Counsel posiiion.

5. What are your iews are on Iran. parency and communication with the public?
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T belie e tliat my role as Chainn(m fthe FLRA is lo ensure that lhe FLRA follow, the
mandates of the Statute. Our decisions speak for lhemselve-s in precedent and legal policy.
That is the best way to be transpnrenl and to communicate with the interested public. the
parties, and the shareholders (taxpayers). Al~o, through training cour~es oftered to the
panics, we should he helping the pa11ics best undcn;tand the guidance tha1 is pro ided
through our deci ·ions.
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OPENING STATEMENT Of HON. ERNIE OU BESTER OF VIRGINIA TO BE A MEMBER
OFiHf FWERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY AND
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
UNITE_D STATES SENATE

NOVEMBER 7, 2017

Mr. Chairman and Memoers oime Gomm,nee:
I greatly appreciate the opportunity to come befo e this Committee again for its consideration
of my nomination to be a Member of the Federal Labor Relations Authonty (FLRA) . I also would like to
thank the Committee's staff for their work and assistance in reviewing my nomination and scheduling
this hearing.
Before making a brief opening statement, I would like to introduce my wife, Karen Kremer. In a
few months, we will celebrate our 30111 Anniversary. When I first met Karen, she was working for
Senator Howell Heflin on the Senate Judiciary Committee. So this Body will always hold a special,
personal meanlng In my life.
I also want to recognlie the presence here this morning of my colleagues from ttle FLRA,
including those of my personal staff. These dedicated public servants, as well as many FLRA staff who
are not pr~ent, are the key to the FLRA's many successes in recent years .
I am also pleased to appear with Colleen and James who. hopefully, should the Senate confirm
us, Will soon be my new colleagues,
Mr. Chairman, this is the fifth time I have had lhe privilege to come before the Senate after
befng nominated by-a President fora position of public trust. During the nineties, I was nominated
twice to serve as Chairman, and Member, of another independent agency, the National Mediation
Board. And, this ls the third time that I have had the honor to come before this Committee after being
re-nominated by President Trump to continue serving as a Member of the FLRA.
I have s.ervetl as a Member for over eight years. And I served as Chairman for most of 2013.
The last eight years renect many accomplishmenLS at '!lie FLRA. Exercising our statutory
responsiblllty to provlde leadership in labor-management relations. we have engaged in numerous
outreach, facilitation and training activities-which include the delivery of a variety of training sessions to
tens of thousands of labor and management representatives in the Federal Sector community. During
this period, we have also made timely issuance of decisions a major prloritv.
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In addition, with an agency focus on human capital lnltlatives. such as training and development,
performance management, and work-life balance, employee morale has improved dramatically. For the
last two years, we have ranked 1n t11e tops overall In ttle Partnership for Public Service rankings for
"Best Places to Work In the Federal Government." And in 2015 and 2016, we received #1 rankings in the
specific categories of teamwork and effective leader ship.
Mr. Chairman, with ove r 40 years of expedence in labor-management relations, working as a
publfc servaflt, advocate, mediator, arbitrator. and academic.. over 15 of those years are in the Federal
sector. I remain strongly committed to the FLRA's mission and to the importance of stable, constructive
labor-management relations in the Federal sector. And, If confirmed, I will continue to work tirelessly so
that the FLRA is recognlzed by the Federal sector's labor-management community as one of the ,nest
effective and erftcient agencies In the Federal government,
Again, I appreciate the opportunity to appear t:lefore you am;! I would be pll?llsed to answer arw
questions that you have.

2
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REDACTED
UNITED STATES OFF I CE OF

GOVERNMENT ETHICS

*
Ql'!l>ber 12,2017

The H~norablc Ron JohllSon
Clt&innnn

Comniiltee on Homeland Scoutit}'
ktid Cow:rnrnen1af Arfairs

IJnlted S1n•~ Senare
Wsohinglon. J)C iOS I0
DeurMr. Cholnnan:

1'1 •<<01,;lonc<' with~ .. E'lhic$ in Govemmenl Act of 1978, I enclo~e • copy oflhe
fu,ancial disclosure repQd filed by Eme,;t \V_ PUB•=· wlio lw been nominnt<d by
Prt>idc,it Tmmp fo, the position ofMemller, Federal u,bo r 8..lntions Aulliority_

Wo have reviewed the repon and hijV< obt•tno<l ndviee from the ogency a,nc,e,ni11g 8"9
po<Siblc oantlict in lighi of its fu1,ctlons and !he nominee's proposed duties. Also ertclosctf i• an
"lhic.." agreement. outlining the actions lhat the n<>mirn:e will, underuikc ro 11vriid c~;mnicLS of
interest Unless a dar~ forrompli~t1ct I~ indicate-din the t::lhics-Ctgree:meol, the nomioeemust
fully comply within lhr,:e month• of «>nlinnntiu11 with ony action sp,:dfiod In 1hc ethios
•~reemc,nl

B"-"'d t1,ereo11- 1~ believe thll! lhis 11.omlnee i~ in compliance will, applicable !aws. ond
regulations gov~ming conmru Qfimcccst.

Dnvid J. Apol
Acti11g. Director and Gt.neml Counsel
Enclosui,:s

REDACTED
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October 4, 2017

Fred 8. Ja.GOb
Solicilor and Designated Agency Efuics Official
Federal Labor Relations Authority
1400KSt.,NW
Washington, DC 20424
Dear Mr. l!IC()b:

The purpose of this Jetter is to describe the steps that I wil I talce to avoid any actual or
apporea:t: conflict of interest in the event that lam confirmed for the position of Member, Federal
Labor Relations Authority.
As required by l 8 U.S.C. § 208(a), r will not participate personally and substantially in
IIIlY particular matter in which l know that I have a financial in1eresldlrectly and ptcdictably
affected by the matter, or In which I !mow that a person 1.vltose interests m imputed to me has a
financial interest dj,rectly and predictably affected by tbe mertw:, unJess I :first obtain a written
waiver, pursua.n t to I 8 U.S.C. § 208(b)(l), or qualify for a regulatory exemption, pursuant to
I8 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). I understand that the interests of the following persons are imputed to
me: any spouse or minor ctiild of mine; any general partner of a partnership in whieh I am a
limited or general partner; any organization in which I serve es officer, director, 1.rustee; general
partner or employee; and any person ororgani2ation wrth which I am negotiating or have an
arrangement concerning prospective employment.
1 will meet in person with you during the first wee • of my service it1 _the position of
Memberin orde,rto complete the initial ethics briefing required under 5 C.F,R. § 2638,305.
Within 90 days of my confinnation, I will document my compliance with this ethics agreement
by notifying you in writing when l have completed the steps described in this ethics agreement.

Ifl have a managed account or otherwise use the services of ru;i investtneilt professional
during my appointment, I will ensure that the account manager or investment professional
obtains my prior approval on a case-by-case basis for the purchase of any assets other than cash,
cash equivalents, invesln\ent funds that qualify !or the exemp1ion al 5 C.F.R. § 2640.201(a), or
obligations of the United States,
1 understand that as an appointee I will be required to sign the Ethics- Pledge (Exec. Order
no. 13 77()) and that I will be bol!Dd by tbc requirements and restrictions therein in addition to lhe
commitments l have made in this ethics agreem611L
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I have been advised that thi.s cthlcs agreement will be posted publicly, consistent with
5 U.S.C. § 552, on the website of thee tf.S. Office of Government Ethics with ethics a!?;l'eements
of other Presidential nominees who file public financial disclosun:-reports.

Sinccn:ly,

Ernest W, D\!Bester
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REDACTED
HSGAC BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS FOR
EXECUTIVE NOMlNEES

1. Basie Biographical Information
Please prgvide the following information.
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2. Educatio11

List all 11ost-secondary schools attended,

.

~

Boscon
Colloge

Columbus
School of

Unive<!lity

May
1975

Law,
Cacholio
Univ. of
America
G~getown

Univ. Law
Cenmr

University

ll'6t

s.,1J11"11

3

Jl.t1
h1,j}

l.!BO

0

.

fut

~

"

0

.

...,..,

LL.M .
(Labor

J..aw)
P~l'lt
0

May
1980
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3. Employment
(A) List all of your _employment activities, including unemployment 11n.d self-employment,
lftlie employment activity wns milifary duty, Ustseparate employment activity periods to
show eaeh change of military duty station. Do not list employment before your 18th
birthday unless to Jlrovide :i minimum of two ye.ars of employment history,
~- '.;J:i'.~e of £fflulol!rnent
:°t;\~iiyc'.~ilil'i)i D1lly,S1a1io11,
(' ·~~~RQI Guar~~•m•e,

. .

.,

Corps,
l~n~

Non, Self-

...

..

.

Name·ofY011r· ·
~

Station .

Ym!'II~

Con'lroctoi, Non-

.

f..::_qov~ehr Employment

·, (excllll!IJlg self-•mrloyment),

·,;,.. ·

-, ,.

oilier

DC

Other federal employment

Federal Ll,bor
ReJqtions Authority
(FLRA)
FLRA

'··
Member
Chairman

oc

Other federal employment

l'l.,RA

Chairman

DC

Other fc,!cral employm,~t

National Mediation
Board (NMl3)

Mediator

DC

Non-Oovemment
l:'~nploymen1

George Mason
Univcrsity School of
Law(GMOSL}
(now Antonin S\;lllia
Law School)

Art., VA

Solf-cmploymcnl

WhilentGMUSL

Distinguished
Professor of
Law (and
Chair or
Dispute
Resolution
Pro am
Arbitrator&
Mediator

Other federal employment

Ari., VA

.... .,.,,., ""
"
J11u1• ry1017

Ja11nn:1')''1Ul1

1:.1

En
Jio.1013

JolyloPS

ND¥-2011

""
0

/1..Pij.l llJll~

E.,t

i'Pl"-"'1001

0

0

0
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,l1o1l1;1to,
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Aa1,l.Oal

"
Ell

July'100r.

Q
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Q

Other Federal
employment

National Mediation
Boord

C~nirmon (nnd
Member)

Non-Federal
employment

Catholic Univ,
School of Law

Adjunct

Wash,

filculty

DC

Non•Federal
employment

AFL-CIO

Legislntlve
cou1~el

DC

4

i'-utmt"2Gfll

Wash,

Nov,U'3

Aug ..2001

1977

2001

•

1991

DC

Wash.

US
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Non-Fer,ieral
employment

Other Federal
employmeot

Law firm ofHighsaw
&Mijhoney

Associnte

National Labor
Relations Board

Counsel to
Chain.nan (and

Was!i.

1911

1984

,.,,

1981

,,n

1978

DC

Wash.
DC

Member)

Field attorney

Los
Angeles

Regional
Office

Legal
Assistant to

Wash.

Board Member

DC

Summar or S.914 &
J16tMlstrl111Uof
1911i

Spring of
1975

(B) List any advisory, consultative, honorary or other part-time service or pos1tions with
federal, state, or local governments, not Ii.sled elsewhere,
,

·- Name
~· of Government

bate Sf[l'.lct~.
Nmne of Position

.,. .,;:' ~Entity
;~·'\_

.

Taiwan Minis!i'y of
Labor&. Taipei
Economic & Cultural
Representati~es Oflice

· 1\'1/ll!!l~~j'J,{c~k'.oo~·

(nj9n]uy~).

. · if'):sti"."lli:):(che<;!{' •.

·. ~P(=r.,),o_x-il"'ill' -~

(o)l(!'•,~~,f
' esQm~tel

Head of American Delegation (along with
& State- Labor Commissioners)

·; seriiqg)' ·.. •1.:- ·

£,r

NtMJnbc:rl014

inu.s.

lntcmill ional Labor Org. Chaintta11, Tripartite Conference ou
''Consequenc.i, for Mgmt & Personnel of
Restruct11ring of Railways"

'·D"ate Sorvke'8"nded ·

. Begao

A•ril t,N

C

"".

""

Novcmbtt101' o

,\pril ,,,..

.

&ti

P~,

£11

0

0

Pruul
a

p,._,
0

rl'Cl~I
0

4. Potential Conflict oflnterest
(A) Describe nny business reh1tionship, dealing or finnncinl trnns11ction which you have had
during the lost 10 years, whether for yourself, on behalf or a client, or acting as an ~gent,

5.
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that could in any way constitute or result inn po sible conflict of interest in the position to
which you hove be.en nomin11ted.

Tn connection with the nomination process, 1 consulted with the Office of Government Ethios
and the.Federal Labor Rel;rtions Authority's designated agency ethics officer to identify potential
conflicts o finterest. Any 11otential coo:flicts of interest will be resolved in accordance with the
term5 ofanetltlcs agreement that I entered into with the FLRA's designated ngency ethics officer
and that has been provided to this Committee, lam not aware of any other potential conflicts of
interest.
(B) Describe any activity during the pnst 10 years in which you have engaged for the
purpo!te of directly or indii:ectly influencing the passage, defeat or modification of a.ny
legl latlon or affecting the administrntion or c~ccntion of law Ol" public policy, other than
while in n federal government ca1111city.

r have engaged in no such activity.
5. Honors and Awards
List nll scholarships fellowships, honorary degrees, civilian service citations, military
medals, academic or professionnl honors, honorary society memberships and any other
!\l)ccilll recognition for outslnndmg service or ncbieVomcnf.

Whlle at the NLRB, I received Disttnguished Service and Sustained Superior Performance Awards. In
1973, 1979, & 1980.

6. Memberships
List all memberships that you have held in professional, social, business, fraternal,
scholarly, civic1 or charitab le orgonizntions in the last 10 ycnrs.
Uoles relcvnnt to your nominotio11, you do 1-IOT ·occd to include membershipsfo
chnrihlble organizations a-vaila.blc to the public as u rCllUltof n ta:x deductible donation of
SJ ,000 or less, Parent-Tencher A~socintions or other orgaol:tafiOJJs connected to sc.hools
attended by your children, athletic clubs or teams, automobile support orgnniZDTIOl1$ (such
ai AAA), discoupts clubs (such as Groupnn or Sam's Club), or affinity
memberships/consumer clubs (such AS frequent flyer membersltips).

U.S. Supr•oi• Courc

8/ l /110 - l'rcsc11t

Attorney &: Counsellor (Momber)

Dislrict ofCol11mbl11 B:u- Ass'n

Sin® 1980

Member
6
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New Jersey Stnte Bar Ass'n

Since 1976

Member (now loactive)

FlorTda State Bar Ass'n

Since 1976

Member (now Inactive)

Northern Virginia Mediation
Services

2003-2008

Board of Directors

Labor & Employment Relations
Ass'n (D.C. Chapter)

On &: Off Since 1994

currently, Member of Executive
Advisory Board

American Bar Ass'n

On & Ofhince 1976
(currcntJy not a member)

Mqm~r

Ass'n of Conflict Resolution

2002-2009

Member

Society of Federal Labor &
Employee Relntions Professionals

2003-Prc,sent

Member

BQston College Alumni Club of

Since 1976

Member (and Pmldent 1984-92)

2002-0ct. 2008

Certified Medfntor

Metropolitan Washh1glon, DC

Virginia Supreme Court, Richmond,
VA

7. Political Activity
(A) Have you ever been a candidnte for or been elected or appointed to a political office?

NO
N~ni• of Office

El<ctedfAiibliinteif/. ·
Candidnlc 'Onl)! .

7
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(B) List any offices held in or services rendered to a political party or election committee
during the last ten years that you have not listed elsewhere.
·:N'iki'i~t-Partyffilectlon
·-_.:~?:commlttee
Presidential Campaign of
Barack Obama

omce/Servlc•• Rendered

- ~-

n.. nonsibil!Cles
2008

Worked as a volunteer in
Virginia. Services rendered
include,! phone banl<s,
canvassing. & literature
distribution.

{C) Itemize all individual politic,il contributions of $200 or more that you nave made in the

past five years to any individual, campaign organization, political party, political action
committee, or similar entity. Please list eacb individual contribution and not the total
amount contributed to the person or entity during the year.

) it.'-:,· ·
Name of Recjpienl '
Prcsidcnlial Campaign of Barack Obama

$600 ($300
twice)

8

2012
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8. Publications and Speeches
(A) List the titles, publishers and dntcs of books, articles, reports or otlter published
materials that you have written, including articles published on the Internet. Please provide
the Committee with copies of all listed publications. In lieu of hard coples, electronic copies
can be provided via e-mail 01· other digital fom1at.

,.

Title

.. : ... '
In the magazine "Perspectives on
Work", published article ent(tled:
"Collective Bargaining: A Critical
Value of a Democ.-acv."
(article alblched)

Publisher

Labor & Employment Relations
Ass'n

9

···I,!ate(~fo!:Pu~lft~U,on,:,,y
Summer 2011/Winter2012 issue
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(B) List ony formal speeches you hnve delivered during the last five years and provide the
Committee with copies of those speeches relevant to the position for which you have been
nominated. Include nny testimony to Congress or any other legislative or administrative
body. These item· can be provided eh:ctronicnlly via c-mnil or other digital format.

.~~~;- -c:-;.

..-

Titleffol!iO

Town ~all Meeting with the Federal
Labor Rolations Authority (FLRA)
Town Ho.II Meeting with the federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA)
Keynote address-Reprised lhe1ne
fr<lm article eited In my response to
8(A)

PlaceiAudience

,,

-

•'

~...

Annual Federal Dispute Res11lution
(!'DR) Training Conference, Snn
Francisco, CA
Annuol FDR Conference, New
Orleans, LA

August 9, 2017

Arlihgton, VA, to 40' Annu•I
Symposium of the Society of
Federal Labor&; Employment
Relations Professionals

April 18, 2013

10

.A·

~~

:...

~·

'' - ·_");_-;)2alers):otSeee;h ~;, ,,": .: .

August 3, 2016
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(C) List 111! speeches nnd testimony you have delivered in the pa.st ten years, e:i:cept for
those the text of which yoq nre providing to the Committee.
1~;:;.~ ·,: .!

Title

People•Relationships-Etfective
Communication. Consistent with
Conference's Theme "Bnck to the
Basics", Fundamental
Considerations Can Helj) Make You
a Better Pmctitioner in all Aspects of
Labor-Mana•emcllt relations
FlRA Update
Why Use of Alternative Dispute
Resolution ls So Effective at the
Fl.RA
Use oflTl!V (lnternct,Telephonlc&
Electronic Voting) in Reptcsentalon

Matters

l'lacc/Audjenee,c'

.,

Office oC Personnel Management,
Washington, DC. Employee
Relations Po.llcy Serles.

5/21/13

American Bar Ass'n, Washington
DC.Federal Sector Committee of
Labor & Employment law Section
DC Chapter of Labor &
Eniployinenl Relations Ass'n

4/10/13

'1-!Yll School of I.aw. Technology In
Practice & Workploce Committee of
labor & employment law Sec, of
ABA

4f2S/12

11

1/22/13

Dat;(~}: ,ir:Sceedh

·, .- ~ ·,. -
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FLB.A Update

FLRA Updaic

Federal Scctcr Committee, ABA
Labor & Emplotinent Law Soc.,
Chicago, Ill.
Federal Sector Committee, ABA
Labot &. Employment Law Sec.,
Wush lngtnn. DC

l \/4/10

4/15/10

9. Criminal History
Since (and including) your 18 1h birthday, bns any of the following happened?
Have you been Issued a summons, citation, or 1icke1 to appear in court in a criminal proceeding 11galnst you?
{8xclude citBtions Involving traffic Infractions where the fine was less than $300 and did not Include alcohol or
drugs.)

No
Have yon been arrested by o.ny poliee offiw, sheriff, marshal or 1111y other t)lpe of low enforcement of'!icfal?

No
Have you been chnrg,d. convicted, or sentenced of n ctfme in nny court?

No
•

Have you been or ore you currently on proballon or parole?
No

Aifl you curren1ly 011 1rial or awaltlnfl a trial on crimi!llll chorges7

No
•

To your knowledge, have you ever been tho subject or lllfset ofa federal, state Qr local criminal investigation?

No
If the answer to any of the questions above is yes, please. answer tl\e questions below for
cncb criminnl event (citntion, nrr t, investigation, etc.). If the event was an investigation,

12
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whl're tbe question below 11sl<s for inform11tion nbout tile offense, ple11se offer information
about the offense under investigatitll! (if known).
A) Date or offc,nse:
11.

ls this an cs!lmete (Yes/No):

B) Di:!ieriplion of the speci lie nnlUl'C of the offense:

C) Did theoffeose involve My of the following,?
!) Domestic violence ore. cl'fme. of vlolence (such os battery orassault) against your child, tlependell~
cohobitnh~ spouse, former spouse. or someone with whom:you shore n child in common: Yes I No
2) Firearms or explosives: Yes/ No
3) Alcoool orllrugsc Ye.- (No

'D) Location where the offense occurred (ei,y, county, state, zip code, COUJ\t.ry):

E) Were you IIJTCSlc:d, summoned. cited or !lid you receive n lickel to appear es a result oflhis offense by any
pall«: officer, shcrl f"f. marshal or any other ty~ of law enforce,:nent official: Yes / No

I) Name of the law enforce1nc111 asgncy thnt Qrres1ed/cit-ed/summoned you:

7.) Locatro11 of the law cnforccmC11t agency (city, county, state, zip cod~, ooll111Ty).;
F) As a r,;sult of this ol'fe!U<' were you eharged, convicted, currently awaiting trial, and/or ordered to appe<II' in
collr\ in a criminal 1>rocecd1ng a_galo&t you: Yrs ( No

I) If yes, provide the nnmo of \ho court nnd lhc h1catlon of the court (city, county, state. zip col)e,
COtnllry) :

'2)

If yes, provldo all the ehnrgcg brought against you for this ofrense, and the outcome of each c;hargcd
offense: (suoh as found guilty, foond not-guilty, chaQ1e dropped or "nolle pros," otc). Jfyou were found
guill)I of or pleaded gdilty to a les.,~r offense, lisl SqJ\lJ"lltely both tlie originnl charge nod the lesser
offense:

3) lfno, provide explanation:
G) Wore you .sentenced Mn 1-.:sUlt nflhis offense: Ve$/ No
H) Provide a d~satiption of the •entcncc:

l)

Were you sentenced to io1pri$0nmcnt fuca != •~c:ctdi"g one year; Yes/ No

J)

W~re you incarcerated Gia result of that sentence for not less tlian one year: Yes I No

K) If lu oonviction Fesulied iq i111prisonin~"I. provide the dates th111you actually were inoru:cernled;
13
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L)

r ronvicijop rasulred in probation or parole, provide the dates of probatioo or parole:

M) Are you currcn ly on rrial, a,vnitlns 11 trial, or 11waltingsentencing on criminal cllarges for tllis offense: Yes I
No

Nl

Provide exp.l•11alio11!

14
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10. Civil. Litigation and Administrative or Legislative Proceedings
(A) Since {and including) your 18th birthday, hnvc you been a party to any public 1·ecord
civil court action or administrative or legislative p1·occeding of any kind that resulted in (1)
a finding of wrongdoing against you, or{2) a settlement agreement for you, or some other
person or entity, to make a pityment to settle allegations against you, or for you l'o take, or
refrain from tnking, some action, Do NOT include small claim· proceedings.
NIA
, liaTo Cfaim/Sull
~\'}Xas Filc<I or

·'.'

~

0

-/_;;\t

1~
Prl~:1;S~a r~ics,:,
•" ' -· , i · ··, · ··_,,,.:_.-_, R;..,.~:._l.7'i_-.
lnvolvcd-ln
, Nature.of•Actio'n/P.rocecu1n11, ' __ , ~ u ts 0 ~ _.,
Actlon/Proteedln1: 1A'elion/P~ocei.d!ii2\

,;~~....}t.el!,islaCive

_ , ,.p:roce.cdings

. ~~-~:~ · Began

I

-

--~

,..,.,_

(B) In addition to those listed above, have you or any business of which you were an officer,
director or owncl' ever been involved as a pal"ty or intcre~t In any udministrative agency
proceeding or civil litigation? Please identify snd provide details ror any proceedings or
civil litigation that involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to have been tnlcen or
omitted by you, wliilc serving in your offici:il capacity.

·~Oait Clnim/Suit

; ., .,_Was Filed

..

Court

Name

Narpc(s) or
Prjncipa l Partly
lolv~lv•d In

. ...

.,

~~tion!Pracoodln2

•'

..

~~~{ ~~.

:.;•::

,,1!';,:.,,

Sept. 2004

'-1,

-•

Nature or Action/Pro'ceodi!'i:

,

'.

.,-'.

~

_,..

-,•:·-:.._;:!t~..;:r: .~·- \:1 ..,,,..;:'

:iffic\it

Arlington

Myself (Plaintiff)

In January 2002, I was

County

and Nicole Arshan

involved In a serious

pre-

Circuit

(Defendant). My

automobile accfdent. I sued

2005,

Court (VA)

attorney was

tile person resl.)onsible fo r

Patrick Regan,

causing the accident to

with the firm

compensate for Injuries

Regan Zambrl &

susta ined and related

15
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'.'A'ctio-n/Prcicttil1nt
~ ~ /?

--ii

,.. -_• .•- ... ~ -

• \: _-,- .<)~~•..:,

Matter was se\fled

trial in Feb. of
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Long. 1919 M St.,
NW,Ste. 350,
wash ., DC20036;
202-463·3030,

consequences.

Ext. 222.

5/3/13

EEOC,
Wash. DC

Robin D~vlsand
Ernie DuBester,
Chairman, Federal
labor Relations
Agency (FLRA) and
FLRA

Appeal to EEOC of Final
Agency Action.

Matter settled
(closed by EEOC
8/13)

I am named only in my
capadty as Chairman of the
FLRA.

(C) For responses to the previous question, please identify and provide details for any
proceedings or civil litigation that iovolve actions tnken or omitted by you, or alleged to
have been taken or omitted by you, while servillg in your official (!llpacity.
None

11. Bl'cach of Professional Ethics
(A) Rave you ever been disciplined or cited for a breach of ethics or unprj>(essional cionduct
by, or been the subject of a complaint to, nny court, administrative agency, professional
association, disciplinary committee, or other professional group? Exclude cases and
proceedings already listed.

No
~~-~·Nume or

;?'-,<g;,1cylAMo~•lion/
!:-G<>nimii1e~/Gro11p
ff'):'-·

N•lional Mediation
Board(NMB)

{)n e

Citation/Disriplinn:ry
Mtl9n/Complojnl ·.
lssutcl/lnltlato<l

November 200 I

ln Ma:y of200 I, when l left the
NMa 1\11d was hired by George
Mason lJnivetsi(Y (GMU) Law
Sahoo~ Ihm was an
Interdisciplinary Acodemic Center
ror Dlspu1e Resolution between
the l.llw School&. GMU's
lrutitutc fOr Conflict Analysis &
Resolution (!CAR). Al>Jlllrenlly,
uestions were raised about the
1.6
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solicitation of fllnding for the
Center which led to 2n ethics

inqU11)'.

(.'B) Have you ever been fired from a jofJi quit a job after being told you would be fired, left.
by mutuul agreement following cltarges or nllegations of misconduct, left a job by
mutual agre~ent foUo,l'ing notice of unS11tisfactory1>erformance, or received a written
warning, been officially reprimanded, suspended, or discipli.ti,ed for misconduct in the
workplace, such as violation of a security policy?

-a Job

No

12. Tax Compliance
(Thu inrormntion will not be published in the record of the hearing on your nomination,
but it will be retained in the Committee's files and will be available for public inspection.)

REO~ClED
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REDACTED
13. Lobbying
ln 1be past ten years, have you regjstered as a lobby~t? If so, please indicate Ute state,
federal, or local bodies with which -you have registered (~g., House, Senate, C~lifornia
SecretBry of State). No

14. Outside Positions
..J See OGE Fonn 278. (J"f, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Form 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure RepQrt. you raay check the box here to
complet.e this section and then proceed to the ne)Ct section.)

For the preceding ten calendar years and the current calendar year, report any positions
held, whether compensated or not. PositionS' include but are not limited to those of an
officer, director, trustee, general p:nioer, proprietor, representative, employee, or
consultant of any corpo.ration, finn, partnership, or other business enterprise or any nonprofit org,1!lization or educational Institution. Exclude positions with religious 1 social,
fraternal, or polittcal entities and those solely ofan honorary na!ure.
.)1,

·.l'\l
. "PMltlon .Hcld , : } P.osltlon :·. ;

Address of
· Or211nrm1ion

'r.'f:.-From /· ~ '1 -'i~Hefll'To ;' •

ti:n.~n!~Yc!'<f '•·'.@.li>1~ear)~

•,.

')'
DCLl!RA

Virginia
Mediation
Network
Northern Virginia
Medlallon
Services

Washington, DC

Executive

Richmond, VA

Non-profit

Fail"fax, VA

Non-profit

Advisory
Committee
Board of
Dirutors
Boord of
Directors

19

.,

•:~

2015

Present

2005

2008

2003

2008
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15. Agreements or Arrangements
✓ See OGE- Form 278. (ff, for yo\lr nomi.nation, you have completed an OGE.Follll 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and !hen proceed to the next seclion.)

As of the date of1iling your OGE Form 278, teport your agreements or arrangemtnts for:
(I) continuing participation in an employee benefit plan (e,g, pension, 401k, deferred
compensation); (2) conlinun!:ion ofpn.ymerlt by a former employer (including severance
payments); (3) leaves of 11bsence; nnd (4) future employment,

Not applicable
Provide inforrontion regarding any agreements or arrangements you have concerning (1)
future employment; (2) a leave of absence during your period o[Governr'nent service; (3)
continllation of payments by a Conner employer other than the United States Government;
and (4) continuing participation in an employee welfare or bcnofit plan maintained by a
former employer other 'thun United State:; Government retirement benefits.

Mot applicable
.St.atu~ an&Tcrms of ~ny
;Agreement or Arrangement

-i>ate ; .
(moo.th./yc'ar) ,..,,,
•

J,•!.;::..

16. Additional Financial Data
All information requested under this heading must-be provided for yourself, your spolllle,
nnd your dependents, (This information will not be publi$hed in the record of the hen ring

20
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on your nomioatiun, but it wlll bo retained in tho Cornmittee'll file11 and will be available for
rublio Inspection.)

REDACTED
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SIGNATURE AND DATE

J hf1:eby sl.,je that 1hnvo read ilni foregoing sw.m,ot on Biogr.,phidll and Fin•ntlaf lnf.onutio11 and lh•t tllo illfono• 1m
prnvidod jb,rou,. is, lo the bcs,ofmy knowledge. <UO'<Dt, 11«l,.,.,,j., andcoro,pJetc.

Tbii

121"

dayofOd ,201"1
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COLLECTIVEBARGAINING:
A Critical Value of

a Demo_cracy
IR,IE!I IHElll~

.
I

h•~ rh,c,y,,;,c yun

OLO"!><n<ncc

in l;i.boi-llH\nasemcnt ulldoN. AU
involvc.i in ,amc. w'A.y1 the. lnstiN-rloo of collecti'I< bacg,,initfg, As •
practflioocr, I nogotimd oollcaivc • - menu and took grievana:s •• o,bittatiop.
Worktn1 ,u • mcdiAror, I rosolvcd hond,eds of coUe<dv, batgaining dl,p~m;,And, u an trbiin.to(, I re,olved do"Z~t

of grievtnces 1tnd a few intetML tlb·p·u tu. Dnscd on my xperle11tt; J -am iJO
dvocon, fer rhc in$<lrution al collecri.ve
barg•irung-.
,
Pul,lic ,c,vlc;e. now constitutes more

if mo,l,l,d o~
A. L iec..11, Arendr opined tb11 th• <Wo
N•tioosl
RtbdOllS N.t. lt:s
irtttitutioo, rbn ue mos, reJlcc<i•c. oJ ,
.. Ftndlngs- -;nd. purpose" ·sect!cu naus
demc,ua.ci,: -society aie 11 ltt.t pre.$6 1-nd
ln pcrtjneoc put th., Co~free W1de oniohS.
gm• 6nclswt •~rie,,ce
qCollectivc
Ulu,m.tive of \hi, prmin both pdv•1t ml public
~pie i, tbe ,iwatio.a th'-t
!rnploymenr imli~n,s ch1t
bargainln,g~ evoke.$; cxiattd In J>0'<-Worl<I Wu
• .. labot orpnJ,,.oons and
thoughts about the ll J•p&n. General Dollglu
«>D«tl~ b111a111ing in <h<
MacArthur wu ln cbugc
c,vn u:nkc ar'e io tM public workpl•cc ,ind tbc of ;,form1n11 J•p•n~ gov- relationsh ip among
int"CJUC.• 1
cmmenr afl9 lu c.oru1iui•
"Collccti'i't bupininJ" • wotkC:rs., unions
cioa. Around d11t" dme,
ovo~e!I thoughu oboot th•
inooy of th• most connd
wocl!pl;,~ ond ,h, rclo- · '- employers,
dcm<11rs In our
n>CI!! ll<bdoOJ S"-tu«

m•

r...bo,

,.~~ti,,._

rh>n one-half ol my p,ofessionAl flt,. l
tioru]llp among wo,kerr, · But coliccriv•
couo«y wore encou<asir\i
h•v• wori<ed /or all -three f<du1'I govunion,, nod oroploym. Bur
bargaining
him to .uk the l\epubbc:on
collective bargaloing · hu
pruidena,J . r.omlo~troo.
unmr.nt \\g:c.ncie&- Ll\1u o.dminisrer our
fedenl colleetiv. bug4inlni: ltwt. Ou,
onothcr Hpter, namely, it<
another aspect,
fn J•p•n, M>cAsthu, "••
of Jaw io.hoo~ I woi':Ced .foe m• N,tion•I
htnacki· nnd criti;,,I rolt iS
lllllTiely, its hroader inr~qt on ""'1l1ing th•I J•Labor Rebrlon, Board, probobly "1•
:a rdlcetiun o[ v•lucsiundaaud criti.ca.i rote
p3n w~uld noc rero&in fl\
b,;1 known ofth, three, with juri,diccian
rnc.nu,1 ro dem'nctarlc. &Ociaucoc'"atic Jorrn of go~«fl•
ctio,.
ns a rellectlon of
m<nt ,hd ou lmdif,g off
ovir che ptn'ue •~toe. During Pru•·
dent.Clint00's odniinim-ation..1 J scrvt:d .11s
-Borban Fick, .A.s,ocivalu e .. .fundamen.t,,I oomn,uni..,,. Tow:ud rbim
au: Profcstor a1 Notre
obltt.dves-1 he. tncOUl':\ged
O\oirm,n (•nd Membc,) of rhe :N•tio""l
l)ar,,c !..aw Sch!)Ol, wriiu
to democnric
thec11n;onJudon of worker,
Mcdl,oon 'Boord, tile oldcsr of th< rh<u,
which ov~r{ccs. 111-bor relations in the. , th'1t trad.c \lftlons 1tt the
,ocicties.
and ,weept~ cosutitutlonal
.,cforms tb.t in<l.1>dca pro·
,u:Ulic •Qd r<iko:uj industric,. Now, ilur• ' "quiolCflenUl\_l civil -'ocwy
ing Prcsld¢01 Ob,nu 'i :idmif\t1\f.:uion. 1 . org~Clnadoa ,• ln thlJ 10.lt, Fick sta,c.er,
visloo of cotitctiv. bargtinln; ri&hts, H,
1
Sllccetflcd;
1ervc u • Member of dto Pedcra, Labor
tnde ~niou influcncc """'111< beyQnd
die oonJinu-of lhe workpl,cc and afiecu
But w.r.- 1bos• di{(,ren., lim,s, " di(Rd•cionr Autbociry (Ill.Rh), Enobfllbcd
{ttr•nt era,
,
iA 1978 il)d c.hc newc'tl of rhc. \'brce.t c.be .1odcr'f as I whole. maldng 2 major con•
FLRA otcrscc, l,bor ro!obon, In .the 1"dtributiOh 10 ~dnQ, O)aJmaioing • and
!>ollowing World War lT, our COIU1tty
rebuilding dcmoctArie,odedc,,' Hanno.b
cf"ll sector. Vhth juOs-dkri.op over nearly
beame embroiled io. ,he-•Cold ·war. lo
rwo mlll,oo ffllployw norionwidc. ,
Arendt, •11d1or of lh• c~k Origit,s of
1960, John F, K•nnedy ~•d Libot mr
To,al/tariari/m,, h•d a ilmllu !bough~
l\C)' to the- N11it\on s &ttuegle ag1if\1'1
J'he
1.aboo-Monoge-

nu

~•<l•,.t S""""

11

1
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Commtmbrn. t1 Kttmcd.y 1t.:rn:d furthtr
th:u ..
who crlpple coll«:wc. hlr•
gainfog t;\' ·ptcYCnt orgal'liurior. of the

th0te

1

uno,iitnhcd· do a dtster,ic-c co ,be c.,ure
of dcmoctac.y,"'
B14 .,.,-, d,ou oho di{{.,.,.._, li""s, •

diffannl'<r,,f

_

Flath forwa.td :ibour twenty yta.rt ra
_Prul<kn, RcoG,n's odt,un;m-:,doo. In
some cirdc:$ 4 Rt2gao 1a" bes, known fortwe rcuon,. One., hia fil'ing ol1oir =Ifie

.conttollcrs ducinc the MTCO ,<:tlko. Tb•
otbc.r,t, hi, Com1n~nt U\11 government Ji
dit probloo,.
Lw luiown, in t,a2, l'rc•ld,n1 R ...
gm •ddro!led • joint t<taion o! the Jltit!Jh Puliarn·cm it-Wertntinuer hl,oe. He
p:edi<t,d the dcmlsc of communl1m, well
bdort therollnp,eof the Herlio Wall, ond
he dacribcd t i.detnoetiltiG ruoludonlSl'thc:ring k,c-a: uound tile globe. Going
futwud,, Reai;,n wd, the Uni~ Stnt"
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.S. ,mute Committee on Hornelancl «urity 1111d Governrncn1-al Affain
Pre-Hearing Questionnllire
For the Nom~nation of Ernest DuBestcr to be a h!ml>cr of the
Fetleral Labor RelPtion · Aut}lority
l,

omination Proc.ess and Col!flicts oflntere t

I, Did the President give you specific reasons why he nomina~ed you to be a member of the
Federal Labor Relations Amhority (FLRA)?
No.
2. Were any conditions, expressod or implic<l, attached lo your nomi nation? LI so, please
explain.
0.

3. Have you made any commitments wi th rt1Spect to the policies and pri nciples you will
attempt to implemeutas a member ofthe Fl'RA? lfso, what a.re they, and ro whom \ ere
th~ commitments made?

No.
4. Are you ;;iware of anr business relat1onship, deal ing, or fioanc.ia l transaction th;it could
result in a pos~ible conflict of interest for you or the appel!Tance of a conflict of interes.t?
Jfso. please explain what proaoo ures you will use to recuse yourself or otherwise addre~R
the conflict. And if you wi ll recuse yourself, explain how you will ensure your
responsibilities arc not affected by your recusal.

No.
ll , Background of the Nominee

5.

WJ1at speciric bnckground, experieuce. and attributes qualify you to be a mcmbcrnf !lw
Ft.RA?
Since August 2009 I ha e served as a. FLRA Memb.:r, This includes service as
Chairman for most of 201 3, a challenging year 1n which sequestration was in effect.
During these last eight years. consislcni with Section 7105(11)( J) of the Federal Service
labor-Management Relations Statute (Federal Statute), l have helped ro "provide
leadership in establishing policies and guidance'' that would promote an effective and
efficient lobor, managemcnl relations program. And. consistent \'\'ith Scotion
7105(a)(2) of the Federa.l Statute. 1 lwve participated in I.be issuance of over l 500
decisions. Includi ng this service at the FLRA. l now have over 40 years of experience in
labor-management relations. working :is a public servant. advocat~, med iator, arhitrato1•,
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and academic. Moreover, I nave experience with all of the basic federal labor laws,
including several year, with lhe I ationlll Labor Rellflions: Board (NLRB), 1md several
yenr$ working with the Rall way Labor Act, inclu<llng almost eight years as Chairman
(and Member) of the National Mediation Boatd (NM B). ! have also earned a Masters of
Law in Labor Litw from Georgetown University Law Center.
for over 25 ye-ars, t have worked for the fedeml government. From [993-200!, I
111Rnaged another •independent federal agency when l served as Chairman (and Men1ber)
of the NMB. During that t1me, I was responsible for impl()mcating a ~oal shared by U1e
Federal Statute, namely, to promote the "efficient accomplishment of the operations of
the government."
The FLRA. ns the Committee knows, adjudicates disputes arising under the
Federiil Statute, deciding cases regarding the negotiability of co!lec!ive-bargaining
agreement proposals, appeals concerning unfair labor practices and representation
petitions, and exceptions 10 J;,'fievanc1:-arbilration award!<. And, even before my PLRA
experience, l had experience in each of these areas.

I began my career at the NLRl3. ·rhen~, one of my responsibilities was lo dran
unfair labor prac;tice decisions that applied nnd interpreted the National Labor Relations
Act- the law on which the Federal Statute is modeled, During both my lime a1 the
NLRB. as weH as.during my tenure al the NMB, Tdrafted and issued represeomtion
decisions .. 1mlla1 to the reSp()nsibili!ics of the FLRA.
Regarding negotiability and impasses, 1 have 20 year~ of direct l-olleclivcbargnining experience working as a mcdi.ator and ::idvocate. ln addition, I have taught
collective-bargaining and ncgotintion for many years al two area law sch(10ls.
With respect to arbitration awards, 1 worked for several years as an arbitmtor.
Moreover, I r.aughl (!.rbirration for .several yeafs at a !aw school.

Finally, l have worked with the Leadership, Committee Chairs, and Members on a bipartisan basis - of both bodies of Congress. While Chair arid Member) (lfthc
NM 13, 111on:over, I worked closely wilh the White l rouse as well a~ working colleglally
,vith certain Cabinet-level agencies.
6. Please describe:
a. Your leadershi11 and mana11,etnentstyle,

In my view, successful leadership and successfuJ management require effective
communi1,-ation. collnboration, transparency. and, ul!imntely, ac~ouotability,
When serving in a leadership position, 11 is important to me U1at managers and
employees allke know that their voices and input are valued. The sharing of infommtion,
and at the enrlic.~t possible time. is important, In my experience, this kind ofwork
Senate Ho111etand Securlty and Go\'ernmcntal Affofrs Committee
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environment translates inlo high morale which, in turn, translates into high performance..
This is one of the best ways to achieve the Federal Statute's objectives ofnn effective
a(ld efficfont government.
II is no1uworthy. moreover. that when l served as Chairman in 1013. and wt,eo l
served a, NMB Chairt11a1J in the nineties, I dealt Willi my colleagues who were part of
the leadership team in a similar way, s1rivi11g alway:; l~> make decisions b11sed on
consensus.
Ultimotely though, whether from a leadl!fShip or manager s perspective, ram
always prepared to take responsibility, and fie held acc01,m1able, for a11 of my decisions.

h. Your experience managing personnel.
f have had the rewarding privilege of serving in e leadership capacity at two
independent agencies for over 16 years. At both the NMB, and now the:. FLRA, my
rcsponsibiltties have included budget development and implemen1-&1ion, information
techno logy, strategic pJanning, Cllse management, and hl,man resources matters.

In managing the personnel at these agendes. I have always focused on improvinl:l
and maximizing perfol.'ll1ancc by ustaining high levels of employee engagement and
job satisfaction. One way to achieve this. objecli ve is by providin~ personnel with
opponunities for professional development and skills enhancement. Por example, at
!he FLRA. we have provided a varie1y oftriiinh1g opportunities, including lega l
writing and conflict resolution classes. We provide employees wilh regular case-la
updates. \V,:, have provided cross-office and oro ·s-cornponent <let-ails to develop
research, writlng. and ADR S1-ills. And, we ha"e conduclcd rcgulai met,tings of the
staffs of the respective Members (dedsion-makers within Lhe Authority con1ponent) lb
discuss case-processing innovations and other matters relating to job satisfaction .
For the managers, we have made available several t.raiuing oppon-unitics to improve
performance management responsibi lities and to improve strategic 1hinking, This is
crilicQI for preparation of future agency lcat.lers and to t1ddres$ the important chollense
of succession planni11g.
c, What is the largest number of people thal have worked under you?

About 140.
Ill. Role ofMcmbcr,FLRA
7.

Please describe your v1ew of the agency's core mission und a member's rolt: i1
achievi.n_g that mission .
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As suggested by the Federal Statute's first seotion (Section 710 I), filled ·•Findings
11nd purpose;• the PLRA ' s mission is to promote stable, constructive labor-n1anagemen1
relations by hl\ITTionizing collective-bargaining rights with ·'the requiroment ofnn
effective and efficient Government." How the FLRA best achieves this mission is
infom1cd by Section 7105 of the Federal Statute. tilled, "Powers and dl1ties of the
A11tbority."
Section 7J 05(a)!ll
Se~tion 7105 s 6rst paragraph requires that the FLRA •·provide leadership in
establishing policies and guidance" for the ndministration of the federal government's
labor-management relations program. This,i1ection serves notice oftbe importance that
all federal agency stakeholders h11ve C01Jfide11ce that tl1e f.1,RA. Is performing its mission
e!Iecli ,,ely.
Through its cnsework, as discussed below. the FLRA has developed expertise in the
Federal Statute and those processi:s that best reso lve labor-management disputes. For
the l;ist eight years, the FLRA ' s sli~i:I. policie and guidance have mostly been in the
fom, of various outreach, facilitlltion, and training acti 1·i!ies, including the extensive
oflerlng of Alternative Dispute-Resolution (ADR) services.
(a) Training and Education

Over the last eight years. the FLRA has provided various trainings, including
web-based training. to tens of tbousands of agency representatives. union
representative , and neutrals, In the Federal Sector labor-1Tmnai;emen1 communiry.
TI1is includes training on basic statutory rights and re~-pon~'ibili1 ics.
ln recent yea.rs, moreover. the FLRA lnunchcd initiatives to review the processing
of both arbi{ration and negotiability cases. As part of this initia'live, nrbitraiion and
negot[ability (raining programs were developed. When offon:d. these training
progr.ams arc always filkd . And, the Authori ty also developt:d a Guide to
Arbitr,:1.tion under the Statute <1nd fl Guide to Negotiabil ity under the Statute, both ol'
which are posted on the FLRA website,

Over the last eight years, the FLRA has also presented ,several training sessions at
events such as the ,mnual Societr for Labor and Ernploytnent Rclatlous
Professionals (SFLERP) symposium and the Federal Dispute Resolution FDR)
training conference. Both are R! :vays well-attended by representative$ ofthe federal
Sector' s labor-management relations community.
(b)

ADR

In recent years, the PLRA has i11creasiogl tecognized the many benefits
associated with t1sing ADR 10 resolve workplace dispures. Accordih!,ly. ADR
techniques have become iotegratcd into virt~ly al l aspects orc0.$e processing.
Scnatt- Homeland Security and Covetnmental Affairs Committee
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The FLRA'sCollabor!ltion and Alternative Dispute Resolut ion Office (CADRO)
is a primary deliven.,1· of ADR services, Not cinly }1as CAD RO hdped to resolve n1·
n;u'row disputes in many cases pending before the Authori ty, b ur CADRO has ah;o
offered ';11·evention'' ~ervices which teach the parties techniques for effectively
resolving labor-management issues on their own.

lt is notcworthythaLsucccssfol , voluntary ADRefforts can result in
-signific-oinl savi ngs of staff and budgetary resources for the parties using such
services. In this sense, the question is not Just 11bou~ the FLRA from an
oper<1tional srandpoin1. Ra1her, rhe FLRA ' s provision of effective /\DR services can
have a beneficial rippling effet1 tbroug,hout the t'cder11l government.
Partly in recognition of1his, when the fl..RA deve loped ii$ Strategic Plan for
2015·2018, it reaffinned ADR's important role in its mission performance. In
developing the plruJ, FLRA undertook a comprehensive process that involved
internal input from leaders, managers and employees. And in addition, th!! FLRA
sought and received significant feedback from external stakeholders. Among othc
tniags, twelve federal agencies and seven foder,tl employee unions participated in a
series of focu groups which provided input on FLRA services and performance. A
co.n$istent message was that ADR helped tl1e parties to develop constructive
workplace relationships that promote better mi~on performance and qtudity of work
life.
Consistent with this message, the l'LRA identified '"lhree su-ategic goals. 1\rhich
s upport th~ agency' s ability to fulfill its mission." Goal 2 states: ••we will promot~
srnbility in the federal labot-mahagement community by providing leadership.and
guidance through [ADRJ and education."
ln r1'!Ccnt weeks. however, questions have arisen as to wheU,cr the Fl.RA wil l
maintafo this view' go ing forward. Changes have already occurred in the ex1ent to
which, and , 1he way in whicl1, CAl)RO \\{II offer ADR services.
This is regrettable in my view. Based on my expcrien e, i ncluding many y~ o
c;,;pcrience before my fLRA 1,murc support for A DR is, nnd should be, a
noupartisan. indeed. bipartisan notion.
Section 7 IOS(a)(2)
Section 7105's second piuagraph essentiully sets fonh the Authot':iry's duty ro
adjudicnte four kinds ofdispu1es; cases rega.l'rling th~ negotiability of col!ectivcbargaining_ agreement proposals, appeals concerning unfair labor proc1iccs, appeals
coneeming represema1ion matters. and exceptions to grievance.-arbitration awards.
And it is the FLRA 's mission, not only to decide these cases. bul to do so in 1.1. timely.
imparcial manner. The FLRA's primary case-adjudication responsibtli1ies, along with
Senate Homcl~nd Security and Governmenral Al'fal f'llCMninlttee
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its responsibility to "provide leadership in establishing pol ides and gllidance'' rel.a!ed l
the federal sector labor-management relations progr1un 1 constitute the FLRA ·~ core
mission.

Member's Role
&ch Member of the threi;:-member Authority hus the adjudicative nisponsibility
discussed nbove. During my eight-year lenuce as a FLRA Member (and Chair). I have
p.u-ricirutcd in the issuance ofove[ 1500 decisions.
ln addition. while the Qiairtnl!il ~erves ns "chief executive and administrative ofliccl'
of the Authority'' (5 U.S.C. Section 7 104 (b) ), each member of I.he Authority shares
responsibil ity for appointment of an Executive Di:reclor, regiotia] directors, and
administrative Jaw judges (ALJ's) as deemed necessary (5 l:J.S.C. Section 7105 (d) ).
While a Member of the F'LRA, I have colleginlly participated ill the selection of ,several
e1<ecutive directors, regional directors, nnd ALJ's.

Consl~tent with our statlltory directive to 'provtde leadership .. and guidance,'' while
a Member, 1 have collabornted with my colleagues in ~upporting the outreai.,"fl.
fac!IL1ation, and lrtlining activities discussed above. This includes collilhorating_ with
my colleagues on the leadership 1eam, as well as with PLRA career employees, i1J
developing m11· most recant Strategic Plan.

J have spoken many times while a Member to various conferences attended by
rcpteSt:ntatives of the f.etlera l sector labor-management community. P11rticularly at the
a[bitration and negotiability trainings, 1 often speak and offord the attendees thi:
opportunity lo ask questions. A11d, g,ivcin my background and strong_ inten~sl in our
arbio-ati'on lnitiarive, as well as my strong relationships with tJ1e arbitr.i l community, I
have appeared lhrcc ti mes at annual meetings of the National Academy of Arbitrators,
to actually train those experienced arbitrators on what I characterize as the " unique
attributes of federal sector labor-management arbitration."
8.

Please describe how you anticipate, if confirmed, working with other FLRA members to
pn:imote the agency's core mission.
For the last eight years. all Members end all Presidentia l; (including Gener-di Counsel
und FSl P Chai1·) luwt: had 1-cgular meetings. The regular Presidential!\ mcetlngs are
good opportunities to discuss matters that fal l within tJ1e a1,,re11cy's rcsponsi hility to
" provide leader hii:, and guidance:· ns discussed in my response to question 7. The
Members' meetings arc a good opportunity to discuss matters that are the Members·
responsibility rehllive to case handling and processing. also as -discussed brieny in my
rcspon ·e to question 7. Hopefully, those meetings will continue.

IL is my hlstincl rutd style 10 work collaboratlvely whh 1111 my colleai,.,ucs. If given the
opportunity to do so, which means being given prior notice of intentions, being asked
Senare Homeland Secu ,·ftyand Governmental Alfairs C<m1mittel'
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for my opinion and then nfforded the oppmtunity for discussion, then I will always act
collaboratively.
a. Please describe prior work experience (htlt demon.stn\tcs your capacity to work with
FLRA members ofa different party affiliation.

My eight-year tenure with the FLRA, and also my prior eight-yco.r tenure <IS
Chain'11a11 (and Member) of the NM8, demonstrate my capncity to work with members
of a ruffer:ent p.irty affiliation.
During my FLRA tenure, I have served with two Republican Members. Throughout
that en Li rt: period, we have nl\vnys held. the Presidentials !llld Members meetings
mcnti<med above. f had a friendly, collegial relat ionship with my prior Republic.an
colleague, who previoUsly had served as Fl.RA Chair. On a couple significant
decisions our offices worked together 10 achieve s1milarpositions. on which my
Oernocralfo colleague had a dissenting view. Also. during the initial days of the
Arbitration Initiative, discussed in my response to question 7 my Republican colleague
and I attended a meeting together at the National Academy of Arbitrators to seek their
input and to disc11ss our in1cm1ions, When he left tM FLRA. we were friendly and
remain friendly.

My current Republican colleague is serving ns Aeling Chair. Ami. the Prcsidrmt has
nominated him lo be Deputy Secretary of Labor. As a gesture of collegial suppon.. I
attended his confirmatlon htaring. While we have disagreements. ~c. too, are friendly.
lo recent weeks, moreover, we collaboratively hired a new E)(ccutlve Olrettor 11nd a
new Chief Administrative Law Judgo, per my response regarding Member's Role in
question 7,
/\lso noteworthy is my NMB experience. Per statute, the Chair rotates every year,
So all Members, Republican and Democratic alike. serve as Chair every third year, As
intended, this facilicaies a collaborative <1nd collegial~ orking environment. In 3ddition,
many of the matters that we handled fovolved high-pro'lile disputes in the mu1spor1ation
sector with the potential for a large impact on the public. While e;J.ch :t,.lkmbec usually
assumed responsihility for a particular case, we always discus~ed the case with our
colleagues before making imp01tunt decisions. During my NMB renure, I served with
1wo Republican collea,gues, 'il,'hcJ1 our respective tenures ended, we were friendly and
remain friendly.
Finally. also worth mentioning is my lrip lo Taiwan in November 2014. I was 1b~
only federal official and the he11d of the delegmion. The delegation c~insfstcd eight
Labor Secretaries from various states. Four, from the state~ of Oklahoma, Texas., ew
Jersey and Utah, were appointed by Republican Governors. While we may have had
cc11aln political difforences, and some differing policy views, during our trip, which
inc-luded meetings with many high-ranking officlals, we were collegial and friendly .
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Both during and after the trip, I had frrendly conver~-ations with the entire delegation,
Republicans-and Democrats alike.

9. Protecting whistleblower confidentiality is of the 11tmos\ importance to this Conrnij ttcc,
a.

Dumig yo11r careet, how have you addressed whistleblower complaints'!
It is my pc~sonal view to encourage employees t.o bring constructive suggestions
forward without fear of reprisal, even aside from the legal "Whistleblower
Retaliatloii"' ptohibttio11s c-0ntai11ed iii 5.U. ,C. Section 2302 (b)({l). J !owevcr,

duriug my career, J have never personally had to address any wllistleblower
complaints.
b. How do you plan to implement policies within the FLRA to encourage employees tn
bring, constructive- suggestions forward withoul the fear of reprisal?
On all public bulletin boards within the Agency, we have- ''Whistlcblower
Retaliation" notices posted which among other things, pdvise employees how to
disclose concerns or a llegation · confidentially to 11ie Ofnre fSpccial Co unsel. ln
addition, on the FLRA 's ''internal" website, we [1ave a place for employees to post

anonymo1,1s cotoment.~ - The Comments/Ouestioru, Message Board. This Board is
monitored only by the agency's EEO officer.
c. Do you commit without reservation to work to ensure that any whistleblower within,
FL!v\ does not face retalimion?
Ye .

d, Do you t.-ommit without reservution to take all nppropriate action if notified abo11t
potential whistleblowcr retaliation'?

Yes.
IO. What are the most sii,'Tliiic,mt challenges facing FLRA as an institution? lf confimied,
what steps will you take to address these challenges?

In my view. the most significant challenges facing FLRA as an insti1u1ion have both
an '·internal" ;ind ~external'' dimension.
Internally, discussed ln question 15 belo w, in recent years I.he FLRA has scored very
well in Best Places to Work ranldt\gs. The FLRA has ranked in the Top 5 or highe.r
overall and has even ranked #1 in several categories including employee t:ngagement
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and leadership. Going for."llfd, a most significant challengl' is how to keep c_mployec
morale, employee engagement, and employee performrume. n this positive arc.
How best to address tbis- challcoge requires adhering to certain policies, many of
which are suggested in my responses to Questions 5, 6. and 7. First, empJoyees should
(eel that their \.\'Ork is imponant and appreciated and that FLRA le.adership is commitled
to the .agency's mission. Second, employees should feel that !hey have a "voice" and
meaningful opportunity to weigh in on matters affecting the FLR.A workplace. Third.
FLRA·s leadership team (and managers) ~hould cont1 nue to show concern for
employees' professional development by, among other things. providing meaningfol
tr'Jiurng opportunities. And, FLRA 's leadership team should also continae to ensure
that managers are equipped lb handle their supervisory responsibilities. particularly
regarding the performance-mann,gcrnent sysrcm. This includes training i11 t11e s](ill of
a1ifully giving and receiving feedback.
The "cx.lemal'' dimension concerns FtRA stakeholders, particularly repruse11u.uives
rrom the Federal Sector labor-management community. How best 1o address rhis
dimension is also fairly basic and also largely addressed in my response to questions
and 7. Stakeholders should know that the FLRA continues to support its misslon of
facilitating stable, construcCive labor-management relations which, in ltlm, enables other
agencies to more efTcctively d()a} 1 ith their own mission-relnted needs. First, FLRA'~
leadership team shou ld continue outreach :icti ities such :is appeming al conferences.
With such appearances, thi: ·'state" of the fLRA. including new directions or policies.
cnn be discussed. Second. the Ft.RA should.continue to post on it-s website i11formalion
and resources that help practitioners perform their jobs bettei. Third . the FLRA st1ould
continue lo offer lrilining which can hath help stakeholders lo perfonn their jobs better
und to improve the qunlily oflabor-managernent relations wi thtn their agcoclcs. ,\nd,
the FLRA ho\1ld continue ro offer meanin1,,ful ADR services. and, in a meaningful way.
Affording labor and managen,enl representatives the opportunity m rt-solve more of
their disputes voluntarily is one of the best ways to improve the quality of labormanagement relations.

IV. Policv Questions
11. What is your assessment of the current state of fcdcrdl labor-management relations? If

you believe that improvements can be made, in what areas should there be improvement
and how can this be occomplishcd'l
At any moment in time, I am qulte ure that the relationships among various
agcneies and federal sector unions vary. Even rhe smtc of labor-managemcnl relations
, ithin an agency may not be uniform.
Based on my experience, wbat I know more certainly is that. when discussing labormanagement relations, tlte key, often overlooked, word ii; relations. ram 11 strong
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advocate for any mtK:hanisms lhal place an emphasis on the \mporUlr\Ct: of che
relationshtp, particularly through more effective communication and dialogue.

My extensi.ve experience as a mediator informs aud suppot1.s this view. Working ti:s
a mediator l have helped to resolve hundreds ofcollective-baq~aining disputes. lt ,va:;.
not unusual that, at rny initial meeting with the parties. the employct' s ncgo11ating
comm11tee would tell me something like: '"the Uoioo does not care whaL we have to say.
They never listen. So, we don't iwk:" And, then I would meel with the Unicu'.s
committee Md, wh,1t would they tell me? Essentially, the same thing. So. rny medlaiory
role would certainly email the facilit~tion i,f effccti\le communication .
My Fl.RA e,'( porioncc provides sim.ilas les ons. This is rellected by the Best Places
(o Work Rankings and, particularly by agencies, like lhe FLRA, I.hat were previo11sly
ranked very low nnd then became rnnked very high. It is also reflected by l11e "best
practices" stories that came from the National Co4nc11 on Labor-Management Relations
over the lru.1 eight years. Agency and union representatives would come together to tell
the story of dramatically improved performauce. Almost always, the simple message
was: "We didn't talk. And now we do ."

For the FLRA, one of the best ways to promote effectivccou1munication and
dialogue is throug.h the provision ofi.ts ADR services.
12. Given your experience as a counsel at the FLRA, do you believe that improvements
should b..: made to tbc Federal Service Labor-Yh111agcmcn1 Rcl~tlons st:iture? Tr so. wha1
improvements can and should be made'.
As a Member (and fomn:r Chair). J have always worked to the beSt of my ability
within the existing smtutory framework. In my view. it 1s within the purview of
Congress and the Administration to detem1ine what changes, if any, should be made to
the Federal Statute. If 11slsed I y Congress or my vie,~· regarding a possible refom,, I
,vould be tcspon 1ve.
13. TI1e FLRA 's 2017 Congressional Budget Justification stntcs that the FLRJ\ ''had to
overcome significant obstacles in meeting its mission requirements." The Justification
notes that in addition 10 increased ca~e filln_gs in certain a_gencycomponents. the Fl , RA
experienced 11 wave of key employee rNirements and departure~ starting in PY 2013 and
continµing into FY 20 I 5.
a. Given your experience as-a counsel to the FLRA, what do you believe is dr,ving the

increased case fi1 ings 11t certain components?
In the last couple of'F'Y's, I believe that c~se filin~s ha e slightly declined ot
leveled oft: As I recall, the reference to FY 2015 reflected the agency's taJ'gctetl
efforls ro reduce a backlog within lhe Ot1ice ofrhe Adrninistrativl! Law Judges
through detalls and other tcmpotllty staff assignm ents, This was reflected by an
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committet'
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increase in ULP cases decided by the Authority. But aga in, this was driven hy
resolving an OALJ backlog a1Jd not by a dramatic change in ULP filings by the
parties.
b. What issues and factors do you bclicw most frequently give rise to unfair labor
practice complaints?
0( course, various i5sues and factors give rise to ULl?s. Certainly. allegations of
••failing to bargain" is a frequent subject ofULP complrunls. And, where th.is occurs,
often it can be explained by II poor labor-management relationship. AS discussed in
prior responses, including ques\ion l l , cne ctive communication ond dialogue is 1he
best antidote.
c. /\.s unfair labor practices~ considered ut the Office of General Counsel (OGC)
level, do you believe agencies are afforded sufficienl informatioJl coaceming the
complaint? Are agencies provided a sufficient opportunity to weigh-in with OGC
concerntng a given complaint?

Given that 1he OGC "s investigative and prosectltorial roles are distinct from the
Authority's quasi-judicial role, there is a necessary operational wall between the 1wo
components. This question is a matter for the OGC and beuer asked or the General
Counsel.
d. Are U1crc other obstacles besitles ihcr~ased cnscloads and staff departures that hamper
the FLRA's nbility to fultil its mission? lfso. pkase identify them and explain wha1
you believe should be done to address them.
There may be various obstacles at a particular moment in time. Even in an
en ironrucnt of"doing more with kss •· having adequate resources through the
budger and approprtation process is always a concem. l like to say that, while we
are a small agency. we have a large mission. Ottr work can have positive, rippling
effects throughout U1e federal government.
14. Are there improvements to lhe T'LRA"s internal review process lhatyou believe can be
improved upon to ensure fewer c.11ses ultimalely arc ovcrtumed by 1ho: courts. and that all
evidence is properly considered in a given cnse?
For context, over little tbe fLRA is upheld by the courts in about three-fourths of
cases that arc appealed. Given the FLRA 's keen intercsl in being upheld, a, thorough
internal review is ~hv-Jys performed, In an attempt to improve this percentage, perhaps
a more formalized internal review, to ensure that all applicable coUl1 precedent is
considered, may be iu order

15. In lhc 2016 Be ·t Plu,·e.r Iv Work rankings complied by the Partnership for'Public
Service, and based on the data colleoted in lhe Federal Human Capital Survey, the FLRA
Scnare Homeland Sr.curity and ()ovenimcntll A!rnlrs Committee
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renked 511> out of29 small federal agencies that s11bmiued data. This is a significant
improvement over 2009 when it ranked last. The FLRA 's 2016 Jndeir Sco(e is down
the points compared to 2015, however.
a. What steps will you take i r conf\nncd, to mointain progress made by the FLRA i11
recent years, and lo further improve upon employee mora le?

As the question suggests, in my first full -year at the FLRA. we wenl from last to
most improved in the Bost Plaoes to Work Rankings and have experienced continued
suc:cess si11ce then. For the last three years, (2014-2016), the PLRA has ranked in the
top 5 overall, nnd the top 3 in the categories of effective leadership and teamwork.
rnnking #1 in Leadership and Toa111workin 20151111d 2016.

This suucess smry began in 2009 when a new leadership leurn cornq1itred ,o
focusing on employee n1orale. The leadership team recognized that meeting human
capital objectives has a direct relationship to organiz111ior111l perfom1ancc. As many of
my prior responses suggest, addressing employee neec!s bwolves fairly basic
activities, such as investing in our employees thrnugh training, including leadership
train in~. and collaborating. with our employees in developing new initial[ ves that
inlprove our perfonnnnce and better serve our customers. .i\nd, it requires a
commi1111ent of leadership co manage !he agency with transparency, accountability.
and employee engagenHln! a,~ core vs,lues.
In my view. if our ne1,1· leadership team is to nmintain progress ruJd continue to
improve employee morale, then it wiU need to embrace 1hese values.

V. Rell\tions with Congress.
16. Do you agree without reservation to comply with any request or su(llmons to appear 1111d
testify before any duly constituted oommittee of Congress if you are confomcd?
Yes.

17. Do you agree without reservation to make any subordlnalc orliciul or employee available
lo appear and testify bctore, or provide 1.nfo:nnation 10. any duly constituted commtttee of
Congress if you are confirmed?
Yes, assuming such subordinate official Or employee are under my supervision.
l 8. Do you agree without n:servation to comply fully, complele!y, and promptly to an
request ,for-documems, comrnuni~tions. ot any other agency material or infotmation
from any duly constituted committee of the Congress if you are confinned'?

Yes.
Sen~te Aomeland Security and Governmc,,tal AffnTr1, Commiuee
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VJ. Assisrnntc

19. Are these answers your o,vn? !lave yoll consul ted with the FLRA o, ot1y other interested
parties? lfso, please indicate which ent ities.
Yes. These answers are my own.
U.S. S enate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Pre-If caring Qu estionnaire

For the Nomination of Ernest Du bester to be a Member or the
Fed era l Lnbor Relations A uthority

Minority
I,

oQlination Process and Conflicts of Interest

I. llas the President othis sraffaskcd you to sign a confiden\.ia li ty or non-disclosun:
agrocn1ont'?

Nu.
2. I las the President of his staffask-ed you to pledge loyalty to lhe President or lhe
Administration?
No.

3. During your tenure have you 11Skcd any federal employee or potential hi!'C' to pledge loyal!
to the President, Admi nistration or any other government official
No,

II.

Background of Nomfoce

4. Do you seek out dissenting view$ and how do you encourage constructive cnticaJ diaJoi,:ue
with subordin:nes?

Ycs. Throughout my entire career I hayc always cncouragtid and actively suught
to create an environment in which subordinates cou ld Freely e;-.press their V1cws.
A simple but effective way 10 encourage constructive dialogue with subordinates is 10
practice the art of ''active listening.'' Ifyou \vant subordinates to listen to you, and even
follow yoo, then listen to them first. A~k subordinates, or even peer.., whaJ. do you think"
l'eoplereall)' appreciate. it when the~ are asked their views. And. it is regrettable that
leaders, or managers, do not seek lhe input ofsub rdinatcs more ft'eq ue11t1y.
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a. Please give examples of tirnes ln your career when a subordinate disagreed -wi1h you
and aggressively adv cattld their position.
In my current position as a FLRA Member. I have personal stafTwhich includes a
Chief Cmu,scl and a Deputy Chief Counsel (my staff's management team). Both of
them frequently offer advice on cases und, occa:rion11Uy on policy-rdated matters.
Sometimes thcit advice is contrary to my inclinntions and they may disagree between
themselves. And, sometimes they change my mind. In an_v event-, th.ey are both
comfortable in k • owi • g thnt tbey can freely express their opinions at leust until the
point I make it cJcru-that 1 have re-dchcd u final decision.
Another example comes from my prior experience as 'MB Chairman (and
ro.- partkular collecth1ebargaining disputes. It was ~mstomary thala 111-afTm1ediator. a subordinute, would
work with ow. St<1ffmcdil!t•r.; from time to time expressed vlew~ di~-agrceing with
my thoughts on how be ·t 10 pro-c:eed. Tbe mediators understood that I welcome.cl
their input and often accepted their advice. But, once I decided on a cour,se of actfon.
it was understood that the\r role was Lo assist me in cflectuating the plan.
Member}. l often intervened a11d took respoJ1Sibility

5. Please give examples of times in your L"Ut:eer when you disagreed .,,,;,11 your supcrion; o.nd
aggres ivc:ly advocated your position. Were you ever s1,ccel'sful?

There are certainly times in tny career when I disagreed wirh my supervisors. Perhaps
the best examples again come from my experiences 118 NMR Chairman (and Member).
During my NMB tenure, l wa involved in many high profile colloctivc-bargaining disputes.
ome had a p01entlol rm(ional t111pilcl, or at least the. potential to uffec t a significant portion of
the country. Under the federal labor law that-applies to Lheairlineand railroad industries, the
NMB ha.s statutory discretion to control when, if evc,r, the parties cun re.son to economic
weapons (strike, llickout. unilateral implementation). Moreover, if certain condition~ ure
met., the NMB can rcq\lcst that the President create un Emergency Board (PEB) tu inve~ligate
and make recOmmenc:l.ltlons. Duling the existence of a PEB. 1l1e status quo remains in eITect.
During these disputes. I was in regular contact with the White J louse. Such conta 1s
included my rcpon and recommcnda1ions ns tu how best tu proceed. Tlte White House ollcn
followed my advice: but, 1101 always.
6, Please list and describe c~amples of when you made politically difficult choices that you
thought were in the best interest of the country.
I ha c made many difliculc choices durln_g niy career. And, that would certainly apply Lo
the 16--plus years in which I have held lt.'l\dership positions. But, I would not characteri ze
those difficult choices as ·'political.'' Perhaps the situations described in miponse to ~tlestion
5 would apply.
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7. What would you consider your greatest successes 'IS a leader?
I would like to think that I have had many successes as II Twdor. When serving in a
leadcrslilp capacity, my highest priority is 10 engage and motivate employee . Coosidcrin~
the question in that context, 1 would have to say that belng patt ofa FLRA leadership team
that was ranked #1 in Leadership in 2015 and 2016 in the Best Places to Work rankings is
certainly one of the most gratifying successes.
8. What would you consider your greatest failure as a leader? What lessons did you take 11,W<1Y
from that experience?

Given your authority as a leader. there arc ofien occasions when you feel it necessary to act
quickly, During my years serving in a leadership capacity, I know there were a few
occ!ISions in whidt 1 mnde decisions lo implement new policies or st11ndards witl1out scekln_g_
the prior input of employees. Almost al ways, the lesson learned from that experlence is that
it is usually worth taking the extra time to see.I; employee input. First, investing employees in
11 decision, even if you do not follow their input or advice, is good for morale. which
translate in10 better perfonnnnce and pcuductivity. Second, involving employees inn
collaborative decision-making process enh-.i.nces the likelihood that the new decision will be
accepted and enduring, without much push back or conflict.
HI.

Policy Que. tions

9. In October20l7, FLRA summarized what they consider to the most serious management and
pcrfonnance challenges facing the T-LR,\ in FY20!8 , Tht1sc mnm1gcmcnt challeng.es
include: (1) Information Technology Security: and (2) Proper l landling of Records.

a. If confirmed, how will you ensure that FLRA is vigilant in establislilng an
environment to monitor pmentinl Information Technology (IT) risks, threats.
and vulnerabilities?
Over th!! p!lSl three years, our IT staff has taken huge strides in
implementing our monitoring pr-0gran1 and has hecomo much more pro-active
regarding 1T security, If confirmed, l will advocate tl1!1t adequ/,\te budgeiary
resources be committed lo the IT department to deal with this important
concern.
b, lf coi1firmed, how willy u rrornote and ensure proper handling of records
(hard copy -und electronic) by suiff, and verify that various 11ttthorities and

capabilities are properly assigned, documented, managed and monitored?
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Our records need to be fully electronic by 2019. We are in the proce~s of
updating our records management policy which, regrettably, was last updaied
in 1986. As part of that updotc, we are reviewing our records schedule (how
long 10 keep various records). And. we are l'evie-.ving our re ords- by groups,
nnhcr t!ian individually. Thi$ is likely lo 1mproveaccuracy and efficiency.
10. Former FLRA member Pizzella. in his dissents and concurrences, frequently criticizi:d union
parties to a dispute f01' pursuing pos1tion,s or remedies that he viewed as-wasting government
resources, costing 100 much. being ill-motivated, or 111 odds with ·omrnon sense~factors not
grounded in the law.
a. What is your view on deciding cases based on the facts as e.$tabl ishcd in the record,,
and the law(the statureaad preccdent)-as opposed to independent viewsofrigbt
and wrong, how the government ought to work, and/or the rote of unions'?

During my eight-year tenure nt the FL,RA, I have participated io over 1500
decisions. 1n making these decisions, I apply pertinellt principles of law to the
particular facts of each case.

b. If government efficiem;y and eflcctivencss are legitimate considerations in assessing.
the merits of a dispute, what role do you believe conduct plays in Jln agency's
colleclive-bargaiuing, !),rievancc procedure.. and effideocy'l
To the extent that conduct implicates particular principles of law. then it should be
considered.
IL Please descnoe whal impact proposed federal budget cuts, ifimplemented, will have fo
FLRA 's ability to provide training lo federal agencies and unions in understanding their
rights and responsibilities under the Civil Service RefoTTll Act and other relevant authorities?
Budgetary matters. and certainly budget cuts. involve priorities and cJ,oices. In my
view, outreach and training is a very important way in which the FLRA promotes and
maintains stakeholder confid~ncc in mission perfon11ance. When I wru. Chainnan in 2013,
Lhe first year ofseques1rat.ion, the pos~ibillly of b.~\/lng to cut traitting was certainly on the
table. At the time, the FLRA bad several unfilled vacancies. In collaboration with our
leadership tcarn. I decided that 1TI1ining was so important that we would not niakc cuts. We
,~ere able to avoid such cuts by delaying. and then .stagg~ring, the schedule for filling those
vacancies.
12. Please describe whnt impnet proposed budget fedeml budget cuts. if implemented. will have
lo federal agencies' ability to train mnnagcrs and employees regarding their rights and
responsibilities under the Civil Service Reform Act and other relevant authorities?

Sc note Horoela11d Security and Ciovernmern.al Affarrs Commiltef
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It is noteworthy that the FLRA's various training programs (basic slanrtory rights,
atbitration ,raining, ncgotinbllt1y training, and 1raining in problem - solving techniques) arc
free for fockral government employees. So. this is a good example of the FLRA being a
small agency with a larg,e mission and impact. If budget cuts force the FLRA to cut back on
external trainings, there will be adverse rippling cffecls throughout the federal govermuent,
Th.equality of other agencies' labor-management relations will be impaired.

13. Please describe any previous experience-----ain the public or private sector- with handling
whistleblower complaints, and what steps you took to ensure those individuals did nol focc
retaliation :ind that thetr claims were thoroughly investi gated?
Please see my TCsponse to the Majority's qucstil)n 9 above.

14. If confirmed, how will you ensure that whisileblower cc1111plaims an, propt:rly invcstigmcd7
Please see my response to the Majority's qucs_tion 9 above.
JV.

Accou.ntabilily

15. During your career as a federal employee, have you ever used a personal email aceoum or
cfcvke lo conduct official government busine. s?
No.
a,

lfso, please describe your general practice for doing so, and what speclfic step~ you
have taken to ensure that federiil records created u.~ing personal devices and accounts
were proscived.

16. During your career, has your conduc.t a n federal employee ever been subject to an
Invcstigation or Audi1 by an Inspector Gcncnil7 lf ti•), plt:ase describe.
No,

17. During your career. has your conduct as a federal employee e'\ler been st,bjcct to an
investigation hy the Office of Special Counsel? rf SQ, please describe.
I 0,

48. During your career ns a federal employee, have you ever declined to implement
r~commendation: mado by the Office of lnspector Gerteral. the Office of Government Ethic£.
the Offi e of Special Counsel or the Government Accm111tability Office? ff o, please
describe.

'o.
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L9. ff confirmed. do you pledge to implement recommendations made by the Office Of Inspector
General. the Office of Government Ethics. the Office of SpC<,-ial Counsel ,md the
Government Accountability Office';'

Yes.
V.

Relations with Congress und the Public

20. Jf confirmed, how will you make certal.n that -you will respond in a timely manner to Member
requests for information?
By responding immediately-.

21. If con.firmed, do you agree without reservatlon to reply 10 m1-y reasonable request for
infornu1tion from the Ranking Member of any duly constilllted comm ii tee of the Congrcss'r
Yes.
22. lfconfirmed.. do you agrre without reservation to reply lo any reasonable request tb~
infontintion from member., of Congress?
Yes.
23. If confirmed. do you commit 10 take all reasonable st~ps 10 ensure that you and your agcnc
comply With deadlines established for requested information?

Yes.
14. Ir confirtned do you commit to protect subordinate offici11ls or employees from reprisal or
retaliatio11 for any testimony. briefings or communications wiU1 members of COf\b'TCSS7
Yes.

25 . If confirmed, will you ensure that your staff will fully and promptly provide information and
access to appropriate documents and officials in response to requests made by tl1e Orticc of
Inspector General, OJ'tice of Government Ethics, the Office of Spcuial Counsel, the
Govcrnn1cnt Accountability Office (G./\0) nnd the Congressional Research ervi\:tl?
Yes_

!ienate Hoin~limn Security ~ml Govemrrientat.Affair.(Committee
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26 . If-confirmed, will you agree to work with rcpresl'tl tativcs from this Committee and the OA
to promptly implement recornme-0dations for irnproviug [agency' s] operalions and
elfective.ness?
If confirmed, I agree to worl<. with representatives from this comrnitlee and tile GAO
co promptly evaluate, and then implement. recommendations that would improve
opctatlons !!.lid effeettvertess.
27, lfconfirmed_ wtll you dirc.:t your stafftofu.lly and prnmptl)' respond lo Freedom of

Information Acl requests submitted by the AmeriClln people?

Yes.
28. Tr confirmed, will you ensure that political appaimccs are not inappropriately n1volvcd in tVu::
review nud release of Freedom offnfonnation Act requests?
Yes.

VI.

Ass istance

29. Are these E1oswers your own? 1--fa.ve you consulted with G A or n11,y other interested parties'!
If so, plC!ISe indicate which entities.
These answerS arc iny o'°Vn,

Se11ar.e Homel~nd s,curity,md Govcrnmenral Affairs Committee-
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}, Ernest DuBesLer , hereby state thal I h~ve re~d lhe foregning Prt,-l·lEJllring Queslionnaire and
Supplemental Questfonnarn,"S andtbat the.information provided therein is. lo the best ofmy
knowledge, current, 11ceumcc, and complete.

(Signature)

This

arr,ny of Oc+obv ,2017

SeQall! Humelijnd Security and Governmental AITatrs CommittC'e
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Senator Heidi Heitkamp
Post-Hearing Questions for the Rcconl
ubmittl'd to Hon. Ernest W. Du Bester
ominations of Hon. Ernest W. Du Bester, Hon. Colleen D. Kiko, and James T. Abbott to
be MembHs 1 Federal Labor Rcfations uthority
Tuesday, 0~•11mbcr 7,2017

I. There is an enormous backlog of cases al FLRA. Please explai n what steps you wi ll take
to address this and what wi ll y1>,t do lo fo ter collabomtion among all componcn(Ji oflhe
agency'.'

•

What do you con~ider the role of the FLRA CG Regions to be in the process?

At the hearing, there appeared to be confusion regarding the nature and extent of the
current backlog of cases at the FLRA. 11wre also appeared to be a rnisunders1anding
about thi:- difference becween a backlog ofcases pending beforo the thrl'C-member
decisional component. called the Authority. and a backlog ,,f pending charges 1hm arise
Wi thln the Ollice of General Counsel. These charge,s arc filed with our various Reg1011al
Offices. nd, rhe General Cmmscl's role is to decide whether a charge warrants the
issuance oro. comp laint.
1 do not thin!,; it is accun1te 10 say thal the current backlog of cases is ''enormous."'
i1htn the Authority component. there ate currently 11boul 45 c.i es awai ti ng decision.
13ccause the uthority currently lacks the full comp lement of three Members. when there,
is a split bcl,\ecn the two sining. Members. those cases c:o info abeyance. In all ofthc:s1.>
pentling cases. recommendations have been drafted. So. as soon as there is a full
complement ot' Mernbers. dcliberntion can begin immedintely. lam conlidenl that this
rnthc,r m;1Jl backlog can be cli111111ated within a few monrhs.
Within the OGC. there is cun-ently 110 backlog. We have had a11 Acting General
Counsel who is db-posing of all charges tiled. It is noteworthy. hnwcver, that the Aeling
GC' s tatutory authurity cn<ls on o ember I 6, absent a GC nominee, So, hopefully,
there wil l he a CIC nominee soon.
The cun"CtJl it uation stand in stark contrast to that which existed in . ugust of
2009, when I bcgai1 my tenure as Member. and, on the $ame day, as a new GC. Al Lhal
time. there was an ·•enormous•· backlog of nve.r 400 case , With the impkru1.:nta1fon of a
multi-year corrective action plan, thar backlog was eli111i1i)lt d by the end or FY 2012 . It
is noteworthy, moreover, that at the end of FY 2012, 1101 onl harl we e!imin ted lhe huge
backlog uf old cases. we also did not have any overage cases among. the "nc, " cases
filed after August 2009. The GC bad also eliminated the backlog ofa e,~mpamble
number of pending charges even before the end or FY 20l2.
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At the begiuningof20l3, the Authmity again lost ii quorum . My Republican
colleague left the PJ.,RA. And. my Democratic colleague' s tcnn C.'-pired. As Chnim1an.
but sole Member, I was unable to is 1.1e decisions and a back.log of about J 50 cases
developed by the end f ·Y 2013. This bsd.log was eliminated by the end of FY 2015.
2. Throughout your intef\'ie, s you have made mention orthe importance of tr.tining and
education. You have al~o made mention of Alrcmalive Dispute Resolution (A DR)-and its
use in the labor relation$ conrexl.
•

Do you feel that alten,ali e methods of resolution should become required actions
attempted prior lo bringing a claim before FLRA? Please explain in your answer
how the efficiency of 1.hc Authority \\ ill be affected.

At yesterday's hearing, al the prior Staff interview, and in re ponses ro my
ques1.io11nait'e. I have stressed th~ importance of offering, and using where appropriate,
ADR services to help d1c Federal ·ector·s lahor-managernentcommunity improve their
labor rel:itions programs. s mentioned. thi is consistent with rhe FLRA ' s l'esponsibiltty
under Section 7105(a)( 1). io ··provide leadership and guidance." And, as also me11tioned,
in lhe FLRA s most recent tralegic Plan, which is suppo~ed t be in effect from 20152018 , the FLRA reaffirmed the importance of OR to the LRA' s mission by slating_ in
Strategic Goal Two (or only three goals): ··We will promore stability' in the Federal labor·
managemCJJt community by providing leadership and guidance through (ADR) .Ind
education.'·
A· I mcotioned in my response lo Question 7 (of the Committee' s questionnaire).
"~u~cessful, voluntary 1\DR effort can rcsi.1lt in significant savings ofsratTand
budgetary resource.·· fot those in the labor-management community who use such
services. That is one reason why .. f-LRA's provision or enective ADR services can have
a bcn.eflcial rippling fleet throughout lhe rcdc.ral government " And, lhis Lnclndes
tr11ini11g in matters such as effecti ve use ofproblem-.solving tecl1niqucs, bllilding
teamwork. tmd best practices for improving relationships. OLonly do these su~jects
havt: a btaring on the FLRA·s mission. the. are central to its responsibility ofbelpu1g the
labor-management community to improve. it labor-rnontigcmcnt rela1i ns program
{emphasis added).

lhat is why it is regrellable. in my view. [hat in recent months. the work. of our
Collabora1ion ond ADR Office (CADRO) has been cut ba k. Outreach and training have
almost ~en elimin111ed_ And, the nature and extent to vhich CADRO is allowed 10
intervene in existing dispures, h been srgnili antly curtailed. Based on my prior
experience, I would fir1d iL hard to believe that a majority of th is Committee, both
Republicans nnd Democrats alike. would approve of these cutbacks.

otwithstandi-ng the foregoing. I woult.l tend 10 oppose that ADR becon1es "required"
before allo,ving mutters to be brought before the PLRA. Such a requil'eh.)ent undem,lnes
the imporwot "volitional"' nature of ADR in the labor rdations context. With collective
bargaining. for example, I rhink it is important that the repr sentatives lrom the labor-
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management community truly feel thal they are the " decision-makers" even " •i th the
assi:stanc.e of an imcrvening mediator. tr agreements reached are to be enduring, it is
important that the parties with the collective-bargaining relationship feel truly invested in
the ()Utcome. and not fl'e l that chey were "compelled'" to reach such an outcome,

By thesamotoken. tlrnt is why the FLRA's outreach and training is so important For
those in the k1bor-managemcnl community who do not have experience with Al)R, the
natural. if not automatic. inclination Is to "dfspuce·· lhrough li!ij'.:ation and adjudic<1tion.
Before I c(,nclude, I think it is worthwhil,e ro ~hare that there are examples in the
l;ibor relation context where /\DR-type activity is required before 1he exercise of certain
ri gh(s.

Fore. !llllPle, under 1he Railway Labor Act, the oldest of our three Federal labormanagehlenr ,elations !av.is with jurisdiction over the airline and railroad industries, the
parties are requited to engage i11 ··mandatory mediation;· often protracted in nature,
before an impasse is declared. And, even under Section 71 19 ot'oU1 Federal Statute,
'·agencies and exclusive ,·epresentativc ·· ate required 10 11se the services ofthe Federal
Mediation and Conciliation ervicc before bringing a collective bargaining dispute to the
FLRA 's Fede.rol Services impasses Panel (FSIP). And. even then, the FSIP may use 11
ADR process, such as the FSlP from 2009-2016 which used exe-lusively the A DR '·med·
arb" prncess, to reso lve collective b,1.rgaining disputes in the Federal sector. In tliis sense,
ection 7119 allows for a '·double do ·e" of ADR before disputes are resolvcid .
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OPENING 51 ATEMENT OF JAMES T. ABBOTT OF VIRGINIA
TO BE A MEMBER OF TI-IE FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORrTY

BEFORE THE COMMlffif ON HOMELAND SECURl'TY AND GOVERNMfl'ITAL AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES SENATE
NOVEMBER 7, 2017

Good momlng. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, Senator Lankford and Senator Heitkamp.
want to thank you for conducting this hearing at a time when so many Other pressing issues are
competing for your time and attentTon. I would-also like to thanlc your Committee staff for the
outstanding support which they provided to me .:is I prepared for this he~ring. I appreciate your warn,
reception.
I am honored and humbled to have been nominaled by President Trump to become a Member of the
Federal Labor Re1attons Authority. If confirmed, It will be, for me, the highest priVilege of my
profe$slo,;al life,
With me today are my husb,ind of 21 years, Daniel Gri, and our sons, Caleb and Alfred who are t~e
pride of my life. That Daniel is able to join me today is nothing short of a miracle. Just fol.Ir months
ago, he was on life support following a serious automobile accident. This is his first public outing srnce
that accident and is testament to his indomitable spirit. I rely upon that spirit every clay. My sister and
brothet-1n-law, Linda and Don Walde, and my niece. Heather Legore, are here as well.
My professional career has spanned 34 years, 33 devoted to public service. I learned abovt service aru:I
hard work from my parents and grandparents, Grandfather Whipple worked as a farmhand fn Kansas
in the 1910s, untll he saved enough money to buy his own land. His farm survived the Great
Depression through hard work and determinatron. He continued to farm well into his B0s.
Grandfatl-.er Abbott singlehandedly operated a grTst mill. He hired helpers only when, in his words, "I
could pay a fair wage fora fair day of work," My mother, a nurse, and my father, a minister, served as
mls~ionaries iri Congo where they built churches, to serve not just as centers of worship but to .ilso
serve as local medical clinics and schools. But, for me, the ultimate example of public service was my
brattier, Denis Abbott, who gave his life in service to his country in Pleiku, Vietnam.
My 18 years as a labor and employment attorney with Department of Defense activltres throughout
the country, my four years as Deputy General Counsel for the Office of Compliance, and my ten years
as Chief Counsel to three Members (and Chairmen) of the FLRA have prepared me to immedfately
assume all of the responsibilities of this important position.
Se fore joining the FLRA as Chief Counsel, I sat at dozens of bargaining tables negotlatfng local and
nationwide collective-bargaining agreements. Through those experiences, I learned firsthand how
differences can be constructively resolved but also how they can end up In dispute. I have represented
agencies before each regional office of toe FlRA's Office of General Counsel, and I have litigated cases
before the Merit Systems Protection Board, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and
Federal Court. I have witnessed the dynamics of labor relations at work between first-lfne supervisors
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and hard-working union stewards in a v~riety of settings, such as work floors where artillery equlpment
and attack helicopters are serviced and repaired . t nave met wlth employees and union stewards at
sites where the working conditions were difficult, even dangerous. I have had to tell first -line
supervisors and generals that they were wrong and what they must do to comply with the Starute.
Therefore, t understand why the protections of our Statute af e so important to federal employees.
l belleve that we can all agree that the Federal workforce in 2017 lool<s very diffi;!rent than it did in
1978 when our Statute was enacted. For example, advances in technology have dramatically changed
how Federal agencies carry out their day-to-day business. In 1978, compvters were rare; email did not
exist; and enemies of the United States did not have the means to iMtantaneously compromise entire
swaths of records. In this changed environment, the Authority must clearly define what matters
"affect working conditions• and those which constitute negotiable "conditions of employment"
The Statute mandates that the Authority provide leadership to the labor-management relatlons
community. But the Authority has been reluctant to address these important qvestions. In the past
two years, the Authority's majority has (lismissed part or all of tne <1rguments raise(l by parties 1n 52%
of its published decisions and those dlsmissals have impacted the outcome tn one-fourv, of those
cases. It is dffficult for the Author,ty to remain relevant and to provide leadership when lt goes out of
its way to avoid address ng difficult questions.
In other areas, though, the Authority tia.s gone too rar, F'1ve times since 2010, the Court of Appeals for
the Dlstrlct of Columbia Circuit has reversed the Authority for going beyond the parameters of our
Statute to Interpret other statutes that do not fall with1n ou r area of expertise or power. In one
notable example, the Court scolded the majority when It took upon itself to determine how much
discretion Title 10 of the United States Code gave to the Secretary of the Air Force, a statute that
conc1!rns military preparedness. To remain relevant, the Authority must heed the C:ilUtions of federal
Courts.
To that end , I pledge that, ff I am confirmed, I wlll adjudicate all matters fairly and impartially, enforce
the Statute as it is written, and respect judicial precedent. I look forward to working with my
colleagues to ·ensure that the FlllA remains relevant and to drafting decisions that can be understood
by laypersons as well as attorneys.
Ills mv prMlege to appear before you today, I am happy to answer .my questions. Thank you ,
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REDACTED
UNITED STATES OFFICE OF
GOVERNMENT ET HICS

*
September~. 2017

The 1,ionorru,le Ron Johnson
Chairmao
Co1n1nittt<l on I loineland Seeurity
ond G~vcrnroenral Affai'l'
t,rnited Stales Senate
Wa,hingtort, DC20510
Oe•t Mt. Chnirrnan,

In nc<Q,'ll•ncc-wilh ll>< Ethics in Government Act of Il,>7&, I 011olMe • ropy or lhe
ti•••dal disclos~re rt;pott tiled by ,~mes l'. Abbott, 1\lho has been nomihalcd by
P=i~enl Trump for lhe pas1tio11 of Member, l'e,J..-.1 L•bor ReloHons Aulhol'ity.

We hov<, reviewcJ the repon ~nd hove obmine<l ndvkc from the ugency concerning uny
po"'ible contlict ill li_ght of its functiofl'l aad \l,o-r,o111inco's pmpnsc<i duties. Also entl0<ed isan
clhics agn...>cmcntQ1/Uining the.actiorJs that the nominee wilt undertake to avoid connicts of

interest. Ut1fess a daLC for co~pHd,nQC i~ indio~n~d ijr, the ethics agreemeni.. the. nominee nltiS'l
folly comply \Vilhin lhr<.sc months of c<mfirm~loon with nny action specified in the e!hic~
11.ga:cmem.

Bllscd tlH:rron, we b~lifivr Utat thi.s rumiinee is in ¢01Tlplic'!flCt. \1Jith 1\p~lic~blc {q\VS and
r•s~l\\tiont governing confliois Qf Interest.

enclosures

REDACTED

O~vid ,I. Apul
Acting Director and Oeneral Counsel

-------------------*
1201 NEWYORl< ~V~Nl\'•S\ll'r65ll<Ml'ASHINCfoi,, t)C•2l)OQ5

* * *
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September 6 2017

Fted.B. Jacob
Solicitor and Designated Agency Ethics Official
Federal Labor R.elntions Authoricy
1400 K St., NW
Was)ungton, DC 20424

Dear Mt. Jacob;
The purpose of thls Jetter is to describe the steps ihat I will take to avoid any actual or
apparent conflict of interest fu 1he event that I am confirmed for the position of Member, Federal
Lab.or-Relations Authority.

As requjred by l8 U.S.C, § 408{a), I will not participate personally and substantially in
any partiQuiar matter in which I know that I have a financial interest directly and predictably
affected by the matter, or in which I !mow that a porson whose interests are imputed to me has a
financial interest directly and predictably affected by the matter, unless I first obtain a Written
waiver, pursuant lo 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(1 ), or qualify for a regulatory exemption, pUISUllnt to
18 U.S.C. § 208(b)(2). I understand that the inter~ts of the following persons are imputed to
me: any spouse·or minor child of mine; any geneml partner ofapartn,ership in which I am a
limited or general partner; any organ.lzation in which I serve as officer, direotof, trustee, genernl
partner or employee; and any person or organization with which I am negotiating or have an
arrangement concerning prospective employment.

I wil1 meet in person witb you during the first week ofmy service in the position of
Mero~ in order to complete the initial ethics briefing required under 5 C.P.R. § 2638.305.
Within 90 days of my con.ti.mlation, I will also document my compliance with this ethics
agreement by notifying you in writing when I have completed the steps described in this ethios.
agreement.
If J have a managed accoimt or otherwise use llJe .services of an investment professional
during uiy appointment, I will ensure that the =aunt manager or investment professional
obtains my prior approval on a ca~by-case basis for the purchase of any assets other than cash,
cash equivalents, investment funds !hat qualify for tho exemption at 5 C.P.R. § 2640.20J{a), ot
obligations of the United· States,

I understand that as= appointee 1will be required to sign the Ethics Pledge (Exec. Order
no.13770) and that twill be bolilld by the requirements and restrictions therein in Rddition1o lhe
commitments 1 hllve made in this ethics agreement.
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I have been advised lhat this ethics egreement wi!J be posted publicly. consisreot with

5 U.S.C. § 552, on the website of the U.S. Office of' Government Etnics with ethics agreements
of other Presidential nominees who me public financial disclosure reports.

Slncerelt,

a~\..)CU-tt~
'l?ames T. Abbott
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HSGAC BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS FOR
EXECUTIVE NOMINEES
1. Basic Biographical Information
Please provide the following information.

Date of Nomination

Name of Position

Member,
Federal La bot· RelRtions Authority

James

Thomas

Abbott

Resjdcntial Address

Oflicc Address

(do not include scree! address)

{include street address)
Street:
1400 KSl:rect, .NW

"

NIA

State:

Wa,hiu Ion

DC

', (l,_tf/(]t l!{_umes Jf~ed

''
·.\ . .: : ,,.
First Name

Clty:

., ... . '

Middle Nome

··t.•

~

'

Suffi~

Zip:
22124

.,

ij

_.,

,.:,

Name Used

From
(Montl1Near)
(Check box. i (
estimate)

Name Used To
(Month/Year)
(Check box if

estimate)

Bst

11,t

"

0

F,st

Ii.,\

0

"
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Phlnipsburg, Pennsylvania

1958

,, f - -

Cbccl1 All Tbnt Describe Your Current Sltuatlou:
ever Married

Married

Separated

Annulled

l>ivo1·ccd

Widowed

X

0

0

0

0

•

t..,,!'-

Spouse's Middle Name

Spouse's First Name

Daniel

Spousc•s Last ame

Wttliam

Gri

Spo.1"e'f Oilier Nitiries Vseil

..
First Name
NIA

Middle Name

SpouSt•'s
Snflix

-

- (c11rre11r'_spp~1se.01i'ly)
..

1,.~sl Name

Suffix

ii

Nomfa Used
From
(Month/Year)

(Check box if
escimnte)

Name !,!set! To
(Month/Vear)

(Check box if
estimate)

f..11

l!J1

0

0

E,1

Ell

0

0
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Calc!J

Grl-Abbotl

Natha11l9J

2. Education
List :di post-secondary schools attended,

Name of
School

Temple
University
Beasley
School of
Law
Malone
College
(now
University)

Type of School
(voc.11ional/t<dmical/tm<ie school,
collegc/uniYcrsilylmilitary college,
~rrcspondcnce/disurncc/cxtcnsion/onllne
school)

Schoolofl.iw

College/University

Date Began
~
(month/year)
(check box ir
~tim:.tk)
Sll-1~0

"''
C

Date Ended
Scltool
(mo"th/)lear) (check
box If estimate)
(check "present" box
if still in school)
GS/1983

l!>l

O!>lltlG

D

a

J!fil
Awarded

JD

05/1983

r,_,,l BA
Q

05/1980

Et!
"""'"'
D
a

8'I
0!/19&0

Degree

£,t

Ert Pnt11U

"

D

Eoi

Est l 'ft:\ctU

D

D

•

a
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3. Employment
(A) List all of your employment :1ctivifle.s, including unemployment and self-employment,
employment activity was military duty, list separate emplofment activity periods to
show each change of milltary duty station. Do not list Cll\ploymcnt before your l.Sth
birthday unless to pr1>vide a minimum of tiYo years of cnl'ployment hi.story.

l( the

Tl'~• ofEmulol'mont

(Acrfv,, Mititary Duty s,a,lon.
N1niruu1! G\larQIRc5cr.·c,
USPHS Comll1i$slcmed Corps.

Olhcr folcml C111ploymcnr,
Stille Oovernmcm. (Non~
f'cdcral f.mploymcnt), Self•
omploymcnt. Unomploymcnl.

fedcod Coniractor, NonCovcmmenl Employment
(Cllcluding sclf-cmploymtn[),
Olhcr
Other Federal

Other Federal

Olltcr F~eral

Name of Your
Employer/
Assl2ned Duty
Station

MOsl Recent
Position
Title/Ronk

Location

(Cilyand
State
only}

Dole
Ent[!lormen t
Began
(monqt1yea,)

Dale
Emnlo~ment
Ended
lmontli/yearJ
(clleckbox if

(check bo1< if

estima[t)
(ch<ck

esll11101e)

"present" box

jf~lill
employed)

Federal Labor
Relations Aulhority

Congrt.ssional Offi~
ofComplialioe
De{ense Contract
Management Agency

Cbie-f Counsel
tolheChaim1a11

W~shingt
01)1

9/UJ/)7

P~a.t

""1

OC

O~p1lty

Washing[

!0/IM

General
CO!llise1
Senior
,\ssociale
District
Co11l'••I,

on, DC

-

Carson,
CA

JQ/Oj

Personnel ond
elhics

Olher Federal

Corpus Chrisli Army
Depot

Other Federal

U.S. Amiy Depot
Systems Command

Non-GoV1- Employm~nl
Coonty Oovemment

ChieiCom1sel

Co,pus
Chrisli,
TX

1/!lll

fl!'Jy

11.lG

111>0

JI&.~

"86

8J83

l/llS

Labor and

Chamber

Ethics CoU11scl

sburg,

l'litterl\ouso
Corporslion

Staff Attorney

Chamber

.39'" Judicial Disldct
Court of Common
Pleas

J11dicial Law
Cl~ktothe
President
Judle

PA

.,burg.
J>A

4

Chamber
Sb\ll'g,

PA
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(B) List any advisory, co11sultalive, honorary or other part-time service or positions with
federal, state, or locid gove1·nments, not Jistctl el ·ewherc.

Nam• or Gover:o ment

DateServke
Dogan

Name or Pnsillon

Entity

Date Service Ended
(month/year) [checl< hox

(monthfyear)

if c timate) (chtc.l<

Cch«:k hox if
,,niml!IC-l

"prescnl " bo., ifsult

""

NIA

a

.!JI

><:r1in~)
tit

l'rCfC!Plt
D

"

0

£,t
D

•::ai

c,i

0

C

P'1'1Sq1l
b

Ptdc<ill

•

4, Potential Conflict of Interest
(A) Describe any businessnlationship, dealing or financia l transaction which -you have bad
during the last 10 yelll's, whetJier for yourself, on behalf of a client, or acting as an agent,
that could in any way constitute or result in ll pos Ible conflict of inte1·est fn the position to
which you have been nominated.
None.
(B) Describe any activity d11ring the past 10 years in which you have engaged for the

purpose of directly or indirectly influencing the passage, defeat or modification of an
leglslntion or affecting the administration or e-xecutio11 of Law or public policy, other thou
while In n federal govcl'nmc111 capacity.
None.

5. Honors and Awards
l,ist all scholarships, feno~slllp , honorary degrees, civillnn service citations, 111ilitary
111cd1lls, aciidemic or professional honors, honorary society memberships 1rnd auy othcl'
special recogultion for outstanding service or achievement.
Commander' s Award for Civilian Service- Department of the Army (8/96)
Meritol'ious Civilian Scrvko Awnrd - U, , Def,.mse Con Ira ct Management Agency {8/2002)

5
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6. Memberships
List all m.emJ>erships that you lrnve held in l)rofcssional, sociRI, J>usiness, fraternal,
scholarly, civic, or oharitable org'.loizatlons in the Inst 10 years.
Unless relevRut tu your oon1inRtion, you do OT nee\! to include memberships in
charitable organi'tations av,,il ble to the public as a result of a tax deductible donation of
$1,000 or lesll, Parent-Tencher Associations or other organizations connected to schools
attended by your children, athletic clubs or Cearns, automobile support organizatiollll (suc11
ns AAA), discounts clubs (such as Groupon or Sam's Chili), or afl;inity
memberships/consumer club (such ns frequent fl_yer memberships).

Name of Ottnni,.ation

Dates of Your Membership

Position(s) Held

(You may approxim111tt..)

Chui-ch ofthclloly Comfoner;
Vienllll, Virginia

7/2016 - Presclll

Stewardship Committee, Lay
Liturgist

Senior &eculives Association

8/20 IO - rrcscnt

M1 for Velenms

S12017

Member; Mentor in SEA's
mentoring program with Young
Oovcmment Leaders A,soeiatiJ>n
Oeccmber2017 Event Planning
Commlttee

Log Cabin Republicans, DC

2005 - Present

Log Cabin Republicans, Northern
Virginia

200S - Present

LOBT Bat Association of DC

(@2012 - Pmel\l)

Member

Peclerol0LOB6

(2Q0,1-rrosent)

Mwnber; Board of Directors (2008Present)

Pollndcy Unfled Methodist Ch urth,
Washington. DC

(2004-20\S)

Member; Governance Boord
(@2012-15)

Society of Federal Labor~
Employee Profcsslonals

(2007-Pn;scnt)

Member

Dulles Trlnngles

(2005-21) IS)

Member

D.C. Panners

(@2007-11)

Member

Member; Board ofOirectOJ'l (2014·
16)
Member; Boord of Directors
(@2009,10)

6
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7. Political Activity
(A) I-lave you ever been a candidate for or been elected or appointed to a political office?

No.
Na meo(Orticc

:Eleclcd/ Appointed /
Conditlate On ly

Year£s) Elcdioh·
Held or
Appointment
Ma de

'reni1 of S~rvicc
(if npplfcablc)

(B) List any offices held in or services rendered to a political party or election

committee during the last ten yc:irs that you have not listed elsewhere.
None,

Name or Party/Election
Committee

Office/Services Rendered

7

Res[!onsi bllilies

.!llli,<_,QJ
Service
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(C) Itemize all individual political contributions of 200 or more tl,at you have made hi the
past five years to any individual, Cllmpaign orgnnizatlon political pa,·ty, political action
committee, or similar entity. Please list esich individual contribution and not the total
runount contributed to the perso,i or entity during the year.

S!00.00

Year orContrlbutiou
10/2016

Donald J. Trump

$100.00

10/2016

Donald J. Trump

$250.0D

10/2016

Donald J. Trump

$250.00

9/2016

Donald J. Trump

$250.00

9/2016

Barbara Comstock for Congres,

$ 100.00

9/2016

Donald J. Thnnp

SJOO

8/2-0 16

Donald J. Trump

Sl50.00

8/2016

Donllld J. Trump

$150.00

8/2016

Donald J. Trump

SI00.00

8/2016

Log Cabin R~publicans

$224.00

8/2016

Donald J. Tn,unp

S2S0.00

8/2016

Donald J. Trump

S2S0.00

8/2016

Donald J. Trump

Sl50.00

8'1016

..
Donald J. Trump

Amount

~a nte or Reripic.nt

8
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Log Cabin Rcpublicnns

$220.00

7/2016

Donald J. Trump

$200.00

7/20]6

Trump for President

S!00.00

5/ZOJ6

Randy Fornes for Congress

$50.00

512016

Log Cabin Republicans

Sl0.00

5/2016

Trump for Presid.ent

$50.00

5/2016

Randy Forbes for Congress

$50.00

4/2016

Cruz for President

$.50.00

3/2016

Trump for President

$50.00

2/2106

Rubio for \>resident

$'25.00

2/20 16

CrUZ for President

i'25.oo

1no 16

Carly Florina for President

$25.00

1no 16

Cruz for Presidont

$25.00

1212015

Carly Piorina for President

$25.00

12120 15

Cruz for President

$25 .00

11/2015

Carly Fiorina for President

S25,00

11/2015

Carly l'iorina for President

$50.00

9/2015

9
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Cruz for !'resident

$ 100.00

4n016

Friends of Scott Walke,·

$100.00

l/ZOl6

Friends of Scott Walker

$100.00

12/2015

Friends of Scott Wnlket

$100.00

11/2015

Friends of Scott Walker

$ 100.00

10/201S

Friends of Scott Walker

$100.00

9/2015

Friend~ of Scott Walker

$100.00

8/20 15

friends of Scott Walker

$100.00

712015

Friends of Scott Walke,·

$100.00

6/2015

Friends of ScoU Walker

$100.00

5/2015

Friends of Scott Walker

SI00.00

4/2015

Friend• ofScoll Walker

Sl00.00

3/2015

l'airfa~ County Republican CommiUee

$8S.OO

2/2013

Do fend our Nat.Ion PAC

$250.00

1212015

Jeanncmarie Devolito_, Davis fur Lieutenant Governor

$ 100.00

2/2013

GOP Proud

$100.00

1/2013

Log Cabin Republicans

$50,00

l/2013

10
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Log Cabin Republicans

$ 100.00

J 1120 12

Log Qibin Republicans

$100.00

10/201 2

Log Cabin Republicans

$700.00

9/201 2

Log Cabin Republicans

$ 100.00

8/2012

Log Cabin Republicans

$)00.00

7/2012

Log Cal;,i1t Republicans

$1()0,0Q

6/2012

Romney for President

$2000.00

8/2012

!

8. Publications and Speeches
(A) List' tlie titles, publishers aD<I dates of boolu, articles, reports or other published
materials that you have written, including articles published on the Internet. Please
provide the Committee with coplc or nil listed publications. In lieu of hard copies,
electronlc copies ca11 be provided via e-mail or other digital format.
Noue.

Title

Publisher

11

D~tem or Publicafiog

I
I
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(B) List any formal speeches you have delivered du1·ing tbe last five years and provide
the Committee with copies of those speeches relevant to the 1>osition fol' which you
have been nominated-. Include any testimony to Congress ot any other legislative or
administrative body. These items can be provided electronically via e-mail or other
digital format.
None.
Title!To(!k

Place/Audience

12

Dale(sl of S~•ecl1
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(C) List all speeches a11d testimony you have delivered in the past ten years, except for
those the text of which you are providing to the Committee.
None.

I!lk

Place/A udience

13

Dnte{s} or Seccch
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9, Criminal Histo.ry
Since (aud including) your 18 th birthday, ha

1my

of ,the following happened?

No.
•

Have :you &eeo issued a summons, citation, or ticket to appear in court in a crirninal proceeding :1galnst you?
(Exclude citations involving traffic infractions where the fine was les.< than $300 a1.1d did not include alcohol ot

drugs.) No.
•

Have you been arrested by any poliCI) officer, sheriff, mar.;hal or any otber lyp~ oflaw enforcement officlul?
No.

•

Have you been charged, convicted, or swtenccd of a crime in any coun? No.

•

H~ve you been 01· are you ctin-eotly mt pi'O~~Uon 01· parole? No.

•

Are you currently on trial or awaiting a rriol on cri1nlnal charges'I No.

•

'l'e> your :knowledge, hvc you ever been tho subject or targol o( a. federal, state ot looal crlmhial iflvesligntio11?
No.

Lf the answer to any of the questions above i$ yes, please answer the questions below for
each criminal event (citation, arrest, investigation, etc.). lf the event wns nn investigation,
where the question below asl(/f for information about the offense, please offer information
about the offense under investigatiou (if known).

N/A,
14
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A) Dllte of offel\l,'e:

a.

IS this M o~lhllnlc (Yes/No):

8) D~scription Qf tbe specific unwn: of ihe olTeosc:

C) Did the offense rnvolW any of the following'!
I) Domestic violonce or a crime of violence (,uch <19 battery or1ISS11ult) against your child, d•pcndon~
cohabitJt>I, spouse, former spou,o, or somoono with whom you share a child in cominon: Yes /No
2) Firearms or explosives: \' ,is I N'o
3) Alcohol or dl'Ugs: Yes I No
0) Location where the o!Tonsc occurred {city, callnty, !l!alo, i.ljl oode, country):

l!) Wcl'c you arrested, summoned, ci!ed or did you =ivo tlck•l to appearns a ,.,,.lilt of this ofrens; by any
pol i~e officer, shcri.fr; l)lllrshal or a11y other type of law enforcement official; Yes I No
I) Name of the raw enfbrcement agency thllt arrested/ciredlsurnmoned you:
2)

Loct11ion of the law enforcement •geacy (city, county, st.re, zip c()de, country):

F) As n result ofthis offense were you cl1t!f!led, eoovi111:cd, current!)' awaiting trial, and/or ordered to Q!)llellt in
court In a crimir1al proceeding against you: Yes/ No
I) lfyes1 provido the name of me court and tho loc;,tfon oflh~ court (city, county, state, zi~ oodo,
country):
2) Jfyes, provldaall the charges brought ngainst you for this offense, and the outcom" of Cllch cbargcd
offonse (such ns Cound $Uilty, found nol-gailt;y, ch~rgc droppC(,! or ''l\olle pros,'' etc). !fyou were found
guilty of or pl ended guilty to a lessc,· offense, list s~plll'ately both the orlginnl charge and the losser
offense;
3) lf n(1, provide cxplanatton:

G) Were you serucnoed 11, n res11ltoflhis o!Tonse: YM I No
l:l) Prov1do a description oflhe sentti1ce:

I)

Werc)•oll st'.nlcnced lo iJnprisonment fur~ term exceeding one year: Yes I No

J)

Were you incr.ircemted asn~11llofll1et sentence for not less thll!t on~ y11t1r; YI/$ I No

K) If the con\llction rcsul1ed in impriso11111ent, provide tho dnte1thet )'Ou actually wer,:, incnrc~rntcd:

1,)

tr convictiori resulted ln p1'0billiori or pntole, provide tile dat"6 of lll'Obatlon or pnrol~
15
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M) Are you c11m:ntly on U-ial, awaili11g a "·iol, Or awattlng sentenc.ing on critninnl chllrgcs r,01• this offerisc: Ye.~ I

No
N) Provi-ilc exphlMtion:

16
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10. Civil Litigation nnd Administrative or Legislative Proceedings
I

(A)Sincc(and including) yC1ur lSth birthday, have you been a party to .any public record
civil court action or adminlstrMive or legislative proceeding of any kind tbot resulted in (1)
n finding of wrongdoing against you, or (2) a settlement agreemi,nt for you, or some other
peuon or entity, lo make a payment to settle allegations ag11imt yon, or fol' you to tnke, or
refr:ain from hiking, some action. Do NOT include small dahns proweding.s.
Oare Claim/Suit
Wu Filed or
Lce,blalive
Procttdlngs
Beg.an

@N/98

Cpurt
Name

MSPB

Namc(s) of
Princ,ipal Parties
lnvnlvtd 1n
Action/Proortding
Sheil•

jl(~ture or Adinn/Procredlne,

To lhe best ol" my recollection
(on or around July - August
1998), a former direvt r~pon.
!!lade various assertions aboul
me whcn she challenged )lcr
re,noval frQm the-F~eral
service for poor performance
before the Merit Systems
Protection Bonrd (Sheila Gray
v. DOD, #SF-0432-98-0614•1·
I). As I recall, the deciding
official in the rem9val action
was rny supervisor (Anthony
Carr, General Counsel), l was
the proposing official after
Gray failed to Improve her
performance during a
perfonn11nce improvement
period (PtPJ. As I recall, she
nlleged in her appeal to the
MSPB that Cnrr's removal
Dciion was in retaliation for Ap
earlier (I believe Office or
Special Counsel) complaint
she had previously filed
against Cl»T. As I mentioned
above, I believe she mode
some Vflrious esscrtion, t'1at
Carr pe11nitted o\her Agency
officials, tncludlng a n1ilitary
JAG nfficer 11nd me, to
"harass" her. To !he best of
thy knowJcdse, the case wa,
never adjudicated. As I rec!lll,
lhc agency negotfo.tod !1
nuisance lump-sum settlement
In •-change forGmy's
resignal ion and, an agree1!)cnt
that she would never apply for
furun, Federal cmnlovmeuL

Gr.1y/Antltony
Carr/Defense
Con1tnct
Mnnagemeut
Agency

17

Ruult.sor
Artion/rrocecding
Settlement

Agfl)(lmQJ1t
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(8) Jn addition to those listed above, have you or any bu$iness of which you wel'e an officer,
director or owner ever been involved a$ a party of intere.~t in any administrative agency
proceeding or civillitigation? Please identify nnd provide details for any proceedings or
civil litigation that involve actions taken or omitted by you, or alleged to have been talcen oiomitted by you,, while serving in your official capacity.
Nono.
Namc{s)of

Date Claim/Suit
Was Flied

Court
Name

l'rincipa I Portles
Involve,! in
Actio,1/Procccdlng

Nature of Actio"/l>roceedin11

Results of
Action/J>roecMing

..

18
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11. Breach of Pr~fessional Efhics
(A) Have you ever been disclplifica or etted for a breaclt Qf eth,iC!J o.r unprofessionlt!
conduct by, or been the subject of a coruplaiut to, anJ court, administrative agency,
professional association, disdpltnnry committee, or other professional group?
Exclude cases and proceedings already listed,
No.
Name of
Atenci/ Aosoeia tion/
Co111mittee/~toU(!

Dote
Cit.atlon!Dl<•illllnaa
Action/Com2taint
lssued/lnitillted

DMcrlbe Qital101!l!!~tl1lUnaa
Action/Comnfttint

Results oCDlscipllnary
Act11>n/ComelaiuL

<

(C) Ha've you ever been fired from 11 job, quit a job l!!ter being told you would be fired,
~eft a Job by mutual agreemclit following charges or allegations of misconduct, left a
job by mutual ngree:mcnt folloWing notice of unsntis-foctory performance. or
. received a written wnrning, been officially reprim.anded, suspended, or dillci1>lincd
for misconduct in the workplac~. s11eh. IUl violation of a security policy?

.

o.

12. Tax Complianc
(Th.is faformation will not be publisl1ed in the record of the bearing on your nomination,
but It Will be retained in the Committee's files and wm be available for public Inspection.)

150

REDACTED

13. Lobbying
In the past ten years, have you registered as a lobbyist? lt!o, please indicate the state,
federal, or local bodies With which you have registered (e.g., Hou11e, eoate, CaliforuiR
Secretary of State).

No.

21
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14. Outside Positions
X See OGE Fonn 278. (If, for your nomination, you have completed an OGE Form 278
Executive 'Branch Person11el Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then proceed to the next section.)

For the preceding ten calenda1• years and the current calendar year, report any positions
held, whether compensated or not. Positions Include but are not Jimlted, to those of an
of,licc1·, director, trustee, gencr11l partner, proprietor, representative, employee, or
consultant of any corpo,·ation, firm, piu·tncrsbip, or olher businci;s entcrprhe or any nonprofit organization or educational instltotioo. Exclude positions with ,·eligious, social,
fraternal, or political entities and those solely of nil bonora1-y nnture.
Type of
Organn.Dtion

Nsme of

Orvni7.atlon

Atldreu of
Organi7.atio n

(torporatio11, firm.
par!Dei,l;ip, 01hor
husi'ric,,"'!Ycnlt:rprist;.
o\hcr 111m-profi1
arganit.alfnn,

edncat.iooa·1
i"nstitutlOn)

22

Position Held

Position Helt!
From
(month/year)

Positioo
BddTo

(111onWyCllr)
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15. Agreements or Arrangements
X See OGE Form 278. (ll", for your nomination, you have completed an 00B Forni 278
Executive Branch Personnel Public Finaocial. Disclosure Report, you may check the box here to
complete this section and then p~oceed to the next section.)
As of the date of filing your OGE Form 278, report your agreements or arrangements for:
(1) continuing participation in an employ~ benefit plan {e.g. pension, 401k, deferred
compensation); (2) contin1,1atlon ofpa)'fllent by a fonuer employer Qnclu.ding severance
payments); (3) leave-S of absence; and (4) Mure employment.

Provide information regarding any agrecme11b or arrangements you have concerning (1)
future employment; (2) a le11vc of absence. during your period of Government service; (3)
continuntion of p ayments by a former employer other tban the United States Government;
and (4) continuing participation in an employee welfare or ben.efit plan n;iaintnined by a
former employer other than United States Government retirement benefits.
!;!tall!! and Terms or &n~
Agreement or Arrag&~menr
.•

~

~

(monlh/year)

.
16. Additional Financial Data
A-ll information requested under this heading must be provided (or your.self, your spouse,
and your dependents. (fhis information will nQt be published in tile record of the henri.ng
on your nomination, but it will be retained In the ComJnittee's files and will be avnilnble fol'
public inspection.)

REDACTED
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REDAC ED

SIG 'ATURE AND l)ATE
r bcn,t,y ,1111 tbat Cbavo ffild tho for,goini:. tatemenl oo lliogtaphicoJ 10d Financnl lnfoan•ri•n ••d th I the Information
provided lhcniu l1110 tti• btst of!l!y l;no,•Jedge. cam•~ •ct11rafr, sad ,umplcte.

30
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U.. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Pre-Hi.lllring Q11estionnaire
For the omin;i tion of Jame.~ Thomas Abbott to be a I ember of the
Federal Labor Kelacion. Auihority

1.

ominatio n Proce~s and Co nflict of Interest

J. Did the President g,ve you specific re.isons why he nominated you \o be a member of the

Federal Labor Relations Authority tPlcR/\)?
No.

2. Were any onditions, expressed or implied, attached to your nomination? lf so, please
explain.
No.
3.

Mave you made any commitments with respect to the policies and principles you will
attempt lo implement as a member of lhe fl-RI\? If so, what ate they, and to \\lhom were
the commitments made?
No.

4. /\re you aware of any bu lness te lat on hip, dealing. 0 1· financial transaction

that could
result in a possible contlict of interest for you or the appearance of a connlct of interest?
If so plc:ise explain w hat proced ures you wil l use to recuse yourself or other1 ise add res
the conflict. And if you will recuseyou.-self, explain how you will ensure- our
responsibilities are not affected by your recu· al.

No. I have completed the Exec\Jtive Bl'clnch Pvbltc Financial Distlosvre Form. The form was
re\llewed, and approved, by the Solicitor of the Federal labor fl.elations Authority (Designated
Agency Ethics Offlclal) and the Office of Government Ethics.

n. Background ofihe
5. What speci lie

ominec

background, e:<perience, .nnd Attributes qtia!ify you to be a illt:mber oft he

FLRA?
Since 2007, I have served as Chief Counsel t o th ree Members/Chairmen of the FLRA. During my
time in these key leadership positions, I have championed the FlilA's strategic goals to promote
efficient case processlng, employee engagement, and outreach to the Federal labormanagement community.
But, from my perspective, the most valuable experience that I bring to the position of Member
is the breadth, depth, and scope of twenty-one (21) years of experience (preceding the FLRA)

Senate flomeland Security and Governmental Affuir,; Committee

Page 1
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du ting which I engaged In collectfve barga ining ahcl labor-management relations-at industria l
military worksites, major-subordinate commands, and headquarters complexes. Throughout
those experiences, I have sat at the bargllining table to negotiate local and nationwide collective
barg.iinlng 0 green,ent5 and have lltigoted every category of case which comes to the HRA for
resolution and before every regional offfce of the FLRA as we.II as before our sTster agencies, the
MSPB and EEOC. I began my federal attorney career as a perwnnel and lilbor attorney workfng
with f1rst-Hru;,superv1sors and union stewards in Industrial settings sucoh as Letterkenny Army
Depot and as Chief Counsel at Corpus Christi Army Depot (often meetrng_ on the work floor ln
coveralls or climbing into af) airplane fuselage In protective gear amidst hazardous materials and
working conditions to evaluate the merits of a pending grievance or unfa)r labor practice charge}
to creatively resolve workplace disputes before they became grievances. Later, In senior
posltions with the Defense Log)stlcs Ager1cy and Defense Contract Management Agency, I
engaged with agency heads and natfonal union leaders to achieve consensus on some of the
most significant labor issues of the tfme incl,,dfng impleme11tatlon of the bep;:utment of Defense
National Security Personnel SVstem.
The opportunlties to serve in locales as diverse as Central Pennsylvania, South Texas, Los
Angeles, Califorr\i~, and then in Washington, DC also ga\/e nie a unique perspective on how
legislation and policies established ln the nation's capital affect, foster, or impede positive
working relationships in real work environments and· impact the day-to-day worklng life of
en1ployees and supervisors, For me, the impacta11d effect of the /aw and Autl\orlty dec1sioris
are not simply abstract concepts or legal issues to be debated but are realities that are liVed out
every day by federal employees 1n thetr workplaces.

6.

Please

describe:

n. Your leadership and managernenl

style.

Managing least rs managing best . In my experience and in practlce, an effective manager
establishes priorities and direction but creates an environment in which their employees are
afford ed wide latitude and discretion to do their job. for me, as a leader, this environment
fostefs creativity among those who serve on my team and leads to effective and productive
results ;;ind decfsTons which are far better th,n I cou ld have reached on my own.

b. Your experience managing personnel.
Chief Counsel, Corpus Christi Army Depot - 5 employees
Senlor Associate District Cou(lSel, Personnel and Ethics, Defense. Contract Management
Agency West - directly supervised military and civilian staff of Immediate Office of OCMAW
and managed the Person11el/L-abor and Ethics Program - 35 attorneys at field a"ivlt1es wen
of MissJssl ppl River
Deputy General Counsel, Office of Compliance - S employees, 8 contractors
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Chief Counsel to the Member, f'ederal Labor Relations Autliority- 6 employees
•

As Chief Courisel to the Acting Chairm,m (2017)-additional duties include
supervising .stafu of Vacant Member, Case Intake am;I Publication, and
Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution Office - l2 employees

•

As Chief Counsel to the Chainnan (2007-08)- supervised :i consolidated staff of
attorneys and Case lntake and Pubflcation - 21 employees

c. What is the largest number of people 1hat have worked under you?
35

m. Role of Member. FLRA
7. Please describe your view of the agency 's core mission and a member·s rule

i1l nch!cvlng

that mission.
fhe FLRA's core mission is clearly defined by St.itute (S U,S.C. §§ 7101-71~SJ). Under the
construct of our Statute, the FLRA is to promote stable and constructive labor relations in the
federal Government because positive relationsh1ps between labor organizations and feder;il
agencies contribute to an effective and efficient Government.
A Member's role Is similarly defined by the Statute. Collectively, the three Members serve as a
quasi-judicial panel which makes final detero,inatlons on the appropriateness of bargaining
units and adjudicates unfair labor practlces (ULPs), exceptions (appeal,) from arbitratron
awards, and matters concerning the negotiability of various matters.

8.

Pleasedesllribe how you anticipate. if confirmed, working with other FLRA members 10
promole the agency"s core mission.
Members carry the responsibility to carefully and independently consider the entlre record and
positions of the parties, to apply the Statute, and arrive at a fair and lmpartlal declslon on any
matter that rs brought before the FLRA. In order to carry out this responsibility, effe.ctlvely and
efficiently, It Is imperative that Members work togetl\er on strategies to promptJy adjudicate
cases and to ensure that his/her staff complies "'11th ttie timeliness goals establi.shed by, and 11'1
conjunction with, the Chairperson. l have known, and collegially worked with, Member
DuBester since 2009 and previously worked with Member/Ghair-designee Ki ko when she
served as General Courisel of the Flf!A, llierefore, I have every confidence that immediately
we will be able to work construi:trvely together to tackle the existing .bad<log of cases.

a.

Please describe pr1or wor~ experience that demonstrates yourt:11paci1y to-work with
PLRA members ora dtfferent party af{i liation.
As Chief Counsel to three Members of the FLRA, I routlnely discussed positions, alternatives,
and approaches in cases of first impression and ttiose Wit h potentially broad Governmental
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impact with my colleague Chief Counsels in order to find areas of agreement, consensus, and
common ground, During two extended periods when my Member office was vacant
(without a confirmed Member), I reported to and prepared decisions in accordance with the
priorities and perspectives ofthe sfttlng Chafrperson. In both instances, the Chairpersons, to
whom I reported, were of differe nt political affillation than t he Member I had previously
served.

9. Protecting whist,leblower confidentiality is of the utmost importance

lO 1his

Commlttee.

a. During your career. how have you addressi:d whistleblower cow plaints'?
I have not har;l the oppottunlty to address whistlebiower complaints.

b. How do you plan m implemen t policie, w•i1hin the FLRA to encoun1ge employees to
bring con tructive sugge tion forward without the rem of reprisal'!
The Authority is in full com,pliance with the anJlual notification requirements set forth fn
S IJ.s.c. § 2302(c). An ann~al notice (most recently Issued on January 12, 20l7) reminds
employees of their rights under the Civil Service Reform Act, th e Whlstleblowet Protedion
Act, and the Whistle blower Protection and Enhancement Act and fnforms llow employees
may address or ralse such matters, I will continue to ensure that our poflcles and pr_actfces
comply with all statutory and regulatory protections,

c. Do you comm ii without reservation to work. to en Ure that any whistleblower within
FLRA does not fuce retaliation.
\'es.

d. Do you commit, ithoutre er ation to tali:eall appr priate aciion if notified about
potential, hi tleblow r retali.iLlon?
Yes.

I0. \Vha1 are the most significant challenges facing FLRA as an instituti n'! lt'confir1T1cd,
what ·teps will you take to address these challeng ?
The most significant internal challenge Is to ensure that the FLRA's most important reso urce- its
employees- are appropriately classified and that staffing is <1ppropriately distributed. As of this
date, fn the Auttiority component of the FLRA, 41.6% of staffed positions are classified as
supervisors and 12.596 as SES (agency-wide 30,8% and 11.6% respectively). The leadership of the
Authority needs to reassess and ensure that staffing decisions are prloritlzed, that the most
critical positions are filled , that positions are appropriately classified, and that the organizational
structure contributes to effective operations and the timely issuance of impartial, clear, and
quality dec1sions.
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NOMINATIONS OF ANN C. FISHER,
ASHLEY E. POLING, CATHERINE BIRD,
RAINEY R. BRANDT, AND SHANA FROST
MATINI
TUESDAY, JULY 16, 2019

U.S. SENATE,
ON HOMELAND SECURITY
AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

COMMITTEE

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 342,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. James Lankford presiding.
Present: Senators Johnson, Lankford, Hawley, Peters, Carper,
Hassan, Sinema, and Rosen.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LANKFORD1

Senator LANKFORD. Good morning, everyone. Today we are considering five nominations—and I apologize for starting 3 minutes
late to do it, but we will make up the time—Ann Fisher and Ashley
Poling to be Commissioners of the Postal Regulatory Commission
(PRC), Catherine Bird to be General Counsel (GC), Federal Labor
Relations Authority (FLRA); Rainey Brandt and Shana Matini to
be Associates Judges, Superior Court of the District of Columbia.
Ms. Ann Fisher currently serves as the Director of Public Affairs
and Government Relations at the Postal Regulatory Commission.
She previously served in several senior staff positions in the U.S.
Senate, including Deputy Staff Director of this Committee, under
Chairman Collins.
Ms. Ashley Poling currently serves Ranking Member Gary Peters
as Director of Governmental Affairs and Senior Counsel on the
Committee, and I have heard you have very strong statements in
opposition today. [Laughter.]
She previously served as the Counsel to Senator Jon Tester,
which was a lapse in judgment for you, and Senior Counsel to
Heidi Heitkamp, which made up for your lapse in judgment for Jon
Tester, on the Subcommittee on Regulatory Affairs and Federal
Management (RAFM).
Ms. Catherine Bird currently serves as the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Administration at the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS). She previously served as Legislative
Director for California Senator John Moorlach, and is a Legislative
Aide for California State Senator Ted Gaines.
1 The

prepared statement of Senator Lankford appears in the Appendix on page 27.
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Magistrate Judge Rainey Brandt currently serves as Magistrate
Judge in the D.C. Superior Court. She is also an Adjunct Associate
Professor at American University’s Department of Justice, Law,
and Criminology.
Magistrate Judge Shana Frost Matini currently serves as Magistrate Judge on the D.C. Superior Court. She previously served as
a trial attorney in the Office of the Attorney General of D.C.
The Committee takes all of these nominations extremely seriously, as you have noticed, based on all the background work and
the staff conversations and the endless numbers of forms and questions that you have all received. We are pleased to have these
nominees before us right now.
The Committee staff reached out to many of the colleagues and
affiliates of the nominees. They spoke highly of their professional
abilities and your fitness to potentially serve in the roles to which
you have been nominated. Staff interviewed the nominees on an
array of issues, and each has thoughtfully and competently answered each question.
I look forward to speaking with each of you more today on your
experience and accomplishments, how you intend to bring them to
bear for the Federal Government and the District of Columbia.
I will now recognize the Ranking Member Sinema, who is going
to defer to Senator Peters, and so we are going to skip over my
deferment to deferment. How about that? So we can go from there.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETERS1

Senator PETERS. That sounds good. So, thank you, Chairman
Lankford, and I know Senator Sinema will be here shortly and she
will be——
Senator LANKFORD. She is probably running eight miles somewhere.
Senator PETERS [continuing]. She is on her way here and will
have a more formal opening. But I wanted to have an opportunity
to thank all of the nominees here.
But I would like to add a few words about one nominee, and that
is Ashley Poling, who I am very fortunate to have on my committee
staff, as Director of Governmental Affairs and as Senior Counsel.
Over the past year, Ashley has been a valued advisor and she
has been instrumental in much of this Committee’s work since she
started working for Senator Tester 6 years ago. Ashley went on to
serve as a key advisor on postal issues for Senator Heitkamp before
joining my team.
And, Mr. Chairman, Senator Heitkamp has submitted a formal
letter of—I can only characterize this as one say, and that is enthusiastic support for her nomination, and I would like to have the letter entered into the record.2
Senator LANKFORD. Without objection.
Senator PETERS. Staff and members who have worked with Ashley over the years are likely familiar with her unique ability to
work through complex policy issues to find bipartisan paths forward. I am confident that she will bring this skill to the Postal
1 The
2 The

prepared statement of Senator Peters appear in the Appendix on page 29.
letter of Senator Heitkamp appears in the Appendix on page 144.
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Regulatory Commission. I also appreciate Ashley’s commitment to
mentoring staff on her team as well as the enthusiasm and depth
of policy knowledge she has brought to this Committee.
So, Ashley, on behalf of myself and the Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs Committee (HSGAC) Members past and
present, we all thank you, and I look forward to your testimony as
well as the testimony of others before us today.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. I recognize Senator Sinema.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SINEMA

Senator SINEMA. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you
to today’s nominees for their willingness to serve. Our nation needs
the best possible people to serve inside our Federal Government,
and I am glad that so many of the nominees’ families could be here
with us today.
I have a longer opening statement that I will ask the Chairman
to add to the record.1
Senator LANKFORD. Without objection.
Senator SINEMA. Thank you. I wish all of our nominees the best
and I look forward to our conversation.
That is it.
Senator LANKFORD. Alright. I will take the shorter statement
publicly and take the longer statement by record. That is terrific.
I do want to recognize—we have couple of special guests that are
here with us today as well. Congressman Meadows wanted to do
a special introduction today of Ashley Poling, and we would be
pleased to be able to receive your opening statement right now.
OPENING STATEMENT OF MARK MEADOWS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. MEADOWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Chairman Johnson, Ranking Member Sinema, Ranking Member Peters, and Members of the Committee. Thank you so much for giving me this
honor.
In DC there are a lot of heavy lifts. This is not one of those. I
can tell you that when I came to Congress postal reform was last—
no, if there was a number below last in terms of my priority it
would be postal reform, and yet I have had the opportunity to meet
with Ann and Ashley. And what I wanted to do is share, for this
Committee’s consideration—you have a Republican Member of Congress introducing a Democrat nominee, and that does not happy
very often in this town, and it only happens because of the exceptional talent of Ashley Poling.
I want to just, Mr. Chairman, and for the Committee, to raise
the awareness of this public servant. I can tell you that in this
town, all of you know—this is not your first rodeo—you understand
the partisan politics that happen each and every day, on every
piece of legislation. And yet when we were working in the House,
Ashley, not once, not twice, not three times, but multiple times continued to reach out to advocate for her State, and at that time for
1 The

prepared statement of Senator Sinema appears in the Appendix on page 32.
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Senator Heitkamp, for the service standards that rural America
needs to make sure that is put in place.
And I can tell you, Senator Sinema, we actually went to Arizona,
to your home State. We visited a processing center in Tucson, Arizona, that you are very well aware of. And one of the big things
that Ms. Poling was pushing for is making sure that we do not
close down processing centers that ultimately makes mail a 1-week
or 2-week delivery system, when, candidly, it is such a central part
of who we are as a Nation. I know, in the mountains of western
North Carolina, there are more stories and more living that takes
place at the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) and those centers than
anyplace else.
You go to the post office and you share the stories, but it is not
just that. We have come to rely on this system, and it is in a crisis
mode. Quite frankly, as a business guy, I do not know how we solve
this. I look at the financial stability of where our postal system is
and from a business perspective it is bankrupt, and so any consideration that this Committee can make to move these two individuals through very quickly to make sure that the Postal Regulatory
Commission is fully staffed very quickly. Every day we have a $145
billion deficit—that is billions with a B—that if we do not address
immediately, all of us, whether we are Democrat or Republican,
will see the results of that back home.
And, last, I would close with this. It is not about Ashley. She is
here today because she has actually done the hard work, as Senator Peters so eloquently put in his opening remarks. But she did
the hard work behind the scenes, each and every day, not caring
who got the credit. And in a town where it is all about who gets
the credit, I can say that not only my unqualified endorsement of
Ashley Poling is something that truly impressed me, but she knows
more about postal than anybody on Capitol Hill.
And so I would strongly encourage your consideration, your expedient consideration of her nomination. I consider her a friend, but
I also consider her an expert. And for her parents who are here in
the audience, you can be extremely proud of the daughter that you
have and the way that she carries herself in such a professional
manner.
And so with that I thank this esteemed body for allowing me the
opportunity to introduce Ashley Poling for your consideration.
I yield back.
Senator LANKFORD. Mark, thank you so much for your recommendation on this. You have thoroughly ruined your reputation
now as a Republican Member of Congress.
Mr. MEADOWS. Well, that was the danger. I got that.
Senator LANKFORD. Let me also bring some additional letters of
recommendation. Mark, thank you really for being here. I appreciate very much that.
I want to acknowledge some letters of support that have been
submitted to the Committee in favor of the nominees, including a
letter from our colleague, Senator Susan Collins of Maine, in support of Ann Fisher. She is a long-time staffer to Susan Collins and
this Committee, and so we appreciate very much your leadership.
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And so I am asking unanimous consent, without objection, for
Senator Collins’ letter to be included as well.1
I would call on Senator Carper to be able to make a statement
as well, at this time, on one of our nominees, as well.
OPENING STATEMENT OF THOMAS R. CARPER,2 A UNITED
STATES SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Senator CARPER. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. It is great to be on this
side of the dais, actually sitting next to this woman.
Senator LANKFORD. We have a few questions for you while you
are on that side, as well. [Laughter.]
Senator CARPER. Well, I have a few answers.
I am honored to sit here next to Ann Fisher. I have known Ann
for, a dozen years or so, and walking over at the time, I would describe her—I am going to talk a bit about her credentials and then
I will yield back—I would also describe her as mother of the year
twice, arguably one of the luckiest guys around. You did a great
job working for Susan in all other capacities, where I first got to
know her.
But I think when she speaks she will introduce her husband,
David, and daughters, I think Dagney—is it Dagney? Is that correct—Dagney and Regan—it is not Regan, is it?
Ms. FISHER. Regan.
Senator CARPER. Regan. I wanted to thank both Dagney and
Regan for sharing their mom, and I want to thank David for sharing his wife with our country, very much.
And when we look at Ann’s resume she can be summed up in a
couple of quick bullet points, and one of those is senior government
executive with over 20 years of experience on Postal Service-related
issues, trusted government liaison to the U.S. Congress, thought
leader on the U.S. Postal Service, and a key leader in the postal
stakeholder community.
None of these quick snippets can really describe, though, Ann
Fisher. I have had the real privilege of working with her and have
grown to respect her over nearly two decades. Each bullet only describes a piece of Ann and who she is, but together these bullets
show she is an unquestionably qualified person to be a PRC Commission.
The Postal Service is the linchpin, as we know, of a trillion-dollar
mailing industry, and the role of the regulator is one that cannot
be overestimated. You need someone who understands postal product pricing and someone who understands the intricacies of the
postal marketplace. That is Ann Fisher.
For more than 20 years, Ann has been at the forefront of postal
issues. When she was the former Republican Deputy Staff Director
of this Committee, I had the pleasure of working with her on postal
reform issues, over 12 years ago, and we have continued to work
together since then in her roles in the PRC on numerous legislative
policy reforms.
Party politics aside, Ann is, first and foremost, a professional.
Any time you ask Ann a question, we are going to get an honest
1 The
2 The
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and a thoughtful answer. She is woman of integrity and her longstanding relationships in the postal community, with all the stakeholders, and with the unions show that Ann is going to be an impartial leader for the PRC.
Her knowledge and her character are why she is prepared to a
regulator for the largest employer in America, behind Walmart,
and I look forward to the work that Ann will do as a commissioner
on the PRC, and I rest easy knowing that she will be watching out
for the health of this vital Federal agency.
I think, Mr. Chairman and colleagues, there is a certain irony
that I hope is not lost. Mark Meadows was here to introduce Ashley—Mark, a Republican, Ashley, a Democrat—and I am here to introduce Ann Fisher. That is the way this place is supposed to work.
That is the way this Committee works, and I think it is a special
day for that reason.
Thank you.
Senator LANKFORD. Senator Carper, thank you very much.
It is the custom of this Committee to swear in all witnesses before you testify.
Senator CARPER. Do you want to swear me in too? [Laughter.]
Senator LANKFORD. You know what? We will allow you to not do
public swearing today.
So I would ask each of you that are at the table to please rise,
raise your right hand.
Do you swear the testimony that you will give before this Committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you, God?
Ms. FISHER. I do.
Ms. POLING. I do.
Ms. BIRD. I do.
Ms. BRANDT. I do.
Ms. MATINI. I do.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. You may be seated. Let the
record reflect that the witnesses all answered in the affirmative.
I want to recognize Ms. Fisher for an opening statement, but I
would hope for all of you, when you give your opening statement,
that you will also introduce your families here and let everybody
know who they are. They have come this journey with you and we
think it is extremely important to be able to acknowledge those
folks that are walking on this journey with you as well.
Ms. Fisher, you are recognized first.
TESTIMONY OF ANN C. FISHER,1 NOMINATED TO BE A
COMMISSIONER, POSTAL REGULATORY COMMISSION

Ms. FISHER. Chairman Lankford, Chairman Johnson, and Ranking Member Sinema, Members of the Committee, thank you for the
opportunity to appear before you today, and for your consideration
of my qualifications to be a commissioner of the Postal Regulatory
Commission. I would also like to thank President Trump for nominating me. I am deeply honored.
I am grateful to have with me today my husband, David Fisher,
my two daughters, Dagny and Regan Fisher, and my nephew Au1 The

prepared statement of Ms. Fisher appears in the Appendix on page 37.
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gust Veerman of Sioux Falls, South Dakota. While my parents,
Paul and Cathryn Rehfuss, are not able to be here today, I know
they will be proudly watching from their home in Yankton, South
Dakota. Both were long-time public servants for the State of South
Dakota, and have instilled in me the value of a career dedicated
to public service.
This past May, I marked my 26th year of Federal service with
all but two of those years devoted to postal issues. In the Senate,
I benefited from working for three different senators representing
very different States: South Dakota, Mississippi, and Maine. Naturally, part of my time was spent assisting the members’ constituents with a myriad of postal issues. I noticed that post office closures consistently generated the most passion. I learned how much
people across America care about their local post office, especially
in highly rural areas.
As a government relations manager at Postal Service headquarters here in Washington, I developed an appreciation for the
vast scope of the postal network and the complexity involved in
moving a single piece of mail from the post office or a blue box to
someone’s mailbox across town or across the country. I also spent
a good deal of time traveling to midwestern States, meeting with
local postal officials and congressional staff, helping to ensure
transparency of postal operations and resolve community concerns.
Starting at the Postal Regulatory Commission in 2007, I worked
as chief of staff to former Chairman Dan Blair, then later became
the director of public affairs and government relations, where I
have worked the past 11 years. Our mission is to ensure the transparency and accountability of the Postal Service. The Commission
prides itself on providing timely and rigorous analyses, while optimizing stakeholder engagement. With a major review of the system
for setting market dominant rates well underway, the qualifications, fairness, and impartiality of the commissioners is paramount.
My background at the Commission provides me a wide variety of
experiences necessary to meaningfully contribute as a commissioner and maintain this high level of transparency and accountability.
To date, the most challenging yet rewarding part of my career
was my time spent as deputy staff director to the former Chairman
of this Committee, Susan Collins, as she, together with then-Ranking Member Carper, crafted a Senate companion to the House of
Representatives postal reform bill.
Updating postal laws that had been in place since 1970 was incredibly difficult, for the U.S. Postal Service is the centerpiece of
a $1.4 trillion mailing industry that employs more than 7.5 million
people. After years of effort and a multitude of obstacles, The Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act (PAEA) was signed into
law by President Bush in 2006. Unfortunately, shortly thereafter,
the Great Recession coupled with accelerated electronic diversion
dramatically reduced mail volume. Today, the Postal Service has
lost money 12 years in a row and has an outstanding debt of $11
billion.
I took great interest in the December 2018 report issued by
Treasury Secretary Mnuchin’s Task Force on the United States
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Postal System. While opinions of the recommendations made within the report may be varied, I think most can agree with the task
force goal of identifying a path for the U.S. Postal Service to operate a sustainable business model, provide necessary mail services
to citizens and businesses, and compete fairly in commercial markets.
Difficult decisions lie ahead for Congress and the Commission
with respect to potential postal reform. I believe my experience
working within the U.S. Senate, at the U.S. Postal Service, and at
the Postal Regulatory Commission have given me a clear understanding of the challenges faced by today’s Postal Service, as well
as viable options for the future.
Mr. Chairman, if confirmed, I will dedicate myself to working
with Congress, the Administration, and the Postal Service to ensure that users of the postal system have a vibrant and efficient
mail system for many years to come. Thank you.
Chairman JOHNSON. Ms. Poling.
TESTIMONY OF ASHLEY E. POLING,1 NOMINATED TO BE A
COMMISSIONER, POSTAL REGULATORY COMMISSION

Ms. POLING. Good morning Chairman Lankford, Ranking Member Sinema, and Members of the Committee. Thank you for inviting me to testify today regarding my nomination to the Postal Regulatory Commission.
I am thankful for the family, mentors, friends, and colleagues
who could all be here today. It means the world to me. I would also
like to take a moment to introduce and thank my wonderful parents, Barclay and Lindy Poling, who are sitting right over there.
Their unwavering guidance, love, and support over the years has
been nothing short of extraordinary, and they have truly shown me
what it means to be a public servant. They have also had to hear
far more about postal issues over the years than any parents ever
should, and for that I will be forever grateful.
I would also like to thank Congressman Mark Meadows for introducing me today and Senator Heidi Heitkamp for her letter of support for the hearing record, as well as Ranking Member Peters for
his kind words.
I have spent significant time working on postal policy in the U.S.
Senate, and I have been uniquely fortunate to work for three past
and present Members of this Committee: Ranking Member Gary
Peters of Michigan, Senator Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota, and
Senator Jon Tester of Montana. In over 5 years of working on the
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee, I have
gained a strong appreciation for the vital role that the Postal Service plays in the lives of postal customers across our Nation.
In my work for the States of Montana and North Dakota, I have
personally seen how post offices represent the heart of the communities they serve and why the Postal Service is a lifeline to the individuals and small businesses in rural America. It became clear
to me that in order to protect and improve the speed of mail delivery for rural communities, it was essential to improve service performance across the country by ensuring that strong service provi1 The
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sions were included in any comprehensive postal reform bill. Because service provisions were not considered to be an essential part
of reform legislation at the beginning of this multi-year effort, we
worked to develop a broader national service protection strategy
that ultimately benefited the postal customer on the local level and
would ensure the Postal Service’s accountability to its customers.
Relationship-building is crucial to the success of any legislative
efforts on the Hill, and it was a key part of our educational efforts
on service in both the House and the Senate and on both sides of
the aisle. Key among those relationships was a strong, bipartisan
postal alliance between Senator Heitkamp and the Chairman of the
Subcommittee with jurisdiction over postal on the House Oversight
and Reform Committee, Congressman Mark Meadows of North
Carolina. The Senator and the Congressman became aligned on the
issue of service after realizing how much they had in common in
regards to rural communities in their respective States of North
Dakota and North Carolina. Their advocacy in respect to this issue
is one of the primary reasons why service provisions are now an
important part of any comprehensive postal reform discussion.
In addition to this specific work on service, I have played an integral role negotiating four separate postal reform bills over the
years and have become intimately familiar with the various components that make up comprehensive postal legislation. Throughout
this time, I have continued to build, preserve, and advance trusted
and strong interpersonal relationships over multiple Congresses
with the entire postal community. This includes stakeholders from
a large coalition of mailers, all four of the major postal unions,
postmasters, postal supervisors, the Postal Service, the Postal Regulatory Commission, the Postal Service Office of Inspector General
(OIG), and offices in the House and the Senate, on both sides of
the aisle.
The United States Postal Service is at a critical crossroads in our
Nation’s history. It faces significant financial challenges that pose
a very real threat to its long-term viability. The fiscal path that the
Postal Service is on is not a sustainable one, but it also has the
very real potential for revitalization through needed legislative reforms in Congress. By working collaboratively across the postal
community on these challenges, I believe we can preserve, revitalize, and modernize a vital lifeline of communication that has existed for over 200 years.
If confirmed as a Postal Regulatory Commissioner, I would welcome the opportunity to actively work with all of our stakeholders,
this Committee, the entire Congress, my fellow commissioners, and
the Postal Service to find common-sense, lasting solutions to the
challenges faced by this agency so that the best results can be delivered to postal customers across our country.
Thank you for considering my nomination and I look forward to
answering your questions.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. Ms. Bird.
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TESTIMONY OF CATHERINE BIRD,1 NOMINATED TO BE GENERAL COUNSEL, FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Ms. BIRD. Chairman Lankford, Ranking Member Sinema, Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to discuss my
nomination to become General Counsel of the Federal Labor Relations Authority. I would like to thank the Committee on Homeland
Security and Governmental Affairs and its staff for all the courtesies they have shown me as I have prepared for this hearing. Additionally, I would like to thank the staff at the FLRA who have
provided assistance during this process.
To start, I would like to acknowledge my parents, Gary and
Linda Hoyer, who are with me today. My mother, who has been a
teacher for over 40 years, and my father, who works as a computer
programmer at Dallas Theological Seminary in Texas, helped mold
me to who I am today. I am extremely grateful for their constant
support and guidance in my life.
It is an honor and privilege to be nominated by President Trump
to serve as the General Counsel of the FLRA.
I grew up in a household which values service to others. As I
evaluated various career paths to utilize my law degree, I quickly
chose to use it in service to the American people. Our Federal Government serves many critical roles, from providing national security to preserving our majestic National Parks, and to caring for
our wounded warriors or those suffering from the devastating effects of the opioid crisis. I have the utmost respect for the work of
our Federal Government and for the dedicated public servants performing that work.
If confirmed, I can assure you of my commitment to ensure that
all Federal employees are treated fairly and their rights are respected. In particular, I will uphold the rights of employees to
form, join, or assist any labor organization, or to refrain from any
such activity, and their right to engage in collective bargaining.
I also believe, as stated in the President’s Management Agenda,
that those in public service must be accountable for mission-driven
results and that agencies must have the necessary tools and resources to deliver those results. If confirmed, I would be guided by
the need to maintain the smooth functioning of our government, to
provide excellent service to the public, and to be effective stewards
of taxpayer dollars on behalf of the American people.
I truly value the incredibly diverse, complex, and challenging
work our government does, and I consider the FLRA’s mission to
administer the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute as integral to achieving a well-functioning government. If confirmed as General Counsel of the FLRA, I would be honored to be
a part of the FLRA’s leadership in promoting stable, constructive
labor relations that contribute to a more effective and efficient government.
My career has provided me with the skill set and experience
needed to excel in the position for which I am being considered.
During my time at the Department of Health and Human Services,
I have worked on three specific issues that would benefit me if I
were confirmed to this position.
1 The
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First, I participated in term-bargaining negotiations on behalf of
HHS management in discussion with the National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU). This experience taught me the importance
of an objective and impartial Federal Labor Relations Authority in
ensuring that labor negotiations proceed efficiently and effectively.
This first-hand experience of the collective bargaining process has
given me a keen understanding of the dynamics of the process and
the ability to understand the process in a practical and not only
theoretical manner. If confirmed as General Counsel, I will strongly support the need for good faith negotiations as envisioned in the
Statute and case law, and I will apply the law independently and
impartially.
Second, in my role as Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Administration, I oversaw a highly successful Federal Employee
Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) program, centered on employee engagement. If confirmed, I vow to take employee engagement seriously
and do everything within my authority to improve employee morale
in the Office of the General Counsel (OGC).
Third, in my role at HHS, and in other positions, I have been entrusted by employees to investigate complaints and address issues
they have raised to my attention. These situations have required
me to critically look at the facts of a case, apply applicable rules
and regulations, and come to a fair and impartial decision. I would
apply a similar approach in evaluating charges of unfair labor practices. My decisions would be grounded in the Statute, regulations,
and case law, using my best, independent judgment in each case.
I believe that my experience and passion will provide value to
not only the FLRA, but by embracing a customer service approach
will also benefit the many Federal agencies, labor organizations,
and employees who rely on the work that FLRA does.
Thank you for considering my nomination. I look forward to answering any questions you may have.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. Ms. Brandt.
TESTIMONY OF RAINEY R. BRANDT, TO BE AN ASSOCIATE
JUDGE,1 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Ms. BRANDT. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,
thank you for this opportunity to appear today as you consider my
nomination to serve as an Associate Judge of the Superior Court
of the District of Columbia. The Committee Members and their
staff have been very welcoming and I appreciate the hard work and
careful consideration of my nomination. I would like to thank the
D.C. Judicial Nomination Committee and its chair, Judge Emmett
Sullivan, for recommending me to the White House, and the President for nominating me.
It is an honor to be seated here today with my colleague and
friend, Judge Shana Matini. Our friendship began over 20 years
ago when we clerked together at Superior Court. I am fortunate to
have the support and guidance from many friends and colleagues,
some of whom are here today. I thank you all for helping me get
to this point.
1 The
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Five of them in particular who are present, I would like to recognize at this time: Chief Judge Robert Morin, as well as former
Chief Judge Lee Satterfield, both of whom have been with me
every step along my judicial journey. Deputy Director of Interpol,
Michael Hughes, whose friendship is a source of support and guidance. Judge Michael Rankin and Judge Stephanie Duncan Peters,
for whom I clerked, and learned so much about how to be a good
judge.
I would like to observe that my mom, Eloise, who died 3 years
ago, is in my heart and I know she is proud of what both her
daughters have accomplished. My sister, Cricket, who is seated behind me, a dedicated D.C. public school teacher, is here today to
offer her support.
Last but certainly not least, I would like to thank my husband,
Chief Robert Brandt of the United States Marshals Service. His
unconditional love and support enable me to give 110 percent to
District of Columbia.
I have lived in the District of Columbia for over 30 years. Much
of my legal career has been at Superior Court, first as a student
practicing attorney, then judicial law clerk to Judges Michael
Rankin and Stephanie Duncan-Peters, then as a special counsel to
three chief judges, and now as a magistrate judge. In addition to
my work as a lawyer and judicial officer, I teach at American University and have done so for over 25 years. All of these experiences
have given me the opportunity to be a good public servant, and prepared me to become an associate judge.
Since 2012, I have been a magistrate judge at D.C. Superior
Court. During my tenure, I have been assigned to the criminal,
civil, and domestic violence divisions. I am well prepared to assume
the additional responsibilities of an associate judge. In addition to
my caseload responsibilities, I serve on a variety of court committees and have taken on the leadership role of currently being the
Deputy Presiding Magistrate Judge.
Each day I see people from all walks of life, with varied degrees
of temperament and vulnerability. I work diligently to ensure that
all litigants who appear before me feel they are heard and each
case handled fairly, all while preserving the rule of law.
It is an honor to serve the citizens of the District of Columbia
as I maintain the court’s mission of being open to all, trusted by
all, providing justice to all.
Thank you again for your consideration, and I look forward to
answering your questions.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. Ms. Matini.
TESTIMONY OF SHANA FROST MATINI,1 NOMINATED TO BE AN
ASSOCIATE JUDGE, SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Ms. MATINI. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,
thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today, and
thank you for considering my nomination to be an Associate Judge
of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. I want to thank
the Judicial Nomination Commission, and in particular the Com1 The
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mission’s Chair, the Honorable Emmet G. Sullivan, for recommending me to the White House, and the President for nominating
me. I also wish to recognize and thank Chief Judge Robert E.
Morin, as far as Chief Judge Lee Satterfield, both of whom are
present today, for their support and leadership, and to thank the
Committee staff for their hard work in preparing for this hearing.
I am so pleased to be joined today by members of my family. My
father, Robert, resides in California so he is unable to be here
today, but he is watching online, along with other members of my
family, with I am sure a great deal of pride. My mother, Lynda,
traveled from her home in Florida to support me today, as she has
every day of my life. My husband, Ali, and our daughter, Sofia, are
also present. Their love and encouragement means the world to me
and I am thankful to have them in my life. I am also joined by a
number of friends and colleagues, and I am grateful to each of
them for their friendship.
It is a great honor to be considered to be an Associate Judge on
the Court where my legal career began when the Honorable Richard A. Levie hired me to serve as his law clerk. I am forever indebted to Judge Levie, who is here today, for his guidance and his
unwavering support throughout my career. My clerkship also provided an opportunity to form long-term relationships with my fellow law clerks, including my friend and colleague Judge Rainey
Brandt, who clerked the same year that I did.
Upon graduation from law school in the District and after my
clerkship, I worked in both the private and non-profit sectors before joining the District of Columbia Office of the Attorney General,
where I served the District and its citizens as a trial attorney in
the Civil Litigation and Equity Divisions.
As a litigation attorney for the Office of the Attorney General, I
practiced regularly in the Superior Court, and always found the
judges before whom I appeared to be thoughtful, fair, and dedicated. Not only did I learn so much as a practitioner in Superior
Court, but when I was appointed to serve as a magistrate judge,
I was provided invaluable guidance from my Superior Court colleagues.
Since my appointment as a magistrate judge, I have served the
Court in the Civil, Criminal, and Family Divisions, and thoroughly
enjoyed the challenges that each assignment presented and the
ability to serve my community. I am humbled by this nomination
and, if I am fortunate enough to be confirmed, the opportunity to
continue serving the District of Columbia as an Associate Judge of
the very Court where I started as a young lawyer and have learned
so much.
Thank you, and I look forward to answering any questions the
Committee has.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. I appreciate very much all of
your statements there.
There is a mandatory set of questions that we need to be able
to ask all of you, and so what I am going to ask is—I am going
to down the row and I am going to ask the question and then each
of you, I want you to be able to answer verbally to me. Is everybody
OK with that? So there are three questions I am going to ask, and
I am going to ask each of you to answer verbally with me.
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The first question, is there anything you are aware of in your
background that might present a conflict of interest with the duties
of the office to which you have been nominated?
Ms. Fisher.
Ms. FISHER. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Poling.
Ms. POLING. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Bird.
Ms. BIRD. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Brandt.
Ms. BRANDT. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Matini.
Ms. MATINI. No.
Senator LANKFORD. The second question. Do you know of anything, personal or otherwise, that would in any way prevent you
from fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been nominated?
Ms. Fisher.
Ms. FISHER. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Poling.
Ms. POLING. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Bird.
Ms. BIRD. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Brandt.
Ms. BRANDT. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Matini.
Ms. MATINI. No.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
Third question. Do you agree, without reservation, to comply
with any request or summons to appear and testify before any duly
constituted committee of Congress if you are confirmed?
Ms. Fisher.
Ms. FISHER. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Poling.
Ms. POLING. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Bird.
Ms. BIRD. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Brandt.
Ms. BRANDT. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. Ms. Matini.
Ms. MATINI. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you very much.
I am going to defer my questions to the very end and move to
Senator Sinema.
Senator SINEMA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My first question is
for Ms. Fisher.
One of the chief concerns that Arizona has regarding the U.S.
Postal Service is inconsistency in service performance. Given your
many years of experience within the PRC in various roles, and the
critical role the PRC plays in the oversight of service, how can the
PRC help the Postal Service improve its service performance?
Ms. FISHER. Thank you, Senator. The Commission, by law, is required to consult with the Postal Service on their service goals as
they set them each year or make modifications to them, and we
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also collect all of the data related to their service performance annually and report on the extent to which they meet their performance through our Annual Compliance Determination, which is
issued each year in March.
I also, in my position, oversee the constituent relations aspect,
and we receive letters from approximately 7,000 consumers across
America a month, and their number one issue is service, and, in
particular, it is delayed mail. So we are well aware of the issue and
will consistently work with the Postal Service to encourage them
to meet those performance goals. We know how important it is
across the board.
Senator SINEMA. Thank you. My next question is for Ms. Poling.
Given the recent reports of the Postal Service’s new business
plan and the cuts to service infrastructure contained in the plan,
it is critical that leaders of postal oversight bodies understand the
importance of consistent postal service to customers and the impacts that misguided service cuts could have on local economies.
If confirmed to this role, how would you use the PRC’s existing
authority to make sure that any proposed Postal Service infrastructure changes, including the consolidation of processing plants, are
closely examined to ensure they make sense from a financial and
consumer service standpoint?
Ms. POLING. Thank you, Senator. I think first I would say, I
think it is wonderful that the PRC already does a lot of monitoring
of the service performance of the Postal Service. With that said, I
do think that probably one of the things I would really like to examine and explore is, is there more that can be done, in terms of
holding the Postal Service accountable, to make sure they are
meeting those service performance targets.
That is something I have explored quite a bit on the congressional staffer side, through legislation, in terms of, what can be
done to make sure that the PRC really is holding the Postal Service in complete compliance. That is something I would like to examine further, as a commissioner, if confirmed, but I also do think
that probably Congress has a role to play there as well.
Second, I would say I think it is really important to make sure
we are getting accurate data. There was an Operational Window
Change Report that came out in the fall of 2018, that actually
found that the Postal Service only saved about 5.6 percent of the
projected savings that they said they would for changing the overnight service standard. We no longer have an overnight service
standard anymore. First-Class Mail takes 2 to 3 days to be delivered.
I think it is incredibly important to make sure that the PRC is
getting the most accurate data possible, and I think it is important
that Congress is getting the most accurate data possible from the
Postal Service.
So if confirmed I would do everything I could to make sure that
we are getting that accurate data so that we can make sure that
we are serving the American postal customers as effectively as possible. Thank you.
Senator SINEMA. My next questions are for Ms. Bird.
The general counsel at the FLRA is the key decisionmaker regarding when unfair labor practice charges move forward. Experi-
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ence with Federal labor law and its practice is an essential qualification for the position.
Before your positions with HHS that started in 2017, what was
your experience with Federal labor law and its adjudication, and
have you ever supervised the work product of other lawyers working in Federal labor law?
Ms. BIRD. I have not. I did not have specific experience with Federal labor law. However, I did deal with labor unions often as
stakeholders in legislation that was coming before members that I
worked with in the California State Senate.
Senator SINEMA. Thank you. Since joining HHS in 2017, I know
you have played a key role in representing the agency’s interest in
the realm of labor management negotiations, specifically in the effort to reach a new collective bargaining agreement, and you have
also advised management in a separate labor negotiation at the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA).
The unions representing employees in these disputes, the National Treasury Employees Union and the American Federation of
Government Employees (AFGE), have provided letters opposing
your nomination. I do want to submit both letters for the record,1
with the Chairman’s approval, and ask a few questions that allow
you to respond to the claims in these letters.
Senator LANKFORD. Without objections.
Senator SINEMA. Thank you.
In a letter opposing your nomination, the NTEU said that HHS
moved to declare an impasse in collective bargaining negotiations
after 1 day of negotiations. Could you tell me how your perception
of 1 day of bargaining for only a couple of identified issues led to
an impasse and what your perception of good-faith bargaining was
in that situation?
Ms. BIRD. I do not agree with that characterization. The collective bargaining had begun on that contract back in, I believe, 2016,
and there had been multiple instances of negotiations with the parties. As far as when we moved to impasse we had multiple days
of negotiations. HHS management team felt that it was important
early on, because of some of the contentiousness of the negotiations
prior, to bring in an independent body, the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service (FMCS), to help oversee those negotiations,
and in an effort to reach an agreement. At the direction of the
FMCS, the parties found themselves to be at impasse quickly, and
that went to the Impasses Panel, which then made the determination.
Senator SINEMA. Thank you. My next question is also about your
role advising HHS on collective bargaining negotiations. In April of
this year, the Federal Service Impasse Panel issued a decision on
many of the disputed issues from that negotiation with NTEU. In
your policy questionnaire, and at your recent staff interview, you
answered several questions by stating you would be guided by statute, regulations, and relevant case law, but in the April decision
the Impasse Panel found multiple places where the HHS management position did not follow Federal labor relations statute, regulations, and applicable case law. I am wondering if you could help
1 The
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square those statements about strict adherence to precedence with
the recent findings of the Impasse Panel.
Ms. BIRD. My role in the HHS management negotiations, and
really my duty, was to represent management to the best of my
ability at that negotiations table, which is what I did. My role and
my duty as general counsel of the FLRA would be to be an impartial decisionmaker, and I can commit to look at the facts of each
case, apply the applicable rules and regulations to the individual
facts in that case, and come to an impartial and a fair decision.
Senator SINEMA. Thank you, Ms. Bird. Mr. Chairman, my time
has expired.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. I want to recognize the Chairman of the full Committee, Senator Johnson.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHNSON

Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to first
welcome all the nominees and thank you for your past service and
your willingness to serve in the new capacity, and wish you all
well.
I do want to focus a little bit on postal reform because we have
a unique opportunity with two nominees that are very well versed
in the subject. So I am going to ask three questions and I want
both of you to respond, and I will start with Ms. Fisher, because
you were actually here during 2006 postal reform.
I just want to ask the basic question. What do you think was the
best part of postal reform, what went right, what went wrong, and
why are we still talking about fixing the postal system?
Ms. FISHER. I think the rate cap was tremendously helpful. The
mailers, at that time, a priority concern of theirs was stability and
consistency. Rates prior to that had been set to increase every 2 to
3 years, and for large mailers that was a huge jump in what they
would pay for postage fees. So the rate cap got that right.
We also, in working with the Postmaster General at the time, believe that setting it at Consumer Price Index (CPI) was also adequate. That was what the Postal Service had effectively operated
under for the past 20 years. But we had absolutely no idea that
shortly after the bill was passed the Great Recession would come
about, and these seemed to be constraints that were just impossibly
tight for the Postal Service to operate under and still be able to
make these multi-billion-dollar Federal retiree health benefit payments that we had scheduled for them over the coming 40-some
years.
So what I wish is—I do believe the rate cap system was right.
I wish that we had given the Commission the opportunity to possibly revise that sooner than 10 years after enactment. I also wish
that perhaps there had been language included that required more
transparency on the end of the Postal Service when it comes to
making changes in nationwide that impact Postal Service across
the country.
We serve an advisory opinion role in that capacity, but the advice
that we give to the Postal Service is often taken by the Postal Service but we do not know what happens with it once we have given
it.
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Chairman JOHNSON. OK. Ms. Poling, why didn’t 2006 work? I
mean, why are we still looking at fixing the postal system?
Ms. POLING. Thank you, Chairman. What I would say, I think,
first, is that we are at an incredibly different time than we were
in 2006. If memory serves me right, I think that is right before sort
of the iPhone came out, before people, I think, began to rely even
more on electronic mail. That was kind of the start on that.
In addition, I think as Ann said, we did have the recession of
2007 to 2009. In addition, we have had declining mail volumes.
Again, that is coupled——
Chairman JOHNSON. And that really could not be predicted and
was not anticipated——
Ms. POLING. Exactly.
Chairman JOHNSON [continuing]. In the 2006 reform. Because I
do have limited time——
Ms. POLING. Yes.
Chairman JOHNSON [continuing]. What has been the primary impediment to getting something passed, or fixing the system over
the intervening years? What has been the primary impediment?
Ms. POLING. I would say the primary impediment is getting
stakeholders on the same page. I think that is something that is
really tough in the postal community. You have a lot of wonderfully
passionate people, but finding people—finding kind of that sweet
spot where everyone can agree is a tough task. I have worked on,
as I said, a number of postal bills. I have seen it year after year.
I do think, though——
Chairman JOHNSON. Getting on the page of what issue?
Ms. POLING. Well, I think——
Chairman JOHNSON. What has been the main problem——
Ms. POLING. Yes.
Chairman JOHNSON [continuing]. That we cannot get agreement
on?
Ms. POLING. I think probably the main issue that we have to consider is the prefunding mandate for retiree health. Another issue
that always comes up is rates. We have kind of tried to address
that some through legislation. Obviously the PRC is sort of the primary rate-making body.
In addition, service, as I spoke about in my opening, is an issue
that does come up, because that is something that really does impact, I think, communities all over this country. Finally, I would
say ways to modernize the postal system is another area that always comes up. I would say there has been a lot of discussions on,
I think, especially the retiree health mandate, how to fix that, has
been a struggle.
I would actually like to comment on the Postal Task Force Report. There was an idea on there that actually talked about vested
liability, using that as potentially as a way of reducing the
prefunding burden. I will say I have not examined that in detail.
That is from my reading of the report. But what that would essentially do is just look at those existing retirees of the Postal Service,
as well as those who are about to retire, and would not go as far
into the future as what we have right now.
So I think there are—and I would comment, I mentioned earlier,
stakeholders, it is tough to get everyone on the same page. That
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is actually one of the issues that I have heard more consensus on
than I have many others, and I think it is worth really examining
that, because I do kind of think that that has always been the
toughest issue to get through.
Chairman JOHNSON. We do need accurate information, and there
is all kinds of information I have been trying to obtain for years
and I just simply cannot get it, in terms of—I will not get into that.
Ms. Fisher, I would like your perspective on kind of what has
been holding things up.
Ms. FISHER. I do believe it is difficult, as Ashley, said, to get
members on the same page. I felt hopeful when the White House
Task Force issued their report, the extent to which it discussed the
Universal Service Obligation (USO) and possible considerations
that could be considered around that. This was something that the
Commission looked at in 2008. We were mandated by the 2006 act
to look at the universal service obligation and the two monopolies,
the mailbox and delivery everywhere.
The White House Task Force asked Congress to consider looking
at things that have the potential for big changes in revenue, such
as possibly dropping down to 5-day-a-week delivery, franchising the
mailbox. Those are some big-picture items that traditionally Congress has rejected.
What I would recommend is that a nationwide survey be undertaken, and perhaps this could be done by the Commission in conjunction with the Postal Service, to ask the American public what
exactly do you want of your Postal Service today.
We found, through a smaller poll, done by George Mason Institute, whom we worked with on the 2008 report, that of around
1,000 people polled, the majority were comfortable with the idea of
moving to 5-day delivery. A majority were not comfortable with the
idea of opening up the mailbox, but if it were to be opened up to
certain companies that they were familiar with, then they were
very comfortable with the idea. I am not advocating for either of
these changes, but they are worth considering, and I think it is
time for an update.
Chairman JOHNSON. OK. If the Chairman would indulge me for
just one final question. By the way, I think the President’s Task
Force on this did a pretty good job of laying out the problem. I just
want to ask a question on that.
One of the recommendations was fix the postal system without
a taxpayer bailout. Do you both agree with that position? Ms. Fisher.
Ms. FISHER. Absolutely. The Postal Service was intended to be
self-funding and it should be.
Chairman JOHNSON. Ms. Poling.
Ms. POLING. Yes, I do.
Chairman JOHNSON. OK. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator LANKFORD. Senator Carper.
Senator CARPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again, to each of our
witnesses today, welcome, and congratulations on your nominations. And your parents, in some cases, and you families are here
and friends are here. I have found in my life that when daughters
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or sons turn out well it is usually, in part, because they picked the
right parents. [Laughter.]
And for the folks in the audience who helped raise these women
and molded and shaped them, we want to thank you as well.
I had a question for Ms. Fisher and Ms. Poling, both of you. I
have a couple of questions I would like to ask you. The first one
deals with rate review.
The Postal Regulatory Commission concluded, I think more than
a year ago, that the postal rate system was not meeting the objectives that Congress set when we last enacted postal reform in 2006.
In short, the commissioners found that the system does not allow
the Postal Service to raise the revenues it needs to maintain its financial health or to meet the service standards that it has established. The Commission has not yet finalized the replacement for
the existing system.
I would just ask if each of you could take a minute or two to talk
about how important you believe it is for the Commission to take
this next step, and how you plan to approach this project if you are
confirmed.
Ann, would you go first?
Ms. FISHER. Yes. This is one of the most important undertakings
that the Commission has experienced since my time there, in my
opinion. The stakes are very high, considering the Postal Service’s
finances. This review has been far more complicated than I would
have anticipated, and being done in accordance with all the rules
of the Administrative Procedures Act (APA), is can be lengthy.
We were stalled for a bit, unfortunately, with four commissioners
coming to reach a majority of consensus on certain issues related
to the findings, but now since we have had a fifth commissioner
join our ranks in December things are moving forward again.
I think it is very important that we finish this and get it out for
public review and comment as soon as possible, and I am committed to doing that as soon as I arrive at the Commission.
Senator CARPER. Thank you. Ms. Poling, same question.
Ms. POLING. Yes. Thank you. Yes, so I would say, this is something obviously that was mandated under PAEA, and in that, in
the proposed rule that the Commission did put out in December
2017, they did find that the rate-setting process had not been as
efficient as they hoped. In addition, they also found that the high
quality service standards had not been met.
I think that is a really key piece. Obviously, I know I have talked
a little bit already today about service, but that I would be a piece
that I would be particularly interested in examining, if I were confirmed to be a commission. But I would also be very interested to
see all of the work that has gone into the analysis that got us to
the point of the proposed rule, and to make sure that I thoroughly
understand it, as well as the impact that it would have on the full
postal community. I think that is really important.
One thing I would note, in particularly, in the proposed rule,
there was a proposal that the PRC put forward that would actually
allow an additional point to be given to the Postal Service in the
future, in the rate-making process, if they are able to meet or exceed service performance targets. I think that is really interesting
and I think that we have to think of ways to make sure that they
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are, really being held accountable in this area, based on how much
it impacts every single person in this country but also, obviously,
in Congress. Members are very familiar with this issue and hear
about it the most from constituents.
So those are some areas I would be really interested in, and I
would commit to examining this and working on it, and, working
through the process as expeditiously as possible.
Senator CARPER. Alright. Thank you both for those responses.
One more question, if I could, with regards to evaluating the
Postal Service. This is for each of you.
If confirmed, what steps would each of you take to evaluate the
status of the Postal Service and the steps that need to be taken in
the coming months to address both its short-term and its long-term
financial challenges, and what will your main areas of interest be?
Ms. Poling, would you like to go first?
Ms. POLING. So I would say I think that we have really got to
do a full-scale analysis of all the issues that the Postal Service has
been facing. I have obviously become pretty familiar with those in
Congress, working through multiple variations of legislation. But I
also think it would be really interesting to make sure that I am
fully understanding what that looks like in terms of the PRC’s role
as well, and in terms of sort of what we can do to really make sure
that the postal community is working together.
One of the strategic missions that the Postal Regulatory Commission has in their statement is to create more engaging relationships
with Congress. I think that is something that I could really bring.
I have worked with, obviously, members and staff across both sides
of the aisle. I know the stakeholder community incredibly well. I
think that is something that I could really bring to this. In addition, I would also say my service experience, which I have talked
about quite a bit, I think that is something that really brings an
insight into what the American postal customer is looking for.
Ann commented earlier on a review of the universal service obligation. I do think we need to absolutely know what Americans
want today, and we need to know what they want all over the
country. That is incredibly important. At the end of the day, we are
serving the American postal customer and we have really got to
look at that.
In addition, I would say it would be interesting—the Postal Service, obviously, a bright spot for it has really been in the package
market. I think we need to—I would like to make sure I am understanding everything as well as I can, from the perspective of a commissioner, if confirmed. But I think that really is an area where
there is great potential for the Postal Service to continue innovating, and if they are able to do so more flexibly in the future I
think that the sky is truly the limit.
Senator CARPER. Alright. Fine. And the same question, Ms. Fisher, if you would please. Thank you.
Ms. FISHER. With respect to the short-term and the long-term financial condition of the Postal Service, I believe resolution of the
10-year review of the market-dominant rate-setting system is a priority, as that would provide the Postal Service with the necessary
additional rate authority and incentivize them to become more efficient. So that is my number one priority.
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Second after that, I am, as I stated earlier, very interested in updating the Commission’s report on the universal service obligations
and monopolies. While any changes to the universal service obligations are Congress’ to make, I would love for the Commission to be
able to provide them with food for thought to help them move
ahead in these areas.
Senator CARPER. Alright. Thank you both.
Mr. Chairman, Albert Einstein used to say, in adversity lies opportunity, and there is plenty of adversity.
Senator LANKFORD. And lots of opportunity.
Senator CARPER. But there is a fair amount of opportunity as
well, and if confirmed we hope you will help us find that. Thank
you. And good luck, everyone. Thank you for your service.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
So then it is down to me. I have just 98 minutes of questions left.
[Laughter.]
This will be somewhat of a lightning round, as I go through several things here, to be able to go through. And for fear that the
D.C. Court does not feel like they are getting enough attention here
I am going to begin with both of you. It is the benefit of being on
a panel with five here.
Ms. Matini, I want to begin with you on this. As a nominee, do
you pledge that the facts in the law will drive your decisions on the
bench?
Ms. MATINI. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. How can you use your position
best to be able to help solve the problems that D.C. is currently facing, just in population and criminal issues, civil issues, and just
people issues? It is not unique to D.C. It is just folks, nationwide.
What can you do best to be able to serve the people of D.C.?
Ms. MATINI. Thank you, Senator. I believe that if I am confirmed
to be an associate judge I would continue to do what I have done
as a magistrate judge, which is to treat the cases that come before
me all individually, try to keep the cases moving expeditiously
through the courthouse when people come to court. Their cases are
very important to them and they are important to me. I want to
make sure that they each have the opportunity to be heard and to
receive a decision that is based on the facts that I have heard and
the law that applies to those facts, and to manage the courtroom
in a way where everyone has the opportunity to be heard but the
cases continue to move through the courtroom in an expeditious
manner.
Senator LANKFORD. So let me ask you a follow up question on
that. How can you make sure that justice is not delayed, because
that is a big issue, to be able to make sure that the backlogs do
not continue to stack up and that individuals that show up in court
actually get their day in the court? They have gone through a lot
of pain to be able to get to that moment, some of them for years.
They have prepared, paid attorneys, gone through counsel, been in
multiple meetings, and it has been very difficult. No one looks forward to their day in court. They look forward to it being done and
getting resolution at that point. How can you make sure justice is
not delayed in your court?
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Ms. MATINI. I hold myself to very high standards. I try to be as
prepared as possibly can for every case that comes before me so
that I am aware of the potential issues that could come up. And
I also hold the lawyers that appear before me to the same high
standard, and I believe that in my experience as a magistrate judge
over the past 31⁄2 years my expectations are known throughout the
courthouse that people should be one time, they should be prepared, and that I expect that cases that are set for that day are
going to go that day, and to try to encourage everyone to be as prepared as possible.
Senator LANKFORD. So just because an attorney was really busy
and had three other cases they do not necessarily get another 3
months of just extra time for your case.
Ms. MATINI. No, but I also want to make sure that the individual
that the attorney represents is adequately represented. So if it is
a situation where an attorney needs more time in order to be able
to effectively represent an individual, I do have to consider
that——
Senator LANKFORD. Sure.
Ms. MATINI [continuing]. Because to simply move a case forward
for the sake of expediency, that is not serving the purpose of what
I need to be doing.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. The same questions I want to
ask you, Ms. Brandt. So do you pledge that the facts of the law will
drive your decisions from the bench?
Ms. BRANDT. Yes.
Senator LANKFORD. So how can you use your position best to be
able to serve the people of D.C.?
Ms. BRANDT. Thank you for the question, Senator. I think just
by doing what I have been doing for the past 7 years, is taking
each case as it comes in, applying the law to the facts as they
present themselves, and making sure that each litigant has an opportunity to be heard.
Senator LANKFORD. How do we deal with the backlogs, as we
have talked about before with Ms. Matini? How do we make sure
that it is not justice delayed in the process?
Ms. BRANDT. Well, I am a self-confessed Type A personality.
Senator LANKFORD. Nothing wrong with that.
Ms. BRANDT. So I always like to make sure that I am prepared
whenever I take the bench, and I expect the lawyers to be prepared
as well. And part of being prepared, as the judge, is setting the appropriate deadlines that the lawyers need to meet, and holding the
lawyers to those deadlines is part of the process of moving the
cases through the system. There is always an opportunity in individual cases where expediency might be to the detriment of the litigant, so you have to take each situation as it presents itself and
act accordingly.
I would like to footnote that part of moving the process along is
being decisive in you decisionmaking.
Senator LANKFORD. Thank you.
Ms. Bird, let me ask you a little bit about—and let me ask you
this, and I failed to do this earlier and I apologize. Have you received a copy of the letters that we put into unanimous consent
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(UC) earlier, that Senator Sinema referenced? Have you seen both
those letters?
Ms. BIRD. I have not.
Senator LANKFORD. OK. Well, I apologize that I did not ask you
about that earlier. I should have asked you earlier on that and to
make sure that you get a copy of those.
One of the issues that was raised in the letter was your role in
the negotiations with the VA. Can you talk through those negotiations real quick, and what was your role at that time?
Ms. BIRD. Yes. I provided brief support to the VA management
team as somewhat of a consultant to them to provide experience
and knowledge for a short period of time.
Senator LANKFORD. OK. But not as an official VA negotiator or
as a VA representative?
Ms. BIRD. No. there was a detail in place——
Senator LANKFORD. Right.
Ms. BIRD [continuing]. To the VA, but no, I was not officially a
part of the VA’s bargaining team. Just more of a consultant role.
Senator LANKFORD. Can you describe your approach to managing
employees that are in various geographic locations? You are not
going to have the privilege of getting a chance to see everyone you
manage every day. How are you going to handle that?
Ms. BIRD. That is correct. Right now at HHS I help oversee a division that has 900 employees and many of those employees are remote. And so we utilize all different forms of technology to stay in
constant communication with our employees and to be able to do
video conferences, things of that nature, to ensure that we are fully
engaged with employees across the country.
Senator LANKFORD. I heard your comments earlier about working
toward creating a positive working environment, even within the
general counsel’s office, as well as providing fair arbitration or negotiation and the opportunity to be able to have fair conversation
for all parties. Do you feel confident you are ready to be able to do
that?
Ms. BIRD. Yes, I do. One of the things I mentioned in my opening
statement is that I have been a part of HHS’s very well-run Federal employee viewpoint survey——
Senator LANKFORD. Right.
Ms. BIRD [continuing]. And we are number one right now in
large agencies, number two across the Federal Government. So I
am really excited about the ability to bring that experience to the
Office of the General Counsel.
Senator LANKFORD. That is good. Thank you.
There are not many postal regulatory questions that have not already been asked. The two of you all have had plenty of opportunity to be able to go through quite a few things.
Let me ask you this, though. What can the PRC do, without legislative action, to maximize this conversation about rates and sustainability of USPS products, especially those that do not cover
costs right now? There has been an ongoing dialogue about some
products do not cover the costs, but that is its own unique challenge. If I go back to the newspapers in my small towns, and for
the people that are in many of my communities, they are very dependent on trying to be able to get news and to be able to get infor-
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mation, and to be able to get periodicals and things. Many of those
things do not cover costs.
What do you need legislatively, or what can be done by the PRC
without legislation?
Ms. FISHER. Senator, I think that there are the potential for
movement among the classes of market-dominant and competitive
products that can be done to allow the Postal Service the potential
for more rate-setting flexibility. But that requires a willing body of
Governors to submit such a request to the Commission and a willing majority body of commissions to approve such a request.
The issue of the underwater products is constant. It has been
going on for a long time, decades, I believe. I know that the Postal
Service has worked very hard, through changes in equipment, in
the way they process those products, to help address the costing
issues, but it will also be addressed as well in the 10-year review,
I believe.
Senator LANKFORD. Great. Ms. Poling, do you have anything you
want to add to that?
Ms. POLING. Yes. I would just add, you had asked about, I think,
just really maximizing the role from the position of being a PRC
commissioner. I think that there really has to be really effective
oversight, to the extent possible. We did not go into this particularly but I know negotiated service agreements have been another
area that has come up, in terms of those covering their costs, and
that is something else that the Commission obviously evaluates.
I think from what I understand from USPS, OIG, insight, I really think this is somewhere that there needs to be more thorough
oversight, of who is getting those discounts and things like that,
with the Postal Service. So that is one area.
In addition, I would just say I think continuing to really monitor,
as much as they can, service performance results. I think there are
excellent examples of collaboration. Right now the Postal Service
has an internal measurement system that was approved by the
PRC last summer. That is something that Members of Congress,
two of my former bosses, worked on, and worked closely with the
PRC and the Postal Service to do that.
I bring that up—I think that is an excellent example of collaboration and what we need to see more of while there, and I will look
forward to more fully understanding all parts of that role if confirmed.
Senator LANKFORD. Alright. Well, there are quite a few issues
that obviously have to be addressed that we have not talked about
today, things like security, drugs coming in from outside the country or moving around within the country through the mail system,
illegal products, whether that be ivory that is moving into the
country or illegal items that are moving in, artifacts and such moving in through the mail.
So there is a wide variety of issues. And we focus very often on
drugs moving but there is a wide variety of issues that have to be
addresses and be able to determine what is the best way to do that.
And we will count on you all to be able to help focus on the ideas
and make the proposal that are needed to be able to address these
items.
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My State is not dissimilar to many other States. In Oklahoma,
we are very dependent on the mail coming, whether it be for prescription or for news or for a bill coming in. We are very focused
on access to that timely product coming into our box.
There is also a tremendous group of letter carriers and postal
employees that serve in our State that are remarkable public servants. And we are very proud of them and very partial to them. But
we are also looking for answers and recommendations as we struggle through this process. I appreciate you both stepping up to consider this.
All of you, you have been through this dialogue but this is not
the first time to be able to have a dialogue like this. All of you have
been through extensive background checks. You have turned in
endless documents. I have personally gone through all of your FBI
files—it is very exciting, by the way. I have also gone through all
of the background information for all five of you. You have met
with our staff who have pummeled you with endless questions and
then did follow up questions with you. You have submitted lots of
answers to lots of issues.
So I appreciate you coming through not only today but what you
have already walked through. Our goal is to be able to get you
through this process completely, get you through confirmation, and
get you on the task, because you did not initiate this process so
that you could go through confirmation. You initiated this process
so you could be confirmed. So let’s finish that out in the days
ahead.
I thank all of you for being so willing to be able to go through
a long, arduous process, to be able to do this service to your country.
You have all made financial disclosures,1 provided responses to
biographical and hearing questions submitted by the Committee.2
Without objection, this information will be made a part of the hearing record,3 with the exception of the financial data,4 which are on
file and available for public inspection in the Committee offices.5
The hearing record will remain open until noon tomorrow, July
17, for the submission of statements and questions for the record.
Thank you all and thank your families for walking through this
as well, with all of you.
With that, the hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:17 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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Fisher appears in the Appendix on page 39.
Poling appears in the Appendix on page 89.
Bird appears in the Appendix on page 147.
Brandt appears in the Appendix on page 206.
Matini appears in the Appendix on page 236.
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Fisher und Ashley l'qling 10 be Commissioners of the Poscal Regulelol)' Commissi,m; Cmhcrinc
Bird IC) be Goncn,I Counsel of 1h• Federal Labor Relacion, Authority: and Rainey Brandl and
hana Ma1ini 10 be Associate Judiies on !he Superior Court for the Oislrict of Columbia.
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MS. ANN FISHER clltl'ently serves m lh• D1.-.:ctor of Puhlic Affairs a11d Government Relatlons
a1 Iha. P.ostnl Regulatt)ry Commission_ Sh~ pre\ltously servt!:d in several ~nior srnJfposhfons 1n
the U. , cna1c includins as D•pu1y SU1i'f DircclOr ofllus CommiUcc under Chairman Collrns.

MS.A HLEY POLING currenlly scrves Ranking Member Gary Peters as his Oireciorof
Governmental Affair and onior Counsel on rhe Commillcc, She rreviously served as Coun~l
lo ert,llor Jon roster ond Senior Counsel lo cnalor Heidi Hcilkamp on 1heSubcommittee on
Rcgulalol)' Affdirnnd Federal Management.
MS. CATHERJfilE BTRD c11rrcntl y J:trves 35 the Principal Deputy k >i51~nt Sccr,,1~1')' for
Admu11s1.J11tiou a1 tho Depnrtmcul of Health and Hw,,an Serviees, S~c prc,·I01.1$ly "'""id a<
Lejtlslmive Dlrc«or for Califomia S1•1• Senator Joftn Moorla h [More-Loe~] 1111d as a
Legislative Aide for California Sime SonHior Ted Gatnes,
MAGISTRATE JUDGE. RAINEY RANSOM BRANDT currently serv~s :is a Mi1gistr:1te Judg•
on tho D.C. uperior Cou:t. he isalso-anadjnnct assocla1e professor at American University's
Oepanmem or Justice. L•w and Crimim,logy.
MAGI TRA TE. JUDGE SHANA FROST MAilNI curr,,ndy serves as a Magistr:11.t Jud~• on the
D,C. Supcrior Coun. he ptt\iousl)' served as d tridl auomcy in the Office of the At1omey
General of D.C.
The Commitll'C take the.sc nominal ions very scriou,ly, nnd wear;, pleased 10 have 1hese
nominees before us.
Commllt•c $(aJT reached oul to m:iny ilf ~ colleagues and aflilia1cs of the 1100110.~•, and they
spoke highly of your professional abililiL"ll anti fitness IQ pot011tially serve tn lhe roles 10 whlch
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Staff interviewed the nominees on an arra or issues, and each bas lhough1fully and competetllly
answered each question,
l loo.k forward to speaking wlth each of you more today on your experience and
accomplishmeats and bow you intend to bring them to bear for the federal government and the
District of Columbia.
I now recognize Ranking Member Sinema [oi her opentng statement.
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U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security anil G overnmental Affairs
ominalions of Ann Fisher nnd Ashley Poling, to be Commi1<Sioncrs, Post.Ill Regulatory Commission;·
Cathe.rine Bird 10 be General Counsel, Federal Labor ManaJ!ement Authority; iind Rainey Brandt amt
Shana Frost Matini to 1w A:1sotinte ,Judge , uperior Court of the District of Columbm

July 16, 1019
Senator Gory C Pcten, Ranking Member

Openilrg Rmwrk.,·

Thank you, Chairman Lankford, Ranking Memher Sinema, and thank you tu all of the nominees for
your willingness to serve.
1 would like to add ·a few,VQrds abou1 om: nominee - Ashley Poling, who Jam fortunate to have un my
Committee staff a~ my Director of Governmental Affairs and Senior Counsel.
Ovei- the p&St year, Ashley has been a valued 11dvisoi-- and she has been instrwnl!llt-al in much of this
Commiu-ee's work since she started working for Senator Tester six years ago.
Ashley went on lo serve as a key advisor on postal issues for Senator Heitkamp before joining my
team.

Mr. Chainnan - Senator Heitkamp has submitted a formal letter in "e.mhusiastie" support of her
nomination ~ which I a,~k to have entered into the record.
Staff and members W\lo (lave worked With Ashley over the years are likely fumiliar with her unique
ability to work through c-0mpleic policy issues to find bipartisan path forward - I'm confident she will
bring this skil l set to Postal Regulatory Commission.
I also appreciate Ashley 's commitment 10 mentoring staff ou her ream as well as the enthusiasm and
depth of policy knowledge she has brought to this committee.
Ashley - on behalf of myself -and HSGAC members past andptesent - thank you. J look forward lo
your testimony and the testimony of nJJ our nomjoees.
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Senator Thomas It Carper
Introduction of Ann C. Fisher to be a Commissioner on the Postal Regulatory Co mmission
,J uly 1'6, 2019

1 am honored io introduce Ann Fisher for the hearing on her nomination to be a
commissioner on the Postal Regulatory Commission,

Before I introduce Ann, however, I want to introduce Ann 's family-her hw.band David,
and her two daughters Dagny and Regan. Thank you fot sharing your mother and wife
with us for the last 20 years and thank you for supporting her in this new role.

When you look at Ann's resume, she can be s11mmed up in various quick bullets:
Senior government executive with over 20 years of experience on Postal Service
related issues.
o Trusted government liaison to the U.S. Congress
o Thought leader-on the U.S. Postal Service
o A key leader in the postal Stakeholder community
o

one of these quick snip-its can really describe the Ann Fisher l have worked with and
grown to respect over nearly two decades.

Each bullet only describes a piece of Ann and who she is. bur together, lhese bullets show
she is unquestionably qu,aHfied to be a PRC commissioner.
The Postal Service is the lynchpin ofa trilllon dollar mailing industry and the role of the
regulator is one that cannot be underestimated, You need someone who understand Postal
produci pricing and someone that unde(stands the intricacies of the Postal market place.
And that is Ann.
For more than 20 years Ann has been al the forefront of Postal issues. When Ann was
the former Republican Deputy Staff Director of this Committee, I had the pleasure of
working with her on Postal Reform in 2006. We have continued to work tngether since
then in her roles at the PRC on numerous legislative policy reforms.
Party politics aside, Ann is a first and foremost a professional. You know that any1ime
you ask Ann a question - you are going 1o get an honest and thoughtful answer.
Ann is a woman of integrity and her long-standfog relationshtps in the Postal
Comm unity-with all the stakeholders i!l1d union$--Show that Ann 1s going to be an

impartial leader for the PRC.
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Her knowledge and her character are why she is prepared to be a regulutory for the
largest employer in America behind Wal-Mart,
t look forward to the work Ann wtU do as a commissioner on the PRC, and l resl as

knowing that she will be walching out for health of this vital federal-agency;

2
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Statement for the Record
Sen. Kyrsten Sinema
July 16, 2019
Nomination hearing for Ann C. Fisher and Ashley E. Poling to be
Commissioners on the Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC); Rainey R.
'Brandt and Shana Frost Matini to be Associate Judges on tbe Superior Court
of the J)istrict of Columbia; and Catherine Bfrd to be General Counsel for th
Federal Labor ReJations Authority.

Thank you, Mr. Chainnan.
'Today we are oons-idering two nominees to serve on the Postal Regulatory
Commission, two nominees to serve as Associate Judges on the Superior Court for
the District ofColumbia and one nominee to serve as General Counsel of the
Federal Labor Relations Authority.
The Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC) is an organization whose unique
perspective has been extremely important to various ongoing postal policy debates.
As the Postal Service looks to tackle future financial stability the PRC ' s role will
be crucial in addressing the questions surrounding proposed changes to its fmancfal
structure and concerns over service performance. This analysis will infonn how the
Postal Service proceeds with its plans and will provide key decision makers, such
as Congress. with important insight into the resulting impact to postal customers.
postal employees, and other important stakeholders.
Having over 20 years of experience as a senior executive working on postal issues
in the U.S. Senate, the Postal Service, and the PRC , Ms. Fischer is no stranger to
the postal community. This is trµe of Ms. Poling as well, who has more than six
years of experience working within the Senate, focusing extensively on Postal
issues. I believe the strong experience of both Ms. Fischer and Poling will provide
valuable regulatory insight as the Postal Service considers significant operational
changes.
We are also pleased to consider two nominees to serve as Associate Judges of the
'District of Columbia Superior Court. The court currently faces a historically high
number of vacancies, while also dealing with a heavy caseload. A full complement
of judges on the Superior Court is 62, and there are currently 10 vacancies, with an
addit-lonal three expected this year due to retirements. Continued vacancies at the
D.C. Superior Couit slow the administration of justice.
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Ms. Brandt and Ms. Matini have displayed a ell-established commitment to
public service. Both currently serve as Magistrate Judges within the District of
Columbia Superior Court. Ms. Brandt has served as a Magistrate Judge for seven
years and previously worked as Special Counsel to the ChiefJudge of the Superior
Court of the District of Columbia for fourteen years . Ms. Matini has served as a
Magistrate Judge for almost four years and previously as an attorney in the Office
of the Attorney General (OAG) for the District of Columbia, Civil Litigation
Division for eleven years.

The FLRA 's Office of General Counsel (OOC) is responsible for investigating,
prosecuting, and adjuclicating Unfair Labot Practice (ULP) allegations--claims
that agencies or labor organizations have failed to uphold their legal obligations to
other parties or individual employee.
Ms. Bird, the nominee for the General Counsel of the FLRA, has served as
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Admlnistration at the Department of
Health and Human Services (HR ) since May _017. ln this position, she has
represented HHS management in labor negotiations. Before working at HHS 1 Ms.
Bird worked as a legislative aide in the California State Senate, and as a student
life specialist at Simpson University in California.

ln the 2018 Best Places to Work rankings compiled by the Partnership for Public
Service (PPS), the FLRA ranked third to last in overall employee job satisfaction
among small agencies. The agency experienced the largest score shift of all smal l
agencies between 2017 and 2018 . A motivated workforce is an effective
workforce, and I hope FLRA leadership will develop a strategy to reverse this
trend.
The FLRA also faces a significant case backlog. Over 200 Unfair Labor Practice
Complaints await disposition. I encourage Ms. Bird, if confirmed, to pursue fair
and innovative strategies for disposing of pending complaints in a timely and
conscientious manner while continuing to process the FLRA ' s normal influx of
complaints and appeals.

J wouJd like to thank the nominees who have volunteered to serve in these
jmportant positions, and I look forward to hearing their testimony.
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Opening Statement of Rep. Mark Meadows (R-NC)
July 16, 2019

Thank you, Mr, Ctialrman.
Chairman Johnson, l\anking Member of the Senate, Ranking Member Peters, and Members of the
Committee:
Thank you so much for gMng me th is honor, In DC there are a lot of heal/)' lifts; th1s is not one of those. I
can tell you when I came ta Congress, postal reform was last in the ranking of my priorfties. And yet, !'ve
had the opportunity to meet with Ann and Ashley, and what I want to share for this.Committee's
consider,,tion is the fact that you have a Republtcan Member of Congress lntroducing a Democrat
nomlnee. That doesn't happen very often in this town, and it only happens because of the exceptional
ta lent of Ashley Poling, and I Just want to raise the awareness of this public servant.
Each of you understand the partisan polltks happening every day on every piece of legislation. And yet.
when we were. working in the House, Ashley continued • not once, not tw1ce, not three times, but
multiple tfmes - to reach out and to advocate for her stale, for Senator Heitkamp, and for the service
standards that rural Amerrca needs to make sure are put In place, And I can tell you, Senato~ Sfnema, we
actually went to Arizon<1, to your home rute, and we visited a processing center in Tucson Arizona. One
of the major items for which Ms, Poling was advocat1ng was making sure that we don't close down
processing centers necessa ry to the mail de0verv system.
I know, in the mountains of western North Carolfna, there are more stories and more living that takes
place through the postal service. and at those centers, than .it any place else. Yot1 go to the post office,
and you share the stories, but It's notjusttt,at-we t,ave come to rely an this system, and it Is in cris is
mode. Quite frankly, as a businessman, I· don't know how we solve this. I look at the financial stability of
where our postal system is, and from the business perspective, it Is bankrupt. Ancf"so, any
conslderiltions that this Committee can make to move these two individuals through very quickly to
make sure the Postal Regulatory Commlssion is fully staffed would be recommended ,
Every day we have a 145-billion•dollar deficit. And lfwe do not address this issue lmmediatelv-all of us,
whether we are Democrat or Republican, will see the results of that bac~up.
Lastly, I would close with this. It's not about Ashley. She is here today because she has actually done the
hard work as Senator Peters so eloquently put in his opening remarks, She did the hard wor~ beMnd the
scenes each and every day, not caring who received the credit. And in a town where Tt's all abotJt who
gets the credit,, I can say that is something that truly lrnpressed me. She knows more about posta l issues
than anyone on capitol Hill, and I would strongly encourage your consideration - your expedient
consideration - of her nomination. I consider her a friend, but I also consider her an expert. To her
parents that are here lh the audience • you can be extremely proud of the daughter you have and the
way that she carries herself in such a professional manner.
Wlth that, ~ thank thTs esteemed body for allowing me the opportunity to introduce Ashley Poling for
your consideration.
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Statement o-f Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee
Hearing on Shana Frost Matini and Rainey R. Brandt
Superior Court of the District of Columbia
July 16, 2019
I suppOrt the nominations ofShnna Frost Matini and RaineyR. Brandt to be Associate
Judges on the Superior Court of the District ofColwnbia, an Article r court. Both of{hese
nol)unees have extensive litigation experience, which is central to the Superior Court, the
District's local trial court. I appreciate the Committee's hearing today because the Superior
Court is the engine of the day-to-day local criminal and civil justice systems in the District.
Judge Matini has extensive experience with this court, as she currently serves a~a
Magistrate Judge fo r the Superior Court. Judge Matini was swam into this position in January
2016. Judge Mntini has served as a magistrate in both the civil and criminal divisions of the
Superior Court. This exceptional experience will be very useful to her position as an Associate
Judge. Prior to her role es a magistrate, Judge Matini further served the residents of the Disnicf
as Assiscant Attorney General and acting section chief in the Office of the Attorney General for
the District of Columbia In this position, Judge Marini argued CllSes in both the Superior Court
and the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. From February 1999 through January
2001, Judge Matini was a senior legal fellow at the Einstein Institute for Science, Health and the
Courts, where she led seminars in legal/scientific education for federal and state judges, focused
pflrticularly on genetics and molecular biology. Judge Matini also brings experience from the
private sector. She served as an attomey at ADR Associates/JAMS in the District, where she
worked with a fonner judge on the Superior Court in his role as Special Master in a federal
RlCO lawsuil, and as a litigation association at Russell & Russell fn Falls Church. After
groduatingfrom tl)e University of the District of Columbia School of Law, where she graduated
magna cum /aude and was the Editor-in-Chief of the University of the District of Columbin Law
Review, Judge Matini clerked for Judge Richnrd A. Levie of the Superior Coun. After
graduating from the George Washington University, Judge Matini served as an English teacher at
the Language Teacher's Training College in Slupsk, Poland. Again, l believe Judge Matini's
exceptional eicperience and service to the District of Columbia make her well qualified for a
position asan Associate Judge on the Superior Court of the District of Columbia.
I fllll also pleased to support Judge Rainey R. Brandt's nomination to the Superior Court,
Judge Brandt would bring a wealth of educational and professional experience to the bench.
Judge Brandt serves es a Magistrate Judge on the Superior Court and is currently the Deputy
Presiding Magistrate Judge. Prior lo her nomination as a magistrate, Judge Brandl served as
Special Counsel to lhe Chief Judge of the Superior Court. Through that po ition, Judge Brandt
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helped the District close the prison at Loct.on within the tiroeframe mandated by Cbngress. Judge
Brandt h11s served as an assistant professor ;it Amerlqm University tiere in the District since
1995, and is currently an adjunct associate professor. After graduating from the ColUtnbos
School of Law at the Catholic University of America, Judge Brandt served as a Jaw clerk to two
different judges on the Superior Court. Judge Brandt has received numerous awards fat her
service, including being named Outstanding Adjunct Professor at American University twice in
just four yc!\fS, and has participated in numero1.1s panels on legal issues. Judge Brandt received
her Ph.D., M.S. and B.G.S. degrees from American Univers1ty. She also studied at Brown
University.
I would be remiss ifl did not express my grave concerns about th.e large number of
vacancies on the Superior Court and D.C. Court of Appeals. Currently, there are 11 vac;incies
out of 62 authorized judges on the S\lperior Court and two vacancies out of nine authorized
judges on the Court of Appellls. As you know, the chief judges oftbe Superior Court and Court
of Appeals wrote to this Committee last year obout the harm the vacancies are causing on the
administration ofjustice in both our trial and appellate courts.
Unfortunately, we seem to have a V!lcancy crisis every few years,.whether the Senate is
controlled by Democrats or Republicans. I recognize that this Committee does not have sole
responsibility for the fate ofD.C. judges. The Senate leadership is understandably more focused
on nominees for lifetime federal judgeships and federal agencies than for local D.C. courts, and
any individual senator can effectively block II nominee pn the floor. However, I implore this
Committee to process as many nornfr1ees as possible. We =ot confinn a nominee unless we at
least start their confirmation process.
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STATEMENT OF ANN C. Jl'lSllER

Cbairmoo Lankford_. Ranking Member Sinema, and members of1he Committee, than!.
you for the opportunity to appear before you today, and for your consideration ofmy
qualifications to be a commissioner of the Postal Regulatory Commission. I would also like to
thank President Trump for nominating me. I am deeply honored.
I am grateful to have with me today my husband David Fisher, my two daughters Dagny
and Regan Fisher, and my nephew August Veerman of Sioux Fa! Is South Dakota. White my
parents, Paul and Cathryn Reh fuss, are not able to be here today, I know they will be proudly
watching from their home in Yankton, South Dakota. Both were long-time- public servants for
the State of South Dakota, and have instilled in me the value ofa career de(!icated to public
service.

'This past May I marked my 26'11 year of Federal service-with all but two oflhose years
devoted to postal .issues.
In the Senate. J benefitted from working for three different senators representing very
different states: South Dakota, Mississippi and Maine. Naturally part of my time was spent
assisting the members' constituents with a myriad of postal issues. [ noticed that post office
closures consistently generated the most passion. I learned how much people across America
care about their local post office, e&pecially in highfy rural areas.
As a government relations manager at Postal Service headquarters here in Washiogton, T
developed an appreciation for the vast scope oflhe postal network and the complexity involved
'in moving a single ple.ce of mail from the post office or a blue box to someone's mailbox across
town or across the country. J also spent a good deal of time traveling to midwestem states,
meeting with local postal officials and congressional staff - helping to ensure transparency of
postal operations and resolve community concerns.
Starting at the Postal Regulatory Commission in 2007 I worked as chief of staff to
fonner Chidrman Dan Blair, then became the director of public affairs and government relations,
where I have worked the past 11 years. Our mission is to ensure the transparency and
accountability of the Postal Service. The Commission prides itself on providing timely and
rigorovs analyses, while optimizing stakeholder engagement. With a major review of the system
for setting Market Dominant rates well underway, the qualifications, fairness and impartiality of
the commissioners is patamo1ml
My background at the Commission provides me a wide variety of e."periences necessary
to meaningfully contribute as a commissioner and maintain this high level of transparency and
accountability.
To datl.l\ the most challenging yet rewarding part of my career was my time spent as
deputy staff director to the former Chairman of this Committee, Susan Collins, as she, together
with then-Ranking Member Carper, crafted a Senate companion to the House of Representatives
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postal reform bill. Updating postal laws that hud been in place since 1970 was incredibly
difficult, for the U.S. Postal Service is the centerpiece ofa $1.4 trillion mailing industry that
employs more thn 7 .5 million people. After years of effort and a multitude of obstacles, The.
Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act was signed into law in 2006.
Unfortunately shortly thereafter, the Great 'Recession coupled with accelerated electroni1,;
diversion dramatically reduced mail volume.
Today, the Postal Service has lost money 12 years in a row and has an ootsumding debt
of SI I billion.
I took great interest in the December 2018 report issued by Tre-asury Secretary Mnuchin's
Task Force on the United States Postal System. WhUe opinions of the recommendations made
within the report may be varied, l think most can agree with the Task Force goal ofident,ifying a
path fur the U.S. Postal Service to operate a sustainable business model. prpvide necessary mail
services to citizens and businesses, and compete fairly in commercial markets.
Difficult decisions lie ahead for Congress and the Commission witb rospect to potential
postal reform . Tbelieve my experience working within the U.S. Senate, at the U.S. Postal Service
and at the Postal Regulatory Commission have given me a clear understanding of the challenges
faced by today's Postal Service, as well as vi"able options for its future.

Mr. Ghairmag, ifconfo,ned, l will dedicate myself to working with Congress, the
Adm.inistration end the Postal Service to ensure that users of the postal system have a vibrant and
efficient mail system for many years- to come. Thank you.
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2') l'ira~sorcxp!~ Ves NP, ·
.l) Alcohol oc-drugJ,e,No

D) Lo..-tlozn~hl!lt. the.olfonse occurneo (city. coµn!)i, slate; rlp·cooc. countiy): Manklrto, Blu,. Earth County, MN.
S600 I, USA.

=~

E) Wer.e y_ou
sllnimoned, cRocl 'Qr did you•rc¢oiv11.Uickct to ,oppcat Bi ~ t ofthi:s
police offll'C\', slrerlff, f!111rshl\J or acy oth~ftype
cnfon:mnl!!ll official~ No'

<>rn"•

offense fiy-1111)'

1) :Nai1!e oft!10·1uw epfo.roomont agency lhatai:rested/cl~summo11ec!.)'.ou: M1111bto-Clty Ppt!,:J!
l ) l.o<:ation<ofi!lu law enroimnenl ngmcy {~ity, eoU11ty,, sta!c, -rip"'°de, coµntl)'), Mankato, Blu~ l!\,(11,
•COU!!\)l',.MN

F)

!,6 a ~ult oftjijs offc:11511 w~e you 9b\l!'gcil,,coo~~ ~UIT§lltly SW(jting..lriaJ..and/o'r-ol'ile.red 10.~ r in
110Urf in a Mim1nal,prococdin& '!8ainn )'I)~: Yu ~
lfy"l!1 -provide Iha name a/Jru,.Comt ~d'•the loC11tion oftlle coon (city. coun~ Slate, zip
counlJ)'):

cod~.

2) lf:9.es, pmvide all Uie cbWes brou~t~pjhsl you for !liis orr,,....,;-and the outcome ohocll clu,rge,i
"O!T~so·(~pd, 1\S' foilnd guhty, found not-'gtiilty,. th•!ll" dropped or "1101111. pr0$;" ct~, ff Y-911 wcr:c·found
l!i!ilty of or.pleaded gt1ill)' tg a lc;s~ nftbi~ list •"P'rately b\1111 tJx, 'btiginal. cb'atgi: ~nd dice lesser
0

offense.:.
:t) ifno, pmvide expl•rn>tion:

(l)

w.....you .septenoed as a •r\1su.ll of this offense:

Yc.,e

R) t'rovide11 d=ripno.n·of~sentcnce:

ll Wcn)j(OU sentenced 10 impl'isonit!Qhl ror i tenn exceeding one year: Vb/ .1'111

12
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L} lh:onviction ~~ in,probalion or parole, provide the dates oh>"!_balicn ur parole:;
M) ~ou ~ pn; t?W, awailing-a frlal, or awallmg. sentem;ing-oJJ criminal chBrgcs- lot this offense:

~
N)

l'rovhJe explanation;

ni I
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ro.

Civil Litigation and Administrative. or Legislative Proceedings

·(~-)Sin.~ (and including) your 18f~ ~irthday, h11l'.e YQU Ileen a p11rty: tp, ,iny·public record
civ'il court action or ad'ministrative-or.Jectalatiye proce.cding o_f any kinil that r~ltcd in (1)
a finding ofwronglfob1g.agilhistyou;or (l) a 'settlemenh1greemeuffor you~or some o.ther
person or entjty, tp: ~ake--a papuent to sttdc allegat.icil\S ,igainst}'ou, or for-you to lllke,.or
refrain from taking. some 1u:tJ~. Do NOT illclµdc sm_all clalun prbc«dings.

No.

Resulrs.or.
J.cti~lrig

JB) £n 11dilitiori to tliose·li~ted abovi!, b11;vejou or .•l:IY ,b usin~ ofwlikh you weic•lin offi~c;r,
di_r!lctor o,r owner ever been involve4' as a pllrty oflnteresl.in any adminlstnrtiv.e agency
proceeding or civil litigation·? l'leaa'c' iden'tify aud provide cl~hlils,foi: any pr'oceeiliiigs,or
cjyiJ liti_gation th1tt lnvplve•ac~oas taken or omitted by you, or all~ed-to bavi; been t:aken or
om'itted by.you! whil~~er-vfag In you.r official capaclfy.

No.

•.•'
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I

I

(C) For rl,l!ponse, tp. the preyfo;us question, please identify 11,_nli provide de~aiJs for 111iy
procedingi-or civil litigation that inyolve actions.taken or omitted by you, or allege~ to
bavo been '8kell or orr,lttcd by yoa; while sen,lllg bl your official capacity.

11. Brach-of Professional Ethics
(A) Rave yo11. eyer bee-n d~ciplined or cited,fora breach of el~lcs or onpriifcs,ional conduct,
by, or bccn.-tbe subject of'a cln:rtplgjntlo, any court, admini&t.rativc:' agency, professional
association, disclpUna,ry-i;oJ!)Jttitte"E, or otfler pr'of"siof!.al group? ExcJudcCDJ1es and
procecdbigs. already-ljsted.

?-lo.

(B) Have you ever been tired from ,a job, quit a Job afic:r being totd ·you would be fired, left
a. job IJy mutual agreem~nt fQllowlJI~ cha.rgcs or allegations or mis(!Onduct,.left • job, by
mutual agreement followin,g notice or unsatlsf1c1ory·pcrfonn11nce, or ~ecived a wrillen
war,ning, b~ ,o lllclally ~pl'~anded, su.spe'n_dc4; or disciplined for mi~conduct in the
workplace, such aa -violation of• security policy?·
·
·

No.

U. Tax Com"pliance
(This foformation ,viU not·bc.,publlshed 111 th11 record of th~ bearjng. on your 119min11tio.11,
bul it will be retained in tbc Comm_ittcc'il fild and wru beavaill,lble tor.publicinsp~ctlon.)

lS
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RED.AClED

13 .. Lobbying
1n tlle put ~year,, .haVe yoa registered all t1 lobbyut7 1f 110, please ihdieato tbt·state,
federal, or Jo_cal bodies with whi.ch yo11 have registered ( e.g., Hoose. Stnate, 'CalifoTQil
~ecretar,y of Stl!te).
N o.

14. Outside Positions

55
o See OGE Fom:1278. (If, f<>E ¥()UT non:iinario.n, you h11ve com:p1etCQ an OGR·Fonn278
Executive l3ranch P-erso11X1el Public Financial D1s(1]osurc Report,. you ma:( uheck ¢.e box 'here lo
complete this section and then pro~ -to the next section.)
'F!l.r t!ie p~ceding:ten ~lendar-ycars anil tl\c current caknd\lr Yt!!U',.-r.eport any position,
held, whether compen,a~ or uot. Position~ i~clude bul
not Umited1o ~ose of,an
officer, .d~(or, trusfce, ge~l.paitntr, propfi,etor, 1'4!prc$entative, elllployee, or
con$ultllnt of'any cbrporation, flan,, putnenhin, or ollier bpsine91 enterp~f! o.r llny non•
profit org~nizaUon or·educaijonal f~tuti~n. l[xehide po~llions with relfg~ous, social,
frate_maJ, <fr pbljtical.entities and thoscsoltly of an.hoJJ.Orlll'J' •nature.

,r1t

Ailili'enioi ,

;p~5ftlon:J11iid'

.pruntmttoo·

, )!osrtloh(J(eid,_·.
-,E,oiii'

{fn{,ri~~)

lS. Agreements or Arrangements
o See OGE form 278. (It, for your nominal.ion, you 'liave completed an OGE Forin 278.
'E,tecut'i.ve Branch.Personnc'.I Public Financial Disclosure Report, you may choclc the ho* here10
complete this·sec lion·and !him p,nx;eed lo tlie next section.')
As of 1h·e date or filing your OGE 'F orm 278, nport your ugreements. ol' llJT.llllgemenlS' fo~ .

(I) con~nuing participation in au employ_ee benefit pJan,(c.g. pen,sion, 4QJk. d.efeJTed
compensation); (2) conti1n1ation ofpayipcnt by a {ormcl" employer (iocludin'gse.veranc,
payments); (3) leaves of absence; 11nd (4) fatore e_mpfoym~n.t.

18
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Pro.vide. info~ation regarili_iag-·any- a~lits or arra~einents you have·eo~tng (1)
future emelopi~t; (l) • lean-of absence during your period of Gaternment.se.rvtee; (3)
eon~uation of)>aymeAts .by~ formenlllPll!Yet' other than tM United States Govenuben~
lU1d (4J ~adnning pat:t_icipaffon .in ~ employee:welfue 9r bei'\efit plan maintained by. a
Jonner employer other than 'Qnfted S ~ Govenun.mt retlren.aeilf benefib.
s1a11111-nnd T.ei;~ 2[t.°ol!
AeN!c!,ne!!tcir l(rpmi:.ement

,l!ISt

~

(moou,lycar)

-

l
. .16. Ad,difidnal Financial Data
AD informadon:req:uested u_n der.tbb beilofug musfl,e.prqrlded for yourself';.yonr spoo~e,
and yourdep.e.n~ents. (This informatlo.n 'fill.n11t ~e published .i n the ~rAI of the h~~I
OD your qomJnatipn, but ltwm be- refllinl!(l, in the_
Commi'ttee's files And will be avalleblo for.
pubJic,,inspedion.)

·

REDACTED:

·

··
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REDACTED
SICNA1'tlRll M'll DA,Tl!.
I IMruy ml• Ill.It l
provlilNI lli•nla ts,

u•• AOd llao rorqoi,,1 StalouJtl on Bl~pW.,., nol t;J,,..,ci1l lnfo11J111llon ll!1d lllot lh• -.....,,t;on

la••• bat o{f1!1Ylui.,.le,!J!C-<11n'IID!._,.t,1t,. ..tt,om~
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REDACTED
UNITED STATES OFFICE OF

GOVERNMENT ETH ICS

*------------------Mil}'fi,2019

The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chaim,an

Committee nn Homel•11d Si:<>urity
and Clo:vcmlnental Alfa~
United 'Smtes.Sen.ate
Washington, UC 20St 0

ow Mr. Chaitma11:
fn acoordancowith the Etltics in Go\'tmmont Aet ofl97B. l enclose a COP)' oftbe
rIMilCial discl05Ure report flied by Ann F\shec, who bos been nominaied by Pre.sident Tromp for
lh<positioo ofCommusioner1 E'ostal Regulatory Commission.
We have miicwed the report and have ob(amodadvke from the-agC11Cy conco:mil,g any
i,ossiblo conRict in light ofim. fuocilo115 and the noromcc's pro~ duties. Also er.closed is an
clhlcs • ~.nt outlining lh~ a,;tioos 1h11 the nominee will tUtder14ke to rnid conflicts.of
inttro.tt. Unless·• date forcompnanco is indleuted in lhe ethics agraemc,nt. the nominee must
fully oomply within~ m11nths ofaoofimofi9-n wilh any '4lion spcc)ficd in tb,;-ethlc$.
118ttcmtnl.

B~ thereon, we believe that ihi~nom.incc is in,complia®e with applicablc,laws ond
regulations goveming conOictS ofi~=t:.

David J. Apo!
General Counsel

EnclQ511res

REDACTED

------------------- * *

* *
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Feb~ry 22, 2019

David .A. Tiissell
General Couns~I and pe~gmstedAgency Elhlcs Ofli~al
Postal_Reg~toty CommiJsion
901 New York Ave.~-Suite200
\V~shi;ngtGn,.DC 202~8..00QI

Dear Mr. Trisse11:
TM putp0se ofibis letter is. to describe 1ho steps thar[ will take to avoid ,any·actwµ or
applll'tllt'oonfli~t of intcrc_st in the event that I am. confirmed 'for the position of Commissioner at
ibe Postaj Regulatory-Comp1issio_
n.
As required by 18 U.S.C. § 208(a), r will not-partidpate.pcrsonalty and substantial1y in
any particular mattC!l'in. whieh 1 know th.at I. have a .flnabcial interest dirmly·and prediotabiy
affected by fhe Dllltter, ot-ln which t know-that aiicrson·whose intoli:Sts arci impu~ to-me hos
·financlal:inti:rcst din:ctly and prediclal:\ly affected by the D111ttcr1 llnlcssI first obtain a. wriUbll·
'waiver, pursuant to 1i U.S.C. g2'08{b)(l), OJ".quel'ify for a r~atocy exemption; pursuant to
18 O.S.C. § 208(\,)(2). i W1dcrst.aod tliat the int(:l'CSIS ofdre folloWiJfg pmans areimp11ted to
me: any spoo~e or min,or cluid of'mine~ any general ,,armer ofa ,partncisliip in whioh 1 am a
limited or·general partner, any organization in wlifoh I serve,a;; ,officer, ditoctor, trµst~c. general
partn~ or employee; and any person o-r oraanization ·wi.th wliich I ·am negotiating or ha\'.e an
arrangement co~emifla' ptQlipecti:ve employment.
My ~use js currently employed by Siemens Medical Solution, USA, Inc. Vfhichis a'
subsidiaiy o(Slemens Ifealthin~ AG (l:l~all~in.e~) whose parentcoll1~Y Is Sie{I!Cll$ AG
(S.iemeris)_. He-receives II fixed sllfin1, a bonus, and stock pe1-forma111,;c awards in Siem·ens and
Heiilthinecrs, I will not p_artwipate personally and s.uostnnlinlly in !ID.Y particular ma~er tlrat tQ
m__y knowledge has .a direct and j)tedictabh, effi:ct on the IToaneial interests of.SJe'inanS:.AO or any
ofits sulisidiaric,s, unless l first obwn a written waiver, pursuant lo 181.J'.S.C. §_ WB(b)L[).

en

have a .tnanA8i:d account' oroihcrwise use the services of an inyestment. professional
·during my appointmc:a~ l will-ensure that.the:accounl manager or inveslment professional
obtains 1t1y pri0r approval on a. cas~by-casi,c basis for l?le,pinchasc of any assets ptb~r than CB.'lht
CilSh .equ1v11lcnts, investment,titnds tllst qualify furtb·e exemption at·,S C.'F.R. §:2M0:20l(a),
qb.ligatio.n~.of'th.e t]nited States, or municipal bonds,
1 ~dersland that es an appointee f will be requited-to sign the Ethics. Fledge (Exec. Order
No, 1'9710) 'and that.I will be boUDd by the requircm!:nts and.tcstn¢tlons therein in adilitioti to !ho
commitments l have-made: in this ethics agrcc;mcnt.

60
J will incet in person.wiUr you· during fhc.fi,rst wee)( of U\Y ,service in the J>Qsition of
Gmmajssroner in o~a- to oomplt;te the·initial ethics briefing n::qµired under 5-C:l-'.R. :§ .2638.305",
Within-90_days·ofmy,.confumaiion, t wifl dQcumeilt my eol!l_plia.n~,with,.tl;iis c.thics agr_ecmenl
hy nolify!ilg you-in-writing when I have 'cioropleted the ~teps descdbed in tms ethics .a ~ent.
l nave liccn. adv.ised that !hls ethics l!grecmcnt will 11'.o.posted publicly, ·coru;istent with

StJ.&,C: § 552, on the-website of ~c U:S. Qffige.of OoVl!'JDl,Ili!nt :&l:!ics with ethics ~mcnls
ofotlier l'~dential nominees Who file-publicfinaucial disclo:sure reports.
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U.S. enate Committee on Homelan.,-Security and Gover,nmental Affair.,
Pr.,..bearing Qu~tionnaire

For the Nomination of Ann Fisher to be
Commbsiooer, PosW Regulatory Commission

I. Nomination Process and Confliets oflntere,t
I. Did the President give you specific reasons why he nominated you to serve as a
Commissioner on the Postal Regulatory Commission (''PRC"' or ''the CollUilission")?

t believe r was nominated based upon my knowledge of postal issues developed through
26 ye&rs of service in the U.S. Senate, at the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) al\d at the Postal
Regulatory Commission (PRC).
2. Were any c-0ndilions, e.xpressed or implied, attached to your·nomina.tion? lf so, plea,se
explain.

No.
3, Have you made lllly commitments with rei;pect lo the policies and Jll'inciples you will
attempt to implement as Commi.ssioner of the PRC? If so, what are they, and to whom
were the commitments made?

No.
4 . Are you aware of any business relationship, dealing, or financial transaction that c.ould
result in a possible conilict of interest for you or the appearance of a conflict of imerest'l
1f so, please explain what procedures you will use to recuse yourself or otherwise address
the conllict. And if you will recuse yourself, explain how you will ens1,1re your
rt:sponsibilities are not affected by your recusal.

I have consulted with the Office of Government Ethics and the PRC's Designated
Agency Ethics Official (DAEO) to identify potential oonflicts ofinterest. I am not aware
of nny cum,nt conflicts of interest. Also, in consultation with the PRC DAEO and OG'E, I
have signed an ethics agreement that specifies how 1 will handle any situations in the
future to avoid an)' conflicts of interest lhal may arise.
Il. Bac:kground of the Nominee
5. Whal specific background. experience, and attributes qualify you !O he a Commissioner

of the PRC?
J have over 20 years of eXperience as a senior executive working oo postal issues in the

U.S, Sel)ate, the USPS and the PRC. Additionally, I possess a M.A. in economics, which
is in line with the PAEA guidance that•· ... Commissioners shall bt: chosen solely on th~

Senate Homeland Securjty and Governmental Affairs Committee
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basis of-their technical qualifications, professional standing, and demonstrated cxpert\se

in econom1cs, ;iccounting, law, or public administration . .. .."

6. Please describe:

a. Your leadership and management style.
My leade~hip and management style emphasii.e openness, teamwork. commitment Lo
mission, and delivering a high qua!Jty work ptod\lct.
b. Yow: experience managing personnel.

l have over 20 years of managerial experienc"- primarily of smiu) teams.
o. What is the largest number of people that have worked under you?
AppIOllimately 20 - 25 people worked under me during my tenure as the Deputy
Staff Director on the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Committee.
UJ,.Roleofthe Postal Rate.Commission and its CommLuionen
7. Please describe your view oftbe Commission's core mission and an individual
Commissioner's <o!e in achieving that mission,

The CommiSll.ion' s mission is lo ensure transparency and acco11n1ability of the USPS and
foster a vital and efficient universal mail system. Commissioners must dedicate
themselves to fairness and impartiality, and the provision of timely and rigorous analysis.
A Commissioner must also proactively respond to a rapidly changing postal environment,
8. The President's t.isk force on the United States Postal Service (USPS or Postal Service)
recommended a stronger regulatory oversigJit role for the PRC, What role do you belic~c
the Commission should play in overseeing the Postal Service?
The Task Force recommended that the PRC be provided with ''expanded oontrols,
imposing increased accountabil-ity on the USPS." Specific expanded conuols were not
listed. The PRC exists to protect tbe pUbl1c interest while providing oQjectivc, act:utBte,
illld timely regulatory analyses and decisions. The Commission must cobtinue to ensure
transparency and accountability of the USPS while fostering an efficient universal mail
system.

9. The Commission is an independent agency. How do you understand that obligation of
independence? How does such independence affect your approach to the evaluation and
decision of cases?
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental AffaiTs Committee
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I consider an indeperulen1 agency as one intended to be free from political influence. I
ntend to serve fairly and impartially with respect to all cases brought before the
Commission.
JO. Protecting w'histleblower confidentiality is oHhe utmost importance lo 1his Commute
a.

During your career, how have you addressed whistleblower complaints?
1 have never official! y received a whistleblower complaint,. nor have 1 been involved
in the resolution of one.

b. How would you plan to implement policies within the Commission to encourage
employees .to bringconstruotive.suggestions.forward without the fw ofn<ptfaal?
The Commission's Workplace Harassment Policy clearly states tllat an employee will be:
protected from reprisal or retaliation should they participate in an investigation,
proceeding or bearing. Additionally, !he Commission EEO policy states that the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978, 5 U.S.C. 2302,.applies to Coll111lission employees and
prohibits reprisal agajnst empJoyees or applicants for whistlehlowing.
c.. Do )'ou commit without reservation to work to ensare that any whlstleblower within

the Commission does not face retaliation?
Yes.
d. Do you commit without reservation IO take all appropriate action if noti lied about

potenti11l whi~tlcbluwer retaliation?
Yes.

[V.

Policy Questions

Previous Postal Service Reforms
1J. It bas been nearly twelve years since the Postal Accountabili(y and Eohancement Act of
2006 (PAEA) (P.L. 109-435) ch1111&ed postal pricing to provide the Postal Service with
more fleX'.ibility ::is well as improve Lhe rate-making process.
a. Do you believe lhe Postal Service has effectively utiliz.e.d the pricing flexibility
provided by the PAEA? rfyes why, ifno why not?
Yes, l believe the pricing flexibility has been e!Tectively utilized. Since the PAEA 'enactment. the number ofNSAs !las steadily risen, the USPS has offered seasonal
pricing incentives and introduced II series of experimental market tests.
b. Do you believe the goal ofincreased flexibility was met? If yes why, ifno why not?
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee
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l believe the USPS has cffootively used its pricing flexibility with Competitive
products. The ,PAEA ~owed the USPS Board of Governors to more directly manage
and price the USPS' competitive products, subject lo minimal regulatory oversight to
ensure that the USPS competes fairly with the private sector c;lelivcry services. The
MIIIket Dominant price cap was intended to balance maximum rate setting flexibility
with increased efficiency. it has been difficult for USPS to try to balance the
restrictions of an inflation-based rate cap, the downturn in volw:ne, and personnelrelated expenses, all while maintaining financial stability,

c.

ShCJUld "flexibility" include the ability of the Postal Service to have different price
inc re~ for one class of mail versus another class? If yes why, if no why not?
Vnder the c\JlTel\t system, the Postal Service has fle.xibility to raise prices within a
class to varying degrees so Jong as the average increase o[ the class as a whole does
not exceed CPI-U. Considering that, there will generally be a variety of different rate
increases across the classes.

d. Do the workshare provisions of the Commission rules, all else equal, foster
flexibility? lfyes wby, jfno why not?
Yes, 1 believe the workshare rules do fosrer fleltibility . Workshare discounts allow
US.P S to offer reduced rates for mail that is prepared or entered in a m.a oner that
11Voids certain activities postal employees would otherwise have to perfonn. The
Commission's role is to ensure that workshare discounts do not exceed 1he cost USPS
avoids as a result of the workshare .activity (unless certain exceptions are met, as
specified in law). There is nothing to prevent USPS from increasing a workshare
discount that is less than avoided CQsts. The Postal Service also has the Oellibility to
enter into new WOTkshare discoll1its without seeking PRC approval,
12. Tne PAEA substantially chang.ed the relative responsibilities of the l'ostal Service Board
of Governors and the Commission.
-3.

What do you believe .are the most nnportant decisions the Commissio has made
sin.c etbc PAEA?
•
•
•
•
•

fnitial establishment of the Mar.ket Dominant rate-setting system
Consideration of two separate USPS requests for an exigent raie increase
Consideration of USPS advisory opinion request to move from 6 chy delivery to 5
day
Issuance of a new fonnula to calculate the minimum amount that Competltive
products a.s a. whole a.re to cootn'b11te to USPS institutional costs
Issuance of a finding that the Market Dominant rate system has not achieved tbe
necessary objectives established by Congtess over a 10 year; period

Senate Homeland Secuncy and Governrnet1tal Affairs Committee
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b. What are the key decision~ you expect the Commission to make io the futute uodet
thePAEA?
•

•

i:.

lss\Jance of a final Commission regulation governing the Market Dominant Rate
System
I believe the PRC has a very important role to play in helping Congress and USPS
clearly define the USO. Determining what the American public ofloday needs
from the Postal Service should be part of any future reform effort.

Generally, what approaches do you advocate the Commission should take in
regulating the Postal Service and why?

I believe the Commission should continue to allow the Postal Service 10 experiment
operationalfy. 1t is also imp0r1ant that the Commission maintain an emphasis on the
rigor of its analysis and seeking regular improvements to d!l~ rei:;eived fiom the
Postal Service.
13. Whet is your overall impression of how well the postal l'eforms under the PAEA have
beeo implemented so far? What arei'S have been mos\ challenging, and what area.~ do you
believe need the most attention in the future?
For the most part 1 believe the PAEA bas been well implemented. A primary go!!I was a
more streamlined rate setting system with pricing flexibility to allow USPS to better
respond to custome.I'S. The revised rate cap-based system was also intended to provide
strong incentives to hold down costs, which l believe it did. 1-{owever, the unanticipated
''Great Rece.5Sion" .severely impacted mail volume, leaving the USPS un11ble to manage
an aggressive payment schedule for the Retiree Hel!lth Benefit Fund (RHBF). Given the
rapid downturn in the econOll'.1Y post-PAEA, ideally the Act would h11ve altowed a
Commission review of the Market Dominant rate system sooner than JO years postenactment. For the future 1 believe it's vital that CongreSll, the USPS and the
Commjssion work together to determine what the public wants and needs from tlie
present day Postal Service, and to better align the current network to meet those needs.
14. The PAHA set furtb a new process for resolving e-0mplaints against the Pos1al Semce-.

What do you believe must be done to ensure that the CommissiOn wUJ review and resolve
any complaints promptly and fairly?

I believe the Commission's current process for resolving complaints works well and
allows tor complllll)ts lo be resolved raptdly and fairly. The Commisslon has bem well•
served by its dual-track complaint system, which directs informai complaints to our
consumer relations specialist and formal complaints to the legal department. The majority
of c.omplaints we receive are informal. Our consumer relations specialist has consistently
:met her goal of responding to these infonnal complaints within 48 hours.

Senate Homeland Security and Govern.mental Affalrs Committee
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Post{I/ Service Operations
I 5. What role; if any, should the Commission have in !be Postal Service's operational
decisions?

l believe operational decisiotis should be lefl to the operator. The Commission's role isto
protect Che public interest, ensure transparency and accountability of the Postal Service,
and to assure that USPS' ;,,ctioli$ are not in-violation of the law,
16. hould Congress modify or repeal the requirement for the Postal Servfoc to seek advisory
Opinions from the Commissfon, as some have proposed? Why or why not?

Traditionally, advisory opinion requests have been of great interest to members of
Congress and their constituents, due to the nationwide impact on some aspect of postal
service. Therefore J believe Congress should consider requiring the Postal Service to
submit a written response to PRC advisory opinions prior to implementing its proposed
service change. While l do not believe USPS should be required to comply with our
recommendations, an explanation of non-compliance should be provided to both the PRC
and Congress.
17. What do you believe should be the role of the Commission in helping to ensure that the
quality and timeliness of the Postal Service' s data in cases before the Commission are
adequate?
By Jaw, the PRC has final authority over whether !he quality 8Ild quantity of data
submitted by the USPS is adequate foe the PRC to make its decisions, Should the PRC
determine that data _provided ls insufficient or not timely, the PRC may reject or remand
any case back to the Posta.l Service. The PRC should conrinut its adherence to these
important rules.

18. The Postal SeNice continues to experience volume Md revenue losses. According to
USPS annual filings, the Postal Service ending Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 with a net loss of
$3 ,9 bUlion, an increase of$1 ,2 b11lioo over FY 2017.
a.

Whet addltionel sleps do you believe the PosUJJ SeNice should take that do not
require Congressional action lo improve its financial condition?

I agree with portions of a previously introduced Senate bill, S. 2629 ( 115th Congress)
and a few oflhe Task Force reoommendations. Specifically, I believe il makes sense
to allow the USl'S to explore supplying services for Federal, State, ond local
government entities that have substantial scale would generatc-reven'1e., and wou1cl
not present a balance sheet risk to the USPS.
The Task Foroe also suggested tbat. the USPS could poleJ1tially capture additional
value from its existing retail oftice.s by converting post offices. into contra.ct post
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offices or by co-locating with or renting space to complementary retail
establishments.
The Posta:J Service should also consider reports by both GAO 11Dd the Postal Service
[G outlining options for network 11Dd operational changes.

b. What legislative clia!\ges do you believe Congress should con ider to help improve
the Postal Service's financial condition?
The Postal Service has defaulted on $43 billion in prefunding payments for 1he RHB
fund. Ideally, Congress would find a way to restructure the annual payments over a
longer period of time. I am certainly aware, however, of the difficulty in addressing
this issue based upon the direct Federal budget impact.
19. In your view, how can the Postal Service return to viability in a market in which e-

oommerce and electronic communication and payments are in.creasing and mail volume
is declining? What role do you believe the Commission should play in shaping the fullire
Postal Service given these rapid changes?
This is a very challenging environment for USPS. While r do not have a solution. l
believe ii is imperative that Congress, the SPS and the PRC take a close look at what
American consumers want and need from today's Postal Service.
20. Since enactment of the PAEA, the Commission has interpreted the term "non-postal
service" through co11sideration of various Postal Service proposals for new products anu
services.
a. Do you believe the Postal Service should be allowed to compete with U1e private
seclor? If so, \lllder what circumstances?
The Postal Service competes with the private sector in the area of package delivery.
With appropriate'Oversight by \he Commission, this has allowed for a robust package
delivery market. The PAEA prohibited the USPS from offering nonpostal products.
Prior to this prohibition by Congress, the USPS performed very poorly in this area
and was the subject of GAO repons and congJ"cssional hearings.
b. What concerns, if any, do you have about such efforts?
I this the issue deserves careful consideration, inch,1ding a review of previous posW
ventures 1n the nonpostal ~ea. 1 would be concerned about the potential negiiti.ve
impact upon private sector businesses with whom the USPS m11y seek to compel£.
There would likely be issues raised regarding unfair competition and pricmg fairness.
c. What role do you believe 1he Commissfon should play in the introduction or pricing
of new products?
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The Commission should continue its current role of determining whether new
products introduced by the USPS :Soard of Governors are indeed postal, then
decidi11g whether the product belongs in the Market Dominant or Competitive
ootegory.
PoJSt(l/ lwtemaldng

21 . D@Jig c.onsideration of the PAEA, there was debate about the impact of a conswnerinflation-based rate cap. In your opinion. how has the rate cap helped the Postal Service,
the mailing cotnrounity, and postal customer..? How has the rate cap hurt lhese groups?

In general, I believe the rate cap helped. to (otce network efficiencies that may neYer
have occurred, For the mailing community, it provided tbem with a consistency and
predictability that had bcon lacking. However, the limitations of a strict CPI-based cap
has been very challenging.
22. In your view, what drawbacks and advantages would ex:ist to increasing poslaf rates
through legislation, rather than through the ex.istmg ratemaking process?
I believe Congress wisely removed itself from the ratemaking process with passa~ of
the Postal Reform Act of J970. The Commission, as created by Congress, h11,5 the
expertise and ~sources 10 provide the necessary review, approval and regulation of
Market Dominant postal rate inc.reases. However, the limitations of a strict CPI-based
cap, locked in for IO years, has proved ex:tremely challenging for USPS. Postal re.form
bills from previous congresses have included language to increase the rate baseline
subject to the cap. I believe enactment of such measures would have mded the USPS. Ai
this point, I look towards the Commission's ongoing development of a linal rule to
govern lhe market domim,m t system.
23. According to 39 U.S.C. § 407, the Commission submits views to the Secrewy of State
regarding any treaty, convention, or amendment which alters the rate or classification of
ccrtai.n types of mail. In your view, how should the Secretary of State consider U.S. law
and the views of the Commission when concluding such treaties, conventions, or
amendments?
The law reqUires that the State Deparnuent ensun: each treaty, convention or amendment
concluded is consistent with !he Commission' s views unless there is a foreign pQlicy or
national security concern. It is incumbent upon the Secretary of State to make tl\is aspect
of the law a priority during Universal Postal Union (UPU) proceedings.

24- The President's t ask force on the USPS recommended monetizing USPS's exclusive
access to the mailbox to generate more income, What is your view of monetizing the
"mailbox. ll\onopoly" and what role should the PRC play iii ensuring fair rates in this
type of monopol y?
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I believe the Postal Service should thoroughly gauge the public' s desire for continuation
oftbe mailbox monopoly. The Commission looked at tbi~ i~ue in 2008 lUld public
sentiment seemed to favor retention o(the monopoly, based on issues such"as mail
security and the efficient collection of mail from cluttered mailboxes. However, public
opinion may have changed since then. It is worth studying.
l assume "monetizing" the mailbox would result in the Postal Service pro_posiag to the
Commission a new product. 1n that scenario, the Commission would classify the new
product 11S eiiber Competitive or Market Dominant and ensure il meets the necessary
legal requirements of ~ilher category.
25. The task force also recommended tha1 USPS redefine mail classes and define produc~
by the type of ender and the declared purpose of the mail item. What should be the
PRC' s role with regard to the. mail classes offered by the USPS?
Current law requires the PRC to review and approve 9f any changes in product
classification. Thal practice should continue.

Service Standards and Other Performance Obligaiions
26. Debates about postal reform legislation raise fundamental questions: about the role of the
Postal Service in our nation, including the nature of the Postal Service's univen;al service
obligation,
a. What is your view of the Postal Service's uni versa! scn•ice obl!g,atio11'l
The USO is broadly defined by title 39 as "the obligation lo provide postal se:rvices to
bind the nation together through ... the correspondence of the people .. . [by
providing] ... services to patrons in all areas and .. . to all communities." For over 30
years. Congress has mandated via the appropriations process that mail be delivered 6
days per week and that no post office shall be closed for ope.mting at a deficit.
.Beyond that, I consider the USO lo largely undefined, and metllls many different
things to different people.
b. Do you believe the concept of universal service has evolved since thePRC's 2008
report on universal service? lf so, how? How d you believe Postal Service can adapt
to meet that obligation?
J believe that the public •s view of what they expect and need from the Posral Service

is certainly evolving, particularly with younger generations and in urban areas with
more delivery options. l believe Congress, the Commission and the Postal Service
must work together to detennine how best the USPS may adapt to meet the needs of
today s public.
When the Commission issued the 2008 report, it noted difficulty in capturing lhe
needs and expectations of small businesses, individuals and rural patrons - despite
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extensive public outreach efforts, Go~ foJMlatd, gathering this Information wm be
critical.

c. ln your view, what is the Commission's role in preserving univ~-rsal service?
Each year in its Annual Report to 1/,e Presidi!111 and CQ11grers. (he Commission
calculatc<1 the cost of the universal service obligation. The Commission also annually
reports on the extent to which the USPS meets its service performance standards. In
BICaS where service may be lacking, the USPS will discuss with the PRC
opportunities for improvement
27. What do you believe should be the Commission's role in establi!ihiag performance
standards for postal products and service!l and for monitoring the Postal Service's results
in meeting these standards?
'The PAEA required the Postal Service, in consultation with the PRC, to establish (11nd
from cimc to time revise) a set of service standards for Market Dominant products-. The
Commission-issued Annual Compliance Determination reports on the extent to which
each Market Dominant product aohieved its stated tervic~ standard for the year. Should a
particular product fnil to meet its standllrd, the Commission may issue a directive to
USPS in an effort to address the problem. I beJ'ieve this is an appropriate role for the
Commission that provides transparency to the public, while ensuring USPS
accountability.
28. The Postal Service continues to face the problclfl of reducing costs while also
maintaining fast and reliable service. ln your opinion, how can the Commission help the
Postal Service try to find this balance?
Last year, the Commissi1>n approved the Post!II SerVicc's use of its inlt.'fTlal Service
Pctfomiance Measurement (SPM) plan to publicly report service measurement results.
Using metrics and data, the SPM has the potential capacity 10 IQCate "pinch points" in lhe
system which may impede mail movement Ideally, the Commission will be able to use
thi s data to prescribe resources arowid the "pinch _points."
29. ln yo1.1r view, what degree of transparency should the Post!l.l Service provide to
Coo&re$~, mailers. and the public 011 delivery performance goals and general quality of
delivery services? Do you believe the Commission has sufficient 1nfo[lllat1on to monitor
service quality?

CongteSS_, mail~rs and the general public all appear to hove a greai interest in lhe extent to.
which the Postal Service.meets their delivery goals. I do nol expecl that interest to
diminish; thetef'ote. I con.sider maximum ttanspareocy by the Postal _Service a priority.
Through compilation of its Annual Compliance Determination, the Commission -regularly
seeks to improve upon the amount and quality of daca, received in this area. At present, I
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believe the information received is sufficient, but there is always roum for improvement
and refinement
30. The President's task force on the USPS recommended fbat. if products not deemed to be
"essential" do not covu their direct costs, then the USPS should increase prices, reduce
service costs, or exit the business of these products. What is your view ofhow the
universal service obligation applies to these types of mail products?
The01JJgeofproducts covered by the USO is currentlyT!ot defined by the law. J bclicv
the job of defi:ning which products are covered by the USO belongs to Congress. This
would be. a very complicated undertaking. Working together, the USPS and the PRC
slJould be able to provide Congress with different options to consider.

)1 . Many postal stakeholders have:raised concerns aboutthe;idequacy ufthe Postal
Service's financial transparency. The PAEA requires the Postal Service to meet the
financial reporting requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation, What is your opinion
of this mandate and do you believe the Postal Service bas satisfied this mandate? Are
further improvements necessary to make Postal ervice finances more tcanspareot? If
yes, what additional improvements are needed?
Improving the financial transparency ofihe USPS was a primary goal of the PAEA. I
believe the USPS s\Jccessfully complies with this mandate. Additionally, the
Commission issues an annual report detailing its financial analysis of the USPS financial
('l)sults and 10-K statement. This report luls been well received by the po~tal stakeholder
community.

Post Office Oosings and .Relocations
J2, In your opinion, does the ellisfing,process for closing and relocating post office$"
adequately protect the interests of postal customers and the affected communities,
especially in small to\¥U.S and rural -areas'! If yes, how? Ifnot, wltat additional protections
do you believe are nece~'Sary?
During in)' years working on the Governmental Affairs Committee, and later tbe
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee, I frequently worked with
Senators, their staff, and the 'USPS regarding communities' displeasure with the
closfng/relocation processes. While the USPS has mllde improvements to the process
over time, I understand community frustration often remains.

At present, I do not have enough infonnntion to say whether or not the current process
offers lldequate protection to customers and communities. However, Senate bill S. 2629,
introduced fast Congress, contained several provisions to expand upon the arndysis
required before a decision to close could be made. Giving consideration lo the distnnce
to the cl se.st retail postal facility not slated for closure, lhe availabi[ity of broadband
Internet service, and the unique characteriStics<>fthc location all seem sensible lo me.
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33. To what extent do you think the availability of postal semces at altemati11e !ocatioos
should be a key factor when considering closing or consolidating traditional retrul
facilities?
[ believe that is an important consideration, especially in rural areas.
34. Oo you bellcve the Postal Service should have a_dditional 0exibilify to more quickly and
easily close post offices? If so, what impact do you believe this will have on the Postal
er\!ice's currenJ. retail networl,c?
I believe the timelines withlIJ the cUl1'eut process allow for n,ecessaty public notice and
comment.
35, Many members ofthe public have expressed a con= that the Postal Service does not
adequately involve affected communities in the decision-making process for the closings
of post offices and processing facilities. ~ t we yollt views on this issue?
The law allows communities the right to appeal to the Commission a post office closure
decision. The Commission takes appeals very seriously. However, I believe it is best left
lo Congress and the USPS to determine what is the appropriate level of community

UJVolvement in closure decisions.

36. Are improvements needed to the- Commission's appeals process related to closing ancl
eonsolidatin-g post offices? If yes, what specific changes do you believe are needed? If
no. please explain why you believe theourrent proress is viable.

r believe the Commission serves an appropriate role. in ensuring t'1e USPS does indeed
follow 1heir own rules for closures. lfa customer or community appeals a closure to the
Commission and we detertnine appropriate steps were not followed, the Commission may
remand the decision. to the USPS and require they take the necessary steps.
Should the Commission have greater inpl,11. over the closures ot oon~olidations of post
offices or postal processing facilities? Why or why not?

These are important operational decisions that I believe are best left to the Postal Service.
The Commission is a small agency with limited resources. At present, we do not have
staff with the expertise necessary to assisl the Commission with such decisions.

V. Relations with CongrHs
37. Do you agree without reserv.icion to comply witli any request or sllIJllllons lo appear and
testify before any duly constituted committee of Congress if you are confirmed?
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38. Do you agree without reservation to make any subordinate official or employee available
to appear: and testify befoi:e, or provide information to, any duly constituted committee of

Cong.ccss ifyou1l!'e confinned?

Yes.
39. Do yon agree without reserva.tion to comply fully, completely, and promptly to illlY
request for documents, comn:iuniC\ltions, or any other agency material or information
from 11J1Y duly constituted committee of the Congress if you -are confirmed?
Yes.
VI. Assistanc

40. Are these answe.-s your own? Have you consulted with the Postal Service, ilie
Commission, or any other interested parties? If so, please i ndicate which entities.
Ves, these answers ere my own. l did consult with Commission staff 011 certam teclil:Jical
matters related to pending and previous cases.
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Minnrity Supplemental Pre-hearing Questionnaire
For the l"Tomination of Ann Fisher to be
Commissione.:, Posbd Regulatory Commi!lllion

I.

Nomination Process and Conflicts pUnterest

1. .!:!as the President or his staff asked vou to sign a confidentiality or non-disclosure
agreement?
No.
2. Has the President or his staff asked you to pledge loyalty to the President or the
Administration?

No.

n.

Background of omfncc

3. Do you seek out dissenting views and how do JOU enc,:o~e cohstructive critical dialogue
with subordinates?

Yes.
4. Please give exrunples of times .in your career when you disagreed with yonr s11periors and
aggn:ssively advocated your position. Were you ever successful'!

I have on occasion disagreed with my superiors on a policy goal or strntegy,and have
advocated for my position aggressively. lt has sometimes worked and other times failed .

5. What would you con~ideT your greatest successes as a leadeT?
I led the Senate Republican staff effort in 2006 IQ pass !he Postal Accountability and
Enhancement Act of 2006. This was by far my greatest accomplishment as it required years
of work, many setbacks imd constant nego1iation.
6. What would you consider your greatest fail are as a leade.r? Wh.111 lessons did you learn from
that experience?
Having to fire someone who lacked the necessary skills to be successful in bis position. I
hired him knowing ofhis -sbortcomings, but fell with assistance he could grow into the
position. I felt responsible for not having had the time to provide more coaching. 1 am now
very careful when screening applicants to ensure they are fully qualified.

JU.

The Role oftbe PRC and its Commissioners
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7. What do you believe are the most important responsibil1ties ofihe Postal Regulamry
Commission (PRC), ,md w)lat is your-opinion of how those responsibilities have been
fulfilled?
The PRC exists to protect the public interest while providing objective, accurate, and timely

regulatory analyses and decisions. Tile Commission must CQnti,rme lo ensure transP<!fcney
aud acCQlllltability of the USPS while fostering an efficient universal mail sy.~tem. To date, I
believe the Commission has appropdatoly fulfilled these duties.
8. In your view, whet are the major challenges facing the PRC?
I think it is vitally important that Ute-Commission move l"llpidly to complete the fmal rules
following its IO year review of the system for regulating Markel Dominant rates.

9. Whet do you &elie-ve should be the PRC's top three priorities over the next five years?
Completion of the 10 year r..tte,review, coordination with Congress and the USPS in sel!kin_g
to define the wtlversal service obligation, and maintenance of high analytic standards
coupled with rigorous review.
10. Jfcontittned, how wiU you coordinate and communicate with PRC staff to accomplish the
PRC'1i goals?
Chairtnim Taub set in place a process for the senior leadeTS in the agency to meet quarterly
and discuss strategic planning goals. The frequency of the meetingS and the quality of the
input en<1ble the Commission to stay on track with its slated goals.

lV.

Policy Questions

I' I. Generally, what approaches do you advocate that the PRC take in Iegufatin_g the Postal
ervice and why?

I believe the Commission should continue to allow the Postal Service t() expcrimertt
operationally, It is also important thaJ the Commissio11 maintain an emphasis on the rigor o
its analysis and seeking regulai: improvements to data received from the Postal Service.
12. The Postal Service has been operating without a quorum on its bipartiSllll Board of GovefnOrs
since 2014. What challenges do you believe the Postal Service faces without a Board
quorum? How should the PRC approach its role given U1e vacancies on the Board of
Governors?

Through the creation of a "TeITJJ)Orary Emergency Committee", the Board of Governors-was
able to act upon measures it would not have been able to without a quorum. I anticipate tfte
mo!lt serious challenge the Board could face is inability to approve a need,ed rate increase.
The Commission must continue to exercise il responsibilities 11s required by lnw, ram
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hopeful the Senate will be able to confirm additional Governors- in th.e near future. The USPS
definitely benefits from the independent viewpoint provided by Governors.
13. 39 USC§ 101 establishes the seven fundamental pillars of U.S. postal-policy.
a. If confirmed, what legislative or administrative refonns would you advocate for to help
the PRC and the Pos.tal Service enSure these policies are fully rea1ized?

l think it most important that Congress find a way {o restore ·the Postal Service's long
term fioancial VU1bility.
b. Should any of these policies berefoane<J? Ifnot, why not; and ifso, in wbatways7
No. [ think mention of all is necessary as they are important guideposts for
reforms.

~

c. Specifically, 39 USC§ l0l(b) states, ''The Postal Service shall provide a maximum
degree ofeffective and regular postal services To rural areas, comm11Dities, and small
towns where post offices arc not self-sustaining. No small post office shall be closed
solely for operating at a deficit. it being the specific intent of the Congress that effective
postal services be insured to resident.~ of both urban and rwal communities." Do you
support lhis policy goal or believe it should be changed in any way?

J consider it one of the most important of the seven _pillar.;.
PRC Rate Review
14. One of the core principles of the PAEA was to provide Postal Setvice customers, through the
establishment of an inflation-based rate cap, with predictability and stability in priciog of the
Postal Service's market dol)linanl products, Pursuant to the PABJ\, the PRC completed a
review of whether the rate cap met the criteria laid out by 30 U,S.C. §3622, including
stability, fairness, and generating adequate revenue to cover Postal Service c-0sts. The PRC
found that the cap did not meet all ofl-hcse criteria, i.uc1u<lfog that it did not allow for the
Postal Service to reach long-term financial stability or maintain high quality service
standards.
a, What is your opinion of the PRC' s conolusions·?
I agree with the Commission's findings that while the system was largely successful in
achieving the goals related to the structure of the ralemaking system, the system has nol
increased pricing efficiency, ,nor has ir maintained the financial health oflhc USPS as

imended by the PAEA.
b. Do you believe any ofth.e objectives or factors should be weighted above others'/
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The law required the Commission to review the system and detenrtine whether i~ achieved
1Jie J1ine objectives, considering the 14 fuctors, established by Congress. Congressional intent
was to place the emphasis on whether lhe objectives were met. Therefore, r believe
objectives should be given more consideration than factors, but 1 would not agree that l!TIY
one of either categories should be weighted above alt others.
15. Some argue that much of the Postal Service's financial instability has been caused by its
retiree healthcare prefunding payments.
a. Do you agree with this view?

I believe the payment schlldule established by the PAEA bas been impossible to meet md
is part of the Postal Service's problem. However, it's also important to note that the USPS
has not paid into the fund for the past 4 ye=, wilh seemingly no penalty. 1-agl'CC with
Commission recommendations-submitted to Congress that Congress modify the retiree
health benefits fund pre.funding level and lengthen the payment schedule to improve USP
sustainability.

b. How, if at all, should the impact of the prefunding requirement affect the PRC's views on
the Postal Service's business model?

By law, the USPS is responsible for these payments. Therefure payment of 1he fund m11sr
be a key considenition when looking at ways to restore Jinancial viability to the USPS.
16. As a result of its findings, the PRC issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR) that
proposed.changes to the market dominant rate system_, including additional rate authorities
that would allow the Post.ti Service to raise prices on ceruiin products. 1 ln considering pcice
increases, how should the Postal Service balance the need for additional .revenue with th~
possibility that higher rates could. further reduce mail volume?

The Commission may grant !he Postal Service the authority to increase rates for certain
products. ll is for tbe operator to decide how much the market can bear, and increase rates
PfOportionately.
Service SJandards and Performance
17. The PA£A requires the Postal Service to consult with the PRC in establishing modem

service standards, as well as in modifying the standards l!fld planning for future standards.
Do you believe PRC consultation has been effective thus far? What improvements, ifany,
would you make to ensure the Postal Service and PRC effectively collaborale in improving
service performance and maintaining high quality service standards?
I believe the oonsultative process has been productive. 1ssuaoce of annual reports O!I service
perfom1ance by the PRC bring needed transparency to the process.
1 Docket No. RM2.017-3, Noticeof-Proposell RuJcinaking forth¢Systcm fat Rcgula1ing RJti:sand Clnsscs for
Market Dominant Products, December I, 2017 (Order No. 42.58).
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Additior,al Proceedings

18. On August 23, 2018, President Trump issued a Memorandum stating lhat "curren;
international postal p,actices in the UPU [Universal Postal Union] do not align with United
States econoruic and national sec\lrity interests.'' On October 17, 2018, the White .House
announced the United States would withdraw from the UPU within one year~ and concurred
with 11 State Department recommendation that the United States adopt self-declared post!ll
rates no later than January I, 2020. The UPU held a special meeting in April 2019 to address
these concerns and wil I hold fill Extraordinary Congress in September 2019 to vote on rate
.reform proposals. What do you believe1he PRC's rolec will be, and what challenges will it
face, regarding postal policy issues nnd the potentiel l!nplementation of self-declared rates? lf
confinned, how would you prepare to meet th* challenges?
In-accordance with J9 U.S.C. Section 407(c)(l) and39 CRF part 3017, the Commission
established a docket on June '20 for the purpose of developing its views on whether certajn
proposals for the Third Extraordinary Cougress ere consistent with Lhe s-tandaids and criteria
for modem rate regulation; specifically, Lerminal dues for Inbound Letter Post small packe1s
and bulky letters. Additionally, on May 22, USPS filed with the CommiSS1on Order CP2019155 proposing self-declared rates. The actual implementation of these rates will be up to the
lJSPS,

It is the duty of the State Department, with White House approval, to co(lvene the members
of the delegation that will travel to 1he September Congress. That step has not yet occurred.
For the pl\St 13 years I have served as the Commission representative to 1he State
Depal'lmcnt's Federal Advisory Committee on lnternatio(llll Posial and Delivery Services.
Holding this position ensures r remain abreast of all international postal matters. I will
continue my diligence as a commissioner.
19. The President's Task Poree on the U.S. Postal System recommended 1hc Postal Service
distinguish between ''essential" mail and packages ''for wluch a stfong social or
macroeconomic rationale exists for government protection" versu moil and packages-that
are CQlllrnl'ft:ial in nature, and recommended the Post:al Service pursue price increases, redu~
service costs, or exit the busioess line for the lat1er category. Whet are some of the challenges
to the Postal Service and PRC in distinguishing between these categories, part.ic\Jlarly give11
the essential nature of certain deliveries to cus1omets who otherwise would not have aooess
lo mail services?
I believe the j ob of determining which products should or should not be covered by the
universal obligation belongs to Congress, The PRC and (he USPS could provide input. A
thorough assessment of tho publil-'' s needs must come first.
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20. The number of Negotiated Service Agreements (NSAs) has increased in recent ycars. 1n FY
2012. the PRC approved 54NSAs, growing to 290 in FY 20l8. 2 Howdo you view the
increase in NSAs and what do you believe the PRC should do to handle the NSA workload
and provide timely reviews?

I consider the increase in number to be positive and reflects increased USPS use of rate
setting flexibilities. The vast majority of NSAs filed with the Commission are competitive,
and share cost characteristics with existing NSAs. This enables a highly efficient review
prlX-ess by the Com.mission. On occasion the Postal Service will file a unique NSA that wlll
require additional time for staff review. l do not coQSider this problematic.
V.

Relations with Congres9 and the Public

21. If cunfumed, bow will you make certain that you will respond in a timely manner to Member
requests for information?
Based upon my years spent workin&in !he U.S. Senate, I am aware of Congress' need for
expeditious responses to information requests. As the Commission's Director of Govemm11nt
Relations, I make responding to Member requests a priority. l would continue that ptacticc as
a commissioner.
22.

[f confirmed, do

you agree withou1 reservation to reply to any reasonable request for

information from the Ranking Member of any duly constituted committee of tha Congress?

Yes.
23. If confirmed. do you agreewitho11t reservation to reply w any reasonable request f'or
mfonnation from members of Congress?

Yes.
24. If confirmed, do you commit to take all reaso1111ble steps to ensure that you and the PRC
comply with deadlines established for requested information?
Yes.
25, Ir confirmed. do you commit Lo protect subordinate officials or-employees from reprisal or
retaliation for any testimony, briefings or comr;nunicatiolJS with membt:rs of Congress?

Yes.

>roslal lleguJatury Co111111i&Sion: An111eal Report ro r/ze Preside,rt and Congres, Fi3ca/ Year 1018 (January 2019)
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26. If con.fumed, will you ensure that your staff w11 I fully and promptly provide i.nformation
nccess \n appropriate documents B11d officials in respoilSe to requests made by the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the Congressional Research Service?

and

Yes.

27. If confirmed, will you agree to work with representatives from this Committee and the GAO
to promptly implement reoommendatioos for improvuig U.S, Postal Service operatio-11s and
effectiveness?
Yes,
28.

If confinned, wTil you direct yo\11' staff to fully and promptly respond to Freedom of
lnformation Act n:quests s.ubmittw by the American poople?
Yes.

29. If confimied, Will you ensure that political appointees are not fna)'propriately involved in the
review and release of Freedom oflnfonnation Ace requests?

Yes.

VI.

Assistance

30. Are these answers your own? ..1-iavec you consulted with the U.S. Postal Service or any other
interested partle.s? If so, ple;ise indicate which entities.
Yes. fha"e con&olted·will! PRC sta:tfon cenain case specifics.

I,

Ankl G·Ps:~blf .hereby state that 1have read the foregoing Pre-Hearing

Qucs1Jon11aire an Supplemental Q11estfolll.laites and that the infonuation provided therein is, L
the best of my knowledge, current, accurate, and complete.

Senate Homelar,d Security aod Governmental Affuits Committee
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Senator M~nggie Hn$~:rn
Post-Hearing Questions for the Recc,rd
Submitted to Ann C. Fisher
Nomin:ations of Ann C. Fisher and Ashley E, Poling to be Commissioners, Postal
Regu latory Commission; Catherine Bird to be General Counsc~ Federal Labor Relations
Authority; and Rainey R. Brandt :and hanu Frost Matini to be Associate Judj?es, Superior
Court of the Dish·ict uf Columbi:i
T11cs(lay, J uly J6, 20\9
I. Last fall, J sent a 1.etter with Sen, Shaheen to PostrnaSter General Megan Brennan
encouraging the United Stales. Postal Service to work with city officials to address the
concerns raised by the citizens of Portsmouth regarding the relocation of the city' s Post
Office while the McIntyre Federal Building undergoes renovation. In a letter to
Portsmouth officials, the Post11l Service committed to returning the PortSmouth Post
Office to a central location, if possible.
a, If confirmed, will you commit to providing my office with updates on the status
of the decision on where the Portsmouth Post Office will be permanently housed,
including what factors the United S1ales Postal Service is considering. to make that
declsion?

By law, the Postal Regulatory Commission has a limited role in post office closures and consolidations.
Section 404(d)(S} ofTitle 39 of the United States Code authorizes any person served by a post office
subject to c.losure or consolidation to file an appeal with the Commission w1thin 30 days of the
determination to close or consolidate by USPS. When considering an appeal, the Commission must sel
aside a USPS determ1nation found to be (A) arbllrary, c.aprlcious, ar, abuse of discretTon, or otherwise
not ln accordance with the law~(8) without observance of procedure required by law; or IC)
u(lsupported bY s\Jbstan,1~1 eviclence on the rec;ord, The Commission mvst complete its odministrattve
·review no later than 120 days after receiving the appeal.

The Postal Service has shared with tne general background information related to the relocation of the
Portsmouth Post Office. Considering the Commission's limited role, it is t,est that your informatton
regarding Postal d1scussions with the citizens of Portsmouth come directly from USPS.
Considering Portsmouth residents' intense interest, I certainly hope the USPS wi ll ke.ep yo\J abreast of all
decisions related to the potential relocation of the Portsmouth Post Office. 1firmly bel ieve that the USPS
~hould provide maximum transparency o,f operations to Congress regarding changes to their retail
networ~. In the meantime, I w111 share this QFR and my response with USPS leadersh1p.
for your1nformation, I would like to snare with you appropriate USPS contacts:
Donald Hildreth, Postmaste
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Phone;
(mail:
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Kathi Roy, C&IC Manager
151 Forest Avenue, Suite 7022
Portland, ME 04101-7022

U.S. Postal Service Government Relations
Michael Gordon, Government Relations Representative
Jim Carl, Government Relations Representative
475 L'Enfant Plaza SW
Washington, OC 20260-3500
Phone:
Fax:
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Senator Kyrsten Sinema

Post-Hearing Questions for the Recol'd
Submitted to Ano C. Fisher
Nominations of Ano C, Fisher and Ashley E. Poling to be ommis5ioners, Postal
Regulatory Commission; Catherine ,Bird to he General Counsd, Federal Labor Relations
uthority; amt Rain~y tt Brandt and Shana Frost M11tini to be Associate.Judges, Superior
Court of the District of Col um bill
Tuesday, July 16, 2019

I) The Postal Service is going through a ch:illenging period with extreme financi11l pressure
and a need to make critical changes. To Sl.ltvive, the Postal Service needs strong
leadership, and that includes among its regulators.
a. What key leader$hip traits will you bring to the table in this role with the PRC'?
Ke y leadership traits l will bting to the role of commissioner are openness, a focus on teamwork,
commitment to mlssiorr, and delivery of a high quaHty work product,

2) Given the recent reports of the Postal Service's new business plan and the cuts to service
infrastructure conr.ained in the. plan.
a. What do you believe the role of the PRC should be in evaluating lhe cost savings
and impact on the financial health of US PS on strucrural changes 1hat Involve
consolidation or changes in service'?
b. Given previous USPS decisions regarding consolidation failed to produce
promised savings, should PRC play a role in precmptiveJy reviewing proposed
business plan changes, to ensure the financial underpinnings of proposed cosl
savings arc accurate?
The PRC has an 1mportant role to play regarding proposed structural or service changes proposed by
USPS that would have a nationwide lmpact .

By law, any cliange made by the USPS that will generally affect service on a nationwide or substantfally
nationwide basis requires tile USPS to see~ an advisory opinion from the PRC (39 U.S.C. § 3661). Since
2008, the PRC tias issued five advisory opinions. Each contains a thorough review of the USPS proposal,
along with the associated cost savings. The Commission also advises as to whether it believes the USPS
proposal is consistent with public policy requirements regardlrig the provision of adequate and efficient
postal services to the Nation.
Due to the signiflcant publlc and congressional interestln such changes, the l'RC has previously
recommended to Congress that USPS be required, upon receipt of the Pll.C's advisory opinton1 !o provide
a written response to Corigress, prior to lmplemen1atlon, addressing the Commission' s
recommenda tions.
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July 15, 2019
The I-lonorabte James Lankford
Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on Regulatory Affairs and .Federal Management
340 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
The Honorable Kyrsten Sinema
Ranking Member
Senate Subcommittee oo Regulatory Affairs and Federal Management
340 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Chairman. Lankford and Ranking Member Sinema:

1am writing to offer my strong endorsement of Ann C. Fisher to serve as a
Commissioner of the Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC). With over 20 years of experience
working on Postal Service issues, Ann's expertise makes her highly qualified to serve as the
Commissioner ofthe PRC. Ann has had a successful career as a senior government exe.cutive,
working in a multitude of roles and serving as a reliable liaison to Congress, the Postal Service,
and the many stakeholders invested in Postal Service issues.
I can attest to Ann' s breadth of experience and expenise because she served as my
principal advisor on these issues when I was Chairman of the Senate Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs Committee. During her time as my advisor, she was instrumental in the
passage of the Postal Accolll}tability and Enhancement Act, which I authored and was signed
into law in 2006. This extensive legislation provided crucial updates to postal Jaws that had not
been revised for over three decades. Ann' s remarkable knowledge of the issues, combined with
her ability to understand the array of concerns of the many disparate stakeholders involved, was
fhe key lo successfully pa~sing this incredibly complicated leglslation.
She showed those same skills in her roles at .the PRC, first as Chief of Staff and now as
Director of1he Office of Public Affairs and Government Relations. There is no question that
Ann understands the cnall'enges and complexities the Pos1al Services faces, She knows the
importance of sufficient postal services in rural states like Oklahom11i Arizona, and Maine. And
her appreciation of the larger and smaller soope of the Postal Service bas enabled her to serve ber
roles well and will be a major asset should she be confirmed,
Ann was raised in South Dakota, the daughter of two dedicated public servants in her
home state. She has followed suit and pursued a career devoted to public service. I can truly
think of no person better suited for this position, and r strongly urge the Subcommittee to
approve her nomination for consideration by the full Senate,
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Sijercly,

iM~

~ns
United States Senator
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Opening StatemenL of Ashley E. Poling
Nominee, Postal Regulatory Com.mission
July 16, 2019

Good morning Chainnan Lankford, Ranking Member Slncma, and members of the Committee.
Thank. you for inviting me to testify today regarding my nomination to the Postal Regulatory
Commission.

I am thankful for the family, mentors, friends, and colleagues who could all be here today- iL
means the world to me. I would also like to take a moment to introduce 1111d thank. my wonderful
parents, Barclay nnd Lindy Poling. Their unwavering guidance love, and support over the years
have been oothiog shon of extraordinary, and ·Ibey have truly shown me what it means to be a
public servant. They have also ,had ro hear far more about postal issues over the years than any
parents ever hould, and for th11t I will he forever grateful I would also like to thank

Congressman Mark Meadows for introducing me today and Senator Heidi Heitkamp for her
letter of support for the bearing record.

I have spent significant time working on postal policy in the United States Senate. and I hnve
been uniquely forfonate to work for three past and present members of this Committee: Ranking
Member Gary Peters of Michigan, Senator Heidi f:leitkamp of North Dakota, and Senator Jon
Tester of Montana. In over five years of working on the Homeland Securify and Governmental
Affairs Committee, I have gained a strong appreciation for the vital role that the Postal Service
plays in the li.ves of postal. customers across OUT nation.
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1n my work for (he states of Montana and North Dakota, I have personally seen how post offices
represent the heart of the communities they serve and why the Postal Service is a lifelimt to the
individuals and small businesses in rural America, It became clear to me that Ilt order to protect
and improve the speed of mail delivery for rural communities, it was essential to improve service
perfonnance across the cowitry by ensuring that strong service provisions were included in any
comprehensive postal reform bill. Because service provisions were not considered to be an

essential part of reform legislation at the beginning of this multi-year effort, we worked to
develop a broader national service protection strategy that u!timarely benefitted the postal
cUStOrner on the local level and would ensure the Postal Service s accountability to its customers.

Relationship building 1s ctuc1al to Uie success of any legislative efforts on the Hill, !IIld it was n
key part of our educational efforts on service in both the House and the Senate and on both side~
of the aisle. Key ll!llOng those relationships was a strong. bipartisan postal alliance. between
Senator Heitkamp and the Chairman of the Subcommittee with jurisdiction over postal on the
House Ovemght and Reform Committee, CongresSI!]an Mark Meadows of.North Carolina. The
Sena.tor and the Congressman became aligned on the issue of service after realizing how much
they had io common in regards to rural communities in their respective sllltes of North Dakota
and North Carolina. Their advocacy io respect 10 this issue is one oftbe primary reasons why
service provisions are now an important part of any comprehensive-postal reform oiscussion.

[n addition to this specific work on service, I have played an integral negotiating role in four
separate postal reform bills over the yean, and have become intimately familiar with tile various
components that make up comprehensive postal legislation. Throughout this time; 1 have

continued tQ build. preserve. and advance trusted and ~trang interpersonal relationships over
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multiple Congresses with the entire postal community. Th.is includes stakeholders from a large
coalition of mailers, all folll" of the major postal unions, postmasters, postal supervisors, the
Postal Service, the Postal Regulatory Commission, the Postal Service Office of Inspector
General, and offioes in the House and the Senate, on both sides of the aisle.

The United States Postal Service is at a critical crossroads in our nation's history. It faces
significant .finanoial challenges that pose a very real threat to its long-term viability. The fiscal

path Lhat the Postal Service is on is not a sustainable one, but it a lso bas the very real polenbal
for revitalization through needed legislative refonns in Congress. By working collaboratively

across the postal community on these challenges, I believe we can preserve. revitalize, and
modernize a vital lifeline of communication that has existed for over 200 years. If confirmed as
a Postal Regulatory Commissioner, J would welcome the opportunity to actively work with all of
our stakeholders, this Committee, the entire Congress, my fellow commissioners, and the Postal
Service ro find commonsense. lasting solutions to '111e challenges faced by this agency so lhatthe
best results can be delivered-to postal customers across our country.

Thank you for considering my nomination and I look foiward to answering your questions.
###
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WA
S. Honors and Awards
List all scholarship.~>: fellowslifps, &onora;l'Y degrees, ci.vili~Ji servi"~e cltaqons, mllltar;Y
mtdlll!, academic cfr p.ro-ressii>JJ81 honors, honoi:ary soclety memlier1b.lps _and •any other
special ncognltion for-outsbinciln~sen,fce or adlieyement.
• ~.Septe111ber·.20J6t Goiaen Ilufft#o.A.war.d
, o .Awarded by. Senator lieitkamp's office for ·"outstandi,ng-servfoe in the planning.
execution and follow up of terrific evenl-s in N"orth D8'5011! airwe ci.ontinue to
work to.improve mail delivery for,nU N_orthDakotans! ' This was largely,thc::
.result-of1he dc::v.clopmenf,-eoordination, p_laruiing; .and exe9ution of the
Postmaster General's visit to North Dakota in_ 2016,
• A,-pril 1009: •'trilliam & MllrJi /Jenja,niti S~odt/ert Ew~f! lf.wal'd
o- One. of 4.0. members selected from the Wldergraduate and &r!lduat.o class~ o!'200~
(approximately 2,'160 studentstotal) to be honQred:wft~ tll,is ~ward "for
out.minding pilrticipation and leadetship ill campus and community acqvffies and
foneivice·andcol).tn'bulion to the C:::ollege."
• ·spring 2009~KGfpa Kappa Gamma Outstanding Senior A.war{/
o Voted U..PDD by a cblipter ot' apptoicimately 90 women.
• Sprin1f2006; Kappa Kappa Ganuna.C'Jutstanding New Member.Award
o Voted upon bY, a chapter-of approximaMy 90"worn~.

• Sp'rJng .2005: Family Circle Cup/I,'Oreill Personal )lest Scbolarsbfp, .Noi:th
Cp.folln.a Recipient
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o Awaroed to lhRe WOUl!m from. South Carolina, G:®rgia:, an,dNo,J;tb C&rQlina.for
"outs!a_niling-cllarltable ~ velunte,;r·acltieve!Jlents iq their respective
co~unities;"
• Spril;lg lQOS: lJon'-s Club lnfllrn;ttion!ll Local Scholar~ni{'lteciplent;lO.leigb1
No.r tb 'Carolina
o Acwaµi~4 to high scbO!>l students platiniJ;g to iitumd two _or: four-year colleges
!;>asc!i on their ~rd 9fse(Vjce to_ theiP bigl}·schools.and i;ommuni~.

6. Memberships
Listllll memb.ershlpa {bat you b2VeJteld Ju professi1mal~social~ business, _ftafemaJ,
·scholarly1 civic, or dlatitatile o.rganlzatio1,1s in: the hrsf 10-years.
Unless ,-elnattt to your nomination; you do NOT n11ed to ~nclude llleli'lbershlps In
charltilble·oi;"gailmitton':t av~lable to tbe publl.c as a result:or a tllx ifeductihle donai:ida of
S,1,001 o_r ~eq, Parent-Teaelier .Associations or other organizations .connected.t1)'&ch11ols
-attended l)yyour- ch0dre.n, atf).lctic·clubs-Qrteam~ a_uto~~bile sup_pp~orgarilzatiolis '( nclt
a_s AA~), di,cp1111ts clubs (!uch-as-Groupon ot Sam'~ Club), or,afllnll:y
me.lilbtrsbips/c'orisumer clu:I,s (iµch as frequent flyer- m~e.nbjp.s).

S ehol.arJblp Co . . . e Chm'
{September .2017 -~ti
E9eill$ C::omlll{tke;Co-Chalr

(s,,ptcnibe, 2016 - S-cptembar
Willillm·&:Mazy-Yoilng;Qude

~II}' 2\)Q9-P=nt(mcfl!b¥ship

Coutu:il . ,

c:nds in Iune20!9)

Willl-.m &Ma,ySoclety o! 19J8

Marchl.0L9-l!~cnt

.2017
·v.ke Cllalt

(lvfay_2016- l'lcscttt)
Cl&.1s-oh009 Rcprescntllt!Vc
a

Au8USI 2005 -May.2009
Augµst 2005 - P,cscot (as AJµmna)

8
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1. Political Activity·
·(A) llave ~u evet'~ _li. a. ~IIJ!did;ate fo't

or been e l ~ qr ap~ointed to.;a'political office?

CB) Listaoy offices heli! in _or·services rendered t0'8'. pqlitlca~ pa:dy qr election comnilttu
duril\g the last ren,ye·ars that yo_u lia.ve. not )hrted elsewhere.

Jiandlcd hµbdreds of catls,on
·t1ic~L1'f9nh Dakota
Voter Prolcclioll notline and
.helped edaca~ VOleB on '\'b:ll.
documcbt.11 they Would need to
votn rrucce~ully vla. •bscntcc
ballot, ~dy voting, or on
E!lec;ilon· D1y:. AlsoJIPIJ
watchcxl during early votmg-ar
multiple polling loolu1ons ln

Fargo to ~osute,·votcis were

Hefdi,fo-r Seaat_e,

::: ·

belng given ac:Qume
lnf0tlllnlioo·10 vote succc"1i!Uy
E!leati011 Officiala.
Made ca Us OI).oclialf ofNonh
.DakQlaDclllOC'taiic stalewldc

!;'bone Banking :V-olultl~

CIU\Jlida~-forlhc20Lll
J!lal)ned l'.mnlhooti

midterm elcctlon,
Mode c..1b,on behalf01
Moatana:Democl'alic

l'bohe B'anlmig Volunt8r

Ad~ af!i.iontana
9

June 27, 2018

.
Octow 6,
2016'

98
C11Ddidates for Goyemor and
SuntcmcOowt.

.K.ai l!wit ror Senate

MAl!o-'cnlls,on \)dmlfofScn@t~r
.Xa.y Hagan·(D-NC} Toi tb
'201-4'-midtem,-clcetlori,

Phonc'Bimking Vc5tuntcer

·oetobo:r28,
20·14

(q Itemize an indi'Vidual poUtlcal ~oiitributijJ~s of $200 or more tln~t you-have made in the
past five years to uy ili.c;JfvidQal, CIIJ_lpaign organization, polltica.1 pai::fy, _political attfon
-comm~ or- simlla'i' entity. -Please list ea.ch.lildivi"dual contributio,n. ~tJd n;ot the 'total
amOllD.i conttibuted, to the persop or c_ntify during the year•

..

....

~

10
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8·. Publications 'a nd Speeches·
(A)-List"lfie titles, pnbJijl).ets a!ld 4ates oi.books1-articles1 rep1>rls or other publ!s'fie'd
tlijlterlab that you have written, incluillng.llr:ttcies,pull)lsheil,o~ the.Infemet. Please•(irovi.d!l

'the.Committee-with copli, ofan1kt~d publlcations•.Jn lleJ.1 of,Ji,;;rd ·coI!,ies, electronic ~pl.es
' can be._provided°-vla eemaJI iir otll_e r digital format.

"Stndy A}road.preselb,IBJv"

~ i . wi.ih1ntemat(onal:

oplf(lttunllies...
·
".6,.:Nr;,wWay_ofSee.iagThin~
R&porr ou ib~ 1;&111012 siµay
· AlmiadlIJ1fOffl!ilional Pan9!'

CoUeae of William &:·MAiy,
Alutn?i Univcisi~ AdvancemcPt
Oa,le' B!o Post
E1011 UJ1iye,siry Schobl ofLaw,.
ciinttlb!ltcd tti reporting for Ibis
l!ftipla
lllbil tltlivcrsi~ Scbooi•of.Law,

Febros.lY 20, 2Q1ll
£lc1\¢11lber 20, 20l2

Student Report onlntemnlfonal
Pa~IJBen-ellts oflhtctoallonal
Stud .

''S,iving Ba,bls O!!e Foohat a

T-imc"

r,

''fhe,lril.Jl,~.of!ntrodac'tions"

Friend& 1.hti1enonprQ_fit-vollmteet
Bloa;_Po,t

July-29; 2012

Fri•rn!s Vo.ire 11011profit volunt=

July 29, 20~2

•Blag_Post

11
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(B) Lkt. aiJY {onn~l speeel!es ¥OU "1ave·delivued-dpting ,«le-last five year,, and provid,e ihe.
Comnuttee wit1:i· copie$\!>f those speeclies.rele,:ant ·to the po·stf!oli fol' w~~ rou. have ·beeQ
nonilltatdj. Iricln~e. any tfflimon)I to'Cong,:ess Of any pt~,ir l!lgfs'!ative_o.r-adnilnfstrative
·b o~. Thtse-if,eniS CllJ! be provided elcctr-oni~ly viJl e,ma.tl o.r·otlier dlgibl formll(,

tfuited P031mas~ ll!ld Man11gers
of 40!¢c;a Lcgialative Summit
'Ca.llfll'<Ssional SlaffPanelis~
~c R\iia!Afrl>an

qMdci. B1dmgc

·Dctfvmy iu life 21" Cciil!uY l'anel

t!SP.S Offi@nJ:llts.peetOr Oenetal

' A_lig115t7,Z018

Headquarters, '1735,N'. Lyoll Sll'Cot,
Arl9lJton,,~ 222091A'udiertco
m•&, up ,w gcly by. tnC(ll)>cr'S. of
p0$8l 61akehold~-CQllllllumly

A011111cl Alliao!IC 10 Savc--:out

385 ~cU'.SeolUC Office Buijdiilg,

l'ublioPosial Servlc:c/P.Oital.
13'orilagc D~y l!anc!is.t ·

W:ishl'ilgtoo, DC!!0SlO/Audieiioe

l:ht>CepJ(l)l FofUm;-USPS Wt
r.,i}c Pogqy Com\,t,,ucl:'Pancliit

luly 26, 2018

m~&upofcpngmsional staff,
mcmb·enofpostal ftakeholdcr

oomtDwli
The,Nal{q!lll!'Pl'e$$Cl116, S2_9 l4•
Sttect·NW. W1!$)!inglnn, oc
.20045/Au<liaiice.~ • up of
mcmbca of the postal slllkeholiler

Juoe.J3 ,20f8

coimtiimi

koerican,Calafog.MJilw
Assoc:iatkm 1/lflional Co~e

The.Dllflont:Cuolc Hotel, 1~00

Pcnolist ·

W~lllngjon; DC 200~6.IAudicace

Mli.)'. 22; 2011!

New H ~ Avenue NW.,
made up o.f members ol•lh• ACM!,:

tho

Nalional Rlnl Lettcr-Cmicn;
Associel,Qn Legis!a1ivc Seminar
Panel~
'

lrom lcro&I
Hyatt Regency on Caj>itolHUL 400.
New Jersey Avenu~ NW,

Mzy 21,'2018

W11$iog1on, DC lZ000l'fA11diencc

mad, up ofNRLOA-incmbcrdrom.
ncross lfu, c:oun

CIMon(nn,30Sf ~A~ooeS,

April21,2018

GJ-ond ·Porks, 'RD Ss'lQl/Audl~c:e
mnde up ofNorth Oakoto.Al'WU
'N~(~I Aa,ociatioll of-Postal

~8upcrvif013 Lcaislativ~ Se111lnw.
C:(n?~onalStllffl>anelJai

meinbm from aCl'tJfi Ille st.lie
Cfytta.lGa!elVay~~mon, \700

Jef!'trsou Davis l'ligb.way,
A:1iogloo, VJ. 22202/AUdiebce
111ade 'op,of.NAJIS meipbttSftQm
ICIOS5 the: cotml!V

'12

~ 12,2Q18
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-UJii~ YMl!r)astmi of America.
ugist.11~,Sllll)fflit .COilgiessiODBI·

.S Jaff~clhl

Febhla'}'. 26, .2018
aip\ml Visiliir-Cen1eie-Auditotium
in U.S. Oii:iilol/}..u,;liencc msde-up
bf Ol'MA membcrs,,frcim .across the·
countrv

"

>r

~~

...

(C) Ust aU speeches-and testimony you llav.e delivered In the i)asttenjrear:~; exllcJit [or
tfiose.the.(¢ofwhlcli. _you art t>rtJ'V.iclln~ to fhe.Committee.

Nallmja A~ _ snd R~
Fedefal Bmplo~ ~ocfali<?it
Legislalivc'iuw. Traimngr
Conich:lce Coag\'cssiontl stitff'
_p.1Dclist, P,m1qephipfor Pli>U.£SC!Vice
~.adfii Fellows P,rogram ''Values
and Yisio,n,• SQl!ion Panelist

HJUcnA1e,iandm1. mk ~tor,

sao·Scrol!iuy Road, Alexand,rfo,
VA 22311/Al!dicncc·mad~·up of
·WJU?E member$ lro_m a;rou lh..c,
couo
!100 NDW York, 11.vCQnt, Sillte.E
11200 l!asl, Wishlngto11,DC20005/

ll!l}.e~, 2CH7

Audience-made up ofShlioeff..1:e/low.,_ who_ire •~leeJed fiOTQ four
elite unlvc:rs,illcs a~&~ the couotry:

Fo~ ofJmJgl!_!ll B,!o help
panic,pant& bC!Cllmocng~gc!I
cii17#! ondlo ifevelop ap lnfo(IDed
view of go>kmnicnt service and'

cratioas,

Nati~l~cti-m ~ReJited

1_-[ilt6n.Aloiandrla.Mlirk Center,

l'~l'EIIIP,l.oyees Association,
Logislaltvc a!)d 1'piini.-qgCollfctthccGimgrcs,.ional Slall'.

SQO Seplln@ty !toad, Alexan.dri11,
VA 223'llit\11dil!JI¢ J\1ad~ up of
NAR!'.e mCfll~Ji om across 1he

Pa'Dolisr'
Williun & tauy-A,wim\i Capital"
Hnl Panel D~~ioo wiil1
Cao8J!.Ssioqdi S!Aftwl\o 1>r0 alb~

Willialit41:'Mary,Al!linni Capifol
Hill Panel D)sounion with
CongressioriQI siatrwho molllmll

Mllllih.13", 2017

co

3'85'Russell Sl!llllto Office J3ui1ding,
Wuhin1,ifci·I), ·DC-ZOSlOlAudic,nce
'mode up of oum:nt !1udc111,
CRrQlled at Will.wn ct; Mary
Washi to11~1cr
385 Russdl-~c~atc, Qfl'ii;c Btlildii,g-,
V/'µhmgton, DC 20SlOlAudicmcc
made u_p of cuni,ritsludenfs

emailed ~t Willwn & Mary

W!Wim" fOA Center

13

Januazy 13, 2017
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9• .criminal filstor:i
,&jnC!l,{sncUncluding) your '18111 birthday, has iu~·or the ronowiitg happened~
•

ffav;o you.been issued a S11mmons, cliatjan, Qrti,I\~ to oppru in c1>11jt in a criminal proriccdiiig,ag'aiost-you?
(llxclu.de cll3tjoni :involvini! traffic. infractjons w.hendl\e 'fi~ ~ II:$$ ll,1110 S3001111d cllll not include alcohol or

cirup.,)

£>

NO

•

Have }(ou,be~ am:stcd by1111y ~lice officer, s ~ nialllhal or any other ~

•

Have ~u ~ chargcll, cp~iclcd;oi,~enl~ceH.ofa crimeimllly court?

o

0

NO

-

;ot:law cnf'on;C!llcn\ official?

J:,10

• - Have :Y(>u'boeo 11• lll'e Y9u cunmi!ly,on pro6ailon or parole?
o
o.:

~you.ctmcntlt<iriirlal or awaitiliga lriaH>n criminal~?
~

•

NO

NO

'fo )'Qur,kDowledgc, have iou ever been·the ~ubj~t.orlatget of.a federal, st)lta.'or local cri11:1iiitl rnmligalion?

.

o

N6'

'

.

.

.

lf'~e.an,tfe~ l(! any oft1te,qu~ff1>:ns a)loveis'yl!.$, please41.lillwcr·the questloil.9 '1e{ow for
el!,Ch cr.l~nal event'(clbttion, arrest; ln'llestigation, etc.). If th~ e-v.en.t was.an Investigation,

14
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where the question belowasks..fqr lnformatton a.bout tl\e offense, pl~se offer iD:formaliQD
'about the offense uriife:r in~gatl,011 (ltkno:wn).
NIA rur aU·tiJ thlHectioo

:A) ~e of-of('c:nsc:
11.

ls thi~ an cslipia~ tyc.s/Np)~

.B)' J'JesenpliOI\ ofthcspc<iijionanm: orlb~ofieasc:

G)

Did th_c b~#ovo!vcaby otthesfollowinj?

l} D ~ c Viq_Jeirce,or a cclµicQfViolimoe(suob as baltoti a a,sault).-agah,$t10iu''d!ild, "cp<!Mmt,

cyhalilt~ Sj)OI.IS$, !-ormCf :1p91:l'IC,·O n ~ with whom _JOU mare ·itchild'in !Killlnm Yes /'No
-i) fin:anns·or~l~ives, _YlfJS/No
''lY Alcohol o,r dnlgs_: 'i'es I tifo

B} ·Wr,_fc you arrested, sutnmootd, cite'il'"oi did you ll!i:clv, a ticket IP-~pear QS" resuitof.this- oJkn.ic by any
,potf'ce.offi~, 6h~ mllti;bal ot·atfy"o~ IY,pc ofl11w cmorcetnent oflicill: ~es- 1No

i) Name ofl!ie la\\'. o~C!~~ag~cy,that arreSfed/cilc:d/~oned yn1r.

2) L,ocQtl!,n of the Ja,v-entb~t egcnoy(city, couofy, sta!e,.tip code:, e1:n1ri~:
F) N ,11 -.Ir ~l'this of!'mi$C were you ona,gcd, llQnvlcled, CUJ'klltly-aw:ailfng i)i11l, 1111di0r ,o{(iered to ,nppear in
courtin11 criminil.1)4QC~l!'a!IJlinstyou: Ya/ No
' .I). If~, pcovide·~ 11ame_oftbe-eourtaiid the laca1io1torfl1c court (nity, c01111ty, s!ato, zip'JlOdt,

.=,byj:

.

2) Ir~ P,tOVide-an ,!hc,clr.u:J#qroug6t against you {Q.r dtiatfense; aod 1he outcome of each cllatged
offi:lise{&ticli u fc,uiid gµilty, .(ouud l)Ot-gullty, clwge dro_eped ,or-•'i:iolle pros}' ctc). lf~u wei;e fi>1irirl
gajlty of orpleadeil gull~·• lesser.~ffens~,-lisfscparotely both the odgiDlll.chqe tj.Qd lbc Ie.!isct
Qmzisc:

3~- .lfilo, prov.'ule_Cltpl\lAA!lOtt:,
.G) Wm,~ou selllQlfccd·as a result of thliP offllllll!'' \'a I Ji(~

fJl_ l'n!J!c!e 1.4escriptio1>of!hc 6enlcmae:
l) Wffe )'Oil~lcl!O~ ·to impririoumenD for t tcnn oxoccdlag Qni: year: Ycis I No

104

M) Aro youCIIJletlily.o,;_ Ina], aMltiag &c lri41. en awaiting SCllfenoiJ)g on criminal cluµges for mis,~ : Yes/

Ni,_

16
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10. CfvilLltigation and Admintstrative ·or Leglslatlve Proceedines
(i\)Since (-and. inciaiJing) your 18fh birthday, have y,pu been Ii partr to any publil: record
ciYil c:ourt actiou or-admini5tr11tive or legislative: proceedl.ng of any kln!l that ~ul~d,In {1)
a11Jiding-of wrQngtloli,.g_again,tyou,.qr (2) a settlement agreernentior yoll, or •soine other
person nr en'tity~.to Dillke a paYJJlellt tq ~ettle ~~tions against you, or tor,yo11 ~ take, or
refl'llitt from taking, 1ome.acl{oo. Do NOT incfoile small claims proc·eedlngs.

(B)In·addltlon to (hose listed above, bll've you.. or any bllSiness of ':",'lilch _ypu we.te an offlcCl',dt.rec~or or 0WJ1er ever been illvolyed ~ p11rty of hitcrest in.any admlnlltrative agw._oy
.P,to~lldlog or clvJl Qtlgation,? Please Identify-2nd provide detajl_s for ant ptvcemJngs ot
tiY.il Utiga.tl.on that involve ac'tio~ take:n or oltlilted by you 1 or alleged to have been taken cjr
mw,tted by'you, whl!e s ~ g In ,YO,nr,officiill .Cll,(>Bc.ltj,,

''

17
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(C) For respo11srs tq:th~ previ.011,s q,ueslion, plea1e.ld.en1ify an,i 11rovide details for any
proi:eedlngs-ol'·i;iyil Htiga!fon that liivolve 11ctro11J1 taken or o~ttc_d by you, or alfeged t(!
lum\ be= hilteu. ~ omltte4 by,yo~ w.liile ,erv1n~ in yoUT- offldal ~pacfty.

NIA

.11. Breach of PFofess.ional Ethics
f.A'.JHAve'.you ev~ beeh dl6i;iplined br.cittdfor -4..br~t:Ji _of'ethlcs nt unprQli;.!,Slonal coadu~t
·b,y,,or 15eeli the subjett;of a comJJ1,aint-to, •u>" court; ~dmilllS'trative agen!=i• pi;oi&sall)nal
111soct,tioia, disclplin~y ~mJiiJttee. or other l!llolessfon.aJ-groUJ!? ,Ei:cl11-de l!asu and
procl?edlbgs .ah'eady Uated.

"'

IB)J:l!\.v.e y.ou ~ver .b.~ o fired .ftom a.Job, qulta job ·arrer-bting'•told-yoll w!.Jllld be ffred, left
ajoJJ,by mutual l!J;reenle.t follo_~g,c;bargq-o'J: a.lloga1ioDS·of Qlls'con,dtict; left a jolJ•br
m,~~aJ agr«m_e~tfoUqwiQg·v,otlce,of,lfna!disfa.cliii:-y penonnance, or-reccivecJ 4 wr,itfen.
warnlag, .been. ofllcl:aUrriprl111a11~e4, ru${iended, or di:.clplln~ for ml,coud~t.ln- the.
worlqllilcei sitdi as vjob'tlon 0~11 seeurify.9011.cy?

NO
12.

:rax Compliance.

('l'll.lHn!~tion WW.11.qt-be published in the: record of tl!e,hemug.011 ·:,,04.r nomination,
but:.lt ;~1 t,e ¥et.af~tid irr tfie:Committee's fdes and wiD be a.vail.abl!! .for publin-1Dspec.tion.J

,,

REDACTED
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REDACTED

13. Lobbying
In the put tenyean,-1\ilve yoo reglrtend u a lobbyist? If so, pl~e i:Ddlcllt!l th~.state;
fedem or local b~ie,, with ,vbfcla·yQU have reghterect(e.g., House, Senate,. Callforpia
Secreluy of ~te).

NO

U. Outslife Positions
0 SeeOG~ Fo:(Jl:1278. {If; foryour nominauon, you h, ve comple~~ an OGE Fontl 27.S
Execu'tM~Bran.oh PcISOJllleil'u,blic Financial Disclosure,Report,you may I : ~ t]Je box Jie:re tQ
cowplet.c; this section 11114 then pro<;~ to the n.eittscctioo.).

For the p.rtce,iiing ten calea.dar-years and fhe ~rent ¢a!eodar y.e'aF, report.any positions
held, w~ffier ~ontpeua~ or- n11t. .,Posllio'n&lnclude but are nqt ~1t¢ to·those oCan
o ~ director, ttuste!l,_g_enenl putner, propclctor, repmeutaijvti ctuployee, ot
oonsultll.Dt qf llJ!Y oorpora1fon, firm, parmersbfp, or other bu,rui~ enterprlse·or any-non--

20
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prom.organmti~ or e_ducatlona1 l~tilution. Exclude positions w!tli reUgiaus, social,

friitel'.!lal, or.political enddes-and tl,tosll.Soley ofan .iio~orary nature.

1~ .Ap:eements or Arrangements
0 See'0GB Foft11278, ~ Corxourn~ation, youbavc.completi:d enOGB.Form-278
· Exewti\tc ~ch Pel'$OJ'III~ l'i!},1,ic FmanciiffDisclos~ Report, you. may checlc the bo,c Ii.ere to

~mpletc ·this- section rind thon PfOCeed to the ~fsectil>P:)
As ol'tbe d11te 1>f .filing your OGE Form 2.18; report your agreem~u or arungemenu for;
(1) 1:11nthtufnJUJlltflclpetfon tn an employee· b-enefit•pien (c.g, pe11sion, 40tk~ deferr:ed
comp~nnti.oo); (~ continuation of payment by a former employer (luclud,{Dg seve(&Jlce
pa_ymenlli); (3_) l~es .ot absCJJce; lllld (4) future em(lloy.ment.
.Provide h!focmatlol! n&,l \rdlng llllf agreements-or ah'11ngementsyou !13va.co,ncetning (tJ
fotun employ.me'nt; {2) a, le~vll_of ab1cnce dutmg your pertod of Goverum~t.serviee; (3)

contfnuatton.ofpaymenfs'b1 a former eme,loyer ·other·tlrn.u the UuJte<J,States"Governme~
nnd (4). conttnulng P.artlcipatioo 1n an.employl)e welfare or hep,etit j:>lan maln~lned.liy a
former employer otli~ ~an Unftl!d s.t:rtes Qovernmel'lt reffrement benefits.

109

.16. Additional Financial Data
.All btfon.natron nqn.ested under this JieadJng,mwt be prov.filed for yours~ your spoPSl!i·
.and your·ili!pendenfll, (TJlis'i'nfom111tton will ·not be p,u bllihed in tber.reeord of"the hearing
on yo11.n1,omfnittfon,J,utit will be re~loed in the Committee~-s flie.u.nd'.win be available for
iiublidnsp~flon,,)

REDACTED
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REDACTED

ar«),y stai,, Iha! lban: read the forqoln& Sblemont on Blocnplllc.ol and Y111udal rarormodoo Jllld tbal lb• IJlfol'IDOllon
provided lben&, 1,; to th, best of my Jlno"lodfe, currea HCUJ\11~ and col!lplcll'.

31)

111
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REDACTED
UNITED STATES OFF ICE OF

GOV ERNMENT ETHICS

.

*

June 18, 2019

The HP"O<llblc Ron Jl'.lb,,son

Chairmnn
II

Cprnmlttco, on Homelan~ Sewrlcy

wd Oovcminental Affiltrs
l.fnitoil Slates Scn,tc
Washington, pc 20SJ o

..In accord111100 with tho Ethiet In GovcmmcntA~ of 1978, l encl0$0 • copy of tho
fioanclaJ disclosure report filed by Asbli,y J•y f;lfv,bctlfPll!ing, who mi,; bcOI) nomi!!•b:d by
l'Rsldont Tromp fur the po,ition o( Commissioner, Po'S!lll Rc~ulltnry Commission.

We have re.viewed th~.-.port and havo obtained l!dvioc from the.a~cy coneeml,,g ••Y
possib,le oonRitl In light of lts funotions aJJd lh• nominoc.'& prop,osed duties. Also •~closed is an
C1hi~4S1"Cemtnl·0Utl!ning.lh• adions that lbe 1,1omtncewtll undertake to·•vaid CQnfl~(tof
Tolc~t Uni= 11 date for compllnl,cc, is tndicotcd In lb6 ethic.! 4Jll1!ama,I, !he 11omuiee must
l\ltry C!>mply within thceemonths of contrrm,1ion with any ac<ion specified in th\, ethic.,
tgrocinenl.
8115e<l lhen:or,., we believe llat ll1is nontine,ds in compliance with applioo,ble laws,..,d
:n:guJollun, govcmiog contliois ofin!Cl1:SI,

David J, Apol
Goaernl C!Jonsol
Encloourd

REDAC1£D

lio1 N!WYOIU<JIVENW·SUITUOO·WA5l'UNGTON DG•lOOOS
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May 20, i<i19

Dayid A. 'ti;fs'scll
General Counsel .ilnd Desi.llllated Agency Ethics Offitial
P.ostal Jiegulatory Co111ritission
·
90 I New York A,;ve., Sufte.200
'\Vsmin_gton, DC; 20,268-0001

o.eorMr. T~ss,cll:
The _p~ipose.af this letter is JO di:sch"be th~steP'! that r-wm take.t() 11,void anyactual cir
-apparenu:o,nfliot of int«:rest.in'the evimt thatl am cqnllmied fotthe position of Commissioner ,at
the Po:;tai Regulatozy Co~iSllibn.
.·A$·t~qwred by 18 µ.s,q, § :iQS(a), r will not patticiP,ate,JJers.onally an~_substantlaliy ln
_11ny paiticul~ matter in whiclil-know ¢ati have a financial intcr,est directly and.p ~1ctably
a.Ifec.ted by.the 111atter, or in whlc!i I lgi_ow tliat a person whose interests ll(e· imputed to me b11,5 a
~n~ial-intcrest dlteytly ll!!d..P~ictably: qff~ by the matt~ 1U1less I first,ob,lai11·11 wnt!l:n.
'Wlliver: p~ant to.18 U.S;G·. ~ 208(b)ti), :<>r .qµalffy for 1!- reguJatory CXC)llptfon, pursuant io
ll! U:~,Ci §."20$(b)(2), I Qnde~taµil tliat 'the,u;iteyes~ of the follow~g per(o~'S_ ,are.imputed tQ
me.; .any spouse or µrlnqr clijl~ of mine; any gc!1~i-al partp~r ofa p,artom'$hip in wltic}l l am).
Jirp.iled or general .partner; 1111)1 orgarii:i;~tiQJl .in which I sctvo 11s offiC:~. !i,ircctor, trustee, ten_eral
P.!lrttler.i>r emplqye-e; -and any petSon or orgajli_zation ':Vith which I am ri.egotiating o·r .have an
~[l'DJ:lgemeilt concemmg.prosp11<:tive employment.
•

~

p

Upon c$lo:fi~iion, I will rcsi.811,from my position with the William and Mary Young
.Gu11nie'Council._For a period of one-y~ar 11~r rnY.r~igpatlon, l will n_ot.pattl-cip111e·pmonally
and.sllbs_lantially in any partiqular ~atter inVQlYD.)g-s_P.eclfir,; parties to which l Jmow th~ William
and Mary ¥o111lg GJ/Qrde Council !~a Pll!'tY.ot rep.resents a parfi'. unless l am first authorize.d-to
·partfoip•te, pui:suant to S _Q.F .R. § 2(>JS.5Cl2{dY,
•.Jfl have.a managed.iceount 01 .othetwise use tlic scr.vic~ of an mvestment _profession11I
durln_g ,my apjlointment, I _wj]l' ensure tbat-1:he a~ounJ manager or inv.i;s~enr pr.trf~ionaJ
.obtains my prior ~pproyal on.a. case-by-case basis for th.e purohase of any assets other lbl!.Qlcssh,
cash i:quivalentS, ~v~tmei1ttl!-llds. that qualify-for \he exemption at 5-C.F.R. § 264(1'.'20 l (a),
obJige~ons .of the Uni!ed.States, or .municipal bonds.
l·uode~tand ~at as an,appointee I will bereqilit'ed'to 'sign.:the:Ethics Pledge.(Bxec. Ordor

No. 11-770) an4 Uiarrw.fll be-lipund ,by the requirements and .restr-ictjons.th.et:cin·in iiddruon to the

commitmentS I bav..o madcJ n this ·ethics agreement,

·
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I willmeet in p1mon with._yo~·dill'ing.th8'.fastwcek of my service in the posltion of
·Cotnmfssfoncr In o~crto compicte tl\c -in_i)M ctl\ics"briofing.required un~ 5 C,P. R. § 1638.30,5.
·Wttbin 9.0·~..Y~ -of f?Y con.finnlition, 1 will document my oomplianco with -tliis ethics agreement
'by11ot-ily)ng__you in writing when I have compl'md _the steps de&cribcd in lh\~'Ct!iics .11greement.

,;I hav.t; been -advised th~t th~ ethics agrcemc.r,it-will b~ posted pgbllcl:,', COIJSt~tent wilh
5 U.S:C. § 5.52, on th.i-•'website of the U.S. Of!ke,of Go\lem·u\e;nt Etfiicli with ethics agreements

ofother Prcsid'cntilll n~in~ whp fil.o public fina.i:ici_al diso"losure report~.

cs

~IO!tt~,~~
/ \V V\.JVV~ ~shleyJay EliZ\lbeth Polfng " -
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U.S. Senate Committee on lfomebmd Security and Governmental Affairs
Pre-hearing Questionnaire
For the Nomination of Ashley Poling to be
Commissioner, Postal Regulatory Commission

L Nomloalion Process and ConAicts of Interest

I. Did the President give you specific reasons why he nominated you to serve as a
Commissloneton the Postl\l Regulaloty Commission {"l>RC" or "the Commission'')?

No.
2. W1rc any conditions, expressed or implied, attached to your nomination'? If so, please
explain.

No.
3. Have you made any commitments with respect to the policies and principles you will
attempt to implement as Commissioner of the PRC? If so, what are they, and to whom
were the commitments made?

No.

4. Are you aware ofany business relationship, dealing, or fin:mcial transaction that could
result in a possible conflict of interest for you or the appearance of a conflict of interest'?
If so, please explain what procedures you will use to rcCIJlje yourself or otherwise address
the couflicr. And if you will rtcuse yourself, explain how you will ensure your
rcsponsibilicies are not affected by your rccusal.

I ,am not aware of any conflicts aod have worked with the Postal Regulatory
Coh1mission' s General Counsel and Office ofGovemment Ethics throughout this process
to identify any actual or apparent con11icls of interest. I have since signed an ethics
agreement where I have pledged to resign from certain non-govemrncntal positions if
confirmed. I have also pledged to avoid participating in any matter in which [ have
financial interest and to ensure that any account professional or investment martagerl
o~tain during my potential appointment would obtain my approval on a case-by-case
bas.is for the purchase of any assets other than cash, cash equivalents, investment funds
tl)atqualify for the exemption at 5 C.F.R. § 2640.201 (a), obligations oftbe United
States, or munici pal bonds.
IT. Background of the ominec

5. What specific background, experience, and attributes qualify you to be a Commissioner
of the PRC?
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I have spent significant lime working on postal policy in the United Stales Senate, and
spcciali:z.cd in this issue area during my yc-.irs working for two Scm11ors from ll.lf1!1
states-fonnef" Senator Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota, and Sen,1tor Jon Tester of
Montana. Tiie Postal Service plays a central and unique role in rural communities, and I
quickly realized just how impacted our constituents were by degradations in service that
:resulted from a series of operational changes that were made to the Postal Service
network after experiencing significant decreases in mail volume. To date, nearly 160
mail proc=ing facilities have been consolidated ncross the c-0untry and the Postal
Service also eliminated the overnight service standard for First-Class Mail, meaning, that
it now takes even longer tban it used to for mail lo get from Point A to .Point B.

It &ccame clearto me that in order to protect and imptove the speed ofmait delivery for
rural communities, it was cssc:nti!tl to improve service performance across the country by
cn~uring strong service provisions were included i'n any comprehensive postal .rc.fonn
bill. Because service provisions were not considered to be an essential patt of refum1
l!lgislation at the beginning of this multi-year effort, we worked to develop a broader
ri~tional service protection strategy that ultimately benefitted the postal customer on the
l~cal level and that would CIJ&Ul'C the Postal Service's accountability to its customers.
This strategy ultimately resulted in the introduction of original rural postal legislation, the
inclusion ofprinciples from that legislation in broader Senate postal refonn legislation In
the 114'" Congress with a strong emphasis on service, and culminated in the bipartis~
introduction ofthc most widely supported comprehensive postal reform bill by the postal
stakeholder comn11mity in years in the 115" Congress (S. ,2 629).
Reh1tfonship building is c~dai to the success of llily legislative efforts on the Hill, and it

wasa key pert ofour educational efforts on setvice fo both the House and 1he Senate and

on both sides of the aisle. Key among those relationships was a strong, bipartisan post,11
;iWance between Senator Heitkamp and the Cbainnan oft.be Subcommittee with
jurisdiction over postal on the ]iouse Oversight and Reform Committee, Congressman
!',;'lark Meadows of North Carolina. The Senator <1ad the Congressman become aligned on
th~ issue of service after realizing how much they bad in common in regards to rural
CO!llIDunities in their respective states of North Dakota nnd North. Carolina, and their
advocacy in ,reSpcct to ,this issue is ooe of the primary reasons why service provisions are
now an important port of any comprehensive postal refonn discussipo.
In addition to this specific work on service, I have played an integral negotiating role in
f?1lr separate postal refonn bills over the ylllll'S and hove become intimately familiar with
tbe_various components that make up comprehenslve postal legislation, Throughout this
titne, I have continued to build, preserve, and advance nllsted and sttong interpl!rsonal
relationships over multiple Congresses with lhe entire postal community, including
s_lakeholders from a large coalition of mailers, nJl four of the major postal unions, the
Postal Service, the Postal Regulatory Commission, the Postal Servict: Office of Inspector
Qeneral, and offices ill both the House and the Senate, on both the Member and staff
level, and on both sides of Uie !lisle.

I believe my ability to build strong bipartisan relationship$, my trusted and balancejj
reputation in the postaJ stakeholder community, my creative problem-solving approach,
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my passion for postal issues and my collaborative spiril make me an ideal candidate for

1~1~ position.
6. Please describe:

a. Your leadership and managenie111 Style.
J would des.crlbe my leadership and management style as highly engagjng,
collaborative, supportive, and empowering. l strongly believe that being an active
listener -Md always treating team members with respect leads to increased morale and
ptoductivlty in an office environment. As a leader, I also believe it is important to be
npproacbable, compassionate, self-aware. and to conduct yourself with the highest
integrity at all times. In my role, I am constantly required to prioritize and triage
issues that we deal with on the governmental affairs.team for the Ranking Member.
~-·While th.is can certainly be a challenges at times, I feel it is incumbent upon me as a
supervisor to insulate my team from as much stress .as possible and to navigate
difficult ituotions with a positive attitude.

b', Your experience managing personnel.

I currently serve as the Director of Govemmeu.tal Affairs for the Ranking Member,
and my favorite part ofmy job is managing my Learn. While r 'have helped to manage
fellows in previous positions, this is my first explicitly supervisory role on the Hill .
Throughout my life experience, I have always enjoyed mentoring and I feel like l
have tho opportunity to do this every single day as a supervisor. 1 have an open door
policy and believe that my team members always feel comfortable coming to me to
, discuss policy ideas. strategy or anything else that is important for them to have the
best work experience possible. As a supervisor, ram a strong advocate for my team
~nd make it clear that we will work through any challen.ge together.
c, What is the largcsl number of people tha~ have worked under you'!
l currently manage/oversee ten people as the Director of Governmental Affairs for the
Ranking Member. This inoludcs full time stiff members, fellows, a detailee, and a
law clerk. TI1is number will soon incre<1se to eleven with the addition of an intern.
Ill. .Role of the Postal Rate Commission and Its Commissioners

7. Please describe your view ofthc:.-Commission's core mission and an individual
Cotnmissioncr's role in achieving that missionThe Commission' s core mission is to "ensure transparency and accountability oflhi:
United States Postal Service and foster a vital and efficient universal mail system" {Postal
~egulatoryCommission Mission Statement).

An individual Commissioner's rolo is to be fair and impartial in all maltcrs brought
before the Coll1111ission and to help carry out the PRC's mission ofti:ansparcncy and
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee Page 3
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accountability of the Postal Service. I also belfeve it is important for the Commission to
be as responsive as possible to Congress.
8. The President's task force on 1he United Stntcs l'os1al Service (USPS or·Postal Service)
recommended a stronger regulatory oversight role for the PRC. What role do you believe

the Commission should play fn overseeing the Postal Service?
The Commission has regulatory authority over the Postal Service in the following areas:
price changes, service standards 11nd service pcrfonnancc, financial accounting and
reporting, proposed .nationwide changes in service, customer complaints, and overall
conipliance with the Postal Accountability and enhancement Act of 2006. I think it is
important foi: the Commission to carty out its regulatory authority in compliance wlth the
law. The President's task force on the United States Postal Service made a number of
legislative and administrative recommondations. [t isrny understanding that any of the
administrative recommendations would require administrative proceedings and a majority
Vfte of the Commissioners. Ha~g not served on the Commission, this is .something I
wo~ld need 10 analyze carefully ifcoofITTlJcd.

9. Tlic Commission is an independent agency. How do you understand that obliglltion of
Independence? How does such indepcodeoce affect your approach to tbe evaluation and
diicisfon of cases?
l :fulderstaod the Commission's obligation of independence to m.ean that it must be
i~unc from political and outside influence as it conducts,its regulatory oversight
authority ovec the P~'1BI Service. An Individual Commissioner's role is to be fair and
impartial in all matter~ brought before the Commission and to help carry out the PRC's
mission of transparency and-accountability of the Postal Service. I would be strongly
C?mmitted to that approach as a Commissioner, if confirmed.
10. Protecting whistleblowcr confidenti11lity is of the utmost importance to this Committee.
ll,

During yol!r careet, how have you addressed wbistleblower complaints?

Jn my role as a congrC!lsional sraffer and supervi(or, J have always placed the highest
, value on whlstleblowcr cornplaiats. While I have not worked on these issues directly
very often on the Hill, I recall them corning up the most io 1hc constituent context
.through casework in my previous position. I learned about some complaints dlrectly
wlwn I was out in the state and/or speaking wtth rny stare colleagues. After gaining a
thorough understanding ofwhnt the circumstances entailed from the -relevant parties,
our ofi;ce would work to draft a request for the Postal Service Office of the Inspector
General to investigate the Is ues that arose. We were always cognizant of protecting
whistleblower confidentinlity, :md our state staffers did an excellent job of iote.racting
regularly with all of those who reached, out to our state offices for help.

b. How would you plan to implement policies within the Commission to encourage
employee to bring constructive suggestions forward without the fear of reprisnl?
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lf confinned, I would work to make sure that all policies are communicated clearly to
employees within the Commission so that they would have the best chance of being
followed as fully and as accurately as possible. 1 wo1,1ld also do my best to make
employees aware of the fact that constructive sµggestions are important and that 1hey
should nev!:l" be in fear of ,reprisal.
e, Do you commit wi1hout reservation to work to ensure that any whistleblower within

the Commission does not face retalia1ion?
Yes.

d. Do you commit without rese1vation to take all appropriate action if notified about
potential whistlcblower waliation?

Yes.

lV. Policy Questions
Previo11s Postal Service Re/omit
11. lr has been nearly twelve years since the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act of
2006 (PAEA) (P.L, 109-435) changed postal pricing to provide the Postal Service with
more flexibility as well as improve the rate-making process.
~· Do you believe the P~tal Service has elfectively utilized the pricing flexibility
provided by the PA.EA? lfyes why. ifno why no1?
1"he l'AEA directed the PRC IO develop a modem system for regulating rates and
classes for Market Dolllinl!llt products and also directed th.c Postal Service Board of
Governors to establish rates and classes for products in the competitive mail category.
. rt is my understanding that the increa,sed pricing flex1bility provided for under PAEA
has helped shape the Postal Service's approach to developing specific initiatives:
, Seasonal pricing incentives, mnrket tests of experimental products, and Negotiated
Service Agreernc;nts. It is also my understanding that the Postal Service has also used
its flexibi lity within the Market Dominant category of n1ail to set prices for products
below the class level and also when sening worksbare discounts.

'b. Do yQU believe the goal of increased flexibility was met'? lfyes why, ifno why llot7
It is my understanding that the Posral Service has taken advantage of the PAEA's
increased pricing flexibility through the various specific initiatives listed above. With
that said, I imagine there are always ways for the Postal Service to be using these
flexibilities more effectively; Having not served on the Commission, this is
something I would need to analyze carefully if confirmed, Additionally, l think it is
importanl to note that there are a number of other is ues tbat the Postal Service has
been 11avigating as a result of decreased mail volume and its requirement to prcfund
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs CommitteePage 5
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future retiree health benefits under the 2006 law. It is important for a sustainable path
to be found soon so that lhe Postal Service has the ability to overcome these various
hurdles as effectively as possible.
o. Should "flexibility" inoludc the ability of the Postal Secvice to have different price
increases for one class of mail versus another class? lfycs why ifno why not?
UndcrPAEA, my understanding fs that rate changes for each Market Dominant mail
class (those over which the Postal Service exercises 11n effective t11onopoly) may not
exceed the inflation-based annual prioo 0ap (Consumer Price fndex for All Urban
Customers) and tl1ar Competitive products (those over which the Postal Service
competes with the private sector) must cover their attributable costs. It is my
understanding that while there- is a ceiling by class, there is no floor. 1l1is means that
the 1'ostaJ Service l$ free to have different price i.ncreascs as long as it does not
surpass this ceiling. One oftbe primary purposes of the PRC's 10-yea. required rate
review undef PA.EA ls to evaluate the rate-setting system and to determine if
Congress's objectives under the law have been met. While the PRC issued a
proposed rule in December of 2017, that rule has yet to be finalizc:,d, It is my
understanding that this review is still pc:ndrog befo.re the Commission. Having not
served on the Commission, this is someUtlng l would need to analyze carefully if
confinned in nrderto make a fully infonned decision on this question.
d. Do tne workshare provisions of the Commi,sion rules, all else equal, foste.r
flexibility? If yes why, if no why not?

I understand that Postal Service is able to offer Postal Regulatory Commission
approved workshare discounts to mailers so that they Cl!I1 perform mail preparation
and disUibution activities tbat the Postal Service would otherwi~e be responsible fo r
carrying out. Under PAEA, lhese dlscounts should not exceed (with limited
exceptions) the costs tllat the Postal Service avoids by alloWing tnailern to perform
ihesc: activities in this worksharc: relationship. While the workshare provisions seem
lo fuster fl~ibility. 1 have not served on the Commission and would therefore want to
evaluate thfa question further if confinned, In addition, there was a 201 S Postal
Service Office of the Inspector Gc:n=I audit .report that fl)UD\t that certain workshan:
discounts no longer benefit the Postal Service as they were w;iginally intended
because ofhow much the mail processing network has changed over the years and
recommended that Postal Service rnsnagemcnt periodically work w.ith tbc PRC to
review thest." discounts, I would be interested to see what recommendations have
been implemented since tl,e time of this audit report.
12. The PABA substantially changed the-relative responsibilities of the Postal Service Board
of Governors end the Conin,ission,
a. What do you believe are- the most important decisions the Commission has mado
since tbe PAEA?
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I believe that one of the most important decisions that the Postal Regulatory
Commission has m!lde s1.nce PAHA was on July 5, 2018 when the Commission
approved new internal serve perfonnance measurement systems for certain Market
Dominant products, inchiding products within domestic Fin;t-Class Mail, Periodicals,
Marketing Mail, and Package Services. Both of my former bosses teamed up on a
letter to the Postal Regulatory Commission in May of2015 that requested that the
Commission conduct an in-depth study on rural mail delivery, and specifically, on
mail service between rural communities and mail service between rural and urban
communities. This request resulted in a number of meetings with both the Postal
Service and the Postal Regulatory Commission on the Postal Service's updates ro
their measurement system. I believe that the emphasis our offices placed on the
importance of accur.ite service measurement in rural communities informed decisions
in regards to the new systcm and ultimately niade it niuch more granular in its

tracking of rural mail
l also believe the exigent rate increase tl1at was put in place as a rosult oftbe Great
Recession of 2007-2009 i.s one of the most important decisions that the Commlssion
could have made with respect to the Post-al Service's financial health.

b. What are the key decision, you eicpec! the Commission to make in the future under
tbePAEA7
1 believe that the Comm1ssion's final rule on the I 0-year rate review that vas required
11lldet the PAEA will be one of the most important decisions that the PRC has.made
since the enactment of the law. The C-0mmission issued a proposed rule in December
of2017 that found its system for regulating rates and Market Dominant products has
not maintained the finBnclaJ health of the Postal Service as intended under the law.

c:. Generally, what approaches do you advocate tl1c CommiS$ion should take in
regulating the Postal Service 11J1d wlty?
1 believe that the Commission could become even more engaged in regards to irs
regtilatory oversight role over service standards and service performance as part of its
mission is to foster a vital and efficient universal mail system. I am intimately
famili111 with lhis area of postal policy from my time working for the.rural states of
North Dakota and Montana, and understand the very renl imiiacts that mail processing
plant consolidations have had on service perfonnanoe. l think tli.is is an area whe.rc
greater oversigbt is needed, but having not .!;erved on the Commission, I would have
to evaluate the best way to engage more in this area if confirmed.. In addition, !he
PRC is responsible for ens\Jtin.g tr!\OSparency and accountability in its regulatory role
over the Postal Service

13, What is your overall impression of how well tbe postal reforms under the PA.EA have
been implemented so far? What areas have been most challenging, and what areas do you
believe need the most attention in the future?
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·1 understand that the PAEA has been implemented fairly comprehensively since its
enactment It is important to note thst at the time of the bill's enactment, the Postal
Service was in a very different place in respect to mail volume and revenues. While tile
retiree health prefunding mandate may not have been as burdensome at the time Of
enactment, It becan'le increasingly more so as the Postal Service navigated the Great
Recession and declining mail volumes jo the years since the PAEA 's passage.
i4: The 1'AEA set forth a new process for resolving complaints aga(n t the Postal Service.
What do you believe must be done to ensure that the Commission will review and resolve
any complaints promptly and fairly?
I believe il is important for the C61ll!'llission to do everytliing it can to rci,olve any
.complaintS against the Postal Service as promptly and !IS fairly as possible, which means
!hat there also must be strong communication. 1t is also important lo make SUl'e that the
Conunissioners are approaching their review with an aligned methodology for evaluation
purposes. It is also important for the Commission 10 monitor and malntabi adequate
staffing levels.
Postal Service Operatfo,is

15. What role, if any, should the Commission have in the Postal Service's operational
decisions?
The Postal Service' s role 1s that of the operator, while the Postal Regulatory

Commission's role is that of the regulator, The Commission is responsible for eosuring
the accountability and the transparency through tis oversight of the operator, the Postal
S~rvice, and for fostering a vital and eftici nt universal mail system. The Postal Service
l's solely responsible for making operational decisions, Willie the Commfssion would only
provide guidance on those decisions through advtsory opiruons.

16. Should Congress modify or repent the req\lirement for U1e Postal Service to seek advisory
Qpinions from the Commission, os some have proposed? Why or why not'?
A5 the Postal Service touches every single household in our country l believe rt is
important to consider the importance of the regulator's rote in protecting the public, as
weUas its commitment to transparency. l understand that the Commission's issuance of
advisory opinions allows the PRC to evaluate certain ope!"lltional decisions of the Postal
Service. 1 also understand that there is nothing that requires the Postal Service to take
i'nlo I\CCOunt the Commission's guidance- something 1 run familiar with from years of
working on postal policy. One potential way of making the role and impact of advisory
opinions more clear would be through legislation. J have only thought of this in terms or
congressional legislation. Having not served on the ColllOlission, tnis is something J
would need to analyze carefully if con finned .
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17. Wba.t do you believe should be the role of the Commission in helping to ensure !hat the
quality and timeliness of the Postal Service's data in cases before the Commission are
adequate?
h is my understanding that tl1e Commission relies slgnificautly on quality and timelines
of the data that the Postal Service provides in order to review cases, and that the
Commission has the ability to remand or reject cases when this data has not complied
with these requirements. Having not served on the Commission. r am not directly·
familiar with the data that the PRC receives from the Postal Service. from a
congressional perspective, however, my former bos.~es have routinely asked for accurate
data from the Postal Service.

18. Tbe Postal Service continues to experience volume n.nd revenue losses. According to
USPS annual filings, the Posll!I Service ending Fisc-.il Y car (FY) 2018 with a net loss of
~3,9 billion, an inaease of $1.2 billion over FY 2017.
11.

What additionaJ steps do you believe the Postal Service should take that do not
' require Co11gressional action to improve its financial condition,

The Postal Service should do everything it can to make sure ics current customers
continue using the Postal Service. One way to do that is by ensuring that their new
internal mail measurement system is being fmplcnicnted as effeotively as possible.
The most freq11entconcern l heard from tural constituents wh ile working on postal
policy was in regards to poor service performance. Because the Postal Service is a
lifeline to individuals and small businesses in rural America, it is important to make
sure 1hat these customers can rely on their mail in the same way as other customers
throughout the cownry. Because the new measurement system hns the abfllty to track
mail delivery at a more granular level, that means that the Postal Service now bas the
ability to identify problems more quickly at the district level .and fix them before
issues rise to a congressional level,
ln addition, tl'le Postal Service needs to toke .id vantage of cost saving measures that
the Postal Service Otlice of Inspector General has identified, such es identifying
oppol'1llnities to collocate with other federal agencies after determining that 86
percent of postal facilities have excess spac:e in a congressionally mandated 20 I 8
audit report (a detennination that was close to what the Postal Service had reported to
Congress under the Federal J'ropeny Management Reform Act of2016).

Another cJtample of where the Postul Service could -improve its retail decisions and
impr-0ve customer service, sales, and efficiency is by better tracking Its foot traffic.
According to a 2017 Postal Service omce of the lnspector General RARC Report,
there were 2. 7 billion post office visits fo FY 20 I 6. The Postal Service could better
understand that foot traffic by gathering data on in store flows and analyzing who
visits post offices and why. By better understanding its customer , the Postal Service
can do a better job of ensuring that ii is ~crving them effectively,
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Finally, the Postal Service should be doing all that it can under its current authority to
both manage costs and increase rcvcuucs. It is important lo pole that this is not an
easy task, as there have been a number of technological and economic changes in the
postal landscape since postal legislation was last passed in 2006
b. What legislative changes do you believe Congress should considc:r to help improv1.1
the Postal Service's financial condition?

r believe it ls essential for Congress to .ict in order to implement the legislative
changes lhot are necessary to foster the improvement of the Postal Service's financial
condition. Having worked on comprehensive pos1al reform legislation nearly my
entfre time in the U.S. Senate, there arc several areas that are always discussed when
contemplating potential bill provisions: the prefundio,g of future retiree health benefits
(as re(juired under the 2006 law) service performance, pOStll rates, governance, and
in11ovatioo and moderniz.idon of the existing business model, One of the toughest
parts about postal roform legislation js coming up with a package that will improve
the Postal Service's fiscal solvency for a significant duration oftime. My fonncr
boss used the word "rehydrate'' when she spoke about tlle Postal Service, and l thitik
that is nn accurate word to describe what must be done for the Postal Service's
financial health in the near term. One of the reasons it is 50 difficult to find a solution
that will be a more pcr1'13flerit 1i1t -is because technology is ever changing, as is the
Postal Service's dynamic customer base, The legislative solution that Congress fmd!!
will 1101 bes pennanent one, but with bipartisan negotiations and significant
stakeholder support, it does have the potential to revitalize the Postal Service at a
critical tin1e in the agency's finilncial health .
2. lnyou.r-vicw, how can the Postal Scrvic1:retum to viability in a marketirrwhicb ecommeree and electronic communication ilOd payments arc increasing and mail volume
is declining? What rote do you believe the Commission ~hould play in shaping the future
Postal Service given these rapid changes?
The: Postal Service operates al the center of a massive .$1 .4 trillion printing. delivery, and
logistics industry that employs approximately 7.S million people, all while processing
nearly half of the world's mnil and using no taxpayer dollars to operate. While the
services that the Postal Service offers arc still vital, it is critical that lhe agency be given
the ability to modemizo through congressional action. One of the key issues that must be
addressed is the prefund.i11g mandate for future retiree health benefits. Because of the
agency's remarkable liabilities, the Postal Service bas continuously been working to cut
costs, which prevents them mm properly investing in the infrastructure they so
dqsperately need. One. of the reasons the Postal Service been able to navigated theecommerce boom as well as it has is due to, it~ unique network, !IS well as jts key roJe in
lost mile dellveiy.
·
I believe that the Commission rnust be in tune with the challenges that the Postal Servicefaces undet lts current model, and should carefully consider all Posfol Service proposals
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that seek to modemi1.0 tho Postal Sllrvice's network to meet its ever changing customer
derna11ds.
J. Since enactment of the PAEA, the Commission has intCTprctcd the term "hOn-postal
service'' through consideration of various Postal Service proposals for new products and
services.

a. Do you believe tbe Postal Service Should be allowed to compete wjih the private
sector? If so, under what circurnstruices?
Toe Postal Service currently competes with the private sector through its 0-0mpctitivc
products. which cannot be cross-subsidized by Market Dominant pl'Qducts., must
cover their-attributable costs, and must collectively cover what the Commission
dctcnnincs to be an appropriate share of the Postal Servfoe's ins1itu1io.nal cosrs. The
PAEA Umits the Postal Service's authority to provide nonpostal services (aside from
those that were grandfathered in before onactmc.nt of the law) which are defined as
any services that are nonpostal in nature. The PAEA requires the C-ommisslon to
review each nonpostal service offered by the Postal Service and to determine whether
that service can continue.

b, What concerns, jf any, do you have about such etrorls?
While there have been a number of discussions around increasing the Postal Servioe•s
use of nonpostal services, it is important to carefully consider the ramifications of any
potential changes-to the cum:ot law. The Postal Service plays an important role in the
lives ofthe American public, so it would be important to evaluale wbetherexpansion
·tl'll'.O cemiin nonpostal product spaces·would allow the Post-oil Service to unfairly
compete. l also believe that the Primll!Y goal of any coi:nprebensive refonn
legislation should be to put the Postal Service. on !inn fintt"cial footing.
c. What role do you believe the Commission should rlny in the introduction oT pricing
of new products?
The Commission is responsible for making ~ure thnt any new·products or prices are in
compliance with the law, The Postal Service is responsible for introducing and
pricing these products before requesting a regulatory review from the Commission,
Postal .Ratemakiirg
4.

During consideration of th.c PA EA, there w11s deooi·e about the jmpact of 11 consumerInflation-based rate cap. In your opinion, how has the rate cap helped the Postal Ser:vice-.
the mailin,g community, and postal customers? How has the.i:ate cap hurt these groups?
With the exception of the exigent rate increase that TeSlllted from the 2007-2009 Great
ltecession, the consumer-inflation•b11scd role cap has provided stability and rate
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predictabilrcy 10 the postal .mailing community by capping rates at tnc class level to the
:rntc of inflnl.ion,
The consumer-inflation-based nite cap has probably impacted the Postal Service \be
roost negatively as it has 1101. allowed them to address the financial challenges they face
more ;iggfCssively.
S. [n your view, what drawbacks and advantages would exist to increasing postal l"dlcs
through legislation, rather than through th.e existing ratemaking process?
As a congressional staffer who has worked on numerous poswl bills over the years, I
have primarily considered potential postal rates increases in the eon1.ext of legislation as
opposed to lhe traditional rateml\klng procesir. Having not served on the Commissiol); I
would"need to analyze the advantages and disadvantages ofboth processes ifcontinned'.

6. According to 39 U.S.C. § 407, lhe Coni;mission submits views to the Secretary of State
1:1::.gatding any treaty, convention, or amendment ,vhich alters the rate or classification of
certain types of mail. In your view, bow should the' Secretlll')' ofStateconsidcr U.S.
Jaw and the views of the Commission when concluding such treaties, conventions, or
amend1ne11ts'?

lt is my understanding (hat the Secretary of State should prioritize U.S. law and tl1e
Commission's v1ews when navigating treaties, conventions, or amendments.

7. The President's task force on tbe USPS recommended monetizing USPS's exclusive
access to the mailbox to genel'llte lllOfC income. What 1s your view of monetizing the
"m11ilbox monopoly" and what role should tbe PRC pfay in ensuring fltir rates 'in this
lype of monopoly?
While it is vital that, new revenue streams be developed for the Postal Service-, it is also
important that Postal Service customers be protected from mail-related cdmin;il activity,
Opening up the Postal Service's mailbox monopoly to private companies could pose
dsk~ to the personal priVl!cy of customers, and could potentially make them more
~u~ceptible to mail fraud, theft, etc. With that said, l 'would reserve judgrn.eat on this
proposal until it has been fun11er developed. The PRC would be responsible for ensuring
that any proposed rates are in corupliaace with the law.

8.

The task force also recommejjded that USPS redefine mail cl3sses and define products
by the type of ~ender and the declared purpose of tbe mail item. What should be the
PRC's role With regard lo the mail-classes offered by the USPS?

Jt is my understanding that the Commission 's role would b~. co ensure that any new
products or rates are in compliance with lhe law.

Service Stanr.krds cmd Other Performance Ob/l'galio11s
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9. Debates about postal rcfonn legislation raise fundamental questions a,,bout the role of the
Postal Service in our nation, -including Lbe uaturc of the Postal Service's universal service
obligation.
~. Whal is your view of the Post~ Service's universal service obligation?

The universal service obligation is a wholly unique obligation that makes I.he Postal
Service both accessible and affordable lO all Arocrican postal customers, no matter
where they Jive.
b: Do you believe lhi: concept or universal service has evolved since the l>RC' s 2008
report on universal service? If so, how? How do you believe Postal Service can adapt
to mc_et that obligation?
The post.ii landscape has changed significaptly since 2008, meaning that t11e tilliversal
service obligation has 11lso evolved during that time. Technology has continued to
evolve, as has Americans' reliance on electronic communication. While mail volume
has also declined ill t11e past decade, it is important to keep in mind the unique role
that the Postal Service still plays in rural communities, and why lt i.s important to
make s1u-e that universal service is protected. The.Postal Service needs to continue to
evaluate customer experience to assess how to iilost effectively serve the American
publio io rural and urban areas across the country,

e. ln your view, what is the Commission's role in preserving universal service?
The Commission is required to. estimate the costs incurred by the Postal Service in
prov.iding three types ofpublie services or activities under the universal serv'ice
obligation including: postal services to areas of the nation the Postal Service would
not otherw1se serve, free or reduced rates for postal services 11s required by tille 39,
and other public services or activities the Postal Service woo Id not otherwise provide
but forthe requirements of law. [n addition to calculating costs, the Commission also
has regulatory authority over service standards and service performance.
10, What do you believe ~hould be the Commission's cote in establishing perfODTJauce

staodards for postal product!; and servioes and for monitoring the Po tal Service's results
in meeting these s~ndards?
Under c1trren1 law, the Postal Service in consultation with Postal Regulatory
Commission, establishes a set of service standards for Market Dominant products. It it
my understanding that lite CQJllIJlission OQl)tinuously monitors the Postal Service's
service perfonnaoce results in meeting tbose service sland3rds. The Commission is also
responsible for reviewing and assessing service petfonnance results annually and cnn
direct the Postal Service to improve weak service performance areas when necessary. r
believe this rolem.akes sense for the Commission, b,n I think additional enforcement
t11ecbanlsmi; need to be considered so that the Posto I Service can be held accountable
whi;:n Ibey arc not improving servioe performance. My position on this is derived from
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my work on servicdssues as a congressional staffer. Having not served on the
Commission, I would have 10 consider this from a different perspective if confmned..
11 , The Postal Service continues to fate the problem of reducing costs while also

maintaining fast and re-liable service. rn your opinion, how can the Co111mission help the
Postal Service try to fo1d this balance?
rn tlle f11ce of declining mail volumes, a significant prefumling rcquitcment for fuh,lre
retiree health benefits, the Great Recession. and changes in technology, the Po11tal
Service has been forced to cut costs--oftcn at the price of.service to post.II customers.
While this has been fnastraling to members of Congress. it also highlights why
congressional action is necessary to implcmen\. effective postal reform legislation. The
Postal Service is required 10 consult with the Commission in its llSl.-ablishmcnt of service
standards for Market Dominant products, and tbe Commission also continuously
monitors the Postal Service's results in meeting thosu.slandards. If CQofinned, l think it
is important to e1tplore how the Commission could be even more engaged io tenns of
D!Onitoringthe Postal Service's service performance,
12.

in your view, what degree of transparency sh\mld the P-ostal Service provide to
Congress, mailers, and the public on deltvci:y petfom\ance goals and general quality of
delivery services? Do you believe tbc Commission has sufficient information to monitor
service qqality?
I think it is essential for the Postal Service to provide as much transparency as possible
to Congress, mailers, and the public on delivery performance goals and general quality
of delivery services. One suggestion iu prior iterations of postal legislation would be to
publish such resulis online to promote ab. olute lnulsparcncy with Ille pul,lic. There
could be potential ways ofincn:asin_g this transparency further through legislation, .as
certain information is already published. Having not 5erved on the Commis.~ion, I would
need to evaluate whether the CommiSsion has sufficient infonnation to monitor erviee
Q'llality if confirmed. It is my undcratanding thut there have been instances where the
information provided by the Postal Service has not been sufficient, but that the quality of
the Postal' Service's information has since improved.

13. The President's task force 011 the USPS recommended that if products-not deemed 10 be
...essential" do not cover their direot costs, then the USPS should increase prices, reduce
service costs, or exit the business of these products, What ls your view of how •f.hc
universal service obligation applies to these types of mail products?
While a creative proposal 1 think thfs would be a tough recommeoda1ion to implement
ln practice. As. was raised at the Committee's hearing on the Postal Task Foree in March
of this year, how do you objectively differentiate between products that are deemed
'•essential'' to one person in one part of the. country and ' 'non-essential" to another? A
n:umber of factors could be at play (geographical location, season, etc..) in any given
situation that would make it difficult to develop a otie•size-fiL~•a1111pproach. I think you
could potentially run into a situation where a postal customer's access to the universal
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service obligation is compromised because a product they need may not be deemed
objectively "essential.''
14. Many postal stakeholders bave raised concerns about the adeq\lacy of the Postal
S~ice's financial transparency. The PABA requites the Posral Service fo meet the

financial reponi11g requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation. What is your opinion
of this mandate and do you believe the Postal Service has satisfied this mandate? Are
further intprovemelits necessary to make Postal Service finances more transparent? If
yes, what additional imptovements aJ"e needed?
It is important for there to be adequate financial oversight of the Postal Service, and I

believe this mandate helps signi licantly in that oversight. Having not served on lhe
Commission, l em not intimlltcly fumiliar with the financial reports that are filed by the
Postal Service with the YRC. It would be hard for me to make an accurate assessment
regat<iing whether furtbcr improvements arc necessary to make Postal Service. finances
rnore transpatcnt at this time.

Post Ojfi,.ce Closings a11d Re/acati_onJ
l 5. I~ your opinion, does rhe ex.isting proce.'!S for closing and relocating post offices
adequately protect the interests of postal customers and the affected communities,
especiaUy in small towns and rur11l areas? If yes, how? If not, what additional protections
do you believe are necessary?
I believe the existing process for closing and relocating post offices is adequate, but
could also be further strengthened so postal customers and affected communitie., are
more strongly protecred. It is important that postal customers are glven adequate notice
with B specific timelinc of when a post office is closing, and arc alerted as quickly as
possible regarding what alternative options they may have. In addition, it is important
,, !.hat these closing/relocation detenninations consider distance, the weather and terrain of
"an area, and acces~ to broadband.
16. To wJ,at cxtenr do you think the availability of postal services at altemalive locations
should be a key fuctor when considering clo11iog or con olidating tmditional relll.11
fudlitics?
The availability of postal services at altemntive locations s.hould definitely be a key factor
when considering whetherco close or cansolidatc a tr.ulitionol retail facility. It is
important to keep in mind that a closing or consolidation will have 11 dist.im.1 irnpac1 on a
community, and it is hnportan\.to makec sure that they will have adequate acces to any
potential alternative.
17. O.o you believe the Postal Service should have additional flexibility 10 more quickly ~m<I
easily close post offices? If so, what impact do you believe this will have on the Postal
S~rvice's current retail network?
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r do not. Post offices are central components of co1J1munities across the counlry and any
decision to close them should be subji:ct to a unifom1 process where lhe Postal Service ill
held accountable to the postal customers in a community, and-is rcs.ponsiblc for ensuring
that they have alternate adequate access lo postal scn1ices.
18. Many members of the public have expressed a concern that tile Postal Service docs not
adequately involve affected communities in the decision-making process for the closings
of post offices and processing facilities. What are your views on this issue?
Having heard-about this problem a number of times "lhiJe wotking for rural offices, I can
affirm that this is absolutely the c.ise. In one particular in$tance, we learned that a post
office bad closed uncxpe-0tcdly in Halliday, Nonb Dakota (population 230) in the fall of
2016. My former boss sent a letter to the Postmaster Geueral urging the Postal Service to
resolve the issues at the post office as quickly as possible so that it could be reopened,
aiia to also make sure postal customers were provided with au alternative postal location
in the interim, which ultimately became the local town ball. We worked closely With our
western state staff oo this sltuarion and after cootfnufog to press the Postal Service, were
successful 1n gettin.g them to reopen the post office ill January of20l.7. While the Postal
S~i:vice's plan had never been to close Halliday's post office forever, the way in which
tllmgs were handled sparked significant concern .among residents, whi1ih ultimately led to
our office getting involved. It is import<U1t to make sure we are boiiding in an adcqm1tc
process for members of the local cotnmunity ia any instance where a post office could
~tentially be closed-even a temporary one.
19. ;\le improvements needed to the Cortunissioo 's appeals process related to closing ai1d
c<!nsolidating post offices? If yes, what specifi<; changes do you bel!eve are needed? If
n_o, please exph1in why you believe th.e .:urrent process is viable .
.lt Is my understanding that the Commission adopted new rules in 2015 in regards to
public notic:e, participatfon by interested parties, tl1e contents of Jequired filings, and
d~\ldlines. I also understand tbal the Commission has continued to examine the appuals
process related to closing and consolidating post offices. As someone who understands
~t how much these closures can impact communities in mral America, if continued, I
think it is important lo continue to ovaluate this process so that the postal customer is
prioritized.

20. Should tho Commission have greater input over the closures or consolidations of posr
oJ:fices or postal processing facilities? Why or why .not7
Having not served.au the Commission, l .havenot had the·oppo:rnmiry to
comprehensively assess the PRC's current role in the process, which ptim~ly relates to
appeals. If confirmed, I would need to evaluate the effectiveness of the PRC's current
role in the process before making additional s\jggestions for further input.
V. Relations with Congress
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21. Do you agree without rescrvacion lo comply with any request or summons lo appear and
testify before any duly constitu1ed CO!illnlhoc of Congress if you are con finned?

Yes.
22. Do you agree without reservation to make llny subordinate official or employee available
to appear and testify before, or provide information to, any duly constituted co1umittee of
Congress if you are confirmed?

Yes.
23. Do you agree without reservation to comply fully, @mpletely, and promptly to any
ryquest for documents, communications, or any other agency material or jufonnation
ftom any duly constituted commiUce of the Congress if you arc con.firmed?

Yes.
Ju

VI. Assislanu

24. Ne these an~ers your own? Have you consulted with the Postal Service, the
Co.mJ11jsston, or any other interested parties? If so, please indicate which entities.

Yes, these answers.are my own. l have consulted with the Commission and they have
reViewed my answers for legal, regiilatozy. and technical l!(:Curucy.
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Minority Supplemental Pre-hearing Questlonnllire

For the N1mli1.1arion of Ashley Poling to be
Commissioner, Postal Regulatory C1>mmission
J.

ominatfon Prncess and Conflicts of Interest

I. Has the President or his- staff asked you to sign a confidentiality or non-disclosu~
agreement?
No.
2. Has the President or his- staff asked you to pledge loyalty to the .President or the
Administration'!

No.
11.

Background of Nominee

3. Do you seek oui dissenting views and how do yon enco1,1rage constructive critical dialogue

with ·subordipates?
l continuously strive to create a respec(ful enviro1imenl fot· my team members where they
feel comfortable having constructive discussions, even if this-means that their views are
dil{erent U,;m rny own or others. Being willing to voice when one has different views
~ing a pDrticular policy is essential to ultimately making that policy better. J believe r
encourage constructive dialogue with my team members by being an approachable, active

ll"srener
4. Please give examples of times in your career when you disagreed with your superiors and
aggressively advocated your position. Were you ever successful?
A time that sp<:eilically comes to1nind is 1n the postal arena. As people who work itt
Washington, DC arc aware. the two years leading lfp to a.ti election are critical and members
have limited time to focus on mul!iple issue areas. In the fall of2017, l made a pitch to the
leadership in my fom1er office as to why it was important for my boss to continue to
ad11ocate strongly on postal issue.\ as one of t11e few voices committed to a bipanisan
11pp-roacb, While the work the Senator had done in this realm wai; certainly apprecia1ed, there
was concern over how much time she would 1111vc to devote to the area in the coming months.
J came co the meeting with a one. pager and a strategy for how the Senator could continue her
leadership on this-issue while maximizing staff involvement. ,( aggressively advocated for
this position and was successful in the way that lhe Senator introduced one oflhe most
widely supported bipartisan postal bills in the spring of 2018. along with her bipartisan
colleagues in the Senate.

5. What would yoi.J consider your grcatest successes as a leader?
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I consider my greatest success as ii leader to be my ability to mako people feel vafued for the
work that they contribute to our team. In an atmosphere l1lce the HIii, it is easy to get caught
lip in every day stressors and to forget to recognize team mentbcrs when they have done an
exceptional job. After I.be last committee markup, 1 made a specific point to sit down with
my team members who worlced to advance specific bills led by the Ranking Member l!lld not
only recognized their terrific work, but also poimcd out just how difficult it is to get bills out
of corpmittee. There is a tremendous amount of work. that goes into every sing1e stage of the
legislative process, and I consider it to be my duty as a supervisor lo be there as a support'
.system as my team members navigate challenges, and to guide then, as well as I possibly <;an
from ll)y own experiences on the Hill . It is not ha.rd to make people feel valued. yet so few
people take the time to actually do so on the

mn,

6. Whal would you. consider your greatest failure as a leader? What lessons did you learn from
that experience?
One t;,f my greatest failures as a leade.r is no~ always recognizing that mistakes shnpc 011r
woTkend who we become as much, if not more so, than our successes. While it is my job to
guide and advocate for my team members, I a.lso find that I constantly want to protect them
from making mistakes. While this is inherent in the role of a supervisor to somi; ~tent, it is
also jrqportant to step back and realize that mistakes are not fatal and that they can ultimately
make'ils, all bener in the work that we do, It is important to give emplo:,ees the space they
need t~ flouruh even if that 111eans that they are tnaking some mi.stakes along the way.

m. The RoJe o{the PR,C 110d its Commissioners
7. Wha~ do you believe are the most important responsibilities of the Postal Regulatory
Com.mission (PRC), and what is your opinion of how-those responsibilities have been
fulfilled?

The ComtniSsiM 's core mission is to "ensure transparency and accountability of the United
States Postal Service and foster a vital and efficient universal mail systeni" (Post.al

R.eg1111.\tory Commission Mission Statement). In practice, the Cort1rnission is able-to do this
through the postal rate setting proces~, annual detemJinatiollS of.Postal Service complianci:,
and throogh ovcl'5ight of the Postal Service s ability to meet service perfonnanoe goals.
Having not scived oo th.e Commission, l cannot fully evaluate how theae responsibilities
have been fulfilled, but it does appcur that the Commission ha~ been very engaged in
addressing pricing regulations in recent year.; _
8. Jn yollf view, wbatare lhemajor challenges facing the PRC?
I believe the PRC has e number of c~llenges, some of which arc also listed below, but the
one that will need to be addressed in the near future is fmalizing tbe rule of the I 0-year rate
review underPAEA. I know this ha~ been an incredibly long process with significant
feedback form the.stakeholder community along the way. What the PRC ultimately
implmncnts with respect to this rule will have a significant impact on the P-osta1 Service's
financial hearth.
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9. What do you believe should be the PRC's top three priorities over the next five years?
1) Careful Consideration ofUnjversal Service Obligation:
a. From n cost perspective, the Commi sion is going to have continue 1o evaluate the
USO. From a larger policy pcrspecti vc, it is important to dig into this issue and lo
evaluate if there are more effilclive ways of defining it than what is currently
under the law, The goal should always be Co serve postal customers as effectively
as possible-and to ensure accessibility and affordability,
1> Increase Engagement with Congress:
a. While Chainnan Taub has made hjm5clfvery accessible to Congress, J have often
wondered how the Commission as a whole could be more erigaged. This is an
area I would like to explore further if confirmed to serve on the Comtnlssfon.

l) 'Review Proces$/Resources for Handling Negotiated Service A1,rreements (NSA 's):
' a. In FY 2018, tlie Commission approved 290 NSA 's. This is a large number for a
small agency that has limited resources. lt will be important 10 assess now the
Cc;imnussion. can most effectively handle this workload in the future.
10. If confinncd, how will you coordinate and commuaicate with PRC staff to ac.complisb the
PRC's goals?

I would fitst make sure 1h11t l have ii iboro11gh \mdcrst;i_nding of the Commission's cun:ent
strategic plan and would then make sure that J am communicating clearly with PRC staff to
help accomplish these goals. I am a highly collaborative person, so l would look forward to
tackling these goals as a team if confinned.

lV. Policy Questions
11 . Generally, what approaches do you advocate th.at the PRC take ln regulating the Postal
Service and why?
Th~ PRC is responsible for ensuring the transparency -and Jhe accountability of the Postal
Service through the postal rate setting process, -aQnual determinations of Postal Scrn,,ce

co!1,1pliance, and through ovets ght oflhe l'ostal Service's ability to meet service
perfonnancegoals. 1n respect to service, it is important for thePR.C to continuedcmMding
lhe highest quality data from the Postal Service in order to evaluate its coses effectively. If
coqfirmed, I would be very focused on this, as well as diligent oversight of the Postal
Service's ability to meet its service performance to1rgets.
12. The Postal Service ha~ been oper.t.ting without a quorum on its bipartisan Board of Governors
since 2014. What challenges do you helieve the Postill Service faces without a Board
quciwm? How should the PRC approach its role given the vacancies on the Board of
Goveni.ots?
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In the absence of a quorum on the Postal Service Board of Governors, it is my understlllldin.g
thaftbe Board is limited from making operational decisions on the establishment of service
standards, on appro•vlng annual financial statements, and on adopting official positions on
legislative proposals, among otncrs. Because the Board of Govemors was completely vacant
1.1Dtil last yc;ir, it has been an open question in the postal community regardl'ng What powers
the Postal Service had in the interim. It Is very positive that Congress was able to confirm
two Board members last year, 1md il is my undershlnding that they are working hard to get up
to speed on the Postal Service's current financial situation. 1 also believe that the Postl!I
Sl1f\lice faces challenges in regards to servlce issues without a quontm. The Postal Service
has made a number of changes to their network in recent years, including the elimination of
the overnight-service standard. Unfortunai-cly, the Postal Service never realized th.e cost
savings that they predicted fTOm their Operational Window Change (OWC). An October
2018 Postal Service OOicc of the Inspector Generi!.l report found that the Postal Service onl)'
reaJ'~ 5.6 percent of1hcir projected savings, ancl that they were u11likely to ever reaJJzc
1he1r' aunua I pfOJectioos fully. It IS lmportan1 that the Board be fully functioning so that
servil:e :issues can be accurately addressed.
13. 39 USC§ 101 establishes the seven fondamcntal pillars of U.S. postal policy_
a. If confirmed, what legislative or administrative reforms would you advocate for to
help the PRC and the Postal Service ensure these policies are fully realized?
39 USC § I 0l(d) states that ''Postal rates shall be established to apportion lhe costs of
iill postal operations to all users of the mail on a fair and equitable basis." The
Commission has a critical role to play in the ratemaking process and has already
;... undertaken the I0-ycar rote Tcview as required by the PAEA to evaluate whether the
1
system for regulating rates and Market Do1ninaot products is working as intended,
while also taking into account all of the Postal Service's outstanding liabilities. The
PRC detemlined io their proposed rule that the rate s::,,stem has not supported the
health of the Postal Service as intended, Having not served oh the Commission, 1am
not able to oommcnt on this speoitic rule, but I do think it is vital that we address the
Postal Service's financial health in the most effective way possible.
Having worked on vllrioui;. postul reform biJls over the coui:se of ruy career in the
Senate, I definitely believe there are ways to address and enhance some of these
pillars througl\ legislation.
b, Should any of these policies be rcfonned'/ If not, why not; and if so, in what ways?
Tnm genel"l)lly f.lomfortablc ,vftl'i these pillai:s and believe they provide a broad
spectrum of the various areas that impact postal policy.
c, Specifically, 39 USC§ I 0J(b) states, "The Postal Service shall provide a maximum
degree of effective and Tegular postal services to rural areas, communities, and smaU
towns where post ofl1ces a.re not self~susraining. No small post office shell be closed
solely for opemting at a deficit. it being the specific intent of the Congress that
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs CommitteePage 21
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effective postal services be insured to residents ofboth urban and rural communities."
Do you support thls policy goal or believe it should be changed (11 any way?
I absolutely support thls policy goal and nave substantially worked on both protcctin_g
and enhancing service over the cow·,e of my postal career on the Hill with respect to
legislation.
PRC Race Rl!\lfew

14, Om:ofthe core principles of the PAEA was to provide Postal Service customers, through th
establishment of an in_fiation-based t.1le cap, wiU, predictability and stability in pricing of the
Postal Service's mar.ket dominant products. Pursuanl lo the PAEA, the PRC completed-a
review of whether lhe tale cap met the criteria laid out by 30 U.S.C. §3622, including
stability, fairness, and generating adequate revenue ro cover Posral Service costs. The PRC
found that the cap did not meet,all of these criteria including that it did not allow for the
Posr;al Service to r'l:ach long-tcnn financial stability or maintain high quality service
Stlllldards.
a. What is your opinion of the PRC's conclusions'!
The Commission has a critical role to play in tl1e ratemaking process. Toe PRC
determined in their propo ed rule tfuu the rate system has not supported the health
of the Postal Service os intended, Haying not served On the Commission, 1 am nol
able to comment on this specific rule, but I do think it is vital that we address the
Postal Service's financial health in the most effective way possible. l also believe
it ls essential for hl_gh. quality service stnndatds to be prioritized.
h. Do you believe any of the objectives or factors should be weighted above others?
Having not served on the Commission, J am not able to address thi;; qlleStiQn fully
from the perspective of a regulator. If confinned, J would-analyze these factors
carefully in order to conduct an iufom1ed analysis. I would observe that section
3622 oftitle 39 of the U.S. Code mandates that each of the objectives " ... shall be
ap))licd in conjunction with the 01ben;, •
15. Some argue that much of the Postal Service' s financial instability has been caused by ilS
rctif\le healthcare prefunding payments.

a. Do you agree with this view
1 believe that the retiree health prefonding payments have greatly contributed to
the Postal Service' s financial instability over tho: past decade or so.

b. How, if nt all, should the impact of the prefunding requirement affect the PR C's
views on the Postal Service ·s busin~ model?
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Addressing the prefunding requiremcllt is key in tettns of addressing the Postal
Service's CWTent busiru::ss model ~d improving Che agency's financlal health. The
stress of the prefunding requirement has forced the Postal Service to cut coslll at
the price of service and has prcvc11tcd the agency from investing 1n critical
infrastructure. TI1e sooner this req11iremcnt is addressed; the i;ooner the Postal
Service can fully focus on modernizing.
16. As a result of its findings, the PRC issued a Notice of Proposed Rulewaking (NPR) that
proposed changes to the market dominant rate system. including additional rate authorities
ihat would allow the Postal Service 10 raise prices on certain products.' In considering price
increases, how should the Postal Service balance the need for additional revenue with the
possibi!lty that l1igher rates could furtber recluce 1\1ail volume?
Data and technical analysis must play a central role in achieving this panicular balance. Lr is·
also important that the postal landscape be considered as a whole and that different
perspectives arc in!egra.ted from across the postal stakeholder contmuoity.
Se,vice Standards /;l/Jd Performance

17. The PAEA requires the Poslal Service to con~uh with the PRC in establishing modern
service standafdS, as wcll 8S in niodifying the standards und planning for future standards.
Do you believe PRC consull\ltion has been effective Ums far? What improvements, ifaoy,
would you ma'ke to ensure the Postal Service and PRC effectively collaborate in improving
serv·~ performance and maintaining high quality service standards?
While.I think it is impo~ant that the Commission already plays a consultative role in this
process, I think there is room to•evaluate whether the PR.C's ,ole could be stteng1hencd withrespect to greater enforcement of serv ice performance. One potential way of enhancing the
Commission's role would be through [eglslarive refom1s that wotdd seek tne PR C's guidance
af vatjous points throughout the monitoring process of service performance1argets for the
Postal Service. I also thi11k it is important for the Commission 10 be as responsive as posS1bJe
to Co!lgTCS.~ regarding these issue~. One oftbc reasons the new internal mail measurement
system takes into account rural area.~ is becalllic ofthc letter my fonncr bosses wrote to the
Commission,
Additiorr,'!-1 Praceedi11g.~

18. On August 23, 2018, President Trump issued 11 Memorandum statfng that "cum:nl
international pos1al practices in the UPU IUniversal Postal Union] do not align with Uru~d
States economic and national security interests." On October 17, 2018, the White House
aonopncedthc United States would withdraw from the UPU within oueyear, and concurred
with a State Otipartlllent recommendallon that the Uni led States adopt self-declared postal
ratc(no later than Junu1ll")' J, 2020. The UPU held a special meeting in April 2019 to address
these' concerns and will hold an E.ictraordinary Congress in September 2019 to vote on rate
' D~ket No. RM2017-l, Notice of Proposed R,ulcrnaki11g for tltt> System for Rdgu!nting Ralts a.nil Clussell for
Marl(et DoolinenJ Producl•, Dcc~m~r 1, 201 7 (Order No. 4258).
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rcfonn proposals. What do you bdicve the PRC's role will be, and what challenges will it
f.\ce, rcgarrung post.al policy issue and the potential implementation of sclf-deelared rates'l If
confimu:d, how would you prepare to meet these o.hallenges?
lt is IDY undersronding that while tl1e Commission would serve in ils regulatory role, the State
Department would take the lead in terms of m,-gotiating treaties. As I understand the
framework under the law, the Commi sion's role is limited to reviewing rotes aod
classifications under this process and advising the Stale Department regarding compliance
with U.S. postal laws. As the operator, the Postal Service must consider tbe impacts of
remaining in or ultimately leaving the Universal Postal Union. I would imagine fhat this
co11ld be a highly sensitive case, and I would do all lha1 I could to ensure that l am as well
versed as possible in the Universal Postal Union's structure and the terminal dues system.
Having not served on the Commission, it is difficult for mo to fully evaluate the PRC's.role
in the process Ul\lcss confim1cd.

19. The President's Task Force on the U.S. Postal System recommended the Postal Service
distinguish between "'essential" mail and packages "for Which a strong social or
madoeconomic rationale exists for govemmeot protection'' versus mail and packages that
arc eiimmcrcial in nature, and recommended the Postal Seivice pursue price increases, reduce
service co~ts, or exit the business line for the latter category, What are .some of tbc challenges
to Ille.Postal Service and PRC in distinguishing between these categories. particularly given
the essential nature of certnin deliveri~ to customecs who otherwise would not have access
to mail services?
As was raised at the Committee's heariog on the Postal Task Force in March of this ye.ar,
how do you objectively differentiate between prodllcts- that ace deemed "e.5 ential" to oue
person in one part of the country and ''11on--es$cntial" to another? number of factors could
be a~play {geographical location, season, ere.) in any given situation that would make it
difficult to develop a onc-size"fin;"all approach. I think you coµJd potentially run inlo a
situ~tion where a postal customer s access to the universal service obligation is compromised
because a product they need may not be deemed objectively "essential.'' Having directly
worked with constituents in rural ?reits on postal issues, l think this proposal is one that
wouldnaveto be evaluated with the utmost caution.
20. The nllnlber of Negotiated Service Agreement (NSAs) has increased in recent years. In FY
2012, the PRC approved 54 NSAs, gtoWfng to '290 in FY 20 l8.' How do you view the
inarease in NSAs and what do you believe the PRC should do to handle !he NSA workload
and provide timely reviews'!

This is a large number of NSA 's m handle for a small agency with limited resources. It will
be important to assess how the Commission can most effectively handle this workload ia ihe
future. Having not served on the Commission, 1am not intimately familiar with. the l'RC' s
apprival process ol' NSA 's, bul I would look for\\fard to underslanding and evaluating this
process more comprehensively if confirmed.
'Po tal Regulatory Commission; ,!,1~ual Rcp!Jrt lo the 1'1-.:.,ident and Cong=, FJSctJI Ydar 1018 ()11mmy 2019)
(bllps:llwww.pn:.gov•sitiwdditull 1tl~r~,JPR! . J ll.!J)t _ ..!OAnnu11L•140Rw,m•1,Jl'<,\l,-O1ajfttl%2Ul'il l.ll<ifl
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. ~elatf(lfi$ With Congress and the Public

21. If confirmed, how will you make certain that you will respond in a timely manner to Member
n:qucslS for information?
Having worked in Congress for my entire professional life. I have a deep appreciation 1md
und¢rs1:;l.l.lding of the;: importance of agencies being responsive in a nmcly maMcr to Member
requests forinfonnation. If con finned, I would do everything 1 could to w<>rk with my
feflow Commissioners l<> eosu.re that we are dmrJ,g everything in our power to address
Member requests in a thorough and timely fashio n.

22. If confinned, do you agree wfthout reservalion to reply to any reasonable request for
information from lhe Ranking Member of any duly constiruted comotiuee of the Congress?
Yes.
23. If con finned, d<> you agree, without ,escrvation lo reply to any reasonable request for
info~1atfon from members of Congress?

Yes.
24. If confirmed, do you commit 10 take all reasonable steps to ensure that yo11 and the PRC

comply with deadlines established for requested infonnation?

2S. If confinned, do you con11nit to protect subordinate officiali; or employees frotti reprisal or
retaliation for any testimony, briefings or cmnmunications wit!). 1J1embers of Congress?
Yes.

26. If confirmed, will you ensure that your staff will fully and promptly provide information and
access to appropriate documents and officials fn response to rcqullSts made by the
Govc.rnmcnt Accountability Office (GAO) and the Congressional Research Service?

Ye!t.
27. If canfirmed, will you agree to work with representatives from this Committee and Utt:: GAO
to prompUy implement recommendations for improving U.S. Postal Service operations and
effectiveness?
Yes.
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28. If confirmed, will you dirccl your staff to fully and promptly respond to Freedom of
lnforoia.tioo Act requests submilled by the. American people?
Yes.
29. lfconfinned, will you ensure that political appointees are not inappmprtotcly involved in the
review and release of Freedom of Information Act requests?

Yes,
VL Assistance

30. Are these answers your own? Have you consulted with the U.S. Postal Service or any other
interested parties'? lf so, pleas indic.ate which entities.
Yes, these answers arc my own. While have not consulted with the U.S. Postal Service,]
have consulted with the Commission. The Commission has reviewed my answers fot legal,
regul~ory, and technic11I ~ccuracy,
I, --:-----=~-=---,•hereby state tbat l have read the foregoing Pre-Hearing
Questionnaire and uppleruental Questionnaires and that the infonnation pl'ovided therein is, to
the best ofmy knowledge, current, accura te, and complete.
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enator Maggie Has an
Post-Hearing Questions for the Record
Submitted to Ashley E. Poling
omtnations of Ann C. Fisher and Ashley E. Poling to be Commissioners, Posial
Regulatory Commission; Catherine Bird to be General Counsel, Federal Labor Relations
Authority; and Rainey R. Brandt and Shana Frost Matini to be Associate Judges, Superior
Court of the District of Columbia
Tuesday, July 16, 2019
I. Lasl fall, l sent a. leuer witb Sen. Sl1aheeo ro Postmaster General Megan Bresman
encouraging the United States Postru Service to work with city officials lo address the
concerns raised by the cirizcn.s of Ponsmouth regarding the relocaliM of ihe city's Post
Office while ,the Mo[ntyre Federal Building undergoes renovation. In a letter to
Portsmouth officials, the Postal Service committed to returning the Portsmouth Post
Office to a central location, if possible,
a, If confirmed, will you commit to providing my office with updates on the tatus
of the decision on where the Portsmouth Post Office will be pem1anently housed,
including what factors the United Stares Po ral Service is considering to 01ake that
decision?
I absolutely commit lo providing your office with updates on the status of the
Portsmouth Post Office, ifconf1rmed. J have specific experience with similar
issues from my work with Senator Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota. It is
important for citizens to have centralized access to their post office, and it is
important for the Postal Service and the Postal Regulatory Commission to do
everything they can within their respective roles to make sure that customers a(e
. erved as effectively as possible.
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Senator Kyrsten Sinema
Post-Hearing Quedions fnr the Rec()rd
Submitted to Ashley E. Poling
ominatinns of Ann C. Fisher and Ashley E. Poling to be Commissioners Postal
Regulatory Commission; Catherine Bird to be Gen.era\ Counsel, Federal Labor Relations
~uthorit ; and R11ine R. Brandt and Shana Frost Motinl to be Associate Judges, Superior
Court of the District of Col11mbia
Tuesday, July 16, 2019

I) The Postal Service is going through a challenging period with extreme financial pressure
and a need to make critical changes. To survive, the Postal Service oeeds strong
leadership, and that includes among its regulator .
a. Whal key leadership traits will you bring ro !,he table in this role with the PRC?
I am confident that Congress has the ablli ly to give this vi tal institution the tool~ it
needs to address its serious financial challenges. However. thi musl be more
than just a legislative effort - it must bo an all.out collaboration of the entire
postal community. My leadership style is best described as very approachable
and highly collaborative. I have strong relationships across the entire po tal
stakeholder community from my years working on Capitol Hill. One of lhe
. trategic goals of the Postal Regulatory Commission ls to "actively engage with
Congress and stakeholders in support of a dynamic po tal system.'' 1 l believe that
my proven ability to work on comprehensive postal reform in a highly bipartisan
and bicameral way in Congress will serve me well in this new role as a Postal
Regulatory Commissioner, if confirmed.
2) Given the recent reports of the Postal Service' s new business pllm and the cuts to service

infrastrUcture contained in the plan.
a, What do you believe tbe role of the PRC should be in evaluating the cost savings
and impact on the financial health of USPS on structural changes that involve
consolidation or changes in ;;ervice?
It is my understanding that under current law, the Postal Servjce consults with lhe
Commlsslon in lts establishmer\L of service standards for Market Dominant
products and continuously monitors the Postal Service' results in meeting rho:e
service S!llJ\datds, lf confirmed to the PRC, I would like to explore what
additional authority the Commission has to terms of holding the Postal Service
accountable in regards to,service. As I mentioned during the hearing, there is also
a potential role for Congress to play in term ofenh11Dcing the Postal Service.';
accountabtlity when it comes to meeting service standards and performance
through legislation.

1 Fi
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b. Given previous USPS decisions regarding cons.olidation failed to produce
promised savings, sbould PRC play a role in preemptively reviewing proposed
business plan changes, to ensure the financial underpinnings of proposed co t
savings are accurate?
While I think it is important to explore what additional authority the Postal
Regulatory Commission may liave wben it comes lO service accountability, it is
also important to note that tbe Po ial Service serves in the role of the operator.
while the Postal Regulatory Commission serves in the role of the regulator. IL is
my understanding that the Po ral Service's Hoard of Governors plays a signifo.."l!nl
role in rhe long-term planning of the Post11l Service, approves the Postal Service's
annual financial, operating, and capital plans, and also sets postal policies. J am
not fami liar wltll the ins and outs of bow tbe Operational Window Change (OWC)
decision was made, but it is my understanding that the Postal Service made 1hls
decision because they thought it would amount to significant cost savings.
Because last fall s USPS DIG report revealed thal this was not the case, 1 think Lt
is important to evaluate how greater oversight can be implemented so thaL the
Postal Service i relying on accurate data and cost saving projections in the foture.
It ls also my understanding that under current law. the Postal Service conb-Ults
with the Commission in its establi~hment of service standards for Market
Dominant products. Because th is was a servi e standard change. it would seem
that the Commission would have at least played a conslll.tative role in the process ,
[ am committed to exploring what the consultative role of the Commission entails.
as well as ,v1m1 can be dolle ia terms of balding the Postal Service acoountable to
strong service standards at the Commission level. I also believe that Congress
could potentially have a TOie to play through legislation in tcl11)s of enhancing this
11 ersighr..
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To Whom rt May Concern,
I enthusiastically support Ashley Poling'.g nomination for the Postal Regu1atory
Commission. Ashley possesses a unique blend of research expertise, perspective on bureaucratic
and political dynarnies, and intellectual curiosity that would make her well-suited to produce
first-rate ideas and solutions. I have no doubt she will serve hono111bly and with enthusiasm.
Ashley served my U.S. Senate office with distinction and her work was thorough, informative
and results oriented. She worked closely with me on improving service perfoonance of the
.
United States Postal Service (USPS) across the country and I am pleased thai our work is now an
important part of postal reform discussions. She was pivotal in moving forward our work with
Congressman Mark Meadows of North Carolina ensuring we had bi-partisan support for the
efforts.
Her work is always led with a commitment to hold the postal service accountable to taxpayers.
appreciate that she also couples that ethos with a keen understanding of the postal worker and
the.ir important role in the USPS.
Ashley would bring the same knowledge, insights from her work. in this area, and thoughtf-ul
analysis to the Commission. She makes effective argumentS using facts and data. Her congenial
collaborative approach that made ber an excellent team player in my office will help her thrive in
this new role.
I believe Ashley is a leader. Her analytical ability, credibility, and good judgment already make:
her a respected voice. I whole heartedly endorse her nomination and hope you will give it serious
considetation.
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Statement of Catherine E. Bird
Before ihe Committee on
~lomeland Security and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
July 16, 2019
Chainnan Lankford, Ranking Member 111etna, Members of the Committee, thank you for the
opportunity to discuss my nomination to become General Counsel of the Federal Labor Relations
Auihority. r would like to thank the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affiiirs
and its staff for all the courtesies they have shown me as l have prepared for this hearing,
Additionally, I would like tp thank the staff al the FLRA who have provided a.,;sistanoe during
this process.
To stan, I ould like to acknowledge my parents, Gary and Linda Hoyer, who are with me
today. My mother, who hes been a teacher for over 40 years and my father, who works as a
computer programmer at Dallas Theological Seminary in Texas, helped mold me to who I am
today. l am extremely grateful for their constant support and guidance in my life.
[I is an honor and privilege to be nominated by President Trump to serve as the General Counsel
of the Fl.RA.

I grew up in a household which values service to others. As I evaluated various career paths to
utilize my law degree, I quickly chose lo use il in survice to the American people. Our federal
government serves many critical roles frotn providing national security to ensuring the safety of
our food, air, and water; from preserving our majestic National -Parks to caring for our wounded
warriors or those suffering .from the devastating effects of the opioid crisis. The American people
count on the-federal govemment eve.ry day in so many ways. I bave the utmost respect for the
work of our federal government and for the dedica.ted public ervants performing that work. If
con finned as General Counsel of the Federal Labor Relations Authority. l can assure you of my
commitment to ensure that all federal employees are treated fairly and lhat their rights under the
Federal Service Labor Management Relations Statute are respected. In particull!I', I will uphold
the rights of employees to form, join, or assist any labor organization or to refrain from any such
activity, and their right to engage in collective bargaining.
I also believe, as stated in the President's Management Agenda, that those in public service mu~t
be accountable for mission-driven results and thal agencies must have the necessary tools and
resources to deliver those results. If confirmed, l would be guided by tl1e need Lo main(ain the
smooth funcli.oning of our government and never lose sight of the fuel that agencies. man11gers,
and all employees should be conslantly striving to deliver mission outcomes defined and
authorized by Congress to provide excellent service Lo the public. and to be effective smwards of
laxpayer dollars on behalf of the American people. I truly value the incredibly diverse, complex,
and challenging work our government does, and I consider the FLRA's mission to administer the
Statute as integral to achieving a well-functioning government. If confirmed as General Counsel
of the FLRA, l would be honored to be a part of the Federal Labor Relations Authorit,Y's
leadership in promoting slable, constructive labor relations that contribute to a more effective
and efficient government.
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My career has provided me with the skill-set and experience needed to excel in me position for
which I am being considered, Doring my time at the Department of Health and Human Services,
I have worked on three specific issues that would benefit me-if I were to be con finned to this
position.
First, I participated in tenn-bargaining negotiations on behalf of HHS management in discussion
with the National Treasury Employees Union. This experience taught me lhe importance of an
objective and impartial Federal Labor Relatlons Authority in ensuring that labo.r negotiations
proceed efficiently and effectively. This first-hand experience of the collective bargaining
process has given me a keen understanding and sense of the dynamics of the prooess and the
ability to understand the process in a praclical and not only theoretical manner. lf confinned as
General Counsel, I will strongly support the need for good faith negotiations as envisioned in the
Statute and case law; and I will apply the law independently and impartially.
Second, in my role as Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Administratio11, r oversaw a
highly successful Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey program, centered on employee
engagement. If confirmed, I vow to take empl'oyee engagement seriously and do everything
within my authority to improve employee morale in the Office of the General Counsel. While I
assist in the supervision of nearly 900 employees at HHS. 1 welcome the views and opinions of
all employees and enco'urage them to speak their minds freely and respectfully. My time at HRS
has taught me to rely Ofl a wide range of employees al all levels when dealing with the complex
issues that arise.
Third, in my role at HHS, and in othor positions, I have been entrusted by employees to
investigate complaints and address issues they have raised to my attention. These situations have
required me to critically look at the facts of a case, apply applicable rules and regulations and
come to a fair and impartial decision. l would apply a similar approach in eval\Jating charges of
unfair labor practices or representational disputes at the FLRA, viewing each allegation with an
open mind. My decisions would be grounded in the Statute, regulations- and case law, using my
best, independent judgment in each case.
J believe that my experience and passion will provide value to not onJy the FLRA, but by
embracing a customer-service approach will also benefit the many federal agencies, labor
organizations, and employees who rely on the work that FLRA does.
Thank you for considering my nomi.!llltion , I loo!<: forward to answering any questions you ma,y
have.
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4.- r<ttential Conflict of Interest
tA:) Des.an'bc.any busines's.tdfllionship, dealing.ol' rmancil\l C.-iuisirction wbichyou ha~ had
dudng ttie 111st 1(>,1e:ir1,:whether for yourself, on bcbalf <1r1' d1_el1f, or u;etii)-g as an agcat.
that courd i.n any way cons@~hl OJ' result in. a' posswie cqpOict of inter11St·In thc,positiou to
\'diich you.h_av!, b~11nominated.
While atr]i'e U.S. Dep11nmerlt of.'.Health and-Human Serviees,t represented man11g~ment
in ltbor negotiations. l wiIJ work witb Fl.RA ethics aflieer.. to enSUl"C'-frult {-avoid actual
or app.a_rent conflicts ~f:iplere~t III\_d will follow-the advice ofFLRA elhit$ officers

C:Of!c.emiilg recusals.
(B) Destribc nny activity ,during tlit psst 10,yclll's•in whidtyOli ha:ve cn:g:igcd for the
puri1osc of direct!)' or wdirectly_- inlluenctog the p11s,11gc, dd"cat or ·modifilllltfon or ally
feghlation or affectil!g the 11~istration or el(ecutiJ)'D of 12w, Qr publi~ policy, other than
while_in ~ federal go,1er;nmcot qtpl}~ty.

Vi'bikwo.rking as-a i.egislatiy~Di~o:.r aod ~gi~lativc J\i~e.in the C;ilifonri1, Stiite
Senate,J: lobbied -in support of mY, bosses' bills: !--did all, of·this in 111-y; official-c!ll)3City a.s
. ct state go¥crrunenremjltoyee-,

-

5. _Honors and Awards

List all scholarshjps, fcllow$hi(J$, honoraey: degrees, civilian servic~ ci~tfons1 milita~
n1 cclals, acndeinic or prorcssional hl>ucirs, ho.:io-."ary sod.eqr 111emb'crshijn lind 1111y otbcr
.special recognition for outs~ndiug.s ervke or aclue'(l~1tnt.
Bartol! W. Sutnners SohojMship
.Full 'l'uition sch~arship_J9 'Bay_! ~Law' Sc._hPC11
Sui:,ima Cum Laud~_l'Iow.ard J'>..a_rne University
Magna Cum LaUde; .Baylor Law S.chooi

6, Memberships
List ;iltmembet-s ldps'1hatyou hsve heldln,proresslonal1 socjaf, h•tsintss, fraternal,
~cholarty, civic,:or ilh@ritat,lc organiz3u~nli in the last. JO y~rs.

G
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Unh:.ss:relevan't to jrour nomination, you do N(?T n~ed to·iildudc n~e1n):!er,dl'ij>li_)n
cJiarit~ble organizntioJ'.lS available tQ the ,P,ublic as a resµt_t of a f:\X_dcdt,1dib!e lfoJJotion of'
.Sl,OOli-or less,, Parent.:.l'caeher-A6sociatjons,or otber..orglllti1>11ti.ons c;-olinectc4 to schools
attended fly your-child'r.eo._lrthletic clubs or teami;, iaatomo~ije s11.pport o.rganizati_ollll·(sud!
,a$~), dis,::ount11 clubs (sne;h ns-Grou(Jl>n:or Sam1s .Ou'b,), or affinitr,
mentbl:,rJhips/con,sumcr,dul:is (such as frequent OyJir' mellibershil)s).

101'1

B~cni]>c.

2012°2014 (appro,..J

-M=ber

20~;2014 (eppm.'<-)

Ml'llffl

TC'.'<aS Slalc-B:,r

20·10- Present

M.cmb<.-'T

C'.alifqmi~~ Bar.

10ll-Pn,,,,"1!UI.

Mi:ajbcr

SaQ'amento Mental Health

ll-"ard
Le~gu.e of Women

·Women's Fund

Voters

7, Politi cul Activity
(A) 11::tvc you ever ~cen 11 candjda.te for Of be~u elected or:.appo_~ tcd to a polWea! offict).?

7
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l

I

1

(ll) L~t 11ny offic~ hcld ,iq-orserrit~ l;'cndl!.ted ro II p.olitical p11.-fy ol"d«.tion committte
:d urlng the last ten -yeah-that.you-have not lined

elsewhere.

',N":':~~~~~~~2:r:!~~~0'.:r.~~~<\:.\~-:._~.- ~
:~~~~!;~i:~·::(:· ~~,;:~ .
OJiall DAl,jc for ·

CaJifurnia Staie,

Vofuolcµ:

·· · -

Orsani=l olhc.- vl>luutcc~ and

coadiicted icsean;ii

20U

·

Assembly

{C)_llcm.iiuU·ind~v.idus) p_oliqe;al corttr_ibotions ,o fS200.ormo're 'that rou·ban lri11dc in the
J)ast.riye yean,to ,my indivlduitl, cawpa"ln,!J o~anlutfon,. P,olitkal·patty, political atbon
committee, or simillll' entity., Pleas~ list each individual qintrib'Ution and 110f,,the total
llfT'OUQl contributed to the person:or entity c:luritrg the :year. None
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8. Publications and Sneecbes
(A).List the titles,, publishers and dlatr.,· or b.ooks, 'ar'ticle,.,,rcpo'rts or ot~l!r ·publlshc_!I
malcriaJs thutyou have wrJtten, includfog articles published oil tbe'lnternet. Plen:se·P.1"tiyldj:
tlu~-Co.mmittec with copies of atl list~d publi.i:ntions. Tr> lieu -of ~a.-d ~p'ies, electronic co_pies
C!ffl be pro11icJcd via e-:mail ur othctr ~igital format.

:,:·.t~:5:tY~ -:. ..-~.:Ltt~ft! /\(i:·{t}~.i)~:~:·~fr,: i:.:··:..i: )1.~~:,~;;.:~1~,~~,111'.~1io~ _; ~ :_: ·
,~

I!! Com:ctlbe C:wricl!iism

~,is ~oJ!Ulal ofl'n!a Ente~ ..

..a .Pulilic &>licy

9

2006

.
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'(B)' Lise aor formal s1>ceclies y~u have dtlivcrcd Jluriilg the. last five years an.d pro:vi!,fe the
Committeewitli .c opies of those;speeches rdevant to tbe-positiun for W.l!ich you h.Dvc,b'ticn
nominat,e(J. lnclude any testimony to Congress or any other l~lntivc or administrative
l;)pdy. These it.ems-cAn be.provi<!!!d.d~onicallyvia c-tn11il or other d,igilal form11t

10

157

(C) List aU !pe:echcs ,1md ,t ~timony·y~1;1 nave deliv~~i! in the p11st feny~r:,;_ciltccpt r~r
tbose the fe3:t ofwlikh· rou are providing to fh·e Comniittec.

~~~~ ·>~;; =-. .-! ~

·~

~~~-'~':. :~~~;~:!; :i· ;·.:•!~~~ :~·.-~~·:.f.1~~-tl~~~~#I~-~ .-·~:\ ~~~.~· ..:·i:;~~f~!:~ ~·~;~ - ~.:

Speeches danngmj• C!llllp:lign

1

-Clll1dimlc-& Fonlinl

~ h WJ:t.Jmie w ·12
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9. CruninaJ filstory
Sitrce. (an,d inchidmg) y~ur 18"' biriltd:1y, ha$ 1my of the rollowi~g .happcncd?

•

tt,veyou beell issuca a suouuous; citAUon; or ticket lo ~pp,..,'v in ci>UrtJii a qnnit1al-procecwn11 ~ ' l yo\J.7
'(E."<VJoile citations i11Votving'traffibin!mcliom. ~hctc,lhc fmc""'a~ less UWJ,$JOO and !lid no!,illcluclc•aleqbol or
drugs.>
No

•

l<aveyou beenarresl,Cd by any po_lice officer, sberifr, 1.1WSMI o.r.lUiy-otl!cr cype-"rlfiaw-cnl'on;cment official?
N11·

•

H~ yqu been clllUgcd, cc,nvicied, or scntenced of a cmnc:.tn llnY. c:ou'tt.7

•

Have you been or en: j•o11 i:lim:lllly Qn probndon or parol~?

•

~you cnm,otly on aiaf Ol'lill'llmng a:i{ial on crillliDal

cha1gcs7'

No

•

To y.ou"t larowlcdgc, have yolu:verbecntfu, subject or !.arget or-a federal, 5IStc Cle local. criminal inves&gati,on'!,
12"
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No

lrtbe: ans.wer to any·.o f thitquestions aboveiJ 1es.:pJ,e2se.•nswet'°the question.s blilow for.
euc,h criminal event {citJ1tiot1, arr'61,_mvdtjgatton. etc;J. Iftbe !,:vent was im invcstigatiqll1
wliyc the•qucstion \)cJQW,asks:for fot0t'!'Uatfo.11 a\,ouc the offell$e,. plcme offer inf'Drm11JiQ11
iiboo~ tbe ofl'cnseunderin~{i.!lt~gJltion (ifkno~n).
AJ Dare of offe=:.
a.

ls thlsnesumatctYes/No):.

B) De,<;i;ription ofllic spccilic m1lure<1f I.be oif;nse:

Cl Did tlie amuse' illvolve ony oc the following'f

1) - Domcstio violence.or a c;rlmc cffvio)e~ (such,u baltcry or-assaultJ egai~m'chill:1, depeno,c~l,
coliobi1an1 1 ~po1~ie.,f<fnnei-spomc; _onomeo,i with wh9myouslilire 11 ch1lcua co11U11ori; Yll' / ~!I

.2)

)

f ~ or,explm;tvts: Yes I (!lo
Alc:ohof o~.!lnlg,;: Y~ 1 N1>

E), Wcw. ):<>q ~led. summoned,-ciled "O!'-did,You rcoo_lve a ti~t IO appear as l\. resU11 ofthis of&~ 6:y lll!y
police offi,;tr, shciiff. maistlal or,:my Oilier \}-pc of law cnl'o=mcnt ofJ'u:i'}l; Yes TN.f!

l} 'N;ime,of ~ -law co.fotcell1!lltl ~.1,~00y Uiat orn:stcx,1/citcc!/sµmmom!d you:
l ) L=Jii,nbfthe law c,ifon;emMtagcm;y (<!il¥, <JOUIU)', wite. tip-code, ex111n1n7};

I') As JI ~ t of this offciw: were y® chargw,-c:oTivli:lcd; l:\lm:nlly 11wa.itingt'rlnl. .ioo/11t

~II\ i1111 dimiDal 11roceedlng ai:af~11ou; "lp { .No

proorod to oppcnr.m

l) ff3•es, provide ltie b,iine oftJieequrtUlld tllelocalionof'lbe.bowt{oi.\Y. couity,s1a1e.,zip,c:ccle'.
C()ll,111,y)c

ll U yes, provide alf tliecliargcs !>rougbtagaimtyoti for lhb offem'jl.11oti ~ owccune-o(C1Ch cliaxged.
of(ense (ruch il.f fqnnd. guilty. Cou,;d. nol-',wihy, ctisrge'droppec!•or".llOllc.pros:: etc). lf iou wcie 'fdnl\d
gwlly qr' or ple;,doo g11illY,.lO n ~toffcil$e.,li$t scp3r;Jfely l;l!_>lh ~ <1rigin/ll t harge llllil.J:IJC'.(cmr
olfcnsD:
¼) 1fJ)O, l!"rQYide ~h,na1iQi,:

Gl_ Wen, you scnteocei{ a.., a ~ull ufthis offense: Yu/ o
llJ. J'rcr,'idea description-or.tile senlcri:c:

13
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M) M-")'OII CI_IIJfflib, <1n ilfal, awa\ting a lrfat; orawlllliflS'SCSltencir,,ci,onctimJnal cl~cs fnr·this-olli,~ 'Yta!

~o

-
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lo.

Ci:v.il Litigation.and Adwinistrative or Legislatjve.Proteedipgll

.(A)Sinc:e•(imd ln11ludoig) yoUT 18th'birthday, have you. betn"ll pa,rty_to an3< publie rlfe~rd
cl.vii coul't.actiqn or adminll!trative-0r l~ativc-proc.eedi11g o(any·l;.ind that rc1mlted fn (l)
-a finding orwrongdoing agalnst,you, or (2) a iettlcmcnt agree,nenUor you,,o·r
other
person or entity, lo make'a:JfaYmtnHo settle llile_gatioos'llgainstyou, or :for you tq ta~~or
refrain rr!)UI taking, 59mc ac.tiou. 'Do .NO:r include sin!lll claims proceedings. 'N.o

some

(B)Tn ,111,dition to-th~c listci!,abovc;,-ha,cc you or 11ny b11sincss of"'·hieh you were an offker,
director l>i o.W)ler cvtir _been invqfyeif as 11.party of in~res~ iri.11oy lidministratiYe,ag~ocy
proceeding or -':ivil litigation.!_Please iil~ntify and provid.c debits (or aoy procit~mgs or
civil li(igntion that i,ivulve·actions·tl,l<c1tot omitteii by·you, ot- alleged to h:i.ve been taken or
omitted by ,011,. wflile serving in your official c;apacity. Ng

lS
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(Q For rcsponsa. lb tbc'p1>evioos-qutstion,._plCfflle identify and _provide details for !i,ty
proceedings ,;,r dvil litigation m.( involve a,tibm·tsken oromlttecl by_yau, or alleged to
have. been takon or oniitted by •you, while serving in your Q.fficial C11P,11city,

1.1. Breach pf Professional 'Etbics
(A) 'Hal'cyou t'l'cr been disclpitned or tjted fon. breach of,etbics.o..- ooprofcssiomil condoet
by,-oT been tbe subject.o f a complaint to, any ooul't, ad111inistralivc a.gmcy, professional
an~•~on,.d,sciplinary w m ~ or other pr~f~iona( group?_hclude cases :a~d .
pl"liceedin~ alreaay listed.'No

{BfRavc·rou ever been.fi~ from a job1 qu~ a j'ob ~f~r ~eing told_,tou -would be fi".ed, left
a job by milt~al.agl'.eem~t followlng i:huge$ or aJli:gations,of11_1iscond11ct,_I~ ,11 job by
ml)tual a1Te-cme.11t (oUowingn-otiee-orunsatisfactory performance,. or received a written
wa'l'ning-, bee-.. offid.aJly rcprilliandcd, siispcoded,,ot disdplincdfor ml!conduct"jn fhc
wor-Jcplau, such a,niolation ~U secur;ity po}J.g,?''NQ
·

ll. Tax Compliance
(Th_ls inforwa&» wil...DJJt be publ~~ in i.hC.T-l!COrd of.the flea mag C}Jl· )'O~l'llOlriioafi'.011,
bnt it will be ntaine-d iu tbc Comm•ttct1'ir files ancf will be-avail•blc fpr publjc inspectioo.)

REDACTED
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REDAC·TED

13. Lobbying
ln the .P!Ut t~ y~r_s,_havc.~n ~giste~ as ii lobbyi!lt? iho, p_lC!1$0ind,ic--,1te th.~ sta,u,,
feder~; or loal 'l:!.o<!ies.wilb which you ~ave l'Cgjsttrcd {e.g., )Io~t, S.eiJate; Cllliforuia
Secre~ of State}. No

14, Oul,ide f ositio.bs

.1

11!1 See OGE.Form 278. (If, for your' nomination. you :paye completeli an-OGE.Form·278
. E.>iecutive Branch P~el Public Ffnanciial Disclosilre Report, you may ch.llCk the, box: hereto
cornpJete ,tBis section aodthen" prooeedlo tl\.ene,,r.tsectio1t)
·
For th~ preceding-ten calendar yeaa and the cw-reot cill1?1d11r. )'car.; report &1tf posiiions
held, wlictbcr compensakd OJ ilof, .Position:Hnclud-e but are nof,Timited 'to those or an
officet, director.. tru,tt~ geaeral--partnu; propricto:r~represcntative. eiaployc:e;m:
consultant o,f llJlY, .~rpo,:alion, .firm, p~en{l.ii>, or, other b!,ls~i:ss. cnterpr-ise .Ol'. any nonprofil orgauization tduu¢ional illlltitutio.n. ~ p(l5ition~ \fitb religious, s~ci11l,
frlrte:mat, "!)a' political entitics--and ·thote.sol_ely of an hono-rary nature:

or,

164

1S•. Agn!einepts or AiTangemAA,t,
I

,/, S.ee OGE Forni 278, (Jf, foryolit nbtrtinati011, _yoq have completed an OGE FPrm 278
'Tu-;ecutive Branch Persbilnei,Public Financial Disclo.sure Report, you may eheck 1h11 bo~ h~ to
c.omple12 this section and-tben·pr,oaie<f,.to~eneid;-sCG_iiop.)

/u of the date of filiug_1'0ur·OGE orm '1.'78, report Jour agtee11telitt or jUJ'angementll for::
(1) c·outin.ulng particlpatfo·n·m -an e.inp1o~ benefit .plan.(e.g.:pension, 4(11:k. defwed
compeasatio11); (;l.) 'COntinuatioQ o·r payment bf.~ former employer (i11.duduag severance
pa.-yanen!s); (.3) leavu ohbsencc; ~d.{4) fbtQ-~ eJl!plqrmart.
Provide infot:m~ol\ re_gatding any ~i!ments·or arr.angem.ents iou ·have concerniog (I)
future.-employment; (l) • lea-Ve of absente during your pen,qd of'Gqv,ern,nent service; (3)
con.tl'nuation or payments by-a former .employer olher-:tha)l ttie lJnited States Government;
1111d (41 continuing pa:rttclpatioo in an emplo,tt welfare or bmefit plan mainta~lied by a
former employ~ other than ~nited Sblm Government ntirement bt.riefits.

16. Addino·pat Financial Data
An informatioo requested under this .heading must lfe provided for yourself, yciur .sp11u e,
aDd your dependents. ,(This fntorm.ation will not b~pµblisbed ln ~ reciird of the hearing
oo your nolniQ,ation, but it will be r~ained in the Comuuttee•s<files ll!l-d will be A\/llilable for
public ,'inspection.)

REDACTED
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RE01'C'TED

StGNATUJU\Al'ID l)&TI':·

J htnby 111i1e ll>al 1 b•T• rud lh• ro~IIIS Scat""""""" lliograptlicol llJld J!iHn<i=il loforn,aUoa •-nd.tJt,,t tht!'i~ronn•tio"
pr~1dt6 !h<teln to fh• bctrof my ko.,,,,t,4gc, <Ut"re<.~ ll(<u,.te, and.••~•pl<tt-

i,,
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REDACTED
UNITED STATES OFFICE OF

GOVERNMEN T ETH ICS

*-------- - - - - ------- -Aprill~, 2019

'fho Honorable Rott Johnson
Cbairmart
Comm1Dce on. Homcl~nd S~curify
anctOovemm<n!lll Affair$
Unl~d 61:11,tes Sena_te
Wnhini~.-ocws10
Dear Mr. Cbainnll.n:

or

In aecord!ln~ w,th tbe .Elhics in Govo,;nmomAct 6fl97g, 1 cnolon a aopy the
fi~cilil disclosure n:poj1: Ill~ by Callicrine,Bird, wlJi, lias bcetJ oomlnatcd,_J,y Pn;siden~ Trump
forl~ po.,itton ofGenJ:tal-Cou11Sel; li'edcrot Libot.Rclations-AullJ<Jrit)'.
We have reviewed the ~ r t 'll!ld h~~e obwincll 11.dvi~ frdm the-agency con~c,n1ng any
P9saible <onllict in flglrt<>f il3 fuil<,tions and the nominee's pro(JOsed doties. Also enclosed i, on
ct)>ios agrccmC11I outlining the aolion• 11l•t lhe oomlnco will unclo.~
to avoid C0llllic!,'5 of
tnt•~- Unlcsu dttc f'ot compllanco l• Indicated in thl,·ethics agrcemcnl, me.oomirice mu•t
l\lllycomply with.in'du:,:c, motllbscif.<'Onffimation wit!, ~ny nct,011 :,pecificd in the ethics
agroement,
.Based thereon, we bdievc that thi• nom[nce-is in complian<.e. with "PPlic,ible l.a."1S--1!d

~ ulqflons goveming C0110lotsor ih:10~

[)ayid J, Apel
Gcn•ral Counsd

------------------- * * * *
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April 12,,2019

Rcbecc11 I. Osborne:, Esq,
._
Acting 1J!lJ3aly S11ljcifor and Alternate Dcsigna.'ted A,gency Ethics'Official
Federal Labor R.elaltons A1Jthori~
l 40QKSi..,NW
Washingt_o.n, 'DC 20424.-

DwMs. Osborne:
T.he P.utpose.ofthisJetteru to dcscri~ tbc,stcp~ that I' will take to avoid.any actuaL or
iipparel)t cqi1flict afinleres.t in th:e e11entih11J: I am confumed for tbe position ofGeiieraf Counsel,
Fedi;ral Labor Relations twthority,
As,requifeq by J, 8 U.S·.C. § 208(!1), I-will not pattii:;ip,ate 11ersonally and :suQstnntially m
any P,&rticular matter in-which 1know that I hav.e a finariciot' mte:re-stdir.ectly and predict-ably
affected by. the m8tter, orin which. J know thah person w~ose inletcsts ate imputed to me .has a
linanciill interest:dircctiy'and predlcti1bly,aff'ected by the matter, unless T fu:st obtafn a. written
wniver,.p\JISUllllHO 18 u;s,c, §2080>}(1), or qualify f~r a regulatory exemption, purs.uantto
HI U.&.C . .§ 208{b)(2). I underswui ~tthe int!lrcstll ofthe.following_pci;sons arc impute(! to
me; any .spOllSe or minor child of\mine; 1111)' g~eral 1,>BJtDer of a partnership in which l am a
limit<;d or general p?rtne.r;:;any,org~ation in which I.serve as officer, d.i,rector, lrcstee, c~e-~aJ
prutner or employee; and any person or otga'nization 1vith which I nm negQtiating or have il1l
;ammgemenu;onc.emihg,pro5pedive ~ployment.
I will.meet in p~n·witlr,you dwirig ,q-i·e first week of my service in'the position of

General Co~e1 mo((ler·lo COIJlplett tile init'ialetlucs briefing rpqu,ired ~der S C.l:,R.
§ 2638.3.0 j_ Within 9.0 days ofmy:confirmatioli, I w.m illso document1ny compliance ,vith this
etJiics:.a~men~ by no.tifying you.in wrl!ing when I have i.ompletc:d th9 steps-described in this
ethics.agreement;
If rhave a mat1aged account qr J>therwjse use the services of an jnveshncnt professiona1

iluring,rny appointment, I Will ensure th~ thci ~cco.unt manager or investmenfprofcs~ional
obtains my prior ,approval .on a C.llSe•by,cas~ basis for the'plll'Ohesc-_of any assets Qther than cash,
cash eq~ivmcnts. mvestlh~t fiuids that qualify for the extmption ~ts G.F.R, § 2~40.201(a), or
obligations or the Unit~4 ·states.
I furlh.er.uµder~tan~ that as .an appai.ritee I must con\imJe,to-~bidei>y·the Etlµ'cs Pl!!lige
(Exec. Order No, 13 77D) that.I previously,mgned anti ihat 1,w.ill be ~ound by the requirements
a11d restrictions therein in.addition to the conimltments.l'havc ·made in llii$ ethicSsagreem,elit
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I have: been.:advised _that this .etl)j~ agreernen! wiU be posted {lubJiciy. cons•t witli
.S U .S..C..§ ~~2, ori ~ website of the U.S. Office of Govemment:Etbic11 -~ th ethics agte'CI.Jlel!ts
or oJhi:r.P~~ential JlQtnlllC!l$ wlio ~,PUl:ilic.. finlllleial clisclosurc, repi,rts.
Si.ncerely,.

Clltherine Bird
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U.S. Srnall' Commilltt on ll11111eln11tl ·ccurit) 111111 G11n,rnr11c111:il ffoits
l're- llt•nring Qm·~tionnaire
For the Numim1tion of 'a1lhcriue lli f1 I lo l,e \· tttr,tl 'ou,m·I <Jr th~
Fl•tkrul l.nl,u1· ltrlati1111• Authuril

I.

omination Proces~ 111111 ConOicts of lntcrl'~t

1. Oki the President gi c y u :ir,ccilk fcu ons wh} hen 111ioatctl you to be General C1 un cl
11fthc Federal I· hur Rclutions !\uJhoril. {FLRAl'.1

No,
l . Were any conditions, cxprrss ·d or implied! a1111chcd lo yonr nomination?

tr

o. pfeaSl'

1:.xplain.

'o.
Hun: you JTI!ldc any commitments 1,·ith respect 10th~ policies and principles you 1\ ill
attempt to impk111C11t us General Couns.:1 of the FLRA7 If (1, what arc the.. and lo
whom were lhc commitmcn\S made?
I 0,

,t Are you awore of any bu. inc$ relationship, dell ling, or linam:iul 1raus:1ction 1ha1 l.-ould
r~sult in-a pos,ihle conflict of inrere t for you r th oppcarnnce of a conflict of interest'?
If so, pica c eiq1foi11 \\'h:11 proct:durc )'0\1 "ill use t rci:u~c yourself or ntherwi ·c ad<lrc s
the connict. And if you will re1:u c yuu.rsdt: e:<plain h w you will ensure yout
responsibilitic are nnl affected by j'l)ut r~-cusal.
\.Vhilc ut Ille .S. Drp.irtmcnt ol' ll r:, llh iuHI Uum:111 'cnri<'C!t (Jill, ) I rcr1rcse nkd
mnnagcmenl io lahor ncgotiu1ions. I 1\ ill wl)rk wilh FLRA ethics ollkcrs to ensure thar I
uvuid actual or ~ppar~nt connicts of intun-st :in(l will follow the ,ulvicc ot' FLRA cthi\!$
officcn ccwccrning rccusal~.

II. llnckf!rouml of lht• 'ornincc
5.

\\'hat specific b.ickg,ro1111d, cxpcri nee. .ind allrib11tcs qualify you lo be General Colin ·I
of 1hc HRA'.'

I huvc spent the m:ijorit)' of my c:,rccr working I a govcrnmenl. L'IIIJ>lorcc, in but II
1tli111a)!cmc11f and no11-mum1gc111cnt positions. As such, I 1101 well :,w:irc of the clu1lkogcs
focing l>olh group. ,in<l 1hc need to have an indcpcndcnl c11tity,.sud1 a. !he FLRA,. s it
in lindiug solutions lo disputes. I currently oven.el' the I lumrm Re.sources division :ii
unm~ llomi~nd S~c11ritv and Governmental Aifa1rs Committee

ra~I
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HHS. In this role, I have participated in investigations and have impartially evaluated
the merits ofallegiitions 11nd disputes. Additionally, during1ny time at Simpson
Univenity, 1 oversaw the Student Conduct Bo11rd and was charged with ensuring
students were provided with a r11:ir and equitable process to present their ~se.'I". I listened
to both sides objectively, excrci$ed good judgment, a.nd rendered fair dedsio115,

6. Please describe:
a. Your leadt:l'$bip and management style,

I believe in trusting my employees to effectively perform their dutie.,. ltgo,dance is
ne.edcd, I readily step in to assist and work hard to ensure my employees are set up
for success.

b. Your experience m1111aging personnel.
In most of my pusitions, l have managed a te11m of employees. 1n my curnmt
positio,i, l Oversee management of sb division leads, each with large portfolios and
a rutal of dose to 900 cmpluyees under them , These Cillployecs arc lucated 11crus5
the country.

c. What is the largest number ofJ)(:ople that have worked under you?
In my clll"rent rule, I ns.si$t with overseeing a divisiun ufclose to 900 employees.

m. Role of General CuUJlllel, Ft.RA
7.

Picosc describe your view of the age.ncy 's core mission iind lbe General Counsel's role
in achieving that mission.

The FLRA 11ruvides leadership in estab)isllit!g poHcica and guidance related tu federal-

sedor htbur mftoagcrnent rellltiuns end compliance with the Federal Service LaburM11oagement Relations- Statute. The FLRA's mls inn is to prurect rights 11nd facilitate
stable reloti()nships amung Federal. 11gencie$, labor urganb:atious, and employees, while
advandn_g an effective and efficient Guvcrnmcnt through the administration, of the
Statute. The General Counsel plays a vital role in carrying out thi:,i missiun by
investrgating 11nd, lfwarnnted, prosecuting charges of unfair Ja.bor practices and
determining apprupriate bargaining units.

8. Protec1i11g wbistleblower confidentiality is of the uunost importance to this Committee.
a, During your career, how have you addressed whist leblower complaints?

Se.nate. Homeland Security end Governmental Afmirs Oomrniltte
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I have worked swiflly lo inn-stlgutf whistle blower complaint, brought to my
attention nnd have ensurod th11t no rch!.llation was taken 11gainst the whistreblower.
b. How do you plan to implement policies within the FLRA Office of Gen.era] Counsel
to encourage employees to bring con~lruclive suggestions forward without the fear of
reprisal?
While it is premature for me fo .speak on any specific policies, I strive to create 11n
environment where my employees are encouraged to express aU constructive viewpoints.

c. Do you commit without reservation to work to ensure that any whistleblower within
FL'RA does not face retaliation?

Yes.
d. Do you commit without reservation to 1ake all appropriate action if notified about
potential whistleblowcr retaliation?
Yes.

9, What an: lhe top challenges facing the FLRA Office of General Counsel today? What
stops do you plan to take, ifconfinned. to address these challenges?
It is premature for me to comment on the top challenges facing the office since I am not
currently in the office. However, I am aware or a backlog of C2.Ses. I will gather advie1: and
counsel from the top manager, in the Office of the General Counsel on addressing this
challenge and any other challenges facing the office.
JV. Policy Questions,

IO. What is your assessment of the current state of f_ederal labor-manogement relations? If
you believe that improvements cao be made, in what areas should there be improvement
and how can this be accomplished?
l doo't believe I am currently in a position to assess the state offederaf ll!bor-managemeot
relations on a go\lernrucnt-wide basis or whether jmprovcments should be made. _From 11\Y
vantage point at HHS, I have found that having a strong and impartial FLRA is essential
for a well-functioning federal labor-munagement relations system.

l I, Given your understanding of the FLRA 's mission. do you believe tJ1at improvements
should be made to the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations statute? lfso, what
improvements can and should be made'!

Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee
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II is premature for me to commcnl on lmpro,·tmun~ to tlu: 'hllute unlil I huve bl-en
involved in its implementation.

12. TI1c FLRA Office of General Counsel has been without a General Counsel since Januacy
2017. During thut time, the FLRA Office of General Counsel has been unable to issue
unfair la,bor proctice (ULP) complaints or rule on ULP appeals decisioruJ for those
charges found by a FLRA Regional Office to lack merit. If confirmed how will you
ensure that these cases are decided on in a timely and efficient manner?
11 it premature for me to comment on a specific plan, However, 1 would listen to the advieci
anti counsel of lhe top managers in the Office of the General Counscl and quickly develop a
plan to cffccth·cly and fairly add ms the cases.

IJ. What considerations do you believe should guide the FLRA Oflice of General Counsel
in deciding to investigate a ULP charge? What considerations should gUide ULP
appeals decisions by the FLRA?
The Genera.I Counsel should be guided by the provisions of Chapter 71 of title S, United
1111rs Code, FLRA regulations and relevant case law.
14. What do you believe. is 1he appropriate role of the FL.RA Otlicc of General Counsel in
union elections?
The role established to Chapter 71, FLRA regulations, und relevant Clise l11w,

IS. What do you believe should guide determinations of national consultation rights and
consultation rights for government-wide rules ond regulations?
I believe the pro,•isions of Chapter 71, FLRA regulation , and relevant case law should be
used as the guide.

IG. \Vb.it considerations do you believe should guide detenninations on representntion
petitions before the PLRA Office of General Counsel?
I believe the provisions of Chapter 71, FLRA regulations, und relevMt case law should be
used as tlJe guide.

17. Under what circumstances do you believe the FLRA Office of General Counsel should
deny a motion to withdraw a claim before the office?
I would look lo the Statute, applicable regulation!, and relevant case law lo muke ~uch
<letl.\rmlnations.

Senate Homeland Security and Governmental /\ffolrs Committee
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l 8. What do you believe is the role of the Generul Counsel in identifying and remedying
teems in collective bargainh1y ugrcements that may violate federal law or regulation?
Tbe General CounHI woitld 111kc no action un1CS$ 11 charge of unfair labor practice is filed
with the Office of the GeoerilJ Counsol. Should sucl\ a case be filed, I. would need to review
1be.spccif'ie dreums1anees and dctennfne whether the particular fact pattern would
constitute a violation or the Statute1vitbin the jurisdiction of lht Generat Counsel. I do not
think spc.cuJating about hypothctlC11J issues would be appropriate.
V. Relation~ wiih Congrc s

19.

Do you agree without reser,atiou to comply with any request or summons to appear 3.Jld
testify before uny duly conSI inned commillee of Congress if you are confirmed?

20.

Do you agree without reservation to make any subordinate offic.ial or employee avaiJable
to appear and testify before or provide infonnation to, aoy duly co11sti111ted committee
of Congress if you are confirmed?

Yes.
21.

Do you agree without reservation to comply fully, completely, and promptly to 1UIY
request for documen1s, communic-ations, or any other agency material or mfon:nation
from any duly co.nstituted committee of the Con!?ress if you are co11f!rmed?

Yes, in accordance lvilh 11pplicuble Jn, •

Vl. Assistance
22.

Are these answers your own? Have you consulted with the FLRA or any other
interested pa11ics? If so, please indicate which entities.

'fh~e anrn-crs arc my own. J received technical assistance fto.m the FLRA.

Senate flomeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee
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Minuril)' 'upplemcntnl l'rr-hc11ring Qucstionnuir
Fot· thr Non1in11ti11n of lllherh1e Uird In he
General Coun~c~ Federal Lnbor Hclations Uoartl
I.
I,

fl/omin11tion l'roce.,s and ConniclJ oflntcrcst

Ras lhc President or his stafl' asked you 10 sign a confidentiality or non.{!isclosurc
agreement?

No.
2. Have you been asked to pledge loyalty to the President, Administration, or any other
government official?

o.
3. Were there nny conditions, expressed or implied, attached to your nomination? If so,
please explain.

No.
4. Have you ever represented n party in a matter before or involving the Federal Labor
Relations Authority (FLRA)? lf so, please describe 1he matter(s) and the nature of the
representation.
I reprcsenh:d the U.S. Dep11rtment or llelllth ;ind Human Services (HHS) before Ilic
Feder11I Service lmp:uses Piinel, I assisted with the brief.
5. Have you made any commilments with respect to the policies and principles you will
attempt to implement as General C:Ounse.l of the FLRA? If so, what are they. and 10
whom were the commi1mcnts made?

o.
II.

Background (If ominee

6. Why do you want 10 be General Counsel of the FL RA?
J strongly beJieve in the import:ince of an cfficieo1 llnd effoctive go,•emment which is
providing the best ervice possible to the American people. For this to be accomplished,
there must be a htallhy relationship between federal employees and their management. I
see the role of the General Co1msel at lhe FLRA as essential in harmonizing thia
relntionship.

Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affalrs Committee
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7. Please describe-yoUT experience. if 1111y, conducting investigations and impartially
evaluating the merits of allegations or disputes.
J currently oversee the Hum11n 'Resources division at uns. In this role, J have

p11rticlpnted in investigation 1111d hii\•c imparlially cv11hia~d the merits of allegations
8nd disputes, Additionally, during my time at imp~on University I oversaw t'hc
Student Conduct Board and wos charged with ensuring srud,mts were provided with ~
fair and equitable prOcC$s to prfSCQt their cases. l lisle.ncd to both side!i objectively,
exercbed good judgment, and ~ndered fan-decisions-,

8. Please describe your experience. if any, will1 prosecuting unfair labor practice (1)1,.P)
complaints,
I have not prosecuted an unfair labor practice complaint.

9. !fconfirmed, you will be responsible for reviewing appeals of decisions issued by
Regional Directors regarding: lhe merits ofULP cliargcs. Do you believe yol! 1,1,ill review
and adjudicate appe-<lls that come before yo11 wi.lh good judgement v.11d impurtiallt:)'?
Please explain, citing examples of prior work or experience that could bear on your
abilities, if applicable,

Yes, I wm exeniise good judgement and impartl:ility. t currently oversee the Human
Resources division at HHS. In this rnle, I hnve imparttally evaluated the merits of
allegations and disputes. Additionally, during my 1irne al Simpson University, I ovel'$aw
the Student Conduct Board and wns cbarg~d wi!h ensuring $tud'enti were provided
with a fair irnd equit:ible process to pteseot their cas~. I listened to· both side~
objectively, exercised goo() judgment, nnd rendered fair decisions.
10, If conlim1td as General Counsel of the FLRA, you.would be responsible for all Office oJ'
Genera.I Counsel (OGC) staff at headquarters and at regional offices around 11Je CQUf\ll)',
Please describe any experiea~ yon have managing ~taffremotely,
In my current position, I over ee staff across fbe tounlry.

Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee
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l l. Pl\:a.W describe;
u) Your lc11dcrshlp aud mnoogemcnt style.
{ bclien: in trusting my c111ployccs to cffcc(ively pcrfor111 their duties. If g11idance i,
needed, I reudily step in lo assist 11nd work hard to ensure my employees tire set up
for SUC£'5S,

h) Your experience managing pei:sonncl.

In most of my positions, J have managed a team of employees. In mr current
position, I oversee management of six di ision leads, eacb with l.irg-c p<>rtfolios aod a
total of close to 900 e.mplQyccs under them. These emrloyces arc located across the
tountry.
c) What is the. largest nwnber of people Omt have worked uoder you?
1n my current -role, I assist in overReing a division wi.lh close to 900 emplo ees.

12. Do you seek out dissenting views and encourage conslructive.criticol dialogue wtth
subordinates'?
Yes. All viewpoints should be heard to make an informed decision,

13. Please give examples of times in your career when you di53grced with your superiors an<l
aggressively advocated your position. Were you c,·cr successful?

l believe my role as an employee is to en urc. m upen·isors are well llWarc of all
,·iewpoio1s before they make a decision. Therefore, I hnve duagr~d nnd aggressi\'Cly
11dvocoted for a specific position. I have been successful.
14. Please list and describe examples of when you made politically difficult choices that you
thought were in the best lntercsr of the country.
I . lriw to always do what js in the hcRI interest of the country. Politics do not play a role in
th111 dtcision.

15. What wo11.ld you consider your grcarest successes as a leader?

I am most succcs~ful when I build a te11m and provide the upport neccssory to1tccomplish
my O~anization's mission.

!6. What \\"Quid you consider your grc-.itC$I failure as n lellder? What kssons did you lenm
from that expcrie.nce'!
Se11ate Horneland Security and Go1·emmencal Affairs Commll1ee
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I fall when my cm11loycr11 b11vc fv11nd lhcm,ch•cs unequipped to accompli~h what I have
asked oftl\cru, Thcs1: cxpcricncei bnvc tnught me lo be fully attuned to the needs ofmy
tennl 11nd how to 1mtklput<' lhc tools they will rc11uire,

17. During your cn.rcer, hus your conduc1 os a government employee ever been subje~t to an
invcstiga\io11 vr audit by an ll)speclor General, Office of Special ColJllsel, Department of
Justice, agency Equlll Employment Opportunity office or investigator, or any other
tweral or state investigative entity? If so. please describe the nature of the
alle11,ations/conducl and the outcome of the investigation(s) or audit(s).

No,
Experienae with U11iuns
18. Plell$e list and describe your professional experience with labor unions.
While working for the Califomiu tate Senate, 1 fnteracted witli l~bor union1 when lhcy
wen II stakeholder in legislation, While working at HHS, Lhave partidputed in fnbor
relations.

19. Please elaborate on your recent role representiDg Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS} management in labor negolialions.
l provided support and couoscl to the management team during labor negotiations.
20. ijave you punicipated in any labQr negotiations on behalf of uny other agc[lcy besides
HHS? If so, please claboriue on those cireums1ancus.

Yes, I briefly provided support and counsel to the management team at U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA).
21. Have you ever participated in labor 11cgotialion that resulled Inn bargain1ng impa5se? Jf
so. please describe your role and the outcome of the i111p11sse(s).
Yes, the labor negotiations between HHS and (he National Tre:isury Employees Union
(NTEU) resulted in impasse. I provided support and counsel to the management teum
during those negotiations. FSIP heard the case nnd made a determim11iun.

22. How would you characterize sood-faith Jabo-r negotin1ions?
I would look to Chapter 71, aswell 11s court cases and Authorily precedent, to determine
the pt1ramcfers of good faith oegoti:,itio11s.

Sen:ite Homel,md Sc~urity-and Governmental Affairs Comrnlttee
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a) In yollr vie\ . why nrc i:ood-foith negotiations important to the collective bargaini.J1i
process?
Good-faith negotiations should result in a colltetivc b11rgllinl11g a,greemc111 which
rurlhcrs un d[ccli"e nnd efficient go,·emment.
23. Please describe, lo the best of your knowledge. any unfair labor-practice (ULP) charges
or complaints against HHS durios your tenure.
HRS has bad unfair Labor practice charges filed against it .regarding labor negotiation&.

a) Are you awtll'e that any such charges have been substantiated?
To my knowledge, no.

b) Have you been involved in respondfng to any ULP charges Qr complaints while at
HHS'?
l have provided support and counsel in responding to some or tbe charges.
24. Please describe, to the besi of your knowledge, any ULT' or charges or complaints
brought by HHS duringyoUI tenure.
I am unaware ofllny.

a) Are you aware lhat any such charges have been substantiated?
Since J am unaware or any charges or complalnt , no,
b) Havtt you been involved in bringing ULP charges or complaints while at HHS?
ot to my knowledge.
2S. Have you ever been named in 'llll ULP charge or comploinl? lf yes. please elaborate. on
each charge or complaint.
I was named in a eomplaint brought against the VA labor negotiations learn. However, I
:im unaware of'tltc details uflhe charge or complaint.

Ill.

Policy Question~

26. '!'he PLRA has been without a General Counsel for. over 18 months (since November
2017). This ·has resulted in a number of is.sues, including a backlog of over 200 cusc.s 1ha1
have been recommended for prosecution.
Senate Home.land Security and Governmental Affairs Commlnee
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a) If confirmed, how would you address the case backlos?
ll i prcmoturc for n~e to comment on II sperific plan. However, I would listen to the
advice and counsel of the top man11gcrs In the Office of the General Counsel 11nJ quickly
develop a plan to addrus the case backlog.

b) How will you balance efficiency and quality when dealing wHh the backlog?
It is prcmaturt for me to comment on II specific pl11n. However, J ,vould listen to the
adi·ke and cou11sel of the top Ql•nagers in Che Office nf the General Counsel and quickly
dc,•elup a phm lo effieienlly and fairly address the cases.

c) Under Chairman Kiko' s leader.ship, lhe FLRA has clos1..-d two mlljor regional offil;es
in Boston and Dallas. As a result, the FLRA 's capacity to prosecute has been
diminished by 21%. Do you have any co11cems that your ability 10 tackle t11e backlog
will be impeded by a diminished staff!
It is premature for me to determine what concerns, ir any, I have. However, I would
work With the Chairman to ensure that lhe Office ot the General Co1rnsel i$ staffed lo
effectively add res~ its worklold.

d) Ucon finned, under whal circumstances would you decline 10 issue a complaint for
any of the pending c11Ses recommended for prosecution?
I would h1n·e to look at the specific facts .Qnd circ11mstanccs of the case before me and
the law and make a determination at that time on each and C\'e.r')' case. I cannot
prejudge the outcome of any partlcul~r CJISe.

27. Employee rnorale at the FLRA Jlas plummel.ed 31 points in the last two years on the
Federal Employee VieWpOint Survey (Fl:VS). Toa Partnership for Public Service
recently ranked the FLRA 27 of 29 small agendes in its Best .Places to Work r~ings.

a1 In your view, how does employee momle affect workplace 1:ffieacy?
Depending on the specific cireumslances, empJoyee moral can -affcctworkplllcc
efficacy.

b) What steps would you take as a leader within the agency 10 bolster employee morale?

It is premature for me to comment on specific steps. However, I would work wilh the
Chairman and OGC management to bolster mornle.
Semite Homeland Serurity and G01,ernmental Affairs CommInee
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c) The Deputy General Counsel issued n follow-up survey to the Office of General
Counsel stnfTin response to the agency's overall poor FEVS performance. At a
hearing in front of the House. Committee on Oversight and Reform, Chairman Kiko
refused to provide Congress with results trom the follow-up survey, citing
con.lidentialily concerns. If confim1ed, will you commit to providing those survey
result - with approprinle redactions or Personally Jdentifiable lnfol'Ulation---to
Congress'?

I can. commit to providing the Congress with appri!priate information about decision
make in the future, consiste11t with qpplicable law. Regarding comments of FLRA staff
made prior to my appointment, if confirmed, I would need to review the clrcumstaoce9
of any such st11tcments and consult with the appropriate FLRA offic:ials1 including the
Solicitor, before making any determination ab·out their di~closure.

28. rn December 2018, Chairman Kiko decertified !he FLRA's Union of Authority
Employees, citing her interpretation of the Federal Service Labor-Man.3gement Relations
Statute (the Statute) as precluding FLRA employees from unionizing. Do you agree with
Ch11irman Kiko' s interpretation of the Statute? Please explaio.
Wbilc this is a matter under the authority of the Chairman, tny understanding iii that tbe
Statute, on ih fate, cltcludcs the FLRA from coverage.
Labor Relario11x

29. l'leasi:·discuss your views on the role of collective b.u-guining in the federal workforce.
Collective bargaining in the federnl sector is in the public Interest. Cougti!SS cn,·isloned the
Statute as the prlmary me11ns by which the FLRA would prolect the rights of, und facilitate
the collective-bargaining relutlon.shtps among federal agencies, labor orgijnizntions, and
employees.
JO. The c\1rrent fLRA board has been overturning arbitration cases at an unprecedented rilto
- under Chairmun Kiko, the FLR..\ has overruled arbitrators 51 times, and euch was in
favor of the agency involved. The Federal Education Association, a union representing,
Defense Department education employees, has sued the FLRA, saying that lhe board has
an anti-union bias. Please discuss your undtrstunding of the situation.

I am not familiar with this line of cases of the Authority, the statis_tic mentioned, or the
litigntion referred to.

3I. What is your view of !he Presidents 2018 Executive Orders 13836, 13837', and 13839?
a) How do you view telc:commuling rights for federal workers?
Senate llomeland Security and Governmental Affalrs Committee
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b) How do you view recent ol~mpts by agencies lo charge unions rent for office space?
c) How do you view rocent proposals to standardize Performance improvement Plans at
30 dnys across government?
d) Please discuss your views on officio! time.

Because the Executi,'e Order- are the subject of ptnding litigation, it would riot be
appropriate fur me to express 11n opinion or offer speculation on them. 1f confirmed ~s
General Counsel, l could be called on to interpret the Executive Order~ or the subject
matter cont-aincd thettin. As mentioned, my dedsions and actions would be guided by the
Sr111u1c, Chapter 71 of title S.

32. Ln your view, can an agency implement a collective barg.iining contract without the full
and ex.plicit agreement of its labor union counterpart?
This or n .similar is~ue may be before the FLRA undlor lbc eourtt, .md it would not be
apprt1priate for me to comntent or speculate on 11cndlng cases. I would need to understand
the particular fads and circumstances nt iS5ue and then would aJJply the provisions of
Ch11pter 71 and applicable regulations and ca~e law.

Senate Homeland Security aod Govero mental All'airs Committee
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IV,

Rrlution~ with Congrtu and the Public

33. If conlirmed, how will you moke certain that you will respond in a timely manner to
Member requests for information'!

34. Ir confirmed, do you agree without reservation to reply to any reasonable request for
infonnation from the Ranking Member of ;my duly constituted committee of the
Congress?

Yes.
35. lf confinned, do you commit to take all reasonable steps to ensure that you and your
age11cy comply with deadlines- established for requested infonnation7
Yes.
36. If confirmed, <lo you commit to protect subordinate officials or employees from reprisal
or retaliation for any testimony, brieJings or communications with members of Congress?

Yes.
37, If confirmed, will you ensure that your staff will fully and promptly provide information
and access to appropriate documents and officials in response to requests made by the
Governmetu Accountability Office (GAO) and ihe Congressional Research Service?
Yes.

JS. lfconfinned, will you agree to work with representatives from this Committee and the
GAO to promplly implement recomrucndotions for improviQg your office' operations
and efrecti veness?
Yes.

39. If confirmed, wiil you direct your staff to fully and promptly respond to Fr~edum
Information Act requesissubmitted by the American people?

or

cs.
Sfoate liomeland Security and Covernmeni.rl Affairs Commlltee
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40. If con finned. will you ensure that politicul appointees arc not imtppropriatdy involved in
the n:vicw ;md release ofFreedom oflnfonnation Act requests?
\'t•!I.

41, Are these answers completely your own? lfnot, who has provided y0u with assistance?
These answers are my own. I received technical assistance from tl1e 1--'LRA.

42. Have you consulted with the Fl RA or any other interested parties? Jf so. please indic:1tc:
vhich entities.
I fC(;tived tccbnicnl 11Ssistnncc rrom thr FLRA.

Senate Homeland Security and Gnvernmental Affairs Committee
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\S;rd ,

I, Co-.1he.~, 11e...
hereby state thul I have read the foregoing Pre-Keating
QuestioMaire and Supplemental Questionnaire that the information provided therein is, to lh.e
best of my knowledge, current, accurate, and complete.

(Signature)
, 2019

Scnare Homeland Security and Governmenral Affairs Committee
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U,S. Scnnle Committee on Homeland Serudty and Governmental Affairs
Minority Supplemental Questionnaire for the Nomination or Catherine llircl to be
General Coun el, Federal Labor Relations Authority
July 12, 2019

l. F'or each po,ilion you liave held at Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), please provide 1h~
following:

a. Stan and end dates;
b. Tille;
c. Office/division;
d, 'YP" of appot111mcnt (e.g. Sohedulc A, Schedule C, Noncarecr SES); and
e. The title/position of your <lirect supervisor(s) ,
•

Stan and end dares: May 22..2017-July 30, 2017
Tille: Advisor
Offiee/Div1s1on: Immediate Office of 1hc Se.retary, Ofl'ke of lhe White House Liaison
Type of appointment: Schedule C
Title/Position of direct supervisor: Timothy Clark- 1OS/WhitcHouse Liaison for Political Personnel
Boards and Commissions

S1an and end dates: July 31, 2017-May 12,201 k
Tiile: dvisor and Legal Counsel
Office/Division: Office of the General Counsel
Type of appointmene chedule C
Title/Position of direct supervisor: H...ather Flick. Deputy General Counsel
•
•
•

•
•

•

S1an and end dates: May 13, 20 I8-1-ebruary 2, 2019
Title: Assnciate Deputy General Counsel
Office/Division '. Office oftbe General Counsel
Type ofcappointment: Schedule C
Title/Position of direct supervisor; Robert Charrow, Genarnl Counsel
Start ancl end dates: Augusl 20. 2018- February 2, 2019
Title: /\cling Principal Deputy Assistan1 Secretary for Ad ruin istration
Ollice/Division: Office of the Assistant Secretary for Admlnlstrntfon
Type of appointment: Schedule C
Title/Pos1tion of direct s upervisor: Scou Rowell, As5i~tant ecretaty for Administration
Start and end dates: February 2, 2019-present"
Title: Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Admini ·1r11tio11
Office/Division: Office of the Assis1ant Secretary for Administration
rypeofappointment; NC SES

Tille/Position of dlrect supervisor:

con Rowell, Assistnnt Secretary for Adminisrnition

• I have maintained some responslhililics in 1he Office of lhe Gener,il CounscL for ·those
responsibilities. Reibert Chmow, General Counsel, i~ my supervisor. Additiooally, for the last few
weeks, I have provided support as acting Deputy Chief of taff while the eurr~m Deputy Chief of Staff
is on matcniity leave.
2. During your stirff interview you stated that you ,vere n:cused from working on labor ncgoliations for the
HHS followlng the announcement of your nomination. Please provide the following;
u. the e>:act dnrll on which you ce1LScd work on HHS labor negotiations:
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b. th<> specific icnns and scope of your recusal(o) (For exa,np/lf, whether yo11 were:forma/ly removed
from the nego1ia1io11 team. walled off/mm oil rela1~dcom111u111calions. remo1'ed.from miter
H11mm1 Rl!sources moller.v, em); and

i. On April 4. 2019, I formally recused myself via email to Da,id Mansdoerfer and Darrell
Hoffman from all labor relalions i $UCS, which I understood lo mean all things related to
labor relations act1v1ty thal could potcn1ially come before the General Counsel of the
FLRA. Accordingly. after April 4, 2019, I had no involvement w'ith the negotiation t~m
end pl'Ovided no counSel or assistance to the team on matters related to HHS labor
negotiations.
c. C-0pies of any documents memorializing 1)10 tcnns of any reousal(s) resulting from your eciunl or
expected nomination.

i. E,1cl9,sc<l c111aiL
J. In your response 10 Question 20 of the Minority Supplemental Pre-hearing Questionnaire, you slllted that
while employed by HHS you "brtefl)' provided support and counsel lo the management team at the U.S.
Depl11'1111•1lt of Veterans Affairs (VA)" during labor negotiattons. During your staff interview you slated
that this involvement was ad hoc, but that a formal agreement was in place regarding your wo.rk with the
VA' s rnana_goment team.
a. Please cxpla.in why you did not list your position wiU, VA under Section J(B) of the H GAC
Biographical QuestionMtre.

i. As stated. while working at Hl-lS. I provided ad hoc i upport for t'1e VA. When I
completed the questionnaire, I didn't fed as if question 3(8) included 1his issue. While it
is correct that 1l1erc was an MOA in place, in fitot, durlng the deum, I provided only
I mltcd assistance on a sporadic basis, as requeste<I by VA , I considered my ass.istance 10
VA as being performed in my capacity as ao HHS employee and thtrs not a separate
position. l apologize for the ove,i,ight and any confusion it may have caused.

b, Pfe;15e provide copies of nll agreemen~ (including any modifications/addenda) under which yon
petformcd work for the· VA.

i. Enclosed Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
c, Please provide 1he exact start and end dates for yoJJr work with the VA . If the acmal deres an
which you began or ceased working with the VA differ from any dates identified in any written
agreement, please e~plain.

i. I started working with the VA on August 20, 2018. Per the terms of the MOA, the detail
was extended beyond the initial 120-day period by infonnal mutual agtccmcnt. of the
pll{tie For additional contel(I., to the be~t ofmyn:collection, otherthao a fora few
weeks during the late fall and winter. my role with VA was very limited. For most weeks
of the detail, I provided little or no assistance to VA . I don ' t reco UIlle exact date, but J
o01cfa lly ended work wrth VA in mid-March of 2019. To my knowledge. the comple1fon
of my detail was not documented.
4. During yoar staff imerview you stared that you ~erved as a member of the lntcragcncy Labor Relations
Working Gro~p (LRG) established by EKecu!ivc Order 13836 (May 25, 20) 8), including scrvint as the
co.chair of the Committee on Model Agreements.
Q.

Please explain why you did 1101 list your position w1lh the LRG under Section 3(8) of the
HSGAC Biographfcal Questionnaire.
i. I represented HHS in my official capacity during LRG meetings. I did not view my
interactions with the LRG as separate and distinct from my HHS responsibilities.
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b. Plea11e pmvidc the start 11nd end dote. of your involvement in the LRG .
i, Start -Approximately July I0, 2018

ii. End- Approximately February 20, 2019, in light of lhe fact! was being considered for
rh 1s position.
c. Other 1,han the Committee on Mod~! Agreemen\s, please identify 11ny committees you participated
in as a member of the LRG end desctibe the activities of those committee& during your tenure.

I. I Wlls Co-Chak of the Model Collectlvc Bargaining Agreement (CBA) Language and
Analysis of Government-wide C8A Provisions, which was the only Committee I
participated in.

ii. The Committe..,_ nna lyl'.lld prov1sloM of rcnn CBAs on subjects of bargainin,g that have
relevance to more than one agency, particularly those that may in fr1ng~ on, or othcrwisi:
affec.t, reserved management rights and examined general trends and commonalities
across term CBAs, and their· clTects on bargaining-unit operotibns.

d. What were the objectives of the Committee 011 Model Agrecmcn!s and 11-hat were your
responsibilities as co-chair?
i.

As oo-chair, I helped facililnte cohmrnnications.

ii. T11e objective was to onaly7.e pmvfsions of CBA and examine general trends.
e. Wliat other agencies or entities participated in the Committee on Model Agreements?
i. I did not maintain records on participants, and ended my partic ipaiio11 in Febn1ary,

sh,ortly after the end of the partial government shutdown. However, I have some
recollection of representatives from lhi> Department of Education and the Offioc of
Personnel Management pan fcipotlng.

r.

PICl!Se describe any communications you have had With the LRG or lts members foll01Ving yout•
formal departure from the group.
I. I have liad informal, s()cial interactions or coninrnnications witli members of !he LRG on
a few occasions, but I don 't recall any substantive. oommu11ica1ions ,vith LRG members
regarding labor relation issues s ince leaving the group in f"ebruary . After Fe-brunry. for n
t,rier period, I may have responded 10 general lnquir[e from other agency empfoyee.
t·egarding an HHS matter that was before t.he FLRA Federal Service Impasses Panel. I am
not sure whether any of these wef'I' rrom LRG member5, and the communications ,vere
1101 substantive, but in the nawre of stat.us updates.
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Bird, Catherine (OS/OGC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bird, Catherine (05/0GC)
Thursday, April 4, 2019 6:41 PM
Hoffman, Damll (05/ASMOJ; Monsdoerfer. David (HHS/OASH}

Re<u<al

Hi Darrell and Oavfd,

Effective immediately, due to my pending nomination as the General Counsel of FlllA, I am recus!~g myself from all
labor relations issues,
Thank.you,
Catherine Bird
Prmdpijl ~puty /\$$1Jtanl Sectet.iry ror Aclmlnistr~tion Department of Health an(! Human Service<
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
(HOST AGENCY)

AND
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
(PARENT AGENCY)

A.

PURPOSE

This Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) documents the reimbursable intcragency agn,ement
under which (i) David Mall!doemr, Deputy Assistllllt Seaetary for-Health for OpC1111iomr, (ii)
Catherine Bird, Associate Deputy General Counsel, (Iii) and Heather flick, Deputy General
Couosel (theDetailees) wm be episodically deusilcd from the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) to assist the Department ofVeteranB Affairs {VA) subject to the terms and
conditions below.
B,

GENERAL

Both parties agree that the Dctailees have skills, knowledge, and experience tha1 VA CUJTently
does not have. The work contemplated by this MOA will benefit the VA and its Office of the
General Counsel (VA OOC) as it provides legal advice and guidance to VA officials on labor
management relations, including negotiating master labor agreements. It is expected that the
Detililecs' cicpertise will erihllnce the VA 's abili1y to oversee labor 1nanagc111ent negotiations and
associated policies.
C,

ADMlNJSTRA TION/FINANCJAL

The details subject to this MOA will commence no later than August 20, 20J 8 and.are not to
exceed 120 days. This assignment may be exten~ed upon mutual agreement of the host and
parent 11gency for a period not to exceed 12 months. The Detailees' immediate supervisor..' are.
Robert ChlllTOW, General Cowisel, HHS who can b-e reached at 202-690-7741 and Admiral Brett
Oirior, Assist.ant Secretary for Health, HHS who can be reached et 202-690-7694.
The Detailecs will directly report to the Genc:ral Counsel, VA. The duty location of the Detailees
fll lheparl!ntagcncy is 200 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC20201. The duty
location of the Detailees at the nost agency will be 810 Vermont Ave., N. W., Washington, DC
20420.
Upon receiving a request for services under this MOA from the VA, the De1ailees' HHS
supervisors, in consultation with the Petaflees, will detmnine whether the Detailees can
eccommoilate the request. The VA recogniies that the Dc:tallees' primary responsibilities are to
provide services lo HHS. The Oetailees may work remotely under this MOA, as necessary.
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Any YA related travel, per diem costs, and training &ssociatod with this assignment will be th
responsibility of the host agency.

The Detailees' compensation shall be reimbursed by the host ag~cy to the parent !lgency, per
diem, at their respective pay grade.
The De~itces will provide all required time and attendance documentation to assigied HHS
timekeeper. HHS will maintain sole responsibility for approving all leave requests and certifying
time cards in the ITAS system. Toe employees shall br. entitled to annual and sick leave in
accordance with HHS regulation. The Deta.ih:cs will be counted as oc:cupying their current
positions of record and will remain Oll the payroll at HHS.
The host agency will support the Detailees with furnished office, conference room access,.
tdephone, customary office amenities, computer/connectivity, and building/base access to
accomplish thcic duties.

Furthermore, the host agency will not subscquenlly detail the Detailees to perfonn substantii:llly
different duties from those fonnally-approv.ed without additional approval from the plll'ent
agency.
D.

SECURITY

Al a minimum, the Ddailees will continue with their i;urrent level of access and authority;
however., the host 11geru:y is authorized to ·certify access to other agencies and organiz.atjons, as
necessary.

E.

ASSIGNMENT RESPONSmILJTIES

The Detailees will be assigned to the VA OGC under the supervision of the General Counsel,
YA. Specific duties are outlined below:
Catherine Bird and Heather Flick will seive as Attorney-Advisor.; to the YA for labor
management relations, David Mansdoc:rfer will serve as a Senior Advisor to the General
Counsel, VA for labor management relations. Specifically, the Detailees will provide eitpert
advice to the VA on labor management relations and facilitate the negotiation of master labof
agreements DJ1d compliance with laws. regulations, and other requirements.

Top Line Duties:
• Advise and assist on labor management relations to include .policy formulation, master
agreement negotiations, and implementation ofpolicies.
• Review ground rules, proposals, articles, and other documents pertaining to labor
management relations at the VA.
• JnfolT!l sirategy .ind policy supporting new labor management relationships at the VA.
• Guide VA officials in labor management discussions, communicationS, and
ttpresenta.tion within and outside the VA.
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f.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The Dctailces' Employee Perfonnance Management System evalu111ions for 2018 and 2019 will
be completed'by HHS with input from the VA.
G.

RULES, REGULATIONS, AND POLICIES

'fhis agreement shall comply with the provisions of title S, chapter 41, United States Code
(USC). The employees life subject to lhe Federal Conflict of Interest Starutes; the Standards oi
.Ethical Conduct for employees of the Ex~utive Branch, including supplemen1al insln,cljons that
apply to the respective employees; -and the Hatch Aet limitations on poliric:el activities ( 18
U.S.C. §§ 203, 205, 207, 208, and 209), as well as applicable state and lo~I statutory and
regulatory pro~ions.
The Federal Tort Claims Act and other Federal iort liability statures shall apply to the
employees. The rules and policies that govern the internal opera.tion and management of the host
8Jld pmnt activity llll: applicable to lhe employees.
H.

CONTACTS

Office of the General Co11nsel

Office of the Sccre!ary

nm Byrne, General Co\lIISel

Robert Charrow, General Counsel

Office of the General Counsel
Department of Veterans AffaITT (VA}
810 Vermont Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20204
Telephone: 102-461-4995

Office of the General Counsel
Pep$rlment of Hee.Ith and Human Services
202-690· 77A I

E-mail: jim.byrne@va.gov

Email: robert,charrow@hbs.gov

200 [ndepcndcncc Ave.., SW
Wa.shingtoD, DC 20201

Admiral Brett Giroir
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health
Assistant Secretary for Health
Department of Health and Human Services
200 lndependence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 2020 L
202-690-7694

Email: 11sh@hhs.gov

I.

REVIEWfTERMINATJON

This-MOA maybe terminated at any time by either host or parent agenoy if either party agrees
that termination fs in the best interest of!hc employees and/or the &sencies concerned.
The undersigned agenoy representatives will review the benefilll and efficncy of continuing to
maintain this agreement,
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Office of the Secretary for Health lll).d Human Se,vlces:

tf-J.~-1;)
Date

g-2.'~-\(
Brett Giroir, AssfstantSecretary for Health
Department of Health & Humau Services

Date

Approvals for the Office.of the General Counsel:

Jim Byrne
General Counsel

Department ofVetetans Affairs

Date
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R,aoki,ngMember Gary C. Peler
Post-Hearing Questions for the Recore.I
ubmitted to Catherine Bird
Nominations of Ann C. Fisher and Ashley E. Poling to be Commissionel'!I, Postal
Regulatory Commission; Catherine Bird to be General Coun!el, Federal Labor Relations
.Authority; D.Jld Rainey R. Btandt and S!ialla Frost Matini to be Associate Ju Ilg.es, Superior
Court of the District nf Columbia
Tuesday, July 16, 2019

I, In your testimony, when asked; "Is there is anything you are aware ofin your background
that might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to which you have been
nominated, ' you answered-''no." Do you believe that your previous involvement in federal
labor negotiatfons - as a representative of HHS ·management and as an advisor to VA
manl\gement - migfll present a conflict of interest with the d·utfes of the FLAA General
Counsel? Please explain your answer.
I answered no because, if confirmed. I could carry out the. duties of the General Counsel
position without reservation. Regarding potenth1l conflicts in particular matters, I
understand that if confirmed, I wi.11 meet with the Solicitor of tbe Federal Labor Relations
Authoril)• (FLRA) and develop a screening agreement, which I fully expect would address
JfHS matters. If the Solicitor finds !hat my prior involvement in a matter 11s an HHS
official presents a copflict or otbcnyise recommends that I recuse myself from a particular
FLRA matter, I will recuse mysc.lf. H;owever, generally speaking, I do not believe that m)'
ability to carry out the duties of th e office is negatively impacted by an thing in my
background.
2. In your testimony you stated: ''(Prior to 2017,J l did not have pecific experience with federal
labor law; however I did deal with un ions often as stakeholders in legislation that was
coming before members that l \VOrked with in the California State Senate." Please describe at
lea.,~t one specific example of a bill or issue you worked on. for which unions were
s18.keholders. How, if~t all. did the unions' viewpoint(s) impact your approach to 1he bill or
issue?
On multiple occasions, while working for the Californin State Senate, unions provided
input on various pieces of legislation that I worked on. Ench time, our office took their
input into consideration - as we did with all stakel)ol(ler input,
For a specific example, 1 was th-e lead staffer for Senate Bill 168 (2015), Unmanned Aircr11f1
yl!tem. This bill made it a criminal offense to ffy a drone during specified public
emergencies and provided first responders with immunity from civil liability fol' damage to
an unmanned -aircraft system, if the damage was cu used while the emergency responder
was providing emergenry services. The California Professional Firefighters (CPF), one of
the nation's most influential public employee organizations, as \veU as ruany other unions,
were active. and important stakeholders during the drafting and development of the
legislation. I worked closely with CPF throughout the process to incorporate their

1
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suggestions. In addition to CPF, the bill was supported by the following organizations,
a111ong othel"S: Air and Surface Transport Nurses Association, Californill Ambulance
Association, CAL FIRE Local 2881, California tate Firefighters Association, Emergency
Nurses Association, Fire Distrkts Associati<>n of California, the Long Beach Police Officers
Association, LIUNA Local 792, Los Angeles County Professional Peace Officer~
A~ocialion, Orange County Professioiial f'irefighten Association, Local 3631, and the
acramento County Deputy S!Jeriff's Association. Th.c viewpoints of th.ese unions,
partkularly the need for firefighters and first re~ponders to safely carry out their jobs of
protecting tbe public, informed my approach to the issues and were critical in advancing
the legijlation.

J_ Du.ring your 5laff interview, you ~i:ated of )'OIIF time ,vorking in the California State Sen.all-,
that you enjoyed the cbl!llenge ofrlnding consensus among many stakeholders. Please
describe al least one specific example ofa time you were able to find consensus on BJl issue
for which un-ions were a stakeholder_
cnate Bill 168 (2015) required a. two-third vote in the California State Legisla1ure, and
thus needed bi-partisan suppo.rt. In 11ddition, the bill 11ddressed complex issues of criminal
liability, immunity to civil liability, reguhttion of a new technology, public safety and first
responder safety, among others. As part of the legislative team we worked hard to address
the concerns of a broad array of stakeholders, including unions, drone manufacturers,
technology centered group~ local government , and others. Obtaining the support o[ these
stakeholders and addressing their ~ompeting concerns was challenging 1md ultimately
rewarding, as we were successful in u~hering the bill through both legislative chamben.
The issues of particular concern to the unions involved immuni~ from ciVil liability in
certain circumstances, and protecting the safety of first respohdcrs and the comm .. nrtics
they serve. I believe my efforts effectively advanced these interests in a manner that could
be supported by the other stakeholder groups and the State legislature.

4. Please describe your experience in tile practice oflaw priottojoining HHS 1n May 2017.
including the following:
ii-

Have you ever tried a case before any judicial or administrative adjudicatory
body? If so, please id~ntify 1he venue, 1lle party you represented. and the
disposition of the matter_

No, prior to joining HHS, l worked priR1arily in the legislative branch of the
California late Government and did not have the opportunity to participate in
Jitig,ition.

b. Have you ever been the lead attorney for any written motion, brief, pleading, or
similar filing before any judicial or administrative adjudicatory body? lfso, please

describe those written products and lhc- related proceeding .

'o, see 4a,
2
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c. Please describe any additional legal proceedjngs i n which you participated
substantively as an attorney, even if you were not the des.ignated lead.

o, ee4a.

•. Please describe your experience in the practice of law since the time you joined .1-0-lS in Mn
2017, including the follow ing;
a. Have you ever tried a case before any j udicial or administrative adjudicatory
body? 1f so, p.lease identi fy the venue. the party you represented, and the
disposition of the matter.

l served in the Immediate Office (10) of the General Counsel. Attorneys in the 10.
do not try cases as a genernl rule. Trials in fc<!eral court are usually handled by the
Department of Justi.ce and administrative trials are usually handled by either our
divisional or regional counsel. I have been involved and assisted with Fr«dom of
Information Act (FOIA) litigation and administrative adj udicatory matters.
While 1 would not consider myself to be n trial attorney, l believe I have the skills,
training, and ability to oversee and manage the prosecution of cases led by the
FLRA enior Executive en•ke (SES) management team. Throughout my career I
have used my legal training to assess the specific facts aod rclevan1 law of a situat1on
and to apply lhe relevant law to those facts. Should l be confirmed I intend to use
these analytic techniques and skills to reach [air and impartial
decisions. Additionally, in my role at HHS, J uccessfully over ce II dh·isio.n with
fourteen E managers, Thi experience has provided me. with the necessary tools to
oversee the ES management team at FLRA.
b. Have you ever been the lead attorney for any writtt:n motion, brief, pleading. or
similar filing before any judici!U or administrative adjudicatory body? 1f so, plea e
describe those \ ritten produc1s and the related proceedings.

o. Ple11se ee my answer to S.11., above,
c. Please describe any additional legal proceedi ngs in which you participntcd
substantively as an <1t!omey, even if you were not the: designated lead.
J have participated substantively in drafting motion , atlidavits, and briefs in F01
litigation. I have also assisted sub~tantively in establishing a record to be used in
adminutrative proceedings before the lerit ystcms Protection Board and the
E,qual Employment Opportunity Commission. These proceeding invol\'e the
adjudication of individual agency appeals with respect to matters involving ch urges
of prohibited. personnel practices aqd employment discrimination,
3
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6, in response lo the Minmity Supplemental Pre-hearing Questionnaire (lf4), you slated that
you. "assisted with the brief'' on behalf of HHS before the Federal Service lmpasses.
Panel. Please elaborate on your involvement. including the following:

a. Which articles of the HHS brief did you work on?
As part of the negotiation team, I worked on aU article that were submitted to !h
Federal Service Impasses Panel.
b. Were you the principal author of Chose articles?

o, each arJicle w:as drafted as a team, and the lead decision maker was the HHS
chief negotiator, David Mansdoerfer.
c. Did you draft any of the at1icles or position statements included in ll1e
briefl Which ones?

o, each article was drafted as a team, and the lead decision maker was the HHS
chief negotiator, David Mansdoerfcr
7, Since joining HHS in May 2017, you have held several positions at the Agency with a
variery of responsibilities. Approximately what portiM of your work for HHS .has beW1
on labor relations matters?

I would estimate about twenty-five percent of my time.
8. At any point duting yout involvement in labor negotiations on behalf of HHS, did the
Whlte House, Office of Management & Budget (0MB), or any entity outside of HHS
provide direction or guidance on any proposals negotiators submitted? If so, please
describe the nature and source of this direction or guidance.

To the best of my knowledge, HHS received no direction or guidance from outside
entities including the White House, on any proposals negotiators submilt~d.
9_ Did the White House, Office of Management & Budget mother entity provide direction
or guidance in your work on the VA contract? If so please describe the nature and
source of this direction or guidance.

Neither the White House, 0MB or any other entity provided direction or guidance to
me on my work on the VA contract.

I0, In response to the Minority Supplemental Pre-hearing QuestioMaire (# 7), you stated that
in yourcurre.nt role oversedng tbe Human Resources division at HHS you "have
participated in investigations and have impartially evaluated the merits of allegations and

disputes."
4
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a. Please describe the general nature of the allegations and disputes you. evaluateO.
[ have handled investigations on topjcs including misuse of government fonds,
fraud, and performance and conduct. These investigations have ranged from senior
encutives to frnnt-line staff.

b. Approximately how many such investigations have you conducted?
I would estimalc between 20 and 30.
11 . ln response to the Committee's !'re-hearing Questionnaire (#8a), you stated: ' I have
worked swil\ly to investigate whistleblower complaints brought lo my attention and ha e
ensured that no retaliation was taken against the whfstleblower.''
a. Ho · many whistleblower complaints have you personally investigated?
l have investigated approximately five such complaints.

b. How did you ensure tba1 no retaliation occurred?
I provided strong and specific guidance and direction to staff, in accordance with
the Office of Special Coun el, to ensure no retaliation occurred.

J2. In response co lbe July I 2, 2019 Minority Supplemental Pre-hearing Questionnaire, you
stated that you .represented HHS as a member of the Jnteragency Labor Relations
Working Group LRG) established by Executive Order 13836 from approximately July
10. 2018 - Feb. 20, 2019.
a,

Over the course of your involvement with the Labor Relations Group, did the
Group ever create or shaie drafts-or templates for CBAs? Did you provide
feedback or edits on drafts or teo1plates for agencies besides HHS and. VA?
Which agencies?

While I wa involved in the Labor Relation, Group, to the best of my knowledge,
the LRG did not create or share drafts or templates for collective bargaining
agreements (CBA). I am unaware of what, jf any, steps the grollp took after I ended
my involvement. I did not provide any edits, comments, or other feedback on any
draft CBA for any other agency.

b. Did you .have formal discussions regarding best practices or strategies for
negotiating CBAs?

No.

5
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13. [n your staff interview and your hearing before the Committee you expressed readiness
Lo band le FL RA 'slow employee morale based 011 your experience condoctiog the Federal
E.mployec Viewpoint w:vey at HHS. While HHS is second among all large agencies in
Best Places to Work. the agency subcomponent in which you currently serve - the Office
of the Secretary - is ranked significantly lower (317 of 4 J 5 agenc y subcomponents).
particularly in the area of "effective leadership.'' Please the efforts you ha e taken to
addrcs employee morale spec,fically in the Office of the Secretary.
When I became Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Administration (PDAS), I
requested a briefing on results of the 2018 Federal Employe.e Viewpoint Survey {FEVS) for
the Office of the Assistant Scl'.retary for Administration, Office or tlte Secretary (OS), and
the Department of l!ealth and Human Services o crall. r wanted to gain global insight intu
HHS employee perceptions of the working conditions, as f would have oversight for this
function al,ross the Department.
ln the O , the 2018 FEVS ~('ores for employee engagement, global satisfaction, and
effective communications each fell by at least one percentage point. I re-es tablished an 0 ,
Integrated FEVS Program Manager tcam with representatives from each taff Division.
This team meets regularly throughout the year and partners with e;\:ecutive leadership to
address workforce conditions in support of creating a positive, healthy, engaged, and
innovative work environment. I ensured the bend of every StaffDiYision received a briefing
that highlighted their highest positive and negative FEVS scores. r initiated a campaign
culled "You Spoke, wc Ii tened, tbi happened" to connect leadership action as a result of
the survey. The O Integrated F!::V Prognm Manager team executed a seven-week
communications plan lo promote the 2019 FE.VS. The campnign resulted in a nine
percentage point increase in the response rute for the OS from 5) %. in 2018 to 60% in 2019
at the survey close.

In my role as PDI\S, I strengthened organizational and individual uccountability among
member of the :E for using FEVS data to inform improvements in advancing the
employee experience. 1n support of the achievement ofsuccessful organizational outcomeM1
all SES OO'I' have stan.dard language in the "Leading People" element or their performanc4!
plans.

6
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enatorMaggie Hassan
Post-llearing Question~ for the Reenrd
ubmitted to Catherine Bird
omination of Ann C Fisher lllld A~hley E. Poling to be Commissionen, Postal
Regulatory Commission; Catherine Bird to be General Coun~el, Federal Labor Relation~
Authority; and Rainey R. Brandt and hana Frost Matini to be Associate ,Judgts, Superior
Court of the District of Columbia
Tuesday, July 16, 2019

I. The Federal Service Labor-Management Rdotians Statute states that federal agencies
have-a duty to bargain in good-faith before requesting mediation or the assistance of the
Federal Services fmpasses Panel.
a. As Federal Labor Rehuions Authority General Counsel, what steps would you
take when there is clear evidence that federal agencies have not negotiated in
good-faith?
As with uny ease, that comes before me, I would apply Cb apter 71 of title 5 and
applicable regulationJ and case law. If there were dear evidence that an agenc
refused to ~onsult or neg<1tiate in good. faith, absent extraordinary
circumstance , I would file a complaint against the 11genc:y.
b. Io your iew, are federal agency actions )luch as ignoring nnion requests for
information, refusing to discuss specific contract language, or requesting Federal
Services Impasses Panel assiS1ance wheil there is no sign of an impasse. indicatrve
of a federal agency not negotiating in good-faith? If Jl()t, please provide ytiur o, •n

examples.
While I canoot sp~ak to any specific ca es, if a federal a.gcocy is £01tnd to have
committed a ULP, as defined Chapter 71 of title. S and applicable regulations
and Clllle la, , that would be considered an 1tnfair labor ,practice.
Indications of a ferleral agency nol negotiating ln .g ood-faith include not
approaching negotiations with a sincere resolve to reach an agreement, not
11greeing to meet ai reason11flle times and convenient place~ as frequcJ1lly as
needed, and causing 11.nncces 11.ry dela .

7
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Senator Kyrsten Sinema
Post-Heuring Question for the Record
SubJTliltcd to Catherine Bird
ominations of Ann C. Fisher and A~hley E. Poling to be Commi sioners, Postal
Regulatory Comm is ion; Catherine Bird to be General Counsel, Federal Labor Relations
Authority; and Rainey R. Brandt and Shana Frost Ma tini to be As11ociate Judges, Superior
Court of the District of Columbia
Tuesday, July 16, 2019

I) 1n addition to your involvement in the recent federal labor-munagement disputes with the
VA and HHS that led to the.filing of Unt;ur Labor Practice (ULP) complai nts, you have
b1:en a member ofa working group through OPM that brouglll together most of the
federa l agencies to discuss and develop Adm inistration strategies for settling federal
labo~management disagreements. Given your involvement in that type of group, as welI
as the sill.lations with the HHS and VA labor negotiations where you had a direct role in
negotiations, the chance of you needi ng to recuse yourself fro m some of your duties at
FLRA seems high. I know you. said in your questiotmaire \bat you would follow ageucy
guidance on recusal issues, and I appreciate that.
a. Are you concerned 1hat your previou~ roles with the Administration will make lt
more difficult for you to be the impartial arbiter who follows the facts and case
law that th.ls position calls for? \Vhy or why not?
I. am not concerned that my previous roles , ill make it difficult to serve as an impartial
arbiter. I fully appreciate that my role BB General Counsel ,u the Federal Labor
Relations Authority would be quite different from my cunent or prior role as an
agency official or .attorney. My responsibility was to represent management of HHS,
and to a limited extent the VA, to the best of my ability. If confirmed, my duty will be to
follow Chapter 71 of title 5 and all applicable regulations and case law, 11nd to be an
impartiill decision maker, which I commit to doing.

2) Looking at the situation with I-IH and the way tllose Jabot negotiations unfo lded, and
includ ing the lahor negotiations with the VA .
a. What do you wish you had done differently in those situations?
During the e negotiations, my respo.ruibiJity was to provide my best advice and
counsel as part of the l'eam representing management, which is what l did. I
don' t think there is anythjng I would have done differently.

b. What do you feel like you could have done to avoid the Unfair Labor Pr11ctice
complaints that both negotiations led to?
lt is not Within my abiUty to control when an unfair labor practice charge is
made. While J understand that parties have different points of virw and may not
alwuys agree on posilions taken, l always negotiated in good faith.

8
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3J l would be iote.rested to know more about the Administration's working group on federal
labor issues that vou were involved with,
11. Can you provide-a brief rundown of your understanding of the working group's
goals and the outcomes it achieved?
The working group•~ go11ls as I understood them were to l'llrry out the
responsibilities set forth io tJ,e rclev11nt E ecutive Order est11blishing the group.
These indude analy:r.ing provisions of term colledive bargaining agreements
(CBA) on subjects of ba,rga,ining that bave relevance to more than one agency,
particularly those that may infringe on, or 01ben\lise.11ffed, reserved
management rights, and examining general tre11ds and commonalities across
term CBAs, and their effects on bargaining-unit operations. Because [ left the
group in February, I am not aware of the outcome$ the gToup bas achieved.

b. How did the group's efforts and find ings influence the neg9liQ.ting stance that the
agencies took in either the VA or HHS labor negotiations that you were involved
with?
To lhe best of my knowledge, it bad no impud.

4 At the heattl)g, we discll$sed your experience for U1e General Counsel position with
FLRA. and I had sevCfal follow-up questions along those lines.
a. Wh&l experience do you nave, from your entire legal career, working on, with,
prosecuting or answering Unfair Labor Pracr.Jce complaints?
Since I have been at HHS, .I am not aware of a11y ULP complaints that have been
filed against HHS.
b. Do yon feel you a.re qual ified today to adjudicate a ULP charge? Why or wh

not?
Yes. While 11t HHS, l ha,•.: been in\lolved .i n addressing allegations ofunfllk
laboq>raetices. Prior to my tenure at }{HS, a ULP charge wns filed with the
rLRA, and l have been in\lolved in responding to that charge. In addition, my
first-hund experience at the bargaining table and responding to grievances
concerning unfair labor practices, as- well as my legal training provide me with
the knowledge and skill-set needed to evaluate a ULP charge an d prosecute a
ULP complaint.

c. Given your limited experience with ULPs, what steps do you need to take to
handle the chaU'enging backlog of cases at FLRA?
l believe my experience wit]\ HHS labor issues is valuable experience that
provides me with 11 ~olid foundation in labor management relations. However, J
do nol know specific steps needed at Ibis point to reduee the backlog. J wou.l d
look to the-career attorneys in the Office of General Counsd, particularly the
9
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career E Deputy General Counsel and ES Regional Director~, to devefop a
project management plan which will focus on prioritization and set deadlines tu
eliminate lhe backlog.

d. How do you answer concerns that your background does not contain enough
federal labor law experience to be successful as General Counsel at the FLRA?
At HHS, l have been involved in all aspects oflabor-management relittions,
induding ensuring compliance with current CBAs, negotiations with labor
organizations, and responding to aUegations of unfair labor practices. I belicv 1
have the skills, training, and ability to oversee and manage the prosecution of
,;ases led by the FLRA SES management team. Throughout my career I h.11v,•
yjiliud my training in analyzing the specific facts of a situation, applying the
applicable rules and regulations, and coming to fair and impartial decision.
Additionally, in my role at HHS, I successfully oversee a division with fourteen
ES managers. This experience has provided me with the necessary tool to
oversee the SES management team at FLRA .i f confirmed as General Counsel.

5) How long have you been in a role to over-see the. HH Human Resources division? How
many investigations have you conducted during this period and how many deci ions have
you issu.ed based on those investigations?

r ha e been in this role for approximately one year.. J have overseen approximately 20,
30 investigations. As I was often not a sole decision maker, I ilo not have specifics on the
number of decisions issued.
many whistle.blower complaints have personally you investigated? How many
decisions related to whistle blower complaint have you issued?

6) How

I have personally im•estigated approximately five complaints, J was ni,t the deciding
official in those cases.
7) Please explain the nature and extent of your experience interacting with federal sector
labor w1ions at HHS , What specific activities did you punicipate in and what was your
role? Was there interaction beyond your involvement in lho labor-management
negotiations?

At HH , I have interacted with federal ector union~ primarily in negotiations and
participated in employee and labor relations issues more generally. As Principal Ocpu
Assistant ecretary for Administration, pa.rt of my rcsponsibilitie~ have been to ensure
that HHS management are aware of, and fully compliant with, all current attlve
collecti e bargaining agreements in place at llli .

10
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Senator Jacky Rosen
Post-Hee.ring Questions for the Record
Submitted to Catherine Bird
omin11tions of Ann C. Fi.~her and Ashley E. Poling to be Commissioners, Postal
Regulatory Commission; Catherine Bird to be General Counsel, Federal Labor Hela1ions
uthority; and Rainey R. Brandt and hana Frost Matini lo be AssociateJudges, Superfor
Court of the District of Colurnbi11
Tuesday, Jul 16, 20.19

I,

Dllnng your time at the Departn1ent of I lealth and Human Services (HHS) you have
represented management in labor contract negotiations, As General Counsel of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLAA), you would be charged with 1nvesligatirtg and
prosecuting unfair labor pmctice charges including charges brought by workers against
management.
a. How will you determine when it is appropriate to recuse yourself from a case where
it appears there may be a conflict of it1terest with your work at HHS?
I understand that if I am confirmed, I will meet with the Solicitor of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority to develop a screening agreement, which I fuUy expect
will address HHS matters. 1f the olicitor finds that my prior invoh·ement in a
m11tler a$ an HHS official prellents a conflict or otherwise recommend~ that I recuse
mysdffrom a particular FLRA matter, I ,viii recuse myself.

b. Can you provide some examples of the types of cases where you feel it would be
appropriate to recuse yourself?
ft would be appropriate to recuse myself from matters l have been personall
involved witb at HHS, such as negotiating a part of the HHS team. I would follm
the advice of the olkitor in identifying specific cases where recusal would be
appropriate.

c, If you do recuse yourself from a case. who at FLRA will make !he decision whe1her
and what cases to investigate and prosecute?
It is m,y underNtanding thut the 1111.thority oftbe General Counsel would be delegated
to tbe FLM Deputy General Counsel.

2.

In September 2018, you attended a mediation between a union representing federal
emplo)•ecs and their employer, 1he Department of Veterans Affairs (VA).
a. Why did you attend the mediation. even though you worked for HHS and not the
VA'/
VA leadership asked that I attend to provide counsel, if needed by team.
11
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b. Was there written authorization for you to represent the VA in those negoHations,
even though you were ;u1 employee llfHHS?

e$, I have provided the Commitfoe with a copy of the Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) between HHS and YA setting forth the terms :of my detail, which authorized
my (!a.rticipation,
c. What was yuur role during the negotiations?
s stated in my supplementaJ questionnaire, I provided ad /we support for the VA.
While there was an MOA in place, in fact, during the detail, I provided only limited
assistance on a sporadic basis. During the negotiations in September 2018, I was not
at the negotiation table but provided limited counsel during caucus.
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Opening Stlltemenl of.Rainey R. Brandt
Nomlnw to be an Associate Judge of the District of Columbia Superior Court
July 16, 2019

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for this opportunity to appear today, as )'ou
consider my nomination to serve as an Associate Judge of the Supel'ior Court of the District of Columoia.
Tl!e committee meQ'lbers and their slAff l!ave beer\ very welcoming and [ appreciate the hard work and
cnreful consideration of my nomination. I would like to thank the DC Judicial Nomination C-0mmittee
and it's chair Judge Emmett Sullivan for recommending me to the White House, and the President for
nomiMting me.
It is an honor to be seated here today whh my colleague and friend, Judge Shana Matini. Our friendship
began over twenty years ago when -we clerke.d together at Supmor Court. I am fortunate to have the

support and guidance from many friends and colleagues, some of whom are here today. 1 thunk you all for
helping roe get lo this point Five of them in particular who are present, I would like to recognize at this
rime: Chief.Judge Robert Morin; as well as fonner Chief Judge Lee Satterfield, have been With me every
step along my judicial journey. Depuly Director of Interpol, Michael Hughes, whose friendship is a
source of sup})llrt and guidance. Judge Michael Rankin and Judge Stephanie Duncan Peters, for whom J
clerked, and learned so much about how to be a good judge.
I would like t0 observe that my mom, Eloise Ransom, who died 3 years·ago, is -in my heart and T know
she Is proud of wha( both her daughters '1ave accomplished. My sister, Cricket Ransom, a dedicated DC
public school teacher, is here today to offer her support Last but certainly not least. l would like to thank
my husband, Chief Robert Brundt of the United States Marsha.ls Service. His unconditional love and
sup,Port enable me to give 110% to DC Superlor Court.
I have lived in the District of Columbia for over 30 years. Much of my legal career has been at Superior
Court. first as a sn1dent practicing attorney, then judicial law clerk to Judges Michael R,ankili ~d
Stephanie Duncan-Peters, then as a special counsel to three chief judges, and now as a magistrate Judge.
In addition to my work as a lawyer and judicial officer, l teach al American University and have done so
for over twcmy five years. All of tbese experiences have giyCJl me the opportunity to be a good public
servant, uod prepnred ml! to become an associar.e judge.
Since 2012, l have been a magistmte judge at DC Superior Coun. During my tenure J have been
assigned to the criminal, civil 'lllld domestic violence diviS1ons. I arn weJl.pcepared to assume ihe
additional responsibilities of an associate judge. In addition to my <:asetoad responsibilities. I serve on 11
variety of court c-ommittees and have taken on the leadership role of currenily being 'the Deputy Presiding
Magistrate Judge.
Bach day I see people from all walks of life, wlth varied degrees ofi ,temperament and wlnerability. I
work diligently to ensure that all litigants who appear before me ft:<!1 they are l1eru-d and eac.h case h:(llldled
rairly- all ,vhile preserving (he rule. of li.iw,

It is an honor to serve the citlttn of the District of Columbia as I maintain the court's mission of being
open t(l all, trust"ed by 311, providing justice to all. Thank you again fur your consideration. and I loulc
forward to answering your questions.
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RfDACTED
Q~STJ0Nl"{A!RE F0RNQM.lNEE.S TO THE D_ISTRICT QE'COUIMBIA COURTS

C-OMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SE.CURIT\" AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
UJSITED STATES SENATE
LBTOG~HICAL-ANµ P,RO:FESS(ON.U, INFQRl\fATION1,

F ull naipe (include any (o'rl.ller niimcii 11$cd}.

Rainey Ra11som Branlft {foan.erl)! Ralney Eloise Ransom)
2.

Citizenship (_ifyou a.-e a na1 ul'lllixcd t,1.S. cltt,.en, please provldc proofof your

1111t11rDlnatfon).
lam a citizen ofthe United Stat\JS.
3.

Cµrrent office,address a.nd telephone- nuro.,ber.
Superior-Court of the DistrJct-of'Columbia
Magistrate Jupges' Chambe~ #SO
500 Indiana Avenue, NW

W~shingt<>TI, DC .20001.
(202} 8.794795
4#

Date and plate or'birffl.

March. 12, 1966: LaGmn&~• GA.

S.

Marital s~ttis (If married, incltldc iuaiden natne qf wife,,'or husNJJ'd'.s•name). Lisl
spo~set.s occupation, -employer''& name and bll.5inm.address(~)".
.

I am married to,Rdl!en W.Brandt, Chief1 United.States Marshals s~rv1ce, 0'9 SuperiP1·
Court,. SOO lndia11a Avi;nue, N'h'., Washingt90, DC 20001
6,

Names ancJ agc,i,: of'children. Listoccup11t;on .iind employer's name if appr-optiate.
l have no children.

<J.

Edoc:atiou. List secondary. scliool(s), college(s), lalV scboql{s), iind any i>•her
institutions.of l1jgbcr educali9n attended; lillt .d a~ of ntteq<fance, _degre\J,TeCieived,

and.'date each,degree was.received. Please list dating back frqm most recent to
earliest.

TheCatholic UniYersity of America Columbus S'cliool of Law., -WashiilgtQn, DC1 J992J995; luris Doctor award!:d 1'99j,
American Ui:i.iver.sit}', Washington, DC; 1990- 1993; Doctqr of Phllosoph.y awarded
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1993,

Amc~ican University, Washintiton. OC; 1989- f990;MasterofScionce awatded 199.0'.

,.\rp,erican Un1Vllrnity, Washi,flgton~ DC; 1987 - l 989~ Ita_chelor of Gener-al Sti.J.dies
awarded-] 989.
Brown.JJniversity, Providnnc<:, El; J 984- t987; nO' /ieg~ t·~ivecj.
I,.1.fGrange High School, LaGrange, GA; 1980- 1'984; H_igh School Diploma awarded
I9S-4-.
&.

.Employment record. List nil jobs held since. collei:e, other·than ltgol ~rience
-t9ver,ed .in qu.cstiQn ~6, ·11_1.clu(ling tlie daf~,0f em.ploym~pt, JQ.b ·titl,e or dellcriplion.of
job, nnd uame:and address or employer. Please listifating lfacldrom ·mosf r~ent to
~rljest. lfyo~ hjtves~rv~ 1.n the VS miiitary, :please,li~tdat<:S of1ervl~i rank or
l"llfe, liCriaJ number, and type'of discharge received.

199.l~p~cni
Ameri~ Univers.i(y
Sphoql of .Public Affairs.
Department:of Justice, L~w· and .Crirni1~ology
{Formerly Department -pf SociologyJ
4400 Massachusetts.Avenue, NW
Washin&'on, DC 2.0016
.AdjWJct Associnte P.rofesso:1:-

.9.

Honors and awards. List anyscbolarsliip-s:, tellowships, hofior3ry d·egrees; a~demlc
or professional h~no'r~JJoooracy society member$hips, mllit\\)1 awa~ds; .a11d any
other spe1:inl;i:ecognition -for outstanding s~rvice or·achle,-emenf.

Ai;n~rlcaq Uni'lel'$ity SPA Adjunct of-the Y~:r (2017)
DistinB11ished.AlumnusAward1 DC Law Stoderits in Court (2015)
Certifisate ofScryice, Bar.Association of DC(2013J

Potter SJewart Award, Council for Court Excelllml:e (201 O)
Adj_lJ!lct Pro(essor of tbe:YCIJJ', American Univ~slty (2009}
Service Pinj Distr'l¥l.ot'Columbla Courts~2007J
Teaching Recognition. Washington Semester l'ro_gram (2007)
l\djuncc .P r.of~r of the Year, American UoiveJSity (200.6)
Soard Pi Har Award, DC law Students in Court (2004)
~edal o.fI:!xcel_lence, Sµperior Court of the:; Distric;t ofCohlmbia-(2000)
10.

Bµsin~JI reletion~hips, Ltst 1111 po~itions.curren(ly t,r formerly held :as au pf'fi~r,
direcfur. trustee, (l'IIJ'tner., proprietor,-ageo~ representative, or consulttintol any
corponilion, CODJpany.; firm, psrtnersbip, or"Othe-r. busj11ess eo(erpi-f$e, c;,r
educ:anonal or other in&tituticm,.
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V.oices ForA:Second Chance
[Formerly-Vislto~•-s~iccs Cen~r]
Board ofDirectors (2006 - 20J 3)

t>residel\t (2QO~ - 20121
DC,Law ~tudci',lt~ ih Col!rt
Board ofDitectots-{WOO - 2012)
S~re~ry (2Q08 - 2010)
Vice eresident (2000 - 2008)
President (2002- 200o)

n.

Bll'r associations. Ust all bar associatiol!s,Jeg_al orJuditjal-relatcd committees;
co~fer~ces; or-or.gsnizations _o f wl!ich.you are or hav.~ eve_r. been a QJemb~r,.a.nd
provide titles and ilat~ of nny offices which you have lleld In .suth groups.

b.c. Supedor Court
JµdicJ!ll t;.icntql'ing Program (2013- presc~t)
Criminal JustieeAct:Panel Committee (2014'-presen9
Ju9i<;ia} Edupati9n Committee (2015 - present)'
PretriafM,mtal Examination Committeef2014-2016)
Bar- Association. Qf fhe Districr ot Cdlumbi11
Bar Association of lite DislTict of Columbia Member (2014 -2017)

13'ar Associa.tipn ofth~ District o.f Columbia Foundation (2<i07 - '20}4)
I:>islrict of Columbia Bar (CQ1,1rt's Lawyers-Committee) (2011 - 20127
Women's Bnr Asso9Jatiog ofthe DisJrict pf CQlumbil\ {Mentor) (20 tJ - presel)t)
Thurgood M11t'shall I.tin of Court (l 99~ - 2.002)
Amer-ican Bar Association (1999-pres-eot)
Mar:yland State Bar,A55ociation (1996-2012)
AJnerioaft Correctionar Association (l 989~ 1·995)
A!nedcaJl SocietyofCrlminology ( l 989 - ·f99.8)
12,

Oi!t~r mcpib.crships. List 21! memberships 11n4.officcs currently and-formerly held

io profession:ilj business, frater.nal,scholarly, ciyic, pu.~lit,_i:harita&le, or other

organiza:i(9ns, .other tlian thos11 listed in response to Qqestlo-n 1l. PIClls.e indicate
whethcr·nny orthese.organi:r;Ations fol'm-erly discriminated or currentfy
discrirnh>ates on the basis of race, sex, .or rcligioA.
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]ohn Carr_oll Socieo/ (20'16-- i>resenl)

Kappa Alpha Tb.eta Sojorit)' (19$5 - 1987)
Kappa Alpti11 Theta Sorority isan all-fem~le fraternity. Neither the Jphg '(;-arroJI S01eicty
nor Kappa.Alntia Theta·sownty dis1,riminates' or.has ever·discrimin~.on the 6as1s -of

uce,.sex,, ot relitfon.
13_

Cotlrt-'acbnis,ions. List aU couits·iinvlih:h yoit h11v14.beeu adfl)itled tl). practice,,wlth
di!.~ of a4mission and lapstts in adm~iottif any sucb iileinbersbips ba'fe' Jap9~.

Please e.,:pJain the i;eason for -a uy lapse.in memberiftip. Plens~ prqvjde ~e,same·
information .fo.i: !lPY.,~mlnistnttiYe bodles,which require speciali!dmissio11 to·

practice;
Dis,trict ofCoh,imbia, 200& - p,esenl:

United Stales S_upreme Co\Jrl.- 200 l .:.. present.
MarJil!nd,J 996-20 l:i.
,My. membcrshil> has been inactive, ~ince-2-0.12 begause 1am a Mi!gi§tral~ iudge In DC.
14,

l'11bllsJied writing.,. List the iitle.s, pilblishers,.·~d dates qf book.$, articJ~, ieports,
orot~_er published l!laii?tinl you have written or edi'ted.
Co-Author, Jurors•in Capitol Cases: Whai Can One Mar-;,/anc/Jury Teach Ut?, 14 CRl"i!,
JUST.J 8 {1999).

15,

~peech~. List'tjle. .titles•ol'any formahp~ch-es·yoO liave deUvered d11ring the last
five (S) yean anil the date an~ place where they were de!i'fered. Ji'l ease p.rovide the
Commltt~ with four (4) copies of 1111y ·of tbesespeeches.

"Nom:.
16.

-Leg'")llcareer;_
A.

Describe dirottoJogically your law practice and ~xpcric1we after·gnduotiorr.
from. taw ~chool, including:
(l)

Whether you serv.cd as alaw clerlt<to.a judge;.·aud if.so~ Ute-name-of
-the ju~~~ the court, and 1he d:rtes.ofy_oui: c_lcr~hlp;Frpn, 1996 to 1997, Tserved es 11 lawolerk to the•lfo11or-ableMichael L,

Ranlun, Ass~lere Judge of the Supc:rfoi: Court of ,th~ District qf CQlumbia1
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Dµdfig,tbl) SU'!llTIC!"· of J998, l served as.;law <1lerk; to tbti !lonoral:ile'
Step'hanie Dunclan-Peters, tben AsS<X:iato Judge oftlie Superior Court of
'the District o:f'Golu(!lbia..
(2}

:WltetltC! you practiced 11l01111, and,if so-, the ,addr.e:;ses nnd·t1ates;

i nave oever l!racticed law alone.
(3)

The dat~ names, and ail~i'ess of Iaw firms,, comp.ani~, Qr
gt!Vernmerital .ag~clcs with whtch·you have.been employed..
2012 - present
Superior Court orthe 0isttiot-ofColumbia
500 m·dian;t Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Magistrate Judge
i998·-20J.2
S11perior Court:ofthe Disfrfot ofColum6ia

.500Indiana Avenue, NW
Was~ington, DC2000 I
Special Counsel to 1l1e Ch(ef Judg11
B,

D!!Sc;ribe. the gen.era! cbaractel'.o[ yllur law pracnee, dividing it hilo- periods
with dates if its Qh'arncter has changed oyer tfie yea?'!,.

From 1996 to 1997, l served ~s a j_udicia-1 Jaw~lcr.!c for the Ho.norable Mi(hael L.
Rankin, ~ssoo1ate,Judge of the Superior Court for the. District of C-olumbia. U,c
,majority of my c lel'kship involved ttseatching, !lflalyzing, and ,preparing orders ,
for civ(I_cases. I_n Jai:iq11cy 1997. the calendar assignm1mtchaog.ed to.an AFTC
(Aocelerated' Felony Trial Calendar), and·the. rc:~irider ofmy cletkship, i~volved
crin-rina.1 law research and the preparation of orders,

fn 1998, r briefly served as a.judicial law c:.letk for the .Honor.able Stephanie
Duncan-Peters, then-Assoclnri, Judge of tbe'Superior Co11rt.forihe District Qf
Columbta. During that time; tbe .focus of my work jnvolvt}(i critnin!!-1 case
rt;search 41\d the. preparl).iion of orders.

tn 1998, then~Chief Judge Eu~enc Ham,ilton hired 1ne to. be his legal a-ifvi!I.Ot and
d~ignnted tbc pQSltlon Special Counsel to1he Chitf Judge. TnifiaJl.x, my primary:
duties were to ,Pl'O'vide ·legal ~upp9n to the judge on sentencing and other issues
.reJat~d to·co1:reotiqns .end parole, Examples oftl1ose duties-included ptov.fdi1_1g
experl.ise-toJUdges to cm's4re that sentences wen;,~egal, t;Qublesf,ootirurprisoner
issues, andj,reviding education on cpa,nges in the law.
Over the suclle~ihg years, my role as Special Counse1 expanded to include aul.i'es
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pf a Ct,ief 9.f ~ta.ff; senior cow;t.manag~•.an4court.o.mbud.smen to 9ther ~encjes,
such as the. Criminal Justice Gciordinatihg Cc.iundl, D.C. Department of
Corrections; U.S. A~.me:it s Offi~, a.nd .D.C. Public Defelider Ser.:vice. A~ong
the duties ped'omied.daily wete.briefintthe Chief Judge on vilri"ous.matters,
dea,!i_ng_with cou1:foperatiqns issues, conducting meetin~; niakio·g presej1f11tlons,
·and a hos( ofotherresponsibilifics: O.uring this.tim:e, l wrote numerous
adm:inisn·,1.tiye orders and memoranda of understanolng w.h.erc tile col!lt was a
party, d~vc::l?ped forms itnd pr:otocols for cQurt funqtion_s r~iatQd fu ccirnToaf
P.ractice, a.no prepared .reports foi'the'Chlef:Judg~ aocl the presldin3-judges of the
divi.slons.
Tn 2012 l.was .ipppinted as a Mag[stra(e Judge at .O<; Supi:;rior Court. My inlthd
assigninenl was in.the Domestic Violence (DV) Unit, As .the DY Ml!gisliate
ludge, my_ calendar hand I~~ cnses that spann~d .lhe crimi~al,.ciyil,. and famtLy
a~s t>r'law. ,I was: respons~ble for'f1eari.ng,all misdemeanoF,DV.~gnmcri!S,
detenlion .hi:arings; temporary protection order reqgests, and ,child",i;upport matters
in wi1ich an
Cl\1 il prolt!CtiOli otder exists. Additionally, 1 to6k pleas, .
monitored.deferred .senten~ing ugree,nel'!t$ that res!ll.ted from 'sai.d plcas;im,PQse_d
sente_nces, and hapdlcd·probation show, s:auses.

active,

$ince 20.1~. I ~av.e p~ided over a misdemeam!lr trial calendar fo the-criminal
divisian. On a daily basis, J hanllle p!C11s; conduct-status hearings, pi:o~atioh show
cal!Ses, sentcmcings and 'tri11ls. the Ql!Ses range in subjeQt matter .1:n;,m,driv,ing
undec the fo flclerlce, lesvini aftei colliding, unlawful possession of fireenns to·
dism·derly conduct. There are cprrendy.app~imately 80.Q-909 'Cll.ses assigped to
:my calc;ndar, I dispose of over 250 cases each-month by trla.1, pfoa or-disin'issal. I
heat 8h avera11c of.40-'50 cascs-pe; da)\

C.

Descr,ibe:your typ•ical former~li~ts iuid .describtt tbe areas of p~ct_ice,_i.f
any, in wbicb you har~ specialized.

As ~pecial Cgunst:f to the Chief Judge-, my chief'elient was theD,C,,Su.p~rior
Court l served the\co:urt by providin~ gufdanoe,to.judges, attorneys, st-aff, lind
the P.Ublic in ·n;sponso to qt1~tio1,1s.aboµt sentencing, court p ce~hires, irtmate
is.sues, and a variety of other topics.
D,

Describe tll\!ogenef&l'llatur~ Of your litigaJion experleuce, in.duding:
(l)

·W1Jetl1er you have·app.ea.r~ in ~urt f°!"eqUCl!tlS', o~iona.lly, or qot
·at all, lf"tlte .frequency ofyour,court llppear11nces has.varied oyer
dine, .please .describe- in detail each such varlnn~aod give a_pplicable

dates.

·

When I was ~pecial Counsel, J,occa~ionaHy appeared in 'court a~-a court
officral because that position did not -allow melo'litigate matters. Whilis in
law -school, r did represent clierits,in fh~ DC law Siucl~nts in Co11rt
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Program,.? no!l-prqflt legal elfn_ic tlint allows U)jrd year l'aw students to
take-'<Jllses. under the supcrvfaion of stli:ff attorneys. As pat-t,of this 1Jrpgram
and with thr; superyi;;io~ of practicing aTtomt;Y,s, r rl?PfCSCJltl:ci ,ad_illls
charged' with misdemt:anor offenses. My duties- lnoluded 'interviewing
witfiesses,. writing discovery pnd pre-(rial_motions, _prepating witnesses for
tc.s.timony, and dniftingquestions for direct~nd cco·ss examinl.ltion. My,
elien3-were chl!.l'ged with an-array of'crilnes such as theft; simpte,!lssault,
shoplifting, drog-poss~ssion, ancl'-seirual solicitation. J appeare~ in <;O'.U(t
app,xmimately twice II month while-a particip.\Ult ill! the De Law Students
in C.01,1tt ·P"ro_gtam.•
'(l)

What percentage of lliC$~-appearnuces "".11s.fn:

(c).

:Fedullf coµrt~ (Jncludi_~g ]!'eden I courts ltt D'.C.):,
State courts ofrecord (excluding D.C. courts);
D.C. ~Qom {SU:perlo.r D<>ur.t and_D.C:~ ~ourl App,eab only);.

(d)

other courts 1111d adlhlnistrative ho.dies,

(a)
{b)

.of

All ap..peamnces have ,fiecn in.O.C. Supeitor,C()urt,

(3)

What, per.certt~e of your litigation has beell:

(-a)
(b)

civil;
criminal,

100'¾ of1he cnses I ~andled wl1ile a sluder,ditiga!oi: in 1ht: DC Law
Student~ in·c9urt l>rtigram wer-e crhnit)al',

,{•)

or...

Wllnt'is tfle total number or CIISCS in CQUrt!f
~ord you:-tr-ied to
ver:dilitor j11dgrne1,t (.rother than s~led qr r~olved, butmay in~uiie
cas'es ctecided 01t motion if they-ii re 1:iblilateil separately); ln<licate
whether yo11 were sole counse.11 lead cou11sel,.or assocfatc..couusel ip
these ca.ses.
·

Prior to becoming it magistrate jucl&e, my positi6n with. the D.C. Superio,
Court did n'o l involve li'ligotion, However, wf)jle 1. o/B!i .a §t\!deni liligator
in.the QC Lnw S.tudcnls in Court:'Progrnm. l echreved an 11,cquittal In ono
.case.and successfitl!y won a motion for a civil protection o~er :jn an6thcr.
In QC>th m4qen,, I, was ncii.ng under-the (iirect supervision of a pra,ctic,ing.
attorney.

(S)

What )>"erclli!tilie or thc:sc tl'imls wos fo
(;i)
(b)

ajurn
the.court (include.~ses de<:ided on nfo_ti~•• but fAbulate ·tbem

sep~rately),
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On~-hund!,"e(i pm:eht of the cases were decided by lhe court
17.

Describe the five (S} mo$t !!ignilicant lltigared mnttel'li which you personally,
handled. Provide cltntlons, :jftlte cases ~ere repQrted, o.r -th~ d®ket n.umber IU!ii
d11te-ihnrepott~. Given Cj\psule-su.m.ma.fY uf-tlie-~ubstance ,of each case and -ll

-$ucc~c:l,st_liteme11:t of wha,tjcol). believe. wns•of particlilar .si_gnificance about the cit5e.
Identify the partytpartics you represenfed ilnd describe in Uetall the nature of'}'ou.r
particiP,atin!i in the Iitig,afio;n a'iu:! the final ifispo'siti9n of ~be ~s~ Abo state a$ to
each case, (a) 'th~ da.te.uf rel;lri?Sentation; {b) the-court anil the pam~ of thejudge or
Ju.dges before whom tlie ca~e w,as litig~_teil; aml (c)ih!'l nam--e(s) llild'address(l!S) and,
wlephone number{s) of co-cou11sel ani) oftlte P,rim;ipal co11usel for'tl}e.other parties.
1, DistricldfColumb.i a v; James Bacber, ,2Pl3.CJ)C: "I &385

:Ouril)g the-early m9rning hou~,of Jun~ 7, 7013, a female correction ii office.. and her
·traio¢e officer were ,eatrollin_g,a ,cellblock within the D:C. Jail,. It WJIS allegea-that:se,veral
.i'1I)1ates exposed themselves fo ·vi~w ofthe offi~r!!, El~v.e11 inm.~tes' were. subsequently
-arrested. and charged w1th· diso(derJ-y,conduct ,Al I eleven dcfenJi!!flls ' ·trial~ wete
=~cneduled befote me as separa~ trials with the S&ilie prosecutor. SoIJle dcfendiints,l1ave
l:i~n rep~ented bY: lh~ Pu 111ie Defend~ Service for, the. Dls.trict of Columbia. ("PD'S"),
b1.1tmbstbave b~ tepresent¢ liy Criminal.Justice Act attome~. Bef~re each trial, J
disclosed my fai:niliarity with·the is~u~•-arrd potential gove.mm~nt witnesses fro.111 previm~s
trials; and gave·both sides-an.opportunity to reqµClit-a aifferentjudicial 6-ffi'cer to. Prel!Jde.
No one op~d out There l1ave bcfin five pleas, fhl'ce-distnissal~ two guilty v1mlicts ,imd
one acquittal. James Barbe~~s case'. wqs dismissed because of discovery issueS' mi$ed by
.the defense that coµld oot be·cured. As.the jucJ_ge who lias _presidi,d over each,oase, l bad
to compartmept'alize the evidence so that.my knowl~g« pfil)e incldc:nces as·a·\Vl:lo'le did
noqdn~iny ass~sing ofthe evidence pr_¢ ei1ted 'in each iriel.,
Counsel forthe DislricfofColumbia:,
:Jack Korba
·
Assistant United States Attorney
[then AssislsutAtt,;,1,11ey O<meral f.o,, the Oi,triotot'Columblaj

555 41ij Street, NW
Washington, DC..2000 l
('i02) 5 l4--!000
Dcfcndll!lts' Counsel:

DanaP'age
l,?ublio Defc;nder :',crvice fo,r tile Distric'l ofCorumbia
633 Indiana A:venue, NW ·
Washington, DC. 20004
(202) 824-2S49
2, District of Columbia v.James Mit.ohel, '20i2' CTF' l 8814 and 20J3 OTF 7300
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Jamci; Mitchell was aftcsted for-suspccrcd ·dtivin_gunder the influen'cc in Ootober 2012
and· ~gain.in May 2013, His attome.y asked the Court to order n-mental h~lth:forens_ic

evaluation based 011 his intetaction With Mr. Mitchell. Th11t.ev.11luatfort tea to-.tui'ther
evaluatio_ns and tests, uJµm~tely leading the doctors 10 coocfod~ tbat ~r; Mit~ell ~
foeompet~nt to stand trial. J convened a heari1'g so that the, doctors -anti Mt: Mitchell
could testify. After weighing the testimony and reviewing numerous" m,cdical n::potts, l
fou~d Mr. Mitchcll inCQmpetent:.
Counsel fortbe.District of-COiumbia:
George Peter Saba
~ssi~ant Attortwy GMeral for lhe OJstrict ofCohunbia

441 4th Stteet, NW
Washihgto_n, DC 20001

<2i>~) 121-4119

Defense Counsel:
Winston Yalle'ry Arthur
SCQtt &_Ya1lery ~ Arthur Law Offices
'1306 Gcotgia Aven·ue, NW

~asJiingi:on, DC iooJ i
(202)-882-5770
3. Nel1$aMussa Siraj -v •.Abdufli.yc H, Gassania-Himnou; 2009 ·SUP 1907
Parti_es to·a civil -protection order (CPO) wlTo have children .ln common can open !l
patcm.ity and~upport case .tha~ is handled ·by the Domestrr. Violence ("DV'') unit as !or1g
as tne CPO.is-activ~ Jn fight of the busy'l:nlendar ob'ligafions oHhc f)V magistrate.
assignment, 1 upecred totraosfet tlfis oasc back to thechiJii.supportbnmch,-s1ocethe
CPO nnd expired. Tbis.-would hitve rcsul~ in a lengthy continuans:,e of the case. Upon
r-cview of\the file, and after hearing front the parties, f noted tliat this oase had Ix:¢ in t)ie
DV unit ~ince 2009, and rw:is the fourth judge to handle _the matter. Since 2002, the
res_pondenl had amassed t:n;ooo.00 lh child support arreatages. I concluded it'was in the
~es't •ioterest af justice lo keep tbe case 3Jld work to resolve the ma~r.

The govern[!!ent filed 11 Motion for,. Contemp't against the.cespoodent. in 20 l I, which had
,not bc11n resolved. I scheduled lhe matter for a hearing, where the ~ondent's ability to
_pay was<lemoostrated, and Tfound him in civil oon(CfllpL I ordered him tojaiJ for-30
days pr ui,tlJ 11),;t purge amount oU2700.00 was paid. T~e purge lUllount was mud in .7
days. At the fltxt Ilea.ring, the -respondent had retained counsel, and a new p_aymerlt
sched1,1(e,was -esiablishcd.
Counsel for the District of Columbia:

J\nita Monteiro
A sistant Attorney General for the Distti.i:t of Colornbio
44·1 4'~ Street, NW
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W~bil)g_ton, D.C 20$l01
('202) 442-98 I5

Coilllsel for Respoodertt:
Claud~ Rois.borough, f:s:q.
[Joined as Counsel for•the ~spondent in May 201'3]
fOeceas:ed]

4. District of Columbiav, Juana Alvarado, 2015,C'fF 0410
Juana Alvarado·pled guilty to one cau.nt of do:virtg under the influence.androne cbuot of
1eavin_g atle.r colliding ~ prop¢y,dam~ge, fqr ev~sts tJ:iatoccun-ed in Jan11ary'20JS~ Ms•.
Alvarado took her friend's cat without permission, drove it-wliile intmcicatcd, hlt·a fence,
then. pr9ceede_d down·anot~er sl'r~ and hit,.a truck. The car-she was.driving was
essentia1Jy totaled because th~-estimated co~t to repair it was more than. the car•s actunl
yafue .. A,t senten~ing the g9vemmen~asked for -~titutiofi {or the tcit!!led oat, and
pre.sent«! several differelltnumbers (!llllQl4lt 'llictim-wanted, amount victim paid.for tho
citt a_year ago, at\d t_he aip_ollflt th'c insur-an·oe.appraiser esti~ated for re'pah:lrig thecar).
Ms.Alvarado-'-s counsel disputed all proffer~d numbers in.a veryweU th_ougbto\lt
opposition,- th11t not only countered the nUU)bers, but also focused tlte Court on its
res:titurion parameters pi;r the statute..
'Counsel for the Distl'ictofC'olumbia:
Jeimie. batter
Assj"stallt,A.4(>tpey 0-enetal for the D)strict of C-0lumbia
4414-m Street, NW
Washington, DC20001
(202) 727-6381
Defense Counsel:

Sharon Weathers. Esq.
717 D Strei;t, NW, _Suite_)00
Wasrungfoo, oc·20004
(703)'72S-9674

5. Distric

of Columbia v.• Craig Tucker, 2014 CDC +912

Craig Tucker was clfarged with one count of possession of !in ·unlawful Jireatm, and ooo

count pf possession .o'funlawful ammunrtion stemming ftom~even.ts !}tat occurcec! o.n
March 20,.2014 . Mr. Tuckct was the b.uildirig manager ot a·secure plliking· garage
Ja.,alcd on.O.$·tre~t, "NW. Federal Protective Services received a series of iioooyrnous
phblle.J;talls from the same -persOil. reporting a hand_gun in the·baok seat of-a dark truck
loca~c<! in the garage. Officers foo~ted lhetruck, bur did 11ot see. a gu.ri. The call~
conJinued to caU back, telling;th_e offi~ers to go back tQ the truck. be<;11use he,.was looldng
at the gun eight.now. Officers-returned to 1hc truck, saw a gun, lec11ted the:o\Vtier oflhe
ITUclc (Crais Tucke,}. and placed him under arrest. As this case progressed, the defense
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6led a numb.er Qf suppression motions .and a motion to dis.miss, citing.Ruic 16 discovery
violations and Bra'dy v. Maryland. 3?~ U.S. ,83 {1 ~63). Tbe ma iii. del'ense argument was·
that,the.govero01ent failed~o turn ovctt!\e videos from th.e interiqr and eictedor of the
gm:age~ Acc'Ording to the defense, I.hilt video wo~d hav6 shown not only the identi\y of
~~ an_onymou~ Cl!llcr, .but also that the callccpli;inted,the gun. That was the defense.
theory -of the.case. After reviewing-the parti•es.' ,pfllai:lings, hearil'lg arguments t-lieteto·, and
evjcwing much c.ise law, l tuled in favo,r of•tl)e defense-fi_nding that th~.govcmtnent hn.d
an obligatfoJJ to presetve .the video, and disn1issed the case. The goveminent filed a.
motion for r~9few of my ·o:rpcr.to an associate jtJdge pursuant of Super. Ct. Crim. R.
IIJ(g).El).
.
.Qounsel fur the Oistrfot of Columbia:
BrillnK.im
As_sis~nt Attorney Generul far _the.District ofGolumbia
4Al 4th Street, NW
Wll§hingi:an, [?C 2000-t
(202) 727-3223

~efense Coul\sel !
Bernard Grimm
The Law

Offi<.~ of Bernard Grimm
1200 l91h Street, NW
W'a;;f1ingt.an, DC.2.0_Q36
(202) 9i 2-48'88

UI.

De.icribe tb'e mo t ilgriilicant legal activities you have pursueo, lncliu:lilig signi(ii:arit
Ii.ligation whicli dio uof proceed to trial or leg.ii matters tlial d1d nottnvoJ.ve
litigation. Oescribe tli.c nature ofypor par'ticipatinri in ea.ch in•staucadescribcd, l>u
)o'u. ~ay.,omit llny information pro~ccteil by the attomcy-clicnt priyilegc (unlcs:s the
privilege has been waived).
As Special Cl:,unsel. l had the opportunity to wtite several. administroti11e orders for-Chief
Judges.-Ha.milton, King, ~id Satterfield. These ordbrs, issued ·by t,Jlo Cni.ef :Judge, give
guidance and direction 9ovcri11g a wide variety of issues, such-as how the courl wm
funetion during emergencies, lhe process for appointing counsel to ·c.ases, and ·setting up
prosoeol for the implementation of new laws passed by the o:c. Cquncil th.al imp~ct the
c.aur:t. One otd~r tluit l wrote established-and.defined the pammete(S far courthouse
rolca.se of prisoners, nrtcl anothePScl 1he administration of the orraignmeot process,
Addition11lly,-on Aug\lst 5, .2000, parole.for sentenced misdemeaoants W!IS'_abQ1~ne4:I,
yhe O.C. Super16r <::ourt.pccarne Ehe-parplingauthotity for mi'sdemeanants serving
scnte.ncesthnt predared .lh~..Jaw chan'gc. The P1-csiding Judge of the. Crimi1111l Div.ision.
bccamC'the grandng official far tb~-admfolstrativc pcocess .. _As ·Special Counsel, l$ervcd
as the recommending official for all misdemeanor parole packag_es submitted by the D.€.
Dcpamnent of Corrections. fn-order-10 arrive at a recommenc;la.lion. I rev[c.wed parole
requests, which consisted of the 9ffenders.' case files, letters requesting parole
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cons'idendipn, and any additional reports or commenpatioll$. Since perole•is
discretionary, t' developed a checklist o'fitems.to c6J1sider in order to ensure cortsisrency
{!l, the prpcess. J liat checklist iQclu,qed a synopsis of the oriroe commit1ed, .institutional
j\~usjmeot doc.umeotation, repo(ts Ardisciplin11cr infractions, and how tnttoh of'the
Sfi_ntcnC'e•impose,d hadbeen~erved.thlJs far. r·submitted written recommendations ({I the
Presiding,Judg~.ofthe Crimln~I Divi$ion.
1n 20_07, Chief Judge l\ing created a ~k fore~ to ii_westigate over-detentions &lid
crTOne<ius.release$ et the jail. 1 chaired tfiat task force., whicb included the Directc,i!' of (be
D:C. D'epartment ofCorrections, .the U.S, Ma.rshal for Superior. C.ouq and thetlircctor of
the D.C. Superior •Court'sCriminal Division. We determined that ,ereasin_g low-level
offenders from the courtho11se ·i~tead,9f.the jail would decrease over-deteqtiil(IS and .
er,rone.ous rc:lcases and nccorcfingty·deV1Sed a process througll which defendants-could be
rcleased:afler a -series of recqrds, checks: .and completed·papcrw_iark confinnations. 'As part
of tbis process, suitablc.clothlng,:Metrinokens, identification cards as weH as-medical
a111f community V(tlparound scrVices. info1'f[latioo are c:urrently provid!ld for.tne
dofenganis. _Sin-ce 2008', the courtho~e .release p.rogram has tesu lted.jn .rcduced
bureaucracY'1111d ove~ ~soo.Jow-Lcvel D.C.. defcndants being (eleased.tp their families at
Bil-earlier titJ\e.
Frocn J~nl!~ry 20 LO' to ¥arch 20 I I.J ym>te and, helped implement an orddr that
streJ!rif)ined th~ Superior Court'.s ·ihitial p-ese11triient, or arraignment process. Fot many
years, ttie initfal presentment proQe'ss had consistenjlydrawri criµcism ~ecau_sc.ofjJ.!!
inef'iii:iency and untimeliness despite many piecemeal 11ttempts!f.o i111prove the pl:Ocess.
Most 9fthe p(OCCss is eleotrol'l]C now and illformatfon is readilyayailabl~ to attorneys
and the. pub1ic about the ordeu md status of eases. This..efimi'oated :i ttcinendous,amount
of frustration, and ofwaste<f timc an~ •~on~y, and·it rcsulteli ip eighty petcentofall
pap..ring,activrty being·comp!e.ted before the-courtroom -Opens. Tbe practical changes
l!Jian the gamut from ·rcstl'uctl.lrin·g the flow of'papecwork fo addio.g computer a.ccess for

the af!olileys.
A,s a_n~djun:c(professor in A,meri\:aO llnivetsi!y's Department of Juplice, Law Bild
Criati11olog;Y', I 'have provi~<ffoundational legal iostruetion to unde1-gradu·a te and
graduate students for the pas[ 26 ')(Ca.I'S, th rough teaching cpurses like ,/ii.rtfce, Law and
t},/l. Conslitutlon; Crl/.fcal J.w/es i11 Justice\ Crll11h1aJ Procedure; and Concepls 9[

Punishment.
As a magistrate judg~ I sit::on several judicial committees., the two most signlfic.aot bein~.
the .Crirriio11Uustice Act .Pan~! Committee (CIA) and the.Jm,!ic'ial Edur;11tion Com.mitt~e.
All committee assignments are desig11atcd by the-Chief Judge which- i-s imJ)'oltant since I
am a magistrate judge:on two out of three oftbe ro9sl ~oveted committees. The CJA
•com1J1ittei is ,resJ)onsible for se,Iectilig._the court-appointed attorneys to represent incligtnl
J)C'OP,le charged with crimes. The vetting process for.attorneys to be on th:it panel is
dcteiled, ~lgh!y ~elective wid requires m11ch time ,o'(the mem)?ers who con.duct
it\yestigatioos ·and /()lervi"ews with tile candidates.
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The Juµidat Education Conlmi.ttee is respo_n:;ible for organizing traini ng for tf1e judges,
AnnuaOy, we hold two, ~woklay sessi•ons-ranging a wide, variety of1.opics. Each'member
1s ~dditional(y responsible fo.r _prodycing .a monthly .training mQdole, -Sin~,.being-a
mclhb.er oftlieoomm1ttee., 1 h;i.vc con1lucted trainif!g on tlie court' s !"csponse durl'n~.e,
)Wlde.RJic ~~noy,, aod tb~ aging brajn.
The JudJcial CoachingPtogiam_is a new, in~ensiv~approa,ch to •assii;tjµdg~ Jo be t?eµer
jurists, while dealir1g with-tli~work-lifc'ba.Jance: ItJs required for all new judges, and
optiorllll· for- an:v jod&_e who feels a, co11c;b woul~ _help rhe)Xl. S1nce the erQgram st~c;d
a~r l had been a judge fQr lilt;1ly twQ ye-;irs, 1 volume.ered to have a coach. 'The .coaching
th·eory- is simplc-yciu,aiid your coac'h are to folk about 'things that havc·an e.ff¢t'on your
being a judge;, Therc;.are a varict~ of co~ching skil Is lllld tools utilized, butJt is not m.eant
to tC!!eh the law or anaiyze.cases amI insread strengthens the judge as a whale. l 0pint:d
greatb«;riefits and insights- into m.y o.w,:i way oi:clQing l!Jings-,:and two years later, t·wasasked to become a judicial coach. l am currently coaching a ·new 1.-olleague in hopes Of
passing along all that J have ).earned to achieve SU!)Cess on the bench.
·

~9.

lfa\te you ever held judicial offl.ce? IT so,-please give. the detafls·of.such service,.
including tbecourt(s) on whic:11 you served, whetQ!)I'. you were elected Ql'·appohited,
{,he dat~•of )'QUf'Scnr.ice,1and ~ description of the jurisdiction of the court. Picase ,
provide four (4) copies of all opinio11s·you wrote cl,uring ~oeb serviee-;is a judge.

r was appoll\tedas·aMJi&istrale Judge at DC S1.1perior Court in ;2012. 'l'he jurisdiCJ:ion,of.
DC S_up,eriar Court Magi~tar~.J11dges is set for.tldn DC -COdJ:c.Seetic;,ns· 'I }-nJ2.;ind 1 ll-73'.2A. My initial assignment Was in the Domestic Violence (DY) Unit Jo that :rQ1e I
tqo.lc plt;as, m~ni1ored deferred sentencing ag~ments that resl,ilted ft:orrr said pleas•
im_posed sentences, llnd handlett: probation show causes. Currently, I prestde over a
misdomeanor trial ca)e11dat in the Cti1t1 iqal Dlvision, 1 r~ol ve ov~r .25D--c~es Cti.Olr
month by trial, p1ea or dismisssJ .. My assjgnltlencs t.hos·far have .not,been the type that
require \Viitten opinions.
A,

List all court decisionsyirn havnuad~:which were reversed or otherwise·
crjticized on II p pen I.
District of Columbia v. Crai~ Tucker, 20f4 CDC ?t!JI2 . Ccs,g Tuckclr,was

charged wjth one count of possession of an unlaw.ful fireann, and one oount-of
,possession of unlawful ammunition stemmi~_g f(omeveots ihat occurred on .
March °2"0, 201-4. Mr, Tucker was the buili:fing manager of a s~oure parking
_gata$e located on G St'reet~NW. Federal]>rotect[ye Serviqes reccived aserieiof
Monyqiou,s pq9ne,calls fr:om the same person -r,epmiin_g aJtandg1m tn tile b~ck
seot 0f'll &.irk trucl(located fn the.garage, Officers loc11te~t.the !ruck; but did n·ot
see ~.gun. TheooUer co,nlinued to ·call back, telling the officers to. bt!ck to the·t.ruck !,ecause he was looking a~tlte gun right now. Officersretumedfothe-truck,.
saw a-gun, located the owner of tho (ruck. (Craig Tucker}, an~ placed llitn_un(l.~r
arrei;t. i\s this case progressed, the defense filed.a numbc:c of su,ppreS${on motions

go
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and a_rpotion tp di~miss,,oitii:ig Rule 1.6 qisco,vcry vi9lati0fl_s and Bradvv.
MacyJand. 373· U.S. 83 (1963). The main defense-.argument wasctha.t-the
govirQment fail~ ~o tu.m over the ~ideps from the interior and e;xteritir of)!ie
gar.age. According to 1he.defense1 that video would have Shown paronJy the
iaentjty.•of.tbe anonymous caller, .!Jut als<i that tl1e-Calleipla_i:iJed the.gun, A-fter
re.viewina die-parties' pleadi.Qgs; hearing-arIDJmerlts thereto, and.rerlewin,much
case law., J !\lied in f~VO'r gf the defense -finding that!he govemmcnt had an
obligation ta ptes_er\'e thil ·video~ -and·dfsm,ssed the cas.e. Th(; govemmenUile.d a
motion for review ofmy·.orderto Im assoc[ate-jud_g~ !?U[SU,IUlt of.S uper. CL -Cr!fn,
R. I l7(g)(Q. Judge.Cushenberty issued-811 opinion revet"Sirig my ruling:
1:fav~yQµ ever been ll-C1l!ldiibit1;:fqrelective, judicin.l, OJ.".any other·public otrree:? If
sq, p'l.eilsc-gwe the details~-including the date(s) of tire elcdion, the-orfice(s.):souglrt.

lO,

an·d the rcsu.lts of ti_ie election{s).

'

I h11V.e-n.i::ye,r beei1 a.c;indidate fo_r. an_elcctedjutlicial or other p,11blic, office.
Political acliv,ilies and aflill~1fl?os,

21_.

•

Li$t all public offices, either elected or:·appqJ:qted, wli.icli.yQu ha ·c ltclil or sought u
a·amdidnfo dr upplicnnl.
"None.

List all memberships.and ofr,w held ill 11nd services reJ1dcred ,o ally politiCa'' party
or eleifio_r, comnttttee. d,urii1g tbc bi st ten (10) yea1-s-.
None.

• He'l,nize all p.ol~tical contrlbU:fJ011:s to ,my iodjyjdunl, i;nmpnig_q_ orga1tfzatiQn, polil:ica1
p'at:ty, 110Jitlcal actictn committee, or similar entity-during1'he·. last five (5) ye11ri of
$50 or m·ore.
.

None,
22.

To your knowledge, baveyou ever been investigated, arres'tcd,,char'ged, or convJcted
(include pleas of guilty 0.11101!) qonfcndel'I!) by federal, State, loC4iJ,,or-0ther law
enfor-c_ccnent autl1orlties for violations o'f a:ny fcder:iJ, State, i:Oilntr, or munlcipal
bw, otlier,than f9r a miwr traffic·offense? If so,plcase provide de1ails.

No.
23.-

.Hsveyou orallJI business ohtlliicli you.a1-e or we1-e;.111 officer, dire(lfor,or 0W11er
ever _be~n a party or othflnv.is~ involved ;is a ~r:ty in 1111y oth(lr lq:al or
admimstrnttvc·proceedings? If so; give the particulars. Do not fist any proaiedin_g.,
"in which ·you were merely a guardl11n ad lil·em orst;t{<ef1oldcr. Iuch1deaU
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,procecdiugs in Wlticb,_yo1r-~erc-n _party in inter-est, a material witness, wer~ nam~
IL!•a ~o<onspinitor or co-respond11nf.t and list any gr~d jury invcstig11tfon in wbkb
you ap_peared- ns n witness.

No.
24.

Have-you ever been disciplined or .cited for a breach ot ethics ·for unprof<:$$ion"al
conduct by, or been the subject of a 'Com,1ils:int to llllY cour.t1 admfoistratlve.agency1
.!>ar or p~fes,sional ~ssoci11tion, disciplinary committee, or other professip11al group?
Ifso, please provide the·details.
·

No,
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II.POTENT~ CONFLICTS O:flNTEREST
1.

Wil! yp_li sever all cqn.nedions with your lJreseJ,tt C!1'1Jllqy!ir(s), busi!'ns,fir.m(,),
business assooiation(s}, orcb_usin~ organizatio11(s)-if"yo11 -are confirmeil?

'v-9$, f will resign from @ny bo.11rds.I currentiy sit Qn that wpuld ~ent conflicts of
1ntercsts. My employer, the_D.O. Supcrior-Co~(t-wouJa. remain lhe :same-. 1 w_oulcl
continue, to tC11crr a,s arr adjuoct faeull}' metti~er at American University;
l.

D~be _nll f'manclal arra11gemen~, deferred compensation agree°'ents, or other

:continuing dealings with your law·fi11J1; husiness assoda'to" or c,lfen~.
None,
~--

rndicat~any investments, oblig!lfions-, li:JbiliJies, or.ofher .relationships whlch could

involve,- po'fenlial conflicts of h_1teresf.

,·
1-fone.
4.•

D.e scnb.e any tiuslness. relatfonsltfp, ~ealing,.or fi!lunciaJ trao~ctii>n whl~h you llavc
had in Che l;iu ten fl,O) Y!?llrs, whether for y.ourscU, on b.~half oh client, 'Or acting as
an agent, that could in-any way constitute.orresult-io a possible;-conflibtof in.ten~t
i>th:er tli-1n -,"¥hile in -a .federal government capacity.

5.

.J)esc1ibe any acti_yity duriug,lbe last'fop (10) )'ears \ll which you have engaged for
the purpose of directly ur indirectly Influencing the passagCt defeat, or mo~jfica~on

of legislation or alfccting the admrnistration and execution of law or public policy
other than ·while as a fedii1iil gtrveromimt employee,

Nooe.
,6,

l)q,you hove any plans,,commit[!lents,.oragrcenten-ts to-pursue 0Qt$lde-emfjloy01ent,
1vith or ~ithoutco11rpens11fion, during.your- Serii.i ce as a judge? If so; explafli.

I intencj to continue teacfting as an adjunct faculty rriombet at American UnNetsi,tY, T
teach one. class per semestcr·at 1;1ight, once a week .
7.

Explajn how you will resolw-any potentia! conflicts ptinte_r~t, lnctuding ,any that
may·hµve bec.n ~isclo~ed py Y,out:~POJtSes to the.above i'tems. !'lease prCl'\"ide three
(3) co:pies of.any trust or other rclevani agreements.

( w011ld resolve·imy p,otential '.!:onflicts·of interestp11rsuat1t to 'the District of Columb1a
Code of'Judio1ah Conduct,
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8.

II-confirmed, do you ~'l:p~t to sc:rve out youf full term?

Yes.
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m. FINANCIAL DATA
All ibformetti>n req~ested under Jhis-beading musf'be-p~ovidea for yourself,.your-sp:ouse;

!Ulil your·de~dents. {This infonuattoil will uot be published fn tbe record of th-e- hearillg
on youi: nl)min•tion,_buf itwiD be retaii,ecf l.n the Committee's tiles and fl'.ill lrtlavai14-ble fot
{lublfc inspection.)

REDACTED
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JV. DISTRICT .O F C.QL'OMBIA MQUIREJ\:1ENTS

Sitpplemeuhd q1>'estioni;, coneeJ'µing s~fie sta~tory qualifications_for service as:, f9dg_e
.in tlie coiir:b of the Di.strict of Colu~bia p11nuant10 the-District of CoJu'mbia·Court
~ef'orm ·anil Cz,iminalt>rocedureAct.pf1970,.D.C."Colle'~eclio11 I ['-'lS0 I ,b), 11s-a.mended.

1,

Are you a .citize.n·oftbe Ui:iited StBte:i?

Yes.
2:

.Are you a member of;the b_ar 10~ the :Qi.strict.of Columbia?
Yes.

3:

Have you peen a.member of the b~r ot (he Distrid o'f Col~bia {or nt least fiv11·(S)
,·year~? Pleas~ provilkthe_date y~rn were adrni~d to praetfce:fo •the District-or
Columbia\

Yes, J was admitted to pnictico in the Distti ctofCohitnbia on November 7', 2908.

4.

:S.

If tfte answer to:Question 3 is, "no" A.

~11ey,ou n erofessm· of law in a law school in the District of Colu-mliUt?

B.

.,\1-e J:'OU a lawyer empJoy.ed in the Plstdet or-Columbia bJ tlie United States.
or the District of Colllmb!a?

C.

Have you treen cl!gible for if'lelt\bership in tlte li:tr rrf th:e District of Col~mbio
for 11t least five {~):years?·

D.

Upon what g~undsis that eligibility .ba.sed?

i\-re you a bona fide-reslilenJ of tf1e •Disjrrct of ~olumbia'l-

Yes.

o,

Ha\te:you milioaaioc.d an actual :pla.ce ofabode in the greater WasbiQgt:oli; i) C. area_
for ·a t l!l3$t live (S) yearl!! PlCilSe list..tb~ address·es of your actu11l places of.abode
(including tCntt)0rlO-y' resideoce.,) '!vitlnlate$ of occupancy foi;-·tlie fast five (S} years.

V.cs-, 1 hav.i:.resided at the following addresses:

REDACTED
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2010 - 201.2
4,000. M~saohusetts. Avenut,, NW, Apt. I02 l
Washington, DC 200H,

7,

Ar.e•yliu %'I· mernber ofthe'Dtstrlct of.Co1u·mbla-Co01misslo11 on- Judiclalnls11billdes·
and T~!III.T.e Qr: ,the-.Distri'ot ~f €oll!mbia .T!idi~il!l Nominating Comrni~ion1

~o.
8,

Have y~u been a menil:ier of either-of these Commissioo·s within the.last 12 montb,s2
0-.

9.

Pleat e provide thecomm1ttee with four {4) copies'of yourDls;tricj;o't <;6hnr),bi11
iJitilioiul omi!latiou (!!)ntmission qu!','!tion1_1aire.
Copi~ are attached.
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Al!FIDAV(T

d

~

-Cl.--:, l'\"1..~ r a...,.. -t b~.lnj du!Y.'swora, h"1'eby states tl111l be/she has n:ad
and sign~ th,e fori:gojl)g Statement onBiographip11' and. :Fihl!ncieJ !nformation Md ihatthe
infonnatj'on proviaed therein is, to the be.~I of bislllet knowledge; ll1l!Tebt, accurate, and

OOlllplele.

.-

l:5 ·

SUBSCRIDBD and SWORN TO before.me this

\.l\~

·du)' of-='""""".,;;,;__

i\QQ

No§M
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enator Kyrsten Sincm11
Post-Hearing Questfons for tbc Record
Submitted to Rainey R. Brandt
Nominations of Ann C. Fisher and Ashle}' E. Poling to be Commissioners, Postal
Regulatory Commission; Catherine Bird to be General Counsel, Federal Labor Relations
Authority; and Rainey R. Brandt and Shana Frost- Madini to be Associate Judges, Superior
Court of the District of Columbia
Tuesday, July 16, 2019
I) The position you are nominated for is critically important, especially given the ongoing
high nl.llJ'lber of vacancies whhln the D.C. Superior Court,
a. What efforts, if any, have you made 01,1~side the courtroom to prepare yourself for
the position for which you are nominated?
Response: In my current role as a magistratejudge l manage high volume
courtroom assignments, and preside over numerous bench trials and motions
hearings, l have to balance a daily schedule that includes hearing cases. attending
committee meetings and chambers rime. Chambers 1ime is spent reviewing and
signing orders, going over prep for the next day' s cases with my Jaw cl.er.ks. and
reading case law. Those routines have served me well and will continue if I am
fortunate to be confinned as an associate judge. Additionally, l have attended aud
will continue to attend judicial continuing education sessions to familiarize myself
with snbjects th11t I will havej\llisdictionover ifconfinned, Most .recently.!
attended probate training.
b. As we consider your nomination to be an Associate Judge I wll,11! you to cast
you hope your legacy as a judge will
forward to the end of your career. Whal
be wben you leave I.he bench?

uo

Response: I hope to be remembered as a well prepared. fair. impartial judge. whn
treated everyone with respect. J hope my judicial colleagues would say that I
always answered the call when there was a need to discuss a matter or handle a
docket, or just pro ide support and guidance,
2

s a Magistrate Jadge, there is a limited jurisdiction. Associate Judges have an
opportunity to handle many more cases- and more i sues.
a. As such, how would you go about preparing yourself to successfully meet the
expanded scope of your new position, while still handling the day-to-day
challenges of your new position and serving the public.?

Response: 1 would prepare the same way I do now when we transition to a new
division. £a h division at Superior Court has its own particularized set of practice
mies; thus, first I read the court rules for the new division and rclevanl law.
Second, I alt.e nd c.ourt training sessions. Third, l do courtroom observations for
the new assignment then speak to the j udJ?;e(s) who are currently on that
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assignment to gain insights on things like docket management. To date. l have
served in the criminal, civil and domestic violence divisions. That experience has
well prepared me to assume the additional responsibilities of an associate judge.
3) As a judge, you may have litigants appear before you who do not have artomeys and may
not fully understand the law and procedure.
a. What do you believe the proper role is for a judge in helping litigants access
information they may need to present their cases or obtain legal counsel?

Response: My most fundamental role as judge is 10 apply the law to the facts in
each case. In my seven years as a magfstrate Judge, I handled thousands of cases
where the litigants were prose, when 1 presided in the civil and domestic violence
divisions. fn each case, I ensured Jii-iganls understood the process, and.:is needed,
directed them to pro bona or low bono attorneys who assist the cou11. At DC
Superior Coun. we are fortunate that in four of our five djvisfons (civil, domestic
violence, probate and family) we .have attomeys who come 10 court daily to offer
assistance to those individuals who have legal questions that cannot be asked of
the judge. {The criminal division is different because all defendants are appointed
a lawyer at their initial appearances.) Additionally, the Court has self help
resource centers where lltlgants can seek assistance, Exp!<li.ning the process and
referring litigants to these resources helps them gain a bener undersianding of
what to expect in court and be more prepared.
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U.S. Department of J11srice
Jessie K , Liu

United States Attorney
Disfritt

ofCo/11mhia

J1Nf1ew,y t,t'mu
J_jj

Pou rt ft s, . ,\"••.

w.,.,llA'""·D.C 1n~JQ

July 9, 2019

The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman
Comrnittoe on Homeland
Security and Governmental Affairs
328 Hart Senate Office Building
Washfogton, D.C, 20510
The Honorable Gary Peters
Ranking Member
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs
724 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

ram writing to express my support for the application of the Honorable Rainey Brandt
for a position as a Superior Court judge. I am currently the Chief of the Sex Offense and
Domestic Violence Se.clion of the D.C. United States Attorney s Office. In 2013, I was the
Deputy Chief ot' that Section, supervising new prosecutors, who handled misdemeanor domestic
violence and se)(ual assault cases. Ln. that role, in 2013, I observed Judge Brandt throughout her
one year position as the Magistrate Judge presiding ovet Domestic Violence arraignments and
detention hearings. 1 also had several conversations about her with (he prosecutors who
appeared in front of her day in and day out. In addition, I also knew her. and .frequently relied on
her with legal and procedural questlon , when stie was the Spetlal Co11nsel 10 the Chief Judge.
Ahhough I have not been in as active touch with her since 2013, I remain familiar whh her
reputation and work.. from (his exposure, I can say wtth confidence that Magistrate Judge
Brandt has the qualifications and temperament to be an outstanding Superior Court judge.
T.n my many experiences 1n Judge Brandt' s coumoom I have been consistently impressed
by the prevailing atmosphere of decorum, civility, and respect. That tone. essential in my vlew
to the fair administration of justice. is set by Judge Brandt and re0ects her strong commitment 10
treat everyone who comes int0 her coumoom fairly. That includes the lawyers, the witnesses,
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the stalT. the defendants, and tbc victims. The pro~ccutors I supervised in 2013 routinely
reported that she managed her courtroom ln a hlghly efficient manner and that she, as always
extremely courteous and treated a!J persons in her courtroom with respect. Part and parcel of
that attitude is Judge Brandt's ever present desire to hear out both sides of an issue through
robust debate. She listens thought:fulJy to both sides of every case and issues prompt and sound
rulings. She regularly outlines in detail the bases of her rulings. One prosecutor told me that
often times when Judge Brandt ruled against him her reasoning was so persuasive that he found
himself convinclld that she had, in fact, arrived at the just resolution.
ln my experience, and the uniform experience of the auomeys in my Section who
appeared in front of her day in and day out in 2013 , Judge Brandt takes an 11ppropriateumount of
time to issue her rulings. She elicits desired information from both sides, weighs the strengths
and weaknesses of the arguments, and outlines the bases of her rulings. She docs so without
allowing either side to unnecessarily delay the proceedings. Further. she is not afraid to make l!
decision, even difficult ones. In shon. her rulings arc thorough. well-reasoned. and legally
sound.
Judge Brandl also has a keen intellect and masrery of the law. For example. using a
gentle but firm hand, she reigned in defense attorneys , ho tried (improperly) to use detention
hearings to obtain pre-trial di covery. he also ha a strong work ethic and remains impartial
and objective at all times, even during highly emotional proceedings.
Judge Brandt is a pleasure to appear ln front of. She has fulfilled her judicial dutle at the
highest level and haS' ideal judicial temperament. For these reasons. 1strongly recommend her
for a position as a Superior Court judge,

Please feel free ro contact me if you have uny additional questions. Joan be reached at
202-252-7036.

haron Marcus-Kum
Chief
Sex Offense and Domestic Violence Section
United Srntes Attomev's Office
SSS 4111 Street, NW, R~om I0-403
Washington, D. . 20530
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GOVERNMENT OF THE OlSTRlCT OF COLUMlOA
OFlilCE 0l'THE ATTORNEY GE:r<ERAL

***
AnoRNEV GENERAL
KARL A. RA.ct E
l'IJlll,1 SAFETY D1 \'ISION CRIMl:<AL SEC"flON

July 7, 20 19
The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chalmlan, Committee oo Homeland
Securlty and Government-al Affairs
328 Hart enale Office Building
Washmgton, DC 20510
Re:

Magistrnte,ludge Rainey R. Brandt

Dear Senator Johnson:
Tttroughoul my almost two decades of practicing law, seldom have I seen a judge who i$ as
d}'t'lam1c as Magis1ra1e Judge BtanQI. She would be tll'I outstanding asset to the Superior Court for
lhe D[strlct of Columbia as an.assoefate judge.
Mag1s1ra1e Judge.Brandt doesn"t waver in her applicattnn offacts to Jaw, and her abllii:y to mai111a1n
impartiality and indepe.ndcnce to ensure the most judidous ouicomes ate reached . Her rulings are
thorough and compkte, and she hllS an acute ubillty to piece together evidence tliat exceeds many,
As well, Magistrale Judge Brandt holds everyone in her courtroom to the highest s\andnrds,
Defendants are treated with respect and dignify in her countoom whfle also being held s1rictly
accountable for their actions. Attomeys know to come to her courtroom prepared and to coo duct
trials in a. professional and compeient rnanner.
Magistrate Judge Brandt is also a tnre leadet and collaborator. Tbe judiciary operates at the high<ist
level when there exists comrtJunicalioo and understanding among the various stakeholders.
Despite the importance of this, there nre few people \vho can bring these stakeholders togetl)er and
encol,Ullge collaboration. Magistrale Judge Brandt has the leadership qualilies needed. l have
ob$erved lbi~ 'Qrst-hand ,1,s one of the stake!iolders, being !he prosecutor's office., and how she
coordinated a more efficient and productive process in the magistmte cour1rooms by bringing
everyone together, Communication and produclivity were at their height when she was a judge on
our calendar.

P11~ht Sofetv OlvlslOn, 441 . ,. Street, NW, 5Ull1! 10601'<, Wa1n,n1wn, oc 20001 Phoo,; (201} 727,3500 ••• (202) 72 7-3745
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I have the highest respect and confidence in Magisirate Judge Brandt. Th judiciary needs leaders
among its rank, balanced and responsible decision-makers, and accountability in oourtrooms.
Magistrate Judge Brandt delivers these qualities and outcomes. You may consider this-my highest
recommendation.

incerely,

Peter Sab~
Chief, Criminal Section
Public Safety Division
Office of the Attorney General for the
District of Columbia
441 4ih St., NW. Suite 1060N
Washington, D 20001
(202 442-9827

PublitSafety Dr"l){On. 441 C" Street, NW. Soll• 4SO'i, W••h1ngto11, OC 20001 PhOM (202) 7P--JSOO F•~ (202)

n•-~1•~
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The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chainmm
Committee on Homeland Security and Govcmmental Affairs
328 Hert Senate Office ,Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
The ftonorublc Gary Pelcr5
Rllllking Member. Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
724 Harr senate Office Building
Wnshing1on, D. C 205 I0
Re:

Letter of Support for Mogi, 1n11c Judge Rainey Brandt

Dear Seinlon Johnson and Peters:
l am writing in suppon or !he nomination ofMagi&lrllte Judge Rainey Bcandt ("Judge Brandt"} to
b=me an Associate Judge on the Superior Coun of the District of Columbia. .Based on rny
cxp~cnce oppellring before Judge Brnndt us a Magislnlte Judge, it js clC11f to me that she possesses
the lcmperamem, chWllotor, -.,d legal mind to be a grut judge in !his jurisdiction for years to
come.
For nine month! l appeared before Judge Brandt on lhc residential foreclosure docket. T)tis docket
is difficult to manage. The majority of the defendants who appear arc pro sc, and in most instances
they arc feced with e><trcmcly difficult financial and ~n•I circumslllllccs that lu,vc resulted in
lheir inability to melce payments on their mortgage, As a result, sl!CCC$51i>l managcmenl of this
particular docket rcq!-l)m an abundance of patience Md compassion to addrus the issues that
many of the defendants arc dealing with. Al the some rime, management of the docket~lso requires
• dedication to lhc rule of low bce4Usc the !coding institutions that are pursuing these claims also
have !,:gal rights and an: entitled to collect the monies that they arc owed.
For almost a year I watched Judge Brandt successfully manage 1his delicate balance with upmost
-profi,ssipnalism. She would take time each day to educate the pro,~ defendants abou1 the process
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they arc faced with so that the legal system would be less opaque. Similarly, she would provide
leeway where appropriate, but would not allow !Irigants to tlllce advantage of their pro a starus, or
the:. fact that their citcumstarices may be sympathetic, At !he ume time, Judge Brandt was a.lways
fair to the inslirutional plaintiffs ns well. She would move casts olong at a teasonabl~ pace and
was always conscious of their rights and any prejudice that they may suffer as a result of her case
management dcoisiona. Perhaps most importan~ Judge Btandt would always allow every pru1y r~presettted or prose - th.e opportunity to be heard and would I.real each person with dil!JlrtY and
fCSP<:cl. Considering the dtfficulties of this doclcet, it is my opinion that Judge Brandt
unquestionably bas the character and temperament to be an Associate Judge on the Superior Court.
Through her work on this docket, l WBJl also able to observe Judge Bnutdt work through
complicated legal issues in a rair, logical, ~d empirical mannc,r. Th~ magistrate judge that
presides over th.is docket ls frequently confronted with complicated issue& on a variety of lcg;tl
subjects, from service of process and pl~di.ng standards ro complex questions of conlra.:t and·
propeny law. On a wceltly basis 1 warchcd Judge Brandt worlc through these types oflcgal issues,
each llmc in a methodical, logical, and rational manner. To be clear, I did not always agree with
the, ulrimalc decision th.at ~he w:rived ai, but l took comfort ln the fact that the decision WBJl not
based ·on whim or caprice, but rather the byproduct of Intense thougJ:u and conslderation of the
nolcvant authorities that were presented to the Court. A3 an attorney who frequently litigates in
the Di!trict of Columbia Superior Court, that is the type of judge l want presidipg over my cases.

At bottom, I havc~l~ys thought that Judge Brandt would be a fantastic addition to the·bench in
th~ District of Columbia Superior Court and I am glad she ls presently llnder consideration fur the
position. l bold Judge Brandt in eittremc!y high regard and it [s lily hooot to submit Ibis lcller in
support of her nomination,

Ian 0 . Thomas, Esq.

o!tltlurm111.<0m
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Opening Statement of Shana Frost Matini
ominee to be Associate Judge or the Superior Court or the District of olumbi11.

July 16, 2019
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear
before you today, and thank you for considermg my nomination to be an Associate Judge of the
Superior Court oflhe District of Columbia J want to thank the Judicial Nomination Commission,
and in particular the Commission's Chair, the Honorable Emmet G. Sullivan, for recommending
me to the White House, and the President for nominating me. I also wish to recognize and thank
Chief Judge Robert E. Morin, who is present today, for his support and leadership, and to 1hank
the Committee staff for their hard work in preparing for this hejITTl)g.
I am pleased to be joined today by members of my family. My father. Robert, resides in
California and could not be here today, but he is watching the hearing onlfue with, no doubt, a
great deal of pride. My mother, Lynda. traveled from her home in Florida to support me today, as
she has done every day of my life. My hu band, Ali, and ouc daughter, Sofia, are also present their love and encouragement means the world to me and l am thankful to have them in my Ii fe. I
am also joined by a number of friends and colleagues. I am grateful to each of them for their
friendship .
It is a great honor to be considered for Associate Judge on the Court where my legal career
began when the 11onorable Richard A. Levie hired me tu serve as his law clerk. l am forever
indebted to Judge Levie, who is here today, for his guidance afld unwavering support throughout
my career. My clerkship also provided an opportunity to form long-tenn relationships With my
fellow law clerks, including my friend and colleague Judge Rainey Brandt, who clerked the same
year as I did.
Upon graduation from la\ school in tl'le District and after my clerkship, I. worked in both
the private and non-profit sectors before joining the District of Columbia Office ofthe Attorney
General, where 1 served the District and its citizens as an attorney in the Civil Litigation and Equity
Divisions. As a litigation attorney for1he Office of the Attorney General, I practiced regularly in
the Superior Court, and always found the judges before whom J appeared to be thoughtful, fair and
dedicated. ot only did I learn so much as a practitioner in Superior Court, but w'hen I was
appointed to serve as a magistrate judge I was provided invaluable guidance from my Superior
Court colleagues. Since my appointment as a magistrate judge I bnve served the Court in the Civil,
Criminal, and Family Divisions, and thoroughly enjoyed the challenges that each assignment
pre cnted and. the ability to serve my community, I am humbled by this n.omiilation and, if J' am
furtu nate enough to be confirmed, the opportunity to conrinue serving the District of Columbia as
an Associate Judge of the very Court where I started as a young lawyer and have learned so much.
I look forward to answering any questions the Committee has for me.
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REDACTED
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NOMINEES TO THEl>lST.RICT.' OF COLUMBIA COURTS
COMMITTEE ON ·JJO~L~ S.ECURJT-Y .i\l'ffl G O V ~ T AL.~AIRS,
.- ·
UNITED STATES SENATE

I. BTOGRAPIDC:AL AND PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION
1.

Fu.II l)nme•~indude any former names used).

Shana Lyo:Matini (full leg11I name-)
Shana Frost Matin, (name used professionally)_
Shana Lyn Prost (pri~r rnarri~ name)
Shana l,.);'n Malinowski (maiden name)

2.

Citize11sliip (if you arc a naturalized u:s, ,dtizen, please j>ro"ide. proof or your

oaturilllzalion).
I am a citizen of tlie Unite~ States:
3.

Cur·r~li.t offi1?e address and telel)'hone nun,ber.

-Supetilk Couitof the District ofCcilum6ia
500 Indiana A-Vcnut, NW Suite 4450
Wasl'imgton. DC 2000.1
(2Q2) 879-9962
' I

4,

Date and place.of birth.
Apdi 18, -1'270'; Vlnclarl"c!, NJ,

5.

Mnrital-stattis-- (ffmarried includ1f maiden name of wife, or husband's name). I;ist
spouse~s occupjltion, employer's name>aod, business address(es).

I am married to Ali R. Mati~, Optometri'st at: G~orgetpwn Opticiiu:i, B07 Wi$consin
Ave]lu~. N. W. Wasfiington, D.C.. 20007.
6.

Nam~ attd 11gl!S of chlldriin. List ()ccupa..tion and employer's name ifapproprln~

REDACTED
7~

Educatjon .. Llst Jiecondary Scb(!ol(s),,oollegeOO, law $C!lool(sJ,._ and,any other
ihstllutlo'ns ofliighl!r cd,pcatio'g attended; Usf /!ates or 1utenilan~ degr1ee received,
an~ dat\t-each degreew,11s received. Pf~se list dating back froin ~osfr~ent to

earltest,
Columbia University, New Yotk. New'Yor.k; app.1·oximately Augu$t 2QOO- December
200.0; no degree received.
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District of Colymbia School prl.aw (oumintly the UnivCt$fty of the District of Columbia
David A. Clarlce 'School ofL'Aw), Washln,gton,.0.C;;,August 1991-May 1996i J.D.
ieceived in 1996.
Geo1i;e Wash'ingtorrUniversitt, Washiogton, O.C.; 1988 - J992; B.A. reccfved m 1992.
Bitch Wathen Schoo~ New Yo-rk, New-Vork: ·1984- l988; graduated in 1988.
8.

Employment teoord. Llst-all jobs held since coll~«;; oiher-tban legal ~riliocc
covered In qaes)iqn 16, in.eluding thc.dat~ of'eniploy-nt, job title or description nf
j_ob, and name and address of emplo)'tl'., Ple11se,list dating bal!k from most recent to
,ea.di.est lfyo'u l!ave served i~ tl)e us··mUUary\ please list dates or servi~ rank or
rate, sertal nlimber1 and type of dischBrge rccel'eed.

Fall 1992 - Spring 1993
Lang_uage-1'caolrer' s Training Co·llege (Add.ress·Unkno\1/11)
Slupslc,.Polan.d
- .
English Teacl1et·

9.

Honors a11dawards. List ilny!cholar.ships, folloivshlps, llonorary degrees,.ai:ademk
or proJ'essJon11I hou.o,s, honorary soc1e~ memberships, military a\fards, .and uay
ottier special recognltion for outstandJng·~rvillll qr-achievement
.Office of the Attorney General for the District of Columbia Exeri,plary Service Award
(2014}.
O_flice of the Altorney General for'lhe Distrier of·Columbia, Ex~mplary Service Award
(2P'J3)

0ffice of the Attoril(ly General for the Distrloi 9f Columpia, Exemplary Service Aw_ard
(2012)
Office of the Attorney General for the District. of Columbia, B.x~mplary S-erv~e-~wsr-0
(2008)

ReciP.ierlt of the Office ofthe Attome~ General for the 'District of Goluinbill, Extra Mile
~wl!ro-C.~ppt'ox. 2.008 or ~OJ.2)
District o~ Columbia School of Law. qean•s Cup for Outstanding Service t6 the ui.1v
School (1996)"
10;

Bus1ncsuelatlonships1 J:,ist all p~lfions currently or formerly l)eld as an officer,
llir.ector, trustee. p11rtuer, proprietor, agent, t.epresentative, or COR!ii'lltarit ohn)'
corporation, comjJ11.nr) firm, partnership, or oth~r busine&~•-enti!1·prise, or
educational or oilier jnstitution.
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Board of Directors, Council for Court Exce!lenee
Judicial Member (2016 - pres1mt)
Clydesdale Ci)Qperati_va Bqard
Board Member(approx. 20.03 - 100.4)
Help DC Help DC
Co-Pounder snd Member of Boerd. ofOirectors {2001 - 200.3)
Local l403, American Federation of Govel;timent Employees, Amedcan fedeti!Jion of
Labor and. Cqng~$ ofJndu!;trlal Organizatio.ns
President' (.2014 - 2015)
Acting President.' (20 t2 - 2014)
Secretary (20 IO - 2012')
Membei (,200:S - ·20 L~) ·
U.

Bal' ass!>clations. List·all f!ar11ssoclatlons 1,legal or judicial-r.ela(~ committees,
·eonCcrences, or organ~ations of which you are or have ever been a member, aod
provide tines and.date, oU'ny offices which y~u have helil Iii sucb groups; ·
American Ber Association
Pll(il Member (cannot·recall dates)

'\Vornen's 13ar Association of~1e D1srrict
Membe

(W16·- .i>reserlt) .

or Columbia

National Association ofWorri~n Juages
Member (.2-0J 8- present)

lZ.

Other memberships. List'SII membcrshlps an~ offices' c~rre-ntly l!nil fo11merly held
in ~rof~ion11~ )>µsincss, fi-atemal, scliolai:ly, civic, public, 'charitu'.blei ·or other
or.gaoit'ations, other than those listed in response to Qu~tion lJ. Please-indicate.
i'vhe,tl1el'a{ly o'f these organizaiio-ns fonnerly discriminated or currc11dy
discriminates on the basis of rnc:e, sex1 or religion,
Delta Gamma Fraternity
Membcr(.1990- 1992)
f riends of'the National Zoo
Member {approx. 2012 - 2015)

Oo~inRIDC
Member (2013 - present)

Help DC Help DC·
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Co-founder and Member of B'oard of OjreotQrs (~001-2003)
Hydc,Addisen Parcl"!t'I_'eacher Assgeiation
Memlrer (a~rrox. 2012:-1016)
Local 1403. Amerfoan Fe~eratfon ot Govef11ment Employees, American Fedc.rauon of
Labor and Congress ofmdustr'fal Organizations
l'resident (20.14·-10 l5)
Acting President (:W l'i - 2014)
Secretary (2!.) 10 - 2012)
Member{200S - ZO 15)

Smithsonian Associates
Member (201:7 ~ present)
No.ne of these organiµtions formerly discrirnina.fed or currently ,dtsoriminlltes b~ on
11100, sex. or ~ligion: Delta Qa'rOma F~temity i~ an intcmetionaLsorority .and Is one of the
oH:lcst women's sororitie11 in the country, mid as such,. membership may be restricted 10
wom~n.
13.

C:-our:tadrn.issionsaLi~t.all .co!!rPI in Whiclr,you have. been admitte<! 1:0'pr.ictlce, wilh
dlites llhdmtssion nnd lapses in.admission ifanysuch,lrnimberSJrips have lapsed.
Ple~~e cxplai!'J the;rel/,Son for, eny lapse 1n membership. Please. provlde·the same
information for any administrative bQdies which require special admission to.
·practice.

.

D.lstrict of Columbi'aB!ll'
Member (i 998·- presenQ

MarytJ!nd State Bar
·
Member (1990.- 1999)
U.S. Oourt,of App.eals .for the Fourth Circuit
Member CJ. 99~ - present)
Virginia State Bar
Member (1998 - 1999, 'inactive status ao~ r~igncd voluntarily in 2016)
U.S. Disfri,ct Coutt 'fQr the District of Columbia, admi~e<I May 5\ ~OQ;3.
~.S. Court ·of Appeal!;-,for the Fourth Ci_rc~it, admitted Jone· 11 1998.
I was admitted to Ifie Marylahd Bar in December, 1996, and ilin currently an inactive
fllCmber in good standing. I first wen.i inactive: with th,o t-fazyla11d.)3ar.on FeJi[U)lry Q, 1997,.
and be¢ame active 11gala Septenibcr 4, 1997, l again went h1active on July l, 1999 and
have 1'emained im1ctive since that time. r hRvc.always remained in good standing.
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I w~ admitted to the Virginia State Bar in May, 199.8. _I became 110 inaefr\'e,member in
good st.andingofih~_VirginiaSlllte Bar in I 999-, a_nd remaine<;lfoactive and 1n g_qod standing
until "I ~questcc( tl> voru·nllli:ily resign .from·the Virginia State Bar in 20 J6. My request fat
voluntary l'1;)Sig~atlon was granted on July 5,-7'0-16,
My bat' membetsliip. to th.e District of Columbia Bar has. not lapsed.

I remained -active on-the U.S. District Cour:t for the Oistrjct,of Columbia State--Bar w1til
July: I 2CH-3.-At that: time, ·r eca~e-a provisional memb!:r -as I no longer practi~d as an
a(tomi;y i11 t/le U.S., District Cour.t. [ am eummtly a_prov1sional member in •good.standini.
My inembecship to the U.S. Court of Appeal~ for the Fourtn. -Cireuit h11S nQt lapsed.
J4,

Publl!lhcd mitings. List the titles, 'publish-ers, uniJ'dofes -of books, llrticles, reports,
pr ot&!?.r-_publi-!b~d nr11t~rla.l you bayewli#en or edited.

Co-AUthor,. Getieticr in /he- -Cpnrtr.oom: Science and C(lses- In N,'<urq ar,d, Behavioral
Ge11etiGs;Thc Einsteii'j fnsritutc.foF Sllicnce, Hcalt11 and the Courts (1999).
E<\itor-in--Chief,-S)m1pnsi11111 on Juy~m-r~ Derenr/on In -lite l)istricl o/Cclumbla, District of
Columbia I:.aw-Reviinv (Fall 1995),
Author, A Malter _o f Trust; fmposing E(nplo~r 'llcariu11s 1/ahilhy for th~ lnlet/lioi'lq_/Tort
ofEmployees, 3D.C. Law Rev, 167 (Spfing l995j.
15.

-Speec~es. List the, titlt-l! of an)' f(lrmal speeeh.es you h.a-ve cleli'-v~rcd during the las_t
five (5) years and the dare;and place w&ere they-were delivered', Pleue pro'1idc-the•
Com~ittcc with four (4) C()p(C-$'0fany of-these speccl1es.
Nono.

16.

Legal career.
A.

Dcscrlbe chronolog~tlllllJ your law practice. and experience after g!'llduation
from law .sc_b9ol, lncluding:
.(t)

Wbetlier you served.a_s.a law clerl<- to a judge; and iho, tti_e nanwof
the judge, the court, and·the dat~ ·ofyo.ur ~erkship;
J servecl as,a law clerk to the Honarable.Rieh~rQ A, Ll;vl~ (~,ired} on lhc-

SUperior-Court nf the District of Columbia from Septem her 1996 to
SeP,tem~r 199?.

(l}

Whether y.011 practiced alone, and if so, the addre.,se., and dates;,
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I have ne.ver practiced .alone,
{3)

The dates, 11ames, and address of hnvilnus, companies, or
govefllm~tal agentieJ with which you 'have been entployed.
'Scp~embc~ I ~6 - Sept~bcr 1997

The Hon"Orabh;: Riebard A. Levfe
S~perior Cpurfoftfie Dis.ttl~tQfColumbia.
500 Indi~a Av~ue,,NW Suite 44'!i0
Washrngton,,O.C. 2000I

Law CJerkSc;pt~ber !997-Pec;ember 1998

Russell &.'Russell, P.C.
282 North Wa~h•ngton Stroet, Lower I00
·Fa1lsChurolt,- VA 22046
Litigation A~ate
Febnu1ry 1999 - January 2001
Einstein' l!]sJitute tor-Science, E,{ealth and the Courts (no longer operationaly
Legal Pellow
Jariuafy 200\ - Scptcmber2004
AD& Associate&.(oow JAMS.)
1155 F Street N.W. Suite, lJ 50
Washington, O,C: 20004
Associate

iuly 2003 - No;vembi:r 2003
Office of Pofice,Complaints
14QO ! StreetN •.W.,.Suite 700
Washington,
20005"
Comp!airitExaminer

·o.c.

November 2004 - Ntwe·mbor 20 L5
Office of the AttomCJ General for the District ofColumbi'a.
-441 Fourth Street, N.W,
Washington~'D,C. 20001
Trial Mtome:y
'November,2 015- present

Sopetioi: Court of·rhe District of Columl>ia
SOO Indiana Avenue; N. W.
Washington, D·.O. 20001
Magistrate Judge
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B.

D_cscrlbe the genenu·cihll.r.'llcler:of your law pralltji;e, divi!ling it.into periods
'Willi dates_if i~ character It$ clui,nged over the yea.rs.

;r. began the practicer of law Yo'.i!h a focus on litigation througti my ~Qtk ,as .a raw
olerk--ahd 11 "litigation associate. Doting my clerkship. I 11s:sisted the- Honorable
Ricf::ta~ A. Lev1e w!«i•ca.s,es on the compjex· cMI litig11tiqo cale_ndar _agd with his
dories~ Deputy Presiding Judge.of the Civil Division and the Multi-Doar Dlsj'iule
Resolutio{l Div.isio!I, M,y dµlies,'inv~lved iesear,;:hing I!-"~ drafl;ing Me!11o~dutn
Qplnlons and Otdeis 1ufdressing numerous 1egai issites,'inoludingle'gal'. ~nd m-edic:41
malJ1tBbti~. personal injury cliiims resultivg'from iisbesto~ ~posure, nnd tobatiCP
use, contt:act,disputes, and-ioxiqtorts.
Followio_g my cled<ship. IJoined the ,lion of Russell&_Ru_Ssell. PC when: I-served
a litigation attorney and assisted in the firm's rcpresentatfon of,a small college,
advising and rep~enting ·(he ciQllege 01'! is~ues involving higher> educiation l"w,
em,ploym~ht la~. labot law, cliscr.i:tnination la~ cont;act raw, and ge~eral ~ort law.
J. also ass1$tcd in. thi;, de_fense _o f cotp~r~te ohents 111: government 111vesUQ11tio1ts
·regarding alleged violations of health elite law. ln 1999, l was offered the
.~pJ)'o~11ity to. pl)rsue an inte~st I h~d ileveloped 'in. the inte.rs~tion.or ~ciepc_c,_ with
ilie law by worki.ng .witli the Binstein Institute for Science, Health -and tlie;Coutts
where I iperit a great deal. 9f' time analyiin.g develop·mcnts. in genetics an.d the
potential impact Qn s~ientific• advancements on- va"tious arearr of the lavl. I also
assi,s ted in ihe p~pamt!~n and presehll!lion of 11ati.oniil aqd regioiJa,l sen:iica~ to
state, fedJi:al a11d foreign jµdgcs on soicn·oe and the law.

~

In Januacy ,200 L, Jjolned AJ?RAssocjates (whlc!J- lat~rmerged with J'A_MS) 1 While;
at ADR A~soeiates, J !ISSisted-Judge Richard Le.vie with his lluLies'as Special Mllllter
ln United Slqles v. Philtp-.N[orrls eJ al., C.A. No. 99,2496(GK), the; la~gesteivil
RlCO lawS11it ever 'brol\ghtey the United States. 'At that, juncture, I refooilsed 'ITJY
ptaotfoc from ad\lOGate·.to ne\lttal la.wyer .a$Sisting· in the resolution of pte-bial
motto~ addn~ssih_g m,1merou~ 4isc.overy artd privilege disputes. T also supervfaed
two otberfull-tjmeattotneysworlµn_gfor Jµd_gc·Levie inhtstokas Sp~lal Master.

When the Philip }.lo,,,-i.v litigation,advanced from die pre.itr1al .stage tO'trial. Ijoiricd
the Office of the f.ttomey Genera! for the Oi~trict; _o r Columbia ("OAGi.), From
2004 until 20.r:s:, my -general practice was defensive civil litigation ano largely
consisted of defending constitutional and 1:9mmo11 law ,cleir;,s against the_Di*ict
and -lts_emplll_yees. The vast majoi:i~y'ormy casesfavolved tfn,·Metropolitan Police
Departmen~, a~d tl,us· tny primary olients we1·e Jaw enforcement CJfl:1cers and
officials. £.also ser.ved as AcclngPcesiden Sfld lafe( Pres.ide_nt of Lo.cal 1403 oft.he
Am'erlcan PederationofGovemmentFJnployees, which represented epp\'oximately
300 attom~ys in the 0,AG and in tho Offices of Gcn,ecal Couns~I in the various
e>tecutive age·ncics ottl\e,D1stcict o(ColtimbiB, From Ma:y 2015 until I left the OAG
in November -2015, 1 was an Acting Section Chfef..Jn tliat role f supervised .eight
lO ton t,-illl -11ttQmeys and legal fellows,, lltld was respoosi.qfe tbJ., o¥e_rseeing all
litigation fianclled by the Section,:includihg developiog litigafio/1 and triiil strategy
and recommeod{f!g and approving seft[ell')ents.
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ln November20_15J I was appointed by.fonne.r ChlefJudge Lee F. "Saiterfield as a
Magistrate Judge fur the 'Superior Court of the Distiicf of Columbia. r was assigned
to th~ Ci:vH 'Division where r presided over m!lttmi on th~ T~ and Mtlctgage
FoteclQSurc-Uockets.. In Januacy 2017, J was assigned to the Criminal Division,
whet~ 1 currentl~ presfde over matters on the Disfr~.of'CoJl.l!1lbia 'T'rafiic Docket.
C.

·Describe·your typie11I former client.nnd de$cribe the,a.re,lll of p_ractke, if
any, in Wllicb you. have.specialized.

While at 11:le Office of'the Attorney General, my'Prfrnary client was th1:Jlistric1 of
Columbia. I practiced generally 'in all atens of eivil d~fense, including .defense
against· ·common law claims of ·in~ntio!'lal torts end negligence, and various
constituUon~I .c.laims brought .~gains! the, District of Co\um'bia clliid its employees
1hrotighout all the, District's .agencies. I ,develop~ a. specialty in _'handling
allegations of'polict;,mfsc~>nd\iot, iricludiI)g common law and oonstitutioi1al olaims
of.false arrest. exeessive•force, and violation ,of@nstituti9nal rights. J tep;cscnted
numerous .members ,of'lhe M~1t9politan Police Department. foifu plltrol officers to
various members of the commaod ',stiµf; including :tJte Chief of Pqlice. J was also
assisned to lead the defe115e of-all wes brought unile'r the District ofColumq:ie,'s
Unjust lmprfsonment Act, an~ hapdlep se.veral lawsuits mo.unting First Amendment
challenges to law en fotcemerit responses to various large :and small protests an'd
public. as~mblieii,

D.

Deacribe the genenl 11atu~.of your Utlgatlon e~perience, in~ludiolf..

(1)

Wite~her you )lave appeared in court frequently, occasionallY,.or u.01

atan. If the frequency of your coµrt llj>PeanlPCH ha.s·varit,<f ovtir
time, riltll!SC des.c!"'bein !]elalh,ach such vafiancc and gjve applicable
dates,
Duong my time working fq!'JAMS an~ th,e.Einstein Institute forSc1enoe,

Health 8.11d-the Courts, I never appeared in ·court. Durjng my.first five yel!TS
the Office-.ofrhe Attorney G_eoerol cifthe District of Columbla ("OAO"),
I appeared in court fr~tly; Puring ITI)' last five yeors at the OAG, 1
appeare~ in cqurt some.what less frequently~as [ became acting president of
the Local 1403 Onion, wh.lch repteseoted ~I bargoi.ning union employees
ftom OAO. Puring this tirne, I maintained e: SQ% caseload ln order to
complete my .union d11ties, 'I appeared in court· infi:eq\lcntly during my time
nt Russell & Russell P.C.
111

(2)

What percentage of these a_ppearanc~ w.as in:
(JI)

Fcde.-ni coort"s.Cincluding Feiler.al courts i.n D.C.):
6"5°19
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(b)

State courts·ofrecoFd (excluding D,C. coutU)i
0%

('c)

D.C. courts (Su}>erio1· ·court and D.C. Cou.rt or Appea,ls-ou)y);

35%
(d)

other 1;:<1urts1u:1d ·1rd~inistrative bodies..

0%
(3)

Wb11t pel"ce11f:ige-of youir litfgation hQ been:
(a)

ciVII·
100%

(b)

(4)

crlmlnal,
0/Yo

What is- the total Jill.mber·of.cases-in CQli m of record y~u tried te>
-verdict or judgment (hither tl\ansettled or resolyed, but rnay i.nclude,
cnscs·dec1ded oo motion if they ate tl\.bula:ted ·separately). lndi~(e
,ybether yo~ were sole counstl, leail coµnsel, ..oi 11ssociate counseJ ln
these. cases.

I'have1ried nine matters ro. verdict in PcdcraJ or Superior Court I Sl:rved
ns lead counsel or·co-counsel i_n seven of these matters, and was .assoch1te
counsel in the {elnoining matters.

(5)

What-percentage of-these trials-was to·

{aJ

a.jury\

78%
(b)

the co11 t (include,cascs rlccldeil on motio•n b11t tabulate 'them
separately).

r2%.
17,

l>Cl$crlbe. file five (5) ,nost-sigµificanf litigated motters·wh'ich y,ou pcrsonallyh1tndled, Provide citation.a, if the cases WCNl' reported, OI" the docket ilqm~r and

a

date lfunreporteli. Give cnpsulc su111mary of the subiitance·of eaeb case.ao.d a
succinct-statement or,vhatyou·believe was of particular significance about the case.
Identify the party/parties'.you represented and describe in _detail tlie nature of·your
participation in tbe. litlgafion and the. final disposnioll of the case. Also state as to
each case,-(a) the date of 1·epresentatlon; (ti} the court an<! the name of the Judge or
judges b~fore. whom the-case WM titfgated; nod (c)'the name(s) and address(e.<J) and,
telephone ninnber(s) of co-couo.selalUI ortli.e prlnclpal-cou11~el for the ollier parti s.
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1. Hector MoUna-AvHes v. District of.Columbia. et al. C.A , No·. H1,953 (oonsolidaled
?"itli nineteen o_lher ~).;: Carl Jones ·y. District of Columbia. C.A. N0;. 2010 C/\ 640 I

(consolidaled witfi twenty-nine·oth·ertases) (Honomble.Anita JQsey-Herr,ing, l'residiog
Judge),

-

TI1ese oonsolidat<i4 cases were bfoug_ht by 11.titty inclividuals. All tne C!Jseli llrtlsefrom the
Metropolitan J>oliC'e 'Pepartrm;nt's .disc.o-v.cry fo 10ro that'the Dep~ent's bre&fual)'?Ar
Instruments appeared to ~ave been imprqperly cal.ibreted for apprbxiinately 17 mol\cf\.s.
Each Piaintm'had_been convict~d ofdriving un.der 'the ihOoence.duringthe,tirne period the
,instruments were believed to 15e.affccteid. The cases.itt U.S. District. Courtasserted,claims
·of violatiqns of,substai,tiYe due process _against the O!~lrict apd the tyietropolftan Police,
D.epertment ol'ffcer.responsibh.l for overseeing thi,ca!ibrafio11 of the instruments: The.cases
in Sµperior Court primarily ll§Sei:tf:d_el4ims negligence,againsl \he same tfefefl!.lant~. I
was lead counsel for the Distdot of.Columbia in afl ~scs. The ca~ often individuals.w.c:re
djsmi~d outnghL, olh!)FS w~re dismii;8ed withput pi:c:judice and re-6,led,.A,fte~ ~P'?T\SCS
to wr1tt~ 'discovery were ~l!ld, most Plai11tift\ actep~ o.trers of judsment, and the
rermii~er sertied theitolai~ s<Rln thereafter, T~e tw.e11l.y rema:irun.s-c,leiins wemi:csolved
•befot:e any District employee W!IS' depose4. The ·oases were significant for· the, District
insofar the potential for liabili.o/ was .g ~t in light of t!Je faor !hat the 'C.Qnviptions of
hundrcijs of inclividuals were culled. into question, !llld !he co~t for defense woul'd 'have~
si,gnificant. J.and my team were able to rcsolv~ telatively quioklyihi: cases·tl'U!t wete filed,
and allow ~\I- Dlsrriot, the M~polltM Poli«I' Department, a_nd lite Office of th~ Chief
Medical Examiner-to focus on improvins·the.Districl's icnpaired dtivlng program.

of

as

Dates-9f Represcnta~lon:

'ZOl;Q to'20l2
t:o,-Counsel:

Robert_.D.e&rardini.s
Offico of the Attorney Oe·nerel for1he District of Columbia
441 i;'ourth ~I:, NW
Washington, o.c.' 2000'l
{202) 774-6642
ChltdNaso

Offl91rnfthe,A\iomey Gene,ral for the !Ji~trict ofC.olu1J1bia
4.41 Fourtli·Street; NW
Washington, D,.C. lOQOl
(202) 'z;i4-i.S54

Qbposing.Counsel~
Jeffrey Hord
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·Paleyllothman

4800-Hampden 'Lsne,_6th Floor
Bel~a', Ma.ryla11d 20~l4.
001) 968-15!18
David Obion and Jeffrey Rhdcfos
Albo &. Obloh; lLP
2200 Clareni{on BQutcvarc.l. Sult\! l20 I
_:Arlington, Virginie
(703)312-(f/Jl 0

2. Christol'Eng1ish v. Disl);ict of.Columbia, C.A, No. 08-1~7; U.S. 91stric.t Court for th_e
District of Columbia (Hon. James Robertson, Presittirig Jud~e).

This matter was brought by the petsonal rtpresentati~e of Jas·on Taft, -an indi'/'~dual'fatally
'shot"in t!le back by Merrop.dlitan l>olice; Depart'r(lent petectiVe Kevio McGo_m;iell while
t1eeing_from arr altercation b.etween him uid Detective M,cConnell.-Accordln8 fo·WU.ness_es,
N!T.'Taft'"was behaving belligerent!)(. Detective McConneJJ.'IY{IS drivinz -by 11t the time and
nteryened. Some wi~esses stated tfiat Detective McConnell1 who wa-a 'not in unlfonn,
icleritified himself as a police officer; others said tre· did not It,. physical fight b'etwee_h'Tatt
itn_d Detective. MpConnell en~ued. During t}_i~ Jf,ltercatiqn; 'th~ <tecedent began to c'hoke
Detective 1SilcConnell1 who .-eached for lus service weapon a'nd'fired a shot Mi'.'·T-effbegan
to tl.ee th.e scene, and Det~cti-ve McConnell fireQ severa.f more sh.0ts, _one ef whicb was
f~al. At .trial, l was co-counsel with-Assistant Attorney .General Roben DeBe.nirdinis, with
whom J hiln:d1he d~feri~e of tlie ma~er equplly. At the close ofaU the evidcnc:e, tl'i~jury
returned. a · verolct for the· Defendants. The case was signifi'can1 fol' the District and
Detective. McConnell because the Oefcndaitt$ fii.ced the pro~pei;t.ofa.:;ignitic,en,tjrr~gmerit
in~ludin_g 11ttomcys'. fe.es.
Dates ot:Represen"tatlon:
2008· to 2009

Co-Counsel:
Rob.crt:DeBernrdinis
Office Qftl\c,,Attome.y Oenel'l\l fm: lb~ District of Columbia
441-Fourth·Strcet, NW
W8Shington. D.C. 20001
C202) 724-6642
Opposing Qgt111sel:
G~gory L. .Lattimer
L.ll'W Offices·ofG.r:i;gory L. L:i~Jme.r, Pl.LC'
[:ZOO G Street, NW, Sulte 800
Washington, D.C. 20-005
~02) 638-0095
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3'.

kirk L. Odom v. Djstrjct·of Columbia, C,A, No.4913 CA ,3239; Superior Coutt of the

District of•Columbia (Ron, NeeJ Kuvirz, Presiding Juage},

On Sep tern lier 9! 198 l, aD .c. Superior GourtJury found Mr. K:lrk-Odo_tn guilty of.burgla_ry
and·anncd mP,e, Mr. Odom Was sentenced to twenty to tweoty.siic years ig prison. and hi~
econvictlon was affinned on·appeal. Mt. Oilom s~rvi:d p,ver lWCJ!t)'•two years_in prison,
f<illowe!I by ei_ght ye8J's on parole as a registered :sex offender tl"efore: DNA evidence
exonerated' him al ilieqge of-fiJl:Y,. Mr. Odom l>roµght suit agains~ th~ District otc;'olu1p6ia:
P,i.rrsua.ot to ~e.Distrlct of Cqliimbla Unjust lmprison·ment A~ D;C. Code' §,.2-421, et ieq:
Mr. 'Odom's lawsuit wa~ ·Qno of.sevimil cas~ :issigne.d to, m1; filed. in the.. Oistrii:.~ of
ColUfllbia b~ ,q;roup of lawyers who simcialized in unj_ust imprisonment litig11ti'O"n. r h-iid
primary, rj:sponsibility _fQr· ~mf)duc(ing discc;>very,. biiojiog and a.~guing issues Qf first
lmpriissiori" and t~-ylrig the case, G.fven that ·the pluincifrs each-suffered an ex.11-aorcllnary
loss from decades _of i~rc~rntio[l 'fer crth1es th11t~they qid not cornrnit. the aise wqs
Important to.U1e District,.lis the potential li:abilil__y for the District Wtls m~~ive. On P.ebruary·
2'1; 20151-Judge I<r:avit-i issued findings 9ffucrs anc!.c;.onclu~ion~ of!aw ib,,,liich he rejected
tne Ofatrici:s a(gun1ems that any clamnges award slio,uld ~ limite.d to titne of ·a~t1i111
inca1oeer;uion .-a.na be suf>.jcct lo e, sot-offf19m Mr. Odcin'l'~ sl:ttll.'lmifot with lire fedel'a1
go>tt;nimc:.nt, ,and' 11w1m:led Mr. Odom damages.in th~ amount of $ LO00 _pel' day for each day
of incurt:e_ratjon, $250 per day for eat'h day of parole, :ang .$290 per day fl'!r eucl1 day
between the period of c1toneratfot1 qml trhi.1 , Judge Kravitz latc;r an1ended j1\s award to
incl11dc damages for fillutse 1nj,urits-thafhc had found Mr. Odom :would slclffer.
Dates-ofReeresentation:
2'013 to 2()15
Co-Counsel;

JU.ck Fe.rrini
(Deceased.)
Opposing•Counsel:

Nick 81"\lStin an<l Peter Ncufekl
Neufeld, Scljeck B? Bruspn
9·9 Hudson-S~tl. t!th F.loor
New York, New.York LOOl3
(2 I2) 965-9081
Jcfuey S. Outm11n

The George Wasfiington -University School oruw
~000 G Street,; NW
Wa~hingtoo, Jj_C, ioo5"2
(202) 994- 7463
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4. Jcroma VoruH. Dimiot of Columbia. et al. 1 C,A-~o. 11-1,219~ U.S. District Court for
the District g,f ColunJbia (Hon. Beryl Howell, Presiding ·Ttidge).
t,1r. V?flJS, al fegcd that he came UP.On 'Ciffill~rs conducting a- traffic· sfop. and b~gan to
photog_raph. them when 'th~ offi(iers fo,ld him thE1t he could not .photograph police of{i~rs
without their consent; and that l'teitececd·to ob'W.inpcnrtissron to do.so froin the MPD''s
1:'u91ic Jpformation Office, Mr, Vorus fu®cr ·all_egc;d that the .qfficers asked fcir b.is
rdemification, and appeai:cd to run his name lhr011gh a database iii a mobile <1ata terminal.
Mc. Voros ass1crte.d claims pfviolatton of_l\is.first and Fourth.Aqiendmeotriglits. This case
was -significant to 'the Oi'Sttiot :is, at the time, no farina.I policy had been· issued on the
l1l;1nner in which phQtographiag and.v·i'de9·11-nd.au~io recording cpu!d,be regulat_cd' by police
.otncers.-Because Mt. Vorus highlighted .in -his amended complaint apparently inconsistent
P.Osi~ons taken by MPD officials, the r;>istrict sought his consent to stay the litigi1l1011, abd
elll:leavored10 worl<: witlr Mr. Vorus"s counsel to develop ·a new MPD General Order that
woulcj claricy for m~mbcrs flic Jaw and_the Department's p,olicy: The District and t!fe
ACtU worki,:d,togetber-to,ct'!lft a general oi:tlcr that wo1,1lcl ad_dresi; the. ,lights of citizeps not
only photographin_g and recording tlie-public activities of police -,ffice~, but also to
define procepures to· seize.sucb rccol'(jil)g devices when thcfe was reason to believe \hat
the devite contained evidence ofcriminal activity. ·As 8' result of the efforts of the•District
and the ACLU, MPD issued a new Geni;ral Order and.the Vo1'!1S litigation W11sse~lcd fur
ue11Sortable monetary amount wlth no significant l!tigatiol'I,

in

Dares qf Representation:
2011 to2012

Dpposing.Counsel:

Arthqr 8. Spitzer and ffe(ierfck V. MulluiuSllr·
Amcrrean Civil Liberties UniQll oflhe Nation's Cllpttal
43,01 Connecticut A'VeJ!Ue, 'NW, Sulte 43.4
Washington, D,C, 20008
(202) 4S7°0~0
'eS. RayMing Cheng, et el. y. Uniietl States,-et aL C.A. No. 02-2010; U.S. District Court
for the District of <;:o!umbi.11. (Hon. ~met-G. Sullivan, preslding judge and Hm1. ,Joh!I
M. Facciola, Special Mester),
I WU$ assigned to tJ1c-Cha11gcasc, as well as the c(lmpanion 'case-of 8al'ha11i-v, RcmlileJ!. in
Octobur, 2009. Ac that time. the case liad alrelld.Y be;cn litigated fqr many Y.ears, and the
trial team was rccopstituu:d when allegati_ohs of discovery problems arose, This case', and
the 8(1rliam casc..lltose-ftorn the artests of more than 309 il\dividualsinPc!tshi'ng.PBr1c on
~i;ptc;mbcr 27, 2002 during protests again~! the World ijank 400 lnternet:l,'onal Mm:rctary
Pund. While- the BQr.ham case seufed in 201.0, the four remaining, Chani .'Pla:intlffs
conti'n.ued io litiga(c their olal1PS. During_ Qi)' time on .the case, I assisted with investigations
to locate outstanding. evidence, defended numerous depositfons; responded to sev~tal sets
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of discovery; partioip;ite.d .in _part in proceedings before lbe Honorable Jolin M. Faccioln
who was dt;Sisnatcd a-s Speci~ Master by the Hono;.ibh:. Emmet G. Sullivan, dfl!fted
several rnotioiJs,.anll participate_d ip -tb~ ,pre.trial p~oc.eedings by workittg with Asslst:ant
Attomer Genetal Causey to draft the joint pretrial iitatement, jury in.struotio~s. voii- il_fre,
pretrialm..otions in llmine and p~pal'C the ease for ttinl. The.<:41Se·:was set for trial,·on 5everal
ooca.slons'in:2015, bufconth:1ucde.nd eventllally se'ttled in ,\priJ. :2016 af\er I le£rth.e omce
ohhe Atiomey peneral. This Il!attel'WSS'.sig6ificantto the,District ofCalumbiaas it, aloni
with BarHam and Ure C4Se of /Jflnjan,iri, Beeker, el al ~ .DisJricl 01Colu711bii:t l!t a.I:,. C,A,
No. O1--011-1 I (PLf), substantially contributed lo many J:lOllcy and proQedurai chllllges in the
Oistrict in the (Jlan&gement of Firsi ,Amendment assemb_lie$ ana mass demonstration
activity, lt was.also significant to the District it! terms of the ,allegations as ID how the
District has mana~ed evide.11ee and its.duties iL1 c\efcnditJg litigatioo bm\.lght agaJnst it,
Oates of Representation;

!2009 t9'20l5 (-,v,ith som«e perigds,ofina.crivlty du.r1rig the Speoial Master irivestigation)

G::o-Counsel :

Willi!lm Caosey
(relired)

Jonathan Pittman
Assooia_te Judge,.Superior Goll(t of11ie Distdct of Columbia
5.00 Indian~Avenue, 'NW
Wllshin:gtolf, D.C, 20001'

a02}879- l 920

Opposing Counsel:

Marina Braswell and Brian Hudak
United States Attorn~y•·s-•offi!le for tile District o[·Columbia
555 Fourth Street;, NW
Was)iington,,D. C. 205'30
(202) 2S2-'.i!549

Lauren Curry

IBM
I North ,Castle DrtVG
iAcmonk.._ N.Y. IOSQ,;
(914) 417-7696
R.cibcrfDeso
1Jeso.& B_uekl~y
1776 K Street NW, Sulte830
Washington, D.C. Z0006
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(202) 822-6333
Alex Fnmcuzenko
Cook Craig & f'tnnc11.i:enko
l0S0 Chafi:1 B:ridg~ Road, Suite200
Fairfax, VA-22030
((tl3) 86S-7480

l:nniel Schwartz, H~lher Gold1nan .& Jacoo Kramer
Bryan Cav,e LLP
115S F Street, NW 1-Suite 700
Was_hington, O.C.100114
(202) sog-6000

JQn'athan Turley
2000 H ~et, NW'
w;shington,.D.C. 2QOS2
(-102) 994-7001

18.

Descn.he the most significant legal lictfvlti4!,i you ha.ve pursued, 1oc!uding siga.iflcant
litigatlo.~ w'1icb, did not proceed to trill.I or lcgii.l ma~rs tft~t did not-involve
Utigation. Describe the ollture·ofyour participation iri e11ch instance describtitt but
you may omit any infpr,nation protected by the atlorney~lie1>t priyilege (unless the

prMlege has •been walv.ecl').
fo addition to the matters ad1:!resscd- above, -from January 2001 unti1 Septem-ber 2004, T
pa11icipatea in the_matter 0£ Unlleq Stl:Ttes v. PJ1illp Morris, et al., whicll'wlls-a civil RI.CO
action broJJght by Ibo U.S. D~partment of Justice ,against nine major cigarette
manufacturers and two tobacco fndustcy 1rlide associations. The-Justice Department alleged.
that theDefend11nts ~nga_ged in a lifty-yenr c~m,piraoy to deceive fhc public abpt,1t the health
effeots of$making-and tbe addictive qualities of'nicotine by enga_girig.in knowingly false
and deceptlv~ aclvertising and publications, It was the.larges~RJ'cO a~ion ·that hrui'ever
been brought by the United States :govcr.nment. Now-retired Judge Richard A. Lecvie was
;ippointecf fo be Special Master in the case by U.~. Di.strict Court Judg_e Gladys-Kessli;r,
who presided overthcmetter1n U.S. Distdct Courtfo.n&e Qistrict()f Columbia. A-s Special
Master, Judge Levie was responsible for developing a case manag_etr1enJ plan -and'
o.vl}l'se.eing all aspects of disc.every, including ~olut_ion of disooyery 11nd ·privilege,
dTsputes. Soon after llis appointrnent'as Spedel Master, Judge Levie h1tcd me to assist him
full time. Judge Levie and J CO!lduot.ed severoJ meetings ,villi counsel for all p11rti~ to
develop a case management plail\ which I -asslsted in drafting. Thereafter, [ worked full
rime on the f.}fi/Up Morrill matter fur over three years, revlewing_afl motions-fil~ by the
parties., and preparing drat\. Special Maste, reports and rec,ommendations fot Judge Levie's
review. ln preparlni; i:lntft repo'J1S BDd recom!)'lehdlifions, I research~ num\:rou_s legal
i~sues rel11ted to l?relrilil disc9veJy, inc~udiog various P.ri,vileges such as attximey-client
privilege, the work product doctrine,- and deliberative process, and either executive
pdvil!:g~ My work also required me to review all documents claimed P.i:ivHeg~ by the
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procfueingparty ·that wete the subjeetQfa pFiVilege challeng~ by an-opposing P.3.l'fY- Due
lo the· voluminous wor1c generated by the. litigatfon, Judge Levie hired two additional
&ttorne.ys,'t;,oth ofwl).ond;supervise(i, My role In the PbilllpMorrl~ matter.concluded-once
the·non-jury h:ial begah b·efore Tudg~ Kessler-in September 2004.

19.

Haveyo1r-evei- held Judicial office? lho, pltmse giv.e tlte-.detalls of such ser-vice,
including the court(s) on whlch you served, whetl:t,eryou weie el~teil i>r appointed,
the.dates of)'our service, and a description of the jurisdfolioo. of the. court. ·Please
provide four (4) copi~ of all opltlions you _wrote during such ~ervlce.11s a.Judg~
1 am currently a Magi~ttate J9dge at the Supe.rior Court nf tl1e District of Columbia. l was
!lppointed by fo1n1er Chief Jud.g,;: Lee ·F. Satt~rfield .for,:a four:,Ye:ar tetm as a Jytaglstrate
Judge in November 201-5, and was sworn in as a Magistr.ate Judg!i on Jl!nuary.4, 2016.
Frol'.I) [anuaey 40i 6·tfirough.D~ember 2016, I was assigned to the Civil Division. While
in the Civil I)jyisii:m, twas .rcsi,onsible fur the Tax and Mortgages Foreclosure Calendar,
where- my overalr 9.&5e l9ad averag~ approximat~ly 240Q cases. ln January 2p 17, 1 was
reassig,bed ·to tl1e Criminal Division and assigned to _p~ide· over one of the three
DC/Trnffic•ea.1end:irs. Io tj,_is assignment, l_pre~!tle over criminal rnattei:s, inoluifiqg n_onjury trials, for criminal ltafffo end other quality oflife offenses fhcluding driving under the
ihJ\uenee of alcohol or d_iugs, driving· without a. valid permit or after-S\1$P.ernit0n oc
rev.o(:l!tion,.public consUI11~1ioirof marijuana, and indeceahtxposure. My average caseload
in this-assig_iunent inbout 560 cases, arid since beginning the.assignment l have conducted
many non;-jucy ttials.
-.O!ven the nature of'the c-.alendars to wlilch 1 was assigu~. l have li11d limit<;d opR9rtunity
to issue written·opinions. In my current criminal assigillncnt, most rulings and all verdicts
1d1ave issui;d hevir½en oral. l bave attaqhed the one mcmoram;lom opinion and 9rder r
i~e1i the.matter of District of Columhia v. Peter L/11/ault, 2017 CDC 002190, denying
l\ledefentlan ""s !liotionto vfttp;draw his _guilty.plca. rnmy prionssignmcnton the 111ortgagc
foreclosure celenuar, I issued numerous -,,\ll'itten ord= pertaining tQ basic .motions
includihg motions to extend time; ({eem :rdefendaljt served·b_y'ptiblrcation, end substitute
a patty. Likewise, on !lie fall foreclos.ure calendar, J issued many basic wr.itten orders
grantirtg judgment in favor of a- tale certificate holder. These were rote orders fin.din.g tliat
tl1e plainti.ffs·had satisfied thei'r burden without legal analysis,

,n

A, Lisl all court decisions you. have made wliich were reversed o,r othe,rwlte

cr:itlcized on.epp.eal.
I 11m not aware of any decisiens which I have made which h!lVC been tel(ers.ed or
otherwise criticized on apneal.

20.

Have you ever been a candidate for elective, judicial, or ony other public office? Jf
so, pleiise give the detal.1s1 inch1ding the-date{s) of Hie el_ection, th.e offic~(s) soqght,
and the results oftheelection{s),

No,
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21.

PoJltlca.1,nctivities and affiliatl!]llS,·

• 'List..all put;lac offwes,·either elected or ~ppointed, which: yo11 have held_or sought
as a candidate or applicant.

Norte,
•

List•all mcmbershrp!i,ll'Jid offices held in and.services N1,:dered to any volitiC!ll
parfy or eJ,ectlo11 co111mltteedu\i11_g the Last t~li (10) -ycars.
·

[ hav11 not h:eld meinoership or ·9ffice in llJ'iy p.olitioa( party or electfon t;oinmitte~
cforing.U,e last ten years. In lite spring of2015, '1 a·ssfated my neighbor, Le~m T,
Andi-ews, Jr, in 11btaining sigpatures-to be ·on -the ·ballqtfor the.Ward 4, District of
Cplumbi~ City Cquncil ,101.5 special electi.on for-c.ouncilmemb-er.
• ltendu all political conttibofions to any-individual, cantpaiga. OTganizatlon 1
·politl~I pnty1 polltl¢al 11ctlon commit:tee, or $'irnilar enjity duriog .the l.11st frve(5) years ofS5J) or more.

F_riends pfLepn ,Andrews; Jr.
$100

January 17, 2015
Ward·fCltyCouncil

W.eaver 201!i
$SO
Ju[y .31, 2613

District 'bf Columbia Cify Col!llcil22.

T,o your knowlcd;e, have yon ·ever been •investigated, arresteilt charge\!, or conVicted
(inclu,depleas·ofsg~ilty or nolo contenjjere) br,'f~deral, ·St~fe, local, or other,Jaw
enforcement authorities for violations of any feder.ar; State, county,.or municipal
law, other than For'a minor traffic offens_e?- Ifso, pl~ pro.vlde detall!I,
During the backgro·untl il'1vestigation ·of me conducted by t.ne Judi~ial ·Nominntjon
Commission (JNC) 1n the summer ~f;?O 17, 1he JNC infprmed rn~. by way or a ,letter dated
August 15, ZOl 7, -oftlie following info1'1natior:1 the J.NC rec•civel:I 'from.the PBf;
The FBI advise_.. thilt iJl 1990, lhe FBI l,os Angeles initiated 1111
in.ves't1gation torpossi ble check 1.ifln~, based oh your deposit of tbrc_e-·
chci;;~. -drawn orr yolJr pers~nal a,ccount ·a-r the National 13Rnk -of
Washingto.ti ,toyouruccounlnr W.ells Fargo. Alfihecks were retuti\ej:I
''Non-Sufficient Funds:' The ~FBI advis,e~ that "fedcr"a-1 prosecution
WRS declined due to gui.dc-lincs and thlit the matter was·referre'd to
local au.thqrities for further i11ve~tigo1i9n.
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The JNC asked whetlitr l wa,o;.aware.orthis investigation !Ind requested that I provid~ ~n
ex:planatio11 ofthe fi\clliand circuans1anoess1,11·roundin,s the inve_sllgation.

As r explained to tbe JNC. I WJ!s no~ aware· that I w~ ever the, stto.iecl lif an FB'l
investigation tintil l'teceived•the cortespondenGC :fl'om-the JNC_I nbo was mwet infonned
tha~ I was_r:v_er the.:;ubjcct qf investigati_iin bt !ll'IY loc!ll law enforcement euthoritie~. I was
particularly ·surpr.ised :to learn. that thete. wa~ s\lch en- investigation given that, in
·apl?ro;dmately 2002, the FJHconducted-l! back_ground hiVe..~tlgation ofme for -a top-secret
security cli:aral)i;e ta allow me•tq work whli .the Honot11ble Richard A- Ley-ie,
In th~ abs~nce ofl!try pc;r-s:onal IQlowlet;lge, I.sp~ulate lh!)tthe 19!10 ilJvestjg;ttli>Jl mµfhQve
lieen part of a-broader investi.zetion of my stepfather, Martin·-Silvestrt who was convicted
in 1992 il\ ,U:S. Oislrii:t Court" in !.,os- Angeles·of wire f~ud aod servecJ II sente11ce1'or hi~
conviction, To the best of my- recollccr1oll; l believe, but nm· not sure of tbe precise time
frame., that the incide1~t 11,wolv_iug the c_heck~ occµn:e~ in ap,p_roximateJy lh!l- ~miner of
1989, I c;llne to Los.Angeles for'the summer 'of.19,89 after my fu:shmwi year. o.f.tollege
~(I so.011 fou!)d tYlt? surrimettjobs. Al~ough,1 had a bank aeco\!nt in Wash'.ington, DC where
1 t·esldcd most of the year ttwscliool, my -stepfather encouraged mr.; -to af~ open a bank
!ICCO!Jlll fn Ciilifornja _
so t!ia_t l cou_ld e~ilf tleposit--trie rr\Ollr.;):' that I e~J'!led d,uriflg the
~ummer. At some point,.l)ly~tepfftlhe~-asked me to·wrlte some ~hecks from my Washington
&ank 11cco(tot to deJJ'osit inte my Los Angeles bnnkat:count He-told me that he needed me
io. .be able. to write ·checks {or $Orne w9rk-related expense~ tbat he. had. as w~ll 11S for
household expenses., ~no· assure-el me thnt he was-·expecfing :substaotilll payments- frotn
royelfi~ for- llis music to cover th.e.,e:hecks, It did not ooourto IT)e that h_e might noi deposit
money to,cove1· 'the ·checks. I dater teamed that Urere were n'D funds to coverthe checks that
I wrote, At the sam~ Lime, 1 began (o hav~ sighiiioal)t oredit card is.s1.1e_s {CS~llling fronithe
fact that my stepfather flBII 'llsked me-to mAlce h'im a- signat0ty to the credit cardnepoonts
that I had at t!1at-lfl)10. He- also -~ ve nie 'a credit card that he;-asked that I oh'ly· lise in ari
emergency, e;,cplaining be.w11ntiid ,to be 11ble to.1,el~:me as J hQd helped him. ! didnQffCi11ize
thatthe nceoµnt was act1lilll)' in m)"nah're arid opened ~y him wi(hout.my knowl'edge ui1til
J·beg11n·toreceivc calls fromthe:oredihard company -iodiqating 1h-at the acooµnt wns in my
name.and ·significantly in default At the agi: oftwenly,'J owed more money thnn l could
im11girie-ever being ab.le to reP.D)', Ovar the ye.er~ thnl fcjllawc:d, J worked very hard.with
the credito1's to pay'.off as.much of ttte· debt clmt I <.ould. r was able to- re-cstablisl1 myself
aod eVen!ually tibuild my cr~d.it. I c6mple~ed-bpth coll~ge' and law s~hool'\vith o·n1r -my
nw.n.student lnans and.grants that learned. l disclQse<f the credit. issues to the three Bers to
w(1ich I appliea (Virginia, Miiiyland,1 and the' Drstrict of Columbia), and w:is edinitred to
pr~ctice in e.o~h.

23.

liovc: yo1,1 or any business.ofwhich you •arc-or were p,o -officer, direclor or owner
ever been .a party .or othenvise involved a.s a party -in any other legal or

ai;lministra~iv.e proceedings.? 1-f so; give 'the p11rtlc11lars. Do n!)t list.iu,y proceedings
in which you were. mc:rely it cuan\iau .ad litem or st11kebolder. IucJu~e.~11
procecdhrgs ln which you wcni-1' party in iotn~st,,a md'terial wltnessf wcrc,narued
as a co-~QnBpirii.tor or co•l'e/lpimdent,.aod list. any grand Ju_ry hwestigati90 in whfch
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ro·u 1lP,[leared as a witness~

Shana Prost v. Eric Frost 2011 DR~2l 10 .CD ,C. Supc;r. Ct.) and_Shana Frost v. Et-le
Frost, 12.011 LTB23'~1 (D:C. Super, Ct.}.1was the petitioner in an unc"611tested divome proceeding, I 'had also: ·b~en:;wyised _to, file
the landlord/tenant action 'as J'wnSi thc-st'llti owne.i: of th~ house in which l resided with tny
husba'.ncl, b~t he soon agr"d to leave the:homc, and l W<IS abie lo voluntarily dismiss the_
lnndlord/ten1U1t.acti0n. J filed, the 11ction for- divo~ 011 July 22,201 l ,,and'thl: judgment of
a6'solute,divoroewas entecc:d··o11 Feb1:JJlll"Y 16, 2012. r tiled. the landlord/tenant proceeding
on .Augu~t 30,_:201 t, an_d volun~arily-qismissed it oh Septcmoer 20,~201 l. My requesf fora
·divor;cc was granted,. apd I was awa{Pc:d solt;1 physiG11l C\IStQdy of our minor child.':Vii.h joint
· legal custody, an~ also awarded child-support. Both parties were self-represen~dRnyMing Gfiang. et al. \I. United States, GI.al,. 02.201.0 (E@SlJMF),

Duritig the CO\lllie•ofthe·,special Mast~r proceedin_gs, I W!ls called as ii witness- to tcst:1.fy, on
January l ()-1 l, '2013 bef.o~ Spe~ial,Master·John Facci,ola re~rding !}ie inves.t-igatiOn inlo
tlic: . alleged 1011s or destructfon of evide11®, and the efforts. made tp. , retrleye missing
evidence.
Tn.'June, 2013 l wtlfcalf~dto testify, in-my·capac1.ty-as-Acting.- Presi'dent of AFGE Loca l
1403, at an administrative hearing befqre·th.~ Publ1-e.Emplo.yees R~lations Bom{pertaining_
to a re.cogliinO!\ petition fi led on behalfof a ~lip, of Distrfot of Columbia admirirstfative
law judges _s~e~ing to or,gani~ a bargainlng unit, My ~estrmony focuse_d 011.the duties-and
responsibilities of bargaining unit attofneys at Office of1he Attorney Oerteral, and was
offered, in the proceeding:; as a·, ~mparison to the woi:k performed by "11dm,inistiatlve law

ju4ges,
24.

Have you ever been disciplined,or cited for a breach p( ethiCll for un_P,rofcssjl)mtl
co·nduci: by, or b~t fhc S!Jbjee~ of n complainf-to llllY cour~ administrative agency,
bar or. pro!c!$llional :1Ssociation, ,disciplinary co.mmittee, or other profcssi,o nal group?
Uso, please provide the-details,
1 have never been· disciplihed or·titcd for breach-of,etlii<JS for unprofessional conduct. I
have had Lwo e<:1mplaints made ag~if1st me during my career,

the Special Master- proceedings in RayM{ng Cha11g, et al. v. United Slates, 1ft al., .C.A;
No. 02-2010 (EGS'/J.¥f), the plaintfffs' lawyers alleged th11t .l Yi~latcd D.C. Bar. Rule of
f rofcssional Conduct .3..7, and Nquested th/It Special Master Faccioia:: tefer me and -other
Disttict of Columbia lawyers to Bar.C.ouose!. PlaJhtifrs' lawyers al~o alleged iha___t T'arid
olher lawyers for 1f)e District of Columbia engaged in .witness tampering· end shouJp be
-refe,rred fcir c~iinfoal .inve~tigation. A.(ler s.cvcral hearings, th~ Special Master issued u
lengthy report of f&ctual findings_on.December 1,6, ·2,0 J'3-. Chang; .et al. v.. United ~/ates, et
al., C,A: No. 02-2~10 (BGS/JMP), Report and Recommendation of the Special Mastel\
0kt. 9.82 (D.D.C. Dec. 16, 2Q13). Tbe ~pcoial M~r•s Report di~ not -concl,ade tlfot a-ny
ln
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evidence was li>st .or destroy.ell, or !:hat the~-was any. attempt to 4estroy 'evide,n~.

hi July 2008; J learned that 11: witness (and former police officer. wi(.h the Nl.etr:opolillln
Poli~o Depa~ent)in the cortsolid~t~ cases of Ian Preddie. v. Distfict of Coltimbta,2QTJ4
CA 4~83 and Reb.ec.co Smith v, District of CTJlwr,bta,'1.Q.04 CA 455S~ tried bcf9re J_udge.
Robert Morin in the Superior Court for the District of Columbia referred me to tne
lhspe.c!Qr d1mera), ~sert!n_g-th(!t { had shared confidential in(6{Tila1Ioo ieg,atding hinrwi1h
my fonner husband, who was-also a.member ofthe Metrop0Utan Police Deportment. The
allegations we~e ~fened_to an investigator at !hi: Office of-the Attorney General, wlw
founci the allog!ltions to &c unfo~nde.d~
- ·
··
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D. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS 01.i' INTEREST
J.

Will.you se.ver 111! connections with your prescntemptoyer(s), business r1rm.(J},
business associatioll(;), or business grg1l!'li:Qtion(s) ·i('yoli .n e cor;dirmed?

Yes.
.2.

Describe_all financl11l a~ngemeuts, deferreil compeuatlon -agc:eemetrts, or other
continuing,dealings-witb.yonr law firm, busine.U a~sociate<i, or·clh;nls. -.None.

3.

Tndlcatc any ln.".e:itm~nts. ot,llg11tto11$, liabf!jti~, ·or other relauonships-w,hich could
involve poten·tisl oonflicts of interest,

Iain nbt-aware or'any invesonents,obligations, liabilities·orotl1er relationships which
could involve potentfal conflicts.of interest.
4..

Describe aqy li11slncss rcfation.shi'p, dealing, or·finandal trao~ction whkb yo11 have
h1td in the last ten (lli) years, whether for youcsclt on behalf ofa -client, pr,ac_ting as
au agent, thafconld in any way·constituteor result in a possible.conflict of interest
oth~ than while in a federal governmel}t capadty.
None.

S.

Describe any activity d,uring the tasc ten (10) ,ye.'lrs i11 which you baye engaged for
tire purpose o'f.diredly, or indircctfy influeociug tire passage, defeut, or mudilicafion
of legislation ot affecting .tbe.ildministra~i0p and execution (if !ilw or public ,poJic-y
other than while as a federal go'l!ernmen.t employee.

'I h11.ve not, in m.y,persona,l -oapa9ity, engage.cl in any ac(ivitY, during 1he fast ten_years for
the purpose, of directly 'or indirectly in fluencirig tlie passage, defeat, or nioditicarion .of
leg~Jalfon or a:ffeoting the admihjstration. and executio_n of' law or-. publlc pelioy. lu my
capacity as Acting President and Jaror President-of LOC31 140'3, -American Federatictn of
Government Employees-, the Ui:iron that represents the approxima~ly JOQ (ilonmanagcment level) attorney&. wjthin ooth the Office of the Attorney General forthe_Distdc.t
of CoJombii1 on~ the Offices of General CouiJs~l for the various agencies subordinate to
I.he Mayoc of the. D.istrict of Columbio, l often a<tvoc~ted foe or against legislation that
impacted the-members ofLocal 140J's collective b:irgaining'unit.
I speci.fital(y· recall offering testimony before, the District of Columbia 'City Co1Jncil,
Committeet>fthe'Whol~ in July2013 insupportof PR-20·3~0 and in June 2014 in support
ofl'R-20-795, both p'f wnich addressed different CompensatJon A,gn:cments'between the
District ot Columbi:1 Office of the Atforney General and the American Federation of
Government Employees l:ocal I 403, AFL-CJO (Compensation Unit 3J). The.se.re.~ol11tlons
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were ~equii:ed.for the Dis!l'ict ofCofumbia to fonn11.lly accept and imple.menlwO CQllectiVe
&imaioing ci>t;,Jpcnsation !igreemenrs.negotiated by the 0.f'fite of the.Attorney General and
Local l 403~•whfoh were r.itified by 4!cal .1403 's membe~hip and approve(i qy its offic1als-.
Talso ,provided _testimony at an oversight hearing. for tne Qftioe of the. Atto.mey Genel'lll
·conducted by the Distric~ of·C9lum1:i'ia City Council Committe!). On the Judiciary in
Febru.nry,201.4,
Also 'in my role as Acting President of AFGE Looal 140S, 1n March 20[3 l offereg
tescimo11y ·befute the D.i$tr!ct <?f-Colum.bia City-Council, Committee on the Judiciary, in
oppos:itlon to Btll 20-134, the Elec!ed .-~ttocney Qe.Qeral lmplementatjon ~9 L~gal
Services _Act,. rt Wit$ th_e 'pqsiµon of ·Local 1403, as well .as at. least one Conner
Councllmember, a fotrne,r_ Attpm-ey Gene.rat fru: the D[S'trict ·Qf GolumJ,ja, .a.rid, various
pubJiq interest groups; fnat the prQposed legislation would'._adversely impii'ct .fbe provision
of feglll sef'(ices' fn thi;' District 9f Col.)1mbia bY, bifµrc11fing th_e. attorneys ptovidjn,g legal
service to (be District into two separate chains of command ond threaten.the-legal autonomy
of the Attortley General Qf the Distripc of Columbi".
Als.0·9n behalf of APOE- Loca!' 1403, in ~epruafy, 2Q lJ) pal1icipat~d'in a:public ~versigl,t
rowfdtitbl~·sponsored by the,District of Columbia City C.ounc'il rel·ated ·to the Prnhibi1ton
on Go-vemroent Emj,loyc;e Eng~gcmelit P:ol!tical -Mtivi~ Act of 20 IO in light. ot: U,c
pasSS"ge of the federal Hatch A.ct.Modemizaiioo Act of 2012.

ln

6,,

Do you bav.e a1ly plan_s, i:on!.h'li(mepts, or _1tgl'ellmeJ1ts to pm,sue qutside e.m1>l9Ynl'e1t(',

witli: qr· without compensation, during your service-as u judgd lfso,, exploin.

No.
?.

Explain how you .will resolve :iny potenttatconfiicts 'of interdt; 1n_ciatiing 1111:Y. that
\tiny have b,cen discl~se<I bl' your r.esP~es to the_above lfoms: ·Please pfovide three
(3) copies-of 4\n)' ·trust.or other relevant.agreements.
I am noraw¥e of any curren( potential contl!uts ol'if)terest ffl become aw~ of ll conflict
of iilterest,-oi' if'any conflicrof interest a-rises in· the "future-, J will resolve it itraccordo.nce
with the Co~e of Judiclnl Con~uct,

S,

If cordirmed, <)o you expe~ _to i;erve out your ftJll term?
Y.es.
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UL li'INANCIALDATA

AH infotmation requested widec this headi~i must be provided for yo~lf; your- syo04e, ,and
~Qur dependents. (This information_will n.ot-be pubfishcd in the -record of the hearing on your
nominl.i:fon, but it will be ~otl in the Comml~'s-files and wi).1 be available fo~ public·
inspection.)

-REDACTED
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IV. DlSTRICf OF CQLm:{BIA~QUIRE~NTS
..Suppleme1,1tal quesfjons concemiog specific.statutory qualificntions for ~ervice·as ii jjl.<lgc
in
,c ourts-orihc Dlatrict of Oolum bil\ pursuant to th.e Dlsli'fct of Colwnbia Court
_
Refor_oi ani,l. Criminal Pro~ur_e. A-ct of_tno; D,C. Code Section l I· 150 1 (b), llli amend~.

the

1.

Are you a citizen o'flhe Uni fed States?

2.

.A.re you ·a member of tlie bar of the Disttict of Coluin bia?

'Yes.
::,.,
1

Have yo.ii b* a member,ortbe bar of'tbe District of Columbia for af Lelist five (5)
yearsfPlC11se pr.oyide the date -you were..admi~d to practice in tbe District or

Columb,a.
Yes, July lQ, 1998,

4.

S.

If the an5)¥er to- Question ·3 is "nal' ....
A.

Are yoµ

B.

Are Y.OU a Ja,yyer employed,1n the Di~ricf of,Colu!Jlbia by the United Stutes
or the District of.C olumbia?

C.

Have you been eligible for members.hip in .the bar'oftheDistrict of Columbia
for at le.sst live (S) years?

D.

Upon whal grounds is that eligibilityoascd?

,11

professor of law in a law ·school in the District of'Colombfo?

Aro you. a bona lide rcsident of the District()( CohJmbia?

Ye;~.

6.

8:av~_you :malntelucd :an actual plo~ of Abode io the greater Wasl'Jlngtoo, D,C. ,area
fot at ieastfivc (5) year-s? Please 11s·t theaddres~~ oryo.ur actual p'11ces of a~o~e
(inc.Ju.ding t~mp_o rary r~_ld,enees), with dates ofo,«copancy for the last°five {5) years.•
Yes. Since April Z014, [ ~ave lived lit
From.January 2004 t;i,.,ApriPQM, l lived11

j.

REDACTED

A,reyqu a member of the District of Colu'mbia Commissio11 on Jui)iclal DisabiJitlu
and Tenure or the District ofColumt?ia Judicial Nominating Co,:rnriuslou?
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No.
8.

llave y9u, been II meinb.er of either of thc_se Contmi!isio_n.s withh1 ·the-lllllt 12 mouths?

No.
9,

Please provfdi; the c'.0~1n1ttce, with four {4) copies -of your Oistrkt~r Colurutiia
Judicial Nomfoation commi~iO!I q!,lestionnaire.

t>lcase·see attached.
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AFF.IDA.VlT
l,.Shuna Ly_u Mntlul, beihg duly, :iworu, hereby states that helshe has read and -slgncd the
fotegoing s1a·1em~nt on Bi'ograpl1ical and Finan .a) !nformaiign and that the.in fortm1!ion
proviilcd therein is, lo thee bcsl. ofh1s/.he1· kno ;;r.c'/urr n ,.a~ o, and oomnJelc,
.,,

'I

SIJBSCRfBED.~nd SWORN 'I'O bd"oreinci'ihj~-7 ) ~ -dny o f ~

-.

201.8.

~b~/W'.)~

Notory P u b l i c '
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Senator Kyr ten Sinema
Post-He11ring Ques-ttoos for the Record
Submitted to Shana Frost Matinl

Nomin11tions of Ann C. Fis,ber and Ashley E. Poling to be Commissi.01Lers, Postal
Regulatory Commission; Catherine Bird to be General Counsel, federal Lnbor Relation~
uthorit)'; and Rainey R. Braf)dt and Shana Frost Matini to be Associate Judges, Superior
Court of the District of Columbia

Tuesday, ,luly 16, 2019
I) The position you arc nominated fur is critically important, especially given the ongoing.
high number of vacancies within the D,C. Superior Court.
a. What efforts, lf any, have you made outside the courtroom to prepare yourself for
1he position for which you are nominated?
Response: Ptior to serving as a MagisU'llte J\Jdgc, I served as a trial attorney at the
Office of the Attorney General for the District of Columbia. While there, I
handled a heavy caseload of civil cases, and litigated a wide variety of issues.
That position required me to regularly learn new subject maiters, statutes, and
regulations, and J bet.·ame adept at quickly developing expectise in different area.s
of the law. Similarly, for each calendarto which I was assigned as a Magistrate
Judge, I spent considerable time outside the courtroom learning the applicable law
neces1,ary to successfully handle my assignments. Talso regularly attend ttainings
nffoted by the Court that 11ddress legal iSS\lCS that arise before the different
divisions of the Court.

b. As we consider your nomination to be an Associate Judge, I want you to cast
forward to the end of your career. What do you hope your legacy as a judge will
be when you leave the bench?
Response: Jhope the community remembers me as a thoughtful, hardworking and
fair judicial officer who treated the litigants, attorneys, and courthouse staff with
respect. l would like my colleagues to remember me as someone that they could
rely on to assist when needed, and offer guidance when .asked.

2) As a Magistrate Juclge, there is a lim1Led Jurisdiction, Associate Judges have an
opportunity to handle many more cases 81\d more issues.
a As such, how would you go 11bout preparing yourself to su~essfully meet the
expand.ed scope of your ae,v position. while still handling, the day-to-day
challenges of your new position and serving !he public?
Response: If I am conJinned to be an Associate Judge, I pledge to !he Committee
that 'I will continue to do what I have done throughout my career: work as bard as
t can to learn areas of the law that are new to me. Since !joined the Superior
Court as a Magistrate Judge, I have been assigned to two divisions of the Court
(the Criminal Division and the Family Divi5ioa) to preside over cases regarding
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matters previoui.'1.y unfamiliar to me. In preparation for each new assignment, I
reviewed relevant case Jaw, observed proceedings before my colleagµes, and
attended training specific to the new subject matter, While preparing for the new
assignment, I con1im1ed lO preside over lhe cases in my current assignment, while
also assisting to train the judge taking over the calendar that I was Ieaving. Twill
make these same etTorts to prepare for new challenges that will be presented lo
me ilS an Associate Judge.
3)

s a judge. you may have litigants appear before you who do not haveettomeys and may
uot fully understand the law and procedure.
a, What do you believe the proper role is for a judge in helping litigants access
information they may need to present the.Ir cases or obtain legal cow1sel?
Response: IL ts essential that indi iduals before the Court have a firm
understanding oftne process, and a judge should ensure lhat Lhe process is
explained 10 unrepresented individuals. While serving as a magistrate judge, I
have regularly refe.rred prose litigants to resouroes available both at the Superior
Court, including the self-help centers, as well as outside organizations and law
schools that provide legal assistance to unrepresented individuals,
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William F, Causey
2737 Devonshire Place, N.W,
Ap81'tl)lent41 l
Washington, D.C WOOS
June 21 , 2019

The Honorable.Ron Johnson
Chairman, Committee on Homeland Security
and Government Affairs
328 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 205 JO
The Honorable Gary Peters
Ranking Member, Committee on
Homeland Sec\11'ity and Government Affairs
725 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Re: Nomination of Shana Frost Matini to the Superior Court of the District of C-0lumbia
Dear Chairman Johnson and Ranking Member Peters:
l wr)te in strong support of the nomitninaion of Shana Frost Matini for the position of Associate
Judge ofthe Supeior Coµrt of the District o'fColumbia. Mag1Sll'llte Judge Mailni would make an
excellent member of the Suprior Coun bench.
I worked wiih Shan.a when I served as an Assistant Attorney General for the District of Columbia
ih the Public Interest Division from 2011 to 2015. During that time, Shana was an Assistant
Attorney General of the Civil Litigation Division of the Office. Toge!lier, Shano and I
represented the District of Columbia and the Metropolitan Police Department in litigetion filed in
federal court arising out of lhc largest pub(jc demonstration in recent memory in the Distircf. The
case involved the arrest of over 400 people at Pershing Park in 2002 for lll))awfully
demonstrating during the World Bank-IMF Conference in the District Dozens of law
enforcement entities were sued, and e;ase took over eight ye8.fs to resolve. We handled dozens of
depositions, numerous court hearings, oversaw the production of thousand of documents, and
finally obtained a successful settlememt for our clients in mediation before a forruer federal
judge.
Shana's work during the case was exemplary. She had a m;iStery of the focts and the legal issues
involved, wrote cogenl., well-supported, and pefSuasive briefs, and worked efficiently with our
Office staff to organize the case and keep it manageable. She always was courteous with
opposing counsel and treated the court with appropriate deference and respect. Despite the
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magnitude and sensitivity of the case, Shana always remained calm and level-headed. I was
honored to work with her. Shana epitomized the best ,in a government lawyer.
Having worked closely with Shana on this case and other matters in the Office, I can state
unequifically that she was an O\ftstanding attorney. I have no doubt she· will be an outstanding
Superior Court Judge.
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2737 Devonshire Place, N.W.
Aparun.ent 41 \
Washington.. D.C.. 20008
The Honorable Ron Johnson

Cbainnan, Committee qn Homeland Secimty
and.Government Affairs:
32& Hart Senate Office Building
W11-5hington, DC20510
The Honorable Gary Peters
Ranking Member, Committee on
Homeland Security and Government Affairs
725 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
June 7,2019

Re: Nomination oCMagistrate Judge Shana Fro$t Matini for the Superior Court of the Di.stricl of
ColU1llbia
Dear Chairman Johnson 8J)d Ranking Member Peters:
I write in strong support of the nomination of Magistrste Judge Sh!\llll Frost Matini to become an
Associste Judge on the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. Judge Matini possesses the
intellect, temperament, legal experience ancl writing skills to be a truly outstanding Associate
Judge, as she already has demonstrated during her service as a Magistrate Judge on the Superior

Court.
l was privileged to be one of Judge Matini's s1.1pervisors in the Civil Litigation Division of the
Office of the Attorney General for the District of Columbia (OAG) from 2011 to 2016. She was
11 gifted attorney whose writing was clear, concise and persuasive and whose courtroom advocacy
skills were outstlli'lding. Ji,ldgc Matinl was the "go to" Assistant Attorney General io OAG for the
large aod sensitive litigation the office handled. Not only did Judge Matini distinguish herself
with ber legal sktlb she litigeied her cases with the highest degree of professionalism, often in the
face of unscrupulous opponents. Her integrity garnered respect for the work of OAO.

Judge Matini also played a significant role in the union that represented attorneys in OACl.
Requiring a deft hand .md an ability to find compromises, Judge Matini was able to ensure a
positive working relationship with the managemeot of OAG while retaining the trust of her
colleagues. Her involvement in non-litigation issues demonstrated her ability to be a good listener
to many points of view and to fashion resolutions to what otherwise often appeared to be intractable
problems. Judge Marini afways was even-tempered and respeclful in her dealings with others
regardless of what job position they held in OAG. She was widely admired by~ with whom she
worked.
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Because of her intellect, integrity, legal experience and commitment to the District of Columbia,
Judge Matlni will make an excellent Associate Judge. Having pmcticed law for over 47 years as
an attorney with the United States Justice Department, an Assislant United States Attorney, 11
District of Colwnbia law finn partner and a Deputy Attorney General in !he OAG, and having
litigated and appeBted before hundreds of federal and state-court judges, including many on the
Superior Collrt, l believe 1 am uniquely well-suited to recognize the attributes of a good Judge.
Judge Metirii possesses the es~nti/il qualities-intellect, experience in the courtroom, cogent
writing, patience. the ability to listen, the wisdom to rule fairly; unimpeachable integrity and
dedicirtion 10 the comn'!unity she serves--to be an outstandin_gjurist She will elevate. the reputation
of the Court.
1 also have had the pleasure of being Judge Matini's teammate on the GoPink!DC dragon boat
team that paddles Ol.it of the Anacostia Boathouse and competes around the Mid-Atlantic. region.
The team is made up of breast cancer- survivors ·and their supporters. Judge Matini is one of the
teBtn' s biggest supporters (!llld one of its most awesolT)e paddlers). (lier young daughter Sofia
also is our unofficial mascot.) We are a group of diverse women with the goals of recovering from
breast cancer and maintaining our health with the support our tc:amn1111es. Judge Matini quickly
becamo a leade.r on the team, not because of her title. but because of her commitment to the women
on the team, Thus-, even il"I non-legal settings, Judge Matini is a natural leader to whom others 11re
drawn for guidance and example. This 3imply is who she is regardless of the settin_g.

In sum, you have tin: opportunity to confirm a truly well-qualified nominee to be an Associate
Judge on the District of Columbia Superior Co\lrt. The residents of the Disttict of Columbia will.
be the gratefiil beneficiaries of your action.

2
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May 20, 2019

The Honorable Ron Johnson, Chairman
Committee on Homeland Secutjty a.nd Government Affairs
328 Hart Senate Office B~lding
Washington, D.C. 20510
The Honorable Gary Peters, Ranking Member
Committee on Homeland Security and Government Affairs
725 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 205!0
Dear Chairman Johnson and Ranking Member Peters;

I write in unreserved support.of the nomination of Magistrate Judge Shana M8tini to bean
Associate Judge on the SIJPllriOr Court for the District of Columbia. As I ·explain below, Judge
Matini embodies the qua,liti~ that are critical to being an effective judge, and I have no doubt
that if confirmed, she will serve with great distinction.
I first met Judge Matini on the day I began work as Assistant Deputy Attorney General for Civll
Litigation for the District of Columbia Office of the Attorney General. l served in that position
from 1007-2011, at which point I rejoined Boies Seh.iller Flexner LLP where 1 have been a
partner since 2012. My responsibilities a.~ Assistant Deputy Included supervision oflhe work of
1he four General Litigation sections of the Civil Division, whlch represent the District of
Colullibia In lawsuits for damages. I also ditectly participated in cases of particullll significance
to the District of Columbia.
.Judge Matini was a !rial attorney .in one of the General Litigation sections throughout my tenureas Assistant Deputy. Each section was led by a section chief, but there were two extended
periods of lime when Judge Matim's section had no section chief, one because the position w11s
vacant and the otherduring an extended absence oftbe section chief. During this period, I
directly .supervised the section, including review of all written work product. I also worked
closely with Judge Matini on other major C11ses. As an example, r served as co-counsel with her
on a major wrongful-death case brought apinst the District of Columbi11. As another eumple, I
worked with her co-cowisel and her on 11 difficult police shooting case and observed much of the
trial.
I therefore had ample opportunity to form an opinion of Judge Matini 's legal and communication
skills, considerable civil litigation experience (including many trials), work ethic, temperament,
knowledge of the law, professionalism, collegiality, innate sense of fairness and conunilll'lenr to
civility, and ability to handle pressure. All are first rate. She is a clear and, effective writer !llld
oral advocate with.excellent analytical abi Ii ties. She also fias a demonstra1Cld ability to handle
many different responsibilities at the same time while producing high-quality Work and
maintaining an even disposition. Attorneys in the General Litigation sections have large
c11.Seloeds, and on top of the typical caselo41d, Judge Metini handled ntBl\Y of the most important
nnd sensitive cases in the Division. She also was the primary caregiver during my tenure to her
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daughter Sofia who was between the ages of l lo 5 while I was Assistant Deputy. Despite these
considerable personai and professional responsibilities, she always displayed an unflappable
demeanor While operating according to the highest standards of professionalism and vigorous
advocacy.
Judge Matin! also has the precise combination of pen;ooal qualities that are important to a. high
quality judicial temperament. She is llll Inherently fair-minded person who marries a bu.sic smse
of kindness and diplomacy with a steely toughness, commitment to the law, and sense of
copviction. She is confident with a firm sense of self without a trace of am>gance. The result
was that she was univecsa.lly well-liked lllld respected by all of her peers 1md supervisors, as well
as by clients and witnesses. This included in particular the attorneys in the Office of General
Counsel at the Metropolitan Police Department as well as lhe officers and expert witnesses with
whom she worked on her police cases. Judge Matini also was invariably a visorous advocate for
her clienls while always showing respect fot opposing coun.sc:l and 11tigants. lt is entirely
predictable to me that Judge Matini has, as 1 understand it. earned unlfoi'l'illy positive feedback
while serving 1IS a Magjstrate Judge for the. Superior O>urt of the District of Columbia. She
would make an excellent Associate Judge.
Should you have any questions or if I can be of any assistance, please do not hesitate to contaot
me at skaph111@bsfllp.com or 202-274-1 l 63.
Very sincerely yours,

Samuel C. Kaplan

2
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The Honorable Ron Johnson
C~nnan, Committee on Holtleland Security
and Oovemment Affairs
328 Halt Senate Office Building
Wa.shington, DC 20510
The Honorable Gary Peters
Ranking Member, Committee on
1-:lomeland Securlty and Government A!Talrs
12S Hlllt Senate Office Building
Wl!Shington, DC 2051 0
June 4, 2019
Dear Chairman Johnson and Ranking Member Peters:
As a former Chief of Police for the District of Cohnnbia Metropolillln Police Oep11t1ment
{"MPD"), I write to you .and the Committee on Homeland Security and Government Affairs to
offer my support of the nomination of Shana Frost Matini to be an Associate Judge of the Superior
Coun of the Disu-ict 0£ Columbia. Based upon my knowledge of her wock through her
representation ofMPD during the time I served as Chief of Police from 2007 until 2016, I believe
she possesses the skill, temperament and intellect to be an excellent judicial officer.

D\lring the time ) served as Cbief of Police, Shana was an Assistant Attorney Genenil -with the
Otlice of the Attorney General for 1he District of Columbia in the Civil Litigation Division, She
handled nwnerous matters on behalf MPD; her hard work and diligence were well-known
throughout MPD. r al'ld other membe~ of the command staff appm:iated her professionalimi and
dedication. During Shana's work on several class ac1ions in vol vlng MPD, I had the opportunity to
work personally with her prior to trial, Because of Shana' s expertise in legal issues involving First
Amendment assemblies, she was as}ced to provide training to newly-appointed MPD officials on
the District's laws governing the right to peaceably assemble.
I highly rc<:onunend that the Committee confirm Shana's nomination to be an Associate Judge of
the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. Her commitment to the District of Columbia as
exemplified by her work with the Office of the Attorney General and her strong legal skills make
her well-qualified for the position.
Sincerely,

OJA,~~
Cathy L. Lanier
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RICHARD A. LBVIE
.2809 University Terra~, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman, Committee on Homeland Security
aad Government Affairs
328 Hart Senate Office Buih.ling
Washington, DC 205 LO
The Honorable Gary l'eters
Ranking Member, Committee-on
Homeland Security and Govemmem Affl.urs
72> Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Re; Judicial Nomination of the Hon. Shana Frost Matini
I write to support with the highest recommendation the nomination of the Honor ab Ie
Shana Frost Marini fot a position as an Associ11te Judge on the Supe~ior Court of the District of
Columbia.

I am a Senior Judge at the Superior Coun, having been appointed ia 1985 by President
Reagan. Until March 2000 I was an Associate Judge at the Superior Court, commencing in April
2000 I took senior status. Since April 2000 I also have been involved i n dispute t soh,tlon as a
mediator, arbitrator and special master:
From September 1996 through September 1997 Judge Matini' was my law clerk at a
tirne when l was on a Civil I calendar (complicated and protraeted cases) and when t became
the Deputy Presiding Judge of the Civil Division. Of my 15 law clerks, she was, without
question, the best. Her analytical and writing skills were superb, and herjudgmept and insight
into legal iss11es and people were well beyond her chronological years.

During Judge Matinl's tenure as my law clerk. and again from Pebrulll)' 1999 through
January 2001 , 1 worked with her in connection with the Einstein Institute for Science, Health
and the Courts (EINSHAC) where she was a Legal Fellow and l was a member of the Board of
Directors. ln her role as a Legal .Fellow, Judge Matini worked on the preparation and presentation
of courses for federal and stale judges on the handling of scientific issues in the courtroom.
Tins proJect was funded by the Hunian Genome Project of the U.S. Deparrmeot of Energy Jn
her duties at EINSHAC she. worked closely with scientists and federal and state judges from
throughout the country drafting course materials and pteparing scenarios for Leaching purposes.
'In J!Uluaiy 2001 Fbegan work as tbe Special Master in the RICO case brought by the
Department of Justice against the tobacco companies. ( Uniled Stales ,,. Philip Morris et al,.
D.D.C.). My work with Judge Matini on the tobacco and other special master cases occurred from
January 2001 throu.gh eptember 2004.

• I use ihe title ~Judgt)" i.n this recommcnd:ition as a reflection of the nominee's cum:nt position, not in
any prdtiltlpbvc maimer
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ln the role of special master, I handled development of case mana,Bemeni orders and
decided a broad array of discovery issues and privilege disputes. ln the course of 4 years as
Special Master ,Jn th,e Phi/ip.lvtorris case alone, I issued over 200 Reports and Recommendation ·,
iacluding a number which were several hundred page~ in length. t had three atlorneys who
worked full time on ihe case. From !.he beginning of my work as Special Master, Judge Matini
was the lead attorney assisti1',g me. She was responsible for .malyzing parties' arguments,
reviewing documents for privilege (including highly sensitive Presidential communications) and
work product, drafting memoranda for me and drafting Reports and Re.commendations
setti11g out the rulings . In addition to perfonning her own work. Judge Matln1 reviewed and
supervised the work of the 0U1ertwo attomeys,

The PhilipMon·is case afforded her the opportunity to interact with outstanding attorneys
from law firms throug!iout the United States and work on issues involving all of the
governmental privileges as well as the attorney client privilege, the work product doctrine ahil
the application of the laws of foreign countries and treaties. Discovery in the case involved
over forty !llill1on pages of documents, hundteds of deposition and many thousands of exhibits.
Judge Matini's work in the Philip Mon-ts case was exemplary in terms of analysis, researol,
and drafting. She also demonstrated the ability to organize and deal wi Lil large amounts of 111aterial
and complex legal arguments expeditiously and efficiently.
In add it.ion to the Philip Morris case. she worked as my legal associate on two other
special master cases· APCC Services et t1/. , 1, AT&1', Spri11r and Q11>es1 {D.D ,C.) and U,S, ,,
McD01111e/l Douglas (D.D.C. -a criminal case).
rn working with Judge Mn.tioi as a law clerk and as an associate on my special master
cases, she always remained calm. under stress, worked efficiently and effectively with time
constraints, ably supervised other attorneys and retained her sense of hwnor. As the one
ultimately responsible for the work, I always felt that I could (and did) trust Judge Matinils
work product and advice.

rn ner work with the Office of the Attorney General ofti,e District of Columbia, I know
from speaking with judg_es before whom she appeared that her work product was highly
respected. l believe it is fair to conclude that routinely assigning her complex and difficult cases
reflected the confidence of that office in her work . loreover. the fact that she handled a number
of cases brought against the Court and its judges was another indicator that the OAG had a great
deal ofrrust and confidence in her abi lities.
Sioce she became a Magistrate Judgefo ovember 2015, r have observed Judge Matini in
coun more tl1an a dozen times in :her-work in the Civil, Criminal and Famlly Court Divisions of
the Cou_rt. In each 1nsiance. I saw her treat litigants and attorneys with respect and dignity. 111
carrying out her judicial duties and making_ decisions required by the law and facts of particular
cases. she always showed an appreciation tltat the.re were real peop(e with real problems before
her. Judge Matini, at appropriate times and in dignified ways, demonstrated a sense of humor in a
very human way and never at the expense of any litigant or attorney . She did not hesitate to make
hard decisions, including incarceration, consistent with the law and the facts of the particular case.

2
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Al I of Judge Matini' s assignments as a Magistrate Judge have involved high volume courts.
ln each instance, she has run her courtroom with efficiency, but without compromising the dignity
of the courtroom and without aver appearing to rule before affording all parties the opportunity to
be heard.
Judge Marini has the intellect., common sense, insti ncts, intellectual curiosity, pe(sonality
and senses of perspective, balance and humor to be an outstanding Associate Judge, She is very
much a terun player working in lhe best inra-est of lhe court and prepared to spend the time
necessary to do a first rntejob i n any assignment and to assist other judicial officers to make sme
litigants have thei.r cases adjudicated in a timely manner,
Knowing that a Magistrate Judge is often the only judicial officer with whom members
of the public come in contact., my observations of her in coui:t. sbow her to be a judicial officer
who conducts herselfln a manner that deals with litigants and counsel with iignity and respect,
so that all parties appeared to ieo.ve lhe courtroom with the feeling that they had been
heard, Watching her as a Magistrate Judge I am confident that, as an Associate Judge, she wilJ
reflect well on the Court, its role in serving the citi,iens of the Di strict and the White House for
having nominated be.r,
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions -caley:ie@ginail ,com o.r 202253-925 J,

~(1- ~
lion. Richard A Levi-e
Senior Judge
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May 7 , 2019

The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chalrman, Committee on Homeland Security
and Government Affairs
328 Hart Senate Office Building

Wa.shlogton. DC 20510
Toe Honorable Gary Peters
Ranking Member, Committee on
Homeland Security and Government Affairs
725 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Chainnan Johnson and Ranking Member Peters:
As a former Attorney General for the District of Columbla and someone deeply
committed to the improvement ofthe administration of justice in the District, I
enthusiastically recommend that the Committee confirm the nomination of Shane Frost
Matini to be an Associate Judge of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia.

When I served & Attorney Gerteral for the rnstrict of Columbia from 201 I until
Jbe end of 2014 ( deal~ with Shana in two capacities. First, she was a trial lawyer in our
civil litigation sections, and second she served as President of the labor union, Local I 403
of the American federation of Government Employees, that represented all of our staff
attorneys. In both capacities, she served with distinction. using her excellent legal skills
and superb judgment to belp the District prevail in difficult legal cases and to improve the
working conditions and morale of our dedicated legal statT.
Prior to becoming Attomey General. I had been told by those who had worked
with Shana. including a Superior Court j udge with whom 15he .had worked closely, 11bouL

l
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her excellent analytical and people skills. Once in office, t soon obse.rved those skills
directly. Because Shlloa handled a number of high profile and complex cases in both ,(he
Civil Litigation and Equity Divisions of the Office of the Attorney' General, I often met
with her and other lawyers on her litigation teams to discuss defense and trial strategy.
Shana always was well prepared for our meetings and was able to discuss the nuances of
the various legal wues presented. I found her recommended strategies to be well
reasoned, as borne out by the positive outcomes in her cases. I found her written work t
be coherent, concise and perSuasive. lt was clear to me that. Shana worked very bard to
provide the best possible defense for the District of Columbia in all her cases.
As noted. during my tenure as Attorney General, Shana also served as Presidetll
of the AFGE Local, the l!llion thai represents over 300 lawyers serving the District of
Columbia. Shana met with me regularly in her union capacity to discuss concerns and
issues raised by her colleagues, as well as issues of policy within the Office of the
Attorney General. In her role as President, Shana advocated for better compensation,
equipment, and support for the attomeys so that they in turn, would be able to provide
the hlghesr level of legal service to the District of Columbia and its citizens. Shana was
very involved in negotiating the sucx:essful collective bargaining agi-oement that the union
and management reached while l served as Attorney General Although we did not agree
on every issue, Shana was respectful of my opinion and the opinion of others, and was
well reasoned, sensible, and persuasive in her advocacy. We shared the focus and desire
to make the Office of the Attorney General a top-notch law firm and.a good place to
work. Because Shana's mission was to improve the Office of the Attorney General
overal~ we were able to reach agreement on most issues and, as a result, improve the
quality of the working conditions in the Office and the legal services provided.
After leaving the Office of Attorney General 1 continued to interact with Shana
when she joined the Council on Court Ex®llence (CCE). on whioh l serve as President of
the Board of Directors. CCE is a non-profit organization, made up of lawyers, judges and
lay people, dedicated to improving the administration of justice in the District. Shana
Joined the Board of Directors as a Judicial Director Member and currently serves on the
otganizatron' g Justice Education Committee, which strives to educate the District of
Columbia comml!llity about local justice issues and sponsors legal training for attorneys
andjudges. l continue to be impressed with Shana's skills and dedication lO the District
of Columbia.
As you know, Shana currently serves as a Magistrate Judge for the Superior Coun
of the District of Columbia. I have had a chance to observe her work and have been
lldvised by other lawyers who have similarly had an opportunity to assess bet
performance as Magistrate Judge. 1n that role, she has demonstrated that her sound legal
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knowledge work ethic, integrity, and temperament make her an excellent judicial officer.
If she is confinned, I have no doubt that Shana wiU continue to work bard to serve the
citizens of the District of Columbia and will make a solid contribution to the
administration of justice in the District as she has done throughout her career.
Thank you for your considetation.

l
-~~

.s2· rely,

'-

\o~....----

1 in 8 . Nathan

-
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GOVERNMEIIIT OF Tl-IE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT

1sy 9, 2019
The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman, Committee on Homeland Security and Government Affairs
328 }-Ian. Senate Office Building
Washington DC 205 10

The Honorable Gary Peters
Ranking Member, Committee on Homeland Security and Government Affairs
725 Hart Senate Office Building_
Wash ington, DC 205 10
RE: omination of Shana Frost Matini to be an A~sociate Judge of the Superior Counof the
District ofCohunbia
Dear Chairman Johnson and Ranking Member Peters:
As Chief of Police for the District of Col umbia Metropolitan Police Deparnnent ''MPD''}, I
wri1e to you and the Committee on Homeland Security and Government Affairs to offer my
strong support of the nomination of Shana Frost Matini to be an Associate Judge of the Sµper:ior
Court of the District of ColUJT1bia. I believe she possesses the skill and intellect to be an excellent
judfoinl officer.
I firsr met Shana when I was called as II witness for a deposhfon in the case of Towhatmo Bostu//
al. v. District ofCol11mbia, C.A. No. 05-7232 (D.C. Super.), involving the death of two
children who we;e struck by a d river flee in g from MPD officers. At the time, l was an Assi,s tant
Chief of Police, and Shana met with me to prepare me for my deposition and to discuss the
pursuit case-, I found her to be well-prepared and quite 'knowledgeable aboui the law and MPD's
General Orders governing pw:suits. Her extensive knowledge of this area of law led Shana 1,0 be
assigped to several ca.~es involving lhe defense of police pursuits, incl udi ng Greer Hodges. et al.
v. District ofCo fumbia, C.A. 07-2091. in which she 11nd her co-counsel obtained a directed
verdict at trial in the V.S, District Court fat !he District of Columbia.

el

Because Shana was assigned to defend many other n igh -profile MPD matters, I had the
opportuni ty to observe her work often, and was impressed by her litigation skills, negotiation
skills. and her work ethic. She worked with several other members of MPD's command staff
who were li kewise impressed by Shana's skiU and her wide-ran_ge of k-nowledge with respect to
MPD ' s operations. policies, and procedures. Because of her demonstrated ability to defend
difficult matters involving MPD. she WIIS assigned to work on some of the more chal lenging
cases, including class actions such as Carr v. District qf Colu.mbia and the ma1ters of Jeffrey

Barham, et al., ,,. Distric/ o/Co/11111bia, et al. and RayMfng Chang, e1 al, v, Char/es Ram.~ay, ef
al. (in which she represented me in my professional capacity). Shana was asked to join the
defense team in the Barham/Chang matters after issues with the disc.ovcry process arose. As a
P.O. Box 1606 Washington, D.C. 200 13-1606
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result of thi,! claims of discovery violations, Shana worked to ensure that thorough searche:, for
potentially responsive materials were conducted Jn all possible locations of the Department. She
conducted numerous interviews with employees al all levels of the Department and defended the
District and its employees in countless deposirions, E en when faced with accusations against
her and others al the Office of the Attorney General that latet were deemed LO be merit less,
Shiuia continued lo perform her job dilJgently and to provide the best possible defense for the
District. She also trained newly-appointed officials with respect to the laws in the District
governing First Amendment assemblies.
Shana also developed an ei-penise in the area of use of force by law enforcement officers by
working with members of the training staff and outside experts to understand how officers aro
trained on the use of force. With this expertise, she successfully handled many cases rnvol ing
alleged excessive force where she obtained a number of favorable decisions on motions to
dismiss or for su~ary judgment. She also obtained a notable defense jury verdict in the case of
Derrek Arrington v, U.S. Park Police. et al. , C.A. 01-139! , tried in December2008 in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia, There, the jury returned a verd ict in favor of an off:.
duty MPD officer who w115 accused of using excessive .tbrce in the arre~t of an individual who
theMPD officer had just observed sboot a U.S. Park Police otlicer in the face. Because the MPD
officer was off-duty at the time, he did not have his service weapon on him when he intervened
to assist the officer who had been shot, but was able to physically restrain the shooter while a
Park Police canine was brought in to assist in disarming the perpetrator. Shana argued to the jury
that the force used by the officer was reasonable under the extremely stressful circumstances of
the situation. Also in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia.. Shana and her cocounsel obtained a defense verdict in November 2009 in the case of Chis/of English v. Dls/r{c/ of
Columbia, e/ al. , C.A . 08-IJ37. fn that case, the plainliff assened that the MPD officer used
unreasonable and excessive force when be shot plainti.frs decedent after an altercation where thedecedent had resisted the officer in the course of an arrest and tr1ed to choke the officer.
Shana also agreed to take on a series of challenging and previously unprecedented unjust
imprisonment cases brought by indivlduals who had been convicted of serious felonies aod were
later exonerated by D A evidence after serving lengthy tenns of incarceration. Due to the age of
the original criminal prosecutions the cases required Shana to locate and search through very old
homicide files in storage, locate and interview individuals who had retired from the Depanment,
and research policies and procedures lhat titc Department had in place in the eatlyto mid 1980s.

In shott, I highly recommend I.hat the Commiuec vote to confinn Shaoa·s nomin11tlon to be a.n
Associate Judge of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. Shana 1s commitment to the
DJstrict of Columbia as exemplified by her work with tbe Office of the Attorney General and her
sLrong legal skills make her well-qualified for I.he position. I thank the CommllLee for its
considerntion of my recommendation.
Sincerely,

{bd;;Chicf of Police
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May 21 , 1019
The Honorable Ron Jonnson
Chaimlan, Conunlrtee of Homeland
Security and Govctrunent Affairs
328 Hatt Senate Office Bw'ldi.ng
\VashingtoCL DC 205 l 0
The Hono;able Gary Peters
Ranking Me111ber, Committee on l{omeland
ccurity and Clovemmenl Affairs
725 Hert Senate Office Building
Washinglon. OCW510
Re:

Tht: HonorableShn!lllFrost Matini

Dear Cha irman Johnson and Ran\cing Member Peters:
Magistrs,teJudge Shana Matini has served tbe Districr of Columbia with the utmost compelence
and profession~lism during her career. 1 have bed t/1e opportunity to work with her both at the
Office of the Attorney General for U1e Dfstrict of Columbia ("DCOAG'' and during her tenure .as
a m,1gistrate judge for tile O,C, S11perior Court,

Maglslrate Judge Matin.i was on of the most tespccied allomey, to have ever worlted for 1he
DC'OAG. Hername was known among everyone in the agency for her outstanding civil llt1ga1io11
on behalf of the District. Magistrate Judge Matini was the pinnacle of how an Assis111nt Attorney
General should conduct litigation, carry themselves professionally, and serve the community.
Magistrate Judgci Matini brought these same qualities to the bench. My prosecutors practiced
before her daily for two years in 2017 - 2018. They describe her as fair, thomugh, and diligent in
all aspects of her judgeship. She admininrated efficient court dockets, consistently made sound
legal rulings, and ensured fair trial · were conducted in her courtroom. My prosecutors further
reported that Magistrate Judge Matini had the proper te.mperament for a judge nnd rreated everyone
in hercourtroom with respect and profeS$ionalism.

PUl)/(C Saffty Olvl11Cn, 4414"' Strffl, NW. Suil• 1060N, Washlngton, oc 10001 Phone 12021727-3500Fa• (2021127-3745
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I often met with Ma,gjstrate Judge Matini, in her capacity as a judge, to discus court procedures.
anorney performance, and i111ponan1 initiatives. Magistrate Judge Matini was always thoughtful,
engaged, and active in determining ways lo improve the judictal system. J strongly believe thai
she possesses the temperarnent necessary to be a balanced and fair judge at the D.C. Superior
Court, Magisinlte Judge Matfni would be a huge asset to the court and would be able 10
immediately assist the bench with any area of law due to her vnsl experience and 0,oroughness in
analyzing legal issues, teaming the law. and most importantly applying Lhe law in a thlr and just
manner.
In conc:lusfon. Magistrate Judge Matini is an ideal candidate for associate j udgeship at the D.C.
Superior Court. My recommenda1ion is based from nearly twe nty years as <1n attorpey al)d having
pra ticed before many judges both in the District and the State of Mai:yla.nd. A judge who has
proper temperament, makes balanced and fair rulings, and whom is thorough in !heir understanding
and applieatio11 of law are needed in the judicial system. Magistrate Judge Matini is that type of
judge.
Thank you, nnd feel free to contact me with any furlher questions.
Sincerely.

Peter Saba
Chief. Criminal Section
Office of the Attorney General for the
District of Columbia
441 4"' St, NW, Suite 1060N
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 442-9827

Vu60<Saf.iy Drv1<1on, 4414"
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May 13, 2019
The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman, Committee on Homeland Security
and Government Affairs
328 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Gary Peters
Ranking Member, Committee on
Homeland Security and Government Affairs
725 Hart Senate omce Building
Washington, DC 20510
Re: Support for judicial nominee Shana Frost Matini
Dear Senators Johnson and Peters:

I provide my enthusiastic ahd unqualified support for the Senate's confirmation of
Shana Frost Matini as an Associate Judge on the Superior Court of the District of
Columbia. Her experience, intellect, and temperament make her exceptionally
well-qualified for this important posit.ion.
I am able to speak knowledgably about Shana ' s qualifications because I am an
attorney who worked with her professionally for many years at the Office of the
Attorney General for the District of Columbia ("OAG" ), before she became a
Magistrate Judge at Superior Court. I also know her personally, as we are
teammates on a competitive canoe team in the District of Columbia.
Shana has all the characteristics necessary to be an outstanding Associate Judge.
At the OAG, she demonstrated a calm, reflective demeanor. She respects and
listens to opinions from all others. She holds herself to the highest ethicaJ
standards. She has a strong intellect and has shown a mastery of the law. ln
addition, she possesses common sense and good judgment that earned her the trust
and respect of her peers and OAG management.
At the OAG, Shana was adept at unraveling cases involving complex
constitutional, statutory, and common law issues. She will be able to readily
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analyze whatever issues come before her as an associate judge and eOicientJy enter
her .ruling and explain it to the parties.
ln addition Shana and I paddle together on a competitive ''dragon boat" canoe
team on the Anacostia River in the District of Columbia. She is a consummate
team player and always treats her teammates and coaches with respect.

In short, I give my strong and enthusiastic support for Shana's confirmation. She
will be an outstanding Assodate Judge on the uperior Court.
Sincerely yours,
Isl Mary L. Wilson
MARYL. WILSON
1812 Kenyon Street .W.
Washington, D.C. 200 l 0
(202) 320-5400
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES, AFL·CIO
Or. Everett 8, Kelley

Notional Secretory-Treasurer

J. David Cox. Sr.
Nor/anal Pru/deM

Jeremy A. Lannan
NVP for Women& Fair Pracrirn

July 12, 2019
Hononible Ron Johnson
Chainnan
Senate Commftcee on
Homelapd Security and
Govenuncntal Affoirs
Wsshtng10n, pc 20510

Honorable Gllry C. Peters
Rnnking Member

Sennie Comrniltee oo
Homeland Securily and
Govcmmenllll Afrairs
Wa.1hingcon, OC 20510

Dear Chairman Johnson and Rankins Member Peters:
On behalf of the Americrut Fed"'<ltiQn ofGov"1M'lent Employees, AFL-CIO (AFOE).
1vhioh represents more than 700,000 federal and D'-'IJJC\ of Columbia government employees
who serve the American people in 70 dirrcrent agencies. I urge you to opposo the confirmation
of Catherine Bird as Oenml Counsel ro the Federal Labor Rclatioos Authorll)' (FLRA) when ii
comes befote the Homeland Securiry and GovcmmentaJ Affairs Comrpiuee for-& vole.
The job of the l'LRA Office of Gencrol Counsel, by its own description, is lO promote
cff<elive labor-management rcla1ions by i1111cstignting and proseculing allegations of unfair labor
pniotitcs, deiermining union representation matters, providing guidance and tn1lning to manai;ers
and unions and prov1.ding alrema1ive dispute resol ution strviccs. The role of the General Counsel
require, an objeclive, unbias«l individual wtth an impeccable record orim-partiality ond
independence from !he Administra1ion '5 polilical influence, Thls is not a responsibility Ms. Olrd
IJ qualified to fulfill .

Ms. Bird has repeatedly played a biased and politically-driven role in labor contract
negotiations at her employing agency, the Department ofHcallh nnd Human Services, which has
reswted in multiple Unfair Labor Prac1ices charges for refusing to bar.gain in good fuith. This
elone should disqualify her from holding the top job iasked wilh adjudicating those charges.
Additioml!y, she has provided 11neu1horill:d counsel 10 al lean one 01her agency. \he Deputmcnt
of Vc1crnns 1\ tTairs. as Ibey are currcn1ly engaged in negntiating a new collective borgainiog
agreement with AFOE. While the agency repr.,.entatives removed hor from the bllTl!aining room
when her prC5tnce was questioned. she remained on sii-e 01 two significant intervals or
bargaining and was obserVed providing direction to agency 1epre5en1ativcs. Age11cy
represcnllllives were observed seeking her cou11Sel before refusing 10 continue bargaining, The
ogency 1old union officials Ms, Bird instrtJct.ed the ~gcncy not 10 make any movcmenc in
11cgotil11ions.

By reft1sfng to bargain in good fllith and in1ervening in al least one •geocy'-s bargaining
UJ1der dubious circumsl.llnces, Ms. Bird hos shown herself 10 tither be above 1he rules or simpl)'
contemptuous pf lobor law. If she were 10 hold the position of FLRA General Counsel. she
would not only have lo recuse her.;elf from caS<:s in which she is directly natncd, bill she would
80 f \twt:-t, NW W,1',t11nQton D ( 20001
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not be qualified to issue an objective ruling in any collective bargaining case before the
Authority. Ms. Bird has an inherent conflict in every case that is before or may come before her
as FLRA General CoW1sel that deals with unlawful bargaining by any agency. Decisions she
would make involving lhe prosecution of an agency for bad faith bargaining could absolve Ms.
Bird of responsibility for her own unlawful behavior while she was at HHS.
The General Cowisel demonstrate impartiality toward federal collective bargaining rights
and procedure and should be above reproach with respect to fostering an apolitical civil service.
For these reasons, AFGE does not believe that Catherine Bird's professional career
demonstrates the appropriate experience and temperament to serve as General Counsel for
the FLRA. I urge you to oppose her confirmation.
Sincerely,

/..6"-./,;.r?
J. David Cox, Sr.
President

(OOU5711,D00( • )
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NTEU

The National 'Irea.,ury Employees Union

July l2 20(()

Senator Ron Johnson
Cbalnnan
Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs Committee
340 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 205 l 0

Senator Gary Peters
Ranking Member
Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs Commiuee
442 Han Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Chairman Johnson and Ranking Member Peters:
As National President of the National Tm1sury Employees Union representing 150,000
federal employees in 33 agencies, l am writing to share my concerns with the nomination of
Catherine Bird 10 be the General Counsel of the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) and
to urge you to oppose her nomination, Ms. Bird is unqualified for this position.
Over the course of the past year, as NTEU auempted to work with the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHSJ to develop a new collective bargaining agreement (CBA) for
our members. Ms. Bird. a political appointee al HHS. played an instrumental role in the
negotiations and repeatedly engaged in bad faith bargaining - eagerly championing a scheme to
weaken federal-sector unions and strip employees of long-standing collective bargaining Tights
by minimizing any collective bargaining with NTEU 1o ensure that the dispute would promptl •
be sent to the Federal ervices lmpasses Panel (F JP), where management's proposals to gut
much of the contract wouJd be imposed.
Federal law expressly states that colleciive bargaining is in the public interest Wld the
General Counsel of the Fl.RA makes decislons on whether to issue unfair labor pr.ictice (ULP)
complaints for violations of the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations tatute based on
charges ffied by unions and agencies. UI...P tould involve issues related to the duty to bargain
and bargaining in good faith, failure to respond to information requests, interfering with the
rights of bargaining unit employees to collectively bargain or exercise their other statutory rights,
discrimination based on bargaining unit status, and other matters relared to the collective
bargaining process. Throughout the negotiations with HHS. Ms. Bird repeatedly demonstrated a
fundamental lack of understanding of that Statute. She is new to federal sector labor law, and
her actions at the HH table do not give TEU any confidence that she will make impartial OT
legally correct decisions about whe1l:1¢r to issue complaints or dismiss unfair labor practice
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charges filed by unions. In fac t, throughout the course of our recent negotiations with HHS.
NTE·u filed Elll VLP against the agency 11s well as live national grievances. These filings
concern HHS.'s bad faith bargaining, im:loding faillni,: to dlscuss contract language at all,
ignoring and failing to respond to NTEU's information reque~ts on issues that were open at the
table: and the unprecedented request by the ageocy for mediation assistance after one day of
bargaining and then its request for assistance from the PS I? when no impasse had been reached
and the parties had not even discussed 32 of the 34 contract articles open for negotiation. Gi en
Ms. Bird's central role in these actions nnd continued efforts at HHS to undermine collective
bargaining rights, it is high ly likely that il'she is confirmed, the Ft.RA General Counsel will be
weaponized 10 condnlle 10 funher weaken union rights and J)rotections by failing to prosecute
union•lile<l charges of statutory vio lations.
During NTEU 's engagement with HHS on a new CBA, HHS was cleur in its io1en1 to
severely Jj ,ni\ employee and \lllion rigbis and elimlnute more th8!1 41 issues from the grievance
process. lmponant employee benefits like tele,vork and leave, for example, have become
esse111ially discretionary, meaning supervisors would have the ability to al low or disallow it
without any consistency or justification and employees would be ncl!l"lY powerless to object
when tlley are trented unfair! . . HHS is also trying to u11dcmiine the ability of the union to as ist
employees when they are mistreated by, for example, limit1:ng the titne Ihat union leaders are
given to provide such assistance. In nearly every instance, 1-ll-lS' intent was to weaken the
employees' voices in the workplo~e and undem1ine collective bargai ning altogether. And
despite NTEU's numerous atten\pts to discuss the proposed contract changes, seek infonnation
on HHS' concerns, and de elop possible alternative proposals that the parties could agree on,
1-iHS forced the ten.n contn1c1 through 1he st&tutory impasse process 10 have its proposals
imposed, HHS' s conduct, led in part by Ms, Bird, is antithetical to the stntutory obligation of
both parties 10 bargaln in good faith and to n\l!ke a sincere efforl to reach an agreement.
The actions of Catherine Bird tl\ronghout her tenure at HHS demonstrates her lack of
qualification.., to be the General Counsel of the PL.RA. including her lack of knowledge of the
Federal Service C..abor-Maaagom11nt Relations Statue and her dogged efforts to undermine union
rights. N'fE U strongly opposes her nomi11atlon. and urges you to do the same.
Sincerely,

Anthony M. Reardon
National President
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TOP FLRA MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES FACING NEW LEADERSHIP
1. Return-to-Office Strategies/New Approaches to Telework
Although employees are currently permitted to work at the office, most employees are making use of the
availability of 100% telework, as well as other pandemic-related flexibilities such as the elimination of core
hours. Leadership may need to ensure safety protocols are communicated and followed as increasing numbers
of employees return to the office. If in-person filing has not already resumed, leadership must determine
whether and when the Agency might resume acceptance of in-person filing.
2. Unfair Labor Practice Case Backlog
Because the FLRA has been without either a General Counsel or acting General Counsel since November 17,
2017, there is a growing mountain of unfair labor practice cases and appeals awaiting the review of a confirmed
GC. Once a GC is confirmed, leadership will need to ensure that the OGC is adequately staffed and possibly
explore novel strategies in order to expedite case processing. Similarly, as those ULPs make their way through
the process and are tried before the FLRA’s Administrative Law Judges, leadership will need to ensure that the
OALJ have the staffing, resources, and strategies in place for efficient processing of the backlog.
3. Member Office Backlog
Due to a staffing shortage in 2019, and an approximately 28 percent increase in filing rates, the Authority’s
pending inventory has increased even as its closure rates improve. Although the Members are currently
exploring strategies for increasing case processing speed, including new case-assignment techniques and the use
of contract attorneys/law clerks, this issue will probably require continued attention and innovation.
4. FSIP Case Trends
Due to a substantial increase in case complexity, a tripling of issues per case, and an increase in decisions due to
fewer settlements, the FSIP workload is up.
5. New Strategic Plan
To meet the requirements of the GPRA Modernization Act of 2010, agencies published an updated Strategic Plan
concurrent with the publication of the FY 2019 President’s Budget in February 2018.
Per Section 230 of OMB Circular No. A-11 (2020) (https://www.whitehouse.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/s230.pdf), agencies must next issue a new Strategic Plan in February, 2022, covering
FYs 2022-2026. Agencies should prepare the FYs 2022-2026 Strategic Plan by applying information learned from
strategic reviews and other data-driven performance reviews as they are conducted, as well as reflect
organizational plans and learning related to the agency’s evidence and evaluation building efforts.
Agencies will prepare the FYs 2022-2026 Strategic Plan initial draft by June 4, 2021, in order to inform the
development of the FY 2023 budget submission and FY 2023 Annual Performance Plan, which will also include
FY 2022-2023 Agency Priority Goals. Continued refinements to the initial draft Strategic Plan will be expected
prior to publication in February, 2022. Agencies may work with OMB to adjust the Strategic Plan draft
submission if needed.
Additionally, the FYs 2022-2026 Strategic Plan will also include a separate section on evidence-building and
capacity, implementing requirements aimed at advancing agency evaluation and evidence-building activities
identified in the Evidence Act.
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U.S. FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
BACKGROUND AND MISSION
The U.S. Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) is responsible for establishing policies and
guidance regarding the labor-management-relations program for 2.1 million non-Postal Federal
employees worldwide, approximately 1.2 million of whom are represented in 2,200 bargaining
units. The FLRA was created by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, also known
as the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute). The agency’s genesis
dates from the issuance of Executive Order 10988 by President Kennedy in 1962. In 2012, the
FLRA celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Order, which established the first
Government-wide, labor-management-relations program within the Federal Government. In
1970, President Nixon established the Federal Labor Relations Council, by Executive
Order 11491, to administer the Federal labor-management-relations program and to make final
decisions on policy questions and major disputes arising under Executive Order 10988.
Executive Order 11491, as amended, was the basis for President Carter’s proposal to the
Congress to create the FLRA as an independent agency.
The Statute establishes management’s rights, employees’ rights, and union rights. For example,
the Statute sets forth the authority of agency management to determine, among other things, the
agency’s mission, budget, organization, number of employees, and internal security practices. It
also establishes the rights of Federal employees to form, join, or assist a labor organization, or to
refrain from such activity, freely and without fear of penalty or reprisal. It is the role of the
FLRA to provide leadership in establishing policies, guidance, and case law relating to all of
these statutory rights and responsibilities.
The mission of the FLRA is to promote stable, constructive labor-management relations through
the timely resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives full effect to the
collective-bargaining rights of employees, unions, and agencies. Although the FLRA is a small
agency, accomplishing its mission – including timely, quality, and impartial resolution of labormanagement disputes – is essential to and promotes the effectiveness and efficiency of program
performance Government-wide.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The FLRA is organized into three statutory components – the Authority, the Office of the
General Counsel (OGC), and the Federal Service Impasses Panel (FSIP) – each with unique
adjudicative or prosecutorial roles. The agency also provides full program and staff support to
two other organizations – the Foreign Service Labor Relations Board and the Foreign Service
Impasse Disputes Panel.
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The Authority
The Authority comprises three full-time, presidentially nominated and Senate-confirmed
Members who are appointed for fixed, five-year, staggered terms. The President designates one
Member to serve as Chairman. The Chairman acts as the agency’s chief executive and
administrative officer.
The Authority is responsible for adjudicating unfair labor practice (ULP) complaints, ruling on
exceptions to arbitrators’ awards, resolving disputes over the negotiability of collectivebargaining proposals and provisions, and deciding applications for review of Regional Directors’
decisions in representation disputes.
Other program offices under the jurisdiction of the Authority include the Office of the Solicitor,
the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), the Office of Case Intake and Publication
(CIP), and the Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution Office (CADRO).
The Office of the Solicitor represents the FLRA in court proceedings before all U.S. courts,
including the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Courts of Appeals, and the Federal District Courts.
In this connection, parties aggrieved by certain Authority orders may institute an action for
judicial review within 60 days after the order issues. The Authority may also seek enforcement
2

of its orders, temporary relief, or restraining orders in the appropriate U.S. Courts of Appeals or
Federal District Courts. The Office of the Solicitor also serves as the agency’s in-house counsel,
providing legal advice to all FLRA components, and performs various functions under the
Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act. The Solicitor also serves as the Designated
Agency Ethics Official.
The Authority Members appoint Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) to hear and prepare
recommended decisions in cases involving ULP complaints, as well as decisions involving
applications for attorney fees filed pursuant to the Back Pay Act or the Equal Access to Justice
Act. The OALJ – through its Settlement Judge Program – also provides ADR services in all
ULP cases. Recommended decisions of the ALJs may be appealed to the Authority.

The Office of the General Counsel
The General Counsel, who is appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate, has separate and independent responsibilities from the Authority. Under the Statute, the
General Counsel has sole responsibility over the investigation and prosecution of ULP cases.
The General Counsel’s determinations in these matters are final and unreviewable. The General
Counsel has direct authority over, and responsibility for, all employees in the OGC, including
those in the FLRA’s Regional Offices. Approximately 50 percent of the entire FLRA staff is
employed in the regions, where all ULP charges and representation petitions are filed and
investigated. The Regional Offices, on behalf of the General Counsel, investigate and resolve
alleged ULP charges, file and prosecute ULP complaints, effectuate compliance with settlement
agreements and Authority Orders, and provide training and ADR services. In addition, through
delegation by the Authority, the Regional Offices investigate and resolve representation cases
and conduct secret-ballot elections.
The General Counsel has a small staff at FLRA Headquarters, located in Washington, D.C.
Headquarters management provides administrative oversight; develops policies, guidance,
procedures, and manuals that provide programmatic direction for the Regional Offices and
training and education for the parties; and processes appeals from the Regional Offices’
dismissals of ULP charges. Each Regional Office is headed by a Regional Director who
provides leadership and management expertise for the respective region. Collectively, the
Regional Directors work with senior management throughout the FLRA to develop and
implement policy and strategic initiatives to accomplish the FLRA mission.
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The Federal Service Impasses Panel
The FSIP resolves impasses between Federal agencies and unions representing Federal
employees arising from collective-bargaining negotiations over conditions of employment under
the Statute and the Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act. The FSIP
comprises seven part-time Presidential appointees – a Chairman and six other Members – who
are appointed to fixed, five-year, staggered terms.
If bargaining between the parties, followed by mediation assistance, does not result in a
voluntary agreement, then either party or the parties, jointly, may request the FSIP’s assistance.
Following a preliminary investigation by its staff, the FSIP may determine to assert jurisdiction
over the request. If the FSIP asserts jurisdiction, then it has the authority to recommend or direct
the use of various ADR procedures, including informal conferences, additional mediation, factfinding, written submissions, and mediation-arbitration by FSIP Members, the FSIP’s staff, or
private arbitrators. If the parties are still unable to reach a voluntary settlement, then the FSIP
may take whatever action it deems necessary to resolve the dispute, including imposition of
contract terms through a final action. Parties may not appeal the merits of the FSIP’s decision to
any court.

AGENCY TRENDS AND CHALLENGES
The FLRA’s mission is to promote stable, constructive labor-management relations through the
timely and effective resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives full effect
to the collective-bargaining rights of employees, unions, and agencies. It carries out its mission
in a manner that meets the special obligations and needs of the Federal Government and is
consistent with the requirement of an effective and efficient Government.
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Mission – Case Processing & ADR
With respect to mission accomplishment, the FLRA as a whole has shown tremendous ability to
provide its customers with timely and quality adjudication and dispute-resolution services, while
adapting to fluctuations in the number of case filings that it receives. And it has done so against
a backdrop of relatively flat funding and staffing levels. In FY 2017, the FLRA met or exceeded
nearly every mission-related performance goal, as it did in FY 2016.
•

Authority

Consistent with the FLRA’s 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the Authority changed its performance
measures beginning in FY 2017 to shorten case-processing times – from 180 days to 150 days in
75 percent of non-representation cases. In FY 2017, the Authority also implemented measures
for ensuring that the cases not “captured” by those 75 percent targets do not go significantly
overage. The new measure is to ensure that 95 percent of all cases issue within 365 days.
The Authority’s FY 2016 performance successes placed it in a position to more efficiently and
expeditiously process all of its cases in FY 2017 – and continuing into FY 2018.
In FY 2017, the Authority met its new target of 150 days in 79 percent of arbitration cases,
50 percent of ULP cases, and 75 percent of negotiability cases. And it is meeting its 365-day
target in 100 percent of all cases. Further, as in previous years, the Authority continued to meet
the statutory requirement of addressing 100 percent of representation cases within 60 days of an
application for review from a Regional Director’s determination.
It is important to note that, for nearly a full year beginning on January 3, 2017, the Authority had
only two of its three presidentially appointed, Senate-confirmed Members in place. Although
Member staffs continued to prepare draft decisions, when the two current Members were unable
to reach consensus on the disposition of a case, no decision could issue. Those cases were held
in “abeyance” until the new Members of the Authority were confirmed by the Senate and sworn
in on December 11, 2017. Accordingly, the Authority began FY 2018 with a significant backlog
of cases – 60 percent of its inventory – in contrast to the beginning of FY 2017, which the
Authority began with no backlog and only one “overage” case.
In FY 2017, the Authority continued to demonstrate its commitment to fulfilling its statutory
mission of providing guidance to the labor-management-relations community. To that end, the
Authority continued to review and make regular updates to its Comprehensive Arbitration
Training and Comprehensive Negotiability Training programs, including instructional slides,
interactive exercises, and other handouts. Of note, the Authority divided the Negotiability
Training into two separate full-day sessions – Navigating the Negotiability Process and
Negotiability In Depth: Management Rights and Beyond – to very positive reviews. Moreover,
in FY 2018, the Authority will continue to update its other educational tools, specifically, its
comprehensive Guide to Arbitration under the Statute, which provides guidance to arbitrators
and parties to arbitration cases – the most common case type filed with the Authority.
The OALJ – also part of the Authority – met or exceeded all of its performance goals in
FY 2017. The OALJ encourages Federal unions, agencies, and OGC representatives to utilize its
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Settlement Judge Program, which has been historically successful in resolving cases without the
need for costly litigation involving a hearing or written decisions. In FY 2017, the Settlement
Judge Program offered settlement assistance to 100 percent of the parties involved in ULP cases.
And, of the cases in which the parties accepted settlement assistance, nearly 95 percent were
resolved without a hearing. This reduced the number of adversarial hearings needed to 14. In
addition, the OALJ resolved 93 percent of all ULP cases, including those that required an
adversarial hearing, within 180 days. As a result, Federal agencies and unions received timely
resolution of their labor disputes, which facilitates and improves employee performance and
creates a more effective and efficient Federal Government. Further, the OALJ issued decisions
on 98 percent of ULP cases within 365 days of the complaint being issued.
CADRO is also part of the Authority, and it primarily assists Federal agencies, and the unions
that represent Federal employees, in resolving negotiability disputes. Once again in FY 2017,
100 percent of negotiability cases in which the parties mutually agreed to use CADRO resulted
in full or partial resolution of the underlying dispute and closure of the pending case – exceeding
the goal of 90 percent in that category. CADRO helped parties in more than 30 cases resolve
more than 200 distinct negotiability questions (proposals or provisions).
Almost all of the cases that CADRO resolves would have otherwise required decisions by the
Authority. For example, during FY 2017, a union representing thousands of public-safetyrelated employees in a cabinet-level agency presented CADRO with 15 separate cases containing
119 negotiability and bargaining-obligation disputes. CADRO not only helped the parties
resolve every individual dispute and complete their underlying collective-bargaining agreements,
but also supported the parties at the national level as they constructed global solutions to
ultimately prevent similar disputes from arising in the future. As a result, the parties averted
additional costly litigation, implementation delays, and associated adverse impact on mission and
quality of work life.
•

OGC

The OGC continued delivering strong results in FY 2017. The OGC met its strategic
performance goals for the timely resolution of ULP and representation cases (resolving
73 percent or 2,984 of all ULP cases within 120 days of the filing date and 68 percent or
179 representation cases within 120 days of filing) and continued closing cases at increased
rates.
In conjunction with the OGC’s emphasis on resolving cases in a timely and high-quality manner,
the OGC has continued to offer voluntary ADR services to resolve cases. This is particularly
important as the OGC has the largest case intake among all of the FLRA components (handling
over three quarters of the FLRA’s total case intake) and is the FLRA component with which the
parties have the most direct contact. The beneficial effects of voluntary resolutions are obvious,
and they advance the effective and efficient utilization of Government resources.
In FY 2017, the OGC resolved over 780 ULP cases by voluntary settlement during the
investigative process. In addition, the OGC resolved 100 percent of the ULP cases and over
98 percent of the representation cases in which the parties agreed to use the OGC’s ADR
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services. These successful voluntary ADR efforts resulted in significant savings of
Governmental staff and budgetary resources. For example, during FY 2017, the OGC
successfully employed ADR to resolve several clarification-of-unit petitions involving over
300 positions. The parties in these cases requested that the OGC provide ADR services with an
eye toward avoiding the formal hearing process (on-the-record hearing, followed by briefing, and
issuance of a formal decision with appeal rights). The OGC met with the parties involved in
these cases and through a combination of educating the parties on the applicable legal standards,
obtaining information concerning the duties and responsibilities of the positions in dispute and
facilitating a constructive dialogue and review of the positions at issue, the parties were able to
consensually resolve all of the positions in dispute. By working cooperatively with the parties in
these cases, the OGC was able to use ADR to resolve these cases quickly and efficiently sparing
the parties and the agency the expense and time of the formal adjudication process.
•

FSIP

In FY 2017, the FSIP again exceeded all of its timeliness goals for assisting parties in resolving
their bargaining-impasse disputes. The most common types of impasses involved impact-andimplementation negotiations over changes in agency policies or procedures, as well as
negotiations over successor collective-bargaining agreements, which arise when the current
collective-bargaining agreement has expired, or is about to expire. Both types of disputes are
critical and time-sensitive. Impact-and-implementation-bargaining disputes often involve
negotiations over agency changes to policy or procedure to improve efficiency in the delivery of
its mission. Successful and timely resolution of the impasse allows the parties to move forward
in implementing the proposed change.
Both the number and types of issues presented in requests for FSIP assistance can vary greatly
from case to case. But the most common issues that the parties asked the FSIP to assist with in
FY 2017 involved work schedules, including the establishment and termination of compressed
and alternative work schedules. Other common issues included negotiations over personnel
policies and matters, and office-space-related matters: how much work space will be allocated to
employees; office layout; and equipment.
The FSIP is free to use whatever methods and procedures it considers appropriate for quickly
and effectively resolving the dispute. The FSIP most commonly resolved impasse disputes using
mediation-arbitration proceedings or informal conferences conducted by FSIP
Members. Mediation-arbitrations and informal conferences are processes that allow the assigned
FSIP Member to begin work on the case as a neutral mediator seeking to help the parties reach
voluntary resolution of their dispute – meeting with parties, conveying proposals and
counterproposals, suggesting compromises, and otherwise seeking to bridge the gap between the
parties. But if those mediation efforts are not successful in achieving a voluntary settlement,
then, in the Mediation-Arbitration procedure, the FSIP Member takes on the mantle of an
arbitrator, conducting a hearing and issuing a final and binding Arbitration Opinion and Decision
that resolves the bargaining impasse. In the Informal Conference procedure, if voluntary
settlement is not achieved, the full FSIP Panel considers the recommendation of the Panel
member and issues a written decision resolving the outstanding issues.
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In cases where the FSIP used Mediation-Arbitration or Informal Conferences to resolve
Federal-sector impasses, it obtained complete, voluntary settlements over 85 percent of the
time. As a result of this high percentage of voluntary settlements, in FY 2017, the FSIP
Members imposed contract terms on the parties in only 7 cases – approximately 7 percent of the
FSIP’s caseload. The remainder of the FSIP’s cases where the Panel determined to assert
jurisdiction were voluntarily withdrawn or settled by the parties – achieving the most ideal
solution.
Mission Accomplishment – Providing Training and Education across the Federal Government
Consistent with its strategic goals, in FY 2017, the FLRA continued to promote stability in the
Federal labor-management community by providing leadership and guidance through education
and reference resources, including the launch of its redesigned website (www.FLRA.gov),
web-based and in-person trainings, and the release and update of substantive guides and
manuals.
With the launch of its redesigned website last year – including improvements to the site’s
appearance, organizational structure, and revision of all substantive content – the FLRA now
provides a truly user-friendly, empowering resource for parties to FLRA cases and the broader
Federal-sector labor-management community. Addressing feedback from both internal and
external customers that they were often unable to locate the case-related information that they
were seeking or that it took too many mouse clicks to access, the FLRA developed a more
intuitive, user-friendly, and accessible organizational structure based on the case types that the
various program offices within the FLRA process. That is, rather than site visitors having to
know which office does what and at which particular stage during a case, now they have only to
search by the case type, and they will find descriptions of each office’s unique functions in that
context. The new site is fully “integrated”: Every FLRA training opportunity, written guide, or
manual is now available on one centralized page, rather than on office-specific pages. And there
is even an online tool that allows customers, for the first time, to register for all FLRA training
events directly through the website. Additionally, as part of this initiative, the FLRA made
electronically available to its customers relevant “archival” and other materials (e.g., decisions of
predecessor agencies, legislative history of the agency’s implementing Statute, decisions of the
Foreign Service Labor Relations Board) that had previously been unavailable outside of the
FLRA’s physical library location. Feedback on the new site is universally positive, and the
agency and its customers have reaped – and will continue to reap – dividends from the
improvement to the overall customer experience for years to come.
The FLRA continued to provide web-based and in-person training nationwide to members of the
Federal-sector labor-management community – union representatives, agency representatives,
and neutrals – in all aspects of its case law and processes. In FY 2017, the FLRA, as a whole,
provided nearly 275 training, outreach, and facilitation sessions to over 8,100 participants. Just
over the last 5 years, the FLRA has provided nearly 1,400 such sessions to nearly 36,000
participants worldwide. The Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP provided training at several
nationwide, annual conferences, including the Society of Federal Labor and Employee Relations
Professionals (SFLERP) symposium and the Federal Dispute Resolution (FDR) conference.
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These sessions included presentations of newly prepared materials of current relevance, as well
as updated materials for more standard sessions.
In addition, the Authority delivered its own training programs to approximately 300 Federalsector union representatives, agency representatives, neutrals, and new Authority attorneys in
FY 2017. This included several, full-day sessions of Comprehensive Arbitration Training and
Comprehensive Negotiability Training using, as noted above, updated training materials
(including instructional slides, interactive exercises, and other handouts). In particular, because
negotiability cases have the highest rate of procedural dismissals of any type of case filed with
the Authority, the negotiability training is intended to meet the goals of helping the parties
to: comply with the Authority’s regulatory procedural requirements (thus reducing caseprocessing time); file their cases in a different, appropriate forum when necessary; and use ADR
to avoid costly litigation. The overwhelmingly positive feedback received from participants in
these sessions indicates that these trainings produced the desired results and will further the
above goals in future cases. Moreover, the Authority Members all personally conducted various
training sessions on arbitration cases and other topics of interest to the Federal-sector labormanagement community, including in conjunction with SFLERP, FDR, the FMCS, and the
National Academy of Arbitrators.
The OGC continued to focus its training efforts on the front lines, where the work is done and
where its efforts can have immediate and lasting effect. By bringing its training services directly
to the parties, the OGC educates management and labor representatives on their rights and
responsibilities under the Statute, thereby empowering them to more effectively and efficiently
avoid – and if necessary, resolve – workplace disputes at the lowest level.
In FY 2017, the OGC conducted over 70 training sessions reaching over 3,600 managers and
employees. The OGC also continued providing the parties with up-to-date and topical webbased resources, including revisions to its Representation Case Law Outline, ULP Case Law
Outline and Guidance on Meetings, which are the “go-to” resources for the Federal-sector
labor-management relations community and have elicited much favorable feedback.
Executive Branch Reform and Workforce Reshaping
Consistent with Executive Order 13781, Comprehensive Plan for Reorganizing the Executive
Branch, and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Memorandum M-17-22, Comprehensive
Plan for Reforming the Federal Government and Reducing the Federal Civilian Workforce, the
FLRA developed agency reform proposals and a long-term workforce plan focused on improving
the agency’s efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability.
•

Executive Branch Reform

Executive Order 13781 and the OMB guidance provided the agency with a real opportunity to
take a close look at its structure and operations, and to implement solutions for streamlining and
reducing costs across the FLRA.
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The FLRA has already reduced its agency-wide travel budget by 25% – across the board. With
increased technology, especially video conferencing (VTC), the agency expects to be able to
maintain and even further reduce this expense without any adverse effect on the mission.
The agency has also reduced its employee-training budget by 25% – across the board. The
FLRA is committed to working internally, and partnering with its sister agencies, to provide
employees with relevant, mission-related training and to maximize training opportunities for
employees. Further, as succession planning was a priority for the agency’s previous leadership
due to retirements in many high-level positions that have since been filled, and given the relative
junior status of the current workforce, there is a reduced need to obtain expensive executive-level
training.
In addition, the FLRA will continue its ongoing efforts to implement fully electronic case files
throughout the agency by the end of FY 2019, which will enable it to complete a number of other
initiatives that will reduce costs and make the FLRA more efficient. Once electronic case files
are in place, the FLRA: (1) will be able to reduce its U.S. Mail costs agency-wide by
implementing electronic service of case-related documents by the FLRA on the parties; (2) plans
to reduce FedEx shipping costs associated with transferring hard-copy case files across the
Regions and HQ; (3) will launch a pilot program – and eventually mandate (with only very
limited exceptions) – to require that FLRA parties file all case documents with the agency
electronically.
Further, in the Authority Component, the Members have already permanently implemented
electronic voting on cases, which reduced the burden on administrative staff and allows votes to
be shared immediately.
The agency has also committed to other administrative efforts. For example, rather than
outsourcing, the FLRA successfully used its own in-house IT staff to develop a new agency
intranet site – saving a $65,000 one-time cost and $10,000 annually. Where appropriate, the
agency will continue to tap existing government-wide shared-services solutions, like those that it
already uses for payroll, financial services, and travel. It will continue to seek out and utilize
existing government-wide procurement solutions and contracting flexibilities. These include
using a General Services Administration (GSA)-approved vendor that the agency otherwise
would not have found for its eFiling and Case Management projects, and piggybacking on the
Library of Congress’s FEDLINK contracting tool to procure Westlaw services more easily.
The FLRA is engaging in more effective property and records management. This includes
regularly and routinely taking inventory of all of its equipment and building a robust recordsmanagement program, that will, among things, ensure that the agency is not spending more than
it needs to store equipment or archived hard-copy case files.
Another reform that the FLRA is committed to implementing is a consolidation of its existing
OGC Regional Office structure and a reorganization of its OGC staff and workload. Currently,
the OGC comprises a headquarters location in Washington, D.C., and seven Regional Offices in
Atlanta, Georgia; Boston, Massachusetts; Chicago, Illinois; Dallas, Texas; Denver, Colorado;
San Francisco, California; and Washington, D.C. (co-located with OGC HQ). By regulation, the
Authority Members have to vote on any decision to close Regional Offices Appendix B to
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5 C.F.R. Chapter XIV (“the establishment, transfer, or elimination of any Regional Office or
non-Regional Office duty location may be accomplished only with the approval of the
Authority”).
Consistent with Government-wide mandates and the agency’s own ongoing efforts to reduce or
eliminate rental costs since 2010, the agency’s physical footprint and its OGC Regional Office
structure were logical places to look for additional cost savings. The FLRA has already
systematically “reduced its footprint” in recent years by reducing the size of its Headquarters
(HQ) by approximately 12,000 square feet in FY 2014, and its Boston, Chicago, San Francisco,
Denver, and Dallas Regional Offices over the last four years – as those leases expired. These
reductions in space have either reduced annual rent costs or allowed the FLRA to avoid the costs
of what would have otherwise been fairly significant rent increases.
After reviewing potential costs and efficiencies, the FLRA reduced its Regional Office structure
in the 1990s – consolidating 9 Regional Offices into 7 – by closing Regional Offices in New
York, New York and Los Angeles, California. Again, based on workload, costs, and operating
efficiencies gained from technological advances, a majority of the Authority Members has voted
to further consolidate its Regional Office structure by reducing the number of Regional Offices
from the current 7 to 5 located in: Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago, Illinois; Denver, Colorado; San
Francisco, California; and Washington, D.C. This would result in closure of the FLRA’s Boston
and Dallas Regional Offices, and it would directly affect 16 employees – 9 in Boston and 7 in
Dallas – and result in the abolishment of 5 positions. However, all directly affected employees
will be offered reassignment within the agency – either to another Regional Office or to
Headquarters.
Based on 5-year averages, Boston and Dallas currently have the lowest case intake. Rent for the
Boston Regional Office is significantly higher per square foot than all of the FLRA’s other
Regional Offices, and, for this reason, the FLRA has previously contemplated closing this office
in past years. And, as a practical matter, closure of that office will result in displacement of, and
relocation payments for, fewer employees.
In addition to offering reassignments to directly affected employees, the agency will also be
offering Voluntary Early Retirement Authority (VERA) – which OPM has already approved – in
order to maximize relocation opportunities for the directly affected employees. That is,
vacancies that arise from VERA may create additional slots for Boston and Dallas employees to
land. Because the agency is not attempting to reduce employees from its rolls through this
reorganization, it has determined that Voluntary Separation Incentive Payment (VSIP) authority
is not appropriate, and it will not be requesting that authority.
Anyone who accepts VERA will be expected to retire by September 30, 2018. The Boston and
Dallas physical office spaces will also be closed by September 30, 2018. But actual employee
relocations may spill over into FY 2019 depending on funding. Procedural amendments will
need to be made to the FLRA’s regulations in order to adjust the geographic jurisdiction of each
of the remaining 5 Regional Offices. This will be initiated no later than July 30, 2018.
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•

Workforce Reshaping

The mission accomplishments cited above are particularly noteworthy because the FLRA
operated with 20 vacant positions throughout most of FY 2016 and FY 2017. Eighteen of those
positions were career positions, with the majority resting within the Office of the Executive
Director.
Consistent with the Administration’s goal of comprehensive Government reform and workforce
reshaping, the agency has undertaken a thorough evaluation and prioritization of every vacancy
that it has filled since the Government-wide hiring freeze was lifted. When the President
implemented the freeze in January 2017, the agency had 20 vacant positions. During the freeze,
agency leadership took a hard look at every vacancy. It identified 9 critical positions that should
be filled, and it decided not to fill 12 unfilled positions and permanently took them “off the
books.” Most of those “lost” positions were within the Authority Component – the Office of the
Executive Director, the Member Staffs, Case Intake & Publication, and CADRO. The Federal
Service Impasses Panel has also lost a position.
In FY 2018, the agency expects to operate with 128 FTEs, reflecting a total decrease of 12 FTEs
from its FY 2016 anticipated staffing level of 140 FTEs – or a nearly 10 percent reduction of its
already small workforce. In FY 2019, the agency plans to operate with 125 FTEs, and it expects
to eliminate those 3 additional positions through attrition. This is a reduction of 10 FTEs from
the agency’s actual on-board count of 135 FTEs in FY 2015. FLRA leadership is confident that
it can continue to meet mission and operational needs at this staffing level.
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BUDGET JUSTIFICATION
APPROPRIATIONS LANGUAGE
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
For necessary expenses to carry out functions of the Federal Labor Relations Authority, pursuant
to Reorganization Plan Numbered 2 of 1978, and the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978,
including services authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109, and including hire of experts and consultants,
hire of passenger motor vehicles, and including official reception and representation expenses
(not to exceed $1,500) and rental of conference rooms in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
$26,200,000: Provided, That public members of the Federal Service Impasses Panel may be
paid travel expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence as authorized by law (5 U.S.C. 5703) for
persons employed intermittently in the Government service, and compensation as authorized by
5 U.S.C. 3109: Provided further, That, notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 3302, funds received from
fees charged to non-Federal participants at labor-management relations conferences shall be
credited to and merged with this account, to be available without further appropriation for the
costs of carrying out these conferences.

FY 2019 FUNDING REQUEST
The FLRA requests $26,200,000 in FY 2019 to fund employee salaries and related operating
expenses necessary to meet its annual performance targets. The agency’s FY 2019 request will
fund 125 full-time equivalents (FTEs).
(In thousands of dollars)

Program Activity
Authority
Office of the General Counsel
Federal Service Impasses Panel
Direct Obligations
FTEs

I

FY 2017
Actual
$14,581

I

FY 2018
Estimated
$14,281

I

FY 2019
Request
$14,395

I

Change
from
FY 2018
$114

10,794

10,676

10,749

$73

843

1,065

1,056

-$9

$26,218

$26,022

$26,200

$178

119

128

125

(3)
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The requested FY 2019 funding level incorporates cost-savings measures initiated over the past
several years to increase program effectiveness and to reduce fragmentation, overlap, and
duplication. For example, when the previous FLRA Headquarters lease in Washington, D.C.
expired in FY 2013, and, in response to growing participation in the agency telework program,
the FLRA reduced the size of its Headquarters location by approximately 12,000 square feet,
commencing with the new lease term. It has continued to do so as each of its leases expire.
In addition, the initial launch of the FLRA’s modernized website in 2009, and continual
enhancements to the site, including a 2016 redesign, have allowed the agency to provide timely
and accurate information to its customers – other Federal agencies, Federal unions, Federal
employees, and neutrals – including FLRA decisions, legal guidance and memorandums, policy
documents, legal training and resources, and difficult-to-find archival materials.
The 125 FTE that the requested FY 2019 funding level will fund reflects a net loss of 3 FTE over
FY 2018, which is anticipated to be achieved through a combination of attrition and voluntary
early retirements. As noted above on page 5, consistent with the Administration’s goal of
comprehensive Government reform and workforce reshaping, the agency has undertaken a
thorough evaluation and prioritization of every vacancy that it has filled since the
government-wide hiring freeze. Although there were 140 positions on the books in FY 2017 that
the agency anticipated filling, it operated with only 119 of them filled throughout most of FY
2017. That is, the agency carried over 20 vacant positions and expected employees to “do more
with less” during that time. The agency identified 9 critical positions that should be filled, and it
eliminated the remaining positions. It is therefore planning to operate with 128 FTEs in
FY 2018, reflecting a total decrease of 12 FTEs – or nearly 10 percent of its already small
workforce.

CHANGE FROM FY 2018
The requested funding level for FY 2019 includes no increase over FY 2018.

Personnel Compensation and Benefits
The FY 2019 request foregoes a pay increase in calendar year 2019.
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PROGRAM AND FINANCING SCHEDULE
(In thousands of dollars)

Budgetary resources:
Unobligated balance (total)
Appropriation, discretionary (total)
Spending authority from offsetting collections,
discretionary (total)
Total budgetary resources
Status of budgetary resources:
Direct obligations (total)
Reimbursable obligations (total)
New obligations and upward adjustments (total)
Unobligated balance, end of year
Total budgetary resources
Change in obligated balance:
Obligated balance, start of year
Obligated balance, end of year
Budget authority and outlays, net:
Budget authority, gross
Outlays, gross (total)
Offsets against gross budget authority and outlays
(total)
Additional offsets against budget authority only
(total)
Budget authority, net (discretionary)
Outlays, net (discretionary)
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FY 2017
Actual

FY 2018
Estimate

FY 2019
Request

1,245
26,200

1,341
26,022

1,341
26,200

27
27,472

100
27,463

0
27,541

26,191
27
26,218
1,254
27,472

26,022
100
26,122
1,314
27,436

26,200
0
26,200
1,314
27,514

3,132
3,727

3,132
3,132

3,132
3,132

26,227
25,492

26,022
26,022

26,200
26,000

(33)
61

(31)
10

0
0

26,200
26,458

26,022
26,000

26,200
26,000

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE
(In thousands of dollars)
FY 2017
Actual

FY 2018
Estimate

FY 2019
Request

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation:
Full-time permanent
Other than full-time permanent
Other personnel compensation
Total personnel compensation
Civilian personnel benefits
Travel and transportation of persons
Transportation of things
Rental payments to GSA
Communications, utilities, and misc. charges
Printing and reproduction
Other services from non-federal sources
Other goods and services from Federal sources
Operation and maintenance of facilities
Operation and maintenance of equipment
Supplies and materials
Equipment
Direct obligations
Reimbursable obligations:
Travel and transportation of persons
Reimbursable obligations
Total new obligations

$14,723
198
11
14,932
4,717
107

$14,254
532
380
15,166
4,732
165

$14,415
571
407
15,393
4,771
165

11
2,573
403
7
1,839
867
1
422
222
90
$26,191

12
2,662
322
14
1,800
845
4
89
121
90
$26,022

12
2,662
325
14
1,655
895
4
93
121
90
$26,200

27
27
$26,218

100
100
$26,122

$26,200

EMPLOYMENT SUMMARY SCHEDULE
FY 2017
Actual
Direct civilian full-time equivalent employment
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119

FY 2018
Estimate
128

FY 2019
Request
125

INSPECTOR GENERAL RESOURCES
The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) provides independent and objective assessments of
the FLRA’s efficiency, effectiveness, and compliance with laws and regulations. This is
accomplished through proactive evaluations of agency operational processes. In addition to
striving to prevent and detect fraud, waste, and abuse of the FLRA’s resources and operations, a
key goal of the Inspector General (IG) is to serve as a catalyst for improving operations and
maximizing the efficiency and integrity of agency programs.
In fulfilling these responsibilities and objectives, the IG conducts and supervises investigations,
internal reviews, audits, and evaluations of the programs and operations of the agency. The IG
communicates the results of investigations and assessments to FLRA management, the Congress,
other oversight entities, and the public, as appropriate. Generally, the IG communicates results
in formal reports that contain findings and recommendations aimed at correcting any deficiencies
identified and promoting efficiency and effectiveness in agency programs and operations. The
IG also manages a hotline to provide employees and the public with a direct means for
confidentially communicating information on potential fraud, waste, or abuse.
The FLRA’s FY 2019 funding request includes $626,961 for the OIG. The funding level
requested by the IG, including $8,000 for training and $1,876 to support the Council of the
Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) has been funded in total. The IG has
certified that the FLRA’s funding request for the OIG satisfies all training requirements for
FY 2019.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20424-0001
INSPECTOR GENERAL

August 4, 2017

The Inspector General Reform Act (Pub. L. 110-149) was signed by the President on October 14,
2008. Section 6(f) (1) of the Inspector General Act of 1978, 5 U.S.C. app. 3, was amended to
require certain specifications concerning Office of Inspector General (OIG) budget submissions
each fiscal year (FY).
Each inspector general (IG) is required to transmit a budget request to the head of the
establishment or designated Federal entity to which the IG reports specifying:
•
•
•

The aggregate amount of funds requested for the operations of the OIG,
The portion of this amount requested for OIG training, including a certification from the
IG that the amount requested satisfies all OIG training requirements for the fiscal year,
and
The portion of this amount necessary to support the Council of the Inspectors General on
Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE).

The head of each establishment or designated Federal entity, in transmitting a proposed budget to
the President for approval, shall include:
•
•
•
•

An aggregate request for the OIG,
The portion of this aggregate request for OIG training,
The portion of this aggregate request for support of the CIGIE, and
Any comments of the affected IG with respect to the proposal.

The President shall include in each budget of the U.S. Government submitted to Congress.
•
•
•
•
•

A separate statement of the budget estimate submitted by each IG,
The amount requested by the President for each OIG,
The amount requested by the President for training of OIGs ,
The amount requested by the President for support of the CIGIE, and
Any comments of the affected IG with respect to the proposal if the IG concludes that the
budget submitted by the President would substantially inhibit the IG from performing
duties of the OIG.

Following the requirements as specified above, the Federal Labor Relations Authority Inspector
General submits the following information relating to the OIG’s requested budget for FY 2019:
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•
•
•

The aggregate budget request for the operations of the OIG is $626,961,
The portion of this amount needed for OIG training is $8,000, and
The portion of this amount needed to support the CIGIE is $ 1,876.

I certify as the IG of the Federal Labor Relations Authority that the amount I have requested for
training satisfies all OIG training needs for FY 2019.

Inspector General
Federal Labor Relations Authority
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ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
STRATEGIC AND PERFORMANCE-PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Through comprehensive review of its operations, staffing, work processes, resource allocations,
and performance, the FLRA has established strategies and goals that are designed to maximize
the delivery of agency services throughout the Federal Government. The FLRA engages in
continuous strategic assessment of performance and other data to ensure that it is accomplishing
its mission effectively and efficiently.
The FLRA’s FY 2019 strategic performance-planning framework is currently based on the
agency’s FY 2015 - 2018 Strategic Plan, and it is supported by the agency’s Annual Performance
Plan, which establishes the agency’s annual performance goals and measures. The Annual
Performance Plan reflects the agency’s commitment to establishing meaningful metrics that will
assist in assessing performance outcomes, aligning resources, and effectively identifying staffing
and training needs. Consistent with the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA)
Modernization Act of 2010, the FLRA has begun development of a new strategic plan – that will
run at least through 2022. Until that new plan is finalized, the FLRA’s FY 2015 - 2018 Strategic
Plan will remain in effect.
Consistent with ongoing Government-wide efforts to leverage data to facilitate agencies’
programmatic work, the FLRA continually and strategically monitors its progress in
accomplishing the goals and measures set forth in the Annual Performance Plan. This ongoing,
agency-wide review is conducted on a monthly basis with distribution of the Monthly Analysis
of Performance and Status (MAPS) Report, which contains statistical case and performance data
derived from the FLRA’s Case Management System (CMS) and agency management. The
agency examines the data contained in the MAPS Report in a variety of forums. At the
component and office levels, there are also daily performance assessments using a variety of
reports, including: case-filing reports, which track the number and age of cases; case-status
reports, which track the status of all assigned pending cases within the Authority, the OGC, and
the FSIP; and monthly disposition reports, which track the number, age, and resolution type of
every closed case within the Authority and the OGC.
The analysis and assessment of these reports drive, among other things: decisions to target
services (including training, facilitations, and on-site investigations) to certain parties or
geographical locations; adjustments in workload through case transfers at the national, regional,
and office levels; and reallocation of resources, including use of details, contract support, and
temporary hires.
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Mission : The FLRA promotes stable, constructive labor-management relations
through the resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives
full effect to the collective-bargaining rights of employees, unions , and agencies.

Strategic Goals
I

Goal 1: We will resolve
disputes under the Federal
Service Labor-Management
Relations Statute in a timely,
high:-quality, a~d impartial
manner:

Obje~tiv_e 1.1: AcJ,ieve or
exceed case-resolution
timeliness measures, as
estabhshed by each component
- - - - - -

-

- - - - -

1~.,....,. 1-.:', - ~ . . -~ -,
(, Objective 1.2: Se,!:_a_hig!}_f_!~
I,standard of quality for the case

Goal 2: We will promote
stability.in the federal li3bor-•
managemer:it commuriityoy
providing leadership and
guidance through Alternative ,
-. Oispute _Resolution · and
.educatio"n

Objective 2.1: Offer high-'. quality outreach arid prevention
' :-ervi_ces, ¥ "'!'en as _refere~s;e
, resources, to p!"(lmot~ mor<;·
.effective labor-management
•,relations across the .federal

'gov~rr.i m:en_i.

.
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: Goal 3: We will manage
1 resources effectively and - ·
·efficiently in.order-to_ach.ieve ·
I orga~izatfrmal ex~el[ence

:t Obj!ctiye -~: 1: . ~ecruit, ~tain,~
, :and develop a highly talented ;•
motivated, and diver~e·'.-:,;.
·.workforce to accomplish the'!
'. ,_. - - 'l~"i:RA'.s i:nission

I: -~.

Objective 3.2: Improve usage
of existing tec'1nology and ·
deploy new IT systems to
streamline and,enhance •
Dfgan izatio~al ·operal\o~

~l
', resolutionfproces's:;-'li""
- - - -·~(,

I

as

Objective 3.3: Act
an
effective steward of agency
resources
-----

- - -

1

--

The FLRA seeks to achieve its strategic goals primarily through the timely, high-quality, and
impartial review and disposition of cases. The agency supplements these efforts with a focus on
reducing litigation and its attendant costs by helping parties to resolve their own disputes through
collaboration, ADR, education, and labor-management-cooperation activities. Further
supporting these efforts is the FLRA’s focus on internal improvements in IT and more effective
and efficient use of human capital.
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FY 2019 Performance Goals
1.1.1: Produce timely review and disposition of unfair-labor-practice cases.
1.2.1: Resolve overage unfair-labor-practice cases in a timely fashion.
1.1.2: Produce timely review and disposition of representation cases.
1.2.2: Resolve overage representation cases in a timely fashion.
1.1.3: Produce timely review and disposition of arbitration cases.
1.2.3: Resolve overage arbitration cases in a timely fashion.
1.1.4: Produce timely review and disposition of negotiability cases.
1.2.4: Resolve overage negotiability cases in a timely fashion.
1.1.5: Produce timely review and disposition of bargaining-impasse cases.
2.1.1: Provide targeted access to training, outreach, and facilitation activities within the labormanagement community.
2.2.1: Successfully resolve a significant portion of FLRA cases through ADR.
3.1.1: Recruit, retain, and develop a highly talented, motivated, and diverse workforce to
accomplish the FLRA’s mission.
3.1.2: Improve use of existing technology and deploy new IT systems to streamline and
enhance organizational operations.

Timeliness and Quality
Continued improvements in the timeliness of case disposition further the FLRA’s critical role in
contributing to orderly, effective, and efficient change within the Federal Government. In large
part, the FLRA exists to promote effective labor-management relations that, in turn, permit
improved employee performance and Government operations. Timely resolution – or avoidance –
of FLRA cases is critical to this endeavor. And effective case resolution includes not only
timeliness, but also: effective process execution; clear communication with the parties around case
processes; and the issuance of well-written and understandable decisions that provide deliberate,
impartial, and legally sound analyses and consideration of the issues in dispute.
Unless management and labor can collaboratively resolve their disputes and avoid litigation or –
failing that – have their disagreements adjudicated expeditiously by the FLRA, mission
performance will suffer. This is particularly relevant now as Federal agencies are making
significant adjustments and changes in how they perform their missions in response to the
budgetary and policy challenges that they are facing.

Alternative Dispute Resolution and Education
Throughout the years, the Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP have not only recognized the many
benefits associated with using ADR to resolve workplace disputes, but they have also integrated
ADR techniques into all aspects of case processing. Put simply, offering ADR services in every
case results in faster, more effective outcomes for the parties and the FLRA. For this reason, the
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agency continues to leverage existing staff and resources to increase its ADR reach. This includes
partnering with other agencies and entities – such as the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service (FMCS), the Federal Executive Boards, and the General Services Administration (GSA) –
to train large numbers of practitioners.
In addition, the FLRA’s training initiatives are intended to make case processing more effective
and efficient, and to better serve the FLRA’s customers by providing meaningful and clear
guidance on statutory rights and responsibilities. Timely and efficient case processing is furthered
by FLRA customers being knowledgeable about their rights and obligations under the Statute, as
well as FLRA case law, regulations, and case-processing procedures. The FLRA delivers its
educational materials through a variety of means, such as: in-person training sessions;
comprehensive, web-based training modules; and case outlines, manuals, and subject-matter
guides that are easily accessible on www.FLRA.gov. All of these materials have been developed
to assist members of the Federal labor-management-relations community with issues and cases
arising under the Statute. Using collaboration and ADR techniques – alone or in conjunction with
other training, outreach, and facilitation services – to assist parties in minimizing or resolving
labor-management disputes significantly reduces the need for litigation and its attendant costs, and
it gets the parties back to work accomplishing their missions and delivering effective and efficient
Government services.

Information Technology (IT)
Consistent with the FLRA’s Strategic Plan, IT and automation of agency processes continue to
be key areas of focus for the agency. Both are fundamental for ensuring the cost effectiveness
and efficiency of the FLRA, as measured by the agency’s ability to meet its annual performance
goals. The agency continues to improve its overall effectiveness and efficiency, as well as the
customer-service experience, by engaging in new and innovative ways to conduct business, such
as through electronic case filing (eFiling). In addition, the agency has placed significant
emphasis on IT modernization to ensure that its IT equipment and infrastructure enable it to
maximize gains in efficiency that can be achieved through use of technology.
In FY 2017, the FLRA also continued to work towards its long-term goal of implementing endto-end electronic case files throughout the FLRA and complying with the OMB-mandated target
of having fully electronic files by 2019. Increasing eFiling is critical to achieving this goal. In
this regard, the more case-related information that the FLRA receives electronically – rather than
in hard copy – from the outset, the easier it is to convert that information into an electronic case
file, without the need for FLRA staff to manually scan documents. In recognition of this, the
agency continues to execute the multi-year, four-phase plan that it initially developed and
launched in FY 2015 to accomplish the transition to fully electronic case files.
Phase 1 was completion of the initial implementation of an eFiling System – eFiling 1.0 – for all
FLRA offices that accept case filings, and the refinement and improvement of that system –
based on user experience and feedback – through implementation of eFiling 2.0 and 3.0 with a
more user-friendly interface. The agency will implement eFiling 3.0, which is currently being
tested, no later than the first quarter of FY 2018. Phase 2 is to provide a similar, more
user-friendly and intuitive interface for the agency’s internal electronic Case Management
System. Phase 2 also includes implementation of an agency-wide Document Management
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System – an electronic, cloud-based “filing cabinet” that provides a framework for organizing
digital and paper documents. The latter has already been completed, and the former should be
implemented by the end of FY 2018. The Document Management System replaces all existing
network drives and folders, and it allows for quick access to any document, file, or email through
use of sophisticated search engines. It also provides the necessary storage capacity and
technological platform for the eventual integration of all electronic case-processing systems so
that the agency can realize its vision of having fully electronic case files. Phase 3 is the
integration of the automated connection between the Case Management System, the eFiling
System, and the Document Management System. This is currently underway, and project
planning has begun. Phase 3 is scheduled to be completed by the 2nd quarter of FY 2019. And
Phase 4 is the transition to 100 percent electronic case files throughout the agency, with a goal of
September 30, 2019, for completion.
Implementation of fully electronic case files throughout the agency will allow the FLRA to
operate more efficiently and more effectively by: allowing for implementation of additional
external and internal case-processing improvements that will further maximize the use of
technology; eliminating many of the labor-intensive, manual case processes that are currently in
place; and increasing overall efficiency and effectiveness. These case-processing improvements
include: electronic voting by the Authority Members, which the agency already implemented in
FY 2017; reduction of U.S. Mail costs by implementing electronic service of case-related
documents by the FLRA on the parties; reduction – or elimination – of Fed Ex costs for
transferring paper case files between FLRA offices; implementation of a pilot program that
would mandate FLRA parties to file all case-related documents electronically, and the eventual
mandate of eFiling for all FLRA case filings. The greatest benefit will be that staff hours
currently used to perform manual administrative tasks will be freed up to perform other missioncritical functions – or eliminated, if warranted.
In addition, the FLRA will continue making improvements through smaller-scale projects. For
example, the agency plans to transition to a cloud email solution in FY 2018. This is another
long-term, “cloud-first” strategy that the agency has been working towards to move all of its
critical system to the cloud. Once email has been transitioned, all agency critical systems – Case
Management, eFiling, Document Management, and email – will all be in the cloud, offering
better redundancy and backups that can be leveraged to improve the overall agency Continuity of
Operations Plan (COOP). The agency also continues to leverage the Video Teleconferencing
(VTC) System that it implemented in FY 2015 to save reduce travel expenditures and offer
alternative methods for achieving agency-wide training, outreach, and intervention goals. In FY
2017, the agency also completed its transition to business cable in all 6 of its Regional Office
outside of Washington, D.C. In addition to increasing network connections for the FLRA’s
Regional Offices by 50 to 80 percent, the agency was also able to reinvest the 5 to 10 percent
annual savings in network services that it achieved to provide a back-up, secondary system for
the Regional Office networks. All of these initiatives are key components in the agency’s efforts
to achieve efficiencies through use of innovative technology.
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Human Capital
In FY 2017, the FLRA continued its overall success as measured by the Federal Employee
Viewpoint Survey (FEVS), leaving no doubt that the FLRA’s investments in the recruitment,
retention, and skills and leadership development of its employees continues to produce a highly
engaged workforce that is dedicated to the accomplishment of its mission. The results of the
2017 survey reflect that the FLRA has 55 identified strengths (items with 65 percent or higher
positive ratings) and no identified challenges (items with 35 percent or higher negative ratings).
Compared to 2016, the FLRA increased its positive ratings for 15 questions, experienced no
change in its positive ratings for 4 questions, and decreased its positive ratings for 52 questions.
The agency outperformed the Government-wide average in 70 out of 71 questions. And the
FLRA continues to rank in the top ten among small agencies (those with 100-999 employees) in
two important indices – Employee Engagement and New IQ – with #6 and #5 rankings,
respectively. With an Employee Engagement Index score of 77 percent and a New IQ Index
score of 71 percent, the FLRA exceeds the Government-wide average for each index, as well as
for every sub-category of each index. In addition, the FLRA’s Global Satisfaction index score of
72 percent – well above the Government-wide average of 64 percent – is a positive indicator of
employees’ overall workplace satisfaction.
As to the agency’s 55 identified strengths, of particular note is that: 99 percent of FLRA
respondents indicate that they are willing to put in extra effort to get a job done; 98 percent
positively rate the overall quality of work done by their work unit; 97 percent report that they are
held accountable for achieving results; 95 percent know how their work relates to the agency’s
goals and priorities; and 92 percent say that they are constantly looking for ways to do their jobs
better. These results show that employees understand the FLRA’s mission, understand their role
in achieving it, and see themselves as an integral part of achieving agency-wide success.
Consistent with Executive Order 13781 and OMB M-17-22, which, among other things, provides
agencies with guidance on developing reform plans that “align[] . . . the Federal budget and
performance planning processes,” in FY 2017 the FLRA adjusted its annual performance year to
align with the fiscal year. This alignment directly links every employee’s individual
performance to the FLRA’s overall strategic and performance goals, as well as to the agency’s
annual budget and funding requests. It will provide a more accurate measurement of each
employee’s contribution towards achievement of agency-wide performance goals, greater
accountability, and better data regarding resource needs.
The FLRA also engaged in an in-depth review of its personnel files. In this connection, it
undertook a thorough review of every Electronic Official Personnel Folder (eOPF) to: ensure
proper retirement coverage (CSRS or FERS); verify the accuracy of service computation dates
for both leave and retirement purposes; and examine all folders for missing or undocumented
prior service. It also conducted an agency-wide review of every agency position description
(PD) to ensure that all PDs reflect actual duties and that accompanying cover sheets are accurate.
This has been critical in conducting “need-to-fill” evaluations.
Further, in FY 2017, the agency continued to develop capacity for shared administrative staff
across several offices by utilizing administrative staff within the Authority Component –
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particularly those who are in “confidential” positions to agency leadership – to provide
administrative assistance to the HR, Budget & Finance, and Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEO) Offices, which perform sensitive work. Not only does this provide administrative staff
with a developmental opportunity, but it also allows for greater flexibility, relieves high-graded
managerial staff from having to perform lower-graded administrative tasks, and avoids the need
to hire additional FTEs when workloads increase within the component. And, again in FY 2017,
internal developmental details have accomplished two strategic objectives: (1) development of
future leaders to facilitate succession planning; and (2) cross-training to allow for the
reassignment of employees to positions that are more closely matched to their career interests –
and to the agency’s needs.
In order to further fulfill the FLRA’s mission, the agency focuses on succession planning by
identifying its future human-resources needs, potential organizational and skills gaps, and
vulnerabilities, and then setting goals to address them. With respect to succession planning, in
FY 2017, the FLRA continued a training initiative designed to assist senior, high-potential
employees identify and strengthen critical leadership skills in preparation for eventually
transitioning to formal leadership positions. To strengthen and support the FLRA’s new cadre of
first-time managers and supervisors, the agency identified a series of trainings geared towards
developing strategic thinking and other critical skills in preparation for effective leadership at the
FLRA. And the FLRA continued to develop and provide high-level, mission-based training for
its attorneys – nearly 20 percent of whom are new to the FLRA – that built upon their existing
legal, technical, and ADR skills to improve and maximize performance. These training
initiatives crossed components, bringing together future agency leaders from all offices to
enhance their skills and encourage ongoing collaboration among peers.
The FLRA is committed to fostering a workplace where employees from all backgrounds are
recruited, retained, and developed for successful performance and career progression. Since
FY 2014, and continuing throughout FY 2017, the agency achieved greater diversity in its
workforce by increasing strategic and targeted recruitment and posting job opportunities with
career-planning and placement services, local colleges and universities, and professional
affinity-group organizations. And the FLRA has consistently used data to help identify and
eliminate barriers to recruiting and hiring the diverse talent that it needs. In this respect, the
FLRA’s ongoing focus on increasing ethnic and gender diversity in its Senior Executive Service
corps yielded small, but meaningful, gains in FY 2016 and FY 2017. The FLRA also continued
to utilize both Student Pathways and summer-externship programs to accomplish mission-related
initiatives throughout the agency. Finally, serving as one of three Small Agency Council (SAC)
representatives on the Diversity and Inclusion in Government Council (DIG), the FLRA is
participating in Government-wide discussions aimed to create and foster a Federal workforce
that includes and engages Federal employees and reflects all segments of society.
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1: WE WILL RESOLVE DISPUTES UNDER THE
STATUTE IN A TIMELY, HIGH-QUALITY, AND IMPARTIAL MANNER
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF UNFAIR-LABOR-PRACTICE CASES.
The General Counsel has independent responsibility for the investigation, settlement, and
prosecution of ULP charges. ULP cases originate with the filing of a charge in a Regional Office
by an employee, a labor organization, or an agency. Once a charge has been filed, the Regional
Office will investigate the charge to determine whether it has merit. If the Regional Director
determines that the charge has merit, then he or she will, absent settlement, issue and prosecute a
complaint before an ALJ. If the Regional Director determines that the charge lacks merit, then
the charging party is entitled to a written explanation, and, if not satisfied, may appeal that
decision to the General Counsel in Washington, D.C. If the General Counsel upholds the
dismissal, then the case is closed. The Authority has appointed ALJs to hear ULP cases
prosecuted by the General Counsel. The OALJ transmits recommended decisions of the ALJs to
the Authority, which may affirm, modify, or reverse them in whole or in part on exceptions. If
no exceptions are filed to an ALJ’s decision, then the Authority adopts the decision without
precedential significance.

OGC

I

2014

I

2015

I

2016

I

2017

I

2018
Est.

I

2019
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Charges filed
Total caseload

1,570
4,696
6,266

1,425
4,418
5,843

1,178
4,345
5,523

1,333
3,655
4,988

882
4,000
4,882

952
4,000
4,952

Charges withdrawn/settled
Charges dismissed
Complaints issued
Total cases closed

3,779
809
253
4,841

3,662
800
203
4,665

3,268
749
173
4,190

3,130
786
190
4,106

3,000
750
180
3,930

3,000
750
180
3,930

Cases pending, end of year

1,425

1,178

1,333

882

952

1,022

OALJ
Cases pending, start of year
Cases received from the OGC
Total caseload

I

2014

I

2015

I

2016

I

2017

I

2018
Est.

I

2019
Est.

120
105
62
60
57
57
260 222 179 197 200 200
380
327
241
257
257
257

Settlements before hearing
Cases closed by decision
Total cases closed

245
30
275

187
78
265

130
51
181

176
24
200

170
30
200

170
30
200

Cases pending, end of year

105

62

60

57

57

57
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I

Authority

I

2014

I

2015

2016

I

2017

I

2018
Est.

I

2019
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Exceptions filed
Total caseload

12
27
39

13
62
75

24
45
69

24
23
47

23
25
48

23
25
48

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

18
8
26

37
14
51

51
14
51

22
2
24

20
5
25

20
5
25

Cases pending, end of year

13

24

24

23

23

23

Measure 1.1: The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the OGC by complaint, withdrawal,
dismissal, or settlement within 120 days of filing of the charge.
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

67%

72%

71%

73%

70%

70%

Measure 1.2: The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a Regional Director’s dismissal of a
ULP charge issued within 60 days of the date filed, and in no case more than 120 days.
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

98%/100%

98%/100%

100%/100%

96%/100%

95%100%

95%/100%

Measure 1.3: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel resolved or
decided in the OALJ within 180 days of the complaint being issued.
Results
FY 2014

FY 2015

91%

77%

Measure 1.3: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel decided in the
OALJ within 180 days of the complaint being issued.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

80%

93%

80%

90%
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Measure 1.4: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

100%

50%

57%

89%

Measure 1.4: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 150 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

50%

75%

75%

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1: RESOLVE OVERAGE
UNFAIR-LABOR-PRACTICE CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION.
As part of its 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the FLRA developed new performance measures for
FY 2016 and FY 2017 to ensure that cases in which the primary timeliness goal is not met are
sufficiently targeted and do not go significantly overage.
Measure 2.1: The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the OGC by complaint, withdrawal,
dismissal, or settlement within 240 days of filing of the charge.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

95%

95%

95%

95%

Measure 2.2: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel decided in
the OALJ within 365 days of the complaint being issued.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

89%

98%

98%

98%

Measure 2.3: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 365 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

100%

95%

95%
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.2: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF REPRESENTATION CASES.
The Statute sets out a specific procedure for employees to petition to be represented by a labor
union and to determine which employees will be included in a “bargaining unit” that a union
represents. Implementing this procedure, the FLRA conducts secret-ballot elections for union
representation and resolves a variety of issues related to questions of union representation of
employees. These issues include, for example, whether particular employees are managers or
“confidential” employees excluded from union representation, whether there has been election
misconduct on the part of agencies or unions, and whether changes in union and agency
organizations affect existing bargaining units. Representation cases are initiated when an
individual, a labor organization, or an agency files a petition with a Regional Office. After a
petition is filed, the Regional Director conducts an investigation to determine the appropriateness
of a unit or other matter related to the petition. After concluding such investigation, the Regional
Director may conduct a secret-ballot election or hold a hearing to resolve disputed factual
matters. After a hearing, the Regional Director issues a Decision and Order, which is final
unless an application for review is filed with the Authority.

OGC

I

I

2014

I

2015

I

2016

I

2017

2018
Est.

I

2019
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed
Total caseload

89
235
324

65
225
290

70
265
335

112
208
320

58
210
268

38
210
248

Petitions withdrawn
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

118
141
259

95
125
220

112
111
223

130
132
262

110
120
230

110
120
230

Cases pending, end of year

65

70

112

58

38

18

Authority

I

I

2014

I

2015

I

2016

I

2017

2018
Est.

I

2019
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Applications for review
Total caseload

9
13
22

7
16
23

2
6
8

0
12
12

6
12
18

6
12
18

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

2
13
15

2
19
21

0
8
8

1
5
6

1
11
12

1
11
12

Cases pending, end of year

7

2

0

6

6

6
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Measure 1.5: The percentage of representation cases resolved by the OGC through
withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of the filing of a
petition.
Results
Targets
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

66%

72%

73%

68%

70%

70%

Measure 1.6: The percentage of representation cases in which the Authority issued a decision
whether to grant review within 60 days of the filing of an application for review.
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2: RESOLVE OVERAGE REPRESENTATION
CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION.
As part of its 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the FLRA developed new performance measures for
FY 2016 and FY 2017 to ensure that cases in which the primary timeliness goal is not met are
sufficiently targeted and do not go significantly overage.
Measure 2.3: The percentage of cases resolved by the OGC through withdrawal, election, or
issuance of a Decision and Order within 365 days of the filing of a petition.*
Results

Targets

* New measure beginning in FY 2016

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

98%

95%

95%

95%

Measure 2.4: The percentage of representation cases in which the Authority grants review,
where the Authority will issue a decision on review, or reach other final resolution of the case,
within 365 days of the filing of the application for review.*
Results
Targets
*New measure beginning in FY 2017
FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

100%

95%

95%
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.3: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF ARBITRATION CASES.
Either party to grievance arbitration may file with the Authority an exception to (or an appeal of)
an arbitrator’s award. The Authority will review an arbitrator’s award to which an exception has
been filed to determine whether the award is deficient because it is contrary to any law, rule, or
regulation, or on grounds similar to those applied by Federal courts in private-sector, labormanagement relations.

I

Authority

I

2014

I

2015

2016

I

2017

I

2018
Est.

I

2019
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Exceptions filed
Total caseload

123
89
212

90
99
189

50
86
136

40
103
143

71
94
165

80
94
144

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

16
106
122

15
124
139

21
75
96

16
56
72

17
68
85

17
68
85

Cases pending, end of year

90

50

40

71

80

59

Measure 1.7: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

91%

34%

40%

79%

Measure 1.7: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 150 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

79%

75%

75%
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.3: RESOLVE OVERAGE ARBITRATION
CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION.
As part of its 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the FLRA developed new performance measures for
FY 2016 and FY 2017 to ensure that cases in which the primary timeliness goal is not met are
sufficiently targeted and do not go significantly overage.
Measure 2.5: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 365 days of assignment to an
Authority Member *
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

100%

95%

95%

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.4: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF NEGOTIABILITY CASES.
A Federal agency bargaining with a union may claim that a particular union proposal cannot be
bargained because it conflicts with Federal law, a Government-wide rule or regulation, or an
agency regulation for which there is a compelling need. In both of these situations, a union may
petition the Authority to resolve the negotiability dispute. In addition, agency heads may
disapprove collective-bargaining agreements if those agreements are contrary to law, and a union
may petition the Authority to resolve the negotiability dispute.

Authority

I

I

2014

2015

I

2016

I

2017

I

2018
Est.

I

2019
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed
Total caseload

9
43
52

17
54
71

23
55
78

27
40
67

11
48
59

11
48
59

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

29
6
35

40
8
48

47
4
51

52
4
56

40
8
48

40
8
48

Cases pending, end of year

17

23

27

11

11

11
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Measure 1.8: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 180 days of assignment
to an Authority Member.
Results
FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

80%

60%

50%

75%

Measure 1.8: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 150 days of assignment
to an Authority Member.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

75%

75%

75%

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.4: RESOLVE OVERAGE NEGOTIABILITY
CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION.
As part of its 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the FLRA developed new performance measures for
FY 2016 and FY 2017 to ensure that cases in which the primary timeliness goal is not met are
sufficiently targeted and do not go significantly overage.
Measure 2.6: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 365 days of assignment to
an Authority Member.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

100%

95%

95%
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.5: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF BARGAINING-IMPASSE CASES.
In carrying out the right to bargain collectively, it is not uncommon for a union representative
and a Federal agency to simply not agree on certain issues, and for the bargaining to reach an
impasse. Several options are available by which the parties may attempt to resolve the impasse.
The parties may: decide, on their own, to use certain techniques to resolve the impasse, but may
proceed to private, binding arbitration only after the FSIP approves the procedure; seek the
services and assistance of the FMCS; or seek the assistance of the FSIP in resolving the
negotiation impasse, but only after the previous options have failed.

I

FSIP

I

2014

2015

I

2016

I

I

2017

2018
Est.

I

2019
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Impasses filed
Total caseload

40
134
174

28
139
167

33
142
175

41
98
139

14
128
142

7
128
135

Cases closed

146

134

134

125

135

135

28

33

41

14

7

0

Cases pending, end of year

Measure 1.9: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which jurisdiction is declined
closed within 140 days of the date filed.
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

89%

100%

100%

93%

80%

80%

Measure 1.10: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases voluntarily settled after
jurisdiction has been asserted within 160 days of the date filed.
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

68%

100%

100%

93%

70%

70%

Measure 1.11: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases resolved through a final action
closed within 200 days of the date filed.
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

61%

100%

100%

77%

70%

70%
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STRATEGIC GOAL 2: WE WILL PROMOTE STABILITY IN THE
FEDERAL LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY BY PROVIDING
LEADERSHIP AND GUIDANCE THROUGH ADR AND EDUCATION
Key to the FLRA’s ADR objectives is to offer high-quality outreach and preventive services, as
well as resources, to promote more effective labor-management relations across the Federal
Government. In furtherance of that objective, the FLRA has integrated voluntary ADR and
consensus decision-making into virtually all of its processes, and it has significantly expanded its
training, outreach, and facilitation activities. ADR is an informal, voluntary process that allows
parties to discuss and develop their interests in order to resolve the underlying issues and
problems in their relationships. This includes interest-based conflict resolution and intervention
services in pending ULP cases, representation cases, arbitration cases, negotiability appeals, and
bargaining-impasse disputes. The agency also provides facilitation and training to help labor and
management develop collaborative relationships. Many of the FLRA’s training programs are
now available as web-based training modules, bringing educational tools and resources directly
to agency customers at their desks to further assist them in resolving labor-management disputes.
The FLRA’s goals include delivering outreach, training, and facilitation services that
significantly contribute to the mission of the FLRA, and ensuring that training participants
evaluate FLRA training as highly effective.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1: PROVIDE TARGETED ACCESS TO
TRAINING, OUTREACH, AND FACILITATION ACTIVITIES WITHIN
THE LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY.
Measure 1.1: The number of training, outreach, and facilitation activities conducted.
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

225

306

280

273

275

275

Measure 1.2: The number of participants involved in training, outreach, and facilitation
activities.
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

5,114

8,294

8,440

8,122

7,000

7,000
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1: SUCCESSFULLY RESOLVE A
SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF FLRA CASES THROUGH ADR.
The FLRA has integrated voluntary ADR and consensus decision-making into virtually all of its
case processes, and it has significantly expanded its training, outreach, and facilitation activities
since FY 2011. ADR is an informal, voluntary process that allows parties to discuss and develop
their interests in order to resolve the underlying issues and problems in their relationships. This
includes interest-based conflict resolution and intervention services in pending ULP cases,
representation cases, arbitration cases, negotiability appeals, and bargaining-impasse disputes.
Measure 2.1: The percentage of appropriate ULP cases in the OGC in which ADR services
are offered. *
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

100%

90%

90%

Measure 2.2: The percentage of ULP cases in the OGC in which an offer of ADR services is
accepted that are partially or totally resolved.**
**Renumbered measure beginning in FY 2017; previously Measure 2.1
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

98%

96%

97%

100%

95%

95%

Measure 2.3: The percentage of appropriate ULP cases in the OALJ in which SettlementJudge Services are offered.*
Results

Targets

FY 2017

FY 2018

100%

90%

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

FY 2019
90%
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Measure 2.4: The percentage of ULP cases in the OALJ in which an offer of SettlementJudge services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved.
**Renumbered measure beginning in FY 2017; previously Measure 2.2
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

96%

87%

74%

93%

85%

90%

Measure 2.5: The percentage of REP cases in the OGC in which an offer of ADR services is
accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved.
**Renumbered measure beginning in FY 2017; previously Measure 2.3
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2018

100%

96%

100%

100%

95%

95%

Measure 2.6: The percentage of appropriate arbitration cases in the Authority in which ADR
services are offered.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

100%

100%

100%

100%

Measure 2.7: The percentage of arbitration cases in the Authority in which an offer of ADR
services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved.
Results

Targets

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

80%

43%

79%

80%

50%

50%

Measure 2.8: The percentage of appropriate negotiability cases in the Authority in which
ADR services are offered.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

100%

100%

100%

100%
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Measure 2.9: The percentage of proposals or provisions – in negotiability cases in which an
offer of ADR services is accepted by the parties – that are partially or totally resolved.
Results
FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

100%

100%

100%

Measure 2.9: The percentage of negotiability cases in the Authority in which ADR services
are provided that are partially or totally resolved.*
Results

Targets

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

100%

100%

90%

90%

Measure 2.10: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in the FSIP in which an offer of
ADR services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved.
Results
FY 2014

FY 2015

27%
39%
Measure 2.10: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in the FSIP in which parties’
disputes are totally resolved voluntarily.*
Targets

Results

* New measure beginning in FY 2016

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

27%

30%

30%

30%
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STRATEGIC GOAL 3: WE WILL MANAGE OUR RESOURCES
EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE
ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE
The FLRA’s ability to fulfill its core mission under the Statute depends on excellent management
of the organization and its resources. The organizational-excellence goal emphasizes how the
agency’s employees, IT infrastructure, and allocation of resources are central to achieving all of
the strategic goals and objectives outlined in the strategic plan.
The landscape of the Federal workplace and workforce continues to evolve, as do the needs of
the parties that the FLRA serves. Approximately 40 percent of the FLRA’s workforce has been
with the agency for five years or less, and many of the agency’s most experienced employees are
currently eligible to retire. In light of these facts, it is crucial for the FLRA to simultaneously
focus on developing the workforce of the future, while retaining valuable institutional
knowledge.
The agency is prepared to meet ever-changing business demands through the innovative use of
IT to best manage the workload and interact with parties. The FLRA continues to be an effective
steward of taxpayer dollars, with a renewed focus on maximizing the use of data to inform
decision making. The agency’s future operational approaches are designed to foster nimble and
seamless deployment of resources coupled with cost-avoidance strategies to support productive
labor-management relations across the Federal Government. And, consistent with the PMA, the
FLRA has a comprehensive, forward-looking plan to increase quality and value in its
administrative functions, continue efforts to enhance productivity and achieve cost savings,
unlock the full potential of its workforce, and build the FLRA’s workplace and workforce for the
future.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1: RECRUIT, RETAIN, AND DEVELOP A
HIGHLY TALENTED, MOTIVATED, AND DIVERSE WORKFORCE TO
ACCOMPLISH THE FLRA’S MISSION.
Over the last eight and a half years, the FLRA has demonstrated significant and marked
improvement in its performance and service delivery, and it has continued to rank among the top
ten small agencies in the Best Places to Work in the Federal Government rankings. These results
demonstrate the agency’s commitment to empowering and developing a highly engaged and
effective workforce. The success of FLRA employees is instrumental to its success as an
agency. It is within this spirit that the FLRA actively manages its human-capital programs.
Measure 1.1: Program managers ensure that the right employees are in the right place to
achieve results.
Focused on succession planning by increasing targeted attorney
recruitment. Renewed agreement with the University of
Maryland for discounted tuition for agency employees. Increased
FY 2014
Results
agency resources through recruitment, staffing, and placement.
Utilized the Student Pathways and Summer Externship programs
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FY 2015

Results

to increase resources for casework and administrative initiatives
throughout the agency. Realigned functions within the agency’s
Office of the Executive Director to allow for improved
efficiencies and customer service to agency employees. Worked
extensively with managers to hold employees accountable for
performance and development. Updated Attorney Recruitment
Policy in order to allow managers greater hiring flexibility of the
agency’s mission-critical occupation and to streamline the
recruitment process. In collaboration with the Partnership for
Public Service’s Excellence in Government Fellows program,
developed and piloted an Employee Onboarding Handbook to
improve the onboarding process and increase employee
engagement.
Implemented a fully automated and integrated electronic system
for personnel actions. Developed a more robust onboarding
process through increased use of technology and piloted
implementation of an Employee Onboarding Handbook.
Updated certain human-resources policies and procedures.
Continued to build internal capacity for handling the major
human-resources functional areas. Position descriptions
continued to be updated and now allow for greater growth and
advancement opportunities within the agency, and employees
readily volunteered for collateral-duty assignments, new
initiatives, and projects. The agency also renewed its agreement
with a local university to offer discounted tuition to FLRA
employees for self-directed study. Improved office customer
service by improving the quality of advice provided to managers
and employees. Worked with managers to educate them about
and increase diversity and inclusion when seeking new agency
talent. The agency achieved greater diversity in its workforce in
FY 2015 by increasing strategic and targeted recruitment and
posting job opportunities with career-planning and placement
services, local colleges and universities, and professional affinitygroup organizations. With respect to succession planning, the
FLRA continued to offer cross-component developmental details
and its training initiative designed to assist higher-graded
employees identify and strengthen critical leadership skills in
preparation for eventually transitioning to formal leadership
positions. To strengthen and support the FLRA’s new cadre of
first-time managers and supervisors, the agency identified a
series of trainings geared towards developing strategic thinking
and other critical skills in preparation for executive leadership at
the FLRA. These training initiatives crossed components,
bringing together future agency leaders from all offices to
enhance their skills and encourage collaboration among peers.
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Measure 1.1: Demonstrate strong recruitment and retention practices.
*New measure beginning in FY 2016
Strengthened the agency’s diversity and inclusion recruitment
efforts, establishing and implementing a process for sharing job
announcements with relevant affinity groups. The FLRA is
continuing to enhance its strategic and targeted recruitment and
posting job opportunities with career-planning and placement
services, local colleges and universities, and professional affinitygroup organizations. The FLRA is also using data to help
identify and eliminate barriers to recruiting and hiring the diverse
talent that it needs.
The FLRA is working to strengthen its operational offices,
seeking feedback through semi-annual and point-of-service
surveys. Efforts are underway to revise and implement a robust
agency-wide onboarding program, which will include briefings
and continuing educational opportunities for employees to
strengthen their knowledge of the FLRA.
FY 2016

Results

FY 2017

Results

The FLRA strengthened its recognition and promotion of
cultural-based celebrations, establishing an employee-driven
initiative to develop and promote events and activities. The
FLRA targeted efforts to educate managers about, and increase
diversity and inclusion when, seeking new agency talent, and it
continued efforts to train agency staff at all levels on key
diversity and inclusion issues. And manager performance plans
have been revised to include diversity-and- inclusion-focused
metrics. Much of the FLRA’s success is reflected in its #1 smallagency ranking in terms of the “New IQ” Index, which provides
insights into employee perceptions of the inclusiveness of the
agency by looking at twenty questions that measure the five
“Habits of Inclusion” – Fair, Open, Cooperative, Supportive, and
Empowering. The FLRA is the top-ranking small-agency for
each of the five habits of inclusion, with scores averaging 15
percent – and as much as 21 percent – higher than the average
scores for all small agencies. And in the 2015 Best Places to
Work in the Federal Government rankings, the FLRA was ranked
#2 out of 28 small agencies in its support for diversity.
Continued to develop capacity for shared administrative staff
across several offices by utilizing administrative staff within the
Authority Component – particularly those who are in
“confidential” positions to agency leadership – to provide
administrative assistance to the HR, Budget & Finance, and
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Offices, which perform
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sensitive work. Not only does this provide administrative staff
with a developmental opportunity, but it also allows for greater
flexibility, relieves high-graded managerial staff from having to
perform lower-graded administrative tasks, and avoids the need
to hire additional FTEs when workloads increase within the
component.
Aligned the agency-wide Performance Year (previously July 1 June 30) with the Fiscal Year. This alignment directly links
every employee’s individual performance to the FLRA’s overall
strategic and performance goals, as well as to the agency’s annual
budget and funding requests. It will provide a more accurate
measurement of each employee’s contribution towards
achievement of agency-wide performance goals, greater
accountability, and better data regarding resource needs.
Conducted an agency-wide review of all agency electronic
Official Personnel Folders (eOPFs) to: ensure proper retirement
coverage (CSRS or FERS); verify the accuracy of service
computation dates (SCDs) for both leave and retirement
purposes; and examine all folders for missing or undocumented
prior service.
Conducted an agency-wide review of every agency position
description (PD) to ensure that all PDs reflect actual duties and
that accompanying cover sheets are accurate, and revised PDs
that needed revision or that were very dated, which has been
particularly critical in conducting “need-to-fill” evaluations and
drafting recent vacancy announcements.
Complete implementation of all necessary changes/corrections
identified during the agency-wide eOPF and PD reviews.
Develop/revise and implement standard operating procedures that
will help to maintain accurate personnel records going forward.

FY 2018

Target

Continue to conduct “need-to-fill” evaluations before filling any
vacant positions.
Implement workforce reshaping, consistent with Executive
Order 13781 and M-17-22.
Continue to use data to identify and eliminate barriers to
recruiting and hiring the diverse talent that the FLRA needs.
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Adhere to and update, as needed, standard operating procedures
that will help to maintain accurate records going forward.
Continue to conduct “need-to-fill” evaluations before filling any
vacant positions.
FY 2019

Target

Continue to implement workforce reshaping, consistent with
Executive Order 13781 and M-17-22.
Continue to use data to identify and eliminate barriers to
recruiting and hiring the diverse talent that the FLRA needs.

Measure 1.2: Maintain and grow agency expertise through employee development.
*New measure beginning in FY 2016
Successfully implemented numerous cross-component
developmental opportunities for employees, including workgroups
to encourage innovation, the development and delivery of
training, and more than ten detail opportunities at all levels and
offices within the agency.
Continued its robust training initiative focusing on leadership and
skills development. It addressed temporary mission needs,
maximizing Student Pathways and student-internship programs,
and utilizing developmental details within its existing workforce.
All new managers and supervisors were provided with leadershiptraining opportunities, and the FLRA’s executive-training plans
are ongoing and are aimed at developing executive-level talent
among the FLRA’s existing workforce.
FY 2016

Results
Continued its overall success and improvement as measured by
the FEVS, leaving no doubt that the FLRA continues to have a
highly engaged workforce that is dedicated to the accomplishment
of its mission. The results of the survey reflect the agency’s
continuous growth in overall employee satisfaction, as
demonstrated by the FLRA ranking as the #1 small agency in two
important indices – Employee Engagement and New IQ – and the
increase in 2016 positive ratings in 19 items from 2015. In
addition, the FLRA has 66 identified strengths (items with
65 percent or higher positive ratings) and no identified challenges
(items with 35 percent or higher negative ratings). And the
agency’s scores are above the Government-wide average in 69 out
of 71 questions. Of particular note is that: 97 percent of FLRA
respondents report that they are held accountable for achieving
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results; 96 percent positively rate the overall quality of the work
done by their work unit; 96 percent indicate that they are willing
to put in extra effort to get a job done; 94 percent know how their
work relates to the agency’s goals and priorities; 94 percent think
that the people they work with cooperate to get the job done;
94 percent believe that the agency is successful at accomplishing
its mission; 93 percent find that the workforce has the job-relevant
knowledge and skills necessary to accomplish organizational
goals; 92 percent indicate that their supervisors regularly
communicate with them about their performance; and 91 percent
state that employees in their work unit share job knowledge with
each other. Moreover, the agency maintained its sustained growth
of positive responses to the question “supervisors in my work unit
support employee development” – increasing by nearly
9.5 percent over 2015.
Continued to develop capacity for shared administrative staff
across several offices by utilizing administrative staff within the
Authority Component – particularly those who are in
“confidential” positions to agency leadership – to provide
administrative assistance to the HR, Budget & Finance, and Equal
Employment Opportunity (EEO) Offices, which perform sensitive
work. Not only does this provide administrative staff with a
developmental opportunity, but it also allows for greater
flexibility, relieves high-graded managerial staff from having to
perform lower-graded administrative tasks, and avoids the need to
hire additional FTEs when workloads increase within the
component.

FY 2017

Results

Most managers assessed all of their employees on their
developmental needs and provided at least one targeted
developmental opportunity to each. Training budgets for every
office were reduced by 25 percent in FY 2017, so there was a
reduced ability to procure outside training. This resulted in
managers finding in-house opportunities to help develop their
employees through details (e.g., Acting Chief Information
Officer), work groups (e.g., eFiling), and special projects (e.g.,
revising FLRA policies).
In the 2017 FEVS, 78 percent of FLRA employees responded
positively to the OPM FEVS question “supervisors in my work
unit support employee development” (Q. 47). Although this
represents a 6 percent decrease from 2016, it is nonetheless
5 percent above the small-agency score of 73 percent, and
10 percent above the Government-wide score of 68 percent.
In FY 2017, the FLRA continued its overall success as measured
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by the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS), leaving no
doubt that the FLRA’s investments in the recruitment, retention,
and skills and leadership development of its employees continues
to produce a highly engaged workforce that is dedicated to the
accomplishment of its mission. The results of the 2017 survey
reflect that the FLRA has 55 identified strengths (items with
65 percent or higher positive ratings) and no identified challenges
(items with 35 percent or higher negative ratings). Compared to
2016, the FLRA increased its positive ratings for 15 questions,
experienced no change in its positive ratings for 4 questions, and
decreased its positive ratings for 52 questions. The agency
outperformed the Government-wide average in 70 out of 71
questions. And the FLRA continues to rank in the top ten among
small agencies (those with 100-999 employees) in two important
indices – Employee Engagement and New IQ – with #6 and #5
rankings, respectively. With an Employee Engagement Index
score of 77 percent and a New IQ Index score of 71 percent, the
FLRA exceeds the Government-wide average for each index, as
well as for every sub-category of each index. In addition, the
FLRA’s Global Satisfaction index score of 72 percent – well
above the Government-wide average of 64 percent – is a positive
indicator of employees’ overall workplace satisfaction.
As to the agency’s 55 identified strengths, of particular note is
that: 99 percent of FLRA respondents indicate that they are
willing to put in extra effort to get a job done; 98 percent
positively rate the overall quality of work done by their work unit;
97 percent report that they are held accountable for achieving
results; 95 percent know how their work relates to the agency’s
goals and priorities; and 92 percent say that they are constantly
looking for ways to do their jobs better. These results show that
employees understand the FLRA’s mission, understand their role
in achieving it, and see themselves as an integral part of achieving
agency-wide success.

FY 2018

Target

In addition to its top-ten rankings in the Employee Engagement
and New IQ Indexes and increased ratings in 15 questions, FLRA
employees also identified areas for improvement. These areas
include opportunities for advancement, meaningful recognition of
differences in performance, encouragement of creativity and
innovation, availability of resources to get their jobs done, and
communication from management about what’s going on in the
agency.
Building on the agency’s evolving succession plan – which is
designed to lessen the impact of institutional-knowledge loss as
employees retire or leave and to maximize current talent
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utilization by closing leadership staffing and competency
gaps/deficiencies – develop a formal agency developmental-detail
program, establishing cross-component detail opportunities to
provide employees with training and developmental experiences
that will enhance their skills and increase their understanding of
the agency’s mission and operations across program lines, as well
as the relevance of their work to the mission and programs of the
FLRA.
Managers will assess annually 100 percent of employees on their
developmental needs and provide at least one targeted
developmental opportunity to each of their staff members per
year.
Maintain sustained growth of positive responses to the OPM
FEVS question “supervisors in my work unit support employee
development.”
Implement a formal cross-component detail program.

FY 2019

Target

Managers will assess annually 100 percent of employees on their
developmental needs and provide at least one targeted
developmental opportunity to each of their staff members per
year.
Maintain sustained growth of positive responses to the OPM
FEVS question “supervisors in my work unit support employee
development.”

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1: IMPROVE USE OF EXISTING
TECHNOLOGY AND DEPLOY NEW IT SYSTEMS TO STREAMLINE
AND ENHANCE ORGANIZATIONAL OPERATIONS.
The FLRA began accepting eFilings in FY 2013, and, as of FY 2015, eFiling is available for all
FLRA offices that receive case filings. The FLRA is continuing to work towards implementing
the agency’s long-term goal of sharing end-to-end electronic case files throughout the FLRA, as
well as the OMB-mandated target of having fully electronic files by 2019. Increasing eFiling is
critical to achieving this goal. In this regard, the more case-related information that the FLRA
receives electronically – rather than in hard copy – from the outset, the easier it is to convert that
information into an electronic case file, without the need for FLRA staff to manually scan
documents. In recognition of this, in FY 2015, the agency developed and launched a plan to
accomplish the transition to fully electronic case files in 4 agile phases over 4 years.
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Measure 2.1: Expand the use of eFiling.
Results
FY 2014

12% of cases eFiled.

FY 2015

17% of cases eFiled.

FY 2016

22% of cases eFiled.

FY 2017

35% of cases eFiled.
Targets

FY 2018

75% of cases eFiled.

FY 2019

75% of cases eFiled.

Measure 2.2: Electronic end-to-end case processing.
Results
FY 2014
FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

Migrated the CADRO to an end-to-end electronic case file.
Made eFiling available for OALJ cases, resulting in eFiling being available
for all offices that accept case filings. As a result, completed full integration
of the CMS and eFiling systems, enabling end-to-end electronic case
processing throughout the agency.
With the full completion of the eFiling objective, the CMS has the structure in
place to receive and store electronically filed cases. The applications have
been merged, creating bridges between the two systems, to support end-toend electronic case-processing capability. The FLRA neared completion of
improving the eFiling user interface, which builds upon the existing system,
making the eFiling system more user-friendly and intuitive. And efforts are
underway to implement a Document Management System. This effort will
span into FY 2017, and it is a critical step in accomplishing the FLRA’s
multi-year electronic-case-file plan.
Incorporating internal and external customer feedback, adopting “agile”
development efforts, and utilizing open-source code, completed development
of a brand new, user-friendly eFiling application with a Ruby on Rails user
interface and a Postgres backend database that is housed in Amazon Web
Services – a cloud-based solution. Final testing and additional enhancements
that were not anticipated until later in FY 2018 are currently being completed,
and eFiling 3.0 will launch to the public in the 1st quarter of FY 2018. It is
anticipated to dramatically increase the number of FLRA cases filed
electronically.
Laid the foundation for modernizing the infrastructure for the agency’s
electronic CMS and eFiling by transitioning to a new backend product –
Postgres database housed in Amazon Web Services – that will allow for a
more user friendly and complete integration of the CMS, the eFiling system,
and the DMS.
Deployed an agency-wide, cloud-based DMS, which replaced the existing
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FY 2018
FY 2019

network shares with an integrated document and email communications
system that will facilitate document sharing and electronic case-processing
initiatives.
Targets
Integrate the CMS and eFiling systems with the agency Document
Management System, enabling end-to-end electronic case processing
throughout the agency.
Implement end-to-end electronic case files throughout the agency.
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U.S. FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS
AUTHORITY
BACKGROUND AND MISSION
Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA or the Agency) is an independent administrative
Federal agency created by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, also known as the
Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute), 5 U.S.C. §§ 71017135. The purpose of the Statute is to prescribe certain rights and obligations of the employees
of the Federal Government and to establish procedures that are designed to meet the special
requirements and needs of the Government. Id. § 7101(b). The provisions of the Statute are to
be interpreted in a manner consistent with the requirement of an effective and efficient
Government. Id.
Consistent with its statutory mandate, FLRA’s 2018-2022 (all years are expressed as fiscal
unless stated otherwise) mission statement is: Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among Federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees while advancing
an effective and efficient Government through the administration of the Statute.
FLRA applies its Federal-sector expertise to execute its mission primarily by carrying out the
following statutory responsibilities:
1. Conduct hearings and resolve complaints of unfair labor practices (ULPs) under § 7118
of the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(G). FLRA is responsible for investigating, prosecuting,
and adjudicating claims that an agency or a labor organization has failed to uphold its
legal obligations under the Statute.
2. Determine the appropriateness of units for labor-organization representation under the
Statute, and supervise or conduct elections to determine whether a labor organization
has been selected as an exclusive representative by a majority of employees in an
appropriate unit. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(A). FLRA also resolves disputes about which
employees may be included in bargaining units under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(B).
3. Resolve exceptions to grievance-arbitration awards under § 7122 of the Statute.
Id. § 7105(a)(2)(H). FLRA adjudicates appeals – known as exceptions – to arbitration
awards that result from grievances filed by employees, labor organizations, or agencies
under parties’ negotiated grievance procedures. FLRA reviews those awards to assess
whether they are contrary to any law, rule, or regulation, or are deficient on other
grounds similar to those applied by federal courts in private-sector labor-management
disputes.
4. Resolve issues relating to the duty to bargain in good faith under § 7117(c) of the
Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(E). FLRA resolves negotiability disputes that arise during
1

bargaining under two circumstances – when an agency claims that a contract proposal
is outside the duty to bargain and when an agency head disapproves a negotiated
agreement claiming that it contains provisions that are contrary to law, rule, or
regulation.
5. Provide assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between federal agencies and
exclusive representatives. Id. § 7119.
In addition, the Congress directed FLRA to prescribe criteria and resolve issues relating to the
granting of national consultation rights under § 7113 of the Statute; prescribe criteria and
resolve issues relating to determining compelling need for agency rules or regulations under
§ 7117(b) of the Statute; prescribe criteria relating to the granting of consultation rights with
respect to conditions of employment under § 7117(d) of the Statute; and take such other actions
as are necessary and appropriate to effectively administer the provisions of the Statute.
Moreover, FLRA is to “provide leadership in establishing policies and guidance” related to
matters under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(1). FLRA satisfies this directive primarily through its
written determinations, but also by offering training and other services.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Headquartered in Washington, D.C., FLRA has three statutory components – the Authority, the
Office of the General Counsel (OGC), and the Federal Service Impasses Panel (the FSIP or the
Panel) – each with unique adjudicative or prosecutorial roles. The Agency also provides full
program and staff support to two other organizations – the Foreign Service Labor Relations
Board and the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel, pursuant to the Foreign Service Act of
1980, 22 U.S.C. §§ 4101-4118.
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Chief Executive and Administrative Officer
The President of the United States designates one Member as Chairman who serves as FLRA’s
chief executive and administrative officer. 5 U.S.C. § 7104(b).
The Authority
The Authority – FLRA’s adjudicatory body – is led by three full-time, presidentially
nominated and Senate-confirmed Members who are appointed to fixed, staggered five-year
terms.
The Authority is responsible for adjudicating ULP complaints, ruling on exceptions to
arbitrators’ awards, resolving disputes over the negotiability of collective-bargaining proposals
and provisions, and deciding applications for review of Regional Directors’ decisions in
representation disputes. The Authority Members appoint Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) to
hear and prepare recommended decisions that may be appealed to the Authority in cases
involving ULP complaints.
Other offices and programs under the jurisdiction of the Authority include the Office of the
Solicitor, the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), the Office of Case Intake and
Publication (CIP), the Alternative Dispute Resolution Program, and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Program. Standing as an independent entity within the Authority is the Office of
Inspector General.
The Office of the General Counsel
The OGC is led by a presidentially nominated and Senate-confirmed GC who has direct
authority over, and responsibility for, all employees in the OGC, including those in FLRA’s
Regional Offices.
Under the Statute, the GC has sole responsibility – independent of the Authority – over the
investigation and prosecution of ULP cases. The GC’s determinations in these matters are
final and unreviewable. The OGC investigates and resolves ULP charges, files and prosecutes
ULP complaints, and provides training, as appropriate. In addition, through delegation by the
Authority, the Regional Offices investigate and resolve representation (REP) cases and conduct
secret-ballot elections.
The GC has a small staff at FLRA Headquarters, located in Washington, D.C. Headquarters
management provides administrative oversight; develops policies, guidance, procedures, and
manuals that provide programmatic direction for the Regional Offices and training and
education for the parties; and processes appeals from the Regional Offices’ dismissals of ULP
charges. Each Regional Office is headed by a Regional Director (RD) who provides leadership
and management expertise for the respective region. Collectively, the RDs work with senior
3

management throughout FLRA to develop and implement policy and strategic initiatives to
accomplish FLRA mission.
Consolidation of the Agency’s regional offices involved closure of the Dallas Regional Office
on September 21, 2018 and the closure of the Boston Regional Office on November 16, 2018.
Effective November 16, 2018, FLRA has five Regional Offices: Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago,
Illinois; Denver, Colorado; San Francisco, California; and Washington, D.C.
Map of FLRA’s Regional Offices (as of November 16, 2018):
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The Federal Service Impasses Panel
The FSIP is composed of seven part-time Presidential appointees – a Chairman and at least six
other Members – who are appointed to fixed, staggered five-year terms. The FSIP provides
assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between Federal agencies and labor organizations
representing Federal employees that arise from collective-bargaining under the Statute and the
Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.
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AGENCY TRENDS AND CHALLENGES
As discussed in more detail below, FLRA remains a high performing Agency. Under its new
2018-2022 Strategic Plan, FLRA will continue to achieve strong mission-related results, while
focusing on more customer-friendly time targets and educational resources, IT modernization,
and human-capital initiatives.
An external challenge beyond FLRA control is the absence of a presidentially appointed,
Senate-confirmed GC. The GC position is subject to the Federal Vacancies Reform Act
(Vacancies Act), so, upon the resignation of the then-GC on January 20, 2017, the career
Deputy GC automatically became the Acting GC. He served as Acting GC until November 16,
2017, the statutory maximum under the Vacancies Act absent a GC nominee.
In the absence of a GC, the Regional Offices may investigate ULP charges and dismiss those
found to lack merit, but they cannot issue ULP complaints in meritorious cases - preventing the
complaint from moving forward to a hearing before an ALJ. This is because the text of the
Statute makes clear that issuance of a complaint is a power reserved exclusively to the GC’s
discretion. 5 U.S.C. §§ 7104(f)(2)(B), 7118(a)(1). In addition, only the GC can decide appeals
from an RD’s dismissal of a ULP charge. Since November 16, 2017, no ULP complaints or
ULP appeal decisions have issued. As of September 30, 2018, there were 142 ULP-complaint
recommendations and 158 appeals awaiting review by a new GC. Despite these challenges,
FLRA provides its customers with timely and quality investigative, adjudicatory, and other
case-processing services.
Authority
Since December 11, 2017, the Authority has again been operating with a full complement of
Members, and its focus has been on issuing decisions. Specifically, the Authority issued a total
of 110 decisions from December 2017 through September 2018 (an average of 11 decisions per
month), as opposed to issuing only 53 decisions during the same time period in the previous
fiscal year (an average of 5 decisions per month). In addition, it has implemented new caseprocessing procedures to ensure swift resolution by concurrently addressing old and new cases.
Consistent with the new 2018-2022 Strategic Plan, in 2019, the Authority revised its
performance measures to more accurately represent true case-processing times so that they are
meaningful to the parties. The Authority previously measured “case age” from the date of
assignment to the Authority Members – not from the date that the case was filed. This meant
that the time before assignment – when the case was pending in the Case Intake and
Publication (CIP) Office (the Authority’s docketing clerk’s office) while the parties briefed it
(4-75 days, depending on case type) – was not being counted. So, although case-processing
time targets in the Authority are increasing in 2019 for that reason, they more accurately reflect
“day in, day out” case-processing times, which is important to the parties. In addition, FLRA
as a whole will begin reporting the “average age” of closed cases within all components and
5

offices, which will provide the parties with the average amount of time that it takes to process
each case type. Both of these efforts will help the parties make better informed decisions
regarding their litigation options and provide them with more realistic expectations around
case-processing durations.
Office of Administrative Law Judges
Due to the absence of a GC or Acting GC, the OALJ has not received new cases since
November 2017. It issued decisions in all remaining cases on its docket by the end of 2018.
Assuming that a GC will be confirmed in the near future, the OALJ is prepared to conduct
hearings on ULP complaints that it receives from the OGC and to adjudicate these cases
expeditiously. In the interim, the OALJ received approval to perform work for other agencies
through the OPM ALJ Loaner Program on a reimbursable basis. In addition, and consistent
with applicable regulations governing ALJs, the OALJ was also approved to contribute to the
Authority’s elimination of pending Authority cases by utilizing ALJs to independently draft
decisions for the Authority in matters other than ULP cases.
Office of General Counsel
Despite not having a GC for ten months in 2018, the OGC continued to investigate cases and
deliver strong results. It met its strategic performance measures for the timely resolution of
ULP and representation cases, having resolved, 88 percent (2,682/3,060) of ULP cases within
120 days of the filing date, and 82 percent (195/239) of representation cases within 120 days of
filing. Of those ULP cases resolved in 2018, the OGC resolved over 590 of them through
voluntary settlement during the investigative process.
In both 2017 and 2018, the OGC continued to experience a downward trend in its ULP intake.
From 2016 to 2017, ULP intake declined by 15 percent (or 690 cases), and from 2017 to 2018
it declined by another 22 percent (or 795 cases).
In order to formally implement the regions’ new jurisdictional boundaries resulting from the
regional-office consolidation, FLRA issued procedural regulations on September 13, 2018 to
reflect the Dallas Regional Office closure on September 21, 2018, and on November 1, 2018 to
reflect the Boston Regional Office closure on November 16, 2018. It also issued guidance,
press releases, and other communications to ensure the parties are aware of these changes and
of the appropriate geographic region in which to file cases.
Federal Service Impasses Panel
In 2018, the FSIP exceeded all of its timeliness measures for assisting parties in resolving their
negotiation impasses. Specifically, it issued its decisions to decline jurisdiction on cases not
appropriately before the Panel within 140 days of the date that the parties filed their request for
assistance in 100 percent (9/9) of cases. It assisted the parties in achieving voluntary
settlement within 160 days of the date that the parties filed their requests for assistance in 83
6

percent (5/6) of cases. And it issued its final order within 200 days of the date that the parties
filed their request for assistance in 100 percent (21/21) of cases.
In 2018, the Panel received a total of 91 filings (an average of less than 8 new filings each
month). However, that trend is changing. Following the Administration’s May 2018 issuance
of Executive Orders 13836, 13837, and 13839, and the related OPM guidance to agencies
regarding collective bargaining issued in August 2018, the FSIP began to receive an increase in
requests for assistance. Eleven cases were filed in August 2018. The subject of the impasses
began to trend toward ground rules for successor collective-bargaining agreements and contract
proposals associated with successor collective-bargaining agreements. Following the August
24, 2018 U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia decision to enjoin parts of the
Executive Orders, the filings have returned to the more typical average of 8 cases per month.
Mission Accomplishment – Providing Training and Education across the Federal
Government
FLRA provides guidance first through its decisions; however, it also provides additional
valuable education and training to the Federal labor-management-relations community related
to all aspects of its case law and processes. Providing meaningful and clear guidance on
statutory rights and responsibilities fulfills our statutory mandate to provide timely and
efficient case processing and advance an effective and efficient Federal government. FLRA
fulfills its educational mandate through a variety of means, such as: in-person training
sessions; comprehensive, web-based training modules; and case outlines, manuals, and subjectmatter guides that are easily accessible on www.flra.gov.
In 2018, FLRA, as a whole, provided over 100 training sessions to nearly 5,000 participants.
The Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP provided in-person case-law updates and training at
several nationwide, annual conferences. These sessions included presentations of newly
prepared materials that reflect the current case law and evolving precedent.
The Authority scaled back its external training efforts in 2018 to ensure that all available staff
was working to issue decisions. The Authority primarily educates the parties through its issued
decisions, particularly those on previously unaddressed legal issues. To that end, most of the
training that it provided in 2018 consisted of “Case Law Updates.” The Authority intends to
continue offering this type of training in 2019. Additionally, during 2019, the Authority will
begin publishing case-summary “digests” to provide additional, easy-to-understand guidance
for its customers.
The OGC consistently provided statutory training efforts across the country. However, due to
budget uncertainty, the OGC scaled back its provision of training that required FLRA-funded
travel. It also continued to provide the parties with up-to-date and topical web-based
resources, including revisions to the OGC’s Representation Case Law Outline, ULP Case Law
Outline, and Guidance on Meetings.
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Consistent with the new 2018-2022 Strategic Plan, in 2019, FLRA will develop creative
methods to provide these valuable resources in new, innovative, and more cost-effective ways
that allow for wider reach and less travel. In 2019, FLRA will develop new training videos
that anyone can easily access from the Agency website. There are efforts underway to allow
for live-streaming of training sessions. Moreover, the Authority and the OGC will continue to
update online educational tools, including guides and manuals.
Executive Branch Reform
Executive Order 13781, Comprehensive Plan for Reorganizing the Executive Branch,
(March 13, 2017) and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Memorandum M-17-22,
Comprehensive Plan for Reforming the Federal Government and Reducing the Federal
Civilian Workforce,(April 12, 2017), provided the Agency with an opportunity to take a close
look at its structure and operations, and to implement solutions for streamlining and reducing
costs across FLRA. It developed reform proposals and a long-term workforce plan focused on
improving the Agency’s efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability.
The Agency’s physical footprint and its regional-office structure were logical places to look for
additional cost savings. Based on regional workload, flat budgets, increasing rental costs, and
the availability of technology to improve operational efficiency, on February 12, 2018, the
Agency announced that it would consolidate from seven to five regional offices, resulting in
closure of the Agency’s Dallas and Boston Regional Offices.
All 16 affected employees were offered reassignment and paid relocation to another region or
to FLRA Headquarters. The Agency also offered Voluntary Early Retirement Authority
(VERA). Leadership strongly encouraged all of the affected employees to remain with FLRA,
and only two employees declined the geographic reassignment. Seven employees relocated
within the Agency – one to Headquarters, two to the Washington Regional Office, two to the
Chicago Regional office, and two to the Denver Regional Office. Of the employees who left
the Agency, one retired from Federal service, two accepted VERA, three transferred to other
Federal agencies in their current geographic locations, and two left Federal service for other
non-Federal positions. Only one employee was involuntarily separated from Federal service
effective November 30, 2018.
FLRA carefully planned and monitored its 2018 expenditures to ensure that the consolidation
was executed on schedule and within the Agency’s existing budget. Five of the relocations
were funded with 2018 funds, and two were funded with 2019 funds. The Dallas Regional
Office closed on September 21, 2018, followed by the Boston Regional Office on November
16, 2018.
Other previously implemented reform efforts included: sustaining the 25 percent across-theboard reduction in the Agency-wide travel costs (implemented in 2017); sustaining the 25
percent across-the-board reduction in the Agency-wide professional development training costs
(also implemented in 2017); continuing efforts to implement fully electronic case files across
the Agency; and maintaining other administrative efforts.
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With increased technology, especially video teleconferencing (VTC), the Agency has been able
to maintain the reduction to its travel budget in 2018, and it expects to maintain that reduction
without any adverse effect on the mission in 2019 and beyond.
In addition, FLRA has continued – and will continue – its ongoing efforts to implement fully
electronic case files throughout the Agency, which will enable it to complete a number of other
initiatives that will reduce costs and make FLRA more efficient. Once electronic case files are
in place, FLRA: (1) will be able to reduce its U.S. Mail costs Agency-wide by implementing
electronic service of case-related documents by FLRA on the parties; (2) plans to reduce FedEx
shipping costs associated with transferring hard-copy case files across the Regions and HQ;
and (3) will eventually mandate (with only very limited exceptions) – that FLRA parties file all
case documents with the Agency electronically.
FLRA has also committed to other administrative efforts. For example, after using its own inhouse IT staff to successfully develop and implement a new Agency intranet site (saving a
$65,000 one-time cost), it continues to save $10,000 annually in maintenance costs. Where
appropriate, the Agency will continue to tap existing Government-wide shared-services
solutions, like those that it already uses for payroll, financial services, travel, and procurement.
Consequently, FLRA is not seeking separate funding for training of its acquisition workforce.
It will continue to seek out and utilize existing Government-wide procurement solutions and
contracting flexibilities. These include using a General Services Administration
(GSA)-approved vendor for its eFiling and Case Management projects, and piggybacking on
the Library of Congress’s FEDLINK contracting tool to procure Westlaw legal research
services more cost-effectively. FLRA also continues to engage in more effective property and
records management. This includes regularly and routinely taking inventory of all of its
equipment and building a robust records-management program, that will, among other things,
ensure that the Agency is not spending more than necessary to store unneeded or unused
equipment or to archive and retain hard-copy case files.
Workforce Reshaping & Human Capital
FLRA completed a comprehensive review of all Agency position descriptions (PDs) to ensure
that the PDs and accompanying cover sheets were accurate for every FLRA employee and
position. This review has been – and will continue to be – critical in conducting “need-to-fill”
evaluations and the requisite job analyses associated with recruitment efforts. In 2019, the
Agency will continue to undertake a thorough evaluation and prioritization of every vacancy
before filling any positions in order to fund the ongoing transition to fully electronic case files.
Guided by its new strategic plan, in 2019, FLRA will conduct a review of Agency
performance-management systems (both General Schedule and Senior Executive Service) and
individual employee performance plans to ensure that they directly align with the new 20182022 Strategic Plan. In support of these efforts to improve performance management, in 2019
the Agency is currently developing a strategy for acquiring and implementing the Office of
Personnel Management’s (OPM’s) USA Performance automated performance-management
system. Automating the performance-management process using a tool that is compliant with
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all Federal performance-management regulations and OPM recommendations will assist
Agency managers – and the Agency as a whole – in increasing performance accountability.
The Agency continues to actively engage employees at all levels in Agency processes and to
seek their opinions. For example, the Agency’s efforts in 2018 to develop its 2018-2022
Strategic Plan resulted in an employee-driven, employee-developed, and employee-drafted
document that remained relatively unchanged upon leadership review. Forty FLRA
employees, from every level, every component, and every region of the country (more than
one-third of the Agency’s workforce) actively participated in developing the substantive
elements of the new Strategic Plan. All Agency employees were invited to participate in an
initial survey regarding the Agency’s new mission statement and a follow-up survey asking for
their views on the strategic plan goals and objectives. 90 percent of respondents indicated that
the work they do on a daily basis helps to achieve the Agency’s mission as articulated in the
new mission statement. Between 86 and 91 percent of respondents indicated that the new
strategic goals were on target and important.
The Agency workforce not only assisted in creating the Strategic Plan but also is instrumental
in implementing its new goals. Five different teams of employees (each headed by one
manager and one non-manager) have been collaborating for several months to gather data and
propose action items to meet our Agency’s goals. The teams are reviewing and revising
performance standards to align with the Strategic Plan, particularly the goals of increasing
timeliness, quality, and productivity; evaluating the professional development needs of the
employees of the Agency and proposing updated mechanisms and procedures for allocating
training resources; and evaluating external communication with customers, including published
reference materials, phone interactions, and electronic filing processes, to provide the best and
most effective guidance to the parties who appear before the Agency. Additionally the
Authority staff attorneys have been working to develop case-summary “digests” (which will be
unveiled soon) to provide additional, easy-to-understand guidance to the Authority’s
customers.
Employees across the Agency at all levels continue to be actively involved in the efforts to
develop the new and improved eFiling system, the Document Management System, and
involved in the overall effort to help the Agency achieve its goal of implementing fully
electronic case files by the end of calendar year 2019. Employee involvement in these efforts
include: serving as a component or office representative on a work group to develop the
structure of electronic case files; actively participating in facilitated, “user-centered design”
information-gathering sessions where employees are encouraged to share their work processes,
their needs, and their ideas for improvement; and responding to ad hoc questions about these
systems as they arise. Additionally, a team of Agency employees have worked to move the
existing monthly statistical reports from a system requiring manual input to one that is
computer-generated. Not only does this save preparation time, it also verifies the accuracy of
the data collected through the case processing system.
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Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey
FLRA continues to have a highly engaged workforce that is dedicated to the accomplishment
of its mission. The 2018 FLRA response rate of 75 percent for OPM’s Federal Employee
Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) was a full 34 points above the Government-wide average of 41
percent. This represents a nine point increase from the 66 percent of eligible employees who
identified strengths and concerns to Agency leadership and managers in 2017. For reporting
purposes, the FEVS divided FLRA results into two work units: “Office of the General Counsel
Headquarters and Regional Offices” (OGC/Regions) and “Authority and Administrative
Headquarters” (FLRA HQ).
There was increased interest among the OGC/Regions work unit in answering the 2018 survey:
54 percent of FLRA respondents in 2018 were from OGC/Regions, compared to 49 percent in
2017.
Agency Strengths:
FLRA has 31 strengths (65percent+ positive responses). The top five strengths are:
• 93 percent -- When needed, I am willing to put in the extra effort to get a job done.
• 92 percent -- My work unit has the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals.
• 89 percent -- How would you rate the overall quality of work done by your work unit?
• 88 percent -- Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other.
• 86 percent -- I am constantly looking for ways to do my job better.
Higher than the Government-wide average:
Agency results exceeded the Government-wide average in 31 of the 78 questions; and 11 of
those questions were 10+ points higher than that average. 62 percent of FLRA respondents
agreed that “In my work unit, steps are taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will
not perform” – 30 points above the Government-wide average of 32 percent.
Questions where respondents found FLRA a better place to work than the Government-wide
average:
• Promotions in my unit are based on merit (55 percent FLRA vs 38 percent
Government-wide; 17 points above)
• Physical conditions (for example, noise level, temperature, lighting, cleanliness in the
workplace) allow employees to perform their jobs well (82 percent vs 66 percent;
16 points)
• How satisfied are you with the following Work/Life programs in your agency:
Telework (77 percent vs 62 percent; 15 points)
• Pay raises depend on how well employees perform their jobs (41 percent vs 27 percent;
14 points)
• Awards in my work unit depend on how well employees perform their jobs (59 percent
vs 46 percent; 13 points)
• Employees in my work unit share job knowledge with each other (88 percent vs
76 percent; 12 points)
11

Areas for Improvement:
The 2018 FEVS is a snapshot in time that captures employees’ perceptions of the Agency’s
work environment. FLRA employees identified areas for improvement involving training, the
mission of the Agency, communication, innovation, management, and leadership. On key
questions, there was a substantial difference in negative scores reported by FLRA HQ and the
OGC/Regions.
Questions with the highest percentage of negative scores (broken down by FLRA HQ, and the
OGC/Regions):
• 68 percent -- In my organization, senior leaders generate high levels of motivation and
commitment in the workforce. (46 percent negative HQ, 83 percent OGC/Regions)
• 64 percent -- How satisfied are you with the policies and practices of your senior
leaders? (49 percent, 76 percent)
• 64 percent -- I have a high level of respect for my organization’s senior leaders.
(49 percent, 76 percent )
• 55 percent -- I believe the results of this survey will be used to make my agency a better
place to work. (39 percent, 66 percent)
• 53 percent -- How satisfied are you with the information you receive from management
on what’s going on in your organization? (43 percent, 61 percent)
The new staff-driven FLRA Strategic Plan 2018-2022 directly addresses these concerns.
Specifically, Strategic Plan Implementation Teams (with representation from each Region and
component of FLRA) were created to address these challenges, and build on the strengths,
reflected in the FEVS.
IT Modernization
As noted above, consistent with President’s Management Agenda (PMA) Cross-Agency
Priority (CAP) Goal 1 to modernize IT to increase productivity and security, and the Agency’s
strategic plan, FLRA is continuing its ongoing efforts to expand its IT capabilities to enhance
mission performance by improving the quality and effectiveness of its internal- and externalcustomer-facing services – including increased use of cloud-based solutions, such as email,
Case Management, and Document Management. By adopting cloud-based solutions that are
FEDRAMP certified – such as Microsoft Office 365 and Amazon Web Services – the Agency
has improved its IT security by leveraging those vendors’ extensive resources to protect and
segregate Government data with the best information security practices. The Agency also
continues to improve its overall efficiency, as well as the customer-service experience, by
engaging in new and innovative ways to conduct business, such as through electronic case
filing (eFiling). In addition, the Agency has strategically emphasized IT modernization by
implementing realistic and attainable equipment lifecycles.
In 2018, using agile methodology, FLRA continued to execute its multi-year, four-phase plan
to achieve OMB’s mandates and the Agency’s long-term goal of implementing end-to-end
electronic case file capabilities by the end of calendar year 2019.
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1. Phase 1 was implementation of upgraded eFiling 3.0. Addressing customer feedback,
and after refining its approach, the Agency launched this more user-friendly and
intuitive user interface that is built on a new, cloud-based technical platform that will
better support the Agency’s long-term needs.
2. Phase 2 is to provide a similar, more user-friendly and intuitive user interface for the
Agency’s internal electronic Case Management System (CMS). Phase 2 also includes
implementation of an Agency-wide Document Management System (DMS) – an
electronic, cloud-based “filing cabinet” that provides a framework for organizing digital
and paper documents. The DMS also provides the necessary storage capacity and IT
platform for the eventual integration of eFiling, CMS, and DMS. The Agency has
already implemented the DMS, and it expects to implement the new CMS across all
offices by the end of calendar-year 2019.
3. Phase 3 is the integration of the automated connection between eFiling, CMS, and
DMS, which is currently underway, with completion anticipated by the end of 2020.
4. Phase 4 is the transition to 100 percent electronic case files throughout the Agency,
with a goal of completion by the end of 2020.
FLRA successfully completed the redesign and launch of eFiling 3.0 in 2018 using agile
development and state-of-the art, cloud-based technology. Work on the new CMS has begun,
using the same technology and building on the lessons learned during development, testing,
and implementation of eFiling 3.0. Phase 2 is underway, and it will run through 2019. This is
the most time-consuming and expensive phase of the project. The Agency diverted funds from
this effort in 2018 in order to make as much progress as possible on the regional-office
consolidation. The Agency has also begun work on Phase 3. Although not originally
contemplated, redeveloping the CMS makes sound technical sense because it avoids
reengineering down the road, which ultimately saves the Agency money in the long run.
Despite that timelines associated with the four-phase plan have shifted over time, the Agency
remains on target to complete this initiative on time, and its overall costs are well below
industry standards for similar undertakings. Further, despite the evolving nature of the
approach, the goal and the results have remained the same: implementation of fully electronic
case files throughout the Agency to enable FLRA to increase its overall efficiency and
effectiveness.
Successful achievement of this goal will enable implementation of additional external and
internal case-processing improvements that will further maximize the use of technology and
eliminate many of the labor-intensive, manual case processes that are currently in place. These
case-processing improvements include: reducing the time and expense that FLRA staff spends
copying, scanning, mailing, and entering data; eliminating outdated facsimile service; reducing
U.S. Mail costs by implementing electronic service of case-related documents by FLRA on the
parties; reducing – or eliminating – Fed Ex costs for transferring paper case files between
FLRA offices; implementing a pilot program that would mandate FLRA parties to file all
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case-related documents electronically, and eventually mandating eFiling for all FLRA case
filings. The greatest benefit will be the ability to redirect staff hours currently used to perform
manual administrative tasks to perform other mission-critical functions.
In addition, FLRA has – and will continue – to embrace its “cloud-first” approach by migrating
the Agency’s email system to the cloud in 2018. All of the Agency’s major technical
components – email, DMS, CMS, and eFiling – are now in the cloud, offering better
redundancy and backups that can be leveraged to improve the Agency’s Continuity of
Operations Plan (COOP). This is a major achievement and another example of the Agency’s
sustained commitment to continually modernizing IT. FLRA will continue to make
improvements through smaller-scale projects such as ongoing efforts to enhance the VTC
System, which will reduce necessary travel expenditures and provide more opportunities to
offer remote training to Agency employees and its customers. FLRA is also keeping its IT life
cycle on schedule, using 2018 funds to purchase new laptops as scheduled. It is imperative to
maintain IT systems’ lifecycle to ensure FLRA systems are functional and with current
operating systems and software.
As a small Federal agency, FLRA includes its IT budgetary resources within the overall
Agency budget, keeping IT spending to a minimum while maintaining flexibility to address
new projects such as the implementation of fully electronic case files as noted above. The CIO
oversees and approves all IT related activities and keeps the CFO apprised of all IT spending.
Improving the Customer Experience
Consistent with the PMA, the Agency will emphasize Improving the Customer Experience by
providing more meaningful information about case-processing timelines and updating
educational and training materials.
As noted above, consistent with its Strategic Plan, the Agency is revising its case-processing
performance measures so that they are more meaningful to the parties. For example, the age of
all cases will begin to run from the date that the case is filed until the date that a decision is
issued. In addition, the Agency will begin reporting the “average age” of closed cases within
all FLRA components and offices, which will provide the parties with the average amount of
time that it takes to process each case type. Providing this information to the parties will help
them reach better, more informed decisions regarding their litigation options. It also provides
them with more realistic expectations around case processing. Further, in productivity and
timeliness reports, the Agency now provides the data behind the percentages (e.g., 88% 2,682/3,060) so that customers will have a clearer understanding of Agency productivity
relative to the Agency’s performance measures.
The Agency will also continue to serve its customers by providing valuable educational and
training resources. It will continue to keep its website current with up-to-date information,
including maintaining its practice of posting Authority decisions within one business day of
issuance. During 2019, the Authority will also begin to issue case summaries of its decisions
to help the Federal labor-management community digest them more easily. Agency
components will establish a schedule for updating all subject-matter guides and manuals on a
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routine basis, and FLRA is committed to updating at least three of these comprehensive
guidance documents in 2019. In addition to providing in-person training sessions for FLRA
customers, all Agency components are committed to developing new, web-accessible courses
in 2019 so that the Federal-sector community can have access to relevant training without cost.
The new Strategic Plan focuses on examining external customer perceptions about the quality
and impartiality of FLRA investigations and written work products, the quality of the Agency’s
web-based resources and trainings, and, generally, how well it is performing its mission. In
order to assess these perceptions, the Agency will implement a series of customer-survey tools
that it will develop in 2019. This data will inform the Agency of steps needed to better meet
the goals of the Strategic Plan.
Finally, as described in detail above, FLRA’s eFiling efforts are focused on improving the
customer experience and allowing both filers and the Agency to improve efficiency through
paperless automation.
Reports on Outstanding Government Accountability Office and Inspector General
Recommendations
There are no outstanding Government Accountability Office or Inspector General
Recommendations subject to section 2(b) of the Good Accounting Obligation in Government
Act, Pub. L. No. 115-414 (2019).
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BUDGET JUSTIFICATION
APPROPRIATIONS LANGUAGE
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
For necessary expenses to carry out functions of the Federal Labor Relations Authority,
pursuant to Reorganization Plan Numbered 2 of 1978, and the Civil Service Reform Act of
1978, including services authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109, and including hire of experts and
consultants, hire of passenger motor vehicles, and including official reception and
representation expenses (not to exceed $1,500) and rental of conference rooms in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere, $24,890,000: Provided, That public members of the Federal
Service Impasses Panel may be paid travel expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence as
authorized by law (5 U.S.C. 5703) for persons employed intermittently in the Government
service, and compensation as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109: Provided further, That,
notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 3302, funds received from fees charged to non-Federal participants
at labor-management relations conferences shall be credited to and merged with this account,
to be available without further appropriation for the costs of carrying out these conferences.
2020 FUNDING REQUEST
FLRA requests $24,890,000 in 2020 to fund employee salaries and related operating expenses
necessary to execute its mission and meet annual performance targets. The Agency’s 2020
request will fund 115 full-time equivalents (FTEs).
(In thousands of dollars)

Program Activity
Authority
Office of the General Counsel
Federal Service Impasses Panel
Direct Obligations
FTEs

I

2018
Actual
14,692

I

FY 2019
Estimated
14,377

I

FY 2020
Request
13,659

I

Change
from
FY 2019
(718)

10,729

10,749

10,210

(539)

770

1,074

1,021

(53)

$26,191

$26,200

$24,890

($1,310)

119

125

115

(10)

The requested 2020 funding level realizes significant long-term cost-saving measures initiated
in recent years to increase program effectiveness, and reduce fragmentation, overlap, and
duplication. These efforts included, among others, consolidation of the Agency’s regionaloffice structure in 2018 and 2019 – from seven regional offices to five – in order to improve
efficiencies and reduce rent and other costs. By reducing its physical footprint the Agency
achieved greater energy conservation than in prior years. FLRA also continues to look for
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ways to reduce rental costs and considers space optimization annually throughout the Agency,
even before current leases approach expiration.
FLRA is continuing its ongoing efforts to enhance mission performance, in support of the
PMA, CAP Goal 1 to modernize information technology to increase productivity and security,
by improving the quality and effectiveness of its internal and external customer-facing
services, including through increased use of cloud-based solutions, such as email, Case
Management, Document Management, and eFiling. By adopting cloud-based solutions that are
FEDRAMP certified – such as Microsoft Office 365 and Amazon Web Services – the Agency
has improved its IT security by leveraging those vendors’ extensive resources to protect and
segregate Government data with the best information security practices. The Agency’s
continued updates and enhancements to its website allow FLRA to provide timely and accurate
information to its customers – other Federal agencies, labor organizations, Federal employees,
the education community, and neutrals. These resources include FLRA decisions, legal guides
and manuals, live and online training programs and materials, and other resources such as
archival decisions and legislative history. In addition, with the launch of a new and improved
eFiling system in 2018, the Agency continues to work toward its long-term goal of
implementing fully electronic case files throughout the Agency. This will reduce the time and
expense that FLRA staff spends copying, scanning, shipping case files, and entering data, and
it will also reduce costs and increase convenience for customers who currently file cases by
mail or other methods. FLRA is also keeping its IT life cycle on schedule, using 2018 funds to
purchase new laptops as scheduled. It is imperative to maintain IT systems’ lifecycle to ensure
FLRA systems are functional and with current operating systems and software.
The 115 FTEs, that the requested 2020 funding level will support, reflect a net loss of 10 FTEs
from FLRA’s estimated 2019 staffing level. The Agency has already achieved this reduction
in 2018 through attrition and retirements, operating with an average of only 119 FTEs
throughout most of 2018. By leveraging the cost savings gleaned from leaving positions
vacant, FLRA was able to accomplish its employee-relocation efforts associated with its
regional-office consolidation. The Agency has undertaken – and will continue to undertake in
2019 – a thorough evaluation and prioritization of every vacancy before filling any positions,
consistent with the Administration’s goal of comprehensive Government reform and workforce
reshaping. This will also help fund the transition to fully electronic case files.
CHANGE FROM 2019
The requested funding level for 2020 reflects an overall decrease of five percent ($1,310,000)
over 2019.
Personnel Compensation and Benefits
Personnel compensation and benefits costs continue to account for the overwhelming majority
of its overall budget – nearly 80 percent.
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PROGRAM AND FINANCING SCHEDULE
(In thousands of dollars)
FY 2018
Actual
Budgetary resources:
Unobligated balance (total)
Appropriation, discretionary (total)
Spending authority from offsetting collections,
discretionary (total)
Total budgetary resources
Status of budgetary resources:
Direct obligations (total)
Reimbursable obligations (total)
New obligations and upward adjustments
(total)
Unobligated balance, end of year
Total budgetary resources
Change in obligated balance:
Obligated balance, start of year
Obligated balance, end of year
Budget authority and outlays, net:
Budget authority, gross
Outlays, gross (total)
Offsets against gross budget authority and
outlays (total)
Additional offsets against budget authority only
(total)
Budget authority, net (discretionary)
Outlays, net (discretionary)
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FY 2019
Estimate

FY 2020
Request

932
26,200

1,341
26,150

1,341
24,890

12
27,144

100
27,591

0
26,231

26,395
13
26,408

26,150
100
26,250

24,890
0
24,890

736
27,144

1,314
27,564

1,314
26,204

3,728
3,739

3,132
3,132

3,132
3,132

26,212
26,216

26,200
26,000

24,890
24,690

(28)

(31)

0
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10

0

26,200
26,188

26,200
26,000

24,890
24,690

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE
(In thousands of dollars)
FY 2018
Actual

FY 2019
Estimate

FY 2020
Request

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation:
Full-time permanent
Other than full-time permanent
Other personnel compensation
Total personnel compensation
Civilian personnel benefits
Travel and transportation of persons
Transportation of things
Rental payments to GSA
Communications, utilities, and misc. charges
Printing and reproduction
Other services from non-federal sources
Other goods and services from Federal sources
Operation and maintenance of facilities
Operation and maintenance of equipment
Supplies and materials
Equipment
Direct obligations
Reimbursable obligations:
Travel and transportation of persons
Reimbursable obligations
Total new obligations

$14,815
263
305
15,383
5,008
86

$14,557
350
305
15,212
5,039
120

$13,771
350
305
14,426
4,810
120

76
2,557
375
7
1,298
915
7
318
94
271
$26,395

12
2,437
322
7
1,300
1,000
6
320
100
275
$26,150

12
2,392
322
7
1,200
900
6
320
100
275
$24,890

13
13
$26,408

100
100
$26,250

$24,890

FY 2019
Estimate

FY 2020
Request

EMPLOYMENT SUMMARY SCHEDULE
FY 2018
Actual
Direct civilian full-time equivalent employment
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119

125

115

INSPECTOR GENERAL RESOURCES
The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) provides independent and objective assessments of
FLRA’s efficiency, effectiveness, and compliance with laws and regulations. This is
accomplished through proactive evaluations of agency operational processes. In addition to
striving to prevent and detect fraud, waste, and abuse of FLRA’s resources and operations, a
key goal of the Inspector General (IG) is to serve as a catalyst for improving operations and
maximizing the efficiency and integrity of agency programs.
In fulfilling these responsibilities and objectives, the IG conducts and supervises investigations,
internal reviews, audits, and evaluations of the programs and operations of the agency. The IG
communicates the results of investigations and assessments to FLRA management, The
Congress, other oversight entities, and the public, as appropriate. Generally, the IG
communicates results in formal reports that contain findings and recommendations aimed at
correcting any deficiencies identified and promoting efficiency and effectiveness in agency
programs and operations. The IG also manages a hotline to provide employees and the public
with a direct means for confidentially communicating information on potential fraud, waste, or
abuse.
FLRA’s 2020 funding request includes $626,035 for the OIG. The funding level requested by
the IG, including $8,000 for training and $1,748 to support the Council of the Inspectors
General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) has been funded in total. The IG has certified that
FLRA’s funding request for the OIG satisfies all training requirements for 2020.
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UN.ITEDSTATES OF .A.MERICA
FED[ER,ll. Li\flOR REL-\.noNS A tITIIORITY
WASHmGTON. D.C. 20424-000 i

hdy 31, 20 18

The Inspector General Refonn Act (Pub. L 110-149} wa.s, signed by the President Oil October U ,
2008. Secti.oll. 6(t) (1) of the Inspector General. A.ct of 1918, j U.S.C. app, 3, was amendedl to

Rqtme ce-rtain 5pecifii::alions conremi.ng Office ofinspector Ge-neral (OIG) 1budlget su.bmiBsions
each fiscal year (Fl).
E-ach Inspector General (IO) iis .required t·o transmit a budget request to the bead! of th.e
,esl:ablis.hmenrt or designated Federal entity t,o whlch the JG reports sp~ifying:
•

•

•

The aggregate anwun.t of funds requested for the operation.s of lli.e OIG,
The poni.on of Ibis runount requested fm O IG training, includ'iing 11 rertific11tio11 from fue
IG that the amount requested satisfies all OIG traininl! 1,equir·ements for the fisical year,
and

'Ibe poi:tioill. of fuis amol.lilt necessary to s;upport l:he CoWicil of the fuspectors Gel.lfila] ou
Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE).

The he,ad of e11cb ,eslabl.i..shment o:r designated Fede:r,al entity, in transmitting a proposed budget to
1b.e President for approvai, shall include:

•
•
•

.An aggrega,te request for tihe OIG
The portion of this aggregate request fOT om traming,
The portion of this aggreg11te request for s'l.l:pport of the CIGiE, :md
Any comments of fue a1focted IG '111-ith respect to the proposiJ.l.

The President shill incl'ud.em eada budget offue U. . -Government submitted to Congres.s.
•

A "eparate statement of the hndget estimate submitted by each IG,
The 3ll!loll!Ilt reque.sted b}• the PresideBt for each OIG,

•

The amoi.ml reque.ssted by the President fo r training ofOIGs

•

'Ib.e amoun requested by the President for support of the CIGIB, and
Any comm.ents of the ,ill'ed ed IG with respect · o the proposal .i f the IG cond uti'es Iha the
budget submitted by fue President wou]d substantially inhibit the IG from per:fomung
,cfotie$ @f theOIG.

•

Following. lhe Fequ.i:Fements as, speciied. abo ·e, the Federal Labor Relations Auilioril:y fuspec:t.or
Gene.al submits the following infoanalionrefatirng to the OIG's [equested bi.tdget for FY 2020:
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•
•
•

The aggreg1.1Jte lim.clge request for the operations of fue- O IG is $,6_6 ,CB5;
The portion of tlris runounit n eeded fu r OIG trrunirng is ·Jt,OOO- ruid
Th.e portion of tlris .cwoun.t ne.ed'ed. t,o support the CIGIE i.8 $1 , 48.

I ,c ertify as ithe IG of ithe F e de:rnJ Labor Relations, ~4nithori.ty lilat ith,e•amount ]: ha ·e requested fo r
kai.nin2 s"'alimes all OIG trninm.g needs fo r FY 20"2 Ct

.lru;pector Genera]
Feder.ail Lib or R.efatioas Authon·.r
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ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
STRATEGIC AND PERFORMANCE-PLANNING FRAMEWORK
FLRA’s 2020 strategic performance-planning framework is based on the Agency’s 2018-2022
Strategic Plan, and it is supported by the Agency’s Annual Performance Plan, which
establishes the Agency’s annual performance goals and measures. In developing the 20182022 Strategic Plan, the Agency refined its mission statement, developed a vision statement,
and identified Agency core values.

Visio n
C h arting t h e course of federal-sector labormanagement relations through impartial,
clear, and timely actions by dedicated and
account.able employees.

Mission
Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies,
labor organizations, and employees while
adv ancing an effectiv e and efficient
government throu gh the administJ:ation
of the Federal Service LaborM anagement Relations Statute.

r esolve labormanagement r elations disput es.
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FLRA seeks to achieve its strategic goals primarily through the timely, high-quality, and
impartial review and disposition of cases. The Agency supplements these efforts, and helps the
parties to avoid or resolve their own disputes, by producing educational materials, offering
targeted assistance to parties with significant labor-management challenges, and providing
training activities. Further supporting these efforts is FLRA’s focus on internal improvements
in IT and efforts to maximize human capital engagement.
Through comprehensive review of its programmatic requirements under the Statute,
operations, staffing, work processes, resource allocations, and performance, FLRA has
established goals and measures that are designed to maximize the delivery of Agency services
throughout the Federal Government. The Annual Performance Plan reflects the Agency’s
commitment to establishing meaningful metrics that will assist in assessing performance,
providing transparency to the parties around case-processing, aligning resources, and
effectively identifying staffing and training needs.
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FLRA Strategic Goals
Strategic Goal #1

Strategic Goal #2

Strategic Goal #3

We will ensure quality,
timely, impartial, and
consistent investigative
and decision-making
processes with
determinations that
are clearly articulated.

We will develop and
provide tools and
resources to enable the
parties to prevent or
more effectively and
efficiently resolve their
labor-relations disputes
and improve their
labor-management
relationships.

We will manage our
resources effectively and
efficiently, and recognize
that our dedicated
workforce is critical to
the prevention and
resolution of laborrelations disputes.

a. Establish and
attempt to surpass (1)
case-processing
productivity goals, and
(2) timeliness measures
that are meaningful to
the parties.

a. Maintain and
expand educational
resources on
www.flra.gov.

a. Ensure that the
FLRA’s performancemanagement systems are
synchronized with and
support the Agency’s
strategic goals.

b. Ensure excellence in
investigations and
clearly articulated
written work products
by establishing and
surpassing caseprocessing quality
goals that build upon
the Agency’s
longstanding traditions
of impartiality and
consistent
determinations that
are effectively enforced.

b. Identify and offer
targeted assistance to
parties with significant
labor-management
challenges.

b. Continue to expand
the FLRA’s technological
capabilities to enable
employees to deliver
mission results more
effectively and efficiently.

c. Maintain and expand
our external training
programs to enable the
parties to better
understand their rights
and obligations under
the Statute.

c. Recruit, retain, and
develop a diverse,
respected workforce in an
environment that fosters
employee input and
satisfaction and makes
the best use of FLRA
resources.

Strategic Objectives
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Consistent with Government-wide efforts to improve performance and incorporate data-driven
management decisions, FLRA engages in continuous strategic assessment of performance and
other data to ensure that it is accomplishing its mission effectively and efficiently. The Agency
conducts this ongoing review on a monthly basis with its automated monthly SMART report
(to be introduced in 2019, replacing the existing manual Monthly Analysis of Performance and
Status (MAPS) report), which contains statistical case and performance data derived from
FLRA’s Case Management System (CMS) and Agency management. In addition, Agency
managers utilize a variety of internal CMS reports, which track the number, age, status, or
resolution type of all pending and closed cases, to manage performance on a daily basis.
Analysis of these reports drive, among other things: adjustments in workload through case
transfers at the national, regional, and office levels; reallocation of human resources, including
use of details and contract support decisions; and decisions to provide targeted assistance (such
as training) to certain parties or geographical locations.
Strategic Goal 1: We will ensure quality, timely, impartial, and consistent investigative and
decision-making processes with determinations that are clearly articulated.
This strategic goal concerns the core statutory activities of FLRA. The Statute charges FLRA
with responsibility for protecting rights and facilitating stable labor-management relationships
in the federal sector. To achieve that mandate, FLRA must provide the Federal
labor-management community with quality, timely, impartial, and consistent investigations and
determinations. Further, FLRA must convey those determinations clearly and enforce them
effectively. All FLRA components must help to achieve this goal in order to attain overall
Agency success.
Strategic Objective 1a: Establish and attempt to surpass (1) case-processing productivity
goals, and (2) timeliness measures that are meaningful to the parties.
Parties often have time-sensitive interests at stake in matters pending before FLRA. Delays in
the resolution of those matters can impede the ability of the parties to fulfill their missions
effectively and efficiently. So, to properly serve the Federal labor-management community
and accomplish FLRA’s own mission, the Agency must satisfy internal case-processing
productivity goals that enable it to investigate and resolve cases in a timely fashion.
Parties are best served when they have a clear understanding of how long it might take FLRA
to process cases. FLRA therefore will set its standards for timeliness in a way that gives
parties a reasonable expectation as to the duration of FLRA determination process. This
requires the use of simple, straightforward metrics for understanding how long it might take to
resolve a given matter before the Agency. Further, including the data behind reported
percentages (e.g., 88% - 2,682/3,060) provides a clearer understanding of Agency productivity
relative to the Agency’s performance measures.
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Performance Goal 1a-1: Use updated metrics to measure productivity and overall
timeliness of matters pending before FLRA.
Performance Goal 1a-2: Regularly measure productivity and overall case-processing
timelines in each FLRA component; modify strategies as necessary to address unforeseen
or unplanned events.
Performance Goal 1a-3: Track and publicly report progress of matters before the FLRA
that the Federal labor-management community considers clear, relevant, widely known,
and meaningful.
Authority
Arbitration Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
Est.

2020
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Exceptions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

90
99
189

50
87
137

42
103
145

73
105
178

73
97
170

64
97
161

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

15
124
139

20
75
95

16
56
72

11
94
105

16
90
106

16
90
106

50

42

73

73

64

55

Cases pending, end of year

Total Arbitration Caseload
200

180
160
99

140

05

120

97
97

87

lOO

03

80
60

40
20
0

201 5

2016

-•2017

2018

• Case, per.ding, start or year

2020 est .

2019 est.

• Exceptions Filed

Total Arbitration Cases Closed
140
120
100

80
60
40
20

0

201S

201 6

2018

2017

• Cases closed procodur~lly

2019est.

2020 est.

Cases closed b.1scd on rncrits
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Measure 1a-1: The average age of arbitration cases decided by the Authority.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
FY 2019
I Reduce by 5%
* This new measure calculates case age based FY 2020
I Reduce by 5%
on the “date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-2: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 180 days of assignment to
an Authority Member.
Results
FY 2015
I 40% – (50/124 cases)
FY 2016
I 79% – (59/75 cases)
Measure 1a-2: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 150 days of assignment to
an Authority Member.
Results
Targets
FY 2017
FY 2018
I 79% – (44/56 cases)
I 75%
38%
–
(36/94
cases)
FY 2018
I
Measure 1a-2: The percentage of arbitration cases decided by the Authority within 210 days
of the filing of exceptions.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
FY 2019
I 75%
* This new measure calculates case age based FY 2020
I 75%
on the “date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-3: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 365 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
Targets
95%
FY 2017
FY 2018
I 100% – (56/56 cases)
98%
–
(92/94
cases)
FY 2018
I
Measure 1a-3: The percentage of arbitration exceptions decided by the Authority within 365
days of the filing of exceptions.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
90%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age based
90%
FY 2020
on the date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
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Authority
Negotiability Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
Est.

2020
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

17
54
71

23
55
78

27
40
67

11
43
54

23
45
68

36
45
81

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

40
8
48

47
4
51

52
4
56

25
6
31

27
5
32

27
5
32

Cases pending, end of year

23

27

11

23

36

49

Total Negotiability Caseload
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~
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60
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50
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2019 est.

2020 est.

• Petitions filed

Total Negotiability Cases Closed
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40
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0
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2020 est.

• Cases closed based on merits
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Measure 1a-4: The average age of negotiability cases decided by the Authority.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Reduce by 5%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age based
Reduce by 5%
FY 2020
on the “date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-5: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 180 days of assignment to
an Authority Member.
Results
FY 2015
I 50% – (4/8 cases)
FY 2016
I 75% – (3/4 cases)
Measure 1a-5: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 150 days of assignment to
an Authority Member.
Results
Targets
75%
–
(3/4
cases)
FY 2017
FY 2018
I
I 75%
FY 2018
I 83% – (5/6 cases)
Measure 1a-5: The percentage of negotiability cases decided by the Authority within 300 days
of the filing of a petition for review.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
FY 2019
I 75%
* This new measure calculates case age based
FY 2020
I 75%
on the “date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-6: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 365 days of assignment to
an Authority Member.
Results
Targets
100%
–
(4/4
cases)
FY 2017
FY 2018
I
I 95%
FY 2018
I 100% – (6/6 cases)
Measure 1a-6: The percentage of negotiability cases decided by the Authority within 365 days
of the filing of a petition for review.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
FY 2019
I 75%
* This new measure calculates case age based
FY 2020
I 75%
on the “date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
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OALJ
ULP Cases

2015

2016

2017

2019
Est.

2018

2020
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Complaints received (Intake)
Total caseload

104
222
326

60
179
239

52
197
249

49
44
93

0
245
245

35
150
185

Settlements before hearing
Cases closed by decision
Total cases closed (Output)

188
78
266

136
51
187

176
24
200

66
27
93

160
50
210

118
37
155

60

52

49

0

35

30

Cases pending, end of year

Total OALJ ULP Caseload
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2019 est.

Cases closed by decision

2020 est.

Measure 1a-7: The average age of ULP complaints decided by the OALJ.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Reduce by 5%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age based
Reduce by 5%
FY 2020
on the date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-8: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel resolved or
decided in the OALJ within 180 days of the complaint being issued.
Results
Targets
77% – (205/266 cases)
80%
FY 2015
FY 2018
80% – (150/187 cases)
80%
FY 2016
FY 2019
93% – (186/200 cases)
80%
FY 2017
FY 2020
88% – (72/93 cases)
FY 2018

Measure 1a-9: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel decided in the
OALJ within 365 days of the complaint being issued.
Results
Targets
89% – (166/187 cases) FY 2018
95%
FY 2016
98% – (196/200 cases) FY 2019
95%
FY 2017
90% – (84/93 cases)
95%
FY 2018
FY 2020
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Authority
ULP Cases

2015

2016

2017

2019
Est.

2018

2020
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Exceptions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

13
62
75

24
45
69

9
23
32

8
19
27

10
43
53

8
43
51

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

37
14
51

51
9
60

22
2
24

9
8
17

37
8
45

37
8
45

Cases pending, end of year

24

9

8

10

8

6

Total Authority ULP Caseload
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Cases closed based on merits
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Measure 1a-10: The average age of ULP cases decided by the Authority.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Reduce by 5%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age based
Reduce by 5%
FY 2020
on the “date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-11: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
FY 2015
I 57% – (8/14 cases)
FY 2016
I 89% – (8/9 cases)
Measure 1a-11: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 150 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
Targets
50%
–
(1/2
cases)
FY 2017
FY 2018
I
I 75%
FY 2018
I 50% – (4/8 cases)
Measure 1a-11: The percentage of ULP cases decided by the Authority within 300 days of
issuance of an OALJ decision.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
FY 2019
I 75%
* This new measure calculates case age based
FY 2020
I 75%
on the “date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-12: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 365 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
Targets
100% – (2/2 cases)
90%
FY 2017
FY 2018
100% – (8/8 cases)
FY 2018
Measure 1a-12: The percentage of ULP cases decided by the Authority within 365 days of
issuance of an OALJ decision.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
90%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age based
90%
FY 2020
on the “date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
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Authority
Representation Cases

2015

2016

2017

2019
Est.

2018

2020
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Applications for review (Intake)
Total caseload

7
16
23

2
6
8

0
12
12

6
6
12

5
8
13

3
8
11

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

2
19
21

0
8
8

1
5
6

0
7
7

0
10
10

0
10
10

2

0

6

5

3

1

Cases pending, end of year

Total Authority Representation Caseload
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• Cases closed based on merits
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Measure 1a-13: The average age of representation cases decided by the Authority.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Reduce by 5%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age based
Reduce by 5%
FY 2020
on the “date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-14: The percentage of representation cases in which the Authority issued a
decision whether to grant review within 60 days of the filing of an application for review.
Results
Targets
100%
–
(21/21
cases)
100%
FY 2015
FY 2018
100% – (8/8 cases)
100%
FY 2016
FY 2019
100% – (6/6 cases)
100%
FY 2017
FY 2020
100% – (7/7 cases)
FY 2018
Measure 1a-15: The percentage of representation cases decided by the Authority within 210
days of the filing of an application for review.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
75%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age based
75%
FY 2020
on the date that a final decision is issued in the
case, to reflect “day in-day out” case-processing
times.
Measure 1a-16: The percentage of representation cases decided by the Authority within 365
days of the filing of an application for review.
Results
Targets
95%
FY 2017
FY 2018
I 100% – (6/6 cases)
100%
–
(7/7
cases)
95%
FY 2018
FY
2019
I
95%
FY 2020
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OGC
ULP Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
Est.

2020
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Charges filed (Intake)
Total caseload

1,425
4,418
5,843

1,178
4,345
5,523

1,133
3,655
4,988

882
2,860
3,742

682
3,600
4,282

709
3,600
4,309

Charges withdrawn/settled
Charges dismissed
Complaints issued
Total cases closed (Output)

3,662
800
203
4,665

3,268
749
173
4,190

3,130
786
190
4,106

2,343
674
43
3,060

2,654
667
252
3,573

2,654
642
150
3,446

Cases pending, end of year

1,178

1,333

882

682

709

863

* During FY 2018, the OGC was unable to issue decisions on appeals in the absence of a
General Counsel after November 16, 2017. Those cases are currently held in abeyance.
Total OGC ULP Caseload
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2019 Est.

2020 Est.

Com plaint s issued

Measure 1a-17: The average age of ULP charges resolved by the OGC. *
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Reduce by 5%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age based FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
on the date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-18: The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the Office of the General
Counsel by complaint, withdrawal, dismissal, or settlement within 120 days of filing of the
charge.
Results
Targets
72%
–
(3,373/4,665
70%
FY 2015
FY 2018
cases)
71% – (2,973/4,190 FY 2019
70%
FY 2016
cases)
73% – (2,984/4,106 FY 2020
70%
FY 2017
cases)
88% – (2,682/3,060
FY 2018
cases)

Measure 1a-19: The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the OGC by complaint,
withdrawal, dismissal, or settlement within 240 days of filing of the charge.
Results
Targets
95% – (3,963/4,190 FY 2018
95%
FY 2016
cases)
95% – (3,883/4,106 FY 2019
95%
FY 2017
cases)
99% – (3,039/3,060 FY 2020
95%
FY 2018
cases)
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OGC
ULP Appeals

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
Est.

2020
Est.

Appeals pending, start of year
Appeals filed (Intake)
Total caseload

34
220
254

33
238
271

26
192
218

22
180
202

181
203
384

24
203
227

Appeals closed (Output)

221

245

196

21*

360

203

33

26

22

181

24

24

Appeals pending, end of year

* During FY 2018, the OGC was unable to issue decisions on appeals in the absence of a
General Counsel after November 16, 2017. Those cases are currently held in abeyance.
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2019 Est.

2020 Est.

Measure 1a-20: The average age of ULP appeals decided by the General Counsel.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Reduce by 5%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age
Reduce by 5%
FY 2020
based on the date filed,” to reflect “day inday out” case-processing times.
Measure 1a-21: The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a Regional Director’s dismissal
of a ULP charge issued by the General Counsel within 60 days of the date filed.
Results
Targets
98% – (217/221
95%
FY 2015
FY 2018
cases)
100% – (245/245
95%
FY 2016
FY 2019
cases)
96% – (188/196
95%
FY 2017
FY 2020
cases)
100% – (21/21
FY 2018
cases)

Measure 1a-22: The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a Regional Director’s dismissal
of a ULP charge issued by the General Counsel within 120 days of the date filed.
Results
Targets
100% – (221/221
100%
FY 2015
FY 2018
cases)
100% – (245/245
100%
FY 2016
FY 2019
cases)
100% – (196/196
100%
FY 2017
FY 2020
cases)
100% – (21/21
FY 2018
cases)
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OGC
Representation Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
Est.

2020
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

65
225
290

70
265
335

112
208
320

58
245
303

64
243
307

78
243
321

Petitions withdrawn
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

95
125
220

112
111
223

130
132
262

110
129
239

110
119
229

115
125
240

70

112

58

64

78

81

Cases pending, end of year
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2020 Est .

Measure 1a-23: The average age of representation cases resolved by the OGC through
withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Reduce by 5%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age based FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
on the date filed,” to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.
Measure 1a-24: The percentage of representation cases resolved by the OGC through
withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of the filing of a
petition.
Results
Targets
72%
–
(158/220
70%
FY 2015
FY 2018
cases)
73% – (163/223
70%
FY 2016
FY 2019
cases)
68% – (179/262
70%
FY 2017
FY 2020
cases)
82% – (196/239
FY 2018
cases)

Measure 1a-25: The percentage of cases resolved by the OGC through withdrawal, election,
or issuance of a Decision and Order within 365 days of the filing of a petition.
Results
Targets
98% (219/223 cases) FY 2018
95%
FY 2016
95% (250/262 cases) FY 2019
95%
FY 2017
99% (215/239 cases) FY 2020
95%
FY 2018
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FSIP
Impasses

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
Est.

2020
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Impasses filed (Intake)
Total caseload

28
139
167

33
143
176

42
97
139

17
92
109

23
112
135

26
112
138

Panel Decision
Panel declined jurisdiction
Settled with Panel assistance
Voluntarily withdrawn
Cases closed total (Output)

15
17
25
77
134

24
9
22
79
134

12
22
24
64
122

21
11
7
47
86

----109

----109

33
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17
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Cases pending, end of year
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2019 Est.

2020 Est.

Measure 1a-26: The average age of bargaining-impasse cases in which the FSIP declines
jurisdiction.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Reduce by 5%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age
Reduce by 5%
FY 2020
based on the date filed,” to reflect “day inday out” case-processing times.
Measure 1a-27: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which the FSIP declines
jurisdiction within 140 days of the date filed.
Results
Targets
100% – (17/17
80%
FY 2015
FY 2018
cases)
80% – (7/9 cases)
90%
FY 2016
FY 2019
93% – (22/22 cases) FY 2020
90%
FY 2017
100% – (11/11
FY 2018
cases)
Measure 1a-28: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases that are voluntarily settled,
after the FSIP asserts jurisdiction, within 160 days of the date filed.
Results
Targets
100% – (25/25
70%
FY 2015
FY 2018
cases)
100% – (22/22
90%
FY 2016
FY 2019
cases)
93% – (22/24 cases) FY 2020
90%
FY 2017
86% – (6/7 cases)
FY 2018
Measure 1a-29: The average age of bargaining-impasse cases that the FSIP resolves
through final action.*
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Reduce by 5%
FY 2019
* This new measure calculates case age
Reduce by 5%
FY 2020
based on the date filed,” to reflect “day inday out” case-processing times.
Measure 1a-30: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases that the FSIP resolves
through final action that are closed within 200 days of the date filed.
Results
Targets
100% – (15/15
70%
FY 2015
FY 2018
cases)
100% – (24/24
80%
FY 2016
FY 2019
cases)
77% – (9/12 cases) FY 2020
80%
FY 2017
100% – (21/21)
FY 2018
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Strategic Objective 1b: Ensure excellence in investigations and clearly articulated written
work products by establishing and attempting to surpass case-processing quality goals that
build upon the Agency’s longstanding traditions of impartiality and consistent
determinations that are effectively enforced.
Excelling at FLRA’s core functions requires the Agency to perform thorough investigations
and produce clearly articulated written products. From informal communications, to FLRA
determinations, to information on the FLRA website, FLRA’s written work is one of the
primary means by which the Agency communicates with parties and the federal labormanagement community.
FLRA’s ability to achieve its mission depends on its ability to issue impartial and consistent
determinations that are clearly articulated. Even the appearance of partiality can cause parties
to lose trust in FLRA’s determinations, and ultimately, in FLRA as an institution.

Performance Goal 1b-1: Conduct high-quality investigations and produce high-quality
written work products.
Measure 1b-1: Establish and surpass case-processing quality goals.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
 Develop and pilot use of internal tool(s) throughout the
FY 2019
Agency to establish case-processing quality goals (e.g.,
quality-assessment checklist).
 Solicit feedback on and assess the effectiveness of pilot
internal tool(s) to measure quality.
 Make necessary adjustments to make new internal tool(s)
more effective.
 Formally implement use of new internal tool(s) in order to
surpass established case-processing quality goals.
 Develop and administer internal survey(s) to assess baseline
case-processing quality.
 Target areas for improvement in case-processing quality
FY 2020
based on data gathered from internal tool(s) and survey
results.
 Show a 10% increase in case-processing quality, as measured
by surveys or other measures developed in 2019.
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Performance Goal 1b-2: Implement effective methods to maintain and improve the quality
of FLRA investigations and written work products, including FLRA staff training and
internal education resources.
Measure 1b-2: Train FLRA staff and provide internal educational resources to improve the
quality of investigations and written work products.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
 Develop internal training programs and other educational
FY 2019
tools Agency-wide in order to improve the quality of
investigations and written work products (e.g., componentspecific mentoring programs, Agency-wide or componentspecific brown bag sessions, Agency-wide dissemination of
decisions and other relevant legal opinions).
 Develop and administer internal surveys or other measures to
assess the effectiveness of pilot internal training programs and
educational tools.
 Make necessary adjustments to make them more effective.
 Formally implement those internal training programs and
educational tools that are deemed effective in order to
improve the quality of investigations and written work
products.
 Target ways to improve the effectiveness of internal
FY 2020
educational resources based on survey results.
 Show a 10% increase in the effectiveness of internal
educational resources, as measured by internal survey
instruments or other measures developed in 2019.

Performance Goal 1b-3: Ensure external stakeholder confidence in the FLRA’s abilities.
Measure 1b-3: Customer perceptions about the FLRA’s impartiality.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
Develop and administer an external survey(s) to assess the parties’
FY 2019
perceptions of FLRA’s impartiality.
Maintain or improve overall perceptions about FLRA’s impartiality
FY 2020
year over year.
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Strategic Goal 2: We will develop and provide tools and resources to enable the parties
to prevent or more effectively and efficiently resolve their labor-relations disputes and
improve their labor-management relationships.
FLRA is specifically empowered and obligated to “provide leadership in establishing policies
and guidance” related to matters arising under the Statute. 5 U.S.C. § 7105(a)(1). Educating
parties regarding statutory obligations promotes FLRA’s mission of protecting rights and
facilitating stable labor-management relationships while advancing an effective and efficient
Government. FLRA accomplishes this goal first through its written determinations and by
providing parties with quality educational resources through FLRA’s website; by identifying,
and offering targeted assistance to, parties with significant labor-management challenges; and
by offering external training to Federal agencies and labor organizations regarding their rights
and obligations under the Statute.
Strategic Objective 2a: Maintain and expand educational resources on www.flra.gov.
Offering high-quality educational resources through the FLRA website is a key component of
promoting stability in the Federal labor-management community. Parties who are better
informed about their rights and obligations under the Statute are less likely to pursue frivolous
matters or defenses, and they are more likely to approach their labor-management relations in a
manner that is consistent with the Statute.
In April 2016, FLRA launched a totally redesigned website featuring all-new substantive
content, a convenient training-registration tool, a visually engaging design, simplified global
navigation, and improved usability and search functions. The Agency will continue to build on
this achievement by exploring ways to supplement and enhance the educational resources on
its website, such as expanding parties’ access to statutory and other training, including the
development of online training modules that replicate the in-person trainings that FLRA
currently provides. It will also include opportunities for parties to access live statutory training
sessions on the FLRA website by utilizing technology and techniques that encourage
interaction with remote participants.
Performance Goal 2a-1: Routinely review and update educational resources on the FLRA
website.
Performance Goal 2a-2: Develop a growing library of online training modules on the FLRA
website.
Performance Goal 2a-3: Develop and maintain case digests of new Authority decisions on
the FLRA website.
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Measure 2a: Expand the relevancy, currency, and reach of educational tools.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
 Update at least 3 guides or manuals Agency-wide.
FY 2019
 Establish a mechanism to live stream trainings online or offer
pre-recorded trainings on the www.flra.gov website.
 Offer at least 5 training sessions online Agency-wide.
 Provide case digests for all Authority decisions. OGC and FSIP
to evaluate doing the same for their decisions.
 Update at least 3 guides or manuals Agency-wide.
FY 2020
 Offer at least 7 training sessions online Agency-wide.
 Continue to provide case summaries for all Authority decisions.
Provide OGC and FSIP case digests, if deemed appropriate.
Strategic Objective 2b: Identify and offer targeted assistance to parties with significant
labor-management challenges.
In situations where parties experience labor-management challenges, targeted assistance can
promote stable labor-management relationships by educating the parties regarding their
statutory rights and obligations. It can also promote effective and efficient Government by
assisting parties in addressing their disputes without necessarily resorting to formal filings.
Targeted assistance can take many forms, including offering training to parties on particular
topics that have given rise to frequent ULP charges, negotiability disputes, or arbitration
exceptions. Other types of assistance might be most appropriate for parties experiencing
broader labor-management challenges. For parties involved in complex representational
matters, targeted assistance can include conducting conferences with the parties to assist them
in identifying and, if feasible, resolving relevant issues.
Performance Goal 2b-1: Identify and evaluate parties with significant labor-management
challenges.
Performance Goal 2b-2: Refer appropriate parties to suitable resources.
Performance Goal 2b-3: Implement highly effective targeted assistance programs and
associated materials.
Measure 2b: Develop and implement a highly effective, totally voluntary targeted-assistance
program and related procedures.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
 Develop the criteria for identifying parties with significant laborFY 2019
management challenges.
 Develop procedures for offering targeted assistance to identified
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FY 2020





parties or referring such parties to appropriate resources.
Pilot a targeted-assistance program.
Identify metrics for evaluating the program’s success.
Formally implement a targeted-assistance program with
appropriately ambitious measures to assess its effectiveness.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the targeted-assistance program
using the metrics established in 2019.
Make necessary refinements and improvements based on
customer feedback.
Increase the program’s overall success as measured by the
metrics established in 2019.

Strategic Objective 2c: Maintain and expand our external training programs to enable the
parties to better understand their rights and obligations under the Statute.
Agency components have traditionally provided training on statutory principles governing
ULPs, representational issues, negotiability disputes, and arbitration exceptions. Providing
such external training to federal agencies and labor organizations regarding their rights and
obligations under the Statute directly promotes FLRA’s mission of protecting rights and
facilitating stable labor-management relationships while advancing an effective and efficient
government. For this reason, it is essential that FLRA maintain and, where possible, expand
these external training programs.
Performance Goal 2c-1: Exceed an annual target number of highly rated in-person training
programs for a target number of participants concerning the full range of statutory matters.
Performance Goal 2c-2: Find additional ways to deliver real-time and pre-recorded external
trainings that have been successfully developed and implemented utilizing appropriate
technology and participant-friendly best practices.
Performance Goal 2c-3: Exceed an annual target number of highly rated training programs
for a target number of participants regarding procedures for filing and processing FLRA
cases.
Measure 2c-1: The number of training, outreach, and facilitation activities delivered.
Results
Targets
306
275
FY 2015
FY 2018
280
FY 2016
273
FY 2017
124
FY 2018
Measure 2c-1: The number of in-person statutory training programs delivered.
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
20
FY 2019
20
FY 2020
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Measure 2c-2: The number of participants involved in training, outreach, and facilitation
activities.
Results
Targets
8,294
FY 2015
FY 2018
I 7,000
8,440
FY 2016
8,122
FY 2017
4,289
FY 2018
Measure 2c-2: The number of participants who receive in-person statutory training.
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
FY 2019
I 2,500
FY 2020
I 2,500
Measure 2c-3: The percentage of participants who highly rate the statutory training that they
received.
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Develop evaluations.
FY 2019
80% of participants rate the
FY 2020
training as effective or highly
effective

Measure 2c-4: The number of training programs delivered regarding procedures for filing
and processing FLRA cases.
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
20
FY 2019
25
FY 2020

Measure 2c-5: The number of participants who receive training regarding procedures for
filing and processing FLRA cases.
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
2,000
FY 2019
2,000
FY 2020

Measure 2c-6: The percentage of participants who highly rate the training that they received
regarding procedures for filing and processing FLRA cases.
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Develop evaluations.
FY 2019
80% of participants rate the
FY 2020
training as effective or highly
effective
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Measure 2c-7: The number of real-time and pre-recorded online training programs
developed and implemented.
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
FY 2019
I5
FY 2020
I7
Measure 2c-8: The percentage of participants who highly rate the real-time and pre-recorded
online training that they received.
Results
Targets
New measure FY 2019.
Develop evaluations.
FY 2019
80% of participants rate the
FY 2020
training as effective or highly
effective
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Strategic Goal 3: We will manage our resources effectively and efficiently, and recognize
that our dedicated workforce is critical to the resolution of labor-relations disputes.
FLRA honors the trust that the public has placed in it to use Agency resources wisely on behalf
of the American taxpayer. Recognizing that trust, FLRA has always focused its resources on
carrying out its mission. It will continue to do so.
The core of FLRA’s mission is to protect rights and facilitate stable labor-management
relationships. FLRA will continue to achieve that goal by employing committed, experienced
professionals.
FLRA developed a cross-component working group to meet the goals articulated in Executive
Order No. 13781 (March 13, 2017), Comprehensive Plan for Reorganizing the Executive
Branch, and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Memorandum M-17-22 (April 12,
2017), Comprehensive Plan for Reforming the Federal Government and Reducing the Federal
Civilian Workforce. Guided by internal and external input, this working group offered FLRA
leadership a set of recommendations to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and
accountability of Agency operations. FLRA expects to maximize its resources by reducing
travel, training, and mail costs through the increased use of teleconferencing, utilization of inhouse and interagency training, and implementation of fully electronic case files.
FLRA will continue to explore ways to manage its workforce effectively and efficiently. A
key component of that commitment is to continue developing IT systems, with the goal of
enabling FLRA employees to spend more time on mission-critical, substantive work. FLRA
will also reexamine its performance-management systems to ensure that they align with the
goals in the Strategic Plan, that individual employee standards reflect organizational goals, and
that the Agency appropriately recognizes employee achievements in support of these
goals. Finally, FLRA will continue to encourage employee growth, development, and
innovation.
Strategic Objective 3a: Ensure that the FLRA’s performance-management systems are
synchronized with and support the Agency’s strategic goals.
At the foundation of the Agency’s 2018-2022 Strategic Plan is FLRA’s renewed commitment
to developing the most effective ways to evaluate Agency performance, as well as the
contributions of the Agency’s components and individual employees. To do this, employee
performance-management targets will be adapted to support Agency goals. This will help
ensure that the evaluation of FLRA employees will include consideration of how well they
assist the Agency to achieve its strategic and performance goals.
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Performance Goal 3a-1: FLRA employees perceive that the Agency’s performancemanagement systems, and their individual performance plans, directly align with achieving
this strategic plan.
Performance Goal 3a-2: FLRA employees have a clear understanding of how their
individual achievement contributes to achievement of Agency priorities and successful
implementation of FLRA strategic goals.
Performance Goal 3a-3: FLRA employees perceive that their performance recognition and
rewards are also directly linked to their contribution to the successful achievement of
FLRA’s strategic goals.

Measure 3a-1: Align performance-management systems and individual performance plans
with current Strategic Plan.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
 Evaluate Agency performance management systems (GS and
FY 2019
SES) and individual employee performance plans for alignment
with the Strategic Plan and make recommendations to Agency
leadership by the second quarter of 2019.
 Consistent with that recommendation, revise and draft
appropriate Agency performance management systems and
individual employee performance plans and elements.
 Develop communications strategies, educational tools, and other
materials to successfully implement the new systems on
October 1, 2019.
 Develop and administer an internal survey(s) to assess whether
employees perceive that performance management systems (GS
and SES) and individual employee performance plans align with
the Strategic Plan.
 Implement all revised performance-related systems, individual
FY 2020
employee plans, or other required policies on October 1, 2019.
 Implement appropriate communications strategies and
educational tools to successfully achieve the transition.
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Measure 3a-2: Employees understand how their individual performance contributes to overall
Agency strategic goals.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
FY 2019
instruments, to assess whether FLRA employees understand how their
individual achievements contribute to Agency priorities and successful
implementation of FLRA strategic goals.
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in
FY 2020
existing survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.

Measure 3a-3: Employees believe that there is alignment between the recognition and rewards
that they receive and their individual contributions towards achieving the FLRA’s strategic
goals.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
FY 2019
instruments, to assess whether employees believe that recognition and
rewards relate to their contribution toward achievement of FLRA
strategic goals.
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in
FY 2020
existing survey instruments the internal survey(s) year over year.
Strategic Objective 3b: Continue to expand the FLRA’s technological capabilities to
enable employees to deliver mission results more effectively and efficiently.
FLRA’s IT systems have provided, and will continue to provide, a key means by which FLRA
will more effectively and efficiently deliver quality services and increase internal efficiencies.
For example, the Agency has connected all FLRA offices in ways that improve internal
communication, and FLRA staff works more efficiently by using a cloud-based Document
Management System (DMS) that allows for simplified document management and internal
collaboration.
The Agency also recently launched a new and improved version of its eFiling system that
provides a more intuitive, user-friendly customer experience. This improved eFiling
experience allows the parties to submit ULP, representation, arbitration, and negotiability
filings in an electronic format and easily access FLRA services, which enables FLRA
employees to take timely and quality actions. The Agency is currently using the same software
and agile methodology to develop a more user-friendly electronic Case Management System
(CMS). FLRA will integrate these three systems — document management, eFiling, and case
management — to fully implement electronic case file capability throughout the Agency.
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Thereafter, as resources permit, FLRA will continue to enhance and leverage these
technological capabilities. For example, the logical next step after fully implementing
electronic case files is to encourage the widest uses of eFiling and to serve FLRA-generated
case documents on the parties electronically—saving time, human-capital resources, and
postage costs.
Performance Goal 3b-1: Implement a new and improved FLRA electronic casemanagement system. Integrate the case-management system with the FLRA document
management and eFiling systems in order to fully implement electronic case file capability
throughout the Agency.
Performance Goal 3b-2: FLRA employees and parties understand how to make the most
effective use of the FLRA’s electronic systems.
Performance Goal 3b-3: Enhance the positive impact of technological advancements on the
customer experience.
Measure 3b-1: Expand the use of eFiling.
Results
17% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
FY 2015
FY 2016

22% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.

FY 2017

35% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
35% of cases eFiled Agency-wide, including an all-time high of 55% of
Authority cases.

FY 2018
Targets
FY 2019





FY 2020




50% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
10% increase in eFiling in each component – the OGC, the Authority,
and the FSIP.
Amend FLRA’s regulations to eliminate the use of facsimile service
for case filings throughout the Agency.
75% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
Pilot mandatory eFiling in at least one Regional Office.

Measure 3b-2: Implement end-to-end electronic case files.
Results
Made eFiling available for OALJ cases, resulting in eFiling being available
for all offices that accept case filings. Completed full integration of the CMS
FY 2015
and eFiling systems for all components, building the infrastructure for
electronic case files in all components.
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FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Targets
FY 2019
FY 2020

With the merger of the eFiling and CMS applications complete, and the
bridge between the two systems in place to support end-to-end electronic
case-processing capability, enhanced the available features for the integration
of the eFiling and CMS applications. eFiled cases are routinely automatically
entered into the CMS. Neared completion of an improved eFiling user
interface (eFiling 2.0) to make the application more user-friendly and
intuitive. Began efforts to implement a Document Management System,
which is a critical step in accomplishing FLRA’s multi-year electronic-casefile plan.
Deployed an Agency-wide, cloud-based DMS, which replaced the existing
network shares with an integrated document and email communications
system that will facilitate document sharing and electronic case-processing
initiatives. Adopted a new, more cost-effective approach to achieving end-toend electronic case files. Using agile methodology and open-source code, and
responding to user feedback, completed initial development of a brand new,
user-friendly eFiling application (eFiling 3.0) with a Ruby on Rails user
interface and a Postgres backend database that is housed in Amazon Web
Services – a cloud-based solution. The new application will be launched in
2018 once final testing and additional enhancements are completed. Began
modernizing the infrastructure of the Agency’s electronic CMS and eFiling
by transitioning to a new cloud-based, backend product – Postgres database
housed in Amazon Web Services – that will allow for a more user friendly
and complete integration of the CMS, the eFiling system, and the DMS.
Developed and launched eFiling 3.0, which both internal and external users
report is significantly more user-friendly and intuitive. Began development of
a new and improved CMS that, over time, will provide significant ($100,000
annually) cost savings and allow for more efficient integration of the CMS
and eFiling systems with the DMS, enabling end-to-end electronic case
processing throughout the Agency. Identified the basic structure of electronic
case files for each component/office in the DMS. Completed transition of all
major IT functions – CMS, DMS, eMail – to the cloud, which improves both
IT security, consistent with the PMA, and Agency continuity of operations
plans.
Develop and fully implement the new and improved CMS in at least one
FLRA component.
 Develop and implement the new and improved CMS in all remaining
components/offices.
 Implement end-to-end electronic case files throughout the Agency.
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Measure 3b-3: Internal and external customer perceptions of the eFiling System.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
 Develop a communications strategy for sharing with internal and
FY 2019
external customers the benefits and advantages of eFiling (e.g., notice
to go out with all Authority decisions).
 Develop and administer internal and external survey tools to assess
customer perceptions of the eFiling System.
 Develop online, pop-up eFiling surveys that appear while users are
logged into the eFiling System.
 Maintain or improve positive responses to internal and external survey
FY 2020
instruments.
 Adopt suggested enhancements to the eFiling System, as appropriate.
Measure 3b-4: Assess how internal and external customers perceive the effectiveness of the
Agency’s IT modernization efforts.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
 Develop and administer internal and external survey(s) to assess:
FY 2019
(1) whether FLRA employees and customers know how to
maximize available technology; and (2) how FLRA employees
and customers perceive the effectiveness of the Agency’s IT
modernization efforts.
 Develop and implement appropriate communications to promote
and enhance these efforts.
 Craft an effective, targeted communications strategy based on the
FY 2020
results of the customer-satisfaction surveys.
 Develop and provide any necessary internal or external training
programs so that employees and customers have the tools to
maximize technological improvements.
 Achieve improved survey results year over year.
Strategic Objective 3c: Recruit, retain, and develop a diverse, respected workforce in an
environment that fosters employee input and satisfaction and makes the best use of FLRA
resources.
FLRA’s charge to uphold and administer the Statute relies on its employees. Accordingly,
FLRA’s success relies on the expertise and engagement of its workforce. A key component of
attracting and retaining an effective workforce is creating a positive work environment in
which employees see themselves as stakeholders and innovators. FLRA will continue to assess
the skills and professional education/training needs of its workforce, and it will seek new, costeffective ways to cultivate employee development and commitment. FLRA will provide
opportunities for experienced employees to share their institutional knowledge by providing
internal training and through other means. FLRA’s continued focus on human-capital
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development will help ensure continued mission accomplishment and leadership of the federalsector labor-management relations program.
Performance Goal 3c-1: Internal and external survey respondents perceive that diverse and
respected FLRA employees demonstrate expertise in federal-sector labor-management
relations; minimal gaps exist in succession plans; and the Agency develops nontraditional
resources for employee education and development.
Performance Goal 3c-2: The FLRA workforce expresses a stable and improving level of
overall job satisfaction, as well as satisfaction with the manner in which internal problemsolving occurs.
Performance Goal 3c-3: FLRA managers and employees perceive that the Agency
appropriately uses telework and technology to promote employee efficiency and a healthy
work-life balance.
Measure 3c-1: Demonstrate strong recruitment and retention practices.
New measure FY 2016.
Results
 Implemented a process for sharing job announcements with relevant
affinity groups. Used data to help identify and eliminate barriers to
recruiting and hiring the diverse talent that it needs.
 Revised all manager performance plans to include Governmentmandated diversity-and-inclusion-focused metrics.
 Received the #1 small-agency ranking on the “New IQ” Index, which
FY 2016
provides insights into employee perceptions of the inclusiveness of the
agency by looking at twenty questions that measure the five “Habits of
Inclusion.”
 Ranked #2 out of 28 small agencies in its support for diversity in the
2015 Best Places to Work in the Federal Government rankings.
 Aligned the Agency-wide Performance Year (previously July 1 –
June 30) with the Fiscal Year, directly linking individual performance
to the Agency’s overall strategic and performance goals.
 Conducted an Agency-wide review of all Agency electronic Official
Personnel Folders (eOPFs) to ensure accuracy of retirement system
FY 2017
coverage, service computation dates, and missing or undocumented
prior service.
 Conducted an Agency-wide review of every position description (PD)
to ensure that all PDs and cover sheets reflect actual duties.
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Completed implementation of all necessary changes/corrections
identified during the Agency-wide eOPF and PD reviews.
 Implemented standard operating procedures for maintaining accurate
eOPFs for all FLRA staff in order to support the provision of excellent
customer service.
 Continued to conduct “need-to-fill” evaluations before filling any
vacant positions, consistent with Executive Order 13781 and M-17-22.
 Continued to use data to identify and eliminate barriers to recruiting
and hiring the diverse talent that FLRA needs.
FY 2018
 Completed all required security-background investigations for new
hires and investigations/re-investigations for existing employees – 45
adjudications since January 2017. Clarified the circumstances under
which a new background check should be conducted. Ensured that all
employees were HSPD-12 compliant.
 Began a comprehensive review and revision, as appropriate, of all
internal Agency policies in order to ensure that they are up to date,
necessary, and consistent with law and regulation.
Discontinued measure FY 2019.
Measure 3c-1: Recruit, retain, and develop a diverse, respected workforce.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
 Review Agency performance-management systems and individual
FY 2019
performance plans to ensure that they align directly with the 20182022 Strategic Plan, and implement any required changes by
October 1, 2019.
 Conduct a comprehensive, Agency-wide position classification review
to confirm that all Agency positions reflect the actual duties of the
position.
 Assess time-to-hire results for Agency positions by reviewing
recruitment and staffing processes and procedures.
 Issue a revised Reasonable Accommodation Policy – including
Personal Assistive Device policy – that is fully compliant with recent
EEOC regulatory amendments and guidance.
 Ensure compliance with Government-wide goals for Schedule A
hiring.
 Evaluate results of position-classification review and determine action
FY 2020
items.
 Improve time-to-hire metrics based on results of FY 2019 assessment.
 Meet or exceed Government-wide standards for diversity and
Schedule A hiring.
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Measure 3c-2: Maintain and grow Agency expertise through employee development.
New measure FY 2016.
Results
 Implemented cross-component developmental opportunities for
employees, including workgroups to encourage innovation, the
development and delivery of training, and more than ten detail
opportunities at all levels and offices within the agency.
 Provided leadership-training opportunities to all new managers and
supervisors, including executive-level training, as appropriate.
 Continued overall success as measured by the FEVS, including #1
small-agency ranking in Employee Engagement and New IQ indices.
FY 2016
Increased 2016 positive ratings in 19 items from 2015. Results show
66 identified strengths (items with 65 percent or higher positive
ratings) and no identified challenges (items with 35 percent or higher
negative ratings). Scored above the Government-wide average in 69
out of 71 questions. Maintained sustained growth of positive
responses to the question “supervisors in my work unit support
employee development” – increasing by nearly 9.5 percent over 2015.
 Managers assessed employees’ developmental needs and provided at
least one targeted developmental opportunity to each, many of those
in-house (e.g., details, workgroups, and special projects.
 In the 2017 FEVS, had 55 identified strengths (items with 65 percent
or higher positive ratings) and no identified challenges (items with
35 percent or higher negative ratings). Continued to rank in the top
ten among small agencies (those with 100-999 employees) in two
FY 2017
important indices – Employee Engagement and New IQ – with #6 and
#5 rankings, respectively.
 78 percent of FLRA employees responded positively to the OPM
FEVS question “supervisors in my work unit support employee
development” (Q. 47), which is 5 percent above the small-agency
score of 73 percent, and 10 percent above the Government-wide score
of 68 percent.
 Offered cross-component details to provide employees with training
and developmental experiences that will enhance their skills and
increase their understanding of the Agency’s mission and operations.
 Managers assessed annually employees on their developmental needs
FY 2018
and provided appropriate training and developmental opportunities.
 Maintained sustained growth of positive responses to the OPM FEVS
question “supervisors in my work unit support employee
development” (Q. 47).
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Targets


FY 2019



FY 2020


Develop and implement use of nontraditional resources for employee
education and development (e.g., component-specific mentoring
programs, Agency-wide or component-specific brown bag sessions,
Agency-wide dissemination of decisions and other relevant legal
opinions).
Develop and administer survey(s) to solicit feedback on and assess the
effectiveness of nontraditional resources for employee education and
development.
Maintain sustained growth of satisfaction.
Enhance and continue to use those nontraditional resources for
employee education and development that were found to be most
successful.
Show a 10% increase in satisfaction with nontraditional methods, as
measured by surveys or other measures developed in 2019.

Measure 3c-3: Internal and external perceptions about the workforce.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
 Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments, to assess whether employees believe that FLRA
employees: are diverse, are respected, and demonstrate expertise in
Federal sector labor-management relations
FY 2019
 Develop and administer an external survey(s) to assess whether
external respondents perceive that FLRA employees: are diverse, are
respected, and demonstrate expertise in Federal sector labormanagement relations.
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in existing
FY 2020
survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
Measure 3c-4: Internal perceptions about succession plans.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments, to assess whether employees believe that minimal gaps exist in
FY 2019
succession planning.
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in existing
FY 2020
survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
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Measure 3c-5: Overall employee job satisfaction.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments to assess whether employees believe that FLRA employees: are
FY 2019
diverse, are respected, and demonstrate expertise in Federal sector labormanagement relations.
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in existing
FY 2020
survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
Measure 3c-6: Internal satisfaction with the manner in which internal problem-solving
occurs.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments, to assess employee satisfaction with internal problem-solving
FY 2019
practices.
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in existing
FY 2020
survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.

Measure 3c-7: Internal perceptions about use of technology to promote employee efficiency
and work-life balance.
Results
New measure FY 2019.
Targets
Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments, to assess internal perceptions about the use of technology to
FY 2019
promote efficiency and work-life balance.
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in existing
FY 2020
survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
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U.S. FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS
AUTHORITY
BACKGROUND AND MISSION
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA or the Agency) is an independent
administrative Federal agency created by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of
1978, also known as the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the
Statute), 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135. The purpose of the Statute is to prescribe certain rights
and obligations of the employees of the Federal Government and to establish procedures
that are designed to meet the special requirements and needs of the Government.
Id. § 7101(b). The provisions of the Statute are to be interpreted in a manner consistent
with the requirement of an effective and efficient Government. Id.
Consistent with its statutory mandate, FLRA’s mission is: Protecting rights and
facilitating stable relationships among Federal agencies, labor organizations, and
employees while advancing an effective and efficient Government through the
administration of the Statute.
FLRA applies its Federal-sector expertise to execute its mission primarily by carrying out
the following statutory responsibilities:
1. Conduct hearings and resolve complaints of unfair labor practices (ULPs) under
§ 7118 of the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(G). FLRA is responsible for investigating,
prosecuting, and adjudicating claims that an agency or a labor organization has
failed to uphold its legal obligations under the Statute.
2. Determine the appropriateness of units for labor-organization representation
under the Statute, and supervise or conduct elections to determine whether a labor
organization has been selected as an exclusive representative by a majority of
employees in an appropriate unit. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(A). FLRA also resolves
disputes about which employees may be included in bargaining units under the
Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(B).
3. Resolve exceptions to grievance-arbitration awards under § 7122 of the Statute.
Id. § 7105(a)(2)(H). FLRA adjudicates appeals – known as exceptions – to
arbitration awards that result from grievances filed by employees, labor
organizations, or agencies under parties’ negotiated grievance procedures. The
FLRA reviews those awards to assess whether they are contrary to any law, rule,
or regulation, or are deficient on other grounds similar to those applied by federal
courts in private-sector labor-management disputes.
4. Resolve issues relating to the duty to bargain in good faith under § 7117(c) of the
Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(E). FLRA resolves negotiability disputes that arise
during bargaining under two circumstances – when an agency claims that a
contract proposal is outside the duty to bargain and when an agency head
disapproves a negotiated agreement claiming that it contains provisions that are
contrary to law, rule, or regulation.

5. Provide assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between federal agencies and
exclusive representatives. Id. § 7119.
In addition, Congress directed FLRA to prescribe criteria and resolve issues relating to
the granting of national consultation rights under § 7113 of the Statute; prescribe criteria
and resolve issues relating to determining compelling need for agency rules or regulations
under § 7117(b) of the Statute; prescribe criteria relating to the granting of consultation
rights with respect to conditions of employment under § 7117(d) of the Statute; and take
such other actions as are necessary and appropriate to effectively administer the
provisions of the Statute.
Moreover, FLRA is to “provide leadership in establishing policies and guidance” related to
matters under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(1). FLRA satisfies this directive primarily
through its written determinations, but also by offering training and other services.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Headquartered in Washington, D.C., FLRA has three independent statutory components
– the Authority, the Office of the General Counsel (OGC), and the Federal Service
Impasses Panel (the FSIP or the Panel) – each with unique adjudicative or prosecutorial
roles.
The Agency also provides full program and staff support to two other organizations – the
Foreign Service Labor Relations Board and the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel,
pursuant to the Foreign Service Act of 1980, 22 U.S.C. §§ 4101-4118.
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Authority
Chief Executive and Administrative Officer
The President of the United States designates one Member as Chairman who serves as
FLRA’s chief executive and administrative officer. 5 U.S.C. § 7104(b).
The Authority
The Authority – FLRA’s adjudicatory body – is led by three full-time, presidentially
nominated and Senate-confirmed Members who are appointed to fixed, staggered fiveyear terms.
The Authority is responsible for adjudicating ULP complaints, ruling on exceptions to
arbitrators’ awards, resolving disputes over the negotiability of collective-bargaining
proposals and provisions, and deciding applications for review of Regional Directors’
decisions in representation disputes. The Authority Members appoint Administrative
Law Judges (ALJs) to hear and prepare recommended decisions that may be appealed to
the Authority in cases involving ULP complaints.
Other offices and programs under the jurisdiction of the Authority include the Office of
the Solicitor, the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), the Office of Case Intake
and Publication (CIP), the Alternative Dispute Resolution Program, and the Equal
Employment Opportunity Program. Standing as an independent entity within the
Authority is the Office of Inspector General.
The Office of the General Counsel
The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) is led by a presidentially appointed and Senateconfirmed General Counsel who has direct authority over, and responsibility for, all
employees in the OGC, including those in FLRA’s Regional Offices. The OGC investigates
and resolves ULP charges, files and prosecutes ULP complaints, and provides training, as
appropriate. In addition, through delegation by the Authority, the Regional Offices
investigate and resolve representation cases and conduct secret-ballot elections.
The General Counsel has a small staff at FLRA Headquarters, located in Washington,
D.C. Headquarters management provides administrative oversight; develops policies,
guidance, procedures, and manuals that provide programmatic direction for the Regional
Offices and training and education for the parties; and processes appeals from the
Regional Offices’ dismissals of ULP charges. Each Regional Office is headed by a
Regional Director who provides leadership and management expertise for their respective
regions. There are five Regional Offices in Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago, Illinois; Denver,
Colorado; San Francisco, California; and Washington, D.C.
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The Federal Service Impasses Panel
The FSIP is composed of part-time Presidential appointees who are appointed to fixed,
staggered five-year terms. The FSIP provides assistance in resolving negotiation
impasses between Federal agencies and labor organizations representing Federal
employees that arise from collective-bargaining negotiations under the Statute and the
Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.

AGENCY TRENDS AND CHALLENGES
FLRA is requesting funding to fully support an FTE level of 119 for 2021. In 2019, FLRA
carefully reexamined its organizational structure and size to prepare for the reduction in
the budget for 2020, focusing on the cost of FTEs. FLRA calculations resulted in the need
to reduce in 2020 the requested and authorized 2019 staffing level from 125 to 115 to
meet the five-percent reduction implemented. Based on experience in 2019, FLRA has
determined that the cut was detrimental to the Authority’s overall case production and
Agency wide customer engagement efforts. Thus, this request returns one attorney FTE
for each of the three Authority members. In addition, the Inspector General (IG) has
requested an additional staff member to provide mandated legal services to the IG in
accordance with the IG Act. For 2021, given this staff level and recent pay increase, as
well as the need to institute a more robust awards and recognition program mandated by
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Guidance, FLRA has calculated how much it
will cost to pay and maintain 119 FTEs. This request provides a budget to support that
number.
The funding increase will also support the steady and efficient progress FLRA has been
making in completing an electronic case filing system, which will provide for better
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service delivery to its customers, stakeholders, and the public. Adequate funding is
needed to complete the Case Management System development for two components, as
well as to connect the Case Management System and the Agency Document Management
System, resulting in a fully electronic case file. Funding will be needed to address
converting legacy (paper) documents to electronic format - to include converting oversized
documents as part of the electronic case file. Receiving the requested funding increase
will ensure that the Agency meets the requirement for electronic records by December 31,
2022 as directed by OMB. 2021 will be a critical time for the IT security program and
other integral IT programs as FLRA begins to tie them together and bring them into full
production.
To be an effective partner in achieving the President’s vision of Strengthening the Federal
Workforce, FLRA itself needs a first-in-class workforce. Consistent with the PMA, FLRA
seeks to build an agile organization to quickly respond and align to changing mission
needs, innovations, and technological advancements. FLRA is committed to recruiting,
rewarding, and retaining a diverse and well-respected workforce and, to help achieve this
goal, intends to institute an Agency Workforce Fund Plan as required by OMB and OPM
Guidance, M-19-24 (July 12, 2019). (see infra p. 12)
As discussed in more detail below, FLRA is a high performing Agency. Under its 20182022 Strategic Plan, FLRA will continue to achieve strong mission-related results, while
focusing on more customer-friendly time targets and educational resources, IT
modernization, and human-capital initiatives.
Nonetheless, the Agency faces external challenges that are beyond its control, such as
vacancies in political leadership, staffing fluctuations, and budget uncertainty. For
example, FLRA has been without a presidentially appointed, Senate-confirmed General
Counsel since January 20, 2017. In the absence of a General Counsel, the Regional
Offices may investigate ULP charges and dismiss those found to lack merit, but they
cannot issue ULP complaints when the Regional Director recommends that a complaint
be issued. This is because the text of the Statute makes clear that issuance of a complaint
is a power reserved exclusively to the General Counsel’s discretion. 5 U.S.C. §§
7104(f)(2)(B), 7118(a)(1). In addition, only the General Counsel can decide appeals of a
Regional Director’s dismissal of a ULP charge.
The General Counsel position is subject to the Federal Vacancies Reform Act (Vacancies
Act), so, upon the resignation of the then-General Counsel, the career Deputy General
Counsel automatically became the Acting General Counsel on January 20, 2017. He
served as Acting General Counsel until November 16, 2017, the statutory maximum
under the Vacancies Act absent a General Counsel nominee. Since that date, no ULP
complaints or ULP appeal decisions have issued. As of September 30, 2019, there are 298
ULP-complaint recommendations and approximately 326 appeals awaiting review by a
new General Counsel.
Authority
The Authority has experienced significant staffing shortages in 2019 that have hampered
its case processing speed. Between August 2018 and June 2019, the Member offices lost
eleven attorneys, which constituted 61 percent of the attorneys at that time. Although
the Authority has recently filled many of those vacancies, the intervening period of
understaffing dramatically affected the Authority’s case processing abilities. At the end
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of 2018, the Authority was averaging almost 12 merits decisions per month. However, as
a result of staff loss, the Authority averaged 8 merits decisions per month in 2019.
Staffing shortages have also resulted in an accumulating backlog of pending cases, and
the Authority focused its efforts on issuing the oldest cases in its inventory. However,
without a full staff, making significant progress has been challenging, as the backlog of
negotiability and arbitration cases is growing faster than the cases are being issued. The
Authority began 2019 with a pending inventory of 111 cases, but ended the year with an
inventory of approximately 136 cases.
Although its new case-processing performance measures provide the Authority with
ambitious time targets and the parties with more meaningful information regarding caseprocessing timelines, the significant staffing shortages discussed above have resulted in
the Authority failing to meet some of its targeted goals. The Authority met its 210-day
target in 37 percent (32/87) of arbitration cases and met its 300-day target in 75 percent
(6/8) of ULP cases and 83 percent (30/36) of negotiability cases. Because the Authority
made a concerted effort to clear most of its oldest cases by the end of 2019, its
performance in these measures reflects that it is issuing some of the oldest cases in the
Authority’s inventory. For example, the Authority met its outer 365-day target in 92
percent (33/36) of negotiability cases, 88 percent (7/8) of ULP cases, and 84 percent (73/87)
of arbitration cases. Further, the Authority continues to meet the statutory requirement
to determine whether to grant review in 100 percent of representation cases within
60 days of filing of an application for review from a Regional Director’s determination.
Where the Authority has granted applications for review, it met its 210-day target in 75
percent (6/8) of cases and its outer 365-day target in 88 percent (7/8) of cases.
The Authority is also committed to decreasing its “average ages” of closed cases within
each case type. The Authority set 2019 targets to reduce the average age in each case
type by 5 percent. However, this target is in tension with the Authority’s focus on issuing
the oldest cases in its inventory. Accordingly, the Authority did not hit the 5 percent
reduction in average age for any of its four case types. But by issuing many of its oldest
cases by the end of 2019, the Authority is positioning itself to improve its performance
under 2020 case-processing timeliness measures.
The OALJ – also part of the Authority – met or substantially met all of its performance
goals in 2019. Due to the continuing lack of a Presidentially nominated and Senateconfirmed General Counsel, the OALJ completed all of its remaining ULP cases and
continued performing work for other agencies on a reimbursable basis through the ALJ
Loan Program. In addition, due to attrition and reduction of staff of the Authority, the
OALJ continued drafting decisions in accordance with regulations to assist the Authority
with matters other than ULP cases.
The Office of the Solicitor represents FLRA in court proceedings before all U.S. courts,
including the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Courts of Appeals, and the Federal District
Courts. During 2019, the Solicitor’s Office litigated numerous cases in the federal courts,
filed briefs supporting Authority decisions, and presented oral argument before panels of
circuit court judges. After receiving decisions from the courts of appeals, the Solicitor’s
Office provided timely and thoughtful advice to the Authority concerning the courts’
orders. As the Authority issued many of its pending cases in 2018, the Solicitor’s Office
experienced increasing caseloads in 2019, which is expected to continue in 2020 and 2021
as parties seek review of adverse Authority decisions in the courts of appeals under 5
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U.S.C. § 7123(a). The Solicitor also serves as FLRA's in-house counsel, providing legal
advice to FLRA components on all facets of government operations, including ethics,
FOIA, privacy, human resources, fiscal law, and the Administrative Procedure Act. It
met all reporting and substantive deadlines under those authorities.
Office of the General Counsel
Despite not having a General Counsel or Acting General Counsel since November 17,
2017, the OGC continued to investigate cases and deliver strong results. It met its
strategic performance measures for the timely resolution of ULP and representation
cases, having resolved, 88 percent (1,867/2,134) of ULP cases within 120 days of the filing
date, and 77 percent (205/266) of representation cases within 120 days of filing. Of those
ULP cases resolved in 2019, the OGC resolved over 360 of them through voluntary
settlement during the investigative process.
In both 2018 and 2019, the OGC continued to experience a downward trend in its ULP
intake. From 2018 to 2019, ULP intake declined by 22 percent (or 625 cases).
The Agency bases this request on an assumption that a new General Counsel will be
nominated and confirmed in 2020. Having OGC political leadership in place will restore
the OGC’s ability to carry out its full mission and allow it to be successful in further
meeting its 2020 and 2021 performance goals while eliminating the backlog of cases
pending GC action.
Federal Service Impasses Panel
FSIP has exceeded most of its timeliness measures for assisting parties in resolving their
negotiation impasses. Specifically, in most cases, it issued its decision to decline
jurisdiction on cases not appropriately before the Panel within 140 days of the date that
the parties filed their request for assistance in 90 percent (10/11) of cases. It assisted the
parties in achieving voluntary settlement within 160 days of the date that the parties
filed their requests for assistance in 100 percent (15/15) of cases. And it issued its final
order within 200 days of the date that the parties filed their request for assistance in 100
percent (21/21) of cases.
Although in previous years, the Panel has received an average of 140 requests for
assistance per year (averaging close to 11 new filings per month), In 2017, the Panel
received 97 filings (an average of 8 new filings per month), 92 filings in 2018 (an average
of 8 new filings per month), and 77 filings in 2019 (an average of 6 new filings per month).
This downward trend is expected to continue. While the number of cases filed has
decreased, the issues involved in the impasses have become more complex. Following the
Administration’s May 2018 issuance of Executive Orders 13836, 13837, and 13839, the
FSIP began to receive more impasses over ground rules for successor collective-bargaining
agreements and successor collective-bargaining agreements. These cases tend to be
substantively more complex than single issue impact and implementation changes (e.g.,
changes in a personnel policy) and, the parties tend to be more entrenched in their
positions and less willing to settle the impasse, resulting in the need for the Panel to issue
final orders to resolve the impasse. In 2017, the Panel issued a final order on parties in
12 cases (which was 10% of the cases filed with the Panel). In 2019, the number of cases
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where the Panel issued a final decision was 24, approximately 31 percent of the cases filed
that year.
Improving the Customer Experience
FLRA speaks first through its decisions. Consistent with the PMA, the Agency will
emphasize Improving the Customer Experience by providing more meaningful
information to parties about case-processing timelines. For example, starting in 2019, the
Authority is measuring case age starting from the date that the case is filed until the date
that a decision is issued. In addition, the Agency began reporting “average ages” of closed
cases within all FLRA components and offices, which will provide the parties with the
average amount of time that it takes to process each case type. Making all of this
information available to the parties will help them reach better, more informed decisions
regarding their litigation options. It also provides them with more realistic expectations
around case processing.
FLRA also provides valuable education and training tools to the Federal labormanagement-relations community in all aspects of its case law and processes. Providing
meaningful and clear guidance on statutory rights and responsibilities so that its
customers are knowledgeable furthers timely and efficient case processing and is an
important function of FLRA under the Statute. FLRA delivers its educational materials
through a variety of means, such as: in-person training sessions; web-based training
modules; and case outlines, manuals, and subject-matter guides that are easily accessible
on www.flra.gov.
In 2019, FLRA, as a whole, provided 95 training sessions to over 3,000 participants. The
Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP also provided in-person case-law updates and training
at several nationwide, annual conferences. These sessions included presentations of
newly prepared materials of current relevance, as well as updated materials for more
standard sessions. The OGC consistently provided statutory training courses across the
country.
However, these numbers are significantly lower than in prior years. For example, in 2016
and 2017, FLRA conducted 280 and 273 training, outreach, and facilitation activities,
respectively. In 2018, FLRA conducted only 124. Due to staffing challenges, the
Authority limited its external training offerings in 2019 to ensure that all available staff
was working to process cases. Similarly, the number of participants reached through
these activities has decreased from over 8,000 in 2015 through 2017 to 4,289 in 2018 and
4,807 in 2019. In 2021, FLRA plans to increase customer engagement by, among other
things, offering more training sessions to parties appearing before the Authority and
reaching more participants through newly-developed online training and greater use of
social media.
As stated, the Authority educates the parties, primarily, through its issued decisions,
particularly those on previously unaddressed legal issues. To that end, many of the
trainings that it provided in 2019 were “Case Law Updates.” The Authority has also
focused on providing training on topics where the case law has been changing. For
example, the Authority presented training on management rights and arbitrability.
During 2019, the Authority began publishing case-summary “digests” to provide
additional, easy-to-understand guidance to its customers.
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In addition, due to budget uncertainty in 2019, the OGC scaled back its provision of
training that required FLRA-funded travel. Consistent with the 2018-2022 Strategic
Plan, the FLRA is developing creative ways to provide educational material in new,
innovative, and more cost-effective ways that allow for wider reach and less travel. In
2020 and 2021, FLRA will develop training videos that anyone can easily access from the
Agency website. FLRA is also exploring options to live stream training sessions.
Moreover, the Authority and the OGC will continue to update online educational tools,
including guides and manuals.
In order to serve its customers and fulfill its statutory obligation to expedite negotiability
appeals to the extent practicable, the Authority signed a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) with the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) creating a new pilot
procedure to offer alternative dispute resolution opportunities at no cost to the parties for
resolving negotiability appeals. Under its terms, FMCS is developing a unique cadre of
mediators, some of whom have already received specialized training from the Authority,
to assist the parties through mediation. Under the pilot program, before a negotiability
appeal is considered by the Authority’s Members for a decision, the Authority may refer
such appeals to FMCS, either on the Authority’s own initiative or based upon a request
from the parties. The negotiability-appeal-mediation procedure is expected to take
between 30 and 60 days.
In addition, as described in detail below, FLRA’s eFiling efforts are focused on improving
the customer experience and allowing both filers and the Agency to improve efficiency
through paperless automation.
Executive Branch Reform
Executive Order 13781, Comprehensive Plan for Reorganizing the Executive Branch,
(March 13, 2017) and OMB Memorandum M-17-22, Comprehensive Plan for Reforming
the Federal Government and Reducing the Federal Civilian Workforce,(April 12, 2017),
provided the Agency with an opportunity to take a close look at its structure and
operations, and to implement solutions for streamlining and reducing costs across FLRA.
It developed reform proposals and a long-term workforce plan focused on improving the
Agency’s efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability. Based on regional workload, flat
budgets, increasing rental costs, and the availability of technology to improve operational
efficiency, on February 12, 2018, the Agency announced that it would consolidate from
seven to five regional offices, resulting in closure of the Agency’s Dallas and Boston
Regional Offices. The Dallas Regional Office closed on September 30, 2018, followed by
the Boston Regional Office on November 30, 2018.
Other recent reform efforts included sustaining the 25 percent across-the-board reduction
in the Agency-wide travel and agency-wide internal, employee-development training from
2017 through 2020. However, travel costs will increase for hearings once a GC is
onboard. In addition, in 2021, additional costs are expected for professional development
for FLRA staff and providing specific targeted statutory training to parties.
With respect to employee-development training, despite budgetary limitations, FLRA has
worked to provide its employees with relevant, mission-related training and to better
identify training needs. For example, the Agency has implemented individual employee
development plans for all staff, and the Agency has instituted informal “lunch and learns”
on topics such as case law updates, FSIP, and OALJ.
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FLRA has also committed to other administrative efforts to reduce costs. Where
appropriate, the Agency will continue to tap existing Government-wide shared-services
solutions, like those that it already uses for payroll, financial services, and travel. It will
continue to seek out and utilize existing Government-wide procurement solutions and
contracting flexibilities. These include using a General Services Administration
(GSA)-approved vendor that the Agency otherwise would not have found for its eFiling
and Case Management projects, and piggybacking on the Library of Congress’s FEDLINK
contracting tool to procure Westlaw legal research services more easily.
People: Developing a Workforce for the 21st Century
The mission accomplishments cited above are particularly noteworthy because, in 2019,
FLRA has operated with as many as 16 vacant positions.
Guided by its new strategic plan, in 2019, FLRA began its review of Agency performancemanagement systems (both General Schedule and Senior Executive Service) and
individual employee performance plans to ensure that they directly align with the new
2018-2022 Strategic Plan. Revised performance standards will be implemented as part of
a one-year pilot at the beginning of 2020.
In support of these efforts to improve performance management, the Agency is currently
working with the Office of Personnel Management’s (OPM) to implement the USA
Performance automated performance-management system in 2020. Automating the
performance-management process using a tool that is compliant with all Federal
performance-management regulations and OPM recommendations will assist Agency
managers – and the Agency as a whole – in increasing performance accountability.
OPM’s Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) provides employees an opportunity to
influence change by submitting feedback about their work environment, agency
leadership, and other important factors affecting morale and employee satisfaction. In
2018, the FLRA FEVS responses declined for certain measures as compared with prior
years. Specifically, FLRA employees identified areas for improvement involving training,
the mission of the Agency, communication, innovation, management, and leadership.
In response to the 2018 FEVS feedback, the Agency has enhanced its efforts to actively
engage employees at all levels in Agency processes and to seek their opinions. For
example, building on the Agency’s efforts in 2018 to develop an employee-driven 20182022 Strategic Plan, FLRA launched several internal Strategic Plan Implementation
Teams, which have operated throughout 2019. The teams, each of which includes both
managers and non-managers, are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Professional Development Team
Performance Communication Team
Customer Engagement Team
Digests Team
Employee Engagement Team

The teams have focused on a variety of issues including revisions to performance plans for
mission critical positions, improving customer engagement, and improving professional
development within the Agency. These employee-led teams have recommended, for
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example, new performance standards for the majority of positions in the Agency,
completion of individual development plans by employees to identify their training needs,
and recently recorded video presentation of educational material to be made available on
the FLRA website. Many of the teams’ recommendations have been accepted and will be
implemented in 2020. Further, the teams have engaged in discussions with leadership on
how best to allocate limited training dollars for the agency. This process has allowed
employees to be engaged in the stewardship of the Agency and to offer innovative and
creative solutions to problems they see in the workplace or its processes.
Consistent with OMB policy, FLRA has prepared a Workforce Fund Plan to guide the
award program in 2020 and will develop the plan further in 2020. For fiscal year 2021, as
directed by OMB, the Agency will increase award funding by 1 percent of non-SES/SL/ST
salary spending. To ensure that the Workforce Fund Plan sets forth a comprehensive
strategy to develop and foster a culture of recognition, both formal and informal, FLRA
will review and update the plan in 2020 for use in 2021. As part of this review, FLRA
will: identify the projected awards spending level, as a dollar amount, by component;
align with agency strategic goals and support organizational values; address how FLRA
will strategically spend the determined amount consistent with its broader recognition
plan; explain how the strategic spending plan will result in improved outcomes and
organizational performance; explain how FLRA evaluated and adjusted, as appropriate,
the balance between rating-based awards and individual contribution awards; ensure use
of an evidence-based approach to support issuing awards and the amount; and define how
FLRA will determine the effectiveness of awards and recognition programs and the
measures used to evaluate effectiveness.
IT Modernization
FLRA is continuing its ongoing efforts to expand its IT capabilities to enhance mission
performance by improving the quality and effectiveness of its internal- and externalcustomer-facing services – including increased use of cloud-based solutions, improving its
IT security program, and developing innovative means for enhancing employees’ ability to
work remotely. The Agency also continues to improve its overall efficiency, as well as the
customer-service experience, by engaging in new and innovative ways to conduct
business, such as through electronic case filing (eFiling). In addition, the Agency has
strategically emphasized IT modernization by implementing realistic and attainable
equipment lifecycles.
In 2019, FLRA continued to execute its multi-year, four-phase plan to achieve its longterm goal of implementing end-to-end electronic case files throughout the Agency and
complying with OMB mandates.
1. Phase 1 was implementation of upgraded eFiling 3.0. Addressing customer
feedback, and after refining its approach, the Agency launched a more userfriendly and intuitive user interface that is built on a new, cloud-based technical
platform that will better support the Agency’s long-term needs. This was
completed in 2018.
2. Phase 2 is to provide a similar, more user-friendly and intuitive user interface for
the Agency’s internal electronic Case Management System (CMS). Phase 2 also
includes implementation of an Agency-wide Document Management System
(DMS) – an electronic, cloud-based “filing cabinet” that provides a framework for
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organizing digital and paper documents. The DMS also provides the necessary
storage capacity and IT platform for the eventual integration of eFiling, CMS, and
DMS. The Agency has already implemented the DMS, and in 2019 initiated the
first pilot of the CMS with the Authority office. The Agency expects to complete
development for the Office of General Counsel in FY 2020 and to fully implement
the new CMS across all components by the end of calendar-year 2021.
3. Phase 3 is the integration of the automated connection between eFiling, CMS, and
DMS, which is currently underway, with completion anticipated by the end of
2021.
4. Phase 4 is the transition to 100 percent electronic case files throughout the
Agency, with a goal of September 30, 2022, for completion (in advance of the
deadline of December 31, 2022, directed by OMB).
The Agency has relied on an agile development approach, both in how the systems are
developed and with how the project is funded. As such, timelines associated with the
four-phase plan have shifted over time, but the Agency still remains within target, and its
overall costs are well below industry standards for similar undertakings. Further, despite
the evolving nature of the approach, the goal and the results have remained the same:
implementation of fully electronic case files throughout the Agency to enable the FLRA to
meet OMB requirements and increase its overall efficiency and effectiveness. Successful
achievement of this goal will enable implementation of additional external and internal
case-processing improvements that will further maximize the use of technology and
eliminate many of the labor-intensive, manual case processes that are currently in place.
These case-processing improvements include: reducing the time and expense that FLRA
staff spends copying, scanning, mailing, and entering data; eliminating outdated facsimile
service; reducing U.S. Mail costs by implementing electronic service of case-related
documents by FLRA on the parties; reducing or eliminating courier costs for transferring
paper case files between FLRA components; implementing a pilot program that would
mandate FLRA parties to file all case-related documents electronically, and eventually
mandating eFiling for all FLRA case filings. The greatest benefit will be the ability to
redirect staff hours currently used to perform manual administrative tasks to perform
other mission-critical functions.
In addition, FLRA continues to embrace its “cloud-first” approach. All of the Agency’s
major technical components – email, DMS, CMS, and eFiling – are hosted in the cloud.
The FLRA is planning to move its Video Teleconferencing (VTC) system to the cloud in
2020 and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) in 2021. Also, in 2019 the Agency continued
to maintain its lifecycle for Agency computer hardware, completing an Agency refresh of
all laptops and specific data center hardware. FLRA is also exploring options to
modernize employee communication platforms.
Reports on Outstanding Government Accountability Office and Inspector
General Recommendations
There are no outstanding Government Accountability Office or Inspector General
Recommendations subject to section 2(b) of the Good Accounting Obligation in
Government Act, Pub. L. No. 115-414 (2019).
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BUDGET JUSTIFICATION
APPROPRIATIONS LANGUAGE
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
For necessary expenses to carry out functions of the Federal Labor Relations Authority,
pursuant to Reorganization Plan Numbered 2 of 1978, and the Civil Service Reform Act of
1978, including services authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109, and including hire of experts and
consultants, hire of passenger motor vehicles, and including official reception and
representation expenses (not to exceed $1,500) and rental of conference rooms in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere, $28,395,000: Provided, That public members of the Federal
Service Impasses Panel may be paid travel expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence as
authorized by law (5 U.S.C. 5703) for persons employed intermittently in the Government
service, and compensation as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109: Provided further, That,
notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 3302, funds received from fees charged to non-Federal participants
at labor-management relations conferences shall be credited to and merged with this account,
to be available without further appropriation for the costs of carrying out these conferences.
2021 FUNDING REQUEST
FLRA requests $28,395,000 in 2021 to fund employee salaries and related operating expenses
necessary to execute its mission and meet annual performance targets. The Agency’s 2021
request will fund 119 full-time equivalents (FTEs).
(In thousands of dollars)
FY 2019
Actual

Program Activity
Author.it
Office of the General Couns,e l
Federal Service Im asses Panel
Direct Obligations

FTEs

$
$
$
$

FY 2021
Request

FY 2020
Enacted
13,,659
$ 10,210
$
1,021
$ 24,890

16,073 $

26,166
99

$
$
$

Change from
FY 2020

15,617 $
11,641
1,137

1,958
1,431
116
3,505
10

The requested 2021 funding level follows cost-saving measures initiated in recent years to
increase program effectiveness, and reduce fragmentation, overlap, and duplication.
These efforts included, among others, consolidation of the Agency’s regional-office
structure in 2018 and 2019 – from seven regional offices to five – in order to improve
efficiencies and reduce rent and other costs. FLRA also previously reduced the size of its
Headquarters location by approximately 12,000 square feet, and it continues to look for
ways to reduce rental costs annually throughout the Agency, even before its leases
approach expiration.
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The Agency has undertaken a thorough evaluation and prioritization of every vacancy,
consistent with the Administration’s goal of comprehensive Government reform and
workforce reshaping. While the vast majority of the increased funding level will go toward
compensating the 119 FTEs, the funding will also go toward additional training of the
parties, an important function entrusted to FLRA under the Statute, but one which has
diminished in 2019 as a result of the prior funding decrease. In addition, with the
turnover of staff, resources are needed to properly train professional staff.
The 2021 Budget Request and the Agency Performance Plan assume that there will be a
presidentially nominated and Senate-confirmed General Counsel in place during 2020.
Filling this position will allow for processing of the backlog of unfair-labor-practice (ULP)
cases in which ULP-complaint recommendations and appeals are awaiting review by the
General Counsel. This anticipates increased ULP hearing activities and increased caserelated travel costs in 2020 for the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) and the Office of
Administrative Law Judges (OALJ). With the onboarding of a new GC, the requested FTE
level will allow the GC to manage the increased level of work.

CHANGE FROM 2020
The requested funding level for 2021 reflects an overall increase of $3,505.000,
approximately 14 percent, over 2020.
Personnel Compensation and Benefits
Personnel compensation and benefits costs continue to account for the overwhelming
majority of its overall budget – nearly 80 percent.
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PROGRAM AND FINANCING SCHEDULE
(In thousands of dollars)

FY 2019
Actual

FY 2020
Estimate

FY 2021
Request

Budgetary resources:
Unobligated balance (total)
Appropriation, discretionary (total)
Spending authority from offsetting collections, discretionary (total)
Total budgetary resources

$
467 $
$ 26,200 $
$
30 $
$ 26,697 $

1,341
24,890
100
26,331

$
$
$
$

1,341
28,395
29,736

Status of budgetary resources:
Direct obligations (total)
Reimbursable obligations (total)
New obligations and upward adjustments (total)
Unobligated balance, end of year
Total budgetary resources

$ 26,357 $
$
30 $
$ 26,387 $
$
310 $
$ 26,697 $

24,890
100
24,990
1,314
26,304

$
$
$
$
$

28,395
28,395
1,314
29,709

Change in obligated balance:
Obligated balance, start of year
Obligated balance, end of year

$
$

3,739 $
5,858 $

3,132 $
3,132 $

3,132
3,132

Budget authority and outlays, net:
Budget authority, gross
Outlays, gross (total)
Offsets against gross budget authority and outlays (total)

$ 26,230 $
$ 24,028 $
$
(48) $

24,890 $
24,690 $
(31) $

28,395
29,748
(31)

$
18 $
$ 26,200 $
$ 23,981 $

10
24,890 $
24,690 $

28,395
29,748

Additional offsets against budget authority only (total)
Budget authority, net (discretionary)
Outlays, net (discretionary)
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OBJECT CLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE
(In thousands of dollars)

FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021
Actual Estimate Request

Direct obligations:
P ,e rsonnel compensation:
Fun-t ·me permanent
Other than fu I-time permanent
Other personnel compensation
Total personnel compensation
Civilian personnel benefits
Travel and transportation of persons
Transportation of things
Rental payments t,o GSA
Communications, utilities, and misc. charg,e s
Printing and reproduction
Other s,e rvices from non-£ederal sources
Other goods and services from Federal sources
Operation and maint.enanoe of facilities
Operatjon and maintenance of equipment
Sup,pl:i.es .and mat.erials
Equipment
Direct obligations
Rei mbursable obligations:
Travel and transportation of persons
Reimb 1rsable obligations
Total new obli ations

$ 13,,002
307
244
$
$ 13,, 553,
$ 4,4'68
'97
3,7
2,7'98
382

$,
$,
$,

$
$,

$
$,

s
$

$,

$,

$

$

2,73,7 $,
l, 612 $,

$

$,

1

3,74
24'6
53,
216,357

$
$,

$
$

12,127
571
407
13,105
4,464
165
12
2,392
325
14
895
3,,160
4
93
121
90
24,840

100
30 $,
$,
30
100
$
$, 216,387 $, 24,940 $

EMPLOYMENT SUMMARY SCHEDULE

FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021
Actual Estimate Request
Dil-ect civilian full-time
,e trivalent em fo ,me nt
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$ 14,335
571
$
407
$
$ 15,,313
5,,036
$
225
$
12
$
$ 2,542
325
$
14
$
$ 3,,233
$ 1,387
4
$
93
$
121
$
90
$
$ 2-8,395

2-8,395

AWARDS DATA SCHEDULE
(In thousands of dollars)

INSPECTOR GENERAL RESOURCES
The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) provides independent and objective
assessments of FLRA’s efficiency, effectiveness, and compliance with laws and
regulations. This is accomplished through proactive evaluations of agency operational
processes. In addition to striving to prevent and detect fraud, waste, and abuse of the
FLRA’s resources and operations, a key goal of the Inspector General (IG) is to serve as a
catalyst for improving operations and maximizing the efficiency and integrity of agency
programs.
In fulfilling these responsibilities and objectives, the IG conducts and supervises
investigations, internal reviews, audits, and evaluations of the programs and operations
of the agency. The IG communicates the results of investigations and assessments to
FLRA management, Congress, other oversight entities, and the public, as appropriate.
Generally, the IG communicates results in formal reports that contain findings and
recommendations aimed at correcting any deficiencies identified and promoting efficiency
and effectiveness in agency programs and operations. The IG also manages a hotline to
provide employees and the public with a direct means for confidentially communicating
information on potential fraud, waste, or abuse.
FLRA’s 2021 funding request includes $921,120 for the OIG, including funding to create
an attorney/investigator position to provide mandated legal services to the IG in
accordance with the IG Act. The funding level requested by the IG, including $10,000 for
training and $3,030 to support the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and
Efficiency (CIGIE) has been funded in total. The IG has certified that FLRA’s funding
request for the OIG satisfies all training requirements for 2021.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20424-0001
INSPECTOR GENERAL

September 4, 2019

The Inspector General Reform Act (Pub. L. 110-149) was signed by the President on October
14, 2008. Section 6(f) (1) of the Inspector General Act of 1978, 5 U.S.C. app. 3, was amended
to require certain specifications concerning Office of Inspector General (OIG) budget
submissions each fiscal year (FY).
Each Inspector General (IG) is required to transmit a budget request to the head of the
establishment or designated Federal entity to which the IG reports specifying:
•
•
•

The aggregate amount of funds requested for the operations of the OIG,
The portion of this amount requested for OIG training, including a certification from
the IG that the amount requested satisfies all OIG training requirements for the fiscal
year, and
The portion of this amount necessary to support the Council of the Inspectors General
on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE).

The head of each establishment or designated Federal entity, in transmitting a proposed budget
to the President for approval, shall include:
•
•
•
•

An aggregate request for the OIG,
The portion of this aggregate request for OIG training,
The portion of this aggregate request for support of the CIGIE, and
Any comments of the affected IG with respect to the proposal.

The President shall include in each budget of the U.S. Government submitted to Congress.
•
•
•
•
•

A separate statement of the budget estimate submitted by each IG,
The amount requested by the President for each OIG,
The amount requested by the President for training of OIGs,
The amount requested by the President for support of the CIGIE, and
Any comments of the affected IG with respect to the proposal if the IG concludes that
the budget submitted by the President would substantially inhibit the IG from
performing duties of the OIG.
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Following the requirements as specified above, the Federal Labor Relations Authority
Inspector General submits the following information relating to the OIG’s requested budget for
FY 2021:
•
•
•

The aggregate budget request for the operations of the OIG is $921,120;
The portion of this amount needed for OIG training is $10,000; and
The portion of this amount needed to support the CIGIE is $3,030.

I certify as the IG of the Federal Labor Relations Authority that the amount I have requested
for training satisfies all OIG training needs for FY 2021.

Inspector General
Federal Labor Relations Authority
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ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
STRATEGIC AND PERFORMANCE-PLANNING FRAMEWORK
FLRA’s 2021 strategic performance-planning framework is based on the Agency’s 20182022 Strategic Plan, and it is supported by the Agency’s Annual Performance Plan, which
establishes the Agency’s annual performance goals and measures. In developing the
2018-2022 Strategic Plan, the Agency refined its mission statement, developed a vision
statement, and identified Agency core values.

Vision
Charting the course of federal-sector labormanagement relations through impartial,
clear, and timely a ctions by dedicated a nd
accountable employ ees.

We are

IMPARTIAL.

Mission
Protecting rights and facilitating stable
relationships among federal agencies,
labor organizations, and employees while
adv ancing an effective and efficient
government through the a dministration
of the Fede.r al Service L aborManagement Relations Statute.

FLRA seeks to achieve its strategic goals primarily through the timely, high-quality, and
impartial review and disposition of cases. The Agency supplements these efforts, and
helps the parties to avoid or resolve their own disputes, by producing educational
materials, offering targeted assistance to parties with significant labor-management
challenges, and providing training activities. Further supporting these efforts is FLRA’s
focus on internal improvements in IT and efforts to maximize human capital.
Through comprehensive review of its programmatic requirements under the Statute,
operations, staffing, work processes, resource allocations, and performance, FLRA has
established goals and measures that are designed to maximize the delivery of Agency
services throughout the Federal Government. The Annual Performance Plan reflects the
Agency’s commitment to establishing meaningful metrics that will assist in assessing
performance, providing transparency to the parties around case-processing, aligning
resources, and effectively identifying staffing and training needs.
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FLRA Strategic Goals, Objectives and Measures

Strategic Goal #1
We will ensure quality,
timely, impartial, and
consistent investigative
and decision-making
processes with
determinations that are
clearly articulated.

Strategic Goal #2
We will develop and
provide tools and
resources to enable the
parties to prevent or
more effectively and
efficiently resolve their
labor-relations disputes
and improve their labormanagement
relationships.

Strategic Goal #3
We will manage our
resources effectively and
efficiently, and recognize
that our dedicated
workforce is critical to the
prevention and resolution
of labor-relations disputes.

Strategic Objectives
a. Establish and attempt
to surpass (1) caseprocessing productivity
goals, and (2) timeliness
measures that are
meaningful to the parties.

a. Maintain and expand
educational resources on
www.flra.gov.

a. Ensure that the FLRA’s
performance-management
systems are synchronized
with and support the
Agency’s strategic goals.

b. Ensure excellence in
investigations and clearly
articulated written work
products by establishing
and surpassing caseprocessing quality goals
that build upon the
Agency’s longstanding
traditions of impartiality
and consistent
determinations that are
effectively enforced.

b. Identify and offer
targeted assistance to
parties with significant
labor-management
challenges.

b. Continue to expand the
FLRA’s technological
capabilities to enable
employees to deliver
mission results more
effectively and efficiently.

c. Maintain and expand
our external training
programs to enable the
parties to better
understand their rights
and obligations under the
Statute.

c. Recruit, retain, and
develop a diverse, respected
workforce in an
environment that fosters
employee input and
satisfaction and makes the
best use of FLRA resources.

Consistent with Government-wide efforts to improve performance and incorporate
data-driven management decisions, FLRA engages in continuous strategic assessment of
performance and other data to ensure that it is accomplishing its mission effectively and
efficiently. The Agency conducts this ongoing review on a monthly basis with its
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automated monthly SMART report (introduced in 2019, replacing the existing manual
Monthly Analysis of Performance and Status (MAPS) report), which contains statistical
case and performance data derived from FLRA’s CMS and Agency management. In
addition, Agency managers utilize a variety of internal CMS reports, which track the
number, age, status, or resolution type of all pending and closed cases, to manage
performance on a daily basis. Analysis of these reports drive, among other things:
adjustments in workload through case transfers at the national, regional, and office
levels; reallocation of human resources, including use of details and contract support
decisions; and decisions to provide targeted assistance (such as training) to certain parties
or geographical locations.

STRATEGIC GOAL 1: WE WILL ENSURE QUALITY, TIMELY, IMPARTIAL,
AND CONSISTENT INVESTIGATIVE AND DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES
WITH DETERMINATIONS THAT ARE CLEARLY ARTICULATED.
This strategic goal concerns the core statutory activities of FLRA. The Statute charges
FLRA with responsibility for protecting rights and facilitating stable labor-management
relationships in the federal sector. To achieve that mandate, FLRA must provide the
Federal labor-management community with quality, timely, impartial, and consistent
investigations and determinations. Further, FLRA must convey those determinations
clearly and enforce them effectively. All FLRA components must help to achieve this goal
in order to attain overall Agency success.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1A: ESTABLISH AND ATTEMPT TO SURPASS (1) CASEPROCESSING PRODUCTIVITY GOALS, AND (2) TIMELINESS MEASURES THAT ARE
MEANINGFUL TO THE PARTIES.
Parties often have time-sensitive interests at stake in matters pending before FLRA.
Delays in the resolution of those matters can impede the ability of the parties to fulfill
their missions effectively and efficiently. So, to properly serve the Federal labormanagement community and accomplish FLRA’s own mission, the Agency must satisfy
internal case-processing productivity goals that enable it to investigate and resolve cases
in a timely fashion.
Parties are best served when they have a clear understanding of how long it might take
FLRA to process cases. Therefore, effective 2019, FLRA set its standards for timeliness in
a way that gives parties a reasonable expectation as to the duration of the FLRA
determination process. This requires the use of simple, straightforward metrics for
understanding how long it might take to resolve a given matter before the Agency.
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Authority
Arbitration Cases

2017

Cases pending, start of year
Exceptions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

2018

2020
Est.

2019

2021
Est.

42
103
145

73
105
178

73
135
208

121
108
229

138
127
265

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

16
56
72

11
94
105

15
72
87

16
75
91

16
75
91

Cases pending, end of year

73

73

121

138

174

Total Arbitration Caseload
300

250
200

150
1 03

100

•

so
0

2017

2018

•

2019

2020 Est.

Cases pending, start of year

2021 Est.

Exceptions Filed

Total Arbitration Cases Closed
120
100

80
94

60

75

72

56

75

40

2017

2018

2019

• Cases closed procedurally

2020 Est.

2021 Est.

Cases closed based on merits
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Measure 1a-1: The average age of arbitration exceptions decided by the Authority.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
261 Days
Goal: 247 days
FY 2020
FY 2021

* This measure calculates case age based on the “date filed,”
to reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.

Reduce by 5%
Maintain

Measure 1a-2: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 180 days of assignment
to an Authority Member.
Results
FY 2016
79% – (59/75)
Measure 1a-2: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 150 days of
assignment to an Authority Member.
Results
FY 2017
79% – (44/56)
FY 2018
38% – (36/94)
Measure 1a-2: The percentage of arbitration cases decided by the Authority within 210
days of the filing of exceptions.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
37% – (32/87)
FY 2019
75%

I

FY 2020
FY 2021

* This measure calculates case age based on the “date filed,” to
reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.

75%
75%

Measure 1a-3: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 365 days of assignment
to an Authority Member.
Results
FY 2017
100% – (56/56)
FY 2018
98% – (92/94)
Measure 1a-3: The percentage of arbitration exceptions decided by the Authority within
365 days of the filing of exceptions.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
84% – (73/87)
FY 2019
90%

I

FY 2020
FY 2021

* This measure calculates case age based on the date filed,” to
reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.
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90%
90%

Authority
Negotiability Cases

2017

2018

2020
Est.

2019

2021
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

27
40
67

11
43
54

23
30
53

17
69
86

40
69
109

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

52
4
56

25
6
31

30
6
36

41
5
46

41
5
46

Cases pending, end of year

11

23

17

40

63

Total Negotiability Caseload
120
100
80

69

60

69

40
30

40
20
0
2017

2018

2019

2020 est.

• Cases pend ing, start of year

2021 est.

Petitions fi led

Total Negotiability Cases Closed
60
50
40
30

20
10
0

2017

2018

2019

• Cases closed procedurally

2020 est.

2021 est.

Cases closed based on merits
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Measure 1a-4: The average age of negotiability cases decided by the Authority.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
169 days
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
Goal: 119 days
I
* This measure calculates case age based on the “date
FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
filed,” to reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.
FY 2021
Maintain
Measure 1a-5: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 180 days of
assignment to an Authority Member.
Results
FY 2016
75% – (3/4)
Measure 1a-5: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 150 days of
assignment to an Authority Member.
Results
FY 2017
75% – (3/4)
FY 2018
83% – (5/6)
Measure 1a-5: The percentage of negotiability cases decided by the Authority within 300
days of the filing of a petition for review.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
83% – (30/36)
FY 2019
75%

I

* This measure calculates case age based on the “date
filed,” to reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.

FY 2020
FY 2021

75%
75%

Measure 1a-6: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 365 days of
assignment to an Authority Member.
Results
FY 2017
100% – (4/4)
FY 2018
100% – (6/6)
Measure 1a-6: The percentage of negotiability cases decided by the Authority within 365
days of the filing of a petition for review.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
92% – (33/36)
FY 2019
75%

I

* This measure calculates case age based on the “date
filed,” to reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.

FY 2020
FY 2021
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75%
75%

OALJ
ULP Cases

2017

2018

2020
Est.

2019

2021
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Complaints received (Intake)
Total caseload

52
197
249

49
44
93

1
0
1

0
250
250

30
250
280

Settlements before hearing
Cases closed by decision
Total cases closed (Output)

176
24
200

66
27
93

0
1
1

175
45
220

195
45
240

49

0

0

30

40

Cases pending, end of year

Total OALJ ULP Caseload
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

250

197
250

/• 2017

2018

2019

• Cases pending, start of year

2020 Est.

2021 Est.

Cases received from the OGC

Total OALJ ULP Cases Closed
250
200
150
100
50
0

2017

2018

2019

• Settlements before hearing

2020 Est.

2021Est.

Cases closed by decision
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Measure 1a-7: The average age of ULP complaints decided by the OALJ.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
N/A
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
Goal: 124 days
I
FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
FY 2021
Maintain
Measure 1a-8: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel resolved
or decided in the OALJ within 180 days of the complaint being issued.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
80% – (144/181)
FY 2019
80%
FY 2017
93% – (186/200)
FY 2020
80%
FY 2018
77% – (72/93)
FY 2021
80%
FY 2019
N/A
Measure 1a-9: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel decided
in the OALJ within 365 days of the complaint being issued.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
89% – (161/181)
FY 2019
95%
FY 2017
97% – (194/200)
FY 2020
95%
FY 2018
90% – (84/93)
FY 2021
95%
FY 2019
N/A
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Authority
ULP Cases

2017

2018

2020
Est.

2019

2021
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Cases filed (Intake)
Total caseload

9
23
32

8
19
27

10
4
14

6
52
58

25
56
81

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

22
2
24

9
8
17

1
7
8

27
6
33

27
6
33

8

10

6

25

48

Cases pending, end of year

Total Authority ULP Caseload
100
80

60

56

40
20

2017

•

2018

2019

2020 Est.

Cases pending, start of year

2021 Est.

Exceptions fi led (Intake)

Total Authority ULP Cases Closed
35
30

25
20

15
10
5

0

2017

•

2018

2020 Est.

2019

Cases closed procedura ll y

2021 Est.

Cases closed based on merits
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Measure 1a-10: The average age of ULP exceptions decided by the Authority.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
238 days
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
Goal: 165 days
I
* This measure calculates case age based on the “date
FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
filed,” to reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.
FY 2021
Maintain
Measure 1a-11: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
FY 2016
89% – (8/9)
Measure 1a-11: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 150 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
FY 2017
50% – (1/2)
FY 2018
50% – (4/8)
Measure 1a-11: The percentage of ULP cases decided by the Authority within 300 days of
issuance of an OALJ decision.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
75% – (6/8)
FY 2019
75%

I

* This measure calculates case age based on the “date
filed,” to reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.

FY 2020
FY 2021

75%
75%

Measure 1a-12: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 365 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
FY 2017
100% – (2/2)
FY 2018
100% – (8/8)
Measure 1a-12: The percentage of ULP cases decided by the Authority within 365 days of
issuance of an OALJ decision.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
88%
–
(7/8)
FY
2019
90%
I
* This measure calculates case age based on the “date
FY 2020
90%
filed,” to reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.

FY 2021
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90%

Authority
Representation Cases

2017

Cases pending, start of year

2018

2020
Est.

2019

2021
Est.

0
12
12

6
6
12

5
5
10

2
8
10

2
8
10

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

1
5
6

0
7
7

1
7
8

1
7
8

1
7
8

Cases pending, end of year

6

5

2

2

2

Applications for review (Intake)

Total caseload

Total Authority Representation Caseload
12
10

6
5

8
6
4
2

0
2017

2018

2019

2020 Est.

• Cases pend ing, start of year

2021 Est.

Applications for review

Total Authority Representation Cases Closed
8
7
6

5
4

7
5

7

7

7

3
2

1
0

2017

2018

2019

• Cases closed procedurally

2020 Est.

2021 Est.

• Cases closed based on merits
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Measure 1a-13: The average age of representation cases decided by the Authority.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
194 days
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
Goal: 107 days
I
* This measure calculates case age based on the “date
FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
filed,” to reflect “day in-day out” case-processing times.

FY 2021

Maintain

Measure 1a-14: The percentage of representation cases in which the Authority issued a
decision whether to grant review within 60 days of the filing of an application for review.
Results
Targets
FY 2015
100% – (21/21)
FY 2019
100%
FY 2016
100% – (8/8)
FY 2020
100%
FY 2017
100% – (6/6)
FY 2021
100%
FY 2018
100% – (7/7)
FY 2019
100% – (8/8)
Measure 1a-15: The percentage of representation cases decided by the Authority within
210 days of the filing of an application for review.*
Results
Targets
FY 2019
75% – (6/8)
FY 2019
75%

I

FY 2020
FY 2021

* This measure calculates case age based on the date that a
final decision is issued in the case, to reflect “day in-day out”
case-processing times.

75%
75%

Measure 1a-16: The percentage of representation cases decided by the Authority within
365 days of the filing of an application for review.
Results
Targets
FY 2017
100% – (6/6)
FY 2019
95%
FY 2018
100% – (7/7)
FY 2020
95%
FY 2019

88% – (7/8)

FY 2021
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95%

OGC
ULP Cases

2017

2018

2020
Est.

2019

2021
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Charges filed (Intake)
Total caseload

1,133
3,655
4,988

882
2,860
3,742

682
2,235
2,917

783
3,338
4,121

1,880
3,415
5,295

Charges withdrawn/settled
Charges dismissed
Complaints issued
Total cases closed (Output)

3,130
786
190
4,106

2,343
674
43
3,060

1,755
379
0
2,134

1,571
370
300
2,241

2,047
613
175
2,835

Cases pending, end of year

882

682

783

1,880

2,460

*The OGC was unable to issue decisions on appeals or issue complaints in the absence of a General Counsel
after November 16, 2017. Those cases are currently held in abeyance. The estimates for 2020 and 2021
assume FLRA will have a General Counsel in 2020.

Total OGC ULP Caseload
6,000
5,000

-

4,000

3,415
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I
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3,000
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2,000

1
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II

2,235

1,000
,~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

::t
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•

2019

Cases pending, start of year
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2020 Est.
Charges filed

2021 Est.

Total OGC ULP Cases Closed
4,500
4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0
2017

2018

• Charges withdrawn/settled

2019

2020 Est.

Charges dismissed

2021 Est.
Comp laints issued

Measure 1a-17: The average age of ULP charges resolved by the OGC.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
68 days
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
Goal: 99 Days
FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
FY 2021
Maintain

I

Measure 1a-18: The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the Office of the General
Counsel by complaint, withdrawal, dismissal, or settlement within 120 days of filing of
the charge.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
71% – (2,973/4,190)
FY 2019
70%
FY 2017
73% – (2,984/4,106)
FY 2020
70%
FY 2018
88% – (2,682/3,060)
FY 2021
70%
FY 2019

88% - (1,867/2,134)

Measure 1a-19: The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the OGC by complaint,
withdrawal, dismissal, or settlement within 240 days of filing of the charge.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
95% – (3,963/4,190)
FY 2019
95%
FY 2017
95% – (3,883/4,106)
FY 2020
95%
FY 2018
99% – (3,039/3,060)
FY 2021
95%
FY 2019
99% - (2,114/2,134)
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OGC
ULP Appeals

2017

2018

2020
Est.

2019

2021
Est.

Appeals pending, start of year
Appeals filed (Intake)
Total caseload

26
192
218

22
180
202

181
125
306

306
203
509

209
215
424

Appeals closed (Output)

196

21*

0*

300

300

22

181

306

209

124

Appeals pending, end of year

*The OGC was unable to issue decisions on appeals in the absence of a General Counsel after November 16,
2017. Those cases are currently held in abeyance. The estimates for 2020 and 2021 assume FLRA will have a
General Counsel in 2020.

Total OGC Appeals Caseload
600

500
400

300
200
100
0
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2019
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Appeals filed {Intake)

300
250

200
150

100
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a.a
0

2017
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2019

2020 Est.

• Appeals closed (Output)
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2021 Est.

Measure 1a-20: The average age of ULP appeals decided by the General Counsel.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
N/A
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
Goal: 45 days
I
FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
FY 2021
Maintain
Measure 1a-21: The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a Regional Director’s
dismissal of a ULP charge issued by the General Counsel within 60 days of the date filed.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
100% – (245/245)
FY 2019
95%
FY 2017
96% – (188/196)
FY 2020
95%
FY 2018
100% – (21/21)
FY 2021
95%
FY 2019
N/A
Measure 1a-22: The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a Regional Director’s
dismissal of a ULP charge issued by the General Counsel within 120 days of the date
filed.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
100% – (245/245)
FY 2019
100%
FY 2017
100% – (196/196)
FY 2020
100%
FY 2018
100% - (21/21)
FY 2021
100%
FY 2019
N/A
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OGC
Representation Cases

2017

2018

2020
Est.

2019

2021
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

112
208
320

58
245
303

64
249
313

47
252
299

89
243
332

Petitions withdrawn
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

130
132
262

110
129
239

126
140
266

110
100
210

115
127
242

58

64

47

89

90

Cases pending, end of year
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Measure 1a-23: The average age of representation cases resolved by the OGC through
withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
92 days
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
Goal: 114 days
I
FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
FY 2021
Maintain
Measure 1a-24: The percentage of representation cases resolved by the OGC through
withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of the filing of
a petition.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
73% – (163/223)
FY 2019
70%
FY 2017
68% – (179/262)
FY 2020
70%
FY 2018
82% – (195/239)
FY 2021
70%
FY 2019
77% - (205/266)
Measure 1a-25: The percentage of cases resolved by the OGC through withdrawal,
election, or issuance of a Decision and Order within 365 days of the filing of a petition.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
98% (219/223)
FY 2019
95%
FY 2017
95% (250/262)
FY 2020
95%
FY 2018
100% (348/349
FY 2021
95%
FY 2019
99% (259/266)
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FSIP
Impasses

2017

2018

2020
Est.

2019

2021
Est.

Cases pending, start of year
Impasses filed (Intake)
Total caseload

42
97
139

17
92
109

23
77
100

28
80
108

28
80
108

Panel Decision
Panel declined jurisdiction
Settled with Panel assistance
Voluntarily withdrawn
Cases closed total (Output)

12
22
24
64
122

21
11
7
47
86

24
11
9
28
72
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----80
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Cases pending, end of year
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Measure 1a-26: The average age of bargaining-impasse cases in which the FSIP
declines jurisdiction.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
95 days (11 cases)
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
Goal: 90 days
I
FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
FY 2021
Maintain
Measure 1a-27: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which the FSIP
declines jurisdiction within 140 days of the date filed.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
100% – (9/9)
FY 2019
90%
FY 2017
95% – (21/22)
FY 2020
90%
FY 2018
100% – (11/11)
FY 2021
90%
FY 2019
90% - (10/11)
Measure 1a-28: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases that are voluntarily
settled, after the FSIP asserts jurisdiction, within 160 days of the date filed.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
100% – (22/22)
FY 2019
90%
FY 2017
93% – (22/24)
FY 2020
90%
FY 2018
71% – (5/7)
FY 2021
90%
FY 2019
100% – (15/15)
Measure 1a-29: The average age of bargaining-impasse cases that the FSIP resolves
through final action.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
140 days (24 cases)
FY 2019
Reduce by 5%
Goal: 146 days
I
FY 2020
Reduce by 5%
FY 2021
Maintain
Measure 1a-30: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases that the FSIP resolves
through final action that are closed within 200 days of the date filed.
Results
Targets
FY 2016
88% – (21/24)
FY 2019
80%
FY 2017
77% – (9/12)
FY 2020
80%
FY 2018
100% – (21/21)
FY 2021
80%
FY 2019
100% – (24/24)
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1B: ENSURE EXCELLENCE IN INVESTIGATIONS AND CLEARLY
ARTICULATED WRITTEN WORK PRODUCTS BY ESTABLISHING AND ATTEMPTING TO
SURPASS CASE-PROCESSING QUALITY GOALS THAT BUILD UPON THE AGENCY’S
LONGSTANDING TRADITIONS OF IMPARTIALITY AND CONSISTENT DETERMINATIONS
THAT ARE CLEARLY ARTICULATED.

Excelling at FLRA’s core functions requires the Agency to perform thorough
investigations and produce clearly articulated written products. From informal
communications, to FLRA determinations, to information on the FLRA website, FLRA’s
written work is one of the primary means by which the Agency communicates with
parties and the federal labor-management community.
FLRA’s ability to achieve its mission depends on its ability to issue impartial and
consistent determinations that are clearly articulated. Even the appearance of partiality
can cause parties to lose trust in the FLRA’s determinations, and ultimately, in FLRA as
an institution.
Performance Goal 1b-1: Conduct high-quality investigations and produce high-quality
written work products.
Measure 1b-1: Establish and surpass case-processing quality goals.
Results
FY 2019
 Developed internal tools to establish agency case quality goals
and identify areas where improvement is needed, to be used in
conjunction with performance reviews.
Targets
FY 2019
 Complete development of Agency-wide quality assessment
tools and finalize pilot implementation.
FY 2020
 Target areas for improvement in case-processing quality
based on data gathered from internal tool(s) and survey
results.
 Set case-quality goals, as measured by surveys or other
quality assessment tools.
FY 2021
 Written work products should reflect an increase in quality as
measured by the tools.
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Performance Goal 1b-2: Implement effective methods to maintain and improve the
quality of FLRA investigations and written work products, including FLRA staff training
and internal education resources.
Measure 1b-2: Train FLRA staff and provide internal educational resources to improve
the quality of investigations and written work products.
Results
FY 2019
 Developed and instituted Agency-wide informal training
program using brown bag sessions.
 Developed and administered internal survey on training.
 Encouraged employees to increase awareness of Authority
decisions by using electronic distribution tool for Agency-wide
dissemination of decisions.
 Implemented Individual Development Plans for each staff
member to identify training needs.
Targets
FY 2019
 Develop internal training programs and other educational
tools Agency-wide in order to improve the quality of
investigations and written work products (e.g., componentspecific mentoring programs, Agency-wide or componentspecific brown bag sessions, Agency-wide dissemination of
decisions and other relevant legal opinions).
 Develop and administer internal surveys or other measures to
assess the effectiveness of pilot internal training programs
and educational tools.
 Make necessary adjustments to make internal training
programs more effective.
 Formally implement those internal training programs and
educational tools that are deemed effective in order to improve
the quality of investigations and written work products.
FY 2020
 Target ways to improve the effectiveness of internal
educational resources based on survey results.
 Show a 10% increase in the effectiveness of internal
educational resources, as measured by internal survey
instruments or other measures developed in FY 2019.
FY 2021
 Continue to make necessary adjustments to maximize
efficiency of internal training programs.
 Increase professional development options for FLRA staff in
order to improve the quality of investigations and written
work products.
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Performance Goal 1b-3: Ensure external stakeholder confidence in the FLRA’s
abilities.
Measure 1b-3: Customer perceptions about the FLRA’s impartiality.
Results
FY 2019
 Developed a survey to assess parties’ perceptions of FLRA’s
impartiality.
Targets
FY 2019
 Develop and administer an external survey(s) to assess the
parties’ perceptions of the FLRA’s impartiality.
FY 2020
 Maintain or improve overall perceptions about the FLRA’s
impartiality year over year.
 Pilot external survey.
FY 2021
 Deliver external survey electronically with every decision
issued by the Agency.
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STRATEGIC GOAL 2: WE WILL DEVELOP AND PROVIDE TOOLS AND
RESOURCES TO ENABLE THE PARTIES TO PREVENT OR MORE

EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY RESOLVE THEIR LABOR-RELATIONS

DISPUTES AND IMPROVE THEIR LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONSHIPS.
FLRA is specifically empowered and obligated to “provide leadership in establishing
policies and guidance” related to matters arising under the Statute. 5 U.S.C. § 7105(a)(1).
Educating parties regarding statutory obligations promotes FLRA’s mission of protecting
rights and facilitating stable labor-management relationships while advancing an
effective and efficient Government. FLRA accomplishes this goal first through its written
determinations and by providing parties with quality educational resources through
FLRA’s website; by identifying, and offering targeted assistance to, parties with
significant labor-management challenges; and by offering external training to Federal
agencies and labor organizations regarding their rights and obligations under the Statute.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2A: MAINTAIN AND EXPAND EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES ON
WWW.FLRA.GOV.
Offering high-quality educational resources through FLRA’s website is a key component
of promoting stability in the Federal labor-management community. Parties who are
better informed about their rights and obligations under the Statute are less likely to
pursue frivolous matters or defenses, and they are more likely to approach their labormanagement relations in a manner that is consistent with the Statute.
The Agency will continue to explore ways to supplement and enhance the educational
resources on its website, such as expanding parties’ access to statutory and other training,
online training modules, and short animated training videos.
Performance Goal 2a-1: Routinely review and update educational resources on the
FLRA website.
Performance Goal 2a-2: Develop a growing library of online training modules on the
FLRA website.
Performance Goal 2a-3: Develop and maintain case digests of new Authority decisions
on the FLRA website.
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Measure 2a: Expand the relevancy, currency, and reach of educational tools.
Results
FY 2019
 Began publishing digests on a quarterly basis.
 Acquired animation software to begin developing short animated
training videos.
 Piloted desktop video teleconferencing to expand capabilities for
providing interactive external training online.
 Developed 5 pre-recorded training modules in preparation for
posting.
 Updated OGC Unfair Labor Practice Case Law Outline.
Targets
FY 2019
 Update at least 3 guides or manuals Agency-wide.
 Establish a mechanism to live stream trainings online or offer
pre-recorded trainings on the www.flra.gov website.
 Offer at least 5 training sessions online Agency-wide.
 Begin publishing case digest summaries for all Authority
decisions. OGC and FSIP to evaluate doing the same for their
decisions.
FY 2020
 Critically review and update the relevancy and currency of
Agency regulations.
 Update 2 guides or manuals Agency-wide.
 Offer 7 training sessions online Agency-wide.
 Continue to provide case digest summaries for all Authority
decisions. Provide OGC and FSIP case digests, if deemed
appropriate.
FY 2021
 Critically review and update the relevancy and currency of
Agency regulations.
 Update remaining guides or manuals Agency-wide as needed.
 Offer 10 additional training sessions online as developed.
 Continue to provide case digest summaries for all Authority
decisions. Provide OGC and FSIP case digests, if deemed
appropriate.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2B: IDENTIFY AND OFFER TARGETED ASSISTANCE TO PARTIES
WITH SIGNIFICANT LABOR-MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES.
In situations where parties experience labor-management challenges, targeted assistance
can promote stable labor-management relationships by educating the parties regarding
their statutory rights and obligations. It can also promote effective and efficient
Government by assisting parties in addressing their disputes without necessarily
resorting to formal filings.
As part of the Agency’s strategic commitment to develop and provide tools and resources
to enable the parties to prevent or more effectively and efficiently resolve their laborrelations disputes and improve their labor-management relationships, the Authority
signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service (FMCS) creating a new pilot procedure to offer alternative dispute
resolution opportunities at no cost to the parties. Under its terms, the Authority will
train a unique cadre of FMCS mediators so that they may assist the parties in the
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resolution of negotiability appeals through mediation. Under the pilot program, before a
negotiability appeal is considered by the Authority’s Members for a decision, the
Authority may refer such appeals to FMCS, either on the Authority’s own initiative or
based upon a request from the parties. The negotiability-appeal-mediation procedure is
expected to take between 30 and 60 days. The Authority anticipates that this will reduce
case-processing time in negotiability appeals as well as provide opportunities for parties
to expeditiously resolve appropriate negotiability disputes without the need for a formal
Authority decision.
Additional targeted assistance may take various forms, including offering training to
parties on particular topics that have given rise to frequent ULP charges, negotiability
disputes, or arbitration exceptions. Other types of assistance might be most appropriate
for parties experiencing broader labor-management challenges. For parties involved in
complex representational matters, targeted assistance can include conducting conferences
with the parties to assist them in identifying and, if feasible, resolving relevant issues.
For example, OGC conducted 30 training sessions to more than 25 federal agencies and
labor organizations in 2019. These sessions were requested by the organizations based on
their perceived needs in the Federal labor-management relations area. FLRA staff
tailored each session to meet the individualized needs of the particular group and
received consistent positive feedback from the participants. The targeted training
sessions focused on a range of issues, including unfair labor practices and representation
matters.
Performance Goal 2b-1: Identify and evaluate parties with significant labormanagement challenges.
Performance Goal 2b-2: Refer appropriate parties to suitable resources.
Performance Goal 2b-3: Implement highly effective targeted assistance programs and
associated materials.
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Measure 2b: Develop and implement a highly effective, totally voluntary
targeted-assistance program and related procedures.
Results
FY 2019
 Collaborated with FMCS on a pilot program to offer alternative
dispute resolution in appropriate negotiability disputes.
 Addressed specific requests of parties for targeted training.
Targets
FY 2019
 Develop the criteria for identifying parties with significant labormanagement challenges.
 Develop procedures for offering targeted assistance to identified
parties or referring such parties to appropriate resources.
 Pilot a targeted-assistance program.
 Identify metrics for evaluating the program’s success.
 Formally implement a targeted-assistance program with
appropriately ambitious measures to assess its effectiveness.
FY 2020
 Train FMCS mediators and support the pilot mediation program.
 Establish metrics for evaluating the effectiveness of the
mediation program.
 Evaluate the effectiveness of the targeted-assistance program
using the metrics established in FY 2019.
 Make necessary refinements and improvements based on
customer feedback.
 Increase the program’s overall success as measured by the
metrics established in FY 2019.
FY 2021
 Evaluate the effectiveness of the FMCS mediation pilot program
using metrics established in FY 2020.
 Continue to evaluate the effectiveness of the targeted-assistance
program.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2C: MAINTAIN AND EXPAND OUR EXTERNAL TRAINING

PROGRAMS TO ENABLE THE PARTIES TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THEIR RIGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE STATUTE.

Agency components have traditionally provided training on statutory principles governing
ULPs, representational issues, negotiability disputes, and arbitration exceptions.
Providing such external training to federal agencies and labor organizations regarding
their rights and obligations under the Statute directly promotes FLRA’s mission of
protecting rights and facilitating stable labor-management relationships while advancing
an effective and efficient government. For this reason, it is essential that FLRA maintain
and, where possible, expand these external training programs.
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Performance Goal 2c-1: Exceed an annual target number of highly rated in-person
training programs for a target number of participants concerning the full range of
statutory matters.
Performance Goal 2c-2: Find additional ways to deliver real-time and pre-recorded
external trainings that have been successfully developed and implemented utilizing
appropriate technology and participant-friendly best practices.
Performance Goal 2b-3: Exceed an annual target number of highly rated training
programs for a target number of participants regarding procedures for filing and
processing FLRA cases.
Measure 2c-1: The number of training, outreach, and facilitation activities delivered.
Results
FY 2016
280
FY 2017
273
FY 2018
100
Measure 2c-1: The number of in-person statutory training programs delivered.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
FY 2019
50
I 95
FY 2020
50
FY 2021
50
Measure 2c-2: The number of participants involved in training, outreach, and
facilitation activities.
Results
FY 2016
8,440
FY 2017
8,122
FY 2018
2,574
Measure 2c-2: The number of participants who receive in-person statutory training.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
FY 2019
2,500
I 4,807
FY 2020
2,500
FY 2021
2,500
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Measure 2c-3: The percentage of participants who highly rate the statutory training
that they received.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
Evaluations in
FY 2019
Develop evaluations.
I development
FY 2020
80% of participants rate the
training as effective or highly
effective
FY 2021
80% of participants rate the
training as effective or highly
effective
Measure 2c-4: The number of training programs delivered regarding procedures for
filing and processing FLRA cases.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
FY 2019
40
I 72
FY 2020
40
FY 2021
FLRA will
discontinue this
measure; covered
by statutory
training
Measure 2c-5: The number of participants who receive training regarding procedures
for filing and processing FLRA cases.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
FY 2019
2,000
I 3,082
FY 2020
2,000
FY 2021
FLRA will
discontinue this
measure; covered
by statutory
training
Measure 2c-6: The percentage of participants who highly rate the training that they
received regarding procedures for filing and processing FLRA cases.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
Evaluations in
FY 2019
Develop evaluations.
I development
FY 2020
80% of participants rate the
training as effective or highly
effective
FY 2021
FLRA will discontinue this
measure; covered by statutory
training
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Measure 2c-7: The number of real-time and pre-recorded online training programs
developed and implemented.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
FY 2019
5
I5
FY 2020
7
FY 2021
10
Measure 2c-8: The percentage of participants who highly rate the real-time and prerecorded online training that they received.
Results
Targets
FY 2019
In
Development
FY
2019
Develop evaluations.
I
FY 2020
80% of participants rate the
training as effective or highly
effective
FY 2021
80% of participants rate the
training as effective or highly
effective
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STRATEGIC GOAL 3: WE WILL MANAGE OUR RESOURCES EFFECTIVELY
AND EFFICIENTLY, AND RECOGNIZE THAT OUR DEDICATED WORKFORCE
IS CRITICAL TO THE RESOLUTION OF LABOR-RELATIONS DISPUTES.
The FLRA honors the trust that the public has placed in it to use Agency resources wisely
on behalf of the American taxpayer. Recognizing that trust, FLRA has always focused its
resources on carrying out its mission. It will continue to do so.
The core of FLRA’s mission is to protect rights and facilitate stable labor-management
relationships. FLRA will continue to achieve that goal by employing committed,
experienced professionals.
FLRA will continue to explore ways to manage its workforce effectively and efficiently. A
key component of that commitment is to continue developing IT systems, with the goal of
enabling FLRA employees to spend more time on mission-critical, substantive work.
FLRA will also reexamine its performance-management systems to ensure that they align
with the goals in the Strategic Plan, that individual employee standards reflect
organizational goals, and that the Agency appropriately recognizes employee
achievements in support of these goals. Finally, FLRA will continue to encourage
employee growth, development, and innovation.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3A: ENSURE THAT THE FLRA’S PERFORMANCE-MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS ARE SYNCHRONIZED WITH AND SUPPORT THE AGENCY’S STRATEGIC GOALS.
At the foundation of the Agency’s 2018-2022 Strategic Plan is FLRA’s renewed
commitment to developing the most effective ways to evaluate Agency performance, as
well as the contributions of the Agency’s components and individual employees. To do
this, employee performance-management targets will be adapted to support Agency goals.
This will help ensure that the evaluation of FLRA employees will include consideration of
how well they assist the Agency to achieve its strategic and performance goals.
Performance Goal 3a-1: FLRA employees perceive that the Agency’s performancemanagement systems, and their individual performance plans, directly align with
achieving this strategic plan.
Performance Goal 3a-2: FLRA employees have a clear understanding of how their
individual achievement contributes to achievement of Agency priorities and successful
implementation of FLRA strategic goals.
Performance Goal 3a-3: FLRA employees perceive that their performance recognition
and rewards are also directly linked to their contribution to the successful achievement of
the FLRA’s strategic goals.
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Measure 3a-1: Align performance-management systems and individual performance
plans with current Strategic Plan.
Results
FY 2019
 Evaluated Agency performance-management systems and
individual employee performance plans for alignment with the
Strategic Plan.
 Formed Strategic Implementation Teams for the three types of
positions-- (1) OGC Attorneys, (2) Non-OGC attorneys, (3)
Non-Attorneys--and tasked those teams with offering
recommended revisions to employees’ standards and elements.
 Strategic Implementation Teams have provided Agency
leadership with recommended revisions of performance plans to
pilot in 2020.
Targets
FY 2019
 Develop communications strategies, educational tools, and other
materials to successfully implement the new systems.
 Develop and administer an internal survey(s) to assess whether
employees perceive that performance management systems (GS
and SL/SES) and individual employee performance plans align
with the Strategic Plan.
FY 2020
 Develop revised performance plans for remaining positions.
 Pilot all revised performance plans.
 Implement appropriate communications strategies and
educational tools to successfully achieve the transition.
 Implement automated employee performance assessment system
to streamline performance management process and utilize
existing technologies.
FY 2021
 Evaluate pilot and revise performance plans as appropriate.
Measure 3a-2: Employees understand how their individual performance contributes to
overall Agency strategic goals.
Results
FY 2019
FLRA did not administer a separate survey, but relied on data
provided through FEVS.
Targets
FY 2019
Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments (e.g., FEVS), to assess whether FLRA employees
understand how their individual achievements contribute to Agency
priorities and successful implementation of FLRA strategic goals.
(E.g., FEVS Question #12, “I know how my work relates to the
agency’s goals and priorities”; FEVS Question #16, “I am held
responsible for achieving results.”)
FY 2020
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in
existing survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
FY 2021
FLRA will continue to review and analyze most recent FEVS results
and discontinue this measure.
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Measure 3a-3: Employees believe that there is alignment between the recognition and
rewards that they receive and their individual contributions towards achieving the
FLRA’s strategic goals.
Results
FY 2019
FLRA did not administer a separate survey, but relied on data
I provided through FEVS.
Targets
FY 2019
Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments (e.g., FEVS), to assess whether employees believe that
recognition and rewards relate to their contribution toward
achievement of FLRA strategic goals. (E.g., FEVS Question #24, “In
my work unit, differences in performance are recognized in a
meaningful way”; FEVS Question #25, “Awards in my work unit
depend on how well employees perform their jobs”; FEVS Question
#32, “Creativity and innovation are rewarded.”)
FY 2020
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in
existing survey instruments the internal survey(s) year over year.
FY 2021
FLRA will continue to review and analyze most recent FEVS results
and discontinue this measure.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3B: CONTINUE TO EXPAND THE FLRA’S TECHNOLOGICAL
CAPABILITIES TO ENABLE EMPLOYEES TO DELIVER MISSION RESULTS MORE
EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY.

FLRA’s IT systems have provided, and will continue to provide, a key means by which the
FLRA will more effectively and efficiently deliver quality services and increase internal
efficiencies. For example, the Agency has connected all FLRA components in ways that
improve internal communication, and FLRA staff works more efficiently by using a cloudbased Document Management System that allows for simplified document management
and internal collaboration.
The Agency implemented a new and improved version of its eFiling system in FY 2018
that provides a more intuitive, user-friendly customer experience. This improved eFiling
experience allows the parties to submit ULP, representation, arbitration, and
negotiability filings in an electronic format. The Agency is currently using the same
software and agile methodology to develop a more user-friendly electronic Case
Management System. FLRA will integrate these three systems — document
management, eFiling, and case management — to fully implement electronic case file
capability throughout the Agency.
Thereafter, as resources permit, FLRA continues to enhance and leverage these
technological capabilities. Work has begun to fully implement electronic case files, to
encourage the widest uses of eFiling and to serve FLRA-generated case documents on the
parties electronically—saving time, human-capital resources, and postage costs.
Performance Goal 3b-1: Implement a new and improved FLRA electronic casemanagement system. Integrate the case-management system with the FLRA document
management and eFiling systems in order to fully implement electronic case file
capability throughout the Agency.
Performance Goal 3b-2: FLRA employees and parties understand how to make the
most effective use of the FLRA’s electronic systems.
Performance Goal 3b-3: Enhance the positive impact of technological advancements on
the customer experience.
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Measure 3b-1: Expand the use of eFiling.
Results
FY 2016
 22% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
FY 2017



35% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.

FY 2018
FY 2019






FY 2019




35% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
46% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
Authority and FSIP exceeded target of 10% increase.
80% of case eFiled in the Authority; 78 % in FSIP
Targets
50% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
10% increase in eFiling in each component – the OGC, the Authority,
and the FSIP.
Amend FLRA’s regulations to eliminate the use of facsimile service
for case filings throughout the Agency.
75% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
Critically review and revise FLRA regulations to modernize filing
requirements.
Pilot mandatory eFiling in at least one Regional Office.
Expand mandatory eFiling pilot to all components.


FY 2020

FY 2021






Measure 3b-2: Implement end-to-end electronic case files.
Results
With the merger of the eFiling and Case Management System (CMS)
applications complete, and the bridge between the two systems in place to
support end-to-end electronic case-processing capability, enhanced the
available features for the integration of the eFiling and CMS
FY 2016
applications. eFiled cases are routinely automatically entered into the
CMS. Neared completion of an improved eFiling user interface (eFiling
2.0) to make the application more user-friendly and intuitive. Began
efforts to implement a Document Management System, which is a critical
step in accomplishing the FLRA’s multi-year electronic-case-file plan.
Deployed an Agency-wide, cloud-based DMS, which replaced the existing
network shares with an integrated document and email communications
system that will facilitate document sharing and electronic caseprocessing initiatives. Adopted a new, more cost-effective approach to
achieving end-to-end electronic case files. Using agile methodology and
open-source code, and responding to user feedback, completed initial
development of a brand new, user-friendly eFiling application (eFiling
FY 2017
3.0) with a Ruby on Rails user interface and a Postgres backend database
that is housed in Amazon Web Services – a cloud-based solution. The
new application will be launched in 2018 once final testing and additional
enhancements are completed. Began modernizing the infrastructure of
the Agency’s electronic CMS and eFiling by transitioning to a new cloudbased, backend product – Postgres database housed in Amazon Web
Services – that will allow for a more user friendly and complete
integration of the CMS, the eFiling system, and the DMS.
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FY 2018

FY 2019

FY 2019
FY 2020
FY 2021

Developed and launched eFiling 3.0, which both internal and external
users report is significantly more user-friendly and intuitive. Began
development of a new and improved CMS that, over time, will provide
significant ($100,000 annually) cost savings and allow for more efficient
integration of the CMS and eFiling systems with the DMS, enabling endto-end electronic case processing throughout the Agency. Identified the
basic structure of electronic case files for each component/office in the
DMS. Completed transition of all major IT functions – CMS, DMS, eMail
– to the cloud, which improves both IT security, consistent with the PMA,
and Agency continuity of operations plans.
Developed CMS for the Authority. Developed electronic case file
structure in the DMS and initial planning to automate creating the
electronic folders from the CMS.
Targets
Develop and fully implement the new and improved CMS in at least one
FLRA component.
Develop and implement the new and improved CMS for the OGC.
Develop and implement the new and improved CMS in all remaining
components/offices. Implement end-to-end electronic case files
throughout the Agency.

Measure 3b-3: Internal and external customer perceptions of the eFiling System.
Results
FY 2019
 Received feedback from external users via the provided engagement
email address. Implemented suggestions and replied to customer
feedback.
 Developed and distributed notices to customers promoting the use of
eFiling.
Targets
FY 2019
 Develop a communications strategy for sharing with internal and
external customers the benefits and advantages of eFiling (e.g., notice
to go out with all Authority decisions).
 Develop and administer internal and external survey tools to assess
customer perceptions of the eFiling System.
 Develop online, pop-up eFiling surveys that appear while users are
logged into the eFiling System.
FY 2020
 Maintain or improve positive responses to internal and external
survey instruments.
 Adopt suggested enhancements to the eFiling System, as appropriate.
FY 2021
 Maintain or improve positive responses to internal and external
survey instruments.
 Adopt suggested enhancements to the eFiling System, as appropriate.
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Measure 3b-4: Assess how internal and external customers perceive the effectiveness of
the Agency’s IT modernization efforts.
Results
FY 2019
 Developed and administered internal surveys to assess how
FLRA employees perceive the effectiveness of the Agency’s IT
modernization efforts.
 Evaluated survey results.
Targets
FY 2019
 Develop and administer internal and external survey(s) to
assess: (1) whether FLRA employees and customers know how to
maximize available technology; and (2) how FLRA employees and
customers perceive the effectiveness of the Agency’s IT
modernization efforts.
 Develop and implement appropriate communications to promote
and enhance these efforts.
FY 2020
 Craft an effective, targeted communications strategy based on
the results of the customer-satisfaction surveys.
 Develop and provide any necessary internal or external training
programs so that employees and customers have the tools to
maximize technological improvements.
 Achieve improved survey results year over year.
FY 2021
 Annually distribute internal customer satisfaction survey and
continue to receive point of service surveys.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3C: RECRUIT, RETAIN, AND DEVELOP A DIVERSE, RESPECTED

WORKFORCE IN AN ENVIRONMENT THAT FOSTERS EMPLOYEE INPUT AND SATISFACTION
AND MAKES THE BEST USE OF FLRA RESOURCES.

FLRA’s charge to uphold and administer the Statute relies on its employees. Accordingly,
FLRA’s success relies on the expertise and engagement of its workforce. A key component
of attracting and retaining an effective workforce is creating a positive work environment
in which employees see themselves as stakeholders and innovators. FLRA will continue
to assess the skills and professional education/training needs of its workforce, and it will
seek new, cost-effective ways to cultivate employee development and commitment. FLRA
will provide opportunities for experienced employees to share their institutional
knowledge by providing internal training and through other means. FLRA’s continued
focus on human-capital development will help ensure continued mission accomplishment
and leadership of the federal-sector labor-management relations program.
Performance Goal 3c-1: Internal and external survey respondents perceive that
diverse and respected FLRA employees demonstrate expertise in federal-sector labormanagement relations; minimal gaps exist in succession plans; and the Agency develops
nontraditional resources for employee education and development.
Performance Goal 3c-2: The FLRA workforce expresses a stable and improving level of
overall job satisfaction, as well as satisfaction with the manner in which internal
problem-solving occurs.
Performance Goal 3c-3: FLRA managers and employees perceive that the Agency
appropriately uses telework and technology to promote employee efficiency and a healthy
work-life balance.
Measure 3c-1: Recruit, retain, and develop a diverse, respected workforce.
Results
FY 2019
 Reviewed a portion of Agency performance-management systems and
individual performance plans to ensure that they align directly with
the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan.
 Completed review of all position descriptions Agency-wide, to ensure
that all Agency positions reflect the actual duties of the position.
 Issued a revised Reasonable Accommodation Policy – including
Personal Assistive Device policy – that is fully compliant with recent
EEOC regulatory amendments and guidance.
 Ensured compliance with Government-wide goals for Schedule A
hiring.
 Expanded recruitment efforts to target persons with disabilities.
 Formed Diversity and Inclusion Team to develop programs to
highlight and celebrate the diversity of Agency employees.
Targets
FY 2019
 Review Agency performance-management systems and individual
performance plans to ensure that they align directly with the 20182022 Strategic Plan.
 Conduct a comprehensive, Agency-wide position classification review
to confirm that all Agency positions reflect the actual duties of the
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position.
Assess time-to-hire results for Agency positions by reviewing
recruitment and staffing processes and procedures.
 Issue a revised Reasonable Accommodation Policy – including
Personal Assistive Device policy – that is fully compliant with recent
EEOC regulatory amendments and guidance.
 Ensure compliance with Government-wide goals for Schedule A
hiring.
FY 2020
 Improve time-to-hire metrics based on results of FY 2019 assessment.
 Meet or exceed Government-wide standards for diversity and
Schedule A hiring.
FY 2021
 Maintain a diverse and respected workforce through targeted
recruitment.
Measure 3c-2: Maintain and grow Agency expertise through employee development.
New measure FY 2016.
Results
 Managers assessed employees’ developmental needs and provided at
least one targeted developmental opportunity to each, many of those
in-house (e.g., details, workgroups, and special projects).
 In the 2017 FEVS, had 55 identified strengths (items with 65 percent
or higher positive ratings) and no identified challenges (items with
35 percent or higher negative ratings). Continued to rank in the top
FY 2017
ten among small agencies (those with 100-999 employees) in two
important indices – Employee Engagement and New IQ – with #6 and
#5 rankings, respectively.
 78 percent of FLRA employees responded positively to the OPM FEVS
question “supervisors in my work unit support employee development”
(Q. 47), which is 5 percent above the small-agency score of 73 percent,
and 10 percent above the Government-wide score of 68 percent.
 Offered cross-component details to provide employees with training
and developmental experiences that will enhance their skills and
increase their understanding of the Agency’s mission and operations.
 Managers assessed annually employees on their developmental needs
FY 2018
and provided appropriate training and developmental opportunities.
 Maintained sustained growth of positive responses to the OPM FEVS
question “supervisors in my work unit support employee development”
(Q. 47).
 Held 3 component specific brown bag sessions (Authority, FSIP,
OALJ).
 Developed and administered surveys to solicit feedback on employee
FY 2019
education and development.
 Provided promotional opportunities for internal agency staff prior to
advertising key leadership positions externally.
Targets
 Develop and implement use of nontraditional resources for employee
education and development (e.g., component-specific mentoring
FY 2019
programs, Agency-wide or component-specific brown bag sessions,
Agency-wide dissemination of decisions and other relevant legal
opinions).
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FY 2020




FY 2021



Develop and administer survey(s) to solicit feedback on and assess the
effectiveness of nontraditional resources for employee education and
development.
Maintain sustained growth of positive responses to FEVS Question
#47 – “Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.”
Enhance and continue to use those nontraditional resources for
employee education and development that were found to be most
successful.
Show a 10% increase in satisfaction with nontraditional methods, as
measured by surveys or other measures developed in 2019.
Maintain sustained growth of positive responses to FEVS Question
#47 – “Supervisors in my work unit support employee development.”
FLRA will discontinue this measure because it is incorporated in
Measure 1b-2.

Measure 3c-3: Internal and external perceptions about the workforce.
New measure FY 2019.
Results
 FLRA did not administer a separate survey, but relied on data
FY 2019
provided through FEVS.
Targets
 Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments (e.g., FEVS), to assess whether employees believe that
FLRA employees: are diverse, are respected, and demonstrate
expertise in Federal sector labor-management relations (e.g., FEVS
FEVS Question #29 – “The workforce has the job-relevant knowledge
FY 2019
and skills necessary to accomplish organizational goals.”)
 Develop and administer an external survey(s) to assess whether
external respondents perceive that FLRA employees: are diverse, are
respected, and demonstrate expertise in Federal sector labormanagement relations.
 Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in
FY 2020
existing survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
 FLRA will discontinue this measure regarding internal surveys
because it will be measured through FEVS.
FY 2021
 FLRA will discontinue this measure regarding external surveys
because it is incorporated in Measure 1b-3.
Measure 3c-4: Internal perceptions about succession plans.
New measure FY 2019.
Results
 FLRA did not administer a separate survey, but relied on data
FY 2019
provided through FEVS.
Targets
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FY 2019

FY 2020



FY 2021



Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments (e.g., FEVS), to assess whether employees believe that
minimal gaps exist in succession planning (e.g., FEVS Question #68 –
“How satisfied are you with your opportunity to get a better job in
your organization?”)
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in
existing survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
FLRA will discontinue this measure. This will be measured through
FEVS.

Measure 3c-5: Overall employee job satisfaction.
New measure FY 2019.
Results
 FLRA formed an employee engagement Team and began conducting
FY 2019
focus groups with all employees to better understand all aspects of job
satisfaction.
Targets
 Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments (e.g., FEVS), to assess whether employees believe that
FLRA employees: are diverse, are respected, and demonstrate
FY 2019
expertise in Federal sector labor-management relations (e.g., FEVS
Global Satisfaction Index; FEVS Question #69 – “Considering
everything, how satisfied are you with your job?”)
 Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in
FY 2020
existing survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
 Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant questions in
FY 2021
FEVS.
Measure 3c-6: Internal satisfaction with the manner in which internal problem-solving
occurs.
New measure FY 2019.
Results
 FLRA did not administer a separate survey, but relied on data
FY 2019
provided through FEVS.
Targets
 Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
FY 2019
instruments (e.g., FEVS), to assess employee satisfaction with
internal problem-solving practices.
 Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in
FY 2020
existing survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
 FLRA will continue to review and analyze most recent FEVS results
FY 2021
and discontinue this measure.
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Measure 3c-7: Internal perceptions about use of technology to promote employee
efficiency and work-life balance.
New measure FY 2019.
Results
FLRA did not administer a separate survey, but relied on data provided
FY 2019
through FEVS.
Targets
Develop and administer an internal survey(s), or use existing survey
instruments (e.g., FEVS), to assess internal perceptions about the use of
FY 2019
technology to promote efficiency and work-life balance (e.g., FEVS
Question #42 – “My supervisor supports my need to balance work and
other life issues.”)
Maintain or improve positive responses to relevant question(s) in existing
FY 2020
survey instruments or internal survey(s) year over year.
FLRA will continue to review and analyze most recent FEVS results and
FY 2021
discontinue this measure.
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Agency Financial Report | Annual Performance Report | Performance & Accountability Report
Since Fiscal Year 2019, the FLRA has chosen to produce an Agency Financial Report (AFR), with a
primary focus on financial results and an Annual Performance Report (APR), which focuses on
strategic goals and performance results. As such, Fiscal Year 2018 was the last year that the FLRA
produced a Performance & Accountability Report (PAR).
The FLRA’s most recent AFR, APR, and PAR are linked below:
• FY2019 Agency Financial Report
• FY2019 Annual Performance Report
• FY2018 Performance & Accountability Report
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
I am pleased to present the Federal Labor Relations Authority’s (FLRA)
Agency Financial Report (AFR) for fiscal year (FY) 2019. This report
provides an assessment of the Agency’s financial status along with information
on our financial management and performance. The financial statements and
notes that follow explain the FLRA’s financial position as of September 30,
2019, and how the Agency’s financial resources were expended to achieve
results. For the fourteenth consecutive year, the FLRA has received an
unqualified audit opinion on its financial statements. Along with the
unqualified opinion, the report of independent auditors found no material weaknesses in the
design and operation of the Agency system of internal controls over financial reporting.
We are confident that the FLRA’s financial and performance data are complete, accurate, and
reliable.

Management Assurances

The Federal Managers Financial Improvement Act (FMFIA) of 1982 requires agencies to
establish internal-control and financial systems that provide reasonable assurance that the
integrity of Federal programs and operations are protected. The FMFIA also requires the
Chairman to annually assess and report on the effectiveness of internal controls and to provide an
annual Statement of Assurance on whether the Agency has met this requirement.

Annual FMFIA Statement of Assurance

In accordance with the requirements of OMB Circular A-123, Management’s Responsibility for
Enterprise Risk Management and Internal Control, the FLRA conducted an assessment of the
effectiveness of the organization’s internal controls to support effective and efficient operations,
reliable financial reporting, and compliance with applicable laws and regulations, and to
determine whether the financial management system conforms to applicable financial
requirements.
Based on the results of this assessment, the FLRA provides reasonable assurance that its internal
controls over the effectiveness and efficiency of operations, reliable financial reporting, and
compliance with applicable laws and regulations as of September 30, 2019, were operating
effectively and that no material weaknesses were found in the design or operation of our internal
controls.
Further, based on our assessment, we determined that the FLRA financial-management system
conforms to applicable financial-systems requirements.

Colleen Duﬀy Kiko, Chairman
Federal Labor Relations Authority
November 19, 2019
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
The FLRA has chosen to produce an Agency Financial Report (AFR), with a primary focus on
financial results, and an Annual Performance Report (APR), which focuses on strategic goals
and performance results, in lieu of a combined Performance and Accountability report (PAR).
The FLRA will submit its final 2019 APR to OMB with its Congressional Budget Justification
and, once approved, post it on the FLRA website at the time the President’s 2021 Budget is
submitted to Congress in 2020. Both the AFR and APR will be posted on the FLRA website.

BACKGROUND AND MISSION
e FLRA is an independent administrative Federal Agency created by Title VII of the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978, also known as the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations
Statute (the Statute), 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135.
e purpose of the Statute is to prescribe certain
rights and obligations of the employees of the Federal Government and to establish procedures
that are designed to meet the special requirements and needs of the Government. Id. § 7101(b).
e provisions of the Statute are to be interpreted in a manner consistent with the requirement of
an eﬀective and eﬃcient Government. Id.
e FLRA applied its Federal-sector expertise to execute its mission primarily by carrying out
the following statutory responsibilities:
1. Conduct hearings and resolve complaints of unfair labor practices (ULPs) under § 7118
of the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(G). e FLRA is responsible for investigating,
prosecuting, and adjudicating claims that an Agency or a labor organization has failed to
uphold its legal obligations under the Statute.
2. Determine the appropriateness of units for labor-organization representation under the
Statute, and supervise or conduct elections to determine whether a labor organization has
been selected as an exclusive representative by a majority of employees in an appropriate
unit. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(A). e FLRA also resolves disputes about which employees may
be included in bargaining units under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(B).
3. Resolve exceptions to grievance-arbitration awards under § 7122 of the Statute.
Id. § 7105(a)(2)(H). e FLRA adjudicates appeals – known as exceptions – to
arbitration awards that result from grievances ﬁled by employees, labor organizations, or
agencies under parties’ negotiated grievance procedures. e FLRA reviews those
awards to assess whether they are contrary to any law, rule, or regulation, or are deﬁcient
on other grounds similar to those applied by Federal courts in private-sector labormanagement disputes.
4. Resolve issues relating to the duty to bargain in good faith under § 7117(c) of the Statute.
Id. § 7105(a)(2)(E). e FLRA resolves negotiability disputes that arise during
bargaining under two circumstances – when an Agency claims that a contract proposal is
outside the duty to bargain and when an Agency head disapproves a negotiated agreement
claiming that it contains provisions that are contrary to law, rule, or regulation.
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5. Provide assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between Federal agencies and
exclusive representatives. Id. § 7119.
In addition, Congress directed the FLRA to prescribe criteria and resolve issues relating to the
granting of national consultation rights under § 7113 of the Statute; prescribe criteria and resolve
issues relating to determining compelling need for Agency rules or regulations under § 7117(b)
of the Statute; prescribe criteria relating to the granting of consultation rights with respect to
conditions of employment under § 7117(d) of the Statute; and take such other actions as are
necessary and appropriate to eﬀectively administer the provisions of the Statute.
Moreover, the FLRA is to “provide leadership in establishing policies and guidance” related to
matters under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(1). e FLRA satisﬁes this directive primarily through
its written determinations, but also by oﬀering training and other services.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Headquartered in Washington, D.C., the FLRA has three statutory components – the Authority,
the Oﬃce of the General Counsel (OGC), and the Federal Service Impasses Panel (the FSIP or
the Panel) – each with unique adjudicative or prosecutorial roles. The Agency also provides full
program and staff support to two other organizations – the Foreign Service Labor Relations
Board and the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel, pursuant to the Foreign Service Act of
1980, 22 U.S.C. §§ 4101-4118.
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Presidenli al
Appointees

Chief Executive and Administrative Officer
The President of the United States designates one Member as Chairman who serves as the
FLRA’s chief executive and administrative officer. 5 U.S.C. § 7104(b).
The Authority
The Authority – the FLRA’s adjudicatory body – is led by three full-time, presidentially
nominated and Senate-confirmed Members who are appointed to fixed, staggered five-year
terms.
The Authority is responsible for adjudicating ULP complaints, ruling on exceptions to
arbitrators’ awards, resolving disputes over the negotiability of collective-bargaining proposals
and provisions, and deciding applications for review of Regional Directors’ decisions in
representation disputes. The Authority Members appoint Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) to
hear and prepare recommended decisions that may be appealed to the Authority in cases
involving ULP complaints.
Other offices and programs under the jurisdiction of the Authority include the Office of the
Solicitor, the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), the Office of Case Intake and
Publication (CIP), the Alternative Dispute Resolution Program, and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Program. Standing as an independent entity within the Authority is the Oﬃce of
Inspector General.
The Office of the General Counsel
e OGC is led by a presidentially nominated and Senate-conﬁrmed General Counsel who has
direct authority over, and responsibility for, all employees in the OGC, including those in the
FLRA’s Regional Oﬃces.
Under the Statute, the General Counsel has sole responsibility – independent of the Authority –
over the investigation and prosecution of ULP cases. The General Counsel’s determinations in
these matters are final and unreviewable.
e OGC investigates and resolves ULP charges, ﬁles
and prosecutes ULP complaints, and provides training, as appropriate. In addition, through
delegation by the Authority, the Regional Offices investigate and resolve representation (REP)
cases and conduct secret-ballot elections.
An external challenge beyond the FLRA’s control is the absence of a presidentially appointed,
Senate-confirmed General Counsel (GC). Absent a GC throughout 2019, no ULP complaints or
ULP appeal decisions have issued. In the absence of a GC, the Regional Offices may investigate
ULP charges and dismiss those found to lack merit, but they cannot issue UPL complaints in
meritorious cases – preventing the complaint from moving forward to a hearing before an ALJ.
In addition, only the GC can decide appeals from a Regional Director’s dismissal of a charge.
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The General Counsel has a small staff at FLRA Headquarters, located in Washington, D.C.
Headquarters management provides administrative oversight; develops policies, guidance,
procedures, and manuals that provide programmatic direction for the Regional Offices and
training and education for the parties; and processes appeals from the Regional Offices’
dismissals of ULP charges. Each Regional Office is headed by a Regional Director who
provides leadership and management expertise for the respective region. Collectively, the
Regional Directors work with senior management throughout the FLRA to develop and
implement policy and strategic initiatives to accomplish the FLRA mission.
With the closure of the Boston Regional Office on November 30, 2018, in accordance with the
Agency Reform Plan, there are five Regional Offices in Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago, Illinois;
Denver, Colorado; San Francisco, California; and Washington, D.C.
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The Federal Service Impasses Panel
The FSIP is composed of part-time Presidential appointees – a Chairman and at least six other
Members – who are appointed to fixed, staggered five-year terms. The FSIP provides assistance
in resolving negotiation impasses between Federal agencies and labor organizations representing
Federal employees that arise from collective-bargaining negotiations under the Statute and the
Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.
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STRATEGIC GOALS / PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Strategic Goal 1: We will resolve disputes under the Statute in a timely, highquality, and impartial manner.
The Authority
In 2019, the Authority issued a total of 92 merits decisions. Staff shortages during much of the
year have made it difficult to reduce the backlog of pending cases. As the Authority worked to
clear its oldest cases, many of the decisions the Agency issued in 2019 were already “overage.”
This resulted in the Authority missing some of its 2019 targets. In 37 percent (32/87 cases) of
arbitration cases the Authority met its case-processing target of 210 days. The Authority’s
concerted effort to clear the oldest cases in its inventory by the end of 2019 is reflected in its
performance meeting its outer targets. For example, in 75 percent (6/8) of ULP cases and 83
percent (30/36) of negotiability cases the Authority met its 300-day target. And in 92 percent
(33/36) of negotiability cases, 88 percent (7/8) of ULP cases, and 84 percent (73/87) of
arbitration cases it met its outer 365-day target.
Further, the Authority continued to meet the statutory requirement to determine whether to grant
review in 100 percent of representation cases within 60 days of filing of an application for
review from a Regional Director’s determination. Where the Authority has granted applications
for review, it met its 210-day target in 75 percent (6/8) of cases and met its outer 365-day target
in 88 percent (7/8) of cases.
The Office of Administrative Law Judges
The OALJ – also part of the Authority – met or substantially met all of its performance goals in
2018. Absent a General Counsel or Acting General Counsel, the OALJ has received no new
cases since November 2017. All of the cases that were on the OALJ docket were issued by the
end of 2018. In the meantime, the Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) are performing work for
other agencies through the ALJ Loan Program on a reimbursable basis. Additionally, the ALJs –
consistent with governing regulations – are drafting decisions for the Authority in matters other
than ULP cases.
The Federal Service Impasses Panel
In 2019, the Federal Service Impasses Panel received 77 filings (more than six new filings per
month). The FSIP exceeded most of its timeliness measures for assisting parties in resolving
their negotiation impasses. Specifically, it issued decisions to decline jurisdiction on cases not
appropriately before the Panel within 140 days of the date that the parties filed their request for
assistance in 90 percent (9/10) of the cases. It assisted the parties in achieving voluntary
settlement within 160 days of the date that the parties filed their request for assistance in 100
percent (15/15) of cases. And, it issued its final order within 200 days of the date that the parties
filed their request for assistance in 100 percent (24/24) of cases.
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Office of General Counsel
The FLRA has been without a presidentially-nominated, Senate-confirmed General Counsel
since January 20, 2017. Despite the challenges this vacancy created, the OGC has continued
delivering strong results in 2019. The OGC exceeded its strategic performance goals for the
timely resolution of ULP cases, resolving 87 percent (1,867 of 2,134) by the withdrawal,
dismissal or settlement of the ULP charge, within 120 days of the charge’s filing date. It also
exceeded its performance goals for timely resolution of representation cases, resolving 77
percent (205 of 266) of representation petitions by withdrawal, election or issuance of a Decision
and Order within 120 days of filing.

Strategic Goal 2: We will promote stability in the Federal LaborManagement community by providing leadership and guidance through ADR
and education.
In 2019, the FLRA, as a whole, provided over 100 training sessions to over 3,000 participants.
The Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP provided in-person case-law updates and training at
several annual conferences nationwide. These sessions included presentations of newly prepared
materials of current relevance, as well as updated materials for more standard sessions. The
OGC consistently provided statutory training courses across the country.
In order to serve its customers and fulfill its statutory obligation to expedite negotiability appeals
to the extent practicable, the Authority signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) creating a new pilot procedure for resolving
negotiability appeals at no cost to the parties. Under its terms, FMCS will develop a unique
cadre of mediators, who will receive specialized training from the Authority, to assist the parties
in the resolution of negotiability appeals through mediation. Under the pilot program, before a
negotiability appeal is considered by the Authority’s Members for a decision, the Authority may
refer such appeals to FMCS, either on the Authority’s own initiative or based upon a request
from the parties. The negotiability-appeal-mediation procedure is expected to take between 30
and 60 days.

Strategic Goal 3: We will manage our resources effectively and efficiently in
order to achieve organizational excellence
Consistent with the President’s Management Agenda (PMA) Cross-Agency Priority (CAP)
Goal 1, Modernize IT to Increase Productivity and Security, and the Agency’s strategic plan, the
FLRA continued its ongoing efforts to expand its IT capabilities to enhance mission performance
by improving the quality and effectiveness of its internal and external customer-facing services –
including increased use of cloud-based solutions, such as email, case management, and
document management.
In 2019, the FLRA continued to execute its multi-year, four-phase plan to achieve its long-term
goal of implementing end-to-end electronic case files throughout the Agency and complying
with OMB mandates. Phase 1 was implementation of upgraded eFiling 3.0. Phase 2 is to
provide a similar, more user-friendly and intuitive user interface for the Agency’s internal
7

electronic Case Management System (CMS). Phase 2 also includes implementation of an
Agency-wide Document Management System (DMS) – an electronic, cloud-based “filing
cabinet” that provides a framework for organizing digital and paper documents. The DMS also
provides the necessary storage capacity and IT platform for the eventual integration of eFiling,
CMS, and DMS. The Agency has already implemented the DMS, and in early 2020 expects to
complete the first pilot of the CMS with the Authority office. The Agency continues to make
tremendous strides toward advancing our new and improved case management system to allow
for integration with our Document Management System and our new eFiling 3.0.
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FINANCIAL SECTION
Principal Financial Statements
The FLRA’s principal financial statements have been prepared to report the financial position
and results of operations of the Agency, pursuant to the requirements of 31 U.S.C. § 3515(b).
While the statements have been prepared from the books and records of the FLRA in accordance
with U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles for Federal entities and the formats
prescribed by the OMB, the statements are in addition to the financial reports used to monitor
and control budgetary resources, which are prepared from the same books and records. The
statements should be read with the realization that they are for a component of the U.S.
Government, a sovereign entity.

Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet presents the FLRA’s financial position through the identification of Agency
assets, liabilities, and net position. The FLRA’s fund balance with the Department of the
Treasury (the Treasury) is nearly 90% of the total assets in both FY 2018 and FY 2019. The
FLRA does not maintain any cash in commercial bank accounts or foreign currency balances,
nor does it have any revolving or trust funds. The Agency’s second largest asset is its furniture,
equipment, and IT hardware and software, which is recorded at original acquisition cost, and
then depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life of the asset.
Total assets increased to $6.5 million at the end of FY 2019 from $4.6 million at the end of
FY 2018. New fixed-asset purchases of $270,613 were made in FY 2019 and the net book value
of property and equipment already owned experienced further depreciation.
Assets as of September 30,
Fund balance with the Treasury
General property and
equipment

2019
$6,167,641

2018
$4,474,299

248,062

78,734

Prepaid expenses
Accounts receivable
Total

49,655
48,607
$6,513,966

18,141
10,114
$4,581,288

Totals may not add due to rounding.

Funds held with the Treasury are available to pay Agency liabilities, which represent the amount
of monies or other resources likely to be paid by the FLRA as a result of transactions or events
that have already occurred. Accrued employee leave, payroll, and benefits costs, along with
accrued workers’ compensation under the Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA),
accounted for 95 percent of total liabilities at the end of FY 2019. The remaining 5 percent
reflects the amount owed by the FLRA to vendors and other Federal agencies for purchased
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goods and services. Agency liabilities totaled $4.2 million in FY 2018, and $3.9 million in FY
2019.
Liabilities as of September 30,
Unfunded leave
FECA liability
Accrued payroll and benefits
Accounts payable
Other Liabilities
Total

2019
$1,019,222
1,792,524
882,702
166,022
11,138
3,871,608

2018
$1,102,800
1,471,575
980,575
654,739
261
4,209,950

The FLRA’s total net position at the end of FY 2019 was $2.6 million, a $2.3 million increase
from the previous year.

Statement of Net Cost
The Statement of Net Cost presents the gross cost of operating the FLRA’s three major
programs, less any reimbursable revenue earned from those activities. The net cost of operations
in FY 2019 was $24.5 million, which is $2.8 million less than FY 2018. In FY 2019, 58 percent
of the Agency’s direct resources were dedicated to the Authority, which includes central
administrative services provided to the entire Agency; 39 percent were dedicated to the OGC;
and the remaining 3 percent were devoted to the FSIP.
FY 2019 Financial Obligations by Budget Object Class

•Compensation & benefits (79%)
•Rent & utilities (9%)
• Other contractual services (9%)

•Communications (1%)
•Supplies & equipment (1%)
•Travel & transportation (1%)
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Statement of Changes in Net Position
The Statement of Changes in Net Position reflects the changes that occurred within the
cumulative results of operations and any unexpended appropriations. The cumulative results of
operations represent the net results of operations since inception, the cumulative amount of
prior-period adjustments, the remaining book value of capitalized assets, and future funding
requirements. Cumulative results from FY 2018 to FY 2019 reflect a $38 thousand increase
totaling $2.5 million.
Unexpended appropriations include undelivered orders and unobligated balances. Undelivered
orders reflect the amount of goods and services ordered that have yet to be received.
Unobligated balances are the amount of appropriations or other authority remaining after
deducting the cumulative obligations from the amount available for obligation. The FLRA had
an increase of $2.3 million in total, unexpended Agency appropriations in FY 2019.

Statement on Budgetary Resources
The Statement on Budgetary Resources reports the budgetary resources available to the FLRA
during FY 2018 and FY 2019 to carry out the activities of the Agency, as well as the status of
those resources at the end of each year. The primary source of FLRA funding is its annual
Salaries and Expenses appropriation from the Congress. The Agency also receives
reimbursements, pursuant to the Economy Act, for travel expenses associated with training
provided by Agency employees on the Statute and FLRA mission.
The FLRA had $26.7 million in total budgetary resources available to it in FY 2019. The
Agency incurred obligations of $26.4 million in FY 2019, with recording outlays of $24 million.
Total budgetary resources decreased by $448 thousand in FY 2019, due primarily to the timing
of unpaid obligations.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
BALANCE SHEET
(in dollars)
As of September 30, 2019 and 2018
2019
Assets:
Intragovernmental
Fund Balance With Treasury (Note 2)
Accounts Receivable (Note 3)
Prepaid Expenses
Total Intragovernmental

$

$

Accounts Receivable, Net (Note 3)
Property, Equipment, and Software, Net (Note 4)

$

Total Assets

6,167,641 $
40,368
49,655
6,257,664 $

4,474,299
10,114
18,141
4,502,554

8,239 $
248,062

78,734

$6,513,966

Liabilities:
Intragovernmental
Accounts Payable (Note 5)
Accrued Payroll and Benefits (Note 5)
FECA Unfunded (Note 5)
Other
Total Intragovernmental

$

328,155
187,829
222,358
738,342

166,022 $
1,019,222
1,593,597
709,460
288
$ 3,871,608 $

326,584
1,102,800
1,249,217
792,746
261
4,209,950

$

Net Position:
Unexpended Appropriations - Other Funds
Cumulative Results of Operations - Other Funds
Total Net Position

$4,581,288

$
173,242
198,927
10,850
383,019 $

$

Accounts Payable (Note 5)
Unfunded Leave (Note 5)
FECA Actuarial Liability (Note 5)
Accrued Payroll and Benefits (Note 5)
Other Liabilities (Note 6)
Total Liabilities

2018

$

5,174,568 $ 2,864,908
(2,532,210)
(2,493,570)

$ 2,642,358 $

371,338

Total Liabilities and Net Position
$ 6,513,966 $ 4,581,288
Accompanying notes are integral to these statements and may reflect rounding differences.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
STATEMENT OF NET COST
(in dollars)
For the Years Ended September 30, 2019 and 2018
2019
Gross Program Costs:
Authority:
Intragovernmental Costs
Public Costs
Total Program Costs
Less: Earned Revenue

2018

$

5,390,916 $ 6,039,210
8,793,418
9,121,750
$ 14,184,334 $ 15,160,960
(22,521)
(1,239)

Net Program Costs

$ 14,161,813 $ 15,159,721

Federal Services Impasse Panel:
Intragovernmental Costs
Public Costs
Total Program Costs
Less: Earned Revenue

$
$

Net Program Costs

$

Office of General Counsel:
Intragovernmental Costs
Public Costs
Total Program Costs
Less: Earned Revenue

184,877 $
611,694
796,571 $
-

189,605
669,093
858,698
-

796,571 $

858,698

$

2,363,319 $ 2,757,467
7,219,015
8,531,298
$ 9,582,334 $ 11,288,765
(6,408)
(7,199)

Net Program Costs

$ 9,575,926 $ 11,281,566

Total Gross Program Costs
Less: Total Earned Revenue

$ 24,563,239 $ 27,308,423
(28,929)
(8,438)

Net Cost of Operations

$ 24,534,310 $ 27,299,985

Accompanying notes are integral to these statements and may reflect rounding differences.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET POSITION
(in dollars)
For the Years Ended September 30, 2019 and 2018
2019

2018

2,864,908 $

3,333,393

Unexpended Appropriations:
Beginning Balances

$

Budgetary Financing Sources:
Appropriations Received
Other Adjustments
Appropriations Used
Total Budgetary Financing Sources
Total Unexpended Appropriations

$ 26,200,000 $ 26,200,000
(525,964)
(519,592)
(23,364,376) (26,148,893)
$ 2,309,660 $
(468,485)
$ 5,174,568 $ 2,864,908

Cumulative Results of Operations:
Beginning Balances

$ (2,493,570) $ (2,548,456)

Budgetary Financing Sources:
Appropriations Used

$ 23,364,376 $ 26,148,893

Other Financing Sources (Non-Exchange):
Imputed Financing Sources
Total Financing Sources
Net Cost of Operations
Net Change
Cumulative Results of Operations
Net Position

$ 1,131,294
$ 24,495,670
(24,534,310)
$
(38,640)
$ (2,532,210)
$ 2,642,358

$ 1,205,978
$ 27,354,871
(27,299,985)
$
54,886
$ (2,493,570)
$
371,338

Accompanying notes are integral to these statements and may reflect rounding differences.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
STATEMENT OF BUDGETARY RESOURCES
(in dollars)
For the Years Ended September 30, 2019 and 2018
2019

2018

Budgetary Resources:
Unobligated balance from prior year budget authority, net
Appropriations
Spending authority from offsetting collections
Total Budgetary Resources

467,118 $
932,190
26,200,000
26,200,000
29,662
12,323
$ 26,696,780 $ 27,144,513

Memorandum (non-add) Entries:
Net adjustments to unobligated balance brought forward, Oct. 1

$ (4,182,374) $ (4,251,250)

Status of Budgetary Resources:
New obligations and upward adjustments (Note 10)
Unobligated balance, end of year:
Apportioned, unexpired account
Expired unobligated balance, end of year
Unobligated balance, end of year (total)
Total Budgetary Resources

$

$ 26,386,975 $ 26,408,865
34,427
9,108
275,378
726,540
309,805
735,648
$ 26,696,780 $ 27,144,513

Outlays, net:
Outlays, net, (total)
$ 23,980,695 $ 26,187,577
Agency outlays, net
$ 23,980,695 $ 26,187,577
Accompanying notes are integral to these statements and may reflect rounding differences.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
A. Reporting Entity
The FLRA is an independent, administrative Federal agency created by Title VII of the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978, with a mission to carry out five statutory responsibilities: (1) determining the
appropriateness of units for labor organization representation; (2) resolving complaints of unfair labor
practices; (3) adjudicating exceptions to arbitrators’ awards; (4) adjudicating legal issues relating to duty
to bargain; and (5) resolving impasses during negotiations. The agency consists of three components: the
Authority, the Office of the General Counsel, and the Federal Service Impasses Panel.
B. Basis of Accounting and Presentation
The financial statements have been prepared to report the financial position, net cost of operations,
changes in net position, and budgetary resources of the FLRA in accordance with the Chief Financial
Officers Act of 1990, the Government Management Reform Act of 1994, and the Accountability of Tax
Dollars Act of 2002. The statements have been prepared from agency financial records in accordance with
U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), in accordance with guidance issued by the
Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) and the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), as prescribed in OMB Circular A-136, Financial Reporting Requirements, and pursuant to the
requirements of 31 U.S.C. § 3515(b). These financial statements include all funds and accounts under the
control of the FLRA.
The accounting structure of Federal agencies is designed to reflect both accrual and budgetary accounting
transactions. Under the accrual method of accounting, revenues are recognized when earned, and
expenses are recognized when incurred, without regard to the receipt or payment of cash. The budgetary
accounting principles, on the other hand, are designed to recognize the obligation of funds according to
legal requirements, which in many cases occur before an accrual-based transaction takes place. The
recognition of budgetary accounting transactions is essential for compliance with legal constraints and
controls over the use of Federal funds. The accompanying financial statements are prepared on the accrual
basis of accounting.
Accounting standards require all reporting entities to disclose that accounting standards allow certain
presentations and disclosures to be modified, if needed, to prevent the disclosure of classified
information.
C. Budget Authority
The Congress passes appropriations annually that provide the FLRA with authority to obligate funds for
necessary salaries and expenses to carry out mandated program activities. These funds are available until
expended, subject to OMB apportionment and to Congressional restrictions on the expenditure of funds.
Also, the FLRA places internal restrictions on fund expenditures to ensure the efficient and proper use of
all funds.
D. Fund Balance with Treasury
FLRA receipts and disbursements are processed by the Department of the Treasury. Fund balances with
the Treasury consist of appropriated funds that are available to pay current liabilities and to finance
authorized purchase commitments. No cash is held in commercial bank accounts.
E. Accounts Receivable
Accounts receivable consists of amounts owed to FLRA by other federal agencies and the public.
Amounts due from federal agencies are considered fully collectible and consist of interagency
agreements. An allowance for uncollectible accounts receivable from the public is established when
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either (1) management determines that collection is unlikely to occur after a review of outstanding
accounts and the failure of all collection efforts, or (2) an account for which no allowance has been
established is submitted to the Department of the Treasury for collection, which takes place when it
becomes 120 days delinquent. Based on historical experience, all receivables are considered collectible
and no allowance is provided.
F. General Property and Equipment (P&E)
This category consists of equipment and internal use software. The basis for recording purchased P&E is
full cost, including all costs incurred to bring FLRA P&E to and from a location suitable for its intended
use. P&E is depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life of the asset.
Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Standards (SFFAS) No. 10, Accounting for Internal Use
Software, provides accounting standards for internal use software used by each agency. The standards
provide for capitalized property to continue to be reported on the Balance Sheet. P&E that are not
capitalized because they are under the capitalization threshold are expensed in the year of acquisition.
The FLRA’s capitalization threshold for individual purchases is $25,000. Bulk purchases of similar items
that individually are worth less than $25,000, but collectively are worth more than $100,000 are also
capitalized using the same general P&E categories and useful lives as capital acquisitions. Major building
alterations and renovations are capitalized, while maintenance and repair costs are charged to expense as
incurred.
General P&E Category
Software
Computer Equipment
Office Equipment
Office Furniture
Leasehold Improvements

Service Life
3 Years
5 Years
7 Years
15 Years
Life of lease

G. Liabilities
Liabilities represent the amount of monies or other resources likely to be paid by the FLRA as a result of
transactions or events that have already occurred. Liabilities are recognized when they are incurred,
regardless of whether they are covered by available budgetary resources. FLRA reports its liabilities
under two categories, Intragovernmental and With the Public. Intragovernmental liabilities represent
funds owed to another government agency. Liabilities with the Public represent funds owed to any entity
or person that is not a federal agency, including private sector firms and federal employees. Each of these
categories may include liabilities that are covered by budgetary resources and liabilities not covered by
budgetary resources. No liability can be paid, however, absent an appropriation. Liabilities for which an
appropriation has not been enacted are, therefore, classified as not covered by budgetary resources, since
there is no certainty that the appropriation will be enacted. Liabilities that are covered by budgetary
resources consist of intragovernmental and public accounts payable and accrued funded payroll.
Liabilities not covered by budgetary resources in FY 2018 and FY 2019 consist of accrued and actuarial
Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA) compensation and unfunded employee leave. The Federal
government, acting in its sovereign capacity, can abrogate liabilities other than contracts.
H. FECA Liabilities
An accrued FECA liability is recorded for actual and estimated future payments to be made for workers’
compensation pursuant to the FECA. The actual costs incurred are reflected as a liability because agencies
will reimburse the Department of Labor (DOL) two years after the actual payment of expenses. Future
revenues will be used for their reimbursement to the DOL. The liability consists of: (1) the unreimbursed
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cost paid by the DOL for compensation to recipients under the FECA; and (2) the net present value of
estimated future payments calculated by the DOL.
An estimated actuarial liability for future workers’ compensation benefits is included. The liability
estimate is based on the DOL’s FECA actuarial model that takes the amount of benefit payments over the
last twelve quarters and calculates the annual average of payments for medical expenses and
compensation. This average is then multiplied by the liabilities-to-benefits paid ratios for the whole
FECA program. The ratios may vary from year to year as a result of economic assumptions and other
factors, but the model calculates a liability approximately twelve times the annual payments.
I. Annual, Sick and Other Leave
Amounts associated with the payment of annual leave are accrued while leave is being earned by
employees, and this accrual is reduced as leave is taken. Each year the balance in the accrued annual leave
account is adjusted to reflect current pay rates. To the extent that current or prior-year appropriations are
not available to finance annual leave, future financing sources will be used. Sick leave and other types of
non-vested leave are expensed as taken.
Any liability for sick leave that is accrued but not taken by a Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) or
a Civil Service Retirement System Offset (CSRS offset)-covered employee is transferred to the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) upon the retirement of that individual. Federal Employees Retirement
System (FERS)-covered employees were not entitled to use unused sick leave for additional service credit
until October 28, 2009. For retirements effective between October 28, 2009 and December 31, 2013, 50
percent of unused sick leave can be used for additional service credit. For retirements effective after
December 31, 2013, 100 percent of unused sick leave can be credited.
J. Net Position
The components of net position are unexpended appropriations and cumulative results of operations.
Unexpended appropriations include undelivered orders and unobligated balances. Undelivered orders
reflect the amount of goods and services ordered that have yet to be actively or constructively received.
Unobligated balances are the amount of appropriations or other authority remaining after deducting the
cumulative obligations from the amount available for obligation. The cumulative results of operations
represent the net results of operations since inception, the cumulative amount of prior-period adjustments,
the remaining book value of capitalized assets, and future funding requirements.
K. Retirement Plans
The FLRA’s employees participate in the CSRS or the FERS. For CSRS employees, hired prior to
January 1, 1984, the FLRA withholds seven percent of each employee’s salary and contributes seven
percent of the employee’s basic salary to the CSRS Retirement and Disability Fund. These employees
may also contribute, on a tax-deferred basis, to a defined contribution plan – the Thrift Savings Plan
(TSP). The regular Internal Revenue Service limit in FY 2018 and FY 2019 was $18,500 and $19,000,
respectively. The FLRA is not required to and does not contribute any matching amounts for CSRS
employees.
The FERS was established by enactment of Public Law 99-335. Pursuant to this law, the FERS and Social
Security automatically cover most employees hired after December 31, 1983. Employees hired before
January 1, 1984 elected either to join the FERS and Social Security or to remain in the CSRS. For FERS
employees, the FLRA withholds 6.2 percent in old age survivors and disability insurance up to a specified
wage ceiling and 0.8 percent of an employee’s gross earnings for retirement. In FY 2019, the FLRA
matched the retirement withholdings with a contribution equal to 13.7 percent of the employee’s taxable
salary. Due to enactment of the FERS Revised Annuity Employee and Further Revised Annuity
Employee programs, the agency matched with a contribution equal to 11.9 percent for employees hired
during and after calendar year 2013.
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All employees are eligible to contribute to the TSP. For employees under the FERS, a TSP account is
automatically established. The FLRA is required to make a mandatory contribution of one percent of the
base salary for each employee under the FERS. The agency is required to match the employee’s
contribution up to a maximum of five percent of his or her salary. Matching contributions are not made to
the TSP accounts established by CSRS employees. The FLRA does not report on its financial statements
information pertaining to the retirement plans covering its employees. Reporting amounts such as plan
assets, accumulated plan benefits, and related unfunded liabilities, if any, are the responsibility of the
OPM.
FERS employees and certain CSRS reinstatement employees are eligible to participate in the Social
Security program after retirement. CSRS employees who are 65 or older are eligible for Social Security
payments (even if they have not retired). In these instances, the FLRA remits the employer’s share of the
required contribution.
L. Imputed Financing from Costs Absorbed by Others
The FASAB’s SFFAS No. 5, Accounting for Liabilities of the Federal Government, requires that
employer agencies recognize the full cost of pension, health, and life insurance benefits during their
employees’ active years of service. The OPM, as administrator of the CSRS and FERS plans, the Federal
Employees Health Benefits Program, and the Federal Employees Group Life Insurance Program, must
provide the “cost factors” that adjust the agency contribution rate to the full cost for the applicable benefit
programs. An imputed financing source and corresponding imputed personnel cost is reflected in the
Statement of Changes in Net Position and the Statement of Net Cost.
M. Revenue and Other Financing Sources
The FLRA’s revenues are derived from reimbursable work agreements, Freedom of Information Act
collections, and a direct annual appropriation. The FLRA recognizes reimbursable work when earned, i.e.,
services have been provided. Each reimbursable work agreement specifies the dollar value of the
agreement and is based on estimated resources needed to perform the specified services.
The agency receives an annual Salaries and Expenses appropriation from the Congress. Annual
appropriations are used, within statutory limits, for salaries and administrative expenses and for operating
and capital expenditures for essential P&E. Appropriations are recognized as non-exchange revenues at
the time the related program expenses are incurred. Appropriations expended for capitalized P&E are
recognized as expenses when an asset is consumed in operations. The FLRA’s annual appropriation for
FY 2018 and FY 2019 was $26,200,000.
N. Expired Accounts and Cancelled Authority
Unless otherwise specified by law, annual budget authority expires for incurring new obligations at the
beginning of the subsequent fiscal year. The account into which the annual authority is placed is called an
expired account. For five fiscal years, the expired account is available for expenditure to liquidate valid
obligations incurred during the unexpired period. Adjustments are allowed to increase or decrease valid
obligations incurred during the unexpired period that were not previously reported. At the end of the fifth
expired year, the account is cancelled and any remaining money is returned to the Treasury.
O. Contingencies
A contingency is an existing condition, situation, or set of circumstances involving uncertainty as to
possible gain or loss to the agency. The uncertainty will ultimately be resolved when one or more future
events occur or fail to occur. With the exception of pending, threatened, or potential litigation, a
contingent liability is recognized when a past transaction or event has occurred, a future outflow or other
sacrifice of resources is more likely than not, and the related future outflow or sacrifice of resources is
measurable. For pending, threatened, or potential litigation, a liability is recognized when a past
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transaction or event has occurred, a future outflow or other sacrifice of resources is likely, and the related
future outflow or sacrifice of resources is measurable.
P. Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses.
Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Q. Advances and Prepayments
Advance payments are generally prohibited by law. There are some exceptions, such as reimbursable
work agreements, subscriptions, and payments to contractors and employees. Payments made in advance
of the receipt of goods and services are recorded as advance payments and recognized as expenses when
the related goods and services are received.
NOTE 2: FUND BALANCE WITH TREASURY
U.S. government cash is accounted for on an overall consolidated basis by the Treasury. The amounts
shown on the Balance Sheet represent the FLRA’s right to draw on the Treasury for valid expenditures.
The fund balance as shown on the FLRA records is reconciled monthly with records from the Treasury.
Fund Balance with Treasury account balances as of September 30, 2019 and 2018 were as follows (In
Dollars):

2019

2018

Status of Fund Balance with Treasury:
Unobligated Balance
Available
$
34,427
$
9,108
726,540
Unavailable
275,377
Obligated Balance Not Yet Disbursed
5,857,837
3,738,651
Total
$
6,167,641
$
4,474,299
No discrepancies exist between the Fund Balance reflected on the Balance Sheet and the balances in the
Treasury accounts.
The available unobligated fund balances represent the current-period amount available for obligation or
commitment. At the start of the next fiscal year, this amount will become part of the unavailable balance
as described in the following paragraph.
The unavailable unobligated fund balances represent the amount of appropriations for which the period of
availability for obligation has expired. These balances are available for upward adjustments of
obligations incurred only during the period for which the appropriation was available for obligation or for
paying claims attributable to the appropriations.
The obligated balance not yet disbursed includes accounts payable, accrued expenses, unfilled orders, and
undelivered orders that have reduced unexpended appropriations but have not yet decreased the fund
balance on hand.
NOTE 3: ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
The reported amount for accounts receivable consists of amounts owed to the FLRA by other Federal
agencies (intragovernmental) and the public. There are no amounts that are deemed uncollectible as of
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September 30, 2019 and 2018. Accounts Receivable balances as of September 30, 2019 and 2018 were as
follows (In Dollars):

2019

2018

Intragovernmental
Accounts Receivable
Total Intragovernmental Accounts Receivable

$
$

40,368
40,368

$
$

10,114
10,114

With the Public
Accounts Receivable
Total Public Accounts Receivable
Total Accounts Receivable

$
$
$

8,239
8,239
48,607

$
$
$

10,114

NOTE 4: PROPERTY, EQUIPMENT, AND SOFTWARE, NET
Schedule of Property, Equipment, and Software as of September 30, 2019 (In Dollars):

Major Class
Computer Equipment
Office Furniture
Total

Acquisition
Cost
$
726,499
9,077
$
735,576

Accumulated
Amortization/
Depreciation
$
478,437
9,077
$
487,514

Net Book
Value
$
248,062
$
248,062

Schedule of Property, Equipment, and Software as of September 30, 2018 (In Dollars):

Major Class
Computer Equipment
Office Equipment
Office Furniture
Total

Acquisition
Cost
$
455,885
202,231
453,695
$
1,111,811

Accumulated
Amortization/
Depreciation
$
377,756
202,231
453,090
$
1,033,077

Net Book
Value
$
78,129
605
$
78,734

NOTE 5: LIABILITIES COVERED AND NOT COVERED BY BUDGETARY RESOURCES
Unfunded FECA liabilities consist of workers’ compensation claims payable to the DOL, which will be
funded in a future year, and an unfunded estimated liability for future workers’ compensation claims based
on data provided from the DOL. The actuarial calculation is based on benefit payments made over twelve
quarters and calculates the annual average of payments. For medical expenses and compensation, this
average is then multiplied by the liability-to-benefit paid ratio for the whole FECA program.
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Unfunded leave represents a liability for earned leave and is reduced when leave is taken. At the end of
each month the balance in the unfunded leave account is adjusted to reflect the liability at current pay rates
and leave balances. Unfunded leave is paid from future funding sources and, accordingly, is reflected as a
liability not covered by budgetary resources. Sick and other leave is expensed as taken. All other liabilities
are considered to be covered by budgetary resources.
Liabilities Covered and Not Covered by Budgetary Resources as of September 30, 2019 consist of the
following (In Dollars):

Covered
Intragovernmental Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Unfunded FECA
Other
Total Intragovernmental Liabilities
Public Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Unfunded Leave
FECA Actuarial Liability
Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Other
Total Public Liabilities
Total Liabilities

$

$

173,242
10,850
184,092

$

166,022
709,460
288
$ 875,770
$ 1,059,862

Not Covered
$

$

198,927
198,927

$

1,019,222
1,593,597
$ 2,612,819
$ 2,811,746

Total
$

$

173,242
198,927
10,850
383,019

$

166,022
1,019,222
1,593,597
709,460
288
$ 3,488,589
$ 3,871,608

Liabilities Covered and Not Covered by Budgetary Resources as of September 30, 2018 consist of the
following (In Dollars):

Covered
Intragovernmental Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Unfunded FECA
Total Intragovernmental Liabilities
Public Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Unfunded Leave
FECA Actuarial Liability
Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Other
Total Public Liabilities
Total Liabilities

$

$

$

328,155
187,829
515,984

326,584
792,746
261
$ 1,119,591
$ 1,635,575
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Not Covered
$

$

$

222,358
222,358

1,102,800
1,249,217
$ 2,352,017
$ 2,574,375

Total
$

$

$

328,155
187,829
222,358
738,342

326,584
1,102,800
1,249,217
792,746
261
$ 3,471,608
$ 4,209,950

NOTE 6: OTHER LIABILITIES
Other liabilities as of September 30, 2019 consisted of the following (In Dollars):
Current
Intragovernmental
Unemployment Insurance Liability
Custodial Liability
Total Intragovernmental Other Liabilities
With the Public
Withholdings Payable
Advances and Prepayments
Total Public Other Liabilities

$

10,798
52
10,850

$
$

(445)
733
288

$

Non-Current
$

-

$
$

-

$

2019 Total
$
$
$
$

10,798
52
10,850
(445)
733
288

Other liabilities as of September 30, 2018 consisted of the following (In Dollars):
Current
With the Public
Advances and Prepayments
Total Other Liabilities

$
$

261
261

Non-Current
$
$

-

2018 Total
$
$

261
261

NOTE 7: LEASES
The FLRA has operating leases for rental of office space and equipment. As a Federal agency, the FLRA
is not liable for any lease terms beyond one year. All leases are federal.
Current Operating Leases
233 Peachtree Street NE, Atlanta, GA
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at 233
Peachtree Street NE, Atlanta, GA. The term is for 120 months beginning on or about January 18, 2012.
FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four month notice at
any point after the first twelve months of occupancy.
10 Causeway Street, Boston, MA
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at 10
Causeway Street, Boston, MA. The term is for 48 months beginning on or about May 15, 2016. FLRA has
the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four month notice at any point
after the first twelve months of occupancy. FLRA terminated this lease effective November 30, 2018.
224 S. Michigan Avenue, Suite 445, Chicago, IL
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at 224
S. Michigan Avenue, Suite 445, Chicago, IL. The term is for 120 months beginning on or about June 16,
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2012. FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four month
notice at any point after the first twelve months of occupancy.
525 Griffin Street, Dallas, TX
The FLRA had an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at 525
Griffin Street, Dallas, TX. The term was for 120 months beginning on or about October 1, 2017. FLRA
terminated this lease effective September 30, 2018.
1244 Speer Boulevard, Denver, CO
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at 1244
Speer Boulevard, Denver, CO. The previous term of 57 months began on July 1, 2013 and expired on
March 24, 2018. The term for the current agreement is for 120 months beginning on or about March 25,
2018. FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four month
notice at any point after the first twelve months of occupancy.
1400 K Street NW, Washington, DC
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at 1400
K Street NW, Washington, DC. The term is for 87 months beginning on or about June 1, 2014. FLRA has
the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four month notice at any point
after the first twelve months of occupancy.
901 Market Street, San Francisco, CA
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at 901
Market Street, San Francisco, CA. The term is for 120 months beginning on or about August 1, 2011.
FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four month notice at
any point after the first twelve months of occupancy.
NOTE 8: COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
The FLRA is, at times, a party in various administrative proceedings, legal actions, and claims brought by
or against the agency. In the opinion of FLRA management, the ultimate resolution of any proceedings,
actions, and claims will not materially affect financial position or results of operations of the FLRA. The
agency examined its FY 2014 obligations prior to cancellation and believes that it does not have any
outstanding commitments or contingencies that will require future resources to liquidate.
NOTE 9: INTRAGOVERNMENTAL COSTS AND EXCHANGE REVENUE
The classification of revenue or cost as “intragovernmental” or “with the public” is determined on a
transaction by transaction basis. Preceding transactions in the lifecycle of a product will not have an impact
on subsequent transactions. If the FLRA purchases goods or services from another Federal entity,
capitalizes them into inventory, and later resells them to the public, the cost of the original purchase of
resale assets from the other Federal entity will be classified as “intragovernmental” at the time of the
purchase. At ultimate sale to the end user, the resulting cost of goods will be classified as “with the public.”
The purpose of this classification is to enable the Federal government to provide consolidated financial
statements, and not to match public and intragovernmental revenue with costs that are incurred to produce
public and intragovernmental revenue.
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NOTE 10: APPORTIONMENT CATEGORIES OF OBLIGATIONS INCURRED
All obligations incurred are characterized as Category A, quarterly apportioned, on the Statement of
Budgetary Resources. Obligations incurred and reported in the Statement of Budgetary Resources in fiscal
years 2019 and 2018 consisted of the following:

Direct Obligations, Category A
Reimbursable Obligations, Category A
Total Obligations Incurred

$
$

2019
26,357,314
29,662
26,386,975

$
$

2018
26,395,924
12,942
26,408,865

NOTE 11: UNDELIVERED ORDERS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD
The amount of budgetary resources obligated for undelivered orders at the end of September 30, 2019
consisted of the following (In Dollars):
Paid Undelivered Orders
Unpaid Undelivered Orders
Total Undelivered Orders

Federal
$
49,656
1,148,819
$
1,198,475

Non-Federal
$
3,667,021
$
3,667,021

$
$

Total
49,656
4,815,840
4,865,496

The amount of budgetary resources obligated for undelivered orders at the end of September 30, 2018
consisted of the following (In Dollars):
Paid Undelivered Orders
Unpaid Undelivered Orders
Total Undelivered Orders

Federal
$
18,141
(299,939)
$
(281,798)

Non-Federal
$
2,411,319
$
2,411,319

$
$

Total
18,141
2,111,380
2,129,521

NOTE 12: EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SBR AND THE BUDGET OF
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
SFFAS No. 7, Accounting for Revenue and Other Financing Sources and Concepts for Reconciling
Budgetary and Financial Accounting, calls for explanation of material differences between amounts
reported in the Statement of Budgetary Resources and the actual balances published in the Budget of the
U.S. Government (the President’s Budget). The FY 2020 President’s Budget, with actual amounts for FY
2018, has been reconciled to the Statement of Budgetary Resources. The FY 2021 President’s Budget,
with actual amounts for FY 2019, will not be published until February 2020.
NOTE 13: INCIDENTAL CUSTODIAL COLLECTIONS
Custodial collections are reflected in Fund Balance with Treasury during the year. While these
collections are considered custodial, they are neither primary to the mission of the agency nor material to
the overall financial statements. FLRA's custodial collections are $1 for the year ended September 30,
2018. There were no custodial collections for the year ended September 30, 2019. Custodial collections
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are transferred to the Treasury General Fund on September 30 and are not reflected in the financial
statements of the Agency.
NOTE 14: RECONCILIATION OF NET COST OF OPERATIONS TO BUDGET
Details of the relationship between budgetary resources obligated and the net costs of operations for the
fiscal year ended September 30, 2019 are shown in the following table:
Federal Labor Relations Authority
RECONCILIATION OF NET COST AND BUDGET OUTLAYS
(in dollars)
For the Year Ended September 30, 2019
Intragovernmental

With the Public

Net Operating Cost (SNC)

$

7,932,704 $

Components of Net Operating Cost Not Part of the Budgetary Outlays
Property, plant, and equipment depreciation

$

-

Increase/(decrease) in assets:
Accounts receivable
Other assets
(Increase)/decrease in liabilities not affecting Budget Outlays:
Accounts payable
Salaries and benefits
Other liabilities
Other financing sources:
Federal employee retirement benefit costs
Total Components of Net Operating Cost Not Part of the Budget Outlays
Components of the Budget Outlays That Are Not Part of Net Operating Cost
Acquisition of capital assets
Other
Total Components of the Budget Outlays That Are Not Part of Net Operating Cost
Net Outlays (Calculated Total)
Related Amounts on the Statement of Budgetary Resources
Outlays, net, (total) (SBR 4190)
Distributed offsetting receipts (SBR 4200)
Outlays, Net (SBR 4210)

Total

16,601,606 $

$

(101,285) $

$

30,254 $
31,514

8,239 $
-

$

328,155 $
14,587
12,581

160,563 $
83,287
(260,829)

488,718
97,874
(248,248)

$
$

(1,131,294) $
(714,203) $

$
(110,025) $

(1,131,294)
(824,228)

$

-

$

$
2
2 $

270,613 $
(2)
270,611 $

270,613
270,613

$

7,218,503 $

16,762,192 $

23,980,695

$

23,980,695
23,980,695

$
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24,534,310

(101,285)

38,493
31,514
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Illl.t..i!li..'' s management ti£ :respo:mib[e for (1) ithe p.n~par:ati.on :and.:fair pres:entation of thes:e :finamcial
statemmts. in ac cordance v.'ith. U_S,.. generally accepted. aooounting principles; (2) preparing,
meas.min~. md presenting the RSI in ac cordanc e 'Qriili U _s_ gene.rally :accepted accountinrg
principles; ( 3) preprurmg anrl presenting other information incll!lded in documents oootammg the
audited.financial statements. and auditor's repo11:, anrl ieIIDllrimg 1Ilre omn:i:sten.c-y of that m:funnati.on
\\fl.th the audited financ!ial statements: and th'f: RSI; and ( 4) m:am.t:am:ing effeofu•e intemal control
over :financial r,e porting, mclndmg flile design, :irmplementatioo., and] ma:internm.ce of :iintemal control
relevant to ilie ·~pmation and fair preSl!illiation of :financial mt,e ments ttiat are free :from material
m isstatement, wh-clb.er due fo fraud or errm-_
...i!linditon:' Remgn,sibi!lity

Ow:- :respoimoility ti£ fo ,e xpress an op:inioo on ffile.,;e finmicial statements biis:ed on om audits..
GAG. i\S
. require 1:hat w;e piJ.an and per.form the :a ndit to obtain :reamnahle assurance about w h-etlrer
the financ rial statements are :free from ma:teriaJJ mismt,eme.nt. We ;ar;-e also :re.'!lpornsible for 3P"Plvin:!=!;
certain l:iimited :procedmes to RSI .md. other- imfuonation indwiedl v.iiflil the fm:ancial s,tatements_

. .l\n audit of financiaJI sibrtements: im.r0h res perfo:~ p17ocedures: to ohtain Ddit ffi. -d.ence about
the am!Jl!llilES .and. dli£clos:,UJCes. in the financial statements_ The :procedmes s:elecied depend on ihe
auditor's. ~~ent, including the middm':s a£sess:memt of the risks of material m:i:s:srateme:m: of fire
finmcial statements; w hether rdhrle ito :fraud or error_ In making t hose risk agsess:ments, the auditor
comid.ern internal control relev.am: to the entity's preparation and fair :presentation of fru,: :fi1Jj1iarncial
statements. m order to design audirt procedmes fuat are appi-:opriate: in the ciroums,tanoes.,, but not
for il:be pmpo~ of expressing an opinioo. ,o n the effecti •:eness of the entity's mte:mal comroL
}\.ccord~~lv. we expre55 no s:ucl1 opinioo_All audit of fin ancial statements also :involves e"i.i'Hl.u>ati.nr.g
the appropriateness: of ilie accounting policies used and th'f: r-eas.ona:b]eness o:f si!gmficant
accounting ,estimates: madte by :rnanagememl:. as we]l .as evalill3!ting the 0111eiall presenta:t:ioo. of the
fina:mci!al statements_ Om andits. aJoo inr::ludedl pmomring :s uch othe£ :p rocehes as we consiid.ered
nece.'!lsary in the cir:cwinstances_
Opinion on Fi!namcial Statemmts

In our OiP:inion, FL.R..~..'' s :fuimicial :s tatements. present fairly, in all material res.pecls, :F LRA ~s
:finmcial posi!ti.on as of September 30~2019 and] 20 18, and its: net com of ,o perations, changes in
net po~ition, and budgetary reroum es far ithe Fli£cal Years th.en ended :in accordance mtl1 U_S._
generally accepted ac,c owrtiug principles_

Required SUJ?plementary Info:rmation
U_S_ geD.eraMy accepted accomrl:ing principles :iissued ib-ythe Feder-al A~om:mng Standa:rds
Advisory Board (.FAS,.i\B) :require that the R:SI 'b e pres:ented to :s upplement the :finamcial
statements_ AJ}lh.ough. the RS[ :is not a part ,of ilie financial statements, F . i\SAB.
.
00lli3iden
this im:fuuraation t,o be an essential part of :firumciail. r-epo~ for- pla~· the :finamcial
statements. i!n appropriate operaiti.onal, economic, or historical comext We ibm e applied
certain limit,ed. procedures to the RSI !in accoro.anoe w:iiflil GAGAS, whidh consisted of
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inquiries of management about fire methods of :preparing the RSI and. comparing fire
mfunnati.on fur oonsist,en.cy 'Willi. m.anagemm:d's responses fo the awlitor''s mquiries, fire
:6:nancial :statements., andl other knm:vledge ure obta:inaed dmin~ the 3i1lldit of ffle financial
:statem.ent:s., in ord!e:r to report O:l)J]]s::s.ions or material d!eparru:res from. :iFAS.AB gni.de]ines, if
any, !i.d.entm.ed by these il imited :procedures_ ' Uile did not au.cli.t amd 1.,i,re do not express an
opimon or provid.e any a5smance on the RSI becailllSe the Jlimired procedures we applied do
no t provide :sufficient: ,m dence to ,e xpress an. opinion OJ' p:ro'ii"ide any .a.ssur.mce..
Othe:r fufo:miati.on
~R,i\.~s other mfmmati.o:n c on:tams a Vi"ide :rmge of infmmatio~ :some of w hich -s mot
(ll]"e..ctfy :related to the. fin ancial statemenf::1;_ Tm.s :infonnati.on ii.s pr,esented fur :purposes of
additional an.alys:is and !is not a :reqill.IFed part ofthe :15.nra:ncid statements: or the RSl \Ve read
the other in:formaJtio:n. .mclnded w:dh the :fina:rncial statem,ems :im md.e-£ to idemify material
:mc.olil.Si.srencies, if :any, with the aiudlitedl financial s;tatements.. Om audit '!ilras oonducl:ed for
the purpooe of fo:mi:mg an opinion on Fl..RA''s fmanr:w statement~;_ \V:e didl mot audit and
do no t e.xp.ress am op inion o:r pnn,"ide any .ass,urance on il:he othe:r mfunnation.

Report on. Inte: · al Co:ntrol over Financial Reporting

In oonnectim1. with

Olli" audits of ffle H..RA':s. financia] :statements, we considered 'lhe F1..RA ~s
mtemal c.ontrol ,o ver :fmancial reporting,, oonsistie:ot 'with Olli" auditor"s respons!i.ibil ity dii~ed
below_ W e performed our proced'm,e s related to the FL.RA 's internal oootrol mrer financial
reporting :iin acc,o:ridan.ce wiifh GAGAS ..

:tvlanagemenfs Respm1SJJ""bilify
FLU management if; res,ponsi.ible for mamltammg effective :in:tenJal. control ova- finalil.cial
reporting,, induding the design, impl ementation,, and maintenaooe of iimemal c.omtml n~ilev;mt to
the preparation .and. fair presadation of :financial :statements. 'tibat are nee ftom material

misstatement, whether du-e 1!:o, fraud or err,m-_

In plmning and perfo:Jm:ing our a.u.dit of FLR...i\. 's :financial! sta:te:ments as of and! for the ·year ended
Septanba-30=· 20 19, mac.cordanc.e v.iiJh GAGAS~Vie coofridffedthe FLR...i\..~s intemaJ.comrol over
fuumcial :reporting as a basis for designmg audit [Procedures that a:re arpp:rupriat-e in the
circumstalil.oes: fur the purpl'.se of express.i.mg our opinion an tire 15..nm:i.c.ial st:at,ement:s., but not for
the purpo..:e o:f expressing am opii:nio:m on ttie effectiveness o:f the Fl.RA "'s .inten:ral c.om.tro] ov er
fi:mmcial reForting_ Aoco:rdingly, w,e do, not ,e xpress an OiPinio:n. on the FLRA''s :in:tenJal. control
ove:r :firumcial reporting. \Ve are reqm:red 1to report ail! de:fi.ciemc:iies thm: aFe considered to be
,~i:gm:fic:mt defiici,e ncies ,o:r material we.aknesres.. Vile did not oonrs.id-er ail intEiIIl.3!11 oontFols relevant:
to operating obj,eoti.ves, mr::'h as.thas.e ,controls: rcl.ffi.i'3llt to preparing perlirr.mance infmmatio:n and
ensurirng efficient operatio:n.s_
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De:fm:ition and. I1n herent L.im~tartions oflmema1. Control over Financial Reporting
~i\n eliltity' s: internal control mer :llmanc!i.al. !reporting :is a proceSl.S effected. by those charged llriith
go11.remmce~ maJ!Jagement, and. other pernrnme , the objrectives of vibich Me ro provide :reaoonab]e
assmance that (1) tnms act.iiom Me prnl(ledy :recorded, procesi.sed, and summarized] to permit the
p:reparation of fmanci:al statements in a.ccoi:dance w:iifu .S. genewly accepted a.ccOlllil.il:mg
principles, and assets am-;e safeguarded. aga:wst loss :from 1D1authoriized. acquiisitiolil,. us.ie, or
dispos!i.tion , and (2) tr31il.Sact:i:om are ex.ecl!lted. in .accordmce with provisions of applicable laws,,,
mclu.dmg those govemmg the ure of budget authoriij•,. 1egwations, andl contracts, :moncompllianc e
'!i\rith '!i\rhieh cou]d !have a material effect on the financial 5't.at,e m,e nts.
B,ecause of it-s. inher,e nt limitations,,, :internal control o,vm- financiail r epomng may n ot prevent, or
detect andl corr-eci:, misstatements due to :fraud or e:rrnr. I
Jitesults ofOwr Considerat!i.on o fintermtl C ontrol oveT Financial Re·portin.g
Our ,considleration of imt,e mal comtm[ was for the limited. [Purpose descn"bedl above,. and was not
des!igned. to identify a.LI deficiencies. m internal ,c ontrnl that mignt b e material weaknesses and
significant d.eficien-cies or to exp:ress an. opinion on the ,e ffectiveness ofthe FL.RA~s m.temal c onbol
over fiinanc ial reporting. Given these 1:im:itatiom, during om .au.d:iit we did not identify my
deficie:o.cies .i.n !internal oom:rol over financial :reporting that we cons!i.der to, "be mater!i.al. w eabresses..
However, mateJial Vi.reak:rnesses may exist that !have not been idem:irfied.
During our 2019 awiit, '!.le id.e ntified deficien.cie.s. in FLRA "'s internal oontro] ,ov er fmancial
reporting th:at w e do not consider to b e material weaknesses. · one1heless., th,e se d!e:ficiemcies:
warrant H..R.A.. management's attention.. ·,1ile 1i:rav,e oommlfmicated these matter.; to FLR..i\
management~. w here appropriate, Vt1!i.ll re:port o:m them sepa:ratelly.
Intended Pmpose of Rep ort rm.I lilitemal Gcmt!l"o]. o,v er Fmancial Reportmg
The purpose o,f this report is so]ely to, des.c:ri.be the :s.oope of our c,onsi.d.eration of tlil.e FLU' s:
m.te:mail oontro] over fmancial reporting and. the :r,e sults of ,o ur procedmes, and n ot to [PIOVide an
opinion on the effect:i. .~eness: ofthe FLRA"'s .m ternal contr,o.l over fin'!mcialreportmg. 'fhis r eport i s:
an mtegral. part ,o f an. audit peno:rm,ed. im accord.aince w!i.th GAGAS, m co n sid.e rin.g internal c ontrol
over :llmanc!i.al :reporting. A.cco:rdmg:ly, hs !report on intema!l cmrtrol over fin:mcia] :r,e porting is n ot
switab!le fo r any other purpose.

Report io n Ciompli:mu l\11.fih La.l\rs. and Regulations
In ,c onnection with om audfi:ts ofFL.RA'' s finfflil.cial sratem.em:s, ·we tested comp]iance with s.iefooted
pmvisions of applicable 1~ , regirtlat:i,ous, andl c.on1!ract.s con.sis.t ent w !i.ili our auditor 's:
responsibility dlisc:1.lissedl "be]ow. W,e caution that noncompliance may o ccm and not be detected by
thes.e tests. Vile performed om tem of c ompliance m acoo:rdance with GAG~i\S.
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OTHER INFORMATION
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT
Audit Opinion:

Unqualified

Restatement:

No

Material weaknesses

Beginning
Balance
0

New
0

Ending
Resolved Consolidated Balance
0
0
0

SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT ASSURANCES
Effectiveness of Internal Control over Financial Reporting (FMFIA § 2)
Statement of Assurance: Unqualified

Material weaknesses

Beginning
Balance
0

Ending
New Resolved Consolidated Reassessed Balance
0
0
0
0
0

Effectiveness of Internal Control over Operations (FMFIA § 2)
Statement of Assurance: Unqualified

Material weaknesses

Beginning
Balance
0

Ending
New Resolved Consolidated Reassessed Balance
0
0
0
0
0

Conformance with Financial Management System Requirements (FMFIA § 4)
Statement of Assurance: Systems conform

Non-conformances

Beginning
Balance
0

Ending
New Resolved Consolidated Reassessed Balance
0
0
0
0
0
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IMPROPER PAYMENTS ELIMINATION AND RECOVERY
The Improper Payments Information Act of 2002, as amended by the Improper Payments Elimination
and Recovery Act of 2010 (IPERA), requires agencies to annually report information on improper
payments. The FLRA has reviewed all of its programs and determined that none are susceptible to
significant improper payment. The IPERA also requires agencies to conduct payment-recapture audits
for each program that expends $1 million or more annually, if conducting such audits would be costeffective. Based on the criteria set forth in Appendix C of OMB Circular A-123, the agency has also
determined that it would not be cost-effective to establish a recovery-audit program for its programs
that expend more than $1 million. Recoveries are not expected to be greater than the costs incurred to
identify any overpayments.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
I am pleased to submit the 2019 Annual Performance Report (APR) for the
Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). Although this has been a
challenging year with a key leadership vacancy remaining, it was also another
successful and productive year.
FLRA, in one small agency, serves as investigator, prosecutor, adjudicator,
and interest arbitrator for labor-management disputes involving 1.2 million
Federal employees worldwide. The agency is committed to fostering an
efficient and effective Federal Government, providing leadership in establishing policies and
guidance related to federal-sector labor-management relations, and ensuring compliance with the
Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute), which it enforces.
In fiscal year (FY) 2019, FLRA transitioned to the Strategic Plan put in place for 2018-2022. In
the Strategic Plan, we reaffirmed our commitment to chart the course of federal-sector labormanagement relations through impartial, clear, and timely actions based on the Statute. We also
renewed our focus on the legislative foundation enabling FLRA to serve as a responsible leader
in this arena. In addition, FLRA began implementing the new and expanded performance
measures set out in the Annual Performance Plan in the FY 2020 Congressional Budget
Justification.
With respect to mission performance, 2019 was another strong year for FLRA, particularly given
staffing and budget challenges. The Authority issued a total of 92 merits decisions. Staff
shortages during much of the year made it difficult to reduce the backlog of pending cases. As
the Authority worked to clear its oldest cases, many of the decisions the Agency issued in 2019
were already “overage.” As a result, the Authority missed some of its 2019 targets.
As part of FLRA’s commitment to providing clear, understandable guidance to its customers, the
Authority launched its initiative to publish case-summary digests online. The Authority intends
for these summaries to be a valuable tool for researchers and members of the Federal labormanagement community to allow them to more quickly and efficiently identify decisions of
interest to them.
In 2019, the Federal Service Impasses Panel (the FSIP) received 77 filings (approximately six
new filings per month). The FSIP exceeded most of its timeliness measures for assisting parties
in resolving negotiation impasses.
FLRA has been without a presidentially-nominated, Senate-confirmed General Counsel (GC)
since January 20, 2017. Despite the challenges this vacancy created, the Office of General
Counsel (OGC) delivered strong results in 2019. Without a GC, no unfair labor practice (ULP)
complaints could issue. Nevertheless, the OGC exceeded its strategic performance goals for the
timely resolution of ULP cases, resolving nearly 90 percent of such cases by withdrawal,
dismissal, or settlement of the ULP charge within 120 days of the charge’s filing date. It also
exceeded its performance goals for timely resolution of representation cases, resolving 82
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percent of representation petitions by withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order
within 120 days of filing.
The Agency continues to make tremendous strides toward advancing our new and improved case
management system to allow for integration with our Document Management System and our
new eFiling 3.0.
FLRA’s many successes and accomplishments could not have been achieved without the
extraordinary efforts of our dedicated, diverse, and talented workforce who continue to deliver
for our stakeholders and the American people. I look forward to working with all the employees
of FLRA, my fellow Authority Members, and our stakeholders to continue providing high
quality products and service to the labor-management relations community and federal agencies
as we do our part in promoting an effective and efficient government.

Collee���y Kiko, Chairman
Federal Labor Relations Authority
January 10, 2020
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Background and Mission
�e FLRA is an independent administrative Federal Agency created by Title VII of the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978, also known as the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations
Statute (the Statute), 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135. �e Statute prescribes certain rights and
obligations to employees of the Federal Government and establishes procedures designed to meet
the special requirements and needs of the Government. Id. § 7101(b). �e provisions of the
Statute are to be interpreted in a manner consistent with the requirement of an e�ective and
e���
nt Government. Id.
FLRA applied its Federal-sector expertise to execute its mission primarily by carrying out the
following statutory responsibilities:
1. Conduct hearings and resolve complaints of unfair labor practices (ULPs) under § 7118
of the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(G). FLRA is responsible for investigating, prosecuting,
and adjudicating claims that an Agency or a labor organization has failed to uphold its
legal obligations under the Statute.
2. Determine the appropriateness of units for labor-organization representation under the
Statute, and supervise or conduct elections to determine whether a labor organization has
been selected as an exclusive representative by a majority of employees in an appropriate
unit. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(A). FLRA also resolves disputes about which employees may be
included in bargaining units under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(B).
3. Resolve exceptions to grievance-arbitration awards under § 7122 of the Statute.
Id. § 7105(a)(2)(H). FLRA adjudicates appeals – known as exceptions – to arbitration
awards that result from grievances �led by employees, labor organizations, or agencies
under parties’ negotiated grievance procedures. FLRA reviews those awards to assess
whether they are contrary to any law, rule, or regulation, or are de�cient on other grounds
similar to those applied by Federal courts in private-sector labor-management disputes.
4. Resolve issues relating to the duty to bargain in good faith under § 7117(c) of the Statute.
Id. § 7105(a)(2)(E). FLRA resolves negotiability disputes that arise during bargaining
under two circumstances – when an Agency claims that a contract proposal is outside the
duty to bargain and when an Agency head disapproves a negotiated agreement claiming
that it contains provisions that are contrary to law, rule, or regulation.
5. Provide assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between Federal agencies and
exclusive representatives. Id. § 7119.
In addition, Congress directed FLRA to prescribe criteria and resolve issues relating to the
granting of national consultation rights under § 7113 of the Statute; prescribe criteria and resolve
issues relating to determining compelling need for Agency rules or regulations under § 7117(b)
of the Statute; prescribe criteria relating to the granting of consultation rights with respect to
3

conditions of employment under § 7117(d) of the Statute; and take such other actions as are
necessary and appropriate���
ectively administer the provisions of the Statute.
Moreover, FLRA is to “provide leadership in establishing policies and guidance” related to
matters under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(1). FLRA sati�es this directive primarily through its
written determinations, but also by��
ering training and other services.
Organizational Structure
Headquartered in Washington, D.C., FLRA has three statutory components – the Authority, the
��e of the General Counsel (OGC), and the Federal Service Impasses Panel (the FSIP or the
Panel) – each with unique adjudicative or prosecutorial roles. The Agency also provides full
program and staff support to two other organizations – the Foreign Service Labor Relations
Board and the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel, pursuant to the Foreign Service Act of
1980, 22 U.S.C. §§ 4101-4118.
Agency Chief Executive
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Chief Executive and Administrative Officer
The President of the United States designates one Member as Chairman who serves as FLRA’s
chief executive and administrative officer. 5 U.S.C. § 7104(b).
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The Authority
The Authority – FLRA’s adjudicatory body – is led by three full-time, presidentially nominated
and Senate-confirmed Members who are appointed to fixed, staggered five-year terms.
The Authority is responsible for adjudicating ULP complaints, ruling on exceptions to
arbitrators’ awards, resolving disputes over the negotiability of collective-bargaining proposals
and provisions, and deciding applications for review of Regional Directors’ decisions in
representation disputes. The Authority Members appoint Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) to
hear and prepare recommended decisions that may be appealed to the Authority in cases
involving ULP complaints.
Other offices and programs under the jurisdiction of the Authority include the Office of the
Solicitor, the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), the Office of Case Intake and
Publication (CIP), the Alternative Dispute Resolution Program, and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Program. Standing as an independent entity within the Authority is the���
e of
Inspector General.
The Office of the General Counsel
�e���
e of the General Counsel (OGC) is led by a presidentially nominated and Senatecon�rmed General Counsel who has direct authority over, and responsibility for, all employees in
the OGC, including those in FLRA’s Regional O��s .
Under the Statute, the General Counsel has sole responsibility – independent of the Authority –
over the investigation and prosecution of ULP cases. The General Counsel’s determinations in
these matters are final and unreviewable. �e OGC investigates and resolves ULP charges, �les
and prosecutes ULP complaints, and provides training, as appropriate. In addition, through
delegation by the Authority, the Regional Offices investigate and resolve representation (REP)
cases and conduct secret-ballot elections.
An external challenge beyond FLRA’s control is the absence of a presidentially appointed,
Senate-confirmed General Counsel (GC). Absent a GC throughout 2019, no ULP complaints or
ULP appeal decisions have issued. In the absence of a GC, the Regional Offices may investigate
ULP charges and dismiss those found to lack merit, but for those cases the Regional Director
recommends that a complaint be issued, no complaint can issue – preventing the complaint from
moving forward to a merits hearing before an ALJ. In addition, only the GC can decide appeals
from a Regional Director’s dismissal of a charge.
The General Counsel has a small staff at FLRA Headquarters, located in Washington, D.C.
Headquarters management provides administrative oversight; develops policies, guidance,
procedures, and manuals that provide programmatic direction for the Regional Offices and
training and education for the parties; and processes appeals from the Regional Offices’
dismissals of ULP charges. Each Regional Office is headed by a Regional Director who
provides leadership and management expertise for the respective region. Collectively, the
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Regional Directors work with senior management throughout FLRA to develop and implement
policy and strategic initiatives to accomplish the FLRA mission.
With the closure of the Dallas Regional Office on September 30, 2018, and the Boston Regional
Office on November 30, 2018, in accordance with the Agency Reform Plan, there are five
Regional Offices in Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago, Illinois; Denver, Colorado; San Francisco,
California; and Washington, D.C.

Regions

•• """'"
•

CNcago

•
•

IJon,w

San Francisco
Wa,Nngton OC

...
The Federal Service Impasses Panel
The FSIP is composed of part-time Presidential appointees – a Chairman and other Members –
who are appointed to fixed, staggered five-year terms. The FSIP provides assistance in resolving
negotiation impasses between Federal agencies and labor organizations representing Federal
employees that arise from collective-bargaining negotiations under the Statute and the Federal
Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.
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Strategic and Performance-Planning Framework
FLRA established strategies and goals designed to maximize the delivery of Agency services
throughout the Federal Government through a comprehensive review – by leadership at all levels
throughout the Agency – of its operations, staffing, work processes, resource allocations, and
performance. Throughout 2019, FLRA engaged in a continuous assessment of performance and
other data to ensure that it accomplished its mission effectively and efficiently, and that it
promoted innovation throughout the Agency.
FLRA’s fiscal year 2019 performance-planning framework was initially based on the Agency’s
2019 Annual Performance Plan, which established the Agency’s annual performance goals and
measures. The Annual Performance Plan reflects the Agency’s commitment to meaningful
metrics to assist in assessing performance outcomes, aligning resources, and effectively
identifying staffing and training needs. The 2019 Annual Performance Plan, as set forth in the
2019 Congressional Budget Justification, was developed in 2018 to implement the 2015-2018
Strategic Plan.
However, in 2018, FLRA also issued its new 2018-2022 Strategic Plan, which revised some of
the strategic objectives. In 2019, when FRLA prepared its Annual Plan for 2020, the Agency
developed new performance measures based on the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan. These measures
will take full effect in 2020, but the Annual Performance Plan in the Congressional Budget
Justification for 2020 included performance measures for 2019. NOTE: This report shows the
FLRA’s 2019 performance as measured against the new strategic plan and the 2019 measures
contained in the 2020 Annual Performance Plan.
2018-2022 Strategic Plan
The 2018-2022 Strategic Plan established strategies and goals designed to maximize the delivery
of Agency services throughout the Federal Government. In addition, FLRA identified
performance goals that allowed the Agency to both monitor progress towards achieving its
strategic goals and to recalibrate strategies, as necessary, for maximum mission performance.
This continued FLRA’s increased focus on targeted data collection and data-driven leadership
and decision-making. In developing the strategic plan, FLRA referenced evidence-based
performance and resource trends. Data collected was intended to measure progress against this
strategic plan and overall mission performance and effectiveness.
FLRA’s vision, which drives achievement of its mission, is: Charting the course of Federalsector labor-management relations through impartial, clear, and timely actions by dedicated and
accountable employees. Three strategic goals, each supported by several strategic objectives,
guide FLRA’s pursuit of its vision and achievement of its mission.
FLRA developed this strategic plan against a canvas of strengths and challenges that can affect
overall mission delivery. The source of FLRA’s internal strengths is its skilled workforce guided
by the Agency’s values of transparency and accountability, along with its increasing focus on the
innovative use of information technology (IT) and data-driven analysis. Challenges arise from
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budget uncertainty and Presidential-appointee vacancies. The goals and objectives in this plan
support FLRA’s mission in light of these strengths and challenges.
FLRA sought to achieve its strategic goals primarily through the timely, high-quality, and
impartial review and disposition of cases. The Agency supplemented these efforts with a focus
on reducing litigation and its attendant costs by helping parties to resolve their own disputes
through improved labor-management relationships. Further supporting these efforts in 2019 was
FLRA’s continued focus on more effective and efficient use of human capital and internal
improvements in IT.
Performance Overview
Strategic Goal 1 – We will ensure quality, timely, impartial, and consistent investigative and
decision-making processes with determinations that are clearly articulated
Continued improvements in the timeliness of case disposition further FLRA’s critical role in
facilitating orderly, effective, and efficient change within the Federal Government. In large part,
FLRA exists to promote effective labor-management relations that, in turn, permit improved
employee performance and Government operations. Timely resolution of FLRA cases is critical
to this endeavor. Effective case resolution includes quality issues: effective process execution;
clear communication with the parties around case processes; and the issuance of well-written and
understandable decisions that provide deliberate, impartial, and legally sound analyses and
consideration of the issues in dispute.
With respect to mission accomplishment, FLRA as a whole has shown tremendous ability to
provide its customers with timely and quality adjudication, while adapting to fluctuations in the
number of case filings that it receives and staffing changes. In 2019, FLRA met or exceeded
many mission-related performance goals, as it did in 2018.
•

Authority

Consistent with the Strategic Plan, the Authority changed its performance measures in 2019 to
measure case age based on the date of filing, rather than the date a case is assigned to a Member
office for decision. This determination led the Authority to decide to predominantly focus its
efforts on issuing decisions on the oldest cases in its inventory.
However, in early 2019, significant staff turnover (11 attorneys or 61 percent) dramatically
reduced the Authority’s ability to process cases. During that time (August 2018-June 2019), an
average of 8 merits decisions a month were issued. In contrast, in 2018, the Authority averaged
approximately 12 merits decisions a month.
As the Authority worked to clear its oldest cases, many of the decisions the Agency issued
in 2019 were already “overage.” This resulted in the Authority missing some of its 2019 targets.
In only 37 percent (32/87 cases) of arbitration cases did the Authority meet its case-processing
target of 210 days.
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The Authority’s concerted effort to clear the oldest cases in its inventory by the end of 2019 is
reflected in its performance meeting its outer targets. For example, in 75 percent (6/8) of ULP
cases and 83 percent (30/36) of negotiability cases the Authority met its 300-day target. And in
92 percent (33/36) of negotiability cases, 88 percent (7/8) of ULP cases, and 84 percent (73/87)
of arbitration cases it met its outer 365-day target.
Further, the Authority continues to meet the statutory requirement to determine whether to grant
review in 100 percent of representation cases within 60 days of filing of an application for
review from a Regional Director’s determination. Where the Authority has granted applications
for review, it met its 210-day target in 75 percent (6/8) of cases and met its outer 365-day target
in 88 percent (7/8) of cases.
In short, staff vacancies during much of the year have made it difficult to reduce the backlog of
pending cases, and the Authority is currently focusing its efforts on processing the oldest cases in
inventory. With a growing number of staff now on board, the Authority expects to eliminate, or
significantly reduce, the backlog in 2020.
•

Authority – OALJ

The OALJ, also part of the Authority, completed all of its remaining ULP cases (remands) and
continued performing work for other agencies on a reimbursable basis through the ALJ Loan
Program. In addition, to support the Authority due to attrition and staff reductions, the OALJ
helped draft decisions in accordance with regulations on matters other than ULP cases. Because
there was no Presidentially nominated and Senate-confirmed General Counsel in 2019, there
were no new filed ULP complaints with the OALJ.
•

OGC

FLRA has been without a presidentially-nominated, Senate-confirmed General Counsel since
January 20, 2017. Because the General Counsel’s position is subject to the Federal Vacancies
Reform Act (Vacancies Act), the career Deputy General Counsel served as Acting General
Counsel from that date until November 16, 2017, the statutory maximum under the Vacancies
Act. In the absence of a General Counsel, the OGC’s Regional Directors may investigate ULP
charges and dismiss those found to lack merit, but they cannot issue ULP complaints in cases in
which they find merit, a power reserved by the Statute exclusively to the General Counsel. In
addition, only the General Counsel can decide appeals of a Regional Director’s dismissal of a
ULP charge.
Despite these challenges, the OGC continued delivering strong results in 2019. The OGC
exceeded its strategic performance goals for the timely resolution of ULP cases, resolving 88
percent (or 1,867 of 2,134) of ULP cases by the withdrawal, dismissal or settlement of the ULP
charge, within 120 days of the charge’s filing date. It also exceeded its performance goals for
timely resolution of representation cases, resolving 77 percent (or 205 of 266) of representation
petitions by withdrawal, election or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of filing.
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The OGC has also continued to resolve cases through voluntary settlement during the
investigative process. The OGC has the largest case intake among all FLRA components, and is
FLRA component with which the parties have the most direct contact. The beneficial effects of
voluntary resolutions are obvious, and they advance the effective and efficient utilization of
Government resources.
In 2019, the OGC resolved over 385 ULP cases by voluntary settlement during the investigative
process. The OGC also used its resources to facilitate resolution of complex representation
petitions. For example, in response to a representation petition seeking clarification of 80
positions, an OGC attorney met with the parties telephonically several times, pursuant to section
2422.13(b) of the Authority’s regulations, and resolved the status of 79 positions. The OGC
attorney assisted the parties in drafting stipulations to reflect these agreements, resulting in only
one position remaining in dispute. By working cooperatively with the parties, the OGC was able
to narrow the issues in dispute quickly and effectively.
•

FSIP

President Trump appointed the most recent Panel in July 2017, with two reappointments in May
2019. Although in previous years the Panel received an average of 140 assistance requests each
year (averaging close to 11 new filings per month), in 2019 the Panel received only 77 new
filings (an average of six new filings each month).
Beginning with the issuance of President Trump’s Executive Orders in May 2018 regarding
timely and effective resolution of collective bargaining (E.O. 13836), case filings have begun to
increase from a low of four new cases per month in October 2018 to an average of 6-7 new cases
in September 2019 (Note: In May 2019, case filing jumped to 10 new cases).
In 2019, the FSIP exceeded most of its timeliness measures for assisting parties in resolving their
negotiation impasses. Specifically, it issued decisions to decline jurisdiction on cases not
appropriately before the Panel within 140 days of the filing date in 90 percent (10/11) of the
cases. It assisted the parties in achieving voluntary settlement within 160 days of the filing date
in 100 percent (15/15) of cases. And, it issued its final order within 200 days of the filing date in
100 percent (24/24) of cases.
While the number of cases decreased, the complexity of issues involved in the impasses have
become more complex and the interest of the parties to voluntarily resolve the impasse has
decreased, resulting in the need for the Panel to issue final orders to resolve the impasse. For
example, in 2017, the Panel issued a final order in 12 cases, which was 10 percent of the cases
filed. In 2019, the number of cases where the Panel issued a final decision doubled to 24 cases –
33 percent of the cases resolved.
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Strategic Goal 2 – We will develop and provide tools and resources to enable the parties to
effectively and efficiently resolve their labor-relations disputes and improve their labormanagement relationships
FLRA speaks first through its decisions. Consistent with the President’s Management Agenda,
the Agency emphasized Improving the Customer Experience by providing more meaningful
information to parties about case-processing timelines. For example, starting in 2019, the
Authority began measuring case age starting from the date that the case is filed until the date that
a decision is issued. In addition, the Agency began reporting “average ages” of closed cases
within all FLRA components and offices, which will provide the parties with the average amount
of time that it takes to process each case type. Making all of this information available to the
parties will help them reach better, more informed decisions regarding their litigation options. It
also provides them with more realistic expectations around case processing.
FLRA also provides valuable education and training tools to the Federal labor-managementrelations community in all aspects of its case law and processes. Providing meaningful and clear
guidance on statutory rights and responsibilities so that its customers are knowledgeable furthers
timely and efficient case processing and is an important function of FLRA under the Statute.
FLRA delivers its educational materials through a variety of means, such as: in-person training
sessions; web-based training modules; and case outlines, manuals, and subject-matter guides that
are easily accessible on www.flra.gov.
In 2019, FLRA, as a whole, provided over 95 training sessions to nearly 5,000 participants. The
Authority, the OGC, and the FSIP provided in-person case-law updates and training at several
nationwide, annual conferences. These sessions included presentations of newly prepared
materials of current relevance, as well as updated materials for more standard sessions. The
OGC consistently provided statutory training courses across the country.
However, these numbers are significantly lower than in prior years. For example, in 2016 and
2017, FLRA conducted 280 and 273 training, outreach, and facilitation activities, respectively.
In 2018, FLRA conducted only 124. Due to staffing challenges, the Authority limited its
external training offerings in 2019 to ensure that all available staff was working to process cases.
Similarly, the number of participants reached through these activities has decreased from over
8,000 in 2015 through 2017 to 4,289 in 2018, but increased to 4,807 in 2019. In 2020, FLRA
plans to increase customer engagement by, among other things, offering more training sessions
to parties appearing before the Authority and reaching more participants through newlydeveloped online training and greater use of social media.
Many of the trainings FLRA provided in 2019 were “Case Law Updates,” to provide training on
topics where the case law has been changing. For example, the Authority presented training on
management rights and procedural arbitrability. During 2019, the Authority also began
publishing case-summary “digests” to provide additional, easy-to-understand guidance to its
customers.
In addition, due to budget uncertainty, the OGC scaled back its provision of training that
required FLRA-funded travel. Consistent with the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan, FLRA is
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developing creative ways to provide educational material in new, innovative, and more costeffective ways that allow for wider reach and less travel. In 2020 and 2021, FLRA will develop
training videos that anyone can easily access from the Agency website. FLRA is also exploring
options to live stream training sessions. Moreover, the Authority and the OGC will continue to
update online educational tools, including guides and manuals.
In order to serve its customers and fulfill its statutory obligation to expedite negotiability appeals
to the extent practicable, the Authority signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) creating a new pilot procedure for resolving
negotiability appeals at no cost to the parties. Under its terms, FMCS developed a unique cadre
of mediators, who received specialized training from the Authority, to assist the parties in the
resolution of negotiability appeals through mediation. Under the pilot program, before a
negotiability appeal is considered by the Authority’s Members for a decision, the Authority may
refer such appeals to FMCS, either on the Authority’s own initiative or based upon a request
from the parties. The negotiability-appeal-mediation procedure is expected to take between 30
and 60 days.
Strategic Goal 3 – We will manage our resources effectively and efficiently, and recognize that
our dedicated workforce is critical to the prevention and resolution of labor-relations disputes
Information Technology Modernization
Consistent with the President’s Management Agenda (PMA) Cross-Agency Priority Goal 1,
Modernize IT to Increase Productivity and Security, and the Agency’s strategic plan, FLRA
continued its ongoing efforts to expand its IT capabilities to enhance mission performance by
improving the quality and effectiveness of its internal- and external-customer-facing services –
including increased use of cloud-based solutions, such as email, Case Management, and
Document Management.
In 2019, FLRA continued to execute its multi-year, four-phase plan to achieve its long-term goal
of implementing end-to-end electronic case files throughout the Agency and complying with
OMB mandates.
1. Phase 1 was implementation of upgraded eFiling 3.0. Addressing customer feedback,
and after refining its approach, the Agency launched a more user-friendly and intuitive
user interface that is built on a new, cloud-based technical platform that will better
support the Agency’s long-term needs. This was completed in 2018.
2. Phase 2 is to provide a similar, more user-friendly and intuitive user interface for the
Agency’s internal electronic Case Management System (CMS). Phase 2 also includes
implementation of an Agency-wide Document Management System (DMS) – an
electronic, cloud-based “filing cabinet” that provides a framework for organizing digital
and paper documents. The DMS also provides the necessary storage capacity and IT
platform for the eventual integration of eFiling, CMS, and DMS. The Agency has
already implemented the DMS, and in 2019 initiated the first pilot of the CMS with the
Authority component. The Agency expects to complete development for the Office of
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General Counsel in 2020 and to fully implement the new CMS across all components by
the end of calendar-year 2021.
3. Phase 3 is the integration of the automated connection between eFiling, CMS, and DMS,
which is currently underway, with completion anticipated by the end of 2021.
4. Phase 4 is the transition to 100 percent electronic case files throughout the Agency, with
a goal of September 30, 2022, for completion. Also, in 2019 the Agency continued to
maintain its lifecycle for Agency computer hardware, completing an Agency refresh of
all laptops and specific data center hardware.
The Agency has relied on an agile development approach, both in how the systems are developed
and with how the project is funded. As such, timelines associated with the four-phase plan have
shifted over time, but the Agency still remains within target, and its overall costs are well below
industry standards for similar undertakings. Further, despite the evolving nature of the approach,
the goal and the results have remained the same: implementation of fully electronic case files
throughout the Agency to enable FLRA to increase its overall efficiency and effectiveness.
Successful achievement of this goal will enable implementation of additional external and
internal case-processing improvements that will further maximize the use of technology and
eliminate many of the labor-intensive, manual case processes that are currently in place. These
case-processing improvements include: reducing the time and expense that FLRA staff spends
copying, scanning, mailing, and entering data; eliminating outdated facsimile service; reducing
U.S. Mail costs by implementing electronic service of case-related documents by FLRA on the
parties; reducing or eliminating Fed Ex costs for transferring paper case files between FLRA
components; implementing a pilot program that would mandate FLRA parties to file all
case-related documents electronically, and eventually mandating eFiling for all FLRA case
filings. The greatest benefit will be the ability to redirect staff hours currently used to perform
manual administrative tasks to perform other mission-critical functions.
In addition, FLRA continues to embrace its “cloud-first” approach. All of the Agency’s major
technical components – email, DMS, CMS, and eFiling – are hosted in the cloud. FLRA is
planning to move its Video Teleconferencing (VTC) system to the cloud in 2020 and Voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP) in 2021.
People: Developing A Workforce for the 21st Century
The mission accomplishments cited above are particularly noteworthy because, in 2019, FLRA
has operated with as many as 16 vacant positions – well below its estimated 125 FTEs.
In order to improve performance management, the Agency is currently working with the Office
of Personnel Management’s (OPM) to implement the USA Performance automated performancemanagement system in 2020. Automating the performance-management process using a tool
that is compliant with all Federal performance-management regulations and OPM
recommendations will assist Agency managers – and the Agency as a whole – in increasing
performance accountability. FLRA also completed a review of its performance-management
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systems and individual employee performance plans for alignment with the Strategic Plan, and
Agency leadership is evaluating recommended revisions of performance plans to pilot in 2020.
OPM’s Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) provides employees an opportunity to
influence change by submitting feedback about their work environment, Agency leadership, and
other important factors affecting morale and employee satisfaction. As in 2018, in 2019, the
FLRA FEVS responses declined for certain measures and improved in others.
In response to the 2018 FEVS feedback, the Agency has enhanced its efforts to actively engage
employees at all levels in Agency processes and to seek their opinions. For example, building on
the Agency’s efforts in 2018 to develop an employee-driven 2018-2022 Strategic Plan, FLRA
launched several internal Strategic Plan Implementation Teams, which have operated throughout
2019. The teams, each of which includes both managers and non-managers, are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Professional Development Team
Performance Communication Teams (Authority, OGC and Non-Attorney)
Customer Engagement Team
Digests Team
Employee Engagement Team
Diversity and Inclusion Team

The employee-led teams have focused on a variety of issues including revisions to performance
plans for critical positions, expansion of customer engagement, and improvements to
professional development opportunities. These employee-led teams have recommended, for
example, new performance standards for the majority of positions in the Agency, completion of
individual development plans by employees to identify their training needs, purchasing of online
legal and professional educational training, and production of educational video clips to be made
available on the website. Many of the teams’ recommendations have been accepted and will be
implemented in 2020. This process has allowed employees to be engaged in the stewardship of
the Agency and to offer innovative and creative solutions to problems they see in the workplace
or its processes.
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ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOALS, MEASURES,
AND RESULTS
Strategic Goal 1: We will ensure quality, timely, impartial, and consistent
investigative and decision-making processes with determinations that are clearly
articulated.
�is strategic goal concerns the core statutory activities of FLRA. �e Statute charges FLRA
with responsibility for protecting rights and facilitating stable labor-management relationships in
the federal sector. To achieve that mandate, FLRA must provide the Federal labor-management
community with quality, timely, impartial, and consistent investigations and determinations.
Further, FLRA must convey those determinations clearly and enforce them e�ectively. All
FLRA components must help to achieve this goal in order to attain overall Agency success.
Strategic Objective 1a: Establish and attempt to surpass (1) case-processing productivity
goals, and (2) timeliness measures that are meaningful to the parties.
Parties often have time-sensitive interests at stake in matters pending before FLRA. Delays in
the resolution of those matters can impede the ability of the parties to ful�ll their missions
e�ectively and e���
ntly. So, to properly serve the Federal labor-management community and
accomplish FLRA’s own mission, the Agency must satisfy internal case-processing productivity
goals that enable it to investigate and resolve cases in a timely fashion.
Parties are best served when they have a clear understanding of how long it might take FLRA to
process cases. �erefore, in 2019, FLRA set its standards for timeliness in a way that gives
parties a reasonable expectation as to the duration of the FLRA determination process. �is
requires the use of simple, straightforward metrics for understanding how long it might take to
resolve a given matter before the Agency. �e measurement is from date of �ling rather than
date of assignment to a Member’���
e for decision.
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Authority
Arbitration Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cases pending, start of year
Exceptions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

90
99
189

50
87
137

42
103
145

73
105
178

73
135
208

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

15
124
139

20
75
95

16
56
72

11
94
105

15
72
87

50

42

73

73

121

Cases pending, end of year

Measure 1a-1 – New Measure
The average age of arbitration exceptions decided by
the Authority.

Measure 1a-2 – New Measure
The percentage of arbitration cases decided by the
Authority within 210 days of the filing of exceptions.

Measure 1a-3 – New Measure
The percentage of arbitration exceptions decided by
the Authority within 365 days of the filing of
exceptions.

16

2019
Target

Actual

Result

247 days

261 days

Not Met

2019
Target

Actual

Result

75%

37%
32/87

Not Met

2019
Target

Actual

Result

90%

84%
73/87

Not Met

Authority
Negotiability Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

17
54
71

23
55
78

27
40
67

11
43
54

23
30
53

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

40
8
48

47
4
51

52
4
56

25
6
31

30
6
36

Cases pending, end of year

23

27

11

23
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Measure 1a-4 – New Measure
The average age of negotiability cases decided by the
Authority.

Measure 1a-5 – New Measure
The percentage of negotiability cases decided by the
Authority within 300 days of the filing of a petition
for review.
Measure 1a-6 – New Measure
The percentage of negotiability cases decided by the
Authority within 365 days of the filing of a petition
for review.

17

2019
Target

Actual

Result

119 days

169

Not Met

2019
Target

Actual

Result

75%

83%
30/36

Met

2019
Target

Actual

Result

75%

92%
33/36

Met

OALJ
ULP Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cases pending, start of year
Complaints received (Intake)
Total caseload

104
222
326

60
179
239

52
197
249

49
44
93

0
0
0

Settlements before hearing
Cases closed by decision
Total cases closed (Output)

188
78
266

136
51
187

176
24
200

66
27
93

1
1
2

60

52

49

0

0

Cases pending, end of year

Measure 1a-7 – New Measure
The average age of ULP complaints decided by the
OALJ.

Measure 1a-8
The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the
General Counsel resolved or decided in the OALJ
within 180 days of the complaint being issued.

FY 2015
77%
205/266

Target

Actual

Result

124 days

90 days

Exceeded

2019
Target

Actual

Result

80%

N/A

N/A

Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2016
FY 2017
80%
93%
150/187
186/200

Measure 1a-9
The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the
General Counsel decided in the OALJ within 365 days
of the complaint being issued.

FY 2015
93%

2019

2019
Target

Actual

Result

95%

N/A

N/A

Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2016
FY 2017
89%
97%
166/187
196/200
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FY 2018
77%
72/93

FY 2018
90%
84/93

Authority
ULP Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cases pending, start of year
Cases filed (Intake)
Total caseload

13
62
75

24
45
69

9
23
32

8
19
27

10
4
14

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

37
14
51

51
9
60

22
2
24

9
8
17

1
7
8

Cases pending, end of year

24

9

8

10

6

Measure 1a-10 – New Measure
The average age of ULP exceptions decided by the
Authority.

Measure 1a-11 – New Measure
The percentage of ULP cases decided by the Authority
within 300 days of issuance of an OALJ decision.

Measure 1a-12 – New Measure
The percentage of ULP cases decided by the Authority
within 365 days of issuance of an OALJ decision.

19

2019
Target

Actual

Result

165 days

238 days

Not Met

2019
Target

Actual

Result

75%

75%
6/8

Met

2019
Target

Actual

Result

90%

88%
7/8

Not Met

Authority
Representation Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cases pending, start of year
Applications for review (Intake)
Total caseload

7
16
23

2
6
8

0
12
12

6
6
12

5
5
10

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

2
19
21

0
8
8

1
5
6

0
7
7

1
7
8

2

0

6

5

2

Cases pending, end of year

Measure 1a-13 – New Measure
The average age of representation cases decided by
the Authority.

Measure 1a-14 – New Measure
The percentage of representation cases decided by the
Authority within 210 days of the filing of an
application for review.
Measure 1a-15 – New Measure
The percentage of representation cases decided by the
Authority within 365 days of the filing of an
application for review.

20

2019
Target

Actual

Result

107 days

194 days

Not Met

2019
Target

Actual

Result

75%

75%
6/8

Met

2019
Target

Actual

Result

95%

88%
7/8

Not Met

OGC
ULP Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cases pending, start of year
Charges filed (Intake)
Total caseload

1,425
4,418
5,843

1,178
4,345
5,523

1,133
3,655
4,988

882
2,860
3,742

682
2,235
2,917

Charges withdrawn/settled
Charges dismissed
Complaints issued
Total cases closed (Output)

3,662
800
203
4,665

3,268
749
173
4,190

3,130
786
190
4,106

2,343
674
43
3,060

1,755
379
0
2,134

Cases pending, end of year

1,178

1,333

882

682

783

*The OGC was unable to issue decisions on appeals or issue complaints in the absence of a General
Counsel after November 16, 2017. Those cases are currently held in abeyance.

Measure 1a-16 – New Measure
The average age of ULP charges resolved by the
OGC.

2019
Target

Actual

Result

99 days

68 days

Exceeded

Measure 1a-17
The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the
Target
Office of the General Counsel by complaint,
withdrawal, dismissal, or settlement within 120 days
70%
of filing of the charge.
Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2015
FY 2016
FY 2017
72%
71%
73%
3,373/4,665
2,973/4,190
2,984/4,106
Measure 1a-18
The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the OGC
by complaint, withdrawal, dismissal, or settlement
within 240 days of filing of the charge.

FY 2015
NA

Actual

Result

88%
1,867/2,134

Exceeded

FY 2018
88%
2,682/3,060
2019

Target

Actual

Result

95%

99%
2,114/2,134

Exceeded

Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2016
FY 2017
95%
95%
3,963/4190
3,883/4,106
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2019

FY 2018
99%
3,039/3,060

OGC
ULP Appeals

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Appeals pending, start of year
Appeals filed (Intake)
Total caseload

34
220
254

33
238
271

26
192
218

22
180
202

181
122
303

Appeals closed (Output)

221

245

196

21*

0*

33

26

22

181

303

Appeals pending, end of year

*The OGC was unable to issue decisions on appeals in the absence of a General Counsel after
November 16, 2017. Those cases are currently held in abeyance.

Measure 1a-19 – New Measure
The average age of ULP appeals decided by the
General Counsel.

2019
Target

Actual

Result

45 days

N/A

N/A

Measure 1a-20
The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a
Target
Regional Director’s dismissal of a ULP charge issued
by the General Counsel within 60 days of the date
95%
filed.
Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2015
FY 2016
FY 2017
98%
100%
96%
217/221
245/245
188/196
Measure 1a-21
The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a
Target
Regional Director’s dismissal of a ULP charge issued
by the General Counsel within 120 days of the date
100%
filed.
Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2015
FY 2016
FY 2017
100%
100%
100%
221/221
245/245
196/196

22

2019
Actual

Result

N/A

N/A

FY 2018
100%
21/21
2019
Actual

Result

N/A

N/A

FY 2018
100%
21/21

OGC
Representation Cases

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed (Intake)
Total caseload

65
225
290

70
265
335

112
208
320

58
245
303

64
249
313

Petitions withdrawn
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed (Output)

95
125
220

112
111
223

130
132
262

110
129
239

126
140
266

70

112

58

64

47

Cases pending, end of year

Measure 1a-22 – New Measure
The average age of representation cases resolved by
the OGC through withdrawal, election, or issuance of
a Decision and Order.

2019
Target

Actual

Result

114 days

92 days

Exceeded

Measure 1a-23
The percentage of representation cases resolved by the
Target
OGC through withdrawal, election, or issuance of a
Decision and Order within 120 days of the filing of a
70%
petition.
Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2015
FY 2016
FY 2017
72%
73%
68%
158/220
163/223
179/262
Measure 1a-24
The percentage of cases resolved by the OGC through
withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and
Order within 365 days of the filing of a petition.

FY 2015
NA

Actual

Result

77%
205/266

Exceeded

FY 2018
82%
195/239
2019

Target

Actual

Result

95%

99%
259/266

Exceeded

Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2016
FY 2017
98%
95%
219/223
250/262

23

2019

FY 2018
100%
236/239

FSIP
Impasses

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cases pending, start of year
Impasses filed (Intake)
Total caseload

28
139
167

33
143
176

42
97
139

17
92
109

23
77
100

Panel Decision
Panel declined jurisdiction
Settled with Panel assistance
Voluntarily withdrawn
Cases closed total (Output)

15
17
25
77
134

24
9
22
79
134

12
23
25
62
122

21
11
7
47
86

24
11
15
22
72

33

42

17

23

28

Cases pending, end of year

Measure 1a-26 – New Measure
The average age of bargaining-impasse cases in which
the FSIP declines jurisdiction.

Measure 1a-27
The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which
the FSIP declines jurisdiction within 140 days of the
date filed.

FY 2015
100%
17/17

Target

Actual

Result

90 days

95

Not Met

2019
Target

Actual

Result

90%

90%
10/11

Met

Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2016
FY 2017
100%
95%
9/9
21/22

Measure 1a-28
The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases that are
voluntarily settled, after the FSIP asserts jurisdiction,
within 160 days of the date filed.

FY 2015
84%
21/25

2019

2019
Target

Actual

Result

90%

100%
15/15

Exceeded

Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2016
FY 2017
100%
92%
22/22
22/24

24

FY 2018
100%
11/11

FY 2018
86%
6/7

Measure 1a-29 – New Measure
The average age of bargaining-impasse cases that the
FSIP resolves through final action.

Measure 1a-30
The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases that the
FSIP resolves through final action that are closed
within 200 days of the date filed.

FY 2015
100%
15/15

2019
Target

Actual

Result

146 days

140

Exceeded

2019
Target

Actual

Result

80%

100%
24/24

Exceeded

Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2016
FY 2017
88%
77%
21/24
9/12

FY 2018
100%
21/21

Strategic Objective 1b: Ensure excellence in investigations and clearly articulated written
work products by establishing and attempting to surpass case-processing quality goals that
build upon the Agency’s longstanding traditions of impartiality and consistent determinations
that are clearly articulated.
Excelling at FLRA’s core functions requires the Agency to perform thorough investigations and
produce clearly articulated written products. From informal communications, to FLRA
determinations, to information on the FLRA website, FLRA’s written work is one of the primary
means by which the Agency communicates with parties and the federal labor-management
community.
FLRA’s ability to achieve its mission depends on its ability to issue impartial and consistent
determinations that are clearly articulated. Even the appearance of partiality can cause parties to
lose trust in the FLRA’s determinations, and ultimately, in FLRA as an institution.
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 1b-1: CONDUCT HIGH-QUALITY INVESTIGATIONS AND
PRODUCE HIGH-QUALITY WRITTEN WORK PRODUCTS
Measure 1b-1: Establish and surpass case-processing quality goals.
2019 Target

Result

▪ Develop and pilot use of internal tool(s)
throughout the Agency to establish caseprocessing quality goals (e.g., qualityassessment checklist)
▪ Solicit feedback on and assess the
effectiveness of pilot internal tool(s) to
measure quality.
▪ Make necessary adjustments to make new
internal tool(s) more effective.
▪ Formally implement use of new internal
tool(s) in order to surpass established caseprocessing quality goals.
▪ Develop and administer internal survey(s) to
assess baseline case-processing quality.

Developed internal tools to establish agency case
quality goals and identify areas where
improvement is needed, to be used in
conjunction with performance reviews.
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 1b-2: IMPLEMENT EFFECTIVE METHODS TO MAINTAIN
AND IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF FLRA INVESTIGATIONS AND WRITTEN
WORK PRODUCTS, INCLUDING FLRA STAFF TRAINING AND INTERNAL
EDUCATION RESOURCES
Measure 1b-2: Train FLRA staff and provide internal educational resources to improve the
quality of investigations and written work products.
2019 Target

Result

▪ Develop internal training programs and other
educational tools Agency-wide in order to
improve the quality of investigations and
written work products (e.g., componentspecific mentoring programs, Agency-wide
or component-specific brown bag sessions,
Agency-wide dissemination of decisions and
other relevant legal opinions).
▪ Develop and administer internal surveys or
other measures to assess the effectiveness of
pilot internal training programs and
educational tools.
▪ Make necessary adjustments to make internal
training programs more effective.
▪ Formally implement those internal training
programs and educational tools that are
deemed effective in order to improve the
quality of investigations and written work
products.

▪ Developed and instituted Agency-wide
informal training program using brown bag
sessions.
▪ Developed and administered internal survey on
training.
▪ Encouraged employees to increase awareness
of Authority decisions by using electronic
distribution tool for Agency-wide
dissemination of decisions.
▪ Implemented Individual Development Plans for
each staff member to identify training needs.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1b-3: ENSURE EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER CONFIDENCE
IN FLRA’S ABILITIES.
Measure 1b-3: Customer perceptions about FLRA’s impartiality.
2019 Target
▪ Develop and administer an external survey(s)
to assess the parties’ perceptions of FLRA’s
impartiality.

Result
▪ Developed a survey to assess parties’
perceptions of FLRA’s impartiality.
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Strategic Goal 2: We will develop and provide tools and resources to enable the
parties to prevent or more effectively and efficiently resolve their labor-relations
disputes and improve their labor-management relationships.
FLRA is speci�cally empowered and obligated to “provide leadership in establishing policies
and guidance” related to matters arising under the Statute. 5 U.S.C. § 7105(a)(1). Educating
parties regarding statutory obligations promotes FLRA’s mission of protecting rights and
facilitating stable labor-management relationships while advancing an e�ective and e���
nt
Government. FLRA accomplishes this goal �rst through its written determinations and by
providing parties with quality educational resources through FLRA’s website; by identifying,
a���
ering targeted assistance to, parties with si��cant labor -management challenges; and by
�ering external training to Federal agencies and labor organizations regarding their rights and
obligations under the Statute.
Strategic Objective 2a: Maintain and expand educational resources on www�ra.gov .
�ering high -quality educational resources through FLRA’s website is a key component of
promoting stability in the Federal labor-management community. Parties who are better
informed about their rights and obligations under the Statute are less likely to pursue frivolous
matters or defenses, and they are more likely to approach their labor-management relations in a
manner that is consistent with the Statute.
�e Agency will continue to explore ways to supplement and enhance the educational resources
on its website, such as expanding parties’ access to statutory and other training, online training
modules, and short animated training videos.
Performance Goal 2a-1: Routinely review and update educational resources on the FLRA
website.
Performance Goal 2a-2: Develop a growing library of online training modules on the FLRA
website.
Performance Goal 2a-3: Develop and maintain case digests of new Authority decisions on
the FLRA website.
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Measure 2a: Expand the relevancy, currency, and reach of educational tools.
2019 Target

Result

▪ Update at least 3 guides or manuals Agencywide.
▪ Establish a mechanism to live stream
trainings online or offer pre-recorded
trainings on the www.flra.gov website.
▪ Offer at least 5 training sessions online
Agency-wide.
▪ Begin publishing case digest summaries for
all Authority decisions. OGC and FSIP to
evaluate doing the same for their decisions.

▪ Began publishing digests on a quarterly basis.
▪ Acquired animation software to begin
developing short animated training videos.
▪ Piloted desktop video teleconferencing to
expand capabilities for providing interactive
external training online.
▪ Developed 5 pre-recorded training modules in
preparation for posting.
▪ Updated OGC Unfair Labor Practice Case Law
Outline.

Strategic Objective 2b: Identify an�������
d assistance to parties with sign�cant labor management challenges.
In situations where parties experience labor-management challenges, targeted assistance can
promote stable labor-management relationships by educating the parties regarding their statutory
rights and obligations. It can also promote e�ective and e���
nt Government by assisting
parties in addressing their disputes without necessarily resorting to formal �lings.
As part of the Agency’s strategic commitment to develop and provide tools and resources to
enable the parties to prevent or more e�ectively and e���
ntly resolve their labor-relations
disputes and improve their labor-management relationships, the Authority signed an MOU with
the FMCS creating a new pilot procedure for resolving negotiability appeals at no cost to the
parties. Under its terms, the Authority trained a unique cadre of FMCS mediators so that they
may assist the parties in the resolution of negotiability appeals through mediation. Under the
pilot program, before a negotiability appeal is considered by the Authority’s Members for a
decision, the Authority may refer such appeals to FMCS, either on the Authority’s own initiative
or based upon a request from the parties. �e negotiability-appeal-mediation procedure is
expected to take between 30 and 60 days. �e Authority anticipates that this will reduce caseprocessing time in negotiability appeals as well as provide opportunities for parties to
expeditiously resolve appropriate negotiability disputes without the need for a formal Authority
decision.
Additional targeted assistance may take various forms, including��
ering training to parties on
particular topics that have given rise to frequent ULP charges, negotiability disputes, or
arbitration exceptions. Other types of assistance might be most appropriate for parties
experiencing broader labor-management challenges. For parties involved in complex
representational matters, targeted assistance can include conducting conferences with the parties
to assist them in identifying and, if feasible, resolving relevant issues.
For example, OGC conducted 72 training sessions to more than 25 federal agencies and labor
organizations in 2019. �ese sessions were requested by the organizations based on their
29

perceived needs in the Federal labor-management relations area. FLRA sta�tailored each
session to meet the individualized needs of the particular group and received consistent positive
feedback from the participants. �e targeted training sessions focused on a range of issues,
including unfair labor practices and representation matters.
Performance Goal 2b-1: Identify and evaluate parties with signi�cant labor-management
challenges.
Performance Goal 2b-2: Refer appropriate parties to suitable resources.
Performance Goal 2b-3: Implement highly e�ective targeted assistance programs and
associated materials.
Measure 2b: Develop and implement a highly effective, totally voluntary targeted assistance
program and related procedures.
2019 Target
▪ Develop the criteria for identifying parties
with significant labor-management
challenges.
▪ Develop procedures for offering targeted
assistance to identified parties or referring
such parties to appropriate resources.
▪ Pilot a targeted-assistance program.
▪ Identify metrics for evaluating the program’s
success.
▪ Formally implement a targeted-assistance
program with appropriately ambitious
measures to assess its effectiveness.

Result
▪ Collaborated with FMCS on a pilot program
for mediation of appropriate negotiability
disputes.
▪ Addressed speci�c requests of parties for
targeted training.

Strategic Objective 2c: Maintain and expand our external training programs to enable the
parties to better understand their rights and obligations under the Statute.
Agency components have traditionally provided training on statutory principles governing ULPs,
representational issues, negotiability disputes, and arbitration exceptions. Providing such
external training to federal agencies and labor organizations regarding their rights and
obligations under the Statute directly promotes FLRA’s mission of protecting rights and
facilitating stable labor-management relationships while advancing an e�ective and e���
nt
government. For this reason, it is essential that FLRA maintain and, where possible, expand
these external training programs.
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Performance Goal 2c-1: Exceed an annual target number of highly rated in-person training
programs for a target number of participants concerning the full range of statutory matters.
Performance Goal 2c-2: Find additional ways to deliver real-time and pre-recorded external
trainings that have been successfully developed and implemented utilizing appropriate
technology and participant-friendly best practices.
Performance Goal 2c-3: Exceed an annual target number of highly rated training programs
for a target number of participants regarding procedures for �ling and processing FLRA cases.
Measure 2c-1
The number of in-person statutory training programs
delivered.

FY 2015

Target

Actual

Result

50

95

Exceeded

Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2016
FY 2017
280

FY 2018

273

Measure 2c-2
The number of participants who receive in-person
statutory training.

FY 2015

2019

2019
Target

Actual

Result

2,500

4807

Exceeded

Previous Years Data (Actual)
FY 2016
FY 2017
8,440

100

FY 2018

8,122

Measure 2c-3
The percentage of participants who highly rate the
statutory training that they received.

Measure 2c-4
The number of training programs delivered regarding
procedures for filing and processing FLRA cases.
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2,574
2019

Target

Actual

Result

Develop
evaluations

In
Development

N/A

2019
Target

Actual

Result

40

72

Exceeded

Measure 2c-5
The number of participants who receive training
regarding procedures for filing and processing FLRA
cases.
Measure 2c-6
The percentage of participants who highly rate the
training that they received regarding procedures for
filing and processing FLRA cases.
Measure 2c-7
The number of real-time and pre-recorded online
training programs developed and implemented.

Measure 2c-8
The percentage of participants who highly rate the
real-time and pre-recorded online training that they
received.
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2019
Target

Actual

Result

2,000

3,082

Exceeded

2019
Target

Actual

Develop
In
evaluations Development

Result
N/A

2019
Target

Actual

Result

5

5

Met

2019
Target

Actual

Develop
In
evaluations Development

Result
N/A

Strategic Goal 3: We will manage our resources effectively and efficiently, and
recognize that our dedicated workforce is critical to the resolution of laborrelations disputes.
FLRA honors the trust that the public has placed in it to use Agency resources wisely on behalf
of the American taxpayer. Recognizing that trust, FLRA has always focused its resources on
carrying out its mission. It will continue to do so.
In 2019, FLRA provided high quality performance and service delivery. �e Agency continued a
commitment to empowering and developing a highly engaged and e�ective workforce. �e
success of FLRA employees is instrumental to its success as an Agency. �e���
-driven
Strategic Plan 2018-2022 created in 2018 demonstrates the spirit that FLRA actively manages in
its human-capital programs.
FLRA continued to explore ways to manage its workforce e�ectively and e���
ntly. A key
component of that commitment is to continue developing IT systems, with the goal of enabling
FLRA employees to spend more time on mission-critical, substantive work. FLRA also
reexamined its performance-management systems to ensure that they align with the goals in the
Strategic Plan, that individual employee standards re�ect organizational goals, and that the
Agency appropriately recognizes employee achievements in support of these goals. Finally,
FLRA continued to encourage employee growth, development, and innovation.
Strategic Objective 3a: Ensure that FLRA’s performance-management systems are
synchronized with and support the Agency’s strategic goals.
At the foundation of the Agency’s 2018-2022 Strategic Plan is FLRA’s renewed commitment to
developing the most e�ective ways to evaluate Agency performance, as well as the contributions
of the Agency’s components and individual employees. To do this, employee performancemanagement targets should be adapted to support Agency goals. �is will help ensure that the
evaluation of FLRA employees will include consideration of how well they assist the Agency to
achieve its strategic and performance goals.
Performance Goal 3a-1: FLRA employees perceive that the Agency’s performancemanagement systems, and their individual performance plans, directly align with achieving this
strategic plan.
Performance Goal 3a-2: FLRA employees have a clear understanding of how their individual
achievement contributes to achievement of Agency priorities and successful implementation of
FLRA strategic goals.
Performance Goal 3a-3: FLRA employees perceive that their performance recognition and
rewards are also directly linked to their contribution to the successful achievement of FLRA’s
strategic goals.
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Measure 3a-1: Align performance-management systems and individual performance plans with
current Strategic Plan.
2019 Target

Result

▪ Develop communications strategies,
educational tools, and other materials to
successfully implement the new systems.
▪ Develop and administer an internal survey(s)
to assess whether employees perceive that
performance management systems (GS and
SL/SES) and individual employee
performance plans align with the Strategic
Plan.

▪ Evaluated Agency performance-management
systems and individual employee performance
plans for alignment with the Strategic Plan.
▪ Formed Strategic Implementation Teams for
the three types of positions--(1) OGC
Attorneys, (2) Non-OGC attorneys, (3)
Non-Attorneys--and tasked those teams with
�ering recommended revisions to emp loyees’
standards and elements.
▪ Strategic Implementation Teams have provided
Agency leadership with recommended
revisions of performance plans to pilot in 2020.

Measure 3a-2: Employees understand how their individual performance contributes to overall
Agency strategic goals.
2019 Target
Develop and administer an internal survey(s),
or use existing survey instruments (e.g.,
FEVS), to assess whether FLRA employees
understand how their individual achievements
contribute to Agency priorities and successful
implementation of FLRA strategic goals.
(E.g., FEVS Question #12, “I know how my
work relates to the agency’s goals and
priorities”; FEVS Question #16, “I am held
responsible for achieving results.”)

Result
FLRA did not administer a separate survey, but
relied on data provided through FEVS.
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Measure 3a-3: Employees believe that there is alignment between the recognition and rewards
that they receive and their individual contributions towards achieving the FLRA’s strategic goals.
2019 Target
Develop and administer an internal survey(s),
or use existing survey instruments (e.g.,
FEVS), to assess whether employees believe
that recognition and rewards relate to their
contribution toward achievement of FLRA
strategic goals. (E.g., FEVS Question #24, “In
my work unit, differences in performance are
recognized in a meaningful way”; FEVS
Question #25, “Awards in my work unit
depend on how well employees perform their
jobs”; FEVS Question #32, “Creativity and
innovation are rewarded.”)

Result
FLRA did not administer a separate survey, but
relied on data provided through FEVS.
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Strategic Objective 3b: Continue to expand FLRA’s technological capabilities to enable
employees to deliver mission results more e��
tive������
iently.
FLRA’s IT systems have provided, and will continue to provide, a key means by which the
FLRA will more e�ectively and e���
ntly deliver quality services and increase internal
e���
ncies. For example, the Agency has connected all FLRA components in ways that improve
internal communication, and FLRA���
works more e���
ntly by using a cloud-based
Document Management System that allows for simpl�ed document management and internal
collaboration.
�e Agency implemented a new and improved version of its eFiling system in 2018 that provides
a more intuitive, user-friendly customer experience. �is improved eFiling experience allows the
parties to submit ULP, representation, arbitration, and negotiability �lings in an electronic
format. �e Agency is currently using the same software and agile methodology to develop a
more user-friendly electronic Case Management System. FLRA will integrate these three
systems — document management, eFiling, and case management — to fully implement
electronic case �le capability throughout the Agency.
�ereafter, as resources permit, FLRA continues to enhance and leverage these technological
capabilities. Work has begun to fully implement electronic case �les, to encourage the widest
uses of eFiling and to serve FLRA-generated case documents on the parties electronically—
saving time, human-capital resources, and postage costs.
Performance Goal 3b-1: Implement a new and improved FLRA electronic case-management
system. Integrate the case-management system with FLRA document management and
eFiling systems in order to fully implement electronic case �le capability throughout the
Agency.
Performance Goal 3b-2: FLRA employees and parties understand how to make the most
effective use of FLRA’s electronic systems.
Performance Goal 3b-3: Enhance the positive impact of technological advancements on the
customer experience.
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Measure 3b-1: Expand the use of eFiling.

2019

Target
▪ 50% of cases eFiled Agency-wide.
▪ 10% increase in eFiling in each component –
the OGC, the Authority, and the FSIP.
▪ Amend FLRA’s regulations to eliminate the
use of facsimile service for case filings
throughout the Agency.
FY 2018 Actual
FY 2017
FY 2016

Result
▪ Agency-wide: 46%
▪ Authority 80% eFiled
▪ OGC 43% eFiled
▪ FSIP 78% eFiled
▪ Authority and FSIP exceeded target of 10%
increase
35% eFiled

Actual
Actual

35% eFiled
22% eFiled

2019
Measure 3b-2: Implement end-to-end electronic case files.
Target

Result

Develop and fully implement the new and
improved CMS in at least one FLRA
component.

FY 2018

Actual

FY 2017

Actual

Developed CMS for the Authority component.
Developed electronic case file structure in the
DMS and initial planning to automate creating
the electronic folders from the CMS.
Developed and launched eFiling 3.0, which both internal and external
users report is significantly more user-friendly and intuitive. Began
development of a new and improved CMS that, over time, will
provide significant ($100,000 annually) cost savings and allow for
more efficient integration of the CMS and eFiling systems with the
DMS, enabling end-to-end electronic case processing throughout the
Agency. Identified the basic structure of electronic case files for each
component/office in the DMS. Completed transition of all major IT
functions – CMS, DMS, eMail – to the cloud, which improves both IT
security, consistent with the PMA, and Agency continuity of
operations plans.
Deployed an Agency-wide, cloud-based DMS, which replaced the
existing network shares with an integrated document and email
communications system that will facilitate document sharing and
electronic case-processing initiatives. Adopted a new, more costeffective approach to achieving end-to-end electronic case files.
Using agile methodology and open-source code, and responding to
user feedback, completed initial development of a brand new, userfriendly eFiling application (eFiling 3.0) with a Ruby on Rails user
interface and a Postgres backend database that is housed in Amazon
Web Services – a cloud-based solution. The new application will be
launched in 2018 once final testing and additional enhancements are
completed. Began modernizing the infrastructure of the Agency’s
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electronic CMS and eFiling by transitioning to a new cloud-based,
backend product – Postgres database housed in Amazon Web Services
– that will allow for a more user friendly and complete integration of
the CMS, the eFiling system, and the DMS.

FY 2016

Actual

With the merger of the eFiling and Case Management System (CMS)
applications complete, and the bridge between the two systems in
place to support end-to-end electronic case-processing capability,
enhanced the available features for the integration of the eFiling and
CMS applications. eFiled cases are routinely automatically entered
into the CMS. Neared completion of an improved eFiling user
interface (eFiling 2.0) to make the application more user-friendly and
intuitive. Began efforts to implement a Document Management
System, which is a critical step in accomplishing FLRA’s multi-year
electronic-case-file plan.

2019
Measure 3b-3: Internal and external customer perceptions of the eFiling System.
Target

Result

▪ Develop a communications strategy for
sharing with internal and external customers
the benefits and advantages of eFiling (e.g.,
notice to go out with all Authority
decisions).
▪ Develop and administer internal and
external survey tools to assess customer
perceptions of the eFiling System.
▪ Develop online, pop-up eFiling surveys that
appear while users are logged into the
eFiling System.

▪ Received feedback from external users via the
provided engagement email address.
Implemented suggestions and replied to
customer feedback.
▪ Developed and distributed notices to
customers promoting the use of eFiling.
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2019
Measure 3b-4: Assess how internal and external customers perceive the effectiveness of the
Agency’s IT modernization efforts.
Target
▪ Develop and administer internal and
external survey(s) to assess: (1) whether
FLRA employees and customers know how
to maximize available technology; and (2)
how FLRA employees and customers
perceive the effectiveness of the Agency’s
IT modernization efforts.
▪ Develop and implement appropriate
communications to promote and enhance
these efforts.

Result
▪ Developed and administered internal surveys
to assess how FLRA employees perceive the
effectiveness of the Agency’s IT
modernization efforts, and the results are
being evaluated.
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Strategic Objective 3c: Recruit, retain, and develop a diverse, respected workforce in an
environment that fosters employee input and satisfaction and makes the best use of FLRA
resources.
FLRA’s charge to uphold and administer the Statute relies on its employees. Accordingly,
FLRA’s success relies on the expertise and engagement of its workforce. A key component of
attracting and retaining an e�ective workforce is creating a positive work environment in which
employees see themselves as stakeholders and innovators. FLRA continued to assess the skills
and professional education/training needs of its workforce, and seek new, cost-e�ective ways to
cultivate employee development and commitment. FLRA provided opportunities for
experienced employees to share their institutional knowledge by providing internal training and
through other means. FLRA’s continued focus on human-capital development will help ensure
continued mission accomplishment and leadership of the federal-sector labor-management
relations program.
Performance Goal 3c-1: Internal and external survey respondents perceive that diverse and
respected FLRA employees demonstrate expertise in federal-sector labor-management
relations; minimal gaps exist in succession plans; and the Agency develops nontraditional
resources for employee education and development.
Performance Goal 3c-2: The FLRA workforce expresses a stable and improving level of
overall job satisfaction, as well as satisfaction with the manner in which internal problemsolving occurs.
Performance Goal 3c-3: FLRA managers and employees perceive that the Agency
appropriately uses telework and technology to promote employee e���
ncy and a healthy
work-life balance.
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2019
Measure 3c-1: Recruit, retain, and develop a diverse, respected workforce. – New Measure
Target

Result

▪ Review Agency performance-management
systems and individual performance plans to
ensure that they align directly with the
2018-2022 Strategic Plan.
▪ Conduct a comprehensive, Agency-wide
position classification review to confirm that
all Agency positions reflect the actual duties
of the position.
▪ Assess time-to-hire results for Agency
positions by reviewing recruitment and
staffing processes and procedures.
▪ Issue a revised Reasonable Accommodation
Policy – including Personal Assistive
Device policy – that is fully compliant with
recent EEOC regulatory amendments and
guidance.
▪ Ensure compliance with Government-wide
goals for Schedule A hiring.

▪ Reviewed a portion of Agency performancemanagement systems and individual
performance plans to ensure that they align
directly with the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan.
▪ Completed review of all position descriptions
Agency-wide, to ensure that all Agency
positions reflect the actual duties of the
position.
▪ Issued a revised Reasonable Accommodation
Policy – including Personal Assistive Device
policy – that is fully compliant with recent
EEOC regulatory amendments and guidance.
▪ Ensured compliance with Government-wide
goals for Schedule A hiring.
▪ Expanded recruitment efforts to target persons
with disabilities.
▪ Formed Diversity and Inclusion Team to
develop programs to highlight and celebrate the
diversity of Agency employees.
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2019
Measure 3c-2: Maintain and grow Agency expertise through employee development.
Target

Result

▪ Develop and implement use of
▪ Held 3 component specific brown bag sessions
nontraditional resources for employee
(Authority, FSIP, OALJ).
education and development (e.g.,
▪ Developed and administered surveys to solicit
component-specific mentoring programs,
feedback on employee education and
Agency-wide or component-specific brown
development.
bag sessions, Agency-wide dissemination of ▪ Provided promotional opportunities for
decisions and other relevant legal opinions).
internal agency���
prior to advertising key
▪ Develop and administer survey(s) to solicit
leadership positions externally.
feedback on and assess the effectiveness of
nontraditional resources for employee
education and development.
▪ Maintain sustained growth of positive
responses to FEVS Question #47 –
“Supervisors in my work unit support
employee development.
▪ Offered cross-component details to provide employees with training
and developmental experiences that will enhance their skills and
increase their understanding of the Agency’s mission and
operations.
▪ Managers assessed annually employees on their developmental
FY 2018 Actual
needs and provided appropriate training and developmental
opportunities.
▪ Maintained sustained growth of positive responses to the OPM
FEVS question “supervisors in my work unit support employee
development” (Q. 47). .
▪ Managers assessed employees’ developmental needs and provided
at least one targeted developmental opportunity to each, many of
those in-house (e.g., details, workgroups, and special projects).
▪ In the 2017 FEVS, had 55 identified strengths (items with
65 percent or higher positive ratings) and no identified challenges
(items with 35 percent or higher negative ratings). Continued to
rank in the top ten among small agencies (those with 100-999
FY 2017 Actual
employees) in two important indices – Employee Engagement and
New IQ – with #6 and #5 rankings, respectively.
▪ 78 percent of FLRA employees responded positively to the OPM
FEVS question “supervisors in my work unit support employee
development” (Q. 47), which is 5 percent above the small-agency
score of 73 percent, and 10 percent above the Government-wide
score of 68 percent.
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2019
Measure 3c-3: Internal and external perceptions about the workforce. – New Measure
Target

Result

▪ Develop and administer an internal
▪ FLRA did not administer a separate survey,
survey(s), or use existing survey instruments
but relied on data provided through FEVS.
(e.g., FEVS), to assess whether employees
believe that FLRA employees: are diverse,
are respected, and demonstrate expertise in
Federal sector labor-management relations
(e.g., FEVS FEVS Question #29 – “The
workforce has the job-relevant knowledge
and skills necessary to accomplish
organizational goals.”)
▪ Develop and administer an external
survey(s) to assess whether external
respondents perceive that FLRA employees:
are diverse, are respected, and demonstrate
expertise in Federal sector labormanagement relations.
2019
Measure 3c-4: Internal perceptions about succession plans. – New Measure
Target

Result

▪ Develop and administer an internal
▪ FLRA did not administer a separate survey,
survey(s), or use existing survey instruments
but relied on data provided through FEVS.
(e.g., FEVS), to assess whether employees
believe that minimal gaps exist in
succession planning (e.g., FEVS Question
#68 – “How satisfied are you with your
opportunity to get a better job in your
organization?”).
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2019
Measure 3c-5: Overall employee job satisfaction. – New Measure
Target

Result

▪ Develop and administer an internal
▪ FLRA formed an employee engagement Team
survey(s), or use existing survey instruments
and began conducting focus groups with all
(e.g., FEVS), to assess whether employees
employees to better understand all aspects of
believe that FLRA employees: are diverse,
job satisfaction.
are respected, and demonstrate expertise in
▪ FLRA will continue to rely on data provided
Federal sector labor-management relations
through FEVS.
(e.g., FEVS Global Satisfaction Index;
FEVS Question #69 – “Considering
everything, how satisfied are you with your
job?”)
2019
Measure 3c-6: Internal satisfaction with the manner in which internal problem-solving occurs. –
New Measure
Target

Result

▪ Develop and administer an internal
▪ FLRA did not administer a separate survey,
survey(s), or use existing survey instruments
but relied on data provided through FEVS.
(e.g., FEVS), to assess employee
satisfaction with internal problem-solving
practices.
2019
Measure 3c-7: Internal perceptions about use of technology to promote employee efficiency and
work-life balance. – New Measure
Target

Result

▪ Develop and administer an internal
▪ FLRA did not administer a separate survey,
survey(s), or use existing survey instruments
but relied on data provided through FEVS.
(e.g., FEVS), to assess internal perceptions
about the use of technology to promote
efficiency and work-life balance (e.g., FEVS
Question #42 – “My supervisor supports my
need to balance work and other life issues.”)
Verification and Validation of Performance Data
The CMS is used by FLRA offices to track and manage caseload. Each office enters information
on case filings into the CMS, and is accountable for quality control of the data entered into the
system. Case-performance data verification and validation was performed using information
from the CMS.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20424-0001

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

October 28, 2019

TO:

Colleen Duffy Kiko
Chairman
Ernest DuBester
Member
James Abbott
Member

FROM:

Dana Rooney
Inspector General

SUBJECT:

Top Management and Performance Challenges for Fiscal Year 2020 (MC-20-01)

Each Inspector General (IG) is required by law, the Reports Consolidation Act of 2000, to
provide the Agency head with a statement that summarizes the “most serious management and
performance challenges facing the Agency” and to assess the Agency’s progress in addressing
those challenges. The law states that the “Agency head may comment on the IG’s statement, but
may not modify the statement.” By statute this statement should be included in the Federal
Labor Relations Authority’s (FLRA) “Performance and Accountability Report” (PAR).
The FLRA Office of Inspector General’s (OIG) statement is based on specific OIG reviews and
other reports, as well as our general knowledge of the FLRA programs and operations. Our
analysis considers the accomplishments the FLRA reported as of September 5, 2019.
Accordingly, the attached document describes the most serious management and performance
challenges facing the FLRA along with a brief assessment and management’s progress in
addressing them. These ongoing challenges include: information technology security; and
records management.
The above challenges were also noted in the Agency’s Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 PAR. FLRA has
made substantial progress in addressing these challenges as further described in the attachment.
Further, management has taken sufficient action to effectively mitigate the Closure of Open
Recommendations Outstanding for More than 1 Year identified challenge that was reported in
the FY 2018 PAR. We appreciate management’s strong commitment in addressing these
challenges and welcome comments to our assessment.
Attachment
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Information Technology Security
The Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 (FISMA) requires the Authority to
develop, document, and implement an information security program to protect its information
systems and data. The Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) depends on information
systems to function, and the security of these systems is vital. These systems are always at risk
and the FLRA must remain vigilant in establishing a control environment to continuously
monitor potential Information Technology (IT) risks, threats, vulnerabilities, mitigation and
implementation plans.
As in prior years, the FLRA has either new or repeated weaknesses in its IT program. The
Office Inspector General’s (OIG) annual FISMA review in Fiscal Year 2018 identified five new
weaknesses in IT. The 2018 review closed the only open finding from Fiscal Year (FY) 2015.
The FLRA’s ability to effectively manage its IT program has improved greatly over the past few
years, providing corrective action plans in response to our recommendations. While the FLRA
has had two consecutive clean audits, IT security still remains a management challenge. In our
FY 2019 FISMA review, we plan to evaluate the IT deficiencies and the actions taken to correct
these weaknesses.
Information Security
Since the passage of the FISMA, the OIG has annually reviewed the FLRA’s information
security program. The FISMA requires the FLRA OIG to prepare a report summarizing the
review findings and submit it to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). The most recent
FISMA evaluation found that management continues to make progress by closing the remaining
open recommendation from FY 2015.1 There were five new recommendations in the FY 2018
review.
Progress in Addressing the Challenge
The FLRA has taken corrective action to resolve the only open finding from FY 2015 reported in
the FY 2018 Performance and Accountability Report. FLRA had five new IT security findings
from its FY 2018 FISMA review. The FLRA expects to fully mitigate the open FISMA findings
by the end of Calendar Year 2019. The impact of this effort will be assessed during the FY 2019
FISMA review.

This is based on the FY 2018 FISMA review; the FY 2019 FISMA review had not been completed at the time this
document was drafted.
1
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What Needs to Be Done
The FLRA should continue to address and resolve the five FISMA weaknesses identified by the
OIG in 2018. Although the FLRA has closed its only open recommendation, the Agency must
be diligent in continuing to monitor and assess its information security to ensure proper IT
security controls are in place.
Key OIG Resources
•
•
•

U.S. Federal Labor Relations Authority Performance and Accountability Report 2018;
OIG Report, Evaluation of the Federal Labor Relations Authority Compliance with the
Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 for Fiscal Year 2018 (MAR-19-01)
October 2018
OIG Report, Evaluation of the Federal Labor Relations Authority Compliance with the
Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 for Fiscal Year 2017 (MAR-18-01),
October 2017

Comply with Records Management
Agencies are required to comply with all Federal records management laws, regulations, and
policies. In 2011, Presidential Memorandum, Managing Government Records, requires Federal
agencies to manage both permanent and temporary email records in an electronic format by the
end of 2016. By the end of 2019, agencies are directed by the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) and U.S. National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) jointly issued
Memorandum M-12-18, Managing Government Records Directive to manage all permanent
records in an electronic format.
NARA is set to stop accepting paper-based records at the end of 2022, and OMB has issued M19-21, Transition to Electronic Records to help agencies meet this deadline.
The memo states, “The Federal Government spends hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars and
thousands of hours annually to create, use, and store Federal records in analog (paper and other
non-electronic) formats. Maintaining large volumes of analog records requires dedicated
resources, management attention, and security investments that should be applied to more
effectively managing electronic records.”
OMB is directing agencies, to “ensure that all Federal records are created, retained, and managed
in electronic formats, with appropriate metadata,” and develop plans to close Agency-operated
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storage facilities for paper and other, analog records, and transfer those records to Federal
Records Centers operated by NARA or commercial storage facilities.”
The OMB guidelines require that all agencies “manage all permanent electronic records in an
electronic format” by December 31, 2019. By December 31, 2022 this requirement extends to
all permanent records as well as temporary records,” to the fullest extent possible.” December
31, 2022 is also the deadline for agencies to close their Agency-operated record centers, and
transition all records to Federal or commercial centers.
The memo states, “Beginning January 1, 2023, all other legal transfers of permanent records
must be in electronic format, to the fullest extent possible, regardless of whether the records were
originally created in electronic formats. After that date, agencies will be required to digitize
permanent records in analog formats before transfer to NARA.”
FLRA has made progress to comply with the records management directive by developing an
electronic case-management system (CMS) to properly handle Agency case files and records.
This is an excellent step forward using technology to enhance operational efficiencies. However,
system automation is only one part of a comprehensive approach to address the challenge of
managing permanent records. Industry practices dictate that along with implementing new
technology, it is imperative that a complete oversight or governance process be established to
include documenting Agency policies, procedures and processes that address all hard copy and
electronic records proper handling. Although new automated systems offer increased
capabilities, they also present new internal (management) control challenges. The FLRA needs
to ensure various roles (e.g., system administrator); related authorities and capabilities are
properly assigned, documented, managed and monitored. Such written documentation should be
maintained as this need becomes increasingly critical as additional functionality and
enhancements are added to the system. Further, although, certain types of records do not have
legal retention requirements; the policies, processes and procedures should, clearly and
specifically, instruct staff on the proper handling. Further, management should periodically
verify that such policies are being followed.
Progress in Addressing the Challenge
FLRA provided the following management challenge update:
“During FY 2019, the FLRA continued its efforts to use technology to automate current paperbased manually intensive processes. This included the continued development of the electronic
CMS and that will further the Agency’s efforts to transition to paperless case files and records.
The FLRA recognizes in addition to an electronic case management system , it must also update
or develop policies, processes, and procedures to provide staff with clear guidance for handling
Top Management and Performance Challenges Facing the FLRA
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records and ensuring all current OMB and NARA requirements are reviewed and in compliance
with Agency requirements. The FLRA was able to fill the Records Manager (RM) role this past
year, providing a dedicated RM to ensure that appropriate oversight and governance processes
are established, including reviewing/updating Agency policies, procedures, and processes that
address the proper handling and storage of all hard-copy and electronic records.”
What Needs to Be Done
FLRA has worked diligently to transition from maintaining hard copy records to capturing them
electronically. This transformation isn’t easy. FLRA needs to continue making an effort to
comply with upcoming records management standards to successfully achieve compliance with
the OMB deadlines.
Key OIG Resources
•
•
•
•
•

President Memorandum, Managing Government Records, signed on November 28, 2011
OMB Directive M-12-18, Managing Government Records Directive, issued August 24, 2012
OMB/NARA Memorandum M-14-16, which included NARA Bulletin 2014-06, Guidance on
Managing Email issued September 14, 2014
NARA Memorandum, Records Management Priorities for 2017, issued March 15, 2017
OMB Memorandum M-19-21, Transition to Electronic Records, signed on June 28, 2019
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
I am pleased to submit the FY 2018 Performance and Accountability Report for
the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). Although this has been a
challenging year with vacancies in key leadership positions, it was also another
successful and productive year. The employees in this Agency are fully
committed to the mission of this Agency and, despite changes and transitions,
have been remarkably present and hard working.
For the first three months of FY 2018, there were only two Members of the
Authority. The Members’ staffs continued to prepare draft decisions; however when the two
Members were unable to reach consensus on the disposition of a case, no decision could
issue. On December 11, 2017, the FLRA welcomed two new Members (one of whom was
designated Chairman) and swore in an existing Member for a new term. This restored the
Authority to a full complement of three Members to tackle the backlog of “overage” cases that
had accrued. From December 2017 (when the Authority was restored to a full complement of
Members) through September 2018, the Authority issued a total of 115 merits decisions (an
average of almost 12 decisions per month) as compared to issuing only 52 merits decisions
during the same time period in FY 2017 (an average of 5 decisions per month). Of the cases
pending in the Member offices’ inventory when the Authority regained a full complement of
Members, only five currently remain.
The Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ) – also part of the Authority – met or
substantially met all of its performance goals in FY 2018. Absent a General percent Counsel or
Acting General Counsel, the OALJ has received no new cases since November 2017. All of the
cases that were on the OALJ docket were issued by the end of FY 2018. In the meantime, the
Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) are performing work for other agencies through the ALJ
Loan Program on a reimbursable basis. Additionally, the ALJs – consistent with governing
regulations – are drafting decisions for the Authority in matters other than ULP cases.
In FY 2018, the Federal Service Impasses Panel exceeded all of its performance measures for
assisting parties in resolving their negotiation impasses. For the first three quarters of FY 2018,
the Panel received 92 filings (an average of 7 new filings each month). Case filings increased to
9 cases filed in the month of September.
The FLRA has been without a presidentially-nominated, Senate-confirmed General Counsel
since January 20, 2017. Despite the challenges this vacancy created, the Office of General
Counsel (OGC) continued delivering strong results in FY 2018. The OGC exceeded its strategic
performance goals for the timely resolution of ULP cases, resolving 88 percent (2,682 of 3,060)
of ULP cases by issuance of a complaint (during the period that it had an Acting General
Counsel), or by the withdrawal, dismissal or settlement of the ULP charge, within 120 days of
the charge’s filing date. It also exceeded its performance goals for timely resolution of
representation cases, resolving 82 percent (195 of 239) of representation petitions by withdrawal,
election or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of filing.
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The OGC also focused on implementing aspects of the FLRA Agency Reform Plan –
specifically, to consolidate the OGC’s Regional Offices from seven to five by closing the Dallas
and Boston Regional Offices. As part of this consolidation, all 16 affected OGC employees were
offered reassignment and paid relocation to another region, or to the FLRA headquarters. Seven
of those employees elected to relocate. The Dallas Regional Office closed on September 30,
2018 and the Boston Regional Office is on track for closure by November 30, 2018.
In order to implement the new jurisdictional boundaries resulting from the regional office
consolidation, the FLRA issued procedural regulations to reflect the Dallas Regional Office
closure on September 30, 2018. It also issued web-based guidance, press releases and responses
to “frequently asked questions” to ensure that the parties were aware of these changes and of the
appropriate geographical region in which to file cases. It will issue similar regulations and
guidance materials to reflect the Boston Regional Office closure on November 30, 2018.
The agency continues to make tremendous strides toward advancing our new and improved case
management system to allow for integration with our Document Management System and our
new eFiling 3.0.
As Chairman of the FLRA, I certify that no material weaknesses were found in the design or
operation of our internal controls and financial systems, as discussed in more detail in this
report. I have also made every effort to verify the accuracy and completeness of the performance
data presented in this report.

Colleen Duffy Kiko, Chairman
Federal Labor Relations Authority
November 15, 2018
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
BACKGROUND AND MISSION
The FLRA is an independent administrative Federal Agency created by Title VII of the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978, also known as the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations
Statute (the Statute), 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135. The purpose of the Statute is to prescribe certain
rights and obligations of the employees of the Federal Government and to establish procedures
that are designed to meet the special requirements and needs of the Government. Id. § 7101(b).
The provisions of the Statute are to be interpreted in a manner consistent with the requirement of
an effective and efficient Government. Id.
Consistent with its statutory mandate, the FLRA’s 2015-2018 mission was: Protecting rights and
facilitating stable relationships among Federal agencies, labor organizations, and employees
while advancing an effective and efficient Government through the administration of the Statute.
The FLRA applied its Federal-sector expertise to execute its mission primarily by carrying out
the following statutory responsibilities:
1. Conduct hearings and resolve complaints of unfair labor practices (ULPs) under § 7118
of the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(G). The FLRA is responsible for investigating,
prosecuting, and adjudicating claims that an Agency or a labor organization has failed to
uphold its legal obligations under the Statute.
2. Determine the appropriateness of units for labor-organization representation under the
Statute, and supervise or conduct elections to determine whether a labor organization has
been selected as an exclusive representative by a majority of employees in an appropriate
unit. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(A). The FLRA also resolves disputes about which employees may
be included in bargaining units under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(2)(B).
3. Resolve exceptions to grievance-arbitration awards under § 7122 of the Statute.
Id. § 7105(a)(2)(H). The FLRA adjudicates appeals – known as exceptions – to
arbitration awards that result from grievances filed by employees, labor organizations, or
agencies under parties’ negotiated grievance procedures. The FLRA reviews those
awards to assess whether they are contrary to any law, rule, or regulation, or are deficient
on other grounds similar to those applied by Federal courts in private-sector labormanagement disputes.
4. Resolve issues relating to the duty to bargain in good faith under § 7117(c) of the Statute.
Id. § 7105(a)(2)(E). The FLRA resolves negotiability disputes that arise during
bargaining under two circumstances – when an Agency claims that a contract proposal is
outside the duty to bargain and when an Agency head disapproves a negotiated agreement
claiming that it contains provisions that are contrary to law, rule, or regulation.
5. Provide assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between Federal agencies and
exclusive representatives. Id. § 7119.
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In addition, Congress directed the FLRA to prescribe criteria and resolve issues relating to the
granting of national consultation rights under § 7113 of the Statute; prescribe criteria and resolve
issues relating to determining compelling need for Agency rules or regulations under § 7117(b)
of the Statute; prescribe criteria relating to the granting of consultation rights with respect to
conditions of employment under § 7117(d) of the Statute; and take such other actions as are
necessary and appropriate to effectively administer the provisions of the Statute.
Moreover, the FLRA is to “provide leadership in establishing policies and guidance” related to
matters under the Statute. Id. § 7105(a)(1). The FLRA satisfies this directive primarily through
its written determinations, but also by offering training and other services.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Headquartered in Washington, D.C., the FLRA has three statutory components – the Authority,
the Office of the General Counsel (OGC), and the Federal Service Impasses Panel (the FSIP or
the Panel) – each with unique adjudicative or prosecutorial roles. The Agency also provides full
program and staff support to two other organizations – the Foreign Service Labor Relations
Board and the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel, pursuant to the Foreign Service Act of
1980, 22 U.S.C. §§ 4101-4118.

Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko
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Human Resources
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Federal Service
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I

Presidential
Appointees

Chief Executive and Administrative Officer
The President of the United States designates one Member as Chairman who serves as the
FLRA’s chief executive and administrative officer. 5 U.S.C. §§ 7104(b).

The Authority
The Authority – the FLRA’s adjudicatory body – is led by three full-time, presidentially
nominated and Senate-confirmed Members who are appointed to fixed, staggered five-year
terms.
The Authority is responsible for adjudicating ULP complaints, ruling on exceptions to
arbitrators’ awards, resolving disputes over the negotiability of collective-bargaining proposals
and provisions, and deciding applications for review of Regional Directors’ decisions in
representation disputes. The Authority Members appoint Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) to
hear and prepare recommended decisions that may be appealed to the Authority in cases
involving ULP complaints.
Other offices and programs under the jurisdiction of the Authority include the Office of the
Solicitor, the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ), the Office of Case Intake and
Publication (CIP), the Alternative Dispute Resolution Program, and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Program. Standing as an independent entity within the Authority is the Office of
Inspector General.

The Office of the General Counsel
The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) is led by a presidentially nominated and Senateconfirmed General Counsel who has direct authority over, and responsibility for, all employees
in the OGC, including those in the FLRA’s Regional Offices.
Under the Statute, the General Counsel has sole responsibility – independent of the Authority –
over the investigation and prosecution of ULP cases. The General Counsel’s determinations in
these matters are final and unreviewable. The OGC investigates and resolves ULP charges, files
and prosecutes ULP complaints, and provides training, as appropriate. In addition, through
delegation by the Authority, the Regional Offices investigate and resolve representation (REP)
cases and conduct secret-ballot elections.
The General Counsel has a small staff at FLRA Headquarters, located in Washington, D.C.
Headquarters management provides administrative oversight; develops policies, guidance,
procedures, and manuals that provide programmatic direction for the Regional Offices and
training and education for the parties; and processes appeals from the Regional Offices’
dismissals of ULP charges. Each Regional Office is headed by a Regional Director who
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provides leadership and management expertise for the respective region. Collectively, the
Regional Directors work with senior management throughout the FLRA to develop and
implement policy and strategic initiatives to accomplish the FLRA mission.
Consolidation of the Agency’s regional offices involved closure of the Dallas Regional Office at
the very end of FY 2018 and the planned closure of the Boston Regional Office in the first two
months of FY 2019. On November 30, 2018, the FLRA will have five Regional Offices:
Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago, Illinois; Denver, Colorado; San Francisco, California; and
Washington, D.C.
Map of the Regional Offices throughout FY 2018:
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The Federal Service Impasses Panel
The FSIP is composed of seven part-time Presidential appointees – a Chairman and at least six
other Members – who are appointed to fixed, staggered five-year terms. The FSIP provides
assistance in resolving negotiation impasses between Federal agencies and labor organizations
representing Federal employees that arise from collective-bargaining negotiations under the
Statute and the Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act.
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STRATEGIC AND PERFORMANCE-PLANNING FRAMEWORK
The FLRA established strategies and goals designed to maximize the delivery of Agency
services throughout the Federal Government through a comprehensive review – by leadership at
all levels throughout the Agency – of its operations, staffing, work processes, resource
allocations, and performance. Throughout FY 2018, the FLRA engaged in a continuous
assessment of performance and other data to ensure that it accomplished its mission, effectively
and efficiently, and that it promoted innovation throughout the Agency.
The FLRA’s FY 2018 performance-planning framework was based on the Agency’s FY 2015 2018 Strategic Plan, and supported by the Agency’s Annual Performance Plan, which established
the Agency’s annual performance goals and measures. The Annual Performance Plan reflected
the Agency’s commitment to meaningful metrics to assist in assessing performance outcomes,
aligning resources, and effectively identifying staffing and training needs. The Annual
Performance Plan also demonstrated the FLRA’s ongoing commitment to organizational
excellence.
Consistent with the government-wide initiative to leverage existing data to facilitate agencies’
programmatic work and enhance the value of data set forth in Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) Memorandum No. 14-06, Guidance for Providing and Using Administrative Data for
Statistical Purposes, the FLRA continually and strategically monitored its progress in
accomplishing the goals and measures set forth in the Annual Performance Plan. This ongoing,
Agency-wide review was conducted on a monthly basis with distribution of the Monthly
Analysis of Performance and Status (MAPS) Report, which contained statistical case and
performance data derived from the FLRA’s Case Management System (CMS) and Agency
management. The Agency examined the data contained in the MAPS Report in a variety of
forums. At the component and office levels, there were also daily performance assessments using
a variety of reports, including: case-filing reports, which tracked the number and age of cases;
case-status reports, which tracked the status of all assigned pending cases within the Authority,
the OGC, and the FSIP; and monthly disposition reports, which tracked the number, age, and
resolution type of every closed case within the Authority and the OGC.
The analysis and assessment of these reports drove, among other things: adjustments in
workload through case transfers at the national, regional, and office levels; decisions to target
services (including training, facilitations, and on-site investigations) to certain parties or
geographical locations; and reallocation of resources, including use of details and contract
support.
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FY 2018 Performance Goals
1.1.1: Produce timely review and disposition of unfair-labor-practice cases.
1.2.1: Resolve overage unfair-labor-practice cases in a timely fashion.
1.1.2: Produce timely review and disposition of representation cases.
1.2.2: Resolve overage representation cases in a timely fashion.
1.1.3: Produce timely review and disposition of arbitration cases.
1.2.3: Resolve overage arbitration cases in a timely fashion.
1.1.4: Produce timely review and disposition of negotiability cases.
1.2.4: Resolve overage negotiability cases in a timely fashion.
1.1.5: Produce timely review and disposition of bargaining-impasse cases.
2.1.1: Provide targeted access to training, outreach, and facilitation activities within the labormanagement community.
2.2.1: Successfully resolve a significant portion of FLRA cases through ADR.
3.1.1: Recruit, retain, and develop a highly talented, motivated, and diverse workforce to
accomplish the FLRA’s mission.
3.1.2: Improve use of existing technology and deploy new IT systems to streamline and
enhance organizational operations.
2015-2018 Strategic Plan
The 2015-2018 Strategic Plan established strategies and goals designed to maximize the delivery
of Agency services throughout the Federal government. In addition, the FLRA identified
performance goals that allowed the Agency to both monitor progress towards achieving its
strategic goals and to recalibrate strategies, as necessary, for maximum mission performance.
This continued the FLRA’s increased focus on targeted data collection and data-driven
leadership and decision-making. In developing the strategic plan, the FLRA referenced
evidence-based performance and resource trends. Data collected was intended to measure
progress against this strategic plan and overall mission performance and effectiveness.
The FLRA sought to achieve its strategic goals primarily through the timely, high-quality, and
impartial review and disposition of cases. The Agency supplemented these efforts with a focus
on reducing litigation and its attendant costs by helping parties to resolve their own disputes
through collaboration, ADR, education, and labor-management-cooperation activities. Further
supporting these efforts in FY 2018 was the FLRA’s focus on more effective and efficient use of
human capital and internal improvements in information technology (IT).
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Mission : The FLRA promotes stable, constructive labor-management relations
through the resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner that gives
full effect to the collective-bargaining rights of employees, unions , and agencies.
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Timeliness and Quality
Continued improvements in the timeliness of case disposition further the FLRA’s critical role in
facilitating orderly, effective, and efficient change within the Federal Government. In large part,
the FLRA exists to promote effective labor-management relations that, in turn, permit improved
employee performance and Government operations. Timely resolution of FLRA cases is critical to
this endeavor. Effective case resolution includes quality issues: effective process execution; clear
communication with the parties around case processes; and the issuance of well-written and
understandable decisions that provide deliberate, impartial, and legally sound analyses and
consideration of the issues in dispute.
Alternative Dispute Resolution and Education
Throughout the years, the FLRA has recognized the many benefits associated with using ADR to
assist the parties to reach agreement on the issues prior to reaching a full written decision on the
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issues. In addition, the FLRA’s training initiatives are intended to better serve the FLRA’s
customers by providing meaningful and clear guidance on statutory rights and responsibilities.
The FLRA delivers its educational materials through a variety of means, such as: in-person
training sessions; comprehensive, web-based training modules; and case outlines, manuals, and
subject-matter guides that are easily accessible on www.FLRA.gov. All of these materials were
developed to assist customers from the Federal labor-management-relations community.
Information Technology (IT)
Consistent with the President’s Management Agenda (PMA) Cross-Agency Priority (CAP)
Goal 1, Modernize IT to Increase Productivity and Security, and the Agency’s strategic plan, the
FLRA continued its ongoing efforts to expand its IT capabilities to enhance mission performance
by improving the quality and effectiveness of its internal- and external-customer-facing services
– including increased use of cloud-based solutions, such as email, Case Management, and
Document Management. By adopting cloud-based solutions that are FEDRAMP certified – such
as Microsoft Office 365 and Amazon Web Services – the Agency improved its IT security by
leveraging those vendors’ extensive resources to protect and segregate Government data with the
best information security practices.
The Agency also continued to improve its overall efficiency, as well as the customer-service
experience, by engaging in new and innovative ways to conduct business, such as through our
improved electronic case filing (eFiling 3.0). In addition, the Agency strategically emphasized
IT modernization by implementing realistic and attainable equipment lifecycles.
During FY 2018, the FLRA continued to make improvements through smaller-scale projects,
such as ongoing efforts to enhance the VTC System, which will reduce necessary travel
expenditures and provide more opportunities to offer training to Agency employees and its
customers.

IT Action and Planning in FY 2018:
In FY 2018, using agile methodology, the FLRA continued to execute its multi-year, four-phase
plan to achieve its long-term goal of implementing end-to-end electronic case files throughout
the Agency and complying with OMB mandates to do so by the end of calendar year 2019.
1. Phase 1 was the successful redesign and launch of eFiling 3.0 in FY 2018 using agile
development and state-of-the art, cloud-based technology. Addressing customer
feedback, and after refining its approach, the Agency launched a more user-friendly and
intuitive user interface that is built on a new, cloud-based technical platform that will
better support the Agency’s long-term needs.
2. Phase 2 is to provide a similar, more user-friendly and intuitive user interface for the
Agency’s internal electronic Case Management System (CMS). Phase 2 also includes
implementation of an Agency-wide Document Management System (DMS) – an
electronic, cloud-based “filing cabinet” that provides a framework for organizing digital
and paper documents. The DMS also provides the necessary storage capacity and IT
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platform for the eventual integration of eFiling, CMS, and DMS. The Agency has
already implemented the DMS in FY 2017. Work on the new CMS has begun, using the
same technology and building on the lessons learned during development, testing, and
implementation of eFiling 3.0. Phase 2 is underway, and it will run through FY 2019.
This is the most time-consuming and expensive phase of the project, and the Agency
diverted funds from this effort in FY 2018 in order to make as much progress as possible
on the regional-office consolidation. The FLRA goal is to implement the new CMS
across all offices by the end of calendar-year 2019; however, this schedule is greatly
dependent on funding.
3. Phase 3 is the integration of the automated connection between eFiling, CMS, and DMS.
In FY 2018 the Agency began work on this Phase which will redevelop our CMS on a
different platform. Although not originally contemplated, redeveloping the CMS makes
sound technical sense because it avoids reengineering down the road, and ultimately
saves the Agency money in the long run. Work will continue through the end of FY 2020.
4. Phase 4 is the transition to 100 percent electronic case files throughout the Agency, with
a goal of September 30, 2020, for completion. In FY 2018 work continued on all phases
which ultimately contributed to the planning for this final phase.
Despite that timelines associated with the electronic case file, four-phase implementation plan
have shifted over time, the Agency remains within target to complete this initiative on time, and
its overall costs are well below industry standards for similar undertakings. Further, despite the
evolving nature of the approach, the goal and the results have remained the same:
implementation of fully electronic case files throughout the Agency to enable the FLRA to
increase its overall efficiency and effectiveness.
Successful achievement of this goal will enable implementation of additional external and
internal case-processing improvements that further maximize the use of technology and
eliminate many of the labor-intensive, manual case processes. The greatest benefit will be the
ability to redirect staff hours currently used to perform manual administrative tasks to perform
other mission-critical functions. These case-processing improvements include: reducing the
time and expense that FLRA staff spends copying, scanning, mailing, and entering data;
eliminating outdated facsimile service; reducing U.S. Mail costs by implementing electronic
service of case-related documents by the FLRA on the parties; reducing – or eliminating – Fed
Ex costs for transferring paper case files between FLRA offices; implementing a pilot program
that would mandate FLRA parties to file all case-related documents electronically, and
eventually mandating eFiling for all FLRA case filings.
In addition, the FLRA embraced its “cloud-first” approach by migrating the Agency’s email
system to the cloud in FY 2018. All of the Agency’s major technical components – email,
Document Management System, Case Management System, and eFiling – are now in the cloud,
offering better redundancy and backups that can be leveraged to improve the Agency’s
Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP). This is a major achievement and another example of the
Agency’s sustained commitment to continually modernizing IT.
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Human Capital
In FY 2018, FLRA employees continue to be engaged by responding to the Federal Employee
Viewpoint Survey (FEVS). The overall response rate was 75 percent. This is well above the 41
percent Government-wide rate as well as the 67 percent response rate among small agencies
(100-999 employees). The FLRA will continue to use the FEVS as a tool to assist it in providing
strategic direction and vision for the Agency.
The FLRA is in the final stages of implementation of the Agency’s FY 2018 reform effort. This
was designed to be consistent with Executive Order No. 13781, Comprehensive Plan for
Reorganization the Executive Branch and OMB Memorandum, M-17-22, Comprehensive Plan
for Reforming the Federal Government and Reducing the Federal Civilian Workforce. The
FLRA therefore established a cross-component working group responsible for obtaining internal
and external input to develop the overall implementation plan. One of the major initiatives of the
reform effort was the development of a Regional Office consolidation plan, consistent with the
FLRA’s ongoing efforts and OMB mandates since 2010 to reduce or eliminate physical footprint
and rent costs. This resulted in reorganization and reduced the Agency’s regional office
presence from seven to five offices, physically closing the FLRA’s Dallas Office in FY 2018 and
planning for the closure of the Boston Office in early FY 2019. The Agency reorganized the
workload across the remaining five Regional Offices and offered all affected employees
positions in either another Region or the Washington, DC Headquarters through reassignment.
Also in FY 2018, the FLRA completed a comprehensive, Agency-wide position classification
review to confirm that all position descriptions properly reflected the actual duties of the position
and that the accompanying cover sheets were accurate. This review has been critical in
conducting “need-to-fill” evaluations and the requisite job analysis associated with the
recruitment efforts for these positions.
The FLRA is currently developing strategy for the implementation of OPM’s performancemanagement system: USA Performance, a software solution provided to assist Federal agencies
in implementing their Senior Executive Service (SES) and Non-SES performance management
programs and systems. USA Performance is designed by Federal performance management
experts and maintained by OPM. It offers a core suite of functionalities that will meet a variety
of performance management processes while ensuring compliance with Federal regulations and
consistency with OPM recommendations. USA Performance is compliant with Federal
performance management regulations and meets Federal IT security requirements. The
implementation of USA Performance is also a significant component of the Agency plan
developed for maximizing employee performance in response to OMB’s M-17-22 memorandum
Comprehensive Plan for Reforming the Federal Government and Reducing the Federal Civilian
Workforce..
All Federal employees are required to undergo a security background check when they enter
Federal service. Most investigations should be reviewed and updated every 5, 7, or 10 years,
depending on the sensitivity of the employee’s position. Although the FLRA had been
conducting the required security background checks for new FLRA hires in recent years, most
FLRA employees who had been on board for more than 5 years did not have a current
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investigation/re-investigation in their files. As a result of these findings FLRA completed
security background checks and worked with FLRA leadership to determine the circumstances in
which a new background check needed to be conducted.
In August 2004, President George W. Bush issued Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12
(HSPD-12) which mandated new standards for secure and reliable personal identification for all
Federal employees and contractors. These standards are based on sound criteria for verifying an
employee’s identity; strongly resistant to identify fraud, tampering, counterfeiting, and terrorist
exploration; and includes rapid electronic authentication. To ensure the FLRA’s compliance
with HSPD-12, in FY 2018 the Human Resources Division (HRD) and the Administrative
Services Division (ASD) worked cross-departmentally to make certain that all FLRA employees
received an HSPD-12 Personal Identity Verification (PIV) card. This included both divisions
facilitating the security adjudication process for all employees so that they were properly cleared
to receive an HSPD-12 badge.
The FLRA continued to be committed to fostering a workplace where employees from all
backgrounds are recruited, retained, and developed for successful performance and career
progression. In FY 2018, the Agency used Schedule A hiring authorities for persons with
disabilities as well as Veterans’ Appointing Authorities in recruitment. This was to ensure a
diverse workforce, including the hiring of people with disabilities and veterans, as part of the
overall recruitment strategy for each recruitment effort.
The Agency continues to actively engage employees at all levels in Agency processes and to
seek their opinions. For example, the Agency’s efforts in FY 2018 to develop its 2018-2022
Strategic Plan resulted in an employee-driven, employee-developed, and employee-drafted
document. Forty FLRA employees from every level, every Agency component, and every
region of the country – more than one-third of the Agency’s workforce – actively participated in
developing all substantive elements of the new Strategic Plan.
All Agency employees were invited to participate in an initial survey regarding the Agency’s
new mission statement and a follow-up survey asking for their views on the new Strategic Plan’s
goals and objectives. In the first survey, 90 percent of respondents indicated that the work they
do on a daily basis helps to achieve the new mission statement. In the second survey, between
86 and 91 percent of respondents indicated that each of the three new strategic goals were on
target and important.
To support the Agency’s efforts in implementing the PMA (specifically by enhancing mission
effectiveness and building a modern, technologically sound workforce), in FY 2018 employees
at all levels across the Agency were actively involved in the efforts to develop the new and
improved eFiling system, the DMS, and overall efforts to help the Agency achieve its goal of
implementing fully electronic case files across the Agency. Employee involvement in these
efforts included serving as a component or office representative on a work group to develop the
structure of electronic case files; actively participating in facilitated, “user-centered design”
information-gathering sessions where employees were encouraged to share their work processes,
their needs, and their ideas for improvement; and respond to ad hoc questions about these
systems as they arose.
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
The FLRA’s 2015-2018 mission was to promote stable, constructive labor-management relations
through the timely and effective resolution and prevention of labor disputes in a manner giving
full effect to the collective-bargaining rights of employees, unions, and agencies. It carried out
its mission in a manner that met the special obligations and needs of the Federal Government and
was consistent with the requirement of an effective and efficient Government.
Mission – Case Processing & ADR
With respect to mission accomplishment, the FLRA as a whole has shown tremendous ability to
provide its customers with timely and quality adjudication, while adapting to fluctuations in the
number of case filings that it receives. In FY 2018, the FLRA met or exceeded nearly every
mission-related performance goal, as it did in FY 2017.
•

Authority

Consistent with the FLRA’s 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the Authority changed its performance
measures beginning in FY 2017 to shorten case-processing times – from 180 days to 150 days in
75 percent of non-representation cases. In FY 2017 and continuing into FY 2018, the Authority
also implemented measures for ensuring that the cases not “captured” by those 75 percent targets
do not go significantly “overage.” The goal is to issue at least 95 percent of all cases within 365
days.
However, in FY 2018, the Agency faced external challenges beyond its control. For example,
for most of FY 2017, the Authority had only two of the three presidentially nominated, Senateconfirmed Members in place. The Members’ staffs continued to prepare draft decisions;
however when the two Members were unable to reach consensus on the disposition of a case, no
decision could issue. On December 11, 2017, the FLRA welcomed two new Members (one of
whom was designated Chairman) and swore in an existing Member for a new term. This
restored the Authority to a full complement of three Members to tackle the backlog of
approximately 50 “overage” cases that had accrued since January 3, 2017.
As the Authority worked to clear that backlog, many of the decisions the Agency issued in FY
2018 were already “overage.” As a result, in FY 2018 the Authority failed to meet two of its
targets. In FY 2018, the Authority met its case-processing target of 150 days in only 38 percent
(36 out of 94) of arbitration cases and 50 percent (4 out of 8) of ULP cases. However, the
Authority met or exceeded its six other targets in FY 2018. It issued 83 percent (5 out of 6) of
negotiability cases within 150 days, thereby exceeding its 75 percent target. And it met its 365day target in 98 percent (92 out of 94) of arbitration cases, and 100 percent of all other case types
(6 out of 6 negotiability cases; 8 out of 8 ULP cases; and 7 out of 7 representation cases).
Further, as in previous years, the Authority continued to meet the statutory requirement of
issuing 100 percent (7 out of 7) of representation cases within 60 days of an application for
review from a Regional Director’s determination.
Moreover, the issuance rate of Authority decisions increased dramatically over the course of the
year. From December 2017 (when the Authority was restored to a full complement of Members)
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through September 2018, the Authority issued a total of 115 merits decisions (an average of
almost 12 decisions per month) as compared to only 52 merits decisions issued during the same
time period in FY 2017 (an average of 5 decisions per month).
The Authority began FY 2017 with only one “overage” case, which enabled it to meet or nearly
meet all of the more aggressive, reduced case-processing time targets that it implemented that
year. In contrast, as noted above, the Authority began FY 2018 with a significant backlog of
cases due to vacancies in political leadership, making it difficult to achieve the same level of
performance in FY 2018 as it did in FY 2017 and FY 2016. By the end of FY 2018, however,
the Authority cleared a huge majority of its backlog of overage cases. Of the cases pending in
the Member offices’ inventory when the Authority regained a full complement of Members, only
four currently remain.
•

Authority – OALJ

The absence of a General Counsel (GC) for ten months of the fiscal year adversely affected the
OALJ’s performance. This extended vacancy resulted in a substantial reduction in the number
of new complaints received which had a negative impact upon the OALJ’s age based disposition
goals. By receiving only 44 new cases, rather than the typical 200, the pool of new cases ripe for
early resolution via settlement was drastically reduced, which in turn, led to the older, more
difficult cases carried over from the prior fiscal year having a disproportionate effect upon case
age percentages. The OALJ encourages parties to utilize the Settlement Judge Program, which
historically has been successful in resolving cases within 180 days without the need for costly
and time consuming hearings and written decisions. In FY 2018, the Settlement Judge Program
was offered in one hundred percent (100 percent -- 93 of 93) of ULP complaints and eighty-three
percent (83 percent -- 10 of 12) of those using the program achieved resolution within 180
days. However, the small number of new cases received precluded that success from having a
substantial impact on the OALJ’s case-processing times. As a result, the most difficult and
complex cases requiring full litigation and written decisions accounted for twenty-seven (27) of
the ninety three (93) dispositions completed in the fiscal year. This disproportionate
representation of older, more difficult cases resulted in seventy-seven percent (77 percent -- 72
of 93) of the ULP complaints issued by the GC being resolved within 180 days and ninety
percent (90 percent -- 84 of 93) were resolved within 365 days of the receipt of the complaint
from the GC.
•

Authority – CADR (formerly CADRO)

The Director of the Authority’s Collaboration and Alternative Dispute Resolution (CADR)
served as the Settlement Official for the OALJ. Almost all of the cases that the program resolved
would otherwise have required decisions by the Authority.
During portions of FY 2018 this program was known as CADR, and in FY 2017 as CADRO.
The primary focus of the program in FY 2018 was to assist Federal agencies, and the unions that
represent Federal employees, in resolving negotiability disputes. Once again in FY 2018, 100
percent of such negotiability cases resulted in full or partial resolution of the underlying dispute
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and closure of the pending case – exceeding the goal of 90 percent in that category. This
program helped parties in more than 12 cases resolve negotiability disputes.
•

OGC

The FLRA has been without a presidentially-nominated, Senate-confirmed General Counsel
since January 20, 2017. Because the General Counsel’s position is subject to the Federal
Vacancies Reform Act (Vacancies Act), the career Deputy General Counsel served as Acting
General Counsel from that date until November 16, 2017, the statutory maximum under the
Vacancies Act absent a General Counsel nominee. In the absence of a General Counsel, the
OGC’s Regional Directors may investigate ULP charges and dismiss those found to lack merit,
but they cannot issue ULP complaints in meritorious cases, which is a power reserved by the
Statute exclusively to the General Counsel. In addition, only the General Counsel can decide
appeals of a Regional Director’s dismissal of a ULP charge.
The OGC also focused on implementing aspects of the FLRA Agency Reform Plan within our
responsibility – specifically, to consolidate the OGC’s Regional Offices from seven to five by
closing the Dallas and Boston Regional Offices. As part of this consolidation, the Agency offerd
all 16 affected OGC employees reassignment and paid relocation to another region, or FLRA
headquarters. Seven of those employees elected to relocate. The FLRA carefully planned and
monitored its FY 2018 expenditures to ensure that the consolidation was executed on schedule
and within the Agency’s existing budget. The Dallas Regional Office closed on September 30,
2018. The Boston Regional Office is on track for closure by November 30, 2018. The Regional
Director and employees of the Dallas Region diligently performed the activities necessary to
close that Region and to minimize disruptions in the OGC’s case processing efforts.
Despite these challenges, the OGC continued delivering strong results in FY 2018. The OGC
exceeded its strategic performance goals for the timely resolution of ULP cases, resolving 88
percent (or 2,682 of 3,060) of ULP cases by issuance of a complaint (during the period that it had
an Acting General Counsel), or by the withdrawal, dismissal or settlement of the ULP charge,
within 120 days of the charge’s filing date. It also exceeded its performance goals for timely
resolution of representation cases, resolving 82 percent (or 195 of 239) of representation
petitions by withdrawal, election or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of filing.
The OGC has also continued to resolve cases through voluntary settlement during the
investigative process. The OGC has the largest case intake among all of the FLRA components,
and is the FLRA component with which the parties have the most direct contact. The beneficial
effects of voluntary resolutions are obvious, and they advance the effective and efficient
utilization of Government resources.
In FY 2018, the OGC resolved over 600 ULP cases by voluntary settlement during the
investigative process. The OGC also used its resources to facilitate resolution of complex
representation petitions. For example, in response to a representation petition seeking
clarification of 125 positions, an OGC attorney met with the parties telephonically, pursuant to
section 2422.13(b) of the Authority’s regulations, and resolved the status of 54 positions. The
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following week, pursuant to the same regulatory authority, the parties met in person to narrow
the issues for hearing. Due to the OGC attorney’s efforts, an additional 68 positions were
resolved. The attorney assisted the parties in drafting stipulations to reflect these agreements,
resulting in only 3 positions remaining in dispute. By working cooperatively with the parties, the
OGC was able to narrow the issues in dispute quickly and effectively.
In order to implement the new jurisdictional boundaries resulting from the FLRA’s regional
office consolidation, the FLRA issued procedural regulations on September 13, 2018 to reflect
the Dallas Regional Office closure on September 30, 2018. It also issued web-based guidance,
press releases and FAQ’s (frequently asked questions) to ensure that the parties were aware of
these changes and of the appropriate geographical region in which to file cases. It will issue
similar regulations and guidance materials to reflect the Boston Regional Office closure on
November 30, 2018.
•

FSIP

Due to the prioritization efforts of the new 7-Member Panel (July 2017) and the decrease in
filings, FSIP began FY 2018 with no backlog of cases. In FY 2018, the FSIP exceeded all of its
timeliness measures for assisting parties in resolving their negotiation impasses. Specifically, it
issued its decision to decline jurisdiction on cases not appropriately before the Panel within 140
days of the date that the parties filed their request for assistance in 100 percent (11/11) of
cases. It assisted the parties in achieving voluntary settlement within 160 days of the date that
the parties filed their requests for assistance in 86 percent (6/7) of cases. And it issued its final
order within 200 days of the date that the parties filed their request for assistance in 100 percent
(21/21) of cases.
For the first 3 quarters of FY 2018, the Panel received 92 filings (an average of 7 new filings
each month). However, that trend is changing. As a result of the Administration’s May 2018
issuance of Executive Orders 13836, 13837, and 13839, and the related OPM guidance to
agencies regarding collective bargaining, the FSIP has begun to receive an increase in requests
for assistance. Case filings increased to 9 cases filed in the month of September. The subject of
the impasses has also begun to change, with a trend towards impasses over ground rules for
successor collective-bargaining agreements and successor collective-bargaining agreements.
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FE.DERU. Li\BOR RELATIONS AUTIIORITY

20ll8 F ed.e ral Employe,e Viewpoint Sm'l,ey
futelJ)reta6on ofRe-iulm

',~

Toe Office of Personnel Managemeat's (OPM's) Feder.d Employee Vi.ewpomt Sllf!ley (FEVS) proillides
employees 8II opportunity to i.n&ence change by submitting feedback a.bout their wod. environ.meat,
ag,ency leadership, md otherimponant aspects_

The 2018 F1RA respo.nse rate of 7S% - 34 points abo\'e 1!he Govemment-wide a\'erage of 41 %- i.s a. 9
point .increase from the 66% of eligible employees who identified strengtm: md ,concerns to Agency
Ieada:ship and managers m2017 _ There was increased interest among the Office of Genentl Counsel
(OGClRegions} wort.: unit manswering the 201& sm,rey: 54% of the Fl.RA respcm.de-nts in FY 201&
were from OGCJRegions, compared to 49% in FY 2017.
Institution.al Changes mFY 20ll8:

•
•
·•

•

Uay .. OH: Wmk began on the Agency
RefOim Plan.(through Felmwy 2018).
No,vember !OI : An.~ Executive
Director was !med.
December 101 : Chaumm Colleen
Duffy Kiko rep]aced Acting Chaim:Jan
Patrick Pizzella.. The Authority,
openrting for the first ,quarter of FY 2011!
wi.th a bare qw:mun, added Membet
James Abbott and Chairman Kiko to join
Member Ernest DuiBester for a full
complement ofl!hree Membels.
Jm lll')' 2018: There is no eadersmp in
the Offire of the General. Counsel
(OGC). Toe Deputy GenenJ Counsel
(DOC), who leads the Regional o,ffices
when there is no General. Counsel, was
Ading General Counseil mifil November
2017 (ffte maximum time he could senTe
in fu.at position absent a nomination
under tire. Vacmcies Act), andl revertedl
to OOC until retirement in Jamwy 2018.

•

•
•

•
•

Fe1Jrua11· 2018: Announcement of1he
Agency Reform Plan results inclu.ding,
among other things, the dosure of two of
the seven FI.RA Regional. offices
(Dall.as and Boston).
!'\.fay .20llll: Fi.ma] dosme notices went
out to the·Dallas and Boston employees.
_lay-June 2018: Responses to the
FEVS questi.on.s were collected..
A11gus 2018: Worl: 011.th.e Strategic
Pl.an 2(H 8-2022 concluded (began
Febnmy 2CH 8).
A gust 20'18: The April 2018 plan to
install m Acting DOC for FY 2019 was
postponed whe:o 1he candidate i.vithdrew
from ,conside:raiti.0D1.
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•

September ?0UI: Dallas R,egi.onal

•

Office dosed..
No1,ember 30, 2018: Boston Regional
Office will dose (FY 20[9).

Age11g· Stn11gtllr::
The .FLRA has 31 strengths (65%+pos:ili.verespClllSles). The top five strengths are:
• 93% - When aeeded, 1 am wilting to put in tire extra effort to get ii job one.
• 92%-Myworl: unit has the jo'b-1elevantknowledge md sl.'ills necessa:i:y to accomplish
organizati.oml goals.
• :&:9"/4-Howwowdyonrate fue overallquatity ofworl:: done "h}' yourworl:: unit?
• &&% - Employees in my work unit share job lmowledge with.ea.ch other.
• gq'/o - I am oorutantly looking forways to do my job better_
HigJwr t11a.n tl12 Gotien1P1ut11t-witl2 .a -eragl!.Agenqr results exceeded the Go1;,-'eJIIIll.e.nt-wi.de ii1i'fl:ll£:e in 31 of the 78 questions; and 1J of those
questions were lo+ points.higher than that average. 62% ofFIRA 1espondents agreed !bat «In my work
writ, steps are taken to deal with a poor perlorme. who cannot or v.ifl not perrmm" - 30 points above the
Govemment-wide iiverng-e of 31%.
Questions wb.e:re respondents found Fl.RA ii betteI place to work than the Gm,iemmeot-wide average:
• Promotions in my unit ii.le based on merit (55% Fl.RA l.t'S 3 &% Government-wide; 17 points
abov;e}
• Physical condilions {for example, noise Leve:J., temperature, lighting, deanliness in the
workplace) allow employees to perform their j obs: i.1tell (81% vs 66%; 16 points)
,. How satisfied are yoo with the follo,wing Worl./Iife pl!Ograms in your agency: T el.ewmk
(17°/. vs 61o/..; 15 pomts)
,. Pay :raises depend on how well emp]oyees perfmm 1heiI j obs (41% vs 27%; 14 points)
,•
Awards in my work unit depend! on how well employees·perfomI their jobs
(S9% vs 46%; 13 pomls)
,•
Employees in my woi:k unit share job !knowledge with each other (88% vs 76%; 12 points)

Arl!ll'S: for l111pn,.,'t'me111:
The 1018 .FEVS is a wapshot in time that captures employees' pei:cepti.ons oflhe Agency's woik
environment. Fl.RA empJoyees identified areas for impmvement :involv-mg training. tb.e mission oftb.e
Agency, coroDDwication, innovation, management, and leadership. On 1,,-ey ,questions there is ii
mbstantial .differen.c,e in negative scores reported.by Fl.RA HQ and the OGCJR.egions staff.
Questions wi.thlhe highest percentage of negative ooru:es (broken do•v.'11 by Fl.RA HQ._and the
OGCJR.egions):
• 6&% - In my organization, sienior [eade:rs generate high levels of motivation and oommitmeot in
the worl::foroe. (46"/4 :negatii;e HQ, 83% OOORegions)
• 64% - How satisfied ii.le you with the policies and practices ofyom semOT lea.de.rs? (49"/., 76"/.)
• 64%- I hmre II high level ofrespect fur my mg,mizati.on's sen.i.01 leaden. (49"!., 76"/o)
,. 55% - I believe the results of tms survey will be used to make my agency a !better p]aae to work_
(39"1..,66%)
,. 53% - How .satisfied are you with the info1:mation you receive &om management on what's
going ,on in fOOI" orgamz.ation? (43o/-, 61 %)
The new staff-driven .FI.RA Sttaregic PJ.an.101,8:-2021., developed at the same time that employees were
voicing specific concerns through ihe FEVS, reflects those concerns. Along "l,.ifu ils olhe:r duties the
Strategic Plan.Implementation Team (with representation from each Region and component of the
H.R.A) will address each c:halleage raised by the remits of the FBJ S an .wo:d;: to impmve every one.
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Mission Accomplishment – Providing Training and Education across the Federal Government
Consistent with its strategic goals, in FY 2018 the FLRA continued to promote stability in the
Federal labor-management community by providing leadership and guidance through education
and reference resources.
The FLRA continued to provide web-based and in-person training nationwide to members of the
Federal-sector labor-management community – union representatives, Agency representatives,
and neutrals – in all aspects of its case law and processes. In FY 2018, the FLRA provided 124
training, outreach, and facilitation sessions to 4,829 participants. The Authority, the OGC, and
the FSIP provided training at several nationwide, annual conferences, including the Society of
Federal Labor and Employee Relations Professionals (SFLERP) symposium and the Federal
Dispute Resolution (FDR) conference. These sessions included presentations of newly prepared
materials of current relevance, as well as updated materials for more standard sessions.
In addition, the Authority delivered its own training programs to approximately 1,500 Federalsector union representatives, Agency representatives, neutrals, and new Authority attorneys in
FY 2018. This included several sessions highlighting notable developments in the Authority’s
case law. Further, the Authority delivered three training sessions at the SFLERP symposium.
These sessions included: “Filing with the FLRA – Common Grounds for Dismissals and a New
eFiling System,” “Management Rights in Bargaining and Arbitration,” and an “FLRA Case Law
Update.” The feedback received from SFLERP participants in these sessions was
overwhelmingly positive. Moreover, the Authority’s Members personally conducted various
training sessions on arbitration cases and other topics of interest to the Federal-sector labormanagement community, at events hosted by the American Bar Association, the Federal
Aviation Administration, FDR, and the Chicago-Kent College of Law.
The OGC continued to focus its training efforts on the front lines, where the work is done and
where its efforts can have immediate and lasting effect. By bringing its training services directly
to the parties, the OGC educates management and labor representatives on their rights and
responsibilities under the Statute, thereby empowering them to more effectively and efficiently
avoid – and, if necessary, resolve – workplace disputes at the lowest level.
In FY 2018, the OGC scaled back its provision of training that required FLRA-funded travel due
to budget uncertainty, but it still conducted 75 training sessions reaching over 2,600 union
representatives and labor-relations representatives. The OGC also continued providing the
parties with up-to-date and topical web-based resources, including its Representation Case Law
Outline, ULP Case Law Outline, and Guidance on Meetings, which are the “go-to” resources for
the Federal-sector labor-management relations community and have elicited much favorable
feedback.
In FY 2018, the Authority’s Office of the Solicitor delivered numerous internal trainings to
FLRA employees, on topics such as current developments in labor and employment law, Federal
ethics obligations, the Freedom of Information Act, and Federal privacy law. These trainings
ensured that FLRA staff provided expert service to its stakeholders, in concert with their
responsibilities as Federal employees.
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Performance Outcome
FY 2018
FY 2018
Measures
Target
Actual
Result
Strategic Goal 1: We will resolve disputes under the Statute in a timely, high-quality, and
impartial manner.
Performance Goal 1.1: Produce timely review and disposition of unfair-labor-practice
cases.
Measure 1.1: The
percentage of ULP charges
resolved by the OGC by
complaint, withdrawal,
70%
88%
Exceeded
dismissal, or settlement
within 120 days of filing
of the charge.
Measure 1.2: The
percentage of decisions on
an appeal of a Regional
Director’s dismissal of a
95%/100%
100%/100%
Exceeded/Met
ULP charge issued within
60 days of the date filed,
and in no case more than
120 days.
Measure 1.3: The
percentage of ULP
complaints issued by the
Substantially
General Counsel decided
80%
77%
Met
in the OALJ within 180
days of the complaint
being issued.
Measure 1.4: The
percentage of ULP cases
decided within 150 days of
75%
50%
Not Met
assignment to an Authority
Member.
Performance Goal 2.1: Resolve overage unfair-labor-practice cases in a timely fashion.
Measure 2.1: The
percentage of ULP charges
resolved by the OGC by
complaint, withdrawal,
95%
99%
Exceeded
dismissal, or settlement
within 240 days of filing
of the charge.
Measure 2.2: The
98%
90%
Not Met
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Performance Outcome
FY 2018
FY 2018
Measures
Target
Actual
Result
percentage of ULP
complaints issued by the
General Counsel decided
in the OALJ within 365
days of the complaint
being issued.
Measure 2.3: The
percentage of ULP cases
decided within 365 days of
95%
100%
Exceeded
assignment to an Authority
Member.
Performance Goal 1.2: Produce timely review and disposition of representation cases.
Measure 1.5: The
percentage of
representation cases
resolved by the OGC
through withdrawal,
70%
82%
Exceeded
election, or issuance of a
Decision and Order within
120 days of the filing of a
petition.
Measure 1.6: The
percentage of
representation cases in
which the Authority issued
100%
100%
Met
a decision whether to grant
review within 60 days of
the filing of an application
for review.
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Performance Outcome
FY 2018
FY 2018
Measures
Target
Actual
Result
Performance Goal 2.2: Resolve overage representation cases in a timely fashion.
Measure 2.3: The
percentage of
representation cases
resolved by the OGC
through withdrawal,
95%
99%
Exceeded
election, or issuance of a
Decision and Order within
365 days of the filing of a
petition.
Measure 2.4: The
percentage of
representation cases in
which the Authority grants
review, where the
Authority will issue a
95%
100%
Exceeded
decision on review, or
reach other final resolution
of the case, within 365
days of the filing of an
application for review.
Performance Goal 1.3: Produce timely review and disposition of arbitration cases.
Measure 1.7: The
percentage of arbitration
cases decided within 150
75%
38%
Not Met
days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Performance Goal 2.3: Resolve overage arbitration cases in a timely fashion.
Measure 2.5: The
percentage of arbitration
cases decided within 365
95%
98%
Exceeded
days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Performance Goal 1.4: Produce timely review and disposition of negotiability cases.
Measure 1.8: The
percentage of negotiability
cases decided within 150
75%
83%
Exceeded
days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
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Performance Outcome
Measures

FY 2018
Target

FY 2018
Actual

Result

Performance Goal 2.4: Resolve overage negotiability cases in a timely fashion.
Measure 2.6: The
percentage of negotiability
cases decided within 365
95%
100%
Exceeded
days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Performance Goal 1.5: Produce timely review and disposition of bargaining-impasse cases.
Measure 1.9: The
percentage of
bargaining-impasse cases,
80%
100%
Exceeded
in which jurisdiction is
declined, closed within
140 days of the date filed.
Measure 1.10: The
percentage of
bargaining-impasse cases
voluntarily settled after
70%
86%
Exceeded
jurisdiction has been
asserted within 160 days
of the date filed.
Measure 1.11: The
percentage of
bargaining-impasse cases
70%
100%
Exceeded
resolved through a final
action closed within 200
days of the date filed.
Strategic Goal 2: We will promote stability in the Federal labor-management community by
providing leadership and guidance through ADR and Education.
Performance Goal 1.1: Provide targeted access to training, outreach, and facilitation
activities within the labor-management community.
Measure 1.1: The
number of training,
275
124
Not Met
outreach, and facilitation
activities conducted.
Measure 1.2: The
number of participants
involved in training,
7000
4829
Not Met
outreach, and facilitation
activities.
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Performance Outcome
FY 2018
FY 2018
Measures
Target
Actual
Result
Performance Goal 2.1: Successfully resolve a significant portion of FLRA cases through
ADR.
Measure 2.1: The
percentage of ULP cases
95%
100%
Exceeded
in the OGC in which ADR
services are offered.
Measure 2.2: The
percentage of ULP cases
in the OGC in which an
offer of ADR services is
95%
100%
Exceeded
accepted by the parties that
are partially or totally
resolved.
Measure 2.3: The
percentage of appropriate
ULP cases in the OALJ in
90%
100%
Exceeded
which Settlement-Judge
services are offered.
Measure 2.4: The
percentage of ULP cases
in the OALJ in which an
Substantially
offer of Settlement-Judge
85%
83%
Met
services is accepted by the
parties that are partially or
totally resolved.
Measure 2.5: The
percentage of
representation cases in the
OGC in which an offer of
95%
100%
Exceeded
ADR services is accepted
by the parties that are
partially or totally
resolved.
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Performance Outcome
Measures
Measure 2.6: The
percentage of appropriate
arbitration cases in the
Authority in which ADR
services are offered.
Measure 2.7: The
percentage of arbitration
cases in the Authority in
which an offer of ADR
services is accepted by the
parties that are partially or
totally resolved.
Measure 2.8: The
percentage of appropriate
negotiability cases in the
Authority in which ADR
services are offered.
Measure 2.9: The
percentage of negotiability
cases in the Authority in
which ADR services are
provided that are partially
or totally resolved.
Measure 2.10: The
percentage of bargainingimpasse cases in which
parties’ disputes are totally
resolved voluntarily.

FY 2018
Target

FY 2018
Actual

100%

100%

50%

100%

Exceeded

100%

100%

Met

90%

100%

Exceeded

30%

17%

Not Met
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Result
Met

Performance Outcome
FY 2018
FY 2018
Measures
Target
Actual
Result
Strategic Goal 3: We will manage our resources effectively and efficiently in order to
achieve organizational excellence.
Performance Goal 1: Recruit, retain, and develop a highly talented, motivated, and diverse
workforce to accomplish the FLRA’s mission.
Complete
Completed
Measure 1.1:
Demonstrate strong
implementation of all
implementation of
necessary
all necessary
recruitment and retention
practices.
changes/corrections
changes/corrections
identified during the
identified during the
Agency-wide eOPF and
Agency-wide eOPF
PD reviews.
and PD reviews.
Develop/revise and
implement standard
operating procedures that
will help to maintain
accurate personnel
records going forward.
Continue to conduct
“need-to-fill” evaluations
before filling any vacant
positions.
Implement workforce
reshaping, consistent
with Executive
Order 13781 and M-1722.
Continue to use data to
identify and eliminate
barriers to recruiting and
hiring the diverse talent
that the FLRA needs.

Implemented
standard operating
procedures for
maintaining
accurate eOPFs for
all FLRA staff in
order to support the
provision of
excellent customer
service.
Continued to
conduct “need-tofill” evaluations
before filling any
vacant positions,
consistent with
Executive
Order 13781 and M17-22.
Continued to use
data to identify and
eliminate barriers to
recruiting and hiring
the diverse talent
that the FLRA
needs.
Completed all
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Met

Performance Outcome
Measures

FY 2018
Target

FY 2018
Actual
required securitybackground
investigations for
new hires and
investigations/reinvestigations for
existing employees.

Result

Clarified the
circumstances under
which a new
background check
should be
conducted. Ensured
that all employees
were HSPD-12
compliant.

Measure 1.2: Maintain
and grow Agency
expertise through
employee development.

Began a
comprehensive
review and revision,
as appropriate, of all
internal Agency
policies in order to
ensure that they are
up to date,
necessary, and
consistent with law
and regulation.
Building on the Agency’s Offered crossevolving succession plan component details
– which is designed to
to provide
lessen the impact of
employees with
institutional-knowledge
training and
loss as employees retire
developmental
or leave and to maximize experiences that
current talent utilization
will enhance their
by closing leadership
skills and increase
staffing and competency their understanding
gaps/deficiencies –
of the Agency’s
develop a formal Agency mission and
developmental-detail
operations.
program, establishing
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Substantially
Met

Performance Outcome
Measures

FY 2018
Target
cross-component detail
opportunities to provide
employees with training
and developmental
experiences that will
enhance their skills and
increase their
understanding of the
Agency’s mission and
operations across
program lines, as well as
the relevance of their
work to the mission and
programs of the FLRA.

FY 2018
Actual
Managers assessed
annually employees
on their
developmental
needs and provided
appropriate training
and developmental
opportunities.

Result

Managers will assess
annually 100% of
employees on their
developmental needs and
provide at least one
targeted developmental
opportunity to each of
their staff members per
year.
Maintain sustained
growth of positive
responses to the OPM
FEVS question
“supervisors in my work
unit support employee
development.”

Performance Goal 2: Improve use of existing technology and deploy new IT systems to
streamline and enhance organizational operations.
Measure 2.1: Expand the
35% of cases
75% of cases eFiled.
Not Met
use of eFiling.
eFiled.
Measure 2.2: Electronic
end-to-end case
processing.

Integrate the CMS and
eFiling systems with the
Agency Document
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Developed and
launched eFiling
3.0, which both

Met

Performance Outcome
Measures

FY 2018
Target
Management System,
enabling end-to-end
electronic case
processing throughout
the Agency.
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FY 2018
Actual
internal and external
users report is
significantly more
user-friendly and
intuitive. Began
development of a
new and improved
CMS that, over
time, will provide
significant cost
savings ($100,000
annually) and allow
for more efficient
integration of the
CMS and eFiling
systems with the
DMS, enabling endto-end electronic
case processing
throughout the
Agency. Identified
the basic structure
of electronic case
files for each
component/office in
the DMS.
Completed
transition of all
major IT functions –
CMS, DMS, eMail
– to the cloud,
which improves
both IT security,
consistent with the
PMA, and Agency
continuity of
operations plans.

Result

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
The FLRA’s principal financial statements have been prepared to report the financial position
and results of operations of the Agency, pursuant to the requirements of 31 U.S.C. § 3515(b).
While the statements have been prepared from the books and records of the FLRA in accordance
with U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles for Federal entities and the formats
prescribed by the OMB, the statements are in addition to the financial reports used to monitor
and control budgetary resources, which are prepared from the same books and records. The
statements should be read with the realization that they are for a component of the U.S.
Government, a sovereign entity.

Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet presents the FLRA’s financial position through the identification of Agency
assets, liabilities, and net position. The FLRA’s fund balance with the Department of the
Treasury (the Treasury) is nearly 90% of the total assets in both FY 2017 and FY 2018. The
FLRA does not maintain any cash in commercial bank accounts or foreign currency balances,
nor does it have any revolving or trust funds. The Agency’s second largest asset is its furniture,
equipment, and IT hardware and software, which is recorded at original acquisition cost, and
then depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life of the asset.
Total assets decreased to $4.6 million at the end of FY 2018 from $5.2 million at the end of
FY 2017. The Agency did not make any new fixed-asset purchases in FY 2018, while the net
book value of property and equipment already owned experienced further depreciation.
Assets as of September 30,
Fund balance with the Treasury
General property and
equipment

2018
$4,474,299

2017
$4,981,469

78,734

187,819

18,141

5,429

10,114
$4,581,288

10,389
$5,185,106

Prepaid expenses
Accounts receivable
Total
Totals may not add due to rounding.

Funds held with the Treasury are available to pay Agency liabilities, which represent the amount
of monies or other resources likely to be paid by the FLRA as a result of transactions or events
that have already occurred. Accrued employee leave, payroll, and benefits costs, along with
accrued workers’ compensation under the Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA),
accounted for 85 percent of total liabilities at the end of FY 2018. The remaining 15 percent
reflects the amount owed by the FLRA to vendors and other Federal agencies for purchased
goods and services. Agency liabilities totaled $4.4 million in FY 2017, and $4.2 million in
FY 2018.
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Liabilities as of September 30,
Unfunded leave
FECA liability
Accrued payroll and benefits
Accounts payable
Other liabilities
Total

2018
$1,102,800
1,471,575
980,575
654,739
261
$4,209,950

2017
$1,239,740
1,496,960
738,689
924,780
4,400,169

Totals may not add due to rounding; 2018 FECA liability includes $261K (Other liability)

The FLRA’s total net position at the end of FY 2018 was $371 thousand, a $413 thousand
decrease from the previous year.

Statement of Net Cost
The Statement of Net Cost presents the gross cost of operating the FLRA’s three major
programs, less any reimbursable revenue earned from those activities. The net cost of operations
in FY 2018 was $27.2 million, which is $680 thousand above FY 2017. In FY 2018, 55 percent
of the Agency’s direct resources were dedicated to the Authority, which includes central
administrative services provided to the entire Agency; 42 percent were dedicated to the OGC;
and the remaining 3 percent were devoted to the FSIP.
FY 2018 Financial Obligations by Budget Object Class

•Compensation & benefits (78%)
•Rent & utilities (10%)
•Other contractual services (9%)
•Communications (1%)
•Supplies & equipment (1%)
•Travel & transportation (1%)
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Statement of Changes in Net Position
The Statement of Changes in Net Position reflects the changes that occurred within the
cumulative results of operations and any unexpended appropriations. The cumulative results of
operations represent the net results of operations since inception, the cumulative amount of
prior-period adjustments, the remaining book value of capitalized assets, and future funding
requirements. Cumulative results from FY 2017 to FY 2018 reflect a $54 thousand decrease
totaling $2.4 million.
Unexpended appropriations include undelivered orders and unobligated balances. Undelivered
orders reflect the amount of goods and services ordered that have yet to be received.
Unobligated balances are the amount of appropriations or other authority remaining after
deducting the cumulative obligations from the amount available for obligation. The FLRA had a
decrease of $468 thousand in total, unexpended Agency appropriations in FY 2018.

Statement on Budgetary Resources
The Statement on Budgetary Resources reports the budgetary resources available to the FLRA
during FY 2017 and FY 2018 to carry out the activities of the Agency, as well as the status of
those resources at the end of each year. The primary source of FLRA funding is its annual
Salaries and Expenses appropriation from the Congress. The Agency also receives
reimbursements, pursuant to the Economy Act, for travel expenses associated with training
provided by Agency employees on the Statute and FLRA mission.
The FLRA had $27.1 million in total budgetary resources available to it in FY 2018. The
Agency incurred obligations of $26.4 million in FY 2018, with recording outlays of $26.1
million. Total budgetary resources decreased by $327 thousand in FY 2018, due primarily to the
timing of unpaid obligations.
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MANAGEMENT ASSURANCES
The Federal Managers Financial Improvement Act (FMFIA) of 1982 requires agencies to
establish internal-control and financial systems that provide reasonable assurance that the
integrity of Federal programs and operations are protected. The FMFIA also requires the
Chairman to annually assess and report on the effectiveness of internal controls and to provide an
annual Statement of Assurance on whether the Agency has met this requirement.

Annual FMFIA Statement of Assurance
In accordance with the requirements of OMB Circular A-123, Management’s Responsibility for
Enterprise Risk Management and Internal Control, the FLRA conducted an assessment of the
effectiveness of the organization’s internal controls to support effective and efficient operations,
reliable financial reporting, and compliance with applicable laws and regulations, and to
determine whether the financial management system conforms to applicable financial
requirements.
Based on the results of this assessment, the FLRA provides reasonable assurance that its internal
controls over the effectiveness and efficiency of operations, reliable financial reporting, and
compliance with applicable laws and regulations as of September 30, 2018, were operating
effectively and that no material weaknesses were found in the design or operation of our internal
controls.
Further, based on our assessment, we determined that the FLRA financial-management system
conforms to applicable financial-systems requirements.

Colleen Duffy Kiko
Chairman
November 15, 2018
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PERFORMANCE GOALS AND RESULTS
STRATEGIC GOAL 1: WE WILL RESOLVE DISPUTES UNDER THE
STATUTE IN A TIMELY, HIGH-QUALITY, AND IMPARTIAL MANNER
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF UNFAIR-LABOR-PRACTICE CASES.
The General Counsel has independent responsibility for the investigation, settlement, and
prosecution of ULP charges. ULP cases originate with the filing of a charge in a Regional Office
by an employee, a labor organization, or an Agency. Once a charge has been filed, the Regional
Office will investigate the charge to determine whether it has merit. If the Regional Director
determines that the charge has merit, then he or she will, absent settlement, issue and prosecute a
complaint before an ALJ. If the Regional Director determines that the charge lacks merit, then
the charging party is entitled to a written explanation, and, if not satisfied, may appeal that
decision to the General Counsel in Washington, D.C. If the General Counsel upholds the
dismissal, then the case is closed. The Authority has appointed ALJs to hear ULP cases
prosecuted by the General Counsel. The OALJ transmits recommended decisions of the ALJs to
the Authority, which may affirm, modify, or reverse them in whole or in part on exceptions. If
no exceptions are filed to an ALJ’s decision, then the Authority adopts the decision without
precedential significance.
OGC

I FY 2014 I FY 2015 I FY 2016 I FY 2017 I FY 2018

Cases pending, start of year
Charges filed
Total caseload

1,570
4,696
6,266

1,425
4,418
5,843

1,178
4,345
5,523

1,333
3,655
4,988

882
2,860
3,742

Charges withdrawn/settled
Charges dismissed
Complaints issued
Total cases closed

3,779
809
253
4,841

3,662
800
203
4,665

3,268
749
173
4,190

3,130
786
190
4,106

2,343
674
43
3,060

Cases pending, end of year

1,425

1,178

1,333

882

682

OALJ

I FY 2014 I FY 2015 I FY 2016 I FY 2017 I FY 2018

Cases pending, start of year
Cases received from the OGC
Total caseload

121
260
381

104
222
326

60
179
239

52
197
249

49
44
93

Settlements before decision
Cases closed by decision
Total cases closed

247
30
277

188
78
266

136
51
187

176
24
200

66
27
93

Cases pending, end of year

104

60

52

49

0
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I FY 2014 I FY 2015 I FY 2016 I FY 2017 I FY 2018

Authority
Cases pending, start of year
Exceptions filed
Total caseload

12
27
39

13
62
75

24
45
69

9
23
32

8
19
27

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

18
8
26

37
14
51

51
9
60

22
2
24

9
8
17

Cases pending, end of year

13

24

9

8

10

Measure 1.1: The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the Office of the General Counsel
(OGC) by complaint, withdrawal, dismissal, or settlement within 120 days of filing of the
charge.
FY 2014
FY 2015
FY 2016
FY 2017
FY 2018
Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

67%

72%

71%

73%

70%

88%

Data Source: Case Management System (CMS)
Target: Exceeded.
Measure 1.2: The percentage of decisions on an appeal of a Regional Director’s dismissal of
a ULP charge issued within 60 days of the date filed, and in no case more than 120 days.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

98%/100%

98%/100%

100%/100%

96%/100%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded.
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FY 2018
Target

Actual

95%/100% 100%/100%

Measure 1.3: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel resolved or
decided in the OALJ within 180 days of the complaint being issued.
FY 2014

FY 2015

Actual

Actual

91%

77%

Measure 1.3: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel decided in the
OALJ within 180 days of the complaint being issued.*
FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Target Actual

80%
93%
Data Source: CMS

80%

*Clarified measure beginning in FY 2016

77%

Target: Substantially Met.
Measure 1.4: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

Actual

Actual

Actual

50%

57%

89%

Measure 1.4: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 150 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.*
*New measure beginning in FY 2017
FY 2017
FY 2018
Actual

Target

50%

75%

Actual
50%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Not Met. The low inventory of ULP cases contributed to the Authority’s inability to
meet this goal in FY 2018. The Authority issued only eight ULP decisions total in FY 2018 –
four timely and four untimely. The backlog that resulted from the lack of a full complement of
Members was also a factor: all four of the untimely ULP cases were awaiting a decision when
the Authority attained a full complement of Members, and two of those four had already gone
overage while the Authority lacked a third Member. Thus, the Authority was not able to
improve upon its 50% performance in this measure from the previous FY.
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1: RESOLVE OVERAGE
UNFAIR-LABOR-PRACTICE CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION.
As part of its 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the FLRA developed new performance measures for
FY 2016 and FY 2017 to ensure that cases in which the primary timeliness goal is not met are
sufficiently targeted and do not go significantly overage.
Measure 2.1: The percentage of ULP charges resolved by the OGC by complaint, withdrawal,
dismissal, or settlement within 240 days of filing of the charge.*
FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

95%

95%

95%

99%

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded.

Measure 2.2: The percentage of ULP complaints issued by the General Counsel decided in
the OALJ within 365 days of the complaint being issued.*
FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Target Actual

89%

98%

98%

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

90%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Not Met. The 90% success rate (84 of 93) was driven by the General Counsel
vacancy, which eliminated receipt of new cases ripe for early resolution and resulted in older,
more complicated cases requiring a hearing having a disproportionate impact upon the
percentage of cases resolved within 365 days. The goal of 98% was difficult to achieve when
the oldest, most difficult cases carried over from the prior fiscal year become a disproportionate
number of the total dispositions issued. Such complicated cases are typically the subject of
multiple delays requested by the parties due to counsel and witness availability (necessary for
due process). Had it been known that 27 of the cases requiring a fully litigated hearing and
written decision would represent almost one-third (29%) of the dispositions issued in FY18, a
less ambitious goal would have been requested.
Measure 2.3: The percentage of ULP cases decided within 365 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.*
FY 2017
Actual

FY 2018
Target

100%
95%
Data Source: CMS

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

Actual
100%

Target: Exceeded.
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PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.2: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF REPRESENTATION CASES.
The Statute sets out a specific procedure for employees to petition to be represented by a labor
union and to determine which employees will be included in a “bargaining unit” that a union
represents. Implementing this procedure, the FLRA conducts secret-ballot elections for union
representation and resolves a variety of issues related to questions of union representation of
employees. These issues include, for example, whether particular employees are managers or
“confidential” employees excluded from union representation, whether there has been election
misconduct on the part of agencies or unions, and whether changes in union and Agency
organizations affect existing bargaining units. Representation cases are initiated when an
individual, a labor organization, or an Agency files a petition with a Regional Office. After a
petition is filed, the Regional Director conducts an investigation to determine the appropriateness
of a unit or other matter related to the petition. After concluding such investigation, the Regional
Director may conduct a secret-ballot election or hold a hearing to resolve disputed factual
matters. After a hearing, the Regional Director issues a Decision and Order, which is final
unless an application for review is filed with the Authority.
OGC

I FY 2014 I FY 2015 I FY 2016 I FY 2017 I FY 2018

Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed
Total caseload

89
235
324

65
225
290

70
265
335

112
208
320

58
245
303

Petitions withdrawn
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

118
141
259

95
125
220

112
111
223

130
132
262

110
129
239

Cases pending, end of year

65

70

112

58

64

Authority

I FY 2014 I FY 2015 I FY 2016 I FY 2017 I FY 2018

Cases pending, start of year
Applications for review
Total caseload

9
13
22

7
16
23

2
6
8

0
12
12

6
6
12

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

2
13
15

2
19
21

0
8
8

1
5
6

0
7
7

Cases pending, end of year

7

2

0

6

5
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Measure 1.5: The percentage of representation cases resolved by the OGC through
withdrawal, election, or issuance of a Decision and Order within 120 days of the filing of a
petition.
FY 2014
FY 2015
FY 2016
FY 2017
FY 2018
Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

66%

72%

73%

68%

70%

82%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded.
Measure 1.6: The percentage of representation cases in which the Authority issued a decision
whether to grant review within 60 days of the filing of an application for review.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Met.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2: RESOLVE OVERAGE REPRESENTATION
CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION.
As part of its 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the FLRA developed new performance measures for
FY 2016 and FY 2017 to ensure that cases in which the primary timeliness goal is not met are
sufficiently targeted and do not go significantly overage.
Measure 2.3: The percentage of cases resolved by the OGC through withdrawal, election, or
issuance of a Decision and Order within 365 days of the filing of a petition.*
FY 2016

FY 2017

Actual

Actual

98%
95%
Data Source: CMS

FY 2018

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

Target

Actual

95%

99%

Target: Exceeded.
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Measure 2.4: The percentage of representation cases in which the Authority grants review,
where the Authority will issue a decision on review, or reach other final resolution of the case,
within 365 days of the filing of the application for review.*
FY 2017
FY 2018
*New measure beginning in FY 2017
Actual
100%

Target

95%
Data Source: CMS

Actual
100%

Target: Exceeded.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.3: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF ARBITRATION CASES.
Either party to grievance arbitration may file with the Authority an exception (appeal) to an
arbitrator’s award. The Authority will review an arbitrator’s award to which an exception has
been filed to determine whether the award is deficient because it is contrary to any law, rule, or
regulation, or on grounds similar to those applied by Federal courts in private-sector, labormanagement relations.
Authority

I FY 2014 I FY 2015 I FY 2016 I FY 2017 I FY 2018

Cases pending, start of year
Exceptions filed
Total caseload

123
89
212

90
99
189

50
87
137

42
103
145

73
105
178

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

16
106
122

15
124
139

20
75
95

16
56
72

11
94
105

Cases pending, end of year

90

50

42

73

73
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Measure 1.7: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

Actual

Actual

Actual

34%

40%

79%

Measure 1.7: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 150 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.*
FY 2017
Actual
78%

FY 2018
Target

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

Actual

75%
Data Source: CMS

38%

Target: Not Met. The backlog that resulted from the lack of full complement of Members
contributed to the Authority’s inability to meet this goal in FY 2018. Because the Authority
made a strategic decision to focus on issuing its oldest cases in order to clear the backlog, only
36 of the 94 arbitration decisions it issued were timely.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.3: RESOLVE OVERAGE ARBITRATION
CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION.
As part of its 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the FLRA developed new performance measures for
FY 2016 and FY 2017 to ensure that cases in which the primary timeliness goal is not met are
sufficiently targeted and do not go significantly overage.
Measure 2.5: The percentage of arbitration cases decided within 365 days of assignment to an
Authority Member *
FY 2017
Actual

FY 2018
Target

100%
95%
Data Source: CMS

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

Actual
98%

Target: Exceeded.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.4: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF NEGOTIABILITY CASES.
A Federal Agency bargaining with a union may claim that a particular union proposal cannot be
bargained because it conflicts with Federal law, a government-wide rule or regulation, or an
Agency regulation for which there is a compelling need. In both of these situations, a union may
42

petition the Authority to resolve the negotiability dispute. In addition, Agency heads may
disapprove collective-bargaining agreements if those agreements are contrary to law, and a union
may petition the Authority to resolve the negotiability dispute.

I FY 2014 I FY 2015 I FY 2016 I FY 2017 I FY 2018

Authority
Cases pending, start of year
Petitions filed
Total caseload

9
43
52

17
54
71

23
55
78

27
40
67

11
43
54

Cases closed procedurally
Cases closed based on merits
Total cases closed

29
6
35

40
8
48

47
4
51

52
4
56

25
6
31

Cases pending, end of year

17

23

27

11

23

Measure 1.8: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 180 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.
Results
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

60%

50%

75%

Measure 1.8: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 150 days of assignment to an
Authority Member.*
FY 2017
Actual
75%

FY 2018
Target

75%
Data Source: CMS

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

Actual
83%

Target: Met.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.4: RESOLVE OVERAGE NEGOTIABILITY
CASES IN A TIMELY FASHION.
As part of its 2015-2018 Strategic Plan, the FLRA developed new performance measures for
FY 2016 and FY 2017 to ensure that cases in which the primary timeliness goal is not met are
sufficiently targeted and do not go significantly overage.
Measure 2.6: The percentage of negotiability cases decided within 365 days of assignment to
an Authority Member *
FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Target

Actual

100%

95%

100%

*New measure beginning in FY 2017
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Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.5: PRODUCE TIMELY REVIEW AND
DISPOSITION OF BARGAINING-IMPASSE CASES.
In carrying out the right to bargain collectively, it is not uncommon for a union representative
and a Federal Agency to simply not agree on certain issues, and for the bargaining to reach an
impasse. Several options are available by which the parties may attempt to resolve the impasse.
The parties may: decide, on their own, to use certain techniques to resolve the impasse, but may
proceed to private, binding arbitration only after the FSIP approves the procedure; seek the
services and assistance of the FMCS; or seek the assistance of the FSIP in resolving the
negotiation impasse, but only after the previous options have failed.

I FY 2014 I FY 2015 I FY 2016 I FY 2017 I FY 2018

FSIP
Cases pending, start of year
Impasses filed
Total caseload

40
134
174

28
139
167

33
143
176

42
97
139

17
92
109

Cases closed

146

134

134

122

86

28

33

42

17

23

Cases pending, end of year

Measure 1.9: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases, in which jurisdiction is declined,
closed within 140 days of the date filed.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

89%

100%

80%

93%

80%

100%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded
Measure 1.10: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases voluntarily settled after
jurisdiction has been asserted within 160 days of the date filed.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

68%

100%

100%

93%

70%

86%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded
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FY 2018

Measure 1.11: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases resolved through a final action
closed within 200 days of the date filed.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

61%

100%

100%

77%

70%

100%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded

STRATEGIC GOAL 2: WE WILL PROMOTE STABILITY IN THE
FEDERAL LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY BY PROVIDING
LEADERSHIP AND GUIDANCE THROUGH ADR AND EDUCATION
Key to the FLRA’s ADR objectives is to offer high-quality outreach and preventive services, as
well as resources, to promote more effective labor-management relations across the Federal
government. ADR is an informal process that allows parties to discuss and develop their
interests in order to resolve the underlying issues and problems in their relationships. This
includes interest-based conflict resolution and intervention services in pending cases. The
Agency also provides facilitation and training to help labor and management develop
collaborative relationships. Many of the FLRA’s training programs are available as web-based
training modules, bringing educational tools and resources directly to Agency customers at their
desks to further assist them in resolving labor-management disputes. The FLRA’s goals include
delivering outreach, training, and facilitation services that significantly contribute to the mission
of the FLRA, and ensuring that training participants evaluate FLRA training as highly effective.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1: PROVIDE TARGETED ACCESS TO
TRAINING, OUTREACH, AND FACILITATION ACTIVITIES WITHIN
THE LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY.
Measure 1.1: The number of training, outreach, and facilitation activities conducted.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

225

306

280

273

275

124

Data Source: CMS
Target: Not Met. The Authority scaled back its external training efforts in FY 2018 to
ensure that all available staff was working to eliminate the backlog of overage cases and this
contributed to the Agency’s inability to meet this goal. However, the Authority educated the
parties through its issued decisions, particularly those on previously unaddressed legal
issues. To that end, many of the trainings that it provided in FY 2018 were “Case Law
Updates.” The OGC consistently provided statutory training efforts across the country. Due
to budget uncertainty, the OGC scaled back its provision of training that required FLRA45

funded travel, and this also contributed to the Agency’s inability to meet this goal.
Measure 1.2: The number of participants involved in training, outreach, and facilitation
activities.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

5,114

8,294

8,440

8,122

7000

4829

Data Source: CMS
Target: Not Met. The Authority scaled back its external training efforts in FY 2018 to
ensure that all available staff was working to eliminate the backlog of overage cases and this
contributed to the Agency’s inability to meet this goal. However, the Authority educated the
parties through its issued decisions, particularly those on previously unaddressed legal
issues. To that end, many of the trainings that it provided in FY 2018 were “Case Law
Updates.” The OGC consistently provided statutory training efforts across the country. Due
to budget uncertainty, the OGC scaled back its provision of training that required FLRAfunded travel, and this also contributed to the Agency’s inability to meet this goal.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1: SUCCESSFULLY RESOLVE A
SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF FLRA CASES THROUGH ADR.
ADR is an informal process that allows parties to discuss and develop their interests in order to
resolve the underlying issues and problems in their relationships. This includes interest-based
conflict resolution and intervention services in pending cases.
Measure 2.1: The percentage of appropriate ULP cases in the OGC in which ADR services are
offered.*
FY 2017

FY 2018

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

Actual

Target

Actual

100%

95%

100%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded.
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Measure 2.2: The percentage of ULP cases in the OGC in which an offer of ADR services is
accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved.**
**Renumbered measure beginning in FY 2017; previously Measure 2.1
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

98%

96%

97%

100%

95%

100%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded.
Measure 2.3: The percentage of appropriate ULP cases in the OALJ in which SettlementJudge Services are offered.*
FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Target

*New measure beginning in FY 2017

Actual

100%
90%
Data Source: CMS

100%

Target: Exceeded.

Measure 2.4: The percentage of ULP cases in the OALJ in which an offer of
Settlement-Judge services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved.**
**Renumbered measure beginning in FY 2017; previously Measure 2.2
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

96%

87%

74%

93%

85%

83%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Substantially Met.
Measure 2.5: The percentage of representation cases in the OGC in which an offer of ADR
services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved.**
**Renumbered measure beginning in FY 2017; previously Measure 2.3
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

100%

100%

96%

100%

95%

100%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded.
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FY 2018

Measure 2.6: The percentage of appropriate arbitration cases in the Authority in which ADR
services are offered.*
FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Target Actual

100%
100%
Data Source: CMS

100%

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

100%

Target: Met.
Measure 2.ht are partially or totally resolved.*
Measure 2.7: The percentage of arbitration cases in the Authority in which an offer of ADR
services is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved.
FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

80%

43%

79%

80%

50%

100%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Exceeded.
Measure 2.8: The percentage of appropriate negotiability cases in the Authority in which ADR
services are offered.*
FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

100%

100%

100%

100%

Data Source: CMS
Target: Met.
Measure 2.9: The percentage of proposals or provisions – in negotiability cases in which an
offer of ADR services is accepted by the parties – that are partially or totally resolved.
FY 2014

FY 2015

Actual

Actual

100%
100%
Measure 2.9: The percentage of negotiability cases in which ADR services are provided that
are partially or totally resolved.*
FY 2016

FY 2017

Actual

Actual

100%
100%
Data Source: CMS

FY 2018
Target

Actual

90%

100%

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

Target: Exceeded.
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Measure 2.10: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which an offer of ADR services
is accepted by the parties that are partially or totally resolved.
FY 2014

FY 2015

Actual

Actual

27%

39%

Measure 2.10: The percentage of bargaining-impasse cases in which parties’ disputes are totally
resolved voluntarily.*
FY 2016

FY 2017

Actual

Actual

27%
30%
Data Source: CMS

FY 2018
Target

Actual

30%

17%

*New measure beginning in FY 2016

Target: Not Met. The Panel and its staff work directly with each party in every filing of
request for assistance to help the parties find a voluntary settlement of some or all of the
remaining issues at impasse. While we strive to reach the goal of helping the parties to achieve
voluntary resolution of at least 30% of the filings, at times, the Panel must exercise the option of
ordering resolution of the final remaining issues in the impasse to bring the matter to closure.

STRATEGIC GOAL 3: WE WILL MANAGE OUR RESOURCES
EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE
ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE
The FLRA’s ability to fulfill its core mission under the Statute depends on excellent management
of the organization and its resources. The organizational-excellence goal emphasizes how the
Agency’s employees, IT infrastructure, and allocation of resources are central to achieving all of
the strategic goals and objectives outlined in the strategic plan.
The landscape of the Federal workplace and workforce continues to evolve, as do the needs of
the parties that the FLRA serves. Approximately 29 percent of the FLRA’s workforce has been
with the Agency for five years or less. Many of the Agency’s most experienced employees are
currently eligible to retire, and 23 percent of the workforce is eligible to retire in the next 5 years.
In light of these facts, it is crucial for the FLRA to simultaneously focus on developing the
workforce of the future, while retaining valuable institutional knowledge.
The Agency is prepared to meet ever-changing business demands through the innovative use of
IT to best manage the workload and interact with parties. The FLRA continues to be an effective
steward of taxpayer dollars, with a renewed focus on maximizing the use of data to inform
decision making. The Agency’s future operational approaches are designed to foster nimble and
seamless deployment of resources coupled with cost-avoidance strategies to support productive
labor-management relations across the Federal government. And, consistent with the PMA, the
FLRA has a comprehensive, forward-looking plan to increase quality and value in its
administrative functions, continue efforts to enhance productivity and achieve cost savings,
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unlock the full potential of its workforce, and build the FLRA’s workplace and workforce for the
future.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1: RECRUIT, RETAIN, AND DEVELOP A
HIGHLY TALENTED, MOTIVATED, AND DIVERSE WORKFORCE TO
ACCOMPLISH THE FLRA’S MISSION.
In FY 2018, the FLRA provided high quality performance and service delivery. The Agency
continued a commitment to empowering and developing a highly engaged and effective
workforce. The success of FLRA employees is instrumental to its success as an Agency. The
staff-driven Strategic Plan 2018-2022 created in FY 2018 demonstrates the spirit that the FLRA
actively manages in its human-capital programs.
Measure 1.1: Program managers ensure that the right employees are in the right place to achieve
results.
Focused on succession planning by increasing targeted attorney
recruitment. Renewed agreement with the University of Maryland
for discounted tuition for Agency employees. Increased Agency
resources through recruitment, staffing, and placement. Utilized
the Student Pathways and Summer Externship programs to
increase resources for casework and administrative initiatives
throughout the Agency. Realigned functions within the Agency’s
Office of the Executive Director to allow for improved
efficiencies and customer service to Agency employees. Worked
FY 2014
Actual
extensively with managers to hold employees accountable for
performance and development. Updated Attorney Recruitment
Policy in order to allow managers greater hiring flexibility of the
Agency’s mission-critical occupation and to streamline the
recruitment process. In collaboration with the Partnership for
Public Service’s Excellence in Government Fellows program,
developed and piloted an Employee Onboarding Handbook to
improve the onboarding process and increase employee
engagement.
Implemented a fully automated and integrated electronic system
for personnel actions. Developed a more robust onboarding
process through increased use of technology and piloted
implementation of an Employee Onboarding Handbook. Updated
certain human-resources policies and procedures. Continued to
build internal capacity for handling the major human-resources
functional areas. Position descriptions continued to be updated
FY 2015
Actual
and now allow for greater growth and advancement opportunities
within the Agency, and employees readily volunteered for
collateral-duty assignments, new initiatives, and projects. The
Agency also renewed its agreement with a local university to offer
discounted tuition to FLRA employees for self-directed study.
Improved office customer service by improving the quality of
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advice provided to managers and employees. Worked with
managers to educate them about and increase diversity and
inclusion when seeking new Agency talent. The Agency achieved
greater diversity in its workforce in FY 2015 by increasing
strategic and targeted recruitment and posting job opportunities
with career-planning and placement services, local colleges and
universities, and professional affinity-group organizations. With
respect to succession planning, the FLRA continued to offer crosscomponent developmental details and its training initiative
designed to assist higher-graded employees identify and
strengthen critical leadership skills in preparation for eventually
transitioning to formal leadership positions. To strengthen and
support the FLRA’s new cadre of first-time managers and
supervisors, the Agency identified a series of trainings geared
towards developing strategic thinking and other critical skills in
preparation for executive leadership at the FLRA. These training
initiatives crossed components, bringing together future Agency
leaders from all offices to enhance their skills and encourage
collaboration among peers.
Measure 1.1: Demonstrate strong recruitment and retention practices.*
*New measure beginning in FY 2016
Strengthened diversity and inclusion recruitment efforts by,
among other things, establishing and implementing a process for
sharing job announcements with relevant affinity groups.
Continued to enhance strategic and targeted recruitment by
posting job opportunities with career-planning and placement
services, local colleges and universities, and professional affinitygroup organizations. Used data to help identify and eliminate
barriers to recruiting and hiring the diverse talent that it needs.

FY 2016

Actual

Worked to strengthen operational offices by seeking feedback
through semi-annual and point-of-service surveys. Continued
efforts to revise and implement a robust Agency-wide onboarding
program, which will include briefings and continuing educational
opportunities for employees to strengthen their FLRA knowledge.
Strengthened recognition and promotion of cultural-based
celebrations, establishing an employee-driven initiative to develop
and promote events and activities. Targeted efforts to educate
managers about, and increase diversity and inclusion when,
seeking new Agency talent, and continued efforts to train Agency
staff at all levels on key diversity and inclusion issues. Revised
manager performance plans to include diversity-and- inclusionfocused metrics. Recognized with #1 small-Agency ranking in
terms of the “New IQ” Index, which provides insights into
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employee perceptions of the inclusiveness of the Agency by
looking at twenty questions that measure the five “Habits of
Inclusion” – Fair, Open, Cooperative, Supportive, and
Empowering. The FLRA was the top-ranking small-Agency for
each of the five habits of inclusion, with scores averaging 15
percent – and as much as 21 percent – higher than the average
scores for all small agencies. And in the 2015 Best Places to
Work in the Federal Government rankings, the FLRA was ranked
#2 out of 28 small agencies in its support for diversity.
Continued to develop capacity for shared administrative staff
across several offices by utilizing administrative staff within the
Authority Component – particularly those who are in
“confidential” positions to Agency leadership – to provide
administrative assistance to the HR, Budget & Finance, and Equal
Employment Opportunity (EEO) Offices, which perform sensitive
work. Not only does this provide administrative staff with a
developmental opportunity, but it also allows for greater
flexibility, relieves high-graded managerial staff from having to
perform lower-graded administrative tasks, and avoids the need to
hire additional FTEs when workloads increase within the
component.

FY 2017

Actual

Aligned the Agency-wide Performance Year (previously July 1 June 30) with the Fiscal Year. This alignment directly links every
employee’s individual performance to the FLRA’s overall
strategic and performance goals, as well as to the Agency’s annual
budget and funding requests. It will provide a more accurate
measurement of each employee’s contribution towards
achievement of Agency-wide performance goals, greater
accountability, and better data regarding resource needs.
Conducted an Agency-wide review of all Agency electronic
Official Personnel Folders (eOPFs) to: ensure proper retirement
coverage (CSRS or FERS); verify the accuracy of service
computation dates (SCDs) for both leave and retirement purposes;
and examine all folders for missing or undocumented prior
service.

FY 2018

Target

Conducted an Agency-wide review of every Agency position
description (PD) to ensure that all PDs reflect actual duties and
that accompanying cover sheets are accurate, and revised PDs that
needed revision or that were very dated, which has been
particularly critical in conducting “need-to-fill” evaluations and
drafting recent vacancy announcements.
Complete implementation of all necessary changes/corrections
identified during the Agency-wide eOPF and PD reviews.
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Develop/revise and implement standard operating procedures that
will help to maintain accurate personnel records going forward.
Continue to conduct “need-to-fill” evaluations before filling any
vacant positions.
Implement workforce reshaping, consistent with Executive
Order 13781 and M-17-22.
Continue to use data to identify and eliminate barriers to recruiting
and hiring the diverse talent that the FLRA needs.
Completed implementation of all necessary changes/corrections
identified during the Agency-wide eOPF and PD reviews.
Implemented standard operating procedures for maintaining
accurate eOPFs for all FLRA staff in order to support the
provision of excellent customer service.
Continued to conduct “need-to-fill” evaluations before filling any
vacant positions, consistent with Executive Order 13781 and M17-22.
Actual

Continued to use data to identify and eliminate barriers to
recruiting and hiring the diverse talent that the FLRA needs.
Completed all required security-background investigations for
new hires and investigations/re-investigations for existing
employees. Clarified the circumstances under which a new
background check should be conducted. Ensured that all
employees were HSPD-12 compliant.

Began a comprehensive review and revision, as appropriate, of all
internal Agency policies in order to ensure that they are up to date,
necessary, and consistent with law and regulation.
Data Source: FLRA Human Resources Division
Target: Met.

Measure 1.2: Maintain and grow Agency expertise through employee development.*

FY 2016

Actual

*New measure beginning in FY 2016
Successfully implemented numerous cross-component
developmental opportunities for employees, including workgroups
to encourage innovation, the development and delivery of
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training, and more than ten detail opportunities at all levels and
offices within the Agency.
Continued a robust training initiative focusing on leadership and
skills development. Addressed temporary mission needs,
maximized Student Pathways and student-internship programs,
and utilized developmental details within the existing workforce.
Provided all new managers and supervisors with leadershiptraining opportunities, and implemented ongoing executivetraining plans aimed at developing executive-level talent among
the FLRA’s existing workforce.

FY 2017

Actual

Continued its overall success and improvement as measured by
the FEVS, leaving no doubt that the FLRA continues to have a
highly engaged workforce that is dedicated to the accomplishment
of its mission. The results of the survey reflected the Agency’s
continuous growth in overall employee satisfaction, as
demonstrated by the FLRA ranking as the #1 small Agency in two
important indices – Employee Engagement and New IQ – and the
increase in 2016 positive ratings in 19 items from 2015. In
addition, the FLRA had 66 identified strengths (items with 65% or
higher positive ratings) and no identified challenges (items with
35% or higher negative ratings). And the Agency’s scores were
above the government-wide average in 69 out of 71 questions. Of
particular note was that: 97% of FLRA respondents reported that
they were held accountable for achieving results; 96% positively
rated the overall quality of the work done by their work unit; 96%
indicated that they are willing to put in extra effort to get a job
done; 94% knew how their work related to the Agency’s goals and
priorities; 94% thought that the people they worked with
cooperated to get the job done; 94% believed that the Agency was
successful at accomplishing its mission; 93% found that the
workforce had the job-relevant knowledge and skills necessary to
accomplish organizational goals; 92% indicated that their
supervisors regularly communicated with them about their
performance; and 91% stated that employees in their work unit
shared job knowledge with each other. Moreover, the Agency
maintained its sustained growth of positive responses to the
question “supervisors in my work unit support employee
development” – increasing by nearly 9.5% over 2015.
Continued to develop capacity for shared administrative staff
across several offices by utilizing administrative staff within the
Authority Component – particularly those who are in
“confidential” positions to Agency leadership – to provide
administrative assistance to the HR, Budget & Finance, and Equal
Employment Opportunity (EEO) Offices, which perform sensitive
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work. Not only does this provide administrative staff with a
developmental opportunity, but it also allows for greater
flexibility, relieves high-graded managerial staff from having to
perform lower-graded administrative tasks, and avoids the need to
hire additional FTEs when workloads increase within the
component.
Most managers assessed all of their employees on their
developmental needs and provided at least one targeted
developmental opportunity to each. Training budgets for every
office were reduced by 25% in FY 2017, so there was a reduced
ability to procure outside training. This resulted in managers
finding in-house opportunities to help develop their employees
through details (e.g., Acting Chief Information Officer), work
groups (e.g., eFiling), and special projects (e.g., revising FLRA
policies).
In the 2017 FEVS, 78% of FLRA employees responded positively
to the OPM FEVS question “supervisors in my work unit support
employee development” (Q. 47). Although this represents a 6%
decrease from 2016, it is nonetheless 5% above the small-Agency
score of 73%, and 10% above the Government-wide score of
68%.
In FY 2017, the FLRA continued its overall success as measured
by the FEVS, leaving no doubt that the FLRA’s investments in the
recruitment, retention, and skills and leadership development of
its employees continues to produce a highly engaged workforce
that is dedicated to the accomplishment of its mission. The results
of the 2017 survey reflect that the FLRA has 55 identified
strengths (items with 65% or higher positive ratings) and no
identified challenges (items with 35% or higher negative ratings).
Compared to 2016, the FLRA increased its positive ratings for 15
questions, experienced no change in its positive ratings for 4
questions, and decreased its positive ratings for 52 questions. The
Agency outperformed the Government-wide average in 70 out of
71 questions. And the FLRA continues to rank in the top ten
among small agencies (those with 100-999 employees) in two
important indices – Employee Engagement and New IQ – with #6
and #5 rankings, respectively. With an Employee Engagement
Index score of 77% and a New IQ Index score of 71%, the FLRA
exceeds the Government-wide average for each index, as well as
for every sub-category of each index. In addition, the FLRA’s
Global Satisfaction index score of 72% – well above the
Government-wide average of 64% – is a positive indicator of
employees’ overall workplace satisfaction.
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As to the Agency’s 55 identified strengths, of particular note is
that: 99% of FLRA respondents indicate that they are willing to
put in extra effort to get a job done; 98% positively rate the
overall quality of work done by their work unit; 97% report that
they are held accountable for achieving results; 95% know how
their work relates to the Agency’s goals and priorities; and 92%
say that they are constantly looking for ways to do their jobs
better. These results show that employees understand the FLRA’s
mission, understand their role in achieving it, and see themselves
as an integral part of achieving Agency-wide success.

Target

In addition to its top-ten rankings in the Employee Engagement
and New IQ Indexes and increased ratings in 15 questions, FLRA
employees also identified areas for improvement. These areas
include opportunities for advancement, meaningful recognition of
differences in performance, encouragement of creativity and
innovation, availability of resources to get their jobs done, and
communication from management about what’s going on in the
Agency.
Building on the Agency’s evolving succession plan – which is
designed to lessen the impact of institutional-knowledge loss as
employees retire or leave and to maximize current talent
utilization by closing leadership staffing and competency
gaps/deficiencies – develop a formal Agency developmental-detail
program, establishing cross-component detail opportunities to
provide employees with training and developmental experiences
that will enhance their skills and increase their understanding of
the Agency’s mission and operations across program lines, as well
as the relevance of their work to the mission and programs of the
FLRA.
Managers will assess annually 100% of employees on their
developmental needs and provide at least one targeted
developmental opportunity to each of their staff members per
year.

FY 2018

Actual

Maintain sustained growth of positive responses to the OPM
FEVS question “supervisors in my work unit support employee
development.”
Offered cross-component details to provide employees with
training and developmental experiences that will enhance their
skills and increase their understanding of the Agency’s mission
and operations.
Managers assessed annually employees on their developmental
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needs and provided appropriate training and developmental
opportunities.
Maintained sustained status of higher positive responses than the
Government-wide average to the OPM FEVS question
“Supervisors in my work unit support employee development”
Data Source: FLRA Human Resources Division
Target: Met.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2: IMPROVE USE OF EXISTING
TECHNOLOGY AND DEPLOY NEW IT SYSTEMS TO STREAMLINE
AND ENHANCE ORGANIZATIONAL OPERATIONS.
The FLRA began accepting eFilings in FY 2013, and, as of FY 2015, eFiling is available for all
FLRA offices that receive case filings. The FLRA is continuing to work towards implementing
the Agency’s long-term goal of sharing end-to-end electronic case files throughout the FLRA, as
well as the OMB-mandated target of having fully electronic files by 2019. Increasing eFiling is
critical to achieving this goal. In this regard, the more case-related information that the FLRA
receives electronically – rather than in hard copy – from the outset, the easier it is to convert that
information into an electronic case file, without the need for FLRA staff to manually scan
documents. The Agency has a four-year plan to accomplish the transition to fully electronic case
files in agile phases.
Measure 2.1: Expand the use of eFiling.
FY 2014

Actual

12% of cases eFiled.

FY 2015

Actual

17% of cases eFiled.

FY 2016

Actual

22% of cases eFiled.

FY 2017

Actual

35% of cases eFiled.

Target

75% of cases eFiled

Actual

35% of cases eFiled

FY 2018

Data Source: CMS
Target: Not Met. Although the Agency did not meet its target goal, the improvements the
Agency made to its eFiling system during FY 2018 are intended to encourage increased
eFiling by its customers. It is expected that the improvements will increase the Agency’s
ability to meet this goal in FY 19. We continue to explore new strategies for increasing use of
its improved eFiling system.
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Measure 2.2: Electronic end-to-end case processing.
FY 2014

Actual

FY 2015

Actual

FY 2016

Actual

FY 2017

Actual

Target

FY 2018
Actual

Migrated the CADR to an end-to-end electronic case file.
Made eFiling available for OALJ cases, resulting in eFiling being
available for all offices that accept case filings. As a result,
completed full integration of the CMS and eFiling systems, enabling
end-to-end electronic case processing throughout the Agency.
With the full completion of the eFiling objective, the CMS has the
structure in place to receive and store electronically filed cases. The
applications have been merged, creating bridges between the two
systems, to support end-to-end electronic case-processing capability.
The FLRA neared completion of improving the eFiling user interface,
which builds upon the existing system, making the eFiling system
more user-friendly and intuitive. And efforts are underway to
implement a Document Management System (DMS). This effort will
span into FY 2017, and it is a critical step in accomplishing the
FLRA’s multi-year electronic-case-file plan.
Incorporating internal and external customer feedback, adopting
“agile” development efforts, and utilizing open-source code,
completed development of a brand new, user-friendly eFiling
application with a Ruby on Rails user interface and a Postgres
backend database that is housed in Amazon Web Services – a cloudbased solution. Final testing and additional enhancements that were
not anticipated until later in FY 2018 are currently being completed,
and eFiling 3.0 will launch to the public in the 1st quarter of FY 2018.
It is anticipated to dramatically increase the number of FLRA cases
filed electronically.
Laid the foundation for modernizing the infrastructure for the
Agency’s electronic CMS and eFiling by transitioning to a new
backend product – Postgres database housed in Amazon Web
Services – that will allow for a more user friendly and complete
integration of the CMS, the eFiling system, and the DMS.
Deployed an Agency-wide, cloud-based DMS, which replaced the
existing network shares with an integrated document and email
communications system that will facilitate document sharing and
electronic case-processing initiatives.
Integrate the CMS and eFiling systems with the Agency Document
Management System, enabling end-to-end electronic case processing
throughout the Agency.
Developed and launched eFiling 3.0, which both internal and external
users report is significantly more user-friendly and intuitive. Began
development of a new and improved CMS that, over time, will
provide significant cost savings ($100,000 annually) and allow for
more efficient integration of the CMS and eFiling systems with the
DMS, enabling end-to-end electronic case processing throughout the
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Agency. Identified the basic structure of electronic case files for each
component/office in the DMS. Completed transition of all major IT
functions – CMS, DMS, eMail – to the cloud, which improves both IT
security, consistent with the PMA, and Agency continuity of
operations plans.
Data Source: FLRA Information Resources Management Division
Target: Met.

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF PERFORMANCE DATA
The CMS is used by FLRA offices to track and manage caseload. Each office enters information
on case filings into the CMS, and is accountable for quality control of the data entered into the
system. Case-performance data verification and validation was performed using information
from the CMS. NOTE: In November 2018, the FLRA audited the case-numbers for the past five
years and found some errors from prior years. This PAR contains the most accurate numbers,
and should be used instead of data from PARs of prior years.
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PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
The FLRA’s FY 2018 Performance and Accountability Report reflects the correlation between
the financial and programmatic aspects of the Agency’s work. The report bridges these two
areas by presenting FLRA performance with the financial results of Agency operations. The
principal financial statements and notes that follow explain the FLRA’s financial position as of
September 30, 2018, and how the Agency’s financial resources were expended to achieve
performance results. For the thirteenth consecutive year, the FLRA has received an unqualified
audit opinion on its financial statements. Along with the unqualified opinion, the report of
independent auditors found no material weaknesses in the design and operation of the Agency
system of internal controls over financial reporting.
With FY 2019 expected to be another challenging year (since we are currently funded through a
Continuing Resolution), we will continue to focus on identifying solutions to maintain our
financial stability, ensure transparency and accountability, and maintain our high levels of
mission performance and employee satisfaction and morale. We will also continue to work with
the Administration and the Congress in seeking ways to strengthen and improve the Agency’s
system for the administrative control of funds. We are confident that the FLRA’s financial and
performance data are complete, accurate, and reliable.

Colleen Duffy Kiko
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
November 15, 2018
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
BALANCE SHEET
(in dollars)
As of September 30, 2018 and 2017
2018

2017

Assets:
Intragovernmental
Fund Balance With Treasury (Note 2)
Accounts Receivable (Note 3)
Prepaid Expenses
Total Intragovernmental
Accounts Receivable, Net (Note 3)
Property, Equipment, and Software, Net (Note 4)

$4,474,299
10,114
18,141
4,502,554
0
78,734

$4,981,468
9,966
5,429
4,996,863
424
187,819

Total Assets

$4,581,288

$5,185,106

$328,155
187,829
222,358
738,342
326,584
1,102,800
1,249,217
792,746
261

$298,123
150,021
242,229
690,373
626,657
1,239,740
1,254,731
588,668
0

Total Liabilities

$4,209,950

$4,400,169

Net Position:
Unexpended Appropriations - Other Funds
Cumulative Results of Operations - Other Funds

$2,864,908
(2,493,570)

$3,333,393
(2,548,456)

371,338

784,937

$4,581,288

$5,185,106

Liabilities:
Intragovernmental
Accounts Payable (Note 5)
Accrued Payroll and Benefits (Note 5)
FECA Unfunded (Note 5)
Total Intragovernmental
Accounts Payable (Note 5)
Unfunded Leave (Note 5)
FECA Actuarial Liability (Note 5)
Accrued Payroll and Benefits (Note 5)
Other Liabilities (Note 6)

Total Net Position
Total Liabilities and Net Position

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
Totals may not add due to rounding.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
STATEMENT OF NET COST
(in dollars)
For the Years Ended September 30, 2018 and 2017

Gross Program Costs:
Authority:
Intragovernmental Costs
Public Costs
Total Program Costs
Less: Earned Revenue
Net Program Costs

2018

2017

$6,039,210
9,121,750
15,160,960
(1,239)

$5,802,070
8,801,998
14,604,068
(12,806)

$15,159,721 $14,591,262

Federal Services Impasse Panel:
Intragovernmental Costs
Public Costs
Total Program Costs
Less: Earned Revenue
Net Program Costs
Office of General Counsel:
Intragovernmental Costs
Public Costs
Total Program Costs
Less: Earned Revenue
Net Program Costs

$189,605
669,093
858,698
0

$187,956
676,661
864,617
0

$858,698

$864,617

$2,757,467
8,531,298
11,288,765
(7,199)

$2,552,444
8,625,612
11,178,056
(14,562)

$11,281,566 $11,163,494

Total Gross Program Costs
Less: Total Earned Revenue

$27,308,423 $26,646,741
(8,438)
(27,368)

Net Cost of Operations

$27,299,985 $26,619,373

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
Totals may not add due to rounding.
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Federal Labor Relations Authority
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET POSITION
(in dollars)
For the Years Ended September 30, 2018 and 2017
2018
Unexpended Appropriations:
Beginning Balances

$3,333,393

2017
$2,906,771

Budgetary Financing Sources:
Appropriations Received
Other Adjustments
Appropriations Used
Total Budgetary Financing Sources
Total Unexpended Appropriations

26,200,000
26,200,000
(519,592)
(207,127)
(26,148,893) (25,566,251)
(468,485)
426,622
$2,864,908
$3,333,393

Cumulative Results of Operations:
Beginning Balances

($2,548,456) ($2,356,665)

Budgetary Financing Sources:
Appropriations Used

26,148,893

Other Financing Sources (Non-Exchange):
Imputed Financing Sources
Total Financing Sources
Net Cost of Operations
Net Change
Cumulative Results of Operations
Net Position

1,205,978
861,331
27,354,871
26,427,582
(27,299,985) (26,619,373)
54,886
(191,791)
($2,493,570) ($2,548,456)
$371,338
$784,937

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
Totals may not add due to rounding.
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25,566,251

Federal Labor Relations Authority
STATEMENT OF BUDGETARY RESOURCES
(in dollars)
For the Years Ended September 30, 2018 and 2017
2018

2017

Budgetary Resources:
Unobligated balance from prior year budget authority, net
Appropriations
Spending authority from offsetting collections
Total Budgetary Resources

$932,190
26,200,000
12,323

$1,245,096
26,200,000
27,313

$27,144,513

$27,472,409

Memorandum (non-add) Entries:
Net adjustments to unobligated balance brought forward, Oct. 1

($4,251,250) ($3,193,427)

Status of Budgetary Resources:
New obligations and upward adjustments (Note 10)
Unobligated balance, end of year:
Apportioned, unexpired account
Expired unobligated balance, end of year
Unobligated balance, end of year (total)
Total Budgetary Resources
Outlays, net:
Outlays, net, (total)
Agency outlays, net
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
Totals may not add due to rounding.
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$26,408,865

$26,218,588

9,108
726,540
735,648

66,825
1,186,996
1,253,821

$27,144,513

$27,472,409

26,187,577
$26,187,577

25,458,707
$25,458,707

NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
A. Reporting Entity
The FLRA is an independent, administrative Federal agency created by Title VII of the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978, with a mission to carry out five statutory responsibilities: (1) determining the
appropriateness of units for labor organization representation; (2) resolving ULP complaints; (3)
adjudicating exceptions to arbitrators’ awards; (4) adjudicating legal issues relating to duty to bargain;
and (5) resolving impasses during negotiations. The agency consists of three components: the Authority,
the OGC, and the FSIP; and is led by a Chairman, who serves as the FLRA’s chief executive and
administrative officer. 5 U.S.C. §§ 7104(b)
B. Basis of Accounting and Presentation
The financial statements have been prepared to report the financial position, net cost of operations,
changes in net position, and budgetary resources of the FLRA in accordance with the Chief Financial
Officers Act of 1990, the Government Management Reform Act of 1994, and the Accountability of Tax
Dollars Act of 2002. The statements have been prepared from agency financial records in accordance with
U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), in accordance with guidance issued by the
Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) and the OMB, as prescribed in OMB Circular
A-136, Financial Reporting Requirements, and pursuant to the requirements of 31 U.S.C. § 3515(b).
These financial statements include all funds and accounts under the control of the FLRA.
The accounting structure of Federal agencies is designed to reflect both accrual and budgetary accounting
transactions. Under the accrual method of accounting, revenues are recognized when earned, and
expenses are recognized when incurred, without regard to the receipt or payment of cash. The budgetary
accounting principles, on the other hand, are designed to recognize the obligation of funds according to
legal requirements, which in many cases occur before an accrual-based transaction takes place. The
recognition of budgetary accounting transactions is essential for compliance with legal constraints and
controls over the use of Federal funds. The accompanying financial statements are prepared on the accrual
basis of accounting.
C. Budget Authority
The Congress passes appropriations annually that provide the FLRA with authority to obligate funds for
necessary salaries and expenses to carry out mandated program activities. These funds are available until
expended, subject to OMB apportionment and to Congressional restrictions on the expenditure of funds.
Also, the FLRA places internal restrictions on fund expenditures to ensure the efficient and proper use of
all funds.
D. Fund Balance with Treasury
FLRA receipts and disbursements are processed by the Department of the Treasury. Fund balances with
the Treasury consist of appropriated funds that are available to pay current liabilities and to finance
authorized purchase commitments. No cash is held in commercial bank accounts.
E. Accounts Receivable
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Accounts receivable consists of amounts owed to FLRA by other federal agencies and the public.
Amounts due from federal agencies are considered fully collectible and consist of interagency
agreements. An allowance for uncollectible accounts receivable from the public is established when
either (1) management determines that collection is unlikely to occur after a review of outstanding
accounts and the failure of all collection efforts, or (2) an account for which no allowance has been
established is submitted to the Department of the Treasury for collection, which takes place when it
becomes 120 days delinquent. Based on historical experience, all receivables are considered collectible
and no allowance is provided.

F. General Property and Equipment (P&E)
This category consists of equipment and internal use software. The basis for recording purchased P&E is
full cost, including all costs incurred to bring FLRA P&E to and from a location suitable for its intended
use. P&E is depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life of the asset.
Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Standards (SFFAS) No. 10, Accounting for Internal Use
Software, provides accounting standards for internal use software used by each agency. The standards
provide for capitalized property to continue to be reported on the Balance Sheet. P&E that are not
capitalized because they are under the capitalization threshold are expensed in the year of acquisition.
The FLRA’s capitalization threshold for individual purchases is $25,000. Bulk purchases of similar items
that individually are worth less than $25,000, but collectively are worth more than $100,000 are also
capitalized using the same general P&E categories and useful lives as capital acquisitions. Major building
alterations and renovations are capitalized, while maintenance and repair costs are charged to expense as
incurred.

General P&E Category
Software
Computer Equipment
Office Equipment
Office Furniture
Leasehold Improvements

Service Life
3 Years
5 Years
7 Years
15 Years
Life of lease

G. Liabilities
Liabilities represent the amount of monies or other resources likely to be paid by the FLRA as a result of
transactions or events that have already occurred. Liabilities are recognized when they are incurred,
regardless of whether they are covered by available budgetary resources. The FLRA reports its liabilities
under two categories, Intragovernmental and With the Public. Intragovernmental liabilities represent
funds owed to another government agency. Liabilities with the Public represent funds owed to any entity
or person that is not a federal agency, including private sector firms and federal employees. Each of these
categories may include liabilities that are covered by budgetary resources and liabilities not covered by
budgetary resources. No liability can be paid, however, absent an appropriation. Liabilities for which an
appropriation has not been enacted are, therefore, classified as not covered by budgetary resources, since
there is no certainty that the appropriation will be enacted. Liabilities that are covered by budgetary
resources consist of intragovernmental and public accounts payable and accrued funded payroll.
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Liabilities not covered by budgetary resources in FY 2017 and FY 2018 consist of accrued and actuarial
Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA) compensation and unfunded employee leave. The Federal
Government, acting in its sovereign capacity, can abrogate liabilities other than contracts.

H. FECA Liabilities
An accrued FECA liability is recorded for actual and estimated future payments to be made for workers’
compensation pursuant to the FECA. The actual costs incurred are reflected as a liability because agencies
will reimburse the Department of Labor (DOL) two years after the actual payment of expenses. Future
revenues will be used for their reimbursement to the DOL. The liability consists of: (1) the unreimbursed
cost paid by the DOL for compensation to recipients under the FECA; and (2) the net present value of
estimated future payments calculated by the DOL.
An estimated actuarial liability for future workers’ compensation benefits is included. The liability
estimate is based on the DOL’s FECA actuarial model that takes the amount of benefit payments over the
last twelve quarters and calculates the annual average of payments for medical expenses and
compensation. This average is then multiplied by the liabilities-to-benefits paid ratios for the whole
FECA program. The ratios may vary from year to year as a result of economic assumptions and other
factors, but the model calculates a liability approximately twelve times the annual payments.

I. Annual, Sick and Other Leave
Amounts associated with the payment of annual leave are accrued while leave is being earned by
employees, and this accrual is reduced as leave is taken. Each year the balance in the accrued annual leave
account is adjusted to reflect current pay rates. To the extent that current or prior-year appropriations are
not available to finance annual leave, future financing sources will be used. Sick leave and other types of
non-vested leave are expensed as taken.
Any liability for sick leave that is accrued but not taken by a Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) or
a Civil Service Retirement System Offset (CSRS offset)-covered employee is transferred to the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) upon the retirement of that individual. Federal Employees Retirement
System (FERS)-covered employees were not entitled to use unused sick leave for additional service credit
until October 28, 2009. For retirements effective between October 28, 2009 and December 31, 2013, 50
percent of unused sick leave can be used for additional service credit. For retirements effective after
December 31, 2013, 100 percent of unused sick leave can be credited.

J. Net Position

The components of net position are unexpended appropriations and cumulative results of operations.
Unexpended appropriations include undelivered orders and unobligated balances. Undelivered orders
reflect the amount of goods and services ordered that have yet to be actively or constructively received.
Unobligated balances are the amount of appropriations or other authority remaining after deducting the
cumulative obligations from the amount available for obligation. The cumulative results of operations
represent the net results of operations since inception, the cumulative amount of prior-period adjustments,
the remaining book value of capitalized assets, and future funding requirements.
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K. Retirement Plans
The FLRA’s employees participate in the CSRS, CSRS offset or the FERS. For CSRS employees, hired
prior to January 1, 1984, the FLRA withholds seven percent of each employee’s salary and contributes
seven percent of the employee’s basic salary to the CSRS Retirement and Disability Fund. These
employees may also contribute, on a tax-deferred basis, to a defined contribution plan – the Thrift Savings
Plan (TSP). The regular Internal Revenue Service limit in FY 2017 and FY 2018 was $18,000 and
$18,500, respectively. The FLRA is not required to and does not contribute any matching amounts for
CSRS employees.
The FERS was established by enactment of Public Law 99-335. Pursuant to this law, the FERS and Social
Security automatically cover most employees hired after December 31, 1983. Employees hired before
January 1, 1984 elected either to join the FERS and Social Security or to remain in the CSRS. For FERS
employees, the FLRA withholds 6.2 percent in old age survivors and disability insurance up to a specified
wage ceiling and 0.8 percent of an employee’s gross earnings for retirement. In FY 2018, the FLRA
matched the retirement withholdings with a contribution equal to 13.7 percent of the employee’s taxable
salary. Due to enactment of the FERS Revised Annuity Employee and Further Revised Annuity
Employee programs, the agency matched with a contribution equal to 11.9 percent for employees hired
during and after calendar year 2013.
All employees are eligible to contribute to the TSP. For employees under the FERS, a TSP account is
automatically established. The FLRA is required to make a mandatory contribution of one percent of the
base salary for each employee under the FERS. The agency is required to match the employee’s
contribution up to a maximum of five percent of his or her salary. Matching contributions are not made to
the TSP accounts established by CSRS employees. The FLRA does not report on its financial statements
information pertaining to the retirement plans covering its employees. Reporting amounts such as plan
assets, accumulated plan benefits, and related unfunded liabilities, if any, are the responsibility of the
OPM.
FERS employees and certain CSRS reinstatement employees are eligible to participate in the Social
Security program after retirement. CSRS employees who are 65 or older are eligible for Social Security
payments (even if they have not retired). In these instances, the FLRA remits the employer’s share of the
required contribution.

L. Imputed Financing from Costs Absorbed by Others
The FASAB’s SFFAS No. 5, Accounting for Liabilities of the Federal Government, requires that
employer agencies recognize the full cost of pension, health, and life insurance benefits during their
employees’ active years of service. The OPM, as administrator of the CSRS, CSRS offset and FERS
plans, the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program, and the Federal Employees Group Life Insurance
Program, must provide the “cost factors” that adjust the agency contribution rate to the full cost for the
applicable benefit programs. An imputed financing source and corresponding imputed personnel cost is
reflected in the Statement of Changes in Net Position and the Statement of Net Cost.
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M. Revenue and Other Financing Sources
The FLRA’s revenues are derived from reimbursable work agreements, Freedom of Information Act
collections, and a direct annual appropriation. The FLRA recognizes reimbursable work when earned, i.e.,
services have been provided. Each reimbursable work agreement specifies the dollar value of the
agreement and is based on estimated resources needed to perform the specified services.
The agency receives an annual Salaries and Expenses appropriation from the Congress. Annual
appropriations are used, within statutory limits, for salaries and administrative expenses and for operating
and capital expenditures for essential P&E. Appropriations are recognized as non-exchange revenues at
the time the related program expenses are incurred. Appropriations expended for capitalized P&E are
recognized as expenses when an asset is consumed in operations. The FLRA’s annual appropriation for
FY 2017 and FY 2018 was $26,200,000.

N. Expired Accounts and Cancelled Authority
Unless otherwise specified by law, annual budget authority expires for incurring new obligations at the
beginning of the subsequent fiscal year. The account into which the annual authority is placed is called an
expired account. For five fiscal years, the expired account is available for expenditure to liquidate valid
obligations incurred during the unexpired period. Adjustments are allowed to increase or decrease valid
obligations incurred during the unexpired period that were not previously reported. At the end of the fifth
expired year, the account is cancelled and any remaining money is returned to the Treasury.
O. Contingencies
A contingency is an existing condition, situation, or set of circumstances involving uncertainty as to
possible gain or loss to the agency. The uncertainty will ultimately be resolved when one or more future
events occur or fail to occur. With the exception of pending, threatened, or potential litigation, a
contingent liability is recognized when a past transaction or event has occurred, a future outflow or other
sacrifice of resources is more likely than not, and the related future outflow or sacrifice of resources is
measurable. For pending, threatened, or potential litigation, a liability is recognized when a past
transaction or event has occurred, a future outflow or other sacrifice of resources is likely, and the related
future outflow or sacrifice of resources is measurable.

P. Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses.
Actual results could differ from those estimates.

Q. Advances and Prepayments
Advance payments are generally prohibited by law. There are some exceptions, such as reimbursable
work agreements, subscriptions, and payments to contractors and employees. Payments made in advance
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of the receipt of goods and services are recorded as advance payments and recognized as expenses when
the related goods and services are received.

NOTE 2: FUND BALANCE WITH TREASURY
U.S. government cash is accounted for on an overall consolidated basis by the Treasury. The amounts
shown on the Balance Sheet represent the FLRA’s right to draw on the Treasury for valid expenditures.
The fund balance as shown on the FLRA records is reconciled monthly with records from the Treasury.
Fund Balance with Treasury account balances as of September 30, 2018 and 2017 were as follows (In
Dollars):

2018
Status of Fund Balance with Treasury:
Unobligated Balance
Available
Unavailable
Obligated Balance Not Yet Disbursed
Total

$

$

9,108
726,540
3,738,651
4,474,299

2017

$

$

66,825
1,186,996
3,727,647
4,981,468

No discrepancies exist between the Fund Balance reflected on the Balance Sheet and the balances in the
Treasury accounts.
The available unobligated fund balances represent the current-period amount available for obligation or
commitment. At the start of the next fiscal year, this amount will become part of the unavailable balance
as described in the following paragraph.
The unavailable unobligated fund balances represent the amount of appropriations for which the period of
availability for obligation has expired. These balances are available for upward adjustments of
obligations incurred only during the period for which the appropriation was available for obligation or for
paying claims attributable to the appropriations.
The obligated balance not yet disbursed includes accounts payable, accrued expenses, unfilled orders, and
undelivered orders that have reduced unexpended appropriations but have not yet decreased the fund
balance on hand.

NOTE 3: ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
The reported amount for accounts receivable consists of amounts owed to the FLRA by other Federal
agencies (intragovernmental) and the public. There are no amounts that are deemed uncollectible as of
September 30, 2018 and 2017. Accounts Receivable balances as of September 30, 2018 and 2017 were as
follows (In Dollars):
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2018

2017

Intragovernmental
Accounts Receivable
Total Intragovernmental Accounts Receivable

$
$

10,114
10,114

$
$

9,966
9,966

With the Public
Accounts Receivable
Total Public Accounts Receivable
Total Accounts Receivable

$
$
$

10,114

$
$
$

424
424
10,390

NOTE 4: PROPERTY, EQUIPMENT, AND SOFTWARE, NET
Schedule of Property, Equipment, and Software as of September 30, 2018 (In Dollars):

Major Class
Computer Equipment
Office Equipment
Office Furniture
Total

Acquisition
Cost
$
455,885
202,231
453,695
$
1,111,811

Accumulated
Amortization/
Depreciation
$
377,756
202,231
453,090
$
1,033,077

Net Book
Value
$
78,129
605
$
78,734

Schedule of Property, Equipment, and Software as of September 30, 2017 (In Dollars):

Major Class
Computer Equipment
Office Equipment
Office Furniture
Total

Acquisition
Cost
$
455,885
202,231
453,695
$
1,111,811

Accumulated
Amortization/
Depreciation
$
286,579
202,231
435,182
$
923,992

Net Book
Value
$
169,306
18,513
$
187,819

NOTE 5: LIABILITIES COVERED AND NOT COVERED BY BUDGETARY RESOURCES
Unfunded FECA liabilities consist of workers’ compensation claims payable to the DOL, which will be
funded in a future year, and an unfunded estimated liability for future workers’ compensation claims
based on data provided from the DOL. The actuarial calculation is based on benefit payments made over
twelve quarters, and calculates the annual average of payments. For medical expenses and compensation,
this average is then multiplied by the liability-to-benefit paid ratio for the whole FECA program.
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Unfunded leave represents a liability for earned leave and is reduced when leave is taken. At the end of
each month the balance in the unfunded leave account is adjusted to reflect the liability at current pay
rates and leave balances. Unfunded leave is paid from future funding sources and, accordingly, is
reflected as a liability not covered by budgetary resources. Sick and other leave is expensed as taken. All
other liabilities are considered to be covered by budgetary resources.
Liabilities Covered and Not Covered by Budgetary Resources as of September 30, 2018 consist of the
following (In Dollars):

Covered
Intragovernmental Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Unfunded FECA
Total Intragovernmental Liabilities
Public Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Unfunded Leave
FECA Actuarial Liability
Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Other
Total Public Liabilities
Total Liabilities

$

328,155
187,829
515,984

$

$

326,584
792,746
261
$ 1,119,591
$ 1,635,575

Not Covered
$

$

222,358
222,358

$

1,102,800
1,249,217
$ 2,352,017
$ 2,574,375

Total
$

$

328,155
187,829
222,358
738,342

$

326,584
1,102,800
1,249,217
792,746
261
$ 3,471,608
$ 4,209,950

Liabilities Covered and Not Covered by Budgetary Resources as of September 30, 2017 consist of the
following (In Dollars):

Covered
Intragovernmental Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Unfunded FECA
Total Intragovernmental Liabilities
Public Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Unfunded Leave
FECA Actuarial Liability
Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Other
Total Public Liabilities
Total Liabilities

$

298,123
150,021
448,144

$

$

626,657
588,668
$ 1,215,325
$ 1,663,469
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Not Covered
$

$

$

242,229
242,229

1,239,740
1,254,731
$ 2,494,471
$ 2,736,700

Total
$

$

$

298,123
150,021
242,229
690,373

626,657
1,239,740
1,254,731
588,668
$ 3,709,796
$ 4,400,169

NOTE 6: OTHER LIABILITIES
Other liabilities as of September 30, 2018 consisted of the following (In Dollars):
Current
With the Public
Advances and Prepayments
Total Other Liabilities

$
$

Non-Current

261
261

$
$

-

2018 Total
$
$

261
261

There were no other liabilities as of September 30, 2017.

NOTE 7: LEASES
The FLRA has operating leases for rental of office space and equipment. As a Federal agency, the FLRA
is not liable for any lease terms beyond one year. All leases are federal.
Current Operating Leases
233 Peachtree Street NE, Atlanta, GA
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at
233 Peachtree Street NE, Atlanta, GA. The term is for 120 months beginning on or about January 18,
2012. The FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four
month notice at any point after the first twelve months of occupancy.
10 Causeway Street, Boston, MA
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at 10
Causeway Street, Boston, MA. The term is for 48 months beginning on or about May 15, 2016. FLRA
has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four month notice at any
point after the first twelve months of occupancy. Timely notice was provided and FLRA will terminate
this lease effective November 30, 2018.
224 S. Michigan Avenue, Suite 445, Chicago, IL
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at
224 S. Michigan Avenue, Suite 445, Chicago, IL. The term is for 120 months beginning on or about June
16, 2012. FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four
month notice at any point after the first twelve months of occupancy.
525 Griffin Street, Dallas, TX
The FLRA had an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at
525 Griffin Street, Dallas, TX. The term was for 120 months beginning on or about October 1, 2017.
FLRA terminated this lease effective September 30, 2018.
1244 Speer Boulevard, Denver, CO
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The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at
1244 Speer Boulevard, Denver, CO. The previous term of 57 months began on July 1, 2013 and expired
on March 24, 2018. The term for the current agreement is for 120 months beginning on or about March
25, 2018. FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four
month notice at any point after the first twelve months of occupancy.
1400 K Street NW, Washington, DC
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at
1400 K Street NW, Washington, DC. The term is for 87 months beginning on or about June 1, 2014.
FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four month notice at
any point after the first twelve months of occupancy.
901 Market Street, San Francisco, CA
The FLRA has an interagency agreement with the General Services Administration for office space at
901 Market Street, San Francisco, CA. The term is for 120 months beginning on or about August 1, 2011.
FLRA has the right to terminate the lease based on the availability of funds or with a four month notice at
any point after the first twelve months of occupancy.

NOTE 8: COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
The FLRA is, at times, a party in various administrative proceedings, legal actions, and claims brought by
or against the agency. In the opinion of FLRA management, the ultimate resolution of any proceedings,
actions, and claims will not materially affect financial position or results of operations of the FLRA. The
agency examined its FY 2013 obligations prior to cancellation, and believes that it does not have any
outstanding commitments or contingencies that will require future resources to liquidate.

NOTE 9: INTRAGOVERNMENTAL COSTS AND EXCHANGE REVENUE
The classification of revenue or cost as “intragovernmental” or “with the public” is determined on a
transaction by transaction basis. Preceding transactions in the lifecycle of a product will not have an
impact on subsequent transactions. If the FLRA purchases goods or services from another Federal entity,
capitalizes them into inventory, and later resells them to the public, the cost of the original purchase of
resale assets from the other Federal entity will be classified as “intragovernmental” at the time of the
purchase. At ultimate sale to the end user, the resulting cost of goods will be classified as “with the
public.” The purpose of this classification is to enable the Federal Government to provide consolidated
financial statements, and not to match public and intragovernmental revenue with costs that are incurred
to produce public and intragovernmental revenue.

NOTE 10: APPORTIONMENT CATEGORIES OF OBLIGATIONS INCURRED
All obligations incurred are characterized as Category A, quarterly apportioned, on the Statement of
Budgetary Resources. Obligations incurred and reported in the Statement of Budgetary Resources in
fiscal years 2018 and 2017 consisted of the following:
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Direct Obligations, Category A
Reimbursable Obligations, Category A
Total Obligations Incurred

$
$

2018
26,395,924
12,942
26,408,865

$
$

2017
26,191,275
27,313
26,218,588

NOTE 11: UNDELIVERED ORDERS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD
The amount of budgetary resources obligated for undelivered orders at the end of September 30, 2018
consisted of the following (In Dollars):

Paid Undelivered Orders
Unpaid Undelivered Orders
Total Undelivered Orders

Federal
$
18,141
(299,939)
$
(281,798)

Non-Federal
$
2,411,319
$
2,411,319

$
$

Total
18,141
2,111,380
2,129,521

The amount of budgetary resources obligated for undelivered orders at the end of September 30, 2017
consisted of the following (In Dollars):

Paid Undelivered Orders
Unpaid Undelivered Orders
Total Undelivered Orders

Federal
$
5,429
(252,563)
$
(247,134)

Non-Federal
$
2,326,707
$
2,326,707

$
$

Total
5,429
2,074,144
2,079,573

NOTE 12: EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SBR AND THE BUDGET OF
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
SFFAS No. 7 Accounting for Revenue and Other Financing Sources and Concepts for Reconciling
Budgetary and Financial Accounting calls for explanation of material differences between amounts
reported in the Statement of Budgetary Resources and the actual balances published in the Budget of the
U.S. Government (the President’s Budget). The FY 2019 President’s Budget, with actual amounts for FY
2017, has been reconciled to the Statement of Budgetary Resources. The FY 2020 President’s Budget,
with actual amounts for FY 2018, will not be published until February 2019.

NOTE 13: INCIDENTAL CUSTODIAL COLLECTIONS
Custodial collections are reflected in Fund Balance with Treasury during the year. While these
collections are considered custodial, they are neither primary to the mission of the agency nor material to
the overall financial statements. The FLRA's custodial collections are $ 1 for the year ended September
30, 2018, and $ 1 for the year ended September 30, 2017. Custodial collections are transferred to the
Treasury General Fund on September 30 and are not reflected in the financial statements of the Agency.

NOTE 14: RECONCILIATION OF NET COST OF OPERATIONS TO BUDGET
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Details of the relationship between budgetary resources obligated and the net costs of operations for the
fiscal years ended September 30, 2018 are shown in the following table:

FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
RECONCILIATION OF NET COST AND BUDGET OUTLAYS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2018
(In Dollars)
Intragovernmental
Net Operating Cost (SNC)

8,979,083

Components of Net Operating Cost Not Part
of the Budgetary Outlays
Property, plant, and equipment depreciation
Increase/(decrease) in assets:
Accounts receivable
Other assets
(Increase)/decrease in liabilities not
affecting Budget Outlays:
Accounts payable
Salaries and benefits
Other liabilities
Other financing sources:
Federal employee retirement benefit costs
Total Components of Net Operating Cost Not
Part of the Budget Outlays

Net Outlays (Calculated Total)

18,320,902

27,299,985

(109,085)

148
12,712

(424)
-

(276)
12,712

(30,032)
(37,808)
19,871

299,811
(204,077)
142,454

269,779
(241,885)
162,325

1
1

7,737,997

Related Amounts on the Statement
of Budgetary Resources
Outlays, net, (total) (SBR 4190)
Distributed offsetting receipts (SBR 4200)
Outlays, Net (SBR 4210)

Total

(109,085)

(1,205,978)
(1,241,087)

Components of the Budget Outlays That Are
Not Part of Net Operating Cost
Other
Total Components of the Budget Outlays That
Are Not Part of Net Operating Cost

With the
Public

128,679

(1)
(1)

18,449,580

(1,205,978)
(1,112,408)

-

26,187,577

26,187,577
26,187,577
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Ini&pendentAumtor's Report
The Honorable Colleen Dnffy Kiko
Clwnmn
Federal. LaborRe]atians Authority

m our mdits of the Fisca!l. Yreazs..2018 and 2017 finnci.al statements ofFedmU.aborR.eJations
Authority (Fl.RA) we found:.
a) FLRA's: fu!llmcial .s:tarements: as ofmdfortheFiscalYeais: ended Septemba- JO, 2018 md
2017. are presented fau]y, .in all mate:riil respects, in ac.cmdance with. U.S. generally
acrepted aroominng principles;
b) no material wealmei:ses in in.tema.l. control over :fur.ancial reponing based on. fire .limited
procedures we perl'onned; and
c) no reportable noncompl.imce for Fiscal Yeai: 2018 wi.lli pmi;ri:si.ons ofapplicable laws !illd
regulations we tested.
The following sectioms discw.s .i.n more detail (l} our report on the financial. statements, whi.clt
includes required supplementaiy infw:m.ati.on (RSI), such as ''Mana_gemeut's Discussi.on. and
AnaJ:ysis"'; (1) om report on intemal ci:mtrol over financial. reporting; (J) our report on.compliance
wi.lli laws md regulations; and (4) agency cmmnents.

Report on the- Finaneial Statemem

In ,arocmlanre with U.S. generally accepted go,•emmem: auditing stmduds (GAGAS) md Office
ofMaugement andBu.dget (0MB) Bulletin No. 19-01,Amhi Requirements/or Federol Fmmrc.ial
Statemenbi, we l1mte audited FI.RA' s :financial statements. FI.RA's financial statements comprise
the balance sheets as ofSept.ember 3:0, 2018 and 2017; tb.e :related sta1emeulll ,o fnekost, ~
:in net position, and budgetary 1esomces fur tbe Fiscal. Years then ended; and tbe Iel.ated. notes to
the financial stat-emems.
We. ,coruiu.cted our audits in ac.cordance with GAGAS_ We beliei.•e that flre andi.t evid.enoe we
obtai.ned is ,sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis fo1 ow: audit QPiuions.

•
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Manaeeweofs Resooo&PiUtv for the i=tuanrial Stakments
FLRA's management is respoDSiole for (I} the preparation and fair presentation of these financial
statements in accordance 11,ith U.S. generally aocepted accoUDting principles; (2) preparing,
measuring, and presenting the RSI in accordance with U.S. generally accq,ted accounting
principles; (3} preparing and presenting other infonnation included in documents containing the
audited financial statements and auditor's report, and ensuring the consistency of that information
with the audited financial statements and the RSI; and (4} maintaining effective internal control
over financial reporting, including the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors' Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
GAGAS require that we plan and perfurm the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the financial statements are free from material misstatemeol. We are also responsible for applying
certain limited procedures to RSI and other information included with the financial statements.
An audit of financial statements involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about
the. amounts and disclosures in the fuwicial statements. The procedures selected depend on the
auditor'sjudgment, including the auditor's assessment of the risks ofmaterial misstatement of the
financial statements, whether due to ftaud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers intemal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the financial
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the cimunstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity' s internal control.
Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit of financial st>tements also involves evaluating
the. appropriateness of the accounting policies used and the. reasonableness of significant
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial statements. Our audits also included performing such other procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.

Opinion on Financial Statements
In our opinion. FLRA's financial st,tements present fairly, in all material respects. FLRA' s
financial position as of September 30, 2018 and 2017, and its net costs of operations, changes in
net position, and budget"I)' resources for the Fiscal Years then ended in accordance with U.S.
generally accepted accounting principles.

Other Matters

Required Supplementarv Infonnation
U.S. generally accepted accolllfing principles issued by the Federal AccoUDting Standards
Advisory Board (FASAB) recpire that the RSI be presented to supplement the financial
statements. Although the RSI is not a part of the financial statements, FASAB comiders
this information to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the financial
statements in appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied
certain limited procedures to the RSI in accordance with GAGAS, which consisted of
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inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the. RSI and comparing the
information for consistency with .manageme.nt's responses to the auditor's inquiries, the
financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during the audit of lhe financial
statements, in order to report omissions or material departures from FASAB guidelines, if
any, identiJied by these limited procedures. We did not audit and we do not express an
opinion or provide any assurance on the RSI because the limited procedures we applied do
not provide sufficient evidence to express an opinion orpro\iide any assurance~
Other Information
FLRA's other information contains a wide range of information, some of which is not
directly related to the financial statements. This information is presented for pwposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part ofthe financial statements or the RSI. We read
the other information include<i with the financial statements in order to identify material
inconsistencies, if any, with th, audited financial statements. Our audit was conducted for
the purpooe of forming an opinion on FLRA's financial statements. We did not audit and
<lo uol CJqlltZS w u_viuiuu OJ piuvide wy a.sswam:c ou the olha iufouwtiou.

Rtport on Internal Conb·ol on·r Financial Reporting
In connection with our audits of the FLRA 's financial statements, we considered the FLRA's
intemal control over financial report.Ilg, consistent 1>ith our auditor's responsibility discussed
below. We performed our procedures related to the FLRA's intemal control over financial
reporting in accordance with GAGAS

Mauaeemeo1:'s RfiiPQPsihi1ilY
FI.RA management is responsible. tbr maintaining effective internal control over financial
reporting, inclnding the design, implementation, and maintenance of interual control relevant to
the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material

misstatement, whether due to fraud orerror.
Auditor's Responsibility

In planning and performing our audit of FLRA's 6nanciaJ statements as of and for the year ended
September 30, 2018, in accordance with GAGAS, we considered the FLRA's intemal control over
financial reporting as a basis for designing audit procedures that are approptiate in the
circumstances for the pwpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements~but not for
the pwpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the FLRA 's intemal control over
financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not e.'Press au opinion on the FLRA's intemal control
over financial reporting. We are. reqrired to report all deficiencies that are considered to be
significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. We did not consider all internal controls relevant
to operating objectives, such as those controls relevant to preparing performance information and
ensuring efficient operations.
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Definition and Iubwau TUPilations of Internal CwtrP1PY« FioandalReurutine
All entity's internal conlrol over financial reporting is a process effected by those clwged with
governance, management, and other personnel, the objectives of whicb are to provide reasonable
assurance that (I) transactions are properly recorded, processed, and stunroarized to permit the
preparation of financial statements in accordance 11,ith U.S. generally accepted accoWJting
principles, and assets are safeguarri.ed against loss from nnauthorized acquisition, use, or
disposition, and (2) transactions are executed in accordance with pro,isions of applicable laws,
including those governing the use. of budget authority, regulations, contracts, and grant
agreements, noncompliance with which could have a material effect on the fuwicial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal conlrol over financial reporting may not prevent, or
detect and correct, misstatements due to fraud or error.

Resulls of Our Consideration oflnterral Control over Financial Reporting
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited pu,pose described above, and was not
designed to identify all deficiencies ill internal control that might be material weaknesses and
significant deficiencies orto e.""tpiess u opinion on the effectiveness of theFLRA·s intemal control
over financial reporting. Given these limitations, during our audit, we did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control over firancial reporting that we consider to be material weaknesses.
Howe,oer, material weaknesses may erist that have not been identified.

During our 2018 audit, we identified deficiencies in flRA's internal control over financial
reporting that we do not consider to be material weaknesses. Nonetheless, these deficiencies
warrant FLRA management's attertion. We have communicated these matters to Fl.RA
management and, where appropriate, -will rq,ort on them separately.

Intended Pumose of Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
The purpose of this rq,ort is solely to descnl,e the scope of our consideration of the flRA's
internal control over financial reporting and the results of our procedures, and not to provide an
opinion on the effectiveness ofthe Fl.RA's internal control over financial reporting. This report is
an integral part of an audit perfouned in accordance 11,ith GAGAS in considering internal control
over financial reporting. Accordingly. this report on internal control over financial reporting is not

suitable for any other purpose.
Report on Compliance with La11es and Regulations
In connection with our audits of FLRA's fuwicial statements, we tested compliance with selected
provisions ofapplicable laws and regulations consistent with our auditor's responstoility discussed
below. We caution that noncompliance may occur and noi be detected by these tests. We
performed our tests of compliance in ,ccordance ,vith GAGAS.
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¼naeeweof's ReSP9D&l2mtv
FLRA management is responsible for complying with laws and regulations applicable to FLRA.
Auditor's Responsibility
Our responsibility is to test compliance with selected provisions of applicable laws and regulations
applicable to FLRA that have a direct effect on the determination of material amounts and
disclosures in FLRA's financial statements, and perform certain other limited procedures.
Accordingly, we did not test compliaDce with all laws and regulations applicable to FLRA.

Results of Our Tests for Compliance with Laws and regulations
Our tests for compliance ..,ith select..! provisions ofapplicable laws and regulations disclosed no
instances of noncompliance for fiscal Year 2018 that would be reportable under GAGAS.
However. the objective of our tests was not to provide an opinion on compliance with laws and
regulations applicable to FLRA. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Intended Puzpose of Report on Compliance with Laws and regulations
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of compliance with selected

provisions of applicable laws and regclations, and the results of that testing, and not to provide an
opinion on compliance. This report is an integial part of an audit performed in accordance with
GAGAS in considering compliance. Accordingly, this report on compliance with laws and
regulations is not suitable for any other pu,pose.

Rockville, Maryland
Nuvember 15, 2018
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OTHER ACCOMPANYING INFORMATION
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT
Audit Opinion:

Unqualified

Restatement:

No

Material weaknesses

Beginning
Balance
0

New
0

Ending
Resolved Consolidated Balance
0
0
0

SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT ASSURANCES
Effectiveness of Internal Control over Financial Reporting (FMFIA § 2)
Statement of Assurance: Unqualified

Material weaknesses

Beginning
Balance
0

New Resolved Consolidated Reassessed
0
0
0
0

Ending
Balance
0

Effectiveness of Internal Control over Operations (FMFIA § 2)
Statement of Assurance: Unqualified

Material weaknesses

Beginning
Balance
0

New Resolved Consolidated Reassessed
0
0
0
0

Ending
Balance
0

Conformance with Financial Management System Requirements (FMFIA § 4)
Statement of Assurance: Systems conform

Non-conformances

Beginning
Balance
0

New Resolved Consolidated Reassessed
0
0
0
0

82

Ending
Balance
0

IMPROPER PAYMENTS ELIMINATION AND RECOVERY
The Improper Payments Information Act of 2002, as amended by the Improper Payments Elimination
and Recovery Act of 2010 (IPERA), requires agencies to annually report information on improper
payments. The FLRA has reviewed all of its programs and determined that none are susceptible to
significant improper payment. The IPERA also requires agencies to conduct payment-recapture audits
for each program that expends $1 million or more annually, if conducting such audits would be costeffective. Based on the criteria set forth in Appendix C of OMB Circular A-123, the agency has also
determined that it would not be cost-effective to establish a recovery-audit program for its programs
that expend more than $1 million. Recoveries are not expected to be greater than the costs incurred to
identify any overpayments.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20424-0001

INSPECTOR GENERAL

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

September 17, 2018

TO:

Colleen Duffy Kiko
Chairman
Ernest DuBester
Member
James Abbott
Member

FROM:

Dana Rooney
Inspector General

SUBJECT:

Top Management and Performance Challenges Facing the Federal Labor
Relations Authority (MC-19-01)

In accordance with the Reports Consolidation Act of 2000,1 the Office of Inspector General
(OIG) is reporting what it has determined to be the most serious management and performance
challenges facing the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). The attached document
responds to this requirement and by statute is required to be included in the FLRA’s Performance
and Accountability Report.
The OIG retained all three management challenges from last year’s list. The top management
and performance challenges include: (1) Information Technology Security; (2) Records
Management; and (3) Closure of Open Recommendations Outstanding for More Than 1 Year.
This memorandum is based on specific OIG reviews and other reports, as well as our general
knowledge of the FLRA programs and operations. Our analysis considers the accomplishments
the FLRA reported as of August 21, 2018. We provided our draft challenges report to the FLRA
and considered all comments received. In closing, we would like to express appreciation to you
and the Executive Director for continuing to support our work and your commitment to
excellence. We look forward to working with the FLRA to continually improve the FLRA’s
efforts to address these important challenges.
Attachment
cc: William Tosick, Executive Director
1

Public Law 106-531
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Information Technology Security
Safeguarding systems and data has been a challenge for all Federal agencies including the Federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA). The Government Accountability Office has identified the
security of cyber assets and the privacy of personally identifiable information on its High-Risk
List.1
The FLRA depends on its systems and data to carry out its mission. These systems are always at
risk and the FLRA must remain vigilant in establishing a control environment to continuously
monitor potential Information Technology (IT) risks, threats, vulnerabilities, mitigation and
implementation plans.
For the last several years, the Office of Inspector General’s (OIG) annual Federal Information
Security Modernization Act of 2014 (FISMA) review has identified a repeated weakness in IT.
The FLRA has improved greatly over the past few years, providing corrective action plans in
response to our recommendations. While the FLRA has had two consecutive clean audits and
closed all but one open finding, IT security still remains a management challenge. In our Fiscal
Year (FY) 2018 FISMA review, we plan to evaluate the IT deficiency and the actions taken to
correct the system weakness.
Information Security
Since the passage of the FISMA, the OIG has annually reviewed the FLRA’s information security
program. The FISMA requires the FLRA OIG to prepare a report summarizing the review
findings and submit it to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). The most recent FISMA
evaluation found that management continues to make progress closing four out of the five prior
year recommendations.2 There were no new recommendations in the FY 2017 review and the
remaining open FISMA recommendation was from FY 2015.
Progress in Addressing the Challenge
The FLRA had no new IT security findings for FY 2017, for the second consecutive year. This is
a significant accomplishment and a strong indicator of the FLRA’s commitment to addressing IT
security matters in a timely and comprehensive manner. The FLRA also closed four of its five
open findings. The FLRA expects to fully mitigate the remaining open FISMA finding by the
end of FY 2019. The impact of this effort will be assessed during the FY 2019 FISMA review.
1

See http://www.gao.gov/highrisk/ensuring_the_security_federal_government_information_systems/why_did_study
This is based on the FY 2017 FISMA review; the FY 2018 FISMA review had not been completed at the time this
document was drafted.
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What Needs to Be Done
The FLRA should continue to address and resolve the remaining FISMA weakness identified by
the OIG in 2015. Although the FLRA has closed four of its five open recommendations, the
agency must be diligent in continuing to monitor and assess its information security to ensure
proper IT security controls are in place.
Key OIG Resources
•
•

OIG Report, Evaluation of the Federal Labor Relations Authority Compliance with the
Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 for Fiscal Year 2017 (MAR-18-01)
October 2017
OIG Report, Evaluation of the Federal Labor Relations Authority Compliance with the
Federal Information Security Management Act Fiscal Year 2015 (ER-16-01), November 9,
2015

Records Management (hard copy and electronic)
Managing Federal business records is an important responsibility of Federal agencies, which are
required to institute records management programs. Presidential Memorandum, Managing
Government Records, was signed on November 28, 2011. It announced an Executive Branchwide effort to reform Government records. The U.S. National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) are authorized to promulgate regulations for Federal records.
On August 24, 2012, OMB and NARA jointly issued Memorandum M-12-18, Managing
Government Records Directive. The new directive provides goals, requirements, and deadlines
for implementing the Presidential Memorandum. The first goal of the Directive has two
compliance deadlines:
•
•

By December 2016, Federal agencies will manage both permanent and temporary email
records in an accessible electronic format; and
By December 2019, Federal agencies will manage all permanent records in an electronic
format, and must develop plans to do so by December 2013.

In 2014, Congress amended the Presidential Records Act and the Federal Records Act regarding
the preservation, storage, and management of Federal records. NARA also provided Federal
agencies with specific guidance on July 29, 2015, on how to comply with the Federal law
regarding the preservation of electronic messages in Bulletin 2015-02, Guidance on Managing
Electronic Records.
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On March 15, 2017, NARA issued a memo3 to Senior Agency Officials for Records Management.
The memo reminds them of their Federal records and information management responsibilities
and addresses three high visibility priorities for the coming year:
•
•
•

electronic messaging and encrypted messages;
managing web records; and
ensuring that all staff, especially incoming political appointees, are properly trained on
their responsibilities for records management.

FLRA has taken steps to strengthen its records management, such as by continuing its efforts to
use technology to enhance operational efficiencies by automating, paper-based manually intensive
processes. This includes developing a case management system infrastructure supporting
electronic files that will properly handle agency case files and records. This is an excellent step
forward using technology to enhance operational efficiencies. However, system automation is
only one part of a comprehensive approach to address the challenge of managing permanent
records. Industry practices dictate that along with implementing new technology, it is imperative
that a complete oversight or governance process be established to include documenting agency
policies, procedures and processes that address all hard copy and electronic records proper
handling. Although new automated systems offer increased capabilities, they also present new
internal (management) control challenges. The FLRA needs to ensure various roles (e.g., system
administrator); related authorities and capabilities are properly assigned, documented, managed
and monitored. Such written documentation should be maintained as this need becomes
increasingly critical as additional functionality and enhancements are added to the system.
Further, although, certain types of records do not have legal retention requirements; the policies,
processes and procedures should, clearly and specifically, instruct staff on the proper handling.
Further, management should periodically verify that such policies are being followed.
Progress in Addressing the Challenge
The FLRA met the first requirement of OMB Directive M-12-18, managing both permanent and
temporary email records in an accessible electronic format. The Agency is currently maintaining
all email records in an electronic format. The FLRA provided the following management
challenge update:
“Over the course of FY 2018, the FLRA has continued its efforts to use technology to
enhance operational efficiencies by implementing systems to automate paper-based
manually intensive processes. This includes the development of an electronic casemanagement system infrastructure that supports electronic case files and that will further
the Agency’s efforts to properly handle Agency case files and records. The FLRA has
3

Records Management Priorities for 2017, March 15, 2017
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made steady progress in accomplishing its multi-year plan to implement fully electronic
files – consistent with the OMB requirements – in 2019. Accomplishments include:
development of eFiling 3.0 system, including enhancements for supporting electronic
case files; the continued development of/refinements to the Agency’s Document
Management System, which will provide the storage capability for fully electronic case
files; and continued work to transition the case management system, with the first office
scheduled to migrate in early FY 2019. All three accomplishments are essential
components for implementing fully electronic case files.
The FLRA recognizes that a necessary component of the implementation of electronic
case files is the development of policies, processes, and procedures to provide staff with
clear guidance for handling records and ensuring compliance with Agency requirements.
The Agency continues to make progress to ensure that appropriate oversight and
governance processes are established, including reviewing/updating Agency policies,
procedures, and processes that address the proper handling and storage of all hard-copy
and electronic records. The Agency has reviewed and revised several Agency policies
this year, and it will continue to do so, with a goal to review, revise, or reissue as
appropriate, all Agency policies by the end of FY 2019. This effort will ensure that
system administrators and related authorities and capabilities are properly assigned,
documented, managed, and monitored, and that written documentation is kept up-todate.”
What Needs to Be Done
Since the Directive’s release, there has been a wealth of additional NARA bulletins and OMB
memorandums. Although the FLRA has until 2019 to comply with the evolving requirements,
FLRA management should continue working its multi-year agenda to integrate its E-filing and
other automated systems. The FLRA needs to design its policies to ensure it complies with all
records management requirements and effectively manages its records. Good records
management will help the FLRA meet its mission responsibilities.
Key OIG Resources
•
•
•
•

President Memorandum, Managing Government Records, signed on November 28, 2011
OMB Directive M-12-18, Managing Government Records Directive, issued August 24, 2012
NARA Bulletin 2013-02, Guidance on a New Approach to Managing Email Records, issued
August 29, 2013
OMB/NARA Memorandum M-14-16, which included NARA Bulletin 2014-06, Guidance on
Managing Email issued September 14, 2014
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NARA Memorandum, Records Management Priorities for 2017, issued March 15, 2017

Closure of Open Recommendations Outstanding for More Than 1 Year
The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, requires explanations for all audit reports with
recommendations open for more than one year. These outstanding recommendations are also
reported to the FLRA and Congress in the OIG’s Semiannual Reports to Congress. We first
reported the closure of open recommendations outstanding for more than one year as a
management challenge in 2016. In 2017, we reported that FLRA had eight open
r ecommendations outstanding for more than 1 year. In our March 31, 2018 OIG Semiannual
Report, the FLRA closed seven of the eight open recommendations outstanding for more than 1
year. However, one new recommendation met the 1 year aging period and was reported in our
March 31 report.
The table below shows a summary of reports with corrective actions outstanding for more than
1 year and whether report recommendations are open or closed.
Reports with Corrective Actions Outstanding for more than 1 year4
Report Title
Evaluation of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority
Compliance with the Federal
Information Security
Management Act Fiscal Year
2015
Management Letter for Fiscal
Year 2016 Audit of the
Federal Labor Relations
Authority’s Financial
Statements

Report
Number
ER-16-01

Issue
Date
11/15

AR-17-02

11/16

Number of
Closed
Recommendations
5
4

1

0

Open
1

1

At this time, FLRA has two recommendations outstanding for more than 1 year. Of the two
recommendations, one was reported in the FY 2015 FISMA review and the other in the
Management Letter for Fiscal Year 2016 Audit of the Federal Labor Relations Authority’s
Financial Statements. The FISMA recommendation has been outstanding for almost 3 years.

4

Only the recommendations that have been open for 12 months are reflected in the accompanying list of open
recommendations and were reported in our March 31, 2018 Semiannual Report to Congress.
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The FLRA obtained an unmodified (clean) opinion on all financial statements in FY 2017, and the
independent auditor’s FY 2017 Management Letter reported no new recommendations, while
closing two of the three prior year recommendations. The remaining recommendation, outstanding
for more than 1 year, was included in the FY 2016 Management Letter.
As the OIG continues to issue reports with recommendations, it is critical that the FLRA continue its
progress in resolving open findings that are outstanding from prior audits, and design appropriate
corrective action plans to implement procedures and address deficiencies, where appropriate. FLRA
management should also continuously monitor these plans to ensure timely audit resolution.
Progress in Addressing the Challenge
In response to our FY 2018 management challenges, the FLRA indicated having “made significant
progress in closing all but one audit recommendation.” FLRA stated it “has clear and
comprehensive action plans in place to address all open recommendations.” FLRA also noted
having a plan in place to close the FISMA weakness by the end of FY 2019.
What Needs to Be Done
We acknowledge that the FLRA continues to initiate actions to address outstanding open
recommendations. However, our audit work from the past several years continues to highlight that
the FLRA faces challenges in addressing outstanding weaknesses. The impact of FLRA action
plans will be assessed during the FY 2018 Financial Statement audit and FY 2019 FISMA review.
Key OIG Resources
•
•
•
•

OIG Report, Semiannual Report to Congress for the period October 1, 2017 to March 31,
2018
OIG Report, Top Management and Performance Challenges Facing the Federal Labor
Relations Authority (MC-18-01), October 4, 2017
OIG Report, Management Letter for Fiscal Year 2016 Audit of the Federal Labor Relations
Authority Financial Statements (AR-17-02), November 16, 2016
OIG Report, Evaluation of the Federal Labor Relations Authority Compliance with the
Federal Information Security Management Act Fiscal Year 2015 (ER-16-01), November 9,
2015
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FLRA Leadership

https://www.flra.gov/about/flra-leadership

Authority
•

Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko

•

Member Ernest DuBester

•

Member James T. Abbott

Office of the General Counsel
•

Vacant

Federal Service Impasses Panel
•

Chairman Mark A. Carter

Colleen Duffy Kiko

https://www.flra.gov/about/flra-leadership/colleen-duffy-kiko

Colleen Duffy Kiko was nominated by President Donald J. Trump
on September 5, 2017, to serve as a Member of the Authority, and,
upon her confirmation to serve as FLRA Chairman. She was sworn
in on December 11, 2017, after being unanimously confirmed by
the U.S. Senate on November 16, 2017. Chairman Kiko has a long
history with the FLRA. She worked in its predecessor agency, the
Labor Management Services Administration of the Department of
Labor (DOL), and, when the FLRA opened its doors on January 1,
1979, Chairman Kiko began work in the Washington Regional
Office investigating unfair labor practices. She ultimately moved into positions within
the headquarters of the FLRA. And from 2005 to 2008 she served as FLRA General
Counsel, having been nominated by President George W. Bush and unanimously
confirmed by the U.S. Senate.
Most recently, Chairman Kiko served as one of the three permanent Judges of the
DOL’s Employees’ Compensation Appeals Board (ECAB), a position to which she was
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appointed in March of 2008. She previously served as an ECAB Judge from 2002
through 2005. Chairman Kiko has also served in the Justice Department as an
attorney advisor in the Civil Rights Division and as a Special Assistant to the U.S.
Attorney, Eastern District of Virginia, in Alexandria, Virginia; as an associate counsel to
the House Judiciary Committee, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights; and
in the private practice of law.
Chairman Kiko holds a J.D. from Antonin Scalia Law School and a B.S. degree from
North Dakota State University. She was born and raised in North Dakota, and she lives
in Virginia with her husband, Phil. They have four children and six grandchildren.

Ernest DuBester

https://www.flra.gov/about/flra-leadership/ernest-dubester
Ernest DuBester began his third term as a Member of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) on December 11, 2017. Initially
appointed and renominated by President Barack
Obama, renominated again by President Donald Trump, and
unanimously confirmed by the U.S. Senate to all three terms,
Member DuBester has served as an FLRA Member since August
2009. He also served as FLRA Chairman from January to November
of 2013 and for a second time in January of 2017.
Member DuBester was previously nominated by President Clinton and served as
Chairman and Member of the National Mediation Board (NMB) from 1993 to
2001. Subsequently, he served as a staff mediator with the NMB.
Member DuBester has over 40 years of experience in labor-management relations. He
began his career at the National Labor Relations Board, serving as counsel to former
Chairman and Member John Fanning. He also served as a Union attorney with the
firm of Highsaw & Mahoney, and as legislative counsel to the AFL-CIO. He previously
taught collective bargaining and arbitration at the Catholic University of America
School of Law.
In addition, Member DuBester served as Professor and Director of the Dispute
Resolution Program at George Mason University School of Law (now Antonin Scalia
Law School). During his time at the Law School, he also worked as an arbitrator and
mediator of labor and employment matters, including many federal-sector cases.
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Member DuBester received his undergraduate degree from Boston College, his law
degree from the Catholic University of America School of Law, where he was Recent
Developments Editor of the Law Review, and his Masters of Law in Labor Law from the
Georgetown University Law Center.

James T. Abbott

https://www.flra.gov/about/flra-leadership/james-t-abbott

James Thomas Abbott was nominated to become a Member of the
FLRA by President Trump on September 2, 2017, and his
nomination was unanimously confirmed by the United States
Senate on November 16, 2017. Prior to his nomination, Member
Abbott served as the Senior Executive Service (SES) Chief Counsel
to three Chairmen of the Authority – Patrick Pizzella, Thomas Beck,
and Dale Cabaniss.
Before joining the FLRA, Member Abbott served as Deputy General
Counsel for the Congressional Office of Compliance (2004 to 2007), where he led the
investigation and prosecution of alleged violations of labor, employment, and safety
and health laws within the Legislative Branch. Member Abbott earlier distinguished
himself in various positions within the Department of Defense, where he served as the
Senior Associate District Counsel for Personnel and Ethics, Defense Contract
Management Agency, in Los Angeles, California; Chief Counsel, Corpus Christi Army
Depot, U.S. Army Materiel Command, Corpus Christi, Texas; and Senior Labor Counsel,
HQ Depot Systems Command, U.S. Army Materiel Command, Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania.
A native of Pennsylvania, Member Abbott received his J.D. from Temple University’s
Beasley School of Law in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and was a Magna Cum Laude
graduate of Malone University in Canton, Ohio, where he earned degrees in History
and Religion and Philosophy. Member Abbott lives in Oakton, Virginia with his
husband of twenty-one years, Daniel Gri, and their two sons, Caleb and Alfred.
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Mark A. Carter

https://www.flra.gov/about/flra-leadership/mark-carter

Mr. Carter will serve the remainder of a five-year term expiring
January 10, 2022. He previously served as a Member of the Panel
from 2002 through 2009, upon three successive appointments by
President George W. Bush.
He is currently a Partner at Dinsmore’s Charleston, West Virginia
office, where he is the firm’s Labor Practice Group Chair. He has
a national practice focused on advising employers on all aspects
of relationships with labor unions.
Mr. Carter has advised and represented employers throughout the United States in
corporate campaigns, collective bargaining, arbitrations, and federal litigation
involving labor unions, as well as serving employers in employment litigation. He has
litigated in Alaska, New Jersey, Idaho, Michigan, Alabama, and other states, and he
has advised clients in Washington state, Puerto Rico, California, New York, Florida, the
District of Columbia, and the majority of the states in the nation.
Mr. Carter has testified before the U.S. Senate and the U.S. House of
Representatives. He is a former Management Chair of the Antitrust, RICO, and Labor
Law Committees of the American Bar Association, and he has spoken at over 10
annual meetings of that organization. He has also spoken for the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, the Canadian Association of Counsel to Employers, the Labor Policy
Association, and other national trade groups.
Mr. Carter has published numerous articles and portions of treatises on labor law. He
received a B.A. with high distinction from the University of Michigan, where he was a
Burnett Scholar, and a J.D. from West Virginia College of Law in 1986.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20424

TO:

Colleen Duffy Kiko, Chairman

FROM:

Aloysius Hogan, Director
Office of Legislative Affairs and Program Planning (OLAPP)

LAST UPDATED:

September 15, 2020

SUBJECT:

FLRA Political Appointees

I.

Introduction

The Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) came into existence on January 11, 1979,
as an independent federal administrative agency created by Title VII of the Civil Service Reform
Act of 1978, which was enacted on October 13, 1978. Title VII is designated the Federal Service
Labor-Management Relations Statute, and it is codified at 5 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7135 (the Statute).
The Statute allows certain non-postal federal employees to organize, to bargain collectively, and
to participate through labor organizations of their choice in decisions affecting their conditions of
employment.
The Statute lists and defines the rights of employees, labor organizations, and agencies so
as to reflect the public’s interest in, and demand for, the highest standards of employee
performance and the efficient accomplishment of Government operations. Id. § 7101(a)(2).
Specifically, the Statute requires that its provisions “be interpreted in a manner consistent with
the requirement of an effective and efficient Government.” Id. § 7101(b).
The FLRA is organized into three statutory components: (1) the Authority; (2) the Office
of the General Counsel (OGC); and (3) the Federal Service Impasses Panel (FSIP). The FLRA
components exercise separate prosecutorial and adjudicative responsibilities, with different legal
roles. Presidential appointees – the three Authority Members, the General Counsel, and the FSIP
Chairman – lead each of these components, respectively.
The FLRA’s presidential appointees are subject to different appointment procedures,
term lengths, and vacancy procedures. The Authority Members and the General Counsel are
presidentially appointed and Senate-confirmed (PAS). The FSIP Members are presidentially
appointed (PA), but they are not subject to Senate confirmation.

The FLRA also supports two entities created under the Foreign Service Act of 1980: the
Foreign Service Labor Relations Board (FSLRB) and the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes
Panel (FSIDP). The FLRA Chairman appoints the Members of both the FSLRB and the FSIDP. 1
This memorandum describes the various roles, appointment processes, term lengths, pay
schedules, vacancy procedures, and other relevant information pertaining to the FLRA’s political
appointees. In addition, based on currently available information, this memorandum contains a
listing of the political appointees who are currently serving and who have previously served the
FLRA since its foundation.
II.

The Authority
A.

Role of the Authority

The Authority is a quasi-judicial body with three full-time Members whom the President
appoints for fixed, five-year terms, with the advice and consent of the Senate. 5 U.S.C.
§ 7104(a)-(c). Not more than two Members may be adherents of the same political party. Id.
§ 7104(a). The Authority resolves: (1) unfair-labor-practice disputes in which an FLRA
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) has issued a decision to which exceptions have been filed;
(2) applications for review of decisions and orders issued in representation matters; (3) exceptions
to grievance-arbitration awards; and (4) negotiability disputes arising during collective
bargaining. Id. § 7105(a)(2).
The Authority also assists federal agencies and unions that represent federal employees to
understand their rights and responsibilities under the Statute.
As necessary for the proper performance of the FLRA’s duties, the Authority 2 appoints
an Executive Director, who provides operational support to all components of the FLRA;
Regional Directors, who head the Regional Offices and provide leadership and management
expertise for their respective region; and ALJs, who conduct hearings and issue recommended
decisions on cases involving alleged unfair labor practices. Id. § 7105(d).
B.

Authority Leadership: Chairman and Members

The President designates one Member to serve as the FLRA Chairman, who is the chief
executive and administrative officer of the Agency. 3 Id. § 7104(b). The FLRA Chairman
therefore serves as the Agency head.

1
The FLRA Chairman acts as Chairperson of the FSLRB when appointing the Members of the FSLRB and FSIDP.
22 U.S.C. §§ 4106(a), 4110(a).
2
As used in this section, “the Authority” means a majority of the three Authority Members.
3
In March 1984, Congress amended § 7104(b) of the Statute to add the sentence: “The Chairman is the chief
executive and administrative officer of the Authority.” Civil Service Miscellaneous Amendments Act of 1983, Pub.
L. No. 98-224 (Mar. 2, 1984).
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Authority Members are appointed to fixed, five-year terms. Id. § 7104(c). 4 That is, a
Member’s term continues to run regardless of whether there is an incumbent in the position. If a
vacancy occurs, then the person who is chosen to fill the vacancy is appointed for the unexpired
term of the Member whom he or she is replacing. Id. When the fixed term to which an Authority
Member is appointed ends, if the incumbent is not re-nominated and confirmed, then the
incumbent may continue to serve in the position for a “holdover” period. Id. Specifically, the
incumbent may serve until either the Member’s successor takes office, or the expiration of the
next Congress after the end of the Member’s fixed term, whichever comes earlier. Id.
For example, before the new, 115th Congress convened on January 3, 2017, the fixed
terms to which then-Chairman Carol Waller Pope and then-Member Patrick Pizzella were
confirmed had both ended, on July 1, 2014, and July 1, 2015, respectively. But both Members
were able to continue to serve under the Statute’s holdover provision. See id. Under that
provision, absent a confirmed nominee, then-Chairman Pope’s service concluded at the end of
the 114th Congress, 5 because her fixed term ended during the 113th Congress; and then-Acting
Chairman Pizzella’s service would have ended at the end of the 115th Congress, because his
fixed term ended during the 114th Congress. Id.
The FLRA Chairman is paid at the annual basic pay rate of Executive Schedule (EX) IV,
id. § 5315, subject to any applicable Continued Pay Freeze for Senior Political Officials. 6 The
other Authority Members are paid at the annual basic pay rate of EX V. 7 Id. § 5316. The
Chairman and Authority Members are full-time employees who are excluded from the annual and
4

Section 7104(c) originally read, in relevant part: “(c)(1) One of the original members of the Authority shall be
appointed for a term of 1 year, one for a term of 3 years, and the Chairman for a term of 5 years. Thereafter, each
member shall be appointed for a term of 5 years.” In March 1984, Congress amended 5 U.S.C. § 7104(c) to read:
(c) A member of the Authority shall be appointed for a term of 5 years. An individual chosen to
fill a vacancy shall be appointed for the unexpired term of the member replaced. The term
of any member shall not expire before the earlier of–
(1) the date on which the member’s successor takes office, or
(2) the last day of the Congress beginning after the date on which the member’s term of
office would (but for this paragraph) expire.
Civil Service Miscellaneous Amendments Act of 1983, Pub. L. No. 98-224 (Mar. 2, 1984).
5
Then-Chairman Pope had been re-nominated for the July 1, 2014 - July 1, 2019 term, and then-Member
Pizzella had been re-nominated for the July 1, 2015 - July 1, 2020 term. Both nominees had been voted out of
the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee, and they were awaiting confirmation by
the full Senate when the 114th Congress adjourned sine die. Their nominations were sent back to President
Obama, and then-Chairman Pope’s holdover service ended.
6
Consistent with the Office of Personnel Management Compensation Policy Memorandum 2018-08, Continued
Pay Freeze for Certain Political Officials (Apr. 6, 2018) – specifically, Attachment 2 - Detailed Guidance on
Application of Pay Freeze for Certain Senior Political Officials – in the case of an Authority Member who
receives a pay increase based upon appointment to a higher-level position (i.e., Chairman), that individual’s salary
nevertheless cannot exceed the 2013 frozen rate of pay for that higher-level position. For example, when Member
DuBester became Chairman DuBester in January 2017, although he was eligible for a pay increase to EX IV,
pay-freeze guidance restricted that EX IV salary to the 2013 frozen rate of $155,000.
7
These rates are lower than for comparable PAS positions at the FLRA’s sister agencies, such as the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB), the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB), the National Mediation Board (NMB), the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS), and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC). Compare 5 U.S.C. § 5314 (NLRB Chairman, MSPB Chairman, NMB Chairman, FMCS Director, and
EEOC Chairman paid at EX III), and id. § 5315 (NLRB Members, MSPB Members, NMB Members, and EEOC
Members paid at EX IV), with id. (FLRA Chairman paid at EX IV), and id. § 5316 (FLRA Members paid at EX V).
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sick leave provisions applicable to SES and GS employees. Id. § 6301(2)(x); 5 C.F.R.
§ 630.211(a)(3). They are required to file new entrant, incumbent, or termination financial
disclosure reports using Office of Government Ethics (OGE) Form 278e, as well as OGE
Form 278-T periodic transaction reports, as appropriate, in accordance with FLRA General and
Administrative Policy Instruction 6410.4, Procedures for Filing Financial Disclosure Reports.
See 5 C.F.R. § 2634.202. The Solicitor’s Office provides specific guidance on the Chairman’s
and the Authority Members’ financial disclosure obligations.
After confirmation by the Senate, a Member must be sworn in before he or she can be
officially hired or paid by the Agency. 5 U.S.C. § 3331. A Member may be sworn in by a Judge
(including an FLRA ALJ), a Notary Public, the Vice President, or the head of an agency. The
Agency must document the swearing in by completing an Appointment Affidavit (Standard Form
(SF)-61).
The President may remove a Member only upon notice and hearing, and only for
inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance. Id. § 7104(b).
C.

Authority Vacancies

A full complement of Authority Members is three; a quorum of Authority Members is
two. The Statute provides that, if there is a vacancy in the Authority, then the vacancy shall not
impair the right of the remaining Members to exercise all the powers of the Authority. Id.
§ 7104(d). Consequently, the Authority can still issue decisions when it has only two Members
because a quorum still exists. See U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., GGD-86-29, Federal Civilian
Personnel: Effects of Unconfirmed Members at the Federal Labor Relations Authority, at 3
(1985). Additionally, the Authority can carry on regular business if the Chairman position is
vacant. See 5 U.S.C. § 7104(d).
A single Authority Member cannot act on behalf of the Authority. See Memorandum
from William E. Persina, Acting Solicitor, FLRA, to Jean McKee, Member, FLRA, at 6 (Nov. 3,
1988) (on filewith the Solicitor’s Office). So, if the Authority were to have only one Member,
then that Member would be unable to issue final decisions in arbitration, negotiation,
representation, and unfair-labor-practice cases. Id.
The Authority clarified in 2015 that when a representation appeal is filed with the
Authority while it lacks a quorum, the 60-day statutory time period for Authority review of the
case before the Regional Director’s action becomes the Authority’s action by operation of law –
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under 5 U.S.C. § 7105(f) 8 – will be tolled until the Authority regains a quorum. See FDIC,
68 FLRA 260, 262 (2015); see also U.S. Dep’t of the Air Force, Fairchild Air Force Base,
68 FLRA 268, 268 (2015); USDA, U.S. Forest Serv., 68 FLRA 267, 267 (2015); U.S. DOD,
Pentagon Force Prot. Agency, 68 FLRA 266, 266 (2015); Memorandum from Fred B. Jacob,
Solicitor, FLRA, to the Authority (Jan. 12, 2015) (on file with the Solicitor’s Office). This
situation occurred from January 3, 2013, to November 12, 2013, when the Authority lacked a
quorum for ten months. During that time period, parties filed four representation appeals with the
Authority in the four cases cited above. Upon regaining its quorum on November 12, 2013, the
Authority had 60 days from November 12, 2013 – or until January 11, 2014 – to review the
Regional Directors’ decisions and orders. Because it did not, the Authority ruled that the
Regional Directors’ decisions and orders had each become the decisions and orders of the
Authority – by operation of law – on January 11, 2014. See id.
The Authority’s lack of a quorum generally does not affect the operations of the OGC,
the FSIP, or the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ).
D.

Recess Appointments

The President can temporarily fill an Authority Member position under the Constitution
by recess appointment. 9 A recess appointee has the same legal power as a PAS Member.
U.S. Const. art. II, § 2. But the recess appointee serves only until the end of the following
session of Congress. Id. Past FLRA Members – including Carol Waller Pope and Wayne
Cartwright Beyer – have received recess appointments.
The President can use a recess appointment to fill a Member position while a different
nominee to the same position is going through the Senate confirmation process. See Henry B.
Hogue, Cong. Research Serv., Recess Appointments: Frequently Asked Questions, CRS
RS21308 at 5 (2015). That is, the President does not have to nominate the individual who is
serving as a recess appointee for the vacant Member position. Id. The U.S. Supreme Court has
held that the President’s recess appointment power applies both to vacancies that first come into
existence during a recess and to vacancies that initially occur before a recess but continue to exist
8

5 U.S.C. § 7105(f) provides:

(f) If the Authority delegates any authority to any regional director or administrative law judge to
take any action pursuant to subsection (e) of this section, the Authority may, upon application by any
interested person filed within 60 days after the date of the action, review such action, but the review shall
not, unless specifically ordered by the Authority, operate as a stay of action. The Authority may affirm,
modify, or reverse any action reviewed under this subsection. If the Authority does not undertake to grant
review of the action under this subsection within 60 days after the later of –
(1) the date of the action; or
(2) the date of the filing of any application under this subsection for review of the action; the action
shall become the action of the Authority at the end of such 60-day period.
9
Starting with the 110th Congress, it has become common for the Senate and the House to use scheduling practices as
a means of precluding the President from making recess appointments. Under the Adjournments Clause of the
U.S. Constitution, neither chamber of Congress can adjourn for more than three days without consent from the other.
See Henry B. Hogue, Cong. Research Serv., Recess Appointments: Frequently Asked Questions, CRS RS21308 at 5
(2015). Congress has been using pro forma sessions – short meetings that are non-legislative in nature – to satisfy the
Adjournments Clause and to avoid a recess of more than a couple of days.
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during the recess. Nat’l Labor Relations Bd. v. Noel Canning, 134 S. Ct. 2550, 2565 (2014). But
the President must appoint an individual during the congressional recess, and the break in
business must generally be for at least ten days. Id. at 2577.
E.

Current Fixed Terms 10

07/01/14 - 07/01/19 (Member Ernest DuBester confirmed)
07/01/15 - 07/01/20 (Member James T. Abbott confirmed)
07/29/17 - 07/29/22 (Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko confirmed)
F.

Current Members of the Authority

Chairman Colleen Duffy Kiko (confirmed to 07/29/17 - 07/29/22 term)
Member Ernest DuBester (confirmed to 07/01/14 - 07/01/19 term)
Member James T. Abbott (confirmed to 07/01/15 - 07/01/20 term)
G.

FLRA Chairmen (Chairs) Since Foundation

Ronald W. Haughton, 1979 - 1983
Barbara J. Mahone, 1983 - 1984
Henry B. Frazier III, 1984 - 1985 (Acting)
Jerry L. Calhoun, 1985 - 1988
Jean McKee, 1989 - 1994
Phyllis N. Segal, 1994 - 2000
Donald S. Wasserman, 2000 - 2001
Dale Cabaniss, 2001 - 2008 11
Thomas M. Beck, 2008 - 2009 12
Carol Waller Pope, 2009 - 2013 13; 2013 - 2017 14
Ernest DuBester, 2013 15; 2017 16
Patrick Pizzella, 2017 17 (Acting)
Colleen Duffy Kiko, 2017 - Present 18

10
As noted above, the Members’ fixed terms continue to run regardless of whether there is an incumbent or whether
an incumbent has been confirmed to the new term. This section sets forth the current fixed terms – not necessarily
the terms to which the current incumbents are confirmed. The terms to which the current incumbents are confirmed
appear in Section I.F.
11
Designated Chairman March 8, 2001. Resigned effective July 14, 2008.
12
Designated Chairman October 16, 2008. Resigned effective August 3, 2012.
13
Designated Acting Chairman February 19, 2009. Designated Chairman March 26, 2009. Holdover service ended
January 3, 2013.
14
Sworn in November 12, 2013, and designated Chairman. Holdover service ended January 3, 2017.
15
Designated Chairman January 15, 2013. Served as Chairman until November 12, 2013.
16
Designated Chairman January 5, 2017. Served as Chairman until January 23, 2017.
17
Designated Acting Chairman January 23, 2017. Resigned effective December 8, 2017.
18
Sworn in December 11, 2017, and designated Chairman.
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H.

FLRA Members Since Foundation

Henry B. Frazier III, 1979 - 1987
Ronald W. Haughton, 1979 - 1984
Leon B. Applewhaite, 1979 - 1983
Barbara J. Mahone, 1983 - 1984
William J. McGinnis, Jr., 1984 - 1985 (Recess Appointment)
Jerry L. Calhoun, 1985 - 1988
Jean McKee, 1986 - 1994
Pamela Talkin, 1989 - 1995
Othoniel “Tony” Armendariz, 1989 - 1997; 2001 - 2006
Phyllis N. Segal, 1994 - 2000
Donald S. Wasserman, 1996 - 2001
Dale Cabaniss, 1997 - 2008
Carol Waller Pope, 2000 - 2006; 2007 - 2013; 2013 - 2017
Wayne Cartwright Beyer, 2006 - 2007 (Recess Appointment)
Thomas M. Beck, 2008 - 2012
Ernest DuBester, 2009 - Present
Patrick Pizzella, 2013 - 2017
Colleen Duffy Kiko, 2017 - Present
James T. Abbott, 2017 - Present 19
III.

The Office of the General Counsel
A.

Role of the OGC

The OGC promotes effective labor-management relations in the federal sector by:
investigating alleged unfair labor practices and prosecuting them when warranted; conducting
secret-ballot union elections, and otherwise determining representation matters; and issuing
guidance and providing training to federal managers and unions.
The OGC is composed of a small headquarters office in Washington, D.C., and five
Regional Offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Denver, San Francisco, and Washington D.C. 20 5 U.S.C.
§ 7104(f)(3).
B.

OGC Leadership: General Counsel and Deputy General Counsel

The OGC is led by a PAS General Counsel and a Deputy General Counsel who is a
career member of the Senior Executive Service (SES). Id. § 7104(f)(1). The General Counsel
has direct authority over, and responsibility for, employees in the OGC headquarters office and
the Regional Offices. Id. § 7104(f)(3). The General Counsel serves at the pleasure of the
President. Whereas the President may remove the Authority Members only for cause, as noted

19

Sworn in December 11, 2017.
Previous office locations included New York City, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Diamond Bar, Los Angeles, Boston,
and Dallas.
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above in Section II.B., the President may remove the General Counsel for any reason, at any
time. Id. § 7104(f)(1).
The General Counsel serves a term of five years, which does not have a holdover period.
Id.
After Senate confirmation, the General Counsel must be sworn in before he or she can be
officially hired or paid by the Agency. Id. § 3331. He or she can be sworn in by a Judge
(including an FLRA ALJ), a Notary Public, the Vice President, or the head of an agency. The
Agency must document the swearing in by completing an Appointment Affidavit (SF-61).
The General Counsel is paid at the annual basic pay rate of EX V, subject to any
applicable Continued Pay Freeze for Senior Political Officials. Id. § 5316. The General Counsel
is a full-time employee who is excluded from the annual and sick leave provisions applicable to
SES and GS employees. 5 U.S.C. § 6301(2)(x); 5 C.F.R. § 630.211(a)(3).
Both the General Counsel and the Deputy General Counsel are required to file new
entrant, incumbent, or termination financial disclosure reports using OGE Form 278e, as well as
OGE Form 278-T periodic transaction reports, as appropriate, in accordance with FLRA General
and Administrative Policy Instruction 6410.4, Procedures for Filing Financial Disclosure
Reports. See 5 C.F.R. § 2634.202. The Solicitor’s Office provides specific guidance on the
General Counsel and the Deputy General Counsel’s financial-disclosure obligations.
C.

General Counsel Vacancy

Issuance of an unfair-labor-practice complaint is a power reserved exclusively to the
General Counsel’s discretion. 5 U.S.C. §§ 7104(f)(2)(B), 7118(a)(1). Thus, if there is no
General Counsel or Acting General Counsel, then the OGC cannot issue unfair-labor-practice
complaints. See Memorandum from Noah Peters, FLRA Solicitor and Rebecca Osborne, FLRA
Deputy Solicitor, to Charlotte Dye, Deputy General Counsel (Nov. 26, 2019) (on file with the
Solicitor’s Office). But the OGC may continue to investigate unfair-labor-practice charges and
issue dismissals.
The General Counsel is the only Senate-confirmed position at the FLRA subject to the
Federal Vacancies Reform Act, 5 U.S.C. § 3345-3349d (Vacancies Act). Under § 3345(a)(1) of
the Vacancies Act, the career Deputy General Counsel – as “first assistant” to the General
Counsel – automatically becomes the Acting General Counsel in the event of a vacancy in the
General Counsel position, subject to time limits elsewhere in the Vacancies Act. Alternatively,
the President may bypass the first assistant and direct another individual who meets the
requirements of 5 U.S.C. § 3345(a)(2)-(3) to temporarily serve as the Acting General Counsel.
Thus, if there is no Deputy General Counsel or simply at the President’s discretion, the President
may appoint as Acting General Counsel either: (1) someone currently serving in a PAS position;
or (2) an employee of the agency who has served in his or her position for at least ninety days
within the last year and is at the pay level of General Schedule (GS) 15 or above. Id.
§ 3345(a)(2)-(3).
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Generally, under the Vacancies Act, the person serving as an acting officer may serve in
the office for no longer than 210 days beginning on the date that the vacancy occurs or, once a
nomination is submitted to the Senate, from the date of such nomination for the period that the
nomination is pending in the Senate. Id. § 3346(a). Moreover, during a presidential transition, if
the vacancy exists within 60 days of the “transitional inauguration day” – the date on which the
new President takes the oath of office – the 210-day period shall begin on the latter of 90 days
after that date or 90 days after the vacancy occurs. Id. § 3349a. This means that, absent a
nomination, an Acting General Counsel can serve up to 300 days.
For example, Deputy General Counsel Peter A. Sutton became Acting General Counsel
effective January 20, 2017, during a presidential transition, following the resignation of General
Counsel Julia Akins Clark. Consistent with the time limitations in §§ 3346 and 3349a of the
Vacancies Act, because the President did not submit a nomination for the General Counsel
position to the Senate by November 16, 2017, Sutton’s service as Acting General Counsel ended
on that date. Id. §§ 3346(a)(1), 3349a. But, if the President had submitted a nomination for the
General Counsel position to the Senate by November 16, 2017, then Sutton could have continued
to serve as Acting General Counsel “for the period that the nomination is pending in the Senate.”
Id. § 3346(a)(2).
The Agency head – through the Solicitor – must inform the Comptroller General and
each House of Congress when a vacancy to which the Vacancies Act applies occurs in the
Agency. Id. § 3349(a). The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) will generally issue
letters to the Agency informing it of the expiration of permissible periods of acting service. See,
e.g., Letter from Susan A. Poling, General Counsel, GAO, to Patrick Pizzella, Acting
[Chairman], FLRA (Oct. 30, 2017) (on file with the Solicitor’s Office). After the permissible
period of acting service has expired, the position must remain vacant, and any non-delegable
function or duty of that position can be performed only by the Agency head. Id. § 3348(b). The
Comptroller General must report to Congress, the President, and the Office of Personnel
Management any determination that an acting official has served longer than the period allowed
by the Vacancies Act. Id. § 3349(b).
D.

Recess Appointments

The President can temporarily fill the General Counsel position under the Constitution by
recess appointment. 21 A recess appointee has the same legal power as a Senate-confirmed
General Counsel. U.S. Const. art. II, § 2. But the recess appointee serves only until the end of
the following session of Congress. Id. At least one past General Counsel – Peter Eide – received
a recess appointment. For additional information, see Section II.D.

21

As noted above, n.9, starting with the 110th Congress, it has become common for the Senate and the House to use
scheduling practices as a means of precluding the President from making recess appointments. Under the
Adjournments Clause of the U.S. Constitution, neither chamber of Congress can adjourn for more than three days
without consent from the other. See Henry B. Hogue, Cong. Research Serv., Recess Appointments: Frequently Asked
Questions, CRS RS21308 at 5 (2015). Congress has been using pro forma sessions – short meetings that are
non-legislative in nature – to satisfy the Adjournments Clause and to avoid a recess of more than a couple of days.
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E.

Current General Counsel

F.

Current Deputy General Counsel

Vacant

Charlotte A. Dye, 2019 - Present
G.

General Counsels Since Foundation

H. Stephen Gordon, 1979 - 1982
S. Jesse Reuben, 1982 - 1983 (Acting)
John C. Miller, 1983 - 1987
Dennis M. Devaney, 1987 - 1988
Kathleen Day Koch, 1988 - 1992
Alan R. Swendiman, 1992 - 1993
Joseph Swerdzewski, 1993 - 2001
David Feder, 2001 - 2003 (Acting)
Peter Eide, 2003 - 2004 (Recess Appointment)
Colleen Duffy Kiko, 2005 - 2008 22
Julia Akins Clark, 2009 - 2017 23
Peter A. Sutton, 2017 (Acting) 24
IV.

The FSIP
A.

Role of the FSIP

The FSIP is an entity within the FLRA. It resolves impasses between federal agencies
and unions representing federal employees that arise from negotiations over conditions of
employment under the Statute and the Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work
Schedules Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 6120-6133.
The FSIP is composed of a Chairman and at least six other Members who are appointed
by the President. Id. § 7119(c)(2). Unlike the Authority Members and the General Counsel, the
FSIP Members are not subject to Senate confirmation. FSIP currently has 10 members. 25
B.

FSIP Leadership: FSIP Chairman and Members

The President appoints the FSIP Members on the basis of their fitness to perform the
duties and functions of the office, from among individuals who are familiar with Government
operations and knowledgeable about labor-management relations. Id. The FSIP appoints a
22

Resigned effective March 1, 2008.
Resigned effective January 20, 2017.
24
Appointed as career Deputy General Counsel on March 18, 2013. Automatically became Acting General Counsel
under the Vacancies Act on January 20, 2017; acting service expired November 16, 2017 (300 days). Retired as
Deputy General Counsel on January 3, 2018.
25
See The Federal Service Impasses Panel Biographies, https://www.flra.gov/fsip_panel_bios
23
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career SES Executive Director and any other individuals whom it deems necessary for the proper
performance of its duties. Id. § 7119(c)(4).
FSIP Members serve on a part-time basis for a fixed term of five years. Id. § 7119(c)(3).
The FSIP Chairman and the Members are Special Government Employees (SGEs). 18 U.S.C.
§ 202(a). SGEs are employees who are appointed to perform temporary duties, with or without
compensation, for a period not to exceed 130 days during any period of 365 consecutive days.
Id. The FLRA generally considers the aggregate duties performed by all FSIP Members to
constitute one full-time equivalent (FTE).
The FSIP Members’ terms are staggered. This is consistent with the initial FSIP
appointments under the Statute: two Members were appointed for one-year terms, two Members
were appointed for three-year terms, and the Chairman and the remaining Members were
appointed to five-year terms. 5 U.S.C. § 7119(c)(3). The Statute further provides that all
subsequent FSIP Members will be appointed for five-year terms, resulting in staggered terms. Id.
A Member who is chosen to fill a vacancy is appointed for the unexpired remainder of the
outgoing Member’s term. Id.
The FSIP Members must be sworn in before they can be officially hired or paid by the
Agency. Id. § 3331. A FSIP Member may be sworn in by a Judge (including an FLRA ALJ), a
Notary Public, the Vice President, or the head of an agency. The Agency must document the
swearing in by completing an Appointment Affidavit (SF-61).
In accordance with FLRA General and Administrative Policy Instruction 6410.4,
Procedures for Filing Financial Disclosure Reports, FSIP Members who spend 60 or fewer days
in a calendar year performing official duties are required to complete an OGE Form 450 financial
disclosure report and provide it to the Solicitor’s Office. See also 5 C.F.R. § 2634.903(b). FSIP
Members who spend more than 60 days in a calendar year performing official duties are required
to file a new entrant OGE Form 278e financial disclosure report, as well as OGE Form 278-T
periodic transaction reports, as appropriate. See id. § 2634.202. The Solicitor’s Office provides
specific guidance on FSIP Members’ financial disclosure obligations.
FSIP Members are paid an hourly rate at the daily rate equivalent of EX IV. 5 U.S.C.
§ 7119(c)(4); see Memorandum from William R. Tobey, Acting Solicitor, FLRA, to Carol Waller
Pope, FLRA Chairman, at 2 (Jan. 10, 2014) (on file with the Solicitor’s Office); see also Letter
from Robert L. Higgins, Associate General Counsel, GAO, to David M. Smith, Solicitor, FLRA,
B-258394 (May 3, 1995) (on file with the Solicitor’s Office) (citing General Accounting Office
Personnel Appeals Board – Compensation of Members, B-258548 (Oct. 14, 1994)) (determining
that the FLRA has discretion to pay FSIP Members on an hourly basis). A FSIP Member is paid
for each day that he or she engages in the performance of official business for the FSIP,
including travel time and expenses. 5 U.S.C. § 7119(c)(4).
On March 29, 2013, the Inspector General of the FLRA was informed that there was a
potential issue with FSIP-Member pay, because the Members were being paid at the EX III rate,
which was higher than the rate that the Statute permits. The Solicitor’s Office determined that
the FSIP Members should be paid at the EX IV rate, because, under the Statute, FSIP Members’
pay may not exceed the daily rate equivalent of the maximum basic pay under the current GS,
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which is GS-15, Step 10. See Memorandum from William R. Tobey, Acting Solicitor, FLRA, to
Carol Waller Pope, Chairman, FLRA, at 2 (Jan. 10, 2014) (on file with the Solicitor’s Office);
5 U.S.C. § 5376.
All FSIP Members serve at the pleasure of the President, which means that the President
may remove a FSIP Member at any time. Id. § 7119(c)(3). By a memo dated November 12,
2019, the President concurrently delegated his power to remove FSIP Members to the FLRA. See
Memorandum of November 12, 2019, 84 Fed. Reg. 63,789 (Nov. 18, 2019).
C.

FSIP Vacancies

The FSIP can continue regular business as long as a quorum of Members exists. 5 C.F.R.
§ 2470.2(f). A majority of FSIP Members – four or more – constitutes a quorum. Id.
§ 2470.2(h).
D.

Current FSIP Members i

Mark A. Carter, 2017 - Present (serving 1/11/17 - 1/10/22 term)
Andrea Fischer Newman, 2017 - Present (serving 1/11/17 - 1/10/22 term)
David R. Osborne, 2017 - Present (1/11/15 - 1/10/20 term) (new term of 5 years through
1/10/25)
Karen Czarnecki, 2017 - Present (1/11/15 - 1/10/20 term) (new term of 5 years through 1/10/25)
Jonathan Riches, 2017 - Present (serving 1/11/19 - 1/10/24 term) (sworn in May 8, 2019)
F. Vincent Vernuccio, 2017 - Present (serving 1/11/19- 1/10/24 term) (sworn in May 8, 2019)
Robert Gilson, 2019 – Present (serving 10/3/19 - 10/2/24 term)
Maxford Nelsen, 2019 – Present (serving 10/3/19 -10/2/24 term)
Patrick James Wright – 2019 - Present (appointed 12/5/19 serving 1/11/19 - 1/10/24 term)
Michael Lucci – 2020 - Present (appointed 1/23/20 – 1/23/25 new term of 5 years) (sworn in
February 14, 2020)
E.

FSIP Chairmen (Chairs) Since Foundation

Jacob Seidenberg, 1970 - 1975
Robert G. Howlett, 1976 - 1978; 1982 - 1983
Howard Gamser, 1979 - 1981
Roy M. Brewer, 1984 - 1991
Edwin D. Brubeck, 1991 - 1994
Betty A. Bolden, 1994 - 2000
Bonnie P. Castrey, 2000 - 2002
Becky Norton Dunlop, 2002 - 2009
Mary E. Jacksteit, 2009 - 2017
Mark A. Carter, 2017 - Present
F.

FSIP Members Since Foundation

John J. McGovern, 1970 - 1972
Jacob Seidenberg, 1970 - 1975
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James Vadakin, 1970 - 1978
Lloyd Bailer, 1970 - 1978
Richard Epstein, 1970 - 1978
Arthur Stark, 1970 - 1982
Jean McKelvey, 1970 - 1990
Albert McDermott, 1972 - 1978
Robert G. Howlett, 1976 - 1978; 1982 - 1983
Irving Bernstein, 1978 - 1980
James E. Jones, 1978 - 1982
Charles J. Morris, 1978 - 1983
Beverley Schaffer, 1978 - 1983
Howard Gamser, 1979 - 1981
Donald F. Rodgers, 1982 - 1983
N. Victor Goodman, 1982 - 1994
Daniel H. Kruger, 1982 - 1984
Robert G. Howlett, 1983 - 1990
Thomas Farr, 1983 - 1990
Susan Robfogel, 1983 - 1994
Roy M. Brewer, 1983 - 1994
John R. Van De Water, 1988 - 1994
Edwin D. Brubeck, 1990 - 1994
Charles A. Kothe, 1990 - 1994
Dolly M. Gee, 1994 - 1999
Betty A. Bolden, 1994 - 2000
Edward F. Hartfield, 1994 - 2002; 2009 - 2017
Stanley M. Fisher, 1994 - 2002
Gilbert Carrillo, 1995 - 1999
Bonnie P. Castrey, 1995 - 2000
Mary E. Jacksteit, 1995 - 2002; 2009 - 2017
Marvin E. Johnson, 1999 - 2002; 2009 - 2012; 2015 - 2017
David J. Leland, 2000 - 2002
John G. Wofford, 2000 - 2002
John G. Cruz, 2002 - 2008
Becky Norton Dunlop, 2002 - 2009
Grace Flores-Hughes, 2002 - 2009
Andrea Fisher Newman, 2002 - 2009; 2017 - Present
Joseph C. Whitaker, 2002 - 2009
Richard B. Ainsworth, 2002 - 2009
Mark A. Carter, 2002 – 2009; 2017 - Present
Barbara Bruin, 2008 - 2009
Thomas E. Angelo, 2009 - 2015
Martin H. Malin, 2009 - 2017
Barbara B. Franklin, 2009 - 2017
Donald S. Wasserman, 2009 - 2017
David E. Walker, 2015 - 2017
David R. Osborne, 2017 - Present
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Karen Czarnecki, 2017 - Present
Donald Todd, 2017 - 2019
Jonathan Riches, 2017 - Present
F. Vincent Vernuccio, 2017 - Present
Robert Gilson, 2019 – Present
Maxford Nelsen, 2019 – Present
Patrick James Wright, 2019 – Present
Michael Lucci, 2020 -- Present
V.

The Foreign Service Act Entities

The Foreign Service Act of 1980, 22 U.S.C. §§ 3901-4226 (FSA), established the Foreign
Service Labor Relations Board (FSLRB) and the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel
(FSIDP). The FLRA provides program and staff support to the FSLRB and to the FSIDP.
A.

FSLRB
1.

Role of the FSLRB

The FSLRB administers the labor-management relations program for Foreign Service
employees working for the U.S. Department of State (State), the U.S. Agency for Global
Media (Global Media) (formerly the Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG)), the U.S. Agency
for International Development (USAID), the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the
U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce). Id. § 4103(a).
The FLRA Chairman serves as the Chairperson of the FSLRB. Id. §§ 4102(1), 4106(a).
The FLRA General Counsel serves as the General Counsel for the FSLRB. Id. §§ 4102(10),
4108.
2.

FSLRB Leadership: FSLRB Chairperson and Members

The FSLRB is composed of three Members: the FLRA Chairman, who serves as the
Chairperson of the FSLRB, and two Members whom the Chairperson appoints. Id. § 4106(a).
The FSA provides that the Chairperson will select the other two FSLRB Members from
nominees approved in writing by State, Global Media, USAID, USDA, and Commerce; and the
exclusive representative of employees in those agencies – the American Foreign Service
Association (AFSA). Id. However, the Chairperson is not required to appoint a nominee whom
he or she considers unsuitable. Id.; see also Letter from General Robert B. Shanks, Deputy
Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, to Jan K. Bohren, Executive Director,
FLRA (Jan. 10, 1985) (on file with the Counsel for Regulatory and Public Affairs). In the
absence of agreement on a nominee, the Chairperson may appoint Members from among
individuals whom the Chairperson considers to be knowledgeable in labor-management relations
and the conduct of foreign affairs. Id.
The Chairperson serves concurrently as Chairman of the Authority. Id. § 4106(b). The
Chairperson may at any time designate an alternate Chairperson from among the Members of the
14

Authority. Id. The other two FSLRB Members are appointed for a term of three years. Id. 26
They generally serve the same three-year term, except an individual appointed to fill a vacancy
occurring before the end of a term shall be appointed for the unexpired term of the Member
replaced. Id.
Other than the Chairperson, Members of the FSLRB may not hold another office or
position in the Government except as authorized by law. Id. § 4106(d).
The FSLRB Members must be sworn in before they can be officially hired or paid by the
Agency. 5 U.S.C. § 3331. An FSLRB Member may be sworn in by a Judge (including an FLRA
ALJ), a Notary Public, the Vice President, or the head of an agency. The Agency must document
the swearing-in by completing an Appointment Affidavit (SF-61).
In accordance with FLRA General and Administrative Policy Instruction 6410.4,
Procedures for Filing Financial Disclosure Reports, FSLRB Members who spend 60 or fewer
days in a calendar year performing official duties are required to complete an OGE Form 450
financial disclosure report and provide it to the Solicitor’s Office. See also 5 C.F.R.
§ 2634.903(b). FSLRB Members who spend more than 60 days in a calendar year performing
official duties are required to file a new entrant OGE Form 278e financial disclosure report, as
well as OGE Form 278-T periodic transaction reports, as appropriate. See id. § 2634.202.
FSLRB Members submit OGE Form 278e and OGE Form 278-T online at http://integrity.gov.
The Solicitor’s Office provides specific guidance on FSLRB Members’ financial disclosure
obligations.
An FSLRB Member is paid at the daily equivalent of EX V for each day that he or she
engages in the performance of official business, including travel time. 22 U.S.C. § 4106(b).
The Chairperson may remove an FSLRB Member, upon written notice, for corruption,
neglect of duty, malfeasance, or demonstrated incapacity to perform his or her functions,
established at a hearing, except when the right to a hearing is waived in writing. Id. § 4106(e).
3.

FSLRB Vacancies

If the FSLRB has a single vacancy, then it does not impair the right of the remaining
Members to exercise the full powers of the Board. Id. § 4106(c).
4.

Current FSLRB Members

Chairperson Colleen Duffy Kiko, 2017 - Present
Thomas Miller, 2019 - Present (sworn in July 24, 2019 serving 10/7/18 - 10/6/21 term)
Dennis K. Hays, 2018 - Present (sworn in ????????????serving 10/7/18 - 10/6/21 term)

26

Initially, the FSLRB had a staggered board because one Member was appointed for a two-year term and the other
was appointed for a three-year term. Id.
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5.

FSLRB Chairpersons Since Foundation

Ronald W. Haughton, 1981 - 1983
Barbara J. Mahone, 1983 - 1984
Henry B. Frazier, III, 1984 - 1985 (Acting)
Jerry L. Calhoun, 1985 - 1988
Jean McKee, 1989 - 1994
Phyllis N. Segal, 1994 - 1999
Donald S. Wasserman, 2000 - 2001
Dale Cabaniss, 2001 - 2008
Thomas M. Beck, 2008 - 2009
Carol Waller Pope, 2009 - 2013; 2013 - 2017
Ernest DuBester, 2013; 2017
Patrick Pizzella, 2017 (Acting)
Colleen Duffy Kiko, 2017 - Present
6.

FSLRB Members Since Foundation

Ronald W. Haughton, 1981 - 1983
Arnold M. Zack, 1981 - 1984
Arnold Ordman, 1981 - 1986
Barbara J. Mahone, 1983 - 1984
Henry B. Frazier, III, 1984 - 1985 (Acting)
Jerry L. Calhoun, 1985 - 1988
Marcia L. Greenbaum, 1986 - 1992
Tia Schneider Denenberg, 1986 - 2002
Jean McKee, 1989 - 1994
Ira L. Jaffe, 1992 - 1995
Phyllis N. Segal, 1994 - 1999
Richard I. Bloch, 1998 - 2009
Donald S. Wasserman, 2000 - 2001
Dale Cabaniss, 2001 - 2008
Thomas M. Beck, 2008 - 2009
Carol Waller Pope, 2009 - 2013; 2013 - 2017
Earl W. Hockenberry, Jr., 2009 - 2015
Stephen R. Ledford, 2009 – 2018
Ernest DuBester, 2013; 2017
Herman J. Cohen, 2015 – 2018
Patrick Pizzella, 2017
Colleen Duffy Kiko, 2017 – Present
Madelyn E. Spirnak, 2018 – 2019 (resigned May 15, 2019, during her term, 10/7/18 - 10/6/21
term)
Dennis K. Hays, 2018 – Present
Thomas Miller, 2019 - Present

B.

FSIDP
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1.

Role of the FSIDP

The FSIDP assists in resolving impasses arising in the course of collective bargaining
over conditions of employment affecting Foreign Service employees working for the U.S.
Department of State, the U.S. Agency for Global Media (formerly the Broadcasting Board of
Governors (BBG)), the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the U.S. Department of Commerce.
2.

FSIDP Leadership: FSIDP Chairperson and Members

The FSLRB Chairperson appoints the five FSIDP Members. 22 U.S.C. § 4110(a). The
FSIDP’s membership is made up of: (1) two Members of the Foreign Service (who are not
management officials, confidential employees, or labor organization officials); (2) one Member
of the FSIP; (3) one Member who is employed by the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL); and
(4) one public Member who does not hold any other office or position in the Government. Id.
The FLRA coordinates with the U.S. Department of State and DOL regarding nominations for
Member positions reserved for the Foreign Service and DOL. The Executive Director of the
FSIP used to be the FLRA’s coordinator for these nominations, see Memorandum from David M.
Smith, Solicitor, FLRA to Dale Cabaniss, Chairman, FLRA, Composition of the Foreign Service
Impasse Disputes Panel, at 2 (2007) (on file with the Solicitor’s Office), but since approximately
2009, the FLRA’s Counsel for Regulatory and Public Affairs has coordinated those efforts.
The FSLRB Chairperson sets the length of the FSIDP Members’ terms and determines
who chairs the FSIDP. 22 U.S.C. § 4110(a). FSIDP Members who are not the FSIP Member
typically serve three-year terms that are the same, when possible.
The FSIDP Members must be sworn in before they can be officially hired or paid by the
Agency. 5 U.S.C. § 3331. An FSIDP Member may be sworn in by a Judge (including an FLRA
ALJ), a Notary Public, the Vice President, or the head of an agency. The Agency must document
the swearing in by completing an Appointment Affidavit (SF-61).
In accordance with FLRA Policy 6411, Procedures for Filing Financial Disclosure
Reports, FSIDP Members who spend 60 or fewer days in a calendar year performing official
duties are required to complete an OGE Form 450 financial disclosure report and provide it to
the Solicitor’s Office. See also 5 C.F.R. § 2634.903(b). FSIDP Members who spend more than
60 days in a calendar year performing official duties are required to file a new entrant OGE Form
278e financial disclosure report, as well as OGE Form 278-T periodic transaction reports, as
appropriate. See id. § 2634.202. The Solicitor’s Office provides specific guidance on FSIDP
Members’ financial disclosure obligations.
The FLRA provides compensation to only two Members of the FSIDP: the Member who
serves on the FSIP and the public Member. 5 U.S.C. § 4110(b). But the FSIP Member is not
entitled to pay for any day for which he or she receives pay for FSIP service. Id. Both Members
receive compensation for each day that they are performing their official duties, including travel
time. FSDIP Members are paid at EX IV because their pay may not exceed the daily rate
equivalent of the maximum basic pay under the current GS (GS-15, Step 10). Id.
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Members of the FSIDP serve at the pleasure of the FSLRB Chairperson. See
Memorandum from David M. Smith, Solicitor, FLRA to Dale Cabaniss, Chairman, FLRA,
Composition of the Foreign Service Impasse Disputes Panel, at 2 (2002) (on file with the
Solicitor’s Office).
3.

FSIDP Vacancies

The FSIDP can continue regular business as long as a quorum exists. 22 C.F.R.
§ 1470.2(g). The FSIDP has a quorum if it has three or more Members. Id. § 1470.2(i).
4.

Current FSIDP Members

Mark A. Carter, 2017 - Present (term expires January 10, 2022; FSIP Member)
Vacant (vice Andrew R. Arthur, 2017 – January 24, 2020 (7/28/17 - 7/28/20 term; Public
Member)
Shawn Hooper, 2015 - Present (serving 5/10/18 - 5/10/21 term; DOL Member)
Brent T. Christensen, 2018 - Present (serving 5/10/18 - 5/10/21 term; Foreign Service Member)
Jay R. Raman, 2018 - Present (serving 5/10/18 - 5/10/21 term; Foreign Service Member)
Richard Terrell Miller, 2020 – Present (serving 2/12/20 – 2/12/23 term; Foreign Service
Member)
5.

FSIDP Chairpersons

Margery Gootnick, 1982 - 1997
Thomas Colosi, 1997 - 2001
Peter Tredick, 2002 - 2006
Olden Lee, 2006 - 2008
Mary E. Jacksteit, 2010 - 2017
Mark A. Carter, 2017 - Present
6.

FSIDP Members

Margery Gootnick, 1982 - 1997
Robert G. Howlett, 1982 - 1988
Julius Balog, Jr., 1982 - 1992
Francis J. McNeil, 1982 - 1988
Rodney W. Johnson, 1982 - 1988
Anthony M. Kern, 1988 - 1991
Diane Blane, 1990 - 1992
Victor Goodman, 1990 - 1992
William G. Robinson, 1991 - 1995
Edwin D. Brubeck, 1992 - 1994
Eleanor Raven-Hamilton, 1992 – 1993
Ralph H. Ruedy, 1992- 1995
Robert S. Deutsch, 1993 - 1996
Betty A. Bolden, 1994 - 1999
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John Douglas Marchant, 1995 - 1996
Dorothy Young, 1996 - 1999
George Lannon, 1996- 1998
Thomas Colosi, 1997 - 2001
David W. Geiss, 1997 - 2002
Allen L. Keiswetter, 1999 - 2002
Marvin E. Johnson, 2000 - 2002
Frank Coulter, 2000 - 2002
Kevin Brennan, 2002 - 2004
Peter Tredick, 2002 - 2006 27 (Public Member)
Becky Norton Dunlop, 2002 - 2009 (FSIP Member)
Jose A. Lira, 2004 - 2009 (DOL Member)
Holly Higgins, 2005 - 2009 (Foreign Service Member)
Judy Rolph Ebner, 2005 - 2006 28 (Foreign Service Member)
Olden Lee, 2006 - 2008 (Public Member)
Diane T. McFadgen, 2010 - 2015 (DOL Member)
Jonita Whitaker, 2010 - 2015 (Foreign Service Member)
Alexandria L. Panehal, 2010 - 2015 (Foreign Service Member)
Mary E. Jacksteit, 2010 - 2017 (FSIP Member)
Betty A. Bolden, 2010 - 2017 (Public Member)
May Baptista, 2015 - 2016 29 (Foreign Service Member)
John C. Sullivan, 2015 - 2018 30 (Foreign Service Member)
Shawn Hooper, 2015 - Present 31 (DOL Member)
William C. Hansen, 2016 - 2018 32 (Foreign Service Member)
Mark A. Carter, 2017 - Present 33 (FSIP Member)
Andrew R. Arthur, 2017 - 2020 34 (Public Member)
Brent T. Christensen, 2018 - Present 35 (Foreign Service Member)
Jay R. Raman, 2018 - Present 36 (Foreign Service Member)

i

The current FSIP Members first appointed in 2017 were sworn in on June 27, 2017. Donald Todd, who served
until January 10, 2019, was sworn in on August 3, 2017.

27

Resigned effective May 12, 2006.
Resigned effective May 12, 2006.
29
Resigned effective July 1, 2016, because she accepted a position within the U.S. Department of State that made
her a “management official” or a “confidential employee,” and, therefore, ineligible to serve under 22 U.S.C.
§ 4110(a).
30
Resigned effective January 10, 2018, because he accepted a position within the U.S. Department of State that
made him a “management official,” and, therefore, ineligible to serve under 22 U.S.C. § 4110(a).
31
Re-appointed and currently serving May 10, 2018, to May 10, 2021 term.
32
Term expired March 7, 2018.
33
Term expires January 10, 2022, consistent with the expiration of his FSIP term.
34
Resigned effective January 24, 2020. He had been serving a July 28, 2017 to July 28, 2020 term.
35
Currently serving May 10, 2018 to May 10, 2021 term.
36
Currently serving May 10, 2018 to May 10, 2021 term.
28
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TOP FLRA CONGRESSIONAL CONCERNS
1. Absence of a New General Counsel
The FLRA has been without a General Counsel (GC) (or acting General Counsel under
the Vacancies Act) since November 17, 2017. As a result, a mountain of backlogged
unfair labor practice (ULP) cases and appeals sits in the Office of the General Counsel
(OGC).
2. Expiration of the Terms of Two Authority Members
At the end of the 117th Congress, the terms of two Authority Members will expire.
3. Securing a Budget and Appropriations to Meet the Needs of the Agency
The budget for FY 2021 is being considered by the House and Senate. The budget for FY
2022 has been submitted to OMB.
4. Tracking Legislation that Could Affect the FLRA
a. Legislation has been introduced to ensure federal employees have input into how
agencies respond to the coronavirus pandemic. The Federal Labor-Management
COVID Partnership Act (S. 4347), introduced by Sen. Brian Schatz, D-Hawaii, would
establish a task force of federal officials and representatives from unions and other
federal employee groups to review agencies’ policies related to the COVID-19
emergency and make recommendations. It also establishes a governmentwide
directive for agencies to consult with federal employee unions when developing and
implementing pandemic-related policies. Among the policies under the task force’s
purview would be telework, leave, cleaning, training and the availability of personal
protective equipment. The bill also orders agencies to create their own labormanagement councils to develop workforce policies during the pandemic, effectively
temporarily reviving collaborative bodies last employed under the Obama
administration. The main task force would be made up of the director of the Office of
Personnel Management, the director of the National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health, the assistant Labor secretary for Occupational Safety and Health, the
Office of Management and Budget’s deputy director for management, the chairwoman
of the Federal Labor Relations Authority, the director of the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service, five representatives from federal employee unions and one
representative from the Federal Managers Association.

